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RADIO'S POSTWAR STANDBYS
'Gallant Vets

'Check 'Em All/
.

Radio,

bubbling

now

Washington, Oct.
in

its

first

over with enthusiasm

pawnshops and whose war wounds'

Hollywood, Oct, 3.
Nicholas M- Schenck's trip to the
Culver City lot, it is understood, is
mainly ifor the purpose of adjusting
differences which have arisen in
connection with studio operations
during Louis B. Mayer's absence.
Lionel Barrymore is being preemed
From accounts, both E. J. Mannix
by the Cleveland Symphony Orch and Sam Katz are candidates for
at Severance Hall this winter.
top position from which production
Barrymore's new "Fugue Fantasia" policy is to be controlled, and- the
will be introduced in two concerts, Loew prexy may make a decision
Nov. 9 and 11, under direction of on this point, although ibis may
George Szell. guest-conductor from not necessarily be via a specific ap''.'.
Metropolitan Opera Co.
pointment.

Products

RECONVERSION CUE

.

.V

Current

jockeying

positions on

for dominant
network time substan-

.Division of opinion in production
matters has been reported for some
time past among various Metro studio executives, even prior to Mayer's

tiates evidence that it's the "old reliables" among the nation's indus-

manufacturers" and other
bankrollers of radio shows who will
again be firmly entrenched on the
four major, webs when the "institutional" phase of radio advertising
exits from the picture..
On the basis of the deals being set,
London will have a theatre short(Continued on page 20)
age for the next 10 years, says Richard Collet, director of the D'Oyly

10-Year Dearth Of

He was

to appear jointly with Major
Gen. David N. W. Grant, Air Surgeon of the AAF, on a program
plugging rehabilitation for vets*
After the flacks had done their
work, but before the show was aired,
(Continued on page 17)

trialists,

London Theatres

Carte Opera Co., and manager of
the Savoy theatre, London, who is
now in New York on a brief visit.
Theatres damaged in the various
blitzes will be repaired; the government is sure to lift the present 100-

NBC Launch Projects
War Yets;

For Returning

pound

limit on
Latter's GI Talent Hunt sqon as V-day theatre repairs as
brings an easing on
CBS and NBC this week took supplies for civilian -use. But buildsteps to aid returning war veterans. ing of new theatres, Collet feels, will
CBS action is a program series
(Continued on page 20)
tabbed "Assignment Home," dealing
with vets' post-war problems to be
produced in cooperation with the
Army Service Forces. Will be aired
Sunday afternoons starting Dec. 9
BIZ
(4:30-5 p.m.) and will present discussions by Army officials on the
Despite handicap of having to
problem of the return to civilian life. drydoek their rubberneck buses for
Bob Heller is producing for CBS, the duration, operators of sightseeing
with -Major Ed- Byrori representing tours in the Broadway zone are still
the Army.
doing business at the old stands.
NBC plan is designed both for Probably not as lucrative on the
discharged veterans and GI's still in take as when sightseeing to Greenthe service Knd for both men and wich Village, the Bowery and Chinawomen. It consists of a weekly se- town was done from a. cushioned
ries pi auditipns, to be held in New
seat,
they're still conducting the
York starting Oct. 14, open to tours, either on the hoof or via a
would-be actors, singers, announc- double change trolley car ride. And
ers and commentators.
NBC will at $1 and $1.50 a throw.
Radio City tour, generally a
then mail reports on the auditionee's
performance to NBC affiliate nearest bunion derby, wherein tourists are
his home.
Idea is for the affiliate gathered after steerers make the
to absorb such talent as NBC itself contact of visiting firemen and others
cannot use in view of tight talent on the main stem, are still scaled at
conditions now prevalent in N.Y. $1 for the outside lookaroiind. For
Plan was developed by Clarence an additional sum they are con-,
Menser. NBC's program vee pee.
ducted through building. Greenwich
NBC is taking applications, by mail Village tour gets higher tariff beand in person.
cause of the busride, with same fee
going for the Chinatown trip because of the trolley-ride,
Some of the smarter yokel.i demand and get their money back
THIS! when apprised of the walkaround
and trolleyihg. sans rubberneck bus
With the trend toward, spotting
/•'
.ride/ r/v'.'V--. V

BUNION DERBY B'WAY

TOURS STILL OK

YOU AN ADENOIDAL
PIANIST? READ

.

Sheet Music Biz

At 15-Year Crest

,

Music jobbers declare that the sale
music is at a peak that tops
any period in the last 15 years. That

tween Mannix and Katz.
While it is anticipated that Mayer
.Will remain away from the studio
for a couple of months, due to his

of sheet

recent accident, there
-,

Talent Appropriations

Up 25-50%

Schenck, following huddles
with Mayer arid other studio execs,
eventually divide duties be-

illness.

may

takes in a lot of territory, according
to individual publishers with good
memories, who point out that 1940,
just before the lull caused by the
ASCAP-radio .fight, was as big if not
bigger.
But they; too, string along
with the assertion that sales are currently riding a high crest.

Anticipating

Best Fla. Season Ever
Forthcoming season for talent in

Andrews

>

j

!

j

;

j

And

Sisters' Bids

,

;

;
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Pro-Dewey Film Short Arouses

<

I

Philly Exhibs

on 'Propaganda'
Philadelphia, Oct.

ILGWU Buys Radio Time
To Plug FDR Reelection

much

film

on

them

guise of a patriotic short.

in

',''-"<'},'

artists

LIBERATOR BOMBERS

WANT A 111 PLUG TOO

the

f

Deal closed Friday 29) whereby
Stunt came to light over the weekInternational Ladies Garment end when Philip Hirsh, operator, of
Workersi Union (AFL) is buying a West .Philly nabe. put what he believed
was a WAC short into the
15-minute
shows
four
on .the. Blueprojection machine and let it run.
network to campaign Jot' the reelec\
In a few moments he heard a contion of .President Roosevelt marks certed booing from audience, peeked
the first, time a labor' union has out and instead of a patriotic short
bought time on a coasl-lo-coast net-, he saw various poses of the G.O.P.
;.'.';..''
a":'
work.
Presidential candidate.
Negotiation's between the Blue and
Hirsh's
customers squawked to
ILGWU had been, on for some time. him
„,.„™„„.
and his mail was-swamped with
WARNERS'
COLOR ?
Union's show, in the 10:15 slot
indignant protest by pro-Roosevelt
- Hollywood. Oct. 3.....
Thursday nights, sta'rts.oh the Blue
patrons,
Jack L. Warner is reported inter- Oct. 12, and wilt air tor a total of
The bewildered exhib telephoned
four weeks.- on 11.7 stations.
ested in a new color film process,
NetIdea is for the company to own work is.. now trying to clear time on the distributor, Benjamin Harris of
)::
its own tint process.
another 60 stations. ... .'-.
(Continued on page 40;

Washington, Oct. 3
So many films have featured the
B-17 (Flying Fortress) that Army
public relations is asking the studios
to make pix featuring the B-24 (Con-

<

r

solidated Liberator), a similar loin -

motored bomber. -.;.)
"The B-17s have already been

•'

'

.

among name

3.

Philly exhibs are on the warpath
here following an alleged atlempt
by a distributor to foist a Dewey

propaganda

discussion

(Continued on page 43)

the

,

ef-

fectively dramatized," War DepartTfrent is notifying ithe studio ;. -.''Jt
is felt that it would be of considerable value to the morale o: B-24
.crews to have such a picture pro[;' '
•
J-.'duced."
1

OWN

.'

•

'.,?.

••

i

also being

Florida niteries will be the biggest in
Cue Big Concert Biz
history, according to vet talent purThere is no definite seasonal peFrank Sinatra has been offered
veyors. Appropriations are up from riods of slumps and big sales in the
a
23 to 50% over last year's figures.
music biz. There are times when what amounts to almost $10,000
Not many bookings have been pubs expect one or the other ex- day for a five-day concert tour in
corral the singer for
closed yet, but those that have are a treme,
but they are consistently Canada. To
tipoff as to what's in store.
Sam fooled by the buying public, which five days a Canadian outfit (which
Barkus, operator of The Beach- is claimed to be influenced in its isn't named) offered him $35,000 in
comber, bought Georgie Price. Bob activity by anything from an out- guarantees againsi 50'.; privileges,
Dupont and Gomez & Beatrice for standing hit soni or the lack of one, with his prospective gross estimated
opening show, st rating Dec. 21. to a /pod in Squeedunk Ordinarily, at between $85,000 and 15100.000.
With two local bands to go in as at this time of year, sales begin to At a 50% split that would return
between $8;500 and .$10,000
well, Beachcomber^ weekly talent increase because of the approach of him
Sinatra hasn't made up his
daily.
(Continued on page 42)
(Continued On page 43)
mind, but it isn't likely he'll take
the offer. It was made through Contury Artists' Bureau.
Success of Phil Spitalny in the
conceit field and the money guaranteed the Andrews Sisters $20,000
for seven days, against a 60'. split
on a forthcoming tour, has started

.'-

J

is

(Continued on page 40

Sinatra, Spitalny

•:.

old-time performers in Broadway's
pop-priced bistros, neighborhood or
suburban niteries! veteran pianists
are at a premium. N. Y. agents booking those spots are offering SlOO-aweek or better for the elderly boxthumpers, who from memory can
.- .-'.(Continued on page 40

Divide

L B. Mayer's Duties at M-G Studio

Tells Radio

and will report on the Coast for
her first film Jan. 15. Singer is now
in N. Y., where she opens her fourth
date at La Martinique Nov. 12.
She's also set for a return to the
Chez Paree, Chicago, in December
prior to the Coast trip.

Most. -recent big case involves the
"We the People" show which put
out publicity that it would feature
Dick Brown, ex-radio singer, who
had been a combat pilot in the South
Pacific, wounded in action and who
had plastic surgery done on his face.

CBS,

May

Cleve. Preem for Symph
Ex-'Baby' Rosemarie
•War Babies* Making Way
By Lionel Barrymore
Signed by Universal
for Vet Sponsor Spenders
/\
Cleveland, Oct. 3.
Ex-Baby Rosemarie, now 21, has
A new symphonic work by actor
With Their Mass-Appeal
been signed by Universal Pictures

to

were won in the corner grog shop.
The sucker -.-record goes "clear
across the country, taking in not
only local broadcasters, but also national webs' and the programming
departments of the larger ad agen,

Army

3.

war and

help, is leading with its chin in the
Old "hero, racket,"- playing- sucker to
phonies whose medals came out of

cies.

OLD RELIABLES AS Manhix and Katz

Sometimes Phoney;

i

I

«'.-."

I

.A.rrfly is also urging the production
of films dealing with' the tick! work
of the medical corps, demobilization
and armies of occupation.

—

.

!

..

MISCELLANY

VBriETy

Wednesday, October

'"""'"t
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'Copyrighted' Faces Seen for Filmsters
I

As Video Infringement Protection

'ttH

1 1 f f

I

I
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SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

»

By Frank

Scully

«

Chumps Elysees, Hollywood, Sept. 29.
,
Poll has completed a travel survey and reports that
despite Los Angeles having grown an additional half million in population
since 1940, "Variety's"
to
column, as opposed to the
to LA
listing, shows that three times as many personalities have gone
east as
have come west. Alice-in-Wonderland Scully, the poll's checker-upper
says this is because they come west as Nobodies and return to NY as
Somebodies, Thus she accounts for the habitually longer list in the LA
column. ,:"
to
Whether Gallus or the checker-upper is right may not be up to me to
straighten out with a corrective-directive, but one thing I can settle. An
unlisted "Variety" Mugg Emeritus left LA for
a week ago to write
a three-act one-set two-cast play aboard the Chief and, if nothing worse
befell him, is now sleeping off his Edgar Wallace ordeal at the Hotel
Plaza. His name is Leonard L. Levinson. I think the L stands for Roosevelt.
Anyway, Leonardo da Levinson, as he is known, is the seven lively
arts, is still solvendo and compos mentis after years of writing for Fibber
and Molly, the Great Gildersleeve, Jack Carson and a flock of radioactivities.
But he is not, according to my private advices, going to New
York to unload another "Voice of the Turtle" at all.
What he is secretly bent on unloading is the most quoted unpublished
book in America. I refer to the "Left Handed Dictionary," a massive
compilation which he and Ted Taylor (like Levinson, a V.M.E. and now
business manager for the Screen Publicists Guild) thought they had ready
for publication eight years ago. They began working on it years before
that. In fact, ever since they dreamily watched a run on the bank across
the way from the "Variety" office in Hollywood and' never realized that
the paper's dough was disappearing with the run.
That set them to collecting cynical definitions and at the end of their
Five- Year: Pan they had thousands.
They first called it the "Dunce's
Dictionary," but that seemed like insulting buyers in a day of buyers'
strikes. So they changed it to' "Left Handed Dictionary," and it was without doubt the best compilation of ruthless definitions ever herded together
in any language. They planned not one introduction but 26— one for each
letter in the alphabet. They began with Herb Asbury, Bob Benchley, Ted
Cook, Walt Disney, John Emerson and so on down the alphabetical line
to end with Joe Zelli. Then they started a six weeks' barrage, pouring
screwy, props into the inner sanctum of Simon and Schuster. These came
from all corners of America. Most of them carried definitions from the
"Left Handed Dictionary." Some were: An old collar from Boston with
the inscription: "Butler—the watch on the wine"; a marine trophy from
Pittsburgh tagged: "Marines— the act on the bill that follows the diplomats;
a spur from Phoenix tagged: "Horse man's best friend till he found something faster"; a clock from Grand Rapids tagged: "Alarm clock— a device
for awakening childless families," etc.
:

Hollywood, Oct.

3.

Our Own Gallus

-f

Film players are seriously considering plans to "copyright" their
faces as a protection of their rights
..

in postwar days

when

television is
expected to spring into action as a
major element of show business.
Idea has been taking root here since
an address; along those lines by
Walter Abel at, a meeting of the

Screen Actors Guild. Pointing out
that the Screen Writers and Screen
Cartoonists had already taken preliminary steps to preserve their
property rights when television becomes general, Abel said:
"The lines are being drawn for as
gigantic a battle for a .wholly new
method of entertainment as we have
seen in the history of actors. I can
conceive
possible
that
some
it
strongly entrenched actors through
their agents may reserve to them-

Bookies' Delight
When comedian Joe E. Lewis

LA

;

recently lost his voice and had to
take a long rest, the indisposition
resulted, he says, in his inability
to spell the fancy names of the
horses to his bookies..
"I couldn't spell Strategic or
Devil Diver, or such winners, so
I
always wound up betting on
losers like Dit or Oasis."

NY

:

selves the future television rights to
their own images.
In this matter,
we must look to the agents for interpretation; individually and as a
guild."
By protection of television rights
is meant the right of performers to
enjoy,
compensation beyond that
called for by their film contracts if
their pix are televised,
Cartoonists, Abel declared, are already demanding a share in the receipts from reissues and television,

WEEK!

120th

;

'

and added:
"The Screen Writers
Guild is moving toward the same
contention, that the use of their ma1

terial, old or new, in television, constitutes a new and different question
of property rights, as different as

that between theatre rights,
rights and movie rights.
Musicians' Share

book

"

:

"The Musicians Union has already
signed a contract under Petrillo
with television producers giving
union members a share of profits.
We have a new contract coming up
in 1947, two years from next May.
It is not too early to begin at least
to contemplate the possibility of
new problems arising."
Discussing probable changes that
may eventuate through television,

Abel

asserted:

"It will eventually create a new
kind of acting technique, possibly
a new kind of actor.
He will be
neither stage, radio or screen, for he
will give a continuous performance,
knowing all of his lines, without

benefit of audience, or script in front
of him, or special facial lighting, or
20 takes and retakes." .;';':

Since Abel's speech, numerous top
players have gone into huddles with
their agents, reviewing their contracts and figuring out ways to preserve
their
television
in
rights
'
future pacts.
;

PAT O'BRIEN, McHUGH
TO HEAD O'SEAS UNITS
Actor Pat O'Brien is set to go
overseas
for
USO-Camp Shows
shortly with a unit including Jinx
Falkenburg, Betty Yeaton, Ruth Carrell, Harry Brown and- Jimmy Dodd.
Tour set for 15 weeks.
Frank McHu'gh will head another
offshore unit, to' include Mary Brian,
June Clyde, Charlotte Greer and
Eddie Eiseman. Ella Logan and a
unit that includes Edith Delaney and
Frank Papile have already arrived
in England, set for a six-months'
tour of the European war theatre.

Cole Porter's apartment in the
Waldorf-Astoria Towers is directly

'

"I

.

El

Waldorf.

;

However, complaints have

WHITEMAN'S BOND BAND
Paul

Whiteman

conduct a
mixed service band of 100, 25 each
from the Army, Navy, Marines and
A>r Corps, on a limited crosscountry
tour to' hypo the 6th War Loan Drive
in

will

November- December.
servicemen and women's mixed
would augment the GI mu''•'•'"••',*

and

outs' 8 times,

want

i

Urncs more."

to see

it 8

....

CHARLES COBURN.

'44.

Editor, '•Variety";

Flesh in New Guinea is here to
stay and that also applies to places
further oh, as New Guinea is ho
longer the forward area in the sense
that it used to be. In one base there
Were 247 stage shows within a month.
As the population in this particular
base is about the same as a medium
size city and these shows are mostly
variety type shows, vaudeville has
"come back" in that particular spot;

REPORT CHEVALIER TO
ENTERTAIN ALLIES
:,'•.

Paris, Oct.

3.

Maurice Chevalier, reported in the
south of France visiting friends, is
expected back in Paris this week.
Also reported he'll be in a show
here for Allied servicemen.
Film actor/Harry Baur died in
1942 from tortures by the Gestapo,
the newspaper Resistance reports.
resistance group leader, Baur, a Jew,
died after reportedly telling the
Gestapo: "I would rather die stand].'
ing up than live on my knees."

We have been having some fine
USO-Camp Shows. Sammy Walsh,
Jean Darrell and Ralph Thomas
were particularly good. They came
over with a cowboy but the cowboy
did not stay and they continued and
played the whole tour. When about
to return to the United States with
passage all booked, some entertainment was needed for combat troops

.'•

A

:

—

i

Barrage of Props
Units
Overseas
At the time 1 doubt if Messrs. Levinson and Taylor were clearing $100
stationed in the Admiralties. When
a week between them, yet they were planting their props as if they had the
I
explained to Sammy, Jean and
Sameness'! exploitation budget of a super-duper film back of them. The 'props were'
'Suffer
Ralph that these troops were just
timed to start with one the first day and work up with a crescendo to 20
Major Sidney Piermont, chief stageout of combat, they put off the trip
on the last day. Two days of silence followed the avalanche. Simon and
home for 10 days and hopped a plane show booker for Loew's until he' Schuster were falling all over the props and each other.
USO-Camp Shows
for the Admiralties and did a grand Armied, spoke to
At this point our inexhaustible muggs sought me out. Keeping all the
bookers
vaude
various
and
officials
job.
Jean was crowned "Queen of
preceding madness from me, they told me they had a book. After seeing it
leaving for Fort
before
week
last
the Admiralties" and was the first
I thought they had a pip and wired Simon and Schuster that I had stumre the "poor" quality and
girl to get up there.
Real troupers. Ord, Cal.,
bled on something big for them. Taylor and Levinson grinned. It takes
formation
of USO units sent
routine
.'''."}"
Another unit that did wonderful
a mugg to chump a mugg, thought they.
Piermont recently rework was Jackie Heller and Lew overseas.
"What do you mean you stumbled on this?" Essandess replied. We can't
EngParker.
The two of them with a turned from* a tour of duty in
move because of dictionary gadgets. Who are the authors and when
France.
land
and
.'••.''•'..-.
GI accordionist named Dick Lanning
can we see the manuscript?"
Piermont opined out that overdo a full two-hour show packed with
By then I learned that the "Left Handed Dictionary" had flown eastward
units are sufferentertainment and spend all their seas entertainment
and wired them so. In time it waded its way through the props which
ing from a sameness that is tiring
leisure
time with the soldiers
had preceded it and arrived in the overladen lap of the rejection editor,
groups are made
could hardly get .them in an officers' GI's. Virtually all
at that time I think Kip Fadiman.
magician, dance act, singer,
up
of
a
club.
We caught them after hard
There never was a better example demonstrating to what lengths our
work so
tours in the Central and South Pa- etc., and they all sound and
story. In brief, they oversold.
much alike that soldiers know in muggs will go to get or make a
cific areas and did not have them
Perhaps by now they will simply say to a publisher, "We gotta book.
advance what's cooking. He emphalong enough;
Okay, we'll send it
Full of laughs. 'Lef'handed Dictionary.' Like it?
.-'-''
''•
Of the big names, we had Judith sized the need for the most diverting over."
;'.".-'
•.
Anderson, Bob Hope and Jack entertainment possible, and plenty
That way they'll sell it, too.- And that's life. -It always gives you what
Benny. Except for a week with An- of it; for overseas duty.
you want if you want .it long eiiQugh,- butL not at the time you want it nw^fc.
derson I did not travel with any
of them this time having finally got
of projecting a personality over footPar Signs 'Bloomer' Boy
off the "company manager" detail.
lights" but said as a to.o, attraction
Aimee MacPherson Death
The Anderson bunch were about as
David Brooks, male lead in
she was a washout. "Her poise in
fine a bunch of troupers as you will
"Bloomer Girl" which preems oh
the face of sacreligious titters is
find anywhere.
Curtain
They consisted of Broadway tomorrow night (5), has
Rings
something to admire... She has perMiss Anderson, Ann Troila, Shirley been signed to a film contract by
feet diction, a rapid flow of words,
Cornell. Helen McClure and Albert Paramount.
Glamour-Gospel Career boundless
a
and
self-assurance
Hay Mallotte. The girls, fresh out of
He is a baritone who played leads
That
Passing of Mrs. Aimee Semple chummy personal intimacy.
Los Angeles and the comforts of in Philadelphia Opera Co. produchome, took the hardships of the for- tions for the past three years, prior MacPherson, nationally known evan- Broadway refused to thaw out for
ward .-areas as they came and seemed to joining the John C. Wilson musi- gelist, in Oakland, Cal., last week, her just proves what a stubborn
rang down the curtain on the career bunch of sinners Broadwayites are."
'Continued on page 17)
cal cast,
of the most colorful evangelist since
This convinced both Mrs. MacBilly Sunday, former diamond star, Pherson and the bookers that she
who found plenty of moola in those was not for. vaude. But she re-

USO

From

;

':

;

;.'-.

'

•

,

On

Down

j

;•

gospel tents.
MacPherson differentiated
Mis.
from Sunday in. that she brought
glamour albeit a maewestiari tecnique to the gospel pitches that paid
off handsome dividends for 25 years.

This Week's Football

turned to the tabernacles as boff as
ever.

:

By Ted Husing
(Sat, Oct. 7)
WINNERS

GAMES
TCU-Arkansas

Army-Brown

........

Cal

.

Syracuse-Columbia

...

ODDS

...TCU
...Army.....!.

...

...California

...

.

.

.

California-So.

9-5
3-1
5-9
... 8-5
...

..

.

....Syracuse ....

.

Cornell-Yale .........

...

Penn-Dartmouth

..

.........

t

,

-./. .'.-.Cornell''.-..;.

...

.... ..Penh... ........

...11-5
1-3
.

Duke-N. C. Pre-Fhght ........ Duke
Georgia Tech-No. Carolina
.fCeorgia Tech
.

.

,

.

....

Ohio State-Iowa .........
LSU-Rice
.

.

,

.

Navy-Penn State-,,.-.
Notre Dame-Tulane

.

.

,

.....

;

.

.-',',.

.

.,,•.',

,.,.'.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.,

,

:..

... Wisconsin

.

.

.

;...:...

.

.Michigan ...
Gt. Lakes' ....
.Texas

;,„•

.

.

'.:.'.?

'.,.,»..

Dame

.

..:.'",'

...

2-1
7-5

...9-5

;•

.13-5
2-1
.;.,...*
3-1
,
" 3-1
.

,':

.

.

;'.'.".'.;,',

.

Navy
Notre

. '.'.'.

;

.

.

.-.

2-1

.

..4-1.
....5-12
3-1
. .

....LSU
.

.

'..-.

.

Purdue

.....Ohio

.

Wisconsin -Marquette .
Michigan-Minnesota
Gil Lakes-Northwestern
Texas A. & M.-Oklahoma

.

, .

.

Purdue-Illinois

.'.
.

'-".

;

.

National Pro League (Sun., Oct. 8)
Giants- Yankees
Lions-Tigers

Giants
..
..'
."..'.',.".
Lions .....
7/!
Bears-Rams
.;'...
/,,
.Bears .... .... ,
Packers-Car-Pitt ............. ... .Packers »,;.
Eagles-Redskins ....
.... ,.. .•.Eagles
.

,

...

.

'.

.

',}.

.

...

.

,

.

.

.

'.

.

.

.'';•;
.

.'

.

A

choir

sikers.

1944"

Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Ca).
have seen Ken Murray's 'Black-

"I

But in New Guinea

.

been few.)

"BLACKOUTS OF

;

Cole Porter's Previews
under the special suite reserved by
the U. S. State Dept. for visiting dignitaries, and when
the Windsors
were in New York recently, the
Duchess asked the songsmith to come
up for a cocktail;
don't mind adding,'' she said,
"that I like your new tunes for
'Seven Lively Arts' which, as when
you first composed the score for
'Mexican Hayride,' are now quite,
familiar to me, since' l ean hear them
clearly."
(Porter does his scmgl
smithing until 4 aim^, mostly in the

KEN MURRAY'S

Vaude Comeback,

Australia, Sept. 10,

NY

NY

.

.'

NY

Won,

SEASON'S RECORD
14;

lost,

7,

ties,

3; pet.,

(Ties not counted)

.067.

.

.

7-5
8-5
8-5

.13-5
.

5-7

She had been somewhat inactive,
and was no longer the publicity pull,
in the last five years. Yet she still
derived a comfortable take from her
Angelus Temple,. Los Angeles, one
in Oakland and other holdings,
The only setback to overcome the
'.'

',,-:

Evangelist
publicity in

gained

first

national

when reported drowned while swimming in
the

1920's

the surf off Santa Monica, Cal. She
reappeared in the desert near DougAriz., a few days later with a
weird story of kidnapping. A male
protege choirsinger at her temple
had simultaneously disappeared, and
the attendant scandal, rather than
cramping her style as an evangelist

las,

blonde
gospel
spieler, who had come to be known made her more boffo.
as "the Mae West of the TaberBorn Aimee Elizabeth Kennedy
nacles," was in 1933 when she at- and reared on a farm in Ontario, the
tempted to divert her tabernacle gal came a long way and did all
Her attractive
technique and gospel chants into a right by herself.
vaudeville act. Under the aegis of blonde beauty and theatrical techLyons & Lyons, N. Y. vaude agents, nique employed in her gospel tent
she played a couple of vaude spots pitches amassed a sizable fortune
to polish up for the big date at the for her throughout the years.
Capitol, N. Y., in September of that
Starting out with practically nothyear.
Despite avalanches of pub- ing, she eventually settled in Los
licity anent; Sister Aimee's advent Angeles where, through co-operaon,
sin-drenched
Broadway, she tive donations by her parishioners
flopped. The Capitol hit an all time she was able to erect the Angelus.
low for the week, with gross of $17,- Temple there at cost of $1,500,000.
600, of which Mrs. MacPherson: got Her theatrical technique made the
$5,000. Inasmuch as the Capitol had temple pay better than many the-':'"
been previously doing around $45,- atres.
000 weekly sans sock attractions, the
Although death was diagnosed as
dive in the take was town talk for a heart attack during her sleep,
months afterward.
Oakland authorities ordered autopsy
"Variety's" New Act Review
and have not determined its findings.
Reviewing her performance, "Va- Body has been lying in state at
riety's"
Land called Aimee "no Angelus Temple, Los Angeles, with
slouch as a preceptress in the arts funeral 'set for Friday <6). .'-.fiery,

attractive

,',

|
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FACE BOOKING JAM

BRIT. FIX

Loew's Ties 3 Home-Office Execs

To 5-Year Termers; Wage
Loaw's,

DELAYS
Tilts

Hollywood, Oct.

3,

Butler,

consists of .Frances
Lew R. Foster, Arthur

Goodrich.
Kober, Michael Kanin, Harry Kurnitz, Ande Lamb, Leonard Lee, Margaret Roberts and Allan Scott:

':'-..•

WB May

ministrative matters, relieving some
Of the older company toppers of a
portion of their duties.
Policy of tying executive personlie! to home offices with contracts
lias been generally accentuated at
all major companies during the war
years, .with company heads seeing
this as the only way in which
trained, experienced and successful
execs can be retained for the maintenance of successful operations in
every phase of the business. Com t
pany heads, noting losses in the production division of the industry,

In

Be

First

L-A Dubbing

to hold On to manpower in administrative posts.
'..
In view of competitive, bidding
and the tax situation, term Contracts
and pension plans, the latter for

both high and lower paid employees,

delays.

'-.

.

|
I

efforts

V

effective in offsetting inter-industry raiding to a large
extent.

REPORT BANK MAY
SET AUSSIE DEAL
Sydney, Oct.
Australian

there's a chance that

niay

J.

Arthur Rank duction

production

enter

-

.

here

a

via

.

-.-

-

tory." -

One

:

•'

'.'.-

;.'.;"

.

They include,
"Corn
Is

alignment.

besides

<ieal ^yith Cinesound Productions,
'fne of Greater Union Theatres' sub-

''Reputation."

Green." Bette Davis starrer: "Sara-

Trunk" (Gary Cooper >;• "To
aids..
Have and to Have Not" (Humphrey
IJeal purportedly is being handled Bbgar.t): "Roughly Speaking" (Rosayia Norman B. Rydge, managing lind .Russell); "Objective Burma."
director of Greater Union.
Errol Flynn), and "Rhapsody in.
Blue.''
based on life of George
Bank's London Lease
Gershwin.
London. Oct. 3.
Other majors working on SpanJ, Arthur Rank has leased Pa ra ish-sound track versions, soon will
mount's Carlton theatre from David reveal their plans.
Rose, Par's managing director in
^Sreat Britain, and will use it for pictoga

in

Loop

theatres

there.

-

.

tures.

Prof. Sez

House opens under new setup
sometime in November with "Henry
the

Fifth."

$2,000,000

It

is

in

,

150G

Los Angeles. Oct. 3.
Barsli, former language

Samuel

'.

"•;

Filched

His Yarn, Sues for

production

made by Two Cities Films.
for a minimum of 20 weeks.

M-G

prof, at University of California, filed
Metro for $150,000,
against
suit

T. Dorsey to Trial In

charging plagiarism in. the filming
of "Heavenly Music," musical short

LA. Nov. 14 on Solo Rap

that

won

last year's Oscar:

Professor declares the snort was
based on his own play, "A Dangerous Affair." to which the film com-

Los Angeles, Oct. 3.
Indictment charging Tommy DorDane and Allan Smiley with
felonious assault on Eddie Norris
was dismissed for lack of sufficient
.'•viden.ee-. in Superior Court.
Trial on, the other indictment, involving assault on Jon Hall, will be
held Nov., 14 before Superior Judge
sey, Pat

pany had

access in 1940.

Warners Lands Plaza As
New Zealand Showcase

it

i.s

reported.

The product jam

:':'

...

.'

'.'-

'.'-

run over $7,000,000 domestic even
under the hurdle of long running
time, and refusal by the; major theatre circuits to increase admission
scales for the film. As result of opposition by majors to tilting the
policy
scales for "Since." the
was set for subsequent; to play the
picture at regular scales also.
Dragon
Long running time of
Seed." 145 minutes, is also calculated
as costly in estimating potential rev-,
enue for Metro. Figured that on the
Music Hall, N. Y-, run alone, a cut

UA

product

available and suitable, the independents also are able to "bargain" more
successfully with the major companies. The fact that the independent producers are turning out greatly
improved pictures thus has been a
(Continued on page 38
fine break in this respect for the
exhibitors.
As recently as two years ago, Twin
City independents turned up their
noses at independent product and
rarely bought any picture outside of
the major releases.
Now Republic,
P.R.C. and Monogram are getting a
Sydney. Oct. 3.
substantial number of bookings and
Walt Disney has been invited to
it's
no rarity for their pictures to visit Australia before the war ends,
deliver at the boxoffice.
yia a special invitation from W.
Caldwell. Minister of Information, on
behalf of the Aussie government.
It's known that the government is
Eight
'Governors!
extremely keen on idea of interest*
.\merican and British 'film
men in producing pictures Down
\

AUSTRALIAN GOVT.

Unwill

and
are

has
j

pic-

New

situations was, at one time, rapidly
ieading to a shgytKaw r
dicated Wide repercussions.
Some

product
was being
Hollywood. Oct.. 3.
moved out of preferred playing time
Eight new members were elected
in major chains, due to unexpected
to the board of governors of the
long runs of major company product; Academy of Motion Picture Arts, and
Apart from the domestic powder- Sciences for the coming year and. 10
keg in which the playdate situation old members were reelected. New
is involved problem' will also be to
Board consists- of:
avert. Anglo-American
misunderRonald Colrnan. Jean Hersholl and
standings.
With the Film Council George
Murphy, actors; Charles
in
Britain currently agitating for Bracket!. James Hilton and Mary
better trade arrangements in con- McCall. Jr., writers; Michabl Curtis,
nection with the U. S. market, some .Mark' Sandrich. -and Sam Wood.. diU. S., trade leaders will seek to avert rectors: Y: Frank Freeman. E. J.
a head-on collision with powerful Ma'niiix. and. Waller Wanger. proBritish .production - distribution - ex- ducers;
Hector. S. Dods. Farciot
hibition interests in order to keep Eduart and. Thomas T. Moullon. seiopen favorable conditions for dis- ences; .Nat W. Finston, music; Gortribution of U.'S. product in Britain. don Hollingshcad. short subjects, and
Meantime,' while there has been Harry Brand, public relations.
some, discussion by major U. S. distribs to limit runs .of pictures in key
theatres, high negative costs demand
Arthur Schwartz O.O.S

independent

'.",-

:

j

!

|

.

Tr.nle
KOI-'

Annual stockholders meeting
Monogram, now slated for Oct.
likely will

be postponed

weeks because

in

the

to have
'session

j

I

His

new
is

'financing set before the
held; New financing pro-

gram would

be.

submitted

-to

share-

houses',

holders for approval.

New

financial setup.would involve
$1,500,000 to St. 750,000. it's reported.'

'

;-.i'" •

;;
:

Will

Annmil'.
Hinsili-

h-

',

Own Pictures
3.

Mil<c Todd jv going to make h',
own. pictures .as' an indie producer,

•

and "i.s organizing .his own- filn.n-aking, unit and negotiating for a
Hollywood, Oct. 3.
dJstf 'ijuti'on outlet.
Hollywood. Oct 3,
Harry Colin,- Columbia chief, goes
''Details' of the now Todd organizaRobert Benchley needs a motor- into conference here this week with tion will be disclosed before he
cycle to cover all his current film home office execs on plans for forth-. shoves off for New. York next \yeok.'
'
'assignments,
•il •coin-1 g product,
a
Meanwhile he will continue. Ills .stage
-. Colun'mist-aclor
is
dividing
his
In town for Die huddles are Abe production on Broadway
time among "Weekend at the WaV Montague, Abe
Schneider.
Jack
At one time it' was- reported
dorf." .".Duffy's Tavern." "Pan-Amer- Cohiii Nate Spingold.. Vincent Borformer Ambassador Joseph P. Kenicana" and "It's in the Bag."
,';
clli and" Lou Asto'r.
i.f
nedy would be associateci with him.
,

Col.

Sachems Huddle

BENCHIEY ON THE BOUNCE
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the
Yale prof
turned actor, who tutored. Porter at
Yale, came in. from Saratoga to sit,
in also oiv the. po.wwows 'for any
closcups on fhe/scrccn biog..

16
4')

i)

;'

"Inside— Radio

8

.

.

.-.

.

4

.

:

story outline.
Mo nty Wooilcy.

v

n.

i;i.

!;

.

•

Rose. huddled with the WB
studio, people for limited sessions
each day but; in general, okayed, the
;

Y"i

,

J

Billy,

lll<-

V\y.*n\

.

*ld

.

Chatter

soio.urnv
Porter, .being on_a limitcd-sdjickLliLi
because of his health, plus the "Seven
Lively Arts
staue assignment for.
-.

.

.

•

Bills

New Haven

Yale locations
Scripters
to
o.o
Charlie Hoffman and Leo Towhsehd
cam? cast with the produce! and director,

Willi AN

i.\

V.VItH TV.
ii,

?s'(iw

...

INDEX

Talent for Porter Biog

i'Cct:

SI

KI.VIK

SI

Oufrp
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,

Make

Hollyy. ood. Oct..

:'
.;

W.-mi

I.

While, east to powwow with Cole
Porter biv the "Night and- Day',' (tentative title), .he Wariier Bros, biog
of the songsmit.h, pioduccr Arthur
Scrf^artz interviewed a flock, of talent
Michael Curti/, who is to di-

'.-•

several

for.

company wants

trie

1

sr,iilc

JIY

-

tV<Tkl.r
S^V'-rniH
llilil

.SUBSOKhi'TtfiS"

!

minimum extended playoffs
Wellington. N. Z.. Sept. .1.
Plaza theatre, Christ church, oper- de luxe houses,
•ated by Christchurch Cinemas. Ltd.,
which includes Fullers and J-..C. Williamson Picture Corp., has become
show-window for the Warner Bros:
product in, this zone area, starting
with "Casablanca."
Plaza has switched from dual to
Majority of New Zeasolo policy.
land;cinemas play single policy now,
tew exceptions being the western

1 » I'J 1 1

Shi
\-„

•

Todd

of
18.

N*

I'lihlislinl

.

Mono Delays Sesh
to Set New Financing

:-

Under.

-'''•

•

:

*

DISNEY INVITED BY

numerous key

•.'

Arthur CniniV

matinee and morning attendance, or
use of a single uniform 'night scale

a

i

'

in

.

'

i

tures,

Minneapolis, Oct 3.
proving
is'

-.

.

"Since You Went Away" and
"Wilson" are reported being held
back in Chicago due to the product
derstood that Balaban and Katz
play "Since"
be. 'unable
to
"Wilson" Until other bookings
taken care of. No definite date
yet been fixed for. these two.

in endeavouring to get maxireturns for..' the picture, despite the handicap of its length, tryto set up earlier openings and later
closings in theatres, wherever possible. Some headway has also been reported in getting exhibs to establish
slightly higher admission scales for

mum

Save

Hollywood produelioi);
With more independent

probabilities.

jam

:

using a

.

.

]

neighborhood and suburban houses
number of changes a week.
These shortages have been caused
by 'the numerous loop extended run
engagements, holding up first-run
releases, and
by curtailed major

until recently out
important key such as Los
Angeles, due to the prior arrangements for playing off -20th-Fox,
Metro and other product in that
.

':

-

of the biggest grosser? of the

sector.

'

to the length of
exhibitors
Of it. has improved sufficiently; in the picture by newspaper film reserved to
quality during the past year not only viewers so far. it has only
to theatres.
business
draw
additional
to risk its playdatiug,- but also to
The running time, however, is:
bring boxoffice results occasionally.
hindrance
to -'maxproving
distinct
a
The- new source of supply is bridgRentals will likely
ing over occasional shortages at the imum returns.

David O. Selznick's "Since You

an

the biggest grossers of this or many
other seasons, the picture is not being played at advanced' scales, and
the running time arbitrarily re-'
strict;
the
number of showings
daily.
One and two-hour waits for
the picture in. many situations are
reported common.
Understood that United Artists

Twin City independent throughout the day
Despite references
who now feel that much

Went Away." was
of

—Ethan

'.'.''

the doestimated

lifesaver for

category. ;of course, British product
would also be affected.
year,

'

Indie Exhibs

this

in

\'

'

-';-:.';

the non-theatre owning-

And.

in

Independent product

•

.

even "more

distribs

co-stars

.

$2,000,000

in
is

it

by distribution execs.
While "Since" is proving one of

reps,

some cases.
While affecting producer-distributor chains, the product jam has,, of
course, hit

as

Indie Fix

Difficulty has
key situations.
been reported even with product
from chain-affiliated distribs. Major
company execs claim they have
been obliged to hold back product
and that they cannot get into their
own theatres with big budgeters in

.-•

dubbing program for WB. Company
now has seven forthcoming features
in work on the new sound-track pro-

3,

hear

circles

.

While big-budgeters, it is claimed,
are bound to get playdates, there
are currently many instances where
U. S. product "cannot be booked
promptly owing to the product jam

"Since" has finally been set and is
Warners,' which has been quietly now reported slated to open in L.A.
setting 'tip a stock company of 40- around Oct. 14 at the Ritz, Egyptian
Spanish-speaking players on
the and Los Angeles theatres.
Some
Coast, also has acquired a full staff time was originally believed availof technicians who had handled dub- able for "Since" at the Wilshire and
bing in Spain and France. Luis Bun- United :Artists theatres. L.A:, but
uei. who worked for Warners in this was lor a strictly limited period
Spain, is in charge of the Spanish- oiily
regardless
of
the grossing

have been found

+' film

-.'-

'.

films being set through United
Artists, may be delayed in getting
general distribution at this time.

-

:

rentals

in

mestic .market alone,

Both players have singletons to make before pairing in the
Edith Wharton novel, to be produced
by Henry Blanke.
Their
former co-starrers were
"Petrified Forest" and "Dark Vic-

in

Metro formally anAlthough
nounced its Spanish-language dubbing .program first. Warner Bros.,
which officially revealed its Spanish
dubbing lineup last week, may be
the first American major company
to release dubbed products in Latinwarners is so far along
America; Warners'
with its dubbing that 'My Reputation," Barbara Stanwyck starrer, may
be ready for the Latin-American market early in January.
Film is not
set for U. S. release until February.
Metro, which had been going
along well on several, including
"White Cliffs." has encountered some

'

Warners
Frome."

from

Selznick

O.

$2,500,000

to

Hollywood, Oct. 3.
Humphrey Bogart
be teamed for the thLndLtime at

Bette Davis and
will

Nomination committee, headed by
Rank,

Hugo

Long running time of "Since You
Went Away." 1*73 minutes, will cost
David

'Bogey' and Bette Again

:

distributors, may also radically afLester Cole, acting president of
fect Anglo-American film trade rethe Screen Writers Guild since the
lations.
Barring a sudden dip in
resignation of Mary C. McCall, Jr..
grosses which would call for shorter
is favored for retention of that job
runs, British product scheduled for
at the annual election Nov. 8.
U, S. release, such as the J. Arthur

approximately $16,000.
Friedman, Moskowitz. and Vogel
have been with Loew's for over 25
years.
Trio has in recent 'months'
assumed added duties on the executive committee set up to handle ad-

have made more determined

¥

Tight playdate situation, affecting
both U. S. theatre-operating as well
as
non-theatre owning producer-

SWG

Cole Favored by

Figured to Cut Rentals $2,000,

EXHIBITION SEEN

has reportedly tied

Inc.;

Up three executives, operating out
of the New York hom« office, to
flva-year contracts. Understood that
ierm pacts have been set for Leopold
Friedman-, general counsel; Charles
£. Moskpwitz.'--'general' manager of
Xoew's New York theatres, and Joe
Vogel. manager of Loew's out-oftown theatres.
Salaries of these execs, from accounts, will be tilted to around
Attorney Fried $100,000 annually.
Irian's boost is paid, to amount to

Time of Since*

173 Mins. Running

IN U. S.

1.1(1.

Vf<i;

li;

.
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WB Splits Its Foreign;

Survey Shows 288 Pix Released By 9

The nine major
cluding Republic, forced exhibitors
1o get along on. the smallest number
©f features in history during the
1943- 44 season just ended and bein-

Oct.

.3.

'.:';.

Hugh Cumming's, dialog dir:, 20th.
Webb Smith, writer, George Pal.
Beverly Thompson, actress, Par.
Wanda Hendrix, actress, Warners.
Sons of Pioneers, singers, Republic.

ing.

.-;

A

JERRY WAYNE

1

Singing Star of Ed Wynn Show
For Borden's Friday Xiles, 7 P. M;
"on the Blue,

.,

W-.J55

j

"Jei'ry- \V"ayiie,T: handsome young;
curly-haired .singer .
about Hie
best looking' o.C the crooners, and
"•

eonlldpm'^."

wil.li

"

'-

K.\ K
>i*ll:««.V, New York
J'orsoiml AlttliiijcrlHeilt
I .

due to competitive buying, cannot get access to more than -twq programs. It is particularly distressing
for theatres playing double bills and
making three or four changes
weekly..' This, in; turn, has forced!
the buying of a lot of reissues and
scouring around to all exchanges for
anything in the vaults which could
be repeated. In many cases, during the past season the. repeats were
within' less than three months after
the picture had been- played, off.;
but,

•

.

Odd Angle Crops

j

fill

.

if.

.".

:,

';:•'•'

Up

.;"'

I

Now

Can Light Up, But

Men

Ottawa, Oct! 3.
Top worry of exhibs across Canada
tonight tl), except in British Columbia, is shortage of manpower and
electric light bulbs, because tonight,
for the first time in more than two
years, theatres can throw all' tHe
juice they have into marquees, signs,
windows, displays,, etc., With lifting
of Govt, wartime ban on such use
of electric power as conservation
measure. Ban still goes in B.C.
During the two-year blackout: a
lot of exhibs forgot to save the bulbs
from the marquees, signs and other

N.Y. recently.
He originally was
with old First National in the U.S.,
going to Australia when FN merged
with »Warners.
Hummel is slated to leave for
Paris,

week when

past

-

with postwar, activity since
in for more adaptation

man came

a

into

one of the N. Y. exchanges with a
single reel, wrapped in newspaper,
and offered equally as unique a deal
if the branch boss was interested.
He had a reel which he left at the
exchange for screening, with deal
being that, if they were interested,
he could supply the other five reels
to go with it.
Presumption is that a
reel of the other five was left at

foreign markets. Albert Deane,
who's had charge of foreign censoring and pre-production work in N. Y.,
for

CARL YORK OF PAR
REPORTS ON NORSE PIX

Showing of all German jiewsreels
and no\v they find
among the. scarcest items. had been stopped in Finland when
tubing, in many cases, was he left there last week and likely all
down from theatre fronts and Nazi screen fare has been halted in
and now the exhibs want it up that country by now, according to

electrical displays,

bulbs are

Neon
taken
signs

'•

WB

:

AGAINST

SCHINE ON AGAIN
.

.'.',

'

*

1

LENA HORNE BLOWS

DEI

CLARION CALL

,,,

...

,-;

.

-

.

,

.

1

•

,

-

-

;.'.

,

.

.

1

'

.

Geking

will lvadquai'ter; as
in France will

conditions

as
permit.

again in a hurry and can't get the
was named manager of Par's Intermen to do it.
national censorship and editing deResult is that many Can. theatres
partment. Relieves him of superOf the 288 features delivered dur- vising homeoM'ice foreign ad-pubgo into their preem light-up week
ing the 1943-44 semester (these not]
sans signs, fulllnarquee lighting or
licity.
Par a m o u n t International
including Westerns and reissues),; a
display effects. Under Govt, ban, a
News and Paramounteer, two comnew. low for itself was struck by pany
few lights were allowed on marhouse organs," which Deane
Warner Bros., which dropped to had done for some
time, will remain other points, probably outside of quees, but most of the bulbs were inonly 19 releases over i-the entire in
N. y;,- with the thought that if the active, so taken out. but jiot stored.
"•••''.-'..:
his charge.
twelve-month period.
had departicular N. -Y. exchange he con- Other houses let marquees and signs
creased sharply the previous seatacted wasn't interested, perhaps one deteriorate and will have to paint
son when it held its schedule. to but U.S. SUIT
of the others would be and, thus, he
or, in some places, rebuild, before
23. United Artists provided 18 piccould pick his deal. An examination lights can go on again. Still others
tures during the '43-44 season, With
of the single spool left in N. Y; covered signs With lettering on wallinclusion of "Since You Went Away"!
showed it was from a Spanish-made board or wood which will have to
which has just started rolling, but
Buffalo, Oct. 3.
but picture couldn't be identified. be torn down.
this figure is understandable since
The Government's anti-trust suit Matter was reported to the Hays ofWord of ban lifting came only a.
UA, unlike other companies, has not against Schine Theatres, Inc., was fice.
'.-'
few days ago which accounts for
had a backlog from which to pick resumed here with practically the
While stealing of positive prints many exhibs being caught with their
releases. WB has a big one, so has entire week given over to the intro- has
been going on for years, it has bulbs down.
Paramount,
duction of various exhibits and the of more recent
date become rampant,
In the case of Par, the company testimony of witnesses identifying especially so far as shorts are confurnished 31 pictures during the the same.
cerned.
Juvenile delinquents are
B.O.
Decision by Judge John Knight on blamed to
past season, same as for 1942-43 but.
a considerable extent, and
Schine's
application
to
sell
four exhibitors, as well as
ZOth-Fox dropped to only 27. and
projectionists,
IN
Metro holed out on the year with Kentucky and W, Virginia theatres are being warned not to leave the
to
A.
Charles
Haymaif
of Niagara cans in lobbies or
Detroit, Oct. 3.
84. Among the nine distributors Unianywhere else beversal. Columbia and Republic have Falls, which was ,to have been, anfore closing w-here they might be
The Battle of Lena Home's ghost
sought lo maintain supply in con- nounced at this week's hearings, was grabbed.
currently ...is being fought out on
,_
formity with that of pre-war times. again adjourned following further
Oldtimers recall a case where Adams avenue here.
extended
arguments
by
Robert
HKQ, among decree companies, is
thieves stole an entire serial by pickThree weeks ago the dusky film
Wright appearing' for the Govern- ing
on top lor '43-44 with 40 features.
up various' chapters in different star was set in for a persona! apThe companies, listed in alphabet- ment against the sale and Judge exchange territories; until they had pearance at the Downtown where
Willard McKay for the Schine. inical order, and the number of piccompleted the serial. In another in- she cracked house figures with' surterests.
tures hey released in 1943-44. are:
:"
stance, where an independent pro- prising biz.
Presiding Judge knight has an* "ilunibia
41
ducer was releasing through a major
The reprise is being fought out.
nounced that hereafter hearings will
Metro
::4
company and paying for the prints this week in shadowland, A block
begin promptly on Tuesday mornParamount
31
himself, he heard a report that a
away from the Downtown, the
ings- and continue through Friday
RKOi
40
print of his picture was being shown
Adams this week has come tip with
afternoons for several weeks in an
Republic
2!)
in Mexico, though he had no record
"Stormy Weather," a Horne picture
attempt to make speedier progress,
'."27
2»<h-Pox
ol' any dale there. A check, was
v'.
made which previously had played Der
United Artists
18
of. every
print on
the
picture troit at the Paradise, which caters
Schine Hotel Buy
Vniversal ;'«;
49
throughout the United States and it to Negro biz. and not a great run.'
..' Albany, Oct. 3.
Warner Bios.
19
was found that .'the total ordered The Adams reversed the usual proSale Of the Albany Hotel Corp.,
owner of the Ten Eyck, to the Schine could be accounted for. Assumptidn cedure by bringing the pic downTotal
388
there was that someone in- the lab town into a first-run house,
interests of Gloversville has been
doing the printing on the picture had
However, the Downtown did not
'.formally
approved via an order
run off an additional positive and give, up the Home ghost lightly. It
signed by Federal Judge Stephen W.
Brennan.. This followed rejection bootlegged it. But mystery was never tacked onto its current bill of 'Port
Into St. Louis
\s
cleared .up.
of 40 Thieves," plus Hal Mclnly're's'
by- Judge Brennan of a claim by
Orchestra, plus the local Marion HutHospital; Improving United Hotels Corp. lor S55.000 unton— and. is liberally advertising-^
der a 10-year management contract,
W. C. Geiiring, 20th-Fox western the jurist ruling
another Horne shoi't, "Boogie Woogie
A, to
Y.
that the agreement
sales manager, on his- way to 1he
Dreams." The short was made With
could not stand because it was inked
Maurice Bergman,
Coast., was forced to enter a liosnital
'.';.:
Teddy Wilson's orch.
by the same officers and directors of
Jack Bregman.
in
St,
Louis because af serious both companies at
Both houses, on early figures, are
Benedict Bogeaus.
a
time when
ttomach ailment: He had p alined io AHC was in financial
cashing in this week on the Horne
Joseph Calloia,
-difficulties- and
;..'-.,'-'-;'.'',\.-.-be in Hollywood this week, but in-' prospects for future
repeats.^'
Bill Carter.
profitable busiKtaii went into the Barnes hospital
ness; were not-bright.
Lester Cowan.
lor treatment over the weekend.
George Dembow.
His condition, was reported much
Rep Indie Prod. Unit
G. Harrison Echols.
Improved, yesterday iTucs.)
Y. to
A,
Johnny
|

'

where he

soon

'

:

Will, go

it

i

Film Theft

in

Recent growth in the theft of film
reached a unique slant during the

I;

10 years.
In line

in B.C.)

:

Ackerman has been in charge of
foreign publicity for Par for the past
four, years and with the department

!

.

all

Palestine

.

.

to

to Schless, was givea
charge of Continental Europe
Scandinavian countries, Africa'
and Syria. Wolfe Cohen!
now Canadian general manager, was
placed in charge of Latin-Americas
including Mexico, Australasia and
Far East.
Max Milder, Warners' managing
director in Great Britain, stays ««.'
head of company activities in that
market,
working directly
under
Harry M. Warner, as in the past.
Later in week Ralph Clark, for.
merly Warner Bros, managing' director in Australasia, was, appointed to
the Canadian top spot vacated by
Cohen. Clark left Australia .a coiiple
of years ago and has been attached
to the domestic sales department in
full

Can't Get Bulbs or

1

department named

command

in

,

.-;

Si I I'irih *>»., -New Yi.rk flly
Puhlletty, UiTHIK I'INB

.

,

the

'.

.'

l'6«ti

DELL PETERS

On

of

manager

.

,

man

,

Canada (Except

'.'•]

sings

-

as a result of the resignation

orHoTSerTScnTess as foreign general
earlier in the week.
No
new foreign sales chief was named.
Joseph S, Hummel, present foreign
sales manager, who had been second

3.

Films in the wihdup process are
"Christmas in Connecticut,'! "Holly-,
wood Canteen," "Strangers j,n Our
Midst," "Roughly Speaking," "The
Corn Is Green" and -"Objective,;
Burma." Currently shooting are "Of
Human Bondage," "Pillar to Post,"
"Nobody Lives Forever," "God Is My
Co-Pilot" and '-San Antonio."

.i

.

Ackerman New

.

Hollywood, Oct.

Cutting room at Warners is .working in high gear, with 11 editors
shearing as many features, some in
final treatment and some still shoot-

set decorator, Van,
Anne Wigh ton, writer, W. Wilder.
Arthur Pierson, dialog dir., 20lh.

.'.;••;
Celia Travers, actress, Metro,,
survey for the entire 1943-44
Roy: Chaiislor, writer. Universal.
Sonny Tufts, renewed. Paramount.
season shows, that the nine distriMarjorie Reynolds, renewed. Par.
butors, made only 288 pictures availr
Mary Anderson, optioned, 20th.
able, just about',~50 ,k less than Were
James Millicaii, actor, Paramount.
placed on release before the war
Jerry. Warner, writer. Universal.
when the enthV group is considered
J. Hunter, moppet, 'W. R, Frank.
and prior to the decree for the Big
June Harris, actress, Paramount.
Five just four years back. The curtailment on releases has been gradual since then but at the same time
Par IntT
rather sharp when it is' considered
that for many seasons up to .five
years ago from 500 to 600 features
Publicity Chief; Deane
were delivered every 12 months
September.
In
from September to
Foreign Censorship
the ease of 20tb-Fox, it was from
Preparing for postwar advertisingAugust to August,
throughout
The 288 pictures provided the publicity -exploitation
the
world
when markets reopen,
market during the 1943-44 film year
represents ah average of only 32 John W. Hicks. Jr.,; president of Paramount.
International,
has
set up the
pictures per company and points up
post of director of publicity-adverthe. difficulties: of many exhibitors
when they need a lot of product tising for PI, with Paul E. Acker.';',;

Cutters Shear 11 Pix jveek
;

Emil Kuri.

lieved likely, with what advance information on plans is available, that
they will* not step up releases for
1944- 45. In fact, it is not unlikely
there will be a further holdout on
product, it is feared in buying circles.

WB

Studio Contracts
Hollywood.

Hummel Over

Warners made a sweeping realign,
ment of its foreign department last

ROY CHARTIEB
distributors,

1944

Europe, Cohen, Latin-Am., Australasia

Distribs in '43-44; 4-Year Decline
By

4,

York,

Carl

Pai'amount's

managing

director tor
tries,

ters

all Scandinavian counis here from headquarStockholm, his first visit to.

York
in

He

the U. S. in 10 years.
theatres
had halted

said thai

running

German newsreels two days
he

left

all

befors

Finland,

American companies have been
showing pictures right along in Finland even though Nazi films also
were playing in some spots. Returns;
of normalcy there in the near fuluro
,

mean much

will

to the

Sandinavian

market for U, S. companies since,
York stated, the revenue from Finland and Sweden represents about
two-thirds of all that American distributors get out of Scandinavia.
Describing Sweden as a good market for American product, York
slated that virtually all the screen
fare, they see is native product and
from the U. S. Native competition
is strong but it always has been, h«
said.
About 55 features per year
plus lots of shorts and newsreels

are made in Sweden how compared
with only about 33 before the war.
There are 2,000 theatres there but
the regulation banning about 80*
of American films to those under 18

.

years' hurts, being .especially
reflected in eliminating all matinees.

While Norway and Denmark now
are lost to U. S. distribs; he was
hopeful that they might be restored
io American fare soon. The theatres
mostly are in firstclass shape in Norway, but operated by Germans. The
Nazis seized American product available in^b'Oth of these countries when
they took over.
York will confer '--with John W.
Hicks, foreign chief, while in. (hii.
U; S.. expecting to be here about a
month. He came direct from'-Stockholm' by plane in two days."

.

:

.

,
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Greater Union '43 Net

$443,332 Despite Taxes
Sydney, Sept. 1.
Greater UnioB Theatres, under diNorman B. Rydge, turned

rection of

.

"-'

:

,

in net profit of $443,332 for 1943 as
compared with $427,564 in previous

•

..;

N

I

Tom
Cantor Out of llosp
Hollywood. Oct.

Eddie Cantor

Cedars

of.

|

t

-

.

Elliott

is.

recovering from an

appendectomy at St. Joseph's' hospiBurba nk; Western scar's condi-

tal,

reported highly favorable and
progressing well enough to return
of this week.

tion

home end

.

Fisher,
Goldstein.

Jack

Joe G laser
William Goetz.
Hal Home;
Charles Hoffman,
Georgie Joy.
Julie Medlock.

.

.

-.

Bill

Connors,

Michael 'Curtis.-'.
3.

was rcleiiscd' from
Lebanon today after, hav-

ing ..been hospitalized for several
days.. Comedian went. to hospital tor
rest and treatment 'of a slight strep
throat infection,
.

L

-

Russell

•

;

1

't'ni'l"

L. Levinsoiv.

John Wild berg.
Robert S. Wolff.
Cliff Work.

Sftottnis.

Dave

.

Siegel.

Richard Whorf.

\

NancyWymaii.
Herbert

J.

Yates.

makes it one of the heaviest production outfits on the lot.
Program consists of "Daring Holiday," to.
Bercholz,

:

'

Leo Spitz.
Leo Townsend.

Hollywood, Oct. 3.
the Walter Colmes

feature, "Johnny Comes Home." to
Howard Sheehan's unit at Republic

Pat O'Brien.

Arthur
Spyros

'

Addition- of
',
,

LcscrmatTT

Leonard

Momentum

"'-.:''

Holmali.

Harold .'-Hopper.

Leo Kateher.
Mervyn LeRoy.

Lionel C. Moise.
Edmund Reek.
Charles Schlailcr.
Schwartz.'.'

Gathering

1

be

produced

"Jealousy,",

by
by,

Joseph
Gustav

Machaty, "The Great Flamarion." by
William Wilder, "The Big Showoff"
by Sydney M. Williams, and a new
scries of "Tugboat Annie" pictures to
be made by James S. Buiketl.

year.

Dividends,

of

'

124% were

granted topr holding units of Wests,
Spencers, Greater J. D. Williams

and Amalgamated Pictures
payments, including
tax
tcompaiiy)
some
wartime
for 1939-40, 1940 41 and 1D41-42, to;
talled $298,280 but d id; tiot cover the
whole liability for those years. Re..Year's

tax

-

serves for taxation as of Dec. 31, '43,
amounted to $1,156,472. Included in
the profit setup was $102,398 from
British Empire Films, managed' by
Gordon Ellis, and $19,892 from Cinesound, under direction of Ken Hall.
Credit balances of the group to last
December' were: Greater Union,
$875,992; B.E.F., $178,244; Cinesound,
$49,908.
/r
;

.
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A picture

of

in the past 2 years

mm

•THE READERS OP THE BEST-SELUNQ BOOK' OF- THE' MONTH, THE SERIAL
iN "COSMOPOLITAN," ANl THE CONDENSATION IN "READER'S DIGEST.**

And now
coming
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the screen versions

/^paramount
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6th

Miniature Reviews

War Bond

"Irish

Eye» Are Smiling" (mii-

•icai; color)

(20th).

And

Film Reviews

to will

all exhibitors. Big b.o.
"Noire-But the Lonely Heart"
(RKO). Cary Grant and cast

the eyes of

By

Sales

Exhibs; $5,000 in Prizes

Group pf national screen: maga-*
zines has organized an exploitation
contest;.; with 1 prke s total ling S5,000
~fb~be crTsffTbTfEecT^ winnm"g~exlTiDT-"
tors, os an incentive to showmen
Exhibit Oct. 11
throughout the U. S. to- .stimulate
the development of methods for
Inaugural preview: of the Army
selling more bonds. during the Sixth at War Art Exhibition, consisting of
War Loan drive. Contest, last week paintings and drawings by American

Preem icmyJKat

Jkk_

Roxy

.announced by John Hertz, jr., publicity, director of the campaign for
the motion picture industry, gets
under way as soon as final details
are completed.
Prizes are to be awarded on the
basis of ingenuity and effectiveness

shown

increase

the Treasury and Mrs. Morgenthau,

Army and Navy

Friday

last

at

the

Jules

•

.

film units

Exhibit

is

being; presented by the

Treasury and War Departments under sponsorship of a comU.

S,,

composed

mittee

cabinet,

justices

of members of the
of the Supreme

Court and other prominent citizens
of the nation^
It is timed to coincide
with the Sixth War Loan
:' y
drive.
/y'/C-y-'r
y
Exhibits will be staged in theatres,
wherever possible, in order to attain maximum circulation. National
Executive Committee handling the
Exhibit comprises presidents of the
motion picture companies. Charles

;

'

''

:

cities.

•;•

-:

:

:

Meeting will be held in Oklahoma
City on Oct. 20 with meetings in
Los Angeles Oct. 23, San Francisco
on- Oct. 24. Portland, Ore. and Salt
Lake City, Oct. 25,, Seattle and
Omaha, Oct. 26, Kansas City and
Des Moines, Oct. 28, Chicago, Oct, 20, P. Skotiras is chairman of this group.
Cleveland, Oct. 31, Detroit, Nov. 1,
Buffalo a rid. Louisville, Nov. 2, Pittsburgh, Nov. .3, Hartford, Nov. 9, Ginny Simms Enlists Aid
Philadelphia, Nov. 13, Baltimore,
Nov. 14, N. Y. City, Nov. 15.
Forget' Show
lest
Major Leslie E. Thompson, RKO
San Francisco, Oct. 3
v p. will chairman the stage, screen -V.
Ginny Simms planed into town to
and radio division of the War Finance Committee for New York dur- obtain American Red Cross assistance to her ;"Lest We Forget" pro
ing the Sixth War Loan- campaign.
grami which is to provide entertainment to wounded service men conCanada's 7th
fined iri hospitals after the end of
Ottawa, Oct 3,
Canada's seventh Victory Loan, the war. -Radio songstress, who inwith an objective of $1,300,000,000, itiated the plan, and has already estees off Oct. 23 with the usual sup- tablished committees iri_.eight midport from radio, stage and screen. west towns, will open offices in HolPlans fbr show biz plugging of loan lywood next week with full time
not completed yet, but radio set for staff to work out details.
pre-loan series of broadcasts skedded
Tentative plans call for establishfor tecoff Sun. (8).ment of amateur centers at schools
and universities with definite plan of
hospital visits at weekly intervals.
She was accompanied by mother, in

We

On

'

:

.

'

•

.

FOX GUARANTEES 15t

The 20lh-Fox sales force has been
given the go signal on the sale of
"Wilson" to all accounts, following

Legion of Merit Given

Careful: spotting of the picture in
close to 100 key runs through Sep-

Hollywood, Oct. 3.
;,
Order of the Legion of Merit was
awarded Col. Mel .''Gillette, former
head of the Signal Corps Training
Base at Astoria, by Lieut. Gen. Mark

y

;•.*''•;.•'-.;.;'.';•

While salesmen are being asked to
demand 60 'i from all customers, including last-runs, with proviso that

minimum of 76c
matinees and $1.10 evenings, 20th is
willing to gamble against those terms
to the extent it will guarantee the.
exhibitor a profit of 15%..
.Although it is expected that "Wil?
picture plays at a

ton
.

will .still be on moveover -at-the
Victoria; N. Y., following an eightWeek run at. the Roxy, 20th is -per'

RKO

•lnilting

circuit

date

to

it

on.the.N.'Y.

starting-

Oct. 23.
Present
are to play the picture
on the short, half of the week (three
days).
Meantime, concurrent with

plans

-

.

of.

RKO

the: moveover
Victoria,

engagement
was allowed

"Wilson"

-the

RKO

pnetim,

Newark,

into

at

the
to spot

secondary

Brooklyn,

and

Or-

Proctor's,

last week.

LeRoy Organizes Stock

To

Col.

Mel

Gillette

;

Arrowhead

for

Hollywood,- Oct.

3.

Mervyn LeRoy- is organizing his
stock company of film thesps as

own

precaution against a. shortage of
players for his new film-making company,. Arrowhead Productions. ,, rev
leasing exclusively through Wara

Clark, foe| meritorious work in supervising combat photography in the

campaign;
'

Col.

in Italy.
Gillette, who
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Heads Army

';

•

•

-

Uuhu ciaig; Lt. Co
Ketchel, the fighter, provides decHerford Cowling and Capt. Arnold
oration and color. Lessers include
Belgard
Veda Ann Borg and Clarence Kolb,
both of whom give good performA-'tiwn y. AiH.nn-

Salute to Lenserg

ances.".-.

formula
of operation so practical that it has
beeri adopted as a pattern throughi
out the European war fronts.
a

'

USO Names

Heller

of

combat lensers

the

in

1

:

,

:

WAYNE TURNS SMITHY
Hollywood, Oct,

.

1

Franklin Heller has replaced Eddie
Sobol as coordinator of new overseas legit department at'USO-Camp
Shows,. N. Y. Sobol has returned to
NBC television department, having
been loaned' put originally by NBC
only until Oct. 1.
Heller, who has been associated
with George S. Kaufman, and. the
Sam Harris and Max Gordon offices,
lis stage manager, most recently has
been casting and: directing a "Junior
Miss" production for Camp ShoWs.
Company, headed by Patricia Peardon, of the origirial.Broadway prohiclion;
Carol GoocVner, and Ben
Lackland, will be ready shortly
lor overseas lour next month.

3.

John Wayne's next starrer at RKO
Will be "That Man Alone," dealing

Leonard

Washington, Oct. 3

Work

forces, many of them former
Hollywood! and newsreel cameramen, was; honored here yesterday
2) by the National Headliners, at a
luncheon at. the Variety Club. V
Medallions were presented
the'
motion '-picture units of the Army
Signal Corps and: AAF, the Navy,
Marines and Coast Guard, commending the work clone by the men'
in service in: shooting action pix
which were later released through
.';.'•.
the new*: eels.
Carter Barron, Loew's regional
manager, .was toastmaster, and paid
special tribute to the heroism of
former picture industry people now

armed

to.-.,

has served 18

months overseas, devised

.

.

l

-

Kiwi

liiosphcre
of Whitcchapel doesn't
make for arresting cinemiilurgy.
This, coupled with the long passages
of sometimes static dialog, done up

-

:-.

in cockney brogue, all tends to mili-*
tale against fullest interest,
As offset to this, there are some
deeply effective sequences, and air-*.'
.

,

Company

ndnplalion,
.

MUGG GIVES SHOW

t*

tember,

KHinxlon,

A.

Hnlilwiti anil ,,l«iliir fuc^r Hultle; eililor,
llai-nion Jones; i-nniera,
tlarry':. .Iiu-lison.
J'review^tt. in ;V. V... Weni. iiit, 14. ltuiuuiiK
•''.•;
lime.. DO JIIN.S.

.

lobbies!

campaign, last Monday
(2)
announced completion of a campaign
schedule calling for rallies in 2i regional key

(29)

display in theatres in cities of 300,000
population or more,
First theatrical e xhibit will be at
the Roxy theatre, N. Y„ beginning
Oct. 11 for a period of three weeks.
In Detroit; Chicago and Los Angeles
the pictures will be shown for two
weeks and in all other cities for one
Week. There Will be ho charge for
admission to exhibitions which, in
most cases, will be held in theatre

arj •producing pictures to be used in
connection with the Sixth War Loan
campaign. Signal. Corps is turning
out six three-minute shorts for the
drive, first entitled "Just For Remembrance." Navy is delivering
one longer film.
Harry Brandt, national chairman
of the industry's .participation in the

:

B.

^torv,

'

(Screen Stars), chairman; Ken Joy
(Modern Screen), Richard Hoffman
(Mpvieland), AI Steam
iFawcett
Publications)-. This grou p is to appoint" a committee to select the
judges, set up rules and regulations
and classify the awards to be made
to the winning theatre operators.
S.

while it will get a fair share of business, the cast names will account
for it chiefly.
Cary Grant,

Ethel
Barrymore (.a not too frequent film
player) and Barry Fitzgerald (quite
a hot article since "Going My Way")
are nobody's boxoffice poison
"Lonely Heart" had the makings
of a significant picture and it is susl-Itisiu- Hraw.iey
i
^ioniy Woollov
pected something happened in midJlBVy "ttlSlV'-' ...yUrjen
line
laveiBIZ
nan
tsi'iiPBt- >t.
v. Uif-k
Haymes- stream. One may conjecture that
ai jai'itRoJi'. .:;;,', ..;..,,.
..Antlioiiy Quinn
'Clifford Odets was cued not to
get
.Beverly Whitney
I.ueiue .l.-aeey
;..v
too "social conscious" and hence un0.0. IN SO.
Stanley Kiiu-he'l,
Maxie llosenblooin
derplayed what apparently was the
Belle I.a Tour
Veiia Aim Boi-k
By S/'SOT. ART LIDDLE
basic objective— the hope for a betweia.;..,.;.....;.;.:,.;.'..
.t'tareneo KotlJ
!E.*-"V»riety") ,'
AtolronolitRii Opeia Sini;e!-H..r.ponar<l AVnrieo
ter world for the lowly man in
the
'I'heiittin
Hlanclie
jind
\
South East Asia.
.Slage >hin,-ii;er,
f Iianillei- street.
.t 'tiiek
Instead, with the sotto voce acFilms doing the rounds are. "Hi .speeiatry :l.)ancer. ...:.;.;. .Kenny \V Ilia him
M iiliael T)a Una loll cent on any social significance,
with Martha Scott; Menchvaiiei-.\
Diddle Diddle
rt inm Doiiiui. .......
'..Marian- Mariln
"Heart emerges as a medley of sim"Thank; Your Lucky Stars," Goldpie romance in London's east side
wyn's '•The North Star," "Mission to
interspersed with a
nearly
"Irish
Eyes
Are:
Smiling"
little
meloMoscow," "1 Dood It." All cinemas out-nostalgias all the warmly sen- drama. The metier
phase doesn't
play three-a-day ^to capacity houses. timental pictures. for which 20lh-Fox bestir matters until almost an
hour
Khaki-clads and gobs pay. (ap- has shown a singular fondness. In and a half from scratch when the ''
pro*;) '35c average admish.
color and produced on a lavish but limey hoodlums hijack Ike Weber's
Floor show, biz hypo has worn off not too gaudy a scale, this biograph- pawnshop and beat tip the kindly
loan
broker,.
now and only two teams claim, and ical musical is boxofl'ice manna. Its
Cary Grant starts as a shiftless
get, four figure money— Rosalind & 90 minutes will provide a convenient
turnover, and in that 90 minutes cockney who lets his struggling
Severyn, dancers, Who split their Lthere's plenty lor the ear and eye. mother
(Ethel
Barrymore) lend
300 Rupees (approx. $380) a month Damon Runyon, the
producer, and for herself with her small, secondan
three ways because they carry
Gregory RatoiT. the director, could hand shop beneath their dingy home
Indian drummer for specialty num- easily have let it run, longer without until the pawnbroker-friend (well .":
Stars,
bers: and Tao Moe's Tropical
complaint.
underplayed by Konstantin Shayne)
The story of Ernest R. Ball, the tips him off that his mother is dying
Hawaiian three-act, is. in the $400
No other three-acts on American composer, and the unfor- of cancer. For all of Grant's pc- .-."'
bracket.
gettable numbers he wrote— "When nuriousness he apparently has a way "•
;"
tour.;"'.U;-j '„v';
Irish
Eyes
with the attractive young cellist,
Are
Smiling,"
"Mother
Jazz"
Top money -single is "Doctor
Machree," "Let the Rest of the World Jane Wyatt, and the divorced wife
(Frank Shiver), American Negro Go By,"
"A Little Bit of Heaven," tJune Duprez) of the London mobster
pianist, who has been playing com- among others— form
(George CoUlouris, who does one of
the' background
years.
pass points in this country for
tor this Swiftrmoving and sentimen- his standard good jobs as the menPaychecks for singles range from tal musical. Produced with a tender ace). Grant seemingly has his way
$100 to $150, sometimes with and touch by Runyon and directed With with the not too affluent neighbor-lodgsuperlative
hood
skill by Ratoff, the film
shopkeepers from whom he
sometimes without board and
is full of life, interest, beauty and
cadges cookies, cigarets,. etc.- >..'.'•'- '..
'
;ing.
.V"
When Grant sees the light and
Teddy Weatherford still leading light humor in addition to many succulent songful moments and several decides to cease vagabonding, he bean outfit. Only American now with production numbers
that have been comes an almost model son. An exOldtimer
sax).
him is Roy Butler
expertly staged.
pert clock and furniture repairer
(horn) also still
Grickett Smith
Not only does the color photog- and piano-tuner, he helps make his
around.
raphy enhance the optical apprecia- mother's little business thrive until
Paulette Goddard, Joe E. Brown tion of the production but the musi- he himself gets mixed up with the
out
in—and
cal
background
mob, while the mother succumbs to
were
commands
Wynn
special
and Keenan
—and Capt. Melvyn Douglas, pilot- consideration. It's one of the best the temptations of dealing in stolen
musical scores ever to reach the goods.
ing G. I. Band show, "Swing Patrol,"
screen. Alfred Newman and Charles
Barry Fitzgerald is introduced inta
enterclassy
the
hopefully
of
talks
Henderson are credited with the the proceedings, as the casual attainment "on the way/'
musical direction, while Mack Gor- quaintance who becomes a philo"Victory," troops' magazine, pub- don acted as musical consultant.
sophical friend in need for all his.
lished an "I remember when" on
Dick Haynies, who did a somewhat eccentricity. Fitzgerald also acts as
minor stint for 20th in "Foiir Jills in counsellor and lookout when the mob
Fats Waller.
, .;
And that, besides a request for a a Jeep" last season, plays the part stuff figures in the plot..
The confusion of interests is what
copy of; any "Variety" issues you can of Ball, the Cleveland boy who rose
to fame as a songwriter. He acquits diverts fullest attention from Odets'
spare me,, is about all.'
himself creditably, not only in the purpose. When Miss Dtiprez takes
singing of various ballads Ball wrote the easiest way and returns to her
but also in enacting a straight ro- cxrhusband, the menace, and Grant
Lt. Col. William Keighley
mantic role. Opposite him is the succumbs to the Tschaikbwsky strain,
Film Service youthful and vivacious June Haver, "None But vthe Lonely Heart." which
whose potentialities for stardom are clarions him back to the pretty celWashington, Oct. 3.
great. She photos excellently, han- list's affection, it makes for a pur-,
Lt. Col, William Keighley, ex- dles lines well, sings and dances with poseless conclusion.
Hbllywooder, has again taken charge verve and also has a pair of gams
There is some dialog about man
activities for
Ai-my Air that can't go unnoticed. Miss Haver bestirring himself to greater glorv,
film
Of
Forces!; The unit, which he orig- plays the Cleveland showgirl who and that one must fight to prcsei ve
falls in love with Haymes;
these rights (with a suggestion of
inally created,; has been upped to a
The
type of bristling dialog so suit- the RAF overhead). There is also
division— Motion
Picture
Services
able to Monty Woolley has been a sequence about the Unknown SolDivision— of Air Staff Intelligence.
supplied him by the adaptors. Earl dier in Westminster Abbey, "dating
a Baldwin and John Tucker
Keighley. '. is. surrounded hy
from World War I. The act ion is
Battle,
number of former industry people
whose scenario is likewise top- pre-World War II, but seemingly not" :.?
Anthony Quinn plays a loo far away.
Lt. Col. Owen Crump, formerly with drawer.
-

-.

of "Camille" falters; for
Spanish-audience houses only.

sion

"

selected to handle final details of
the contest includes Stuart Litte,

TJ:

,

Lauronts studios, N. Y. A reception
followed at the Sherry-Netherlands.
Catalog dealing with this art-pictorial record of the war was issued
last week.
As announced recently,
exhibit or more than 100 war paintings and drawings will be placed on

bond drives.
Screen mag organizing committee

'

"La Dame d« Us Camelint"
-45© ngs^^frA-z-teca-) M e x ic a n v er«'

against "None But the Lonely Heart
including some ©fttimes too-difficult.-'
to-understand cockney dialects/ and

(COLOR; MUSICAL)
Twemteih Cenmiy-Kox retea.-m (if Damon
Kunyon iii-uiliiciluri; Feyliir.'a .Monty WuulJey; Jullrt. lliiver,
flick llayinCH. Anlhony
liuitin, -Beverly
Whitney, Alaxie itusenlilooni,
A'vriu
Aiin" .Bock:,
Kotb,
r'lHi-etine
i'.eonn.iil Wai-ien; .R!ntn-:iie 'rlieboin. Kenny
liy
ptterteil
Haiuif.
WtfHama.
(?i-esoi-y

.

Ji

selling ideas
total sale

over previous

in sales

to fair b; o.

.

and not on the basis of
or

the

was attended by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and the Secretary of

;

bond

be

to

throughout

theatres

in

fronts,

battle

country,

'
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of the exhibitor's

the

at

artists

one

will carry this

Are Smiling

Irish Eyes

:.

in.

''.<:

uniform'.

Warren,

baritone.

.aVid

Blanche Thebom. soprano, of the
Metropolitan Opera Co.. give terrific .most always Grant, Fitzgerald andto
some of Bali's music. Misses Barrymore, DuprCz and Wyatt
Warren solos "Little Bit of Heaven" and the: rest make the most of them.
and Miss Thebom does "Mother MaAbet.*
chree". in addition to both reprising
numbers in the finale, a -riiftily staged
Ins Camt'liH*
production.
Miss Thebom photo:.-'•'
(Songs)
graphs exceptionally well. Haymes
-"..".-'
(MEXICAN-MADE)
does notable .song jobs on "When
A/,lev(V Kilom release ot Jvifje \thi nw>Irish Eyes Are Smiling" and "Let the docil»ln.
siars Kmllio Ttiet-o. I.tna Mollies:
Rest of fne World Go By." Miss ff-alurea MiKiiel Arenas. Fanny 'Sliilh r. Ut-.
Haver stands out on "Bessie in a re.-led hy .(liibriel Sol ia. Sereenplrry. Hob
Bustle," which is part of a spec- TaxIVer, f i-nm Alt:yaml'-r Domas' -1.1 Dame.
auV •iuiuli.-iB." ai. Iiet-nio'nt,. M. V.. week.
tacular production number. Kenny ut Se.Ht;-.a(,.
<i4. Unnnlni- liine. II.V ,MIN«.
Williams, softshoe dancer, appears in Ai-niaiHl Duval.
IllilfO 'Tile
Mai-Puerile Cautier.
•„•;..
Moi'Iea
I.in
another song-and-dance sequence.
Xm 11,1s

punch

La Dmiia

.

'

1

In all respects "Irish Eyes" measures up to the highest standards set
by the industry.
V
Char.
;

.

.'.

-

Army Pix

TtKD rrl",ise <.( David lie nips te l (Slier,
man Todill .pi-odin-llol).:. Stui-H -rtiv (ii-atil '
IrutlliVH Klllel Hal r.vinove, Harry 'Khsiaor.lone l)iipri z. . Jane. 4\yalt.
AVi iilen

m

1

alil,

:

.

and

,lire..-le,l

Itlc-harcl

llanos,
Ulster:

Ma

Tollies' Tune Chore
Hohywood, Oct. 3,

Metro" are undert.aking the biggest musical- job in the
history of the studio, with 18 days
set apart for the scoring and dubbing of chorals and solos for "Ziegat.
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(In Spanish; No English Titles)
Presented in Spanish without Engtitles-, this is Mexico's version
of "Camille." Strictly for houses ca-
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tering to Spanish-speaking audiences.
Besides being a shallow production, this south-of-the-bordcr tearjerker gives newcomer Lina' Monies
her first star'ririg role. She. gives a
Cany I'ilziicrald poor performance. Her portrayal of
..iiin.i JiuiVresi
Mlargtierite :Gautiei', -plagued by in.... .... law W vatt
a
debtedness,
illness,
dissipation,
.'.leoi jjre CMiioiiiiH
>'.,-.;
.Dan Diii^ca lover's -scorn and a father's ire,
proves too much for her,
.Itoinan .Biilmen
K'loi.slanl in
shayne
The supporting cast gives a good
Mva .eonai-d. Bnyne account
of themselves as does Emilio
...... Morion l-.'owry
Tuerco, co-star of the picture.
/. .-Helen -Tlil'nlfK
.William flialte
However, this version of "Camille"
is presented with more candor than

liioe,

-
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Interest High
-Despite 'apparent close -of the war.
in Europe, interest in films produced
by the. Special Services division of
the. U. S. Anny is increasing.
During August over. 8,500,000 saw
the pix, a hew high, representing attendance; at 33,548 showings.

'

,'

i,-..;-;-.

1

.

.

feid Follies."

Before Arrowhead goes into pro- with :t,he tribulations of a blacksmith
Based, on the Richard Llewellyn its Hollywood predecessor (GarboJob calls for a 100-piece orchestra
duct ion, LeRoy will; carry out .his. after his -return from the battlefront.
and chorus 61 (50. voices, with Lennie novel, author-director Clifford Odets Robert Taylor). Settings and' fepsV
commitment as director: of "The.
Picture
Robert Fellows will: produce, from Hayton conriufting, aided by Conrad has fashioned a purposeful film turning are noteworthy.
which never' quite comes off. There could easily be cut about 20 niinutes.
Robe" for Frank Ross.
a screenplay by Borden Chase.
Salinger and Willie Heglin.
,

.

'

\

is

a

combination of circumstances
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4,

Orsatti,

Amusement Biz Mulling Move

Bacon Get 'Corpse'

Jimmy

Filmsters, Fearing Tele Freezeout

Hollywood, Oct. 3..
turned oyer film

v.'s
.

Starr

whodunit novel. "The
Frank Orfor independent production; Re-

rights to. his

To Take

Tax Woes

Its

With a lough fight. expected before
getting the 20% Federal admission
tax trimmed after the war ends, and
a batch of new and higher state admittance taxes threatened early in
1945, the film industry is seriously
mulling a move to educate the public
on its tax headache. And also to
make them acutely aware what a big
portion of John Q. Public's enter-

• •

Corpse

to Public

satti

;

tor.

-

....

.

.

Tinter

;

•.;.' •>'-.

-

;

The books

of the Capitol, N. Y.,
will be closed for some time to outside pictures as result of decision by

Metro

"30

spot

to

Tokyo." one of
long
.at re-;

,

y

••

',

high-budgeters,
into that the-

1

;

•>"'

:

for release during, the
.-.'••.:!,.-;
V
son,

5th Film Buying

ly reduce it. Early surveys show
an extremely small portion of

With

film

60%

Apparently there are two reasons

average person not even

type, the

seeing

it.

The

other is that the 20 "a-

excepting on admissions over
do not seem so large. Yet the
average $1 theatre would run up a
$1.50 tax bill for the family of three
or four attending a theatre three
times weekly!
AbouUhe only ot her Federa Ha x that
is so calmly overlooked tor ha? been
thus far) by the public is the gasoline tax. It, too. is for a small tee
per gallon, and the tax figure is not:

bite,
SI,

.

.

Yet,' in contrast,

stressed.

John Q.

Public purchaser is actually aware
of the tax when an expensive handbag or even a small luxury item is
purchased.' it also applies to alcoholic beverages, because the public
knows from publicity in the dailies
just what the poverrimcnt tap is fbr
liquor,
Another angle in the campaign
will be to point up just what a small
amount the theatre operator receives
even though the total amount paid
.for a ticket seems large. If the p'ubIi« is not instructed, industry behet
Is that the tax setup may become a
big headache.
Well-organized national conference
of exhibitor associations, set uppiimarily to handle all details of the
state and federal admission tax situation, has been sidetracked, indefinitely. Result is that the conference,
reputedly fathered by the Hays office
and which was to have a prelim session this week in, Chicago, may not
•tart functioning until next January, when a majority of state legislatures are in session. That is unless
individual state exhib associations in-

;

'

on immediate activity.
Somebody in Washington appartntly slowed the machinery, from re-

Potential Patrons

and also by the fact that the
js planned to follow the airpattern.
Understood that U

feels that. with, this ticup,- 67

Weeks

the radio network show should
identify the film ill the minds of
radio listeners.
With more than a year's -broadcasting of the same airshow, the picture
company is .reported to figure at
least 60% of the radio listeners as
potential patrons for the screen production. Fact that "On Stage, Every-

of

,

now. sustaining, is being
sought by two sponsors is viewed^as
likely meaning retention of the new
7:30 p.m. Saturday night slot on the
body

Blue. network.
.spot recently:

Show moved
'•'''.

:

new

to

.-.:;''.,v.'

;

Universal already, has announced
that Peggy Ryan, who only recently
completed a starring role opposite
Donald O'Connor iii "The Merry
Moiiahans,"will be one of the stars
Likely
the "On Stage" picture.
that Donald O'Connor will be out of
the Army in time to appear opposite
of

Both appeared

-

talent,

.

Up

-.

'CREEK' INTO 2D
From

VIDEO CABLES, FILMS

I

|

'-

.

:

-

'Film houses normally operate
1

Charles M. Reagan,

v.p.

growing storm of admish
Original plan,

was weir worked

out,

with

it's

tax
said,

all state

exhibitor units tentatively agreeing.
was to get together state organizations ail oyer the 13: S. to combat
admission taxation. Had been ex-

,."

pected

to

have

this

conference

in

good working order and thus place
exhibitors in a position to adequately
handle every threat of new or increased admish taxing via coordi-

•

:

'

nated effort.
Real reason back of the yen to establish a smooth operating exhibitor
tax conference is [that numerous
states will be. confronted with necessity of raising many additional funds
next year. Feared that theatre admission taxes would be looked on as

The

role that coaxial cable will
television networks, improved methods for recording on
film and- latest developments in color
film will highlight fall confab of
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
members
in N. Y.. Oct. 16-18.
also will hear an elaborate resume
of technical developments made by
Canada.
of
Film
National
Board
the
This will be given by Raymond

play

in

SMPE

equipment? There also

is considerThe Society Islands are dead end able fear that if and when interests
for films, They are so old when they identified with radio-television de-.
get there that there is no place else velopment feel they have perfected:
for them to go. Usually, the pictures home sight-sound broadcasting, they
are bought outright, and not leased. may attempt to branch out in,to the
Since it would be much too expensive theatre television field. That is just
to bother with dubbing or side- what the picture business doesn't
screens for native titles, a irian in the W'ant in; the postwar field— additional
balcony explains what is going on competition in the theatre operating
while the pix are running
end.
l„

singly.

over sales

Spottiswoode. technical supervisor
of the board, from Ottawa.
H. S. Osbprrje, American Telephone and Telegraph Co.. chief engineer, will detail the role and future use of coaxial cable in tele networks and relate the future development of new types of systems, including the television repeatered
•

furnishing the best means ot getting' radio method.
bulk of this coin.
D. E. Hyndman, R. M. Corbin and
But, possibly more important, it N. L. Simmons, of Eastman Kodak,
had been hoped ..that exhibitors will give a summary of two Eastwould be so set on their plan of op- man fine-grain sound-recording film
eration they could talk intelligently

congressmen while home this fall.
Figured that this would constitute
the best means of approach in laying
Exhibitor headaches before national
solohs so they could act promptly in
revising admish tax downward imto

«•

mediately

after,

the war.

products, recently introduced to the
film industry. One is for high image
sharpness and the other, variable
density film. E, L. Hooper and H.
C. Moody, of ERPI division of Western Electric, will detail results of

loudspeaker system outdoor tests.
H.' E. Roys. Edward W, Kellogg
of Radio Corp. of
America, are slated to talk on different phases of frequency modular,

and A. Badmaieff,

3-Min. Video Shorts

A series of 20 three-minute musishorts., produced for televising
purposes by Television Motion Pictures Co., of Which Jack Goldberg is
president, will be previewed-in N; Y:
on Friday (6).
Talent in the televish shorts include Lena-Horne, Ammons & Johnson. Leo Reisman's orch, Teddy WiK
son's band. Jimmy, Givens, Maro
Lopez. Joy La Joie, Del Casino.
Edward Marshall, Arnold- Bennett
and Jeanne DeMctz.
cal

.'

tion

(FM)

as applied to films.

J. C.

ari'd. G. R. Crane, of Western Electric, also are down for talks
on sound as is Dorothy O'Dea of

Davidson

RCA.

'

J'.:,

:'}'

'':'/'.-"

,

modern reversible color

in

film.

Moon

Half

Street''

M

nopes ror more nice? ine war.
ot the past ween may swing ufsnat-'
Iran is unique among the small in'g filmites over to more concertedi
In order to keep group effort to handle the television
out the ones with white whiskers, problem,
Understood that many
the country has a law that no pie-can picture executives see the need of
come in which is more than two getting in on the ground floor as the
years old.
However, this rule is only way of handling immediate

(1944-45). As result, the .'high-bud-,
geter, reported to have cost around
$3,500,000. will be sold together wifh
four other pictures as soon as screenings are held, others being "And
Now Tomorrow." "Ministry of Fear,"

market countries,

irequently violated.

and

tele matters, and later being sutficientiy represented to obtain teleequipment without excessive
outlay as was the case with talking

vision

de-

i

cided to arrange release of "Sign
of the Cross," Cecil B. DeMille re-

U'S $2,413,507

NET

films.

i

FOR

39
issue which carries a specially-proUniversal
duced prolog, concurrently with the
second block so that it can be: of- net earnings
fered simultaneously though under for the first
separate contract, Par has already pany's fiscal

WKS., UNDER '43
Pictures'

consolidated

amounted to $2,413,507
39 weeks of the com-

.

{';

'

'-...-*.',

;

While picture companies realize
they have the bulk of talent most
suited
for television production?,
phis the most expert technicians,
several of the companies are becom-

year ending last July ing aware that all this talent and
several Spots but 29, or slightly under the $2,771,338 experience backlog will mean little
has not opened "Creek" anywhere reported in corresponding period a if they can't be adequately repreexcept fhe Rivoli. N. Y.. where today year ago, This is after all charges, sented in the vital matters of tele
(Wednesday) it starts its third week including provision for Federal in-' channels and equipment.
at advanced admission prices of 76c-" come and excess profits taxes in both
"
'-:."
'.'".'-:'
instances. Actual profit before Fedsi.50.
,
eral
taxes
totaled
as
$7,566,507,
against $8,445,538 in corresponding
period last year.
Asking Price
Most of decline came during the
summer period, U's. statement reDividend checks mailed to ParaFor
'Amber' Novel veals, net profits for 13 weeks ended mount Stockholders last Saturday
Agent Annie Laurie Williams has July 29 being $579,562 while in 'com- (30) wer^ accompanied by a note
minjmum asking price of $150,- parable period a year ago it amount- from prexy Barney Balaban colling
set
tested "Cross"

in

.

,

;

:

-

BALABAN'S NOTE WITH

UPPED PAR DIVIDEND

$150,000

New

a

000

:

for ..the

screen

rights

to

the

forthcoming Kathleen Winsor novel,
"Forever Amber." Understood that
no deal will be closed until Oct. 10
though bids (not less than $150,000)
will be entertained on the basis of
the minimum- asked, or cash payment plus bonus on each copy of the
book sold which would be the equiv'

'

Charles G, Clarke, director of phoat 20th-Fox, will describe
the practical use of Eastman monopack color film! much of data being
gleaned from usage in "Thunderhead.'' picture this company, made.
M: H. Sweet, of- Ansco, is. set to de-

tography

scribe

decided to inciuue it in tffa company's, second block for this season
(21

"Man

—

...

PAR

"One Body Too Many."
At the same time Reagan has

Recent developments also have
proved eye-openers to picture interests as showing that
if
they are

'

dialects

.

Creek"

till

or 1:30 in the morning in India.

The U. S!-0Wned Indian Movietone piished around on channel allocaNews is the hottest outfit there, dub- tions— where will film companies
bing its reels in four separate Indian wind up when it comes to tele

the start having planned to

"Frenchman's

sell

;

.

BLOCK, NOT SINGLY

..

)

,

this

.

Standards

,re

the

legislation.

.

until this time, different major
companies have been seeking,
'to protect themselves by
less individual, independent
effort.
While the RTPB board
recommendations do ,not mean that
the FCC will overlook the SMPE
request for on£ television channel

loothoids

more or

tor. every television grant to rati io
broadcasters, the attempt by RTPB
(in
to sidetrack the theatre end
which the picture industry naturally
would be most interested
apparently has awakened film iiitoref ts
to the terrific fight on their hands
to keep from being shoved into the
tele background.. /
Study covers, .picture markets in
As. "Variety" pointed out more
Australia. New Zealand. Ceylon. Free
than a year ago, the arrival of comChina,"'"Fiji" -Islands, India. New- Cale?
mercial television" postwar is shapdonia. Society Islands. Afghanistan.
ing up as a battle between the radio
Arabia; Iran/ Iraq. Palestine, Syria
business, coupled with
some sband Lebanon. It .reports, that these
callcd big electrics, and the picture
areas have a total ot 3,819 theatres,
industry.
It's
a natural develop','
with a total of 2,349:774 seats.
ment because the- radio industry
Golden, whose report is for the
now. feels television is strictly for
benefit ot the industry, turned up a
the home (which Undoubtedly would
number of oddities. He found:
mean the most revenue for electrics!
Australian, censors' delete, scenes in
while the film business sees obvious
war pix showing the enemy commit- boxofl'ice possibilities
of wide-screen
ting violent atrocities and bayonet•:'.,.-.' '':.„>•; j';,
tele..
"^r'.'.
;
ting AlUed troops, since this affects
Self Defense
audiences adversely; However, the
Yert for a more united front in
same censors have no objection to the first big contest over television
scenes showing Axis troops getting channels, etc.', on the part of several
'such treatment.
major film companies is prompted
show
generally
houses
Aussie
by experience in talking pictures
double- features, but the public does plus the fear that television, orignot like to sit that long. Many peo- inally at least, might make deep inple sit through the first feature and roads into theatre attendance if ofthen walk out. Others come in late, fered only in the home.
just for the, second feature -

avenue

who want

wa

oorts, bv' insisting that there

frequencies.

'••••.•'.'„•';•'

•

:•''-.'

'

professional
tip

:
.

Film

In

in

of radio personto get into pictures.
Goldberg also will be associate producer of the screen production. ..
alities

!'.'---.;.''

Washington,' Oct. 3.
U, S. films are still tops in odd
corners of the world, with action pix
and animated cartoons in the lead,
according to a survey just completed by Nathan D. Golden, chief
of the Motion Picture Unit of the Department of Commerce.;,

,

opening

'-.

Worldwide Vagaries

organizations
purchasing
different
pictures for various theatres.
Since Wal? °ff will start out with
seven theatres, the total in buying
services
making headquarters in
N. Y. will increase to around 120.
Wakoff, for 10 yearjs in charge of
buying-booking for the Walter Reade
circuit of around 451. theatres;, leaves
that post on Oct. 28. By that time he
may have more than the seven which
he has already lined up. While declining to identify the seven since they
will be buying film until he is ready
to take, over, the; Reade executive
states they are all in northern New
Jersey. He 'will not confine himself
to that area, as does Associated Theatres of N. J., but will handle buying for any exhibitors wanting the
service in the Greater N Y. area,
Long Island and lower N.Y. state.
Wakoff decries the use of the
word "combine," especially for himself since he points out that he will
buy for each account individually
rather than collectively or pit one
theatre against another on deals,
adding, also, that unlike other combines, he has no interest in any of
the theatres himself.
Robert Jonasson, with the Reade
circuit iii managerial capacities fpr
many years, succeeds Wakoff as
buyer. Prior to going into the mer-

,-'

strictly

:•

film

chant marine after the outbreak of
war. he had been city manager for
Reade in. Asbury Park, N. J. Since
leaving the merchant marine six
the legiter, "Meet, the People."
Lou Goldberg, producer of "On months ago, Jonasson lias been city
Stage" radio show, is selecting the manager over the Rca.de houses in
10
players for the. picture from Perth Ainboy, N. J.
film.

"'>,'•

"

U.S. Reports Some Odd

,

her in this

jist

'

each.

shortly

'

picture

show

establishment

the

which is being organized
by Arthur Wakoff, a veteran buyer
of film, the territory will have five

Universal will give ,the audienceappeal of radio a thorough testing
with its projected, "On- Stage, Everybody," production which is likely to
go into production next summer.
Picture is directly tied in with the
radio program, "On Stage, Everybody," both via the present talent
quest for 10 players to appear in the
film

circles,
with many officialsfilm
and Columbia with three. Trail- taken aback by the way the RTPB
are Internatipnal-RKO, Samuel passed oyer theatre television as an
and Warners with one immediate claimant for commercial

changes,

of Air Audience

As

ing

after Oct. 28 of a new buying service
for independent exhibitors served
out of the N. Y.-New Jersey, ex-

UVOn Stage' Looks To

for this: One is the patriotic attitude
of exhibitors who have played down
the amount of this tax. -Majority of
theatres list the total sum paid for a
ticket, above the b.o. and also on the'
ducats, but this figure is in -small

.

coming sea-

lengths behind is Paramount
followed by Universal with

six,

Goldwyn

that,

audiences realize Just how
of the $1 bill paid into the boxoilice goes to the Government.
theatre

much

five

N.Y,NJ.Combo

Board

Planning

Technical

before the FCC in Washington last
week, points up the need for united
by picture companies if the
film industry is to figure actively
in. the sight-sound broadcast medium":'"
That's the growing conviction iij
effort

'

Two
with

Recommendations of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers for
television
frequency channels in
theatres, and the obvious "brushpft"
given theatre television
by the
Radio

,

U.
;

Race On

Hollywood. Oct. 3.
Technicolor derby on the Hollywood track, has developed into a
neck-and-neck race between Metro
and 20th-Eox, with eight apiece in
preparation or production or ready

Makes

Wakoff

Over

Seconds

-its

production,

in

bill is represented in" " this
Currently playing "Seventh Cross,"
S. tax bite,
Cap will follow this with "MarBasic reason for this tax education riage Is Private Affair" before getyen is the conviction that a sympa- ting around to "Tokyo." The lastthetic public is almost essential to ob- mentioned will have Jimmy JDorsey's
tain either repeal of the tax. or greatband on the stage with it

tainment

By FCC, May Band Together at Last

-C.O.D.," to

lease not yet set,
First step toward production was
the signing of Lloyd Bacon as direc-"

Cap

'Tokyo'-J. Dorsey, N.Y.

Came

alent.

'..'

:

:

>'. •''••':'';'"'*

;

'.'

.

;
- ;

'.

no offers of $150,000 or better
are received from major film comIf

panies currently interested, it is re-,
ported that no deal will be closed
and the minimum w.ijl. Stand until
book is published, by
after
the
'••'
.',..''
Macmillan;
:,'
•

ed to $912,786. Universal^ earnings
before provision for Federal income

attention to the increased divvy rate.
This is the dividend, payable Sept.
30, being 50c per share, with Balaban citing that "the progress. of your
company has made possible this increase in the dividend from 40c per
quarter formerly paid" and that the
Sextet From
payment has been designated by the
'
directors as a "regular dividend,"
Hollywood, Oct. 3.
Balaban note also states "progres*
Six features hit the cameras at
Monogram in October, starting this of your company continues in every
weeV with an untitled Johnny Mack department. Its pictures lead the
Brown western produced by Charles field. They are shown to our Armed.
Forces in every American' camp
J. Bigelow,
Dillingcr,"
throughout the world: and are folOthers
are "John
"Divorce." "Saddle Pals," -a "Cisco; lowing our soldiers into the liberated countries.""
Kid" and a second Brown saddler.

and excess

profits taxes were $2,771,662 for this quarter as against
$3,327,731 in like period a year ago.

Monogram

10

Wednesday, October

4,

1944

\\

7

..

Wednesday, October

4,

1944

il

—

.

PICTURE GROSSES

12

Wednesday, October 4, 1911

L

'Cross Topper in Mild

'Catchers' Fat 10G, Mont'

Lofty

A.,

Montreal, Oct.

Tears Socko

for 4 Spots;

KH)

48G

in

54G

'Arsenic' Big

"Ghost Catchers," at Capitol,

'

Despite,

this,

holdovers are shaping up well.

Ex-

currently-.

biz

hibitors

after

'figure.,

Broadway Grosses

last

talks

air

.

Both "Impatient Years" and
"Seventh Cross." the newcomers,
look husk v. "Cross", shapes for big
while
theatres;
lour
in
$64,000
"Years" appears sock $48,000 in two

'Arsenic Great

Arin for runs, with
Lace" great $54,000 or
three houses second week.
"Kismet": looks lush $42,000 in three
houses, also second session. "Going
'

Strand

Lowdown"

.

Low
Darling" (20th).
"Conquering
week.
Last
(Par) and "Since Veiius"

Herb"

by Mistake"
Moveover of "Since"

at the Albee.

(F-WC)
is strong at the Capitol.
(20th) (8th wK-6 days).
Estimates for This Week
Folding here with around $6,000 or
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)— "Bride
rear. Last week, $6,500.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2.034; 50- by Mistake" (RKO). Pleasing $15,$1)— "Seventh Cross" (M-G) and
000. Last week, "Since You Went
"Singing Sheriff" (U). Great $13,500.
Last week,. "Sweet Lowdown" (20th) Away" (Selznick-UA), Wham $22,000.
«nd "Meantime Darling" (20th ), sour
Capitol
(RKO) (2.000;, 44-70)—
•' '.•'•'':.'
$8,200.
"Since Went. Away" Selznick-UA).
Downtown (WB) (1.800; 50-$D— Moveover. Lofty $12,000. Holds. Last
"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) (2d wk). week, "Wilson" (20th), six-day finale
Handsome $22,000. Last week, great of 20-day run (76-$1.10), bke $7,000,
>•'•'•'-.
-85-$1.50)

1,516'

-

'

;'.'

•'

$24,000.

making

Egyptian (F-WC) (1,535; 50-$l)—
"Kismet" (M-G) (2d wk). Good
$10,000. Last week; strong $17,000.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)
and
(20th)
"Sweet Lowdown"
"Meantime Darling" (20th). Weak
"Conquering
week.
$2,400.
Last
Hero" (Par) and "Since Venus"
(Col), slow $3,100.
Hawaii (G&S) (50-$l)— "Invisible
Man's Revenge" lU) and "Dead
Man's Eyes" (U) (3d wk). Nice $4.*
500. Last week, forte $5,200.

30-40)—
"Aldrich s Little Secret" (Par) and
"Land of /Outlaws" (Mono) split
with "Chan Black Magic" (Mono)
and "Utah Kid" (Mono), Normal $2,300. Ditto last week for "Stars Parade" (Col) and "Marshal Reno"
(Rep)
divided
with
"Werewolf"
(Col) and "Soul Monster" (Col).
Grand RKO ) (1,430; 44-70 )— "Conquering Hero" (Par). Solid $9,000.
Last week.
"Since Went Away"

—
'

Stout $16,000.

(2,756;

50-$D—

(WB)

(2d wk).

Los Angeles (D'town-WC)
.-.

50-$D— "Kismet" (M-G)
Brisk

„

(RKO)

(1,000

wk).

(2d run), fine $5,000.

Lyric
(RKO) (1,400; 44-70)—
"Sweet, Low Down"
(20th)
and
"Shadows. Night" Col ). So-so $5,000.
Last week, "These Parents" (Mono)
and "Crime by Night" (WB), near
;•'.
same..
•_
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 44-70)—
"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB). Great

30-52)

j

|

j

!

;

'.•';

Maker"

(PRC)

-

and

v

LOUIS

ST.

TOP

NEWCOMER

Autumnal

"Casanova deluxers

St. Louis, Oct. 3.
rains are holding down

tus" (U) (4th wk), excellent $11,800.
Kit* (F-WC) (1.372: 50-SD— "Kismet" (M-G) (2d wk). Smooth
$8,000.
"
Last week, hefty $12,500.
State (Loew's-WC) (2,204 50-St)

"Since

to a sluggish start.

Brown" (RKO) and "Moonlight Cac- You Went Away,"

"Since

following

$8,000
mitialer.

sturdy

$12,500

:

:

at $1.10 top fell off
;,'

Penn (Loew's-UA)

Smash

(3.300: 40-65 )-i

Went Away" (UA).
with

$30,000,

Solid

running

time
only thing that will stop this from
matching biggest hits here. Should
make a run of it.
Last week
;

"Waterloo Bridge" (M-G) (reissue)'
in dog-house at $11,500.
RiU (WB) (800; 40-65)— "Waterloo Bridge" (M-G). (reissue). Moveover just a token gesture, to Metro.Thin; $2,000, if that. Last week, "Up
in
Arms" (RKO) (3d wk), fine
$3,200.

:

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-65)—
"Werewolf" (Col) and "Soul Mon-

Twin horror

ster" (Col).
better than

looks
$5,000, sensational for
Senator. Last week, "Primitive Man"
bill

(U) and "Ladies Washington" (20th),

$2,800:

Stanley
(WB) (3.800; 40-65)—
"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) (2d wk)
holding up exceptionally well for
strong $17,000, which is sock holdover biz at this house. Last week,

Hub

.

$16,000

C; 'Arsenic'-Vaude

In D.

p.a.'s.

Other

bills

here

are

okay

with

fair $10,"Since You Went Away" still makTrim 27G, 'Since' 20G,
top money day-date at State and
Downtown (Howard Hughes) (2,- ing
Orpheum on second week. "GreenWashington, Oct. 3.
60-85)
Thieves wich Village" is big
"Port
40
at Fenway and
"Arsenic
and Old Lace"
and
(Rep) plus Hal Mclntyre orch and Paramount after Met date.
Marion Hutton on stage. Grand $27,"Christmas Holiday" will get the top
Estimates for This Week
000.
Last
week,
"Wave,
Wac"
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 76-$l. 25)— money for new entries this week,
(Mono) plus Louis Prima orch on. "Wilson" (20th) plus Stan Kenton
"Since
You
Went
Away"
is
holding
stage, stout $26,000.
orchestra, Hal Leroy, others, on
Fox (Fox-Michigan), (5,000; 85- stage. Opened Thursday (28) and up well on its second stanza. "Casanova Brown," in four weeks at
$1 .10 >—" Wilson" 20th ) (2d wk ). Fair
looks great $45,000 or near.
Big Keith's, beat
everything
$33,000 at advanced scale after last preem sent it off to
at
tht
fast start.
Last
week's disappointing $40,000.
week, "Pearl of Death"- (U), Cootie house since "Snow White" in 1939.
Estimates for This Week
Madison (United. Detroit) (1,800; Williams orch, Lena Home, others,
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 44-72)—
60-85)
"Gaslight"
(M-G)
,and wow $36,000.
"Sensations 1945" (UA) with vaudo
"Mabel's Room" (UA). Nice $5,900.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373: 40-74)
headed by Rubinoff. Mild $20,000.
Last week; "2 Girls Sailor'' (M^G) "Greenwich
Village"
*20th)
and'
Last week, "Wilson" (20th) (3d wk),
and "Ladies Courageous" (U), $6,000. "Roger Touhy" (20th). Solid
solid $27,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000: Last week. "Dimitrios" (WB)$8,000.
and
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 44-66)—
60-85)
"Conquering Hero" (Par) "Wave, Wac" (Mono). $7.0()0\
,-*-*>
000.

'

2D

-.

—

800;

(

—

—

—

w~-

(Par) and

"When Strangers Marry"

ween,
Double
"Bernadette" (20th). Still' stout at Last
(Par), boffo $9,000.
Last week, about same.

Indemnity"

'

$6,000.

Earle
(WB)
30-90)—
(2.240:
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-75)-^
"Gypsy Wildcat" U) arid "Singing "Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) with
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,- Sheriff" (U). Opens today (Tues.). vaude.
Fancy $27,000. Last week,
000: 60-85)— "Seventh Cross" (M-G) Last week, "Casanova Brown" (RKO) "Impatient
Years"
so-so
(Col),
arid "Maisie to Reno"
(M-G) (2d and "Mile. Fifi" (RKO) (3d wk), fine $23,300.
Keith's
wk). Fancy $21,000 after hangup $20,000.
(RKO) (1,234: 34-66)—
$27,000 first week, above expectancy.
Holiday"
Fine
Metropolitan (M-P) (4.367: 40-74) "Christmas
<U).
linited
Artists
(United Detroit) —"Wing and Prayer" (20th) and "Big audience response for this Deanna
60-85)
(2.000;
Nice $16,000.
Last week,
"Going My Way" Noise" (20th). Good considering war Durbin.
(Par) (13th wk). Winding up great film draw here, $23,000. Last week' "Casanova Brown" (RKO) (4th wk),
run here at sharp $14,000 after ]ast "Janie" (WB) and "Last Ride" (WB), swell $11,500.
Mono;),
hopes.
i

okay

$24,000,

Jsut

below

i

—

week week's
draw in

Loew's, is still the best
town.
"Greenwich Village" and
"Port of 40 Thieves" at the huge Fox
- .<
are next best.
Estimates for This Week

'

fine $16,000.

$24,500.

Orpheum (Loew)

$30,000. Last

-:

.

.

$22.000 - in

United Artists -(UA-WC) (2.100:
85-$1.50)— "Wilson" (20th) (8th wk-:
6 days).
Closing notice helping to
okay $9:000 after slow $9,400 last
«
week,

stanza.

first

Still

in

Slump;

'2 Yanks' Neat
$10,000,
'Island'

Mild at

10iG

Minneapolis. Oct. 3.
Business again is in a tailspin with
nobody able to figure it out. Present
film line-up may help explain slight
slump which has lasted more than a

Orpheum (Loew) (2.0(10: 35-55)—
"Song Open Road" (UA), and "DeO'Day" (Mono); Fine
Last week, "Waterloo Bridge" fortnight. Only two "A" newcomers,
Uptown (F-WC) (1,715: 50-S1 >
(M-G)
(reissue)
and
"Shadow "Abroad With Two Yanks" and
"Seventh Cross' (MG) and "Sing- Night" (Col). $4,300. below average.
"Rainbow Island." and neither of
ins Sheriff" (U), Big $10,000. Last
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 55-60) them rated outstanding. Holdovers
week, "Sweet Lowdown" (20th) and
"Meantime Darling" (20th), sour —"Impatient Years" (Col) and "Al- are "Casanova BrOwn," "The Impalergic
Love" (U).
Neat $14,500. tient Years," "Bride by. Mistake" and
$5,200.
Last week. "Love a Soldier" (Par) "Janie," possibly pointing to a paucWilshire (F-WC) (2.296: 50-$D—
"Seventh Cross" (M-G) and "Sing- and "Great Moment" (Par), nice ity of strong product currently.
;V:
Estimates for This Week
ing Sheriff" (U). Sock $10,500. Last $15,800,
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; -25-35)—^
Fox
week, "Sweet Lowdown" (20lh) and
(F&M)
(5.000;
55-60)—
"Meantime Darling" (20th). feeble "Greenwich Village"
(20th)
and "Louisiana Hayride" (Col) and "Call
(Mono). Good $2,200 in five
"Port 40. Thieves" (Rep).
$5,300.
Good Jungle"
Wiltern
( WB)
.12.500;
50-$l)^- $16;000. second best take currently. days. Last week, "Gambler's Choice"
"Arsenic" (WB) (2d wk). Robust Last week. "Wilson". (20th) (2d wk), (Par) and "Riders Deadline" (UA)
split with "U-Boat Prisoner" (Col)
^
$16,000. Last week, sweet $18,500.
modest $10,000.
and "Goodnight, Sweetie" (Rep),
Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 55-60)—
"Mark Twain" (WB) and "Take It okay $2,800 in eight days:
Century (P-S) (1,600; 44-60)— "ImRAWSON ON 'FOLLIES'
Leave It" (20th). Trim $8,000. Last
patient Years"
(Col).
Moveover.
.Mitch Rawson, Metro publicist, week. "Skeffington" (WB) and "Step
Brisk $6,000.
Last week, "Janie"
Lively"
(RKO); good $7,000.
left N*. Y. for the Coast Monday (2)
(WB). $6,500 on m.o.
St. Louis (F&M)
for huddles with studio execs on!
(4.000: 40-50)—
Gopher (P-S) (LOOO; 40)— "Song
In
"
Society"
(U)
and "Invisible Opx;n Road';.(UA),-Good-$3;500.-Last"Ziegfeldi Follies." .:
,
_x„
a
»UJ.
Average week. "Akhich's Secret"
Rawson will handle Special ex^J '.Revenge"
(Par),
'$5,000.
Last week.. "Topper
(UA) yanked after five days, $2,000.
ploitation aruj v» publicity on the pro
and "Kid From Spain" iFC), two
.':'"'
Lyric (P-S) '< 1,100; 44-60)— "Bride
.:"•'.."'
dtiction.
reissues, so-so $4,000.
by Mistake"
RKO). Moved here
tective Kitty

$7,000.

:

'

"

•

'

'

•

35-74)

—

—

Paramount (M-P) (1,700: 40-74)
"Greenwich
Village"
(20th)
and
,

'Roger Touhy" (20th).

'

.

|

Dandy

$15.-

Went Away" (Selznick-UA)

(2d wk)
Last week, big $24 000

:

H

•

•,

i

>

:

-.

Wham $22,000.

•

•.

.

Wilson Goes 'On Stage'

Translux (Translux) (900- 30-74)—
Hollywood, Oct. 3.
'Youth Runs Wild" (RKO) and "3 of
Universal handed Warren Wilson
Kind" (Mono). Okay $6,500. Last
week, "Soul Monster" (Col), and! the producer chore on "On Stage,
Everybody," to be filmed around a
"Werewolf" (Col) (2d wk). $5,600
radio show recently purchased from
the Blue network.
Radio players on the N.Y. ether
'SINCE'
$25,000,
show will.be cast prominently in the
screen version, to be scripted by

SOCK

BUFFALO PACEMAKER

'_,

"

.'•'"•

Buffalo. Oct.

Dorcas Cochran.

Great Lakes.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo
(Shea)
40-70)—
(3.500;
.

'Love a

Soldier" (Par) and "Last
(WB), Bright $15,000. Last
"Greenwich Village" (20th)

Ride'
week,
and "Take

It;

Leave

It" (20th),

fancy

$16,000.
-

Great Lakes (Shea V

-i'Slnoe

(3,000; 40-70)

Went

UA^—Smash

.:'!';

3.

Big news currently is "Since You
Went Away," ."with socko session ai "Take

.

.

Metropolitan (WB) (1.800:30-55)—
"Janie" (WB) (2d wk). Moveover,
mild $5,000.
Last week, "Janie,"
good $7,800.
44-72)—
Palace
(2.778:
(Loew)
"Since Went Away" (UA) (2d wk).
Holding up to strong $20,000. First
week, grand $24,000.
May go a

500.
Last week, "Dimitrios" (WB) third
and "Wave, Wac" (Mono). $15,000
State (Loew) (3,200; 35-74)—"Since

.

:

(2.900;

"Since Went Away"
Selznick-UA)
(2d wk). Grand $30,000. Last week,
sock $34,000.
i

Is.

'

Loew's (Loew) (3.172; 35-55)—
week, "Sweet Lowdown" (20th) and
"Meantime Darling" (20th); only "Since Went Away" (Selznick-UA)
•
(2d wk).
Fancy $17,000 after big

.

wk)

(2d

to sad $11,000.

Last week, "Impatient Years"
(Col), disappointing $11,000.
State (P-S) (2.300; 40-60)— "Casa-

Kid" (Mono) (3d wk),

second

in

at

—"Seventh Cross" (M-G) and "Sing

.

(20th)

Radio City (P-S) (4,000; 40-60)—
"Rainbow Island" (Par). Mild $10.-

1

•'.-,..

80)— "Impatient Years" (Col) and
"Shadows in Night". (Col). Stout

'

'

.:

500.

at

Indemnity'' (Par) and "Million Dollar

.

RKO

Great

•,:

:'

nova Brown" (RKO) (2d wk). Not
up to expectations, but still healthy

Mclntyre Plus

I.
Only
not keeping pace. Mild
Last week, second of in So(U) (2d wk), nice' $7,000.

Harris (Harris)
(2,200;
40-65)—
"Impatient Years" (Col ): Good notices and favorable word-6f-motith
making this a solid winner at- $14000.
Holds.
Last week. "Wilson"

—

i

'VILLAGE' $16,000,

My

lug Sheriff" (U).

-

ciety"

(

Paramount Hol|ywood_(E&Mj_(l^

$22,100.

(UA).

-

$9,500.'

Torrid 45G,

$19,000 for theatre's best session in
some time. Last week". "Gypsy Wildcat" <U). so-so $14,000
Sliuhert
RKO.) -HIM : „ 44,70^,

'

Two Yanks"

Well-liked comedy, neat $10,000: Last
week. "Bride by Mistake" (RKO),

$6,500.

Cross" is doing in second week at
Palms-State..
Estimates for This Week
;',
terrific $23,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 60-85)—
.;
"Stormy Weather" (20th) arid "Big
Warner (WB) (2.000; 40-65)—
Boston, Oct. 3.
Noise" (20th). Former from Para"Dragon Seed" (M-G) (2d wk).
It's 'Wilson" here this week, this
dise, Negro house, choice $12,000.
Moveover. All right $6,500. Last
Last week, "Werewolf" (Col) arid opus coupled with a band show at the week, sriiash $8,500.
"Soul Monster" (Col), bright $10,500. RKO Boston looking great at $L25
Broadway-Capitol
(United
De- top. "Wilson" goes from the Boston
troit)
60-85)
(2,800;
"Rainbow to Majestic at $1.10 scale after three
Given big preem opening 'Holiday' Fancy
Island" (Par) and "Strangers Marry" weeks.
(Mono) (2d wk). From Michigan, here, George Jessel, Carole Land is,
okay $15,000. Last. week. "Double Roddy MacDowall and others making

.

$17.-

451: 50-$l)— "Going
Way" (Par)
(7th wk). Still good at $11,500. Last
week, fancy $13,500.
Hillstreet (RKO) (2.890: 50-

week.

"Sweet and Lowdown" (20th

new entry

"Abroad With

'••.

"..-:>

—

'

Last

Estimates for This Week
Fulton
(Shea)
(1,700;
40-65)—

.

-

.

Soggy $5,000. Last week. "Seventh
Cross" (M-G) (2d run), $6,000,
.:

tus" (U) (4th wk), neat $7,700.

$24,500.

.

—

>:•

•••

'.

Paramount (F&M) (3,389: 50-$l)—
"Going My Way" (Par) (7th wk)
••',

;.'

-

(

—

200.

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
$2,921,200
Last Year
(Based on 24 cities, 186 theatres)

Uptown (Par) (1,100; 40-50)— "Dragon Seed" (M-G). First nabe showgood $3,500. Last week, "Going
Del.; 'Hero' Modest 22G ing,
My Way" (Par), grand $4,500.
World (Par-StcfTesV (350; 44-80)—
Detroit, Oct. 3.
While, nothing is startling around "Janie" (WB) (3d wk). Third loop
the loop, Detroit continues to hold stopover, good $3,500.
Last Week.
up fairly well. "Port of 40 Thieves," "Summer Storm" (UA) (2d wk), $2,':'-;
.;^'
which is backed up at the Down- 500.
town by Hal Mclntyre's band and
Marion Hutton. former Detroit gal,
is
strong.
"Hair the Conquering
Hero" arid "Last Ride" at the Michigan is slightly below average. Big- lllfilson'-Kenton
gest surprise is the big biz "Seventh

;

stout

55-98)—
"Block Busters" (Mono) with Earl
Hines orch, Carter and Moreland on
stage.
Snappy $23,000. Last week.
"Live in Fear" (Col) with "Gay
Nineties" revue and Jimmy Scribner
on stage, okay $19,350!
Panlages (Pan) (2.812; 50-SD
"Impatient Years" (CoO and "Shadows in Night (Col). Bangup'$23
500 or ngaf. La«t J-Xfek., "Casanova
(2,200;

Steady $17,000. Last week, neat

tres, chiefly first runs, including-

M. Button Lofty $27,000,

(

•

Orpheum (D'town)

at .Henri, and "ImpaYears" at Harris cashing in
most heavily, former being smash.
Stanley's doing okay, too, with "Arsenic and Old Lace" in second Week.
tient

.

•!'--'.;'•

;

(2,300;

United Amusements, Ltd.)

'Thieves'

(Selznick-UA), terrific $13,000.
Keith's (United) (1.500; 44-70.)—
"Maisie to Reno" (M-G). Trim $7,000.
Last week. "Love Soldier" (Par)

(2,200;

(2d

week,

Last

$24,000.

$38,000.

j

week, $22,800.

Last

(

"Monster

$34,000 for run.

Family

.

llollvwood (WB)
"Arsenic Old Lace"

(CT)

(715; 35-45)
"Underground Guerillas" (Brit-Col) and "Leave To Irish"
(Mono).
Good $3,000. Last week,

(

'

:V

terrific $17,000.

3.

an exnudging the

is

eral paces afront "Bride

(Col), fair $3,400.

hay.
—Cart
'Wilson

.

'

five spots,

general total up over last week when
a day-date release on "Since You
Went Away," at two houses, set an
all-time Cincy high. Current pacer
is "Arsenic Old Lace," at. Palace, sev-

.

(1.318: 50-$l)
and
(20th.)

"Meantime
$3,000.

product at

ceptional layout here,

."

Week

Cincinnati. Oct.

'..'...

New

after seven

Estimates for This

>

"Frontier Outlaws" (PRC), $2,800.

•weeks and six days of roadshow ing
8t United Artists and Cartha>\

Fox Beverly (F-WC)

Tops Cincy

19G,

My

—"Sweet

U

(U), $6,800.

in

Way" still is stout $28,500 in two
Paramount theatres though in seventh frame. "Wilson" folds tomor-

"'.

.

Went Away"

Estimated Total Gross
$2,837,200
This Week ...
(Based on 22 cities, 179 thea-

35-62)—
and "Twilight

(2,700;
(

-

senic and Old

row (Wednesday) night

Pittsburgh, Oct. 3,
Biz booming nearly everywhere.
Notre
Dame-Pitt football
crowd
swelled weekend takes. "Since You

City Grosses

)

I:-

.

Key

;.'-'•

:

"Secret
Command"
and from Orpheum,. nice $5,500. Last
(Col
"Louisiana Hayrlde" (Col). Snappy week, "Seventh Cross" (M-G) (3d
$6,500.
Last week, "Invisible Man's wk), mild $3,500.
Orpheum (P-S) (2,800: 44-60)—
Revenge" (U) and "Mummy's Ghost"

J
'.

Others are

.'

Solid 14G, 'Arsenic 17G, 2d

;

Princess

(Based on 13 theatres)

;

over

";'.:'.

.

week was

. ':.

office.

Spots.

staza.

Last
Nifty $10,000.
(U).
week. "Winkle" (Col) and "Doctor's
Strangest Case" (Col), $9,500.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67)— "Going My Way" (Par) (4th wk).
Still
packing 'em in. smash $15,000. Third

;

.

$30,000, Pitt. Leader;

"...

Prairie"

Estimated Total Gross
...
...
$602,800
This Week
(Based on 16 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ,/.%,:
$550,000

week by Dewey and Roosevelt, that
whenever .these candidates take to
ether waves at 7' p.iVi... Coast time,
there will be a 25% drop in box-

,'".'.;.

Capitol
(CT)
"Ghost Catchers"

:

offish

Tears

run-

Estimates for This Week
35-62)—
Palace
(2,700;
l'CT)
"Christmas Holiday" (U) (2d wk).
Smart. $8,000 following neat $9,000
first

'Los Angeles, Oct.' 3.
political
weather,
Unfavorable'
-speeches and product are blamed for

is

.'

HO.

in 3,

'Away' Smash

Way," in fourth week,
Main Street at Loew's.

leads

ner-up.

2,

3.

My

"Going
still

Away" (Selznick$25:000 or over. Last-

week, "Janie" (WB) and "Crime by
Night" (WB), mild $13,000.
Hipp
(Shea)
>2.100:
40-70)—
•Greenwich
Village"
(20tb)
and

It.-

Leave

It"

(move-

(20th)

week,
Neat $8,500.
Last
"Maisie to Reno" (M-G) and "Whistler" (Col) (2d wk), $7,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Christmas Holiday"
U ) 2d wk)
and "Singing Sheriff" (U). Still potent at $10,500.
Last week, with
"Allergic to Love" <U), terrific $19,over).

(

(

ooo.

.'

-.

v

'•;:.

"

:v>

20th Century (Ind.) (3.000: 40-70)
"TTays""~"( RKOT> and

^"Heavenly

"Night of Adventure" (RKO). So-so
$11,000. Last week. "Bride by Mistake" (RKO) and "Passport to Destiny"

(RKO), good

$12.000..

——
Wednesday, October

)

|

PICTURE GROSSES

1944

4,

Wow

Ellington Lifts 'Ride

g

28G, Chi;

Terrif

JfiSB'way

"Trail of the Lonesome Pine '" re
issue plus "Pardon My Rhythm" is
standout this week. with great session at the Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week

'Brown' Boff 24G, 'Cross'-Como 55G

—

Chicago, AB&K) (3,900; 55-95)—
"Seventh Cross"; (M-G) and .-Perry
Coino heading stage show. Solid $55,Last week, "Love a Soldier"
000.
(Par) and Harry Cool heading vaude
wk). sparkling

$43,000.

Downtown (Barger) (1,885; 44-95)
Ride" (WB) and Duke El-

Winkle'.'

mand"

>

.

(900;

55-95)— "Mr.

(Col) and "Secret Com(Col) (2d wk). Nice $9,000.

dandy $12,000;
(RKO ) (1.150; 55-95)—
Grand
"Made Me Criminal" (WB) and
(reissue).
Shark"
(WB)
"Tiger

36G IN PHILLY

$39,000.

...

(Mono) was

;

28G IN PROV.

;

;

!

.

i

.

|

i

(

;

ico"

j

',

"•'.

-

v

,

Grand

'Arsenic'

Balto;

.

I

-

—

:,

$21,000, 'Wilson' 14G, 3d
'*••';•..

-

Baltimore. Oct.

3;

Fairly steady action here with
leaders doing fine and holdovers,
strong. "Since You Went Away" is
verv big at Loew's Century and "Arsenic and Old Lace" is faring exceptionally well at the Stanley.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000: 2060)
'Since Went. Away" (Selznick-

I

run.

|

™

—

to hopes, but all right at $16,800.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2.400: 20(Par) (5th
Holding nicely at $13,000 after
nice $14,200 last week.
>

Stanley

(WB)

senic Old Lace"

after

nice

(WB)

'

.

Stanlev

(WB)
(M-G)

mn*

(3d

Dl

J

17

rlUS

Vailfle

40-85)—

(2.950:

Terrific

000,

run.

Globe (Brandt) (1,416; 60-$1.20)—
"Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G) (2d
wk). Doing well albeit not big at.
$21,500 on first week ended last night
week of
(Tues;'). Concluding (4th

C*

|

AJ

:

3.

2D

wk

)';•- Five
davs. good $8,000. Last
week, big $14,000.
Liberty
(J-vH) (1.650: 45-80)—
"Winkle" (Col) 4th wk). Nice $6.5O0' in five days. Last' week, fine $7.-

33G, FRISCO LEADERS
.'

San Francisco, Oct. 3.
"Arsenic
and Old Lace" and
"Dragon Seed," newcomers, are lead
ing the deluxers this week, latter
being a real wow. "Merry" Mona-I
haps." new Donald O'Connor comedy, is still big after smash opener
last week at the Orpheum.
|

I

j

Week

Went Away"

"Since

(1.900;

65

(

1— "Love.. A Soldier"

Brisk $12,000
wk).
$16,000 initial frame,"
''

^Dragon'. Seed"
000. La st
eek, _ "Wing and Prayer''

w

(2(rth

..r?

1'

T T2^wTD"r Big '52r:00tr;~' 'T"
Francis (FWC) (1,475: 55-85)—

.:

Paramount

|

Par) (2d
rousing

(

-

H-E

I

(3.039;

45-80

.

i—

"Step Lively" (RKO) and "Dangerous Journey" <20thi. Good $12,000.

after

Double Indemnity" (Par) and "Port
40 Thieves" (Rep) (2d wk). Very

<RKO), $11,- Nice $5,500. Last week. "Canterville
Ghost" (M-G (2d wk), hot $6,100.

'(Mono")-- with-

Last

$10,000.

va'u'dg.

"Av-

'

.

(3d

Remains

(WB),

i

fair $10,000 at 32-55e,
(Katz-Dolle) (3.300:

Indiana

75-

very steady, this $1:101—
wk).,
"Wilson"- (20th)
(2d
week looking over potent. $100,000, Thin $6,000 after healthy $18.000 ..last'
and goes' another. Last week, ter- week.
"
'.
•!
.:.
'/
:
.!
rific -$115,006.
Keith's
d.200; 35-65)—:
(Indie)
Republic (Brandt) (1.064: 50-$l;10) "Jimmy Steps Out"
with
UA
—"Storm Over Lisbon" 'Rep) (4th- viuid'e: Sturdy $5,400 in four days.
DoW-h to only $5,500 on Last week. "Silent Partner" (Rep)
final wk).
blowoff, poor, while last week was plus vaude, oke $4,700 on same run.
weak $6,200. "My Pal Wolf" RKO)
Loew.'s.. (Loew'sJ
(2.450: 32-55)—
I-.opens Saturday (14).
"Seventh Cross" (M-G) and "Stars
Rialto (Mayer) (594: 40-85)— "Big on Parade" (Col i. Fine $14,000. with
Noise" (20th) (2d-final wk), Peter- (biz hurt by slow turnover of double
ing on holdover,, with only about' bill. Second week likely. Last week,
initial seven days, "Impatient Years" (Col) and "Since
$6,000. mildish.
sturdily
at Vemis" (Col ), dandy $13,600.
held
up
however,
I

'

.

'

:

'

:

:

;

.

.

)

(

I

;

(

i

|

r,

I

.

i

>

)

(

(

-"7"

weel<.

;

1

i

:

Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1.600: 32-55)
Winter Garden (Sterling (800: 25- $10,000. :.>
and
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 76-$1.50) —"Youth Runs Wild" (RKO
50)— "Home in, Indiana" 20th and
Dars—Astfore" (RKO),(3d rtrrW; -WFrcnchman^s Creek" (Par) 3d "Mile. FifT (RKO).. Fair $6,800. first-

39-60)
Of

"

Last week. "PinWP
"Ghost Mild S4.000.
and "Angels Sing"
20th
and "South Dixie" Girl"
Catcher's" (U
''.:
(Par) (3d run). $4.500.
(XT'* Willi stage show, near same.

erage

.

I

;

(Fox-.Tofl'ee) (2.100:
— Tower
'\Tunglo WoraanJ (U) and "Call

Jungle*'

3.

,

)

500.

60-$l.
.

.

and "Davs of Glwry"

(5,945:

Brown" (RKO) and stageshow

.

fine $25,500.
(2,470: 55-85)—
(M-G). Smash $33.-

Indianapolis. Oct.

'

fellers)

Wk).

.

Paramount (FWC)

,

i

;

;

),

and "Last Ride" (WB),

,

.

I

(2d wk)..
Staunch
week; wham $23,000.
Newman (Paramount)

14G

;

.

40-60)—

(3.500:

—

'

Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 46-65)— Last- week, "7th Cross" (M-G). (2d
Fox (FWC) (5,000; 55-85)— "Ar- "Dimitrios" (WBi and "7 Days Wk), good $9,500.
senic and Old Lace" (WB). Hefty Ashore" (RKO
Roosevelt (Sterling), (800: 45-80.)
Okav $10,500. Last
From Orpheum.
$34,000.
Last week. "Janie" (WB) week. '.'Youth Runs Wild" (RKO) —"Janie" (WB).

"

I

Bi/. oke for ,,new attractions this
appears to
Manhattan" (RKO) opens Friday week, but: thd bottom
have fallen out of Wilson'.' iti its
;
(13). 'the Indiana. "SevParamount (Par) (3,664: 60-$1.20) second stanza at
at Loew's
•—"Double Indemnity" (Pai ). An- enth Cross" is hot enough
likely.
drews Sisters and Mitchell Ay res to make a holdoverThis Week
Estimates for
orch (5th-final wk). Still strong at
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2.800: 55-75)
$58,000 in fourth week concluded last
CUV.
plus
--"Moonlight
.Cactus."
night (Tues ), while preceding week
"Tars and Spars" revue' on stage,
was $63,000.
"CohquerRadio Citv Music Hall (Rocke- Fine $18,000. Last week,
10)— "Casanova ing Hero" (Par) and "Crime Night"

tus" (U). solid $11,000.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350: 30-SD'
(Selznick-UA) -^-"Atlantic City"
(Rep) plus vaude...
$18,000.' Last!
Fine $10,500. Last w cck, "Manpower"
"'.
(WB) plus vaude. good :$9;40b'.
45-

Midland (Lqew's)

I

J

).

[

Estimates for This

—

Week

(H-E) (2.600 45-80)—
Old Lace" (WB). Giant
$21,500 or. close. Last week. "Janie"
(WB) (2d -wk) and "Moonlight Cac"Arsenic

i

$17,000, only fairish, whil,e last
(2d) was. sturdy $24,900.' "Music-, in

•'

Orpheum

—

000.

'

)

(Fox-Midwest) (820. 2.043 and 700;
45-65)
"Sweet
and, Lowdown"
20th)
and 'Big Noise"-; (20th).
fealthv $11,000. Last week, "Merry
Monahans" (U). mild $9,500.

1—

(Sel/.nick-UA).

!

I

i

I

'ARSENIC 34G, 'SEED'

Away"

Standing them in aisles., smash $28.La.st week, "Waterloo Bridge"
i.M-G
"Shadows
(reissue), and
Night" (Col), snappy $17,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2.000: 44-55)
$2,100.
j-j— "Double
(Pari and
Indemnity"
Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 5G-$ 20") "Gambler's
Choice" ItRar). Opened
'Doughgirl.s" (WB) (6th-linal wk).
Monday (3). Last week, "Impatient
A disappointer here though profit- Years" 'Col) and "Louisiana Hayable, fifth week, ended last night ride" (Col) (2d wkl. good $8,000.
(Tues ), being only $14,000, while
fourth brought no more than $16.WB) 'Cactus'-'Tars' Lush 18G,
900. "To Have and Have Not"
comes in next Wednesday (11.).'
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$l.i0i
"Bride by Mistake." (3d.-final, wk
Indpk; 'Cross' Big
Down rather sharply or) blowofl to
!

1

I

(UA) (moveLast week.
"Waterloo Bridge" (M-G) (reissue)
(moveover), $3,300.

"Since Went

.]

!

:

|

Opened

i

i"

|i

).

|

I

Kansas City, Oct. .3.
front last week by , a big 200:
Ou
margit
Since You Went Away," at! Music Box (H-E) (850: 45-80)—
the Midland still leads the city at "7th Cross" (M-G ). Moveover. Okay
huge figure. "I. Love a Soldier." at $6,000, Last week. "Double IndemnNewman, goes into another ity" (Par) (4th wk) and "Gilderthe.
round, after exceeding expectations sleeve's Ghost" (RKO) mild $5,000
Top newcomer is' "Sweet and LowMusic Hall (H-E (2.200: 80-S1.15)
down" at Esquire. Uptown and Fair- —"Wilson" (20th) (4th wk). Slid off
'.''' fast. with fourth
way day-and-date.
....
.session held to five
.Estimates for This Week
days. Trim $5,700; Last week, mildEsquire,
Uptown and Fairway ish $9,000.
'.-

$21,000.

—

•;

(900: 60-$1.20)

:

60
"Summer Storm"
over).
Mild $3,500.

•

.

|

I

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349: 45-80)
—"Greenwich Village" (20th) (2d
|

•

.

.

here Saturday (30) and doing nicely,
with initial week looking $13 000.
Holds. Final three days on fifth week
Of. "Wing and Prayer" (20th ), lean

week.

3 K.C.

stage hefty $8,u0o tor line .rufiT
44-60
State
(Loew)
(3.200:

-

"Dangerous Journey" (20th

Seattle. Oct.

—

i

•

..:

Gotham (Brandt)

$32,000

Spots; 'Since' Hot 18G,

$10,000.: okay.-

finC lU^U

44-55)

(2.200:

Metropolitan (Snider) (3.200; 5070 )— "Swing in Saddle" (Col) and
Shep Fields orch heading stage
.show. Nice $7,000 in three-day weekLast week, "Contenderlend run.
(Mono) and Bob Strong, orch. Mut-

.

f nn.

*'

-

Sock

moveover

of

..

.

ArSfMlIP "UgB
HllffP ^ClyJVV,
tJ/1 Sflfl
msc,H

Last week, good $24,-

"Kismet"

week

fii

/.

mm mmwk).

i

Laace

'Sweet' $11,000 in

$10,300

(3,280; 25-60.)— "Ar-

Last week, "Conquering Hero" (Par),
hot up to expectations at $15,700 for
second week.
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1.840: 201

for
!

SR.900.

-

(WB).

^„ ±.

:

25-55)—
(980;
Mayfair
(Hicks
"Louisiana Hayride" (Rep). AverLast week. "Atlantic
age $4,500.
Citv" (Rep). $4,200.
_
New (Wilson) (1.680: $1.10)— "Wilson" (20th) (3d wk). Good pace at
...

i

'

wk),

:

.

Sensation of city this week is the
plus sock $4,000 for Sabbath' showing huge total being rolled tip by "Arat Earle.
Lasl week, "Conquering senic and Old Lace" at the Orpheum.
Hero" (Par), fair $17,000
It's easily out-classing the field,
Stanton
(WBI (1.475: 40-85)—
Estimates for Th's Week
"Maisie to Reno" (M-G).
Smart
Blue Mouse (H-F) (800: 45-80)—
$13,500. Last week. "Barbary Coast "Going My Way" (Par) (12th wk).
Gent"
(M-G> (2d .wk). meagre. Swell $6,000 after dandy $6,100 last

60i— "Going My Way"

$14,000

.-',:•

.

500.

up

week.

,V

Alstnl<Fair $19,500

fair $12,900.

(Rappaport) (2.240;
20-74
(RKO)
"Heavenly Days"
Given going over by
plus vaude.
crix; so-so $14,000. Last week. "Impatient Years" (Col) and vaude. not

last

V

Keith's.. (Goldman) (2,200: 40-85)—
"Marine Raiders" (RKO) (2d run).
N.s.h, $4,000.
Last week. "Dragon
Seed" (M-G) (3d wk), potent $5 000
second run

Hippodrome

possible

j

|

(Fay)

—

"Meantime.
Darling"
(20th)
and
(20th ).
"D a n g e r o u s Journey"
Healthy $12,000, Last week. "Greenwich Village" (20th) and "Last Ride"
(WB), strong $14,000.

|

—

!

;

i

.'I $7,500.
Majestic

(

I

;

—

|

:";..

)

j

"Summer Storm" (UA).

'".

'

'

|

.

(2d wk). nice $9,500.

"Last Ride" (WB) (2d run). Average $4,000. Last week "Janie" (WB)
.
(2d run ), ditto.
Fay's
44-55)
(Fay)
(2.000;
"Flicka" (20th): (reissue) and vaude
on stage. Stout $8,000. Last week,
"7 Doors Death" (PRC) and vaude,

,

I

:

,

(RKO)

'

I

I

.

'Away Rousing $28,000,

',

(Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-55)
—'Carlton
"Greenwich Village" (20th
and

.

,

;...

•.

.

.

:-

.'.

Albce
(RKO) (2.100; 44-60)—
"Youth Runs Wild" 1RKO> and
"Heavenly Days" (RKO >;
Opened
Tuesday (3):
Last' week, "Merry
Monahans" (U) and "Falcon Mex-

)

(

3.'

pack-:-

is

in a long

.

'

You Went Away"

ing Loew's State for heaviest gross
time currently. Majestic's
"In the Meantime, Darling." looks
•'
•
.
healthy.
-.-;'•
:;.' :.
Estimates, fdr This Week

•.,

.

'

Providence. Oct.

>v>
"Sihce

'

-

'

•:•

.

.

.

:

WHAM

SINCE'

':

-

-

Women"

of "Enemy of
fairish $7,300,

.

"-'.

United Artists (1,700: 55-95)— "2
Girls Sailor" (M-G) (3d wk). Solid
$18,000. Last week, lush $21,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1.200: 55-95)
Strong
'iCasatiova Brown" (RKO).
$24,000.
Last week,' "Man Frisco".
(Rep to davs (2d wk). and "Casanova Brown" (RKO). 2 days, .sweet.
$i4.5oo..

.

week

third

I

-

',

.-

—"Wilson" (20th) (moveover) (2d
wk); Starts sveond" round here today (Wed.) after a first of $17,000,
disappointing; Windup six days pn

after

-

Slate-take (B&K) (2.700: 55-95)—
"Dragon Seed" (M-G) (2d wk).
Groat $34,000. Last week, powerful

—
.

for This Week
night (Tues..) at only $17,000. All.
Allen
(RKO) (3,000: 44-65).-— last
Philadelphia, Get. 3;
these
.excepting, the one at the
Return of vaudeville to the Earle "Address Unknown" (Coll.- Okav State, shows,
hold. over.
three weeks Of "Wilson"' is. mild $6,000.
Last week, "Secret
Both "Frenchman's--; Creek" and
sparking biz. at. this house. ..Lena Command" (Col)., so-so $6,500. way
"Casanova Brown" continue at a sock
Home plus George Auld's band are below, hopes:
former, at the Rivoli with
Hipp (Warners) (3.700: 44-65)— pace. The
pushing "K. C. Kitty" to sock total.
tipped prices.* went to a remarkably
"Kismet" is the- smash hew picture "Wing and Prayer" <20th); Smartlv potent $65,000' on" the secoifd- -frame,
with big session on tap at the Stan- exploited for trim $18,000.
Last ended last night,(Tiies;). while'-"Casaley.
:'/.,/:-.•
week. "Winkle" (Col), blah $10,000. nova"-' should get better than $100.'
"
far under expectancy,
Estimates for This Week
000. terrific, for, the Music Hall this
Aldine (WB) (1.303; 85-$1.20)—
Lake (Warners) (800; 44-65)^- week, its third, and holds further.
"Wilson". (20th) (4th wk).
Okay "Winkle" (Col).
Moveover.
Okc No less smashy is "Arsenic and Old
$17,000. Last week. nice $18,500.
$3,000.
Last week. "In Society" (Ui Lace." plus Charlfe Barnet band, at
'Arcadia' (Sab'losky) (600; 40-85)— (2d wk), fancy $3,500,
the.: Strand, with a very big $50,000
"SkefTington" WB (2d run ). Good
Ohio
(Loew's)
44-65)— sighted for current (nth) week..' This
(1.200:
$7,000. Last week, '^Bathing Beauty" "Sensations 1945" (UA). Not so sen- bill sticks a total of seven weeks.
(M-G), second run ditto. 7 ••:
sational at $6,000 on m.o.
Last
Estimates for This Week
Boyd
WB
(2.500:
40-85)— week. "Dragon Seed" (M-G) (3d
]
ASlor (Loew's) (1.140; 60-$1.20)—
'Seventh Cross" (M-G.)' (2d wk)-. wk), lively $7,500.
Good $22,500 alter bright $27,700 last
Palace (RKO) (3.700; 60-$l. 10)— "Kismet" (M-G.) (7th wk). Still pullweek.
"Wilson". (20th) (3d -wk) plus Bob; ing heavilv. sixth week having ended
Earle (WB) (2.760; 50-95)— "K. C. Chester orch. Belita and the Bairds Sunday night Ml at $29.800:- while
••
previous stanza Was $34,800,
Kitty" (Col with Lena Home and on stage.
Slowing, down on- third
George Auld .orch on stage: Torrid lap. ..but- still satisfactory at $20,000.
Capitol (Loew's) (4.820: 60-$ 1.20)—
$35,000 oi- over. Last. week, '•Wilson" La.st week, not so hot for second ses- 'Seventh Cross" (M-G) and Horace
wki. all-screen show sion at $26,500. Far below expecta- Heidt orch. Not a sensation but very:
['(20th)
(3d
good $25,000. at 85c-$1.20 scale.
high tax still hurting ap- strong, at indicated. $78,000 and holds.
tions,
Fox (WBi (2.245: 40-85)— "Mr. parently.
Final (10th) week for -"Since. Went
Away" (Selznick -UA) and Gene
Winkle" (Col). Neat $20,000. Last
State
(Loew's)
(2.700:
44-65)
week. "Greenwich. Village" (20th) "Waterloo Bridge" 'M-G
Krupa orch was $58,600,
(reissue).
(2d wk ). trim $17,200.
Good $14,000. Last week. ^Sensa- ..-.Criterion (Loew's) (1.700: 60-$i:25>
Harlan (Goldman) (1.000; 40-85) tions 1945" UA). about same?
—"Gypsy Wildcat" (U). Opens here
"In Society" (U) (2d run). Not so
Slillman (Loew's) (2 700: 44-65)— today (Wed.), final: eight days of
forte $4,500.
Last week, "Summer
Seventh Cross" (M-G> (2d wk) "Impatient Years" (Col) being suitStorm" (UA). okay $7,500 second Rousing
$9,000. after hiisky $12,500 able $20,000; first week, sturdy $30.-

-

'

,

.

.

;

:.':-'•

LUSTY

•WING'

-

ioteers,

,

(RKO) (2,500: 55-9.5)—
Palace
"Christmas Holiday" (U) and "MoonNifty
light Cactus" (U) (2d wk).
$21,000. Last week, rousing $26,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 55-95)—
"Wing and Prayer" (20th) (3d wk),
Finn $20,000. Last Week, smart $16,''

big play at indicated $33,over.
Last
week, "And
Angels Sing" (Par) (2d run), CharJackie Kelk and team of
Harrison and Fisher got $30,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756: '60-$1.20)
(WB) and
"Arsenic
Old Lace"
(5th
wk).
Charlie
Barnet orch
Continues: a remarkably consistent
and sock pace, this week (5th > appearing $50,000. while fouith was
powerful $56,000. Goes seven weeks.
Victoria (Maurer) (720: 76-$1.50)

Getting
or

000

1

.

001).

.

KISMET TALL

Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 44-9.5)—

:

.

orch,
Lunceford
Jimmie
run).
Joyner and Foster, others, in person.

.

';

"Storm Lisbon" (Rep) plus Peter
Lone and Louis Jordan band on
Last week,
Brisk- $33,000:
stage.
"Wac, -Wave" (Mono) and Merry.
Macs on stage, ditto.

V—

60-$l. 20

(5.886:

night (Tues.). Final Iftth) vveek
of "Wiison" (20th) and Fied Waring
Orch was nearly $89,000. excellent.
43-85)—
(3,450:
State
(Loew's)
"Maisie Goes to Reno" (M-G) (1st

.

Pert $8,500. Last week, "Bride by
(RKO) and "Pearl of
Mistake"
Death". (U) (3d week in Loop), okay

(20th)

last

18G IN CLEVE.

Last week,

$7,000.

Roxy

•'Greenwich Village" (20th ). Veto*
and Yolanda, Senor Werices. other
acts (2d-final wk). Not setting anything on fire here but good at $75.000 on the initial seven days through,

—

)

i

-(B&K)

new house high at near to $74,000.
'-'''.",'
Appears in lor a lengthy run.

crets Scotland

-

on stage. Sock $28,000.
Last week. "Brother Rat'' (WB) (reand Nick Lucas heading
issue
lington orch

Gat-rick

Stout 78G, 'Village'-Vaude Nice 75G

.

.

i

Cross'-Heidt

33G;

;

—Last

vaude. bright $16,000.

week.

Last

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500: 16-60)—
"Heavenly Days" (RKO) and "SeBi-oadway is somewhat spotty this
Yard" (Rep).. Healthy week, but pn the Whole the business
$6,000. Last week, "Impatient. Years" is good, with several holdovers con(Col) and "Mysterious Night" (Col), tinuing a very steady pace.
Last
big $7,000.
Thursday (28) was much weaker
Orpheum (Tristatesi (3,000; 16-60) generally than that day is, due no
"Trail Lonesome Pine" (Par) (re- doubt to the play received on Yom
issue) and "Pardon Rhythm" (U>. Kippur the day before.
However,
Big surprise at great $11,000. Last the weekend held up nicely where
week, "Wing, and Prayer" (20th) and the attractions possessed real drag;
"South Dixie" (U), wow $11,800.
A number of new shows came in
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-60)— during the past week, headed by
"Janie" (WB) (moveover) and "Twi- those which arrived at the Roxy and
light Prairie" (U) strong $8,500. Last Capitol, At the former, "Greenwich
week, "Dragon Seed" (M-G), solid Village." with Veloz and Yolanda,
$7,000 for second week moveover.
others on stage, the going is far from
sensational albeit good at $75,000 on
initial seven days ended last night
hopes.
Capitol on Thursday (28)
(Tue.s.),
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 60brought in "Seventh Cross" ahd Hor85)— "Merry Monahans" (U) . and
ace Heidt's band. The week looks
"PearlDeath" (U (2d wk). Robust
about $78,000, again not smashy
Last week, socko $20,200,
$13,500.
though
very
substantial. At another
for
any
Donald
O'Connor
picrecord
stageshow house, the State, "Ma isle
ture.
Goes to Reno," plus Jimmie LunceUnited Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,ford orchestra and others, looks to
100; 74-$1.50)— "Since Went Away"
do an excellent $33,000 or over. -'
.'"-''
(UA) (6th wk). Big $17,000. Last
Cleveland, Oct, 3,
Additional arrivals of the past
week, great $19,500.
"Wing and Prayer," flying along week were "Barbary Coast Gent" at
briskly at Hipp, looks standout cur- the Globe, and "Dangerous Journey"
at the Gotham. "Gent" is doing nicerently.
State's "Waterloo Bridge", is
ly at $21,500 for first week ended last
doing well for a reissue.
Third night (Tues.). while "Journey" looks,
round for "Wilson"- at Palace, which to get the little Gotham a strong $13,"Wilson" moved over to the
established another precedent, by 000.
Victoria from. the Roxy at advanced
giving entire vaude show a holdover,
admissions, but under hopes;'' -here,
', ..•'",
is okay if not smash,
the initial seven days' having ended
Estimates

;

(2d

$9,500.
ditto

good $13,000. Last week, big $16,500.
Wat field (FWC) (2.650; 55-85)—
"Sweet Lowdown" (20th) with stage
show
"Swing .Time
Jamboree."
Fancy $23,000. Last week; "Wilson"
(20th) (othwk), about .same at 76c$1.50 scale; '' Vy'
55-85)—
State
(FWC)
(2,010;
"Janie" (WBi and "Last Ride" (WB).
Grand $15,000. Last week, "Bathing
Beauty" (M-G) and "Stangers in
Night" (Rep) (2d* wk), big $12,500.
Golden Gale (RKO) (2,850; 55-95)
—"Young Runs Wild" (RKO) and
stage show featuring Bonita GranNeat
ville and Joe Sanders' orch.
$25,000. Last w eek", "Music in Manhattan" (RKO) and stage show with
Virginia Weidler and Frankie Masters orch, fine $26,000, but below

1

1

(Tristatesi. (3,000; 16Cross'. (M-G >.. Fine
(WBi,
•Janie".

60.)— "Seventh

at the

Lunceford

.

Paramount'

Chicago, Oct. 3.
State-Lake
continues to lead straight films here
with $34,000 anticipated in second
Brown" at the
"Casanova
week.
Woods opened big and looks strong
$24,000. "Gaslight" should get $16,000
in second Apollo week. Downtown
expects $28,000 or more with combo
o( Duke Ellington band on stage
and "The Last Ride."
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 55-95) "Gaslight" (M-G) (2d wk). Fine $16,000.
Last week, hefty $20,000.

Seed"

Hot

,

13

But laisie,'

Slightly Spotty

-

.'•Dragon

.

)

wk).

Continues smash pace, second ruh. Last week, "Dimitrios" (WB)
(reissue),
last, night and "Brother Rat" (WB

week having wound up

i

.

'..'

;.

.'•;

.

(Tues;) at $65,000 while,

first

was

a

$6,200.
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BROAD
King of Beggars Fights
against a thousand of

THE

k the Caliph's guards h

ONE OF THE THOUSAND THRILLS

Ii>f

M-G-M's TECHNIGOLOSSAL HIT! v

MAINSTAY
OF EVERY

-

*

MAIN STEM!

1

,

>f

th«all*.

'•sow'

»wrt
©ce«4
,«»g th«
last seen
.tie raie oi
'jductlon of
—r.« Spirit." J*

Me

• .Cenlinuotil

It****1

'

initial

Prkai

DftOft Op*n 10 A. M.
MMnila Show E»«r» N»»

. ...usual'

GREAT
BOOK!
GREAT
PICTURE!

leading role,,
production,!

JBuchman comedy,
Abbott has Just en-

Kiep

Selling Boiuls

f
.

h Eric to play the
unine role. Miss Eric
absent from Broadway
-jing in "Margin for ErKo# in rehearsal.' "Snatu"
Swill open at the Hudson Theater
s
oja Oct. as.

—

....

•

NEXT ATTRACTION
r nmirn r

f

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
""""

"'

•

r

~

j

Wednesday, October

1941

4,

PTSSflSfY

if

'and Tkrrtficfi
U-G-M gives you Beery at hiB
riotous beet as a con-man and
gun-man in the rousing, roistering boom-days of the .West! It
tops "Salute to the Marines"!
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CLINCHED IN
RENO.. •Ureal

Qne

tool

night of love...
tender, warm

!
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reckless...

bittersweet

PERSON

with parting

But
unforgettable
forever!
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T

Capitol,

¥.

J\ .

Horace Heidt Orch (34) featuring
Fred Lowery, Bob Mutthews, Gene
Walsh. Virginia Rees, Dorothy Raye,
Lorraine Burton, Betty Wand, Shorty
Shevoeli, Donee Midgley, Mel Menke,
Murray Gacr, Tony Johnson, Jimmy

Abe Aarons,

iSinjlits,

Cross"

eiilli

26,

1944.

(M-G), reviewed Sept.

ve'terr'ed to
rent .'attraction- as
i

"Scv-

.'•

Some -year's ago

v

others;

ty

tertainment." a
mocstio retained
.Sehotick adopted

reviewer pim-

this

the Capitol's eu r"the Heidt of enbilling' which the
-

much
Jack

Van &

as

.

.

.

This band has traversed the capworld in. the interim and
proved as palatable. As is now axiomatic in show business, many a
post -World War I act. hasn't quite
made the grade in those
II days.
so Heidt.

WW

"

'.

',.'

.

.

.

His admixture of commercial corn,
sentimental hoke and
musical "stiirdi'ness sells like American postcards in Paris. He. knows
not only how to dish it out but how

versatility,

mix it up. As merchandized, not
even the extremely captious can
take exception.
All right, so he
has a banner upstage centre with 83
stars thereon. Well, so has Horn &

to

Hardai't showing how many Automat
employees are in the service.
But. fundamentally he's sound. He
curtsys almost everybody in the iinenp.
He's almost sentimental about
Fred I.owery, a longtime personal
'ftive, with the band boys and an -even'
greater audience fave, as he whistles

"Ave

and

Maria"

"Holiday

for.
'

Strings."

'.:

'.';'

-,-

:

He salaams Bob Matthews, 22, an
ex-serviceman, who barytones a
good pop. He dittoes the femme
quartet— Virginia

Dorothy

Rees,

Rave, Lorraine Burton, Betty

—who

click first With
'

Wand

"The Trolley

Song." V
He indulges in audience hoke with
the service men, running the gamut
from "so you wanna lead a band",
to musical chairs, and likewise kids
himself in song-and-dance with Miss
Raye, who incidentally evidences a
.

very

.

warm and engaging

personality.

He

rhapsodizes about Dorice Midgtapstering,
well presented
single taps into an impression
of Bojanglcs, Astaire, Eleanor Powell,
et al.
Even the wolf -call is
there, for a mild s.a. connotation.
He salutes his musical colleagues
generously, almost fulsomely. First,
Shorty Shevock, lead trumpeter, heralded as going out on his own within
a few weeks. Thence Abe Aarons.
from Milwaukee, with a fine clarinet
specialty, as he does Texas' Fred
Lowery" and Dorothy Raye; along
w ith other hometown salutes.
Heidt's team comprises eight brass,
six reeds and four rhythm, plus a
male choir of 10, the femme quartet
and the other specialists like Lowery and the tapsteress; He runs 55
minutes and doesn't bore a minute.
That's solid "Heidt of entertainment."
Abel.
eley's

from

National, L'ville

Straight bill of vaude this week
plays well,' backgrounded by Earle
crew on the stage. Arrangement works Out smoothly with
Johnny "Scat" Davis fronting for
the band and.emceeing show. Davis
is well liked here, having gotten a
start some years ago at a local hotel,
and his scat vocalizing and trumpet
work are swell. '.-:. , '- ['
Gautier's Steeplechase, dog and
pony act, is solid for the kids! Four
.small black ponies, an equal number
of dogs and a monkey, well trained,
provide laughs for the juves, and
•Keller's pit

oldsters too.

:-

Arnie Hartman evidently loves to
play the accordion, and the lad
really knows how to manipulate the
'

-squeeze-box. Audience appreciated
his
dexterity,
particularly when
playing
melody,
runs,
boogiewoogie',
etc.,
with his lef trhand.
.

Average

accordion player majors
with the right-hand keyboard, and
is content to fill in a few chords on
the difficult button bass side. Clicks
with ."Stars and Stripes," "Glow
Worm." St. Louis Blues,-"- "Swingin'
.

Star."

Had

to

beg

Wash.

off

•Appletons contrib their "Dahse
Apache." Two femmes and a male
have strenuous routine of apache
stuff, done in front of a miniature
Casa Blanca set. Act closes at a.
high pitch with some daring knife
throwing business.. Plenty: good.:'.!.
'Johnny "Scat' Davis, in his- own
spot, warms' 'em up with his .shrill
trumpeting, and his jive treatment

State, N. V.
Jimmie- Lunceford Orch
07)
Four Step Bros., Nina Dixon, Leon
Collins, Joyner &. Fouer. "Maki*
Goes to Reno" (M-G).
•'

'

and "Sweet Sue."
Hines wraps „iip< show with piano

AW

solo of "Louise."
His instrumental
quartet of guitar, clarinet, flute and
bass sell "Shivers" to a big hand.
Kermit Scott, saxaphonist, takes the
solo on "C Jam Blues," holding an
incredibly long note, and J)ad -lo-jeru
core.
Scoop Carey, sax, and Chick

sepia

v-

'

:

bill

—

'

Washington, Sept.

28.

'

RabiiiojT, Artie Danii. Gil iVfaisbn,
6 Willys. Sam Jack Kaufman's house
orch:; "Sensations of 1945" (UA).

..,

A

Rubinoff and his $100,000 Stradivarious fiddle hold top spot on this
vaude show, His program is delightfully blended to please longhair music lovers, also those Who fancy pop
tunes.
master of the instrument,
his opening number, "Dance of the
Russian Peasants," shows adept fingering.
Follows with "Intermezzo,"
abounding in melody and beautifully
handled. Then a classical arrangement of "Pistol Packin' Mamma" as
it would be played in Carnegie Hall,
followed by a session of boogiewoogie. Encores with "I'll Be Seeing You" after a felicitous speech.Rubinoff is not only a crack musician
but also a superb showman,
Artie Dann, a glib monologist,
didn't do so Well With his gags, but
when lie vent into the Jimmy Durante impersonation for encore, he
scored solidly.
Gil Maison has a

A

•'

•

.

•';->

;.

:

.

monkey whom he calls Frank
Buck, which congratulates him every
time a, dog completes a trick. It's]
good animal act and sells well. The
Six Willys, three men and three
women, toss clubs on the moving ladders. Open show and register okay.
Milt Slosser at the organ gets audience in good mood '.-via his comedy
lyrics, with Sam Jack Kaufman's orchestra opening the show with Lynn
Alison and Bob Simpson handling
Arke.
the vocals.
}
trick

^

•

•'

;

;

Known alsp as one of America's juke
services.
box favorites, through the sale of his
Keith's is rumring in good form
Peters Sisters ale sandwiched berecords. Jordan really sends them
tween Remos and Wences. Trio of with "Duration Blues," "You Can't again this week, with another conhefty colored singers do three numGet 'That -No -More," "G-I Joe." "Is sistent bill weighted slightly in favor
bers as well, as getting some laughs
the family trade. The feature spot
of
You Is or Is You Ain't My
and
from clowning toward the end. The "Deacon Jones." Jordan Baby"
sings all is held by Manuel Vierra and his
one sister who is featured midway of the
tunes and puts them over with musical pets, including a pair of
the routine in a blues number has
smart monkeys that play the piano,
real showmanship.
•
splendid diction.
Flames, roller skaters, open drums, castenets and uke. One of
The Harris Trio (man and two theThree
the team also plays the Lone Ranger
bill, working on a raised platgirls) front vocally in the opening
form in radium treated costumes. on the back of a great Dane. It's an
for a group number employing Roxytrio, man and two men.
go entertaining novelty In a house that
''.'.
ettes and
members of the male The
through routines of. fast skating, plays many animal acts.
chorus costumed as soldiers.
thrillers.
twirls, and holds that are
Perry Franks and Jaynce, a pair
Paul Ash and Roxy orchestra play
Hal Stone, assisted by Nina Kay. of clever youngsters with a smooth
the show from the pit and do an exclick with comedy patter, the playing
dancing
style, combine ballroom and
Char.
cellent job of it.
armed

Hipp, Ballo
Baltimore, Oct. 1.
Coley Worth (2), Olive White,
Jerry Lewis, Carlton Emmy & Dogs,
Roberts Sis. $ White. Felice Iula
House Orch. (.12); "Heavenly Days"

(KKO).

-'''•<•

'

Pleasing layout is skillfully paced
by Olive White who is equally effective in a spot of her own. Fast opening is punched out by Roberts Sisters
and White, three femmes who shake
out a highly legit style of tappery on
a small drumhead.
Work fast in
challenge and give show a decided
lilt on the getawayOlive White handles effective vocal
and pilches in also w ith instrumental
stuff on a fiddle and a soprano sax.
Looks well and knows her way
around. Should find ample employ-

ment

':..'__;

',-;••'

'.

"I'm Getting Sentimental Over
You" on the trombone by Stone as

•

son."

'..\.'.

:

'.'.':,

:

-

;

.;

Miss Home, dolled up in a dazzling
white gown, lives up to advance nowith her torrid renditions of
"Stormy Weather," ''Somebody Else,"
"Victory Day" and others. Her reception was sensational when caught.
Even the bobby-soxers were quiet
.

'

1

.

•

•

.

'

',

'

.

the girl eventually disrobes him.
leaving him to finish the solo in his
Di
shorts, all getting good laughs.

everybody from Bonnie Baker to
Adolph Hitler and gets a good hand
tor her vocals of "Amour" and "1
Caint Say No," Boyett and Moore,
hillbilly team, do .some neat stuff
with voice and guitar arrangements
As a stage breather for the preof "Ragtime Cowboy Joe," "Pony
miere here of "Wilson," the Kenton
Chicago, Chi
Bqy" and "I'd Like to Give My Dog
band proves; suitably lively and
Chicaoo, Sept, 30.
to Uncle Sam."
draws a good hand for its brief stint,
Pery Como. The lmaginators (3),
Johnny Redding, who doubles us
the Oxford Boys and Hal Leroy mak- Carr Bros. >2), Loit Breese Orch.
ing it stick.
(15)
with Rudy Wagner, Chicago emcee, puts across a lively brand of
Gets off with .jive "I Know That Theatre Ballet (12); "Seventh Cross" humor on the side with his tap imYou Know'' offering solos by Stan- (M-G).
pressions of Pat Rooney and Bill
ley Getz bh saxophone and John
Robinson while his comely partner,
Carrol on trumpet: then Gene HowRunning only 40 minutes current Billie Thomas, sings "My Heart Tells
ard follows with "Together" for mild bill adds up as one of the best in Me" and "Put Your Arms Around
recepsh. Next is a pretty rough ver- weeks.
Joan Zimmerman,
Opening band and ballet Me, Honey."
sion of "St. James Infirmary," fea- number is almost a production in Keith talent conest winner, makes an
turing Kenton himself, and—Anita itself;
Titled "Gershwiniana" the acceptable debut in a routine of tap
O'Day does "Her Tears Flowed Like band plays a medley of Gershwin and hula movements with a vocal on
Wine." It's all loud, brash and gen- tunes during which Rudy Wagner, "Hawaiian War Chant."
Biz was
Boston, Sept. 29.
Stan Kenton orch (15); Gene How-

ard, Anita O'Day,

Oxford Boys

Hal Leroy; "Wilson"

(.2)

(,20th).

Gitanos earned heavy palm-whacking with three classy ballroom rou-

Morg.

tines.

•'•

'

tices

tap routines in an attractive layout
to start the show;
Jackie Van impresses with her impersonations of

of

1IKO, Boston

in the nitery field and easily
holds her own on a stint of this type.
Makes strong spot for Jerry Lewis to
follow with his comic mouthing and
panto of recordings of "Figaro" by
an operatic yowler; Sinatra and
Danny Kaye. Makes for a very funny
interlude to draw plenty of palmwhacking.
Coley Worth is. next with his gagging and clowning nicely highlighted
by statuesque femme assistant. Supplies strong spot resulting in ample
bends just right for Carlton Emmy
and his troupe of pooches, who work
swiftly, surely and to sock results
under the breezy emceeing of Emmy,
who is still among 'the tops in this erally unsuited to the audience.
particular, type, of endeavor.
-"Wilson" is supposed to attract, but,
Biz just fair.
Burm.
as a routine band show for the regulars here it's okay.
Hal Leroy and the Oxford Boys,
Earle, Philly
each. in their standard act, were par'Philadelphia, Sept. 30.
Lena Home, Georoie Auld orch. ticularly well liked at the opener.
Show has Americana finale joined at
flei .with Patti Powers, Howard McGhee. 3 Sailors. Larry & Lynn; "Kan- the end by the house band to introduce the film; very effective.
sus City Kitty" (.Col),.
(Opening
show
considerably
Lena Home, making her first ap- longer through personal appearances
pearance in Philly, looks like the of George .lessel. who nve'd for a
hottest attraction to appear on the wow reception: Dana Andrews. Carole Land is. R oddy MacDowall and
Earle boards in many a moon;'The sepia thrush. is packing 'em in Trudy Marshall. As is the custom,
none of them but Jessel did anything
as" the Earle gels back .on a vaude
but state the usual It's a Great Picpolicy after three weeks of straight
ture and I Love Boston routine, and
film diet for the showing of "Wilonly Roddy MacDowall really Jdid
'.':

while La' Home was. on.
Georgie Auld's band does a pulsperfect job of accompaniment, despite scant rehearsal, while putting
on a top-notch performance of their
own. Auld gives out on-. his mellow
sax; McGee on his hot trumpet, while
blonde Patti Powers scores with
"Swinging*. On a- Star" and "Don't
•»t "Is You Is, Or Is You Ain't." Blame Me."
"Sheik" and "If I, Could Be With
Three Sailors, although doing
You." His trumpet work is plcntv their standard act which hasn't
lingy and won a tremendous hand. changed in countless performances
Jean Parker, from pics, is a. here, are still okay with the cusluscious bit of femininity, and this tomers.
hard-boiled audience was for her aTl
Larry and Lynn, clever unicyclists,
the. way. Gal has a charm and fresh- complete the bill. ...
ness that is winning. Too bad that
Crowds Were lined up for a block
mike trouble almost threw her for a in each direction outside, the theatre
loss, 'but she came through like a trying lo got in when reviewed. Satreal trouper and had 'em giving with urday (30) night.'
-.
Shal.

•

'44.

'•

Louisville, Sept. 29.

"

Jean Parker; Johnny "Scat" Davis,
Arnie Hartman, Three
Samuels.
Gavtier's
Steeplechase;
'Black Magic' (Mono).
Appleidris,

On A

Capitol,

.'•

.

garner plenty .of guffaws,,, trio
walking off to a solid hand.Biz very good opening day.
Hold.

:

Mpreland's eccentric dancing clicks.
Elroy Peace, young dancer-singer,
wins good response, and Ernie Morris,
harmonica artist, clicks with
"Song of India," "St. Louis Blues"

at the State this
week, paced by the clicko Jimmie
•"; If it's, dance draught the boxoffice
Lunceford band, is woefully short on
needs, there's plenty of it here this
femme talent and, like most Negro
week since both the stage and pic^~
units, long on stepping.—
tiiye, "Greenwich Village," offer two
It all waits '.until closing moments
outstanding ballroom teams. In perdrums, are Spotlighted on for real excitement
son is the superlative combination of Booth,
with Nina Dixon
"Buzzin'," and "Air Mail Special" lively songstress,
starting the ball
Veloz and Yolanda, while on the
gives
spot
Booth
for finale. Clif- rolling. Her jive
to
switch on a kiddie
screen may. be seen the highly rer
garded De Marcos (Tony and Sally). ton Small, trombone, moves over to song, "Rockin' Horse Ran Away"
piano tor his own composition, gets her off smartly and she
No one could ask for more when it the
sticks in
''Bogie Woogie," for sock returns.
the applause groove with a blues
comes to fancy dancing.
Band's vocal department has Betty then a "riff song."
The Veloz- Yolanda twain headlines
an exceptionally entertaining stage, Bochc and Jesse Perry. Miss Roche
Four Step Brothers follow. These
presentation. Working in an elabor- clicks with delivery of "Go Away youthful tappers really go to town
Blues," "Ever Lovin' Blues" and with
unison routines and then exate but not. gaudy setting, they offer
"Take the
Train." Perry has still ceptional
four routines which emphasize the
stepping
in
customary
a long way to go before he can rate challenge style earns
grace, agility, and versatility which
two callbacks
has made them a b o. name of great as a singer, giving unsteady vocaling Comedy burden falls to Joyner &
importance.
Opening with a gay to "It Can Happen to You" and "I'm Foster, in a uniformed gag exchange
Brdg.
Private in blackface works with
Vienesse waltz which is the ultimate Lost."
straight man togged in officer's outin grace, they turn to a samba which
fit
for fair returns.
they worked out for a picture,
Leon Collins
Oriental, Oil
single tapper, rounds out the sup"Brazil" (Rep), in which they- re.
Chicago, Sept. 29.
It's characterized
cently appeared.
Peier Loire, Louis Jordan's Tym- porting cast. He does well coming
by numerous unique touches. The pany Five, Di Gitanos 12), 3 Flames, on cold after the first two band
numbers.
other numbers are their impression Hal Stone & Nina Kay; "Storm
of an old-fashioned jitterbug, a very
Lunceford band, always strong on
Over Lisbon" (Rep).
solid arrangements and precise incute routine which is done to a'-special 'arrangement, and a flashy tango.
House has a neat layout on tap this strumentation, doesn't disappoint.
This, like the other numbers, land week with Peter Lorre and Louis
"Holiday for Strings" provides a
them heavy audience approbation.
demonstrate
Jordan sharing headline honors, sup- swell, -showcase-, to
band's ability to switch from torrid
Over similarly strong on the same ported by three top-notch acts.
to sweet:
show are Senor Wences, Paul Remos
Oldie, "Wham," preceded
Lorre, making his first local perand the Peters Sisters, with any at- sonal appearance, comes on to a big by sax solo, gives entire personnel
chance
to hit the clouds and makes
tempt to grade the hands given offer- hand in the next-to-shut spot and a
ing difficulties, they were so close gives the customers a? combo of com- a fine prevue tune for Miss Dixon,
Band also shows off Joe Thomas,
on volume. Both Wences and Remos, edy and drama. Just after he comes
latter
with his cute Toy Boys on stage, a tall blonde, in the per- tenor sax, in "Straighten Up," a so(midgets), were on considerably long son of Marcella Hendricks, proceeds so male vocalist in "I Dream a Lot"
but failed to tire out their audience. to interview him with Lorre answer- and various other instrumentalists in
Doitn.
These acts are widely known and ing in ghoulish language for comedy solo spots,
well established, Wences with his effectWhile this is just so much
slick ventriloquistic work in which fluff, the
dramatic reading of Frank
Keith's, Indpls.
he uses two other voices, and Remos Wilson's radio sketch that follows.
with his midgets who dance and enIndianapolis,
Sept. 30.
The Man With a Head of Glass."
gage in acrobatics, perch work, etc. brings out Loire's terrific dramatic
..Manuel' Vierra & Pels,
Perry
in an engaging manner. The lower- ability
and sends him off a solid hit. Franks & Janyce, Jackie Van, Boyett
casers are dressed as sailors which
Louis Jordan and his Tympany & Moore, Johnny Redding & Co.,
ties -in -with theme of opening portion
Joan Zimmerman; "Jimmy Steps
Fiv,e" lives up to rep as "the biggest
of the show when the Foster girls little
band" in the closing stanza. Out'' (UA).
and others are in uniforms of the
9,

:

st ft.

itals of the

Not

C.'Oili),

lad's,

:

Orch.;
"Greenwich Village"
revieiced in "Variety" Aug.

atre

-louder- and -funnier-stuff usually gets the hand.
Three Samuels, close with a very
funny routine of dances, arid military precision steps. Sailor costumed

:

ir.;-..Kcci

Velo: & Yolanda, Senor Wences,
Paul Remos & Toy Boys, Peters
Trio,
Gae Foster
Sisters. Harris
Roxyettes. Paul Ash 'and Ro.ry The-

where the

"Va-

Lait's

r'ict.v" identification when the now
N. Y. Mirror editor and then "Variety" mugg labeled them "the pennant winning battery of songland."
Anyway, the (Horace) '-Heidt of en
icHainment" reference should be

,
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Hoxy, X. Y.

the applause at the finish. Mike was
dead during much of her routine,
which consisted mainly of a comedydramatic scene titled "Everything
Happens To Me," and at the show
caught it did. Material is a little too
vaude
delicate for
intimate and

houses,

i

'

—

good at

is spotlighted as he pianos
in
Blue." Lou Breese
trumpets "Summertime" and Bill
Cordy, trombonist, is heard On "Embraceable You" as the ballet goes
through modernislio gyrations.

pianist,

matinee.

first

Corb.

"Rhapsody

Si.

iVe'tO

of

panto

have
little

Orleans, Sept.

28.

Bostoell, Frank Payne. Ray
Senor Corter. Bertay
House Orch; "Leave It to the

Connee

The lmaginators, a trio of cleanyoung lads, are another on the

&

cut

list

Charles, X. O.

Harrison,

Sisters,

acts" using- records as they
action.
However, they
down to a science and have
in getting over big.

(Mono).

Irish"

the
it

Appearance of native daughter.
Connee Boswell, is drawing plenty of

trouble

They do Marion Hutton and the
Modernaires to "Juke Box Saturday customers to the town's only vaude-.
The supporting turns are
Night," The Merry Macs to "Pass the filmer.
Biscuits Mirandy" and the Andrews plenty okay, and all add up to a
worthwhile entertainment.
Sisters with "Boogie Woogie Bugle
Miss Boswell, employing the inBoy" to heavy paimwhacking. ';",
Carr Bros, register nicely with imitable style which gained her fame,
comedy hand-to-hand balancing and mixes several old and. new tunes,
' '
that well.)
Elie.
outstanding of which are "Dinah,'
falls, then turn to legit work, outstanding trick being their leg lift. "I Can't Give You Anything But
and
Love,"
Weather''
"Stormy
Go over big. v
Orphean!, L. .\.
She gets
Perry Como came on to warm "Swinging On- a Star."
Los Angeles, Sept. 29.
plenty of palm pounding and was
Earl Mines orch (16) with Betty hand and got right into his romantic
called back for several encores. She
Roche. Jesse Perry, Clifton Small, songs opening with "I Love You" and
that
still has that fine personality
Kermit. Scott; Ben Carter and Man- following with "I'll Walk Alone,"
whatever she
tun Moreland, Elroy Peace, Ernie "I'll Be Seeing You" and sock rendi- makes one. appreciate
.'
...
tions of "Temptation" and "Good Bye sings,
Morris; "Block Busters" (Mono).
Frank Payne clicks heavily with
Sue."
Como has a patent leather
and
Bergen
his
mimicking
of
Edgar
finish
both
on
appearance
and smooth
Orpheimi is back in a groove this
Charley MacCarthy, Fred Allen,
delivery.
Solid
hit
all
the
way.
week with bang-up all-colored stage
mid
"Chinese Fantasy," a ballet num- Frank Sinatra, the Ink Spots,
show. Earl "Father'' Hines and his
ber, one of Dorothy Hild's creations, gets biggest hand for his voice imitaslick combo of 16 hep musicians
tion of. FDR. He is affable as emcee
dominates stage presentation from gave, the bill a colorful closer. Number is niftily worked out; lavishly and handles the show well.
start to finish with some solid ara
back
Ray - and Harrison bring
rangements that sell big. As. a team, costumed and employs radium effects taste of vaudeville of the old days,
Morg.
band lays on the rhythm with "Buzz- for colorful buildup.
netting plenty of guffaws for thenin'," "C Jam Blues" and "Air Mail
rich comedy.
Their skit; "Pain in
'

.

.

.

,

Special

'

for great returns.

Several

sidemen also have a chance to shine
and at show caught took encores for
their specialties.
Added acts are headlined

by Ben

Carter and Mantan Moreland, both
of films, w'bo toss off some laughgetting chatter. Carter's sol turn at
the piano and vocalling falls flat, but

YARBROUGH'S RAH-RAHER

the Ballet"

is

socko.

.

Hollywood, Oct. 3.
Senor Cortez adds a below-lneV
Universal assigned Jean YarbrougfT "border'to^^
next Abbott and Cos- ing and singing, and gets a nice hand.
Another solid click is the acrobatic
tello comedy, "Here Come the Coand
adagio turn of the Bertay Sis-'
-,'',.
,.:'
eds." .:,;'
;
a big
te.rs, who sell themselves in
Collegiate film goes before the way.
:'
lenses Oct. 16. '..•,
MUX.
Biz big. ."'
to direct the

;

'
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;'

-

;
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Jack Lorentz Takes Over

!

Many of the;
these radio phonics.
fakers are vets, but are not the
heroes they claim to be. Some cases
fry
men getting
con
disclose small
money fi-Om local stations, and there
are even instances of "heroes" who
rubber
/with
stations
have stung the*
':;••':'
checks.
\

Vaude Comeback

17

War Department ]

"imposing

compiled

,

Del,

Chi,

j

Continued from page

2.

M'w'kee for 20th; Exchange Briefs

'.

ice.
It.
the first time that I have
been in an office over here with
anyone that talked the same lingo.
We are, between us, sort of responsible for all the show bus iness in the _JBrj^..JiaJ^wjU^^

Tlieir show was entirely
from the usual USO showhighbrow but definitely
high class and was a good change,

love

to

i.s

it.

diflerent

not exactly

^4i(M)0.y^uuidJ.t^J_did_.n^^^
Hope or Benny shows, but all re- Army out here. He books the "flat"
actorsand I book the "round" ones.
I did spend a
ports were the best.
night with Jack Benny at Will Ma- And Estelle Cowan, she is still good
Will,
Bob to look a (—her hair is a beautiful
with
house
honey's
snow white instead of the red— has
And
when
Geraghty and Evie Hayes.
mean just that. We me up to dinner now and then and
I say a night. I
"were tip until tour in the morning it i.s a great reunion. Her fried chicken is .by far the best in Australia
I
rehashing old. vaudeville days.
in .the world
think we dug up some items that and perhaps the best,
Jack except that w hich my mother-in-law
Joe Laurie. Jr., has missed.
that. As I write
has not changed in the 20 years 1 makes— I have to say
saying that
in;
signal
comes
this
a
not
imhave known him. He is
units have
picssed with his success as so many five USO-Camp Show
arrived at a base in New Guinea.
ofliers are apt to be when they match
fun.
gals.
Some
[Mostly
that
program
his achievements: Our
Caryill
Capt.
Jerry
Australian
an
included
evenihS
vaudeville show and I don't think I
ever saw anyoi e enjoy .a show more
friends
than Benny and he won
everywhere although he did have a
Continued from page 1
head start as he was in Australia
playing concerts some years ago, .
Hill, the producer, became conand built up a good backlog of ad- cerned
at some discrepancies in the
'"?-.

.

;

.

I

j

'Gallant Vets'

j

j

,

1

inirers...

;

.?

'..'

•

"i\

j
story - .of Brown and checked with
shottr
' "Stars .-and Gripes," "the";
the War Dept. in Washington. The
that came over from the States, is
Army records showed that Brown
still going strong, playing the most
had been an aviation cadet in this
I
thought
got
I
forward areas.
country for a few weeks and then
life,
civilian
around a bit when in
had been dropped because of a skin
fellow,
who
but this Ace Goodrich
/-';-,';.
" ; '!.
condition.
fine
is
one
is in "Stars pri'd Gripes,"
Brown' is then said to have adon
my
performer that I have missed
mitted that the whole thing was a
work
him
rounds. I have watched
a
stunt to give him
pre<sa';eir.
him
to
see
a dozen times and hope
springboard for getting singing en
He is great.
a dozen more times.
gagements.
His "We the. People'
I show, that is doing a
Another
appearance was quietly scuttled,
"Quarter-,
great job out here is the
Another recent case was that of
master Caravan." This is a colored
boys the vet who appeared on the Horace
show put together by some
air
on their own time and it was such Heidi show and related over the
he had killed 26 Japs when the
how
gencommanding
a success that the
trouble with
era! put tin; bunch of them on -de- Army took Kiska. Only
the
GI's
when
that
story
is
the
touring
are
they
tached service and
making landed on Kiska, they discovered
biscs; They are
the
all
friends everywhere they go and we that the Nips had evacuated and
the cupboard was bare. There w ere
are very proud of them.
complaints from listeners. The web
working
when
Twenty years ago
it was
for Max Hart I used to book a great then checked and found out
not only so, but the story had been
&
Bailey
called
vaudeville
act
printed in the newspapers at the
with
office
an
share
Cowan. I now
!•''
time.
pioneer
the
Cowan,
Lynn
Major
A check here with Lt. Col. Jack
Special Service Officer of this theof the radio
atre, who now devotes all his time to Harris, acting chief
Motion Picture Serv- branch of Army Public Relations,
the Oversea
.

;

:

;

:
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j

Chicago. Oct.
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serviceman is back
What to do about it?

"Check
'''There

explains

first,"

;

j

becomes manager

Dallas.

..

I

'.
.

:

.

As district manager. Lorentz. who
recently celebrated 25 years with the
will supervise the Chicago,

company,

Milwaukee

Detroit 'and

offices.

.';'
.

a national radio show, check with WB Theatre Acl-l'nb Men Huddle
Warner.- field advertising publicity
A'rmv Public Relations in Washingmen. attached to circiiit operations
ton. "if it is a 'local show, check
were.anc^ mto. Pv. Y. Mond^U.
with a local or regional Army Public

is

j

Relations olUeei

•,

.

;

WB

,

records will Mort Blumcnstoek. eastern ad-pubGeneral's
show quickly whether or not the licity manager, were top officials alman is what he claims to be. As a tending.
matter of fact, when you ask the
J. I.. Brown Heads Hep Club

Adjutant

|

|

;

vet for these three things he will
frequently fade away as quickly as
And
possible if he. is a phoney.

At, an election

of the

of officers

Pep

Paramount

Club;

embracing

employees of Par's h.'o; and N. Y.
subsidiaries, held yesterday (Tuesday). J. L. Brown, executive assistant to Fred Mohrhardt. comptroller of the company, was installed
as president for the coming -year.

Some stations have
check first,
checked after the broadcasts to learn
they had been fooled."
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Orpheuia. one of the oldest amuse-

.

ment structures

in

Newark.

O.. sold

Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
William T. Carson.
to

owners;

by

Sehiffler,

Utica, Ohio.

Beckw'lh Reelected

:

;

'^; V

S

'-.'.;'.:

Seattle.

Oct.

3:

.

Northwest Film Club reelected
Keith Beckwith. Columbia salesman,
prez. His boss, Neal Walton, ColumOthers chosen were Richard O'Con- bia exchange mgr.. elected v.p.:
foreign department, as y.-p.; Eddie Lamb, RKO, sec-treas., job
ncll.
Richard Bennett, accounting depart- he's held since the club was organment, treasurer: Rose Mirell. orivatc ized. Trustees elected: Herb KaufPIX FANS'
sec. to Leon jtfetter. v. -p. of Para- man, Bill Foreman, B. F. Shearer.
Corp..
Montague Salmon, managing di- mount
Service
Theatres
rector of the Rivoli. New York, is secretary:
Oakland House Planned
Par's Pep Club engages in much
doing a book on "It's a Wonder
Oakland. CaC Oct. 3.
Movie Managers Aren't Nuts!" Syd- war work. Its outgoing viresidciu is
Abe Karski and T. Winkel boughi
Haddow. exchange operaney GrosSj,.P_a. for the/house, is col- G. Knox
property
in a residential section here
tions executive at the- h.o.
.

THEATRE MGR/S BOOK

VAGARIES

ON

';

'

.

.

.

for the "construction of a 1,000-1.500-

laborating.
Book will

be a compendium of
crackpot and kindred human rela-

Bezel's

FC Mich. Franchise
Detroit, Oct.

3.

between theatre and cusThe Film Classics organization is
tomers, and Salmon-Gross would growing here with the addition of
,like other managers to contribute Al
Dezel as Michigan and Ohio
some of their screwball experiencesnel. former manager of Associated
for inclusion, with credit..
tions stuff

Switch
Albany, Sept. 26.
Twentieth-Fox changed the title of
its foreign subsidiary to 20th-Fox
International Corp., according to papers filed here.
20th's Foreign Title

Theatres, as sales managers. L. E.
Goldhammer is general sales manager.

The

Ritz. Watervliet, Mich., sold to

Michael Padafore, owner of Berry,
Berrien Springs, by Sol Winokur.
Independent Exhibitors Theatres
Service, of Grand Rapids, has added

seat film house to be known as the
Blueprint calls for parking
Alto.
for
more than 300 cars.
space

Winkel formerly owned the Star and
Kar«M, n*>»\»)H^ <jxm*#>iimm$% ;
? ve^rwy^.
;ti'
.

iV'.

'

*

.-.

\

.-

;-

trv i^oimser Feted

About 300 former

ex-

associates,

and friends are expected today (Wednesday) at a testimonial
luncheon to li ving Wormser, former
Columbia N. Y. sales executive, at
the Astbr hotel, N. Y. Wormser has
joined Film Classics as eastern division sales manager.
hibitors
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Armed bandit, believed to have
been the same man who recently obtained $300 in a holdup at the Markham, obtained S50 from the cashier
in a ro'-'-trv at the Rivoli late

::\.

mwm.

:

;

m

wmmm

-, .

'

Another Sl-ekup
Columbus. O.. Oct.

11

,

,,

& Clark, formerly a unit of
Visual Training, Inc., as a separate
company 'which will specialize in the
commercial film field. ,L. A. Clark,
managing director, formerly was V.p.
of the ad agency of Holrien. Graham
& Clark.

m

10

.

tlfins

flrifli

Phillips

j

,,
v-l-jqseph Bernharcl, general manager
"When ypu.tlnnk .vou have a hero Warner Theatres; Harry M. Kalmine,
for your air show, get his name, his assistant: g. in.; Harry Goldberg,
The Theatres ad-publicity director, and
serial number and his unit.
..

next to But-

-

six houses of the Kortcs circuit and the Sun. Stanton, operated
by L. D. Redcrstorf.
The large industrial film field centered here' has a new addition with
the recent' incorporation of Florez,

,

,

network Should Check .'and double
check for its ..own protection. If it

it,

the second, largest booking
of houses

terfield,
-

Beiersof. the
dorf,
Pittsburgh exchange. Beiersdorf was
here about two years, coming from

says Col. Harris.
involved,"
"but a station or

seven houses, making

manager" wTfh headquarters are the

v.'ho

in civvies.;

!

many organization for number
&ak os 'iln Mi c hi jga,H-,-i Th o ta test

He succeeds Herman

hcre.

|

no security

is

Harris.

'

.

district

j

:

,;

t'

3.

branch

at Milwaukee for
:ha g tak e h - cK'e' i' as ig r e nt

manager

ye itr »

1

last

20th-Fox:

Lorentz.

Jack

webs

and- agencies' are -not
trbiis,
more careful, there is going to be a
lot more of this racket before the

.
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j
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1944

Inc.

6 s 6 n t s

ROBINSON

G.
and

JOAN BENNETT

Directed by FRITZ

LANG

with

Edmond Breon

•

Dan Duryea

A NUNNALLY JOHNSON

Production

'il

RalMstd by

<!,

MO

RADIO PICTURES,

Inc.

Wednesday, Oetober

4,

19

1944

The super- mystery -drama of
man of substance and % lily of
field tied

murder

by terror

a

the

to a

secret too hot for their

guilty hearts!-j

Wednesday, October

PICTURES
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BALLOT

CHI DAILY'S

RKO

Managers Vote

to Unionize,

Inside Stuff-Pictures

TIEUP WITH THEATRES
Chicago, Oct. 3/

List
'.'-'"'

Probably the first instance of a
newspaper tying up with picture
theatres on a large scale to conduct
consumer survey of postwar
a
merchandise needs of the public, will
be made here .sh,oxl)y bx.thejjhicago
Herald-American, Allied Theatres
of Illinois, approved the idea last
week and authorized the paper to go
ahead with the survey in the group's

Demands for 2-Year Contract

'
the green light to negotiate*
recognition and a contract, a

Given

:

for'

L

j

MGRS. TESTIELi

tommittee of 12 RKO. managers arid ST.
assistants today,. Wednesday) -will ^
.homemeet, with ..a group ot
effice executives headed by the comSt. Louis, -Oct. 3; ;-.
pany's labor chief. Major Leslie E.
Thompson, to present vigorous union
-That,. St. Louis nicker houses-, are .150 theatres.
..';•'
.])'.!_'
-..demands.
;
heavily- overstaffed, with 'grippers
.Newspaper will provide the balthrough a contract, spend lots listing items with a square opIn addition to a minimum, of $115 who.
for .managers' arid $75 for 'assistants eight hours in jobs, which could be posite each in which the patron will
houses in the Greater rf. Y-. done in a fraction of, that time, was register first, second or third prefin
house erences/ Ballots will be deposited
(rid surrounding territory, tim.e-aod- the- consensus of opinon of 13
»4ialf for overtime and a 40-hour managers and owners .who. testified in special boxes in the lobbies of the
hearing! theatres; Commenting on the. idea,
tvdrkweek will be sought.. For such last week bofoie
-'
':.''
"•.-'':..'.'-.'
.:-'
Jack Kirsch, president of the Allied
managers and assistants who may-be here. - ;•".'•.
;
over the mihimums set forth in the
While there was a difference of group said'. •'This survey not only
increase will be opinion on. the amount of time a; proves worthy of indicating postliemantis. a 20'.
Rskcd,. Ability shall; be a. determin- maintenance man is needed in a the- war manufacturing schedules to reing^ factor in making promotions and atre, from no time at all to half / stabilize employmenti but serves sis
no discharges .may* be made except time, all agreed that due to the ab*- a means of continuing projection of
for dishonesty, drunkenness or. neg- sence of stage shows no grippcr our theatres as civic institutions
lect of duly, under the slate of terms! could be fully employed from 4 p.m.-j through which the public can, expi ess its wants."
to be presented today.
until closing time.
I

,

I

RKO

MANY STAGEHANDS'

'TOO

..

•

'

'

RKO

j

.

|

:

|

WLB

,i

1944

4,

Cola Porter's deal with Warner Bros, for his screen biog calls for In*
$300,000 fee being spread over a period of 10 years.
The Porter filmusical will reprise a flock of stage notables who have
appeared in Porter-composed stage musicals. Not all, for obvious reasons,
can contractually carry out their desire to recreate, cinematieally, their
real-life associations of the past with the songsmith, but among them are

Bob Hope, Mary Martin, Jimmy Durante, William Gaxton, Ethel Merman,
Danny K-aye,— Victor—Moorer ' J^mejr*DTmit~"fiSftty~Gr"able,' Betty Hiiltori!
Irene Bordoni, Bert Lahr, Fred and Adele Astaire. Many, however, will
do bits

WB

in the

filmusical.

Story problem on a major lot is solved simply by a "B" producer \yho
dips into the vaults and. dusts off yarns filmed 10 or more years ago,
retaining the basic idea* but altering them sufficiently in titles and environment to pass inspection by the current screen customers.
Main
characters are sometimes switched from male to femme,. and locales are
shifted north, south, east or west, as the rewritten script demands. One
tale was shifted from the California desert to the Florida swamp country
to give the action a new twist.
,

|

,

;'.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,
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tiori

.

!

will include

When Spyros

|

I

Trio

w ith

j

-|

SameCarson

i

RKO

manreferred to arbitration.
agers arc said to want a two-year
contract under which they will retain the right, to reopen the deal
months on wage

sifter .the 'first; 12

scale; alone.

group

Negotiating

of
assistants

,

with

RKO

George

execs today

manager

Duiih,

12

is

-

RKO

star

Quillmen Pounding

'";

Hollywood. Oct.

.y

3.

Writing mill at RKO has 43
scribes currently at work under the
of William Dozier, pounding
out 34 scripts for 1944-45 production.
Of these, 15 are scripting for Jack
Gross executive producer, 11 for the
Robert Fellows unit, nine for At
Rogell, two for John H. Auer and
six on stories not yet assigned to

up

"Little

'•''.'-;

femme

the

New

Old

.'.--.--.•

Batch of 20th- Fox toppers trek to.
the Coast this week.' Torn Connors
aiid Edmund Re.ek leaving late yesterday

,

dues.).

Spyros

is

i

'

"

:'-

.'..

'..

.

CARY GRANT
*

WAKNKIV HIT!
fn Person

Charlie Barnet
and His Orchestra
•

.

'-

KXTIIA

West and Lexing

^STRAND
Every

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS
Barbare STANWYCK

MecMURRAY.
Edward

Popular Prices

A.M.— Midnlllit Show

10

G.

ROBINSON

"DOUBLE INDEMNITY"

Nite

IX PBRSO.V
Andrews

Tli*

Sisters,

,

Mitchell

-

Ayret »"«

His Band

tjslf ON 'SCBKKN
Tliurs.,

iTftf

Oct.

IX I'KKSON
WILLIE

fl

-

~

-•

•;

-r

P/ifiAMOV/Vr

HOWARD

"Hail The
Conquering
Hero"
Eddie BRACKEN
Ell* RAINES

Added Attraction

.

RADIO

phil

i

triv

BRIT0
Radio's Newest
Singing Sensation

j

MUSIC HALL

"CASANOVA
BROWN"

;

Spectacular Stage) Productions

PALACE

MUSICAL
KNIGHTS
wM.

StGNE HASSO

..

.

.'3' )'

i

B

WAY &

47th

St.

Bride By Mistake

'

.'

-

; :'

'

'

Alan Marshall

Marsha

•

Hunt

Laraine Day
Allyn Joslyn

PARAMOUNT

•

prtttnts

Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cordova

"FRENCHMAN'S CREEK"
• RIVOLI. I'way » 4f»h St. •
POST-WAR 'MANNER'

VICTORIA
Broodwoy & 46th
3:45 A. M.

•

Hollywood, Oct; 3.
Post-war reppii'Vtefsioti is the basic
idea in "Bedside Marnier," to be produced by Andrew Stone for United

St.

CMlinwus

1

>':

.'

'

''

•

,

London
(

oiuinucd

rrpiii

napre

:

,:

;'

.''..

.'

•

new

Understood Harold Lloyd is. ready to sell- refilming lights to his early
"The Freshman" and "Grandma's Boy," to Preston Sturges,
One drawback to the deal has beeiv the question of an actor to play the
Lloyd roles, but that will be solved if Sturges can borrow Eddie Bracken
•..•''."'..'"•
from Paramount. ,''" '!.;
picures, like

1

hotels.

first.
There
enough reconstruction work, says

'•

-'

---

•

'Boys

Radio's Standbys
Continued from page

he says; with no young men
and comparatively few young

at. all

wom-

en, most of latter being conscripted
for factory or war work. Instead of
22 male ...choristers, they- have 11!

he recently

engaged a

69!

"When demobilization conies," he
says, "we'll have to scrap the whole
thing and rebuild, to get back to the
standards w>e want." This may take
six to nine months, he feels. Lord
Lothian.' when British Ambassador
to the U.S., wanted the D'Oyly Carte
to visit America for a good-will tour
but. Collet refused, because of their

toward the postwar reconversion era
are Colgate, which is faking over the
Wednesday, night (9-9:30) CBS spot
vacated by Lever Bros. (Frank Sinatra ): Procter & Gamble, which captures the -Saturday night 8:30-8:55
spot; arid Ford Motor, currently negotiating for three weekly half-hour
shows. Similarly, there's Campbell

Soups, which during the- civilian- .output lag ha'S retained two nighttime
franchises with "Radio Reader's Digest" and the Jack Carson show and
is now focusing attention oh developing its programming structure.
And there are other top spenders.

lowered standards. A suggestion that
they br,ing their key people over arid
train an American chorus for a combined tour was also "nixed as. not
likely to succeed.
Collet is afraid
the D'Oyly Carte won't- visit U. S. for
some time. with, transport unavailable due to moving soldiers, refugees,

From

Appeal

Chi'

Comes Up Today (Wed.)

1

—

who was

.

.

'>

the top radio advertisers apparently
see the reconversion period near.
Looking to resumption of civilian
out in June when the robot, situation
production, it's' the biggies among
developed, says Collet, but since
the industrialists-aiid the. guy who
September, biz has been sharply up- labels the cans and bottles on the
grade again. London theatre prices corner store shelves, plus others caare lower than before the war, says
tering .to mass appeal, who will domCollet, and must go up.
He fore- inate the picture.. Thus the deals
sees some government subsidies to
currently in process of negotiation,
help the theatre.
and others concluded in recent
The Iheatre picture generally weeks, point up the -fact that the prelooks promising to Collet.
"We'll war air spenders will agaih.be in the
have a bad period for a while, for driver's seat, with a number of the
lack of actors and writers,'' he says. "war babies" stepping out of the
"But, f never thought we'd lose the picture. And on the basis of the top
living stage.
It will have a terrific
coin being appropriated by the top-comeback." He admits that Holly- notchers. network .execs are conwood has weaned away a great vinced that the SRO sign will premany -stage writers, but thinks they'll vail on nighttime air spots for years
be back when they tire of "what to come that fears that the "bottom
Hollywood does to them.".
will fall out" so far as radio is conAs to his D'Oyly Carte company, cerned, when other media open up,
Collet says that except for the start are unwarranted.
of the war. they've been doing GilCited as illustrations in the move
bert and Sullivan steadily in London
to capture the most valuable nightor on tour. Membership is depleted, time net.work
segments with ait eye

says

-'

.'

-

-

:

.

next 20 years.
biz, in the main,
has been terrific.
Admission taxei
have been heavy, over 30%, yet attedance hasn't been affected.
The
theatre shortage has been acute,
some half dozen productions trying
to come into London last spring and
not finding houses. The bottom fell

supplies.
Darvyl
Falicourt,
Richard Walker, Marjorie Eyre aiid
Leslie Rands. are still with trie company,. Marty n Green, who left when
Artists relea-c
war began and made an unsuccessPicture deals with a feirune doctor ful attempt at musical comedy, .has
in a- fantasy town switching from since joined the Royal Air Force and
wartime, to- peacetime otitpuU
is an. asst. ..'adjutant, now in -India;
.

.

.

.••

L

chorister-

Edgar Buchanan

Dmks OfMR

.-

'-.':-•.

Collet
(i

iT" LOWERY
FSeb
I

--

-.

In a momeht of forgetfulness a producer on a major lot signed a writer
for a polish job on a forthcoming picture that w-as due for a special publicity break in a local newspaper where the producer is a special favorite.
the publicity splurge is put. The w riter not long ago scripted a picture
which caused the paper's publisher to cut loose with, a burst of editorial

;

Fred

Docn Open

:

Now

.-

is

FRANK CAPRA'S
AND OLD LACE"

•

-

is

May and

''
".
:'••'-,.:.''
"':.Hal Horne and Charles Schlaifer wrath.'
:.;
over the weekend. Visit is to
at newly completed product
Breakup threatens a hew 'indie producing outfit because of enmity bemap campaigns on outstanding tween two associate producers while the boss is away. Both associates
-'•:'
films.
own pieces of the company, but the head man controls the finances and
policies.
He may settle the dispute by buying out one or both of the bel':—.'
,";;''',•';.;.';.:.'
ligerents.:'-

Collet, for the

"ARSENIC

Continuous Performances

"

-

doing a swift job of organization-^it Paramount,-jthere he
will have two pictures iii: work by mid-October.
Starting from scratch, he has readied scripts, stars and directors for "The
Love Liters" and "The Affairs ot Susan" in four months. In addition,
Wallis has acquired "The Searching Wind." currently being scripted by its
author, Lillian Hellman. aiid "Whenever: I Remember," which Vje will
make in- England next spring.

Signed -"last

London theatre

I

English theatre owners

and

have to wait. So will
Housing programs come

York Theatres

Skouras

slated to shove off today
Wednesday), -v '-, '/-'. -:..'•'.'.•.'- ;.."-' .r]

look

N. Y., chairman of the union;
Harold Daly, manager of the 23d St.,
N. Y., head of the steering commitand Hyman Glickstein, attorney
-producers.
for the RKO managerial group.

New

wanted

.--'

RKO
.--

left

St.,

„.'

>-

-

20th Execs West

who meet eye

tee,

washes
'

•'-

m

,

headed, by
of the 81st

.

"'

'*-..
Warners.
Filming -starts .when

York;

lie

for 'Girl! .

worked together
"Shine On Hardiate usage.
Moon: will team up again
"The Time, the Place and the Girl"
Hal Wallis

at

'was .'lit London

Skoii'ras

to get. an idea of "The Song of Bernadette," via its radio exploitation and
requested that the Philcb-"Variety" Radio Hall of Fame -presentation of
Hollywood. Oct. 3,
"Bernadette" be shipped over. However, to expedite matters, the British
trio,
Ann Sheridan, Jack Broadcasting Corp. arranged for a clear channel one night and the "Ber'jVsand Dennis Morgan,., vfho.
dette" recording was radioed over aiid re-recorded in England for imme-

Renewed

vest

,

managers and

'-.

.

.

to be made upon
Jules E.-Kohn. Kansas City, retwo weeks' vacagional WLB arbitrator,: is conductpay Jox_alL miuiggcrs a rid J ing the; hearing here- to determineassistants who have been on the job
how many grippers shall be emup to five years, while for five years ployed in local houses. The union
or over, three weeks, at full salary and theatre, owners signed a wage
Severance pay clause
is demanded.
pact on. June 1, 1943, and last spring
calls for two additional weeks' salWLB approved wage increases of
ary for everyone with the circuit
15% to the scale of $75 per week,
one year and four weeks, while for
which is still being paid. However,
each additional year two added
the owners contend there are too
weeks are asked for. A no-strike
many men on the payroll tor the
provision is reported included in the
work performed. It has not be&i
negotiating slate, as well- as a prodetermined when Kohn's decision in
disputes between
that
all
vision
the matter will be handed down.
management and the union will be

Other demands

RKO

.

Conferences on Capitol Hill^decided against making controversy over
the feature picture, "Wilson." Some senators and. congressmen had speeches all prepared to tear the feature into shreds, but it was decided by the
GOP bigwigs that any. controversy started in Washington would get naWhat the Re-'
tional circulation and;iedound to a healthier boxoffice.
publicans planned to attack was that; the late Senator Reed of Missouri,
and other reactionary Democrats, who were against the League of Nations,
V
were responsible with Senator Henry Cabot Lodge for its defeat.

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
N. Y. today (Wed.) will hear argument by attorneys for the "Boys

from Chi" and Louis Kaufman, former business agent of Local 244 of
Motion Picture Theatre Operators
Union, to set aside convictions and
subsequent jail sentences as the
film
aftermath of the $1,000,000
shakedown trial. The' "boys from.
Chi" are Francis Maititoe, Louis
Campagno, Paul De Lucia. Phil
D'Andrea, Charles Gio and John
Rossclli.

'

will
Attorneys for
defendants
to have conviction of defendants for conspiracy to violate the
anti-racketeering act, upon Avhieh

move

they were convicted, set aside. Chicago group will be represented by.
William S. Stewart, while Kaufman'*
trial,
attorneys, Betrain
Wegemari
and former judge Harry Simand>will
argue motion in his behalf. .•..<..".
Chicago group and Kaufman were
convicted last December after a trial
lasting thvee months before Judge
John Bright and jury in N. Y. Federal court. The six were sentenced
to 10 years' imprisonment and $10,000
fines.
Kaufman was given seven-,
year sentence and $10,000 fine. Mobsters have been held in the N. Y.
Federal House of Detention pending
appeal, while Kaufman was admitted
.

The mob paid the

to bail.

Kaufman was unable
a

to

fines,

but

pay and took

pauper's oath.

CAHN GETS. HIS
-

Phil

F

Hollywood. Oct.

Calm was

».

tipped to associate

producer at Universal after 20 yenrs
on the lot, recently as. one of the top
.

film editors.

Gerard's Nov. Chores
•

'

.

.

Three
lined

Hollywood, Oct.

November

starters

producer

First

musical,
3.

are

on William Gerard's production slate at 20th-Fox, opening
w-ith: the
Laurel-Hardy co-starrer.
"The Bullfighters," which will be
filmed here instead of locating in
Mexico, as originally planned.
Others on the schedule are. "Circumstantial Evidence" »nd ''Carib•
bean Mystery.!''

still

Jack Harttield.

chore will be a
untitled, written ^y'•"- ';
-

tip

INVISIBLE, UNBREAKABLE
CONTACT LENSES
INNER-SIGHT LENSES, Inc.
475 Fifth Ave. at 41st,
-nilc

I1H.

;

IVI.

IV.

V. O.

I.K

i-.v,ii;

Wednesday, October

4,
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<•

VERA HRUBA RALSTON
OTTO KRUGER
GEORGE SHERMAN,

Director

•
*

*

RICHARD ARLEN

EDUARDO CIANNELLI

Original Story by ELIZABETH

MEEHAN

•

ERICH VON STROHEIM

ROBERT LIVINGSTON

•
•

Adaptation by

DANE

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

LUSSIER

•

•

MONA BARRIE

Screenplay

by DORIS GILBERT

:

.

.

Wednesday, October
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Lea Comm. Detours to Probe

YORK CITY

Don Cope, has

resigned,

.

.

.

from the Tod Bates agency, returning

Benton

to

.

.

V

Washington. Oct. .3 V'
Apparently 'going far afield from
purpose of investigating FCC, the

-

$64 Question

Bowles to take ;oyer directioji of _the new Elaine Carrington sUjp.J.'Rose-_
mary," which bowed in Monday (2>,as replacement for "Vic and Sade",
Elliott Nugent will appear in a" condensed version of "The Male Animal"
Nugent
for the Arthur Hopkins Wednesday night NBC, airer on Oct. IS.
i.s co-author and star of the legit production.
That sparkler being sported by Lynn Gardner, who sings- on the Camel
'•Thanks to the Yanks" program, is from Al Durante, of the J. Walter
Thompson radio publicity dept. Wedding is skedded around the first of
the year. ,. .Lola Woursell, WOV's flack gal. laid up \vlth an infected tooth.
Bobbs^Merrill bringing out new mystery tome, "Have You Seen This

&

'

its

Lea Committee has

Tli-i^4s aetually-hortv-^March of
Time" came to switch from NBC
to Blue. Chet La Roche of the
Blue called Roy Larsen, publisher of Time (.which owns 12 (i'^.i
of the Blue) and said:
"What the hell are you guys

..

to the

Blue,

WHN

;

LaRoche

time.

.

WNEW

EVELYN KNIGHT

said

was

it

the works.
goes Blue Nov.

The move is part of an angle originating with Rep. Richard B, Wigglesworth (R., Mass.) that the Fed-:
eral Corrupt Practices and Hatch
Acts are being violated in the use
of much airtime plugging of caiididales for office. If Wigglesworth is

in

;

2.

correct,

I

.

.

Cleveland Feud
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'Life Is
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— Crosby."— Daily
."sluwa how
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can be" — Pali
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Stan Jos.eloff, talent head at Young & Rubicam who's headed for the
Blue, and Jerry Dcvine, prexy of the Radio Directors Guild and producer
of the Bristol-Myers-NBC "Mr. District Attorney'.' airer, have been added
Hobe Morrison, in
to the radio committee of the Writers' War Board!
.Owen James now the
talent dept. at Y&R, chairmans the committee.
announcer on the "Duffy's Tavern". .. .Florence Ciisbee,. commercial writer
at Young & Rubicam, will be out .-several weeks after suffering a fractured
shoulder in a fall.
.Guy Lombardo alters format of his Blue Saturday
night airer to present the celebrities singing or playing their "musical
autographs".
.Lt. Albert G. Miller (s.g.) U. S. Navy, has been honorably
discharged. Before entering, the service he was a radio director-writer
and wrote "Ma udie's Diary''... .Chester McCracken, radio director at
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, coasted Saturday (30) to confer with William; Morris office Coast reps on writing setup for new Gracie Fields-Fred
Brady show. McCracken and Myron Dutton, who'll produce the show,
will confer with Miss Fields and Brady while on Coast.
Dutton trained
'"''
''.' " ^:
-: ;
;''
\out Sunday (1).
V
.v-:
s
.

.

.

.

Mranag'em.mu-

on CBS, Oct.

Show

in the 4 p.m. slot.

9,

WAVE

lege, N. Y., use all
and the work they do.

talent

and

tell

will

WAVES

Porter,

;'..

live

carry series of six concerts by the

M CHICAGO

,

Many in the industry are of the
opinion that Porter would be ideally
suited for the FCC post, pointing
particularly to his record as deputy
administrator of the OPA under
Leon Henderson and

New York

City Center

evenings.

First airing

To Boost

forced down several weeks ago. .'. .Judith Waller, director of public service
for the NBC Central Division, away for a month-long series of meetings
V.-";.. o.Jimmy Ncale, "of Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, getting to be a weekly
commuter between Chi and N.Y.. .. .The "National Bam Dance" haylofters
celebrated their' 11th network anniversary last Sat. (30). Seven of the
original cast members are still with the "Barn Dance," Lulu Belle, Arkie,
Kelly, Holden, and three of the Hot Shots. One of the few shows in radio
to which an admission is charged, the "Barn 'Dance" has been seen by
almost one and a half million persons.
.,

one

push

is

radio.

j

HOLLYWOOD ...

going back to Germany as an NBC correspondent and
news periods pass to EJ flier Peterson; ex-NBC foreign
correspondent.
.Ensign Dennis Day all packed and ready to ship.
Arthur Moore recovered from his illness ;,and l.off for .New York to join
Young & Rubicam talent department. Waiter "Chum" Bunker takes over
production of the Dinah Shore program,
.Eddie Cantor sneaked off to
•'the' hasp for a few days' rest,.
Phil Lenilch and Bob Orr in town to open
a Coast Officei'fojr the two', new Old Gold shows and to install T. Wells as
manager and production boss. ... Jack Smal ley pulled out of Batten, Barton,.
•Durstine & Osborn to open his own ad agency with Charles Levitt and
Ray Smilli. He was manager .of the Hollywood. office i6f~BBD»0. for the
is

is

past seven years.

Shane" on

.

.

r

U n ion
;

•

:

:

'•'

•

where the home team's games are

isilefeated. Howof the largest roles in the

expected to be played
::,''•;
.-V

by.

WHK

failed to do its

WTAM

parison with
welcoming the

their

to write a short
that. can serve to

each

spot.

V

Gottlieb

On 2-Week

.

.

.

.

;•

.

Wax

week
can Wedge in a special message, ...George Moskovics, CBS Coast sales manager in. N-k-Y., here for a
month of confabs with department heads at KNX. .. .Paramount's W6XYZ
now televising the grunt-and-groan profession.
and Molly"

set

back

a

so Johnson

.

.

•

:

'.

who heads the Y ,&.
publicity setup, and others.!
gone two weeks.
Mucks,,

',' '.;•'

,

R

Coast
be

He'll

ported

I

air.

|

Re-

a

a

it

re-

is

Wiggles-

chance on

the.

.

Under what appears to be the
Wigglesworth theory of the case, even
a corporation offers time to both
sides it is violating the Hatch and
Corrupt Practices Acts, since it is
if

:

making a contribution

to a political
''""
/"•;
; '.'"'v
of the purposes of siibpcnaing
understood, is to put the

campaign.

POST GETS WLIB

:

'''

'''

-

;

same yardstick

NBC

After Long

CBS Run

Eddie Dunn, rh.c. on the "Fun With
Dunn" daytime program over CBS
for the past couple or years, shifts
over to
shortly for a daytime
audience participation show being

NBC

planned by that network.

CBS

contract expires Friday

commenshown that

is

,

.

.-

;'

...-...

100 sponsors in different, cities.' all
of those sponsors which are corporations or which, have '.Government
.contracts, would be potential "la*,
.

.

,

breakers.

:

.

One observer

his-

MDr

if .it-

Winchell

Roosevelt,

dis-

policy of dissents where he feels the sales price
is far in excess of the assets of the
station.
WLIB, a 1000-watter, was
established in 1942

Thus,-

to national

has plugged for
Jergens, a corporation,
would be in violation of the Corrupt
Practices Act, as Mr. Wigglesworth
.'
seems to see it.
And if you take Fulton Lewis: Jr.,
who talks on the .Republican side. of
the fence, and who has more than

Walter

DEAL

Commissioner Clifford Durr
sented continuing

His

that

worth was offered

j

tators.

(6).

Hovey King,

speakers and
even Cong.

Republican

I

—

IN $250,000

!

A.

scripts, it is

Coast Trek C1J:„ n
Eddie Dunn to

way toics the load lor the musical quizzcr, "Money' On the Line," and Bill
Lester Gottlieb, radio publicity
Hatch's "American Rhapsody" loses its simon pure standing to Union Ice
Arthur Pryor and "Cork" O'Keefe shared a Santa Fe bunk going'east. chief for Young .& Rubicam, leaves
...
.'..'.Tom Luckenbill of William Esty pulled in town the day J. Walter for the Coast Friday (9).
Thompson's Cal Swanson headed back home. Bill Hampton off the Frank
Trip' is. for a look-see at the seven
Morgan .writing staff and ,Sam! Perrin now headman .. C. P. MacGrcgor Y & R shows originating from the
booking top talent for his "Skippy Theatre" pancakes,
.Return of "Fibber Coast and -for huddles with Bob

of Baltisaid the president of the

is

a Dew ey button
his lapel.
Further information is
that the same programs have carried

to tow'h,

•

!

Equipment Corp..

who Swears

in

One

commission

Y&R's Les

,

He

,

march with words
teepff

&

more.

publican,

share— in comand WGAR in

newcomer

Supply

company

:

fill

•'.

.

.

Oil will replace "Point Sublime", with "Michael
.

.'.

•',

.

chairman of the House cam-

.

personnel since a large percentage
of the men listen to shortwave relays
of standard airers and spot injections into these sessions would thus

Dim, Lcc net Oct. 9.
.Gumshooer will be given .a farcical
.CBS picked up two new accounts for its Coast web, Safe-

.the

going over.

Washington, Oct. 3.
Rep. Clinton P. Anderson iO„ X.
M.),

currently prepping

.

'

'.

.

.

.":

.

''•.

Washington. Oct. 3.
The FCC yesterday ,<2) approved
reach the desired audience.
Thus,
radio campaign will rely heavily on the sale of station WLIB, Brooklyn,
spot transcriptions aired via coopera- to Dorothy S. Thackrey, owner of
tion with regular sponsors. Interest- the New York Post, for $250,000.
ing sidelight to the spot setup is Price covers 100% of the outstanding
signing of the jinglers, Allen Kent stock, which, was sold by Irwinand Ginger Johnson, to write a mar- Steingut, Elias .1. Godofsky, Aaron
Jacoby, Arthur Faske. William
tial jingle to keyhole the drive. Lat- L.
ter are hard at work trying to ful- Weisman and Louis W. Berne.

,

.

Indians'

'

,

'

.

Cleveland.

..?;'".'"..':•

".

;

.

.

the
.•'

i

i

Wigglesworth announced that the
Lea Committee was. undertaking a
probe of "the practice of the major
networks of the country in recent

paign expenditures committee, told
"Variety" that he will introduce legpointed out.
islation in January, seeking to clar"Three, weeks ago, when we real- ify what may and may not be done
Louis
series
ized the N.Y.-St.
might- politically with radio time, under
American
League
decide the
pen- the Hatch and Corrupt Practices.
plans
present
nant race, we made
to
'~',
.'.:••
".:"/'. '.';<
Acts. -;..'
the games to Cleveland listeners.
Granted permission by the St. Louis
This- is what the subball club and the American League, months."
with the stipulation we must obtain penas are all about. The Congressrecent
permission of the Cleveland ball man referred to the fact that
broadcasts over the Atlantic Coast
club, local sponsor and local station
by
speeches
featured
broadcasting the games, we turned Network?
John r< Mc*
Leader
Majority
House
the
three
local
contacts.
to
"The ball club and local sponsor Cormack, of Massachusetls. and Rep.
agreed, but WJK-WCLE turned us Warren A, Magnuson (D, Wash.),
plugging for a Fourth Term. He said
down," O'Neill declared.
WHK-WCLE the time was given free by "a com"Pinkey"
Hunter.
manager, stoutly debunked W.IW's mercial sponsor, an industrial comaccusations and pointed out that no pany having offices in Washington
and Baltimore," which is a corporpersonalities were involved.
"We were living up to our con- ation and a Government contractor,
v.
"
..
tract and protecting our sponsor," he as well.
Sees Clear Violation
declared. "We had planned to bring
This, he said, appeared a clear viothe St. Louis games if the Indians
were rained out. Furthermore." he lation of the Corrupt Practices, and
added, "the rules and regulations Hatch Acts. A spokesman for stahere, where the proprescribed by the American League tion
forbid the, broadcast of another grams originated, explained that the
American League game in a town programs are paid for by the Paving

The medium, is the most effective
means of reaching large groups of N. Y.

his four Planters
.

ever,

j

"A Woman of America".. 7. Ted Husing in town last week
Howard
Luttgens, chief engineer for the NBC Central division, to New York last
week for the annual NBC division engineers' meeting. .Ernie Shomo,
Eastern sales representative of WBBM, tipped to local sales manager, with
Gordon Owen,
salesman, taking over, as eastern sales rep,
W"l

Morale

Germany

ture until

Cast additions for NBC.programs are Laurette Fillbraiidt to "Woman in
White," Hariiette Widmer to "The Guiding Light," and Joan Banks to

Lochner

WIIK

WJW

.','•

WBBM

series.

York

*

'

"

individual having any contracts with
the Federal Government may make
political contributions.
In a statement issued Sunday
),

any such

WWDC

Jingles

Pacific

';

busi-

political campaign for. the
election- of President,. V.P.. and members of Congress; and (2) no firm or

.

sit-

being broadcast until after the game
>•/••
is completed.
"We recognized that there was
a drive to combat morale deficiencies more interest in the St. Louis-N.Y.
expected after Ihe fall of Germany. game thart in the Cleveland-PhilaProgram under sponsorship of Un- delphia games. And to permit a
dersecretary of the Navy Ralph Bard broadcast here, by a local station, of
will utilize all media to build for the more important game would be
the expected long pull ahead for limiting the audience for our sponthe Navy in the war against Japan. sor."
However, the boys on the Rialto
Definite plans, for the campaign are
moved
being kept hush-hush since the de- pointed out that when
partment considers specifics prema- to town its station officials felt that

Navy Dept.

"

.

3.

After German Folderoo

.

.

.

.

Navy Plans Radio

.

efficient

his

conduct of the rent division and the
manner in which he acquitted himself as asst. director of the Food
Administration and other Governmental special agencies.

.

.

the

of

:

Phil Baker, Milton Berle, Orson Welles, and Maria Montez .in Chi this
week, where both Eversharp shows originated, "Take It Or Leave It," from
the Stevens hotel last Sunday (1), and "Let Yourself Go," last night (3)
from the Eighth St. theatre. Eversharp laid plenty of moola on the line
to bring the shows here for the stationery convention
.Lt. Norm Barry,
the NBC announcer, who is now the skipper of a PT boat, has been
awarded the Bronze Star .... Pvt. Jack Bivans, formerly heard as "Chuck
Ramsay" in the Blue's "Captain Midnight" series, Home on furlough. He's
training to be a tail gunner in a B-29.
.Ca'pt. CUrtis Gill Johnston, former
WBBM-CBS sound effects man, is now a German prisoner. -His plane was

''.'Louis

director

publicity

commission.

,

Symphony under Leopold Stokowski on Monday
next Monday (9 ) from 8:30-10 p.m.

broadcasts
games.

eral impression is that Porter isn't
interested in the FCC post, despite
the suggestions that he step into the
chairmanship.; Fly is reported as
blocking the appointment of Clifford
J. Durr as next chairman of the

,-\

.':.,.'-

.-

Cleveland, Oct.-

'

.

v

:

,.'

V

;

uation got an. additional blast last
charged
weekend here when
WHK-WCLE with blocking its attempts to bring to Cleveland an inning-by-inning account of the St.

Democratic National Committee, exnewspaperman and former Washington counsel for CBS, has been projected prominently into the limelight
to take over as successor. But gen-

Navy officer contact on the show is Lt. Lou Mindling, former radio and band agent. .. .Karl Mark, radio director of the Al
Paul Lefton agency, will teach production and dramatics at City College
of N. Y. this fall....Irma Blum, former secretary to Dan Golenpaul, now
in the program department of WNEW.
Campbell's Soup, through Foote, Cone & Belding, reported shopping
for a new half-hour show, preferably a drama.
Account now has Jack
Carson and "Radio Reader's Digest" on the air. ., .Georgia Fuller, NBC
caster, on a belated vacation, -. Joe Fishier, announcer on WNYC, set to
do the spieling for Blue's Boston Symph aircr's. He's slaying on the

wnyc staff,
WNYC will

~

The already charged baseball

FCC

series debut-

how WAVES

•':

Possibility "It seems strange, in view of the
fact that all other parties were willWith James L. Fly skedded to step ing, that we were unable to receive
down as FCC. chairman in Novem- permission from WHK-WCLE to
ber or* December to enter private broadcast the St. Louis games," Willaw practice, the name of Paul A. liam O'Neil, president of WJW,

come from Hunter Col-

the public

L

Louis-New

.'.'.'

and Madeleine Clark scripting "Service Tiine," new

Over Baseball
"<-'r-

See Paul Porter

left

of

with any

—

WJW

;','

'..'

/A'

•

.

George CrandaU'E press dept. at CBS to become
script writer On the Blue's long hair music shows.
First assignment is
commentary on the Boston Symph' airings. Succeeded at CBS by Peggy
O'Connell, his erstwhile assistant.
.Frances Woodbury how' in "Young
Dr. Ma lone" (CBS) .. .'.New cast members of 'Woman of America" on
NBC. include Luis van Rooten, Peter Fernandez^ Joan Banks, Linda Reid
and Karl Swetison .... Stanley Wolfe auditioning "Topper," with Roland
Young, for CBS, Based on the Metro pic series.
Earle McGill directing

•

•

AGENCY

.

; '

.

1

WILLIA1W MORRIS

.

Morris Hastings has

ing

Xews.
good a singer

all

hundreds

literally

nesses and individuals sponsorihg
airtime are violating the law— arid
nearly every radio station in the
country may be in violation as well.
Briefly, the appropriate sections of
the two laws provide <l) no corporation may make a contribution
of something of value in connection

.

.

.

.

MOT

'

.

,

June

doing over On NBC?"
Larsen's reply was that a
switch was* okay if the Blue
would build up the pre-MOT

Man?", by Gene "-Hurley, member .of WNEW's continuity dept. ..Joseph
Kane, the "famous first facts" man, now has a new quiz program oil
at 7 45 Tues -Thurs.-Saturday nights, using theme music 'between quesKins K<1
Singing- I'rim'osx
to
tions... .Timothy Kearse's sked last week included appearances on "Screen
" l:Vppv Island" show
.Margaret Lewerth has: Vynn on the
TCst," "My True Story" and "Gangbuster.s"..
liiiio Network), tier
resumed writing chore on the Celanese "Great Moments in Music" program (Fridays, 7:00,
Di:cCA Ri:coi:i>. •Dance Willi A
.. .William N. Robson, back from Coast, has resumed directorial assign*
Dolly," is today's juke-box. favorite,
niehfs for CBS.
.Gertrude Warren has taken' over lead on CBS' "This
".
closest to the king of them
;,,'''"

-issued- subpenns--

heads of NBC, CBS, Mutual,
Yankee network, and stations

and WMCA, of New York, to
produce all scripts used by commentators and guest speakers between
1 and Sept. 29.

•'

i

.

Politico

Plugs; Subpoena Air Gabber Scripts

———

.

m mW

19 ti

4,

»-»+-<

From the Production Centres
%+-»+* «<

:

;

-

!

points out that, if
this .thing is carried to its logical,
conclusion, any radio station which
and' which gives
is
a. corporation
sustaining time for political. speakers
of BOTH major parties would be a
violator. The station would be doubly
in violation if it had accepted.
recruiting advertisingr'sinee -fhen-itwould have a contract with the U. S.
-

I

WAV

—

The Greens-,
Greensboro, N. C.
boro News Company, publisher of
the Daily News and Record, is
authorized to own and operate «
radip.station by terms of amendment
to the company's certificate of incorporation.

V

Wednesday, October

.

j
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RADIO

1914
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BLUE IRKING BANKROLLED
BI^Tap D^' Fin

FM-Tele Compromise Spectrum Plan

Washington,. Oct. 3k

'

A

compromising the fight between FM and television tor position
plan,

in the spectrum,
last Friday

FCC

P&G

was ottered
1

to. the
29) at the second

.

The deal would provide 75 FM
channels of the present 200 kc. width
'

between 41 and 65 inc.
Television would get nine channels, each 6 roc. wide between 60
and 114 megacycles and another 17
channels of equal width running
from 148 to 250 megacycles on the
:

'"-'

spectrum.

'

.'

Stan

:

cidentally.

is

',

j

!

]

'

window.

B. Smith, chairman
television panel, testified the day before, he indicated the
hope of tele "that it may be possible within the next' lew years for

RTPB

to

move to other frequencies and in
that event televsion can take over
the channels and fulfill the requirements of an ideal allocation scheme."
This meant that video has its eye
on the entire band between 60 and
250 megacycles, and might favor reshuffle of frequencies in a few years.
FCC, itself, is apparently divided
on the compromise plan. Commissioner E. K. Jett, for example, favors
the plan which would give video
more channels of existing width in
its present area, plus other channels
far higher in the spectrum for experimental purposes.
On several occasions in the past,
Chairman James L. Fly has indi(Continucd on page 28)

.

.

I

j

Ransom

to accelerate
multiple products, a new
shuffle

Hope/Winchell

Disagreement on

sales
policies has resulted

and
in

proresig-

i3)

by Jesse Barnes, member

of the

web's sales staff for past two years.
Prior to coming to N.Y., Wood
Sales manager of WGN, Chicago,
a member of Mutual's board of
directors.
Handicapped for three

was
and

months by a fractured leg, Wood
will take a rest for the next few
weeks prior to announcing a new
.-'. '.v.'.
connection.
1

.'

*

.

,

tery" on CBS. "Mystery" will continue to be heard in the eastern,
central and mountain time zones;
with switch in Coast entries cued by
test campaign and desire to find a
spot for Kirkwood. Latter had been
signed with idea of spotting him in
the 12-12:30 slot on the Blue, "Glamour Manor" current occupant being
pencilled in to fill until Kirkwood's
commitments with NBC ran out.
,

|

"Manor." however, made
it necessary to find another spot for
Kirkwood. ,.'/
Kirkwood's quarter-hour strip airs
from, KNX, Los Angeles, a: 8 p. m.
iPWT). beginning Nov. 13, with
Murray Bolcn, head of the Compton
Coast office, supervising production.
Only talent set so far with Kirk-

Success of

'.','-

,

Leigh.
wile, Lillian
is
his
Comic has been einceeing NBC's
"Mirth, and Madness" from New
York, and will be replaced by Ran-

wood

Auditioning

Chesterfield

Mildred Bailey, P.
Vice

Como

som Sherman. New Kirkwood

-

I

turing John Nesbitt.
Stanzas, in
15-min.ute packages,
feature Mildred Bailey, songstress,

and Paul Baron and an

CBS summer

all-star, orch,

sustainer:

othe'r

pro-

gram, packaged by General Amusement, features Perry Como, crooner,
and the Frankie Carle band.

Bob Hope, who returned
two

weeks

ago. for

List

franchise on the valuable night-.
time network segment is cued to the
company's decision to drop its Model
tobacco radio sales campaign
and inaugurate a 24 : sheet poster
campaign. Thin market for the 10its

.

Such a block booking-package
procedure, it's pointed out,' could
eliminate the 15% agency cut. now
almost standard practice on network
shows.
LaRoche, and other Blue
toppers, of course, are silent on this
angle. -But it's certain that the new
Blue pilot would have battled such
an innovation tooth and nail if it
bobbed up during the day.s. he was
holding down a desk at -Y&R.

cent

product, it's reported, led to
decision that the approximate $10,000 weekly outlay- (network time alone cost the company
$7,800 ir week) was unwarranted.
Dropping of "Gay 90's" terminates
an almost eight-year run on radio
for' the product's sponsor with a
variety of shows dating back to the
initial "Pick and Pat'' program.-

company

,

When

"Gay

90's"

the

Vacates,

Switch from this agency to the
Blue of v.p. and radio topper Hubbell Robinson, Jr., effective Nov. 15,
when he'll take over direction of
all
programming and production
and become a vice president, climaxed last week's developments on
the Y&R to Blue excursion train.

Frank. Sinatra-Vimms show moves
over from its present Wednesday
night spot on Nov. 20.

Hunk

Big

of Coin Lured

to

|

Here's

how Hooper
"v

15:

';

•••.-•

take over general nvah-.

agership of

WOL

that

under new

here

Ownership of Gardner Cowles, Jr.,
not only gives Jones a base pay and

K.O. s Halsey

''..'.

"March

bonus, but also a share in the earhI

as successor to Jones...

"Mr. District Attorney.''

1

V

hi;

:
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Blue's
I'ect'ge"

&

•

,

j

l

action

no final
Chester

is

in

still

steps,

the

having

j,

agement

talk

ben

j-2.4

1.7.

:-.'.

policy-

members

"Relaxation

pletely settled.

.lean

-'

'

.

>

:'.:-''.

'..

,

:

'

.

Evans

San Francisco.—-Albert

for.

on V-E. Day.
Platter includes, five raps of a rubber ..m»llot on the bell, plus a brief
message on rad.io and liberty.
use-

way

thef,

Into Mutual

K

.

NAB

is

it

-'---'*.

'Relax' Stanza Slips

hike problem won't be tackled until
comthe Blue"s top personnel

soimd of the Liberty Bell .in
Philadelphia.
Disc is being di..^
all

which

was, under

discussion,
with final decision to follow after
'
confabs with agency execs.
Also intimated is that the. hitchthe.

11.8.

of the

to.

.

.1

;

LIBERTY BELL DISCS
V. Washington, Oct, 3., ;
NAB has arranged a transcription

tributcd

then- killed' this .project,
would do the whole book

staling they
j

LaRoche web's mm*' ..nothing,
operating head, staled Mon. I2i that turned out,
lukert.

:

Mrs. :Ndrthi"
"Piilmoiive Party," 1

..

stage,

14,1.

Ai'.cn. 13 4

:

I

'

;

Frank Sinatra-Vimms Show;
'""•Mr.

:

:

15.0.

ICW

>

/Bums &

from the continuity.
Miss Halsey's book deals ."in part
with race prejudice and intolerance
i,i the Army.
Original adaptation by
"March of ,Tiirie",staffer.s dramatized
it. accordingly. Menser turned thumbs
down on it, on the ground it would
violate censorship policies, especially
oil the controversial subject .angle,
lie is .quoted' as saying, "You can. say
nothing about intolerance!"
After Menser's rejection, MOT did,
rewrite, using only the love story
phases of. the novel. Time m'ag man-

;."

Blue network is thinking of dropping cowcatcher and hitchhike an-,
nouncements. thus making it tinafijmous with the major webs.

J(5.2.

".Screen Guild," 15.5.
',.-..
V, Kaltcnborn. 14.4.
"
"Your'.H.it Parade," 14.4.
''Kojlegc oi>,Musicai
i
first

'

MOT

GET BLUE EXIT CUE

6.8.

into a cen-

on Thursday's

'

RIDERS, BOVINE TRAPS

','

NBC

28) broadcast when the chain refused to allow the show to air
dramatization of Margaret Hiilscy's
new book, "Some of My Best Friends
Are;
Soldiers."
After protracted
wrangling between Clarence Menser,
NBC's program veepee, and
reps, the dramatization was deleted

.

top-

Time" ran

of

sorship jam with

Il's a deal
infis of the local station
that, it's understood, virtually triples
Jones' income.
It's no secret that
CBS feels it's lost one of the smart-

v

.'-

Book

j

23.4.

Walter. Winchell, 19:5.
"Charlie' McCnrthy,"'-18. 7/
Lux "Radio theatre," 17.2.

Soapers' Daytime Grip

,

was learned

Censor Menser

KMOX.

St. Louis, to

H

,

Washington. Oct. 3.
under
arrangement
Jones has checked

S.

:

Bob Hope

!

Buck

,

it

'

;

is

rates, the

'

.

2),

1

Stan Joseloff also is leaving the
agency to join the programming
'-.-'
Continued on page 29)

The Fred Waring Thursday evening Blue show has dropped from est operators in the field and sought
2.7 to 2.5. (Indications are show may to persuade Jones to remain in St.
be switched to better time.).
Louis, with the latter yielding to the
The Fanny Brice-General Foods templing coin arrangement.
Sunday night CBS show, gets an
'lh view of CBS' ambitious postinitial rating of 8.4, with the new war expansion plans for KMOX, it's
Kate Smith CBS Sunday night hour- considered as the logical step for the
long show, tabbed at 10.7.
net execs to bring in a technical rrian

-

Further indication of the trend
away from soap operas- is. seen in
pbn.S'-.'of General Electric to air .five
half-Hour, weekly daytime shows' of
the mystery, variety and comedy
Young &
through
Outfit,
type.
Rubicam, is currently auditioning
airers that meet the non-soaper speci-

This week

To WOL, DC, For Cowles

j

:

GE Planning

Merle Jones From CBS

out as general manager of

to the air

Pepsodent;

Take It Or Leave It."
Joan Davis-Jack Haley,

fications.

m

it's

pipe

Financial

right back at the top of the Hooperating heap, with Walter Winchell
in second place, in the newest iScpt
30.) rating report,

series

Time locales for the shows haven't
Toleclo.— Harry Lamb, head of the
radio division of the Toledo Board been, bought 'as yet, though' underof Education, has been named chair- stood that agency has first call on
man of the Toledo area committee to choice dial slots, No decision whether
make recommendations for 1944 win- shows will be in strip form or at
ners of the George Foster Peabody varying- limes; On .one. network or
radio awards.
different: nets.,
.

Top Hooper

Nesbitt

Execs of Liggett, Myers Tobacco
Chesterfield) $411 audition two
musical programs today (Wednesday), as possible replacement for
company's current CBS
program fea"
Co.

Tobacco's cancellation of

-

,

-

.

plugs Oxydol and Ivory.

Packages

For 'Gay Nineties
U. S

Monday night CBS "Gay 90's"- JoeHoward show and' relinquishing of

which Merle

I

j

j

Edward W. Wood, Jr., Mutual network sales manager for five
years. He was succeeded yesterday
nation of

.

Blue's; all out effort to step
the programming field, naturhas raised the question as to
whether the chain also has in ;mind
the idea of forging a direct link with
national advertisers.
Pro in eh t
agency people are wondering if the
Blue, provided it reaches a position
l.tt'~-WM*ti'; '..i^i^^;b^ti!K)ini$C8'' .cancompete on equal terms with current' commercial shows, will go a
step further and attempt to sell
lime, program; producers, directors
and talent in one transaction.

ally,

j

|

gram

'

The

into

i

comedy strip headed by Jack Kirkwood takes over the Coast time utilized by sponsor's "I Love a.Mys-

As MBS Sales Mgr.

>'•

•1

j

and resultant
its

better than, the nation's
favorite
stanzas which, up to now, have been
00
agency products.

;

.

sales of

10

'

-'-.

Barnes Vice Wood

r

a

Gs Too Steep

I

'

When David

Trek to the. Blue from Y&R is
generally agreed, to the
it's
web's avowed intention of building
programming corps able to whip:
together shows equal to,
if
not

cued,

the Blue's biggest cus-J

all

1

FM

vice organization.

tomer with "Spotlight" and MOrton

nighttime

|

FM

people originally wanted 80 to 100
channels and if FCC should decide
to provide this number, the compromise plan would likely go out

-traditional "Tap Day." LaRoche has wooed key men from the
agency with an efficiency rivalled
only by Gen. Hershey's selective scr~
sity's

Ray Knight
Winifred Lenlhan
Warren Gerz
Gerry Murray
Harry Rausch

execs

-shows going cross the board.
year long. The Blue sales staff,]
programming structure, Colgate on it's known; isn't any too happy over
"Spotlight'
Nov; 22 takes over the Wednesday the. possibility that
might, in view of the net's feelings,
night CBS
9-9:30) spot being vabe abandoned as a cross-the-board
cated by the Frank Sinatra-Vimms program, since they know that any
attempts
program.
Latter rnoves into the
to sell- the 9:30 Tuesday
Monday night 8:30 slot now occu- night niche opposite the high-rating
pied by Gay 90V which U. S. To- Fibber McGee & Molly show pre- J
sents a poser that isn't easily solved.
bacco is dropping.
Within the ranks of the Blue execs
While Colgate is switching over
from the Saturday night 8:30-9 seg- there's a definite division of opinion
ment, where it's currently repre- as to the wisdom of tampering with
sented by "Inner Sanctum," plan is the "Spotlight" program, some conto substitute in place of "Sanctum" tending it has a consistent nightly
a high-budgeted show along top pro- pull that doesn't reflect itself into
duction lines in view of the Eddie the published Hoopers and Crossleys
Cantor opposition on. NBC. Ted and that already a pattern's been
Bates is the agency oiv the Colgate- evolved to rebuild the show after
the war that will react to the dis"Sanctum" account.
Procter & Gamble captures the. tinct advantage of the network.
Similarly, it's known, the Blue
Saturday night CBS spot on behalf
of Lava Soap, with the Biow agency, made an unsuccessful effort to yank
handling
the
currently the.Energine "My Best Girls" show
account,
out of the Wednesday night .8:30mulling a show for- the niche.
9 o'clock spot and move it over into
Sunday afternoon lime. However,
the show, which has been renewed
Jack Kirkwood's Coaster
by the sponsor for another 13 weeks,
stays
put
following
reported
squawks, although the production in
Part of P&G's Testinggeneral is being bolstered by the adof an orchestra arid: 'a pubSherman Replaces dition
licity appropriation provided Yoim;
As part of the test campaign in- & Rutficarri, which handles
the ac
augurated several weeks ago by count.
'.
,"' ::-' —';.»
Procter & Gamble on its day timers.its

Jr.

Y&R

Blue to

Downey

at bolstering

nated Blue, sparked by the ascendancy of Chet LaRoche as top man,
and Young & Rubiearm In the manner made famous' by .Yale Univer-

Gorman

Walter

new Chet LaRoche regime to frown
upon nighttime strip shows, involvBands"

up, in racli'o since, the NBC-Blue divorce, this time involves the rejuve-

to Blue

Adrian, Sa.mish
Stan Joseloft

top coin spenders, on the network
Case in point is the reported cui>'
rent attitude of the Blue under the

ing the Coca-Cola "Spotlight
9:30-10 o'clock show. Blue

Most sensational, personnel' shake-

<k-\

Y&R

Chet LaRoche
Hubbell Robinson,

pite its ambitious motives to garner
better ratings, is inviting- trouble if
it antagonizes clients who have been

Off Vs. Cantor
Aimed

.

JoseM Called For Show Hypos

nighttime programming sked re-

its

gardless of the attitude of the web
sales dept. or sponsors of the socalled "weak sisters". In some quarters it's felt that the network, des-

have been huddling with D'Arcy
agency reps on the show. Coke, in-

One of the difficulties is thai the
41-42 .megacycle area is now occupied by Government services which
might object to being moved. -,.
channels would include
The 75
only 10 for educational purposes al-

some of the intervening services

itself

Colgate Squares

agree.

the

P&G

presents

on NBC at the same time. Latter
program is on behalf of Du2.

-.-

The

Vs.

situation

agencies, it's known, .aren't
taking any too favorably to the
Blue network's decision to bolster

(

Both the FM and tele panels of
RTPB have agreed to the compromise, although neither panel appeared completely satisfied, and there
is still no indication that FCC will

though 15 are being asked.

Odd

Some

with Procter & Gamble skedded
to. take. over the Saturday night
8:30 CBS spot being vacated by
Colgate's "Inner Sanctum."*'
Sponsor which captures the
spot to plug Lava Soap, will find
itself bucking another P & G
show "Truth or Consequences")

of the hearings on Frequencyv allocations, by. Dr. C. B, Jellifl'e, chairman ot Panel 2 (frequency allocations) of RTPB.

of the

Wooing Key Y&R Men; Hub Robinson,

FCC As Hearings Open

Laid Before
•

i

',

has' beeli appointed chief engineer
of Blue's 'Frisco station KGO. Evans.'
takes T. B. Palmer's place as head
of the engineering department, latter moving up to gen. mgr.
.

:"

Tighe,

Adams,
sored
i

iind

on

in

Sundays

Music,"

featurinfl

Bob Hannon and Dick
his band, will

Mutual

by

be spon-

Miss

Swank

Slips, Inc., starting Oct. .22 in the
9:45 to 10 p. m. slot Sundays,
;
Jerry Law' will direct the stanza,
.

I

I

.

Hirs'hon

&

Garfield

is

the agency.
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Wednesday, October
"TIME TO SMILE"

"RADIO HALL OF FAME"

JACK BENNY

With Mary Livingstone, Phil Harris, With Ed Wynn, Keenan Wynn, An- With Eddie Cantor, Harry Von Zell,
Bert Gordon, the Sportsmen, Nora
drews Sisters, Ted Busing, AlexRochester, Don Wilson, Russell
Martin, Joan Davis, John Brown,
ander Knox, Geraldlne Fitzgerald,
Hicks, Fred Allen, guest
Arthur Q. Bryan, Leonard Sues
Paul Whiteman Orch, Alfred NewProducer: Robert Ballin
orch
man Orch, Glenn Rlggs
Director: Charles Buck
Writers: Izzy Elinson, Bobby O'Brien,
Writers: John Tackaberry, Milton Producer: Tom McKnight
Johnny Qulllan
Sam Writer: Mori Lewis
>
Josef berg, George Baiter,
Producer: Ted Bliss
60 Mins.; Sun,, 6 p.m.
Perrin

"TWO ON A CLUE"

With James Melton, Alee Templeton,
Mary Martin, Pete King chorus, Al

With Louise Fitch, Ned Wever. Ronny Lias
Producer: Harry Ingram

Goodman

'

'.'

•

Strike).

..

-V.',

"Holding
(Ruthraufi
'

Some

& Ryan)

day. historians

and research-

Thev'U be particularly intrigued by
any" number of factors surrounding
the significant (at least from a trade,
standpoint ) event of that memorable
Jack*
that
evening
evening the
Bennv and his $25,000 weekly, package returned to the air; the evening
that found him for the first time

—

\

Lucky Strikes for George
Washington Hill; the evening that
jjzt,^ '"ft?* opposition on CBS, namely

selling
-

General
Foods, bucking the Benny entry with
a coin outlay that established a highwater boxoffice mark for radio (approximately $50,000 in productiontalent costs alon e for two rival shows

Kate Smith and

his ex-boss

to

tablished last
co's "Hall of

same formula esDecember when Phil-

the

Fame" bowed in with
hour-long Blue network stanza,

its

broke
initialer
evening (11 With Ed

season's

this

fast

Wy nn
Keehan; the Andrews SisTed Husing. Alexander Knox

Sunday

;

his son,
ters,

and-Geraldine Fitzgerald.
.

.

v.'

,

Latter two. of course, were in

..as'

part 'of 20th-Fox's 35-minute packaged version of Darryl P. Zanuck's
"Wilson" piped in from Hollywood
to constitute a solid last-half block
on. the show with Alfred Newman's
orch handling music from there.
Idea of trying to condense the 154min. film into little more than a hallhour presented a tough scripting
problem w hich was hurdled as well
as could be expected. Nevertheless,
the enforced briefness of many sequences, which packed plenty of
socko in the pic, weakened the ai.r.

lahes version somewhat. Specifically, dramatized, version of the 'President's early, career at Princeton and
_
In a single evehlngT;
as governor- of -New Jersey might
They'll be intrigued, too, by an better have been covered by conassortment of footnote addenda that densed commentary, leaving more
were peculiarly part and parcel of time to punch home worthier highthe radio picture circa '44J45, and lights of timely significance- i.e..
the attendant "Battle of the Hoopers" Wilson's war days in the White
for Sunday night network supremacy House and the isolationist-internaand desire of sponsors to achieve tionalist struggle in the interlude
maximum merchandising sales re- that followed. . v
turns from their respective air packThis is not to imply that "Wilson"
They'll reflect on the switch and- Knox and Miss Fitzgerald didn't
ages.
in Benny sponsors which set the come through as a noteworthy conpace for unprecedented exploitation trib to the early season's airfare. It's
campaigns to sell the stars to Amer- just that there seemed room for imica; on the wide conjecture that preprovement as far as the mechanics
vailed as to whether Benny, in view of adaptation were concerned. Show
of his wide juve appeal, was the closed
dramatically
with
Knox
right guy to sell ciggies; of George pitching in his most effective thespWashington Hill's sudden decision to ing as the stricken Wilson, thwarted
yank him off the Pall Mall account in his desire fo r a lasting peace,
(
and bolster the Lucky Strike cam- voicing the fervent
hope that anpaign, and particularly of that Benny other generation, fated, despite his
preem performance with Fred Allen efforts, to engage in a bloodier war,
as guestar to counteract the Kate would find the means and the
Smith splurge.
strength to put an end to internaAnd in reviewing the findings they tional strife forever.
may wonder why radio, as the latest
Because of length of the Coast
entrant in the field of entertainment, excerpt, teeoff "Hall" presentation
continued each season to raise the had to be split into two distinct segante on coin outlay for topnotchers ments light and heavy.
Comedy
in that constantly narrowing "charm- and music burden was deftly shouled circle" and yet seldom earmarked dered by the jivey Andrews Sisters,
a segment of that coin for experi- Ed and Keenan Wynn and the Whitemental ventures.
man band with Ted Husing doing
Sunday's (1) teeoff for his new an effective job as guest emcee. He's
boss found Benny and his "family" in direct contrast
to last season's
back in all those old familiar places, Deems Taylor, and provided bounce
once more firmly entrenched in that and, a down-to-earthiness which tied
valuable 7-7:30 o'clock NBC slot, in nicely with
the first-half talent.
with the same capable support from
The "juke box kids" grooved all
Rochester, Mary Livingstone, Phil the
way with "Is You Is" to open
Harris (who just wound up a sum- proceedings and the maestro followed
mer series as replacement for Kay in turn, after a little reminiscing with
Kyser on the "Kollege of Musical Husing about their former associaKnowledge" show) and Don Wilson, tion on the Old Gold series 15 years
with still no inkling as to Dennis ago. Husing. incidentally, Was iriDay's successor. Nor was there any troed as the "grand old man of
indication on the initial broadcast as sportseasters" which
must have actto just how Don Wilson, who built
ed better than vitamin pills on
up those Jello and Grape Nuts com- Grant Rice and Clem McCarthy.
mercials into an integral part of the
Whiteman chose a Whiteman
Benny comedy package, will tie in oldie, "Avalon," for his orchestral
with the L. S. format, in view of the bit and. after giving
it the old mas
standard auctioneering plugs.
Of
...

—

...

—

.

course Benny and his writers, with a
boff assist from Allen, did okay by
his new sponsor.
In fact, that Allen-Benny set-to,
which sparked a revival of their
now-standard feud; was an eye-raiser
in some respects, paying off sock
laugh dividends from a Benny fan's
standpoint and must have handed
the trade boys many a guffaw with
the intro of George Washington Hill
as a skit character and some frank
"more-truth-than-poetry" inside-stuff
anent the Benny-Lucky Strike wedding and its attendant ramifications.
Even Don Stauffer (Ruthrauff &
Ryan radio exec currently on the
Coast) was integrated into the script.
That it all added up to a punchy
laugh routine and solidified the
Benny comedy pattern via the kidding of his sponsors is a tribute to
his writers. Benny has again firmly
entrenched himself; it's a safe bet
his followers aren't going to desert
him. And if the first show did nothing else, it unquestionably identified
him with his new boss.
Pending the new singer find, Phil
Harris handled the vocal last Sunday, with Frank Sinatra (alsoone of
Hill's super-salesmen) guesting on
next Sunday's (8) show.
Rose.

touch

clock

With Terry Pepin, Ted Cole, Bobby
Norris and Orch.
Director- Writer: Del McCarty
-

with strings, woodwinds
brass, turned back the
to kick the tune

years

15

on-the-beat
ground.;

- if -

nothing

-

else

back-

Wynn closed the N. Y. portion
the program. Billed as the per.
former responsible for bringing stu
did audiences to airshows, he pro
ceeded to make those in- attendance
glad they came.
With Whiteman
and Husing playing it straight,
Wynn reverted to the days of his
early radio triumphs to pump, home
a volley of gags delivered with gig1

tonal ascensions and the^ other
vocal props for WhicH~h~e's~ famous.
Surprise guest was Wynn's son,
gles,

Keenan. piped in from the Coast for
a

transcontinental pere et fils rib
bing routine. Best material was the
gagging at end concerning Wynn,
Sr.'s new radio show for Borden's
during which his claims of longterm contracts, boff Hoopers, etc.,
finally were broken down, cuein„
his admission that he'd "be on the
air next Friday night, anyway!"

by Glenn
same pattern

Commercials,

were cut

Riggs,

as always
— Philco quality, now helping
to win
to

the war. will be.available

Riggs

for,

better

when peace arrives. And
knows how to put those plugs
,.

'

......

"Variety" again is selecting the
show's talent, which it did last year,
too, when the program debuted.

——

.'

,

Time
'How

in Berlin."

Many

"Is

Hearts

You Is" and
Have You

Broken?" were "socko. Apparently
Sues will be built into a stooge as
well, along the simple ingenuous kid
lines.
Plants for the characterizawere imbedded in the first show.
Plugs were for Sal Hepatica and
Trushay, hand lotion, latter repre-

tion

senting a change in spelling from
Toushay. In any event, name did
not come over clearly.
Hitchhike
for Minit Rub followed.
Cantor closed the show with an
appeal for Christmas gifts for hospitalized GI's to be mailed to the
American Legion. Plans similar appeals for the next 12 weeks.
'

Merr.

-

"PRUDENTIAL FAMILY HOUR"
With Howard Lindsay, Patrice Munsel, Reed Kennedy, Jack
Smith
Milton
orch,

Rettenberg,

Al

Goodman

Frank Gallop.

Producer: Leslie Harris

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
WABC-CBS,

CO.

N. Y.

(Benton & Bowles)
Despite the dropping- of Gladys
Swarthout, the Prudential airer continues to purvey the same musical
fare albeit via a more varied cast.
Session continues to be a delightful

admixture of light and classical
music ranging on preem from "Time
Waits for No One" to "Una voce poco
fa" from Rossini's "Barber of Seville."
Patrice Munsel, youngster
who made her Metropolitan Opera
debut last fall, tops the vocal lineup
on the stanza with competent backing by baritone Reed Kennedy and
tenor Jack Smith,

Where

Templeton,

the hot weather

stanza was forced to depend on gaps
between musical numbers for humor,
some of these very musical interludes

now

provide, large dashes

of

fun.

Templeton has organized what he
calls "The Three-Ton Opera Company" (MelTON, WallingTON and
TempIeTON) which will give an
opci-ar ic tw ist to popular-tunes- The
victim on the initial stanza was
Swinging On a Star" which became
Screaming On a Star" at the hands
of above-mentioned trio aided and
abetted by Mary Martin, first of the
femme guestars.
Beatrice Lillie,
Grace Moore. Celeste Holm and Rise
Stevens round out the list of rotators.
Melton continues to dislay im:

proved vocal

abilities

each time but

his voice has certainly picked up
in quality with his entry into longr
hair activity. His treatment of Massenet's "Elegie" was a particularly
fine bit of work while his rendition
of "Perfidio" wasn't far behind.
Mary Martin also was up to high
standards.
Her chirping of the
"Trolley Song." while not in the cultural level of other numbers in the
,

show, certainly was on a performance parity. Entire cast joined in a
finale

medley

of

Gershwin

tunes

which was a fitting climax for an
exciting listening period,
Commercial copy was along the
typical serio-comic lines regularly
featured on behalf of the Texas Co.
by Jimmy Wellington.
Tttro.

"SIDE SHOW"
With Dave Elman, Johnny Olsen,
guests

Producer;

Adrian Samish

„•«

;

N. Y.

(Young & Rubicami
daytime whodunit cued by
get away, from the soap
ogerajTormatj^-a. good bet^to jyjrraL

New

desire

to

respKtaTJle au3ieTfce"irom among
housewife-fanciers of the mystery
story.
It's dished up with a gay
of sophisticated humor- similar to the. lull-blown "Thin Man"
and "Mr. and Mrs. North" evening
stanzas with an added asset in the
person of Mickey, the nine-year-old
son ol the principals,
Mickev s
somewhat cynical and adult observations of the foibles of his elders are
a clever garnishing to the usual tale
of the wedded couple tracking down
a clue.
Hep counterfoil to. the general sophisticated air of the session is the
hoked-up introductory commercial
which presented a femme inmate of
a prispii deathhouse asking to be
permitted to wash her things in Sat)-"'
na as: her last request. Meat of the
show, the mystery itself was cleverly written and directed and gave
just enough of the story to serve as
a tease to force carryovers through
the week.
Each case will run for
several weeks, and it takes top

"a

dash

,

scripting and direction tu hold" irr^~
terest over such an extended period.
Initial stanza wpuld seem, to point
out that these attributes won't be
lacking in future episodes.
Ned
Weyer and Louise Fitch provided
the session with suave make-believing as the loving Spencers who are
drawn into messy murders by a
combination of the husband's occupation, the practice of law, and the
natural curiosity of the diio,:
Commercials on the session were
the usual straightforward type, except for the opener, with stanza on
Monday (2) plugging Satina and La
France. Other sessions during the
week will also plug Postum, Post
Raisin Bran, Grapenuts and GrapeTtiro.
nuts Flakes.

"ROSEMARY"
With Betty Winkler, Lawson Zerbe,
Mary Jane Higby, Marion Barney,
.lone Allison
Writer: Elaine Carrington
Director: Don Cope'
IS Mins.; Mon. through Fi i., 11:15 a.m.

PROCTER

St

GAMBLE

WEAF-NBC,

N. Y. - \>
(Benton & Bowles)

P. & G. has replaced the classic
"Vic and Sade," one of the few daytime stanzas with any character or
originality, with "Rosemary/' Shapes

30 Mins.; Sun., 8:30 p.m.
up as being just another soapie,.
Sustaining
geared along standard serial formula.
WJZ-Blue, N. Y.
Betty Winkler plays Rosemary,
If the 1940's postwar era brings
small town stenog, character being
forth the flagpole sitters; marathon
projected on the preem as the kind
dancers and other assorted crackpots
of gal who acts as mother-confessor
that followed World War I, this proto everybody, but never gets herself
gram might turn out to be an ima sweetheart. Lawson Zerbe is a
portant Hooper contender. But, if
plaAmerican civilization young lawyer, with a strictlyadvice
as
hoped,
tpnic approach, who asks her
sticks in a more sensible groove and
as to whether he should accept an
the citizenry pitches in with, a senoffer- of a job in N. Y. and cut the
sible approach to the problems at
old home ties. Other characters inhand, "Side Show" seems doomed.
included Ma
The idea of collecting a gang of troduced on the debut
Dawson, standard homey mother
self-confessed nutcakes on the stage
played by Marion Barney, and
of a radio studio to have them show type,
Rosemary's kid sister, a typical
off their mental aberrations for the
sock
bobby
sort, played by Jone Almillions (it's hoped) listening in,
aims at the
might have sounded surefire, pro- lison. Show apparently
miss slant through the younger
vided it was advanced by a super- junior
sister, who larrups from one puppy
lative salesman. But listening to the
all sounds
result
was something else again. love affair to another. It
Aside from the fact that what very familiar.
Commercials in the east., done by
amusement this stanza might possibly have afforded was, of neces- Ed Herlihy, are likewise in the usual
carries
long-winded
groove.
Show
sity,
9Q% visual, the claims to
"fame" offered by Dave Elman's par- three products and three agencies,
ticipants were bizarre, to say the with regional announcements. BenBowles, which produces, has
ton
least.First guest, from Brooklyn, (where 56 stations for P. & G. white laundryelse?) was a Tarzan who liked to soap; Compton has 24 stations for
run up tree trunks, squirrels not- Ivory Flakes, and Pedlar & Ryan
Merr.
Withstanding. He engaged in a very has four outlets for Dash.
dull verbal exchange with Elman to
describe his hobby. Then came a
.

&

Negro

typist from Washington, probably the same one the newsreels
played up sometime ago, who tickled
the Underwood keys to music. Even
Elman's hushed announcement that
the guy hit one key 25 times a second
'
couldn't save him.
What was supposed to be the wow
was a gent from Chepachet. R. I.,
who has nothing better to do in his
spare time but memorize the contents of a Sears, Roebuck catalog.
(And they thought Willie Stevens
was crazy!) This guy proved he
could do it. Pages of, the catalog
were passed out in the audience and
he told the lucky holders what -was
described on the pages they held.
All- they had to do was tell him the
~

'

—

•

-

-

Howard Lindsay, producer-starrer
"Life With Father," emceed the
opening stanza with possibility he
carry through the series. He
was a little too stiff and formal for
a program of this type but another
session or two might mellow his
radio approach.
Vocal " standard's
were consistently high with highlight
being a montage of tunes from Reginald
de Koven's opera, "Robin
Hood."
Miss Munsel exhibits the
same weaknesses on the radio as are
noticeable in the opera house—her
tones, have a certain thinness although most of the notes are clearly
hit.
Kennedy, and Smith do compe-

to

a spicy, scintillating stanza.
Much of the added spice can. of
course, be traced to the satiric, topnotch
musical abilities of Alec

of

\

'

an informal setting—.all adding up

may

;''

i

WABC-CBS,

'.

N. Y.

(Buchanan)

,

Hooperating, but has a good chance
boost it. That's provided subsequent shows maintain the pace and
laugh, quota the preem offered.
Running gag is a takeoff on radio's
singing commercials, with two stooges, John Brown and Arthur Q. Bryan (unbilled), breaking in at various,
times to sound off with gag singeroos, excuse having been planted
that Cantor's sponsor has sold time
to other; advertisers as an economy
measure.
Tag line also comes in
through the jingle takeoff, each jin-gle-eiiditig-vvith-the-Hrie, "Or do-youwaht 'toT be a pig'.'" That tag Was
good for bellies on the opener., and
warrants repetition. Sounds like a
gag kids will go for and if they do,
it'll be one of those things.
With Cantor this year, as before,
are Harry Von Zell, doubling from
his customarily potent spieling into
stooging; Nora Martin, a plenty good
songstress who both soloed and dueted with Cantor; Bert Gordon for his
standard laugh-getting Russian routines; and the Sportsmen, male quartet. Emily Kip (Myrtle from Brooklyn), billed in advance for the initialer, did not show.
Guestcr was Joan Davis, brought
into the script through a gag jingle
as Sponsored by Mme. Fin's Girdle
Shop, one of the program's sublessees.
Her crossfire with Cantor
was okay, but their "Mr. Skeffington" satire was the one weak link in
an otherwise strong chain.-.Sues lived up to the buildup Cantor gave him, playing a fine trumpet,
crisp and tonally okay. His arrangements, both for his solo work, and in
the support given vocals on "Hot
to

Sustaining
tent jobs without, stealing the spot',;<
Donn.
WOR-Mutual, New York
light from the star.
Latter introed
Mutual has cased gal singer Terry
"Here's What
Pepin irt a 15-minute across-the- band, comprised of several excellent radio: seripter. You Are.'" written by
Elaine Carrington.
board musical package that is a soloists which round out this solid
Instrumental divertissement was
pleas.ant early afternoon interlude, musical crew, she delivered
"Amor" provided by pianist Milton Rettenindeed, if the teeoff stanza last Mon- and "It Had to' Be You" in good berg
who gave a dynamic interpretaday (2) is any criterion.
fashion.
Ted Cole, baritone, ren- tion of the "Warsaw Concerto." Al
Miss Pepin, who is well known in dered "I'll Be Seein' You" capably,
orch provided tuneful acNew England having been vocalist while the "band soloed "Kerry Goodman
companiment for. the vocalists and
with several name bands that: have "Dance" in topflight style. Numbers Rettenberg.
Commercial copy was
toured through that section prior to played were diversified in nature, the florid wordy
type usually disher joining the Yankee network, has and the 15-minutes zoomed by.
pensed by Frank Gallop. His word
a pleasant contralto voice and sings
Mutual plans to spot this session pictures of the future security proa swell ballad. Her speaking voice, at
1:15
each afternoon Monday vided by purchasing life insurance is
too, is easy on the air, as her m.c. through Friday.
It should garner a the perfect transposition of the inchores illustrated."
substantial listening audience.
surance salesman's usual pitch into
Backed by Bobby Words' WNAC
Steit.
the radio medium.
Tttro.
-'

CO.

WABC-CBS,

.

GENERAL FOODS

,

With Fred Allen out of the broadcasting picture for at least the first
WEAFv-NBC,
Y.
"•^-fYojrng-^ftirMcarirr^""^—?r* ^'Btl-xycrerhns~perctiTTO-^
The little guy with the pop eyes placement, James Melton, continues
came' back to the air Wed. (27) with to hold down the sponsor's Sunday
a show that was right on the ball. night franchise with added starters
With some new talent, notably Leon- bringing added strength to the lineard Sues, his trumpet and qrk; plus up. The Melton airer provided ena new running gag that's strong ra- tertaining listening through the sumdio showmanship; plus a tag line that mer but has taken on sufficient sta'
may catch on for exploitation a la ture by the addition of Alec -Templethe late Joe Fennel 's "Do you wanna ton and a string of rotating femme
buy a duck? line indications arc guests to be a more than adequate
Session prothat Cantor not only will have little entry in- the fall lists.
trouble holding on to his standard vides a wealth of musical talent in

Ed

of

over.

TEXAS

..

Writer: Louis Vittes
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 3:15 P. M.
>

-N.

around with a slide whistle solo and Writer: George Faulkner
Mike Pingatore's banjo sparking an 45 Mins,; Sun., 5 p.m.

living-

"TERRY'S HOUSE PARTY"

15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 1:15 p.m.

tfer

and muted

James Walling ton

Writer: Frank Phares
30 Mins.; Sun., 9:30 pjn.

BRISTOL-MYERS-

Y
Ui^^^^^MU!£hlSJLl

CO. (Lucky WJZ-Blue, X.

ers into assorted Fauna Americana
will look back on a certain Sunday
evening in the fall of 1944 and the
'44-'45 broadcasting season in general
and enjoy a field day on sociological
footnotes pertaining to radio sponsorship and personality rivalries.

orch,

Producer; Jack Wyatt

30 mins.; Wed., 9 p.m.

PHILCO

30 Mins.;. Sun., 7 p.m.

AMERICAN TOBACCO

1911

4,

"TEXACO STAB THEATRE"

.

"STEEL HORIZONS"

With John Baker, Betty Ellen Morris, Fred Dvonch orch
Producer: Keyes Perrin
30 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.

ALLEGHENY-LUDLUM

STEEL'/,

WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
(Walker & Downing)
Reflecting, perhaps/ the conservahave made
tive
leanings which

American iron masters preeminent
in

their

on

field,

Mutual

this

for

half -hour airer

Allegheny-Ludlum

Steel, of Pittsburgh, offers nothing
in the radio entertainment field
but banked, for it's teeoff Sunday

new

night

(1),

on familiar orchestral

and.

vocal selections and placed them in
the hands of capable and pleasing
page number.
performers.
Standard gimmick, it was anNice touch was the spotting of a
nounced, will be chance for outsiders
young soprano from Pittsburgh,
to volunteer and get on the show to
Betty Ellen Morris, in her bigtime
air their, pet peeves. Gong stops the
debut and she demonstrated she was
guy
and
applause
meter
tells ready for
Miss Morris' vocal
it.
whether he can continue. Bi-ooktalents were nicely showcased in her
lynite on preem got the go-ahead for
Street Song," and
solo,
"Italian
putting the blast on his wife. She
showed up equally as well duetting
only allowed him $5 a week for
with Metopera baritone John Baker
walkaround dough. A liquid air ex- in the signoff, "Will You Remember.
perimenter and a West Virginian with
stanza
:

'''." : <'

--','..

lS

'

-.

.

,

Baker lent strength to the
machine to pull up his pants
with professional contribs of "Stout
rounded out the show.
Next Blue web venture to hypo Hearted Men" and "Hills of Home''
his
own, and the Frederick
their programming structure .should on
Dvonch
orchestral group h^ld to the
be watched with interest. Maybe
singers.
they'll stage it on a merry-go-round high standards set .by the
—at least it would be different, if Orch numbers included "Only a
(Continued on page 28) :
that's what they want.
Ddtin.
a

;.

.

Wednesday, October

RADIO

1944

4,

25

AFRA FIREWORKS ON WAY
FDR-33.1; l)ew«y-2>.2
Wider interest shown in the current presidential ..campaign as compared to the one four years ago is reflected in the Hooper ratings of
the candidates announced late last week,
President Roosevelt garnered 'a 35.1 rating for his speech, of Sept.
23 his first political airing of the campaign. De\yey reached the peak
of his ratings to date with his answer to the Roosevelt talk from
.

Web-Blue Network Pitch To

,

Oklahoma City two nights

FDR

reached

82%

later

of sets-in-.use.

when he

(25)

compared

as.

Platter

attained a 25.2 rating.

Dewey's

to

r

56.3

Next few "weeks should produce
fireworks between
the
American

Both

c.

speeches were aired by two webs.
On the other hand, F.D.R., in a political talk over all four networks
in a
On- Oct. 12 four years ago, reached a 31.4 Hooper, w hile Willkie,
talk on Mutual, Oct. 7, and another on the Blue. Oct. 11, four years ago,
nabbed an 11.0 rating both nights.

Cleveland, Oct,

4

3,

;

will

Christmas.
Has already completed "The
Dick Tracy Movement,'- -with a
"Terry and the Pirates Suite,"
and others, in. the works.

It

Until

mer,

a new formula for
Tuesday night Pepsodent airer
NBC and has had it for two-

Statement
last

'':''"

.J.'r

week

;

For Air 'Academy'

by

'

listeners.

his

Hope
.manager, James L.

l

in

j

.'.

,

-,Survey

.According to Saphier, Hope's alhis
present formula
legiance to
from a number of factors.
Most important, of course, is Hope's
urge to entertain troops— same urge
that has sent him on his various
tours of Army camps both at home
and overseas.. Another reason is that j-'UpiyShc-'base WyBy""the number of
the present format is proving po- Umcs the actors work.
Only fretently effective as a sales medium, quency discounts which AFRA wants
with Pepsodent sales higher than to retain apply to announcers under
the special conditions.
ever.
Dentifrice, is believed
Discount eliminumber one seller in its field.
nation is also expected to be a hot
Hope is keenly aware of th e "criti- -potato.
...
cisms— and frequently burns about
all perform-3. Billing credits for
it— but figures, his manager says, ers, including announcers and soundthat the public- itself isn't as an- men.' on half-hour and longer shows,
If
noyed as the trade; maintains.
except that extra and supernumerlaymen are peeved, asks Hftpe; -,hQW a rjes who do not speak individual
come those sales, and how come the !| ncs P,eed not be credited... Union is
Hooperating. 'Hope's been alternat- 1T0 ^jjjj f or credits on quarter^
ing for top honors with Fibber Mc10ul s t a nzas. believing, that the freGee and Molly, for. some time),..
quency with which sbapers appear
Hope also points to. one theme
dajiv schedule... plus fact that
j nc
which, persistently repeats in his fan ca<l names would be repeated daily,
mail, That's the expression, of grat- vcM{Ql su ?n billing impractical.;
itude from parents, for what Hope is
4. Elimination of free ofr-the-line
doing to make things a bit: happier n'n ings, AFRA's .new proposal calls
fees
for their G I sons. Frequently, these fpl
p avnlcn t 0 f repeal broadcast
fan writers become quite sentimental ^ t he ofl- the -1 n ei:s are used within
about what "vou (Hope.) are doing
even days of 01 iginal an:ingv with
With that kind- of lu) ti-an<cnption rate, including refor our boys "
Hope-Pep- n ef ,',.#al pay, if. the, platter is bi'oadpublic expression, the
''
sodent logic, goes.. and with the for- ca ., a f'ie r seven days.' •"'
why
sales.wise,
dff
inula ..paying
s parity in West Coast, regional
So pn y wa*M'o-coast -pay scales! This
switch horses in midstream?
Hope Vill slay GI until final, victory. d0( s llol -.m^y "to purely local'
Michigan or
and, then he 11 change— plenty fast,
i.e.
yCi ,foka\ networks
"
'-,
Arrowhead network shows, but to
.

Buck

to

that it eliminates insertion of local
establish commercials
during the course of the
nation-, airing, a
practice in vogue at many
foreign stations. And for those advertisers with a particular trade-

mark, the one-program -everywhere
embodies a radio trademark
mean n> , that Smith Bros, for
cckl d pal al c ,
their two
bearded guys with a distinctive radio
theme: *
,..;
Dollar Rate Cards
Rate cards to be issued for the"
Blue's foreign affiliates will be styl-

'

iciea

:

,

.

:

Harris. L. A. office

|

.

|

]

|

foreign currency rates, as
well as eliminating the foreign exfluctuation problem. Means:

1

;

j

change

j

.

;

itime buyers won't have to horse
NAMES PJTCH IN FOR
around wondering how. much a
or zloty is-'worth.
ALAN YOUNG'S GETAWAY dinar,
Number of American
,

r.e'i

advertisers

Novel ad campaign, designed to with iriternatiohal
distribution
is
break down public le-istance to a <iuite extensive
and/in view of postvirtual newcomer in radio, has been war economic
expansion plans; likeup by Young' & Rubicam ly to increase.
lined
Blue's proposition
agency; on -behalf of Bristol-Myers also fits
in. with American plans for
connection with Alan Young's competition
111
in foreign markets, and,
show, -which
-

.

j

.

|.

m

.regular-season air
last night (Tues.). (Young
was. the summer replacement for
Eddie Cantor:)

first

'

I

!

,

j

I

.

|

"

;-'.'''.'"

'-

..:

j

.

.

|

•

:

Sergio, heard for five years
commentator' on WQXR. N, Y„
moves over to Blue network Oct. 30,
She'll be sponsored by/the .same nutWorsted. Blue.,stint will
j'-fit. Botany
Philadelphia..— A. B. Williams, be' heard in the 10:45-11 p.m. slot on
former night program supervisor' at Monday nights on. complete network.
:Lisa

Western hook-up .only:
fees lor soundmen
(j, -Commercial
on all Shows. Soujidei-s now .work
for the .'nets on a weekly pay basis,
but AFRA wants extra pay for sponPay scale is to be
-Drcel shows.
h'e.D.otiutcd iv.:c .!-!;> not been -set' by

Cantor's tag line refers to himself
"Alan 'Young's; winter-" replace-.

I

She'll continue also

"/'
I

.

Alfred

.1.

i

New CBS House Show

[dig.

,011

WQXR.

-Silhersteirt.'is the

!

'

'

'

'

the. ...'union.''

AFRA

'

...

also

.

'

,

I

-'this

'demand

)

'

.

i-

delinition- of a
'

agency.

menl.''--.

'•

JO

.

.

.

'./.

.

.'.

requesting a binding

commercial prpgram,
esult.ing

(C'.-iHimied on

lroin

paae 20

a
1

con;

..

/

•..'!'

-.'.'-.'-'•!

..

Robert, Shayon, director, and Robert

Sloane,

staff

are- cur-

writer,

WTOP rently working on: a new "This, Is;
Washington: Oct, 3.
CBS" program idea. .Show, which
Federal employees
will probably, be spotted, as a quara special performance
v. ill- present
weekly stanza,, will '.relate
of Arch
Oboler's "Catwife" over ter-hour

OBOLER'S 'CAT WIFE' ON

.

j

;

Shayon, Sloane Prep

Milliard.
I

the: majors'.

!

as

,

...

'

Lisa Sergio to Blue

Series begins Dec. 2.
Milton J, Cross will; announce,
with either Carl-.' Van Doren or
Deems' Taylor as intermission gabbers. Buchanan & Co. is the agency,

Blue reps sum the plan up by say"If American air lines plan "to
go international after the. war, why
-'•' ".
shouldn't radio?"
\

.

;

r

p.m. time, slot.

ideologies.

i

.

——

network idea
swaps on. sustaining

permits propagandizing

it

American

ing.

Shore/ Eddie
my Durante.
-Cantor, Eddie Gardner. Fred Allen,
F.d Wynn and Oz/.ie. Nelson-Harriet

Dinah

.

:

programs,
of

i

Ads, being launched next- week in
N, Y. dailies and trade papers, carendorsements of the "why-I^
ry'
like-Alan Young" variety Trom Jim-

•'•'

i

'

also' includes

'

-

.

since the international

preemed

.-

|

J

,

j

I

.

,

,

Lee & Losh, in his letter accompanying the questionnaire, asks for
cooperation from all members, of the rized in that
all rales, regardless of
field,. as well as rccjhc najjon jnvo]ved wi ji ge given in
ommendatiohs to help improve the ,U. S. dollars, saving
the headache of
scheme.
translating

j

[

i

,

in slancei

manager

radio-television

I

.

-

s anti

|

-'

'

KYW. an-

gramming/, wit.h complete control of
production remaining in the advertiser's hands in the U. S: Another is

for

|

:

|

Dec. 2 For Texaco

seeks

also

insures advertisers of quality .pro-

it

;

..!.'

For third straight year. Tcxaco Co.
sponsor the broadcast, of the
Metropolitan Opera each Saturday
afternoon on the Blue in the '2 to 5

Blue spokesman claims several advantages for .the plan. One is that

covering radio.

^

will

are so extensive
they even call for production men to
be sent to key foreign cities. Some
thought is also being given it's understood, to postwar recording devices, such as wire, to both simplify
the air-mailing problem and lower
the cost to advertisers.

regional or local awards; national
awards only, or, local and regional
only. Types of awards suggested in
elude station award .for community
servicer individual; award for wn ing:,one for best symphomc broadcast and one to the trade paper best

'

Metopera Tees Off

plans

whether trade opinion favors
'al;

.

Patt said he believed, as did
Sharpe. in religious freedom, and
added that under the stations' new
program setup more time would be
devoted to religious programs, ineluding these faiths without funds.

,

Advantages Claimed.'
Blue's

in
achievement
outstanding
for
radio, similar to Hollywood's Oscars.

.

j

Dr.

'-.'

'

•

'

.

the broadcasting industry of each of
the existing radio awards systems.'.'
Questionnaire also asks whether potential voters favor official rewards

in

Percentage Boosts
Demands made by AFRA for' its
new commercial code are:/
all
increases
for
1. Percentage
types of sponsored shows, percentages varying in different brackets,
but levelling off to approximate -a
.',:•'
10'i; pay hike.
v. 2... Elimination of virtually all frediscounts.
quency - of - appearance
Present AFRA code gives sponsors
15% discount .where actors, are used
five times a week in the same show;
10/;, for four appearances and 5%
for three. New proposal would mul-

'.-'.'
,-.;

force expires Oct.
1940 and amend-

in;

signed

:

connection

'-

-

>.

ed, last year to provide cost-of-liv•;'"...
ing pay increases.

for

stems

Under the station's hew
each religious group will be given
time in accordance with its popula-

staff.

,

,!

,

policy,

joined

Blue's 'international- chain is the
spot sales radio technique applied to
the six continents and their sales
markets rather than to U S. inj'rkcts alone.
It
involves recording,
in the U, S„ ot open-end pfattets,
to be. flown to those foreign affiliates
bought by the advertiser, with local
announcers to cue in -commercialsin the. appropriate language. Where
practical, complete recordings will
be made here, to eliminate any possibility of
trouble at the distant
,'--.'.
broadcasting end.

P. A.

•''

;

how

Contract
31. It. was

with frequently-heard criticism; of the Hope
show anent its dominant GI slant
and the criticism also that the
cheers, whistling and mitting so
typical of Hope's. Army, audiences
often louse up the show for home

Saphier,

WGAR

Y., has'

Time by Coast

This

.

'•'-.

'

made

was

.

Another Pitch Launched

.

:

.'.-'.

an' ex-

is

:

'

—

ar.ee.

tion status,

nouncing

-->'/:'

-'-'.

'

and-a-half years but he's going to
keep it in mothballs until he and his
sponsor feel there's no further need
for gearing his shows for strictly GI
audiences.
Until that time, Hope's
going to maintain his present policy of broadcasting at service men
primarily, with general public angles considered second in import-.

America.
Dr. Sharpe asked the FCC to investigate WGAR's policy and that of
similar stations and charged that
the Sunday programs have done
"more to break down respect for the
home, morality and religion than
any other single thing. It has done
Sunday
commercializing
this
by
through its razzle-dazzle soap-arid-;
sud programs."
WGAR had been carrying a Sunday program of the Baptist Associa-

WMCA/.N.

Round-the-world' chain

tension of Blue's entry,, announced
last June, into ihe south American
field and gives jts- international, activities far greater scope than origmallys envisioned;
At the same
.'-•''•;^'v':.-^' V'-'-''.:-:
time, j .the
S:
A; .'/expansion has "
reached the stage' where, the Blue
will shortly issue a rate card for:
• its -Brazilian affiliates. Latter stations are owned! by A. J. Byington,
Prizes, Jr. Deal calls for exchange of both
sustaining and commercial shows..
:

.

Bob Hope has
his

over

press' exists in

.

a

and

;
.-'/'
Hollywood. Oct. 3.
Another attempt to inaugurate a
series of awards comparable to the.
film industry's Academy of Motion
ing on coast -to-coasters. ;
Picture Arts and Sciences, with its
Of all AFRA's demands, those just Oscar honors, is being made here.
listed are expected -to be the most Hundreds
questionnaires have
of
controversial, with the air credits, been distributed to stations; execs
pay hike, end-of-free-rehearsal and and
employer
professional
and
regional parity provisions likely to groups by Lee & Losh. p. a, firm,
produce most of the fireworks.
making a survey for the sponsors
At the first confab were reps of of the movement.
i
the four, networks, the Am. Ass'n of
Plan is said to provide for one
Advertising Agencies (4 A's) and a organization or individual to control
dozen-odd agencies. From now un- the group, but With a democratic
til the new codes are agreed upon,
system to prevail in that the vote
AFRA and the employer reps will of a musician or actor, for example,
meet daily at the offices of one of would equal that of a network, staAFRA has notified tran- tion ,or executive. In endeavoring
the nets,
scription companies that the wax to get overall reaction
radio
of
code will be taken up as soon as the workers, questionnaire asks.
Indir
network-agency contract: is set. .';•/.' cate your opinion of the value to

War's Over, Keeps GI Slant

the same way that a newspaper
serves the public," in that churches
can buy space in papers, besides getting space and that a "great religious

.

In

for prospec-

covering 11 western states,
be paid same as those appear-

show's;
..would

I

Use

But Won't

•

tion.

permit.

•

Bob Hope Has New Format

-

;

and is due to maas soon, as war conditions
Blue's lineup will offer advertisers a chance to' sell their propi alters,
duct, via 'American -made
in one or more of' 50 countries.

terialize

:

ganizations; that they should not
appeal foivmoney; that they should
be responsible to the FCC and the
people, that no radio station should
have the final say in what goes on
in the name and on behalf of religion, neither should it decide upon
A commercial station
the speaker.
is not competent to conduct a religious program because it does not
have the technique, the background,
the qualifications to do so. and because its heart and soul is not in it.
"The air does not belong to a com-,
Some provision
mercial statidn.
must be made' for free churches.
Radio is gradually squeezing the religious programs into shorter and
more undesirable hours and -now
even for this greatly abbreviated
service insists on deciding the programs and selecting the speakers.
Dr .Sharpe challenged the state-

manager,
that the radio is primarily ""a publie service institution and serves in

|

.

AFRA

|

real threat to the freedom of religion and a denial thereof."
"We believe religious programs
should be paid for and under the
auspices of bona fide religious or-

Patt,

duo

niche

tune

team

the,

':

-

Highlights of the radio.; performdemands include following! 10%

programs
select
conform to the religious

views of the station and serve as an
instrument in the advertising of the
station.
This policy, I contend, is a

ment by John

web

tiah-

a.;worid : wirlc

Blue network

.

to place the

is

for.

has been put on paper by the

ents,

15-minute

tive sponsors.
Pair were regulars oii the Philcp Sunday -eve"ning." Blue .show this past sum-

including spielers and soundmen, on
half-hour- or longer shows; elimination of free rehearsals on network
sustainers: drastic revisions of presdfl'-lhe-line
ent
regulations;
and
wage parity for West Coast- regional
commercials.. Latter proposal would
mean that performers on Coast

WiH undoubtedly
that

Plan

showcase

increase, on all commercial scales;
air credits for all
members,

'"

•

week.

late last

salable

ers',

Dirge for 'Brow'?
Henry Syi verm musical director of WINS, N. Y., and one of
the busiest freelance organists in
the. radio business, is/readying a
"Comic Strip Symphony" for

WGAR

-

Combo

Meets Girl."

-plan

scription chain, covering all contin-

across-the-board musical, stanza,,
featuring the. voices of Ilene
Woods and. Bob Johnston, was
auditioned' by the Blue network

sound effects men. -.include' a num.
;ber of; ^controversial demands repI resenting, drastic
revision of policies
fin radio talent procedures. AFRA's
demands, totaling about 1.000 typewritten p ages, ar e .KRjieraUy aimed, at
increasing- the performer's share in
radio budget.'>

For the second time within a
D, R. Sharpe, executive
secretary of the; Cleveland Baptist
and/ its policy
Assm. blasted
of handling religious programs in a
letter to the FCC.
Referring to WGAR's policy of
riot accepting paid religious broadeasts and permitting "free time to
religious groups each week," Dr.
Sharpe wrote that tinder this policy
"the commercial radio enterprise

Boy-Girl
'"Boy

:

WGAR's Church Policy Blasted Again

month Di

*" A

following presentation Wed. .(27) of
AFRA's new codes for both commercial
and
sustaining
shows.
AFRA's proposed contracts, covering acto.rs, singers, announcers' and

.';.-'.

Up

U.S. Business; 50 Countries Lined

Federation of Radio Artists (AFRA)
and the networks .and ad agencies,

i.

I

f

A

j

j

i'.i;

WTOP

t

\':;m

'

all

'

here

Casting
Foot)

of

is

Oct..

1 5.

,

being handled' by

.

of

*

;

"to" various

Idea

the

is.

CBS

activities.

J'!

.

a resumption of a similar

Drama Club; .organiza- program, put on; by
Mint j«'tii".< a a©..
Government workfij's.'

igiit.crs'

the

network

1

.,

I

-
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Dems

MORRIS NOVICK EYES
Inside Stuff-Radio
C'het

La Roche

not s'oing.to be

is

to. some pains to reassure Blue employees they're
as a resuif of the. net's new administration. Starting

going

fired-

Campaign Spots on NBC

WNYC;

Democratic National Committee,
which had been thwarted in its attempts to clear five minute spots on
NBC, has suceeded in breaking the
Total of five such NBC
stalemate.
spots lias now been lined up with

Morris Novick, director of

hon-comenter com-

1

merial station, plans to

mercial broadcasting as soon as the

4,

39 U

Petrillo-KSTP Squabble

COMM'L POST POSTWAR
N, Y.'s muriicipally-owned,

next week he's going to hold regular weekly -meetings with all department
Department bosses, in turn. are. to
heaiisat the -.University club,- N. Y.
let. the help know what's going oh;
has inaugurated a system whereby any. -announcements
La. Roche al
concerning personnel or policy changes ar e to. be d elivered, before being
^•eleased^Wlrade. .puDTlcaViohs,'-io.ali. bMptd)>ees; .'f\'eit.".'6lt.i'ce 'bbysl. ...-I'litS?
when the net hired Hubbell Robinson last week, the mimeographed handout was on every desk, m the joint before going to the press
Blue exec's attitude is that he doesn't want his staft'ers to find' out what's
going on within the organization from trade papers. figuring- that, that
system .Injures morale: .Also stressed is. the fact, that .changes- made so
tar have only been in the Blue hierarchy.

Clear 5 Capsule

Rears Head As

Political

Talk Cancelled by Labor
Minneapolis, Oct. 3. ;'.''
..
Long-standing stalemate between
'

.

KSTP here and the Minneapolis
wal j, 0V er, Novick made the disipfiaLMJije^m.^^
L«lo^j.re^-hiH«da.y-^8^»t-^-^te^^
bought so far by the Dems are bet- siciahs is given as the reason for,
inonial luncheon tossed him at. the
ing sandwiched in between NBC's caitcellation of a campaign speech
Astor hotel, N,. Y.;. by network and top rating shows.
by Byron G. Allen, Democraiic
indie trade execs, .-;"",
Only one such spot had been made Farmer Labor gubernatorial candiNovick, in a three-minute talk fol- available tip to last week in the date, skedded for KSTP.
Democrats'; plan to capture maxiAllen was' slated to talk on the
io wing the feed, stated, he had taken
with minimum dis- station Oct. 9, but when the, Minnethe WNYC spot, with its war activity mum audiences
Central
Labor
involvements, as a war job only, A ruption to commercial schedules. apolis
Union
the Philip Morris-Ginny squawked. Hubert. H. Humphrey. Jr.,
This
on
was
berth
WNYC
proposition,
Minnie
Pearl
of.'the
east
"Grand
city-owned
edited
by
of
Gazette,",
'-'Grinder's Switch
Simms show, and was cleared by. the DFL state campaign manager, orOle Opry," Saturday night NBC program,, has a large circulation among has limited financial possibilities,
Co., which also handles, the. dered
Biow
its
and
post
taking
the
onceiaNoviek
,prOgram---despile
that
.paper,
published
with
calicctlatibn.
fact
Central
.'.'the.
fans of: .the hill-biliy.
National Committee radio Labor group has indorsed all DFL
Democratic
pubas
a
ceiling
monetary
sell
copy.
attendant
foui
pages
and
lor
25c
a
comprises
only
montli.
•':•'.
accoOnt,
candidates, with the. pressure, against
Personnel, at WSM Naslu illc, from which "Opry" originates each week. lic service chore. ,v
Spots since cleared include five
also reaps plenty of .coin handling concessions oh song books, eats, etc.; dur- i
Tribute. to Novick brought out reps minutes on ''Information Please," the purchase of KSTP time traced
to James C. PetrlUo, AFM head.
ing the Saturday marathon which starts- at 8 p.m. on WSM and continues ol" all networks and virtually every
9 (H. J. Heinz): Bob Hope, Oct.
Oct,
studio
audience.
Humphrey declared "There would
Also attending
tinti! midnight, before a packed
,N. Y. independent.
10 (Pepsode'ntV; Kay Kyser, Oct. 11 be no difficulty if KSTP wou'.ri setand speechifying briefly was Grover
Tobacco), and Ilenny tle its lpng standing controversy;
(American
Y. CDVO head,. who. takNon-technical, discussion, of.. radio and. how it works is'- Offered in book Wiialen, N.
Youngman, Oct. 18 iBrown & Wil- with the union."
suggestion from: Novick. said
Pepsodent originally reby Kingdon S. Tylei .construction engineer at CBS. to be published Oct, ing a
.liamson)
of
studios
KSTP
Minneapolis
the CDVO was going to prepare a
jccled the Democrats' proposal, later
5 by Harcourt. Brace & Co. "Modern, Radio,'" as tome is titled, deals with
stations
special certificate: for HJ
have been without live musicians
iiifida'menfat' operating- principles of nukes, radio tubes, transmitlers, anchanging, its mind!
'
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Second annual "Can You Top This:?*' partv being tossed Saturday (7) by
Senator Ed Ford. Harry Hcrshfield and Joe, Laurie, Jr. again uses the gag
invite, telling, guests that the occasion is to honor ''Joseph, alias Jo, alias
Annual affair is supposed/to celebrate Miller's
Josias, alias Joe Miller."
•
-,»
"debut as a comedian."
Testimonial starts, at 10:30 at the Park Lane. WdR-Mutual will air the

'

man; Art Hayes; WABC, who emeced,
and Dave Driscoll, WOR-iVlBS.-

broadcast,
five-minute

,

.

.

tiser,

•

N. Y; for Brief Stay

Oct- gives Walter Winchell a pat on
five
the back via its ratings of r^dio shows. Winchell got four bombs
being maximum) for continuously waging "blunt, hard-slugging attacks
on the fascist enemy both abroad and. at home." Upton Close and Boake
Carter both received two duds "for casting suspicion oh our allies," Carter
'•.'.'
"Vwas also tabbed for fostering anti-labor prejudice.
Writers'

-

War Board Report

Denis

.for

(

Five-minute promotion recordings being aired by CBS for its Sunday
night hypo campaign put Fred Allen in the peculiar position of plugging
Comic cut a five-minuter for CBS boosting the Kate
his own opposition.
Smith Sunday night •siahza, with CBS airing it Sun. (1) at 2:55 p.m. ,Few hours later. Allen was guester with Jack Benny on NBC opposite
the Smith show Allen had blurbed earlier that day.

...

;

'..

—

.

Three-column NBC ad in the N..Y. dailies Mon. (2) showed Oscar
Levant as one of the experts on "Information. Please," even though pianist
is not appearing on the quiz show this season'.
Ad was made up three
weeks before publication, before Levant's split with Dan Golenpaul, show's
producer, became known. Ad was one of a series NBC Is running- in its
\'
'program promotion campaign.
.'(.',
v

and,

-

-.1

W.

member

Brogan, /London prof
of BBC's board of ex-

was

a
the

CHI HDQS. BUILDING
'

'-:'

Brogan and Christopher Motley, troversy between the union, the
of the American quiz team,
Blue and True Story mag last year
will be. interviewed tomorrow (5)
which. AFRA lost in arbitration.
on Mary Margaret McBride's WEAF
AFRA claimed the True Story airprogram heard at 1 p.m..
ings were commercial, but arbitra;

..

Cotsworth As Gabber
On Boston Syniphers

•

Matty Malrieck is a "couple of othe'r guys" on the Friday night "Duffy's
Tayern"-Bristol-Myers airshow. Because he's conducting hit -orch under
an "exclusive" deal for his other air program, -Joe E. Brown's "Stop Or
Go." his billing for the "Duffy" show Is "Don Dugan'j Orchestra,"
Mrs. Miller McClintock, wife of the Mutual network prexy, U the guiding hand behind a postwar housing project in Scarsdale to cost an estimated $3,600,000. Project, tabbed Stdnehpuse Farm Garden Colony, will
.,':'•"'
serve 280 families and cover 26 acres..
.

stand

since

that

the erection of a large broadcasting

'

Harry Kopen, y.p. in charge of
midwest operations, stated that sev*
era! sites were under consideration.
Proposed NBC headquarters would
also' house the local offices of NBC's
parent
company. RCA. although
building, if built, would be owned
and operated by NBC. Latter now
.

True Story wasn't buying the time,
even though the shows plugged the
mag, show was not to be considered

Staats Cotsworth, radio and stage
actor, has been pacted as narrator
on the new Boston Symphony-AUis

a commercial.

.

occupies 100.000 square feet
Merchandise Mart.

the

in

.

Koblenzcr to MCA
Other demands on the commercial
be
to
Bill
Koblenzer,
recently
disChalmers series which bows in on scale call for worksheets
signed by actors and production men charged after two years' service in
the Blue Oct. 7, In the 8:30-9:30 p.m.
AFRA
with
be
filed
the Army, joins MCA radio dept.
on all shows, to
••
niche.
': ,,.
as a check on rehearsal time, etc.; Monday (9).
With the concerts, batoned by costume maintenance fees and stateKoblenzer, who volunteered for
Serge Koussevitzky, emanating from ments to accompany all pay checks,
Boston. Cotsworth will be cut-in showing complete tax deduction: in- the Army, was an agent prior to
enlistment, working with the Ed,
from New York during intermis- formation,, etc.
Wolfe office.
sions to give a series of salutes to
Several demands in the network
industries and the part they're play-

-

.-:':•;.-.

'••

.'.

ing in the

war

sustaining code

effort.

AFRA

is

-

-

seeking are

the same as in the commercial proposal, these being the air credit, olTThe-line, and tax information clauses.
Other sustaining proposals are:

WHY HAS THE ANSWERS

j

of free rehearsals,
1. Elimination
This means' that while AFRA is not
asking for a boost in the base sus.

taining
!

Oklahoma!

To Radio Question

the

3.

studio and office building on- North
Michigan ave. for its FM, AM, and
television activities.

member

upheld

Chicago. Oct.

.

1

Continued from page 25 55

,

-'

-'
.

I

E AFRA Fireworks
tors

board directive

a'

work

Postwar building plans now. under
consideration by NBC may result in

.-'

I

obeys

NBC PLANNING BIG

regularly
it

whom

feelers had been thrown
out refusing to go along with the
pla n.
With /subsequent 'advertisers
contacted giving their okay.

;

:.

AFM

the

to go back' to

|.origiual

for the co-op Blue .network
"Transatlantic Quiz" program, will
switch allegiance and appear with
the American panel during his brief
stay in New York.

''

:•

til

a

perts

'

•

reclaim

not.

'

WLB

tane Tafther steps un-

segment if the, adverwas unwilling to fill in the re-

maining- time with the
scheduled, program, that
case of the sponsors to

Prof. Brogan, BBC, In

'

,._

could

it

since spring.; case now being in the
hands of the 'War Labor Board.

Tias't«if.usecl. 10

:

."'

goings-on, starting at 12:30 a.m.

,

NBC attitude on the Democrats'
timpeAilmiijALa^J^ while .the n_el
work could recapture an entire half
hour or hour period for a political

'"

'

up

,

•'

Lin recognition of their civilian detennas, receivers. FM, television' and color' tpie.yisiijti'. -£'AUr .the./sybjects
and glamorize icn.se radio services.
ar e simply explained with shmaltzy touches to dress
.'' f
Committee bn the affair included"
.." .' ,-';
the broadcasting industry^
..
N. Y„ chairLeon Goldstein.
'

.

I

income would

actors'

scale/,

be tipped appreciably, since rehearsal time would be paid for..
Present code allows from two to six
hours free, rehearsal.
'

2.

half

j

Pay
tire

for. all auditions, at oricbroadcast tee, including pay
Present deal
, time.

for. -rehearsal

calls for a flat $12 audition fee,

cluding

C'M ON
AS-K

1-

•

to, six

.;'-;

•-.

hours

"

-

Elimination

free

inre-

-

-

„•:.

present
clause whereby networks, can cancel
an individual actor's contract
any time up to rehearsal call.
AFRA wants straight pay or play

1 iiil

ME

two

hearsal.;.

<Jl*
3.

ANOTHER
V

contract.

the

of

.,>.-

-

J

pay for, actors doubling
two or more parts.
Beady to Grapple
Meets held' last, week: and first
half of. this week were discussion
talks primarily:, most of the time
4;

I

i
I

Extra

into

Now Back Again on

being given over to AFRA's presentation of its demands. This prese ntation. was scheduled to' bfe completed yesterday J.Tues.) or today.

WWL

.

|

NEW ORLEANS

.

I

with
actual
negotiations
and
counter-propositioning to follow.

:

:

-

INKY Hati Ewtythuuf
* The answers to a great many questions concerning radio
listening are now available in "The Oklahoma Radio Audience of 1944," the first and most comprehensive statewide
study ever made in the state.
It not only tells where, when,
haw often and to whom they listen, it tells what they listen
to, by age groups, sex and place of residence; who writes
to radio stations and why; and many other facts. If you are
Interested in radio, and in Oklahoma radio in particular, tend
far a copy of this new study,

OKLAHOMA CITY
NBC AFFILIATE
Representative:

The Katx Agency

Those attending the meetingscluded

Emily

Holt,

AFRA's

V:':ft

in-

TABLETS

na-

.

„.

Jr

tional "exec, sec!; -George Heller, as*'
souiate exec. sec. and treasurer; Ray

Jones and Claude McCtie, .executive
sees of the Chicago and Los Angeles
locals: K.'S. Raine and Frank White
of CBS; Erne'st .de la Ossa. Joe McDonald and C. L. Menser, NBC; Phil
Carlin, Blue; Julius Seebach and
J.
L Gunn. WOR-Mutual; A. C,
Hamilton, .WON, Chi;; Jim Sauter,
Air Features; Charlie Gaines. Frederic Ziv Co.; Kenneth MacGregor.
William Esty; A. K. Spertcer, J.
Walter Thompson: Leonard Bush.
Compton: H. Beckjorden,- 4 A'l
Stuart Sprague. NCAC and C: Lloyc
Egner, NBC; Thesaurus.

Selling

GROVE COLD

,

GEORGE

E.

HALtEY

TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
''hOTSI.
.

PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6. MO.
•. CHURCH PRODUCTION

AN .ARTHUR

—

INVISIBLE, UNBREAKABLE
CONTACT LENSES
INNER-SIGHT LENSES; Inc.
475 Fifth Ave. at 41st, N. V. 0.
Millc

llll

Tel. I.K •!-»<»<

No matter what's needed in song
or symphony,

—ready and

it's

on tap at NBC

available for

imme-

This stockpile of melody, which

diate playing.

For NBC owns and operates the
ing musical library—made

welt over half a million

up

years, is growing daily, as fast as

tunes

roll off

fast as

titles rep-

rhythm and folk chants to

the popular tunes to be released

composers can write them.

This

manner

is

another illustration of the

in

which

job in every
"broadcasting.
.

.

dexed, catalogued in every conceivable

sure.

;

how

to help build better

t

The grand

total of
.

many

done well

NBC its leadership, helps as-:

NBC's

position as "The Network

Most People Listen

ational broadcasting

of radio .>. of

.large and smallv.

helps give

here—indexed, cross-in-

NBC does a thorough

field

NBC goes the lirni
things

next week.
all

new

printing presses, almost as

of

resenting every musical era from

They're

NBC

has been accumulating for nearly 15

world's largest and finest work-

jungle

way— even in ways which enable singers
and conductors to find a song or score
after they have forgotten the title.

to

Most."

ompany

America's No.

1

Network
ft
•,».'

Service of Radio

Corporation of America

.

'

J
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Spectrum Doldrums
\

FM-Tele Compromise
O'ontiiuird

catcd that he

will

a frcczin
until some

'pi' es t'iU

may be .weeks before FCC

It

matti

'

'-

to.

'

six

m

1

its

ov

.

Despite the improvements, of the
•War, thCfe experts contc;nri that there
can never bo really good definition

-."''••
:

:

Highlights -'of
° „
.. „

video: in such narrow channels, and
that much wider channels are needed

lor cleat pictures.
this

move

":'

I.

Fly might

basis,

television, into, the

.

X

:

fight

much

to

.high-

er frequencies where wider channels
can :be provide^, even though it
ni^ans a delay in commercial opcra-

RTPB

-

/ High lights of the, report on television given by David B. Smith,
chairman of RTPB Panel No. 6. at
the opening session last Thursday
(2HI of the FCC frequency hearings
follow:

•-'.'-.',.'.'

•:

..

;

Robinson .SystemOne such potential development,
of course, is the so-called Robinson
present television sys-

-system/'.: The

tem

calls for
for sound, and

two transmitters— one
one for pictures— and

two separate

foi

receivers' in

the

cabinet of the home set. This is comparable to the early days of sound
motion pictures, when the sound
was provided on a platter separate

from the -HirThe Robinson idea is to have one
transmitter and one receiver to
handle both sound and picture,
Should such a system come into perfection in the- next few years and
give

better

definition,

necessary to scrap

all

it

would be

existing equpi-

Continued froin page

34

;ss
airs,

i'lu;:s

npfefrnry yfth' li^ifl-uiiiy
blurb mentioning a dozen or more
Pitl'sburgh manufacturers included
-among 'Allegheny's customers. "Steel
jfizons," judging from first show,
will provide a soothing Sunday night
ro -pile
for listeners
who've had
Tmniv.h comedy along abotit 9 o'clock.

be made for

,".

''

v

...-'•'

should be 26 .channels
4. There
available after the war. and
provisions made for additional chan-| "A S SJ G NMENT ON BRO.Vl WAY"
pels in a continuous spectrum later Wii'i Burns Mantle
The 26 channels should be be- 10 A- ins.; Sun., 4:35 p.m.
on.
tween 50 and 246 mc, with the panel Si staining,
;'•'"'
•':'•-- :hoping that other services will be
N. y,
pushed out of the area -to make
burns Mantle, veteran dramatic
additional channels available.
crit.c who retired several years ago,
5. Color video cannot be adequateshould have little difficulty in bltild7: mg a sizable audience of theatrely handled on six mc, channels.
[

made

;

.

B MW,

'.-:-'

-,

H

?»v>»

be made for'-l
6. Provision should
experimentation and development of
higher frequency channels for color
television, better definition black and
white, These channels should be 20
-.,'.-'
mc; wide.
7. As a result of war experimentation, there have been developments
which improve television performance and reduce the cost of receivers,
"FM Report Highlights

program develops along

his

framework he outlined on his
(1). His name has
goirs .fcrable stature among legit'fol-

the

in action again.

:•',

-,

Highlights of

RTPB

FM. presented by

C.

Panel 5 on

M. Jansky,

straight

— "there

-

C'an\cra work
ing present day

•

the

.

use."
2.

'

.'.:';'

*

•

The panel recommends

that

FM

'-;"-.;'...

-

off er

'

.

also announced he would
of ten best show.' ol -the
it
switch on his ten l.ir-t. rtii1
in book form.
He an-ed li-s

-lie

V-..-

•'•.•.--,'','

v,

card wa- telecasl

list

a

'

in

its

:

i

•'..').

Witn

-

j

—

author of comedy

..offered brief roviev. s of

-)

•f;'.
*

.

"While

"Son-; of .Nor*
Cleveland—Carl E. George; direct v-y,"- but in neither ea::e w.-m-intoiny/ details, probably because; both
for t hc
lor of operations at
had opened some time before
last three years, .has been named asairing.
':.-n.'s
".
:.
sistant manager. Has been 'with the
F. om the standpoint of mike techstation 10 years.
h'qu:.v Mantle needs 'more experience. Spoke too quickly on this show,
artf failed to give sufficient clarity

WGAR

-:,'

tage.

•>..:..--.,'.

5 Miiis.:

«'

_.:\

n

,

';'.;,'-.

-;

Sat., 11

HAM MFG.

'-::',-.

•

:

COi

ot

-"..Tcooiff

new

:

qiiarici'-hour

;

in

killed

'

:

'':!:' ; .:-'-

:
,

r-

'.\

':'''-'"'
'.';.'•!.'

Miss Victor had some
t;it« id
comfnents
on
•si'i.m,
and Young-- gpi

-!,

':

name

-hst

cle-

oil
.some
prejudices against wcimcivs
Mis*- Long has
vniifi, clear speaking rt.vle and
un c sense of humor, to ki op anv
sftui'j'hci-s out of program.
Ought to

'Please. Mr.. Streetch. Just o;ice don't finish
"•
i 'r

of famous second-helping flavor.

;

hold hoik. 'Clare's plenty of Wheaiir.*,
.'"Breakfast of Ckampionsl"

intelligent f'enimc listeners
and bivspcctive shoppers. Chathain
bljmkcl^ Sponsors got in unobtrusive
u.'t.!-.:.tor their product through gencim-.'.ssagc. o£ purcha.-ing quality
IhKi'X itl reputable department stores
thv. tighout country..
Broil.

.

'-.

:

l

whom.

of mmd',

Attention

Special

Radio and Adv. Executives

•

PRODUCER AVAILABLE
yetirn <-\|M'rl*Mii«' In i-nilioV
lliriitnv,

iih

imHfuciT,

ns*i\.

tlliiij*

Mini

|»rinliMrr,

mt]|i1 alitor. CHKtiiiK <lir*'<(«r n««l
.

oiiHiiiitor.

*,

VivmmiII.v <»U»|<l.v«' i[
rofewiK-es
but ilo*jlf(». (<» nm ke fliuMKtv willmi t>»
Itrst

<Ih.vm.

e

l«=

Iiiti'ro.stcd

nireiiry iiNMieitincnt.
.-

ii**t*vorU

I

WNEW

C
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Box 7234. "Variety"
154 West 46th St., New York If

Overseas for
'43

—Now

USO
in

Since Jan
France- ,

-

,

.

as next member, of the outto be used for video.
DuMont technical stall' has improved in the past few months.. Camcrews have finally nabbed the
technique of garnering a good picture, and the technical crews at last.
listed

let's staff

'

or

!
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Write or Wirt:

McGrath's .dii'ection showed, prow*
adding production values to the
that
aided the enjoyment.
will air prograriis on television every thi-ce. weeks, according
to present plans, with Paula Stone,
station's
Hollywood commentator;
ise,

i

aft'peol.'to:.

(Ais.o positively exploding wit 1 1 '.\vln>l<*"
itPiinshiceiil.) Jiltt 110 oitf'iiwls.

wheal
lit

Violin

-

stint

'
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'till

we've taken the picture." -;

Oifl> an Iron Man cotiltl restrain" liii
gstMi'ononiic pasj^piis when conf routed
by Tfie Ccical, . : . Crisp golden Hakes
'fiil!

them

and shoes.

•

And Hit

bv
in-

experience in radio, was completely
at ease before the cameras,- and aided
in -getting others in the;show in that
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stiaight-

ai-ii'Sing

t'K-rscs
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JAN RUBINI
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prisingly good, considering that majority of players, including the principals, were, having their first fling
at television. Ted Cott, with wide

breezy

chatty,

projecting the message via air
held between
and her g.uesK designer
Victor
and actor Roland

iin'ormal conversation

,

:

Acting on the program was sur-

h.-'-sc-lf

&.l->
y-oOrn/;

,'.;.

mystery, with the board of Ranson.
Dick Manners, editor of one of the
detective mags in the Hillman group
-of periodicals, and Dick Roffman. of
the same publishing company, with
Cott as interrogator, solving who

p\o-

61' fashion news and shopping
by Lois Long, style expert
and New Yorker ma", writer was
promising,
program
being
smart, informative and interesting.
Mi«K. Long., giving.:, sortie sensible
ItirVfs t v shoppers on what to seek in
l'l.-ts. perfumes and hair-cuts, dressed

her message

Bill-

i
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|.fno-t:

.-il.yle.
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show, produced
McGrath; which

sight

Stanza entitled "Cr.mc Quiz," was.partly com pr iscd of q ibries ancnt
specific characters in. the whodunit
field, and also the dramatizing of a
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Stopping Every Show
in Ken Murray's
-

:",-":.-.

cluded: Ted Cott; that station's program .manager: and Jo Ranson. thc
outlet's public] tv and saej'ial events,
director; with several fCmme members of its seeretarjal staff', was a
"•
clickeroo.

Martin Colfyn

:;cer;

p.m.
N. Y.
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Lois Long, Sally Victor, Rohtntl
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Dick

N._Yj_- independent radio
began a series of- television,
programs on the DuMont station in
1
in an
N. Y. last Stinday night.
exchange deal, whereby the ether
outlet airs a. program ancnt video in
exchange for time, on tele. The interchange should be of mutual advan-
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Since he reads his
without much voc;;l inlfection.
h: i: i .was that of a virtual inonolo
Should iron out as he acquires
uii-lher radio experience.
Mcrr.
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Kansfln. Dick Roffimin, llob Lewis,
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Leonard Shera,
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present position in the] ui
in the vicinity- of 50 mc,
first list on the preem and, wi'iilc. a
The panel favors maintaining fyiu'e'of Some sort is, ad visa bit' -IroiVv
the present .200 kc. .width of FM the' playgoer's viewpoint, ten. out ol
channels and agrees to an. assign- tti" current 25 attractions on Br'oatly. s t(.o many: Might be 'advisable
ment of '75 such -..channels'; lying beA halve the recommonc-ations,. Critic
twee n 41 and 56 mc.

stay
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LA CONGA, New York
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FM
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was good, consider-

equipment and conalthough facial features of
boxers fttere never- very plain:
Remark by Ellis that Wngrd .was
showing claret in one of the late
rounds also Wasn't borne out by the
picture:— shadow trouble.
Entire

ditions,

arc no systems o£ moduiaHop; '-classified, or otherwise, which- vVt'. over the joint. But a ci-jl.iu. vs..
impresses as a shnwuiainly
..show any indication, of being either:! ai'V.* .duel
';..'••'
'-.:'.,..
now in device...
as. good or better than
1

.

:

.

High Frequency Area— 30 to 300 mc

director

has been

. A baritone of manifest
vocal ability, appeal; winning audience favor . ."
Variety (Sept. 13th)

bewildered Ellis to carry on, to say
nothing of the video audience. Stunt
just won't work that way so it looks
as. though Ellis will have to find a
partner to function only on the tele
-.'--••:'-.
mike. ;-

i

George,

WGAR,

at

SEVILLE

radio over Mutual) is un*
explainable. Result was that Corum
was "turning you back to Don Duhphy" and inserting, tagline, "This Is
Mutual" at odd morrients leaving a

;.

On his first show, Mantle promised
several, innovations in radio dramatic
coitimning, saying he planned to
make his
stanzas a court of
appeal for actors and play .yrights who
ieel they've been wronged by the regActors'
ular New York reviewer;jViiiawks and do they make 'em—
'.'.on Id
make for interesting., cviir
tctivevsial listening, and idea of givill
iii..:-ps a chance to answer the
c-vi ; is a good one.
In execution, it
will probably require keen judgment.
.(."k -wise the Equity ites may spout

—

Jr.,

of the panel and consult-''.'
ing radio engineer:.
.1. The panel finds that in the Very'

NBC

'

WNEW

chairman

.

wide awake outfits like Gillette and
thought they could tie
Corum's between rounds
Bill
in
chatter (as broadcast for Gillette on

;

;

— Carl

operations

ALFRED
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musical

the

nouncer.
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Why

Barton,

promoted to assistant manager by
General Manager John F. Patt.
George worked his way up from an-

in.

-

imtiabr, Sunday

lowers and it shouldn't take too long
lor New Yorkers to Icarh lie's back

.

Cleveland
of

This didn't happen too often,
though, to spoil the light for video
viewers.

up

Eileen

tertainment.

was wrapped

a bit the exchange he

of

arrangements of Alex Stordahl and
and Sinatra's crooning
rounded out a fair half-hour of en*

seconds' earlier, finishing his explanation at a time when the contestants were in entirely different positions with the action resembling not

-

i

ing

his orchestra

•

.-.';.'

.

;

commentary: was absent.
Gabber, however, knew his stuff
and didn't try to expert the affair
too much. But, when action was
wound up describing
brisk,
Ellis
something that happened several

|

-

.:'-';

,

Don a.
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Frank Sinatra and Oscar Levant_
exchanged Tnsiilts. quips, etc., on
"The Voice's" initial program from
New York .for Vimms since last
spring on Wednesday (27), The sing-

workmanlike job although IneTinedr
at times, to revert to his straight
radio technique and try to keep up
with the action a la a running line
of chatter. A sporting event as simple as a fight, with only three men
in camera range, doesn't require a
lot of explaining; So most enjoyable:
parts of telecast svere those in which

H

;i

ciiy links

"':•

(28).

;Tlie President's wife offered words
of encouragement to young playwrights who entered the contest. Sue
stressed the thrill winners would receive, and others in the service, when
heating the plays, perhaps on a ship
via radio or near the battle fronts in
all parts of the world.

.

medley of two military

"Surrey" from "Oklahoma!"
were in the expected "after:

unci.

licensing relay stations for point-topoint service of the following typesstudio to transmitter links; portablemobile pickup: inter-city links; intra-

-

NBC

the
feature attraction of
Willie Pep-Chalky Wright feathertussle,
won rather
weight
title
handily by the former after 15
rounds.
Steve Ellis. Gillette fight commentator on some of the less ''important,
bouts last season, was installed as
the video announcer and did__a_

.tl-M^AUar!J

should

,

with video transmitters of Philco, in
GE .in Schenectady, made
network for the bouts,

Philly, and
a three-city

Radio Reviews

—

Bro.!-'tf."-a

tinued oh' six megacycle
and on present standards, with minor

Provision

Hookup

year by NBC.

whieh was

X.

3.

tele
last

wards

out in the vanguard.

;

WDRC

via

ing contest for Navy. personnel (the
President, she said, suggested this to
the vet producer after he hold one
for Army people 1, when the thirdaward opus was .dramatized over

Y. scraps to wounded
in metropolitan hospitals
receivers installed' in the

of N:

veterans

1

-

:

.

.

sions

-'.'•

Commercial, black and white
ready to commence
is
s
'"hc is considered to be opposed to "^f^ >9£
operations immeditely after the war,
anything -.which would force the
channels.
it video retains its present
public to scrap, its ^ets in. three or
2, Monochrome tele should be confour years because of new dev'elbpchannels,
ments.it) the industry,

(Alaxoii)

commercial venture into
First
fight telecasting was launched Fri5Irs. Franklin D. Roosevelt paid
day night (Sept. 29) through an arrangement with 20th Century Sport- glowing tribute to the contributions
ing Club's Mike Jacobs, the Gillette of stars and little knowns of show
business in entertaining servicemen
Co., of Boston, and John Royal, of
all the fronts of the war; and to
on
principals
anaim,
the
NBC. Major
nounced, was to bring ringside ver- John Golden, sponsor of a play writ-

;

3.

Followup Comment

':

spiels
Those
highly-technical
cued more than one doze stance.
One specator says he counted
48 yawns during the morning
and afternoons sessions on
Thursday among tlv FCC boys
sitting in judgment, and claims
flirt
Chairman Fly was. .well

-

Panel Report on Tele
Washington. Octt.

TtfLXETTr'IFAZOKS*-^^^
WNBT-NBC, N. Y. -'";

presentations
ing
initial
the
wajj anything but a spellbinder.
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Steve Ellis, others
Friday (Sept. 39) 8:30 p.m.

unport of the testimony and
recommendations, the fact remains that the routine of mak-

.-

are getting better results in montage
settings, etc. All in all. this program'
is a winner.
Stev.

Madison Square Garden Boxing
With Chalky Wright, Willie Pep,

here have tabbed it,
"Spectrum Doldrums."* -For

re^arrttesa. .uoi- Aj.lnr-rgjif.biffiK,'-

-ihe*t»»H<^-

.head immediately after, the war
to require further experimenta-

tion.-

-
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reallocation

hearings

war

after, the
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Television Reviews

Thursday

session

FCC

the

of

(

the.

starts

of whether; or not to give television

mc. channels, according
band
to some engineers, is that it will enable the maiutfacturers to start building receivers .and transmitters right
in

to

(28

on-film motion pictures.

thing near perfection is acheiyecl.
Apparently the only real' argil-

WTorT^g^Hg-v id eu Jirit s
TRcW

comparable,

is

could be used.
It
the present sound-

of the boys sitting in

opening

the
it
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'Town Meeting' Doubles

In

(5) At

Schenectady, Oct.

WRGB,
rack,

Electric ^station,

another

"first"

vM^wl ieB-'U

',

3.

General

for

RCA

On

GE'sWRGB, Schenectady
will

RADIO

Philco,

Get Okays

GENE DYER FOR 100G

Washington, Oct. 3.
The FCC yesterday (2) approved
permits
for
seven
experimental
portable-mobile television relay sta-

With the sale approved last week
by the FCC. WSBS, a 250-watter

tions, for

here

radio and televirelays would link the
Phi-leo-stationv in- -Philadelphia- with
Washington.':.'
One is to be located at Honey

tele-

sion.

originates .''America's

Philco

The

Air" for the
BUie network Thursday (5). Jose- Brook, Pa.; two at Havre de
Grace,
phine Lyons, of BBD&O, is handling Md.; one at Southeast, Pa.; two at
arrangements for the sponsor, Read- Sappington, Md., and one in WashThe Blue web will send ington. Relays would operate reer's Digest.
Schenectady versably, carrying video programs
its own technicians to
to supervise the straight radio phase from Washington to Philadelphia, as
well as from Philly to D. C.
of the program.
RCA was granted a construction
Moderator George V. Denny, Jr.,
discus- permit for a new experimental video
in announcing (28) that the
station in Camden, N, J., and also an
sion of "Should the Morgenthau Plan
the control of Germany be experimental portable relay station
for
adopted?" would be held in the to operate in the same locality.
of the

Town Meeting

'

:

studio, stated listeners who
did not have video sets could hear
Rex
the debate on their radios.
Sioiit, chairman of the Writers' War
Board, will be one of affirmative

WRGB

speakers!.

;•'•••':.:
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Continued from

.

operating

Chicago, Oct,
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Camels Counter Punches Vs. FTC Plug

3.

Charges Skedded In N. Y. Next Month
Wilson, N.

kilocycles,

,.

,,,

,...„

C., Oct.

witnesses heard in other cities tend-

3.

The Federal Trade Commission ed to show that the high money paid
was turned over Monday (2) to a
for
partnership composed of Mr. and has rested its case against the R. J. a person for a testimonial
Camels was $1,200.
Mrs. Julius Miller, Mr, and'.Mrs. Os.

Reynolds Tobacco Co. charged with

Agreeing
that
stipulation
the
could be entered in the records of
the hearings, attorneys for the R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company and the
FTC entered the names of some 250
'

Miller and Arnold B. Miller.
Purchase price was announced at misrepresentation of facts in adver$100,000. Oscar Miller, son of Julius tising Camel cigarets, after eight
Miller, who was program manager months of hearings that carried the
of WGES, is managing WSBS un- attorneys for the parties concerned
oh a kind of legal "Carriei Caravan"
der the new setup.
Station was sold- by Gene T. Dyer all over the country.
November 8 in New York was set
under the FCC ruling forbidding
dual arid triple ownership of stations tentatively as the date and place for
in the same market area. ~ Dyer still the first hearings on the company's
owns WAIT and WGES here, but side of the case, Examiner Webster
has an application pending with the Ballinger said.

car

WGES

FCC

for sale of his interest in
to his brother, Dr. John Dyer.

As the case ended for the FTC,

;;;

Boston— W. Gordon Swan, W.BZ
program manager, started his 21st
year Monday 12) as a member of the

New

H. V.
Club.

some

of

.

ago Adrian Sambsh, another
alumnus, also, made the jump.

I

|

Westinghouse

olds' attorneys

argue that this need

not be brought out at this tujie and
of could be entered in the record by
'

'

;

:

.
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'That the Blue is going all out
to bring the agency touch to net-

work programming

ideas

is

obvious,

after these moves. Which, of course,
would make it appear that veepee
Carlin and eastern program
manager Charles C. "Bud" Barry
might run into a drastic change in

Phil

duties routine after the newcomers
are firmly installed. Ray Knight,

network production chief,
ineMentally
soon after Samish was brought in
to handle national production direction. Knight is producing the Ed. Wynn-Borden show,
handled by Y&R and aired over
Blue facilities.
former

moved out— to Y&R,
by LaRoche

Harrington Iv Bates
'"

A'nofher Y&R exec who is leaving,
but rot headed for the Blue, is Tom
Harrington, thought slated to return
alter a prolonged illness as v.p. and
radio director at the agency, Harrington joins the Ted Bates agency
(16> as''.veepee, member of the plan
board and to take charge of agency
contact on the Colgate-Palmolive
Peet account. Story circulated is
that Harrington's health, would not
permit him to take over reins at
Y&ft in former active capacity and
thathe switched to Bates where his
duties

much

reportedly will not be too
of a tax- on his physical con-

dition.

is

RADIO;

standing at

Harry Ackerman who will step

Into the veepee spot. Rumored also
that Joe Moran, hitherto associate
director
with
Ackerman,
radio

might be boosted to v.p., too. Carlos
Franco will work, as in the past,
in association with the agency radio
/

toppers.

"

•:

'

Here

is

a

:;

world of such uncharted magnitude that even the most

daring dreamer

among

lis

dares not dream too far.

almost endless succession of hew

horizons,

into

imaginably tiny universe of electrons locked in

and chart the way

to

man's

finite senses

an

In radio, radar,
miracles

may

lie

the opportunity

is

wonders.

infinity of

It calls for'

in Washington,

before us, there

is

opportunity unbounded { but

fraught with problems of compelling perplexity.

to

whom

the opmbined thought

and

vision

and

effort of all those

the future of the Industry has been entrusted.

The Nation V Slalion

looks forward to

with humble confidence,

-

:':'

'

Services,
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DIVISION Of 1HS

WOSlfV tOWOMTION

«QStlY SOUAM, eiNC'NNATI

"Muiii

(or

Mllliotti" tnd

flies"
.

New

Ct.MEf,

PROGRAM,
EH X

10 p.m.,

MM.: LOU CLAYTON

"ZltKcltl
'

\\
Friday

Its

share In this

magnificent responsibility ... with awe, with eager enthusiasm, and

Hollywood, and before that v.p; in
charge of radio at Y&R. Insiders say
he'll be v.p. in charge of Pacific
Coast Blue affairs following his discharge from the Army.

M «.M'«

.

televiftion, and whatever other unborn

topper expected
Blue executive lineLewis, director of

Armed Forces Radio

open
.

Tom

the

They

in the years just ahead.

will untie the bonds that limit man's perceptive powers, and

Y&R

to step into the
up is L,t. Col.

Through an

an almost un-

vacuum, men of

"
,

as director of advertising and promotion for the web. Ivor Kenway,
formerly special asst. to exec, veepee Ed Kobak, was named advertising manager.
Another-, ex-

threshold of a wonderland world, faces

'•.

.'

Another addition to the Blue
pilot-house last week was Fred
Smith, now asst. to Treasury Sec.

Henry Morgenthau,

tlie

the future with breathless expectation.

vision will explore

Replacing Robinson in charge of
radio activities at Young & Rubicam

;;

radio

Y&R

.

'international-'

.

voices" used in radio broadcasts
advertising Camel cigarets between
March. 1937, and February, 1940.,
Of the list of some 250 "names"
who the FTC claims were imitated
over the air by voice simulations by
actors, the names of many celebrities
were included such as Bill Corum,

Joseloft became talent head at
'within the past month having been
npped to replace Paul Rickenbacher
who switched to Foote, Cone
Belding to take charge of radio pro.

them

own

Joe DiMaggio, Comm. Edward Ellsburg, famed diver; Ralph Guldahl,
star golfer; Willie Hoppe, Estelle
Karon, New York beauty; Mel Otti
staff
He is a member
Gene Sarazen, Bill Tilden, and Sir
Kaltenborn's Twenty-Year stipulation.
';' V'-Hubert Wilkins, famed Arctic ex'-_-:/ "V-:
FTC attorneys said evidence from plorer.
\

England

stations'

attorneys for the Government sought
to inject into the hearing a record
as to the minimum and maximum
amounts of money paid to persons
for' testimonials for Camels. Reyn-

persons,

!y famous, into the record as "not
having been present" nor were '•their

and several weeks

at the net

staff

Hollywood; Oct. 3;
•Coast sample of Hooperatings will
be expanded with a fifth market,
Spokane added, it was announced
last week by C. E: Hooper, followihg a meeting with heads of the four
networks

_

»» »* —

•

Hooper's Coast Spread

.'.;';.-."."

Blue -Tap Day^
—

250-WATTER SOLD BY

Experimental Tele
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Inside Stuff—Orchestras—Music
week. Despite assertion.? to the contrary, the meeting took -place and
involved discussion of cooperation, or the lack of it, by both sides.
It was followed by an offer by RCA : Victor to one of MCA's men', which
employee in a liaison position to improve relasought to put the
tions between the two organizations. Offer was rejected.
last
it
.

MCA

Ask Immediate Disc

,

stone,

last

week by Jack John-

Or They'll

professional, .manager :o£ .--Em-

bassy Music. Johnstone lopped Joe
Gold, of Harms, 3 'and ,2 after skinning through with an 18th green
victory oyer Harry Wcinstein ('Miller) in.-'the Semi-finals. Tourney be'•
gan .Aug. 25,
Johnstone, took down $200 in 'war

Be Home For Christmas," last year's hit preceding the Xmas period,
be pushed again this year, just a.s Irving Berlins "White Christmas"
and other standard material take a new lease on life. Melrose Music has
W," /
already started to work pn getting plugs. _ .'.
•'J'U Be Home" was written by Kiln Gannon. Walter Kent 'and Buck Rani.
Jls revival is not hooked up with any idea that: GI's might have Hitler
.-..-".'.'nailed down before the holidays.
I'll

as.

f!

Attorneys for the Columbia and
RCA-Victor, recording
companies

E. B. Marks Charged With were in Washington yesterday aft-:
ciiioon on the disc controversy be'Aguinaldo' Infringement tween the
two manufacturers and
Edward B. Marks Music Corp. is
with, copyright
in.fringeof the song. "El Agumaldo," in
a suit filed last week in N, Y fe'd(.-.'! court by Albert. Van- Dcr Molen.
doing business as Alpha. Music' ••/•',.
According to complaint, Marks is.
alleged to have infringed on the song,
composed by Julio A. Hernandez ;ih

!

',

:

.

!

Brodsky Buzzes

I

.

:

.

'

-

3 Pubs

With exit of two gal violinists from his 12-pieee of en at the Essex House
hotel, N. V., Harold Stern, will have' ail entire, crew of ex-servicemen. Gals
leave in ^ fortnight to join the Raymond Scott band at CBS, to be replaced
by a duo of male fiddlers, lecently given medical discharges from .the

armed

forces.

'

•/.''

'

.',':;'.'

V-.

]
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'

'
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With Maestros

WV

Petrillo

.

Aiming Guns at Red Ink

]

-

'

.

•
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,

I

I
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granted.

ASCAP WONDERS ABOUT
_.
... ,„
W
GEIRINGER TO FRANCE
UiUUITObn
.

,

....

.

-

Harry James'

|

Publishers

American

associated

Society

of

with
Composers,

Authors and Publishers look upon
the loan of Jean

OWI

Geiringer to

by Broadcast Music

They

figure

BMI may

Inc,

w

'-..'

j

the;!

-.:,_
... _
„
others on a crow, a worm. etc. ...
A ilea hops around but doesn't get

anywhere,
His bruin

He

In

be attempting

Government agency

'

Fill

Flattened B.R.

/lis

Homeivork

mer's..;.:'

the

BERLIN UNITS HANCOCK

"whom."

And

so if you
don't agree

and (he schoathause

You may yrow up

to get

:

:

'

'/:

Fast

the

about two

Quest of Bankroll

bit of

band shuffling

east

is

late last,

:

time;
sick

Oj
So

'.;''.':

-

his

io'.d
:

•
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15-YEAR ASCAP PACTS
Irving Berlin, Inc., -Irving Berlin
personally, and Bourne, Inc., firm
resulting from Berlin's, spilt with
Saul Bbrnstein, his former partner,
all signed contract extensions of 15
years: with the American Society of:

be a /lew;

to

.

".

you

-drab.

'>,

tt'riiiri'

call

'.''•/.'-•

'' .;.'

,...'-'

.;'?

mother

..,.'>:.

readitl',
i{

lie
'::.

:':v
'

and

..

\

';.'

Composers, Authors and Publishers
This extension, was roulast week.
tine, and liacl been delayed by the
process of dividing the Berliii-Boi n-

was getting
':.; ;- .•:

•

uritli luetic.

education dull and
;•'•:"'

You piay grow up

to

stein interests.

>.•".';*•*'
..

be a crab.

.

likely to

come up with
he

a

was

of

consideration

in

coiitrpct

radio,

v.'ith

\yrit-

which is for nine years
with an option ol nine more. In order to guarantee that publishers,
and writers then affiliated'' with
ASCAP' .would be available as per
the time agreement with radio, they
ten in 1941.

Hotel Astor Set With

heavy

•

Despite

needs.

Signing

ASCAP'S

spring.
He's playing
weeks of single dates and

last

wad, something

also of Decca's headstart and
long strides since settling with Pewhich occurred almost a year
this situation probHowever,
ago.
ably can be nullified by the serious
music catalogs both Victor and Columbia hold, particularly the for-

aware

.

and

study room;
No wonder he misuses "tclio"^ and

He

:

.

astonishinqlii bare.

is

liales

.';.'•

To

faring duplication of the idea by

trillo.

A crab never thinks with any reasoii
':
or rhyme,
He keeps going backv:ards all the

Harry James; .'will play a "string, of
one-nighters on the way east; the.
end of this month in territory he has
not covered since becoming a big
name. He's being sold, it's said, at
the $3,000 to $4,000 guarantees he
asked on a brief one-night route in

Dean Hudson Quits N. Y.

arily.

j

to use a

!

:

|

'

;

.

,

;

-

1 -Niters

Columbia and Victor have been
in the middle of strortg pressure in
On one side,
their predicament.
they have a string of large corporations urging them to fight Petrillo s
principle, ot royalties to a; union,

:

'

To give an^idea~xrf--the—special
lyrics put together by the 'song.writers for educational purposes, a
couple of verses follow. Theret are

:

Eckstine was widely
known among colored fans the's virtually unknown, on the other hand,
iii the white' field) by. virtue of his
work, with Hines. He's also a comPoser having authored Jelly Jelly
heavy Harlehi seller, among other
'.'
the fhingsj' ;::'.
;.-''.," '.:-"} ..
course,

one's idea.

W

H e.u s e n

unions with.'- which each is involved.
exerting tremenclergymen, for example, who ask On the other side,
artists both
permission to employ the song in "dous pressure, are the
see rivals
Sunday sermons. None clearly ex- have under contract, who
and other labels
Decca
plains how it will be used, but a attached: to
they are
while
usual
number of such okays has been recording as
are
Victor
and
Columbia
idle.

.

Of

settling on Petrillo Y terms because
the effect complete publication
the dispute may have on the
This is not
forthcoming election^
It may only be someconfirmed.

of
of

I

JIMMY DORSEY MAY TRY
PENNSY HOTEL AGAIN

-

.;.-'>

Also

companies.

event they were forced to bow to
the AFM, an extensive campaign of
adsWould be placed in daily papers
giving the public the entire story
from beginning to end.: As a result
of this, it's said, the D. C. powers
are against the idea of the companies

publishing
firm in N. Y., set up and operated
by; the Edwin H.. Morris Music Co.,,
has been getting other requests, for
permission to use "Star's" -lyrics,
aside from the educational pitch,
Letters have been received from

..-'

-.''.

the

Petrillo if a decision, -was not given
on the case pronto, the disc people
allegedly also stated that, in the.

j

';.

Burke-Van

.

condition,

of

,

lOOGGrossinlOWks.

-

Trammel) iNBC) and

Nii'es

attorneys

According to the USOE. approximately 1.000,000 youngsters under 18
years of age failed to return to*
school this year, due mostly to jobs
in war plants.
Because of this the
government agency has launched a
"Back to School" drive and figures
the "Star" song can aid the effort
immeasurably.
In: addition to the
special lyrics, the song's " original
wording is being used.

.

CBS);

present was. Eric- Johnson; chairman
of. the U. S. Chamber of Commerce,
in notifying the 'governmental group
that the companies would sign with

'.•'.'

setup;

Band

-

.:

i

'

'

|

,

!

and Johnny

;

writers of '''Swingin.' 6n a
Star.",- featured
in
Ring Crosby's
Going My Way," are getting up a
special school edition: of the ttinc.
illustrated in color and with specially written -.'lyric's, with an aim
toward aiding in the drive to get
kids to return to school.
Work is
being done in cooperation with the
U. S. Office of Education and the
N. Y. State Educational Dept. N. Y,
Teacher's Union also figuring in the

j

.

Heuscii

Burke,

I

]

';

i

For Absentee Students

.

'

and Lyrics

Star' Folio

Jimmy Van

..

.

','

:

.

Another meeting is scheduled for
Society' of- Composers,
Friday (8) between the Music American
Employees' Authors and Publishers allege this
Contact
Publishers
Council and the committee of 15 is a^sublerfuge" to secure, performnamed by the Professional Music ances of BMI. songs, by the leaders
AFM
Men to investigate the possibilities they are connected WMUh. arid until is
attitude
prompted
of an amalgamation of the two or- [doubledly
Committee was'named Brodsky's search for information
ganizalions.
Other two firms the attorney recouple weeks ago by the PMM>
f
Whether the actual dovetailing of quested information from are Robthe two outfits will take place de- bins Music and Chelsea Music: Jack
through
his
Robbins
pends on the committee's .report. Robbins,
Move has been in" the works for Artists Bureau, Ltd.. .Vis financing
young bandleaders. Chelsea Music
::.'.',
months. .....
is connected with Musicraft
Records
and its professional manager, Irving
Romm, is personal manager of
Biz Easy Pickin's
singer Phil Britb.
S
Brodsky;s letters, it's emphasized,
were simply for the purpose of deFor Billy Eckstine With
termining the arrangements the recipients have with maestros and in
no way made any '-accusations."- He
If all new white bands had as easy
seeks; to check the returned informaa time getting started as Billy Eck- tion to determine if any violation
of
stine's new Negro combo, the band
union regulations exists.
would be a wonderful
business
world. Eckstine, singer, does to fans
in his own field what Frank Sinatra
does to whjte bobby-soxers, and he's
','").
cleaning up.
Formerly vocalist with Earl Hines,
left
that
band several
Eckstine
Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra may
months ago to work solo. About 10 play
the Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y..
weeks ago he shifted to leading his early next
own band, starting the combo with been bookedyear, a spot he hasn't
into in almost two
virtually no cash and on arrangeyears. No contracts have been comments borrowed from Count Basie, pletecl,
but negotiations are going on
Bandsmen feel that such legis- Georgie Auld and Boyd Raeburn. In
lion.
for him to follow Les Brown, who
lation by the union or any individual
the 10 Weeks he has grossed over
.lift.
*u~.
opens in December, following
the
local would be extremely difficult to
$100,000, and has paid the William
achieve, but advance no satisfying Morris agency over $10,000 in com- current Frankie Carle, who opened
reason for their stand.' Laws guar- missions. An example of the grosses Monday (2).
time
Last
Dorsey
played the Penn
anteeing the leader about to play a he has been piling up is a recent
dropped
around
$25,000 in 12
location job a salary at least com- week at the Regal theatre, Chicago, he
mensurate with, what it costs to un- where he drew a net (not including weeks due to an abnormally high
derwrite his band would-be a boon taxes) of almost $25,000. He never payroll and it was his intention to
Those who have was in the red after his first book- avoid such bookings in the future.
to the. industry.
Apparently
he
has
had
Riccardi
a change of
been up for questioning by
ing.
There are white bands in busihope his dope-gathering is aimed ness for years who have never seen heart.
mostly ; to correct', the "loss-date" anything but red.

•,'..

; ;

|

:

this

'

On

Special 'Swingin'

'

Another Confab

.

,

.

,

.

and recording
at least Nov.

:

recently dispatched .letters
three member. firms asking for"
information as to their connection
with bandleaders. First on the, list
is Broadcast. Music. Inc.. which has
been on a campaign of .establishing
macstrO-Owned
publishing .houses
via the method of advancing sums
of .money against ful.ure performance royalties earned. by, these firms.
...Publishers
connected with' the

Location Jobs?-Managers Hope So

'

La

;.'-.'"

;

rrin'gcn-.ent

'

out

-.
.

Latter part of last week. -Coltimbin and Victor; tiring of the long
delay, by the War Labor Board: in
arriving at a decision in the case.
Served hotic.e on Fred Vinson. Direc-.,.
tor of Economic Stabilisation, who
lias; had the case under I'dviscnient
for vveeks. that unless a final decision one way or the other, was delivered, by Monday (&), both companies would go ahead .Hid sign with
VinPetrillo on the latter's terms.
son assertedly asked: for a 24-hour
extension on the ultimatum. Nothing had occurred 1)y: the time ".Variety"
went to press yesterday
:.;.'.''
'Tuesj.
y
Big Shots There
All the important figures jn the
j
three companies still involved with
RCA-Petrillo, Columbia Records,
Victor and NBC Transcriptions were
hit. the Capitol meeting with Vinson
last
week.- including Paul Kcsten

|

iniuncfion- and
the alleged in-

in

bright,

is

1.

I

torney,

to

may be

continuing. Us investigation
into the personal management setups
of various name bandleaders, going
about it jit. a circuitous manner designed to disarm bandleaders, In the
past week or two various maestros
now in X. Y. have been called to
headquarters by letters signed
by prexy Petrillo and, upon arrival;
have been interrogated by his assistant,' Rex Riccardi, on various problems of operation.
Riccardi ostensibly' is seeking to
gather information for a possible revision of current scale regulations
as they apply to hotel and location
jobs, many of which are financial
washouts for leaders who play them.
From his line of' questioning, Riccardi wants to know why it is necessary for a leader to lose money on
certain engagements, what salaries
are drawn.- percentage arrangements,
payroll figures, etc.
goes
into
Riccardi
Continuing,
management setups, asking leaders
about their -pacts with managers,
financial arrangements, etc., a phase
of band operation that could have no
direct connection with loss or profit
Managers
on individual bookings:
whose maestros have been on Riccardi's carpet feel certain the latter
set of questions constitutes the prime
reason for the interrogations.
There had been talk before of the
revision of location scales to provide
8 leader a profit over and above tthe
cost of operating a band, or, at least,
enough to cover the cost of opera-

'.'

:'

;

an

seeks

damages sustained

.

I'abr'e'm'e

'
.

Action

into the
possibility of
of
regulations- of
the
Music Publishers Contact. Employees
union. Joseph R. Brodsky. its at-

American Federation of Musicians*
.

Cross Your Threshold"
Puerta).

Looking

violations.:

straightened

resumed by both, by

the disputed music and lyrics. Song
appeared under the title. "Let Me

I

be

I

1941, by publishing: and 'scUiha g
book in 1943 entitled, '•Round-theWorld Christmas Album." containing

on Links

of MusiPossibility that the affair will

cians.'

mcnt

!

American Federation

the

charged

•'.

rst prize.

on Petrillo's Terms

Settle

';,'

-

bonds

Picture in the Aug. 16 issue of "Variety.", depicting Irving. Berlin: reading a copy of same in the ruins of Foggia, Italy, was taken,;by ex-Bandleader Zinn Arthur, now an Army photographer, ;He claims to have been
bowled over by .encountering the picture in a copy of this sheet, since
only one print of the shot was ever made.
Arthur, who worked various N.Y. spots when a maestro, has been in
the Army for some time.
,

Fight Decision

.

was won

will:

.

31

Columbia, RCA-Victor Attorneys

After weeks of delays of various
kinds, during which music men considered buying semi-finalists tickets
to Florida so they could finish knock?
ins each other off, the Professional
Music Men's Golf "tourney finally

Music Corp. of America executives emphatically deny meeting with
Jim Murray, RCA-Victor recording head, over disc problems, as reported

•

ORCHESTRAS— MUSIC

PfcRlETY
Johnstone 3 and 2 Over
Gold in Pluggers' Final

,

in
week moved Dean Hudson's orches- the fact James has been No.
James, Kaye For '45
oUt of the Lincoln hotel, N. Y„ demand for a couple years 'now. it's,
Astor hotel, N. Y., is two-thirds set
ion to make contact with European
for two Weeks to make some cash, claimed he has very little money to
performance rights societies. Geir- while Johnny Richards' orchestra show for it. due mostly to his. aver- With bands for the 1945 summer extended their contracts 15 years,
of
season
its Roof Garden.
Harry Normal length' of ASCAP pacts is
inger, currently in Hollywood, goes substitutes. Richards moved into the sion to theatre work. #he*e. hot
James reopens the room in the 10 years.' Berlin, Bornstcin had deto France for OWI to help coordi- Lincoln Monday (2).
It's his first
maestros earn their annuities.
nate U. S.-French film, radio and hotel job in N. Y.
James leaves tbe Coast Oct. 15 and spring, per an option Uiis last), and layed the extensions due to their
affairs,
contracts
for
Sammy
Kaye's
return
press relations.
Fort
Hudson shifted to the Roosevelt plays El Paso; 16: Dallas.
Geiringer was, before the -war, hotel, Washington. D. C." -i also op- Worth; 18; Oklahoma City, 19; Tulsa, to close, are no'.y being dr.'i.wn tip.
1

one of

its

representatives in a posi-

tra

,

.1

j

j

.

!

•'

*

.

.

1

)

I

;

,

secretary to the Austrian performance
rights
subsesociety
and,
quently, secretary to the Confederation of Authors
Composers Societies,
the reason ASCAP men

&

* re n't

bmi.

happy about
\

ASCAP

,:..::--

his

loanout by
-..
,

recently* completed a deal
represent SACEM, the French
Society, in this country, the deal
involving serious mu.sic.

to

by MaVia Kramer.) to fill a
seven-day void between Tony Pastor
and Bob Strong. After the Roosevelt, Hudson Will move south: on -a

20; Wichita. 21

.eraled:

I

of one-nighter.s
the Lincoln, Oct. 17.
below .the Masonto pick up
is likely
a \yad to help his band holdover at
the Lincoln- until December 18, when
Count Basie takes over.-

returning to
He's strong

Dixon

line

Carson

Neb..; 23:

City. Kansa.s.
St. Louis, 25.

kaye

!

•

cently,

closed

the Roof's

sonsdn

".*

re-

-

I

!

'..

!

Joe Glaser left N. Y. late lust week
on a trip to San Francisco, -Berkeley,
and Los Angeles on various business
He'll be gone sbout two.
matters.
weeks.

I

'

Want

.

I

-

b.o.

and

:

'
.

Band between James and Kaye has
a couple days, in Chicago not yel
booked, then direct to Meariowbrook, Hot been, discussed seriously, Gene
before Cedar Grove, N. Y., opening Oct. 31. Krupa has been mentioned. Tommy

brief, string

1

22; Lincoln.

:,

Tucker and Louis Prima's orchestra.
working as a team, filled the middle
spot the past summer.
David Miller appointed supervisor
'"•,.
of mu.sic at Universal.

a Ballroom?

San. Diego. O.ctt. 3,
Diallard and Ed Wakclield,
operators of Mission Beach Ball;'-

.

Wayne

.

room,

notified

city

officials

they

will not exercise five-year option on
the lease.
...
Unless renewed by Dec. 6. the leas*
y.ill expire Jan. 5,- 1845.
JBalJrovm
belongs to the city.
';

.

,

;

.

.

:
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Bands

Wednesday, October 4, 1911

Hotel

at

O/s

B.

10 Best Sheet

'

'

;

*.-'''

*

Band..;.'''

.

Lani Mclntire*

"...

.

.

.

.

Johnny Long*
Woody Herman.
Nat Brand wynne.
'Dearie Hudson
Guv Lombard o
:

,

.

:

.

.

Enoch. Light

-.'. ,

.

.

.

Cover*

*

.

'..'•'

Holel

;•

I'hi.ved

.';
.Lexington (300; "5c.-$i.50)
New Yorkei (400.: $141.50 ...
Pennsylvania". (500, $l-$l-.50> ,,
.:••...:..'.";..••'
Waldorf (550; $2)

.....

>

Lincoln.

'275: $1 -Si .50

,0
':."6-

17

;''*..
'

..

.

.

Roosevelt (40i.i: St-Sl.iiiM
Biltmore (400: SI -SI 50 •.

2,100
2.000
3.000
2,900

137
9

.

:

1

;

950
2,350

900

.

Following is list of the most played popular tunes on the networks for the
week beginning Monday and through Sunday. Sept. 25-Ocl.T, from 5 p.m.

a Star..
.Burke
Dance Willi Dolly. ... .Shapiro
How Many. Hearts., .Advanced
.

. .

.

.

to 1 a.m. List represents. the first approximately 25 leaders in alphabetical
order (in some cases there are ties, accounting for a longer list)
The

.

I'll Be Seeing You-:
Williamson
Had to Be You <,.'!
Remick
Time Waits No One
.Remick
You Always Hurt, .. ...:.,-*-, .-Sun
Always
.v, .Berlin
Sweet and Lovely
feist
.

Total

Week On

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs

.

On

Swingin'

.

.

liiil'o

252,000
20,175

..

.18.800

,

.

,

t",

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

;;".';'.'

.

.

title

Tommy

stro

Tucker

.

..... .Shapiro

'

:

Shapiro
...Burke

""

.

.

mae-

.

.;,:;'..:.

.':

,

.

.

,

.

,

';

,;.

.

Advanced

,

,,,•;.•.;.

.

.

.Embassy
Williamson

.

..

.

Chicago

management agreement with

I.ea Brown (Panther Room, Sherman hotel: 950. $1.50 -$2,50 min >. Holidays hurt >ome but Bivi,> n pnilecl fine 6.000.
Carmen Cavallaro (Empire Room, Palmer House; 700, $3 -$3.50
Cavallaro and new show, kepi figure near, great 9.850.

mm

MCA

'.

.

.

,

,

Famous

.

.

Sept., 15 and, he won't renew,
said unless the agency digs him-:
."
Straighten- Up and Fly Right, ..,,...,.,,..,'.
up a radio commercial,
.Meantime,
rival; agencies
have Sweet and Lovely-^t"2 Girls and Sailor"
00 ""
been oil the double seeking, the lead- Time Waits For No One— f'Shiiie Harvest M
ThesVery Thought of You— f "Very Thought Of YSii'
er's, signature on. a pact;There'll Be a Hot Time In Town of Berlin
Trollev Song-— Meet .Me in St. Louis"
Tuin Oil the Rain

'

Leeds

';

expired

it's

i

';
.

.Morrjs

'

Calkin, have been at contract
odds tor several weeks. Tucker's

Joe:

v",':. '-V.

.Melodvlane

. .

.

,

and, lus manager.

.Lincoln

... ..

:

.

publisher

:'%^>'-.^

:

.;.

.

i

,

MCA, 'GET ME SPONSOR'
Music- Corp. of America and

•"i-' :

,;

Kiss to

;'--',

TOMMY TUCKER TELLS

Asterisks indicate a supporting floor aliou;: A>ir YoW-e?. BUtniQr.e,. have
ice shows. Lexington. Hawaiian floor shou.

'

,;>;->*
;;

Remember.
^i-'J'aiV.i.".''.^^^!--, .''A;.;.
"Broadway vBhythm'' ...:,,,..,;;..,,.
..}'':',
An Hour Never .Passes" .].-..::':..,
;'?-V.i
Dance With a Dolly .-,.'.
Day After Forever— t"Going My Way"
How Many Hearts Have You Broken? ...
:;,".;
V; .-,:,', ;V. .'/:,>,;.'.•
Dream of You ;;,i:, ;;
I
I'M. Be Seeing You.
......
....
.,
f '11
Wa Ik Alone— "Follow .the. Boys"' ....
Is You Is Oi Is You Ain't— 1 "Follow the Boys"
It Could Happen to You— t"And Angels. Sing".
Kentucky
Let Me Love You Tonight.

A

Amor—

•

';,;

— —

-

.

;

.

16.725
19.500
3.950
1,475

.

compilations embrace the NBC, CBS, Blue and 'Mutual Networks, as represented by WEAF, WABC, WJZ and WOR, N Y.. and are based on data
provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular checking source of (fig
- -, ~%
"
*
music publishing tn'cliisf ry. ." "
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Sellers

(Week Ending Sept, 2sr
Morris
Walk Alone. .'.-.-..

I'll

(Presented herewith, as a weekly tabulation, is the estimated cover
charge business: being done by name bands in various Neiu York hotels
pinner business O-W p.m.} vol rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger; amount designates weekend; .and'
Holiday price. Compilation is bused on period from. Monday to Saturday.)
.

:

;

.

.

.

-J?'-

BMI

.

.

.

.

.

.

Robbins
Amor. Acad.

V:

Feist

.Remick

,

-

.

Los Angeles
.

Harry Owens (Ambassador: 900

HeMy

.

-;•..;':

SI -$1.50'.

4,000 cover* in a breeze:
King- (Biltmore; 900. Sl-S! id
4.200 tabs.

Getting his share to too
....v.

i

.Hard

to.

.,'•

..-

.'•,'.

:

beat with strong pull

Premier Records,

to:-

"-.

N. Y.,

What a Difference a Dav Makes
Whispering;— "Greenwich Village'.' ...
Who. Said Don't Come T'^e '—i "Impatient

.

. .

,

Wltmark

.Barton
..Feist

Blown
Marks

~

i

Monicker Switch

In

,

,

..-

.

Yeai's".

... ,

.

.

,

,

Miller

'

Williamson

Albany. Oct 3
-'.'';'
.<•"" '','-.':':''" '^''''''' -;--;
Premier Records of N Y a new \t':.FV-'?i.ii*/iai.'-''.....-.v '-V.;->v
;
''""'."
.'>".".•,''
": '•'...''
outfit apparently has been forced to.
Henry Busse (Palladium B; Holl's wood 'fourth weekl, Business taper- change its. name. to Seecp Records,
NEEM ON THE BEAM
Robbins Music Publishing
ing slightly with dip to 24.500.
Inc by threat ot a suit by Premier
songwriter
and
Henry "Nemo,
Oft to smashing Records of St, Louis
Change of
Lionel Hampton (Trianon B Southgate. fi!-t week'
'Hall of Fame' Song Folio
Start and fine bet to beat 9.500 adnushes
name was recorded with the. Secre- Broadway character, is going, to. the
Jack Robbins has tied up with
Coa-t this .week for a fling at picTed. Lewis (Slapsj Maxie's. N, LOs Angeles, third week). No. smiling, tary of State; Albany, last week.
Phileo Corp. for a Paul Whiteman
tuies Maurice Duke agented
Filled at 5.200. s " -;';-'
tablecloths here.
St. Louis Premier outfit. has been
Duke specializes
nianagement '.'Radio Hall of Fame tolrt) of the
in business some time and fairly re>'.-.'''
maestro s favorite tunes, It's edited
"..'.",":
"".
".-'
(Chicago):"
cently went after name bands,
It of boss opera stars and gag in the
Biz oft here. BardO- recorded, Ted Fio-Rito and several music biz -is that only someone who by Abel Green. "Variety"
Bill Bardo (Latin Quarter; 650; $2.50-53.50 min,),
Apollon-Svlvia Froos combo attracted about 3.300.
other similar outfits and has made know:s about spurs, rems and boss
.Whiteman has, dug up some memDown a little with ofler? to oihet- among them. Sonny whips could handle a character like, orabilia phostos of tns sundry yesterCarl Kavazza (Blackhawk: 500, $l-$;2 50 min ).
':-"'.''
';
the Neein.
Dunham.
V.-i"-"Ravazza responsible for 3.800 tabs
year bands lor part of the art layout.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
Cos Anyeles)
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ALL ABOARD FOR THE BIGGEST NOVELTY SONG

Wprdf and Mo»ie by

Sung

"by

OT'jm'lMS'T^

HUGH MARTIN and RAIPH BLANE

Judy Garland in M-G~M

f

s

MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS

A GREAT POPULAR STANDARD NOW A HIT REVIVAL

SWEET AND LOVELY
'

Word* and Mviic by

GUS ARNHEIM, HARRY TOBIAS and

JUUES IEMARE

Featured by Harry James in M-G-M's TWO GIRLS AND A SAILOR

'"**
"<"

'619
'

'

-

»,:

BROADWAY,
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- HAKRY LINK, Gen. Prof. MB'-
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83

UAriety

The Correct Story at Last of the Authentic Version of

MARLENE

LILLI
(I\1V

The Tap

OF THE

LIIXI

L\>iri>lipllT)

England for the Last 0^^ith^

Seller in

:

Published hv

TOE PETER MAURICE

JIMMY PHILLIPS,

Relayed from London by

"We

MIJSIC C^

song about one and a half years ago.
We understof .1 it was one of the big song hits of the war
and that our troops were catching on to it. I personally was
in a little Inn in Stoke Poges—'The Dog and Pol'—-together
with a band leader, Billy Cotton, and the 8th Army had just
come hark after their successful campaign in North Africa
and they were resting around these quarters. I had a converfirst

heard of

/

this

Peter Maurice's Managing Director

hearing it in the stillness of the desert night from the 'Jerry'
cam ps~H here Fritz sat around singing the song. They also
.said that the prisoners they took all sang the song and our
boys cottoned on to it right away. The Major implored me
to get an English lyric to Slop the boys from singing the

German

told

When

had adopted it as their theme and it meant so much to them.
The Major got very excited and tohl how they had captured
this song, with the taking of Tobruk, in the form of an old,

would

cracked recording of Lala Anderson's rendition. Some of
our hoys told me that the patrols would have to go into the
desert to locate 'Jerry' and they would he able to identify
theni by hearing this tune played possibly on an accordion
or mouth organ. At oilier times our boys couldn't help

until

sation with the

Ma

j(^r.

rv^tAvis ,-?4*\ ,$"S,»'ib»nd

who

Division

The above indisputable

furls

I

lyric,

>*';..'

v''v

ov'-/'.:/

•

got hack lo London,

I

found out through the British

wanted the song on the air, so that our boys
the English lyric. As you know, we specialWilli our customary

that they both

all listen to

ize in adaptations of continental songs.

—

thoroughness, we enlisted the help of a writer- Tommie
solidly on this lyric for two months
we got our' final results, which are so terrific that over
600,000 copies of this authentic song have been sold in a
short time."

Connor—and we worked

that the Maurice

and "Fwric/y'*" confirmation

edition of "Lilli Marlene" has topped the British best sheet sellers for
many weeks prove that there is only one authentic English lyric and edition

and U

the one our boys are now singing over there and they and we
be singing over here when they come marching home victoriously.

is

will all

LIEU MARLENE
I.Mv
By HANS

I.E1P,

jSORBERTE

l.illi

of the

SClll LTZE, and

by

HELMY KRESA

G7

Dmi-r

C

Lamplight)

TOMMIE CONNOR—Arranged

c

C7

2E
Uti

-

der-neaththe lan-tern by the bar-rack gate Dar-ling
for roll call, time for us to
part, Darling

I

,

Time would come

F

4

Cmaj.7

C.

2

there that

you whis pered ten-der-

there 'neath that far off

C

Cmaj.7 Gdim.

G7

Dmi7

P

i

lamp

-

light,

My own

ly,

lan- tern light,

L1L- LI

\

m

Dmi7

edward

b.

C
1

j

j

Dmi7

Gdim.

m
.

f

™?M

C Dmi7C

G9

Dmi7
5

That you lov'd me,
You'd al - ways be,
) ».
I'd h old you tight, We'd kiss 'Good-night;')

G7

C

'

11

P

01

the

C Dmi7

wm

i

MAR- LENE,
untl«i;.pariHU!>.'JJ.'f'i!«)l>i,; <i»i\< iiilil

•

;

re-mem-ber the way you used to wait.'Twas
ca-ress you and press you to my heart; And

I 1

rnfo-riiht-iUi by Apollo •Muxlo-'eo^I.yrJc' Cuuy-riirbt'lM.* >r r*l*r JMaurk* >lusi<: Co. -t.nl. by
in the Alien Property Custodian pur.nmnt to law— Publl*h*4 by permission b"> JEflwdKl 8. .Murks

Sole American rights
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PftRIETY
vided; whether customers are served

Chi Dance

from sandwich court;
ter or kitchen: copies of menus;
diagram showing space for tables
and dancing, and whether any tables
arc reserved', and .approximate re-

at tables, or bar,

Men Secure D.C. Decision

1

Lifting
...

.

20% Tax From All Ballrooms
Chicago. Oct. 3.-

of,31 ballrooms in 'northem 'Illinois, including Chicago, scheduled to begin paying 20"," eab'aret tax
Oct. 1, had the order countermanded
by a'n order issued by Joseph D.
Nunan, 'Jr.. internal revenue eoflt*

Owners

missioner at Washington.
Henceforth, according to

admissions and ,re>
cabr.ret
Opinion foyers entire
Uesliments.
nation, 'though based only on Wash
tax

or.

[l[KliiTgs;l'pr~Ctrrtnrg-o-ijTstnct.

iiigfbii's

Estimated weekly' -patronage hen;
iv between, 75- and 100,000, a highwater mark created by lonesome
Gl s front Fort Sheridan. Great
Jin-.
Carter Lakes a (id other nearby military
.

.

.Harrison, Illinois district collector,
dance cathedral .owners in the i?V.
lion's 64 collection districts will pay
the. usual tax on admissions only, and
won't be obliged to kick .in a 20",'
:

staV.utions.

;'

'.-.-;

•/

.quo

•

July. 22 this year.,

till

when

rul-

was reversed effective Sept... 21.
Case was appealed and continued,
according to John H; Lyle, attorney
(Herb By field
for Merry Gardens
and. Harry Rice):: New Milford and

Trig

COOKIE FAIRCHILD
6'v;"

And Many Other Orchestra
Leader*
this '-.1x5 VISCW. -record
or sons IVHs'.pt over 100 iiulj-l
|}sb>rs, plus old fayoritcs. Twv.
c iiitles
lead sheets npd\ lyrics
(if iihorus.
SA1ICLKH FUEK.

Vi»

ICI9
ItruaHwiiy

New

York l»

TUNE-DEX

froin -.admission

•

charges,

as

sale of

CASA L0MA RETURNS
TO PAR, N. Y NOV. 29

Conn, and the refusal of McCormiek & Barry, operators, to pay
the band's guarantee. They .-'.offered

an undisclosed settlement instead,
Krupa played an Army camp date
on the .way Up to Bridgeport, lie
which
and his men were on time at the
orchestra,
Ca>a Loma
the
Ritz,
but the instruments arrived an
policy
at
started "the name band
Paramount theatre, N. Y.. returns, to hour-and-a-half late due to a breakthat house after .several, dates at down. By that time most of a big
crowd
had been discouraged by the
Strand.
Bros
Warner
the opposition
Outfit goes into the- Par.; Nov. 29, for rain and failure of the band to show
Andy and left.singer
four weeks,, with
,

1

.

Russell,

";

•

'X. v

••'•',;-:.'

-.'

Outfit at one time played the Par
every Christmas and. New Year's' in
commemoration of its inaugurating
the policy at that time of year.

1911

Bill

Green's

may go

into a

is

Pittsburgh,
policy. It

.Tommy

a location job.

Green's follows in the wake of a
of other clubs, in N Y. and
are installing name band
Not all are using the best
going for secondary
some
names,
b.o. power, but all are claimed to be
paying, unusually good coin. Coral
Weymouth,
Mass.; Highway
Gables,

number

out. that
policies.

.

Casino, Fall River, Mass.: Club Baii
and Louisiana Club, Washington,
D. C; Shangri-La, Philadelphia, are
among the more recent clubs going
for

Taxes, Taxes, Taxes

Casino,

name band

currently dickering with-

Tucker's orchestra to inaugurate a
string of b.o. band bookings and asserledly is offering top money for

name band

policies.

.

'Sweet Rosie

0'GradyY

Lions: Ballrooms (R. 'J. Verderbars).
and Melody Mill (Benjamin Lejcar),
Federal Court
while, owners pulled strings with Sen.
Examinat ion of Edward B. Marks,
Scott. Lucas, who aided lawyer*. draw
Max Marks and John. G, Paine, gen,
'
up briefs,
:,:
mgr. of American Society of ComBefore they made the decision, in- posers, Authors and Publishers, in
ternal revenue execs, headed by
connection with suit by composer
Nunan, required ballrooms to furnish Maude Nugent Jerome against 20th
info concerning admission charges;
Century-Fox, is scheduled for today
days and hours of business; hours and tomorrow
(4-5).
Notice of
orchs play; other entertainment 'proN.Y. Federal

Exams

'

badly last Thursday (281. ft
his playing to 700
people at the Ritz Ballroom, Bridge-

wound up with
port,

,

;

the breakdown of his. instrument
truck. Gene Krupa's one-night tour
•started

-

This week's development .is culmination of light started by Aragon
and Trianon ballrooms, area's biggies, three years ago, and brought to
a head Jan.- 111. 1942, when Uncle Sam
ruled two were not cabarets for purStatus remained
pose of taxation.
'

ceipts

compared with receipts from
food and refreshments.

4,

Breakdown
PITT'S CASINO MULLING
Ruins Krupa at Ritz
NAME BAND OPERATION
Thanks to a heavy rainstorm and

Rain, Truck

Akron,

0-. Oct- 3,

Thomas W. Butcher, owner

of 135

juke boxes operating in Akron, has
asked for a wait of mandamus in a
suit before Judge Frank Harvey, attacking the validity of a city ordinance taxing the boxes $20 each

in

had estimeasure woujd bring
in revenue each

City, officials

annually.

mated

that: the

about

$80,000

.•

exams

was

filed

in

court last wr eek.

:

year.

-'

S-':" •'..-..
X: [.•,•'
Butcher contends the ordinance is
tha music
and. that
confiscatory
boxes do not need special regula"

'.

Bill

-vi.

'.''•

tion.

V

MeCuiie orchestra heldover

Edison hotel,

N

V'
at

Top Tunes for Your Books
An Ail-Time Favorite

ON THE SUNNY
SIDE OF THE
STREET
Muficby
.

.

JIMMY McHVGH
Published by

SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN

Y.

Composer is suing 20th-Fox over
the latter's alleged appropriation
without, permission of the song
Sweet Rosie O'Grady." for use in
the film company's picture by the
.

'

same name.

AFM

Nixes Lobby Tunes
Los Angeles. Oct.

3.

VICTOR RE-ISSUE 30-0827 SHEP FIELDS

by the American Federation of Musicians that canned music in lobbies

For new artist copies and arrangements
€onfa«f Standard Exploitation Department The Big 3
PHIL KORNHEIS1R, Manager

will be prohibited tinless the tunes
are niaiiipulated by a union platter
spiur.eiv

1

,

1619 Broadway,

N.

Y.

19

Circle

°

Idea, explained in a warning by
James Petrillo, is to prevent theatres
from entertaining prospective ticket

6-2939

buyers with non-union music.

THE FIRST LADY OF SO/VG

KATE SMITH
Will Introduce a
On Sunday, Oct.

New Song

8th, Jello Program, Columbia Network,

EWf

7 P.M.,

THIS CHRISTMAS
By JttLE STYNE and

It is

SAMMY CAHN

significant that Kate Smith has introduced

that have become hits than any other singer

We

in

more songs
the world!

are happy that she has chosen to feature

THIS CHRISTMAS
T. B.

HARMS COMPANY

RKO BLDG.

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

TO THE
SAUL

H.

BORNSTEIN

SOME OF THE OUTSTANDING
SONGS

THE CATALOGUES

IN

OF BOURNE.

AND

INC..

V.v:

AH

;

of

MUSIC CORF.

A.B.C.

Me

Annie Doesn't Live Here Any More
Are You Lonesome Tonight
Back in Your Own Back Yard
(The) Beat o' My Heart
Beloved (Victor Schertxinger)
Bye Bye; Blues
Carilei*

Announces That

'-'

:

•;

IRVING BERLIN, Inc.

:

'v;'-

Cecilia
:

Cost Vous

You)

(It's

v.'.
"'•:,
' 'O'^'- Charley, My Boy
Confessin' (That I Love You)
Don't Bring Me Posies (It's Shoesies I Need)
Ferdinand the Bull (Walt Disney film)
(Gimme a Little Kiss) Will Yd Huh?
Heigh-Ho (The Dwarfs' Marching Song—Snow White)
I'd Climb the Highest Mountain (If I Knew I'd Find You)
I
Hadn't Anyone Till You
''

:<

,

will continue as heretofore of the

seme address:

799 Seventh Avenue, New York

City

Get Along Somehow
I'll Get By
(Snow White)
I Never Had a Mammy
* Never Knew (Gut Kahn-Ted Fio Rita)
Inka Dinka Doo
I'll

I'm Wishing

.

the name has been changed to

It's a Lonesome Old Town
Wanna Go Where You Go) Then I'll Be Happy

(I

Let's Fall in
Little Brown
Little

Town

Love
Gal

the Ould County

in

Love (Your Magic Spell

Is

Down

Everywhere)

Lullaby of the Leaves

Mandy, Make Up Your Mind
Me and My Shadow "
-Mickey Mouse's Birthday Party

i/^ Moon Over Miami
Music Maestro Please

\ My Cabin

My

My

The catalogue will remain the same, except

Little

Last

of Dreams
Goodbye

Bimbo (Down on the Bamboo

Isle)

My Mammy
My Tone (My Man)
Object of My Affection
Oh! How
Miss You Tonight

that the songs therein contained written by

I

Irving Berlin have been assigned to

him

One Night

of Love

One Song (Snow White)
Play to

Say

SAUL

MUSIC
A
0N

CORPO R

T

I

WILL CONTINUE At HERETOFORE AT THE SAME ADDRESS:

It)

Prince Will Come (Snow White)
Song of the Open Road
That Old Gang of Mine
The Martins and the Coys
..
There Must Be Somebody Else
There's a Gold Mine in the Sky
There's a Rainbow Round My Shoulder
There's Danger in Your Eyes, Cherie
These Foolish Things (Remind Me of You)
The World Owes Me a Living (Walt Disney Film)
Tony's Wife
Tuck Me to Sleep in My Old Tucky Home
-

Announces That

A. B. C.

It

Red Hot Mamma!
Rememb'ring
Robins and Roses
San Antonio Rose
Again II Don't Believe

Some Day My

BORNSTEIN

H.

Me Gypsy

Wabash Moon

"

(What Do We Do) On a Dew Dew Dewy Day
the Red Red Robin Comes Bob-Bob-Bobbin' Along
When You and Were Seventeen
When You Come to the End of the Day
When You Wish Upon a Star (Walt Disney Film)
While a Cigarette Was Burning
Whistle While You Work (Snow White)
Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf? (Three Little Pigs)
(Who's Wonderful—Who's Marvelous) Miss Annabelle Lee

When

I

.

;

f

799 Seventh Avenue, New York

The ca ta logue

will

City

rema in the same, except

that the songs therein contained written by

Irving Berlin have been assigned to him

Willow Weep for Me
With a Smile and a Song (Snow White)
Yankee Doodle Blues (Gershwin, DeSylva. Caesar)
Yankee Rose'
'':.V.V'v'..v,
•

•

Yearning

:y> ;'' : '-:

:vv

?:
:

;'v^

Yes Sir, That's My Baby
You and (Meredith Willson)
You Know You Belong to Somebody Else
You Tell Her, I Stutter
You're Nothin.' But a Nothin* (Walt Disney Film)

v

I

vV.

,

:
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VAUDEVILLE

36

,

Show, when caught
for initial sesh at dinner Thursday
(28), was ragged and insufficiently
rehearsed, but changes smoothed ft
out satisfactorily by suppertime.
Back in New York for their first
appearance since their Carnegie Hall
concert last April 8, Rosario and Antonio, the class act in flamenco duo

Night Club Reviews
hire at Ciro's if his picture and radio
plans work out. He's still the master showman among, the Latins, and
you can toss in most of the pale faces
Helm.
to boot. ...

Tiro's. Los Angeles
Los
Xuvier Cugat

Angeles, Sept. 21.
orchestra (18) mid
,

The Gnrcias, Del Cnmpo,
Don Rodney. Lotiiye Biiriietf; JltlitW;
choir

Linda; cover $1 to

Ov-

$2.

V;

l<:iii»ii*e

name
Hang

still

a

magic

John

what happens? Even breathing space
Was at a premium when he opened
last Wednesday night (27 3 at Herman. Hover's class spot on the night-

And

Johnny Mack.
Dancers
$3.50

.

Cavallaro
Stark;

Gloria

$3-

"

revue marks the re-

turn of two Empire Room favorite.',
Carmen Cavallaro orch, just back
from Hollywood and pix stints, and
John Hoysradt.w'ith his satirical im-

•;'..

'

.

pressions
Hoy.sradt. closing the show, has
'em guffawing most of. the time. One
of his popular routines, at least with
the opening night's audience, is the

'

drunk

in a night club skit in

which

he portrays a drunk coming in during the floor show and making every:

his stew-

body uncomfortable with

tops the survivals. His longevity in
tiie lliumba racket can be attributed

Gloria Stark, 'at the mike,
stun".
makes an able foil; Follows: through
with impressions of radio hews commentators, an Englishman making a
speech, exaggerated impression of a
prize fight broadcast and "I'm Not

asset^showmanship.

on display in all- its glittery facets
at Ciro's. and for the tenure of his
indefinite stand tlie.inob will be coming and coming back.. .'

It's

,

Ah Opera Goer Anymore,"

for space oh a stand built
to take care of an intimate band,
Cugat and his crew of musicians,
singers and el bongo 'specialists
manage
to give a showsomehow

Cramped

with

HoysradtV usual

all

artistry

done
and

r
finesse for solid returns.
Dix wins, boff applause for
renditions of "Great Day,!' "Buckle
.

Tommy

manly presentation. The little band
of gay senoras and gaudy gauchos ,is
in constant movement, with Cugat
sawing away at his fiddle. The floor
show and specialties from the stand
probably wouldn't add up to a half
hour of anyone's time, biit no faster
30 minutes has ever been run off in
any bistro. "Cugy" sets the pace
with a fast samba, runs on his singers with plenty of instrumental and
choral backup, and for a rousing
finale,
the Garcias. colorful and
chain lightning personified. The-male
member's trick of darting, whirling
and spinning without disturbing the

..

AMmit

Di.v.

Cnrnioi

minimum.

New Autumn

gourd scrapers among our good
neighbors to the south were •.just
about to run out their string and
could: go back to more peaceful purThere's always the exception
suits.
to prove the rule so "Cugy" easily

major

.

29.
(21

atop his head brought shouts of
bravo from the mink and white-tie
He rates the raves. Of the sing-

fortlessly

Down

Winsocki." "Lindy Lou" and
"Old Man River." Youngster has a
powerful voice and makes fine appearance.
The Juvelys also score with acro-

dancers, demonstrate the routine
that
makes them the standout.

ft

'.nrtm&i-ji.-

sings the songs.

a* *•
Cav-

"Say a Prayer," but
(also very well sung)

"Estrellita"

didn't register well in a dish-clanging room, and the Gershwin "It Ain't
Necessarily So." sung in the low register, which isn't Miss Blake's- best
range.- didn't click at all. the band's
ragged support riot helping either.
Bertica Serrano is a cute mite with
satisfactory tap scque»ee whose personality is more suited to Latin patter songs and leading the chorus
line. Rota Lee, as femme. emcee, has
a neat intro ol the acU in rhyme,
and a tap- routine that is standard

.

N.. Kuuili,

,lr,;

Brian

iiiMKicnl ilirw iov;

1.

.iininiA-

nun

1

by

UNIT FOR VAUDE

m-e,

Ben. Blue, film comedian,

I'leyelunil,. >y|)t.. JT. JIM4;
cast 'inrinnVs Trixie, Ciilnlon
top.
fliihlnnd, l.neb Jfc Kin Pile. .Re* ib.t'anliy,
Wnlley. Chuclile Klein,
1'Myllie
Nate
l-'ninl;, St.
Sisters.
Mai-y Howe. Benoit
Anmnt. .Marilyn Wninn.' Tell Metfii. Patli

&

Ann

Rojiitiaull.

Phil

vaudfilm dates.
William Morris handling;

last

Krk'

'I'aj'l.oT,

Kleanov .VU'luIor,
l H a.Kne.
Km n
^ten-eilen .Wheeler, t'arniel Siewiiil' ,<c fully

Wnile.

*

,Mlivi.-lins

'

1

TlHiiiiatr,

")re-

!KI

atnl .ieroine iS-.rylialKs orvh.

'

,

.

Rufe Davis Heads

'

cdfer

no

.

and

not.

Louise Barnett. local girl who
just joined up, pulled the most
plaudits, largely for her coloratura
trick.
Del Campo, Don Rodney and
Julita Linda cotton to the Latin
strain and keep the motif alive and

ers.

'••:'•

with dancers.

Havana-^Iailrid.

Morg.

IV.

broken

are
for vaude, niteclubs and iadio manpast six months. His
of the twelve production agement for the
Money apparently, .meant, first Morris date will be at the Chase
director Chester Hale hotel, "St. " Louis, Oct. 20, for two
when he wanted to achieve eye- weeks at $1,500 per.
smashing effects, for the Ziegfeldian
Comedian left the Morris agency
«
follow
gjg^ ^hl » scenes apparently cost a
.le&is about six months as
fortune. 61 ailing "Pai iicfe ot Wooden ing a vaude dat'e at the'~R6xy'; "N.YV
Soldiers" sets the pace by putting
of his dissatisfaction with
because
nearly 100 gals on ice in multi-coldates and handling by that agency.
of
Individualities

.

many

numbers.
nothing

[

to

.

;

I

I

|

..

V.

.

I

Cooper took him over for a radio
program package which nevermaterialized.

VILLAGE BOOKING SWITCH

A booking switch will send miniature revue, "So This Is the Village."
into the Little Club, Greenwich Village, N. Y., Instead of Ed Winston's
Tropical Bar, also in the Village and
for which it had been written and
Bobby Conkl in, who

staged by

heads

bows

it

in at latter spot next Sat-

urday night

LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY
aiNtMi ixtcur/vi offices
LOEW BUILDINO ANNEX
;

1*0

W. 4W,

If.,

N,Y. C.

•

IHy.nl f.7HX>

of "Who," a George M. Cohan medley and "St. Louis Blues" were in
keeping with the overdone rouge
and mascara job.
Line of 12 Mildred Ray femmes
sport okay looks and costumes and
pitch in with acceptable enthusiasm,
as does the Nat Harvey band. Sm'iTing Lou Taylor opens and closes
show with brief emcee chatter.
''."Donn.
'

'

:

TOZ' PUTS BACK DATES

1

VIA OVERSEAS DELAY

Br*
Of,

Because "Funzafire," unit of 25
performers headed by Benny Meroff,
has extended its current overseas
tour for an extra month, running
through January, 1945, American
bookings for the unit have how been
put off until March.
Troupe was to have been back to
continue tour here on Jan. 20, 1945.

.

Material by SID

KULLER

THEATRE,
•

-

MASTER OF CEREMONY...
MIMIC. ..S.ONfiSTER...
ACTOR. ..COMEOIAN

laughs.

Sixteen of the most curvaceous
"Orcadettes. posing as Petty Cover
Girls; cut through a complex precision number as if it were chocolate
cake. Miss Atwood puts on her fanciest leaps and spins in "Sun Valley
Winterlude." in which the girls'
snappy costumes, are so scanty that
they risk pneumonia. For a closer,
a Royal Canadian Motmtje spectacle
lias more flashy red uniforms and
five.
waving than
Canadian-flag
Rose-Marie companies,
Eric -Wait*, who has developed
tremendously as an ice comedian, is
more of a show-stopper than the topliners. He wows 'em in the chorine
bit; his Loeb and Surette also plug
up some comedy g^ps with brisk

ARTHUR

* B OBAN
on
Bioadc»!tln«. hl> noinl Ininci-iWiaiioin
j*
Itadio for
.

anre'

Dir.:

two railroad, por-

Meza

Loeb

in

a

paint but his skating is much the
same—spectacular, speedy and bellringing." Two Old Smoothies— Orrin
Markhtis and Irrha Thomas— still do
their graceful waltzing that the oldsters like. Trixie's back with okay

juggling

tricks.

Mary Bohland

Don Condon and
score

heavily

with

dramatically high lifts and twirls,
recruiting a porky stooge sans skates
to hoke up their "Storque Club" burlesque.
As for

Need

Vrenli Material

Thm

und

r'lir/i Ar'iTk

t.Mlt,Al»ll
Mat.!

ftr

Oen

Frukll'l Original Entertainer!

bulletin! contain-

brand new parodiei.
erlolnal monoloauei. band
ing

noveltlei, freili lags, new
exciting Ideal.
routines,
Five different Itiuai. J 1
alio write material for
I

Individual!.

the newcomers, Marilyn
Quinn makes a good showing with

A JWiim.

Query ml.

DON FRAN KEL

D.ik V. 3623 Dlckeni
Chltaio, 47

BOOKED SOLID

UNTIL JAN. 19,
WILLIAM MORRI3 AGENCY

'W*

'"/
-.''.'•
NATIONAL CONCERT ARTISTS CORP.

double
and
"Pansy the Horse" bit with Miss
•-.-';'
Walley .for a few Chuckles;
Red McCarthy has a new coat of

ters.

Hit

...

JVri«.rio-

The* forgot dignity ami iw«t*; , *. ,i'*
fonatlowof.the.urka^an.riinli.^l.^

.

slapstick stuff as

,

GIBBONS ALE
rei-mitly ployed a TomiwarMl.
for President ftonSevett; «iid.W<

"Boran

THE HOT SOPHISTICATE

NOW—ORIENTAL

'...''

(7).

,

hoofing and incidental nonsense.
Also present is blonde Jeri Keever
for a song sequence with "Take Me
Out to the Ball Game," done a la
Eila Logan, earning best response.
Gal also does "Walk Alone" and
"Shorteniiv Bread."
Youthful tapper, Virgina Dawe, and blues shouter
Beth O'Malley round out specialties.
Latter, on near, close, suffered from
poor makeup and her dated versions

also

cast.

:

|

Tflwicus

agent

with

off

Frank Cooper, who had him pacted

•

;

,

owed by the magnificence displayed

ittiiriiiimii.

Brand of robust, rough-and-ready
comedy that put Pat Harrington and

Hi.

lias returned to theof the William Morris
engagement'.,
nitery

for

having

shad-

almost

Aud., Augusta.

Zero Mostel
office-

-,:>';

their hands,

the.

management

puppets, moving
ored costumes'
As a starter, it's a bit
trees, etc.
Frankie Hyers tip there on 52d street slow until Al.Surette as toy-maker
is
not suited for this downtown, ?.ips' through some tricky skating but
nitery.
The clowns, for one tiling, all the chorus maneuvers are mathRosario & Antonio, Gloria Blake,
need a smaller place to work in, and ematically, precise. :y
•;.
Bertica Serrano, Rola Lee, Jeronimo
at the Inn most of the customers are
Peruvian fiesta
Miss AtwoOd's
Vtllorino, Sacasas ork (8), Sanobrio's
vibrant.
too far away to get the feel of the
in
Despite the little square of floor Rumbas (7): Line (6); $3 weekday thing. Posts on the floor are no help number is incredibly gorgeous
of prankspace, the dance is the thing in this minimum, %i: Saturdays and holidays. but. tor that matter, neither is some pageantry with its parade
ing dummy horses, golden coaches,
No sooner does the
cozy room.
of the off -color material the boys
and peasant dancers in weird
downbeat fall than the polished pine
New Havana-Madrid show is a brought along. AH in all, it doesn't guards
hats. Use of -phosAmerican
South
is in a leathery lather.
Cugat gives good hour of standard Latin-Amer-: appear to have been a happy move-rand huge shawls
only One show nightly, and that at ican entertainment, with the star act, the check-payers weren't too amused phorescent outfits
strikingly beautiful garden
midnight.
That, kiddies, is not to Rosario and Antonio, standing out and Harrington and Hyers likewise make a
pattern in the dark. "Dresden Holiinterfere with the waiters moving from the others like a beacon, giving didn't seem to be overjoyed!
day," which draws almost as many
around with their trays of thirst the show for the moment the Plaza
Pair is using the same technique salvos of applause, reproduces a
slakers. "Cugy" may become a fix.- touch. Supporting "acts are routine
they did uptown, insulting them- French court scene with all the pure
selves and the innocent bysitters, the whites and delicate blues of a Watorch, other performers and everyone teau painting.
Skyscraper bonnet
else within range.
Harrington gets worn by Edythe Walley in a bit
on for some tenor ballading. "Tail of with Nate Walley and^ little Chuckie
Me Goat," "Donegal." etc,, while his Stein, who plays her hat-supporter
partner goes it singleo for a bit of comically, spears plenty of lusty

..set.

Troupe

Mostel Back to Morris

showing much virtuosity
in his swaggering work on runners,
his teamwork with Ann Robinson
has a crisper. showier flavor that
had the bobby-soxers warming up

While

a Frankie Hyers.
Keever, Virginia
Taylor. Mildred

New CRA

"Barn Dance Revue." with an ask.
ing price of $1,500 per nite against
of the gross, has been formed
by Consolidated Radio Artists and
goes out on tour, starting Nov. 3,
Unit features filmcr Rufe Davis and
Charlie Althoff.
Opening date is Nov. 3-5. Slate
theatre, Hartford, followed by Lyric,
Baltimore, 8; Academy of Music. Roanoke, 10-11; Mosque. Riclimond. 12.
County Hall, Charleston. S. C. 14-15,

50%

fleet-footed young' lad who makes
a handsome partner tor Miss Atwood in ai spectacular number.

in

Lon

Capades."
tour last
Cleveland's

-

Village Inn. X. V.

Pal Hurringtoh

at

able lack of male skaters, as well as
revue's heavy accent on ap"Icepersonable
proximately
90
Capets" instead. of headliners. Only
important names in cast of 152 are
Donna Atwood. Red.-..McCarthy and
Jimmy Lawrence, Latter. is a sUi.n,

'

Daive. Smiling

of "Ice
national

(27)

this

bas alternating for custoincrs' dancBrou.
ing

Betli O'Malley. Jeri

opened

Arena, has eye-dazzling costumes and
opulently staged production numbers,
Although it needs far more and better comedy to give it variety, other
departments try to make up for this
weakness; in slick showmanship,
Another war reaction is the notice-

smooth.

G'lvicli

edition

Fifth

-

which

Wednesday

slated

vaude
Metro

pictures for the past year, since his

.

fprftjmsi.'-

is

to tour shortly as head of a
unit.
He's been appearing in

.

*

I'billlppl.

BEN BLUE TO HEAD

.li'iwtreCiMajltnn .»«
.M, P"i\flkl ns tMm-oo:

Alwonil,

Donria

stars

Opened at A jflm,

1

ito

.:

tli-

Mi'inletlbni;-. ros: iinifs :diii»(»t<>rt

Miiiro

in-

.Inlin

ra.il

nn,l

S'J.'.Ul

ment

allaro's outfit not only play the showexcellently but keep the floor filled

Vic riim-le*:

liv

another

Forever", and

is

V'ksilln

Oieatj^nea.

.

imim -ajs
male quartet

:

union

i-piMPil

:

Cavallaro- clicks with his
nifty fingering of special arrangeof "Jealousy" and also emcees
for the show.
Abbott Dancers are seen in two
colorful numbers, one based"on "A
Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody"'- with
each girl representing a certain song.

*ni;ii'l*»s

Kilutaila

Jeronimo Villarino's
guitar specialty is an expert bit. Line
Johnny of six is tall, and comely* Costumes
batic skill in 'balancing.'
Mack contribs routine of nifty tap- are lavish, colorful arid always in
ping, including a drum stick number, good taste. Sacasas ork supplies riitiand a floating cane illusion to good Sic for- show, with Sanabria's Rumresults,

and

stewfH't

Itoseimn-ie

.

is

•

can appreciate her skill
reputed to have cost close
and the lavishly designed
costumes by Marco Montedoro and
colorful trappings look it. Pnllcn.

Show

to $350,000,

'..;

I'eruvltiu :cni)B -()» no*. id traited .by
milliner' (TMilerl
CiuihIiki;
liuiiper

'aprls.'

Gloria Blake's singing

and casually that only the

experts

27.

Tea p\irjivagon7.it In two jtcl.v -t »<-'-'" 9.
rruilm eil by !(•* 'Cavadea, Jm\ ;*»laBiiiK ami
by Oliesier Hole, RsaiMled by

only, that is a veritable toiirde-force. Team's Castanet and fingersnapping work is a marked adjunct
to their.'dancing. Audience, sprinkled
with Latinos, was properly, appreci-

of the show's assets, soprano, however, failing through bad choice of
a couple, of numbers. Her soft lyric
voice, .'frith its nice head tones, is
suited' to such ballads as "Now. and

19 It

ilioreonrHtiliy

ment

but

1945

of

Cleveland, Sept.

Youngsters present three folk and
gypsy numbers marked by, their
vivid style of sharp heel :and -toe
work and sudden, savage twists.
Accent; a? always, is on spirit and
dash instead of grace, though the
They do
Tatter is never absent.
one number with the chorus line
and one duo; with Antonio doing a
flamenco solo, to guitar accompani-

ative,

Review

(ARENA, CLEVELAND)

,

at a cover tap of

.Few years ago some .of, the prophets of doom were predicting thaU the

one

Tommy

(12).
(IS) trii'i

Orch.

$5 per head. Nope, no ordinary, guy
could rate that kind of a drag with
the class of clientele that will pay
five bucks just' to get into the room
to pick, up a S40 tab.

to

Chicago, Sept.
Juvelys
Hovsradt.

.

owl striprun.

IIoohi. riil

(PALMEJt HOUSE)

ring- to the
of Cugat out in this sector.
out his name in the ads and

There's

Unit

<Ta »a ilea

Ice

4,

her gymnastic and speed skatin"
Benoit Sisters can also clip it off
nicely and Ann Robinson is guilty
of only one error.
She execute's
her difficult turns and leaps so ef-

but acceptable.

1945

/>
'

/

•

Wednesday, October

1944

4,

VAUDEVILLE
Make
Vaude Bow at N.Y. Roxy Nightclub Biz Returns to

17

Pearl Primus to

Welcome

N. Y. Legitimate Niteries

Probe on the

Police

resenting

than

Rather

Pearl Primus, Negro interpretative
dancer who has been featured in
floorshows at both Cafe Society Uptown and Downtown, N. Y., will
make her Broadway vaudfilm debut
at the Roxy Oct. 18. Others on the
bill will be Jackie Miles, comedian,
who will double from La Martinique
nitery, and Jerry Wayne, singer.
Pic is 20th-Fox's "Laura."

Industry

La-*

the

'

Gtiardia-Police

Department probe on

Greater N. Y. area, but
them to continue opera"probationary" licenses,
via
legitimate operators are welcoming
the proposed "purge" that would rid
the field of hoodlum-operators and
other undesirables.-

niteries jn
tions

N.

State,

allowing

Cuts Vaude

Y.,

To Allow
Loew's
stage

State,.

Long Pic

for

N. Y., will clip

show week

'-.:.'

its

of Oct, 12 to bal-

throughout the country.
good barometer is that more
PITT TESTIMONIAL
than half of the 10,000 vaude performers who had been "stranded"
wlien the tax hopped from 5 to 30%
Pittsburgh, Oct. 3.
last April are back working.
Little Jackie Heller: will be honConsensus of opinion is that the
ored here tonight OTues.) by more 20% nick never appreciably hurt
than 1,000 at a testimonial dinner biz in the topdrawer bistros, and
following his return home from a less-affluent patrons of the smaller
places have since become acclimated
16-month
South

A

TO HELLER-PARKER

'

shuttering last week and is still in
biz, Monte Proser, operator, had to
promise the mayor that he'd keep
Frank Costello, alleged racketeer,
and other "officially labelled undesirables" off the premises.
Ted Husing, among other enthusiastic character witnesses, helped get

'

USO

Over Mulberry Street" some seasons
back.
Anthony Parolla will pro-

His

Pacific.

overseas,

duce 'Brooklyn."

WONG BOOKED

Patrons Getting Used to
Nitery biz in New York and elsewhere is back to normalcy, if not
more boff than ever, despite. the 20%
Government tax, according to surveys made here and in other key
cities

ance with running time of "Dragon
Seed" (M-G), which consumes two
hours and .'25 minutes. Pie is set for
this stand was taken by Noah
one week with possibility of holdBraunstein, attorney for Cafe Ownover.
Stage, show will be headed
ers Guild, as spokesman for his
by Henry Armetta, pic comedian.
group-' and also ratified by other cafe
Armetta may play some additional
and nitery owners not. within the
vaude
dates and also remain east
affiliated group.
for a legiter via deal pending for
'•'
The Copacabana, which had been comedian to star in "They Live in
the target of the first investigational Brooklyn," new. one by Nicholas
gun, won its case against official Cosentino,
who authored "Moon

tour

of

partner

Lew

in

the

to the payoff.

long

SOLID

who

is

a leading candidate for role

END

Pyle in "The Story of: &,t'
UNTIL
OF 1945 of Ernie
Monte Proser's Copacabana over the
'':'-''."
joe." ;]";
hurdle and into a probationary sixJim Wong, vaude standard, isn't
Heller-Parker tick was longest
month license. For a time it looked worrying about a job.
continuous tour on USQ record and
as if Sept. 30 would see the N. Y.
His aero troupe has been booked pair brought back with
them an ofnitery 's license canceled. The Copa, for vaude, fairs and circuses, sans
ficial army commendation, first to
instead, must pay up the $37,000 layoffs, until the end of 1945.
be given in the Pacific theatre, for
'

V''i'., •!::.•

stay

comedian,

Parker,

coming from New York lor affair,
which will have as its toastmaster
Rosey Rowswell, local sports announcer and after-dinner speaker,

"

Detroit Niteries Strong
'Detroit, Oct.

3.

Ten' percent seems to make a lot
of.- 'difference .-in the nitery business.
Where a few months ago there were
predictions of widespread club. shut-

'"''".'

;

.

.

•

.

sales tax arrears
and $5,000 a month)

$10,000
and di-

claimed

down

<

vest itself of seven questionable employees, plus Costello, a particular
taget of Mayor La Guardia.

Blacksteiie's

their
work from Major General
Breene, commandant of supply division over there. It's possible Heller

50-50

.

Red McKenzle
private
Gaoler.

in

Milt

for

platters

label

wax

N. Y. to

He has been singing on
Eddie Condon's Blue network "Jazz
•

from Town
two Saturdays.

broadcasts

Concert"

Hall, N. Y., past

Deals

AND

week.
Only week unit will play on a
guarantee against percentage is Oct.
2tt through Nov. 1, when, tab version
of revue will be at Capitol, Washing-

SOW

LOEW S
TlmiikK fo
*l

;

STATE.

Now

York

MARVIN SCHRNCK

Anil

:

Now York
Oetobtr 10

Dir.:

TO BUY
Gag
$1.00

$1.00

File Not.

T

and 2

EACH

Milk* riiecUfi rnynlile to

PAULA SMITH
200 AV.

New Spot Friday

been partners

in

operation of this

nitery for several seasons. It will
retain Latin Quarter tag.
with
partnered
Sam
Walters,
Gaines, has the neighboring Colonial
Inn, Hollywood, Fla. Latter place is

(6) Nite

now undergoing new

decor and Walters will head south this week to
complete arrangements for reopening. Walters said he wanted to concentrate on latter spot, this being
the reason for sellout on other

Cafe Zanzibar, N. Y., will dedicate
its new site, formerly the Hurricane,
Friday night (5) with a high- nitery.
Walters and Loew still are partbudgeted floor show. Lineup in- ners
in the N. Y. Latin Quarter,
cludes Ink Spots, Ella Fitzgerald,
Tops & Wilda, 3 Loose Nuts, Dorothy Donegan; Pewee Marquette and

first

.

in

trip

,

Fairmont; W. Va.
out of the san in

'.'-;...
four years.
Harry Jackson, who did the trick
in less than a year, back to N. Y. •;'
..

.

Peg Leg Bates, latter trio are holdovers from former show. Also a line
of 16 Zanzibeauts.
Revue, staged by Clarence Robinspecial music by
will have
Claude Hopkins, whose band will
alternate with Jose Curbelo for the
rhumba rhythms..

son,

Tariff

.'•

'.

.''..'

-

;'

:

Heading into the new winter seathe 20% (ax doesn't seem to
bother the local niteries. Downtown
spots, with headline attractions, are
reporting biz boomish. Reservations
at several of the hotels have been
run out weeks in advance. What's
more, instead of closings there are
new spots such as Lou Walters' new
Latin Quarter in Detroit.
son,

The saddest spectacle is the fact
that the hotels and niteries are in
the position where they are willing
to shrug off a World Series. Where
once they looked forward to a series
for the boom it brought, loeal proprietors were going around saying;
"It would be a good thing for baseball if the St. Louis Browns won:"- V
This treason to the local Tigers,
tied on the last day of the
season with the Brownies for the
league leadership, only to lose when
the Browns beat the Yanks and

who were

Washington nipped Detroit, was accounted for by the fact that hotels
to cache the big baseball following except! in ballrooms
and the niteries were afraid the incoming baseball mob would drink up

had no place

their precious but
of good liquor.

slim quotas

still

-."

.

.

PAUL SMALL SEEKING
SCHNOZ FOR TUN TIME'
Paul Small may ready another
vaude unit of same type as "Star
Time," current at the Majestic, N. Y.
New one would be called "Fun

Time" and would bow

in

at

St.

with a slight touch of the flu.
~Sig Mealy" was- handed an extra
upped-cxercise-paper and he spends
spare time making bandages for the
Red Cross
Marjorie Fischer, former Earl Carroll beaut and now radio actress,
took time out to visit the Will
Nifty
Rogers gang at the lodge.

Jimmy Durante

as

star

(FORMERLY STONE & LEE)

Assisted by NINA

gesture.

.,'.':

Maihea Merryfield back to the
Rogers from her New York City trip
an<l says she had that wonderful
time everybody talks about.
Eddie Rehberg back to the lodge
after mastering a tough operation
and showing swell improvement.
Betty Hoffman's pulse went up
plenty whQn her husband shot in
-

from N. Y, on their wedding anniversary.

Mall io "Ktin-Mnhter"
Suite 10-tt, N. Y. C. J8

«4tli St.,

Thanks

to

Nick Kenny for his nod

to the colony.
Write to those

who

are

ill.

NOW

:

co-attraction.
comic juggler, the
Fred Miller's orch and Theodora
Brooks and her organ ensemble provide the music for dancing.
The Maisonette lineup hasn't been
set yet except for the Laszlo and
Paul Sparr orchs.

KAYE

PLAYING

ORIENTAL THEATRE
CHICAGO
THANKS TO CHARLIE HOGAN
FOR QUICK RETURN

.

.••'';

Act Vaudeville Corp. chartered to
conduct theatrical business, with
offices in the Bronx.
Capital stock
is $20,000, $100 par value.
.

ReprM«nlot!v*

NEXT WEEK

DANNY GRAHAM

STRATFORD

CHICAGO

THE
TWIN BOMBSHELLS OF RHYtHW
Currently Appearing At The

NOW
THANKSHARRY MAYER.

And

IN

5th

STRAND, New

WEEK-HELD OVER

Booker

ZEB EPSTEIN, Manager
LEO MORGAN, Producer

2

York

MORE

Thanks to our agents, FREDERICK BROS.
especially to JERRY ROSEN, for making the New York Strand date possible

Personal Direction.

JAY ED ED W AR DS
I

THANKSHARRY

LEVINE for releasing
from our Chicago Theatre
date to play the Strand, N. Y.
us

and

around whom he would build rest
of the show.

Regis Cafes Set

iridium and "Maisonette rooms of
the Hotel St. Regis, N. Y.. reopen
within the: next week, the former set for a formal opening tomqrr
row f5) night and the Maisonette
ske'dded for next Thursday (12).
Pierre D'Angelo and Vanya headline
the Iridium show with Bob DuPont,

San

Francisco, Dec. 27.
Deal hinges on whether Small can

pact

HAL STONE

.

Melody Bar and Grill.*
John Eaton, who was doing so
ordered back to bed routine

ACTS! COMICS! M.C.'S!
PUBLIC SPEAKERS! RADIO!
THEATRES! NITE CLUBS!

GAGS FOR

Cafe Zanzibar Preems In

nicely,

WANTED!
100

Island,

20%

terjngs and delegations heading for
Washington to protest the 30% cabaret. tax, the moderation of the tax
put the grins back on bon if aces lo'"'cally.
V.

local
'

MtSIC COKl'. «F AMERICA

Pun-Master

his

NVA

LA MARTINIQUE
.

home cooking
It's

Helen O'Reilly, niteclub gal who
san,
did a five-year .stretch at
plenty okay 'now and partner of the

Ol'ENING

Lou Walters sold his half interest
Miami Latin Quarter oh Palm
Fla., to E. M, Loew, New
England theatre operator. Terms of
deal were not revealed. Both had
in

.'

.

visit his old boss, Len Grotte, Loew
manager who is •'curing'' here. •''.-'
Carl Kern off on a 10-day visit to

KSSK K.AVE ....

-

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake. N: Y., Oct. 3;
Lt. Clinton Rabbitt stopped off to

.'.?'

.-VHI*KAKI\4»

.

HIS \

OF MIAMI'S LATIN Q'TER

.

W««kf

BELMONT PLAZA
New York
V

in this country; if not they'll at
least be on .the same 'bill together
for their first job in nearly two
years, probably at the Latin Quarter in Chi.
,

WALTERS SELLS

:

ton, vaudfilmer.

PATRICIA
Jutt Clostrf 6

Next

Blackstone, magician, and his unit
comprising a two and one-half hour
show have been booked into theatres
and auditoriums for one-week stands
until April 15, 1945, on straight 50-50
percentage with the exception of one
'.',

CAPPELLA

Till

and Parker may team up for stage
April and niteries now that they're back

Normalcy;

.

A

.

"

.,

'

*

.

.

PftRiETr

18

Jean Rochelle

Variety Bills
WEEK OF OCTOBER

Vt

Zaejileew

Zip Howe
Joe Da Carlo Ore
Vr reel lie*

Ella Fitzgerald
Ink Spots

.

Andy

Russell

Dwlrht Flake

•

Woods

Ileus

\

Cantu
Numrral* la connection wllh

Indicate onenlns

below

bill*

whellifr

or

full

Ellsworth 4 ("child
Peter Birch
Bob Davis
Betty Lustre

of (how.

ftttj

week.

ipllt

Loew

Wednesday, October 4, 1944

Berbers Ore

Thelitis Nsvins

Jose Curbello

Bd

HENRY McRAE
Henry McRae,

68,

oldest

.

"iKeatre

until above mentioned
retirement. He had also made
many
vaude appearances in the 90s
his
consisting
of
excerpts f rom
Shakespeare and other of his then
current plays.

active

film producer in point of continuous
association with the industry, died
Oct. 2 of a heart attack at his Beverly Hills home. He was born in

MARRIAGES

Cabaret Bi

OBITUARIES

Berry Bros
Dorothy Donevan
Three Loose Nuts
Taps * Wilds
Pes Let Bate*
Peewee Marquette
Fay Canty
Claude Hopkins Ore

Mary

act

After embracing evangelist
R.
Hunter to Douglas Toronto and gave up a career in
career
San Diego, Cal., Sept. 27. medicine to enter the theatrical he had been known as Rev. Downis screen actor, now in Navy. field, first with the Princess theatre ing and had several
pastorates de.
Betty Gerlach to Ralph Harrison, stock compainy and later with road spite never actually being
ordained
York,
by
New
Sept. 22. Groom is Pitts- troupes.
any religious sect. His churches
burgh booker and former band
McRae became interested in films were non-sectarian.
-\\'/
leader. )/\:\
Widows daughter and two brothers
in 1909, sensing opportunities for ins
Irene
Hutchison
to
Raymond jecting action drama via the new survive him.
(Loppy) Bryant, Pittsburgh, Sept. entertainment medium, He joined
29.
Groom is with Slim Bryant's Universal in 1911, left for a year to
G. E. "JACK" RAYMOND.
Georgia Wildcats on Station KDKA. tour with his own stock company
G 0r8e, E "Jack" Raymond, 75
1
Myrtle Hoffman to William Arm- and then returned to become di- .u
theatrical
manager for several genstrong Collins, Los Angeles, Sept. rector-general of production when erations of show
business, died Seut
26. Biride is a composer and presi- Universal City was formally
opened 27 at his home in Hollywood, where
dent of Talent Time, Inc.; groom is 31 years ago.
he had been living in retirement
for
vice president of same company and
A constant exponent of action in 21 years. His last official connection
former vaude performer.
Alms. McRae directed action dramas, with the theatre was
the manageArlene Pinta to Phil Tyrrell, Win- serials and westerns by choice ment of the
Orpheum, Los Angeles
'
amac, Ind., Sept. 8. Groom is part- rather than stepping into higher from 1920 to 1923.
ner in Sligh & Tyrrell booking budgeted productions. During the
Born in Brooklyn in the last year
office. Chicago,':
years he had a virtual life-time con- of the Civil War, Raymond
began his
Maria Paloma Osmena to James tract with uy he left the post of managerial career
with the Lyceum
Milne Charnley, New York, Oct. 1. serial production chief several times handling tours
for Bill Nye, Elbert
Bride is daughter of Sergio Osmena, to step in temporarily as general Hubbard and
other notables of that
prez of Philippine Commonwealth; manager of the studio.
era.
Later he toured the mainland
groom is concert pianist.
Between the shifts of production with Queen "Lil's" Royal Hawaiian
Betty Jane Rase to Pvt. Mickey heads, however, he went back
to band, and was general manager of
Ropney, Birmingham, Ala., Sept. 30. serial and western production
duties Pain's Fireworks, a pyrotechnic disBride is beauty contest winner; as soon as Carl Laemmle,
Sr., was play featured for years at state and
groom is Metro film star, now in appointed the new general manager. county fairs.
Army.'.
He always kept ahead in methods of
In the theatre he managed numerMarian Cooper to David Kaufman, production for chapterplays,
in- ous road shows and was manager of
Las Vegas, Nev., Sept. 27. Bride novating windmachines, production the Great Northern
in Chicago at
is a screen writer; groom is with of films
at night, and double expos- the time of the Iroquois fire.
The
Click mag.
ures to heighten dramatics and ac- Great Northern was the first house
tion. He stepped out several times to comply with the new city fire regto produce serials with traveling ulations that followed the "disaster.
units in every portion of the world,
In vaudeville he represented MarMr. and Mrs. Jimmy Powers, making, "The Dragon's Nest", in the tin Beck as manager of the district
covering Omaha, Des Moines,- Mindaugh ter, Pittsburgh, Sept. 22. Father Far East.
Aside from keeping serials alive neapolis, St. Paul,. Duluth and Winis manager of Garden theatre, Pitt.
Moving to Los Angeles to
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Notopoulos, son, as money makers when other pro- nipeg.
Altoona, Pa., Sept. 20. Father Is ducers felt returns were not suf- take charge of the Orpheum in 1920,
ficient,
he also offered helping he retired three years later, but kept
exhibitor in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Hyman, son, guidance to newcomers. His pro- up an active association with memLos Angeles. Sept. 26. Father is tegees include Frank Lloyd, John bers of the stage and film profesFord, Robert Z. Leonard, Al Green, sions.
manager of Melrose theatre there.
Surviving are his widow,
Corporal and Mrs. Ned Davenportv Frank Borzage, Allan Dwan, Wil- Charlotte, and a sister living in
';<
daughter,
Hollywood,
Sept.
26. liam Setter and many others.
His Brooklyn.
Fow'.ey,
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Phil Brito
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State
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Joan
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Johnny Long Oro
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Charlea Strickland
Jiminy Burns
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Iceland
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Curran.

Jimmy
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Club
Roy Sedley
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Hotel

Dr Giovanni
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RKO
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Tommj Morgan

Grauer
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CITY

Bob Russell
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Gilbert
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WASHINGTON.
Capitol (5)
Sammy Kaye Ore
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Groom
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Baltimore, Oct,

-3.

Loew's Century and Valencia thewent on a 24-boitr schedule for

atres

the

precm

"Since You Went
(28). Joseph Cothere for personal appearance in both theatres at 3 a. m.
While the long grind policy was
mainly to accommodate war work,

of

Away" Thursday
ten

arrived

ers on the night shift in this area,
the increased playing hours are also
aimed at getting increased attendance, limited by the lengthy running time,
:•'

.

.
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Ber-Mar
Brett

and musicomedy performer and

cornet soloist
with John Philip
Sousa's Band, died following a heart
attack in New York, Oct. 1. In private life she was Mrs. Louis Wells,
whose husband, surviving her, also is
vaude performer, now operating
school for acrobatic dancing in N. Y.
She had been identified with show
tra.
business for about 35 years until her
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Downs, son,
retirement 12 years ago. She made
Hollywood, Oct. 2. Father is film
her debut as cornet soloist at an
actor.
early age, and later was featured
Mr. and Mrs. William Shiflrjn, son,
with Matthews and Bulger hr the
Sept. 29, Beverly Hills. Father Is
musicals, "Gay Coney Island," "The
with Myron Selznick agency on the
Telephone
Girl"
and
Russell
Coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving H. Ludwig, Brothers' Comedians in the early
'90s.
She played extended runs at
daughter. Kew Gardens, L. I., Sept.
29.
Father is film buyer-booker Koster & Bial*s Music Hall, N. Y.,
for the Rugoff & Becker circuit in when that spot was the playground
of the playboys of the '90s. She subN. Y.
sequently met and married Louis
Wells, then partnered in an acrobatic act Wells & Hassan, For years
she played on the same bills as a
single, doing her cornet specialty.
55 Continued from page 3
Upon dissolution of the Hassan
J
of 30 minutes or so in the film would Wells turn, she joined her husband
have allowed for Ave instead of four in act known as Wells, Gilbert &
shows daily, an estimated difference Co., which for years toured Keith's
Between
of $15,000 to $20,000 in weekly the- and other big circuits.
vaiide stints she was soloist with
atre receipts.
Calculated, on this
Sousa, John Webber (Cincy) and the
basis, that Metro would have received from $50,000 to $60,000 more 48 Highlanders bands. Since retirement she had devoted herself to welin rentals oh "Seed" on the M. H.
fare work, but did her trumpet act
run alone.
at benefits and servicemen's can-
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Bessie Gilbert, 68, veteran vaudeville
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NBC

of Life."

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Danz, daughter,
Seattle, Sept. 28.
Father is son of
John Danz, head of Sterling Chain,
and is personnel mgr. for the circuit.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Kramer, daughter, New York, Sept. 26.
Father is
road manager of Les Brown. orches-

.

Sis

(ti)
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Muriel Bremner, actress on
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t'olenmn Clark Co
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CITY

Hall

Miif»ic

Gray^ona

daughter, Chicago, Sept. 24. Mother
is

Cedrlc Wallace t
Latin Otiartfii
Buster Shaver
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Billy Baiika

A
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Irwin Carey
Jones Bros S

4
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!
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Nbrca Rumba Bd
J<e. Rnban Bleu

Julius Monk
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Chiquitlca
l.a Martinique
Or'acie Barrio
V
Callahan Sis
Jackie Miles
Pane.ho Bd
.

Dick Wilson Orcb
Blzony
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Father is former dialog director at star discoveries were numerous, and
RKO and son of Harry Davenport, they included Lon Chaney, Sr., who
was brought up the ladder by Mcactor.
Ma.ior and Mrs. Ted Lawson, Rae.'
He is survived by his widow, Mardaughter, Los Angeles, Sept. 24.
Father was one of Gen! Jimmy Dop- garet, whom he wed in 1906, and his
little's Tokyo raiders and author of sister-in-law, Ell O'Neil,
who had
been his secretary at Universal for
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo."
many years.son died several
Mr. and Mrs. Earl McAvoy. daugh
ter, Los Angeles, Sept. 20. Father is years ago:
assistant director at Metro.
;
Lt. and Mrs. James Bremner, Jr.,
BESSIE GILBERT
;,

Bob Davis

-
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l.y.man Ore
lleiron Ore

B
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Hal Ray win
Joev Rardin
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Marylin iiightower
Betty Ann Nyman.

Stanley (3-5)

CMiatiie

,

>:

Ray Kinney band
race,

is at

Vogue Ter-

Pittsburgh, following date at
WB's Stanley theatre. Second booking at'Ter'race within two months,

-

ROBERT

L.

DOWNING

Robert

L.
Downing, 86, noted
tragedian of the 80s and 90s, died
at Middletown, Md., Oct. 1.
His
contemporaries in the theatre Included Edwin Booth, Joseph Jefferson, John McCullough and Mary
.

Anderson,

the

last

having played

Juliet to his Romeo. In 1908 ho retired from the stage to become an
evangelist.
During his career Downing appeared in cycle of Shakespeare
plays as well as many others. He
made his debut at an early age with
an amateur theatrical troupe, and
:

intrigued by the experience, spent
the remainder of his lite in the

ROBERT

E.

HARRINGTON

Robert E. Harrington,

retired
legit actor and legislative secretary
of West Side Assn. of Commerce,
N. Y., died at Bayside, L. I., Sept. 28.
He was the son of Olive Easter, an
actress who headed her own companies more than half a century ago.
Harrington, practically born in a
trunk backstage, made his debut
when three years old in his mother's
company and continued on the stage
for 25 years.
He appeared with
Joseph Hart and Carrie De Marr in
the musical, "Foxy Grandpa," and
54,

later in the early George M. Cohan
musicals, "Running for Office" and
"The Governor's Son." Also with
Yorke and Adams in "Playing the
Ponies," "Sunny Side of Broadway"

and. others.
In 1920, Harrington went into the
business end of the theatre, aligning
with Keith-Albee Circuit and managed Regent, Franklin and Broad
Way theatres, N,' Y.
.

i

.

•

JAMES WILLIAM ENNIS
James

William Enhis.
U.S.N.R., younger brother of band
leader Skinnay Ehnis, died September 23 of injuries resulting from an
airplane, crash at the Naval Air Station at Glen view, near Chicago, 111.
Lt. Ehnis had been a flight instructor at the Glenview station
since April.
He had traveled with
the Slcinnay Ennis band in capacity
of business manager.
Lt.

(jg)

'

DAMIER PARER
Damier Pater, Paramount News
cameraman, was killed during the
invasion of Peleliu in the South Pacific and buried in the Marine Cemetery there, according to a Navy

communication.
Parer had covered numerous war
in the Middle East and the
South Pacific and had jumped with
paratroops in Gen. MacArthur's attacks on New. Guinea, He was marf ronts

j

.

ried last October.

f

MAX STEARN

'

Stearn, 70, one of Ohio s
pioneer .film exhibitors and owner
and general manager of the Southern, Columbus, O., died in that city
Sept. 26.
He had been identified
with the amusement business in Columbus since 1903, when he opened
an arcade. He opened the Exhibit

Max

Theatre in 1907 and in 1913 built and
opened the Majestic, making it one
Central
Ohio's largest show
of
houses.

•

Later he became- principal stock(Contiiuied on page 43)

,;
'
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Yost Gives Up Script

Musicians Win Battle With Detroit
Legiter; '3s Family Relights
Argument between the Detroit*
musicians union and David NederJander, manager of the Lafayette
$8,600
there, which interrupted the engagement of a company of "3 Is a
Family," was settled last week.

;

Show: which frank McCoy manages
by arrangement with John Golden,
relighted Tuesday (26) night after
the house had obtained an injuncyon against the musicians and stagehands, who walked out in sympathy.
Actors had been ordered not to pass
the picket line by Equity, Which

House

Added Cast

New

Opera'

last,

among

16 of the

Win

Det. Fight \
Detroit, Oct. 3.
their two-year old

Musicians won
battle
with
David Nederlander,
who opposed the union's demand
that the house have an- orchestra

lot.

Any

be

will,

have

%

Phenomenal public

,

with

probably result
withdrawn.

the
in

musicians
the

suit

a capacity tryout
in Philadelphia.

ment

New show

works.

.

.

When

San Antonio Snarl
Cues Formation Of
Sao Antonio, Oct.
B<?hind-(he-scenes
friction
..

3.

be^

tween producer Charles K. Gordon
and Mrs. Lewis Krams Beck, honorary life president of the San Antonio Civic Opera Co., flared into
the open Friday (29) with the announcement that a meeting 6f the
directors would be held to form
a
opera company to be

known

|

as

I

the Municipal Opera- Co.

•";.'

Another

possibility

Charms" on Broadway

;,• :•..'

is

Moss says

Dual job of the boxoffice staff was "Turtle;'
Bcnno demons, v.p. of the preswere 31
In show circles it is felt' that busient civic opera group, stated that: made tougher because there
in advance for' ness wiil not be materially affected
the move was being made with the sellout parties sold
"Girl."
Such package sales are by the replacement, if at all, in light
mayor's sanction and that the main
tor benefits, and for some parlies the of an amazing advance sale, as indicated by a mounting volume of mail
away li om Mrs. vBeck. A connect
* the ^office prices, orders.
co-starred
Elliott Nugent,
hi hel
tha
gave the city a portion of the profits
thus tending to create some price with Miss Sullavan in the threederived from the operetta season.
of those in line) person comedy wonder, arid Audrey
confusion.
Most
Under the contract signed by the
sought balcony tickets, bulk of the Christie are slated to if ick indefcity, .'Gordon and Mrs. Beck, Gordon
mitgly.
allotted to the
was to be producer of all plays with! lower floor being;
brokers, and it was assumed that
Mi's,
Beck as associate producer,
some smaller agencies had "diggers'
Difficulties between Mrs, Beck and
* B1J0U,
Y.,
on the job,
Gordon have allegeedly prevailed!
There is an odd ticket, scale for
since the arrival here of the proLEGIT
ducer.
Another source of friction "Girl," top being $5:40, established
being
Was (hat between '.Mrs. Beck' and price being $4.50. the .balance
Decision to retain the Bijou, N. Y..
Margo Gordon concerning costumes. the-. 20% Federal iidi»J»ioh'. ta.x. for legit purposes prevented a deal
Contract calls for Mrs. Beck to House can get $36,000, the .Friday under which ; Joseph and Sammy
receive $100 a month, with Gordon and .'.Saturday night top being $6 Sirilzky would have taken over the
interest
setting a percentage of the profits. l$5 plus (ax ), find; with the
house and turned it into a picture
So far, states Gordon, there have in the show mounting, that should policy. It seats 050.
be the approximate weekly pace.
been no profits.
The Siriukys. who have the
Because "Girl'.' is tire only attraction Squire,^.N, Y., and the Majestic,
brokers
on Broadway at $5.40. the
Brooklyn, were negotiating -for the
were required to secure new rubber Bijou with the City Bank Investing
'Turtle' for Aussie
stamps.. so that. tickets could be prop"Voice of the Turtle." Broadway erly stamped with the price, ob- Co.., and had gone so. far as. to, agree
to put i.p $40,000' in advance for a
smash comedy hit, has been bought tained, a Federal rcqtjircmenfv
yiim s rent, "that being the figure
by the J. C, Williamson Theatres,
the City Bank had quoted. However,
Ltd., for presentation in Austrailia
at. the. last minute the producers of
and New Zealand.
Writing 2-Person Play
the legit, "Angel Street.".' offered a
Purchase of trie John ;van Druteti:-'
Leonard Levjiison, ex--Variety" deal to. move this show over to the
three-character comedy was., made
through Dorothy Stewart, Aussie mugg in L. A., is in from Holly- Bitou. with result., the City. Bank
wood to write a two-person cast, called off negotiations With Sirilzkys.
agent in New York.
Art entertaining a (leal to lease the
one-set comedy, which, if clicking.
would be one character up on John Bijou, the Siriizky brothers planned
SCHIRMER'S WINTER STOCK
van Druten's "The Voice of the Tur- operating it on. a class basis with
Gus Schirmer. Jr., who ran a tic." Three-person play is.; running. foreign pictures,' mainly English-'
strawhat stock company at' Stam- to capacity at the Moroscb,';N.: Y. 1 madts. and liacl already discussed a
ford, Conn., last summer, will run a
Two-person plays have been pre- proposal to make it a showcase for
'
stock troupe at the Greenwich the- sented oil Broadway, before, one be- A. J. Rank-controlled fijms.
atre, Greenwich, Conn., this winter.
The -Siriizky boys arid their father,
'ng "Jealousy" and the other "Under
Plans a 10 to 12-week season, start- Orders, latter being protean, each L(.ori, are refugees from France
,;
end of October.
where they have 75 theatres.
character playing, two parts.
-

-

,

I

may be more

films,

of a mirage, and there is
even less chance that radio lessees
will consider cancellation on their
i cgitel s
other
than
regulation
broadcasting before audiences, which
is
on the cuff, radio looks forward (o television, when (he need
theatres
rather
than
, or
a(.t U al
sU|d jos wiu be grater 'than at prescn i. When telecasts develop and increase it is possible that admission
less

.

|

j

,

[
|

,

1

'

tickets,-]
';

St. James, N.Y.) being
Commissioner
concerned.
tlireatcns arrest and criminal pro.court premagistrate's
ccedings in^
liminary to hearings on license sus-.
pensions it violations are detected.
<

mostly

time, state of

now showing
of

opagency,

for

>

and reverting
shows, only one such spot is making
t^ change, the Z.egfcld, which will
On y
Seven Lively Arts
* 0llse
because it was purchased by Billy
Rose will the policy change. Loew's
operated the Ziegfeld with pictures,
and Would have continued indefinitely with that policy had the property not changed ownership,Thought of reconverting theatres
:

(

who

investigating'-coni-

he's

"Oklahoma!"

medi-

theatres

picture

of

talk

policy

,

.

plaints of overcharging

.

a

,

'•:'.:/.'";:•;'"'

.

.;•

some

'

.

Despite

#.*«!!«
j

was listed for trial in special sessions on the charge of selling tickets
without a license, last season, but the
case was postponed. Agency license
was cancelled for alleged gypping
and, thereafter, Cohen was caught
doing business on two occasions, rev.
sulting in his arrest.

last

Miss Sullavan has been on

;.*:

Last week Harry Cohen,
erated the defunct Circle

roUtine»for
her health being the principal reason for withdrawing. Recently when
she was unable to appear, K. T.
Stevens' stepped into part. Miss Stevens will continue, with the Chicago
cal

''':'
made, currently.
Only Ziegfeld Converting

Broker has a 42nd street office
and wished to occupy Madison ave«»»*»",•« formerly
t«rm.ri„ „»H
hv the
ih P
n»> quarters
hue
used by
Park" agency, license for which was
revoked last season for overcharg-

chant.,

season.
Miss Campbell is coOnsidcring the
lead in "The Corporal Was a Lady,"
formerly known as "Damn De-

borah/'

,

Moss, in rejecting her applicaing.
tion, explained that other business
was conducted, in the same store.
Mrs. Green, in her court proceeding,
said there are existing similar agencies, one iii a drug store, while another rents space to a hosiery mer-

Sullavan Exits

Liagre, Jr., is considering several
actresses for the replacement. Three
are picture names, Jean Parker,
Olivia De Havilland and Louise

Campbell.

.

;.

.

Virginia Gilmore, who attracted attention in "Those Endearing Young

the week before
but somebody apparently slipped up
in the Todd office. Signs were hastily
printed to the e(Tect_that tickets for
the West play could be secured in
the lobby without waiting and the
"Girl" ticket patrons were verbally
advised to the same effect. Gross of
"Catherine" was not materially: affected, as most tickets are sold by
agencies and at the boxoffice just
before performance.

move "Catherine"

New Opera Troupe

new

;

Mike Todd staff, because Mae
West was still at the Shubert in
"Catherine Was Great," that .show
having moved to the Royale on Monday (2). It had been planned to

Almost seasonally there. is specuration about reclaiming former legit:
houses from pictures: that idea is
again being .mulled, Several theatres
on 42d street are mentioned as possibilities.
Such spots arc. in grind
films and' are reputed. to. be profitable
most", of .the year, so it would need
plenty of convincing to get the
operators- to book in shows. Managers of two, former prominent legiters are known to be favorable to
stage shows, but would require guarantees of profits equal to those being

•'"•"'•

:

N: Y., by mid-December, and it is
understood that producer Alfred de

'

'•'..•.

commented that the : commissioner's
attitude "appears to have been arbitrary." -v ;-.'.-.'
I.

It is virtually definite that Margaret Sullavan will withdraw from
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco,

to the

;W%'.-

New York Supreme Court Justice
Dineeh has overruled Commissioner
of Licenses Paul Moss,, who had rer
fused a branch, ticket agency license
to Mrs. Ellen B. Green, and in Ordering the permit issued, Dinecn

Turtle' in December

Oklahoma!"
potentiality,
to
scouts; latter musical still coma b.o. line at the St. James

on the same block.
Last season,
when "The Merry Widow" clicked
at the Majestic there was also an opposition line to "Oklahoma!"
Line for "Girl" was embarrassing

being

•

-.-'

;

.

booking

;

Mull Replacement

::

mands

will

'.''•!

|

Mass Agcy. Nix

has been compared in

b.o..

by

:

|

okay by

Board.

IllflffP il AVPFCPC
tfUU2£C
[e l\CYCI*JCw
Reverses

appropriation
S9.000.000
to go through thorough

'.'•'.'•'

.

scales are subject to

War Labor

,

engage-

playing

from the Michigan supreme
court, in an action against the backffage unions, and sued for $500,000
damages, the United Booking Office
being named a co-defendant. Setlenient

W'as

It was the reticket sale started.
sult of word-to-mouth about John
Wilson-Nat Goldstone musical,
C.
which opens tomorrow. f5), after

ruling

1

interest

manifested last week for "Bloomer
Girl" even before opening when a
day-long line at the Shuberf,. N. Y-,
boxoffice formed from the time the

Theatre management contended
that an orchestra was necessary only
when musicals played the house and
pointed out that nearly all attractions booked in are straight p'ays.
Most recent dispute was the third
in a see-saw contest.
Last season,
Nederlander obtained a favorable

New
the

scrutinizing by Congress, with 'open
hearings, at which the remonstrants
can be heard. Members of the Appropriations Committee of the House
are cold on the project, and it will
be some time in the distant future
before $9,000,000 will be expended
on District expansion of public

Hefty N.Y. Pull

.

'

contracts, may
send their attractions to the road
for more or less indefinite periods,
to. await
main stem berths. From
present indications some new shows,
although regarded- as successes, will
not be able to open in New York
this side of New Year's, and there- is
a .reasonable chance that such yen•.urcs can fare well. enough on the
-road without a Broadway reputation.

originally, theatre owners
saying it was part-time
work and that, the union: wanted to
"make a career out of, ushering."

bering, The District has the land
for the site in the downtown area,,
almost at the foot of Capitol Hill.
Site is now used as a bus parking

six

higher: pay for

.

.

.

Some showmen committed
through

ushers was Broadway

objected,

Congress ready, to whittle, down all
budget figures.
This $9,000,000 project was first
proposed in 1939 and has been slum-

'Bloomer Draws

lighted,
A pit crew of
will be used, combined pay to
$550 weekly. Nederlander was
lor continuing the fight but it is
reported he, entered into a contract
with the union at the urging of J.
Shubert'. Latter is said to have a
Jesse on the Lafayette, with Nederlander operating the house for him.

whenever

When

seem inevitable that bookjammed. -..-.'
'to go
with shows but without

it

ings will be

"',;'•,

$40.

demanded

3.

There's some speculation over the
$9,000,000 new theatre project announced
for
Washington
under
municipal auspices. There is some
doubt that Maj. Gen. U. S. Grant,
III, will get this appropriation under
an economy administration, with

"Helen" was reported to have represented an investment approximate
ing $125,000, although that amount
was claimed to have been in excess
of the actual red.
Show started
with weekly grosses of around $28,000. It was taken off after 12 weeks,
pace slowing, down to around $15,000
during the June heat wave.

on the idea.

Washington, Oct.

makes

to get the

doormen was

for

of

.

.

men

«n

First' flight

.'

unusual; it was
realized *that such ventures would
expire quickly, but the situation is
changing. Out-of-town showings in
the past two weeks proved so promising that expert opinion is that hits
are. marching into town.
That, in
addition to the high rating given a
number of productions in rehearsal,

of $27, backstage doorsame pay. Scale asked

minimum,

a

dearth

new shows was not

Get Pay Increases

$9,000,000

'..:';.;';'••; .:'

Need

theatre

a.

accommodate the 1944becoming more, evident

45 product is
as tryouts increase.

Doormen

Ushers and doormen, in New York
legit theatres
have been granted
pay increases, although not as much
as their comparatively new union
sought. Ushers' pay of $11 per week
will be boosted to SI 5, those in
larger houses getting $17 and head
ushers $20. Ticket-takers will have

Theatre Shell-Out

week, amount being

distributed
original cast.

$8,600,

of
to

Broadway

N. Y. Ushers,

Up

Clicks Point

Threat

4-

on

Doubt

39

Increasingly Acute N. Y. Theatre

,

tween the house management and
Union was suddenly settled in the
McCoy wanted to put
.interim,
"Family" on without the stagehands,
show being a one setter, Equity
thereupon stepping in with a. nix

Musicians

Out-oMown Tryout

"The Reefer," play by Sam J. Park
having a juvenile deliquency theme,
which had been scheduled for production several times by Ben Yost,
will now reach production under the
aegis of Harry Rogers. Latter plans
to cast it and launch it in Los
Angeles or San Francisco in December, working east to Chicago for run
and N. Y. after that.

Yost, the choral-group producer,,
Payoff
'Helen'
who transferred script to Rogers,
"Helen Goes To Troy," presented may have financial
interest in the
at the Alvin, N. Y
last spring arid production.
He reportedly shelled
which proved a casualty after a: out $2,700 to Park in
advance royalpromising start, cost the New Opera ties to retain
the script.
Co. more money than originally estimated. Reason is that the principals
were under mn-of-the-play contracts for the season of 1944-45, and
as the operetta will not be sent to
the road by its producers, two weeks'
salary was automatically due them
at the start of the new season. Players were paid off on that score by

advised McCoy that salaries for five
missed performances must be paid,
as the show rehearsed during the
lay off. However, McCoy was given
permission to send the company
back to New York without further
salary liability, but the dispute be-

|

.

will be charged, even though those
shows are on a commercial basis.
Sponsors of the teleyised programs
cannot be expected to pay big money

until the number of receiving sets is
many, times greater than at present,
and as telecasting is an expensive
operation, an admission charge to the
program
may be a solution,
j,
Managers do not seem to be apprehensive that television will be
powerful opposition to shows, the
theatre being that flourishing these
ifmcs.
They are more concerned
with getting their productions onto
to actors in picI

|

<

j

j

PROGRESS IN TRY TO GET

.

ACTORS MAG CREDITS

|

:

Caption

j

!

credits

published

lures

newspapers

,

j

magazines

in

and

Broadway.
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•
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]
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:
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Equity's problem

still

is

:

.

I

j
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JUNE HAVOC REPLACES

reported in a

"campaign'' to get players' names in

!

j

but progress

child

MERMAN AS

type.
A joint letter- sent by Equity
and the managers (League of New
York Theatres) to N. Y. dailies and
the leading mags brought a number
of responses, mostly favorable, but
there were hardly " assurances that
all names in group photos would be
used.
Some publications did not respond, while one which did was dis,

j

tinctly resentful.'

'

'

Thompson"

replied that the 'idea
to be "furthering a pubman's dream," editor refusing
pledge the weekly's captions in

seemed
licity

to

the form sought. Mag's jetter went
on to say that it declined to identify

,

it.

j

them as just
Sadie,* carrying
spears."
Equity and the Lesguc
thought is was an indelicate way to
put it, but the Post response inspired
a giggle to those in the knowi
chorines, referring
"12.

dames

summer

there w-as a

some .showmen

between

and magazine, people about picture
credits, with a couple of. the latter
saying they'd use what descriptive
matter they wanted, also indicating
layouts might be
that theatrical
dropped. Eqiiity is trying to mollify

members who have been squawking
about picturizatiop but concedes that
publications cannot be forced to use
,

credits; also, that magazine
layouts are beneficial to show busi"

complee
ness.

'
.

':,'

:

named

Early. "in the

powwow

to

,-•

v

'

'•;.''

Ethel

after

placed
"Sadie

Merman

withdrew from fie musical versionof "Rain."
Show has been in rehearsal for more than two Weeks.
Miss Merman is reported disliking
the lyrics, written by Howard Dietz
to the melodies of Vernon Duke.
She's said to have preferred lyrics
written by her husband, M;:jor Bob
Levitt, former newspaperman, and
Dietz was agreeable to the intcrpblation of some of the -new lines,
However,
was mutually agreed
,

.'

Satevepqst

".

'SADIE'

last week
in the title part of

Sudden, switch

June Havbc

j

,

:
:

j

"

with A. P. Waxman, the show's produccr, that Miss Merman withdraw,
stated at Equity that the actress did
not file a complaint on the grounds
her contract stipulated the privilege
the lyrics, as reported.
to. okay
Understood that. Miss Metv-iln was
al.so dissatisfied with the proposed
billing, feeling that her name would
be crowded with a bunch of credits.
It's also reported she wanted more
1

comedy

lines,

Miss Havoc was featured in "Mexican Hayridc" (Winter Garden) but
left that musical several months ago
after a knee injury. "Sadie"' is slated
to open at the Shubert, Philadelphia,
Oct. 23 btit because of the replacement the tryout' debut may be put
•;""'
;':';
back a week.
/
'.

.

'

•

—
,

,

--
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Forgive Back Dues

May

Equity

"shots of Dewey." He said he'd distributed Roosevelt films the same
way. "I'm tn business," he said.
However, reports from all parts
of town came with stories similar to

Now

For Members

in Service

At Equity's first quarterly meetingOf the season, held in New York last
Play on
week, it was proposed from the floor
that dues arrears of all members hi
uniform be cancelled and that juniors in the services be elevated to
senior* rather than they be required
to have two seasons of stage experiwo
of lan-e tn
Kiiiif».ri .rt-i*Hir |»rytluei1on
Suggestions of a similar naence.
ffiilini*s
ls i'lwo ** t-iiwj hy Unity Segal
ture were made before and acted Jiiy H<niyeN.- fill Airt'ier ami linu e Mitt
selsta^eil 1>\ -Arthur Siirtm)
Kii' ih>*
upon by the council, but were again .titiyj*.
i-edt-rir Kox: up? nod at Cort. ,'N. V.»
Proponent.-; O*
consideration.
given
2. '41: $::.<it» top.
.John Archer
for liberal concessions for those in f)UV*M' O.iki^y.'.
.Joy notifies
sit
.O.-i
ley. ..!..*,
the war say that such members
Tin- Prwfe
.Morton I*: Stevens
should be relieved from dues liabil- l-Mdj/'.
Ken I<auKhlin

Broadway

'

The Odds On Mrs.
Oaklcv

i

1':

.•il

i*

.1

.

that of Hirsh with many cx.iibs reporting booing in their theatres.
With the great majority of exhibs,
as well as the major portion of rankand-file show biz in general proRoosevelt, there is a: lot of resentment against Harris.

The two exhibitor trade associaUMPTO antions—Allied and
announced they would immediately
circularize their members warning
them against showing "Spokesman

—

for the Future."

l-

t

;'.

1

i).

1

.', .

tv

.

.

.

.

.

.

.'.'. .

Said Sidney E. Samuelson, general manager of Allied Independent
Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsyl-

.

.

-..

ity

indefinitely.

-'*

i

,

>

.

.

.

.liiitfe«arile

...

J It.

IHilav

Reed

Virginia

doubtful if the present dues
Allen Kearna
....... John Kffrat
rule will be changed. Actors, in uni.... .KeU.v M, Ilaynes
form do not pay dues and will not
;'. .l>on
Darcv
.
Sally C.aMer
be required to do so for one year
Bruce Afu'&F;) rlane
after being discharged from the services but they will have all the priviOut of town, where it was known
leges, including the right to vote.
Dues, however, will be applicable if as. "Our Fanny." business indicated
the member takes a stage engage- the new play had a chance, but the
Broadway premiere was a disap:':
ment
...
pointment. Staying chances are very
Council appears to be opposed to slim. ; ';'."'
the cancellation of dues owed prior
Show starts as comedy, then veers
to induction but it's virtually sure into talky farce, the first of the two
that concessions will be granted and acts providing no fun and the re-,
amounts owed materially reduced. mainder not nearly enough. It's a
Juniors receive the same minimum type of play that must provide
pay as seniors but are not permitted laughs, or else, and the giggle score
night.
was distinctly
to vote. Equity leaders feeling that oil the first
N
newcomers to the stage are not quali- sparse.
Story is about an unseen race
fied to ballot on issues applicable, to
horse
named Fanny Which one
the whole membership. ..' ;
Oliver Oakley won in a raffle. He's
a newspaper guy much in love with
his 'wife. Susan, ahd she with him, but
Becket
they decide to divorce (as she later
puts it- he's iny former and future
husband). So they divide their asTheatre, Seattle sets
but don't know how to dispose
Seattle, Oct. 3.
of the nag. Solution is that Susan
comelocal
will have possession of Fanny for
Convinced of legit's
three
months, Oliver to have the oatBecket
years,
Hugh
back the past two
destroyer
for like alternate periods.
vicepresident
of
has resigned as a
'Fanny is either psychic or perMetropolitan Building Corp., owner
verse, for every time it's Susan's
theatre,
to
beMetropolitan,
of the
turn to have it the pony "ops all
house.
the
..owner-operator
.of
come
races, while it drops all contests durBecket is now in charge, and coinci- ing Oliver's turns. A "syndicate" of
dental with the new deal reports horse players led by Susan's uncle is
that Seattle's most active legit season aware of Fanny's in-and-out record
and interferes just when the Oakleys
offing.
in
the
is
decade
more
than
in
a
v:
When not playing stage attractions, are to remarry.;.
Susan matches the horse with
the house will light with films.
It's

.'. . . .-.

.

.

.

.'. i .

'.

.

.

.-'

:•'.';

.

.
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"We

vania:
public

think

don't

that

the

wants to see this type of
propaganda in film houses. If an
the only fair thing
to do is to run Democratic propaganda pictures of equal time."

exhibitor runs

it,

Leweh Pizor, president of United
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
Jersey and Delaware said:
"We are dead against any political
activity in our theatres. We will not
propagandize anything unless it is
for the good of the entire community.".

;...:
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.

.
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ATAM in Met Op

-

,

-

Yarn by-lined, by Paul Denis in the New York Post last week quoted
William Castle, who came on from the Coast to direct "Meet a Body." as
saying: "I don't think writers know how to write . , they don't know the
problems of the actor. They don't give enough credit for intelligence.
After all, actors don't stink . . the director is the play. He really creates
"the guy who breathes life into the script." Castle, who says he's
it
wearing a tie for the first time in five years, warned: "I'm no screwball;
I'm: just informal."
"Body," which was opened in Boston last night (3> by Harry Clay
Blaney, is described as a murder mystery "about two little undertakers."
After the Denis story appeared. Castle
It was written by Jane Hinton.
expalined: "My reference to certain writers did in ho way refer to Miss
Hinton
she is one of the few I have enjoyed working with."
.

,

.

,"

.

,

.

National Managers Assn., formed last week by New York concert managers, has been brewing for some time, managers seeing necessity of step
in view of postwar setups, artists' requirements and union problems: There
was a similar association in the '20's which broke up about 12 years ago.
Present group embraces largest names in the field, association growing out
of a meeting of Arthur Judson, Marks Levine, Colsten Leigh, O. O. BotSol Hurok, F, C. Coppicus, James Davidson, Lawrence Evans,
Charles L. Wagner, Ward French, Ann Fried berg. Ray Halmans, Dolores
Hayward, Vera Bull Hull, Hans Heinsheimer. Bernard LaBerge, Willard
Matthews, Andre Mertens, Albert Morini,''Ruth' M. O'Neill, Horace J.
Parmelee and Austin Wilder.
Group's announced purpose is to develop concert activities in the U. S.,
establish relations with other countries for exchange of artists, and consider problems of joint interest to artists and managers..

Snarl on P. A.

Assn. of Theatrical' Agents and
Managers have Anally come to agreement with the League of New York
A certain amount of absenteeism has developed among the "Carmen
Theatres over the "new blood" arcompany, Broadway, N. Y., providing a headache for the stage
gument but has started a. new con- Jones"

Some

managers.

troversy, the objective .being to "or-

principals have, muffed

but the

rehearsal attendance,

.

chorus appears to be mostly af fault, and a percentage of the ensemble,
of' the house at the
misses one or mora performances weekly. Some complaints have been
Opera House. Row registered with Chorus Equity. There appears to be no absenteeism trend
';.'}'
started when the Met appointed a in other musicals.
Dismissal notises can be given for delinquency. There is no other renew press agent; Margaret Carson.
made for those who miss performances.
She's not a member of ATAM nor course. Pro rata pay deductions are
are the house and company man"Down to Miami." which folded recently at the Ambassador, N.Y.,
agers, who have other titles in the
after one week in Boston and another on Broadway, is reported to have
operatic outfit. V.
cost its backer an estimated $38,000. Author. Naval Capt. Conrad WesterATAM set a deadline for the Met yelt,
a millionaire Florida landowner, is said to have put up all the proto appoint its members, which was
man- duction, money. Reports that actress Lynn Logan had money in the show

ganize" the front

Metropolitan

*

'.

,

Becket joined the building' com- Whizzaway, star of Howard Stick
heyls stable, being sure the tatter's
in 1934, and a year later, asthoroughbred will defeat the filly,
sumed management of the theatre. thereby breaking the spell, so that
House was Klaw & Erlanger-con she and Oliver can remarry without
trolled for years, under lease
interference. Bit of spice is inserted,
Pencilled for the coming season Susan promising an affair with Stick
are: "Good Night. Ladies." Oct. 26. J -hey for arranging the match contest.
Best pari of the performance is
10 days; "3 Is a Family," Nov. 22, 5j
days; Doll's House," Nov. 27, 7 days; the radio account of the match race,
Dante (magician), Dec. 7, 7 days; which ends with a nose win for
"Othello" (Paul Robeson), Dec. 25. Whizzaway, but there's a disquali''«t">" and .the race .goes to Fanny,
I weeks- "Ramshackle Inn." Jan. 8. 5 llsan
to Mflllher part of the
wetk; "Kiss and Tell," Jan. 15, 2 bargain but the affair never comes
weeks; "Merry Widow," Feb. 4. off and anyway, Fanny wins for the
week; Gilbert & Sullivan, April 5, fust time while under Oliver's care.
with the
11 days: "Harriet (Helen Hayes). So ..everything is okay
•'
v
May 28, 2 weeks; "Carmen Jones," Oakleys again.
There is so much horse talk that
Aug. 5, 8 days.
it. becomes tiresome even >to playgoers who like to bet on geegees.

.

'

passed with no indication

pany

the.

are incorrect.
./
Producer Edgar MacGregor is already planning another show, of which
he is part author, other details being withheld.
joining the union but the rules make
that, difficult. Press agents are reBarrett Clark of the Dramatists Guild play service, who's also an inquired to have three years' experistructor of the new playwrighting course at the College of the City of
ence in the legit theatre to qualify.
York, is the son of Solomon H. Clark, professor of public speaking at
having, an apprentice system New
University of Chicago from its inception in 1893. Younger Clark is also
for new p.a.'s. Although not in the the
lecturer on the same subject. Coleman Clark, who heads the table tennis
legit field, Miss Carson is experi- a
City, is a younger brother.
enced in the publicity field, repre- act currently at the Music Hall, Radio
senting people and attractions other
.'.

agement would change its staff. Miss
Carson said she had no objection to

.

.

j

ATAM

'

j

,

1

:

>.

1

London and one each from Sweden and Australia. Curran feels London
is in no shape to put oh a big musical show yet and prefers waiting till
European war ends. Has been discussing idea of taking Broadway company intact to London when New York run ends. Lurie is expected in
from San Francisco in a few days to sit in with Curran and producer
Edwin Lester on "Norway" discissions,
Warren Munselt, who caught "Norway" opener on the Coast, and is
now in England, is reported interested in a London production. Drury
Lane theatre has been mentioned to hold the musical, but theatre is roof-,
less because of bombings, with repairs due to take at least six months.-

;

.

Met

Inside Stuff-Legit
producer, who wrote story of "Song of Norway,"
musical at Imperial, VI. Y., arrived in New York last weekend in connection with future plans for ."Norway" as well as to arrange for couple
new productions. Curran represents west coast group of three (himself,
Louis Lurie and Herman Wobber) that owns 80% Of the show. Offers have
been received for foreign production of "Norway." said Curran, three from

Homer Curran, Coast

hit

torofT,

,

Now Owns

1941

4,

than

,

legit.

|

Final

.•

Waltz King'-BonelH
Season
To
Onon K C
xv ypyii
>-/•
_

I

:

Kansas

(

City. Oct. 3

season here will
open Oct, 5 with the first performance of a three-day run of "The
Waltz King.", with cast headed by
Richard Bonelli, in the Music Hall
of the Municipal Auditorium. Again
this year, legit attractions are being
brought in by the A &- N Presenta-

The new

1

legit

-

;

.'
.

'

Other bills penciled in for the
early weeks of; the new season in :
Dunham
Katherine
the
elude
Dancers, to open Oct. 11; "Porgy and
Bess," Nov. 9; "The Student Prince."
Nov. 23, and "Winged Victory." Nov.
.

:

Later attractions will include
27.
the Gilbert & Sullivan Comic Opera
Co., the Ballet Russe, "Kiss and
Tell," "Over 21." "Harriet," "Life
With Father," "The Merry Widow,"

at

Oliver.

Bruce Machorseman isn't

'•'-',

to say.

Ibee.

o'

Continued from page

Nifty

HOG

Pacific

mate

auditorium

with solid

esti-

of $110,000 for the 11 days.

Blade

production

took
around
$70,000 for its first full stansa and
steady- business points .to continued
boff grosses.

Aniericail

the

Film

7;

Exchange.

had

mis-

$100

New

Haven. Oct.
John van Druten left

Hirsh's story on how he
got the picture, which is titled
"
"Spokesman fo.r the Future:"
"I walked, into- Harris' exchange

one day

last

wfiether

-

ht»

hotel room here briefly last weekend, he returned to find, his wallet
missing.
Author had just cashed a
$100 check.
Later the« wallet was found in another part of the hotel, with contents intact except for the cash,
:
,

<.

.

.

;

—

—

—

Mannix, Katz

V"
—

,

;

—

.

week and he asked me

could use 'one of those
free shorts:' I'd been using to run
about nine minutes.
"I asked him what kind it was and
he said it's like the ones you've been
running.' I certainly wouldn't have
run the thing if" I'd known it was a
>.

theatre.

;

picture.
I don't
part of politics in my
besides Fin for Roose-

And

velt."

Harris denied he tried to pass the
off
as a patriotic short.

picture

Asked where he got the film and
who was paying him to distribute it,
Harris said: "I don't remember."

He

He referred,
several months ago.
at that time, to the Loew's, Inc., pension plan, which he stated he hoped
would be set before he retired from
active service with the company.

said

customers

that
that

he always told his
the

short

showed

14).

nafee

,

'

—

nostalgic 'tunes of the
mauve decade for the performers
and accompanying community sings

pound out the

y

-',

:

Widow"—Forrest,

(Oct, 2-14).

"Merry
1

Buffalo
"Three's a Family"— Biltmore. Los

With Father" (2d Co).—
"Life
Angeles (Oct, 2-7); Curran. San FranWalnut, Phila. (Oct. 2-14).
"1 Remember Mama"— Plymouth, cisco (9-14).
Boston (Oct. 2-14).
"Three's a Family" (2d Co.)—
a
Body"
Wilbur,
"Meet
Boston Shubert-Lafayette, Detroit (2-14).
(Oct. 2-14).
"Tomorrow the World"— Locust,
"Merry

Adenoidal
Continued from

I

want any

3.,

I

is

Dewey propaganda

VAN DRUTEN MINUS
When

1.

I

|

This

'Follies'

—

—

1

Film

denied that he
represented the picture,

Hollywood. Oct. 3.
"Ice Follies of 1945" wound up its
week and a half here a( Pah-

—

.

Dewey

Fun" and Latter

first

"Ramshackle Inn"— American, St.
Oct. 2-14)
Opera House, Louis (Oct. 2-7): Hartman. Columbus (9-11); Paramount. Toledo (12);
Boston (Oct: 2-7).
(Magician)
R o y a 1 Auditorium. Newark, O. (13); WelBlackstone
ler. Zanesville (14).
Alexandra, Toronto (Oct 2-7).
"Rebecca"— Ford's Balto. (Oct. .2Blackstone,
"Cherry Orchard"
7); Nixon. Pitt. (9-14).
Chi (Oct! 2-14X
j V
were a member of the League for
Shubert, Boston
"Robin Hood"
National,
"Embezzled Heaven"
three years.
(Oct. 2-14).
Wash. (Oct. 2-14).
Virginia,
San Carlo Opera Co.
"Good Night Ladies"— Geary, San
Francisco (2-7); Biltmore, L. A. (9- Wheeling (4i.
Auditorium, Rochesler,
"Snafu"
14).
"Harriet"— Bushnell Aud., Hart- N. Y. (13-14).
"Sons O' Fun" Lyric, Bridgeport
ford (Oct. 6-7); Colonial, Boston (9Continued from page 1
''."
•'•„.
(Oct. 2); Court Sq;, Springfield (314).
taken into account the long-reported
"Kiss and tell" (2d Co.)— Stude- 4) Shubert, New Haven (5-6-7); His
possibility that he may not return
Majesty's. Montreal (9-14);
baker, Chi (2-14).
to active direction of studio affairs
Detroit
"Student Prince" Cass,
"Kiss and Tell" (3d Co.)— State,
at all; or that he may assume onlyV;
Winston-Salenv (Oct. 2); Auditorium, (Oct. 2-i4).
advisory duties upon his return
,.
"Tangled Web"— Playhouse, WilAsheville (3); Carolina, Charlotte
Mayer has for some time been
"
mington
(13-14).
Columbia
Auditorium,
(5);
(4);
reported desirous of retiring, going
"Ten Little Indians" (2d Co )—
Augusta (6); Auditorium,
Miller,
so far as to refer to that possibility
Savannah (7); Erlanger, Atlanta (9- Auditorium, Rochester (10-11); Erat a Metro sales meeting in Chicago
langer,
(12-13-14).
,

.

"Blossom Time," "Softs
"Oklahoma."

Current Road Shows
(Period Covering
"Ballet Theatre"

—

j

okay

is

well written and he doesn't do so
well with it. Nor does Allen Kearns,
one of the betting bunch, connect.
Morton L. Stevens is' the uncle,
known as the professor, who is, a
bet-wacky bid mugg with .too much

.

new

eight members la majority) of the
League's board will be required to
nominate a candidate. Any such
nominations will be acceptable, limit
to be five per year. Previously a
producer *ould nominate a new man
for ATAM membership, provided he

Description of the match race" is so
on § that it seems as though the nags
are running an endurance contest.
Setting of a "turf cocktail lounge"
at a racetrack is nothing like- the
real thing, and even if so tiny a bar
were correct no characters like those
in the syndicate would be allowed.
Joy Hodges personable but flounces
about as Susan, but John Archer
Far-Urne's part as the

•

tions.

'

'

I

concerning

house and Company managers~"rro"t
regularly elected to the union is that

1

...

regulation

Phila.

"Tropical Revue'V (Katherine Dun-

(2d Co.)—Lyric,
Richmond (2-3-4); Center, Norfolk
15-6-7); Muny Aud., Charleston, W.
Va. (9); Academy, Roanoke (10-11);
National, Greensboro (12); Carolina,

~
Durham (13); State, Raleigh (14).
lor patrons.
"Oklahoma" (2d Co.)— Erlanger,
Plenty of pianists are around and
glad to grab this kind: of coin, but Chi (2-14).
"dthello"
Auditorium, Rochester
are not hep to the nostalgic tunes.
According to the agents, there's (Oct. 2-3); Erlanger, Buffalo (4-5-6plenty of spots for veteran warblers 7); Michigan, Ann Arbor (9); Palace,
Agents claim that Flint (10); Temple, Saginaw (11);
of both sexes.
Lansing
Keith's,
those known to be available are Michigan,
(12);
touring with varibus oldtimer vaude Grand Rapids (13-14).
"Over 21"— Harris, Chi (Oct, 2units, and: if there are others they
can't be located. There are quite a 14).
few dancing veterans to be had, but
"Perfect Marrljjie"— Stuibert, Newthese are not feasible for the minia- Haven (2-3-4); Playhouse, Wil. (5ture floors usual in most night clubs. 6-7); Shubert, Phila. (9-14).
•

,

—

•;:•

-'

''

:

Phila. (Oct. .2-14),

.

Widow"

'

'

*

.-.'

ham)—Auditorium,
5)

;

St.

Paul (Oct. 2-

Orpheum, Sioux City

(6);

Col-

Shrine And.,
Des Moines (8); Mem. Hall. Salina
(10); Music Hall, K. C. (11-14).

iseum, Sioux Falls

"Violet"

—

(7);

Shubert,

New Haven

(12-13-14).
.'.'Visitor-"— War Memorial. Trenton
(Oct. 7); Ford's, Balto. (9-14X
"Voice of the Turtle" (2d Co.)—
Selwyn, Chi (Oct 2-14).
"Wallflower"— Nixon, Pitt (Oct. 2-'.'

Hanna, Clevfi. (9-14).
"Waltz King"—Shrine

'

7);

.

Okia,

Aud..
City (Oct, 2-3): Convention Hall,
Tulsa (4); Music Half, K. C. i%*?-1X
American. St. Louis- (9-14),

"Winged

Victory'.'

— Philharmonic

Aud., L. A. (Oct. 9-14).

:

•;

:

Wednesday, October

TURTLE' $25,000

Chi Spurts; Inn Strong $16,500,

.

.;'

Okay

Dunham

•

(1.500; $4.20).

For Met Opera

Sellout $30,000.

Detroit, Oct.

"Over 21," Harris (3d week) (1,000;
Near sellout $17,600.
"Ramshackle Inn," Selwyn '(1 1th
week) (1,000; $3). Closed Saf. (30)

in Buff.

Though Biz SR0 50G

$3).

B way Sturdy, Saturdays Especially
Strong; lucasta' Builds to $18,000,

la^^

"That's a Lalf," Civic

Opening week garnered

(900;
$6,100.

Carriage' $17,500
In Boston, 'Men'

'Robin Hood'

9ft
OK 14G

Boston, Oct.

3.

"Robin Hood," new Shubert revival,
and "Our Fanny" (called
"Odds on Mrs. Oakley" when it
opened in N. Y. last night) opened
here on Tuesday (26), first for three
weeks at the Shubert, second for one figure of just under $50,000 at $4
week only at the Colonial. "Robin top. Even so, and with boxoffice
Hood" drew very cordial press as sale confined to standing room only,
"best revival in years." but "Our Adam Co. is reported to have been
Fanny" -got it pretty hard. Mean- required to dig for more than $25,000
while, "Perfect Marriage" and '-'Men to cover the engagement.
to the Sea." both in final weeks,
found former a sellout, latter slipping a bit on third.
/
This week's openings were "I Re- 'SOLDIER'S WIFE' 171G
member Mama (ex-"Mama's Bank
Account") at the Plymouth lor two
IN
weeks, and "Meet a Body" at the
Washington Oct. 3.
Wilbur, also in for a fortnight. New
prospects are "In Bed We Cry," Oct.
The National theatre snapped back
30; "Tomorrow the World," Oct. 30; into the five-figure grosses when
"Sing Out. Sweet Land." Nov. 13;, Rose Franken's "Soldier's Wife" col"A Bell for Adano," Nov. 13- "The lected some $17,500 in eight performMan Who Had Everything," n<? date, ances. Critics were kind, and the
and "Glad to See You," no date.
grosses jumped $500 nightly from
Previously listed were "Harriet," Tuesday on.;
Colonial. Oct. 9; "Rebecca." ShuEthel Barrymore, in the first atbest, Oct. 16; "Violet,'' Wilbur. Oct. traction of the American Theatre
16; "The Pooka," Copley. Oct. 17; Society, "Embezzled Heaven," under
"No Way Out," Plymouth. Oct. 18; Theatre Guild auspices, comes in
"Sleep My Pretty One," Wilbur. Oct. with the: entire house sold lor the
23; "Late George Apley," Plymouth.
two weeks, except matinees. Since
Nov. 6, and "Laffing Room Only;"
the ATS subscribers buy six plays at
Nov. 6. Shubert.
reduced rates, the gross for the first
Estimates for Last Week
week remains to be computed. But
"Men to the Sea," Wilbur (1.200; it will be over $20,000.
$2.50)— Did $9,500, estimated. "Meet
• Body" opened here Monday (1).
"The Perfect Marriage," Plymouth
(1,350; $3).
Virtual sellout on final LeGallienne-Schildkraut
week, eight performances estimated
near $17,500. "I Remember Mama"
Smash $17,500 in Pitt
opened here Mon. tl).
Pittsburgh. Oct. 3.
"Our Fanny," Colonial
(1,590;
$2.50). Opened on Tues.. to' poor no"Cherry Orchard," backed by bigtices: played eight performances for gest subscription coin in American
an estimated $5,000. Not good at all. Theatre Society-Theatre Guild hisHouse dark this week with "Harriet" tory here, hung up smash $17,500 at
coming on next Monday.
the Nixon last week. Around $7,"Robin Hood," Shubert
(1,500; 500 of that was in season ticket
$3.60).
Shubert revival took cor- money, the heavy dough in that dedial notices and proved strong draw partment being credited mainly to
for an estimated $14,000. seven perthe inclusion of "Oklahoma!" this
formances. Remains this and next year as a subscription attraction.
Week prior to Phila. stand.
Eva LeGallienne-Joseph Schildkraut production got mixed notices
but a town apparently hungry for
legit went for it all' the way, with
Boffo Nosedives;
•

'

:

WEEK AT WASH.

.•

.

\

.

;

LA.

rising steadily right down the
stretch. Show was scaled at $3 (in?
eluding tax). Nixon booked solidly
for October, with "Wallflower" current, and "Rebecca." "10 Little Indians," "Merry Widow" and "Life

Los Angeles. Oct; 3.
Heat, holidays and politics proved
to be rather formidable foes of the
local boxoffice here last week, with
the Dewey-DeMille Coliseum production slicing into legit tills pretty
.•

made

-

•Ladies' 17G, Frisco

second
Musart's
slash

week

at

"Petticoat

and went

San

Biltmore.
took a

the

Francisco", Oct.

3.

Fever"

for $2,500.

Hollywood houses seemed less
touched and Murray's "Blackouts of
1944" at El Capital! carried the mail
for its standard $14,800 for the 1 8th
week. At the Playtime. "Dr. Lincoln's Attic" climbed to $4,000.
'

,

1

Shows
"In Bed

in Rehearsal
We Cry"—John C. Wilson.

Room

"Laffin'

Mpls. Seeks to Boost

Auditorium

Minneapolis. Oct. 3.
The city council here has under
a proposal to boost rentat
the municipal auditorium,
Playing shows, concerts and athletic
events, including professional boxing
.

advisement
als

and wrestling, from $100 to $200 a
night.
Action is being prompted by
the fact that the city had
to advance $5,000 to the auditorium to
"fleet
operating: expenses for the
year.-

Only' —Shuberts,

Olsen and Johnson.

Rental

—

"The Pooka" Brock Pemberton.
"The Late George Apley"— Max
Gordon."Tangled Web" Marcus Heiman.

—

"Sleep, My Pretty One"— Richard
,,'
Krakeur.
"Rhapsody." Bleyins Davis.
in Pomona)— G e o r g e
"Snafu"
•'"

;'.•;•':',

..'_•

—

i

Abbott.

..

,

—

'

:

.

.

Income and outgo for

>

this

year

estimated to be around $(16,000.

is

-

Way Out"— Shuberts.
"Vloltt'V-Albert Margolies,
••<}
"Trio"—-Lee. Sabinson. .
"Sadie Thompson" A. P. Wax'
inan.
V '-'^V'
"Ten Little Indians"— road) Shuberte, de Co.urville.
"N

i

:

.

'

(34th week.) (C-898; $4.20). Not affected in any. way and the threeperson sock comedy registered $22,000, as usual.

'

:

:.

Philly Surprise
Philadelphia,

Oct.

"Angel Street," Bijou (147th week)
(D-614; $3.60). Moved from Golden;
also a small-capacity house, where
it scored long run; still getting by

3;

Two socko sellouts and one substantial profit-maker was the record
of Philly's trio of active legit houses
last

First of

indicated,

"Anna

all,

"Bloomer Girl" com-

its three-week stint here with
another solid capacity, with only the
number of nightly standees varying
the Forrest record. Big musical tryout again galloped to around $32,500,
and there isn't. a doubt but what it
could have held that pace here for
several months.
there was no surprise in "Bloomer
Girl's" getaway accomplishment, but
the terrific upward surge of "Rebecca" in its second and final week at
the Locust surprised even the most
optimistic. This drama, in on American Theatre Society subscription,
zoomed to $21,300, with sellouts ruling after first of week. Since Daphne
duMaurier drama couldn't Stay here

new

"Bloomer

approximating

ADDED

.

(D-

2.693; $2.40). Concludes 11-performiince engagement Thursday (5);

New

Opera's "The Merry Widow" begins
four-week date Saturday. (7).
.

..i

:

NEIGHBORHOOD

.

"Johnny

Bel'nda,"

"The Man

Who Came

Queensborbj

k
to Dinner,'*

"
Windsor, Bronx.
"Arsenic and Old Lace," Flatbush,
Brooklyn.
/

Jones," Broadway (44th
(M-L900; $3 1. Questionable
musicals will materially affect
off more than most

new

is

:'.

.

"Harriet," N. Y. City Center

.

"Carmen
week)

•

VACDE-REVL'E

$28,000.

"Star Time," Majestic (3d week)
(1,179; $3). Making operating profit
but way under capacity in large
house; rated around $22,000, under
previous week; Connee Bos well due

"Catharine Was Great," Royaie
(9th week) (CD-996; $4.80). Moved
here from Shubert, where business
was good; may stick through fall and
should be cleanup on tour; not much

into lineup.

off last week considering, ticket sale
"Bloomer Girl" clogged boxoffice;
nearly $20,000.

for

BALLET THEATRE BIG

.

"Chicken Every

Sunday," Plymweek) (C-1.075; $3.60).
around $500, less than for

outh

{26th

Went

off

$25,000 IN

some other attractions last week;
picked up with start of new season;

duction pounded over $12,000, plenty
-

.

Girls," 44th Street
(25th week) (M-1,462; $4.80). Another attraction that was hardly affected by Jewish holy day, and the
great pace continues; approached

"The Merry Widow," at the Forrest
for two weeks< and "Life With

:

$36,000;

good.-

list's

Shubert, just reacquired by the
Shuberts as fourth house of their
current local chain, opens next Mon-

anything on Broadway; $43,000.

Healthy

(R-2.994; $1.98). One of the
real standouts; skating revue
gets as much coin if not more than

week)

:

"Jacobowsky and
Beck (29th week)

day instead of ori the 23d, as previously announced. First attraction
will be "Perfect Marriage." with Miriam Hopkins and Victor Jory.. This,
being a non-musical and a smallcast, single-set comedy, is an unusual booking for the big-capacity

the

In

lama' Bow
New Haven, $8,500

New Haven, Oct. 3.
A friendly press and good wordof-mouth boosted premiere of "I Re-

Colonel,"
$3.60).

(C-1,214;

.

"

Gertrude Niesen no w starred.
"Hats Off to Ice," Center (15th

Father," at the Walnut, also for two.
It's the fourth local visit for "Father."
Advanpe sales for all three were

MONTREAL

Montreal, Oct. 3.
Ballet Theatre,' in six nights and
two mats at 2,500-seat St. Denis theatre, played big houses for estimated
$25,000 last week.
Top was $3.98, including taxes.

good $13,000.
"Follow the

Three shows opened here last night
(2d); they
were "Tomorrow the
World," in at the Locust for three
weeks, first two on ATS subscription;

Was dented around $1,000, average member Mama" (formerly "Mama's
for a number of shows, but getting Bank Account") to healthy proporsplendid grosses,

close

to

tions at Shubert last weekend (2830).
On four shows at $3. top, gross
approximated a profitable $8,500.
Current week is split between
"Perfect Marriage" (2-4) and "Sons
O' Fun" (5-7). Following week gets

capacity;

$20,000.

"Kiss

week)

Shubert. usually a musical comedy
or revue house. However, a few
straight
shows,
including Barrymore's "Hamlet," the revival of
"Anna Karenina," "A Farewell to
Arms" and Cohan !n "Pigeons and
People," have played house.

and Tell," Biltmore (79th
(C-926; $3.60).
Holding up
length of the
.

well considering the

still making money both ways;
about $10,500; slightly affected last
week.

run,

break-in

always gets
and figures

its

to

season; bit off
quoted.

$17,500, Baltimore
Baltimore, Oct. 3.
at Ford's, as the first

share of patronage
rim through another
with
others;

last

night (Tues.).

(12-14),

'Student Prince'

then

My

OK

$12,500

$15,000 in Buffalo

•

"Mexican Hayride," Winter Garden (35th week) (M-1,423; $6). Biggest grosser among musicals and
aimed through winter; somewhat affected last week but count was estimated over $43,000.
"Men to (he Sea," National (D-l,164;
$3.60),
Presented
by Dave
Wolper: written by Herbert Kubly;
was censored in Boston but that did
not mean boxoffice magnet; opened

V

•
:

Buffalo, Oct.

3.

"Student Prince." featuring Alexander Gray, teed off its 1944r45 season
at the Erlanger last week to register
profitable talley, considering this is
its second .showing here since first of

':'"•'

Society arid Theatre Guild, "Tomorrow the World" jackpockctted with
$17,500 estimated. Total of 6,000 subscribers helped swell the total, but
reaction from local crix also potent
in aiding toward pleasing figure.
"Rebecca." also on subscription, is
current with top figure anticipated
on strength of healthy advance. Set
to follow is Herman Shumlin's new
one.
"The Visitor," by Kenneth

"Violet"

of

comes Pauline Lord in "Sleep,
V
Pretty One" for Oct. 19-21.

"Life With Father," Empire (256th
week) (C-L082; $3.60). Run leader

'World' Jackpot

week

and

$18,000.

Girl,"

this holdover;
others, takings

figured as a surefire repeater
later.
It had a particularly strong
matinee appeal, but showed plenty of
strength with male clientele as well.
City's third attraction was "Wallflower," which, having played two
weeks last fair at the Locust, was
a repeat. In its 2d and final, session
at the Walnut, this Meyer Davis pro'

improving

drama topped

500,

Shubert (M-1.382;
$5.40), Presented by John C. Wilson and Nat Goldstone; book by Sig
Herzig and Frank Saidy; score by
Harold Arlen and E. Y. Harhuig;
rated a sure thing out of town; opens
Thursday (5).

it's

satisfactory!

<

matinees

colored-cast

if

Draw

$3.60).

floor; did not imfirst full week, under $9,hardly up to expectations.

prove, and

Lucasta,"

hit;,

week) (C-998;

mostly on lower

'

Mansfield
5th
week) (D-1,033; $3.60). Instead of
being affected, business went up for

pleted

now

"While the Sun Shines," Lyceum
<2d

but to light "moriey; aiourid $5,500

week,

of five subscription plays under the
auspices of the American Theatre
:

(Geary)
Ladies"
Night;
to $17,000 in' its seventh
week'. AI Rosen, co-producer;;: says
that the farce will remain, here as
long as grosses hold to such highs.
"Three's a Family," with Una
Merkel, moves in Clirran Oct. 9!

1

'

Keys: C (Comedy) D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue)
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

.

':

VG'ood

while

•

,

,

it

difference to their attracmost others conceded
a dip of around $1,000 on the week.
No new arrivals' last week but four
premieres are carded currently with
mostly favorable comment from outof-town. Interest centers on "Bloomer
Girl." Showmen, who saw the new
musical at tryout rate it a sure thing,
"Girl" opening at the Shubert Thursday (5). No closings last Saturday
and none announced for this week;
but one or two shows may slide out.
Estimates for Last Week
little

tions

•Rebeccal21,B

In last

moved up

principally
Kipptir

YOm

Jewish

Some managers claimed

holiday.

"Two in a Bed," purged by the censors, in its sixth week at the Wilson
continued at last week's figures,
given as $16,200. The house has been
using liberal twb-fOr-one policies
with the scale set at $2.65 top.

With Father" following.

heavily.
"Porgy and Bess'' dropped
to $28,700 on the final stanza at the
Philharmonic and drew "$91,700 for
the tri-week .stand.
"Three Is a
Family" lowered to $10,000 on the

midweek

in takings last
because of the

rung up slightly better than
$7,000 for "3 Is a Family" at $2.20
top.
Comedy is set for at least a

strike,

b.o.

'Porgy'28% 'Family' 10G

well in Baltimore tryout last
week; opens tonight (4).
"Song of Norway," Imperial (6th
week) (0-1,427; $6). Hardly affected
last week and attendance So far indicates real musical click; with takings around $40,500.
"Ten Little Indians," Broadhurst
(14th week) (D-1,160; $3.60).
Has
good chance to go well into new season although may move to. another
house; rated around $17,000 last
week, rear coin for straight play,'
Searching Wind," Fulton
"The'
(25th week) (C-948; $4.20).
Eased
off.
about same as others in last
week's going but $16,000 approximated; plenty strong for drama,
which has completed six months.
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls," Booth
55th week) (D-712; $3.60). Little
change in excellent pace of holdover,
quoted over $1.4,000 again.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
did

New Year's eve. Tickets are scarce
even for the weaker shows. Weather
is still a favorable, break for boxoffices but there was a general drop

Buffalo, Oct.. 3.

],,:

LaScala Opera Co., augmented by
Metropolitan Opera stars, for four
days at. the Kleinhaus Music Jfall
here furnished further evidence of
the kind of heavy amusement money
still to be found in this usually hardto-get-it town.
Engagement, underwritten by J. N, Adam Co., local department store, as part of its Foundation Fund, was announced as inaugurating a Buffalo "Annual Opera
Festival," with Mayor Kelly officially proclaiming the week "Opera
'
..
Week."
Unprecedented pre - engagement
mail order sale went to complete sell but for all six performances, with
gross touching an all-high (locally)

$3).

showmen are again comparBroadway's Saturday nights to

Legit
ing

Engagement of the Philadelphia

to $16,500.

41

3.

musicians' union, all three legitimate
theatres here are- back in swing,,
Bettering the -first week, the Chicago company of "Voice of the Turtle" tucked in $25,000 at the Cass behind the first week's $23,500. It was
followed in Sunday by "The Student
Prince" for a duo.
With musicians re-established in
the house, the Lafayette resumed last
Tuesday night (26) and, after losing
four
performances
through
the

month's run

Sponsor Shells Out 25G

$13,500.

"Oklahoma!", Erlanger (46th week)

?

With the Lafayette theatre haying
composed its differences with the

Chicago, OcJ. 3. 4
in all houses last
"Ramshackle Inn" closed an
\tieek.
Troupe
11-week run at the Se.lwyij. Saturday
night (30) -to $16,500, one of its besjt
$8,500 in 5 at Mpls.
Announcement has been .„;•,;.•'
•weeks.
Minneapolis, Oct. 3.
made that "Oklahoma!" will leave
Opening the legit season here, the
here Jan. 6 despite capacity business
which is expected to continue up un- Katherine Dunham "Tropical Revue"
"Voice of the Turtle," evoked raves and pulled an okay
then.
til
opened Monday (2). at the Selwyn, $8,500 into the 2,100-seat Lyceum for
a matinee at $3 top.
and "The Cherry Orchard" began a four nights and
Show built steadily and finished to
three- week engagement at the Blacknear-capacity after slow opening.
stone on the same night,

Estimates for Last Week
"Kiss and Tell," Studebaker (73d
Picked up to
week) (1,400; $3).

IN

2D DETROIT WK.

*

Blows^
Grosses climbed

LEGITIMATE

P&RIETY

1944

4,

the year.

.

..

.

....'-

Business held up staunchily against
heavy money opposition ot Philly
Opera, first week, with racks going
'clean at weekend for $15,000 on the
!

"Odds on Mrs. Oakley," Cort (C-l,- week.
Presented by Robert
064; $3.60).
Reud; called '.'Our Fanny" out of
town; written by Harry Segal!;
Wagner's 40 Opera Dates
opened Monday (2); panned.
"Oklahoma," St. .lames (78th week )
Charles L. Wagner is sending out
(M-1,529; $4.80). Will have opposi- his operatic, production of "La TraWhite.
tion down the block with arrival of viata" this fall,
with Met singers as
"Bloomer Girl", but, judged from de- leads, for his fifth
season with this
mand for tickets, will maintain caactivity.
Company is booked for 40
Unfair List pacity; $31,000.
"One Touch of Venus," 46th Street dates, opening Oct. 4 in Harrisburg,
The American Guild of Musical
Artists has placed the "National Ne- <52d week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Better closing Nov. 12 in Newark.
Manager^ also has "Martha" in
gro Opera Co.. and Mrs. Mary Card- grosses than estimated lately and is
close to capacity; bit off last week preparation
for spring season, with
wcil Da wson, its -director, on the un•
at $33,000.
:'.
fair list.
"Pick-Up Girl," 48th Street '1 1th 35 performances lined up.
Action resulted following opera week) (D-909; $3.60). Leaving late
performances in Washington July this month for road; moderate grosser
DUNHAM'S 2i/2 G 1 -NITER
31 and Aug, 1 of "La Tiaviata" and rated. around $6,500; will be followed
Madison, Wise, Oct. 3.
V
"Faust." and in Chicago, Aug. 26, of by "The Pooka." now rehearsing.
Initiating Madison's 1944-45 sea"School for Brides," Ambassador
"Aida." AGMA claims unpaid saloii. Katherine Dunham's "Tropical
aries due its members of$21 for the (9th week) .(C-1,117; $3.60). Moved
here from Royaie. where business Revue" dance troupe played to a
$1,Washington engagement and
was fair; last week's gross figured capacity audience last Wednesday
'<'
09.7.44 for Chicago.
In latter city,
27 ). Grosses were estimated at $2,around $8,500.
performers were paid only 62' « of
"Soldier's Wife," Golden iCO-7»9: 500.
salaries contracted for, \vhich was S3.00). Presented by William Brown
Next on Madison's schedule is
'M«'|nr. y; v.-ri'frri by R'»' 'Frankep! "Thci. Cherry. Orchard;" Oct, 30-31.
sum' of boxoffice takings.
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"Embezzled
for
pui'sestrings
Heaven.*' its first production of the
season, the result being a stunning
show visually; One that already bears
many earmarks of a. hit-i L. Buslithe

Fekete and Mary Helen Fay have
done a good job of dramatizing
Franz Werfel's novel of the same
name, and it emerges as a modernday Biblical parable. Despite a fragile plot and little action, the strong
religious theme running through the
.

play holds audience attention.
The title comes from the central
figures, in the story, a humble cook
in Czechoslovakia w-ho tries to buy
Essentially
her way into Heaven.
miserly, she finances her nephew on
the understanding he become a
priest, and in her simple mind that
would assure her entry into Heaven.
For 25 .years she sends" nephew
money, then finds she's been duped.
The nephew deserted school early in
his career to live by his wits and
other people's money. Crushed, the
cook is about ready to give up when
she joins a pilgrimage to Rome.
From the lips of the Pope she learns
the true lesson of salvation and dies
in the knowledge she has earned her
way to eternity through love and
.
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Reason for that was last minute
disappointments because of ailments

.

"'.I,

».-is

.

l.i.i.K

:

proceedings.
Speeches were
and effective, but the profestalent end of the program
was. rather an egg-laying contest.
brief
sional

and other reasons. Frank Sinatra
was slated, but suddenly planed to.
Washington with Rags Ragland and
Toots Shor for tea at the Whita
House. Joe E. Lewis responded, suf"Absurd." snorted Early when the fering with a heavy cold, being:
fol
correspondents asked him. "It's just lowed by Henny 'Youiigman.
N. 0/s Busy Season
who
somebody's idea of a joke." How- told, the same Dorsey gag. Frank Fay,
New Orleans. Oct. 3.
ever, the newsmen hung arouiid and who is rehearsing with "The Pooka"
This old town on the Mississippi,
where money is plentiful and every- Sinatra, Shot' and Ragland marched arrived too late to go on.
body is spending lavishly, .is in for in and were promptly ushered in
Bugs Baer did an exceptional jol»
They did not as m.c. Alluding to the
one of the busiest theatrical and to the President.
guest of
45
minutes— during honor as Peg, started
emerge for
concert seasons in several years/
\vith: "If gen.
James Melton, opera, radio and which the White House secretaries ius is an infinite capacity for talc*
and wondered
pic warbler, tees Off attractions in chewed their lips
fhg pains— and giving them— then
Municipal auditorium tonight (3),, what it was all about. Nobody had Pegler's a genius." Peg was called
followed by Ethel Barrymore Colt in told them about it.
on and the Dewey proponent gave
"How did it happen?" the corre- what he called a non-partisan talk.
"A Barrymore Sings For .Her
spondents demanded of Ragland, Event was a newsOtem in dailies
Supper," Oct. 1.
Other attractions include Patrice when the trio came out smiling.
other than Hearst's. When Baer
Munsel, opera and radio singer,
"Well, it was like this." the come- spied Jim Farley the latter said
Oct. 10. a season of opera by the dian explained;
"We were having from his chair that he is still a
New Orleans Opera House Assn. dinner with Bob Hannegan (Demo- Democrat, while Jimmy Walker
starting early in November: Zino cratic National Chairman) at. Toots' cracked that the sanie went for him,
Francescatti. French violinist, with place and Bob says. 'How would you "and just as still as Jim Farley, too."
the New Orleans symphony orches- boys like to go to Washington and Roy Howard (Scripps-Howafd— who
tra, Nov. 21. Several road companies
see the President ." We all said, 'You formerly syndicated PeglerV also
of Broadway productions will also fix it and .you're oh.'
So Hannegan was present. Advance reprints from
'
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reported that The
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down and discuss this and that with
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for the gathering of 640 odd poisons
last Thursday (28), so refreshments
were served in three adjoining banquel halls, the overflow- then jamming the Jade room for the result*

3.

AP carried the
New York when it
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The Theatre Guild has'opehed wide

'

Out of her rent; Joseplnne
William Pringle,
novelist:
family medico; Robert Antoine. kid
Louise
Lorimer,
Uncle
nephew;
Balance of
Chris' '"housekeeper."
roles, bits, round out a good cast.
•-;
v '•Bone.

28.

KmlK.M-s-OMi-ur llMininori.l.iin,

Itiiliiii-il

inuilii.

'Henry

K.lw.iiil ruH.'if
iVl'lim Ti;isB<'i"nmii

Haven. Sept.

Washington, Oct.

,;

of the White House., when Frank
Sinatra, Toots SlfOr and Rags Ragland dropped in to tilt a teacup with
FDR. to the coifiplele. amazement of
Presidential Secretary Steve Early.

mama

Ma ma

1 II imiu'iiiImt

,

They're still chuckling at the NaPress Club bar .over last
Thursday's (28) New York invasion
'

tional

Brown,

'.-•

Mr*

*

I,

though, the Theatre
Guild has gotten off to an auspicious
start, -from an artistic point of view.
'.•'•
Klep.
All
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Act

arid

third act also drags somewhat in
building -up to' the scene between
Basscrman and Miss Barvymore.
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Liter a ti
The Voice-FDR

Press Stances on

Marlon Brando and moppet Carolyn
Hummel. Adrienne Gcssner, Ellen
Mahar and Ruth Gates come through
witli good performances as a trio of
old-country aunts, and Bruno Wick
(its as a -milquetoast' mortician. Able
support is turned in by Oswald Marshall. Shakespearean, ham who beats

•

.

:

rVveifC).

'

aw

ing.

i»t ihiiuin In lli'i*
JSusll-l'VklMi- llll'l
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ll.« 'llilil

-Mary

•

himself an important nicli« in the
overall picture.
Through good acting and a voice
control that has her tripling as nar-<
rator, a young girl and a young
woman, Joan Tet/.el rates her featured billing. Richard Bishop makes
a fine papa, and other family members who click are Frances Heflin,

otitstandXlie castle kitchen scene, with
its tile stove and. -cooking food, and
the Vatican reception hall are especially colorful;
At present the second act is the
weakest, made more so in contrast

Chaiicy's four settings

ll>av<»ii

Wilmington, Sept.

Wednesday, Oclober

PGLkiety

Plays Out of
\ !m\\\v/;*\v\Y

1

'

"

By the time "I Rcmeriiber Mania"
completes what should be its founds, play the auditorium.
fixed it.
of legit and film entertainment, d ipt
"What do you think of the Presiof people will remember this cOmdent's chances of reelection?" Sinatedy-draina.
As a play it offers a
Engagements
ra was asked.
two-and-a-half hour stretch *6f nosLeonora Cprbett, "Rosy Future."
.'You might say I'm in favor of
talgic charm, and there's a characterization in the leading role that's
Elspeth
Eric,
George" Winfield it," commented The Voice. He added
a.-performer's plum.
Smith. Edwin Cooper. Cliff Dunstan, that Roosevelt had kidded him. about
Pegged primarily to pluck, at "Snafu."
his ability to make the bobby socks
femme, particularly maternal, heartBelmore, brigade' swoon.
.';
Xenia
Bertha
Bank,
strings, there's plenty here to strike "Rhapsody,"
"Did the President ask you for
a responsive chord with males as
Beatrice Kraft. Remington Olm- pointers?" was the next question,.
well.
A simple tale, told in simple stead,
sacrifice.
Jr., Wasaiitha Singh, Daniel
"No. lie does very well himself,"
terms, it's a faithful picture of family
Ethel Barrymore. as the cook, has
\'\.'.
SomeCobb. "Sadie Thompson."
Frankie retorted smoothly.
considerably
one of the most exacting roles of her life, theme being presentation. enBeth Holland, "Naughly Mari- body Wanted to know if FDR had
/
novel
career:
She is on stage practically hanced by a
";•'?"'•;:
swooned when he heard Sinatra's
If
Richard Rodgers and Oscar etta.".
throughout and has whole stretches
Hammerstein. 2d. sought to present
Frank Fay, Josephine Hull, Fred voice, and Ragland cut in:
of dialog which would floor a lessas their maiden producing effort Irving. Lewis, Jesse
didn't
swoon,
but
While,
"The
Presidet
"No, the
experienced actress.
While still something
off the beaten path, they
Sinatra fainted twice."
Pooka.".
building her role, Miss Barrymore
have certainly succeeded with this
comes through with a sincere and one;
Miriam Goldina. Silvio Minciotti,
It was the big story of the day
Coupled with the superb writconvincing
characterization.
Her ing and
Thursday,
last
of
Washington
directing of John
van Frank Marino. Everett Sloane, Tito put.
scene with the Pope is a highlight.
with the newsmen playing it to a
Druten. together With the outstand- Vuoto; "A Bell For Adano."
Others in the large cast have little ing
Ruth Matteson. Virginia Kay, fare-thee-well from' every" angle, inof
George
scenic
creations
more than bit parts. Albei t Basser- Jenkins and the costumes of Lucincla Grace Mills, John Kane:
"In Bed We cluding a Sinatra-Crosby political
man as the Pope appears only briefly Ballard, the Rodgers-Hammerstein
Cry."
feud and gags about how it would
in the third act, but he plays the
duo have added a new category to
be a Roosevelt landslide if .the
Pontiff with such dignity and under- their
list of accomplishments.
standing as to fully rale featured
bobbysoxers were only old enough
Forbes'
In
adapting
Kathryn
'

i

.

Look

I

(Oct.

CHATTER

;.

:

lywood for a series of yarns.
Groucho Marx to write a syndicated weekly column. "Marks Re-:

I

:

"Westbroolt

Fulton Oursler planning a treatise
on vaudeville for Reader's Digest.
Wagner, Minneapolis .Tri-.
Vic
bune's Sunday editor, prowling Hol-

'

1

'

the current

'

-

.''.'-

3),

Pegler: Tonic or Poison?" with marginal notes by the subject, were dis-...•.' "..•' .'.':'-';
.;
tributed.
\:\

'

,.

in

titled.

an article appearing

~

":'.•-.

.

marks,"

for

News

the

Publishing

'

Service.

|

to vole.

'Mama's Bank Account" for the
Fla.
stage, van Druten has utilized mateprolog and the first act, has several rial from
five of the. eight stories
Geo. Jean Nathan's Newest
5S Continued f ram page 1
excellent scenes as a condescending
contained in the book. To this he
George Jean Nathan, as much
butler. Bettina Cerf is attractive as
has added an original treatment that outlay is given as ranging from $4,500
the
showman as the theatrical
the 'countess employer of the cook, emphasizes
of to $5,000, up 25% over last year.
the
development
but she, too, fades from the scene at daughter Katrin as a writer. Play
happenings lie writes about, again
the end ot Act I. Others rating bows opens with the girl reading manu- Same spot's second show has Jack proves how
interesting
word
a
are Martin Blaine, as the priest who script in retrospect, and flashback Din-ant, Jane Pickens aiid Mario & juggler he can be via the latest (.1943befriends the cook: Eduard Franz, as technique swings back and forth to Florida. Both deals set by Jack Ber44 edition) of "The Theatre Book of
the wayward nephew, and Wolfe a period beginning around 1910. By tell of MCA.
the Year" (Knopf: $3). He covers
Barzell. who draws laughs as the 99Indicative of the way salaries are
use of a triple revolving stage, with
all the show openings, of the year,
year-old village busybody. 'Barzell, center
main section featuring a going to be in the winter resort this dating it from
from the Yiddish stage, is a last-min- kitchen set, continuity
"The Student Prince"
is maintained
year i.s Price's $1,500 figure. While
ute replacement for Joe M. Fields.
revival of June 9. 1943 and calls it a
in an interesting manner.
Various it's les's than the comic's
take in a season with "Hickory Stick," a May
Iden Payne has directed with keen minor cameos are
inserted which
Sauford Meisner. appearing

Season

in the

—

.

attention

to

detail,

while

Stewart

might otherwise have

to

be sacri-

ficed.

PLAY PUBLISHERS
.
of tht$* and many
,
other ditiinguithad plays

EVE OF ST MARK

•

KITTY

FOYLE • MRS MINIVER
BEST FOOT FORWARP
HOUSE WITHOUT A KEY
TRELAWNY OF THE WEtlS

TOMORROW
LOST HORIZON

THE WORLD
- GREAT BIG

DOORSTEP Catalog on rtqvtif
•

DRAMATIC PUBLISHING

THE

CO.

Van Druten's dialog is on a par
with his previous topflight efforts
and characterizations have been
given microscopic attention. Play's
.working title, same as book, was
changed

to

"I

Remember Mama"

when original handle conveyed misconception as to story content. It's
an improvement. '.':,.-..
is
"Mania"
made-to-order
for
.

Mady

Christians.

She

scores

dis-

as the maternal hub of the
family wheel around which all activities revolve.
Her interpretation
of the Norwegian mother who bore
and raised her four children in the
San Francisco district gets the lusty
response it deserves. Oscar Homolka
plays the imbibing bachelor, Uncle
Chris, in robust style and carves
tinctly

N- Y. nitefy or in vaude, it's high
money for a Florida date, is the
claim,
especially since Barkus is

guaranteeing four weeks. Most Florida places are expected to use a twoweek policy to allow for a. greater
turnover in customers, but Price is
figured "to draw repeat trade.
Another important change in the
Florida picture this year is the entry
of big hotels into the floor

show

field,

the Roney-Plaza, now operated by
the Schine film circuit interests, being typical.
for a name

Roney is now shopping
band attraction, .v.-

Number of Florida operators are
now in N. Y. shopping for shows.
They're trying to buy 'em early on
the theory that there's going to be a
scarcity of acts', especially those with
b.o. pull, a belief similarly expressed
by the talent salesmen.
William
Morris agency spokesmen state the
biggest headaches in the Florida line
will be this talent scarcity, plus the
transportation burden.
Morris of-

fice's Dick Henry says there's plenty
of floor show money around, but an
insufficient number of star-calibre
acts to meet the demands.
Another

headache, will be where to billet the
acts once they get to Florida, housing
situation
being
strictly
critical.
Shapes up as being, "how to. get 'em
down there.* and once you got. 'em
there,' where, to put 'em up."
Lou Walters' Latin Quarter aims
at a name, show policy changing
every two weeks: along with Tom
Wallace's Clover Club, with a $2,500
talent budget; the Colonial Inn, with
.

.

a

band

S

q

W

i^

1 *-

M[W ">k

.'VI

.1] 5^05 »

and Art Childers'

Lit-

Palm, looking for a small band.
Behind the whole situation, of
course, is the fact that the expected
European victory will spell an even
greater flow of joy-buying money.
tle

|

policy,

•
-

Collier's.

Virginia MacPherson fell heir to
the Hollywood columnist job for

.

,

.

;.-»':

'

;

when

Press

United

Fred

shifted to Washington.

.

billing.

'.''-

ArSonf writer-producer (WB>
thur Schwartz is subject of a Kyle
Crichton mag article, in a soon-due

Othmaii
'

.

.

-.

.

,.

William A. Johnston, founder of
Motion Picture News, hospitalized
with a skull fracture when struck
by an auto in Hollywood.
Col. Rex Smith. ex-Chi Sun and
Newsweek editor, in bad auto crash
over the weekend in Washington;
injured, though not seriously.
Stanley Rineharl,. Jr. threw a

coektailery for author Philip Wylie,
also editor Farrar & Rineharti in
connection with Wylie's newest book,
"Night Unto Night.''
Larry Fertig. the ad agency man,
did so effective a series on the monetary conference for the N. Y. World1944 entry, which closed within Telegram that the daily now has
8,
the same week. His brushoffs to the him doing a regular series of_jir-_
great and not-so is pure Nathan, no tides on economics.
punches pulled. You may disagree
"Haymarket," novel about New
but you'll never be bored. Abel.
York's notorious Tenderloin district
-

.

Ted Saucier,
with Hollywood
by

Deal

$2,500,000

Purchase of the long-established
reprint house of Grosset & Duhlap
by Harper & Bros.. Random House
and Book-Of-The-Month Club last
week, cues a battle after the war,
when an enormous market for cheap
books will be fought over. Purchase
of G&D, one of the largest reprint
houses in field, represents a jockeying for position by book firms concerned. Aware of the tremendous
reprint market that will develop,
they're trying to keep it in the publications field as against industrialists, newspaper owners and others
trying to break in. Marshal] Field
admitted trying to buy G&D, claiming "Random House and the Book-

of-the-Month Club beat me to it."
Bennett Cerf, Random House head,
admitted it was "a battle down to

Edith
scenarist.
Martin, soon will be serialized and
He's the
book covers.

between

Waldorf-Astoria's

'

p.a,

.

Available

for Immediate aim!

Future Booking

SEASON 1944-1945

the nt\iiiirst:
137 West 48lh Sin el
'.'-•'

ri

'•

'•'.
.

.

the- wire."

collaboration

in

'

"pf

-v'V

-

Management

,

Purchase price is believed to be
arodnd $2,500,000. Donald Grosset,
son of late Alexander Grosset, who
founded firm in 1898 in collab witli'
George T. Dunlap, will continue as
G&D's y .p. Present staff Will be retained and the business will continue as a. separate unit, with Ran-

HARRY FROMKES
32 Broadway
Plion* WH. 4-1100
CHARLES G. STEWART. Manager

.

dom House

responsible for the

man-

agement.

Banshees Fele Peg
Banshees luncheon to Westbrook
Pegler. new
columnar star for
Hearst's
King features, -attracted
-

many

and out of the
Waldorf-Astoria

personalities in

newspaper

field.

could not supply a large enough spot

SEE WITHOUT
GLASSES

INVISIBLE, UNBREAKABLE
CONTACT LENSES
INNER-SIGHT LENSES, Inc.
475 Fifth Ave. ml 41st, N. Y. C.

Mile ilM

'i>i.

MSS-im».1

Radisson Flame

Eyman
Eddie Craven ill
Sonora, Cal.

Base Hos-

at

Room with Gene

Sgt. Martie Braverman, erstwhile
Independent Poster Exchange owner,

furlough.

:

Milt Hertta Trio continuing with
Major Arthur Loew, back in civGene Eyman orchestra at Hotel
now OWI-ing.
Jesse Long gen. mgr. for "Sophie Radisson Flame Room;
Harnona, dance stylist, and Lowry
Halenczik, American.
& Russell, comedy team, topping
Designer Orry Kelly's biog is titled
floor show at Andy s nitery,
"Women I've Undressed."
Oscar Straus concert at AuditoJoe Forrester, electrician at Ly- rium drew more than 3;000 at
in bathtub and broke
ceum,
vies,

,;

slipped

'

toe.

:'

-

George Nieholai up from Palm
Beach briefly, his first visit in three
:

years.

'

-

Jerry Flyhn handling box office
at Times Hall, formerly the Little
theatre.

RKO

.

,

division
Charlie McDonald,
theatre manager, fighting attack ot

ar.hritis.

William Gaxton and Victor Moore
looking for a musicomedy book for
this season.

Metropolitan Opera has appointed
Margaret Carson agency to direct
the Met's press dept. this year.
Jackson,
William
Robert
Sgt.
agent Billy Jackson's son, hospital-

broken

with
Mervyn LeHoy, who has signed a
long-term producing deal with War.

England

ized in

leg.

ners, arrived in town Monday (2).
John Behas, in charge of film buying for the Skouras circuit, recuperating at home after minor operation.

Sheet Music

;

!,

'.

.

.:

usual:

flackery.

Rodeo, the Madison Square Garden
attraction for the month,' starting tonight (4), scaling side arena tickets
at $4.25 top.

Tom McKnight, present "Radio
Hall of Fame" producer, is an exKeith'-Albee vaude booker, writer
and producer.
'w
Lili Messenger, of the Metro Coast
story department, who's east looking
over the new plays, returns west
Saturday (7).
E, K. (.Ted) O'Shea, eastern sales
manager for Metro, has returned
from sales meetings in New Orleans,
Atlanta and Charlotte.
'

.

'

Laudy Lawrence, ex-Metro head

:

which opened

last

Thursday

All

down among

:

'

now

-

-

in France, has just learned that his
Paris home has been stripped of
everything by the Nazis.
Mrs. Fred Astaire, in town from
the Coast, will be joined by her husband, who has been overseas on a
returns.
USO tour, within a week.
Some music pubs claim that the
Richard Camp, actor in "Men to
the Sea," has bought a drama by lack of records has helped sheet
Eugene Lerner, "Lady of the House," sales. While it's more difficult and
with January opening planned.
more expensive to start a song withHarry Takiff, assistant to Jack out recordings, there are pubs who
Cohn, v:p. of Col, left Thursday (28) say they will be "satisfied" if the
for his first vacation in three years,
accompanied by Mrs. Takiff and their record situation remains as it is today. This attitude is prompted not
son.
Harry Sherman, former prez of only by better sheet sales without
Local 306, N. Y. operators, became a records, but by the fear that when
grandfather last week when his the disc business is again straightdaughter Naomi gave birth to a ened out they will be blocked out by
daughter.
the increasing number of bandleadPersian Room of the Plaza reoperate music firms and
opened last night (Tues.) with only ers who
Bob Grant and Mark Monte's music, who will demand to record their
thoughts,
In
these
own tunes.
until
minimum
hence no couvert or
Hildegarde rejoins them on the 18th. ASCAP" publishers have in mind the
In Herman Shumlin's syndicate of activities of Broadcast Music, which
backers for "The Visitor" are his is setting many maestros up in "the
secretary, Lucy Kaye, $500 invest- music business. However, there are
ment; Julie Dorr, telephonist, ditto;
whose recordand p.a. Dick Maney with a $750 not too many leaders
ing contracts give them full control
stake.
\ •;:
Only
Impatient Michael Curtiz, who over the songs they record.
flew in from Hollywood via K. C, the topmost names, have that priviwhere he got off the train "because lege.
I had nobody to talk to," planed
back" over the weekend and got put
off in Chi instead.
20th-Fox film, which
"Laura,"
has a Monte Carlo nitery scene,
Continued from page 1
among others, as part of its sequence,
may premiere the Monte Carlo's new
projection room, especially designed and managers. They look tipon the
concert field as something entirely
for film press parties.
Friars gave "Star Time" cast an hew, whereas it has meant big aninformal party Saturday night, but nual incomes to performers able
producer Paul Small wasn't among to fill large auditoriums in key cities
those present; he's been -banned from and small hamlets. That kind of
the club for 10 days because of a
ginrummy altercation with publicist money in available to the Spitalnys,
Andrews trio, etc., as a rule, only in
Dave Green, also suspended.
.

at the Blackstone,

Gus

managing director of
Radio City Music Hall, returned Friday (29) from Hollywood trip where
Eyssell,

new pictures. Also tossed
a party for Bill Goetz and Leo Spitz
(International Pictures), whose "Casanova Brown" is current at the Hall.
Adventures of N. Y. hotel life:
Warner Bros, producer Arthur
Schwartz and director Michael Curtiz were in five different suites in as
many days of their N. Y. stay, divided, fortunately, between only two
hotels, the Sherry-Netherland and
the Waldorf Towers.

he viewed

Minneapolis

.

.

.

Bobby-sock brigade missed Frank
Sinatra when he called at the White
House unexpectedly.'
Willard Roof Players closed season
Saturday night (30) with a heigh-ho
after their last performance.

':.'
.

El Patio Club found things sticky
Somebody had
the other night.
cleaned the floor with turpentin*:
New Cafe Parisienne, formerly the
L'Escargot, was opened by Jee Ford
as a new after -dark-spot Monday (2).
British Information Services an-

nounces that
the

it

has 9,642 bookings for
of "Desert Victory"

16-mm form

up to June, 1944.
Theodore Tiller, who has the lead
"Sing Out Sweet Land," when
given at Catholic U., named understudy to Alfred Drake in the Theatre
Guild production.
in

'

.'

American

citizenship.

Neal building miniature golf

lawn at Bel Air.
John Wildberg in town to talk

links on his

-''..-.•'.

.

business with Mary Pickford.
Steve Broidy arrived from New
York for Monogram sales huddles.
Ed Ettinger and Erman Pessis
teamed up to open a publicity office.
Leo Spitz and William Goetz returned from New York business
huddles.
!.,V
Gary Cooper to Colorado to scout
locations for his first western prov. ;'•
duction,
:

--'.'

;

;-',..

';

r

_

Harry James and

his former wife
settled their financial differences out
of court.

Eddie Cantor entered the Cedars
Lebanon hospital for a check-up
and rest.
Clark Gable to Washington with
finished print of the picture he filmed

of

overseas.

,:'.'•'••'•>'•/

":-'-

/'.

Leonide Kosmativ, Soviet cameraman, in town to learn Hollywood
technique.;
Desi Arnaz filed notice that he
would not contest Lucille Ball's di-

vorce

suit.-

;;';

.

'

''_.:-'.

Maureen O'Hara
returned
to
RKO's payroll after time out for
."
maternity.
Olentangy. Park
Henry Busse reported his celeCo., with Leo and Elmer brated
trumpet stolen from his
'

Continued from page 38

'

Herb Bennin recently discharged
from army, returned to local M-G-M
sales staff.

.

;

holder

in

Amusement

the

G. Haenlein as his chief associates. parked car.
During ..recent War Loan drives,
Ramon Navarro, property owner,
he directed sales campaigns in all demanding a tax refund from Los
central Ohio theatres, this being Angeles County.
David Wark Griffith robbed of
but one of his many civic acplayed on Meadowbrook Country
tivities. He was also active in drives $1,305 worth of jewelry in his HollyClub course."
wood blvd.--'hotel.
Phil D'Rey, ventriloquist head- sponsored by the Independent The
Wesley Ruggles in town to line up
Ohio,
and
was
atre
Owners
of
lining floor show at Club
Continental,
Hotel Jefferson; George among the founders and a member stories and talent for J. Arthur Rank,
British film mogul.
Towne band held over.
Of the first board of directors of
Vincent Farrar, back from overKatherine
Dunham's
"Tropical Tent No. 2 of the Variety Club.
seas, resumed his old cameraman
Revue" inked' for four-day stand in
chores at Monogram.
the Opera House of the Henry W.
'•'V.'
JESSIE MOHAN
Kiel auditorium starting Oct. 16.
Jessica
Rose Lombard;, screen"
Kimmell, 65.
Mrs.
Jessie Kay
The Club L'Avion, St. Louis
Jessie writer, divorced Mervin Freeman,
professionally
as
County nitery, sold for $35,000 by known
newsreel cameraman.
Fred Varney to Louis and Marie Moran, died Sept. 26 in Detroit folHerbert S. Naish, former actor,
Carbonne. who operate Club Shan- lowing a long illness. For many
upped to lieutenant in the Army, on
*
•"'..'.
gri-La in St. Louis.
years she was a member of the duty in the South
Pacific.
Jennifer Jones brought here for Moran Girl Trio, which toured for
local preem of "Since You Went years on practically all vaude cirSpencer Tracy returned from a
Away" drew a mob of 5,000 to the cuits..
USO-Camp Show tour of Army and
Henry W. Kiel auditorium at a Red
booking Navy hospitals in Hawaii.
operated
a
She
later
Cross nurse capping shindig.
Lieut. Gene H. Cole, former Screen
Guarantors of the Municipal The- agency for many years in the mid- actor, decorated for his work as a
atre Assn. numbering more than West.
fighter pilot over Europe.
1,000 have received their checks that
Artie Shaw moved into his new
helped tee off the 12-week season
WILLIAM (BHD) JAMISON
home where he will complete orin the alfresco theatre in Forest
William (Bud) Jamison, 50, char- ganization of his
new band.
Park,
acter comedian, in films for many
William L. Peirce, jr., publicity
Gordon Sommers will direct "Am- years, died suddenly in Hollywood
director,
shifted from Bing Crosby
phytrion 38" in the St. Louis Comfinished work
Productions to Lester Cowan.
munity Playhouse, opening Oct. 18. Sept. 30. Jamison had
Cast includes Mary Ellen Verheyden, in 20th's "Nob Hill" Sept. 28 and
Helene Costello, former screen
Hugh Chambers, Nathan Newman, was stricken ill 'that night. He had player, lost her suit of $2,073 against
Jackie Mi lz, Gladys Youtree, Ralph been a vaudevillian and stock player her attorney, Milton M. Cohen.
Peterson, Jerry Cuquet, Jane Bruce for years prior to entering films in
Frank Sinatra sat still long enough
and Al Hohengarten. v
early Chaplin comedies.
to pose for a bust, sculptured by
Survived by his wife and one Bill Tuttle, Metro
St.

Louis symph orch will give

cuffo

concerts

five

school children
during forthcoming season.
Tony Peluso, manager of the Fox,
copped the first golf championship
for

-

,

';'

,

.

'

'

makeup

sister.

Titians

Janet Blair to Monterrey, Mexico,
to celebrate 40th anniversary of the

MBS. AIMEE MaePHEBSON

By Hal Cohen
Taft

repeating

at

Don

Metz Casino
Marian Lambie Arnheim resigned
from WCAE flackery.
Jimmy Dorsey band booked into
the Stanley for a Nov. date.
Regina Peterson, accordionist, left
for an overseas tour in a USO unit.
Major Russell La Belle, son of WB
personnel director, awarded the Air

Mrs. Aimee Semple MacPherson,
nationally
known evangelist
53,
through operation of her Angel us
Temple, Los Angeles, died in her
sleep at Oakland, Cal., Sept. 27.

Further details on Page
Daughter,

2.

artist,

Rodriguez y Herman theatre chain.
Artie Shaw divorced by Elizabeth
Kern Shaw under a settlement calling for $2,000 monthly for five years.

Jerry Colonna planed in for a role
Fred Allen picture and planed

in the

out again

.

to

rejoin

Bob Hope

In

Topeka, Kan.
Princess
Luana, Hawaiian-born
dancer, was granted an injunction
giving her exclusive right to that

of Margaret Douglass
Smith) died in New
York, Saturday (30). Miss Douglass
Medal.
Little Jackie Heller back from left the cast of "Bloomer Girl" in name professionally.
eight-month USO tour of the South Philadelphia late last week to be
Eleanor Parker, stricken with an
Pacific.
with
the
stricken
child,
Olive appendix attack on the "Of Human
Monica Moore heads company of Reeves Smith, understudy, replacing. Bondage" set at Warners, decided to
"Merry Widow" which Nixon gets
finish the picture before an operaon Oct. 23.
tion.
Nick Kuris, Jr., son of the owner
Mrs. Lew Mercur home from hosGracie Deagon (Sc. Dickinson) is
pital after having kidney ailment of the N-K theatre, Muskegon, Mich.,
was killed in action in France on back to her screen and radio stints
theatres where four, five and more corrected.
after spending vacation on the asNatalie Core, of Ed Wynn's radio Sept. 9, according to word just reshows a day are demanded. Consembly line at Lockheed. Says faccast, is a graduate of the Carnegie ceived by his father from the War
cert field demands only one, possibly
tory hitch was merely a temporary
Tech drama school.
;
Department
affair while "resting."
two performances daily.
Florence Blair, of Trelon staff,

Cleveland, Oct.

3.

Phil Spitalny's femme band hit a
concert record for Cleveland's

new

Saturday (30),
drawing attendance of 9.781 and a
gross of approximately. $17,500 at $3
top.
Date was sold out nearly two
It marked the
days in advance.
tenth anniversary of his unit. Cleveland is Spitalny's home town.
civic auditorium last

6,

Ben

-'

;

Record

(Mrs.

.

switching
Spllalny's Cleye

.

By Les Bees

downtown

the

<:

WB

'.',

-

.

:

new

.

booker, hasn't
Jules Green,
shave for two weeks on
account of a face infection.
Harry Hendel, owner of New

b.een able to

;,

.

to

S/Sgt, Meade S. Steadman, 25,
Hollywood Show Bar.
Herky Kapner, son of WCAE gen- killed in action in France" Aug. 27.
eral manager, okay again after hav- Formerly soloist at KSL (CBS outlet in Salt Lake City) and a meming his tonsils clipped:
20th-Fox gang gifted departing ex- ber of the LDS Tabernacle choir in
:'".
change manager, Clay V. Hake, with that city; .'.'
v\
set of matched luggage.
Malvina Ferrari, local singer, has
Betty Stewart, 32, actress wife of
one of the leads in "Merry Widow"
Larry Stewart, radio and night club
at Paper Mill Playhouse.
singer,

died

suddenly

29

Sept.

in

Hollywood.
Father of Lou Golden, 77, died
Sept. 28 in Boston. Son heads talent
agency in that city.

Granada theatre, back from threeSpitalny BofTs Toronto
Hotel Saint Paul's Gopher Grill
month vacation in Hollywood.
has Duci Kerekjarto orch.
Singer Janey Knight and Marty
Toronto, Oct. 3.
bimpson's Marionettes and Yvonne
Schramm, with whom she's worked
Sterling Edward Rohde, 30, in San
Phil Spitalny and his All-Girl orBallew into Andy's nitery.
for years, have' parted company.
Ben Marcus,
Natalie Core, graduate of Tech Antonio, Sept. 24. He was a former
district chestra grossed a terrific $21,334 for
ma na pr. m from Columbia
their two-night concert appearances drama school, signed for new Chan- "Variety!" correspondent there. Y'
Kansas City,
T
er awford unit and "Novel- at Maple Leaf Gardens (25-26), ning Pollock play. "Tangled Web."
it
wes
at new St. Paul Drum niterie.
Irene Cowan. Edward Mack and
J. Bruce Robertson, 31, announcer
with the 12,500-seater scaled at a
rank Eisenberg, veteran film
Ruth Nirella will head cast of Play- at WHB, died Sept. 24 in Kansas
^*
$2.50 top.
salesman, back with United
Artists.
:>"'"'..•'
The Andrews Sisters have been house opener, "Skin of Our Teeth." City.
any 01 "I"? crowd taking adJoe Flynn in town beating drums
vantage of hunting season's opening. booked into the Gardens here for for "10 Little Indians." and Lee
SepSarah Fox, mother of Sam and
Scale hasn't been set yet, tembre in ahead
. Myrtle, Kelly, Universal oilier. -re- Oct, 30.
of Col's "Impatient
fuperating after a major operation, but a $2 top is likely. Century Artists Years."
Harry Fox, music publishers, died in
;'•*;'
waiter Liberacc. pianist, into Hotel books both.
;
Bob dayman, ox-band loader and Cleveland Oct. 2.

»K

.

,3

Bob Savini

Tom

.

.

Bing Crosby, now overseas, slated
about Nov. 1.
in town on business
as head of Astor Films.
^
Heather Angel filed ah application

to return

for

:,

.

Big Concert Biz

for 20th-Fox confabs.

Washington
Mitzi Green, headlining at Del Rio
Club, was host to drama critics for
her opening. ••
Milton Schwartz is hew- concert
master at the Capitol, taking Max
Zinder's place.

Obituaries

By Sam X. Hurst

Betty Hut ton left for overseas tour.
Tony Muto in from Washington

Mary Martha Briney,
Peggy Marlowe, Arleen and Dennis

St Louis

the 200,000

class are*, of course, helped immeasurably by the "racks," which now
take 87,000 copies on first order. But
no matter how that is looked at, it's
still sales, (and average of returns
on initial rack calls is less than
-'-'
10%).
Tunes with big sales, and claimed
figures are: "I'll Be Seeing You,"
over , 600,000; "Swingin' On a Star,"
over 500,000; "I'll Walk Alone,"
350,000; "It Had To Be You," 290.000;
"How Many Hearts Have You
Broken," 250,000; "Pretty Kitty Blue
Eyes," 230,000; "Is You Is, Or Is You
Ain't My Baby." 240,000; "Dance
With a Dolly," 200,000; "Time Waits
For No One," ?80,000. Of course,
figures
represent
copies
these
shipped and makes no allowance for

discharge.
Cardini,

(28).

town last Week to discuss forthcoming midwest campaign with Ben
R. Katz, midwest publicity rep.
American Theatre Society-Theatre
Guild subscriptions here have now
reached over 14,000. First show under society's auspices is "The Cherry
Orchard,!'

43

Ruby Rubinoff, Dave's
army with medical

Smith's band are in new
Bob Chester and orch follow Les and RussRoom
show.
Brown into Panther Room of Sher- Terrace
S/Sgt. Jim Shannon, brother of
man hotel Oct. 6.
KDKA
after 30
Joe Yule, Mickey Rodney's father, missions announcer, home
over Europe. Has Presiheadlines new show at. Colosimo's,
dential Citation and DFC.

in

W. Smith,

,

Marion Leeds left Chi cast of "Kiss
and Tell," with Eva Parnell replacing.

.

sales

"of

daughter, out of

Don Reid orch began its fifth engagement at the Trianon ballroom
Greater Twin City Attractions.
last night (3 ), replacing Lawrence
Charlie Jackson, veteran Warner
Welk.
Brothers' salesman,, back on job
Bill Helsing and Marion Isbell may
after several months in Wisconsin
sever their restaurant nite club chain
dodging hay-fever.
partnership, with Isbell expected to
Dimitri Mitropoulos, Minneapolis
Symphony orchestra conductor, to buy out Helsing.
Chuck Foster and his band, with
concerts
Dell
supervise Robin Hood
his sister, Gloria, thrushing, set to
in Philadelphia next summer.
Harry Carroll & Polly Baker open at the BlackhaWk Oct. 18, reholding over at Hotel Nicollet Min- placing Carl Ravazza.
Rette Gleason, formerly of the
nesota Terrace with Columbus &
Carroll,
Selma Marlowe Dancers Chicago Sun amusement dept., has
joined the Chicago publicity office
and Perry Martin orchestra.
Harold Lundquist and Ed. Burke of Paramount Pictures.
Tommy
Kettering, Shirley Deane's
of 20th-Fox sales staff, and Tom
Burke, Monogram branch manager, hubby, flew into town from the coast
donated blood for son of Jack Hey- for the opening of her "That's a Laff"
wood, independent circuit owner, on Sunday, Sept. 24, arid returned to
coast next day.
following major operation.
Richard T. Ney, J. Walter Thompson account exec for Universal pix,

Continued from page 1
Jr., 20th-Fox eastern
manager, due back in N. Y. the holidays, during which the salesthis week after swing around coun- graph climbs. This fall, however, is
:
try.
proving to be unusually strong.
Jack Raymond, formerly lieutenant
There are quite a number of tunes
in the Army, and mustered out via
reserve list, joined Ivan Black's selling in six figures, which isn't

A

husband

Chicago

orchestra.

home on

pital,

CHATTER

P^RIETY

Wednesday, October 4, 1944

-

;

'

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen
Troy Singer's orch moved into Ben
Ross' Penthouse Club. "
First seven performances of "Ice
Capades of '45" sold out for Arena's
15-day run.

;

No acts being booked into Monaco's Cafe by Carl Banna, new
"
owner, until Xmas holidays.
Frederic McConnell's Play House
officially starting 29th winter season
Oct. 11 with "My Sister Eileen."
Denny Thomson,

Statler's

band-

master, located his stolen accordion
Buffalo

pawnshop where

in

had

it

been hocked for $85.
Jerry Ganson, who ran Sawdust
Trail Club in Oakland, Calif., out of
hospital after

Hanna Cafe

two operations. Opened
last

week.

;

*;
.

Frankie

Rubertino,
accordionist
touring with USO

who has been
,camp..

shows

for.

two years,

another' for trek to Frniv".

;

joininr?

Wednesday* October 4, 1911*
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1

Ms piano antf Afs orchestra
P:

ONCE IN A MILLION DREAM YEARS

show business

a veneration in

mm

These were fee op*fa»isnc terms used lnmi« space
Ami ana year mm ta axuionsM* tbe/lntrediieHon of

"Itadd. Cute

—

W. Own

•^f^*
«w^P«criH«"

the colorful »*aite.f4tmee of
•«! Am uatieu, the aarlSer asmoimeemenl,
"TIM CMden Touch oft FrankM Car*.

kwMt
Im than a year later,

It h** acquired a Tf*** m*a*tag la match Its rfgulBcanec fo« Carta audlaac*.
ttuoughool Am r^non. Without relying km
of Ifcanme
tsashnsan. /The Golden Touch
[
PWWOwMaMf aw ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Carte has beeome aesepled throughout the amusement
world aa tojdHghr Merrtflcation. Thus,ihe Dollar Sign
to f ftimiiii T r r it the G-Clel. The symbols mark one of
the rarer Instances in the entertainment world when
what Is considered "Big Time " backstage is also
Time" at the lax Office.
/

Hnu

W-

1

•

'

1

pride, that his associates sayi
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™^*»*»*

:

'
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YORK, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

RUSS PK TO NIP
AFM Rejects D. C. Bid for Disc Peace;
Despite repeated assertions that he*
would give in to President Roosevelt
the latter requested the American
Runyon's 2d Operation
Federation of Musicians to end the
Damon Runyon, who had a serious
recording controversy, James C. Pethroat operation early in the sumtrillo, union prez, announced yesterday (10) that the AFM executive mer, returned from the Coast last
.board has rejected FDR's demand to week and re-entered the Memorial
hospital, N. Y., where a second operend the disc ban.
Rejection, while not wholly unex- ation was performed, The surgery is
pected, is based, according to Pe- medically termed "recession of the
jaw."

No

,

Video Terp Teaching

v

handling for the sponsor.

'Voice' Silenced

on

FDR

Rascoe Rips 'Bloomer,'
Soviet screen, according to discusamong Russian reps in the U.S.,
being called upon to handle a
type of propaganda to prevent a radical upheaval in Europe
following the termination of hostilities." Aim of the Soviets, through
use of the screen among other media, from accounts, is to block swift
conversion to Communism, which is
generally acknowledged as threatening in western and central Europe;
and to avert revolutionary action in
starved -out Europe.
At the same time the Soviets for
sion
is

.subtle

.

•

'

(Continued on page 47)

said

be

to

still

trying

to

de-

In

Own
War

Plant After the

Plans for a "Radio City" of its.
own are being developed as a postwar srep by the Daily. News. N. Y.
tab,' plant to be included in the. new
2.4-story skyscraper, the paper announced last week; Tab has bought
additional' property next to its present East 42d street location and will
-.start, building as soon as war condi''.':->.' '
tions permit.
}

.;

,

Sinatra

now

is

a

hot

FDR

rooter

(he's going on the air Oct. 26 to
stump for. him) and his kid fans,
even though they're not old enough
:

.

to vote,
all

are following

FDR

wearing

stiit.

They're

buttons.

-.

N. Y. daily plans to have both an

FM

station and television outlet in
new setup, Applications now

it's

MONTGOMERY PIC PLANSj
VAGUE; OUT OF NAVY
Hollywood. Oct. 10.
Robert Montgomery
.went pn. inactive duty status with
:

;'

Lt;

Comdr.

U. S. Navy yesterday' (9) after at--;
for facilities;
riving from the east over the weekin the various spectrums:
end. He has seen war service for
News is owned by Joseph
:

pehd before the FCC

.

Patter--

-

son.

cousin of Col. Robert McCor- the past four years; having been in
mick, owner of the Chicago Tribune France with
the American Ambuana WGN. and a major stockholder
lance Corps and .then returned to en'•

ttt

•.',':•'.

Mutual..

list

as Lt. (J.O-) in Navy.

as naval attache in

NEW

STAMP GIVES
DOUBLE HONOR TO PIX
3c

Washington. Oct.
;

A

!

iietv

3c stamp

to.

bp issued

10.

For Berlin, Manila!
...American Theatre Wing is planning to set up Stage Door Canteens
in Berlin and Manila as the Allied
troops move in. Idea has been inspired by the steady advances of the
Allies into

'

months

and'

training

in,

then

He

served

London- for four
took

P-T

'

the 'Marshall's and

Oct.'

enemy

territory.

.

Wing's

general procedure in escanteens outside of New
supply the first financing
communities carrying on
thereafter.
Such cooperation
is
hardly possible in foreign cities, so
ways and means to support canteens
in
those points V/tll have to be
worked out. Possible that the Army
will be a factor in overseas canteens,
figured to be oases not only for the
men but touring entertainers as well.
Likely that shows from this side
and the canteens will supplement
each- other,, and all indications are
that both will be ah Army, "must,"
because troops will remain overseas

tablishing

York

is to

with the

:

indefinitely after' hostilities cease.

boat

Panama, followed by -a

year of service in the South' Pacific,
where he saw action at Guadalcanal,
other naval en-

"•'

Plans for a Stage Door Canteen in
Paris are already under way,.' with
Wanen P Munsell Jr representing -the Wing. He acted similarly last winter when the first Wing
Canteen: was; opened overseas in
Lt. Col.

,

He took further school- London.
.'"
";
v '<']'
ing in New England and served as
operations officer aboard a destroyer
Officially,
DRESSING-UP IN N. Y.
it" commemorates
the during the D-Day invasion of Nor50lh anniversary of the industry, but mandy and also in same capacity on
More dressing-tip of late has been
the symbolic connotation— male and the first destroyer to enter Cher-, noted
at the premieres arid in the
female members in uniform looking bourg harbor.
.class niteri.es'ih N. y.
at an open-air screen on a South
Metro has announced there are no
Feeling is beginning to asse»t itPacific isle— also pays tribute to the immediate plans for its returning
self that the fortunes' of war war-'"'./'Pix biz's war effort.
-;
former star, '.'-'
rant a little more gaiety in garb.
31 by the U. S. Post .'Office"'. will ''be
a double-featured honor for the pic-

Right

If

You

leader, as chief speaker.
Show as such was none too well
routined and was produced liere
without curtain, blackouts being used
wartime
critic,
World-Telegram's
for the skits. Consisted of specialty
which
"Bloomer
Girl,"
panned
acts interspersed with political skits
opened brilliantly at the Shubert
aimed at Republicans in general and
the night before. Most of the notices
Thomas E. Dewey very much in parWere raves, Rascoe's being an ex''..':

"Well, there he. goes again," was
the .comment heard on Broadway
last Friday (C) when Burton Rascoe,

-'-

ticular.

..

ception, though another reviewer
There was a skit involving Hern
hit,
grudgingly
called
"Girl"
a
as a pitchman selling a dummy
but it was a generally, dissenting
(Dewey— and it looked like him)
opinion, too.
named Republico the Mechanical
season, when
World- Man, who promised to do everything
Last
the
Telly
man reversed the critical for everybody and still balance the
field,
going overboard in prais(Continued on page 47)
..
ing shows that flopped, one showman cracked that favorable mention
by Rascoe was "the kiss of death." B'way Producers Fail
Producer of another show the critic
didn't like last week was quoted
To Encourage Theatre
saying that his notice was "the kiss,
.

.

•-

".

'

-,

••..";.'/'•

.

Canteens Mulled

termine who ordered the deletion,
without success.
•

FM-Tele Studios

'It's All

Don't Expect Too Much'

-

.

he's

Sez

drums and trumpet accompaniment;
Helen Tamiris, Woody Guthrie and
Jack de Merchant,
Laura Duncan, Bernie Hern, Betty
Royce, Rollin Smith, William Korit
arid Dan Nagriti, with Will Geer as
m.c. and Earl Browder, Communist
Sisco, Houston,

'

'.

*

News Plans

JR.

its

criterion,

.

NAZI-HATING THEME

•

Y. Daily

CENTS

Boston, Oct. 10.
reception in Boston is any
"FDR's Bandwagon" is going to have a checkered career on its
political haul around the country.
Show was branded a "red" outfit
before it opened, was picketed and
finally interrupted when somebody
heaved cannon firecracker onto the
stage. Otherwise, no bloodshed.
Credited to Edward Royce, revue
stars Mary Lou Williams, Negro
piano boogie-ist, with bass viol,
If

Sweep

visitors are allowed.

and NBC
transcriptions, the record companies
Visit Reference As Guest
affected, sign on his terms;
While Mr. Roosevelt's wire to PeOf Benny; Plenty Burned
trillo asking for an end of the dispute did not clearly state whether a
Frank Sinatra burned plenty Sunsettlement was sought on the basis
day (81 afternoon prior to his guest
of pre-bah conditions, or merely
Benny program,
obedience to the recent War Labor shot on the Jack
Board decision (which ordered RCA- sponsored by American Tobacco Co.,
Victor, Columbia and NBC Tran- his "Lucky Strike Hit Parade'' boss.
scriptions to pay the AFM a royalty Script of his verbal exchange with
per recording sold with a governing
referboard outside the union to admin- Benny originally called for
ister the resultant coin.)', the execu- ence to his recent trip to Washington
tive board apparently chose to read for
tea with President Roosevelt.
into the message a request for re- However, the bit was deleted.
turn to pre-ban conditions. Its anSinatra was so angry about the
(Continued on page 38):
scissoring that he almost refused to
go through with the guesting and

N

:V

FDR s Election

Revue Urging

Arthur Murray and his wife will
Communism to
teach the rhumba and jitterbug rouWar-Shattered Europe for tines to Tars and Spars on the DuMont. N. Y., station, WABD, SunBasic Economic Reasons- day (29) at 9 p, m. Stanza will be
Favors More Moderate In- sponsored by Flatterite Hosiery Co.
Television Workshop is producing
dustrial Stability
and the Norman D. Waters agency is

AFM

Columbia

; ';-^'

25

SPREAD

.

RCA-Victor,

"'

-'

By Rl'DOLPH ELIE,

Want

Russia Itself Doesn't

'.'.

."

'•'

•
•

";

PRICE

1944

Meets Plenty Fireworks in Boston

SOVIET GOVT.

if

trillo, on the change ot conditions
since he originally promised to adhere to the President's request.
prexy further stated, the situation
will maintain the status quo unless

11,

M

KEYNOTEO BY

/Must Accept Our Terms —Petrillo

U

cente.
by Variety, Inn. Annual •ubscription. fj*. Single cbnfea.
Poat Oltice at New York, N Y., under the act of March ». 1ST*.
.:''/..
INC.
ATX RIGHTS RESERVED.
Jr.,

B* VARIETY.

1»I4.

gagements.

•'•'

•'..'

.'-'

'

ture business.

MORE

':'

-

•

.

It's a comedy that started
off with a promising first week,
Firstnighters
rated
"Girl'',
as
strongly as out ot town, where the;
new musical- was .tabbed- a sure-thing, According to Rascoe: "It is.
On tiie whole, probably the least
entertaining musical in town;" but
concluded with: "The show is .
all right if you don't expect too
much." In his Saturday (7) review,
of the season so far. the critic backed

be a static and sterile theatre. 'A
major proponent of this thought is
Oscar Serlin, whose production of

(Continued on page 47)

(Continued on page 42)

of life."

.

.

.

Attendance, Sez Serlin
Too many

Broadway

producers

are

Jacking in the compulsion or
initiative necessary to create greater
audiences— that's a growing conviction among showmen who think this
£s a factor in what has become, of
recent years, what they believe to
.

'

'

.

.

.
.
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MISCELLANY

Zoom As Sponsors

Guestar Price Tags

With competition at a new high
in desire of sponsors to bolster
their air shows and garner higher
ratings, price tags for questar shots
this season are. zooming to unprecedented levels. It's a case of stars
naming their price and sticking to
it with a "pay or else" ultimatum
leaving no alternative for clients but
to okay the vouchers or risk the
stiff competish from the shows on
the opposition nets. Number of stars

our figure."
on^the^nce&__Lhe__

!

"I never
thought I'd live to see the day
when President Wilson and the
Andrews Sisters would be in

Groucho Marx cracks,

vaudeville together,"

exalted cyclops of the Klan!

To

"BLACKOUTS OF

Get Priorities
Film company execs connected
with garnering guest shots for their
stars are cracking down on shows
which run' over, forcing the usual
plug for the specific picture in which
the, star guesting on the show is
currently appearing to be omitted
or rushed through.
Usual plug-line toward the end of
the script where announcer thanks

Webs' major nighttime shows
and capture more coin 'than holding
down their regular weekly program.
-

('',:;.

late.

-' :

- y:.

Martin
United

days,;

The Gannett Co. attempted to fill
the news gap in part by buying
radio time and pasting news reports
and resumes on office windows of

Paris,

'

;

& Chronicle and The
Times-Union. But Buffalo and other
out-of-town papers were selling as
high as 20 cents apiece as long as
they lasted. „'•
The Democrat & Chronicle brought
two 15-minute periods daily on both
WSAY and the Gannett - owned
WHEC. while the Times-Union
spotted extra broadcasts over WHEC,
With no chance to advertise in
the dailies, theatres took extra radio
time, but reported business off. Exhibitors were unwilling to blame the
b. p. dip to lack of newspaper advertising, some blaming it pri un-

Oct. 10.

;

Maurice Chevalier, back in Paris,
denies accusations he was ever proNazi.

•

program.
Hollywood, too, has been veering
"Collaborate? Never!" the singer
away from permitting stars to apvi
told
friends.
only
appeared pear on air shows which
are domin
Paris
twice during the oc- inated,
for the majority of the time
cupation— for two months each time. in which
the program is aired, by
The Germans offered me large sums the star of
.'
the show.
to tour the Reich, but I refused.
During the past four years I have
earned only a fraction of what I KINGSLEY'S
could have earned in America or
England.
•

ONE-A-YEAR

"I.

Hollywood, Oct. 10.
Sidney Kingsley, Pulitzer prize
winner, has signed with Metro to
do one story per year for the next

V.. Tur
State- of

work

York. sb..
Before me, a Noliuy Public in "and for
the State' it»d! Ooiihly JifoVeaaid*' pei'snnHily stppeoieil llaiWti. Kvi»*bs. who., having been duly Mwoin, aecoriUiiK to law,
depones and, sas's .1 hat he is the business
manager of Variety,: and that the following is. 10
he bf-st of liis knowledge
.-

.

'

,

after

two weeks of huddling
•

'

New York Sunday

(8) after

taire six. Two stars worked in several shows together, as well as with
other units. .'

here with Sidney Franklin over
plans for "Ulysses."
Kfngsley also will write and produce a legit play for Broadway this

x iiue suUemeiH of tiie ownir..
«rship, management.
of Hj<* aforeeaid publication Utv
lie
date shown in

,

.

(

.

i

above

caption, required by the Act.
UHS. as ametriWd My the
i!4\
I'.I.Ki; i'nibodied
in. Secticn
Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on' the reverse of: Ibis form, In wit :'
1.
That
he na ines iind addresses', of
the publisher.' editor, managing editor, and

August

Act

of -March

This Week's Football

;
\hj p:

West

•

New Yoik

Erichs,

154

4<iih

'L'hat

»w

known bondholders, "mortother security holders' owning or holding l per. cent,, or more of total
etoounf of bonds nioitgages. or other
Die

'iliat

.3,

gagees

si

mi

••'
securities are: None."
4.
That the i-^Vo naraptianhs next above,
giving Hie names .of he owners, stock-,
holdcis and security' holders, if -tiny, eonthe
tain not only
list
Of" stocliholders
end si i-uriiy. fwtilefft as .they appear upon
the books of ihe company, but also, in
cases where the slor-kli'dder ur security
holder appeal's- upon the '-books of the company as trustee or in any other tidueiary
relation, tlie name of the person or cgrliorativn for .wheal such trustee is acting..
Is "given, also that the .said two paragraphs
.contain Ktateinents embracing aFflont's. fill],
knowledge and b"tlff ns (o tlie oircuinistances and conditions un<Vr jvhieh stockliplders'' and .security holders, .;who do. not
appii.r upon the bunks nf he company us
trustees hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a 'bona, fide
owner, nnd this atfiant has no reason to
believe that' any other person. association
in* corporation has any Imprest, direct or
Indirect, in the said stock,- bonds or other
eeurltles than as so stated ..by ltitri.'...
Tliafj' Uie iivctage nj*n'rb( r of .- eonies
'

GAMES
Kentucky-Georgia
Army-Pitt

I

'

.

'

*

i

'

1

'

.

:

Paeh l.ssue .of this-' publication --sold; or
througli the mails or otherdlsi n'btited,
subscribers .during
tho
Wfl'i
wise,
to
€*t

,

'

.

Cornell-Colgate.. ......
Notre Dame-Dartmouth

.

in\

t

from daily
.

1

-

.

the

shown

date

(This' infoniKition
publications onlyi)

-

-.

is

above

required

Harold Ei'ichs,
Ru«iness .Aratiagetv

Sworn to. and* suhsi'rlbf-d
28ih day of "•«»•» teniher..

before

...

.

1ST

U. S. PIC IN

PARIS

Paris, Oct. 10;
First U. S. pic to be shown civilian audiences here since French
liberation was "Tales of Manhattan,"

famed Moulin Rouge
(5).

"

Thurs-

last
',

.

;

.

.,;';'';.

.

Yale-Columbia
....
Georgia Tech-Auburn
Texas A&M-LSU ....
Tenn-Floiida.

.

'....;

nv

.

Illinois-Iowa

*

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

:li

.

,

.

,.i

...

.

:-.

.

J;,

.

,

,

;

...

'.
.

'

... ...

.
.

,.;

.

;

Purdue
Ohio Stale
Randolph
... ..Oklahoma

;

Calhern, Annabella, Oscar
Karlweis.
Celeste
Benny
Holm.
de Marcos, Hilda Simms,
Lee, Muriel Smith, Joy
Hodges, Viola Keats, Sidney Blackrher, Lois Wilson, Imogene Carpenter, Anita Alvarez, Beverly Roberts.
Fields, the

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.',
.

...

.

.,.

:'.'v"...,...v.

.

.

'.,-,»

....7-5,
.. ..

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cal.

USC
.UCLA

.

.

:

UCLA-St, Mary's

.....

..

2-1
8-5
2-1

...2-1

J.

.

.^A'J,,.

.>

2-1

...

National Pro League (Sun., Oct. 15)
Washington-Boston

...

:.'.

...

.:. .

Brooklyn-New York

......

Bears-Car Pitt.s
Cleveland-Detroit

.

,

.

•.

';.....

,

;

...

.

....
,'',

...

...
.

.

.

.

Washington
Brooklyn
Bears

..Cleveland

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

fi;

not counted)

...

,

.

.14-5
6-5
8-5
.

.

.

.

.

SEASON'S RECORD
27: Lost, 7; Ties,

.

Berlin's Possible Pix For

,;

Europe

T-5

20th, Sandrich

term agreement with Joe Schcnck
10.

at

20th-Fox for a series of filmusi-

American films in liberated coun- cals, because that studio is best
of Europe will be shown for equipped to handle such a deal,
Another is a long pending pic with
some lime without profit, according
to foreign spokesmen of Hollywood's Mark Sandrich, Paramount director,
major companies. Current practice whereby the latter's "outside" film
is to turn, the pictures over to the
may be for RKO Under an indie unit
Office of War Information, which setup, with RKO financing itiQ>e>
distributes them free to provisional
'..'

\.

governments.

With France, Italy arid other
European countries trying to keep
theiv money at home until peace arrives, American companies are intent on building good will as . a

means of peacetime
wood product.

sales of Holly-

Jack Frye,
to

the press

TWO
this

He

.

role in "Molly, Bless Her," a tale of
Miss Dressler's career on stage and
'.'':'.-:'
screen.
Play, will be based on an original
.

by Frances Marion, bought some
time ago from Metro. Monty WoolLondon ley plays the male lead and Robert
cover the show Basslcr produces.

prez, _will detail

.

(Wed;) afternoon

on postwar "commuting"
arid Paris.

Hollywood, Oct. 10.
Marie Dressier will be portrayed
on the screen by. Gracie Fields, who
was assigned by 20th-Fox to the top
,

By Air, $260

N.Y. to London

Gracie Fields to Play
Life of Marie Dressier

will

to

biz angles, not only from the standflying
point of personalities but
junkets to Europe for "premiers";
also the movement of entire theatrical companies.

JOLSON'S HOSP

N. Y.

to

London'

(Paris)

-

.675.

'

-

TOUR

;A1 Jfllsoh is set for a fortnight of
personality tours to general hospitals
Singer will
for USO-Camp Sho%vs.
late will be around $260, less than visit eight hospitals from California
half the normal cabin rat* on a de- to Florida, tour starting Oct. 16, endluxe transatlantic liner, and will ing Oct. 30.
by
cover 11 hours flying time; 50 minJolsori will be accompanied
utes more to Paris. .''
Harry Akst

TWA's

.

Pel.,

(RKO)

Irving Berlin, during his month's
stay on the Coast, may set several
picture deals. One may be a long

tries

'.

.

......

.

Cal.-College Pacific
.
USC-St, Mary's Preflight

...

Michigan ......
... Minnesota

»

.

Purdue-Iowa Preflight
Ohio State-Wisconsin
Randolph Field-SMU .'..:.

t'J'ics
)

.

.

.

..Indiana

.

Won,
t

.

...

.....Illinois...

Indiana-Nebraska
Michigan-Northwestern/.
Minnesota-Missouri

"till*

'

.

.

.

,

.

."">•.'?:;•
.Votary Public No. 1d,
(Ai>conuiiission expires Al:'rch ;(ll, I!Kd

V

.

Texas A'&M
..Tenn
,
Tulane

.

.

.

...,.«

.

,

5-7
... 3-1
....-9-5
... 4-1
2-1
...12-5
:.. 6-5
6-5
..
9-5;
.
... 8-5
... .7-5
... 2-1
... 9-5
3-1
.
... 3-1
... 12-5
4-1
... 7-5
.

,,,

,

Syracuse
....Yale
Georgia Tc

Tuianc-Rice

Oklahoma-Texas

.

.

,

.

,

Danic

..Navy ....
Penn
penn State
,
,

,-.
Penn State-Bucknell
Syracuse-Lafayette ......

*
'

tion

:

Hollywood, Oct.
.

Cornell
-'Notre

\

,

"

NfUhan Newman.

DAY

business marked the first
New York City's registraweek on Monday (ft) with a
parade of more than 100 people from
the Broadway theatre.
Among those riding down from
Columbus Circle to City Hall to
see Mayor LaGuardia register were

Show

day of

Canada

U, S. Plx Free lo

.

.

.

Navy-Duke ......
...
Penn-Wm. and Mary,,

.

months preceding

BALLYHOOS

'

ODDS

Kentucky ...
....
...Army ...
.....

(Fri.) ............

.-

.

,

Starring Charles Boyer, and directed by Julien Duvivier, film had
added appeal for Parisians.,

(Saturday, Oct. 14)
WINNERS

4«th Street,

Cit\.

Alan'riger— Harold

Xew York, City.
.street,
the owners, arc: Variety, Jiav,'
154 West 40th .sir-et. New York Cily.
K>4
W-eMt \46tJi .street,
Bid lie .Sllverniiin,
York «'iiy.
Ksiate of Kinio Silverman, 154 West 4thh" street, Sew York
West

BIZ

N.Y. REGISTRATION

Louis

TALES OF MANHATTAN

lOih

Managing Ediioi— "None.
2.

Jergens- Woodbury.

".

I'ubiis*ier— Varieiy. \Jhc. ;
iTA
street, Xew York t'Hy,
Edifor— Abel Oieim. lo4 West

Business

10.

Hearst columnist for years ha*s
been handling the film endorsements
-for

day

By Ted Husing

I

business manager,

SHOW

Pops Up Again

Lolly

at

h'M,

.

-;-

;

,

belief,

the

(ft .'

the bag.

in

is

Louella O. Parsons returns to the
air Dec. 3 with a five minute cinema
chatter spot following Walter WihSegment trims J erg ens'
chell.
"Hollywood Mystery" to 25 minutes.

.......

Crosby will leave by train for the
Coast Friday (13).

season.

t

and

one

Hollywood, Oct.

appearing in England and France
with USO-Camp Shows units. Crosby spent seven weeks abroad; As-

.

this

weather.

Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire arrived in

already inked.
He leaves for his
New Jersey home Thursday to start

11KW.

Variety, published weekly at X>\v York.
Ofto.ber I -JU44.
Nfw. York, -County of, Xcw

K.

;

AFTER OVERSEAS TOUR

<

Of

I

CROSBY, ASTAIRE IN N Y.

STATEMENT- OF TII.K OWNKKSHIP.
MANAGEMENT. O ItfCUT.ATlO.N. KTC, three years, in addition to "HomeREQUIRED RV THE ACTS- IP CONGUESS, OF -AUOUST -4, 10)2, AND coming of Ulysses," tor which he is
:t.

I

FOR RKO; ALSO N Y. PLAY

want the people of America and
(Continued on page 12)

MARCH

warm

seasonably

.'-

of studio people ex-

backed him, in the primaries. But he never told his political
backers about that sojourn into the invisible Empire!
And when the
Hearst papers smacked him with it 'he began racing around like a terrified
hitrahd-run driver who had knocked over a chameleon oh a Scotch plaid.
He denied to his backers that he had ever joined the Klan. He said he
got in on a pass of his brother's. He later admitted that he had been an
exalted cyclops but never a kleagle, and said he had slipped in to find out
the setup and expose the stinkers.
He dug out an old copy of the N. Y. Graphic to prove that he had exposed the Klan as early as 1930, but it so happened that before that he had
The end result was that the
got into a legal mixup involving them.
Hollywood Democratic Committee,/ which has no legal status within the
Democratic party, dropped him, like a charred spud, but the organizations
which legally represent the rank and file, after weeks of milling around
He left
in conference, gave their tired affirmation of his candidacy.
Winchell who rushed to his rescue out on a limb.
Myself having Been elected to the legal body which supervises postr
primary elections, by the largest vote I ever got simply by closing my
mouth and billing myself as the "Left Wing Coolidge," have taken the
pragmatic view that in politics, as in show biz, there is no such thing as
a bad notice except no notice at all. More, the guy is; on the air every
day and will' be to election day.
have purposely by-passed billing him by name here because that
I
All
belongs in the advertising department, third desk along the aisle.
I'm doing is to let you look at some rough notes for the sequel of "How
to Win Friends and Influence People." It's to be called "How to Run for
Office And Be Elected." Get your orders, in now for 1948, boys, because
.',

The Democrat

Artists, asked for and received early plugs for the Selznick
picture. "Since You Went Away."
in which Joseph Cotten, who was.
Sinatra's guest last week (4),
is
featured. Film was mentioned three
tunes in the first few minutes of the

HE COLLABORATED
;

Starr,

was grumbling more

:

several times,
radio director for

'

..

The Hollywood Democratic Committee, composed,

than ever before at one-man ownerDispute was
ship of both dailies:
settled today (10) after 5 riewsless

gram running over

.

clusively,

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 10.
With Rochester newspaperless last
Week for the second time within a
year as a result of clashes between
mechanical unions and the Gannett
Co., the public

•

.

Up

Suffer, Radio Picks

program which has been
large number of complaints in this respect is the Frank
Sinatra show for Vimms on GBS
Wednesday nights, pue to this pro-

CHEVALIER DENIES

"/.

Backed and. Unbacked

'

Theatres

City's Dailies,

Specific

•

-

':

great."

is

Rochester Strike Kayoes

receiving

>

Ken Murray

FRED ALLEN.

>

;

-'.

The opposition had been pounding for weeks at his record. He had
trouble with his landlord. Who doesn't? He was on relief. In California
alone 1,250,000 voters could call him "brother" on that one.
No, these
were not the sort of things that beat a man in politics, because the obverse
of the medal showed that working out of relief he promoted a radio station into giving him time to put on a iob-huntirig program.
He really
was a standout in the field. He got jobs for 29,700 unemployed. He
'•••-''•.
worked the program from sustaining to a sponsored feature, V

evehhiK's entertainment in

America;

the studio for permitting the star to
appear, and mentioning the newest
film in which the actor is featured,
will be moved up to first part of
programs henceforth, following requests to execs of several stanzas
whicl have been running over of

Offsetting the high price tag on
guest talent, Of course, are the reciprocal deals being initiated this
season on a virtual all-out scale
particularly by sponsors of multiple
air shows, whereby, the star of one
of the client's shows guests on one
of his other programs and vice versa.
It's not only a coin saver but paves
the way for dual plugs on behalf
>
of the bankroller.

1944"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
''Best

toppers, particularly in the comedy
as Fred Allen, who are good
for anywhere from $5,000 to $8,000 a
guest shot, could easily Circuit the

;"

didate did or did not parade the streets of Jamaica, Long Island, in a
nightshirt in 1928, but that's what this one got down to in the end. Myself,
a philosopher who believes everybody has come west either for his health
or is waiting .for -.the sheriff to die back home, I- had to admit I was fooled
by this^one. Now the guy is the Democratic candidate for Congress, with
' }.
his name on the ballot and no way to remove him. .'
/

!

KEN MURRAY'S

top-

field,

,

WEEK

121st

:

hotohors are commanding and getting
$6,000 paid to Burns & Allen
when they guested on the "All Time
Hit Parade" show and the $5,000 that
went to Frank Sinatra on the Ddrsey "Hit Parade" program. Suggestion from some sources is that such

,

What to do? Fire him? Run in a substitute? Bypass him? Come back
and mop him up later? Denounce the whole thing as a last minute poYou may find it hard to believe that a 1944 congressional
litical smear?
campaign in Hollywood could be fought on the issue as to whether a can-

;

Pic Credits

—is the

four,

'

,

Tame'
Referring to the first "Radio
Fame" for 1944-45,
of
Hall

.

Tipoff

Scully
Tammany Hall,

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
For those, who in the hour of their travail might turn this way for
political guidance, our advice is: don't.
Five months ago all of us here
were, rejoicing to see that show business was at last getting smart enough
to be represented in government by its own people.
Our prize exhibit
was a radio commentator who had knocked put the toughest congressman
of the bunch. We danced on the streets. Now we find out he was an

'

in this category have let it be known
that "it makes no difference to us; we
don't have to work and if you want
us, this is

»»»-<

By Frank

>

¥

mark

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S
»»
»»»

Face 'Pay or Else' Stance by Names

,

'

.

.

..

.

:

'

PICTURES

Wednesday, October II, 1944
'

S

LEND-LEASE CUT MAY HIT PIX
U.
.

Kickback From Arg.

S.

ii

had been sent thK year.

Answer

that Argentina producers are washing the emulsion
Refuroft' discarded prints and using them to film their propaganda.
bished film is about 75% as good as new, .according to a sample sent
;'-"
['/'*-: "
to Hollywood. '•',.•
V'/;is

Bv MORI

distribution

I

B.O. Curve

Up So Far Over

1943

But Possible Readjustment Seen
operating,

and

when

in

theatre

distribution

circles

may

that the time
distant

believed

is

it

ward revision in admission scales,
there is no immediate intention of
dropping prices: as result of the
strength being shown by the grosses.
However, by the end of the year
there may be some general cutting,
since it is sensed in some territories
and individual instances that the
public is beginning to -exhibit resentment over the admission scales being
"
charged; albeit not seriously so.
Consideration of plans to reduce
prices at the present time would be
premature in the opinion of showmen, including various smalltown
exhibitors, since the theatre grosses
are still maintaining the high levels
established this year. The month of
September, on ah average, was
•;

of

pictures

British

portaiit.

i

how much

for

As

Hollywood. OH, 10.
20th-Fox studio was hit this'.,
morning bv » strike, making H

Zanuck

the fifth lot to be affected, nee--'-"
orators didn't show for moi niiig
call while painters and machinists were pulled later.

Hollywood. Oct. 10.
Neb., will roll out the
red plush, carpet,- if it has one,
for Darryi F. Zanuck, the rrorne
''-•

''--.

boy who made good
-.*:
wood:

in

Holly-

Hollywood. Oct 10.
Studio strike, case is expected to
be certified to the War Labor Board
immediately by the concilia-tor; U. S.

,"'';,:-.-••;'.'•

Civic

.

celebration,

with music

by the town band and the barbershop quartet, will greet the
^/returning native son following
the preeni of. his production,
"Wilson," in Omaha, 100 miles

Commissioner

.

18.

More Personnel

Paramount
Pretty

As British film interests see/ it.
Britain will not be able to balance
such -U- S. doliar payments (around
$67,000,000 annually at current high
levels) from distribution of British
product in the U. S. and elsewhere.
It is likely, however, that if British
production cart secure substantial
balances abroad through successful
distribution of suitable British product,
that the British Government
would recognize the necessity of
keeping film trade channels and payments open.

backing "Sleep My
play being produced

is

One,"

'

"••

•

Par. not has two musicals ("Bain"
and "Sing Out. Sweet Land"; and
two straight shows (."Perfect Marriage" and "Sleep").
Metro is negotiating for a 25% interest in "On the Town," musical to
be produced by Oliver Smith and
Paul Feigay, to be directed by
George Abbott,
Understood that
deal, which has not yet been inked,
would call; for financing of around
$60,000 by Mei.ro. " Metro; is also interested in four

•

EDNA FERBER NOVEL
ON LTD. FILM DEAL

';'

.

other shows, previously reported.
'Venus,' 'Miss.' Closed
Screen rights for two plays which
had long been in negotiations were
last week officially reported as completed.; Mary pickford, according to
a
United
Artists
announcement,
closed for the film rights to "One

Screen rights to Edna Ferber's
novel "Great Son." are "being
offered to major film companies On
a restricted; lend-lease time basis,
from accounts, .with provision that
the .rights revert to the, author after
seven years. Major companies are

new

Touch

averse to purchasing litmaterial of any kind where
such time limitations ale attached
due to possible unforeseen delays: in
production or distribution.
Sh.ould a film be held up, for any

reported

Sears.
bution,

eral, v

Yanks Hedge

Move

,

Raids at Studios

termine

I

.-.-"',

•'.

machinists,

decorators

and .writers, is reWalsh, IA prexy, -then Insisted the
ported approaching an acute stage. prop men's local should
have a Vote,
Held in check to some extent until inasmuch as it is claimed the deconow, put of mutual considerations rators belong to that union.
Herof production interest, pressure of bert Sorrell, painters' business agent,
competitive bidding is heightening, came back with a demand that the
partly due to the flow of talent and painters should also be- "iven a
other production manpower from chance to vote as well.
The meetthe major lots into independent pro- ing closed with no action b.y Ruddy.
duction lots.
It was the second walkout by the
Indicative of the growing unrest Sorrell group, the firs: taking
placa

(Continued on page.

last Wednesday
4 1, when the producers refused to recognize the stu1

execs.

Frank Freeman. Par studio topper.
Freeman took up the matter with
Koerner following a complaint from

dio set decorators. Sorrell delegates
ankled the meeting at that time,
"'
-"('Continued pit page 23/
.

|

MG
AFTER 12 YRS.; TO FOX?

CONSIDINE QUITS

Hal Waliis, producing independently
for Par release, who advised Freeman, that his story / editor, John
Mock, had been approached by RKO.
While, as a result of the FreemanKbertier
confab.
Mock remained
with Wail
it
is
understood that
the slor,y exec was given a term pact
and. other considerations which resulted in an irnj. rovement over his
.

I

..

RKO

finally culminated in a protest to
Charles W. Koerner, v.p. in charge
RKO 'Radio production, from Y.

It

|

Willkie

Paramount writing

for;

bid

and other personnel by

m

legit

the

is

England

in

and IATSE toppers agreed that the
election should be held.
Richard

directors

stars,

U. S. majors such as
20th-Fox.
Para ount
Warners and others to set up production units in England is seen as
a hedge against possible postwar
currency restriction in Britain and
not
merely for quota-production
purposes. The move by U. S. producers to make high-budget .films in
England is. to a large extent, to off[set such possible currency restrictions; 'If distribs again- face- a frozen
rental situation, big budgeters pro-

'

/-.-'.:,

the election to dehe bargaining agent for set

I

decorators.
Painters.,

ing due to the growing ..shortage of

Hollywood. Oct. 10,
Considine.
producer
at
for' 11 years, handed in- his
resignation and left the lot,
Before moving to the Culver City

John
Metro

i.s,

12).

studio, Considine produced a number of pictures for the Joseph M,
Schenck group for United Artists rethe producer.
has taken. Albert 'lease. Dope is that lie may hook lip
Hackett
and
Frances
Goodrich, with Schenck again as a producer
Paramount studio writing team, at 20th-Fox

UA

$750,000.

studios also hit

right to vote in

executive personnel, long threaten-

by.

Metro.

of Venus." Estimated by Grad
v.p. in charge of distrithat
the- screen
version

would yield the owners of the
piece
in
the
neighborhood

'

'•

'

.

by Richard
Krakeur fourth in
which the company has financing
this year.

dead-

."'}-

•'.

'

by the. walkout.. Conciliation move
reached a deadlock over who had the'

Inter-studio raiding on talent and

S.

Iend-lea->e"7

More B way Shows

-

.

mour and Talisman

picture busi-

oh wartime spending and U.

"/"-;'/ -"

'.

W.hh Warner. Bros. '-painters, decorators and machinists .walking put
yesterday (9). four .studios are now
affected, olhets being Mel to, Columbia and .Paramount, ..with Dai -

will British pic-

predicated, in British
ness,

the

-if

at

was reached here yes•..-'

:-

'

house grosses drop from the
wartime level of around 60.000.000
pounds annually, a boom which is

Film Co. Coin In

remains

conciliation action

lock which
terday.

'

ture

..

Ruddy/

J.

E.

.

•'

away; Oct.

Walks Again

Sorrell

Wahoo,

will happen
will also af-

fect net profits for U. S. producer?
disUibs, industry execs point out.
Wartime rentals from the British
ma; ket for U. S product are reported at around $92,000,000 annually, of which American companies receive 70-75% in. U. S. coin. Before the War U. S.; rentals hi Britain

I

Wahoo

Big

in

with lend-lease.

tied in

.

that the increase over 1943 was less
sharp than shown in 1943 over, the
previous year. By the end of this
year, however, it is believed in jniormed trade circles that the level
46.1

Affected

Hollywood. Oct. JO.
were around $50,000,000.
/Sonny Tufts draws co-star billing
Will the British, who are now on
with Betty Hutton in "Too Good To
a pay-as-you-go basis, since picture
Be True," a Harry Tugend produc- coin was unfrozen, be able to contion at Paramount,
tinue paying their dollar debts when
star
Filming starts when femtiie
lend-lease is terminated"'?" More hnreturns from her overseas tour. -

ahead of September in 1943. Statisticians point out that the curve has
been steadily upward in 1944, but

.(.Continued on page

.

is

'

Team

Tufts, Hutton

not be too far

there will be a down-

S.,

The answer to what
when lend-lease ends,

I

•

Though

KBUSHEN

'

U

Ilia

j

WLB

to

Unless Deadlock Breaks; 5 Majors

On« of the big question marks
Confronting Anglor American motion
picture trading, covering U. S. production and distribution abroad and

:

:

Case Going

Stiidio "Strike

T

.Mystery surrounding Argentina's source of raw stock' for the production o.faiiti-U.S. propaganda films has been solved. Recently th«
New York Herald-Tribune charged that l aw stock was supplied from
this country although the War Production Board declared that none

Mourned By

previous deal

with

.

of

All

-,

Show

RKO. meantime,

Biz;

Speed His

20th-Fox, it
was formally anreason, from the market for a period nounced.
'One World'; 20th Post? away from this. lot. While RKO- is
purchased
the
screen
planning
of years, producer-distributors might rights to "Junior Miss;"- deal which
a
swift.
campaign
to
Show business, particularly the strengthen its
hot be able to liquidate fully jn the had been reported several months,
writing and other
motion picture industry, still rememforeign markets, particularly Eu- earlier.
production
divisions,
this
Understood that 20th paid bering Wendell. Willkie's brilliant studio
move to bolster production values
rope, where the field is not likely around $400,000 for "Miss."
defense .when Hollywood was being
to be fully developed for several
Miss Pickford had previously dick- viilifled in 1941 as a "warmongering" immediately,-. is merely symptomatic
of
years. In event of such a delay the ered for the rights to "Miss." with
the
generally
fluid
condition
propaganda, mill, mourned the pass- which
foreign market revenues would hot Warners afterward also entering. neprevails among studio pering Of the 1940 Presidential candisonnel. Relatively stable talent conbe fully exhausted -before the screen gotiations for the legiter when Miss
date as one of its ablest champions.
ditions which previously prevailed,
rights revert, to the author.
Pickford stated that she had broken
Willkie's
death
also
raises
the
deli"•
insofar as the major lots were conMiss Ferber, who burned over the off negotiations.
cate question of a successor as'
cerned, are undergoing a; severe test,
film
remakes of '"Cimarron'' and.
^-~- .'.",'
'
T- '
chairman of the board of directors
With,' -majors- stepping up. plans to
"Show Boat." on which she received
A EAI I ftW> of 20th-Fox. No easy decision is an- cope with changing, conditions.
no additional compensation, held QfWITH rtillLIULn
tictpated in this matter, since Willout for; a seven-year lease deal with
'

'
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rights
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to
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Hollywood. Oct. 10
.-June
Allyson
and Glora De
Haven/ Metro starlets, will be built
up separately in. several solo roles

features

STRASSBURGS

never be Overestimated by
ILLNESS
20th-Fpx toppers. 20th exec^ attending; board meetings, reported
PIC
that Willkie displayed an amazing
Hollywood. Oct 10.
grasp Of picture, industry problems..
Because of illness, Lee Strassburg,
Willkie became chairman of the 20th
board in April 1942. Spyros Skouras,, formerly -with Group Theatre, New
20th prexy, was one of those who York, has been relieved as director
Film
insisted that Willkie be drafted for on 20th-Fox's "Bon Voyage."
gkouras was scheduled to was his .first effort; and he asked to
*
arrive in N. -Y, yesterday (Tiies.) be relieved, because he felt' physicalfrom the Coast to attend the funeral ly incapable to complete film.:
Production has. been lialted until
oil .tcsei'vicev and the 20th-Fox
commercial .boom, while postwar
.wei'e officially closed, tof halt a day new director can assume reins
Europe will be busy for a long time .yesterday.
repairing .the ravages of wai. ArTwentieth, which has thp screeit
gentina, lie said, will be an importWorld." will
rights
to
his, "One
'Thin Man' Series
ant market for American films when
likely speed production of the film
the current political difficulties have
since it was thematically a subject
"',.,:'-.
-V
been adjusted.
With Bill Powell, Loy
which W illl; io was anxious to give
the Widest national aiicl international t
-Hollywood. Oct 10,
GOURFAIN DEALT 'SPADES'
circulation.
Metro is .launching a new. series
Willkie's
Stateiircnls
death
ok,
Oct.
10
"ThinHollywood.
of
Man'', films, co-starring
New indie '.•.producer" signed to were issued .by various entertain- William Powell and Myi'na Loy, as
organizations
and
by
ment,
industry,
for
release
a
result
make pictures
PRC
-is
of- favorable' -comments .'on
Harry A. Gourfain. Broadway stag«f Spyros Skouras. Joseph -iVI. Schenck. "The Thin Man Goes .Home.'" slated
Danyl F. Zanuck. Charles Sl'.ouras. for national release next month.
',.producer.
Tom Connors and Murray, SilverEverett Risk ii w ill produce flic
.First picture Under the new ban.stated
stone.
The
20th-Fox
..prexy
-.erie,-,. one of the studio's mns.
ner' will be "Murder in Spades."
reliheralded' as .s: irijstery- with music.
(Continued on page 23)
able money-makers.
could

1

.:.-'-,

before they are paired again
Miss- Allyson will, bo- seen
in
"Music for Millions," "Iter; Highness'
and' the
Bellboy" and "Brighton
Beach," and Miss De Haven in three

...

yGggi&

voi. 156

special importance to the company. as a legal and 'general adviser
ie's

'

i

N. V:

II.

.

Iftiii ISii.

sin«i„ I'ui'if^;

]

SILVERSTONE

'}.

'

De Haven

1)0

".'

for
the. screen
rights
to
"Great..Son," "With Leland Hey ward
agenting,- likely to be one of the
highest figures set this year., will
likely prove a secondary consideration in dickering by the major film
companies; As in '.thV.Ease of "Life
With Father." however, the time' restriction on ownership of the material
is"
considered
the
primary
hurdle in any deal. ;'''

Allyson,

A'l"'3»l.

rnLLUVV

.
Hollywood, Oct. 10.
Latin America offers the most
profitable field of foreign expansion for Hollywood films, according
to Murray Silverstpne. president of
20th-Fox International Corp,, following a tour of Central and South
"«•*.
•American, countries.
Pointing out hat there are as many
mn n fun
\i ^
Tf
Grande -'•ao
as
people
southi .rv
oft the
Rior\ flr'inrio
there; are north. Silverstone declared
that part of the world is enjoying a
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Under

Ceiling

Little Steel

Scophony Director Warns Films Should

15%

Industry Looks for Raising of

Co-Op on Television Or Hold the Bag

Formula

By MIKE

V.-.C/-:-:
'

ceiling of 15*i called for by>
the Utile Steel formula, which has
aroused much, -pre-election, .discus-

The

sion,

its revision. will be raised
rather than, eliminated, in the opinion of industry union leaders and
producer-distributor execs in touch
,%
wiiii labor matters.
While in some circles' it was confidently, thought a, relaxation of Lit-

Hollywood, Oct.

tle

sometime

month,

this

is

it

now

man on the Republic lot is
Schaefer, executive producwith a program consisting, of 27
almost half the- studio's
featuies
total output for the coming season..
Films are divided among; li associate producers.
';

.

GI Fans Seen As

Meantime, with many

*'

are. ahead.'

and CIO unions

in

the

,

-

strictions.

James

J.

.

ful

thelA;

v.p. of

Par

at

'

-

Scollard, executive assistant
to its v. p. over distribution,

Charles M. Reagan, is among those
who's confident the L. S. ceiling will
be raised, but he. also, observes that
WLB and Treasury Dept. have
been generally, liberal, in acting on

"Variety"

Ave.

.

:

V.irk CUy
R VISK

N..|v
III

I

Hollywood, Oct.

.

honieofTiee

.

,

planned action.
Before filing a brief applying for
permission .to .intervene on this basis
it would normally call for permis-

10.

from the defendant. Tony
Sudekum, head " of the; Crescent
week chain, and the Department of Jus-

execs, of

'

.

held

20th-Fox

confabs

.last

promotion and
worth of
product to be released in the next
five months. Confabs will deal With
the greatest 'numbers the company
has ever handled in one session.
Pictures include "Keys of the Kingdom." "Laura," "Something for the
Boys," "Winged Victory," \'A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn." "Thuiiderhead,
Son of Flicka.'-' "Billy Rose's Dia-

on. the

sales

policy,

advertising on $12,000,000

.As far as public good, will is concerned, it also has been enhanced
For the industry in this territory by
the film peoplels part in war drives,
etc:, and. the showing of
releases on the screens, it's pointed
".;'.' 'out.

Should Sudekum refuse to
agiee, counsel for the independents
would have to apply to the .courts
for permission, it is explained,
tice,

:

..

Independent producers such as
Samuel
Goldwyn,
Walt
Disney,
David O. Selzn.ck. and Others, are
interested

in

sumably,

breakup

the suit because, preof
the
chain

would open more theatres

more

to

favorable selling terms.'

,

"Bon

Hill,"

"Czarina."

Voyage"

and

.,..':'-

.-.

.

Attending the huddles were Spyros
Skouras, Tom Connors, Joseph M.
Schenck. Darr\ 1 F. Zainick, Murray
Silverstone,
Hal
Thome, Harry
Brand, Ed Reek, Charles Schlaifer,
Louis Shanfield, William "McHale,
Roger Ferri, Joe Moskowitz and Sam
-

WAGES ON THE RISE;
$75.35 AVERAGE PAY

FILM

.

Shain.
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.•
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;

•

,

—

;

,

9-MONTH NET

U'S

-

'

the

radio

How-

TECHNICOLOR DEBUTING
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(Continued on page 20)

ot-.line for
the latest quarter, Universal rounded
-Out its first three quarters recently

with

a -net profit of $2;413,«07
.

Was not

below the

far

which

HARMAN 100%

$2,771,000 in

the first 39 weeks a year ago. Also
pointed out in financial circles that
U probably would wind. tip the full
year with net profits little changed
from.last year despite big upbeat in

Hollywood. Oct. 10.
Hugh Harman Productions will
discontinue all short subjects, and
confine
its. activities
featureto
in
Technicolor, W.' R.
length films
Shafer,' general manager, announced.
Policy switch lakes place upon- the,
completion of Ihe current program
of shorts for the Government, and
postwar, plans' call for stressing *
new animation process.
Two stories are now in preparation^ "King Arthur" and. "Hollywood

':''

taxes.

:

,

•,.

',-;

FitzPatrick to Film

and Russia

Britain

Hollywood. Oct.

10.

James A, FiUPatrick, whose Travhave been restricted to the
Western Hemisphere since the war

eltalks.

started,

closed

'has

,

deals

With

slated

'

MacMurray, Fenton Form

•.-.,'.'

;,.-':

Cleveland. Oct. 10
Three youthful theatre burglars,
who broke into four nabe houses

-'".'

-'

:

Screen

""

Hollywood, Oct: 10.
Pla.vois Union issued an

ciliiciai protest against the recent aclinn of the Screen Actors Guild in
poStpoiiiiig for 00 days, the .regular
members,
annual meeting of Class
originally scheduled fot'lhis month.
SAG .explained' ihe pnslpdiicmeht
v as ordered to 'await (he National
Labor Relations Board's decision on
the SPU election
petition.
SPU's
protest declared \hi iriove w as "pure
propag.mcia."

'

•

Ross.

,-''.

,;.:.

Morgan Ryan.Charlie Samuels.

Don Stauffer.
.Shirley Temp'.e.

Farrow Draws

8

•

Bob

ing agreement to acquire rights. to
"Flugel". through- negotiations ,'yith
as alleged

Fil >"C.

:';;

j

j

i

•

bet' start.

'•'

.

•
,

.-.

to 2S.

N. Y. to
Irving Berlin.

We! is.
Cliff Work.

T,

Boris Karloff re'.urncd to
following a. spinal operation,

-'-...

;

Work

DAVES' FOURTH CHORE

Wollson,
Herbert J. Yales.

.

.

L A.

soon to be published

.

Work

aged 17

Vic-tor:
-

story,,

'-;'v "i
in a national mag, with MacMui uiy
Gops deducted that the burglars as star. His 20th-Fox contract perwould stiike next at the Euclid in mits one
outside piclure per year.
the same neighborhood. They sliqWed
up wilhin an hour and virtually
walked into .the police net. All the
Karloff Back at
stolen goods and money lifted from
Holhvood. Oct. 10.
four theatres was .found o.n the boy's,
RKO.

Ted Wilde,
10...

job for John Furrow, followiiig- his "return from' Canada, will be
the. directorship.- on. "Make -Way for
O'Sullivan" at Paramount,
Piclure. based on a story by IVIyles
Connolly, is slated for. a late DeccmFir.st

|

.

McNutt

the Jewell and Ambassador.

.

Irving Vershel.

'O'Sullivan'

" Hollywood; Oct.

'

to be known as Mutual Production?;
in association
with Leslie Fenton
and Pattei .son McNutt.
First -.picture will be based on »

recently, were nabbed last week by
detectives who used psychology to
trap them. In one night the gang
looted candy vending machines in

:

.'

':-

Firm

Indie Producing

Hollywood. Oct. 10.
Fred MacMiu ray.. currently under
contract io 20th-Fox, is organi/ihg
an independent producing company,

Candy Machine Burglars

-

'-'

..

Metro producer will steer away
from .wavtime devastation and stress
:/"',
rebuilding programs.
y,

'

Protests Meet Delay

with
the first
only 10 r i animation', »nd
sequences.

for

this in fantasy

film those,; countries as
battles in Europe cease.

'

SPU

,

Meri-y-GO-Round."

the

and Russian governments* to
soon as the

British

INTO

FEATURE LENGTHS

.

'

.•"'.'/'

..

'

makes earnings seem out

:

.

'

'

-

'

their

,

.

.-

-

in

.

.

'

resides

OF $2,413,507

.

M0N0PACK AT

now

industry gives broadcasters
now accepted "first", in tele.

ever. Hines termed this •.'first ' a bit
fallacious since material for proin the picture
Fact that the third quarter, a year grams is principally
because
ago W'as when the company was industry and press, and also
going through its merger proceed- there are sources of technical knowlradio,
ings is held responsible for Univer- edge required for tele, outside
available- to film producsal Picture's drop in net profit, in which are
-•'
. ';; ••
the quarter ended -last: July .29. A ers.
Vnity Needed
year ago U had a different lax.setup
The way Hines outlined the proand other angles which made, the
tax picture different " from the past posal for unified industry effort to
••„'
"Variety." motion picture producers'
fiscal company quarter.
Despite
this
condition
which should join with one another. He

v.--.',

..;."'

",.

,

vision

.

"Nob'

O.WL

_

edge of apparatus required for tele-

mond Horseshoe." "Where Do We
Go From Here." "Hangover Square."

,

Sacramento, Oct. 10.
Wage earners in the film industry
Payne's 'Sisters' Switch
during August showed an increase- >r
Hollywood, Oct. 10.
over the same month year ago, alSwitch in production schedules at
though employment fell off generally 20th-Fox slated John
Payne as top
costs si nee then.
through the state, according to the male in
"The Dolly Sisters" instead
Hyman -Glickstein, widely known California Labor Statistics Bulletin.
of "Waltz Me Around Again Willie,"
labor attorney., and authority, who
Studio workers put in an average of
as originally planned.
represents various Unions in the film
46-49 hours per. week to collect averIrving Cnmmihgs will direct "Sisindustry; 'prophesies that' the. L. S.
age wages of $75.35.
ters,", with George Jessel producing.
ceiling is bound to be raised, at the
Aircraft- workers dropped off 67.same. time expressing certainty that
000 and shipyards employees 52,000
be eliminated. Should the
it. .won't
during, the year.
L. A. to N. Y.
ceiling: be; raised, increases under
Amos n' Andy.
any new ceiling established would
Jimmy Ames.
be sought by unions he represents
Tom
Bailey.
j.
under deals that are reopenable so Universal Denies Lift
Norman Blackburn.
far as wage scales are concerned,, he
Benedict Bogeans.
''-',."
stated.
Of 'Flugel Street' Skit
Clarence Brown.
Charles CorrelU
General denial of all allegations
...
George H. Cox.
was made in answers filed on Fri'-•-.
Jack Donohue.
day 'IB) in N. V. federal court-by UniMargaret E.ltiiiger.
Mona Freeman.
STUDIOS versal Pictures Co., Inc.; to the suit
brought by Joey Faye, burlesque
Betty Garrett.
Hollywood, Oct. 10.;,
performer for alleged .infringement
Lud Gluskin.'
Technicolor is going in for gen
Bernard G'brcey,
of
his
copyrighted
act,
"Flugel
oral introduction of its new monoStreet.", used
Joiin H. Harris.
in a 'film
produced
pack color negative foiv studio pro
C. E Hooper.
by
Ihe company called, "This is the
duction, with Metro and 20lh-Fox
i"
E. H. Kleinert
';;';-:;Life.":
v
technicians .cooperating in the task
Sig Larmon
UniveVsaL asks lor dismissal of
of smoothing out minor flaws and
Nat'Lefkowitz.
the suit' on, the ground that comhelping to make it available for
Melehior Lengyel.
plaint
fails to state a claim against
widespread use in color filming., '.
';-.'
Thomas Lengyel.
MonOpack is a :55mm adaptation them. At the same time, notice for
Phil Lennen.
the
examination
;
"of Faye before; trial
of Hi mm kodaclirome. which", ha?
Carl Leserman.
been made for six years for the was also filed. The examination is
Don Loper.
scheduled
for
October
18
at
,475
amateur field by Eastman Kodak,
Tom Luckciibill.
Fifth Avenue.
in. its present form it is virtually a
Arthur Michaud;
Of her .defendants are Universal
Technicolor product, as. a resu1t°^of;/-'.'-,;
Gjon Mi:i.
sevei aT years of testing and engi- Film Exchanges. Inc:.- Big U, Film
William- Morris, Jr.
Exchange
Inc
distributors
of
the
neering. Metro lias used it in "Lassie
Dean Murphy.
film
and
Loews,
Inc.,
exhibitors.
Come Home, '- and 20.1h-Fox "ThunRobert On'.
In
answers
defendants
deny
clerhead." Son of Flicka.",'
Robert Paige.
knowledge that Faye filed or deJackie Palcy.
posited any sketch, or"act, .with the
Casey Robinson,
':
copyright office and also deny enter.

,

sion:

Studio and

Who

contracts calling for merit ; raises,
boosts on classifications, etc.. which
rate more than 15%. Scollard, however,- strongly emphasizes that the
15% allowable since Jan.. 1. 1941. under the L. S. formula is away out of
proporlion to the increase in living

Moms

L.
Ernst has been- retained as counsel .by the independent producers "seeking to intervene
as friends of -the court 111 the Department of -Justice -anti -trust suit
against .the
Crescent
circ.tiit
on.
which appeal is scheduled, to be
heard in Nashville, Tenn., starting
Oct. 16. Ernst is to be associated
with Loyd. Wright in handling the
.

'

4he

.

Huh
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HIGH-BUDGETER SALES

WLB

J.

.

20TH HEADS HUDDLE ON

:

;

.

C;

"

<

created substantial .good will for theindiLstiy. 'but, more important, also,
has served to build a much greater
potential audience, for the films, according to the Northwest .film men
serving Uncle Sam
Have commented on the matter in their letters.
Those who have been fails before
are now even greater film addicts

conditions and classifications under contracts permitting the granting of

'

'

DELL PETERS

The, showing of pictures at the
camps here and overseas ivol only has

new working

,

'.';'':

In Crescent Case

P.M..

7

.

IMI.II.Mv, Alt

'.

more money

Nites,

.

P*ii-«0!W*' AlaiiaiifiiH'iit

ft?

.

too rigidly, with

«

,

-

Brennan,

.

.."--'','.:

of the opinion that the. 15% ceil-, and many new faiis have been re-:
ing may at least be raised, but ar- cruited for pix, it's declared.
The
gues that the whole formula should gain for the. industry is. all the more
be thrown out because he doesn't welcome to the industry here bethink 'it. -.'fits, in. .-.with film industry cause, of course, the only motive' of
The- IA V.'p. points put. Hollywood in sending films to the
unionism.
however, as others do, that the
camps was to help sustain morale by
and the Treasury Dept. have, pot providing the boys and girls With
been interpreting, the L.S. formula eutei'tshiniifnt.
is

Show.

M

'

Y«i-k

'Ueri.y.\Va.v.ne silnRs with rteligl.ilauiliein p i+n lly s"fs for
ease
iIiik singer
had to bog-olf."

Advices from Northwest exhibitors,
and film men- in the armed services
to ..fi tends here are giving- rise to
much 'industry optimism over the
postwar outlook for the film industry.
Trade leadeis here now believe, that
the golden days for the movies still

tenti.on.

AFL

Wynn

-

Minneapolis.,. Oct. ,10.

New

lliixv,

Heiitiliiiiiiic

Singing Star of Ed
For Borden's Krida.v
oii -.tlie Blue

Future B.O, Hypo
--

companiesi.-so that picture companies
later on would not find theirseives.
playing second fiddle in. the iiuttter
of staiion allocations.
Hines cited nuiiiy. reasons to "Variety" for the. picture business to grt
into, television' now, not. Hie- least of
them being that the motion picture
industiV' has, by far the greatest sup-,
ply of liiateiial, such as studios,- stars,
sets,' .directors,. cameramen,
soundtechnicians, plus the highly important fact- that' it has that most vital
-ingredient showmanship.
He ex-, v
pressed his belief that the bulk of
would be. from dim.
telecasting
Hines also was convinced that if the
whole television field was hot ap-. V
praised and the picture industry interests protected now it might spoil
be too late.
Holding, that there is. a too natural assumption that radio 'broadcasters will" inherit the presentation
of television broadcasts, he said that,
even if they are permitted' to do so,
they can succeed only with Hit help,
Hines said the
of the'film industry.
reason for this is that the step from
radio to television broadcasting is. a,
much .greater '.one than the picture,
business faced in the transition from
silent to talking pictures, «nd that
that -change Was epochal.
He said
only the fact that technical knowl-

.'-!

Ernst for Indies

JERRY WAYNE
Cmiti'iiIIv

vmions- urging a revision or elimination' of .Little Steel, large industrial
organizations are pressings for itS -ve.-,

film business are. expected to do
everything; 'in their' power to gain
a revision, if not elimination."' .This
IATSE, 'Which at it's convention in
June passed resolutions demanding
action under the L>- S. formula due
rise in living, costs, favors
to: the
complete elimination of the L. S. re-

'

.

industry, as a whole, should: start
soon on a -comprehensive -prograhi,
with the- cost split among interested,

President's hands in a week or. so.
but believed unlikely the Chief Exec
will take immediate."steps 'with- respect to'a ..change-in the w;age stabili-.

Both

,

:

.

ing prepared by the National War
Labor Board., which is making an
exhaustive study ot the Mtuajion
and will, probably have it in the

.'

television.

iii

'-

:

vir-

tually certain that President Roosevelt 'will not act on the matter- until
alter the election on Nov. 7. A report on the L. S. controversy is be-:

nation, policy.

10.

" Busiest
er;

would\ come

Steel --.regulations

play their- part

Armand

.

WEAR

Urging motion picture producers
unite in a determined effort .to

to

Earle
Hollywood, Oct. 10.
G. Hines, head of General Precision
Ray Taylor and Morgan Cox took Equipment Corp., and a director of
Universalis
of
preparation'
over
Scophony Corp. of America (tele"The, Master
forthcoming serial,
vision!, told ''Variety" this week that
Key." left unfinished by the death .some such overall,
plan appears es-.-,
of Henry MacRae.
sential if the film business is to iU-.
Currently Taylor and Cox are
taut its propel position 111 the telefilming another cliflhanger, "Mysvision, industry. He implied that thetery -Queen of the Jungle.",-.
'

ters for

MacRae

Taylor-Cox Vice

Schaefer Oversees 27

with demands from many quar-

.

'

';.

-

;

.

Hollywood. Oct.

"li*e

Delmer Daves, upped from writer
less .than a year ago,
; director
his fourth pilot' chore at Warners in "This Love of Ours."..
John Garfield draws the star role
and Jerry Walrl priicliices.

on

cipals
tures.-

io

draws

;

.

half-.finished

liis.

.

but

.starrer,

of the- Dead." has been

poned

10,

post-

December. Several prinare now working in other picuntil

-

\

V

'

-

•-'.'

...

-•.'

Instead, Karloff will start "Body
Shatebcrs." -to be produced by; A'aJ
Lewtoii. with completion -.of- "Dead
to follow.

I

•
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PfiRIETY

SURE-FIRE ENTERTAINMENT
for theatres from

Luxe

Main Stem De

to Side Street Action!.. .It's

one of the best pictures ever made

among

the screen's greatest Epics

of the West... Double-barreled for

attraction and satisfaction with
powerful marquee names an<l top-

budget production— AND BOX-

OFFICE

THRU AND THRU!

JOHN

GEORGE "GABBY" HAYES
AUDREY LONG

EUSABETH RISDON

DON DOUGLAS
Produced by ROBERT FELLOWS Directed by
Scrmpi

Hay by

Michael

Hogan and PanT

P.

EDWIN
ft*

L.

MARIN

7

PICTURES

Wednesday, Oelober
Gable's First Since

Sears* Ideas on Pre-Falwicated

Ballyhoo While Pix

Prod.

Still in

Be

Next
on

incorporating exploilable or selling angles during
production, as well as more exfen .
sive exploitation afler pictures are

,\-

'/-.'-

'•;.
released.
Understood.; that budget for exploiteers is to be greatly increased
1

•.'

'

new Gable production

.

'

Decision was reserved on

from their conviction

new

product.

Understood that in one of first
moves by UA to get exploitation
toppers for individual pictures, Carl
Lesermau, UA general sales' manager now on the Coast, is setting a
deal with Russell Birdwell to handle
"Guest in. the House," Hunt Strom.

berg production.

the

5

of the Sarong."

In

Jilg'hUghtS SClVine
Buffalo,

Sal,"

"Salome

the Government's

'

Tale Murder."

;

owners and open tors of the Palace,
Lockport, where Schine also operated the Rialto.
Another theatre,
the Hi-Art, which had been closed
for seven years, was •acquired by
Schine,- who' announced its reopen-

Holly wood, Oct. 10.
Emmet Lavery's
election to post of Screen Writers
Guild, prexy is assured with- Lester
Cole declining to stand' for rcclce-

.

.'

Hollywood. Oct.

Hollywood

ii

.

wlroh will
November,
si-lec

''

tioil.
|

8..
I

..

Annual meeting t;>kes place Nov.
and. Lavery will be named presi-

dent

that time,

at

'

,

premiere

gel a ,-peeiajcivlliiig

in

their

a'ttiitiori to

ioii.

20th Inks Mexican Scribs

!

''?".-„;.

.-.

tion.

j

*-;.:
j

I

'

Hopalong's' Border Boost

'

Hiill.VWi.sod.

Oct.

10.

.

-

:

.

-

I

..

EDELMAN

make

their

liking

for

the drive a success..

which might well result

in serious
labor difficulties involving a key secof the amusement- industry in,

Colbert's Next, 'Wife/ 1st

tion

this city."-.

For Skirball-Manning
Hollywood, Oct.
Claudette

Colbert's

next

The RKO managerial negotiating
committee, which ran into a stone

10.

wall in (he perifon of Rathvon and
others who met with them, included
George Dunn.; manager of; the. 81st
St.. N. Y.. chairman of the
AG: Haibld Daly, manager of, the
23d St.. N.---Y.. chairman of the s.teerijig
committee:
Lawrence Gritb.
manager of. the -Alb'ee. .Brooklyn;
Harry Lyons, -ma pager of the Madi-

starrer

will be "Guest Wife." the first joint

independent production by Jack, H.
Bruce Manning, slated
to start Nov. 15,
Picture is based on a yarn by John
D. Klorcr. who is collaborating with
Manning on the script.'/. >..;•;•
•';'.'-,'

'-';:'-

son. Brooklyn; J. J: Thompson, manager Frairklin. N, Y.: Rudy Kiainer.

Robinson's Daddy Deal

tro.

;

--:;

''.

'

week

'';...".-'•.'

",;-'

at
'

.
.

Robinson,, former..; film
plays the gentle role of
O'Brien's father,
:

i

'-.

-.-

;..

i

..

.

'

,

manager of the Coliseum, N Y:
G^prge Baldwin, mana-jing Colonial.
N-. Y.; Al Arnstein, manager 58th sr.
N. Y.i and three assistants, Arth vr
Plaki, Tilyou, Coney rsla't-id-: Mrs.

Hollywood. Oct. 10.
First film role for Edward G. Robinsoh since his return from overseas is "Our. Vines Have Tender
Grapes,"- starting this

•

MPTOM&

Skirball and

-

Mev

Ethel Smith. Prospect. Brooklyn.
Ed Butler. Aldcn. Jamaica, L. 1.

gangster,

slid

Margaret'"

.-.

-

A&C Don

,

.

I

demonstrate

George Dembow, v.p. and general
sales manager for NSS, by helping

.

Writing; mill ;;t Sctfi-Fp's tijljos- on.
j
-M.exiciui aspect; witjl the- signing
of Louis G. BaVurtOi one of that
top play w;rights.
country's
a n d
TO BERLIN'
Hubert :L.
Wriyht
unexpectedly
Louisa Marin Alvarez, author.
Hollywood. Oct. 10,
.-utumoned 3.. Mycr Schine. presiEmir
will
fib
the screenplay
Lou Edelman draws producer re-'. (cut, and John- A. 'May.
Cohiptr.iUer,:
for the Bl.van Foy production, "The spoiiMbilily (in "Hotel
Berlin." based, of. the chain, .to-.iho
witness stand.
Web," alter which he; will shift to on .Vi'cki f Baum's bost- seller,
at •Neither was. able; to remember.' the
New York for-, the opening of ; bis 'Metro.
dates .of Carroll's (mployiucii.t, but;
stage- piece. "The Woman Who Went
Peter Godfrey will diri:ct and Ray- agreed to
produce 'the 'company's
Away." Si-nora Alvarez will'. -write a nioha Massey ami Helmut Dantine
.rt cords
irorn Glovcrsville at tins
/
south-of ^ tlic r border murder' mystery. will. fill fop roles.
,.']
week's sessions.

a

'

"your liking for a man while he
was. -still- alive."." He' .invited '-exhibs
fo

,

.

.

as far as possible,
Depinet, in his letters to exhibiiovs stated that he believed in show-

-

Hollywood, Oct. 10.
Sherman aims at wider
-

'

^changes

.

."The union presented a list of proposals for the, purpose of collective
bargaining which the company, refused to discuss. Under, the circumstances there is- ;,no alternative, except to call upon the good offices of
your board to intervene immediately
in this dispute.
We trust that your
prompt intervention will prevent the
dispute from assuming proportions

for

Fox' and others,, he invari.iibly was
given the same answeK "We are
negotinling with Schine." In 1936.
Hoiiv
Mexican, distribution of his "Hop- the Pali.ce .was sold- at auction and
along Cassidy". series and is sending a few months later the highest bidGrant Charles, to Mexico City to der al the sale resold it to -Schine,
A sharp cxchon'ge developed behuddle- with south-ol"-!.he''bordc)-' ex- ?
tween
Government and defense
hibs
While down there Charles will .lawyers as to the representative
sign two outstanding native- actors, 'capacity of Carroll:. When Schine's
cOdnsel, Ihoiigh admitting Carroll's
for roics in. .Sherman's ''Murder on
.position as Rochester district mnnthe RBn'ge.V
ngor for Schine in. i!!3lj-37 "disputed
H-is capacity in 193,1, U." S. Attorney
-;.;,.

NSS

cooperate with

'.

j

:

wilh .no opposi.

Oct. 21. 1933. A few days
before the opening dale.. Dickinson
said he. was called -on by '-Howard.
Carroll, a Schine" rep., "who offered
."-$16,000 and a percentage" for the
Palade. which the -witness '.rejected.
Thereafter; the P;:Uice was. unable
to nbtii.ri any more first-run pictures
rml, although Dickinson frequently
visileii the Buffalo and N. Y." booking offices of Metro,' Paramount,
ing

j

.'

'

of

•

10.

Writers •Mobilization,
rop'-e-t'iiting scvi'ii writing guilds in
the
.chl'eriialrahen!
industry,
has
adopted
iu w policy: 6* special
recognition to be. accorded filmsthat
best blend entertainment- elements
to an import! lit jfiea.
First to be 'rpctignized is Lester
fowl's' "Tomnrrnw tire •World."

Assurance,

-

.

,

to sales forces to

W,

Shepherdstown,' W.
testified
that in 1933 he and his father were

:

..'

at-

(

".

.'.:'

'

10.

Schine. Theatres. Inc., was
up sharply in Federal court
here last week, the proceedings being sparked by a slashing attack on
Schine's alleged practices against
independent operator in
another
Loekport. N. Y. in the early 1930s.
Charles E. Dickinson, Jh. now of

EMMET LAVERY CERTAIN
TO HEAD WRITERS GUILD

Writing Guilds Give
Special Film Accolade

TRIBUTE' admitted that this was wrong and
Current selling campaign set by should not have been done, it is deScreen Service is to be clared,
called the "George Dembow TribFollowing last week's meeting w ith
ute." following unanimous vote by the Rathvon group; when
the cold
personnel in 31 NSS exchanges.
shoulder was turned against discusNed Depiuet. RKO Radio prexy. sion of contractual demands. 'Click-as a means of stimulating the NSS stein immediately
w-roto the N.Y.
drive, wrote to his district and ex- State Board
of Mediation as folchange managers giving instructions lows:
National

Case

Oct.

anti-monopoly

Government's

GoldwaW-r

DEMBOW

'GEO.

,'

about.

tack on
stepped

answers, will be submitted by the
defendants' attorneys within the nex^t

week.

it's all

Lockport, N.Y., EpiSOde
»»• ii- Li
o 'i.'
r>

convicted of a similar extort in 1940
are now. serving prison senBoth had testified for the
Government, at the trial.
to

what

of

tences.

Reply briefs

HYPO TO

.

.

and

Danced," "Mystery
Jungle" and "Fairy

the

,

to

testi-.

production are

"The Suspect." "Frisco
of

being

Both Browne and Bioff were

tors.

'
Hollywood. Oct. .10.
Four new features, plus five already in production,, will crowd the
Universal lot during -Hie last two
witks of QC'bber.
Slated to start are "She Gets Her
the Co-Eds,"
Maji," "Here Come
"Dracula vs. Wolfman'' and "Song
'

this

Jacocks, Nugent and Zapol.
of the IATSE, and payments by Warner Bros. Pictures, to
the former business agent. It was an
error to allow the jury, to consider
evidence,
the attorney stated.
it as
Boris Kostelanetz. Special Assistant U. S. Attorney General, In opposin* the defendants' move for reversal,
stated that proof was produced at
the trial that the mob, through their
confederates. George E. Browne anil
Willie Bioff, former president and
personal representative of the IATSE.
had collected more than $1,000,000
from producing companies and Chicago and New York theatre 'opera-

Prod.

in

Among

jury.

members^

Crowd U Schedule

Queen

HI-LOEW PARTY

FOR STATE'S 23D ANNI

mony by

"The Way Ahead," first of the J.
Arthur Rank pictures to be released
following recent negotiations for a
slice of the U. S. market, is to be
distributed by 20th-Fox during November. Other Rank pictures are
being released through United Art':;';...
ists. ..'•
"Ahead." a Two Cities production,
is included
in 20ths fourth block
with •Something lor the Boys" and
"Laura."

Pix,

was erroneously submitted

client

FIRST VIA 20TH-F0X

She

'

.

RANK'S 'WAY AHEAD' PIC

:

'

'

•

.

—Where

December

.

V

:

4 New

last

Federal court for conspiracy to
extort $1,000,000 from the motion
picture industry by the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals last week (5
The convicted "boys from Chi" are
Louis Compagna, Phil D1 Andrea,
Paul De Lucia, Francis Maritote,
Charles Gioe, and John Roselli, All
received 10 years and $10,000 fines.
Kaufman, permitted bail pending appeal, received a seven-year term."
Among the 100 errors, which attorneys for defendants pointed out to
the high court, which were allowed
in the testimony at the trial was
that Judge Bright, the';triol judge,
had allowed the Government to
prove the state of mind of the victims.
The attorneys were referring
to the testimony of .film producers
who stated that they had feared
closing of their theatres and studios
unless the extortion demands were
met, ;• ;'
;•'. ..--."..;;
Attorney for Kaufman in a separate appeal for him, stated in his
briefs, that improper evidence which
served necessarily to prejudice his
in

UA

production starts. will continue in charge of campaigns after
shooting is over, instead of turning
followup exploitation over to home
In some cases exploioffice staff.
teers will be attached to pictures
after first key city' bookings are
completed, pending completion of

when

ap-

-the

Louis Kaufman, former business
agent of local 244, Motion Picture
Operators union of Newark, N\ J.,

setting a proper basis for merchandising tieups, within pictures
plans will be limited only by the
availability of suitable manpower
for the assignments contemplated.
Publicists, assigned to each picture

'-"•'.-

.

GE

peal by the six Chicago mobsters and

department

head, though such activities will necessarily be confined to a single picture at a time. Publicists "will serve
as counsel to producers insofar as

.:•-,-.'.'''''

for

.

Film Extort Conviction

equivalent to that of an advertising-

not

demands
many, months

"

x-;'

Appeal From

'Chi Boys'

is

public

.

|.

by UA since^each production is to
be assigned a publicist with duties

;

-,.'.".-.?-

Meeting with sudden, severe refrom- N. .Peter Rathvon,

sistance

.

Dp/>jej ftn 1\C»CI
RftcprVPH
VCU Oil
VII
WCtlWUII

I

I

;

expJoitalion-publicity

,..,'-.

:

Mediation Bd. Action on Rathvon Nix

Hollywood, Oct; 10.
cussion
of
contractual
demands,
Inability to find a danseuse photo- which Rathvon and
his group flatly
genic enough to do her stuff on the refused to discuss,
the Motion Picscreen caused Mark Sandrich to call ture Theatre Operating
Managers
&
past, off plans for a ballet picture at ParGable reissues for
Assistants Guild immediately took
'
V- ''./
have decided to reissue "Pilot,"'
amount. .'V
;
steps for intervention of the N.Y.
Producer-director had one ballet State
Picture may be included in the
Board
of „
Mediation.
dancer in mind, but her screen tests MPTOM&AG, made
Aip' of managers
next or 10th block of Metro pictures.
failed to register, although she is a and assistants
of 41 RKO theatres
No 10 th block has yet been set, how- looker.'-'.- '
in the Greater N.Y. area, Long Isever, because it is uncertain which
land and Westchester county, who
pictures will be available for inwon a State Labor Relations Board
Understood that "30 Secclusion.
Tele Consultant
election on Sept. 29, is demanding a
onds Oyer Tokyo" may not be intwo-year contract at minimum salcluded in the next block but sold
Sees Inter-Country
ary of $115 for managers and $75
as a special.
for assistants, in addition to vaca-.
William F, Rodgers, Metro v.p.
Video Link Postwar tions with .'pay, seniority rights,
and general sales manager/ stated
severance provisions, etc. V;U
yesterday at a confab in New York
Schenectady, Oct. 10.
At the conference held in the RKO
before
in
its
that Metro had never
Television chain connecting
history spent so much moitey in pro- Schenectady, New York and Phila- board ropiu with Rathvon, Major L.
E.
Thompson., in charge of labor
was
of the delphia is the beginning of a series
duction. He said that it
relations
tor RKO; James Brennan,
picgreatest importance to produce
of relay stations ..which should touch
tures Which Would maintain. and in- every large community in the U. S. general manager of theatre operations;
William England, personnel dicrease the high-level of attendance and
eventually
extend to Latin
rector,
and
Monroe Goldwater, at<'•"
leached during the war years.
/•"•;"'..'America;
Among the costly Metro negatives
Dr.' E. F. W. Alexanderson, radio torney for RKO. Rathvon declared
which Rogers referred to were "30 pioneer and consulting engineer of that he did not believe that the
managers
of
RKO houses had a right
Seconds," "National Velvet," "Zieg- General Electric, made this predicfeld
Follies,"
"Anchors Aweigh," tion in. a talk to a delegation of to organize a union. He added that'
•'Picture of Dorian Gray," "Meet Me Mexican
officials
who came to since the managers and their assistants
had
in St. Louis," "Music For Millions"
voted iii favor of the
Schenectady to witness.' a" special
and others.
performance at WRGB. He pointed union against .the advice of the comRodgers said hat Metro was liqui- out that the linking of- the contin- pany. RKO would change its setup
dating contracts at a faster rate ents of North and South America, so that the present work of the
managerial
than ever before in history, He also via video, would promote better inhelp would be placed un-*
noted that exhibitor attendance at ter-American understanding.
der direct supervision and. their dutrade screenings was virtually neg"Here in Schenectady, we look ties would be curtailed.
ligible and declared that he was upon television not just as local en"Threat"?
devising a plan to get more exhibs tertainment, but as a new medium
Rathvon was asked by the Guild
to attend screenings because theatre
of communication, which will even- negotiating committee of 12 manoperators
would thus be better tually extend over the continent and agers and assistants whether or not
equipped to sell them to the public. the two continents of North and this represented a threat to demote
South America," Dr. Alexanderson them because they had dared to
said. "We foresee the development of ganize.
He refused to answer this
a chain of relay stations touching question.
It Was then charged
by.
HI-LEE,
every large community, and these is the managerial, group and Hyman
every reason why these relay chains Glicksfeih, their attorney, that, the
should be extended" into Latin Amer- company's conduct was a flagrant ViLoew's has gotten out a unique cia. Television is a medium which olation of law since the SLRB had
invitation to a party to be held to- bridges the barriers of language, and given them the right to organize
morrow (Thursday)' at Loew's Stale.! when we, in a not loo distant future and belong to a union of their own
N. YC hi celebration of the 23d an- are enabled to sej on our television choice.
niversary of opening of the house, screen what is happening in the
Rathvon's attention was also called
and, at the same time, the 33d anni- countries of our southern neighbors, to the fact that just prior' fn the
versary of the founding of the and vice versa, we feel sure that election which resulted in a 53.6*0
Chinese Republic. House will be this will contribute to our growing victory for the managers, certain
friendship;"
playing "Dragon Seed," following a
executives of RKO had gone around
recent run at the Music Hall.
to different theatres requesting manInvitation, cleverly gotten tip on
agers and assistants not to have aiiyNSS' thing to do with the Guild and its
thin red paper, is- done in Chinese, DEPINET'S
with an explanation at the bottom
activities.
Rathvon and

!

-'

-

.

•;

;

Theatre Mgrs. Seek

president of RKO, and other exA Terpsy Tests Thud,
of the company last week,
Sandrich Calls Pic Off ecutives
expectwhen a meeting was called for dis-

ed to be ready for release for another
year and Metro execs, taking into,
consideration

j

for-

1944

,

will be a reissue of "Test Pilot."

m

in too fast
Plan calls

Reissue

Pilot'

First Clark Gable picture to be
released by Metro since the star
was mustered out of the armed forces

exploitationsPre-fabricaled
film
be incorporated in pictures
to
Stone's
dltfing shooting with the. object of
providing ready material for adverReconversion
Pix
tising-publicity purposes, are to be
Hollywood, Get. 10.
widely used under plans set by Grad
Reconversion of industry from
Sears, v.p. in charge of distribution
wartime to peacetime production is
for United Artists. Sears, in discussthe basic idea of Andrew Stone's
ing sales-exploitation plans with UA
heads. next picture, "Bedside Manner," in
'department'
exploitation
sp.te of Us misleading title.
pointed out that with some 30 to 40
Story deals with a femme doctor
pictures expected for release by UA
Film will be rea machine plant.
this season product will be coming
leased by United Artists next spring.
for leisurely exploitation,
ideas, to

RKO

Eastern

Mustered Out Will Be

Test

1 1

WALLACE GETS

Raccoon

'KISS'
Hollywood, Oct. 10
Hollywood. Oct. 10.
Abbott and Cosfollo "O collegiate
Richard Wallace "draws director in their next picture -at Utlive.?sJil.
responsibility on the Shirley Temple ["Here
Come the Co-eds?' -with
starrer, "Kiss and Tell," at Colum- Martha
O'Driscoll as -the. leading
'

R

1

?-

Filming

.-.;:.--.-"

starts

on

.„-:; "'.

completion

Wallace's current chore, "lis
Bag.",.
-

in.

.

of

co-ed.

t"

the
j

-

j

;,-"--.•

"

"'

.'"--?;'

'

Filming starts 'Oct. 20, with John
and, Jean Var-.

Gwnt; proouc-ing
brough directing.
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AS THE COMPANY FOR WHICH

TRIUMPHS

WE ARE

ALL

HE N

All OWHEAD PRODUC
FOR DISTRIBUTION BY

# After «0inp)ctj»g-iTlM(

Robe*

S
T
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H E C REATED H IS E A R LIE S

PARTICULARLY PROUD THAT

CEFO RT H WILL DIRE CT
TIONS EXCLU S V E LY
I

'~*^PW9^^^^* . r*f*P^^W0^^0^^^ ^^^^^^^

J

ACK

L.

WARNER,

E«««tiv« Productr

H

I

.

$

.

,

.

-

;.

.

.

the film's story of
to:
.affords considerable picture interest, because of
some neat characterizations, And it
ena.se
introduces a. newcomer, Laiireii Bac-ion
S.he's .an
in her first picture,
all,
'.Viimnia: Maw,
Hon.-';
f W itrfr»«.
'.M^l .aftlnn.
t.,iarresting personality in whom Wa.iin, ni-un, Waller Slezak VJ.
S,.irentllay Don
Din U.l'tiv tlaMll ISl.lllu
ners lias what the scouts «oiild cal.>.
live el i..Fi
ll.ri niiati, .Ue.hilie SlO'Vi-bon,,
Slie can slink,- brother, and
Keita fiiid
,„„,; a,Uif''t.alion; Alien Hoi-op.- Oireis',
In
tooling
l,y
M
won
no
.~ui_,pm,mI
v,n,'
" Yarn deals with; the -intrigue cen';
amera, V-lolnf. Milncv. \\ ,a., Sn, del
eililoi-.-ila
' .:»»»
HliiKUi:. Claieiiee .Xlife.r;
tering around the. Caribbean island
>
Mi;
nose;.' tdi;«
.'rfrttf (Mn>. ItoVW
NV V.
ot Martinique, owned b> Fiance, mid.
|-a.iieiiiio\vn
Mif
'lli|sli-liafoI,l AM insert.;
lUliinmS' t-li>i.»,;;'.t« Ml""
(he plotting that ehsued-.tliere prior
(},.[ M0,:-'4I.
.l.!.,!i-IT,>:,o
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Hoot Gibson and Bob Steele unroundup of gang putting
Donning disup with Veda
Borg, who, With the aid of several cohorts, are in on the scheme..,,

cature, whimsy and fervor, "Himlaspelel" tells of a young farm lad
who sets out to seek justice of the
Heavenly Father after his sweetheart has been burned as a witch.
The transition of this youth from a
simple farmer to a hard old man
whose ill-gotten riches do him no
good, when the devil allows him one
last; night to check his past for his
friends and good deeds, omits nothing in the way of moods— comic or
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mystery,
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Production values are .ordinary
outdoor scenes failing to impress.
Riding* and fighting are in the usual
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would -be- received from distribution
of such product in the U S. and
elsewhele in the world market.
In any event,, the rentals baseil an,
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He and
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turv smalltime", loaded with mote Johnny Mereer have collabbed onWestphalian than 'S\viff and Armour.- one tune t hat merits: more- than passwho does a protean act— The Great ing attention, How. Little. We Know ."
Sylvester, 'Man of Seven, Faces"— and- >.'
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wants
is admittedly-a coward. ..He.nought of pirates,, whereas: the beauteous princess;- ..who is also brave in
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Massey

school; arid -institution circuits..
With producer H. V. George financing, and Russell Wade, Jay Kirby
and cameraman Alan Stehsvold taking cuts in expected profits, unit expects to make series of six over period ot a year, tabbing bookings frOm
Parent-Teacher groups for school
showings in- juvenile delinquency
drives. Bookings on the home circuits are also figured to bring in
sizable grosses, while some coin
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Nunnally -Johnson Whips up a
and decidedly- suspenseful
in
-'Woman in

strong

i,

,

murder melodrama
the Window,"with

the, slick enter-

ticular Held.

who

also

prepared the

screenplay,

coiitiiiually

Producer,
original

mm.

punches across the suspense for contant and maximum audience reac-

smart murder-mystery, expertly tion. Added are especially fine timtailored in script, casting and direc
ing in the direction- by Fritz Lang
lion,
Laura is one of the neatest and outstanding performances by Edfilms of its kind to come along this ward G. Robinson, Joan Bennett,
season. Its fresh approach to a stock Raymond.Masse v and 'Dan Dttryea,
formula, the neat touches, and conOpening., sequence suggests that
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one song, a good one, by
McHugh and Adamson, titled "Kiss
Me in the Moonlight." which should
assert itself, and David Ross has created an effective musical score.

There

I
"
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Abet.
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new twists, and especially the:
intelligence that guides it throughout, tab- it as aces. It's a sure thing
.-'.
at the bOxoflice.
The film's deceptively leisurely
pace at the start, and its light, careless air, only heighten, the suspense

tragedies spring from

without the audience being conscious
of the buildup. What they are 'aware
oi as they follow the story is the skill

and admires a painting on exhibition

neatly doveand are always credible. ..Developments, surprising as they come,

portrait
ing beside him.

stant-

.
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.

in the telling. Situations
tail

are

The dialog,

logical

is

honest,

and adult. Producer-director
Otto Preminget, screenwriters Sam
Hoften.stein,, Jay Dratlei and Betty
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model stand-

finds the

,

Robinson visits her apartment to
look over other sketches; a stranger
breaks in to accuse the girl of in-,
fidelity and attacks Robmson,, who.

1

self-protection.

stabs the visitor in

try woods.- -He's then projected into
the role Of, a. fugitive. Victim was a
financial -promoter; Massey,
i".:':';;';' noted
The yarn concerns an attractive Robinson's pal at the club, is district
femme art executive who lias been attorney and keeps him advised, of
brutally- murdered in her New York the latest clues in the case— even
apartment, and the attempts ot a conducting .him to point .where, body
police lieutenant to solve the case. is found; Victim's bodyguard, DurBeginning by interviewing the girl s yea, appears at the girl's house as
intimates, the sleuth's trail leads him blackmailer to grab silence coin,
from, one friend to another, all be- Robinson decides on suicide to gel
coming -suspect in the process. There out of the predicament, but
vim
is
a surprising twist in mid-film is shot down by police and tabbed
which merely shifts- emphasis, with-, as the real murderer as the girl
out changing suspicions, cleverly phones the professor to fell In
giving the yarn fresh impetus, at a everything's okay, Eii'ush. is a surpoint where such mystery stories are prise for smash climax
most likely, to sag. Climax of the
Robinson gives everything he has
for 88 mihtites, without, feeling let
at, the end. That's good storytelling. ',, "
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With an eve to the lucrative boxofUee of, its v Casabliiiica," the brothers Warner have liirr.eri out another
epic of similar genre in a. none-too-

•

literal adaptation of Ernest Hemingway's "To -Have, and, Have Not."'
There, are enough similarities in both,
films, to warrant more than cursory
attention, even to. the fact that
Humphrey Bogart is starred iii each,
but the b.Oi prospects of the new
pic are iinlikeiy to approach those
of "Casablanca." It should do well
enough though this story of Vichy
France coUabofationism Is not tip to
Warners' melodramatic story stand,
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English Titles)

.

This', overjong
Comedy-drama: is
grooved. only lor houses catering to
Spanish-speaking audiences, since
there are no English subtitles,

Chevalier
—

relates the

tale,

two friends

of

",'.'

Miss Bennett is
tageous as the giii. while Massey and
main supDuryea are outstanding
Edmund. Broom and
porting roles.

nation troni medical school. In flashback; the story reveals how the. duo
competed for the love of a young
lady who .died at the I. me they ma-

Thomas Jackson

triculated.

scorings solmost, advan-

.pi-otsssur,

idly.
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m

at e also prominent
sfnots
lesser
lesser' spots.Picture, gets top production mount-

i-irr
in'
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photography'- by
Krasner of high calibre.

with

Milton
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Wait.
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>Iark«>«l Trails

;

Beebe, whose interest, in crime
stories makes him » confederate of
the sleuth, and helps to befuddle the
citis

,,:'}..":

Webb makes

"'

a .-debonair

critic-coltlmnist, \vith all the glibnoss
to, his portrayal that mark's his stage

appearances Dana Andrews' intelligent, reticent, performance as the
lieUtenaiit: gives, the lie to detectives
as caricatures. Gene Tierney makes
an appealing figure as the art execuand Vincent Price is convincing
as a weak-willed ne'er-do-well. Ju-
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befits the. ultra
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by Marlene Dietrich,. who •sought
.out when she heard he was -in
Miss Dietrich reached here
Wednesday (.4) on a USO-Camp
(7)

him

Paris.

-
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Show's tour.
Georges Carpentier. erroneously
reported arrested in Bordeaux last
:

';:,'';

week

as.--a.

ag'ing

a bar on the

collaborator, is

now

Champs

iriail-

Elysees.

from" Rome has former Met
tenor Bemammo Gigh accused of helping Fascists interrogate
Partisans, accusing them of being
"eriminals" and "murderers." Ac-

,

Opera

l on ,.
Ely iii- : .atulwi i;on,:- lleiittii'e^. -A nilj-i-S'
lielKlrii Ksdli,
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Alt'
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At
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'The Heavenly play")
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Swedish; English Titles)
with an artistry that
from Hollywood; this
IJlin-kic....... ..
Swedish picture is one of. the best
olbctt
foreign films ever to play the AmerSomething hew under the. wiestern ican market. Aided by English subsun is Sprung by Monogram in this titles, its appeal is grooved for houses

"'t'ra.; ;-..;

ing (he release ot 10 prisoners.' Ths
smger, was warmly greeted Saturday
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Chevalier went to Germany once,
friends say,, and succeeded in Obtain-
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dances, the best part of the film
(credited to a, Mme.. Mesley ), with
some excellent music by Mahvjel Esperon.
Sten.

'
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.<te truth-4-l-
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collaborated,

:

enough punch to.- require. 118
minutes Ot lootage. Picture .contains
too- much, dialog and not 'enough
lack

,
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Sforv line and production values
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ing,-

Goiituuied from page
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Yarn

reserved

S.,

around $250,000, alter distribution
charges, on such a film.
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and reticent

of familiar N, Y, spots, film showing glimpses pf the Stork". El Morocco,
Sardi's. the Algonquin and similar
Stoppi ug-off -spots of the Gotham sophisticate.
Chief character in the
film is a middle-aged radio and newspaper columnist with the omn iscierice
of a Winchell and, the garb: of a Lit-

Clifton

:

I.'ai-rbtA'ii;.

as

would, depend on the
world trade for a large percentage
of the net profits.
A film costing
$500,000 .which grosses $1,000,000 domestic, shows a profit of possibly
$150,000 alter .distribution and exploitation costs of $350,000 are deducted. Net foreign rentals may. be:

tlnlii,i

week

'

for U. S. piccourse obvious.: Britain,

tures, is .Of

like the U.
..

speed aha Unfolti-

Story is told with some flashbacks,
never leaning too heavily: on this
trite method, however. Neat touches*
fill
in, from the start, as when the
sleuth goes on; his rounds of checking, taking, along the suspects that he
-.calls on
en route. Tracking down
clues takes the. lieutenant on a round
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Though "Have Not" was *one
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("Farewell to Youth")
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down

(approxi-

$10,80'0,000).
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pounds

2,700,000
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Remhardt, and a good cast, have Sidetracking initial impulse to call
combined to keep an audience iii-, the police, he connives with the girl
tensely absorbed iiv a guessing game to dispose of the body in the coun-

aiiis'
•

al-

nega-

:".!.:westerns.
Plot is typical -western, with plenty
of riding, action and fisticufl's. Wade,
Kirby and Clyde are the three western -pals who clcap up an outlaw
gang, and then ride .oft to other adventures. Lambert Hillyer hit a fast
pace in his direction, while the color
accentuates, the scenic backgrounds
that add much to productional values.
,

girl's,

,

.

.

adjoining his club..

Later he again, glances at the

;.;'/;';

'

;.;

Rank's Idea

little things,
tive, cost of around $30,000, which is
and anyone can become involved in less than average black-and-white
murder or criminal -action,:- That's western, being shot these days on 35
just what' happens to Robinson, a, mm.
It's all-professional cast along
staid and middleaged college profes- with, crew. from, unions and guilds,
sor whose wile and children depart, and result is on par with regular

for.

,:;

In his report Rank pointed out
that the. only way in which British
films could become established inv
portantly in the world market is
through the production of films suitable for the world market and by a
centralized operation including distribution.
Instead of sharing large
a
slices of revenue in each deal
different country, Rank points out
that a master plan, via a single distribution Unit,., would end -the. hi \or-miss type of operation which
have hitherto characterized British
film operations.
At the same time, "Rank pointed,
out, this would be the only way inwhich; the British point of view
could be placed -before the world
and England interpreted to the rest
''';:';;.-.
of the world. y
''."V
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and,

duplicates,
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films.

around
mately

,

exteriors--- picture carries

iall

,

,

.,

:du ring, rthe

:

though cost is fairly high, it's;., still
much cheaper than Technicolor, in
the 35 mm. size; Shot in eight days

1

is pretty familiar, business, it's ex.
pertly treated. It runs the gamut
from the snuffbox to a beer-drlnkmg
contest; Then there's the finale where
Hope masquerades as The Hook
while the real piratical Hook (McLaglen) also shows tip on the marauding vessel. The bewildered crew
is told to fetch the. princess; and/or
•to put her in chains in. the dungeon,
Bliernatingly, There is .all the rest
of the tamiliar business, and the, results make tor beaueoup laughs;
blonde beauty
Virginia, Mayo's
shows up to great advantage under;
the Natalie Kalmus coloration' techWalter Brennah does a
nique,
standout job as the. harebrained., pirate, as do McLaglen as the pirate
and Walter Slexak as the rascally

sound, protectors.,

which

receipts,

new high mark

J. Arthur Rank, in a report to his
directors, lias outlined the international aspects of his film productionventure.Rank has
distribution
wrapped tip approximately 5,000,000
pounds (around $20,000,000) in 19
The 10 pictures
British pictures.
which are being set through United
Artists represent a negative cost of

Picture was shot on 16 mm. kodachrome, which has been widely used
by amateur photographers and by
commercial firms for proraotional
pictures; Prints struck off will be

,
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or

A

ever make lor you. Mr, Goldwyn." It's a switch; on. a bit Hope
and Crosby did in one of the lor
*
mer's Paramount starrers,
While much of the farcical byplay
I'll

oh

tainment factors certain to be reflect- might be picked tip. along the way.
ed for strong boxofi ice rcfiirns in all from regular theatres that have short
bookings. It's a top.lin.er in its par- projection throws and access to 16
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scene to Bing Crosby. The topper is
a honey .where she runs into the.
arms of her lover, a. commoner.— not
Hope, but Crosby., who suddenly
comes on the scene, This causes

Hope
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war, must' be discounted to a considerable extent, according to ti arte
Big pictures take -in
ttbserveis.
enormous grosses which may -never
again,, be equalled in England,
British interests believe, that one
Of the most important factors ,m
keeping film trade open, to U. S. distribs will be the progress which
British production can make abroad,
giving British producers enough -of
a favorable balance, to make it advisable for the British- Government
to adopt, a liberal currency .policy
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Kitchen clientele
where Hope and Miss Mayo do. their
vaudeville specially; .With the expected comic results.
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-Action is replete with lawlessness
"in the -West Indies, particularly in the
dissolute governor's palace, and at
the Bucket Of Blood, a bistro with a
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'.'Sunctdwn Riders is the fust western produced in/color tor the 16 mm.
market, For yeai s the industry, has
not only bypassed the rapidly-expanding. 16 nun. field. -.but has..,built
up resistance to making features
available for that branch, of the business. A few ebmpatues and producers
•make, features available to- the miniature field, but Only after two or
more years: Eveii the aged subjects
have, in many instances,, returned
surprising grosses from the home,
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dith Anderson .brings force to. her
brief role as' Price s patroness. Sets
are lavish- although 'fi.im'.s a modest-budgetei. It should- clean, up..
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tragic— with eye-filling backgrounds,
excellent performances and topflight
photography.
7 >,-','
Mam is laid in the undated past,
having a timeless theme. There is a
Joseph and Mary; a Jerusalem where
King Solomon holds court amidst
revelry, and. there's a Heaven, too.
.A' notable musical score by Liile.Bror Soderlundh adds much to. this
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(Swedish.);,- ,A
humdinger? One of the best Sw edish-made films of- this or any.
titles.
year;
English
other

.

JIM.
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KM

"ilimlaspelet"

in his .usual,

course,

ot

Bogai'-t- is

This GolcKvvn production niake.s i.no metici-, a tough guy- who,, no less, haspretext at anything el-O, and Hope the lacilitv of making a .flame -go for
plays it .that way, al'Llhe way, even, him,' instead of lie- for lit
'['.hat's
liyshort;
iVntd a very, funny -topper;;'
where Mis-s .Bacall comes in Walter
to
a bbxoffice click,, ideally attuned
Brrtinan as Bogart s di-iinken s;dethe times.
Rick;' Dolores Moran, as .the film's
Virginia
Beautifully Teelinicploved.
second 1-ookci, and songw-riter Hoagy
Mavo is the princess on.the-. lam be-. Cannicliael Ivav.e lessei roles, that
and
cause' she 'loves- a cominonci,
tlie.v Iraiidle'to advantage.
Victor- McLaslen is. the- buccaneer. fit
Carmn-haei ;-s an actoi is some.-,
another century .who.. steers- Ins what' ol a sui-puse; lies actually
cour.-e to capture the beautiful, prm- plavulg'-hnnsell., a pianist-sougv iter,
cess. as the richest pr.ize yet of ins in- .the .'Mm thriciue cafe that- affords
the,;18lh ccn-

"Sten.
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sup « Hussi'll W:ule,,
V,, li./uiLi' ii(i,,lu,-iii)ii
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Fair,
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G, Robinson and Joan Bennett.
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over* an oil swindle.
guises, the duo meet

--

(WBV Humphrey BoOK box-office pic.

(Songs)

Still

dertake
:
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that cater to foreign audiences and

the villain.

is

beyond.
Etched with a combination of cari-
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gart starrer.
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opera—i he

just another dualer.

(Color; Song) (RKO-Goldwyn).
Bob. Hope starrer a b. o, click"?''--
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Wednesday, CMdber

"The Princess and the Pirate"

French collaboration— it
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However, "Marked Trails"

Miniature Reviews
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Hemingway's inferior novels— whose
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ctisation .against ..tenor

is

popular

outcry

Gigli didn't

,

Sing.-

was

.

being made

at the Giuseppe Albani trial. This is
the second time Gigh has had
trouble because of his alleged FasWhen the. Allies
cist sympathies.
took Home, and the British staged a
concert and invited Gigli to sing,

tremendous.

,

-

•VARIRTIT'S'
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Martin'*
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LONDON

Tlaye,

OFFICII!
Trafalgar Siiaan

INTERNATIONAL
WB,

Aussie Price Solons Relax Rules

*

New

als— to help

flat-rental situation—4>y
the Australian Price Control Com-

mission
ally,

change

circuits.

would

allow, distributors
and exhibitors
to enter into flat-rental deals with-

out any okay from the government
group. Contracts, however, must be
reported to the latter monthly. Percentage contracts Involving any iiv
crease must not be completed without sanction of the Commission.

V

If distribs and exhibitors, fail to
reach, terms, the price solons will
give a ruling. Latter has the right
to file maximum prices for special
:

Admission charges can't be

films.

raised for any special film

w ithout
.

One

;

-

-.

Audiences Ignore 'Em

.

-

31.

raw stock

Click

.1London. Oct. 10.
certain success, another likely, winner, a doubtful entry and a
fourth show -that was unfavorably
received, comprise the legit newcomers to the West End during the
'-,.'''.''
past 10 days.
"Happy, and
Glorious." which
opened at the Palladium Oct. 1, looks
certain to succeed, being warmly received. It's a revue starring Tommy
Trinder and
featuring 'Elizabeth
Welch and Bairoli Bros. "Scandal
at Barchester," which started Oct 5.
at the Lyric, -was splendidly received, despite minimum of dramatic
motivation.
Given a chance. This
is
a sincerely written adaptation
of
Anthony Trollope's Victorian
'-'.'.,'
novel.

Since; June 4 Revolution of 1943,
a large proportion of

Trinder

London

In
,

So Axis-Tainted; Film

Syd ney Goes for Parade

Opposes

.

-

al-

.

;'.''•"

located by the U. S.

Of H'wood Stars Going

To

Pacific

Sydney, Aug.
Australian

film

theatre

-Joe

E:

Brown

'.''-,;'.'.':,

S, celebs.

started the parade.

Next came Gary Copper. Una Merkel and Phyllis Brooks. Jack Benny,
Carole Landis and Larry Adler
headed the next group in. Bob Hope,
Frances Langford and Jerry Colonna, headlining the next troupe, had
the city in an uproar most recently.
Benny and "his gang were here
only four days, but they were actioiiAnd Benny .wound up by
f ill. dries,

;

tres,,

when

from here.

Mexico
Mexico's

City. Oct. 10 v
largest banks
;

considerable stake in the
country's motion picture industry or

total of about $2,650,000, it's reported.
The banks bought out the
stock holdings of William Oscar
Jenkins, rich American
operator,
who has dropped out of the producing end of the industry. National of
Mexico, largest private banking institution here, and Nacional Finan-

a

newsreels

ciers

government's

fiscal

society,

how

are reputed to have 13,000,000
peso's
(about $2,650,000)
between
them in Mexico's film business as a
result of taking over his shares.
Jenkins got rid of his stock in
Clasa
Films,
Clasa.
Studios
and
Banco Cuicmnlografico.

These propaganda attempts to
S. statesmen as playing a
ephemeral role in U. S.
foreign policy, whereas 'Argentine*
U. S. friendship will continue long
after he has "taken the air." Cordell
Hull..-

merely

of

of

mow -have a

the

at

show U.

their

When news

.

:

plane crash-landed at Laurieton. 200
miles

;

Two

Latest Argentine-made

Frances
Langford.
Hope.
Jerry Colonna, Patty Thomas and
Barney Dean, after an extended
Southwest Pacific camp trek, nearly

Sydney

''•./'
.

"Lifeboat"

include ca rtoons by Ramon Columba
ridiculing Secretary of State Cordell

group.

make

"

.

Bob

didn't

:

of

Opera, first-run deluxer theatre, had
to be suspended, following. a battle
between Nazi supporters and democratic backers. Nazis in the upper
stalls showered rotten eggs, tomatoes and acids, on applauders in
lower rows. This led police intervention and closing of theatre'.

Aside
which is something today.
from camp, appearances in New
Guinea, Benny and his, parly played
nearly every hospital in this area,
cheering lads who had been wounded in the tough New Guinea jungle
Besides Benny, Adler and
fighting.
Miss Landis: Martha Tilton. singer,
and June Bruener, pianist, made up
this,

approved

officially,

'

Showing

entertaining,

doing, the

of

Banks Buy

un less

otherwise.

being entertained by Vice-Royalty,
instead

of

fails to sus-

and British newsreels.
Recently the government has evi- cism. It is a scrambled hodge-podge
dently burned over this cold reac-r billed as a musical play, but in real•lion to its propaganda' efforts, with ity it's merely a series of scenes
army officers or military cadets (in that bear little relation to each
uniform) on several occasions having other. Production is well equipped
ordered patrons to applaud. They scenically and has extravagantly efhave been shouted down and forced fective costumes, i-,,
to beat an undignified retreat. To
counteract these incidents, the government has decreed that no ap- 2 Largest Mexico Cityplause be allowed in picture theaFilm Shares

Sydney picture fans have

been mobbing the U.

4,

cordially applauded, drastic excisions and condensation appears certain if it's to
continue.
This play comprises a
group of cameo sketches of individuals. brilliant in dialog and admirably enacted, but too long, v
"Jenny
Jones,"
which
was
launched Oct. 2 at the Hippdrome,
drew generally unfavorable^ criti-

newsreels has grown more ominous,
notwithstanding the efforts of an obvious claque to overcome it. In direct contrast, applause greets U. S.

screen, stars ever to visit this, city,
than two years. They've
been, stopping off in this big Australian metropolis on their way to
entertain troops in the Southwest
all in less

New

Demands

'

.

.

5001/

:

'
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-

Looms

War;

-''''

;

.

at the Vaudeville Oct.
tain interest.
While

activities,

patrons

'

"No Medals." formless comedy

wartime domesticity; which opened

particularly on the international situash. As opposition to
this military regime increases, the
silence during showing Of these

24.

have been treated in recent months
to the greatest parade of Hollywood

Pacific.

Argentina

to

has been absorbed by the government for the production of its newsreels and shorts boosting its own

Troop Bases

Hull is then compared to Donald
Hope's arrival got around, inhabiDuck quacking merrily.
tants near that little fishing village,
Much is also made of .what's decame in autos. horseback, in hay
carts and river boats, just for a scribed as the injustice in terming
gander at the comedian. Wound up Argentina "Nazi." 'whereas it's
staging a bam dance, and Hope claimed that Argentina sends gifts of
reciprocated by putting on a show. wheat and meat to Rome. Paris and
While this plane crash came hear Greece,' .and jubilantly /'expressed
being a real disaster. Hope made its joy over the liberation of Paris."
light of it when he reached Sydney.
Looking ahead to the postwar
Hope told "Variety" he figured he
period, John W... Hicks'/- Jr., Parahad
entertained
about
1.000,000
mount International Film's' prexy.
Cuban Theatre Operation
troops, and that he would gladly do
last Friday (6
set three managers
it all, over—ag»""
He- said that, inin key spots covering the Orient.
Falls Through for Warner Latin-America and Europe.
some island spots, played. Fiances
Langford and Patty Thomas were
H'cks named James E.:.Pcrkih.s diDeal whereby Warner Bros! would
the first girls to land- there;
have become' 50-51) partner w'iih -Vision manager for. alt /tornt.oncs
Ramos Cobian in the operation of from Japan , to India, including
the Smith .circuit ot theatres in' Cuba! China, the Philippine?. Dutch East
Australia,
New. .Zealand,
has fallen through, temporarily at Indies,
20th-Fox Trying to Set
least..; Circuit' comprises eight big] South Africa and Straits Settlements,
houses in Havana and four in near- Before -the war in the Pacific, Per-'
Deal to Unload Product by Camaguey. Cobian obtained a .''W'ns'-. w'a.ii. 'Par s'' managing' director
Philippines.
China.
Japan.
lease on his circuit a short time ago. for
Auckland. N. Z.. Sept.
Cobian is reported dickering' with | Straits. India and. Dutch East Indies,
Otto Bolle, 20th-Fox chief, has
Hc' was made a prisoner when Muubeen huddling with' the Moodabe several other major. companies
Bros., of the Amalgamated loop, in Peter Colli, Warner manager J 0\- j la. fell to the Japs; being later rc•• .. .',
.';
an effort to remedy company's back- Central America^' is treasurer of 0 p. patrialed.A. L. Pratchett has been made
log problem. Bolle is reported try* ciati.ng company Cobian.- had so U p
'".'...'
division .manager far all of .Latiu',
ing to get the Moodabes to'take adin' Cuba.
Americar including Mexico, .Argenditional 20th-Fox fare as quickly as
tina and the Caribbean area.. Pratpossible. So far the Moodubes' aren't
Byre
Brit. M.O.I.
chett- formerly covered most of :thc
going for deal because it-.would. only
Allen .Byre, who had charge of Latin-Americas, ne w pOM gi\ ing
leave 20 weeks' playing time in one
yeaivier product "from other distribs. Metro's office in Paris before ,-.the. him. additionally.' Argentina. Brazil.
'
Figured that if the Moodabes be-'' Nazi.s took oyer, is now reported Chile. Uruguay and Paraguay.
in France working fin- the British
gaii playing 20th-Fox fare, in rapid
Robert L. Graham has. been. named
succession, other U. S. ihajors would Ministry of Information.
Par International's special overseas
want to know why they v^-cre being
Both Byre' and Laudy Lawrence, representative with
roving, assignleit put in the cold.
20tii-Fox-Na- Metro's European, manager, may be] me nt which first will take him to the
tiona-i hold a 50'.; interest in Amalrestored to their old posts as soon European .area..- Graham is familiar
gamated, but doublfiil
that will 1. as- France, is reopened for regular with
the latest' developments in
'.','
belp.
.'
-business.
Europe since he surveyed Spain and
v

:'

.

given keen opposition by this Ne.ttlefold-Martin combo, planning, as
it does, to airroute artists from London and N. Y. to Australia. ;.,'•;-:
Other opposition is likely to come
from Sir Ben Fuller after the war.
He told "Variety" he intends going
in for live talent snows in the peace
.

He now is siteera in a big way.
shopping for a Sydney house to. tie
in with his interests elsewhere for
legit and vaude-revue revival.,

Perkins, Pratchett,

'

1

manager

Universal's

of

local

'

!'-.,."-'.'.

...

:

'

Inc.

<

lo'se

Graham

Portugal for Paramount early this
year. He had been called from his
post as manager in Mexico' for this
job. Graham has been in N.' Y.. doing
special- work since finishing the sur-

vey

in

producers to manufac-

to allow

ture their owi) raw stock, there i»
All
optimism in producer ranks.
principal studios arc making plans
for intensified production in 1945,
estimating 75 pictures will be made
as compared with 20 produced (not
San Miguel
all released) this year.
-

Selected

To Key Foreign Posts by Paramount

\

me'f

office;

NEW MEX

,

.

Still another Corporation is being
formed also headed by Joaquin A.
Lautaret with Manuel Pena Rodriguez, Mario Soffici, Francisco Mugica
and Augusto C. Vatteone on the
board. General distribution management of this setup has been offered
to Don Enrique Par.do, chairman of
the Argentine Picture Assn., and for-

Independent producers, which include Lumiton and Argentine SonoE. J. Tait, of Williamson-Tait. alert
B'ilm. now find themselves unable to
to future opposition, already is ar-" release their latest, product, except
ranging
with N.Y. and London in second-run or nabe houses. Beagents to stand by lor talent.
lieved that by the time this snag has
Film theatre circuits, too. can see been overcome, the summer season
plenty of opposition for them, and will have arrived, making release unare planning to offset stage show profitable: As a. result the same proupbeat with the introduction of big. ducers, who not long ago were shoutstage bills to, augment picture lay- ing for obligatory release of Argenouts in ace houses, even importing tine pictures in first-run houses, now
are holding back in hopes of saving
acts from, U. S.
their unreleased production for next
season when they hope to get profitable first-run accounts.
OFFICE
REP.'S
Pampa Corp. has announced it
Republic has obtained offices in
during
Mexico City and will start operating plans to make 24 productions
1945.
As a result of the governits new branch there this week.'
ment's announcement that it is preWill be operated by .its new subpared to select local studios with five
sid. Republic
Pictures ot Mexico, tons monthly of liquid ni.tro-cellu-

.

.

Prod. Units

Montevideo, Sept. 28.
exhibitors have given
the military regime, which sought to
Aussie Radio
Control picture playdates in that
country, a big lesson in strategy. It
Musician
px'omised to be a lessd* which producers, who sought protection, wilt
Sydney, Oct. 10.
Government had
Australian Broadcasting Commis- not soon forget.
stated;
in decreed high rental percentages and
(non-commercial)
sion
reply to suggestion by Musicians' forced exhibition of Argentine product.
However,
producers' celethe
Union that ABC operate an orchestra in each state, that the cost to do bration of this victory was premature/
Because several powerful
so Would be too high for present
exhibit
groups
formed
two Argenrevenue.
ABC spokesman pointed out that tine producer-exhibitor corporations,
about 200 fulltime musicians now which all exhibitors in that country
may
join
putting
by
up
5,000 pesos
imare employed, and it would be
In this way, these
possible to increase number to over (about $1,250)
•"•
'"
:
associated exhibs will have a share
.-' '
in all productions they run in' their
theatres. Also they virtually corner
the. top Argentine film product.
Aussie Legit Revival
The most important ot the two corporations absorbs Pampa Studios
and EFA .producing organizations.
Big After
Exhibitors, are represented by Pablo
Cavallo, Pablo Coll, J. A. LaiiFuller, Martin Active C.
taret, Clemcnte Lococo and Jorge V.
Sydney, Oct. 10.
Mtric, all owners of important chains
of
theatres; including more than
E. A. Nettlefold, chairman TivoliMinerva interests, and Dave Martin, seven big first-run houses.
D ea l
managing director, announced their takes over all of Pampa's assets, inintention to build up-to-date legit cluding, films, in process of rolliiig,
theatres in Sydney and Melbourne equipment, and contract!!, at a nominal price of about $780,000. Holders
Sites already have been
postwar.
purchased in both cities. They told of EFA shares accept 50 ';l deprecianewspapermen that the Minerva, tion of their subscribed capital of
around $250,000, The Corporation
legit house, and Tivoli, vaude-reyue,
would be given 'the best talent also has absorbed EMELCO, actively
around. Company already has made concerned in the production of adheavy commitments to import lat- vertising shorts.
.Newly incorporated S. A. Pampa.
est London and Broadway stage hits
Film Co. board has J. A. Lautaret,
bias, top vaude and cabaret acts.
Understood :hat a great boom in as chairman, and Clemcnte Lococo,
stage shows is anticipated in this Pablo C. Cavallo, Pablo Coll and
zone in the' postwar. Appears that Jorge Mjtre as directors, with MarsupplementWilliamson-Tait. present legit oper- cos and I. Fernandez as
ary directors!
ators, using revivals mostly, will' be
.

Tammy

Argentine 'News' Reels

Montevido, Sept.

•

Own
Argentine

:

;

approval tiom -the -.Commission.
Distributors cannot unnecessarily
withhold films from release, and the
present trade '.practice of granting
rebates on films which have not
come up to standard shall continue.
The government body is asking for
cooperation from both exhibitors
and distributors.

.'.

Native Films Via

Some talk, too, that Warners' may.
go to Greater Union next vear if
failing to set a deal with Hoyts.

Washington,- Oct. 10.
While production on new films
continues in Argentina, distribution
is
almost at a standstill due to
shortage of print slock, Commerce
Dept. reports.
It
adds that the
country's studio heads are reported
to have huddled with government
officials there recently on a proposed order which would require the.
Argentine exhibitors to show, at least
one home-made film on every program which includes U. S. picture.
This proposal would mark a, new
era in Latin-America, adding a new!
type of artificial barrier against
U. S. films to those already used
-''/
there.

Specific-

in certain rulings

Barrier Proposed

Vs. U.S. Pix in Argentina

likely to help distributors

is

over a tough wartime spot.

13

Argent. Exhibs Beat High-Rental

-,Sydney," Sept. .-5.
Warners' is doing okay despite no
deals with Hoyts and Greater Union
Theatres.
Indie Tatler here, sponsored by WB, is the principal showwindow in area. Outlets also have
been secured in several other ace
spots via Fullers and the Waterman

On Flat Film Rentals to Aid Distribs
Sydney, Oct. 10.
Revision of rulings on film rent-

Minus Big Aussie
Outlets, Lands Indies

'

Studios.,

Argentine

and

films each

and Lumiton talks of

10.

SCHNEIDER SITS ON TOP

WB FOREIGN BIZ

OF ALL

May.

Sono Fiim

estimate their 1945 production at 15

'

.

.

'
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"Arsenic

&

London, Oct. 10.
Old Lace," Strand.

.

-

'

.

|

"Banbury Nose," Wyndhams
"Bird in Hand." S; Marlins.
"Blithe Spirit," Duchess,
"Felicity Jasmine," St. James.

-AH matters pertaining to foreign
operations of Warner Bros-., wilt
clear
through
Sain
top executive, at ..the
horneoflrce who has long remained
more or less in the background. He'",
carries the title of assistant to Harry
Mi Warner and, among other things,

henceforth
Schneider,

.

figures
fairs Of

importantly in

financial

af-

WB.

-Following the' resignation
.

couple

'a

"Happy & Glorious;" Palladium weeks ago of Robert Sch'less as foreign general manager. Warners split
"Honeymoon," York's.
the department, naming Joe HumThey," Apollo,
mel, who was second in command to'
"Jenny Jones," Hippodrome.

."How Are

f'Last Mrs. Cheyney," Savoy,.,
'"No Medals," -Vaudeville.
"Pink String," Phoenix.
"Peek-A-Boo," Whitehall.
'•'..,-

"Sadler's Opera," Prince's.
"Scandal at Barchester,'' Lyric.

"Sweeter Lower," Ambassadors.
"Three's a Family," Saville.

"This Was a Woman," Comedy.
"Tomorrow World," Aldwyclu
'

"L'ncle Harry," Ganick,
"While Sun Shines," Globe.

Schless, as sales head .over Continen-

taL Europe,

Scandinavian coun-

all

tries," Africa,
Palestine arid Syria.
Wo^lfe Cohen, former general manager of distribution' in Canada, was
brought into the h.o. in charge ot
Latin-America.' Mexico, v Australia
and the Far East. Max Milder, uhder the setup, continues in charge ot
.

Great Britain.
Warners' is among the leaders in
foreign sales.

'
.

.

-
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CENTURY-FOX
KEEP SELLING BONDS!
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Wednesday, October 11, 1944

EMENTS ... IN BIG

CITIES. ..IN

SMALL TOWNS... HAVE PROVED THAT EVERYWHERE

€0
y'ty-

IS

THE

MOST IMPORTANT

BOX-OFFICE EVENT IN 50 YEARS

OF MOTION PICTURE ENTERTAINMENT!

.

PICTURE GROSSES

16

Wednesday, October 11, 1914

% G,

•Bride' Tall 7

Blamed for LA. Dip;

H.0.'s

'2

Yanks

Omaha,

'Lowdown' Dull at $8,000 J.
Omaha,

Tears

Mildish $53,500, Four Spots,

|

I

28%G in 2d Wk

"Arsenic Hot 38G, 3d

Los Angeles, Oct. 10,
Firslrun
bit
here
is
running
-'•round average with the overall picture held down by lengthy runs. At

and "Secrets

Finale of "Kisin three
houses for third session. "Impatient
Years" is a bit disappointing at $28,500, two houses, for second stanza.

Arsenic

met" heads for nice $30,000

$8,000;

$11,300.

Louis

'

(2,000; 35-55)—
and "Soul Monster" (Col ). Neat $6,000. Last, week,
"Song Open Road" (UA) and "Detective Kitty O'Day" (Mono), ditto.
Ambassador (F&M) (3;000; 50-60)
"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB). Sockeroo $21,000. Last week. "Impatient
Years" (Col) and "Allergic to Love"

"Werewolf"

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2.034; 50*1 )_"Two Yanks" (UA ) and "Enemy
Women" (Mono). Average $12,000.
Last week, "Seventh Cross" (M-G)
and "Singing Sheriff" (U) (6 days),
lost day via preem of "Yanks" but
$12,100.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-91)—
"Arsenic" (WB) (3d wk). Neat $16,-

Fox (F&M)

Last week, handsome $21,100.
Egyptian (F-WC) (1,535; 50-9D—
"Kismet" (M-G) (3d wk). Nice at
97.000. Last week, good $9,700. „''
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 85-91.10)
—"Wilson" (20th). Hefty 98,000. Last
week, "Sweet Lowdown" (20th) and
"Meantime Darling" (20th), slow 92,400 at pop scale.
Hawaii (G&S) (50-91 )— "Invisible
Man's Revenge" (U) and "Dead
Man's Eyes" (U) (4th wk). Fair
12,000. Last week, okay 93,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-91)—
"Arsenic" (WB) (3d wk). Good 912,600. Last week, stout 916.000.
Los Anfelea (D'town-WC) (2 20060-$!)— "Kismet" (M-G) (3d wk).
Trim 917,500. Last weke, brisk 923 -

Island" (Par) and "Dark Moun(Par).
Stout $17,000. Last
week, "Greenwich Village" -(20th)
and "Port 40 Thieves" (Rep), $16,000.
tain"

Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 50-60)—
a Soldier" (Par) and "Impa-

Love

tient Years" (Col).

Cincy; 'Coast Gent' 10G,

SlDays^Music'ThinSG
Cincinnati, Oct.

baseballcasts cutting into afternoon
trade.
Current b.o. sweetie is
"Marriage Is Private Affair," giving
the Palace a lively stanza.
"Barbary Coast Gent" is okay at the
Albee, but its run is held to only
5'/4 days to make way for advance
trade sh'owing of "An American Romance" on eve of pic's 132-city
world premiere in Ohio, Indiana,
Kentucky and West Virginia.
Of
the holdovers. "Arsenic and Old
Lace" is hottest at the Grand.

Paramount (F&M) (3.389: 50-91)—
"Going My Way" (Par) (8th wk).
Neat $15;000. Last week, stout 916.800.
-

(Par) (8th
Last week, neat

80)— "Impatient Years"
"Shadows

(1

Way"

(RKO)

(2,890; 50-

(Col)

and

Night" (Col) (2d wk).
Last week, excellent

Slow 915,000.
922.300.

10.

Return of summer temperature
and world series radioing paired up
to bop downtown biz in first half,

Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-91)—
•Impatient Years" (Col) and "Shadows in Night" (Col) (2d wk). Slow
$13,500. Last week, good 920,300

910,000.

$10,000.

'Marriage' Lush $15,000,

'

55-98)—

•tage, 924,000.

Hillstreet

•

Estimates for This

O

Week

F-w
'50-$l )-"Kismet"
Albee
(RKO) (3,100; 44-70)—
,i
(M-G) (3d
wk). Okay $5,500. Last "Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G). Five
week, down to $7,800.
and one-half days, exiting WednesState (Loew's-WC) (2,204 50-$D— day (11) night for
preem of
'Two Yanks" (UA) and- "Enemy American Romance"trade
(M-G) the fol•

;

Women"

(Mono). Stout $28,000. Last

lowing day. All right $10,000. Last
week, "Bride by Mistake" (RKO),
good $14,000.
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 44-70)—
"Since Went Away" (Selznick-UA).
Second week on moveover. Satisfac-

week. "Seventh Cross" (M-G) and

•Singing Sheriff" (U). great $30,400.
United Artists (UA-WC). (2,100;
60-$l)— "Seventh Cross" (M-G) and
"Singing Sheriff" (U).
Back to
after "Wilson" roadshow
g"" d *9 50 P coming up. Last week,
•Wilson" (20th) (8th wk-6 days)

moVeover

tory $9,000 after big $13,000 last sesh.

Family

»kay

(F-WC) (1.715; 50-91)—
(UA) and "Enemy

"Two Yanks"

Same

Women" (Mono). Average $7,000
Last week. "Seventh Cross" (M-G)
«W- "Singing Sheriff" (U), excellent

MMono),

fell

off to

|

Magic'
(Mono)
(Mono).

Grand (RKO)

and

"Utah
"••'-

Kid"

.

(1.430;

44-70)— "Ar-

senic Old Lace" (WB).
Moveover.
Terrific $12,000.
Last, week, "Conquering Hero" (Par), okay $8,000.
Keith's (United) (1.500; 44-70)—
'Bride by Mistake" (RKO). Moveover.
So-so $4,000.
Last week

$13,700

"Maisie

MANAGERS IN SUIT
Los Angeles, Oct

week for "Aldrich's Little
(Par) and "Land Outlaws"
divided with "Chan Black

last

Secret"

Wilshlre (F-WC) (2.296; 50-$l )—
"Seventh Cross" (M-G) and "Singing Sheriff" (U) (2d wk). Fine $7,600. Last week, sock $10,500
Wiltern (WB) (2,500; 50-$l)— "Arjenic" (WB) (3d wk). Okay $9,000

Last week,

(1,000;

m

$9,000 at 85c-$1.50 scale.

Uptown

(RKO)

30-40)—
Last Horseman" (Col) and "Danger
Air" (Pop).
Split with "Block
Busters" (Mono) and "Machine Gun
Mama" (PRC).
Average $2,300.

,-

.

to

Reno"

$5,500.
|

(RKO)

Lyric

(M-G),

pleasing
.'„..-»',

"1,400:

44-70)—

"Music
10.
Manhattan"
(RKO) and
war veteran and "Great Moment" (Par). Mild $5,000.
former financial manager for film Last week, "Sweet Lowdown" (20th)
»tars, filed suit against his partner, and "Shadows Night" (Col). $4,500.
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 44-70)—
Eliot H. Gordon, demanding an ac"Marriage Is
Eli

H.

Leslie,

counting of business profits while he

Was

Private"

(M-G).

Ex-

cellent $15,000.
Last week, "Arsenic Old Lace" (WB), socko $19,000
for theatre's best take in months.
:

Army.
While he was in
in the

service, Leslie
charges, his partner appropriated
their joint clients, including John
Garfield,
Baker,
Arline

Kenny

ludge and Hoagy Carmichael.

(3.000; 16-60

including

Shubert (RKO) (2.100; 44-70)—
"Conquering Hero" (Par).
MoveFavorable $5,000. Last week,
"Waterloo Bridge" (M-G) (reissue),
over.

$4,000.

.

Week

Thin

.

.(Tristatos)

l.a.-t

in Balto

Baltimore, Oct.

10

Fairish grosses scored.. Total here

'Since You Went Away" and
"Arsenic and Old Lace" are eery

steady.

'Wilson' Smart $18,000,

'

1
•

Prov.; 'Away' Sock 22G,

Century

UA)
Providence, Oct. 10.
"Wilson" at Majestic is headed for
hefty week, being done via ad'

vanced

scale.

in coin,

however,

Away"

at larger State,

This, despite unpopularity of upped prices here. Leader

"Since

is

.-

Week

(Loew's-UA)

socko

(2d wk).

.':;.'• ••:

:

20-

(3,000;

(Selznick-

Strong $17,000 after

in itialer at $24,900.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-74)— "K. C. Kitty" (Col) plus

"Gay Nineties Revue" on

is

it

(1.400; 44-55)

i$2-

(Mono)

:

wk) (85-$1.10), $32,000, rated fair at
this scale.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,800;
60-851— "Private Hargrove" (M-G)
and "Impostor" (U). Back in loop
for okay $5,000. Last week, "Gaslight" (M-G) and "Mabel's Room"
(UA), sound $5,900.
Miehitan (United Detroit) (4.000;
60-85)— "Between Two Worlds" (WB)
plus Jimmy Dorsey orch on stage.
Fine $40,000. Last week, "Conquering
Hero" (Par) and "Last Ride" (WB),
fan ish $22,000.

Palms-State (United Detroit) (3-

.

25-55)—

(980;

(U). Nicely spotted

above average $5,000. Last week.
"Louisiana Hayride" (Col), all right
$4,400.

wich Village"
20th)
and "Last
Ride" (WB) (2d run), ditto.
Fay's (Fay) (2.000 44-55)— "Song
of Nevada" (Rep) and vaude on
stage.
Healthy $7,800. Last week,

fairly well at $13,000 after similar
total last week. Daytime biz is off
but figures are good for limited seat-

"Flicka" (20th) (reissue) and vaude,

to Irish"

•

run at $12,700.
Mayfair (Hicks)

—"Dangerous Journey" (20th) and
"Meantime Darling" (20th) (2d run).
Average $4,000. Last week. "Green1

60-85)— "Leave

Great 916,000 after fancy 921,000 last
week.
United Artists (United Detroit)
(2.000; 60-85)— "Dragon Seed" (M-G).
Strong 923,000. Last week, "Going
My Way" (Par) <13th wk), wound
up a terrific run at sharp $14,000,

at

Carlton (Fay-Loew)

$15,000.

Downtown (Howard. Hughes)
800:

and Shep Fields orch. Ok'av $21.00().
Last week. "Port 40 Thieves" (Rep)
plus Hal Mclntyre orch and Marlon
Hutton on stage, grand $27,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000; .6085)— "Impatipnt Years" (Col) and
"Mysterious Night''- (Col). Fine $32.000. Last week. "Wilson" (20th) <2d

vaude, unexciting $13,200.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 2060)— "Gypsy Wildcat" (U). Trim
$13,000. Last week, "Going My Way"
(Par) (5th wk), wound up record

(RKO) and "Heavenly Days" (RKO), "Jungle Woman"
$12,000.

...

000; 60-85)— "Seventh Cross" (M-G)
and "Maisie to Reno" (M-G ) (3d wk ).

)

Where

$12,000.

stage. Nice
week, "Heavenly Days".

$16,000. Last

Yon Went (RKO and

sock on second week at usual scale.
Estimates for This Week
Albee
(RKO) (2.100; 44-60 1—
"Gypsy Wildcat" (U) arid "What a
Night" (RKO).
Opened Tuesday.
Last week, "Youth Runs Wild"

snappy

-y

'-.'•

Estimates for This

60)— "Since Went Away"

2d Wk, Touth' Hot 12G

>,

okay

13G

- for

.

a

20th

1

1

I

'

:

Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
60-85)— "Conquering Hero"

is blamed on mmibcr of holdovers.
scale after fling at first-runs. Opened "Kansa«
City
Kitty"
and "Gay
Sunday 8). Last: week. "Kid from Nineties Revue" 'on stage is solid at
Spain" (FC) and "Made for Each
Other" (FC) (reissues), okay $3,000 the Hipp and "Gypsy Wildcat" is dofor scale and capacity.
Reopened ing, well at Keith's. Repeat rounds
-.•'' ;'/-.' '•'.'"'.";•'•.'./

V

(Par) and "Last Ride" (WB)
2d
wk).
Moveover, dull $7,000. Last
week, "Rainbow Island" (Par) and
"Strangers Marry" (Mono) (2d wk),

Hep

'Wildcat'

(WB)

.

',

(2.800;

(moveover) and "Twilight Prairie"
(U1, good $8,000.
State
(Goldberg)
35-50)—
(865;
"Bernadette" (20th). Playing at $1.10

house.

23G

Detroit, Oct. -10

.-.'

-

(

$8,000.

"Janie"

-

"One Mysterious Night."
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 60-85)—
"Wilson" (20th) (3d wk). Moved over
after two weeks at Fox.
Average
$11,000. .... ;Last
week.
"Stormy
Weather" (20th) and "Big " Noise"

>

(2.000;

AA/eek,

'.

Four fresh bills break into the loop
here this week with biz generally
good, '.'Between 'Two Worlds" is being boosted by Jimmy Dorsey's band
at Michigan, setting the pace. Fox is
sound with. •'.Impatient- Years" and

and

(20th)

;

'Block Busters" (Mono) with Earl
Hines orch. Carter and Moreland on

50-$l )-"My

Average

Last week, "Twain" (WB) and "Take
It" (20th). trim $8,000.
St. Louis (F&M) (4.000; 40-50)—
'Last Ride" (WB) and "Dangerous
Journey' (20th). Fair $4,500. Last
week. "In Society" (U) and "Invisible Man's Revenge" (U), $5,000.

Chuy Reyes orch-Miguelito Valdez
on stage. Nice 922.000. Last week

RKO

50-60)— "Rain-

(£,000;

bow

"Shadows of Suspicion" (Mono) with

Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

(Tristate.s)

(Col)

(U), solid $15,000.

800.

9H.200.

.

Last Year; .-,
J-. ,: ...$2,797,400
(Based on 23 cities, 189 tlieatres)

$9.500;.:

16-60)—
"Seventh Cross" (M-G) (moveover)
and "She's a Soldier Too" (Col). Fair

(Loew)

$1.50 scale.

wk). Fancy

.

.

Omaha

.

451;

N. Y.) •-:.;:>.
Tola! Gross Same

Cross"
Last week, "Seventh
••'

Lowdown"
"Jungle Woman" (U).

-'"'.'"'

:'

-

(M-G), trim
Orplicum

$7,200.

$aot

its

(2,200;

.:

.

.

tres, chiefly first runs,

-

—"Sweet

lerni

eight-week
st.
record stand at two Paramounts with
fine $25,000. Moveover of "Wilson"
St. Louis. Oct. 10.
to Four Star for continued roadshow
looks big $8,000.
"Arsenic and Old Lace" at the
.-v'-''
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador is. overshadowing^ all
Fox Beverly (F-WC) (1.318; 50-$l) first-run film opposish .currently.
—Back to subsequents this week. "Rainbow Island" and "Dark; MounLast week, "Sweet Lowdown" (20th)
and "Meantime Darling" (20th), low tain" at the huge Fox. also is solid.
Estimates for This Week'
$2,700.
Cartbay (F-WC) (1,516; 50-$l)—
Loew's (Loew) (3.172: 35-55)—
"Abroad with 2 Yanks" (UA) and •Since Went Away" (Selznick-UA)
"Enemy of Women" (Mono). Okay (3d wk). Big $14,50TJ after wow $15,$6,500. Last week, "Wilson" (8th wk- 000 last week.
v.
C days) (roadshow),- $6,800 on 85Orpheum

Orpheum (D'town)

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,749,500
(Based- on 24 cilie,?, 189 thea-

Yard" (Rep),

Last week. ."Trail. Lonesome Pine"
(Par)
(reissue!
"Pardon
andRiivthm"
surprisingly
big
(U).

at $38,000 or near.

700.

Grosses

City

t

Third frame of "Arsenic and Old
Lace" in three spots is steady

good

-'Scotland

$6,200.

Paramount (Trjstates) (3.000: 1660)— "Rainbow Island" (Pari, lisht

Estimatea Total Gross
This Week.
$546,000
(Based on 16., theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ....... $526,500
(Based on 13 theatres)

Women" is. the outstanding new entry and; should hit about $53,500 In
four houses, far from smash.

•till

Key

(

weeks
of extended runs. Combo of "Abroad
With Two Yanks" and "Enemy of

ends

'-'-';.-.'

Week

Estimates for This

okay

least nine houses are in final

My Way"

Det.; 'Irish -fields 21G, 'Seed'

:

Bramieis (RKO) (1.500; 16-60)—
Bride by Mistake" (RKO'l. and "Falcon in Mexico" RKO). Great $7,500.
Last week, "Heavenly Days" (RKO>

Broadway Grosses

Dorsey Ups 'Worlds' Fine

10.

is

the Brahdeis.

j

:

"Going

Oct.

on skids generally this week.
State- reopened
with "Kid. from
Spain" and did okay for a reissue.
Topnotcher is "Bride by Mistake," at
Biz

,

—
—

New (Mechanic) (1,680; $110)
"Wilson" (20th) (4th wk). Holding
ing available here.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 20-60)— "Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) (2d wk). Going well at $15,000 after smash get-

'BERNADETTE' LOFTY
$19,500 IN SEATTLE
Seattle, Oct.

.

10.

"Song of Bernadette," playing at
roadshow scale at Music Hall, looks
standout, with smash total to pace
city. "Summer Storm" also is great
the Liberty.
Estimates for This

at

Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 55-$1.10)— away,
(800; 45-80)— "Going My Way" (Par)
920,200.
"Wilson" (20th). Advanced prices
(13th wk). Okay $5,000 after fine
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1,840; 20- 95,800 last week.
should lift this one to smart $18,000.
Now goes to sec60)— "Soul of Monster" (Col). Aver- ond-run
Last
week, "Meantime
Darling"
Coliseum.
(20th)
and "Dangerous Journey" age 94,000. Last week, "Summer
Fifth
Storm" (UA), moveover from down- —"GreatAvenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
(20th)," good $10,000.
Moment" (Par) and "Song
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,200; 50- stairs Century, fair 93,300.
Open Road" (UA). Slow 99,500. Last
70)
"Waterfront"
(Mono)
week, "Greenwich Village" (20th)
and
Henry Armetta, Modernaires and
(2d wk), five days, good 97,600.
George Paxton orch on stage for
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 45-80)—
three-day weekend run. Good $7,- 'Away' Smasheroo 27G,
"Summer Storm" (UA) and "She's a
500. Last week, "Swing in Saddle"
Soldier" (Col).
Great 911,000, and
(Col) and Shep Fields orch heading
Cleve.; 'Touhy'-Herman
holds.
Last week, "Mr.. Winkle"
stage show, okay 97,000 in three days.
(Col) (4th wk), oke 95.700.
State
(Loew)
(3,200;
44-60)—
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
23G, 'Brown' Loud
"Since Went Away" (Selznick-UA)
"Step Lively" (RKO) and "Danger<2d wk). Sock 922,000 after giant
ous Journey" (20th) (2d wk). Fair
Cleveland. Oct. 10.
$28,000 first week.
First pro football games, La Scala $5,000. Last week. "7th Cross" (MStrand (Silverman) (2,000; 44-55)
G) (3d wk), great 96,100.
—"Great Moment" (Par) and "Take opera and ice show are cutting into
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 80-91.15)
It Big" (Par). Opened Monday (9).
key house grosses slightly this week. —"Bernadette" (20th). Smash 919,Last
week.
"Double Indemnity" "Since You Went' Away"
500. Last week. "Wilson" (20th) (4th
is still atPar), and "Gambler's Choice" (Par),
wk), so-so $5,500 in five days.
tracting boom biz at the State to
strong $11,500.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
lead city. Palace's combo of "Roger "Arsenic
Old Lace" (WB) (2d wk).
Touhy, Gangster" and Woody Her- Big $16,000. and holds a third. Last
week, terrific $22,000.
man's band on stage also is stout.
'JANIE'
$16,000,
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350: 30-91)—'
Estimates for This Week
"Strangers in Night" (Rep) and
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 44-65)— "Wing "Block Busters" (Mono) plus stage.
IN
K. C. and
Prayer" (20th). Droopy $5,000 Okay $9,500. Last week, "Atlantic
Kansas City, Oct. 10.
on moveover. Last week, "Address City" (Rep) plus vaude, dandy $10,Biz

$8,000.

—

19G

FAST

TOPS
at

.

SPOTTY

deluxers

is

spotty

this
"

week.

Unknown"

(Col), brutal $3,000.

Standout currently is "Jahie
Hipp (Warners) (3.700; 44-65)—
which opened big at the Newman.
"Casanova Brown" (RKO). Fancy
"Three Little Sisters" and "Allergic
$19,000.
Last
week. "Wing and
to Love," hypoed by "Gay Nineties"
Prayer" (20th), okay $16,500;
revue on stage, is strong at the
Lake (Warners) (800; 65-$1.10)—
Tower. "Since You Went
.

Away"

is
"Wilson" (20th.) Moveover is a bit
slow after three weeks at Palace
across street.
Upped fees and no
Fairway stage shows are blamed. Looks mild
(Fox-Midwest) (820; 2,043 and 700; $3,500 but set for long run. Last
45-65)
"Heavenly Days" (RKO)' week, "Winkle" (Col), good
Trim $11,000. Last week, "Sweet oil moveover at 44-65c scale. $2,900
and Lowdown" (20th) and "Big
Ohio (Loew's)
44-65)
1.200;
Noise" (20th), mild $8,750, under
"Seventh Cross"
(M-G).
Strong
hopes.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 40-60)— fourth downtown frame at $5,000.
Last week. "Sensations 1945" (UA)
"Since Went Away" (Selznick-UA)
(2d wk); unsensational $6,200.
(3d wk). Okay $13,000 after staunch
Palace
(RKO) (3.700; 55-90)—
$18,000 second stanza.
Newman (Paramount): (1,900 45- "Touhy, Gangster" 20th ) plus Woody
65)— "Janie" (WB). Sweet $16,000. Herman orch on stage. Good $23,000.
Last week, "Love a Soldier" (Par) Last week. "Wilson" (20th ) 3d wk)
with
Bob
Chester
orch and Bclita on
(2d wk), fine $12,000.
Orpheum (RKO) $1,500; 46-65)— stage, fairly nice $18,500 but below
'.'•'•',"
"Double Indemnity" (Par) and "Hit- expectancy.;:
ner Gang" (Par).
State
Healthy $12,000.
(Loew's)
44-65)—
(3.450;
Last week. "Dimitrios'.' (WB) and
Since Went Away" (Selznick-UA).
"7 Days Ashore" iRkOV fair
$10,- Terrific $27,000 but biz held down by
:
000.
long running lime. Last week. "WaTower (Fox-.Ioffee) (2.100: 39-60— terloo Bridge" (M-G)
(reissue),
"3 Little Sisters" (Rep) and
"Aller- pleasant $15,50.0, over hopes.
gic Love" (U) with "Gay Nineties"
Stillmari (Loew's) 12.700; 44-65 )—
revue on stage, strong $12,000. Last: "Waterloo Bridge" iM*G> (reissue).
week.. "Junale Woman" (U) and From State, worthwhile
$6,000. Last
"Call
of
Jungle"'
(Mono) with Week. "Seventh Cross" (M-G) (3d
vaude. neat $10,000.
wk), excellent $9,000.

steady

in third stanza at Midland.
Estimates for This Week

Esquire,

Uptown

and

—

300.

Paramount

i

H-E)

(3,039;

45-80)—

"Love a Soldier" Par ). Not so fort*
at $11,000. Last week '"Step Lively"
(RKO), $11,700.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
"Janie" (WB) (4th wk). Oke $5,000,
Last week, $5,800.
Winter. Garden (Sterling) (800: 25i

•

50)— "Make Own Bed"

(WB) and
Good

"St. Mark" (20th) (3d run ).
$4,000. Last week. "Home in

ana"

Indi-

and "7 Days Ashore"
(RKO), fairish $3,800 on third run.
(20th)

(

(

:

1

:

-.'.-

.

,

.

Col Buys 'Wolves'
Hollywood, Oct. 10.
-'Columbia paid $30,000 for "Lola
and the Wolves," story of three girls
living in an abandoned gas station.
Comedy, written by Hardie Albright and Edward Emerson, will
:>
be produced by Sam BischofT.

HALL HANDED

'LOVE'

Hollywood, Oct. 10.
Columbia assigned Al Hall to direct Rosalind Russell's next starrer,
"Same Call It Love," to be produced
by Virginia Van Upp, starting
.

Oct.: 23.

Star

is:

now

two weeks

resting at.

home

after

in the hospital with ner-

vous exhaustion.

.

'

—

,

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, October 11, 1944
'Soldier' Big

Slow Chi But 'Buddy-Pastor,

H.0.'s

Huge 21G,
'

Parker Brisk 32G, 'Janie Lusty 22G
Chicago, Oct. 10<
.Grosses continue on an even keel,
albeit far from smash.
"Christmas Nice $7,500. Last, week, good $10,000.
35-74)—
Denver (Fox)
(2,525;
Holiday" and "Moonlight and Cactus" oft moveover from Palace to "Janie" (WB) and "Crime by Night"
Grand looks solid $10,000. "Janie," (WB), day-date with Esquire. Nice
Last week, "Gypsy Wildat the Roosevelt, looks bright $22,- $13,000.
"Casanova Brown" is strong cat" (U) and "Pearl of Death" (U),
000.
$22,000 in second week
at small JS11.000.
35-74)—
Esquire
(Fox)
(742;
Woods. Downtown is holding over
(WB) and "Crime by Night"
Duke Ellington band and "Last "Janie"
(WB), also Denver. Good $3,000.
Ride for big $26,000. "My Buddy" Last week, "Wilson" (20th), second
with Tony Pastor band and Jean week after week at Denver, Aladdin,
-

1

'

Parker

brisk

hit

will

$32,000

at

'.

.'•••

$2,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

..,
;

v Estimates for Last Week
55-95)—
Apollo (B&K)
(1,200;
"Gaslight" IMG) (3d wk). Hot $14,Last week, fine $16,000.
000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-95)
"Seventh Cross" (M-G) (2d wk)
plus Perry Como heading stage
show (2d wk). Nifty $42,000. Last
week, solid $52,000.
Downtown (Barger) (1,885; 44-95)
—"Last Ride" (WB) and Duke Ellington orch on stage (2d wk). Big
Last week, sock $32,000.
$26,000.
..

Gar rick (B&K) (900; 55-95 )-^-"Mr.
(Col) and "Secret Com-

week,

Last

35-74)—
Fine $15,000.
Mistake"

(2,600;

"Dragon Seed" (M-G).
"Bride

by

(RKO) and "Dead End", (FCr

(reis*

sue). about same.

Paramount (Fox)
"Meantime Darling"

(2,200;

(20th)

35-74)—
and "Big

(20th).
Okay $8,000. Last
"Mr. Winkle"
(Col)
and
"Swing in Saddle" (Col), fair $7,000.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Impatient Years" (Col) and "K. C. Kitty"
(Col). Moveover. Good $3,000. Last
week, "Youth Runs Wild" (RKO),
big $5,000.
X: v

Noise"
week,

'

.

*

winkle"

mand"

Pleasant
(Col)
(3d wk).
Last week, nice $9,000.
r a n d (RKO) (1,150; 55-95)

$7,000.

G

— Island'

"Christmas Holiday" (U) and "Moon(3d
week in
Cactus" U)
Loop). Dandy $10,000. Last week.
"Made Me Criminal" (WB) and
"Tiger Shark" (WB) (reissues); pert

New

Tops

light

(Iroquois)

44-95)

(3.200;

-—"My Buddy" (Rep) and Tony Pastor orch and Jean Parker on stage".
Brisk $32,000.
Last week. "Storm
Lisbon" (Rep) plus Peter Lone and
Louis Jordan orch onstage, ditto,
Palace (RKO) (2.500; 55-95)—
"Heavenly Days" (RKO) and "Singing. Sheriff"

(U).

Slow

$17,000. Last

Films,

25G

Boston, Oct. 10.
"Rainbow. Island," leading new bill
here this week, is okay but below
hopes at Metropolitan. "Wilson" is
c.ff ofi second week at the RKO Bosfen where it's paired with; a stage
show; "Since You Went Away" is
great on third week day-date at the
State and Orpheum. and "Janie" is

week, "Christmas Holiday" (U) and solid.at Paramount and Fenway.
"Moonlight Cactus" (U) (2d wk). 6
Estimates for This Week
Says, and "Heavenly Days" (RKO.)
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 76-$1.25)—
and "Singing Sheriff" (U) 1 day,,
"Wilson" (20th) plus Stan Kenton
stout $21,000.
orch on stage (2d wk). Okay $30,000,
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500: 55-95)
"Janie" (WB). Bright $22,000. Last Price still figured too high here.
week, "Wing and Prayer" (20th) (3d Last week, big $42,000.
Fenwav (M-P) (1.375; 40-74)—
wk), 5 days, .and "Janie" (WB) 2
"Janie" (WB) and "Last Ride" (WB).
days, okay $20,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-95)— Here after week's layoff from the
"Dragon Seed" (M-G) (3d wk). Firm Met; fast $7,500. Last week, "Greenwich Village" (20th) and "Roger
$26,000. Last week, great $32,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 55- Touhy" (20th), near same.
95)— "2 Girls Sailor" (M-G) (4th
Majestic (Shubert) (1.500; $1:10)—
wk).
Steady $16,000.
Last week, "Bernadette" <20th) (23d wk). Remains steady $6,000; last week, $6,400.
•olid $18,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 40-75)—
Woods (Essaness) (1,200: 55-95)
"Casanova Brown" (RKO) (2d "The Climax" (U) and "Babes on
wk).
Hefty $22,000.
Last week, Swing Street" (U). Opens here today. Last week. "Gypsy Wildcat"
strong $25,000.
(U) and "Singing Sheriff" (U), trim
:

—

.

—

$24,000.

Kaye

Fancy

Lifts 'Ape' to

>,000, Wash.; 'Arsenic'

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-74)
—"Rainbow' Island" (Par) and "Atlantic City" (Rep). Lamour starrer
fairly okay but. not as
$25,000.
Last
week,

Prayer"

22iG, 2d, 'Away' 15G, 3d
Sammy

Washington. Oct. 10.
Kaye's band is boosting

Downtown houses

plenty

got

and

(20th)

expected at

"Wing

and

Noise"

"Big

(,20th), $22,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 35-75)—
You Went Away" (Selznick-

"Since

Mild Entries Slow B way; lusic

Okay

of

competish from baseball over the
weekend, with the Little World
Series and the .World Series at St.
Louis holding 'em to the radios.
Local team's success in winning the

20G, 'Wildcat'

Association

"Hairy

(UA> with

Ape"

Kaye orch on the
band means
,

"Roger Touhy" (20th), $14,600.
Sammy and
State (Loew) (3.200; 35-75)— "Since

Pull of
Last week,

stage.

fine $25,000.

"Sensations '45"

(UA) with vaude,

mild $19,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 44-66)—
"Song Open Road" (UA). Splendid
$9 000. Last week. "Seventh Cross"
(M-G), average
Earle

(WB)

$7,500.
(2,240;

30-90)— "Ar-

Went Away" (Selznick-UA)
Great $16,000 after smash

Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)—
"Seven Doors Death" (PRC) and
"Black Magic" (Mono). Great $9,000
on 10 days. Last week, "Youth Runs
Wild" (RKO) and "3 of Kind"
(Mono),

Albeit 'At. City'—Stage

25G, 'Storm' 20G, Bright
San Francisco, Oct.
Holdovers

10.

Holdovers dominate the Broadway

scene, but since

.

—

)

:

;

Oke 16G, 2 Spots

'

'

.

10.

.

'

AWAIT GIANT

:

—

53G IN PHILLY

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Loew's) (1,140; 60-$1.20)—
"Kismet" (M-G) (8th wk). Continues
very steady and strong, seventh week
having ended Sunday night (8) at
der "Since You Went Away." Most $27,100. Previous frame was $29,800.
other spots are holdover, but good.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.20)—
"Bride by Mistake" is okay at Fox.
"Seventh Cross" (M-G) and Horace
Holding up
Heidt orch (2d wk).
Estimates for This Week
with about $69,000 seen on
AWIne (WB) (1,303: 85-$1.20)— stoutly,
Teeoff was
first holdover session.
poStill
"Wilson" (20th) (5th wk).
Remains further.
$78,800. excellent.
okay
week,
Last
$15,500.
tent at
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
Philadelphia. Oct. 10.
since opening of "Going My
Way" has a picture teed off to such
enthusiastic crowds as those who've
been packing the Mastbaum to gan-.'

•

;

Not

$16,800.

$7,000 second run.

Boyd (WB) (2,500: 40-85)— "Seventh Cross" (M-G) (3d wk). Easing
Last week, satis-

Wow 31G, Pitt

(Loew's)

(3.450;

pretty

slowly here this week,
fair. Last week. "Maisie

strong $45,000 for this

fancy $51,000.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 10.
is boosting "Barbary
Coast Gent" and stage layout at
Stanley to smash session. Looks to

.

—

43-85)

Reno" (M-G) (1st run) arid Jimmie Lunceford orch, hot $33,000.
Strand WB) (2,756; 60-$1.20 1— "Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) and Charliu
Barnet orch (6th wk). Remarkably
and goes a seventh.

"

—

;

State

"Conquering Hero" (Par). (2d run),

to

:

(2,200

;

(Col)

1HG

40-65 )-^
(2d

wk).
Last

Holding up nicely at $10,000.
week. "Years" tapered off some after
great start but still okay $12,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 40-65)—
"Since Went Away" (UA) (2d wk).
Still plenty of pull in this tear-jerker,
fine $19,500 after terrific $31,000 last

week.

'.',-.'."

Ritz (WB) '800; 40-65)— "Dragon
(4th wk K Moveover
Seed"- (M-G
Getting by nicely at $3,000. Last

i'

)

.

week (6th)
was very

Fifth

',

'Monahans' 10G, Wing'

(20th).

Harris (Harris)
"Impatient Years"

'

Victoria (Maurer) (720: 76-$l.50>—
"Wilson" (20th) (3d wk). Not pulling as well as anticipated though
good at $15,000 for second week
ended last night (Tues). The initial
seven days was on the disappointing
side at $18,000 although this represents substantial profit.

Home

rox (WB) (2,245: 40-85)— "Bride
Mistake" (RKO). Trim $18,000. Last
week, "Mr. Winkle" (Col), fine $19,be best stanza in nearly a year.
500.
V
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 40-85)— "Since You Went Away" continues
"Topper" (FC). Fair $5,000. Last to pack plenty of drive In second
week, "In Society" (UK $4,000 second week at Penn.
'.,
run.
Estimates for This Week
Keith's (Goldman) (2,200: 40-85)—
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-65)— "Big
"Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G) (2d
Last Noise" (20th). Not doing badly at
Not too forte $4,700
run).
week. "Marine Raiders" (RKO). $4,- about $6,500. better than last week's
000 second run.
$6,000 on "Sweet and Lowdown"

.

$76,000.

i

Lena

Mastbaum (WB) (4.692: 40-85)
"Since Went Away" (Selznick-UA).

for

"Greenwich Village" (20th), Veloz
and Yolanda, Senor Wences. others,
on stage, dropped to $66,000 but good
enough, while first was substantial

only $25,000,

er orch.

rid $38,500.

week

Second

(Wed).

today

ing

'Gent'-Horne

factory $18,200.

.

—

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 60-$1.20>
in person, Hazel
Scott, Jackie Miles, other acts, open
"Laura" (20th) and,

Brito,
Willie Howard, Phil
others, on rostrum. Wheels are turn-

Earle (WB) (2,760: 50-95)— "Sweet
Lowdown" (20th) with Tommy TuckFairish $21,500. Last week.
"K. C.Kitty" (Col) with Lena Home
and Georgie Auld orch on stage, tor-

.

night (Tues) at a very big $57,000.
Second was a sock $64,000.

plus

off to fair $16,000.

.

.

'

,

.

Little excitement here this week,
.but "Dragon Seed" looks solid at
the Orpheum. and may hold.- "Janie"
is okay day-date at the Denver and
•"<
•"'.
Esquire."
.'V

:

:

.

Big campaign helping to smash $48.000 plus elegant $5,000 for one-day
showing at Earle, Sunday. Last week;
"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) okay $18,000 third week..''_.'.,"
show on stage.
Stanlev (WB) (2.950; 40-85)— "Kismet" (M-G) (2d wkl. Sloughing off
Estimates for This Week
after hangup
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 55-85)— "Ar- to $22,500. but still stout
plus $4,200 for Earle one-day
$31,500
senic Old Lace" (WB) (2d wk). Ex*
week.
cellent $25,000.
Last week, wow show last
(WB) (1.475: 40-85)
Stanton
$.17,000,
(M-G ) (2d wk).
Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 55-85) "Maisie to. Reno"
following big $15,500
—''Dragon Seed"
M-G) (2d wk). Punchy $12,600
Very big
Last week, terrific opener.

generally
will
hold
down grosses at the deluxers this
week, with "Heavenly Days" looking; tops at the Golden Gate.
It's
Funny"
radio
helped by "People Are

Trim 15G, Denver;
Denver. Oct.

11 days. $8,500.

Holdovers Hurt Frisco

wk). $5,200.
Palace
(Loew) (2.778: 44-72)—
"Since Went Away" (Selznick-UA)
(3d wk). Comfortable $15,000. Last
week, torrid $19,000.

'Janie'

$21,000,

last session.,

senic Old Lace" (WB) with vaude
(2d wk). Healthy $22,500 after boffo
$27,000 last week.
Keith's
(RKO> (1,800; 34-66)—
"Christmas Holiday" (U) (2d wk).
Fine $10,000 after opening week's
smash $16,000
Metropolitan (WB) (L800; 30-55 >—
"Secret Command" (Col ). Big $7 000: Last week, "Janie" (WB ) (2d

'Seed'

(3d wk).

17G, Creek'

Fast 57G, 3d WL,Xross -Heidt 69G, 2d
'

playoff,

I

(WB) arid "Last Ride"
(WB). Played Met and Is doing very
well here at near-top $16,000. Last
week, "Greenwich Village" (20th)

"Janie"

:

Tame

'Gypsy Wildcat" (U).
A disapmany' are far down pointers here, at only $19,000 on eight
days ending tonight (Wed:), and
on runs and the new arrivals of past gives way to opening tomorrow
total
strongly,
week do not add up
(Thurs.) of "Merry Monahans" (U).
Aimers, at Rialto. National is hot, business currently is considerably In ahead, "Impatient Years" (Col) oil
with "Strangers in Night" and "Stars below normal, A moderate tilt in eight days beyond a first week was
tolerable $20,000.
and Spars" unit on stage.
grosses is" "anticipated on Columbus
Globe (Brandt) (1,416; 60-$l.20V—
Estimates for This Week
Day tomorrow (Thurs.), when sev- "Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G) (3d.
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's) eral fresh bills will be on display.
wk). Coasting along rather smooth 40-60)— "Sweet Lowdown"
(1,400;
"Music in Manhattan" was among ly, second week through last night
(20th)
and "Dangerous Journey"
(Tues.) having been $16,000, whila
(20th). Moveover.
Medium $3,000. openings. It arrived at the Palace first was a good $22,000; Holds over,
Last week, "Ctypsy Wildcat" (U) and Friday (6), and looks to do around
Gotham (Brandt) (900: 60-$1.20>
"Pearl of Death" (U), nice $3,500.
Criterion's "Dangerous Journey" (20th (2d wk).
$20,000, okay, holding.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) "Gypsy Wildcat" is a disappointer, Pulling well at this small-seater, ini—"Show Business" (RKO) and "St. and sc,rams tonight (Wed.) after tial holdover session appearing $8,»
Mark" (20th). Good $1,600. Last snagging only $19,000 on eight days. 500: First week was $11,000, stout.
week, "White Cliffs" (M-G) and Replacement here is ''The Merry Remains.
'.:.:;-;
,
"Pardon Rhythm" (U), $1,500.
Monahans." Republic's new picture,
Hollywood (WB) (1.499:
Loews State (Loews) (3,300; 40- "My Pal, Wolf," is not giving house "To Have, Have Not" (WB)50-$t.20)-^
moves in
60)— "Since Went Away" (Selznick- much of a lift at an indicated $9,000, here today (Wed.) after
a disappointUA) (3d wk): Still talk of the town, but remains over. Little Rialto is ing fun with "Doughkirls" (WB).
sizzling $14,000 after last week's solid doing well at near to $10,000 with final sixth stanza havina' been a mild
$17,000.
"Dead Man's Eyes," and will hold it $12,500; previous week $13,200.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1.000; over. New show at the State, being
Palace (RKO) (1.700: 60-$1.10)r—
40-60)— "Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) "Hail Conquering Hero,'! on second
"Music in Manhattan"
Fancy $9,000 after first run, plus Willie Howard and Phil oke $20,000 and holds.(RKO). Looks
(2d wk).
Last .week*
week's terrific $11,000. Holds in- Brito in person, drops that house "Bride by Mistake" (RKO)
(3d wk),
:''",'
only
to
average
definitely.
from its recent fine
fairish $17,000.
National (Standard) (2.400; 50-75) about $25,000, fairish take.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 60-S1.20)
—"Strangers in Night" (Rep ) plus
In the holdover column "French"Stars and Spars" unit on stage. man's Creek" stands out sharply at a —"Hearts Were Young arid Gay"
Coast Guard show is boosting this to big $57,000 for the third week, Con- (Par) plus Frank Sinatra and Raywham $21,000, and possible new cluded last night (Tues.). Also main- mond Paige orch debut, here today
house mark. Last week, "Black Mag- taining fine strength is the Cap show (Wed.) after five big profit-getting
"Seventh Cross" and Horace weeks with "Double Indemnity"
ic" (Mono) and Jean Parker head- of
Heidi's band, second week appearing (Par), Andrews Sisters and 'Mitchell
ing vaude, good $15,500.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400: 40- $69,000. Goes a third. Although this Ayres orch, blowoff being $50,000,
60)— "Love Soldier" (Par) and "Dark is the sixth frame for "Arsenic and the fourth round $58,000.
among Old Lace" and Charlie Barnet's band,
Radio City Music Hall (RockefelBest
(Par).
Mountain"
terrific lers)
60-$1.10)— "Casanova
(5.945:
straight filmers, satisfactory $13,000. the Strand is holding to a
Last week. "Wilson" (20th) at $1:10 pace at $45,000 or over. Remains a Brown" (RKO) and stageshow (4thbill
final wk). On blowoff still strong at
scale a little steep for' trade here, seventh week, first time for any
steady
Particularly
,'.-'
years.
12
here in
$97,000, while last week (3d) wa9
mild $11,000.
seventh
Astor,
the
at
"Kismet,"
isAvenue)
(1,400;
powerful $107,000. "Mrs. Parkington"
Strand (Fourth
40-60)— "Heavenly Days" (RKO) and week, ended Sunday night (8). being (M-G) opens here tomorrow (Thurs).
Sturdy $6,500. Last a smart $27,100. It's here indefinitely.
"Fifi" (RKO).
Republic (Brandt) (1.064; 50-$l. 10)
Both the Paramount and Roxy
week, "Sweet Lowdown" (20th) and
—"My Pal, Wolf" (RKO). Initial
"Dangerous Journey" (20th), fine usher in new programs today (Wed.).
week n.-s.g. at $9,000 but holds. Last,
Former opens "Our Hearts Were stanza,
$6,500.
fourth for "Storm Over LisYoung and Gay," with Frank Sinatra
and the Raymond Paige band. Roxy bon" (Rep), poor $5,000.
Rialto (Mayer) (594; 40-85)—"Dead
show is made up of "Laura." and
Hazel Scott. Jackie Miles, other acts. Man's Eyes" (U). Doing nicely at
"Mrs. Parkington" comes into the near to $10,000 and remains over.
Hall tomorrow (Thurs.-), backed by Last week, second for "Big Noise"
what is claimed to be the largest ad- (20th), dropped to a mild $6,300.
vance sale the house has ever had.
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 76-$1.50)
"To Have and Have Not" debuts at
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (4th
the straight-film Hollywood today wk). Retains terrific boxoffice pow(Wed.). •'
'er,
third week having ended last
International

and games here with Baltimore Orioles gave the fans excitement and
did not help film biz. Leader looks
like "Love Soldier" among straight

UA). Still powerful $27,000 on third
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600: 40-85)—
"Hairy Ape" to fine session at Cap- week after great $30,000 second.
"Janie" (WB) (2d run). Good $6,000.
itol thisWeek.
"Arsenic and Old
Paramount M-P ) (1,700; 40-74)— Last week, "Skeffington" (WB), heat
Lace" is strongest holdover, being
big in second session at Earle.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol
(Loew) (3,434: 44-72)—

17

L'ville

Louisville, Oct. 10.

.

Hub

$8,000.

Oriental

13G, 'Night'

H.0.'s,
'Tars'

-Oriental.

—

-

in Offish Indpls.

Indianapolis. Oct. 10.
Boxoffice is in doldrums this week,
not a single theatre being strong.
Estimates for This Week:
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 32-55)
—"Merry Monahans" (U) and "Storin
Over Lisbon" (U). Mild $10,000.
Last week, "Moonlight Cactus" (U)
arid

"Tars and Spars" revue on stags,

nice $19,000 at 55-75c scale.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300: 32-55)
—"Wing and Prayer" (20th) and

"Take

It"

(20th).

Sub-par

$11,500.

(M-G) (re- Last week, "Wilson" (20th), $9,000
on holdover at 75-$1.10 after near
moveover. $2,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750: 40-65)— $18,000 opener.
35-65)^Keith's
(Indie)
(1.-200::
"Ghost Catchers" (U) and "U-Boat
St. Francis (F-WC) d.475; 55-85)—
on
Funny
Bettering
average "Frienclly Neighbors" (Rep> plus
Are
Prisoner"
(Col
).
"Double Indemnity" (Par) and "Port dio show.' "People
Estimates for This Week
week,
Renfro Valley Barn Dance. OKe $5,Last
"Werewolf"
Last
week.
at
$25,000.
$3,700.
Good
35-74)— -. 40 Thieves" (Rep) (3d wk). Good stage.
Aladdin (Fox)
(1.400:
with (Coll and "Soul of Monster" (Col), 500 in four days. Last week. "Jimmy
(RKO
Wild"
Runs
L
yoek.
Las
great
$14,000.
"Youth
\
"Gypsy Wildcat" (U arid "Pearl of .f J-fOO.
•.' ,.-:.
Steps Out" (UA),. with vaude,. $5,WarHeld M.FVWC (2.650; 55-85)— stage show featuring Bonita Granr swell $4.500.Death" (U), after week at Denver,
Stanley (WB) (3,800: 40-85)— "Bar- 300. same time.
Atlantic- City ..<Rep» and -stage' vi lie, ditto,
and Esquire; Fair $5,000. Last week,
„
„„
Loew's (Loew's) (2.450: 32-55)—
Grand
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,440;, .60- bary Coast Gent" (M-G and Lena
"Impatient "Years" (Col) and "K.C, 1 show. ••Manhattan Follies;
(UAr and Horne heading stage layout; Home "Summer Storm" (UA) and "Th«
Kitty" (C61), good $6,000 oil m.o. '.'"'I $25,000. Last week. 'Sweet Low- 85)— "Summer Storm"
'Swing Time "Since Venus" (Col). Excellent $20.- name is mainly responsible for ter- Whistler" (Col). Fair $11,000. Last
(Pa*.), with
Broadway (Fox) 1.040: .15-74)— down
000: Last week. "Merry Monahans" rific $31,000 or over. Last week. "Ar^ week, "Seventh Cross" (M-G:,) arid
"Bride by Mistake"
RKO> and Jamboree" ori stage. $24,000.
(2d
(U)
"Stars
on Parade" (Col), big $15,00f>.
senlc Old Lace"
(2d wk ), fine
(2.010; 55-85)— "JaState (F-WC
(U) and "Pearl of Death"
"Maltese Falcon" (RKO). Moveover.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600: 32-55)—
$14,500.
il,
Sad $3,500. Last week. "2 Girls Sail- hie" (WB) and "Last Ride" (WB) wk). nice $12,500.
Warner (WB) (2.000: 40-65)— "Ar- "Ghost Catchers" (U) and "Twilight
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1.100;
or" (M-G) arid "Underground Guer- (2d wk ). Nice $13,000. Last week,
74-$l,50i— "Since Went Away" (UA) senic Old Lace." Moveover. Packs Prairie" (U). Offish $5,000. Last
rilla's" (Col), $3,000 for m. o.
$ 5.000.
llenham (Cockrill) (1:750: 35t70>—
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850: 55-95) (7th wk). Looks good $17,000. Last punch at $?,500. Last week. "Dragon week. "Youth Runs .Wild" (RKO)
and "Mile. Fifi" (RKO), oke $7,000.
Seed" (M-G) (3d, wk). big $5,500.
"Conquering Hero" (Pat) (2d wk).
"Heavenly Days" (RKO) with fa- week, $17,400.
.

<

$21,500.

$35,000.

Aveek; "Waterloo Bridgc"
issue),
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YOURS FOR CHRIST-

MAS

as

3rd week again

brexks every record for
receipts

and attendance

in

27-year history of New York
Rivolil

aramount

has the two

Wednesday, Oclober

II,

1914

19

20,000,000
it

in

PEOPLE

read

Reader'* Digest, Cos-

mopolitan and at

a

Book-

of-th«-Month bcst-sell«r!

Best Sellers onl

BROADWAY

'

)

'

WAR

20

,.

.

-

Wednesday, Odober II, 1944'

ACTIVITIES

'Doughgirls' Unit Gives

20th's Cutrate 'Wilson'

Morgenthau May Tee Off 6th War Bond

Chi Houses Seek

60 Aleutian Showings
An Aleutian Base, Oct. 10.

Plan for Educational

Ads

Despite Turnaway Biz,

An

Drive
With

And

Big Film Names

Pacific;

Downey

ing offered

Head

Will

the picture.

Chairmen Spur Bond
Drive, Free Movie

will

.

;

.

"While 'Wilson'

is

minimum admissions

Day

price

be

will

35c,

tax.

.

tributed through, the- schools; ti>"
gether with proper identification
credentials. Twentieth will supply
the names of leading educators in
any locality, upon receipt of playdates; so that their assistance can
be had to facilitate the distribution
of the tickets."

.

Los Angeles,
were in Atlantic City and Chicago. serve as a stimulus to War Bond
sales,
Present at all sessions are MorBrandt, meantime, has appointed
genthau, Ted Gamble, director of Si Fabian, L.
C. Griffith, Charles P.

Where large theatre

parties

may

:

the War Finance Division; Robert
W. Coyne, assistant director; Thomas
Lane, head of radio, advertising and
newspapers; and J. Edward Shugrue,
thief of the special events and films
lections...

Important innovations at the meetings are the attendance of Army and
Navy public relations officers from

Washington; brasshats from various

Army Service Commands; and
mm. film spokesmen.-.-:

16

.

Radio transcription plans have
been completed, Robert Smith, chief
of the Radio Section of the WarFinance Division, has announced.
"
•.'
>
They include:
discs. by
Four
15-minute
the
Oboler-Robson team who wrote the
:

*.

;

.

.

,

Skouras

and

R.

O'DonneU,

J.

be formed, tickets to "Wilson," where
the plan is adopted by the theatre,
will be sold at face value less a 25%
discount of the net admission price.
In other words at an admission price
of $1.10, the net would be 92c and

to

serve as honorary chairmen in the
drive.
Appointment of these previous War Bonff campaign chairmen
will- provide the current committees
and field forces with the full experience
of
bond-selling
knowledge
which was successfully used' in previous drives.
Industry's
five
newsreels
will
again serve to provide coverage of
important national events focusing
attention on the drive. Each newsreel will contain special feature bulletins featuring film stars and halional heroes in appeals for War
Bond purchases. First in the series
of newsreel subjects is scheduled for
release Oct. 19.
.:
?;
Spyros Skouras. 20th-Fox prexy,
has set a special meeting with 20th
advertising - publicity - exploitation
execs and Brandt for the purpose of
outlining action to be taken by the
company to spur bond sales. Skouras
slated to plane into New York, from
Hollywood yesterday (Tiies.).
Martin Starr, radio director for
United Artists, has meantime presented the Sixth War Loan campaign
committee with an outline of radio

this amount would give- the
organization's- welfare or club fund
23c on each ticket sold.

XV i U feature big

Platters

series..-

:

names and

.

will not

•.'";be sponsorable.
Salutes,
Twenty-four- Treasury
now under production at NBC in
New York, will be -l.Vminute sponsorable shows by top radio writers
producers and. actors. First shipment
went out to the broadcasters yester::

day (9).
Four Horace Heidt musicals .'will
be sponsorable locally, and will con-

WLB

!

J

advocates employing engineers and
experts to evaluate all known methods, patents, processes and allocations for telecasting.
Such a program would pick the best types of
equipment and methods, choose locations for telecasting stations to be
owned by film producers and aid in
planning the overall participation of
the film industry in television.

|
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The backroom

year.

this

days when they think they'll need
them most. Times, which rations on
a- day-to-day
basis, recently turned
20th
Century-Fox,
which
pressed for. 2.500 lines of advance
plugging for "Wilson," opening here

down

new

By GI Brother's Death

,

status.

-'.

.

October allotment on Marshall
Field's Sun is 25% under last year,
Larry Knott, Sun blurb-man, reported. A new paper here, the Sun went,
haywire last year dishing out space,
but is pulling in its horns now. November and December look even
worse than October to Knott.
Herald-American and News, remaining two dailies here, are allow'

.

ing more space to amusement ads
than the other sheets, but are pessimistic about lineage available the.
;.-.,"•'.'
rest of the year.:."
':'

','.•;

-;-

WILL YOLEN REJOINS

WB N.Y. BALLYHOOERS
Will Yolen,

Marred

;

..

f

...

Heller H'coming

who headed

exploita-

tion for Warner Bros: when he took
leave of absence last January to accept an overseas assignment for the
OWI, returns to Warners following
He
completion of that assignment.

rejoins the WB publicity department
Pittsburgh. Oct.-40.__ under Mori Blumenstock in an as
Joy of Heller family h"ere at home- yet undesignated post two Weeks
coming of Little Jackie Heller last from now.
..-'

;

-.'- ::

.

"•

"

USO

week

after lfi-month
tour of
the South Pacific was tragically cut

Stationed

in

London

DWI,

for the

Yolen organized and directed the
on Saturday .'(7) when tele- news desk of* ABSIE 'American
gram from War Department noti- Broadcasting Station in Europe).
fied them that another son. Sergeant
Louis Heller, had been killed in acshort

:

.

.

i

A

meteorologist who
had taken part in the invasion -of
Normandy, younger Heller's death
took place on Sept. 24, just 24 hours
before Jackie Heller got back in the
tion in France.

States.

Only

-

last

-

5

Tuesday crowd of more

than 500 had gathered here at
Roosevelt
Hotel
to
give
Jackie
Heller and his USO partner, comedian Lew Parker, tumultous homecoming, and Sergeant Heller Was the
only one of the family, of nine /parents, four brothers and three, sisters
'

•'•

.

Pix Instruct U.S. GIs
On Japanese Customs
Hollywood, Oct. 10,
Hugh Harman Productions is making a series of shorts on Japanese
language and customs, but not for
general release.
.Films are designed, for the m:-trticfion of Aniciican troops in Burma
and the Pacific Islands.
'''..

Push

mining from the affair. Younger
Big 'Romance'
Heller for a time had also figured
Metro home office adverlisinga singing career, like his brother
ptiblicity-exploitatioii toppers shov ed
Jackie, and had been featured for a
of! from New York for Cincinnati
while here, over' station
but; yesterday
iTues.t tor: the 132-city
gave that up several years' ago. At
preem of "An American Romance"
•the- tim e of h is induction, he:
was being spon.soi'ed via station WLW.
opiennthg a laTeTiT~and restaurant,
Group
included: Howard Diet*,
in
East Liberty with another
Loew's v.'p. in charge of all adverbrother, Bill.
Using and publicity; Will Ferguson,
exploitation '.director: Herbert Crookon

WWSW

.

i t.

.

;

of

moneys

Toups' 'Since' Bally
Rodney

;

•

.

workers, under their contracts, were
given a 10% increase, while for the
frontofflce help new classifications
and variable rate ranges were
worked out to provide for more

Additionally, this program Would

incorporate building the required
interviews with heroes, with
methods which he employed during equipment by proper sources when
Plotters
are
interludes.
musical
the Fourth and Fifth War Loan cam- needed and arrange a continuing
being arranged so. thai they can be paigns to boost
paid consulting relationship with an
Bond Sales.
faded out at the end of five minutes,
organization possessing adequate eninstead of running the full 15, if
gineering knowledge and personnel.
the station desires.
Hines cited that there is at least one
'ATC
CLICKS
"War
!our-:ininiiic
Twenty-four
group now in the field fully capable
Bond Briefs." sales talks by "Famous
of doing this Tatter work. He estiIN
Americans," are sponsorable and
mated it might require two to four
can be used. as part of regular shows
yeajs for film producers to formuNatal. Brazil. Oct. 10.
or can be sold in five-minute 'packThe "ATC Contact Caravan." GI late and implement
the program as
"
ages including, half-minute, commcr- show, is proving an. important ad- outlined,
',
'-- '.."'
.fials before and after.
Hines explained there is going to
junct Of Hie good-neighbor policy
here, putting on shows lor Brazilian be television, but that the type acCanada's Drive
civilians in the big opera houses as ceptable in the picture theater might'
well as.- playing to U. S. Army and tike several; years to get going or
Ottawa. Oct. 10.
to grow out of the novelty stage.
Navy units.
J. L. llsjey. Finance Minister, ad'Audience reaction, usually has He was equally convinced that 'film
dressing exhibitors and distributors
have to be used for telein Dominion, asks the industry's co- been a little suspicious at first, but would
op in Seventh Loan Drive which response has been enthusiastic after casting, explaining that televizing
tees off Oct. 23 with an objective of every show has started. The Brazil- from stages with living actors is too
ian, 'press is going all out for the expensive and unwieldy for the pro$1,300,000,000
>
grams which, apparently will be rereads,
Letter
in
part:
"Great troupe.
'•'"'''.
''
.''•;
quired.credit is due to the motion picture
V.
Going into the,' progress made toindustry for the way in which you
1st 2
Units to Play date w li wide-screen
help to publicize the loans. I would
television
like to congratulate all exhibitors
for
the
theatre,
Mines
So. France Reach Riviera I
and distributors on the initiative and'
the mechanical method,
The. 'first two USO-Camp Show!
enthusiasm which you have shown.
clll P'oy.ng tl
Skjatron winch Seounits to:- land in Southern France
Your cooperation with ihe local War.
since the invasion of that area have
Finance Committee in convincing
t hat
General'. Precision has..- uncovjust reached the Riviera from North
people that this objective is vitally
ered.
This Scophony wide-screen
Africa.
Unit .307 coivtpr.i.s'os- George.
important and that it will continue
method has a storage valve, is comOwens. Tony Parker. Podgie-Pobgie,
to be an, urgent need regardless of
pact, enough to. place: in the average
Sandra, Shaw. Kae' Carole, and Maxthe day to day developments -on the
picture theat e projection booth and
war .fiorrts will be grortily appre- ne Ma r n. U n .283 incl udes jerry gives Ihe sharp definition and good
Mimri, Betty Linrie. Georgette Danciated.
sound required in regularly operate^!
iels,
Joyce Wellington, Al Parker
theatres, he said. He indicated that
and Paddy Kl'tsko;
it did not require a corps of experts
Tom Bully's Assignment
dipt.. ,\iil;c. Mullen, Spctwl Se-v-.:
to operate.
This method, too, does
.Holly wood. Oct. 10.
.•'.•/..-:• ..-"•''-.'.
ices; is in charge.
./
not carry the huge voltage necessiTom '.Bnily. liaison.' between film.
tated by Other methods, Hines exIndustry and Treasury: Dept< for sixth
P0LITIX HITS FLACKS
plained.
Unlike -cathode ray tube
war loan, left lor Vast yesterday 9),
LosV Angeles, Oct. 10
.7
television, image from the Scophony
He will huddle in New York with
Presidential ^campaign is making method lias no fringing"
resuH.sv'or
Francis Harmon and other officials
.tough for' theatre advertising on Jew from the
fluorescent, material
of War Activities, Committee, then- special
pictures, with political' 'can- 'of. cathode tubes, he
said.
proceed to Washington. Baily is on: didates occupying
most of the availBoth 20th-Fox and Paramount
Iqanout
from California Theatre able, billboard
and street car space. have a stake in Scophony, former
Council, of Which he is executive
.Troubles Of the flacks have in- via General Precision's
holdings in
director, to ussi.st Ted-' Gamble in creased in fhe
last month and will With and Par through
one of its subdrive.
v V:.'-.':continue iwtil Nov, -7.
side.
.
'

,

Television

I

sist of

.

.---'^J

'

;

,

STRONGLY

'

action.'-"

Pointed out by a distribution
exec Of one of the companies that
there is a good chance the contracts
The offer for group theatre parties negotiated with the exchange whiteand the discount allowed should be collarites may expire before they are
restricted to no less than a minimum acted upon. In the case of the shipr
of 100 tickets, it is outlined in the ping room workers the contracts
plan.
awaiting approval go back as far as
Dec. 1, 1941, and expire on that date
this year, while in the case of the
frontofflce employees the contracts
go back to Dec. 31, 1943 and, under
the one-year deal, winds up the
=s Continued from past «

J

10.

criticism

.

:

"Fourjor. the Fifth"

for Delays In

25%. of

'

25%

Is
Oct.

receipts relatively unaffected.
Each paper claims as best its; own
method of rationing. Chi Tribune
dumps the problem directly in the
laps of its customers, Wiling them
they can have so much space a
month, and to spot larger ads on

.

For industrial organizations, clubs,
etc..

Chicago,

,

being sold at
of -7,6c matinees

including

..''

soon, but settled for 50 lines a; day.
At this rate it would have to adverrecently of {he tise in the Times two solid months
Board, for "unreasonable" to get 2,500 lines. Now the maximum for two weeks, hitting it every
delays in acting on applications of
v V
day, will be 700.
unions and others for salary inLegits are limited to a puny five
creases, has been leveled particu- lines a* day in the Timies, according
larly by at least two industry organi- to adman Leonard Soli, with a top
of 50 for larger pix houses. Latest
zations that are being stalled badly
breakdown of amusement figures for
on contracts that were negotiated.
the paper are for August, showing
These are the film Exchange Em- rationing has forced lineage -down
ployees union arid- the so-called "F" 15,000. from 75,000 in August last
unions of the: IATSE covering front- year, to 60,000 this year, a 20% loss.
office workers in all film exchanges Way things look now, loss will conthroughout the country with the ex- tinue at this rate, possibly hitting
ception of all those in N. Y. but Par- 20,000 lines a. riiojith in the near fu'.
amount. Not only are the members ture.
of these unions Openly hostile to the
Lambert Swalek, ad biggie for the
WLB for its delays, but distribution Trib, pays special attention to "hardrepresentatives feel that the: WLB ship cases," which need more pubis unnecessarily derelict in acting on
One
licity than established houses.
application for approval of contracts such is N. S. iJack) Barger's Downlong since negotiated. The cases of town, vaudefilm house reconverted a
the backroom and frontofflce unions month ago from Rialto (b|irleycue>,
are among the longest awaiting and badly in need of ballyhoo in its

Students will- gain admittance at this
price upon presentation at the boxoffice of a -special '.ticket, to Be dis-

.

,

WLB

Sharp

$1.10 evenings, under the educational group cutrate plan, the special

.

-''.-'

War Labor

and

Harry Brandt has appointed 63 exbe one of the "Famous Americans"
series, speaking on a four-minute hibitor state chairmen to spearhead
transcription to be distributed'.; to the motion picture industry's Sixth
War Loan campaign, in line with the
broadcast stations.
plan tor independent exhibs throughNavy may also make a bond short
out the U., S. to provide the major
for theatrical release featuring Lt.
impetus for the drive. The film inTyrone Power.
dustry will be represented by at
Third, of the four regional conleast one or more chairmen in each
ferences to lay overall plans, in
state throughout the country.
which radio and show biz people are
Free Movie Day for the campaign
taking part, will be held in New
has been set for Dec. 7, tying in with
Orleans Oct. 11-12;. and the last in
the Pearl Harbor sneak attack to
Oct. 13- 14. First two
',,'

.

At

-

-

.

instructions to the entire 20thsales force, William J. K upper,
general sales manager. for the company, states in part:

Fox

State

•

Burke

include a theatrical unit with proactors, stage
technicians

fessional

stores,

groups, clubs, business schools and
fraternal societies.

Ill

63 Exhibitor

:

Billie.

cover educa& Teachers

Sun Oct Slash

Show biz lieie, currently drawing
Newton, Jean McKenzie, near record crowds, finds itself in
peculiar position of wanting to
Jane Harven and Virginia Dyer, the
place additional ads in the dailies,
from legit and radio.
being turned down, and yet finding
GIs, supplied by Special Services,
Priscilla

church and a 16-piece orch headed by Bud
Freeman, onetime Benny Goodman
saxer. Troupe has done over 60 perThe. two low-admission plans have formances.
following
been worked out. by 20th
requests
from
edureceipt of many
cational groups and industrial orUnions Level Criticism
ganizations which want their entire
memberships or personnel to see
department

zations,

'"

Dec. 3 to be called 'Pacific War
The plan is- for ..each
Theatre."
evening's performance- to. have a
picture star deliver a short, serious
bond talk. Also- being discussed are
numerous local stunts to feature

And

to

is

Assn. bodies and school boards, the

.

talent.

be-

other for various industrial organi-

-

film

One

groups, Parents

tional

now

accounts throughout

all

the country.

Overseas Troupe

•Morton Downey is going overseas
sre that Secretary of the Treasury
Henry Morgenthau, Ji\, may make shortly for USO-Camp Shows in a
vaude unit, of; seven that 'includes
his. kick-off broadcast from that area
Frances McCoy, singer, and George
on Nov. 20.
l\ vv.'
Prentice, puppeteer.
Also set for offshore treks are the
Although Treasury officials had
stated that little' or no use' .would first all-girl. band, and the. first Negro
concert unit. Former comprises the
stars,
use
be made of Hollywood
D'Artega orchestral-Ernest Liebmah,
of: the picture colony big names js manager, and 17 musicians. Concert
unit of four is headed by Calerina
»!ready shaping up.
;'.....
Navy is planning a super-exhibit Jarboro, operatic soprano.
»nd show in Chicago from Nov. 18

two

devised

has

cutrate plans' for "Wilson,"

•rheduled to swing, the spotlight to
the war in the Pacific, reports here

''

Biz Club Parties

Twentieth-Fox

;

10.

.

coming 6th War Loan

the

;

From

Washington, Oct.

\.

all-professional group of four
girls and 16 GIs has trooped all Dimmer In the Aleutians with a production of "The Doughgirls."
Girls,
supplied by USO-Camp Shows, sre

New. Orleans,. Oct. 10.
Toups, manager of

D.-

Loew's State here, garnered plenty
free space in the three newspapers here Friday i«) when he
played host to wives of service men
who have had babies' while their
husbands are with farfiung fighting
forces. The mothers were photographed in front of the house with
their children, and then,were guests
at a showing of the film, "Since You

Oscar A. Doftb,
director of publicity and advertising

Pr; publicity director:

for Loew's Theatres; William Danziger, special promotion, and William P'r'nstcin', trade paper relations.

of

Went Away,"

A

MAYER ADDRESSES LOT

'S

Hollywood. Oct. 10.
Mayer; still confined 'to
Cedars of Lebanon Ho.--pital, spoke over the iadio to 500
Metro employees gathered on- a
sound stage in.-jhe studio to start ihe.
annual War Chest drive.'
It was the first War Chest 'Intel-',
ing Mayer had been unSble to attend

Loiiis B.
his bed in

.

'

-

.

qualification for the photograph

was that the babies hadn't been seen
by their fighting dads.

'.:'•"•.'.'.'

personally

in

year/,,

..:

,
<

;

.
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MA

The glories of "Kismet"

ft^1l-v

A

Technicolor!

a production of magnitude!

'Mrs; Parkingtoh,

H>

in rich

Mighty "American Romance," Technicolor

Titan!

The Bigness of "Seventh Cross"!

Wonderful Technicolorful "Meet
Never-ending

We

the magic of

In St. Louis"!

M-G-M

shoot the bank-roll to bring you HITS!

Read what
"This

is

Me

the trade

M-G-M

Mammoth

humming

lot is

sets

.

.

paper

I

Film Bulletin saysY

with big things-

The Penn Station

in

A famed tourist street in Los Angeles
A WAC dormitory— Lake Arrowhead

New

Hotel

York

—

Even the Rocky Mountains are not immune-^*
These are added reasons

Outspends
Right

you

Added
Keep

Selling Bonds:

all

why M-G-M

other film studios."

are, Film Bulletin,

and

they're

reasons for/rflHK\ Leo's Leadership!

P&RIETY
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l-star cast in screen history!

M1DE1.

JENNIFER

JOSEPH

SHIRLEY

MONTY

UONE

ROBERT

:

Wednesday, October 11, 1944
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A. Pix Salesmen

PICTURES

Form Own

Org.;

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Strike at Studios
Continued from page 3

Other Theatres and Exchanges
Hollywood, Oct.

10.
merly was with the Palace and
Motion Grand in Chicago. Replaces Lou
Mayer, transferred to Chi Palace as
Los manager.
Louie Bailin, RKO short subject
ganization patterned after similiar booker here, to Cincinnati to
open
groups in 16 other key distribution Film Classics exchange there.
centers. Unemployment and death
Jimmy Marshall, manager Apollo
benefits as well as social activity in N. Y., and Lincoln, Los Angeles,
checked into Metropolitan as house
will be key factors for the group.
Charter has been applied for and manager. House operated by Emmanuel Stutz reopens Friday (6)
officers are: Guy Gunderson, pres.;
with a policy of all-colored stage
Laurence Kennedy, v.p.; Walter shows with Lucky Millinder
band in
'/.;.•;-••••.
Miller, sec.-treas.; with Bill Parker, first.
Joe Rubenstein, William Wall and
William Walsh, directors.
/
Ralph Clark to Canadian Post
Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager for Warners, and others from
Albany Variety Fetes
homeoffice, returned to N. Y. from
Albany, Oct. 10.
The Albany Variety Club, at the Toronto over weekend after installopening of "king for the day" session ing Ralph H. Clark as Canadian g.m.
of the fall-winter season, honored over distribution for company, with
at
Toronto.
Wolfe
five former members who have trans- headquarters
ferred elsewhere. Guests were Paul Cohen, who becomes Latin-American
Krumenacker, ex -Warner branch manager, accompanied Kalmenson to
manager here and now Pittsburgh Toronto. Cohen held the Canadian
salesman for the company; Jere post until put in foreign.
Spandau, who moved from Albany
to Buffalo as branch boss for Univer- R. W. Greer Ohio Operators' Head
sal; Jack Armm, ex-Columbia salesColumbus, O., Oct. 10.
man, now with Fox in the Syracuse
Ohio State Assn. Moving Picture
territory; Jules Curley, former manOperators and Stagehands, at annual
ager of Warner's Strand and. Ritz
and now director of the company's meeting here, named R. W. Greer, of
Keeney in Elmira; Jimmy Dailey, Columbus, prexy. Vice-presidents
named were Herbert Schell, Columwho opened a N. Y. booking office bus;
John Shuff, Akron; Albert
after 10 years in Albany.
Women operators and managers Miller, Canton; H. M. McGroin,
are becoming more active in inde- Ashtabula; W. W. Hofferbert, Dayton, and Charles Ring, Cincinnati.
pendent theatres in Albany area.
Mrs. Jean Connery, whose husband, R. W. Mills, Springfield, renamed
secretary.
Association
Mitchell Connery, died a few months executive
ago, now runs the Connery circuit, unanimously endorsed re-election of
consisting of theatres in seven up- President Roosevelt.
More than 332,150 pounds of waste
state spots. James O'Neal, formerly
paper
was
collected
by 29 Columbus
of the Albany Warner exchange, is
nabe theatres in a drive via special
Mrs. Corinery's aide.
The wife of Harry Lamont, who Friday afternoon matinees. A $50
also operates a string of houses, war bond was given best collector,
mainly in small situations, is cur- while a second prize was a $25 war
Other youngsters won war
rently managing the Regent in Co- bond.
stamps for their work.
\ -;•
hoes.-

Official operations of thi

Salesmen'*

Picture

Angeles begins Jan.

Assn.

1,

of

with the or-

;

-

'

'

•

-

'.'

.

N. Y. Combo's 45 Houses
The Island Theatre Circuit, headed
by Frank Moscato, second largest

booking-buying combination in the
N. Y. territory, now has 45 theatres.
Additions bringing it to that size are
the Costello, in Manhattan; the Paris
Court, Brooklyn; and the Leader,
Brooklyn.

Par Club's Xmas Boxes
Christmas gift boxes will be sent
to some 450 Paramount employees in
service by Paramount Pep Club.
A. M. Ellis Gets Southern, Philly
Southern theatre,
Philadelphia,

operated for last six years by Mrs.
was sold last week to the
M. Ellis Theatre Co., also of
Philly, through Burk St. Krumgold,
N. Y. theatre realty brokers. House
F. Felt,

A.

a 600-seater.

is

Bollinger Quits N. J. Outfit
One pf the most active of eastern
exhibitor leaders, Irving Dollinger,
also a member of the board of directors of Allied States Assn.," has di-

vorced himself from Associated Theatres of N.

third largest of four

J.,

buying-booking organizations operating out of N. Y.
As result of his resignation last
week as honorary president of Assot
ciated,
Dollinger will henceforth
himself buy for the two New. Jersey
houses he controls, the Plaza, Linden, and the Liberty, Irvington.

Young; Warner Club Prexy
Philadelphia, Oct. 10.
Milton Young, assistant director
public relations Warner Theatres
here, elected Warner Club prexy.

The

Star,

McClure,

Pa.,

sold

Rubinsky

to

Mark

Claire Weiser, Middleburg, by
circuit.

Tommy

Loftus,

Clark Films, has

been elected president of the Film
Exchange Employees Union, succeeding John Wagman, Warners.
Bergen House Reopened

v

.

Old Broadway theatre, North. Bergen, N. J., recently purchased by Dr.
D.

G.

Richardl,

dentist

Jersey

of

renamed the Astor and reopened last week. D. F. Barreca,
manager Orpheum, Jersey City, will
handle bookings, Ida M. Pieroni,
formerly relief manager for Rosenblatt & Welt circuit, North Jersey, is
.•
manager.
City,

:

..

N. Rowbell to Palace, Cleve.
/.,,'.
Cleveland, Oct. 10.
Norman Rowbell, f orme'r manager
RKO Orpheum in Des Moines, la.;

moved here
ger

of

With

RKO

to

become house mana-

Palace,
vaudfilm house.
chain nine years, he for-

Four Warner

Promotions

Pitt.

Pittsburgh, Oct.

Bob Lynch, former Warner

man

here

10.

sales-

who

resigned to go into
business for himself, returns to his
old job covering the Erie territory.
Replaces Nat Marcus, transferred to

WB

in Milwaukee.

INVISIBLE, UNBREAKABLE
CONTACT LENSES
INNER-SIGHT LENSES, Inc.
475 Fifth Ave, at 41«V N. Y.

Suit* lilt

C

Tel. I.E 2-679:

We

former cashier at Stanley, named
manager of Model. Max Fredland,

manager

student

WB, named

for

pilot Shadyside.

Morty

to

Amusement

V

1421..'

May

Strike

,

Metro sales manager here under new
exchange manager Saal. Gottlieb.
Latter moved up from sales manager
when Byron (Buck) Stoner resigned
to go with Pennsylvania Enterprises,
booking combine here.
Ex-State Senator Frank J. Harris,
president Harris Amusement Co. and
prominent GOP politico, named a
Republican elector.

We believe, the IATSE
claim of jurisdiction is a red herring that is being drawn across the
path pf normal dealings between No.
1421 and the producers."
B. C. Du-VaL business representative of IATSE Local 44, has this ex;

;

planation:
"Our charter from the American
Federation of Labor in 1939 gave us
jurisdiction over set dressers and
decorators. It is true that some of
the decorators did go into Set Designers No. 1421; but a large body
did not, and is in Local 44.
"When we tried to bargain for
them with the producers, the producers told us that the other union
also was claiming jurisdiction and
that, they
would, not deal with
either of us until we had the National Labor Relations Board decide
the question.
"The set designers petitioned the
board and we filed, too. Then the
set designers withdrew their petition
and now the present situation con-

AMPP

more by

of

which

is

waiting:

standing on the side.

employer-labor, relations.
It is the
position of the producers that the
decision as to jurisdiction should be
made by the National Labor Relations Board, a legally constituted
agency,
"The producers under the law
cannot, in view of the dispute, recognize one or the other as bargaining
agent without certification by the
board.
They have lived up to the
very letter of the law and only ask
that the unions use the legal machinery set up for such purposes."

-

and artistic freedom to
Which our organization is dedi 7
cated." During the Detroit race riots
Willkie broadcast on racial unity
under the auspices of the EIEC.
equality

!

Usually these large totals are reduced to a small fraction thereof, but
underwriters none the less are faced with at least six months' work in
probing each claim.

New

York Theatres

CARY GRANT
FRANK CAPRA'S
"ARSENIC AND OLD LACE"
'

WARNKIi HIT!

;":

Person

Charlie

Bamet

and Hit Orchestra

:;

:

EXTRA

West and Lexing
N
S T R

A

PARAMOUNT'!)

D

.

"OUR HEARTH WERE VOl'NG
ANI> GAY"
Starrilil

Diana

RUSSELL.

Gail

L WOy«l«t»»\

LYNN

In

Continooyi Parformancai

f|,

With Charlie Rugolat, Dorothy Qlih.

Daori

Oom

10

A.M.

Ellen Rarton
and Hla

Plu>

RAYMOND PAIGE

Orcheitra

ON SCREEN
Thurs.. Oct.
IVi.rl

,",¥;"•

Popular Prical

•

— Midnight

Show Every

Nitt

FRANK SINATRA

Peraon,

IN

IZ

PERSON

Henry

Bt'OK'H

"DRAGON ARMETTA
SEED"
Harriet
KATHARINE
fiKPItlRN
H0CT0R
Turhan Bey

MUSIC HALL

Bowout

Spectacular Stage Production*

HORACE

P6nC6ffWj/L

/

Denied As Linking

With Present Strike
Withdrawal

Hollywood, Oct. 10.
of Film Technicians

No man was loved
Local 683 from the Conference
As chairman Studio Unions was announced,

Herman Shumlin, head of the Entertainment
Industry
Emergency
Committee, in a wire to Mrs. Willkie stated: "We of the entertainment industry Wish to extend our
sympathy for we, too, feel today a
sense of great loss. Wendell Willkie
not only symbolized but actually
fought for those principles of racial

.

Irs. Parkington

his country.

him."

.

The recent hurricane chalked up some $3,000,000 in> claims from theatres
and amusement places, chiefly in New England and along the Jersey coast.

In

companies are caught
in the middle of an inter-union
fight which involves no problem of

Is

of the board of 20th Century-Fox
he was a constant stimulant and
inspiration to all of us who were
privileged to be associated with

_

gunfire on Sept. 17 on Peleliu Island,

enemy

Speaks

"The

-

that "In the passing of Wendell
Willkie the nation has suffered irreparable loss.
No man loved his

-

The current issue of Paramount News includes shots of Sgt. Burt
Balaban, 22-year-bld son of Barney Balaban, president of Par, who is on
duty with the Marines in the South Pacific. Films were of the Guam D-day
action, taken by Damien Parer, Par News photographer who made pictures of the battle for the Marine Corps.
Sgt. Balaban is shown in action with his camera along with a group of
other Marine combat photographers. All are identified by name. The
same issue of the reel contains a tribute to Parer who was killed by

.

Inc.,

lines,

1

Press of duties as head of the Loew aqvertising and publicity department forced Oscar Doob to turn down an important foreign assignment
for the Government.
When Ted Gamble, chief of the War Finance Division, was asked by
Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau to name a civilian commission of
three to accompany a group of military officers to the European war
theatre to handle a war bond situation among American servicemen,
Doob was one of those named. But he had to refuse, since he had spent
many months away, from his office on behalf of his varied war activities,
and because the Sixth War Loan and the March of Dimes campaigns, in
which he's particularly active, are imminent.

>:'.:

the view of the AssociaMotion Picture Producers,

Technicians'
Continued from page 3

country more.

%

all of us."

Willkie
SSS

Spread.

studios.

tion

-

.

,

"Unless the producers recognize
them, the strike may spread. AH the
8,000 members of the 10 conference
unions will stick together in ail the

is

—

.

Dept. turned down request that Burgess Meredith be released from
the service to play "G. I. Joe" in the screen version of the Ernie Pyle
book. -Lester Cowan saw Maj. Geh. Surles, chief of Army Public Relations, with a letter from Pyle asking that the actor be released to play,
this role. Pyle has okayed the script and it now seems certain that Walter
Brennan miay get this coveted role.
Producer Cowan hopes that Bing Crosby, Jack Benny and others who
have entertained overseas be incorporated into the feature for brief flashes.
In case they refuse newsreel shots of the stars may be incorporated into
the feature, if permission is achieved.

War

'

vened. That looked like months^ of
carrying on and waiting. The decorators thought it could be demonstrated much quicker that they are
qualified and represented by No.

This

The Evangelist, official organ of the Albany Catholic Diocese, in a re*
cent editorial commenting on the report by a motion picture columnist
of "The Tidings," Los Angeles, that PRC and Bing Crosby Productions
"are fighting for the rights to film the life of Blessed Mother Cabrini,
first American scheduled to be cannonized," declared "that the real significance of the controversy is an indication of the lesson which th*
motion picture industry has learned from the success of films featuring a
religious theme." The editorial states that when such pictures as "Bernadette" and "Going My Way" can "capture audiences far beyond the appeal
of the so-called 'super-colossal,' the movie producer who does not see the
trend must be as blind as the proverbial bat or, perhaps, he would
'rather be a mule'."

'

all act together.

"The producers said they would

-

Henderson

returning to
Co. as, Northside
manager, post he held before going
into service tvyo years ago.
Rudy Kahn, for seven years
treasurer of Globe, Atlantic City,
made manager, of Casino, local burlesque house. Replaces Ed Shaffer,
transferred to Philadelphia homeoffice of Hirst wheel.
Milton Brauman. salesman, named
Harris

;

not give the decorators a contract
until they were certified by the National Labor Relations Board. So we
asked the board to certify No. 1421.
The IATSE, 'props local' 44, inter-

Carl Czolba promoted by Warners
from manager of Plaza to Kenyon,
succeeding Mickey Hertz, who quit
to join Film Classics of Western
Penna. George Josack moves from fronts
Model to Plaza. Marie Andronalas,

of
al-

RKO

*e*V

Short Feature*
now at

RADIO

wDh

*

MUSIC HALL
HUMPHREY B0GART

union chiefs stressed the
fact that this action had no bearing

ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S
HAVE AND HAVE NOT'

'TO
'

PALACE
"Music

in

HAKRIMAN PRE-EM PREXY

ANNB
SHIRLEY

-

.Warti^i' Hro«.

B'way

-tftf

B'WAY &
47th

tlit

Wnti

Walter Brennan, Lauren Bacall.
Dolores Moran, Hoagy Carrriichaej

mm

Studio Unions, but purely a matter
of individual local action,
t
•

n

CITY

though

on the present controversy between
studios and certain unions affiliated
Withdrawal was
with Conference.
planned some months back, since
Local 683 is affiliated with IATSE,
and feels it is for best interest of
CSU that they pull away, even
though the local was one of the Conference's charter members.
In stressing there was no tieup
With the present union dispute, an
announcement states this dispute is
not an action of the Conference of

SIGNE HASSO

KNIGHTS

St.

J0Ktm
Irl

at 51st

St.

HOLLYWOOD

VICTORIA
Broadway & 46th

Dwj

Open 9:45 A. M.

•

St.

Cwtimiwt

|AW Yl,>.XAHUCIrt

Manhattan"

.

Memorial Silence

SEE WITHOUT
SMKES

without talking a 10% raise demand,
and the first studio walkout took
place next morning at Metro.
Triple Problem
Problem is a three-pronged affair,
with two labor organizations in a
clinch over jurisdictional rights, and
producers declaring they are in the
middle, as innocent bystanders:
Herbert Sorrell, president of the
Conference of Studio Unions, offered this explanation:
"Set decorators used to have an
independent union. Last November
they voted to join Set Designers Local 1421 qf the painters. They are in
one of the 10 unions in the conference.

23

Hollywood, Oct. 10.
minute's silence on 20th-Fox
noon today (10) paid tribute
in memory of Wendell Willkie.
Memorial silence came at moment
funeral services began at Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church in New

One

lot at

York.

,

«

••'

Hollywood, Oct. 10.
Pre-Em Pictures lipped Carley
Harriman from executive producer
to president, with new quarters at
General Service Studios.

Company

is

making

series of musicals, "A
Julie," for Republic

its

first

of a

Song for Miss
release, with
William Rowland as producer-direc-

tor.

liBNNIS

DAY

-

rilll.I.tl'

TERRY

•
STUDIO CONTRACTS

Cameron

;

PARAMOUNT

presents

'

Adele Mara, actress, Republic.
Kathleen O'Malley, actress. U.
Robert L. Hartsell, actor, Me(ro.
Mitchell, actor, Metro.

Warner Baxter, renewed, Col."
Robert Alda. renewed, Warners.

Joan Fontaine
Arturo do Cordoya

"FRENCHMAN'S CREEK"
e RIVOLI, fwoy ft 49th St. •
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THE

HOUR

C

ALL GIRL Q:
Under

PHI L

the

Dim

SPIT*

CONCER1
Jept. 22, Grand Rapids,

23, Lafayette, Ind.,

24, Fort Wayne,

25-2^

Oct. 2, Canton,

IN

3,

>i

TEN PERFORMANCES
WITH A NET 0
Thanks to the booking genius

HARRY

D.

»ti

il<

PretidtA

CENTURY CONCtI

CHARM

)F

CHESTRA
ction of

ALNY

TOUR

r
,

Toronto,

27, Montreal,

28, Buffalo,

30, Cleveland,

Pittsburgh,

GROSSED $101,000
IF
I

$52,500

the smart promotion of

QUIRES
RTS, Limited

V
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AFRA-Web Deadlock Looks Headed

to Get Regional Pacting

Move

Predicted firework* between the
of Radio Art-

'John J.' Woolley
Personnel at WNEW, N. Y. (
can hardly wait for rent con-

American Federation

and the networks are now in the

ist*

Strong possi-

stage.

lighting
bility that

fuse

AFRA

will refer

case

its

War Labor Board now exists,
with negotiations lor »ew codes for
commercial and sustaining" shows
bogging down into a complete stalemate Monday and yesterday (10).
Although negotiations between the
union, webs and agencies have been
on more than a week, virtually no
progress has been made.
Deadlock has been caused by
agency insistence, as presented in
their behalf by the nets, for sep-

"Soldiers
With
stanzts,
Coupons" to end each Wednespouncing
night,
before
day
upon Daniel P. Woolley, OPA
trol

to the

arate regional contracts for Holly-

for
administrator
complaints

with
their

own

area,

this

EVELYN KNIGHT

AFRA members

the union's recent convention,
actors feeling that in view of radio's
regional
operations,
coast-to-coast
differences are out of line.

Way

understood, has yield-

—

In any event,
commercials.
cal
coast-to-coast scale, regardless of the
programs point of origin, would be

AFRA

New

union

v.

;/

code expires Oct.
demands include

pay

hikes, air credits
line practice revisions.

and

dff-the-

.•:','
'

Ken Murray's Comeback

.

New Old

Goldies

Old Gold is turning back the clock
by spotting Harold Lloyd and Ken
Murray as pilots of the two new
Hollywood airers which replace, late
this month, Allan Jones' CBS stanza
and the Jackie Gleason comedy
airer on NBC. Show switches followed OG's transfer of affections
from J, Walter Thompson agency
back to Lcnnen & Mitchell.

':

:

Sunday nights. It marks the radio
debut of the onetime top silent film
Stin -and his first professional cqm
'

While the NAB code still bars
labor unions as regular radio customers, key to their emergence as.
possible bigtime spenders in the
Presidential campaign, is the fact
that the Smith-Connally Act does hot
prohibit labor from campaigning
over the air, although it does forbid
them from making campaign contributions.

CIO bought the Nov.

2 (Thurs.)
spot being vacated

Claiming that the Democratic National Committee violated an arrangement by releasing to the press
and radio data involving special audience measurements on Dewey and
Roosevelt network_ speeches, G. E.
Hooper on Friday (6) notified Leonard Reinsch, radio director for the
Dems that he was suspending all
service on behalf of the
Committee on campaign ratings. Explained by Hopper in a letter to

further

"Variety" that the rating organization's refusal to furnish such data
to the trade press was in the interests of "protecting our end of a
confidential arrangement between us
and the Democratic National Com-

network, with the possibility that reason for studying. The results
more may be added between now were not designed to be, and are
and. Nov. 2, date of the ILGWU's not comparable with, National Net
work Hopperatings on netwprk pro
last pro-Roosevelt broadcast.
Stars
gram audiences, on which it is our
set by the union are Frank Sinatra,
James Cagney, Edward G: Robinson, policy to release ratings direct to
Paulette
Goddard
and
Quentin the press when the programs are of
Reynolds.
Cagney and Reynolds- general public interest."
Reinsch
claims
that
during
will be on the teeoff show tomorrow
Hooper's absence on the Coast an
(Thursday). All work cuffo.
associate gave the Dems an okay for
ILGWU format will be to use one the release of the data, but Hooper
or two stars on each airer, teaming denies
such was the case; that the
them up with prominent political Hooper organization specifically refigures, including Sen. Robert E.
fused to alter its policy.
Wagner, also on tomorrow's show;
Vice-President Henry A. Wallace

Colbert and Robert Young. Carl
'Hon* lias been set as musical director Wilbert Macfarlane,
for the. series with Myron Dutton
favored to land the producer chore.
Mutual Executive, Dies
Format revolves around 30-mihute
adaptations of standard pic and
Of Heart Attack in Chi
.stage 'farces.
Preston Sturges had
'
Chicago, Oct. 10.
been under consideration for the
etii pee
role but nothing happened
Wilbert E. Macfarlane, chairman of
and a series Of vocal tests clinched the Mutual Broadcasting System
executive committee and business
it for Lloyd.
Ken Murray's return to the net- manager of the Chicago Tribune,
work picture is'. set for Oct. 25 on died Monday (9) here after a heart
CBS as emcee of "Which Is Which." attack. He was president of Mutual
ballyed by the agency as a new idea until 1943 and -was y.p. Of WGN.
Connected with the Tribune for 38
in audience quizzers utilizing an impersonation gimmick involving im- years, he was made business manportant names. Music will be Dick ager in 1928 succeeding the late S. E.
Himber's with Mel Williamson the Thompson.
likely producer in the 8 p.m. slot
Survived by widow and two sons
vacated by Allan Jones.
both in the armed forces.

Elgin's Thanksgiving

2-Hour Salute Taking
Shape; All-Star Cast
>
Chicago, Oct. 10.
Final talent lineup for the' twohour Elgin Watch variety show to
be aired Thanksgiving day is about
set with Don Ameche signed as M.C.
.Y,\ •>

'

Included in show are Edgar Bergen, Burns and Allen, Frances Langford,
Spike Jones and his City
Slickers, Jose Iturbi. Falstaff Open-

•

shaw,

and

Lou

Silvers

and

his

'.

.

,

orch.

:

'

:

•..

'

.

chief

is

Tirst Nighter

Last Curtain

•

i

Before
deciding
on
reviving
"Grand Hotel" there was talk of
switching "First Nighter" to Saturday spot but Campana decided
against it because name and nature
of show did not fit in with an after-

noon

Move to

Ted Jardine and Tyler Davis of
the J. Walter Thompson agency here
are currently negotiating with Fred
Allen, Carl Brisson and the Charioteers to round out the show with
contracts scheduled to be signed by
the end of the week.

Sets

cent booking of Fritz Kreisler and

Marian Anderson by Bell Telephone,
pointing out that a few years ago
such a twin booking with its big
talent fee outlay, would have been
big radio news, but that today it was
considered more or less standard
'

airing.

Radio Writers' Guild, In

.

Opening "Comedy" shot will be
"Palm Beach Story" with Claudette

NBC

dept.

"

Dems

audience to the single-net Dewey
Teamsters will broadcast the fol speech carried Saturday (7 ) night.
Pointed out by Hooper that the
lowing night, Nov. 3, in the 9 p.m.
niche, cancelling "Waltz Time" for arrangement made with the Dems
Main spieler will be specified "ho release privilege per
that night.
Daniel F. Tobin, Teamsters' presi- mitted" and that the Committee violated the arrangement by releasing
dent.
the data.
Stars on ILGWU- Airers
According to Hooper; the measureILGWU has set five major showUnion has lined up five major show- ments were made "in a limited num
ber of cities which the Democratic
biz names for its four weekly PresiNational Committee had a special
dential campaign shows on the Blue

Scripts for the ILGWU show are
being done by Ira Marion with Nat
Rudick producing. Special music is
being done by Harold Rome.

network's president,

Rubicam-torBlue heglra
gaps in the agency's
and Harry Ackerman,
was named veepee in charge
St

many

•

Service to

uled to talk.

•

Shows

Sister'

now engaged in confabs with agency
and sponsor execs with a view
toward injecting more showmanship
who
into programs NBC feels are not
of radio, is currently working to doing justice to their time segments
complete his supporting lineup.
and station facilities in the present
Ackerman is seeking a program radio market.
supervisor, two directors and, sevTrammell stated last week that he
eral men for the talent department. is now working on six such proSuccessor to Stan Joseloff, current grams, but refused to identify them.
head of the talent group who's He also indicated that other shows
skedded for the Blue, hasn't been would come under NBC's scrutiny
named yet with no decision ex- later on but that, for the present,
pected for few months.
six were enough to tackle.
NBC prez said the network policy
was a result of many factors. One
is the constantly- stiffening program
competition from opposish networks,
This meant CBS's promotion drive;
taken by the Blue to
actions
sharpen up its program schedule
and expansion toy Mutual into largescale program production activity. Trammell declared that this hypoChicago, Oct. 10.
ing of weaker shows was also dicCombination of low listener rat- tated by self -protection, since poorly
ings, inability to get good scripts and rated programs not only deprive
Teported dissatisfaction with the adjacent shows of listeners, but
Mutual network setup has prompted send the audience over to another
Campana Sales Co. to cancel its network. NBC's approach to spon"First Nighter" series following the sors of the shows in question is that
signing of Saturday afternoon time of a partner, he said, since loss of
on NBC for resumption of "Grand audiences, when it happens, hurts
Hotel."
both the advertiser and the network,
Series which goes off Mutual Oct. with the reverse also true in that Im25 is one of the oldest dramatic proved ratings help the account and
shows on the air, having been on the web.
since 1930 and on Mutual since SepNeed for better programming is
tember, 1942. It also has been on also dictated by general advances in
both CBS and NBC. Campana re- radio programming tec ti n q u e s,
cently bought the 4 to 4:30 p.m. Trammell said. Shows which, a few
(CWT) Saturday spot being vacated years ago, would be considered more
by the Union Pacific RR for the than adequate, are now just also"Grand Hotel" series to start Nov. 4. rans. He cited, as an instance, reradio

Hooper Cancels

new ones are MCA packLloyd is down to. do a Cecil
B. DeMille on "Comedy Theatre of and Sen. Harry Truman.
Sinatra
the Air," slated to preem Oct, 29 on and Wallace have been pencilled in
NBC in the 10:30 half-hour segment for Oct. 26.
'Both

ages.

mitinent in years.

.•

Job
of
hypoing
low rating
shows on NBC has been taken ovet
personally by Niles Trammell, the

Help Wanted
Young

has left

now .seen as opening a floodgate
of union money for radio, as part
of labor's campaign to re-elect President Roosevelt.

NBC

At Bolstering 'Weaker

'

.

Harold Lloyd's Debut,

For 2

,;

Aimed

'Policy of Persuasion

.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

oh NBC, indications are that
labor will become a sizeable purchaser ,ot radio time between now
and election day. Purchase of time
by the ILGWU, first deal of its kind,

10:30 p.m.

NBCs

.

'-.-.:"•
by the "March of Time" which mittee."
moves to the Blue that night; ProHooper
notified
Suspension,
gram has not been completely set, Reinsch, included ratings on last
set a K[.V. scale, covering coast-tobut will stress the unity of labor's Thursday (5) two-network broadcoast shows and N.Y. local commer- support
for FDR, with Philip Mur- cast which the Dems had ordered
cials, with another scale to cover
ray and James B. Carey, CIO presi- under the name of "Precinct Victory
Chicago and L. A. regional and lo- dent and secretary, definitely sched- Drive''
and also the rating on the

81.

/

Management

geles, as opposed to one flat scale.
That means that AFRA is willing to

the same.
Present

r.V-

.

spots

is

now willing to negotiate a separate
wage, scale for Chicago and Los An-

:

;

.

is

Network-agency stand is that sign-,
ing one contract would put them in
a vulnerable spot, open to criticism
from affiliates and agencies in the
middle and far west for "selling
them down the river." They maintain that should they sign one contract binding affiliates and western
agencies to certain practices, latter
would have a justifiable bleat should
the code include provisions the affiliates subsequently disapproved
it

'

fusion.

Ed

King

',

;

On FDR's Behalf

at

it is

to

on the "Happy Island" show
(Fridays, 7:00, Blue Network). Her
DECCA RECORD, "Dance With A
Dolly," is today's juke-box favorite.
.'.".
closest to the king of them
all—Crosby,"—Dally News:
".
shows how good a singer
.
can be." PM.

Union Coin Seen

.

AFRA,

Princess

Singing

Wynn

Going Nets'

ed on one major point, in that

to 1

in the case of the Oct. 1 broadcast, many switching dials to CBS at
the end of the Benny teeoff show found themselves midway through
the Helen Hayes guest shot dramatization, resulting in audience con-,

concerning

landlords.

Woolley participates in show
each week with short talk.

wood, Chicago and New York. A1-,
though the agencies do not sigh- directly with AFRA, commercial conditions being covered by AFRAnetwork agreements, agencies do
have the dominant say in commercontract provisions: Agencies
cial
ratify thei commercial code by letters to networks covering each spon/•.''
With the International Ladies
sored program.
Workers Union set for
AFRA refused to accede to the Garment
four shows on the Blue, and the CIO
regional contract proposal on the
ground it would weaken its bargain- and Teamsters Union (AFL) both
closing
deals this week for half hour
ing position. One all-over contract

was demanded by

Benny 4

It's

194,4

Jack Benny copped a .21.2 Hooperating for his opening NBC pro
gram, Oct. 1, with the Kate Smith opposition show taking a 4-point
nosedive (6.7) from it* previous week'* rating of 10.7. In terms of 30.
minute breakdowns, however, here'* how the Smith show lined ud
on the night that Benny preemed: For the first half -hour she gar.
nered a 5.0 Hooper; for the second half, when the Benny program
Signed off, and Fitch "Bandwagon" took over the NBC slot, the General Foods show went up S points to 8.
Unusual sidelight in the Sunday night battle for top rating honors
Hooper tallies for Oct. 1 disclose, is the 22.4 registered by Walter
Winchell (Blue—9 o'clock) which puts him over Benny and in the
No. 2 Sabbath night spot.
In fact the Winchell-Jergen's Journal program is only three-tenths
of a point behind the Sunday night leader, Edgar Bergen, which
snared a 22.7 rating.
Comment in the trade is that Ted Collins, who masterminds the
Kate Smith package, could hypo the second-half audience pull by
timing the format for a 7:30 programing break. Many remember that,

For WLB; Agencies Pressuring Nets
In

.

Fatten Treasury,

$12

to

$120 Dues

Depleted treasury was responsible
decision of the Radio Writers'
Guild last week to rearrange its dues
schedule and the group's constitution
was amended by vote of the members to provide for an income via
dues. New setup calls for payment
of $12 annually for incomes from
for

radio writing up to $2,000; from
$2,000 to $3,000, $18 dues; $3,000 to
$4,000, $24; $4,000 to $5,000, $30;
$5,000-$7,500, $36; $7,500-$10,000, $60;
$10,000-$20,000
$72;
$20,000-$50,000,
$96; over $50,000, $120.

practice.

*

NBC

president

.

that

believes

it's

unwise for accounts to gear their
shows for a particular segment of
the radio audience, arguing that
radio Is a mass medium and that
consequently its shows must have
mass appeal. One particular problem is the advertiser using radio for
institutional purposes, rather than
for sales.
This type program isn't
keyed for ratings and frequently
tends to weaken program schedules.
While Trammell indicated NBC intends to do everything it can to 'improve program quality, network is
not threatening to take accounts off
the air, especially those that have

been with NBC over an extended
period of time. Network is instead
relying on a policy of persuasion:
Stand taken by NBC; recalls action
by the Blue, which recently gave
Another treasury-bolstering move, notice to Carter's Little Liver Pills
permits those owing back dues to for its "Keepsakes" Sunday night
Blue bounced the show as
place themselves in good standing by airer.
paying $25 on or before Dec. 1. If being too poor a draw for the Sun-?
less than that amount is owed, the day night 8:30 pre-Walter Winchell
actual figure is accepted. Members spot, one of its best hUnks of time.
stated
of the Authors' Guild are required to Mark Woods, Blue's president,
pay the same fee as before for Radio at the time that the "Keepsakes" acgeneral
Writers' Guild membership ($15 an- tion was the forerunner of a
ratings.
nually). New amendments also per- network campaign to boost
Whole picture, of networks laying
mit charging an Initiation fee for
marks
new: members who are not members the law down to advertisers
ad-agency
of another guild. Initiation fee is to a radical change in chain
relationships.

be

When

radio

first

$10.
Akron—Akron Deanery National
started, webs themselves had comCouncil of Catholic Women, is
plete say-so' as to what went on the
scheduling a monthly series of radio
Welson
Roberst air, with the upper hand gradually
San Antonio
programs over WAKR, first one set former announcer for K ABC has switching to agencies, Now it's back
for Saturday (14) at 11:05 a.m.
joined the announcing staff of KTSA. to the nets again.
;

—

.

.
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HYPO NET PROGRAM SETUP
—Or

You

Is

Ain't'

a Blue Throwing

Already there are optimistic and pessimistic schools of thought on
the ambitious network programming plans. The optimists, are arguing
that the postwar situation is ideal for the webs, that it will take the
agencies years to regain what selective service cost them in topflight
On the other hand, the pessimists take, the slant that
personnel.
present brave talk and big plans don't mean a thing; As one skeptic
expressed it: "Give the nets a whiff of cancellation gas and they'll
the
economy cellars, then out the window goes the big; prodive for
'

The

'

this

who

.

devoted to it. Same optimist
sort of example may be catching.

sponsor

is

-.-

-.

is

& Rubicam

.

'.-•''

y

•

.

situation

that has been apparent for

some time

New

radio circles in

.

.

highlights

a

to.

'

York.

certain:

'

have

inroads

thrown

agencies for a bad

,

.

,

advertising
the aggre-

loss, in

gate, as regards radio program showmanship, aiid consequently the four

major networks now have their best

make their
mean some-

opportunity since 1532 to

TBAs

Swats Down

Fly

Counsel For

Heckling' Kesten at Spectrum Hearing;

'What

Do You Do?' Routine Fans Spark
Washington, Oct.

10.

-f

program
thing^

departments
:

'

".
:

-

-,-',-

•'.."-'.,:.

.

;'

;;;.;

While thus far only the Blue and
Columbia, as many in the trade were
quick to point out, have done much
to prepare themselves for the competitive setup
1945 and '46,

likely

prevail in

to

-Mutual has already
upgrade its own program
operation, and prexy Niles Trammell

moved

.

to

himself is stepping actively into the
picture to hypo NBC weak' spots 'fas
detailed elsewhere in this week's
'
Radio section),
Broadcasters see the ambitious onthe-make Blue program team, led by
Chester LaRoche and, Hubbell^Robinson; matched against the farsighted,
'

What was generally conceded as an
attempt of the opposition to embarrass, Paul Kesten, exec veepee of
CBS and block his policy presentahigher fretion on moving into
highlighted
last
week's
quencies
tually it was climaxed
James L. Fly slapping

.

Devine on Goodyear
Roy Rogers takes over the emcee
on the Goodyear Rubber
stanza when the latter shifts Nov. 21
from the Saturday morning 11:30-12
spot on NBC to the 8:30-9 p.m.
Tuesday location on Mutual. Repeat
on Don Lee web also is skedded.
Goodyear's
current
NBC airer,
.

"Melody

Roundup,"

possibilities.

sion hasn't

& Rubicam

latter

--"•.'

[

(.22

).

:

FM

DX

FM

Continued on page

34)',

Earl Larimore, Recovered,

This

Time Via CBS

Larimore,

former

portant in program departments, and
(see "Variety," 1930 through 1944)
often neglected in the past, Columbia and the Blue are thought to be
about even-Steven, in- that matter.

The

Blue

spades,' the

tive-lalent"

now

is

displaying,

(Continued on page 30)

new sesYoung

:
:

-

Good Selling

If

Several of the more staid biglime
agencies that have adhered to a
"house rule" that commercials are
not to be kidded on programs are
gradually breaking away from the
unwritten law.
Expectations are
that the 1944-45 season will find
most of U>e top air shows integrating the kidding stance into
the
.

resume acting, but
cast

Shakespearean
.heroine)
Life

Is

in radio! He
for the part of the
actor (father of the

in the CBS serial,
Mine," written by

"This
Acldy
The part

Richton and

Lynn Stone.
has been in the hands of legit actors
tight along, being initiated
by Paul
McGrath,

now touring in "Tomorrow
Worlcl •' and later handled by
William Woodson from "Othello"

Sfi'

but since drafted.
''This Life
b.y

Is

'

Mine"

;'•'.-•-,-,'"

is

supervised'

Robert J. Landry and directed by
Mark Loeb.

with, n

WASH AND
A number

in

Cited principally

was that opening Jack BennyLucky Strike program ii) with its
George Washington Hill skit; also
the preem
Eddie Cantor-BristplMyers show and the Intro of the
1

in

POLISH JOB

to

have been
serial "The
is moving from
and the original

of changes
:

the

3:30

CBS

Show
p.

in.

.

CBS.

'..'.;.'

:,..

'-'/'.

own comedy
Orson

session.
Welles will

on the Smith show

•
;

"."

also

...

Wooing

new

its

hierarchy,

is -.tos-

:

They Satisfy-But

-

Also an Irritant

WHOM

'

:

V

'

i

':

.

.

Wed.-Thurs.
New one ;is'. ail. MCA
package.
;
Zipped lips were In order at
Ne'well-Emmett concerning the reported dissension but the trade .recalled that, when the Waring-ChesfeyRei'd .divorce became final and

tion..

••

Fadeout After

NBC

way out in front with 61%.
the cumulative side, total billings fpr the eight-month period reached
an unprecedented high of $123,564,987, representing an increase of. 29%'
CBS led with $44,209,134; NBC
over last year's figure of $95,513,259.
''
''•
''-'"•?
'>
''*-.
;..':
second with $41,508,382.
-\
$3,530,456,

1

.-

;

-'

.',

NETWORK GROSS TIME SALES

CBS

.

1

;

.

.

:

.

"Serenade for
Veiled explanation given

sustainer,

L. Bushnell, CBC directorgeneral of programs, i-s that "the
arrangement to carry the series has
not worked, out as CBC and Mr.
Benny^ had hoped it might and the
.

plan has been dropped."
Benny's
opener (1) was carried on CBC.
With Luckics not sold in Canada
now, plans called for insertion of
war effort messages in lieu of commercials with no mention of sponsor's product in the entertainment
portion of the program.
Bushnell

now is that these plans
were made while Benny was touring Pacific; that Benny jfelt he could
not commit himself to 'V guarantee
that there would be no mention, of
product in body of the program;
hence cancellation- of program, in

explanation

1943

Pel.

for

CBC was

which

the line costs,

--:

1.250,412

9
25

Robert Lusk's Exit
"

4,673,862

$12,972,981

$15,564,987

-".20,

FundamentaL.differences of policy
cued the. bowing out Monday 9 ) of
Robert Llisk from. -the Pedlar, Ryan
He had become a.
&c Lusk agency.
partner in the firm Jan. 1 of this

Pet.

year.

;

.12

FOR FIRST EIGHT MONTHS
'•

.

NBC

-

....

*~S

'

.

.

.

"'-'

1944

.$25,324;623
44.209 134
12,920,324
.,....!,'., 41,508.382
.

Columbia
Mutual

:

",
.

1943'

;.

$16,648,305
36.532.946-

'

..

..

V

1

'

5.2

,-21

agency

••57

saiiily

34,136,034

-:-22

ability,

PR&L
S95.51 3,259

29

•-'

-'''

"'/'[:(

Lusk .expects
ad

8,195.974

be heard
$123,962.47.

paying

-

•
.

61

,$2;i75,603
4.873.104

.

Blue y

.

E.;.

Canada

1944

nbc

10.

-

::

$3,530,456
5.304,845,
1.513,486
5,216,200

B'cast

To, puzzlement of listeners in this'
country awaiting the Jack Benny
program on the trans-Canada network of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp;, Sunday 81, slot was filled by
a

On

.':

1

Toronto, Oct.

<

Billings

Seen for Webs in '44; Blue's 61% Hike

Mutual

Can.

.

With, gross billings for the four major webs again topping $15,000,000
for the month of August, representing a 20% increase in business over
last year's figure for the same period, the networks appear headed for an
all-time high total of $170,000,000 for the year 1944.
This would exceed
last year's gross time sales by approximately $10,000,000.
CBS again was out in front for the month of August, with billings
totaling $5,304,845, with
running a close second with $3,216,200. Percentage increase for the month over last year's figure puts the Blue, with

„

-

- •.'."'

Show Reason Behind

Mercer went into replace, similiar
rumblings were heard tending to indicate that the choice of Mercer did
not meet unanimous approval, at the
agency or sponsor's headquarters.

by

Blue
Columbia,

;"

Plugs As Part of Benny

Strings."

.its

'

.•;

.

'.

.

the- *:>me night.

'-.'.

'

:

course, as the original. "Miss Duffy"
of "Duffy's Tavern," but current
plans call for developing her as a
performer capable of carrying her

.

happens

-

•

Record Total

$170,000,000

Groom

.

.

-•''

.

-

I.

'

''''

paying. Similarly, the' Blue is lifting the ceiling on bolstering its programming sked. And it's, talking in
terms of multiple millions on postwar expansion, which will include
new buildings in. New York, Chicago,
San Francisco and Hollywood. All
of which has provoked the comment
in some circles that "the honeymoon
must end" unless the Blue starts, recapitalizing, since the upheaval -must
be underwritten by cold, hard cash.
In recent weeks there was some
talk on the possibility of the Cowles
brolhers«itioving in with the Blue,
with Henry R. Luce, of the LifeTime-Fortune mag dynasty stepping
out. Reports had it that the Cowles
Accompanied by. reports of seri- would turn over to the Blue their
ous internal strife at the Newell- newly-acquired stations. Recent reEmmett agency, it was learned this ported attempts of the Cowles to
week that the ..NBC-Chesterfield- unload.
immediately on the
Johnny Mercer musical series, heard heels of their purchase of the Jersey
five times a week at 7 p.m; (Mercer City station is said to have been the
replaced Waring) is being dropped desire to acquire one instead in
early in December. No replacement Philadelphia, in view of the Blue al' >"
.••
set as yet,
ready having WJZ in N. Y. Thus.,
Thus Chesterfield moves com- under the arrangement, the Blue
pletely out of Hollywood, its John would have four owned-and-aperN.esbitt
"Passing
Parade."
show, ated stations in the key cities. of.
aired three times .weekly, tossing in Boston,
Philadelphia,
Washington
the sponge next Tuesday (-l.7-l. Nes-: and N. Y.
However, .the
bitf is being replaced by a musical
deal failed, to go ..through.
show starring Johnny Johnston, Jean
Furthermore,, with the Lace inTighe, and Paul Baron's 20-piece terests moving ."March of. Time'V
pre)) with disc jockey Martin .Block, over to the Blue net from NBC,
as emcee.
Show, o'n CBS, will oc- opinion now is that Luce has taken
cupy the '.7:15-7:30 p.m., slot Tues.- firmer roots in the network opera-

(Estimated)

Guest, appearance
of V Shirley
Booth on the Oct. '-.15-'stanza of the
Kate Smith- show 'is first move- in attempt by Young & Rubicam to build
her as a radio comedienne,
Miss
Booth has been heard on the air, of

:.' :

:

out big bait, with the topbracketed salaries reportedly, bigger
than anything" rival networks are

FOR AUG ST

Shirley Booth
As Radio Comedienne

•

sing

'

taken for a ride.

'

•

j;o

..It's

sock is
"
trade secret- that the Blue,
:

reached.'

:

author, Ann Daly, is returning to
duty after sick leave. Fayette Krum
of the CBS writing staff -has. been
pincn-hitting.
Joan Tetzel and Ethel Owens are
both out of the cast, presently on the
road with legit shows. Casting is being completed currently for new plot
sequence.
John Dielz directs for

."/'

..

.

conjecturing ..as '.'-to- what
when, the bottom of the

;

Cueing the breaking of tradition
have been several of the new shows
which bowed in on the air during
the past two or three weeks, and the
boff reaction to the manner, in which
the sponsor and products have been

financial aspect,

the

.

scripts.

and facsimile,' thai is'
'considerable/ speculation
the industry. That concerns
with plenty of

television,
n ".' n g

c a

WHOM

3:45

Sponsor Gags O.K.

FM

,

.

many

has been

:

HIGH PLACES GETTING

initiated

/-'..-

A':-"-.-

:

.

General Foods' gag routine on the
Shore show last Thursday (5%
Sentiment is that the listener won't
Serial be averse to a commercial if it can
pay
off
in laugh dividends,
Theatre

Guild star who played
of the
Alfred Lunt roles in yesteryear, has
recovered from his long illness and
will

in

same "pay-tp-get-execuattitude that has marked

yet.

Returning to Acting, But Dinah
Eaj'V

'

cash.
There are lots of factors that will
influence the final results. One factor
is employee goodwill, extremely im-

High Places."

exec's de-

fense and berating Roberts for resorting to heckling. That was when
Roberts, asked Kesten: "What do you
do?"
Fly told Roberts, to stick to
the. facts; that he was not dealing
With '"ail .ordinary person'' but with,
one of the industry's leaders.
Upon Kesten's completion of his
Statement on international shortwaving, leaving
and tele policy still
to go, Fly called an adjournment for
luncheon, at which point RCA, DiiMont and TBA reps went into a huddle.
It was demanded of the commission that the Kesten report be
restricted to the international
aspect. Upon resumption of the hearing, the commission, with Fly absent,
ruled that
and tele reports would
i

Columbia programmers led by William S. Paley and
Douglas Coulter. It's a provocative
battle of creative brains and ready
free-spending

1

.

William A. Roberts, former counsel
for DuMont and appearing at. the
hearing as counsel for the. Television
Broadcasters' Assn., raised strenuous
protest to Kesten's presentation of
the overall picture, at one point

'

.

;

is

"Truth Or Consequences"
14). and
the Philco "Variety" "Hall 'of Fame"

would be available for later crossexamination, to* back .up the Kesten

CBS

Title for the

been decided

the agency.
Art Rush negotiated the deal for
Rogers and also set'him for guesl'ers
with. Frank Sinatra
tonight
(111.

statement;

.bringing Fly. to the

emceed by

is

Andy Devine who was notified this
week that his option isn't being
picked up.
The Sons of the Pioneers, singing
group currently heard on "Roundup," are holdovers on the new
Rogers show for which Perry Bodkin orch and a femme singer are

,

web technicians and that the

..

chores

Acby Chairman

down one of
the opponents with Kesten emerging from the set-to with encomiums
heaped upon him by Fly.
Backgrounding the dramatic interlude in the FCC spectrum hearings
was Kesten's attempt to present ail
overall CBS statement embracing international shortwave, FM and television on the contention that the
services in the postwar spectrum
Furpicture were so interrelated.
'thermore Kesten pointed out that he
was skedded to shove overseas soon
and probably wouldn't be available
lor future appearances before 1he
commission. He. pointed out that he
and the other CBS toppers have .been
working in close cooperation with

.

.

Roy Rogers Replaces

allocations hearing here.

FCC

It

footnote on the
latest Hoopers is the 10. i rating
chalked up by Rudy Vallee for
his new Procter & Gamble NBC
show, despite the fact he's been
absent from the air for nearly
two years. That; puts him only.
2.3 behind Frank Sinatra's 12.4
rating for his Wednesday night
CBS Vimms program,' ...'..
Vallee rating, in the face of
what is something short of ideal
network time tSat. night 8-8:30),
and general consensus that it's
a disorganized show requiring a
hypoed format, is attributed to
the vet crooner's showmanship.
That he's retained, a following
was evidenced by the fact that
during his tenure in. the- Coast.
Guard he garnered consistent
"-'••'
'"'',-'
faii. mail.
V

,

•.'

-

,.

There's one aspect of the Blue network's inner-sanctum overhauling,
its splurge into
top-shelf programming and production and ambitious
plans for a postwar excursion into
.

Rudy 'Dood'
Interesting

Draft

'

The trade is certainly going to watch all the
network program departments from now on with a sharp eye. For
it's a cinch that the move for programming supremacy will have both
' v.
predictable and unpredictable results.
One thing

Last? ; Postwar, Personnel Splurge

Blue " Network's sensational
week on the staff of Young

raid last

of the opinion, that

is

It

,

By GEORGE ROSEN

gram department build-up."
However, an optimist answered that the Chet LaRoche clique at the
Blue is already running counter to netwo'rk behavior by not being
afraid to get rid of bad programs, even at.the risk of losing a good
.

Cueing Queries, 'How Long Can

L

.'

'

;

Around

|

.-

under

to

field,

forming. his

continue

in

the

though nut ncces-'
own ptufit. Prob-

he

will join another agency.
operation*
continue
Will
the old -Pedlar & Ryan name.
'
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Goodman, UAW, Expected to Tell NAB

From

)r»

Coders Labor Needs Radio Vs. Press

»

mW

f?V
to eliminate the controversial subject clause from the

-'Campaign

tomorrow
Goodman,

.

,

Now

iThurs.)
associate general counsel
of the United Auto Workers (CIO):
appears before the NAB's code comMeeting is being: held at
mittee..

recommending

to

Col.

Tom Lewis

•

.

Tom

Lewis, former Young
& Rubicam exec, has been promoted
to a full colonelcy.; He's the husband
of film star Lore tla Young.
Col. Lewis is head of the Armed
Forces Radio Service unit on the
Lt. Col.

.

'

,

the Roosevelt hotel, ft. Y.. and
trade opinion holds that in view of
all the turmoil caused over the years
by the troublesome controversial
angle, code committee: will be highly

amenable

Coast/'

'

>

'.;

'

...

:

.

approval of any changes would
have to be approved by an NAB
."'

Campaign Fodder

state

to

yesterday (Tues.) exactly what slant
his address to the committee would
would
take, he indicated the
advance arguments to show the imof

the

UAW

present
claim

N.S.G.

NAB

Thank-, to Mai \
Jesse K'iiysV.'
; >

For Radio

A new

development

in

and

Sylii'iKlv

'.'

1

M. Shows

Coming on the air without an explanation as to who's footing the bill
industry makes the .spots sound like station
private
originated
programs, putting licens
government
is
a
while broadcasting
ices in the light of becoming patfranchised field
Goodman is appearing in place of tisan. There's no way listeners have
of knowing that the time for the
vice
Frankensteen,
Richard
spot
purchased by one or an"
Censoring of Franken
president.
major parties, with the
steen's scripts by'WHKC, Columbus, other of the
action to lift result that the announcement beC. resulted in
identified with, the station
comes
Hearlicense.
station's
Columbus
the
than
rather
the Presidential candiaction
in
this
FCC
before
the
ings
were completed last month, Com- date involved.
Pointed out, too, that political ads
mish decision pending filing of
briefs by both parties by Oct. 25. in newspapers carry the "political
has since dropped the NAB advertisement" credit line at the top
code, on the ground it's not prac- or bottom of the copy. Likewise, it
tical and that the networks them- gives the edge to the party with the
larger radio budget, in contravenselves do not adhere to it. tion of radio's policy of not giving
most time to the partisan with the
',,'."'
most dough to spend.
'Sardi's'
Records
Also coming in for criticism in
circles are the "clear everyBreneman's trade
Highlight
thing with Sidney (Hillman)" spots
now being placed; by various ReKellogg Coast Airer publican state committees. Criticism
Odd situation of transcribed com- is being voiced hot only because
edy spots from one show being used FDR has denied the alleged stateas the backbone for another airer for ment, but because it raises an Unthe same sponsor pops up with book- mistakable race question, Some staing of ."Breneman Highlights" on tions are reported refusing the spots

Bait

evening segment to i>e revamped by new regime of Blue netr
work .toppers will be the 6 to 7 p. m.

j

time

was

up

UAW

slot,

in

which currently

is

may

broken
ot-

may

not take programs off the network,
as they see fit,
Working cautiously and slowly, in
art endeavor to put strong audience
pulling shows into this hour niche
because of stiff competition all over
the dial, Blue program toppers have
decided to move "Ethel & Albert,"
,

.

.

WHKC

homey

strip,

presently on the

web

4 p. nv., "Mondays through Fridays, into the 6:45 to 7 p.m. spot.
That's now occupied by Henry J.
Taylor, news commentator, who is
sponsored on a cooperative- basis oh
many stations, with the latter being
shifted into the 6:30 to 6:45 p. m,
Date for
stanza across-the-board.
this revamp awaits station clearance)
Strong' possibility that Esso Marketers, which sponsor five minutes of
news at 6 p. m. on WJZ, Blue's
N. Y. outlet, daily, may drop this
program in order to give the, network an opportunity, to place a
solid 15-minute show in the 6-6:15
at

To

Tom

New

.".''
the Blue Pacific Coast network (13 because of this slant,
stations*. Session bows in Oct. 20 in
the 9:30-10 p.m. (PWT) slot with recArmen,
orded high spots from the KelloggOvertures have been
p. m. segment.
sponsored "Breakfast at Sardi's" as
made to this sponsor to either buy
Ukeleie Ike Exit
the main attraction. "Sardi's" early
the full 15 minutes at that hour for
morning stanza is under joint sponits hews show, or give the spot up.
sorship of Kellogg and Procter &
Blue After Station Poll Possible, too, that the network may
Gamble. New. show is backed by
decide to cancel out, or shift Capt.
Kay Armen. Don Norman and Cliff Tim Healy f rom the 6:15-6:30 p. m.
Kellogg only.
Tom Breneman, emcee on the (Ukeleie Ike) Edwards have been slot and endeavor to sell half-hour
dropped from the Blue network pro"Breakfast" airer, will hold down
shows in the 6-6:30 p. m. segment. .'
grams, on which they have been feathe same job on the evening show
In any event, program execs have
tured for the past several months.
and will have the distinction of inrefused to listen to any program auDecision to cancel the trio follows a
troducing himself. Jimmy Nolan,
ditions in the past few weeks, while
poll taken by the network of all stavocalist, and Manny Strand orch
personnel shifts are in the making.
tions which carry the three shows.
constitute the remainder ot the live
Understood/ however, that ideas are
Miss Armen is already out, her
Kenyon &
talent on the session.
being mulled over at present, with
spot 10:30 to 10:45 a. m. across-theEckhardt is the agency.. ''•'-.-./,'.'"".
production staff getting set to listen
board— having been taken by Ed-

Don Norman,

From

—

to

week. He moved up from
the 11:45-12 noon slot, which is now
occupied by Jack Berch for the Kellogg Co. Edwards, too, leaves in a
N. Y. fortnight, and may go. over to CBS,
OCT. 12
Unusual, tiein with Italy's first' Co- execs at that network having lislumbus Day celebration since its lib- tened to several audition: platters Of
eration from Fascist yoke has been, his work last week.
The Eon Norman stanza, an audieffected as an exclusive by WOV,

wards

last

new programs

shortly.

ON WOV,

sored 10-minute program at 1 p.m..
tomorrow (12) a talk from Rome by
Count Carlo Sforza, High Commissioner of the Italian Purge Commission,

who

contrast the Italian
celebration, of parsignificance this year, with
will

Columbus Day

ticular
that in America.

Army

clearance for talk
through yesterday (Tues),

KSL Adds
.Salt

Lake

came

Circulation

Dope

With the American Ass'n of AdAgencies (4 A's) having
formally approved the NAB circulation yardstick, and the American

fourth program, the Ethel & Albert five-times-a-weeker in the 4-

Ass'n of Advertisers (ANA ) expected to follow suit at its meeting. Oct.
23. biggest problem now before the
NAB is how to finance the annual
$1,000,000 ri tit -the yardstick Will re-

415

quire.

'

,

"v;

:.

v

,

A

p.

rii,

time

spot,

was

also

in-

cluded in the poll,! but received a
high rating from Blue affiliated stations program toppers.: .This show
,'"

will remain.'

Three

.

.

NBC

Glass Hat- room.

'

'

>'•'.'.''.':

',-;';..';

•

:

'-.

v.';'

Merle Pitt has waxed 29 five-minute spots to be used -in the N.Y.. Safety
Council drive. ...Lyle Van. WEAF news commentator, .wilf address a
War Fund luncheon tomorrow '(Thu'rsVV in New Brunswick, N: J,, oil sub,

.

News

ject,

"Back

L\

CHICAGO

of the

in

the Newsroom."

.

.

.

town sporting a new nose after a recent operation.
to New York for a Metro screen test... ..Caesar
"That Brewster Boy" broadcast Friday
from the Civic Opera House as part of
the Chicago War Fund drive. .. Ad Hult, midwest sales chief for Mutuai."
Ann Shepherd, Grace Keddy and Ara Gerald have
in New York on biz.
."Don Norman Show." Blue
joined the cast of NBC's "Just Plain Bill ".
network sustainer, goes off the air Nov. 25. .Toni Oilman, daughter of
Harry Gilman, radio director of Erwin Wasey, is currently playing the
lead in the Broadway show "Men to the Sea."
NBC and Foote, Cone & fielding threw a cocktail party last week for
Bob Hope who opened the Community Fund drive. .Harry L. Thompson

.Danny O'Neil

Singer

is

on

in

his

way

Romero

will be the guest star on
night (13) when the show is aired
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

WJJD.

has joined the sales staff of

New York
New York on a

AFRA,

in

.

;Paul McClure.

.

NBC

central division

this week.
Ray Jones: executive secretary of
series of arbitration hearings.
.Margavet Algar

sales chief, to

.

.

.

.

and Nathalie Letcher both of CBS network sales, became engaged to men
in the service last week.
.Jennings Pierce, director of NBC's public
service on the west coast, in town last week.
Bob Buckley, assistant western sales manager of CBS. threw a cocktail
party for radio execs last week.
.Ted Jardine. of J. Walter Thompson,
moving into his newly acquired North Shore home over the weekend....
Vernon Heeren, formerly staffer with NBC Here, now a lieutenant in the
army, was cited by Gen. De Gaulle, .. .Mac Schoenfeld, Blue network .v.p,
in Texas last week to address a Dr. Pepper sales meeting. .. .Chi AFRA
holds its 7th annual antics at the Drake hotel here Nov. 18. Proceeds
to go to the Union's sick fund.
Irna Phillips, soap opera writer, will give a talk on radio to a child
welfare group in San Francisco in December. Ray Suber, Chi radio actor,
purchased the 200-room Clarendon Beach hotel here last week. Actor
currently is oiv "Ma Perkins"'. and "Escape". .. .Ria Ascot. Connie Crowder,
Nannette Sargent and Helen Van Tuyl have been added to the cast of
"Road of Life". .. .Tom McCary, recently appointed NBC prograni manager of the Eastern Division, in town for conference with Jules Herbu;

.

.

-

.

.

.

veaux.

fJV

HOLLYWOOD

"Corny" Jackson back

.

.

.

town determined

in

to see

drive through before making his deal with J. Walter

&

the Sixth

Thompson

War Loan
or Young

He has tendered his resignation as deputy chief in Hollyfor OWI radio division, effective at close of the bond drive Dec. 16.
Both ageiicies have rhade him flattering offers.
.Peter Lyon is choice of
Hollywood chapter of
for the presidency and Sam Moore is favored for another term as v.p. of the western region.
.Veteran comedy
team of Andy and Virginia taking their homey antics to Don Lee after a
spelt on the Blue.
.Wyllis Cooper in town to work with Murray Bplen in
blueprinting the new Jack Kirkwood show foi; Procter
Gamble ...
executive
Austin Sherman closing out five years as assistant to
secretaries to manage the St. Morib: club in the mountains.
.Carl Stanton
and Craig Maudsley casing the village for talent, ideas, writers and what
else that goes into, a quick-saleable program. . .Town is overrun with
agency "prowlers," which would indicate that all the; pitches are not being
made in St. Louis. .Suggested theme song for Young
Rubicam worthies:
"Am I Blue?". .Led Solomon and Alan Woods now batting, out gags for
Jimmy Durante arid Garry Moore. .. .Arch Oboler's volume of radio plays
will include about 25,000 pertinent words on the industry and "the people
Rubicam.

.

AFRA

.

.

&
AFRA
.

.

.

,

.

&

:

.

in it",.., ..Bob Presnell was all set to produce Old Gold's "Which Is Whiclv
when Paramount called him in and gave him a writer contract. He tried
to sell the studio on backing his play on Broadway, but after they read
is to use the yardstick itself as the
the script they decided to hire him pronto and let the play go until later
deciding factor in what .each station's ....Walter. Brennan may plav the lead in "Point Sublime" if James
assessment will .be. As discussed, a Saphier's f.c. deal jells. Cliff- Avquette's pact with Procter & Gamble
station would pay a proportionate proscribes any other network program:
.NBC wa- loaded to tlie gunshare, of the yardstick cost, exact wales last Thursday when an even dozen audience shows poured oufot
'

Plan being considered by the

NAB

"•

..

.

*

City, Oct.. 10.

Levied

vertising

p.

to date.

.

.

,

show in the 4:30m. niche Mondays through
Fridays, originating in Chicago, also
departs from the airlanes in about
two weeks. Replacements for these
shows have not been decided, upon
4:45

Chest

.

,

.

On Own

ence-participation

lingual.

Nut For

May Be

Yardstick

....;'•'....'

Station will spot in the Ivel spon-

N: J,

dept. at Dohert.v. Clifford &- Shcnfield,. in
fdr a physical checkup at hospital in Bronxville,
.Jack Stewart, formerly general manager of KCMO, Kansas City, appointed manager of
.Lawrence J. Hub-,
Chi operations for Joseph Hershey McCillyra. Inc.
bard, formerly asst. director of research at Crossley, Inc., appointed director of research at Duarie Jones!
.Nat Ruclich. production director of
WNYC, conducting radio production and writing courses at Queens ColLatter are being given with: cooperation of city-owned outlet
lege.
and Mutual,
Jean Tighe, radio songstress, who has her own shows oh
makes her N.Y., nitery debut in the' next show at the Beim'orit-- Plaza's

.

NAB s $1,000 000

i

!

New York

i

Flamm, v.p! and general manager of WPAT, Pater.son,
named radio publicity director of the Community War

J.

wood

COUNT SFORZA SPEAKS
'

,

15-minute- station-option seg-

ments, where affiliates

'

Kay

.

.

.

As Rating
Initial

!

'

.

.

are.

From

.

.

.

6-7 P.

.Stevvart '.named

Fund in Northern New Jersey.
Bob King, head of the press

Blue Revamping

anti-radio bloc.

'

.

.

.Sidney

_

UAW

Red Barber .'.v/Allch

.Ted Stfeibert, geti. rrigrj of WOR. taking the
.Orson Welles set .for an American Labor Party
broadcast over WABC Oct 13.
.Leon Goldstein, WMCA, out ailing last
week. No sooner does he go back to work than he's called to Washtiigtdri
for the Lea Committee Hearings
Gene O'Fallon. KFEL, Denver, in -N.y.
for a week,
Mori. (9
has been

that;

newspapers

WMCA

night manager of
baths in Hot. Springs.

.

New York

Radio City,

i

American press anti-labor, radio has
a greater obligation tp labor-radio
and the press differing in that the

-4

McCaffrey now managing

Bill

;

M

I

j

<;:^iy\'V

Waldorf..

r.oew'i

at

ABBEY GRESHLER

political

campaigning, in jWhich many stations are airing spot announcements
source, or the
without crediting
Voice onthe air, especially in view
organization buying the time, is
activities
radio
of the well-organized
meeting with considerable eyebrow
of the Nat'l Ass'n of Manufacturers,
raising, within the industry.
Trade
the
show
to
Goodman is expected
mentors see the practice as being an
troubles confronting unions in get-,
unwise and Unhealthy policy and
ting sustaining time, with bought
ultimately become
one
which
might
procode
by
barred
time completely
especially as ammuniAlso expected to take: the quite harmful,
visions.
with the bulK of the tion in the hands of the ever-present
slant

lit

12

Management

Persona!

exStrongest
code.
pected to be that the. code is unfair
in depriving organized labor, reprea
Americans,
senting' millions 'of.
is

.

;

Broadway'* Newest Comedian

Week of October
Stale. New York

UAW

practicability

.

1.

BOB GENTRY

'.,

While Goodman refused

.

.

Orphan Spots As

revision.

Filial

convention.

YORK CITY ...

Dorothy South, radio character actress, writing a legit, play
"Dintv"
Doyle, of WABC, out of the hospital, ordered to country'- 'by*- medicos
for
remainder of Oct.
.Tom Connelly, vacationing from CBS and also going
to hosp lor checkup: .. .Maurice Rosenfc Id, of MacLaren Ad. Co..
Ltd
Toronto, in for a N. Y. gander for several days and also in search ot scripts
.John Donaldson, ex-radio time buyer for MeCann-Erickson and radio
director of the Red Cross 1944 War Fund of Greater N.Y., has been appointed to handle radio skeds and programs for the All American division
of the Republican National Campaign, N: Y. headquarters.
He's super- 5
vising campaign broadcasting oh all foreign language stations of the eastern 1
states.
.NBC tossed a luncheon yesterday (Tues.) at 21 Club for Freeman I
Gosdeii and Charles Correll (Amos 'n': Andy)
.Moc Hastings, who has
checked out of CBS press dept. for His new music post at the Blue, tossed J
a farewell party by His associates last week at the Gladstone hotel.
,/,
Sunny; Skylar's "Chinese Prayer," written to commemorate the 33d birth- \.
day of the Chinese Republic, was introduced over WOR last night (Tues.)
Skylar sang his composition during celebration of anniversary at the

NAB

Way officially
when Ernst

code will get under.

V

the Production Centres

HHMH HMM.»MMMH III H.H O MMm H»»H{

JAZZ ON WJZ

.

figure being based On the station's
edifice across the nation.
.Georgia Gibbs can't take those two othci
John Woolf. veteran announcer
New hot music sustaining session, circulation as revealed by .the first the
programs because of dat debbii execlusivb in her William Esly contractfrom KDYL moves over to KSL led by trumpeter Billy Butterfield completed survey. Initial expenses^
and featuring other. members of Paul will be defrayed by an assessment
(CBS) with Dan Keeler also added
Whiteman's Blue network house mu- based on station's evening quarter
Columbus— Carl M. Everson, v.p.
Cleveland. —United
Broadcasting
These two replace Ned sical staff bowed In over WJZ. N.
to staff.
serving a>
Y., hour rate.
Co.. which operates three radio sta- arid gen. mgr. WHKC, is
UiSer.ell and Tommy "Greqnhow. who last night (10) in the 11:20-11:30
NAB. execs figure that on this tions— WCLE, WHK, Cleveland, and chairman of the Public Service
shift. to KDYL.
slot.
Feature will be heard Wed- basis, stations with top circulation WHKC, ColumbUs— has asked the vision in this year's. Communis
Mrs. Irma Smith, former, Prof, at nesday nights at the same; time start- would pay between $5,000 and $6,000, FCC for authority to build a new War Chest campaign, having W..W*
University. of.,Utah,' iiow.aLKSL. te.- ing next week.
vice-chaunyn
.".
while those at. the, bottom x>f .the-fist commercial
years^beeji^
three
past
television
station
in
""•.•> -•
ceptionist desk.
John Cleary is producing.
would be nicked for less ahan $100. Cleveland.'
"oTiriaf ?i" "sloit*
.

.

"

:
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.

.
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.
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'
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Plugless Guester!

Inside Stuff-Radio

:

How tHe radio industry in the Rocky Mountain region comprising
Colorado and Wyoming is cooperating with civic and educational groups
service programming with strong results is described in the fifth
jn public

:

annual report of the

'

,

|
I

j

!

•'.

CBS

prepared

has

an

interesting

that's

hearts, of

sponsors,

the

innovation

:

jn

this

For CBS, Blue Comm'l Cancellations

Jimmy

Network plans
day night, Nov.

'The "Schnoz" routine was
respects— except the
to integrate

bbff

night without cancellation
any commercial program.

NBC

plans' to'

weave

Its

of

tabulations

and analytical reports on

voting
right into its sponsored programs,
execs at that web pointing out that
two of the top Hopper-rated shows
of radio "Fibber McGee and Molly"
and Bob Hope are aired over the

RUDY VALLEE MOVING
TO THURSDAY NIGHT

the;

listeners dialed vO.the' B/loe.

Augmented

.

,

On
work

the other hand, the Other .netniw.s and special events staffs
conjunction with
to give continuous
quested the first NBC opening after coverage to the big event, turning
moving the airer in as a replacement to entertainment, if necessary, when
the returns are coming in sparsely,
tor "Abie's Irish Rose "
Lever Bros, had been offered Ihc but going all-out when the tabulatThursday night NBC spot for the ing gets "hot."
Burns and Allen show but preferred
The Blue network for the first
to remain in their present CBS lo- time during a Presidential election
cation. Heir to the Saturday night will move tip its airing. of election
Vallee spot hasn't been decided yet. returns from the regular starting
j

broadcast.

MOT

is

sw itching

same time niche on the

ter

'

&

Gamble,

•

Vail lee's

Blue.

to the

Proc-

sponsor, re-

I

.'

working in
program toppers

are

'

Dick

,

.

'

'.'' ..-'":..":-'..

Detroit. Oct.-

Panel Weighs Facts
the fact that,
service

his:

.

i

I

\

Effective Oct. 1, Dick Osgood took
over the re-created post fuactionirig
not only for the station,- but the
Michigan Radio Network.
'

i

.

misrep-

fie

the armed
25-year-old

There's

show which he does

for

Fqrmfit Co. over Mutual.

the

NEW

some thing

be retained on the Sun-

ginger, will

day night

in.

Brown.

Dick

forces,

was made by

Decision to continue
the sponsor

after

a

panel of three

clergymen, representing three major

on

the

BLUE

that Brown's
faiths,
contract be honored "despite his exaggeration of his honorable war
Searle, exRobert
W.
Dr.
record.".
ecutive secretary of the N. Y. Fed-

recommended

eration of Churches,
("of the panel.

was chairman

Brown, who admits inventing the
lie
which he claimed that a skin
condition .'from which he is suffering is the result of injuries from a
crash in an Army plane in the South
Pacific, reportedly, was caught up
with a couple of weeks ago when
-

his record in the armed forces was
checked by producers of the "We.
the People" program on CBS, with
the War Department in Washington.
The singer also admits that he was
Tillable to gel work in radio until
he had "related the fabrication to
several radio station and program
execs', who. taking his story in good
faith, set him on several air shows.
Actually. Brown has never been
;
overseas.
an affidavit released last Fri.

.

M

Pi

6-1.. Brown
absolved David O.
Alber, press agent, from originating
the story about his services in the

day

Brown's affidavit
Statement by
the

the. entire structure of Blue

'

stated.

Network programming. That
wily the Blue Network will
full hours in one
> eek <> broadcast ing the Herald
Tribune forum, three of the
most ' altiable hours during
which the greatest listening au-

clergymen,

by Dr. Searle. declared that
they Were: convinced that "am undue
hardship would
be placed
upon
Dick Brown were his radio contract
to be ended, with the probabilities
of his being unable to get future
signed-

is

devote three

.

employment."

B 1,1 c Service programs,

Blue Network as mere fill-ins
Iml are a battle element of

South Pacific. "I supplied them will)
that .information of 'my. own volition."

i

are not considered ky tbo

1

I

,.'..

dience
Stepping Every Show
in Ken
Murray's

lie

is

available.

And

advertised by the BItie

it

in

will

news-

.

papers from coast to coast.
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at'

here has. been, reinstated
a long lapse during which .«
program board functioned.

Brown Retained

Despite

':

10.

The post of program director

WXYZ
after

By Sponsor After Clergy

resented

'.

APPOINT DICK OSGOOD

-

.

special

I

I

American Tobacco Co. about $12,000 to put Frank Sinatra on. Jack
Sinatra's guest price is
Benny's program as a guest Sunday night <8).
$5,000, which he drew for the 10-minute appearance, plus the cost of the
band With Axel Stordahl conducting, plus line charges to California.
Benny is on the Coast and Sinatra is in N.Y. for his opening today
i
(Wednesday) at the Paramount theatre, N.Y.-

•.,.'."•

'

•.

and

|

|

cost

news

events staffs will be working under
Paul White at CBS. Tom Slater at
Mutual and William Brooks at NBC.

i-

'.

j

It:

to

Rudy Vallee Saturday night, -8-8:30;
show shifts into the Thursday night network that night,, and couldn't Top commentators for all network?
will be strategically stationed
in
10;30 slot Nov. 9 on the same net, very well ibe cancelled. Mutual will
NBC, when that location is vacated also weave its reports into programs N. Y.. Washington, Chicago and to?
regularly aired. ';. j ...
Angeles -'-.headquarters' of all four
by March of Time after the Nov. -2
''".
.;•"'
webs.:
'>

i

.

'

that

Hour jump on

is believed by Blue chiefa. prestige move, an ennab an audience earlier
than the other networks, and an
effort will be marie to hold that audience throughput the remainder of
the night.
Blue news and special
events: director Johnny Johnstone is
working in cooperation with national production manager Adrian Samish to blueprint a program schedule
for that evening, which will keep

deavor

age in

times, straight unadulterated comedy.

in 7 p. in.

other webs
tains to be

o'clock,

•

It deals
'/•Fairness of the Air," which it Is sending out to the industry.
with the recent discussion that arose between the network and the Writers
Olfar Bpard over Taftaire Rex Stout and the basic question of the allocation of time for the expression of opposing views on the nature of the
peace with Germany,
Brochure sets forth the CBS policy on sale of time for public discussion
on controversial issues, backgrounds the circumstances surrounding the
scheduled Rex Stout talk on the sponsored Edwin C, Hill program and
contains reprints of "Variety's" "Time for Decision" editorial (Aug. 30)
plus the two letters -from Stout and Paul Kcsten, exec veepee of CBS,
'
which appeared in "Variety" on Sept. 13.

hour of 8

reporting and

include cancelling

after 7 p;

.like Old

educa-

7,

commercial shows on the Blue
m. and on CBS after 8
and the inclusion Of coverall NBC and Mutual 'shows

of

fail-

into the script

any Camel reference. As some',
of the boys put it, it was just

and informative brochure, tabbed

for

analysis of election i-etums on. Tues-

plug-con-

in all

ure

Election Coverage Plans Call

the

scious semester,

—

their skills in prosecuting the war.
Council, besides the stations, also includes in its membership 29
tional groups and colleges in Colorado and Wyoming.

warming

abandon

Durante guest shot on the new
Dinah Shore show last Thursdays (5) was more or less of an

Rocky Mountain Radio Council just made public,
,
Drawn' up by Robert Hudson, director of the council, the report reveals
year, the group broadcast 361 separate programs/for
that during the past
civic
organizations
and
over
19
stations
in
the
area.
Comeducational
16
puted at commercial rates, total value of the stanzas aired reached $46,338,
requiring the time of employees of the agencies and professional talent
valued at $60,358, which includes the activities of persons given exclusively
production and broadcasting of the programs.
to the planning,
Programs inaugurated a self-examination,, in the region, designed to
acquaint everyone With its resources human and material; to inform them
on issues of public policy, both domestic and foreign, and to aid in enlist-

ing

Web

In these days when "courtesy
commercials" are being tossed
around on air. shows with an

BRO t

SYSTK.W,

».'«;

ART IN©

IN*.'.

"';

"In the Service of the People"

j

Wednesday. October

PftRtEft

RADIO

so

The Saloon Approach

Argentine Radio Needs More Aspirin,
Big Shots Moving In
r

Montevideo, Sept: 28.
.The. worries of Argentine radio
Apart
nets- these davs are legion.
from "programs". 'of o.flieial propaganda,. which alt stations and. "networks must carry on hookups With

government

official

station, a recent

On

Revolution;

:

-

sufficient, th
Goebbels at

:

i

i>erh:ip>

most

his

such/wlmn

achieved

j

Status

a'nfl

|

;•

•

He

to .be.

another

at.

OK

it's

Chicago, on Mutual
p.m. time slot, Sundays,

in the 1:15-1:30

for

oc:.

!

|

to spotlight

his

own

"their sponsors..''
As far as the
.

L-.;-"'

.r

.
j

'GRAND HOTFL' TO NBC
.

.

.

,

•i

:

1

.

originate here,

in

Now York

or ..Hol-

rights for two years,
accept. Blue network

PARTY ATTRACTS 200
Walker, former mayor of
loastmaster at the second an-

James

In

ir '

J,

late but feels that they will

m
•h.

VI

still

con-

flavor'

and

all

their

timeliness.

original

.

ii

WBNY

io
VII

>c
1'

I

p

i

M

;

,

id

:
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•

;

.

tt
511

.

11-

'

Among

was forced to
commitments

.-'.'

Stone.-

'."'

'

Fort Wayiw.— E. ,1. llendrickson,
Foil. Wayne, in charge of field expediting- division to Fa ins worth Television.
Radio Corp. since the war,
has been named manager of the company's .'Chicago postwar distributing
operations.

'

•

&

'.'

-V

.

)0

who

speakers

honored
Joe Miller's 229th birthday, and Joe
Latirie,:'. Jr:,
Harry Hershfield and
Senator Ed Ford, stars of "Top This,"
besides Walker. Hildegarde and the
honorees were: Walter Hampden,
Tex O'Rourke and Fred and Paula
the,

:

1.

officials offered to re-broadcast
ir

he web program after the football
The "Grand Hotel!' series, name game..
.'„;.
which is owned by CanYpaha. was
NBC in. Ed Palen. station manager, alt

=

-j

.

refusing to name the pro-:
gram holding up the works declared
that v next year, come what, may,
"WJW w i 11 cany the football
.He pointed out that livegame:'."
station had closed the contract early
this summer and it wasn't until late,

though

1935.

Lit

..."'.-."

.,.-'

.

heard' for two seasons over.
19:i:<-

i

;

tain

toppers requested
N V;,
permission for the rebroadcasts as a
nual "Can You Top This?" parly last result of suggestions from visitors
to
New
York
who
after hearing I,a')
(7
was
awardecTthe
Saturday night
Guardia on the air asked tjie BiifTah)
gulden chestnut for telling the. best.
station.".why it wasn't possible to
gags during the celebrity-studded
carry the speech.
..evening, with Hildegarde nabbing
New York indies had also reopposite honors' -and receiving' the
quested permission to carry Jhe
''"-,
golden egg.
broadcasts but unequal schedule' deAffair vyas held at the Park Lane,
mands made it impossible. .Buffalo
hotel.,
N. Y., with- more: than 200
station is. the first out-of-town outlet
showbiz, newspaper, tradepapcr and
to request repeat permission..
magazine reps present.

on Sunday afternoon;
Stumbling block was the SlierwinWilliams iVTotropolitan audition operatic program. each Sunday afternoon.
The paint company told Blue that
unless it got the Cleveland .station
to handle the relay direct it .would
cancel its contiact. This came after

WJW

a.

fit

next few weeks by WBNY, Buffalo.
Outlet, will carry the sessions a week

.

Cleveland, Oct 10,
Another mix up— this time in pro
football— has. clouded thi.s'city's. sport
broadcasting program,
The Cleveland Rams will not have
its games
broadcast because WJVV,
which had purchased exclusive .air.
.

Buff

N. Y., will be broadcast via trans-

.

-;

WJW'S PRO GRIDCASTS
KAYOED BY LONGHAIRS

_

Enough for

Mayor Fiorello. LaGuardia's regular Sunday afternoon broadcasts to
the people of New York via WNYC,

-'•

lywood.
of

'

"TOP THIS' (JOE MILLER)

:

.

FOR CMKPANA, NOV 4

,•
Chicago. Oct. 10.
.Expansion of the C.impana. Sales
greater part of September: due to a
nervous breakdown suffered by Kyilu'; Co; -radio activities for the new seamilitary
whom,
the "Grand Motel''
to
back
D.uarte, actress
son brings
regime entrusted task of producing series next month. Company signed
NBC.
with
contract
52-week
.and playing propaganda programs
ast
Future."
Better
Wnilace-Farry.-Han.lev.
a
"Towards
entitled
(h rough
Programs have been -suppressed, week' for the 4-4:!!0 p. m. iCWT)
pending the actress' recovery, ..but Saturda'v spot being vacated by the
"Your
t'or
.reprepare
Railroad's
to
warned
Pacific.
were
::nets
Union
These America" -show." "Grand Hotel" will,
.s,ump>ion early in October..
programs aim at painting a picture start Nov. 4. with each" 30-minutc
of benefits. .which Argentine, people smrv complete.: but as yet it. hasn't
have already derived from June 4th been decided whether program .will

beginning

•
.

|;

v;

•

propaganda, broad-

casts are concerned, a brief reprieve
been enjoyed by. net w-orks during

lias

.;'

.

|

department, s-ations are wondering.
-how 'much time they will have for

'

its.

,

j

Boff

scription to Buffalo audiences wilhin

-

,

member wants

La Guardia

Mutual

to

Radio Warblers," coterie of canaries which sing accompanied by Helen Wesleott at th*organ, will be sponsored by the
American Bird Products Corp., of.

.

.

|

Newcomer

lQJt

11,

"American

a note.

the., following gag: 'When Frank Sinatra
visited
the
White' House, he
vthrew a. bone to. Fa la. so the
President's fan.cn pooch took
Sinatra put and buried him" in
tlie sand.
Signed ,FS."".' Berle
used the gag the next night \w
"Hall of Fame.'"

iw-i'

account technical legal,
dent or members of the Cabinet na- taking into
and cultural points of view,
tional hookups are obligatory, pro- a.rti.s" ic
ecoiuymic, and. financial
vided the ofiicial delivering the ad-, as ..well as
.broadcas.nv: .activities,
alt
of.
control
/Cabinet
As each
dress so requires.

Voice

.

and sent over

"This is to certify
MiltOn Berlo to- use

as

'

.Military regime' has now appointed
iea special bourc lo examine and
.censes and
vise ;ai; broadcasting,

ofricial decree -"has stipulated" that
and present a plan for
every Curie speeches arc: delivered. concessions,
of local, radio system,
"bv either the President. Vice-Presi-.l rertrgamzalion
:

happened

lie

tire

.-.pied

table

Dr

height's

where

.V.N;' V..

be

will

k1uhS never

ie

:\

these.

i

can use a
Before anybody
Sinatra gag. if, must be cleared
for radio purposes, s.) Milton
Bone did it very simply Saturday night a; the Stork" Club,.

Quo

it,

say oT.tlVen) that oven

Sunday Singing Show

:

ir

.

DuMont Tele Stock

0'

;

,

WSAI

'

I

On Block at $7.37
group
Noel &

Banking

M

G

-

M

'

i

New CAMKl. IMtOiiKAM
1(1 p.m.. KtVT
Mgt.

LOU

CLAYTON

WITWM/T

SEE SMS56S
INVISIBLE.

UNBREAKABLE

CONTACT LENSES
INNER-SIGHT LENSES,
475 Fifth Ave. at
Snilr

JIM

'41st,.

Tel.

headed

by

Van

Co. and Kobbe.
Geaihart & Co.. Inc.. offered 225,000
shares of Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Class A common to the public
yesterday (Tues.l. Initial price was
Plan
slightly over $7.37 per share.
the shares was revealed
to. offer
several months, ago.
this
of
Money received from sales
Alstvne,

Inc.

N. Y. C.
1.K2-5791

stock will be used' for production
and- sale of television transmitters
and receiving sets when priority restrictions are removed or modified.

August when

the. handicaps arose.
Rains tried to get other stations to. broadcast the program when
Blue, presented its problems, but that
they, could not clear their programs
in

TT-.e

of

network

litmcnts so late

cotri

the season.
As a result

'*-'''

resume

ot'-tlie

and W.FW will follow

p.m.

A nnounces

..'':-

1

th e

'.'

•

Appoin I me til of

game

,n 10:45
'•'.*"•'.•"-

{:''''.'.',''.

'}''

with Pleasure

.in

:, v

'

'

of this year's mixup.

WGAR 'will' do- a
at 5:45

'.''

V-:

-

This marks the third embioglio in
over a week that has ..engulfed stations here. The first involved a prowith N. W.. Aver, over,
Also for building and operation of test by
expansion
telecasting stations, and
rights, to broadcast the Notre .Damp
elecfootball games and the second was a
of production facilities in the
tronic field. DuMont is a Paramount WJW-WHK. squabble over W.IWs
subsid.
desire to broadcast the crucial New
York-St. Louis baseball series that
decided the American League pen''•'•
.'''"•,.-,
;.'"
nant race.
\

WGAR

;

;

who/are

W

:

.-';

RAYMER CO.

As Kxvllisive

;

.

,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

.

,

WJAS, Kit,
Effective Immediately

Sponsor Can Take
.

H.

:

';U/"';s v

'

Hal Cohen s

Jerome

PAUL

!t

Pittsburgh.; Oct, 10.
oik and Brother; furriers
Harold
V.
bankrolling

Cohen's "Cohening the Town" show
over WJAS every Saturday night at
Post-Gazette
have renewed
6:30,
.

:

critic-columnist's show two. weeks
ahead of the expiration of original

13-week stretch.

Kypo Net
Continued from page

CBS

for

some

time,,

27

an attitude re-

7m ,n<m

sponsible for the persistent stories of
a
niuch-sought-hard-to-liiid
Direetoi
of- Variety- Programs to wham
CBS is supposedly willing to pay a
fabulous salary. With Hubbell Robinson. Phil 'Cariin. Stanley Joselolf
and Adrian, Samish. the executive,
setup at the Blue already, challenges
Coulter's CBS "supervisor system"
comprising William. Fineshriber, Robert J. Landry. Lyman Bryson. Paul

White and James Fassett.
As for Mutual, it's" been apparent
foi

some time

that

it

is

increasingly

becoming an orthodox network. treating and compensating its ai.ni.ia.te siatious along the same lines as CBS.
NBC and the Blue.
Extent to which Mutual ls moving
in on. programming development is
evidenced by a $600,000 yearly appropriation earmarked for such purposes, a coin hypo that's already
reflected itself in such sustainer.s as
the Lloyd Nolan-Claire Trevor $2,500
weekly package which bowed, in
Saturday (7) "night: the Jane Cowl

|i|lll4JijT
AMII.Us- wltkl
Th* ClaelssaHl
Psit

CINCINNATI'S NEWS

S'

CO.

program and

others.

Comment

in

the trade, however, is that Mutual,
desires, to bat in the same prothe other nets,
must inevitably assert a greater independence; that it must divorce itself
from the WOR-slaijip-oC-approval on

'I

if it

gramming league with

programming before going ahead.

could go for some of that exhibit \

Power to sway any jury of (aste a favorable verdict. Wl.ea.t.» Hakes
(being
buds. The Cereal has it. These golden rip-snorliii" notirishn.eut
about g'""*
flakes are packed with rich nutty fla- of whole wheat.) How
vor.

Stcnnd -helping good.

And

to clinch

VVheaties a trial?

1944

jVdntsdar, October 11,

Lea Committee Cooling Off After

e

With

Political

Angle Out

ere after election day.

The com.

investigating FCC is being
Red solely by two Republican
ibers— Reps, JjOuis E. Miller and
ard Wigglesworth who find it

—

alue for political purposes.

Health Study in N. Y. State Schools

Western Electric Co. was
to an affiliate membership

when

(9)

orably .on

.

application

the

A

join.

to

Industry significance of the move

school studients in

Paley on Tele, News,

the Lea Corhspend the rest of its
then quietly pass into
,-ion after a report to the House
Representatives to justify its
»ress predict that
e'e

will

ey

and

,000

•',

expenditure.,;:.

ERNEST BAGGE, CBS,
ILLED IN

PLANE CRASH

Hollywood, Oct.

10."

Eriiest Bagge, 50, account execwith CBS for past three years,
killed in a plane crash, Oct. 6,
Prescott, Ariz. Charles Miller,
of plane, was critically injured
lis wife killed in same erackup.

on

.

part

the

New York

,

of

State

advertising via radio and
media of 'many widely-promoted products, is viewed as a- prob-

toward
other

..

Affiliate membership was voted
Paul Kesten, exec yeepee of the
inasmuch as the newcomer is not
Columbia Broadcasting System,, is
engaged In television broadcast ac'' '.skedded to go overseas shortly for tivities. -,'•./'..
and
Noble,
to
Edward
J.
sale
conference
CA
with William S Paley r
Jigging for pay dirt in the scripts CBS. prexy currently
with the OWI,
ajio commentators in the form
to look over the network's news Bulova's Sale of WCOP,
ro-New Deal statements on the and

month from now, all this will be
ttirkey and some members o£

altitude,

.thousands of junior and seiiior high

.

They

WNBC

rulings on allocations and for hud-

how decisions
operation.
Disclosure of Kesten's- imminent
trip was made as the exec appeared
last week at the FCC spectrum hearings in Washington during which he
sought permission to present the
network's overall statement of policy anent allocations, asserting that
he would probably not be in the
country for future appearance before the commission.
Kesten's absence from N. Y. will
put additional burdens on the shoulders, of Frank Stanton, administrative v.p. at the web.
dles

with

will affect

new 264-page "Health Teaching

Washington, Oct. 10

.

sale

j

(9). approved the
two Aide Bulova stations,
Hartford, and WCOP, Bos-

of

WNBC,
ton,

5,000-watter,

according

$225,000

plus,

Call

letters

to

will

whtd.
WCOP,

changed

I

,

and others, sUit'k' to: his fttras
Drafted as the result of a two year
study, he said the '-syllabus had been
strongly praised.
ficials

-mouth washes, shaving
creams and other consumer goods, / Throughout the syllabus,- emphaand of radio-press-mag advertising sis is placed on the danger of selfprotests diagnosis: and medication" and of
thereon, -aroused
sirong
from leading teacher groups: just. be- laymen recommending troalmnit or
opening, of' the;., current
school year, The Science Teachers
Association claimed it represents "a

fore., the

to

"V:V;.-.S>/

'.;'.

'patent

1

ca •:-

tobacco,

medicines,

:

.

the

to

exceed $250,000."

be

foods,

deodorants,
laxatives,,

,

]

pi-ice,

Commish, "not

cosmetics,

dentifrices,
]

purchase

.

alcohol,

goes to the

for

ently scoffed. However. Dr.'. .'.font's,
who hi the foreword acknowledges
the cooperation of a long -i-isi of leading doctors, school physicians, physical, educators, dentists, school superintendents. pkychi.aU i.s'ls Ilea Hh;.and
Agriculture-Markets Department, of-

I

is replete with recommendations for student evaluation, of

bonaled-. drinks,

for's total of $475,000.

WNBC,

Yankee network

!

bus which
soap's,

Scoffing

Education Department, was quoted its taking verbal
pokes at it, pointing to several statements at which the ollicuit appor-v

j

Dr. Hiram A. Jones, director of
health and phjsicale.ducation, State
Education Department. The sylla-

FCC Okay!

Gets

...

Some

An unnamed

i

Syl-

labus" prepared under the direction
of

FCC Monday

Paley on

CBS

complete abandonment of the scientific method, in favor of blind indoc-

500- watt er, was sold by
Bulova and Harold A.: LaFount to
Iowa
Broadcasting
System
(Gardner Cowles) for $225,000.

';'-"•.'.
trinalion."
The syllabus, definitely bearish

the

medicines to others. 'Discuss the
dangers/and expense of patent medicines," is one of the topics suggested
for senior 'High school health education. Another is: "Why should 1 riot
spend my money"~"^T~ colas rnd
.

b'n.j

drinks."

oraiige

•'..

'•';:.

gge came here nine years ago
New York and has since been
liated with Coast radio activHe was associated with KHJ
KMPC and handled Hedda
jer and Harry Flannery for the
oik. Survived by ''widow and
-'-•:
lOiith-old daughter.

TWO
,

II

JOIN

WSTP

Salisbury, N. C., Oct.

Mitcham, announcer at

10.

WSTP,

added the job of program di>r. to his. other
duties and two
announcers will be added this
to the Staff/ ••
arence Williams
c

of

Salisbury.

Margaret Kindley, recently

*>f.

wsbo.ro, are the additions.

ACTIVE

LAKE
MARKET

'ALT

ARI YOU READY FOR TILIVISION ?
The time
cepts of
halls.

is

its

The

here for America to revise

living-room**,

time

is

For

classrooms,

its
its

wonderful tomorrow take shape before our #ye«,

con-

DuMont

town

here to become familiar with

new measurements
nomic,

its

of

human

of homes.

It

will stir

...

We

finest in

and sound. DuMont

development, by highly specialized production

a force of

"know how," by advantageous

new

will

watch the

patents.

Indeed, the world stands on the threshold of

into millions

an astonishing age.

men's minds and hearts in

moments.

you with the

sight

quality will bo assured by impressive prewar

progress ... eco-

near

new hopes, new products

a matter of

. . .

pioneering in .Television, by vigorous wartime
is

unparalleled power. Television will carry
thoughts,

will provide

Television reception

political, scientific.

full-scale Television

ready

truly

.

.

.

.

.DuMont

Television

Are You?

is

';,•''''

Ccpyright V944. Alltn

t.

OoMont toborolorfot. Inc.

»h
'

has one of the highest
capita ratings as a radio

*»>ing

market.

JOHN BLAIR

It

CO.

National Representative

It

..

able development from the use of a

'

operation there, Kesten's trip is likewise cued to the forthcoming FCC

Best of

the purchase and Use by high school
siudents of two or three products
heavily plugged on the air, might in
its general stance toward radio, press
and- mag advertising, be considered
by media men to be one of markedly
more ".questioning" than: has previously been the case.

Albany, Oct.. 10.
tough-minded, if not downright

skeptical

is

cued to fact the Western Electric
is
a powerful factor iii" the film
theatre field as manu facturers and
Etc. installers of sound equipment.

Trek for Muddles With

claiming that high-up Adminison pressure guided certain FCC
Including approval of: the
ins,

Any

Biz

the board of di-

rectors meeting in N. Y., acted fav-

Pan) Kesten's Overseas

Ad

Doesn't Give

in the. Television Broadcasters Assn.

Monday
Washington, Oct. 10. .<f
here is that the
>n«i'al
Committee heat will be turned
leeling

ee

Electric Joins

Tele Broadcasters Assn.
The
elected

Elections

RADIO

HKBIEff
Western
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>
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,
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I
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.

N

.
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DINAH SHORE'S OPEN HOUSE

thus linking two of: the four
top radio boxoffiee singing stars.
It's a cinch that both will benefit
net,

Producer: Walter Bunker
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.

GENERAL FOODS
WEAF-NBC,

N.

from

'

in

terms of Hoopers and

Miss Shore., just back from a GI
overseas tour for USO-Camp Shows,
was in fine fettle for her opening

'

•.-V

Here's part of the payoft underlining the strategy behind the realignment of General Foods bigtime

programs

designed

She's developed a flair
for handling comedy lines and her
singing, of course, was off the top
shelf! That went for her opener, "I

broadcast.

to

sponsor's position and
develop a sequence in programming
that will attract a maximum of potential customers. The result is a
Dinah Shore package built along solid
production lines that wiU bolster interest in the NBC Thursday night
sked; The initial performance (5) in
the show's new time segment, with
Jimmy Durante as the first in a
series of guestars chosen from the
ranks of top comedians (Groucho
Marx up next) was a sock presentation that bodes well for the prosolidify

it

Crossleys.

If.

{Young & RubicavO

network

Wednesday, October 11, 1944

idea, but was overlong and
repetitious. There's another aspect
to the spotting of Dinah Shore in
the 8:30 o'clock slot, which precedes
the Bing Crosby show on the same

good

With Harry, von Zell, Jimmy DuRobert Emmett
rante: (guest),
Dolan orch, Joe Lilley singers
Writers: Sid Zelinka, Howard Harris, Sol Iaks

the

plus

tine,

the

Umbriago

clarinet

ABBOTT A COSTELLO

HIL-

With Dea Benedaret, Dick Ryan, Oizlo Nelson orch, Jack Bailey, announcers, others
Writers: John P.

Medbury,

Sandwiched in between the GenFood's Maxwell House-Frank
Morgan show and the Kraft Music
Hall, program, this Dinah ShoreBird's-Eye package, aside from its

Artie

Ken

Jaok

Douglas
Producer: Al Scapone

INTERNATIONAL SILVER
WABC-CBS, N. Y.

'

1

Adler

™

Jeuklu,'

orch

'

Writer; Glenn

Wheaton

Sam

Producer:

Pierce

30 Mins., Thurs., 7:30 p. m.

LEVER BROS.

N. Y.

WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
(Esty)
Abbott & Costello last week (5)
(Ruthrauff & Ryan)
recaptured their franchise on the
Form players, had they wagered
Thursday 10-10:30 p.m. NBC slot on Bob Burns' opening 'showfor
from Harry Savoy, who filled in for Lifebuoy this season, would
them during the summer. Duo re- taken quite a lacing, Ozark have
comic
turned in their usually raucous, getting, oft to a dull start considerrowdyism routine, with Costello ably below his own par. In the
again in good voice after a year past, if nothing else. Burns' openini
which certainly strained his propen- monolog was usually good for several bellies, but this time he
sities as a funny man.
was
Last season's bow-in was clouded strictly in the chuckle department
Chances are
by the loss of Costello's' child and and lightly at that.
latter sessions were further damp- Burns will get back into his groove
ened by his own illness, which as the season wears, especially since
..

•

;

;

The new Ozzie Nelson-Harriet

Hil-

liard show, replacing Silver Theatre
in the Sunday night .6 o'clock CBS
slot, is in some respects the surprise
among the new season's entrants.
Pair, identified with musical formats
for years, npw emerge as a fullfledged comedy team.
Perhaps the
element of surprise isn't as great in
the case of Miss Hilliard, in view of
her previous comedy eontrjb during
the Red Skelton semesters on the
mama-boy routines; but the fact remains that the overall smoothness of
their performance bodes well for the
development of a new comedy team
either in the Burns
Allen idiom or
as a Fibber McGee & Molly combo.
They've got a long way to go, but the
combination did spark on that initial

&

Firstly, the scripters must establish
more definite pattern for characterization; at present they're playing
too straight, and should be endowed with specific traits and exag-

a

it

Keith Palmer has written a halfgerated characteristics which could
hour comedy show which will star serve as a springboard for much of
Particularly in view
Lionel Stander, recently discharged the .comedy.
of the fact that this is a half-hour of
uninterrupted story continuity, with
Coast acting In pictures.'
the script built around the home life
Presentation of the comedy-var- of the Nelsons, sans orchestra, save
iety program is now making the for musical bridges to span story
gaps.
That, too, is something to be
agency rounds, with probability stint
looked into. Full half-hour throws a
will originate in Hollywood.
pretty terrific burden on writers; the
prospect that they can continue the
pace week in and week out is very'

Army and

With Shirley Roaa, Larry
Doug Oourlay, Gordon

Auerbaoh, Connie Halnaa,
Freddie Rich orch

Nllei,

WEAF-NBC,

;

(Young & Ritbicam)

',

from the

Coatallo,

CAMELS

30 Mills.; Sun., 6 p.m.

Rose.

Offer Lionel Stander

entertainment

BOB BURNS

Lou

Abbott,

Producers: Dick Mack, Andy Lor*
Writers: Don Prlndle, Stanley t'ielda,
Joe Kirk, Ed Forman, Ed CherkoM
30 Mini.; Thurs., 10 p.m.

fresh as though

eral

Bud

With

most Durante, it never
becomes standardized. It comes out broadcast Sunday (8). There are obnewly improvised
vious flaws, but they can be rectified.

duet, but like

gram's future.

the-commercial" routine with Harry
von Zell (the Bird's-Eye announcer).
The Wilcox-von Zell banter was a

Lesson"

.

•

value, illustrates effectively how sales technique can be
applied to radio with maximum results. The sequencing of one General Foods show to follow another
permits for a multiplicity of sponsor plugs, in the case of the preem
Dinah Shore broadcast, Harlow Wilon the Maxwell
cox,.- announcer
House show, dropping in for a "kid-

A

(although she
should have opened with a more
familiar tune). "I'll Be Seeing You"
and her "Beguine" for a closer. She
gets a splendid assist from the Robert Emmett Dolan orch and the Joe
Lillie chorus, latter heard in "Chattanooga Choo Choo."
It was Durante, though, that gave
the half-hour stanza its real solid
comedy punch, It was standard
"Schnoz" material., including his
"Toscanini. Stokowski and Me" rou-

Learned

OZZIE NELSON-HARRIET
LIARD SHOW

currently on the

,

slim.
night's

As

a matter of fact, Sunday
performance, appeared some-

what drawn

out. Compressed into a
smaller period of time, which would
allow for the highlighting of a musical break in the continuity, would
give the show a swifter pace and

,

he

eventually kept him off the air from
March 3-Nov. 4. Abbott hung on for
three weeks after Costello's departure but gave it up to await his partner's return. When the pair hit the
ether
again
in
November, they
lacked a little of their former
sparkle and enthusiasm, but initialer
of this season gave ample evidence
that they're the same old purveyors
of radio slapstick.
A&C initialer took its accustomed
straight-man
turn,
with
Abbott
counseling his partner's investment
of latter's summer earnings.
The
proceedings were ably assisted by
the dialect shenanigans of "Mr. Kit-

has

Glenn

Wheaton,

one

of

radio's best scripters, with him
but
it
looked like a long road after
that first show Thursday (5 >.

Apparently,
show's
producers
haven't been able to find a satisfactory
formula.
Wisely,
they've
dropped the overly corny "Arkansas
Traveler" stories, in which Burns

did a, ridge runner John J. Anthony
but no satisfactory replacement has
been developed, program instead relying on guesters. first of whom was
Larry Adler, New to the program
this season are Shirley Ross, a better than
average songstress, and

Gordon Jenkins'
the

for

wham

zel" (Artie Auerbach), who's certainly a valuable and welcome addition to the
layout. Remain-

orchestra, on hand
debut with several really
arrangements, most notably
;

"Broadway Lullaby,"
In addition to comedy weakness,
der of the lineup is musical. Connie initial .show had layout trouble,
Haines is a competent songstress. bunching its musical numbers in

A&C

Freddie Rich's Orch is a well-knit poor routining. Thus, a band tune,
combo with good arrangements. "I Miss Ross' "It Could Happen to You'V
Walk Alone" was a good example of and Adler, with two pieces, one an
how a pop number should be over-arranged version of "Man I
Love" and the other the sock "Hand
handled. ;
>
Copy followed the boilerplate to Mouth Boogie" were all jammed,
Camel ciggie spiel a standard by together. Closed with a bazooka(Continued on page 34)
this time in air blurbing.
Turo.
•

'

•

..

—

more punch.
Gagsters appear to be having a
day this season on playing for
the trade without disturbing listener
reaction.
Intro of the Hoopers and
Crossleys «s characters in the script
provided a good chuckle to insiders.
Commercials are as clever as any
heard in recent weeks; the 1847 Rogers St. tag for the Nelsons: the "Infield

ternational Silver Threads Among
the Gold" gag added up to smart
sales showmanship as woven into the
script, but wisely kept. at a minimum,
a* were the standard plugs. Rose.

HEDDA HOPPER'S HOLLYWOOD"
With Hedda Hopper, Dick Aurandt's
orch, guests
Writers: Ben Perry,
•

12 Minutes

ARMOUR &

CO.

WABC-CBS,

N. Y.

(Foote,

in the Life of an
Old-Fashioned

Wringer...
Kenny

fantile paralysis.

treatment

of

in-

We

started broadcasting
the worthy appeal at 4:16 p. m. ... at

4:28

Jefferson called

stop,

as they

and asked that we
more wringers
promised than they could use.

had

RESULTS: We

far

think

it

ment, for sponsorship:

To her usual brand of Hollvwood
gossip Hedda Hopper has added a
guester policy revolving around a
"hats off" salute in which some outstanding personality is honored by
the femme gabber and invited on the
show for a dramatized version of his
or her
achievements.
Fortunate
choice on program reviewed (9) was
Dinah Shore, cued in unannounced
while warblitu; " 'i! Wall; Alone."
and then introed for a rapid-fire interview. Subject, of course, was her
recent overseas trip.

who's-not-going-to-marry-who

selling

humanitarian cause,
assuredly do

we can

is

the

meat—"

Maybe

Represented Nationally by

GEORGE

P.

HOUINGIERY CO.

MEMBER OF THE MUTUAL, BROADCASTING SYSTEM

15-minute morning

program— 9:45-

10 A.M., Mondays through Fridays— now
giving
treat

NERN

New

blankets

A

listeners

five-a-week

a

of currently popular tunes and old-

—

time favorites

over a net work that

England.

brochure with complete details

available

NERN.
sults

from any

is

Weed man or from

Investigate today for sales re-

tomorrow.

it'll

much of the same thing repeated
over and over. Musical contribs by
the Dick Aurandt combo sounded
okay, !'•
Dohn.
;
too

SHIRLEY EDER

NERN STATIONS
Frequency

'

Gossip
15 Mins.; Sat., 5:45 p.m.

HYGRADE PRODUCTS
WOR,

N. Y.
(WiKiiimsi

This

.

new

chatter series bowed in
Gloria Swanson's Fifth ave-

AVAILABILITIES?
;

Salvi Cavicchio's

sell the stuff, but it also might cause
a lot of dial turning to get away from

from

v

accompanied by

Chet Gaylord and The Rhythm Rascals
is a

and

nue, N. Y;, manse.
Naturally most
of the gab had to dci with explaining the spot, mostly done by Miss

\.

mo-

novelty musical group.

similar stuff, seemingly so important
Hollywood- chatter artists. Miss
Hopper closed the session with a GI
war bond plug based on the slogan.
"Put a Bond in the Bank for a Yank,"
Plugs for Armour's meat products,
especially their spamlike "Treet,''
•were rather on the repetitious side,
with constant voicing of the tagline.

for advertisers.

Yes, a few!

tones,

to

"Treet

at the

Chet Gaylord,

one of New England's most popular bari-

speaks volumes

power of Philadelphia's
Pioneer Voice. What we can do for a civic,
for the

<k

lVAILABLE,

;

Belding)

femmes made for easy listening. Followed some last-minute flashes on

few days ago the Jefferson Hospital
asked us to broadcast an appeal for
wringers, to be used in connection with
the miraculous

Cone

Dialog was lively and interesting,
and the combo of the two mikewi.se

A

'

Glenn Wheaton

Producer: Jack Meaklh
IS Mins.; Mon., 7:15 p.m.

Swanson. who came over the airwaves .okay while, being interviewed
by Miss Eder. Latter seemed a bit
nervous on this one. but she'll probably be able to overcome this on the

follow-ups.
In addition

to

1

M

WBZ
WCSH

1030

WJAR
WLBZ
WTIC

620

970
920
1080
1370
1400

WFEA
•WRDO
'

Walts

50,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000

250

Boston, Mass.
Portland , Maine
Providence, R.I.
Bangor, Maine
Hartford, Conn.
Manchester, N. H.
Augusta, Maine

Nationally represented by

WEED & COMPANY
JVeto

York. Boston, Chicago, Detroit.

San Francisco, Hollywood

§§

NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL NETWORK

the glorifying gab

on La Swanson's menage, plus a
couple of plugs for her forthcoming
stage vehicle, "A Goose for the
Gander." Miss Eder did about three
minutes
of
Hollywood
chatter.
Latter angle needs expansion to rate
with current competition.
Edba.

28 GROVE STREET
HARTFORD 3, CONN.

.
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On

Stars Galore

RADIO

PfattETY

S3

'Challenge to Critics'

Chet Heslep to Direct

j

New Program

Prospect

MutuaFs Wash. Affairs "Challenge to the Critics," halfChester Heslep, for the past two hour roundtable and quiz stanza,
with Robert Coleman, drama critic
years associated with the Office of of the
N. Y. Daily Mirror as ra.c..,is
Censorship under Byron Price, has being offered to sponsors. Other exbeen appointed by Mutual prexy perts included in the program are

Chi School Air Meet, With Bryson

:

Yule 'Commander'
Hollywood, Oct.

10.

PerformChristmas "Command
ance," to be recorded Saturday at
CBS by Armed Forces Radio Service for soldiers and sailors all over
the globe, will contain the most
star-studded east ever heard, on one
air program.
With Sgt. Bob Welch as producer,
the line-up includes Bing Crosby,

j

|.

in

Files for

>

.

The

St.

FM

Louis, Oct.

Louis

St.

of newspaper trwned and operated
stations here.
The Post-Dispatch
(Pulitzer) operates KSD, and the

and

'

operates

KXOK. The latter two stations and
KMOX, local CBS outlet, also have
asked for an- FM permit.
Televisionfor

KSD,

Heslep was

formerly

special events rep for

York.

five-minute drama-

;'.;:.;'

in

elected

KMOX.

and

Mutual network toppers are reported negotiating with Henry Sylvern, musical director at WINS,
Hearst station in N. Y., to take over
similar chores
is

for the web, which
currently without a musical co-

ists

Philadelphia, Oct.

•

of

KYW

:

What's

Chicago

Erwiri Wasey Co., who moved
up from secretary to veepee; Hildred Sanders, JVlitchell-Faust Adv.
Co., -secretary, and Arthur F. Haare,

[

general ritanager WJJD, treasurer.
Trustees elected to serve 90 days
Hiigh Vogel. Kenyon & Eckhardt;
David Dole, Henri, Hurst
McDonald; Mark Smith, Presba, Fellers,
&:Presba, and Margaret Willie, of

j

I

are.,

&

I

I

and

.

Company,. Omaha.

''.';..'
.

Walter Thompson.

CANADIAN WRITERS
FOR CANADIAN RADIO
Ottawa. Oct.

orch

past

writers,

says

ih

is

report

CBC drama

Allan,

85

that

dramatic

percent of

webs

between Oct., 1943. arid Sept.. 1944,
were authored by Canadians. Figure
for Trans-Canada network in that
period was 92 percent.

WOKO Land* Dept. Store

one

'•

Warner Bros.

Pictures.

......

|

Albany, Oct 10
one of Albany's two

language
period,

only.

sustainers

webs,

the two
aired 193

ported

in

plays in

He

re-

above
English;

Canadians who got
$15,000, an average of
largest, department stores and seldom a user of radio time, is now $211 each. Total dramatic sustainer
sponsoring a 15-minute daily "Head- production of the CBC networks
liner" program, with three news- (Dominion and Trans-Can.) iri past
12 months was 226. 19 of them by
casters, on WOKO.
George Cole and Rudi Gruhn British Empire writers, 14 by U. S.
handle international, national and authors. Production was in Vanstate news, while Ron ha Ryan eov- couver, Winnipeg, Toronto, Monters local social and religious items. real.
Whitney's,

his chores are three across-

orch leader on Metro's "Screen Test"
stanza over Mutual to accept the
post of eastern musical director: for

.'

by
more than

written

71

'-.

|

of

10,

FM

as an educamajor importance

that might well revise the school
system of postwar America will.be
one of the main subjects on the
agenda of the eighth annual meeting of the School Broadcast Conference to be held at the Morrison
•,.'
hotel here on Oct. 23-24.
Under the chairmanship of Lyman
Bryson all problems ot school broadcasting will be covered with some
of the top subjects being "The ^lace
of Radio
in
Modern Education,"
"Radio Program Techniques," "Special-Techniques of Writing and Production, for Transcriptions for Classroom Use" and talks on studio equip-

ment, and engineering;.

'.

:

.

WLW's News Bureau

In

Wasb. Starting Oct. 16
Cincinnati, Oct. 10,
is takCrosley's 50,000-watt
ing another forward step in bolstering its news service by opening a
private bureau in Washington. An
NBC affiliate, the station subscribes
to all major news services; has special war correspondents at several
portions of both fighting theatres;
has Jim Cassidy, a staffer, on active
duty at. the .German front, and maintains the largest corps of newsmen
in the home studios of any comparable station in the country.
i

WLW

Washington

bureau

to be included in regular

opens

WLW news

programs. He is being transferred
from here, having served as assistant director of special broadcasts
for the past year.

of the most unique programs in

today

you haven't

is

America

WOR's "An>wer Man". Unique for these
'

reasons:

1.

.:'.-'-'-.''

•.''-

:f

"The Answer Man" brings you

1,000,000 young, active listeners every

weekday evening.
2. "The Answer Man" has ranked as one
of the most popular local shows in New
York for more than six months.
3. "The Answer Man" personally writes
to each listener who submits a question.
As your or your product's name appears
on all letters, you get the additional
benefit of this personal contact.

"The Answer Man's" smooth,
of questions and answers

is

rapid-fire

parade

always interesting,

provocative news-making. (His recent scoop on

the cousin-ship of Roosevelt and Dewey, for
example, clocked up nation-wide publicity.)

Simple in conception, but powerfully provocative,
educational and entertaining, WOR's "Answer
Man" is probably one of the most successfully
sales-slanted shows ever offered by WOR to a
sponsor or his agency/
'

"The Answer Man"

,

.

The

Oct. 16 with Gordon Graham doing
a weekday newscast at 6:25 p.m. and
supplying special and feature stories

The Answer Man" got
One

that

Andrew
who

of

supervisor,

sustainers on the two English

!

15

of

medium

10.

Evidence Of the extent to which
Canadian radio favors Canadian

Allan's report dealt with English-

and

the

of the busiest pianorganists in the business.

also

is

composer

radio .for

:

;

the

of the

Jim Crosson, member of KYW the-board stanzas on MBS daily, innews staff, ha* been upped to news cluding the Jane Cowl and Sunny
editor, replacing Bill Rambo, now Skylar programs.
He resigned about a month ago as
head of advertising and sales promotion department.
Mort Hendrickson, formerly
WFIL newsroom, has joined
*
news staff.

of

Radio Management Club last week
at the club's annual election. Other
new officers are Harry K. Gilman,

J.

a

for

Among

10.

president

net sales in. 'Frisco area. Announcement. was made yesterday by Don
Blue's western <gen. mgr.)
Samuels came toKGOin 1943 after
having been regional manager; for
the Central States Broadcasting

Seaiies,

10.

|

Sylvern,
leader

ED JIM CROSSON

Chicago, Oct.

Goodkmd.,
New
'.

;

HANK SYLVERN TO TOP
MUTUAL MUSIC SETUP?
I

\"'.

Harlow Roberts, vice-president of
Joice & Morgan, was

news and

NBC

'

Radio Club Prexy
•'

|

years,
••'.">'':/•••(.

,

•

ordinator.

shows also are planned

KXOK

with

CW

Globe-Democrat

FM

owns

etc,,

Name

10,

Publishing Go., which publishes this
burg's only a. m. rag, has filed an
application with the FCC for a permit to install and operate an
Granting of the perradio station.
mit will bring to three the number

Star-Times

.films,

establishment, 'of a regular office
representing the network in Washington." He'll concentrate on news
and progi'am activities.

License

tional

;,

Appointment of Heslep, according tizations pi each, question, rather
McClintock, is cued, to Mutual's than direct queries.
:'•'!
"expansion of all its activities, .which
has necessitated the appointment of
a full-time representative and the
Harlow Roberts

Louis Globe-Democrat

:

Post.

to

;

Frank Samuels Upped

San Francisco. Oct. 10.
Produced by Ted Green, of the.
Frank Samuels, sales manager of
Chick Vincent office, and written by
Blue 'network's
KG p. has been
Nat Caldwell, the format comprises
given the added responsibility of
a q.: arid a. session, of plays, music,
supervising both Blue spot arid Blue

lated activities.

C.

Discussion

i

et al.

Chicago, Oct.

'

.'.-

,

':,.,:'.'

.

W.

Allen,

Jimmy

Durante, Kay Kyser,
Judy Garland; Frances Laiigford,
Dinah Shore, Spencer Tracy, Giriny
S.imms, Edward Arnold. Spike Jones,
Harry James, Jerry Colonna. Toinrriy
Cook and Ken Darby;

St.

Y

and: Irene Thirer, N.

.

matters .dealing' with legal and re-

,

Fred

Benny,'

Fields,

'•-

John Chapman, N. Y. Daily News;
Leonard Leibling, Musical Courier,

McClintock -as, Washington
charge of MBS operations.
Louis Caldwell will continue to .rep-.
resent Mutual in Washington in all
Miller

rep

.

Jack

At Helm, To Discuss FM,
:

,

;,*-'.;">'

now open for immediate
sponsorship from 7:15 to 7 :30 P. M., Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
is

that Power. full station at 1440 b roadway, jn new york

.

-
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Tom iiMU'd

on

people

-

.

M-miiuites.

from pane

'

ha i-n.iMtiV-ibpiiinii
Miss ROsv-tm iv

.

la:

boni

'

...

-

'

-.

:

.

.

Andy and Bob Burns. job he did in putting across, the
fur '.Ani'is
gets bil'mc a-- vwit'.r of the show,: transitory scene shifts as should the
but S lijit Sterling. also pitched in as bridge-music- conducted by AlexMusical background and ander; S.emnilef.
scnpiei
Production!
bridges wet e^excellcnt.
and d'ir»cli:>!V Of" Don Sharpe kept the
action moving and a.i- bis time ur
1

•"KICmi.TS, INC.",

Writers:; Leonard'
Steiiinj}
.30 Mins, Sal;,

Sharp?

l»»n

-.'St.

Sustaining

n.m.

New York

Of the llHIlal fll'ilis 111 Mu;t4>. bol;>Un
its progiammins division via higiHuidueU'ri' st>s.tamei s and biuld up liil.eiviiig audiema, -'ResuUv, Inc.. slai nig. film :
•itcs IJ.oyd Nolan aiu'l Claw' Trevor,
is an enjoyable half-tKnu o, tin-t?i>
romance' and. comedy;
The Web is spending about $2,500
pei iveek for talent scripuus. etc on
Olll!

tual move

;

i

•

-

.

,

this .stanza,

and

is ..showcasing

the Saturday night
slot .'lor
1

listeners';

,t>\ >•! )

res'i-ieel;

it

in

10:30 pjn time
and' .prospective

HON.

•.
:

-

Stci.

I

.

:

Micajah Wren
Music: Alexander Seniniler \

Wi

lier;

->

30 Mins.. Eif; (61.
";,;'
shot)

9:15

Sustaining

'-.;

•'•'"

W ABC -CBS.

'

-;'

.;

,

(one-

a.m.

••:',

technical footing with every
other
licensee. And it does something
else
—it. throws' all. the emphasis for
leadership on program competition
It awards the laurels of audience
to
the station which does tlie best program job. not to the station. Which'
ha* the loudest signal traveling the
'.•;'
longest distance." ;.
...
,,;;

:'•'•
'."
.-

Kesten's Blockbuster

'

.

'

i

7

i'

laid

the-, sell-ins
for. future
programs
Nolan, operator of a; new firm which
advertises a pledge to get, results tor
customers,
confronted with a brash
young miss who answers, his. ad for a
secretary. She .walks into his office
and. takes over. Their first easeis to
find a haunted house for an eccentric
woman authoress at a good fee. How
they do this, and capture a mad killer in the process, lends itself to interesting listening!
Miss Trevor, who is not new to
radio, having been co-starred in the
"Big Town" series with Ed (yard G.
Robinson, gives a fairly good performance as Nolan's right-hand gal.
is-.'

;

But Nolan .stammered., -.fluffed lines
'

and, in general, did a slipshod job in
hjs role as head of ."Results, Inc.." indicating he needs more rehearsing.

entitled "Elect ion. U., ;S. A." was as
timely, as today's news happenings.

-Using a' new -technique --in the
treatment of documentary problems,
,

.

half-hour 'dramatization . was.
this
specifically designed to. make people
feel that they owed it to themselves
to vote. As .such, the program Was
was downti
a complete .success,
,

to-earth, filled with all the epigrams,
epitaphs,
and statements
cliches
made by all candidates of all parties
for. all offices through the years. It
veered neither to the. .right nor the
left, blew no bugle for any political
party.. and was understandable from
opening to close.
The, excitement of the current
presidential campaign was shown
;

.

;

;,

without mentioning either candidate
specifically..
its

message

And
this

TUe's.

in.

driving

home

urogram faceted

at-

,

He. warned that television is,-going
l.ijiave to compete with motion piclast' tures and printed advertisements and
shifted
Yoiins
to the:8;:i(J p. in. spot on
that. ; unless it gets into the higher

1.3

.

.

.

Young program

is

Diane

Coiirliiey.

where

frequencies,

it

can obtain the

wider channels necessary for sharper
pictures and good color reproduction,
it
is going to have trouble, v
Although the commission cut Kesten off long before he w as' finished,
On the ground that parts pi his- state
ment didn't belong in llial part of.
the record smart CBS press agents
got the statement around to news•liieir a'tid over the wires nationally,,
so. that the bold CBS challenge to
the

to.

end of the

1

?'

!»

|i

Kesten warned against -the public being loaded with sets to handle only "prewar'' television., pictures
and then being forced to buy new
sets to get the improved pictures .of
the higher frequencies:
.

.

cotinti v

-

-

—

;;

FM

mm

,

visible demand;. 12)
we have called the
status of big
stations be avoided as the
end-result of licensing.
"We should like to urge a third
platform.
The
plank in the
licensees
third idea is this:. That
be limited, by Commission policy, to
coverage of the single market area
within which they are- broadcasting,

meet

to

that

any

what

"prince-and-pauper"

and

little

FM

FM

ather than

FRED LIGHTNER
Dir.:

rate markets by placing a high, and.
high-powered transmitter somewhere
.".''.
'..
between them.
"The single-market idea further
increases the supply of FM facilities,
by permitting the same frequency to
be repeated more often, and thus
used by probably twice as many
stations, as you move across the
'

country.

PHIL COSCIA

covering several sepa-

';-

Second,

it

abolishes

;.•

RAY
HARVEY
Author of
Comedy

the

THl DfS MOlHtS AUDIEHCi FOR
*tA$Y

ACU' IS INIARGW

Ye«, Jane and Goodman and Anacin get a Dc»
Moines audience 76.6% above their national Hooper.
Exceptional? Not at all. The 48 CBS commercial
evening shows on KRNT average 27.4% higher than
their national

Hooperating (xv'mter-s firing 44).

No

wonder more than 130 national and regional adveruse KRNT in Iowa's No. I market, Des Moines.
KRNT. OH MOINES » CIS « A COWLtS STATION

tisers

i

I
f

transmission equipment have dis- I
closed that they will be. ready in a 1
matter of months with equipment tooperate away up. in. the ether; .\V: ,|

:

&

i

•

Here are some Kesten highlights:
did aii. okay job on "Trolley
"We lecommeiid. 100 frequencies
Song." Peter Van Steeden drch. back-,
ing up.
Sales spiels by Fred Uttel foi FM broadcasting.
While this is
"Every consumer w-ho buy's, a piewere on the heavy side.
roughly the same number as the
War type and wakes tip; one fine
freqiiencies ftO-V available in J\M
morning to distfover that there is a
Orson Welles. Milton Beile. Mary broadca"s'ting,. itr will produce vastly
new
and better television on the air
Martin. Burl. Ives and the regular different results,
The present 106
Philco- Variety" "Hall of Fame" cast- frequencies in broadcasting make which his set cannot receive at all,
is going to be very resentful," he
ers welded a tiptopper Sunday night
possible something over 900 stations
(8) .an the recently resumed Blue
said. "Multiply that by about 1,009^'
network 60-minute 6 p. m. stanza. in the United States, and some ot 000 sets—or about $200,000,000 of
Task of picking but highlight was a those are squeezed pretty- tight.-.
public investmeiil and it becomes; a
"Under a policy of licensing
tough one. Miss Martin and Ives'
•'.:,'
frightening predicament.
singing contribs clicked all the way which we hope the Commission will very
"Besides being a fraud upon the
and the comedy team, of Welles
frequencies should
adopt, 100
would be a fraud upon
it
Berle
sounded like a sponsor's
make possible between 4.000 and public,
dream.
Welles also clicked in his
broadcasters to delay new telethe
inserious roles, introing Paul White- 5.000 stations. A rough estimate
vision standards.'
man's preeni performances of Shos- dicates that at least 10 nationwide
more evidence
"There is
e. and
takovitch's "Song o( Liberation" and networks could be possible under
that present television
in the recitation of Rupert Brooke's sueh a plan with as many as 25 OIvto indicate
not
simply
good
are
standards
"England'' to close the show. ..'•.".
30 stations operating in shch of the
to put television over as a
enough
larger markets as New -York, Chicareal public serv ice, or even as a
go and Los Angeles.
1
enterprise."
going
broadcasting to.be
"We want
Wholly democratic. That objective,
translated iiito terms Of space in the
Since Jan.
Overseas for
spectrum and licensing policy, im•'•..'"'
'43— Now In France
plies clearly two things: (.11 )that the
supply of frequencies, the total number, be enough or more than enough

who

$

.

"

USO

«

3

;aecu,sert

FM

fllAS

I

right and left of trying to hold up
television by the proposal to move it
j
into the: higher frequencies,; Kcstcn-i
declared that the manufacturers of -1

tele boys; who want to operate
the lower .frequencies went Horn

ert'd

hbw CBS was

Describing

.

in

I

ten's,

1

the Blue, replacing "Nit Wit Court"
for Miiiil Rub and Sal llepatica
cBristol-Mvers >.
Young, who had
been filhng.jn lor, Eddie Cantoi during the summer, started oft with a
t.'urlv good show, script by Jay Sommers. Will Gliekman and Young
himself,
being a gag version of.
Young's hie. Show goes in heavily
best of w.honi when
for stooges
caught was Jack Kirkwood, due to.
be replaced by Ed BegVey, Kirkwood
going to the Coast for Procter .*:
Gamble. Kirkwood has a sock comedy delivery and stands a good
chance of emerging as a- strong comedy act on his own.
New l.o the

-

trie' matter of-. teleyisioii..;-Kes,
statement pulled' no punches,
despite the proposed compromise ail(Jounced the week before between
FM aiid video allocatibiis.

Qii

-

show

Alaii

•'

'"

.-"''

New York

Coming as" it did last Friday (6).
the day alter. President Rooscycll.-

sponsors/ The investment and. effort seeonri
urging
speech
political
should reap; rewards, -for MBS. has people to. vote this year. Columbia
started off on the visi t foot.
This, Broadcasting System's preview of- its
program- is commercially sound. 0
American School. Of. the Air series,
Initial episode^!', the series'

"'.y'.-

'
.

:
,

'

Followup Comment

S..A."
(American School of the Air)
With John Allen Wolf. Bernard I. enNormal)
Wojfson,
row. Martin
Hermit
Roland.
Marlowe.
Joe
Muriloek, Kod Heiidriekson. Jim
Bowles. Teles toil Terry. Sylvia
S'ms. I.iam Uiithi
Proilurei -Director: Rotten Sliayon
i'l.Kt

•

-«

WOR-Mnlu:il.
.'.

,

(

'

-

Sliiart

.
!«

Steii.
.

port.

27

prince-and-pauper equation between?
stations, operating in the same
area
It 'puts every licensee, on an
equal'

'

CWr;
.

lfl

Continued from page

oft until

•Deniaiiding between 4,000 and 5,000 KM stations and a quick shove
upstairs" in the spectrum for video,
Kesten literally dropped a blockbus' er. into' the FCC. hearings.

1

rri>iliu-er-l)ireetiii':

•

a later date, when,
either the statements would be placed
into the hearing's records, or other
CBS execs formally present the ie-

be held

'

Men..

With I.loyrt. "NolsWr (lane Trevor,
ion v I. a r'ron.n. itiheis

Swats Down

Fly

for

.

.

Ovcn-ly-lorift Viiinnvortj. N im l,iievbuitv. using Miigin-npsnnrl'lhe. Swi'Or
vox! were" ba«vel on- the simp's stsjiida'rd iVar-,Of-smelliug-!>ad- approach.
"

away

by neVconier
was produced and

written

Wren,

M.ica.iah

to the
lost inter-

directed in a manner exemplary of
Rest iif east., comprised of character any topflight network- show by Bob
actors an.i ap'tws.scs v-ith distinctive! Shavoil.- Announcer and narrator
VOiiijv v.;>s wcil chosen,
receive
Allen., Wolf, should
,IoliB
fcertiuuji hi Clair. wS<n also writes •special commendation; for the strong

number,

comedy

when they

est jh their right to vote,
j
punched
A' script that

Radio Reviews
as

what happened

tention

German

MHllMfolM
BuiiliT-TiitiiM
0<i Mtlmi
«<»r S ..»l« •» Xtlt
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Armours Wire Recorder Seen Blow To
Disc Cos.

AT CARNEGIE HALL
again

10.

-f

don,

Ed Richmond Becomes

Monday (16) when Eddie Conwho directed series of Saturat Town Hall,

day afternoon sessions
N.

Brown-Henderson Mgr.

Y,

soloists for

a group
an infor-

,

Eddie Richmond takes over the
mal recital of hot music, v.
and a full-sized monkey wrench professional manager spot with the
House has been scaled from $1 to
recently activated firm of Brown &
Henderson in N. Y. He replaces $2.50 (plus tax) with entrepreneur
Herb Reis, who a few months ago Ernie Anderson relying oh ads in
took over the spot from Benny dailies and radio plugs to fill the
It's first time jazz has gone
Gilbert. Reis shifts to California for house.
into Carnegie without the pull of a
'«£'•'».:
Capitol songs.
Richmond was Chicago representa- big name. Heretofore, Benny Goodless than $5, would be usable for; more
tive for Bregman, Vocco & Conn man, Duke Ellington and the late
Fats Waller provided such b.o. help.
than 100,000 times, hence the jive when he accepted the new spot.
hound or symphony fan can record
Nucleus of the performing group
his favorite music as it comes over
is the Condon aggregation currently

the air, while the discs of the commercial recording companies warp
on the shelves.
Automatic time switches on the
wire recorder allow, .family to set
dials at the time of a Sunday night
radio program, go off to church, and
have the entire program ready to
play back that night, next week, or
six, months from then. Family can
even record an entire afternoon's or
evening's programs, or put together
.

"'

the

favorite programs of a whole
for one evening's listening,
spool of 11,700 feet of wire
record for six hours and 45

week
since
wili

minutes.

Use of the recorder on a large
scale would inevitably have a vital
effect on the accuracy of presentday measurement systems for, in-*
stead of having from four to eight
possible programs to check, the
number might easily mount to 30 or
more due to the delayed playing
during evening hours now considered the choicest radio time. Result
in terms of trying to prove which
the highest rating would
take a battery of Philadelphia lawyers to interpret the figures.

show had

135 and Less
Wire recorder incorporated in a
would be available to civilians
'

radio

after the

war

and much

at a cost of about $35,

when

less

manu-

licensed

mass production.
Recorder is being manufactured
government use under license by
General Electric, McLoiith Steel
Corp., Utah Radio Products Co., C.
G. Conn, Ltd., and Stromberg Carlson. More than 100 applications for
licenses have been filed with the
Foundation in the past few months.

facturers got into
for

.

Into

Of Maestros Dropped
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers won't attempt to make anything out of
Broadcast Music, Inc.'s, current drive
to set up bandleaders in the music
biz, via cash advances against future

Whatever
performance royalties.
action will be taken on the matter
is being left to the Music Publishers
Contact Employees union, which is
now investigating BMI's activity,
At ASCAP's August board of director's meeting there Was a lengthy
discussion of BMI's practices and
the matter was tabled for further
investigation.

•

.

SAUL BORNSTEIN'S

NEW

Richard

accountancy

Bennett,

executive
Paramount at its
for
homeoftice, has resigned to take up
an exec
accountant's post with
Bourne, Inc., Outgrowth of the old
Irving Berlin company which is now
headed by Saul Bornstein; Berlin
himself has formed the Irving Berlin Music Co.
,

'

With Par 18 years,, Bennett has
been in charge of accounting work

&

covering Balaban
Katz and other
circuits of the Par theatre empire
under Fred Mohrhardt, comptroller
of the company. Bennett steps out
of

Par on Oct.

20.

Johnny Morris

to

MCA

Morris' new band was
signed to a Music" Corp. of America
contract last week, and plays its
at the Palomar Ballroom,
m
i n
Norfolk,
Va.,

(Thursday).

-starting

tomorrow

Morris previously had
« tentative arrangement with General Amusement Corp.
Morris is former drummer with

Tony Pastor.

Leeds Music has "When My GI
Guy Comes Marching Home," by
Henry Nemo; Saunders Music has
"Wish You Were Waiting For Me,"
.

;

',

--

;

*

'

-.

...

;:

.

.

.

RCA

,

WARNERS BOWS TO AFM
ON 'STRIKE CLAUSE'

plus a mathematical wizard Rhodes
scholar who served us up with
charts, figures, formulas, facts, and
what-not' till we were all groggy,
and had then to individually sit
down and try to digest what we had
seen and heard in a group.
This,
was time and heart-breaking, but
we did it.
After a whole year of this we
came to the conclusion that we'd
have to abandon most --of the European systems entirely. Since then
we have been working on percentages of payment, dividing music
into
its
formal classifications, a
Symphony, a Sonata, 'an Opera, a
Suite, an Art song, a Standard song,
and a Popular song x (to mention a
few of the classifications, into which
fall our ASCAP works).
How much
are they worth, in dollars, per performance? The tangles and ramifications of this subject are such
that "Variety" better not start to
discuss it. But let me say this, the
"intense opposition" which you mention of the Standard group Is fiction. There has been no intense "opposition. I want to make that very
plain. Nor have the Standards been
"battling" as you say "for a distribution ratio of five points to one
(Continued on page. 36

'

ASCAP's

.

purposes. Ready for distribution, the
"Story Of ASCAP" explains in detail the various phases of the .organization's functioning as a nonprofit, performing-rights group.
ASCAP for years has, received re-

from the few discs made
without musical accompaniment by
Dinah Shore and the King Sisters,
for about a year. Such things as
Tommy Dorsey's "I'll Be Seeing
You," King Sisters' "I'll Get By" and
many other items by Glenn' Miller,
Artie Shaw, et al, account for the
comparatively healthy payoff.
lease, aside

BOBBINS, OBERSTEIN

START RECORD DEAL

;

quests, directly

<•'•:

and through

its

*

.

vari-

representatives throughout the
country,. for information on what the.
Society is and how it. works. These
queries come in from all sorts of
people. Included are the number of
publisher
writer members
1,597),
members (206) arid the number of
licensed establishments. 28.577)' of
'"'.
all knids using its music.
:.

ous

Music

Into Library of Congress
.f
Washington, Oct. 10..
Library of Congress is preserving
the manuscripts and arrangements
:

-..

at Camp Plaucbe.
National Jazz Foundation, Inc.,
has as its immediate goal the establishment of a National Jazz Museum
here. In it will be preserved a comprehensive collection of jazz rec-

.<

ords, historical relics of jazz, Instru-

Scranton Record Setup

'

;

Albany, Oct, 10.
Phonograph records of all the
Scranton Record Company, head-,
songs which the library has in man
uscript form, as recorded by Kaye's quartered' -atHScrahton,—Pa.-, and now
maintaining'
.New
York
offices, has a
crew, are also included in the; collection, which is the first of its kind capital stock of $106,000,. according to
in the history, of the library.
May papers .filed here. Of this', 1.050
well be the start of a collection of 'shares are perferred at $100 par
arrangements by popular band lead- value, and 1,000 are common at $1
.'.:.'.
par value..
ers.

......

I

I
'

;

•

i

.

.

label, the title of

Robbins' projected

Alter the
disc company.
copies, the masters revert tb.

postwar
1.000

.

who will... release
Under his. own Hit label..

Oberstein

.".

them
•

.-.,.."'-

-

9 Fiddling Swooners For
Just

Sinatra;

in

Case?

There are nine femme fiddlers in
the 38-piece orchestra made up by
Raymond Paige to work with Frank
Sinatra on the stage of the Paramount theatre, N. Y„ opening' today
:

ments, books, papers;

etc.

Have
The Old Civilian Squawk

Service Leaders
This

is

the kind of

squawk

become

'-totally

unexpected.. .Lead-

ers of service bands lately have been
griping about their inability to keep

Sinte recent
rules that all able-bodied .men are
liable for active service, frequent
replacements are necessary, caused
by reassignments.
Since the- outbreak of war,- there
isn't' one
civilian bandleader who
had been, able to maintain a combination intact for more than a few
weeks at a time.' They envied serv-

dance

outfits

intact.'.

ice i<V('f '^vfof'th'sTprson;

'

(Wednesday^

(

Par stagers were having a time
week and early this week
solving the problem of how 38 instrumentalists were going to be
fitted onto the house's pit elevator.
late last

that's

1

Kaye and his orchestra,
ranging* from
Kaye's
theme song to the oldies, "Avalon,"
"Melancholy Baby." and the more
recent "Remember Pearl Harbor,"

Jack Robbiris and Eli Oberstein
have finally gotten together on their
agreement to record artists tied to.
the
publisher's
Artists
Robbins
Bureau. Oberstein last week repcorded Chu-Cho Martinez, one of
Robbins' people, and the deal will
proceed if the discs turn out well.
Per the arrangement, Oberstein is
to allot Robbins 1,000 discs of whatever is recorded, affixed with a Lion

Naval station and

.

)

'

;

buted is based on. reissues. Victor
has not had any new material to rer

'

,

Sammy Kaye

quartet.

Show "was opened by Claire Nunn,
New Orleans pianist, who sang
"Basin Street
Warner Bros, theatres apparently "Careless Love" and
Personable, pleasant and
Blues."
have bowed to the American Feder-.
capable, she is definitely clicko.
atioh of Musicians' insistence that
followed by Pinky VidaShe
was
henceforth every contract between
covich, a clarinetist of no mean abila bandleader and employer carry the
ity himself, and his jazz band of
union's recently instituted .''strike"
hand picked New Orleans musicians.
Contracts affixed with the
clause.
Playing with the band were two
clause are now being signed by WB
members of the Original Dixieland
for several
after the latter had
band, Chick Martin, bass, and Emile
weeks refused to honor them, or
Christian, trombonist. Featured also
struck the clauses but before doIrving Fazzola, formerly with
was
ing so.
Crosby, Horace Heidt and other
AFM had ordered every booking Bob
name outfits.
agency which might do business
big band was led by
Companion
with the theatres that the clause
Dcsvigrie.
Opening with
Sidney
had to be affixed to all contracts or
their, theme song, "Congo Madness,",
the agreements were not valid.
they gave out with "Back Beat
Boogie," "Shuffle Rhythm," "After
Hours," featuring William Houston
Pamphlet Defines
at the keyboard, and several others
Purposes which brought continued shouts for
more.
Myrtle Jones, vocalist, has
Due to increasing requests for inthe foundation for a good blues style
formation as to the function of the
but needs more coaching.
American Society of Composers, AuThursday <5). Goodman's, quartet
thors and Publishers, the latter has
presented a 50-minute concert for
gotten up a 15-page pamphlet covwounded vets at LaGarde hospital:
ering every aspect of the Societyls
The day before- they, played at the

of Sammy
the
music

Johnny

again theme.

-

•

ACCOUNTANT EX-PARITE

—

development actually materializes.
At least four Tin Pan Alley houses
have numbers using the back-home-

...

wasn'_t_a_ job .just take a shot at it
find out! It was terrific. To aid
us in this study we had the assistance of the former president of
one of those big European societies,

Financing

for-

.

New

,

BMI Pub

Van Alexander, arranger and

mer bandleader, starts work at
WMCA, N. Y., Sunday (15) as a
conductor. He'll, work three shows
weekly,- the "Five Star Final,"
"Three Little Sachs" and Dean Martin broadcasts. Jerry Sears is musical director of the station.
Since dropping his band months
back, Alexander has been confining
himself to arranging, a chore he'll
continue.

Cueing their policy to V-E day",
music publishers are currently lining up songs marking the celebrawhich will take place when
U. S, troops return home if such a
tions

and House of Melody has "Pretty
Soon," by Bobby Worth.
Also in
the works is "When He Comes
Home," which Frank Loesser, now
in the Army, is working on for
Geoffrey O'Hara Points
heard Saturday afternoons on the
Famous.
"Waiting"
and"Soon"
Blue network "Jazz Concert" .series.
have both been published recently.
Out ASCAP's Troubles Featured will be Cosy Cole, drum- Benny Goodman Quartet
Also heard on several air shows latemer; George Wettling, Billy Butterly was the oldie. "When: Johnny
field, Jess Stacy, Red McKenzie, Lee
Solid Click at
0.
Comes Marching Home," in the pubWiley, Muggsy Spanier, Peewee Ruslic domain.
New York.
sell, Miff Mole, Joe Marsala, Max
In view of the; Official GovernNative Jazz Concert
Editor, "Variety":
Kaminsky, James P. Johnson, Ed
ment policy frowning on any bally
From the tenor of your article Hall, Benny Morton, etc.
New Orleans, Oct. 10.
tending
to build undue optimism
recently
on the ASCAP Coast
Initial jazz concert of the National
with
an attendant drop in the war
meeting you'd think there was a
Jazz Foundation, Inc., a newly oreffort, there's a difference in opinion
Civil War going on between the
ganized group to give recognition to
among
the welpubs
standard and pop writers in ASCAP. Frankie Carle Digging
New Orleans for the native jazz come-home as to whether
numbers should be pubNothing could be stranger fiction
which has so influenced musical delished.
Leeds is holding up release
than your remarks.
velopment in America, was presented
Into Anonymous Sales
"Guy"
of
until
the
situation
really
Speaking only as one of the inWednesday night (4). Star of the
dividuals who has sat in committee
proceedings was
Goodman, calls for it. Other pubs say that
the ..'numbers reflect actual public
Of Discs Claimed as His imported from N. Benny
foTr two years, week in and week out
Y. for the pursentiment
therefore
and
are
going
trying to uncover a formula by
Discovery of recordings being sold pose. Very much the master of the
which we could reduce the ASCAP on the Coast under the Philharmonic clarinet, Goodman brought along ahead,
Question of attitude being taken
pay-off to mathematics, I want to label, which Frankie Carle claims Teddy Wilson,, pianist; Sid Weiss,
radio
networks
is also figured.
by
say that the "brush-off" which you are identical with ones he .made for bass, and Morey Feld, drummer.
have both decided on
give us is such that a few words Columbia Records, has the bandr Quartet highlighted the concert with Blue and CBS
ought to be printed to make it clear leader up in arms. Philharmonic is a pair of precision performances of playing down V-E day as a cause
for celebration^ stressing instead the
that a sincere effort is being made the former Firestone label and the about a half-hour each.
theme
there's
still
plenty to be done
to discover a method or a formula, discs Carle claims are his carry
Goodman and his men had to beg
to beat the Nips.
This approach is
at least to "get the thing started" matrix numbers identical with the
off in a deafening cjin of appreciaand see how it works. Our com- numbers of his Columbia perform- tion. They offered such faves as leading publishers to the opinion
that,
they
if
do
out. their V-E
put
very
are
doing
mittee thinks we
They are being sold simply "Limehouse BlueV "After You've
ances.
nicely.
There is no Civil War. as piano solos, carrying no artist Gone," "Body and Soul," "Embrace- numbers, they may wind up being
unable to get air plugs.:
There haven't even been "words." name credit.
able You," "Rose Room," "Way Down
which
I
There has been no effort
Columbia admits having a deal at Yonder in New Orleans" and many
have seen on either side the one time with Firestone, similar to others. Wilson's pianistics were fine.
Quarterly Royalty
Standards or the Popular to do any- one with Sears, Roebuck. Company His playing is expressive, clean and
thing or say anything which didn't is uncertain about the disputed re- precision -perfect. The smooth supseem to the whole committee to be cordings and how Philharmonic got port produced by Weiss and Feld are
Payments to Publishers
constructive and to the point.
them, if they are identical with the something to shout about, although
Lest someone thinks this has been ones the leader made for that com- Feld was working under the handiBig, Due to Reissues
an easy job; that we have ducked pany. Carle is clear as to whether cap of an imperfect set of drums.
RCA-Victor dispatched quarterly
the issue, that we are looking for they are his. Columbia items or not
Goodman, however, was the stand"outs" as your article implies, let and he wants to be paid royalties out. His name was the magnet that royalty checks to music publishers
me tell you a little of what we have on their sale. His attorneys are in- brought the huge crowds out, too. last week. Sum dispensed, is undisgone through. First, we examined vestigating the matter and a suit His playing is smooth, effortless, and closed but the total payoff is cornparable to past payments, which
the payoff systems of Italy, France may be forthcoming.
to one who knows clarinet, nothing
haven't been too far off prewar
and England, to see v how they
short of amazing. At no time did he
might serve as a basis for our sysgrab the spotlight for himself, shar- figures.
Virtually the entire sum distritem, and if anyone thinks that
his
rest
of
ing it all evening with the
and

ASCAP's Probe

Joins

WMCA, N. Y As Maestro

sales

in the works Of the Hooper and Crosley radio surveys in the post-war
period. Estimate by Chief Engineer
W. L. Camp of the Armour Foundawas that a wire recorder
tion
equipped with a spool of wire costing

Day Songs For Fast Marketing
Van Alexander

last season, brings in

of 30 or more

35

Music Publishers Preparing V-E

Carnegie Hall, N. Y.'s longhair
atmosphere,
will
be jazz-ruffled

and Headache to Surveyors

Chicago, Oct.

New wire recorder developed here
by Armour Research Foundation
threatens to be knock-out blow to
companies and record
recording
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VARIETY
CONDON'S JAZZ BASH
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Duke's Concert Encore
Duke

Ellington's orchestra will do

another series of concerts the

first

two weeks in December. No dates
have been booked and the territory
he will cover has not been, determined.
He will tift play any in
N. Y.
Ellington has found .the concert
|i,,.r;-iiv" il-.tb*' pa-.t..
, i;..: V
'.•

'
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10 Best Sheet Sellers

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs
the

u'ec/,'

to. l.o.ni..

is

li.it

of.

.

Always

Holiday"

Dance .With,

Dolly

a

It

...

.

".

...,;..;•..-•;

.

..'.

.

.

:

.

.

... ...

..;

Liveli ".'.

..Santly

:,w,

V.

.;,',•.

-.y.<.-'.

.Shapiro-,

;

.

.

.

.Embassy. .,.'.'•
.Williamson
Morris

.-...'-.

;

<

I'm .Making Believe— v"S\vect and .Lowclow'n",',.::...
Is. You Is Or. Is You Ain't— "Follow the Boys"

..

-;

.

.

:

.

;

.

.

.

,

..

.

,

.

...

.

Leeos
.Famous,

.

.

;

.;'

;

,

.

'•.Feist

.

.

;

tempted

,bVc

—

.;.

':-..

What

a

Difference a Day Makes.
'"Greenwich Village"

Whispering

—

t Fifimisical.

•

•

.

.

..

WB

FROM CBS FOR TOUR
Raymond.
N. Y.

at*

period

-j

Scott: will leave

CBS

in

the expiration of a 13-week
List

started,

to

cash

whatever new. strength

;•..;

...'..;

..

SCOTT CUTTING LOOSE
'

.

his

in

on

reputa-

two years
band broadcasts on

tion has gathered during

.:

....;'•'/ ••.':•';

Firm

Files

a show,

with

''.-..'

Amended

.'•..

Answer

in /Parade' Suit

Advanced

Music,

•Warner > Bros,

.

,

of the
part
publishing
music

'

score.-'

an amended answer
in supreme court, N. Y., in its suit
against American Tobacco Co. and
Foote. Cone & Belding, sponsor and
of
the
ad agency, respectively,
"Lucky Strike Hit. Parade." This is
the action for $100,000 damages that
brought several months ago
over the ''Parade's'' classification of
the song. "Don't Sweetheart Me." It
was dismissed several weeks ago by
Judge Hecht, but he later gave
leave to file an amended complaint.

group, has

Coral

the original cast, including
Celeste Holm, and will be released
as an album, the sanie way Decca
marketed the songs from "Oklahoma!" Sales of the latter book tied
up; Decca's production for weeks
when first released.
E. Y. C'Yip") Harburg- and Harold
Arlen wrote the "Bloomer Girl"

.

.

WitmaVls
.Ciawtovd

.

...... -.Millet

,

.';

New

Marks

..

.

".'.,.

orchestra.

Weymouth,' Mass., name band,

'Gable's,.'-

"tottering."

is

spot,

denies that

its

admitted that the policy lost $4,000 in opening

It's

weeks With the Ted Fio-Rito and Tommy Tucker bands, but it's pointed
out that a loss was expected iu.the task of getting the place started, plus
'Bloomer Girl' Cast the fact that business for a coupla nights was blitzed by the hurricane.
G. Ronald Aluisy, operator, emphatically asserts that the spot w ill conDecca Records will record the
drawtunes of "Bloomer Girl,'* .which tinue. Due to the type of patronage the operation was found to be
opened in N. Y. last week to glow- ing, a floor show will be installed with Joy Caylor's orchestra Oct. 6, but
They will be recorded Louis Pi ima's band Will renew the name orchestra policy Oct. 27. also with
ing notices.

'

.Remick

.

broken;.

policy

',;

..Southern

'

it

Decca Will Platter

;

.Burke.

..

•.;'..';:.,.

have

:

,

.

to

new prewar

Reports of an eventual switch by Harry Link from his spot as general
manager of Feist, Inc., to a similar position with Saul Bornstein's new
Bourne, Inc., music firm persist despite emphatic denials by Link. Latter
went to the Coast recently to become advisor to Metro executives on
songs, but returned to N. Y, suddenly a few weeks ago. It was expected
his itav west would be much longer.
Bornslein last week signed Bobby Mellon as professional manager of
Bourne, which holds all 'copyrights taken oyer by Bornstein following his
Mellon was prof. mgr. for Southern Music until
split with Irving Berlin.
several months ago and has since been in a similar capacity with Chelsea
Music owned by Musicraft Records in association with Irving Romm.

,

-

'

^

.':...;

about $52,000. His personal earnings out of that are. difficult to deter,
mine; No matter which way it's looked at this record is outstanding even

.Barton

MCA

:-.'-'"',•

Amcr. Acad.

:'.

;

•.'•.•:".;,•

/.••!;'

Remick

.Robbins
.Southern
.c-p

.

.

,

—

.

Horace Heidt went to the Amerr
Federation of Musicians again
recently in an effort to pry himself
loose from .his Music Corp, of America contract.
He is on a seven-year deal with
and- has for some tune at-

.

.

.

..

.

..

.

.

.Berlin

.\

,

icaij.

.BVC

.

:

Could Happen, to You— t"And Angels Sing"
Had to Be You — f "Show Business":;',., v.
...
...
Let Me Love ,Y6u Tonight
Magic Is the Moonlight— f "Bathing Beauty".
.
Some Peaceful Evening
'.,..>; vi'.V. '..>'.',
Straighten..Up and Fly Right.:.
Sweet and Lovely— f.''2.' Girls, and Sailor"
;
Swiiigin' on a Star— 'Going My Way'',
.•;,./
Ten. -Days With Baby
7. ;\. .';;,;';.
Tico Tit o— f'.'Bathiitg; Beauty"
Time Waits For No One v''Shine Harvest Moon"..'... .
The Very Thought of You t"Very Thought of You",:
.. .
Together— '.-"Since You .Went Away
It'

••'•It

.

...

,

TO BREAK MCA PACT

.Advanced

.''.''.,;','.

.

.'.

.Remick
.Advanced

.

Berli n.

HEIDT CONTINUES TRY

..

;

; ;.

:

Hearts..

Story in last week's "Variety" on Billy Eckstine's orchestra apparently
was misinterpreted by some In the trade. Point of the story was that
band, in less than 10 weeks from its formation, was far in the black compared to the handful of new white bands formed during th<> last year.
Virtually all of these are deep in five-figure red whereas Eckstine's combo
was a moneymaker from the opening, date.
Band has grossed over $100,000 since its inception. By gross is meant
money lured into the b.o. His net— before expenses, of course— has beeii

for a

.Miller'

'.-;

v

..

.

How. Many Hearts Have You Broken?
......
I Dream of You
..... :.'.'.,.'. .;.:...'..
I'll Be Seeing You .v
•til Walk. Alone— "Follow .the Boys".. '...;.',.;;..,.:.
.

To Be You

.Shapiro

.

.

Had

How Many

Always
Hot Time Town

.Berlin

;

.,...>

".

...

.

.

.

PUBLISHER

— '••'Christmas

.

...

industry.-

An Hour Never Passes..
And Then You Kissed Me— f'Stop
Gome With Me My Honey

.

.

:

,

pubhsUtnn

TITLE

;

;"

.Crawford
...
Together,
.....
.Burke
Swiugin' C5 iv Star:...;.
Time Waits No One ..Remick

order Cm some cases there are ties: accounting lor a longer list). The
compilations embrace the NBC. CBS. Blue and Mutual Networks, as represented by WEAF, W'ABC. WJZ and VVOR. W. V.. and are based on data
provided by Acctirata Reporting Service, regular checking source of the
vncsic

.

.

U

Inside Stuff—Orchestras—Music

(Week Ending Oct. 7<
Morris
I'll Walk Alone.....
.Shapiro
Dance With a Dolly
.Sun
You Always Hurt,.,

the .most pf#j/ed pojwlaV. tunes, on ifif vctu-orks for
begiinii/ig .A/oitdflj/ niici throicgh Sunday: Oct: 2-8, from 5 p.m.
Mst. represents (Ire fifst approximately 25 lenders in alphabetical

Following
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Continned from page
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using a

is

new method

-'..-'

:

i

of presenting his

.'.•:

-

":'

band on

the.

numbers and solos
stage of the Palace theatre. Cleveland.
bv himself and Frances Wayne, he is using :a scrim on which is thrown
For example,
scenes consistent with the type of tune being perfornred.
couple of Negroes
of
a
likenesses
large
in his "Who Dat Up Dere" number,
are thrown
are projected. During ballad numbers tranquil country scenes

On

Idea

onto the. scrim.

is

./•''..';.'.

:house.

novel and

orchestral

a solid click with patrons of this

is

.'

.'."'"'•:'',''..

;

',-:.

,

;

:/.. .-'•'-

'-'',

'•

•••••:'

slow on the projected amalgamation of the Professional Music
Men. songpltiggers' benevolent organization, and Music Publishers Contact
Employees union. Following a meeting of a 15-man committee of PMM
men appointed to look into the situation, with the MPCE Council, the rememsults of the parley will be placed before a general meeting of
quite
bers within the next two weeks and a final decision made.
quite
Combination of the two pluggersLoutfits has been on the fire for months^
Progress

0'Hara

;'

•'

•'

Woody Herman

is

PMM

pop penners, considered
out of line." Who considers it
out of line"? This is news to me. I
about Dec. 23 and will lead" a band
haven't heard a peep from any of
Cole Porter's personal hit parade is so prolific that a major problem for
our pop writers to that effect. There producer Arthur Schwartz, handling "Night and Day." the Porter filmusical
into a theatre route plus usual onemay, however, be misunderstanding biog. is which songs to leave out. That was. one of the basic problems when
riight and location bookings.
Let me say in ex- Schwartz came east to powwow Porter,
this point.
on
Scott hadn't done any batoning
standard"
planation that the term
outside CBS studios since he became
applied to songs has been byEight of Ray Noble's band, sans the maestro, had a scare recently when
until
several
American Tobacco and Foote, as
a musical director,
passed by the committee for the an- army transport plane, taking them to the Alamavgodo (N.M.I, army
weeks ago, when he began playing Cone & Belding have 23 days to anreason
that the term in recent years air base for a broadcast, was forced to make a pancake landing. No cas'"•
swer the amended action.
one-nighters.
has lost its true meaning; We have ualties, but the crew and the eight Noble musicians were plenty shaken up.
set up the new term "art song" to
take its place. Therefore, a plug pop
Warner Bros.' producer, Arthur Schwartz, is an AA ASCAP songsmith
GREAT COMEDY SONG
song which grows into .what is now so it's natural that his 6-year-old son, Jonathan, inherited the musical
known—as- a- Standard -Will not get
The kid, says his pop, "already is writing original tunes."

or

so

the

of

daily

He

network.

will

loose

cut

-.

for

WB

WB

,

'

;

.

.

I

BORROWED TIME

HE'S LIVING ON
Bigsei-

. l.niijcli

<iptlPl-

TIiihi

My

"POOR

1»H

ot

-(.ooDMt.u xi Rsi-: «r i!ti-:
(ASCAP), Suite 319, 1585 Broadway,
'

i

New

But I tire you
points rating.
and paper is scarce and all that. I
wanted only to correct the impression which your stalwart language
may have given readers.

York

.

Geoffrey O'liara.

\

A TRULY GREAT

"I'LL

SONG— DON'T

MISS

KEEP ROBERT
MY ACFAITH

By S/SERGT.

Arlisls Copies

Y and JOS.

-N

IT

.

YOU"

IN

J.

LUCAS

1650 Broadway,

New

Godowsky

net.

v.,. •'•'.

A

third of

York City

Hear Slan

tote

m

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

Music by

GAP!

•

STAN KENTON

11

V':'

goes to

Dagmar Go-

and

JORDAN

Vnll know, or coiivue, lliwt
Ulna; hiiiI Loulx did muke
TIikj- art. inn
Hint ruconl,
I don 1
NPiiMit IoiibI Bides.
Imve to dell yon dial we Hie
entlilialuatlc ubnllt .lORK.VN.
He is one »f the biie uriUln
•if
the dny. and nil of u«
:

.

nicree

that

he

Inn

a

greiil

future.

JACK KAPP. President
DECCA RECORDS. INC.

-

A NO HER fefttS FLO WEO
JOE GREENE

VOUIt

TO BERLE ADAMS:
-

'

it

Stan Wood, formerly with Consolidated Radio Artists and Music Corp.
of America cocktail \ unit departments, has joined DelbYidge & Gori-el I agency in Detroit in similar capacity.

Lyric by

26G

Left

Estate of the late composer and
Leopold Godowsky, was appraised last week by the. New York
State Transfer Tax Department here
at $26,685, gross value, and $21,488,
pianist.

dowsky; former actress and daughter.
Two other children share similarly.

and Oriheslrations Available, Write

EVAN GEORGEOFF MUSIC PUBLfSHING CO.

strain.

five
I

»nil

-'

i

RAY WALKER

VAII.INK"

UKE WINE

CHARLES LAWRENCE

Ill aid

799 SEVENTH AVENUE, N.

Y. 19

.

JERRY JOHNSON, Gen. Prof Mgr.
.
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Ihe only time an audience
walked out on Bing Crosby

:•/:/...

DECCA RECORDS
Bing Crosby records exclusively for Decca

Bands
•
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Hotel B.O.'s

at

Coven

Weeks
.

1'asl

. .

2,050
1,975
2,900
2,650

. .

2,975
1.100
1,925

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

Vaughn Monroe. Commodore

(".00;-

.

$1-$1.50>.

.»....<

* Asterisks, indicate a supporting floor show. New:
ice shows. Lexington, Hawaiian floor show: Victor

1

FDR

l»ule

254,650
22,150
2,900
19,375
750

750

.

.

AFM

now paying

royalty fees.
the
Petrillo explains that his contracts
with these companies contained a
clause providing that if a better deal
is obtained by any other manufacturer concerned in the dispute the
pacts already in effect automatically
must be revised to coincide with the
later, improved arrangements,
j

:

6,9.75

2,575
3,075

Yorker, Biltmore, have

Borge

1

points out that any reswer. to
treat from the union's stand would
have the effect of nullifying the contracts already signed with Decca
Records and 104 other recording and
transcription companies, which are

Total
Cover.

M eek On

I'lnyetl

Hotel

Itnud

138
.Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Lani Mclntire*.
Johnny Long*.... New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) ......... 10
Frankie Carle,... Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50). ...>..... 1
6.... ...
Nat Brand wynne* Waldorf (550; $2 )
Johnny Richards Lincoln (275: $i-S1.50) ............. 1
2
Roosevelt (400; $l-$1.50j. .. .........
Guy Lombardo
Enoch Light ...Biltmore (400; $1-$1.50) ..>;. ...... 2

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

Petrillo
Continued from pa*e

(Presented herewith, as a weekly tabulation, is the estimated cover
charge business being done by irame bands in uariows New York hotels
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cower -charge-. Larger amount designates weekend and
holiday price. Compilation is based on period from Monday to Saturday;)

The Record

at Vfaldorf.

In attempting to justify his stand,
head refers to the various
the
activities of the union in helping
service men get' recordings (225,000
pressed monthly, he says), getting
name bands into training camps,
making records for Governmental
agencies, etc.
He further states -that pre-war
members,
there were 138,000
35,000 of whom are in service. After
the war there will be 200,000 members and many unemployed as a re-

(Records below are crabbing' most nfefcefs this week in jukeboxes
throughout the country as reported by operators to "Variety." Names of
more than one band or vocalist after the title indicates,Jn order of popuFigures an<r names in parenlarity, whose recordings are being played.
thesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listinos

and respective publishers.)
1.

1*11

2.

Is

Chicago

-^'V' i \

min.).

$3-$3.50

700;

Cavallaro played to great 9,450.
Bob Chester (Panther Room,

Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Combo week of Les Brou n and Chester, who followed (5), drew fine 6,300.
Glen Gray (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Room
;

reopened Wed. (4) patronage first four days reaching about 3,500.
Bill Snyder (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 400; $2.50 min,). Snyder
and The Hartmans kept room well filled, big 2,900.
-

Benny

Strong;

(New Walnut Room, Bismarck

Strong holding up to around

3.

"

2,900.

:

':•

•

.

Fund set up with recording
royalties will go a long way to take
He asserts only
care of them.
sult.

'••

it-'-'

Harry Owens (Ambassador;
4,100 covers.

'j

\

.

Henry King (Biltmore;

Grass skirt rhythm luring.

900; $1-$1.50).
:

:,

900; $1 -$1.50).

Trade

at

even pace; 4,200

Sinatra a Peacemaker?

tabs.

difficult
to figure, but
are people in the trade
believe Frank Sinatra's tea
a fortRoosevelt
President
with
night ago influenced latter's wire
to James C. Petrillo, head of
It's

there

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

who

(Los Angeles)
Biz running evenly

Henry. Busse (Palladium B, Hollywood, fifth week).

but a

trifle

low

'

at 24,000.

;;

V

-\

Lionel Hampton (Trianon B, Southgate, second week). Will be a long
time before they top new records being set here. Terrific 10,500.
Ted Lewis (Slapsy Maxie's, N, Los Angeles, fourth week). Everybody
happy including the management. Capacity 5,200.

American Federation

of

Musi-

requesting settlement of
the recording controversy. They
feel The Voice copped the plea
did
the trick.
that
Sinatra is under contract to
Columbia Records, which is still
arguing with Petrillo.
cians,

(Chicago)
Randolph street spot
Bill Bardo (Latin Quarter; 650; $2.50-$3.50 min ).
with Bardo-Dave Apollon-Wally Vernon hit around $000.
Gay Claridge (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Addition. of Jane Froman
to bill upped patronage to 4,800.
$125,000 has been realized from conCarl Ravazza (Blackhawk; 500; $l-$2.50 min.). Steady 3,800.
tracts with! Decca, et al, so far, and
RCA-Victor and Columbia will go
Bill Foster, agent formerly with back to work under this arrangeXavier Cugat and his musicrew
sighed to play in "Chiquita," -a Stan Zucker, joined Consolidated ment or "they aren't going to make
filmusical to be made in Hollywood Radio Artists band and cocktail unit any new records,"
by a Mexican syndicate for release department following his release
Most observers in N.Y. had be
'

from the Army.

below the border.

TOP HIT OF Y ESTERDAY.

[

.

.

|

A GREAT

POPULAR STANDARD TODAY

-

lieved that Petrillo would honor the
President's request and settle the
fight. People close to him, however,
aware of his attitude toward the
WLB's ruling that an outside body
should govern the money realized
from recording companies, were certain he would reject the Presidential
plea.
Political

ME

DON'T BLAME

L

The

For new artist copies and arrangements
Contact Standard] Exploitation EJepartment, The Biq 3

1619 Broadway,

N, Y.

19

the past few weeks become more
than a dispute over recordings. It
is a political situation from end to
end. Last week's move by the attorneys for the recording companies,
which ultimately drew the Presi-

Circle

On Or About

Or

Is.

You

Ain't (10) (Leeds).

Always Hurt One You Love (12) (Sun).

4.

Swingin'

On

Star (10) (Burke)

.

.

....

6-2939

Music

Mills Bros.

How Many

Hearts (3) (Advanced)......

.Victor
.

Decca
Decca

Decca
Three Suns
. . ... . .
.Hit
Blng Crosby ........ .Decca
,

.

.

.

.

.

Freddie Slack
.. .. .Capitol
Three Suns .........
Hit
.

Dance With

(

a Dolly (2) (Shapiro);

}
8.

Time Waits No One

^Together
10

I'll

(1)

(12)

(Crawford)

M

Be Seeing You

(Remick)

.

,.^-,;y.
.......

Evelyn Knight^

.

Tony Pastor ....
Helen Forrest.

. . .

.

.

.

.

I %Zr^Tv&
Haymes-i orrest

,. V. ....

(

.

,

.

.....

'Wg£$&

. .Decca
.Bluebird
.

.

.Decca

.

.Decca

.

.

.Victor

'

... ..

.Decca

mission that the Government had a
weak case and that the War Labor
When this was determined' the Board should never have taken jurisIt also left, the President
disc company attorneys handed Fred diction.
Vinson, Economic Stabilization chief, high and dry on a spot, since WLB
took the case without consulting him
a 48-hour ultimatum, advising him
that if a decision one way or the and then tossed him the hot potato
other was riot delivered, within that when the Board got stuck.
Fact that the Government feared
time the companies would be forced,
for their own security, to sign with the case was frivolous and didn't
Petrillo on his terms, and the ac- dare take over the recording comtion would be followed by page ads panies, as a war measure, for fear
in daily newspapers giving the pub- of public repercussion, was first disin "Variety" a couple of
lic the whole story. Since the fight closed
has now gone on for more than two months back.
years, and it has been in the lap of
the War Labor Board for more than
Arts Recording Company, Inc.
half that time, the complete disclosure of the situation would not chartered to conduct a business in
election, to avoid any possible reper:•>: ;./_.;
cussion.

have looked good
.

in print.

Vinson records, discs and sound recordings,

requested a 24-hour extension of the with offices in New York. Capital
period marked off by the disc at- stock is $10,000, $10 par value. Directorneys, and at the end of that time tors, each owning one share, are H.
the President's wire to Petrillo, re- Henry Ramm, Charles N. Lowrie,
questing him to call off the fight or Jr., and Paul P. Eagleton, all New
settle

it,

was

York

issued.

Government's preference

is

City.

to avoid

showdown in the matter as long
Morty Keith, contact man, given
as possible, and possibly until after medical discharge from Army last
election (which "Variety" has re- week after nearly two years in unipeatedly pointed out as probable), form.
is clearly indicated, it's pointed, out
by recording men, in FDR's wire
to the
head. It made no demands, admitted that Petrillo's stand
didn't interfere with the war effort,
for Yoor Books
and otherwise is regarded as a weak
request for compliance with the
Favorite
WLB's recent directive to avoid
"other instances of non-compliance
which will impede the war effort."
The tenor of the missive induced
daily papers all over the country to
run cartoons and editorials deriding
. . .
the situation. N. Y. Sun, for example, ran one depicting the New
Deal
handling
the
Montgomery
Ward defiance of the
with the
Published by
sole of a shoe applied to Sewell
:Avery, head of MW. Below, the
a

AFM

Top Tunes

An

All-Time

DIGGA DIGGA DO
Music by

JIMMY McHVGH

WLB

,

MILLS

New

ARTHUR LANG
5?

And Many Other Orchestra

quickly as possible.

Nov. 10

IRVING BERLIN
move

(

.Decca

.

Sis..

fcU^adtoBe^

Leaders
Use this 3x5 VISUAL record
of song lilts of over 100 pub-

Weak

will

Louis Jordan.

I

5.

......

.

Dinah Shore.
Crosby-Andrews

(

J

, .

Mary Martin.

I

(

Deal is depicted down on its
knees to Petrillo. Another, also in
based on
the Sun, showed FDR on his knees,
the administration had temporarily
before Petrillo on a throne.
shelved the problem until after the
Since the President's wire to
Petrillo, band managers and bandleaders, in anticipation of going to
work soon, have been casing the
music publishing offices for likely
tunes and otherwise getting ready to
rush into a recording studio as
said to be
the former's discovery that

dent's wire to Petrillo,

Manager
°

Checkers
which RCA,

entire situation in

Columbia, NBC's transcription outin
fit tad Petrillo are involved has

VICTOR RE-ISSUE 30-0827 SHEP FIELDS

PHIL KORNHE1SER,

Is

AFM

hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

.Los Angeles

:

\ V=

-

I

(7) (Morris).......:..,^

(

AFM

Carmen Cavallaro (Empire Room, Palmer House;

Walk Alone

You

The

FDR

Petrillo last

Gov't Case
Washington, Oct. 10.
telegram to James C.

week

lishers, plus old favorites. Includes lead sheels and lyrics
of chorus.
l'I.ES: FKEK.

SAM

to call off the re-

ban against RCA-Victbr,
Columbia Recording and the transcription division of nbc, was ad-

•

cording

1619

Broadway

New York
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TUNE-DEX

Company
to

new quarters

"Don't You Notice

at

1650 Broadway,

New York

Anything New?"
it's

llttlli

Mill MSIC COMPM

DAVE DREYER,

Andy Russell!

Gen. Prof. Mgr,

On
Temporary Address, 799 Seventh

Ave.,

Capitol

No.

167

New York

NEW YORK

PYRAMID MUSIC CO.
'

CHICAGO

HOM.VMOOO

VAUDEVILLE
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About 42

17 Circuit Theatres,

Lupe to Vaude
Lupe Velez, who came east to go
Dave Wolper's new show, "Glad

Indies

S9

Draw

Canteen Abuses of Talent

Ire

into

See You," has okayed a tour of
vaudfilm houses in place of the
show chore.
She is out of the
Wplper cast and her place probably
will be taken by Bernice Parks.
There are no dates set for Miss
Velez as yet and its duration depends entirely on bookings. She
hasn't done any vaude personal appearances in the east since 1937,
when she was paired with Johnny
.'.
Weismuller, then her husband.
to

Operating Vaudeville This Season
New; York using five, or six acts
and there's another employment
channel for some 300 other acts. And
in other key cities there are addi-

Seventeen circuit theatres and
about 42 independent stands— that's
the vaudfilm setup nationally for
1944-45. It's approximately the same
circuit houses, but
as last season for
c
in: number of indea 50 » jump
pendents over a year ago./ This, of
chain of one
course, includes
and two-day vaude stands in Greater
lineup
N. Y., not included in circuit
because they're handled by outside
indie bookers. V ',

in

tional nitery channels for 1,200 to
1,500 other acts and bands.
Thus
any booker will argue there's more
vaude in the niteries than in the theatres—and rightly so.

RKO

Act Shortage

....

and

agents

Bookers,

:

hits its stride. But 'thus
just wishful thinking.

new season
far

it's

Breakdown on circuit houses gives
Paramount five, including' Paramount, N. Y..; Chicago and Regal,
Chicago; Olympia, Miami, and Paramount; Toledo. Loew'S has State and
Capitol, N. Y., and Capitol, WashingWarners has Strand, N. Y.;
ton.
Stanley, Pittsburgh; Earle, WashingRKO
ton, and Earle, Philadelphia.
.

has RKO Boston, Boston; Palace,
Cleveland; Palace, Columbus, O.;
Temple, Rochester, N. Y. Golden
Gate, San Francisco, and a booking
arrangement on Radio City Music
Halj, N. Y., although latter is independently operated, sandwiching an
act or two in the presentations.
Roxy, N. Y, owned by 20th-Fox, is

iFanchon &
Marco) and generally employs four

independently booked
or

along with its presentaare full-week stands.

five acts

All

tions.

Both Music Hall and Roxy remain
long-runners, shows holding over
'

with the pix, whifclv is weeks at a
In addition to houses booked
time.
out of N. Y„ there are six full week-

Chi

in

Chicago. Oct. 10.
Shortage of acts and reluctance of
orchestra units to play the smaller
towns, because
of
transportation
problems have stymied a possible
increase of stage show entertainment in this area, according to sev;'"''"
eral' bookers.
Theatre managers in war plant
towns around here, who have expressed their vyillinghess to book a
vaudeville show every now and
then, find One of the biggest prob-

I

Nitery

Fla.

Booking

According to bookers most

Most houses having experi-

with the higher-bracket
mented,
shows have thus far been more than
satisfied with the returns. However,
dearth of sock novelty and comedy
acts still obtains since there's not
enough consecutive time on the indie
circuit

interesting for
Both types of act grab

make

to

it

performers.
better coin and more consecutive
work in the niteries around New
York. Chicago and other key cities.
With both circuit ,aad independent
houses providing employment outBilet for some' 200 acts, bands, et

•"'.

Amwlco't
Skating Team tht

Mpls. By-Passed
Minneapolis, Oct.

making

Reported

10.

comeback,

a

—

5pin-tatioiial

CALIFORNIA
WHIRLWINDS
Now

Presenting their
8

1.

—

New

up

live

Moss (Moss

Bros.),

who wants

Candle Skating

4.

Blindfold Skating
Spinning by Teeth
Breakaway Spins
Jacket Spin (N. S. A. cempionihip winners) :'.
Honeymoon Express Ride

6.

,,.'..•

Smooth! Fast! Sophisticated!
COLLINS and MI ILL1 PS
Per. M
ict

18-n

:

.

Areli

riilladelulila,

Street,

to

'.["

"•

-'•<.-

:

was

planning

new

reopen

to

under

:

,

on its unfair list, regardless of
operates.
Until purged from
current status, talent union will take
action against any act or
agent supplying talent to the spot.
AGVA's action dates back to last
December, when the nitery, then
operated by Riobamba, Inc., of
which Arthur Jawitz was managing
still

who

summary

PEPPER HEADS REVUE

FOR SOUTHERN VAUDE

"Overseas Revue," comprising 10
vaude performers who have enterdirector, folded, with acts having
tained servicemen overseas, has been
$1,700 in salary claims against manpackaged by Bob Kerr, agent, and
There had been several
agement.
will break, in on a southern tour
huddles between club management
starting next month/.
Asking price,
and AGVA regarding payoff, but it
is $250. per day against' 50.^ Of the
..
-.. .'
*

'•-.-

•.".;'••'.''"

".'

.

Jack Pepper, comedian,
uled to head lie unit.

sched-

is

;;'"'

1

come off.
Hurok has reportedly booked
Carmen Amaya, flamenco dancer,

didn't

•.

',

in

AGVA's

of

to

.

and her family into the spot as initial attraction.
Hurok was informed

Film Deal Sets Back

Due

.

.

Sol'

last

unfair listing of place

week, but as yet has not re\.'\''v

'!:-.:

".::

Spitalny's Chi Date
the possibility of a Aim

according to

'Wednesday)

,at

Pottsyille,

until Oct. 20 in N. Y.

yesterday

(10).

Miss
that
Coate, currently appearing with Dan
Healy in tetter's "Gay Nineties Revue," Metropole, N. Y., beat her up
last Friday night (6) and practically
reduced her apartment to shambles
the
assault
while accomplishing
upon her. Both live on', the same
floor of the same apartment buildShe subsequently
ing, 300 W. 49.

Complainant

alleges

% ^setV^OoTd

Miss Coate Was released.
Singer on other hand issues general denial of charge, adding that at
the time of the alleged assault she
was en route from a New Jersey
soldier camp where Healy had given
a performance of his revue for serr

Healy

substantiates- the
other members of the
troupe will be witnesses for her.
Miss Coate also stated that Mrs.
SOmerville had been causing her
considerable trouble via a whispering campaign that the actress had
leanings.
Actress
anti- Semitic
scouted an? such idea stating that
she had been brought up by a Jewish step-father, Sam Ehrlich, songwriter, who, because of his kindnesses to her, she worshipped and
respected as a father.
She also
pointed up that many others of her
father's religion had hot only, helped
vicernen.

He and

alibi.

.

"..

AGVA

Pa.,

l*a.

Saranac Lake
•

Harold Rodner, Rogers' fund exec,
shot in for general o.o. of the gang,

.'

-

'

'

-.

.

DONNA DAE

with hospital, staff and
V
Theatre
Guild actor, will, get his okay and
go home papers any day now.
Margo Meredith given furlough tp

IN CHI

BREAK-IN AS SOLO
for the past several
featured vocalist with the

years

Fred Waring organization, breaks in
as a single this week, opening Friday (13) at the Oriental^ Chi, for
week. She'll do appearances at the
nearby Great Lakes naval base during her run.

Miss Dae leaves N. Y. following

Waring broadcast over the Blue
network tomorrow (Thurs,),. night
and will be forced to miss the radio
show the following week. Underthe

stood other stage dates are being
lined up, cueing belief in radio chv
cles that Jane Wilson, another Waring singer, is in line for a buildup,
with Miss Dae eventually breaking
away from the organization for a
her greatly to get started in show buildup on her own a )a Patsy Garbusiness but, aside from her own rett, the Lane sisters and others who',
talents,
had. kept her In there started with the Waring Pennsylvanians.
pitching.
1

vrr.

ggggi

.,!»,. ieg

'

1

DAVE APOLLON
LATIN QUARTER, CHICAGO
HELD OVER FOR 4 ADDITIONAL WEEKS

'

.

COMEDY

visit relatives in N.. Y.

MATERIAL
•

-

—FOR—

-

'-•-;

ACTS! COMICS! M.C.'S!
PUBLIC SPEAKERS! RADIO!
THEATRES! NITE CLUBS! t
'.'

100

;.''>

TO BUY

GAGS FOR

Fun-Hatter

Gag

File

$1.00
Millie

$1.00

Not;

and 2

1

EACH

fiiecke

Birthday greetings are in order to
Horace Bentley,. Dorothea Nolan,
Stanley Rauch, Rufus Weathers and
Edwin Rehberg.
Stella Mae Pebbler added to Will
Rogers staff.
For the first time In years the Will
Rogers will stage a Hallowe'en
party. Eddie Vogt. Sig Mealy.. Ben
Schaffer and Victor: King are. on
.''.-entertainment committee.
Muriel Seheedel, Jordy McLean
and John Eaton beat bad. colds and
upped again- for meals and., mild
'•;'-.'

Payable- 1«

PAULA SMITH

,

Ill

1
••'
'•,'
Colony may stage "Breakfast at
Rogers" program with Ben Schaffer

exercise.

GIRL IMPERSONATOR OF
CELEBRITIES
Box 976. Variety
St..

a show solidly Jjacked by the

ant enlci tainers of our

New York 19

emceeing.
Barry Barrett rj'iiggling- Barretts)
seen' daily doing a mild marathon
up and down the main stem here.
Bobby Carter left for home last

Tom Worthenbaker has been
upped to the. post of head sports announcer at local station WNBZ.
Write to those who are ill.
:.'•

phas-

Penve James, Chicago Daily News,

'Dave 'Apollon,
"

i
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lcu> to
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to

Iiilai-ious

(/Wrier of a century
anil he s tm-nlslVfd I'ncle

eyii;."

Henry

T.

.'"since

Murdoch,

(ilm-ago Sun.

•

'

est

A pollon is the busiguy mi the tiiil,- acting as

Din

t-

.

lf-l-

AincncA about

!•

lier— as

•

»vt<>,

Sam

enir-cp,

itoing-

his

^

to

ai;t,

playing

Ap'ilton

show-storip«-i/'

fir

a!

piano.

millions of liujgiis."

Maurice Fischer,
NeW».

Morg,

RALPH BERG ER

Direction—WILLIAM

"

1

''Variety.

Clii«-ago Daily

Thanks

own

doming ^nd

1

week;

iije.vlia iis*

genuinr.-ly

time.''

Dale Harrison, Chit-ago Sun.
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WANTED
W. 46th

'.

.

tibleDave apollon, one of the

.

Mail to "Fun- Master"
jOOW: Rltli St.. Suite 10-O, X. Y. f.
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"One nf the reasons that the show is »r gnod
at the bejgihftingf us ft Is at the fnd an-t vi<e
versa,, is that one man runs through Die .'whole
production from start to finish, 'that man !s
Dave Apollon, who tops off the show like a
piece of. ice. t-ream takes care of a cut of apple

come from

,

Donna Dae,

huddles

trained back to N. Y.
Earle Larimore, former

,

AGVA

drawing, a straight $3,500 there because it's a charity affair.

By Happy Benway

'

.

CHICAGO ACCLAiMS

deal with Universal coming through,
Phil Spitalny set back scheduled
week at the Oriental, Chicago, from
Nov. 7 to Feb. 9. Spitalny is booked
into the house on a five-figure guar-

50% of the gross.
Leader's all-femme orchestra has
on a concert tour the past
Couple weeks and reportedly cleaning up.
Band grossed $101,000 on
10 recent
dates, on a
guarantee
against 60%. It resumes. tour tonight

was adjourned
Felony Court,

Somerville

Doris

Simultaneous with announcement
that the Riobamba, N. Y. nitery,

here has failed

gross.

will

performers

its

them,

ruling handed down by Dave Fox,
N.'Y.. local director of AGVA. Fox
has issued bulletin to members and
nitery operators nixing cuffo performahces anywhere unless cleared
through aboye mentioned groups.
Bulletin adds that ".
any operator who consents to or permits a
violation of this rule shall be held
responsible, to the artist through
to the extent of one-fifth of
the artist's weekly salary for each
will
such free performance.
take- immediate action on any viola."
tion of the above...
ruled
had
previously
against such practices but was forced
t"j reiterate its stand because of reOne case cited was
cent abuses.
that of an orchestra leader tied in
with a non-cleared canteen, who, iii
guise of a patriotic pitch, had importuned several nightclubs to send
their entire floor shows to this canPerformers so enlisted comteen.
plained to
that, aside from,
pergiving the show, for: canteen
sonnel and its friends, with very few
servicemen' on deck, they were subjected to undue inattention and lack
"•''..-:'
of gratitude.

AGVA

JAMS MARGIE COATE

AGVA WARNS OF
'UNFAIR' RIOBAMBA

•[

8.

contract

Hearing on felonious assault
Margie
against
brought
charge
Coate, singing comedienne, by Mrs.

to

|

Even with strong names, vaudfilm

wants the bands.

without

AGVA

cancel on grounds that the contract
was not made, by him. American
Guild of Variety Artists, however,
holds that the contract is valid and
that when sale of club was made
Moss took over contractual obligations for the package show.

1

Lobsoscope Lighting Effect
Swivel Spin

3.

7.

-

-:•

ROW WITH NEIGHBOR

.

•'-'.
erick Bros, agency^
Jack Friedlander, who booked
show in for opening Dec. 27, subsequently sold the nitery to Irving

been

2.

5.

under

and play or pay

to contract

Bobby Gordon unit; "Fun For
Your Money," produced by' Fredthe

policy.

It just

Committee or Ameri-

Activities

can Guild of Variety Artists,
hereafter have to pay

antee, against

Creation

Production—

Star

3.

,

stand-

to

.

vaudeville will be passed up as far
as Minneapolis is concerned. Stageshow purveyors here are convinced
that the public still doesn't want- it
and that the only fare acceptable to
a sufficient number of people to
make it profitable is a name-band

legs.

War

or. do

.

starting Novi'
'

in

Roller

Fineit

has been, soloing for the past
year and a half, on Oct.. 27 when
the duo play a week of vaude at
the Earle, Philadelphia. Two weeks
at the Club Bali, Washington, follow

.

plied.

Truly

.

who

The pair are
Despite change Of ownership, the.
'.
Clover Club, Miami,, will have to 20ih-Kox.

lems is in finding enough musicians
to play the show. Those who are not
the armed forces work in defense plants, and their hours make
it impossible to double from orchestra pit to defense job.

servicemen'*

ards required for clearance on gratis
talent, through- either the National-

'

'

''-'s-'

medically disArmy, begins
working; with his brother, Harold,

— AGVA

operated

Privately

canteens not' measuring up

:

'

;,)

•

weekly vaude still remains an integral branch Of showbusiness. Added to this are the 50 or more niteries

•'

','..'

Fayard Nicholas,
charged from the

New Op From

stands,

reason.

.

again.

Owner Switch Can't

Relieve

Chicago.

tors of indie houses have upped 25%
to 50% on talent cost for current

The Nicholas Bros., standard colored dance team, arc back together

-.'.

to elick during the
two 4-dayers and two 3-day past several years when sans a name managers Oct. 26, the American
all indies, booked out of
band or a strong picture which al- Guild of Variety Artists issued re"'-'':'-<":*
most could stand on its own boxoffice minder bulletins that tire spot was
opera-

ers,

if'.

Nicholas Brother Out Of
Army, Pair Teams Again

.

;

performers

alike are' still hopeful that additional
vaude stands will be added as the

Of AGVA; Union Issues Warning

;

and His Associates
MORKIS ACENCV

——
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40

May

Arbitration Issue

Orpheum, J. C, Back
To Vaude This Week

Disrupt

Night Club Reviews

City, which had
straight pix during

Orpheum, Jersey
been

playing

resumes vaude

summer,

Harmony of Billy Rose-AGVA Pact

week.

'.".-

\\"

.

Wedgwood

llooin, !>. Y.
(WALDORF-ASTORIA)

this

bills

Victor Borge,

:'-''

been considered

Artists, has'

principals, despite

bv both

force

in

absence

inking by Rose, another
issue' .has been raised that may send
this,
both Into additional huddles
actual

t'f

week.

';''

:•/.''•'..'

\-

;]:.

'

•Rose reportedly signed the contract bin inserted a rider asking that
any.. controversies' whieti' may later
producer and the
bet ween
arise
.va'ii.de union be handled via AmeriIn absence
can! Arbitration, 'Assn.

AGVA

road unit, "Diamond
Horseshoe Revue,"
whether Shelvey
doubtful
It is
for his

employing vaude
'.."":';

W

.

national

who

is

in

AND

Closing
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attractive

NEW YORK
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Acts
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MOREY AMSTERDAM
Comedy-emcee
Slate, New York
Morey Amsterdam,

:

v

a radio comedian, is emceeing the current bill '-at
the State in addition to having a
comedy session of his ;.own. He's

'.'.'•'.

;,

'.'

.

'

.:

.

nouncer.
Result is it frequently
sounds like a participating disc show
on a typical local radio station, with
horse '•'neighs and .raw moos thrown
Also getting a p.a. one-minute
iii.
tomroci'cial

the

is

Longine

for Official timing.

.

that finale "patriotic fantasy." a musical tribute to our Allied warriors,
is
questionable because of its inclusion of the '"Taps" motil. At this
stage, of world events, almost everybody in " any audience has. been
tragically affected by the war, and
the musical sounding of taps is a
needless reminder in an. escapist at'

watch
Ranch

used
sponsors include Cimrnaron. Cinnabar. Riding High and others; mostly
from the far west.
Featured performer, this year as
last, is Roy Rogers, Republic Pictures' hoss opera star, reputedly doThis
ing three weeks for $15,000.
booking, while undoubtedly bringing
in tradCj also tips the rodeo's weakness as a N. Y. attraction. The bosses
and cattle aren't enough unless they
could be sold for, unrationcd pur-

outfit.'

:•'•

New York

.
.

OCTOBER

six

4 Mins.

.'.'.•' '.'•

;
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'

.'•:'':'.
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MARVIN SCHENCK and
JESSE KAYE
Doublt

•'-

Latin Quarter, N. Y.
Troupe of femme acrobats looks
as if it's been around before, though
not listed in "Variety"' New Act files.
It s a smoothly-routined combo, typical of other aero routines, and okay
for nitery and vaude dales..

Thanks to

To Let Us

marveleTtes

Acrobatic

11

at

Tumbling:

flips

and pyramid numMori.

bers score nicely.

LA MARTINIQUE

ANITA

M ARTELIj

Juggler
8 Mins.
Chez Paree, Chicago
Tiny femme juggler in a fast little
filler adds a limey music hall touch
to the fine show at the Chez. Balljuggling opener is trite, but she gives
a new twist to the three-hat turn,
giving the toppers an extra bounce
on her forehead before they land.
Fair palm-warming.

Management

MUSIC CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

:

"

100

GAGS— $1 .00

Fun-Master Gag File Nos.1-2
¥1.00

RAOH

Afnke ClieckB Payable to r»utn
Smith. Ulail to "iTN-M ASTIiK."
SOU W. B4 H|., Suite 10-41. K. V. 19

•

Tishman, Small Part

S.

Sam Tishman severed connection
with the Paul Small agency, N. Y.,
last week, the- parting being amic•;•

'.•

,•'' ;''
,

'

.'"..

Tishman will take a brief vacation
after which he will establish his own

DON FRANKEL

Desk V. 3623 Dickens,
Chicago, 47

'

'•

/.'•'

.'•'

••'..'-•''•.".!"•

on twice,

'with his
horse. Trigger.; latter getting, almost
as much of a hand as his rider, and
later lor a cowboy song session with
the Riders of the Purple Sage, cowboy ensemble. Horse counts, kisses
Rogers, dances and does a hind-leg
Later, near •show's close,
walk.

Rogers

is

first

|

another educated horse act,
Ken Boen and the Old Grey Mare,
good for plenty of laughs. Boen's
mount does several amusing comedy
bits, playing dead, kneeling, smoking
a pipe and giving a horse laugh, but
one the debut crowd found funniest
was his Lou Holtz routine. Uses his
nose instead ol a cane, but otherwise
it's the same.
Rogers got a tough break at the
proem, when, during his singing
number, several sailors wandered,
very conspicuously, onto' the arena
among the steers used in a production effort to give the scene a
The
home - on the - range touch.
crowd's titters made it tough on
Rogers. Latter also introduced Gene
Autry, now a Navy flight officer, who
had returned that day from overseas.
Got a terrific hand and had to sing
one song before the customers would

there

",-.;'.

Carter Prez of Pitt

is

..'.

;

',...

AGVA

'

*

Pittsburgh, Oct. 10.
Bob Carter has been elected president o£ the local American Guild of
let him go.
Variety Artists Chapter for 1945.
_There are 216 contestants, competHe. won out over Bobby Fife, -cafe_
ing for what is ballyhooed as $110,000
comedian, in a close race.
prize money, this including both day

Returning From Six Months Overseas

general appeal.
Boyd Sisters (3) are the entr'acte,
a blondined Latin, trio with guitar
aceomps and a familiar pot-pourri
from the Mexican hit parade. They
do their stuff without distinction and
are questionable for the class Wedg
Abel.
wood Room.
sistently

-'

agency/
NeiMl Fresh Material'.1
Then
for
senrt
Dnn
Frankel's Original Entertainers bulletins contain,
ina brand- new parodies,
original monologues, band
novelties, trash gags, new
routines,
exciting Ideas.
Five different Issues, $l.
I
aha write material tor
individuals. Query me.

mosphere.
Otherwise.
Borge remains the
"unmelancholy Dane." which is his
He knows how lo handle
billing.
himself and his audiences, and mixes
ud his intelligent hokum With con-

—

poses.

-

able.^

ALFRED

:

.

'.,'.": Kfl/lil.

:

,-

.

..

bright enough, and plenty fast, too,
at times, but he needs material. And
he'd best sapolio some of that blue
On the an he is
stuff for vaude.
funny enough without the spice. As
for his lack of suitable material for
himself, it's' an anomaly, considering
his radio scripting for other comics.
He has a moriolog session down
front While pointing a" bullfiddle. but
the instrument is mostly a' prop in
mucjl the same manner that- the violin is used similarly by Jack Benny,
among' other comedians. However,
he shows, too, that he can play it.

PATRICIA

son

j

;

.

•

are mi,

:

such, disputes.

is.

CAPPELLA

—

~r~~.

OF RODEO

such controversies
head a three-man

adminisChicago.

due back tomorrow (Thurs.),
Dave Fox. head of N Y. AGVA
local, has had to hold things in abeyance l.oi Shfclvey's okay
Contract involved is lor Rose's
N. Y." Diamond Horseshoe nitery,
pacted with
lie ."having previously
j

floor

rored, the best that could be done
with them. ICs reported the make
over tost $75,000, with no critical

1

,

1-.

-

materials involved,

I

.

of Matt Shelvey,
trator ot AGVA.

your kisser comes back at you from
a mirror; even the ugly posts sur-

Wot rounding the dance

Dili

Usual procedure in
is for Shelvey to
board handling

Rose.

(3),

$2 convert.

possibility of house
acts on. first half.

_
.
DI7 CTDftNT EYiP ftPCMFR
jlIYUllU rVA VlJulTLIV

the outside arbiwill acquiesce
tration request since, it is generally
felt that such a concession would be
construed .by other producers and
nitery operators as a special privito

Sis

The Waldorts fall and Winter .sea.Howard and Krbe apparently didn't
is on with the reopening of the
Wedgewood Room. Nat spare expense in buying their first
Bniuclwynne's suave dansapators and show, although this spot has alwavs
Mischa Borr's alternate ensemble paid good' money for top names, ink
Spots are the stats (drawing $3,500
h
weekly). As always with such rushed
Roof and added is Victor Borge.
IN
debut performance
returner and usually a fave who openings the
Rodeo opened its annual New. York. erred by almost outwearing his went on without a dress rehearsal
welcome opening night.
Usually As a result it was loose and overstand Wednesday (5), at Madison
long.
But. a jam-packed opening
overdoing,
he
extended
and
is
given
to
Square Garden, New York,
himself beyond normal patience to night audience' "found' no fault with
there for 40 performances; playing
Busithe degree he militated needlessly it and there's; no arguing with that.
iip to and including Oct; 29.
against- what was a basic sock; ap- Those names alone cover a lot of
ness was near capacity for the openpeal. It's the more surprising, con- sins. The inability of Claude Hoping, with bnly the rafter pews; in
some sections empty, and while house sidering Borge's basic showmanship, kins' orchestra to get set with peryipped its approval frequently, it for it takes consummate handling' ot formers who need .accurate musical
must have been because they're audiences to project his stuff. This background hurt more, than anything
chumps lor rodeos. Fact is that the he has now proved handily with else.
Most of the acts are standard turns.
mass and class capacities. alike, from
wild west show this year is strictly
the mammoth Roxy to the more inti- The Ink Spots, suffering a bit from
the same as it has been for years
except maybe it's a little duller. mate hotel rooms, not to mention the the loss of Deke Watson, whose aniC
(Continued on page 41V
Only event to really corral any ex- radio.
He starts off sock with a new
citement is. the noNt-to-elOScr: the
on ."inflation
language."
routine
bull-riding rumpus.
which is 'a variation of his tricky
At that, there may be one point of punctuation nonsense,
also in.and
difference between this and prevjoui5
troduces such/new bits as eating a
years. There arc about a dozen conthe; Steinway,
while
at
"sponsored"
by .various sandwich masticating
testants
pace with the
he keeps
ranch and hoss-breedi rig ranches, accompanying orchestra.
He goes
and each time one appears, sponsor overboard on the classic impressions
is mentioned by Abe Lcltim. p.a. anof "Happy Birthday to You." and

,

lege

week with

of the

Boyd

Brahdwynrie and Mischa Borr bands;

Policy will be five acts on last half

Although the pact -'between Billy
Rose and American Guild ot Variety
r

1<M|,

and grand prizes. The cowhands appeared somewhat rusty opening
night. "Busts" in which contestants
fail to make any time for that particular event and are automatically
eliminated from competing for grand
prize money for the entire run
were quite numerous, especially in
the bronc riding competitions. Program notes say there are 198 members of the Cowboys Turtle Ass'n,
the cowboys' union, now in service,
and several entrants are introduced
as just having received discharges.
Chute master, Alvin Gordon, is a GI,
working in uniform on a furlough.
Show has plenty of comedy, due
mainly to the efforts of Jack Knapp,

—

•Pali'

SEVILLE
"Rmndwuy's Newest

.

The charm of o favorite melody, the
delight or a fine voice— creating
an exciting performance).

CURRENTLY HEADLINING
LA CONGA. NEW YORK
Mgr., Dorothy Dublin
149 Wilt 51 »t Street
CI. 6-9400

V

New

York. N. Y.

':

Zanzibar*

:TV.

Y.

fjilc
Spots (4), Berry Bros, (3).,
Ella Fitzgerald. Dorothy Donegal), 3
Loose Nuts, Top.t & Wildd, Peg-Leg
Bates. Claude Hopfcitis Orch. (14),
Pee Wee MarZdnzibeauts " (12»
quette, Jose Curbelo Orch ; no cover,
minimum $2 (dinner) until 10 p.m.,
\,.'$3 thereafter.-

Won't Be Back 'Til
Over Over There

I

It's

ALBERTA

HUNTER

,

Dynamic Chanteus*
APO 174*7

'

New York, N. Y.
USO Overseas Daly

c 'o Poitmatfer,

From one of the dingiest, unattracrooms on Broadway, the old
Hurricane Restaurant has been transformed into an extremely pleasant

tive

On

Leave ...

setting for the top Negro talent the
Zanzibar owners worked out for
their club's debut in the newer location. Joe Howard and Carle Erbe,
who opened their successful Zanzibar operation a year and a half ago

above the Winter Garden, have come
a long way since then.
And the
club's removal to the new site must
add to its popularity, ',"
Franklin Hughes designed the refurbishing of the room and he did
a masterful job. All vestiges of the
Hurricane's palm trees, etc., have
been ripped out and in their place is
a simple, attractive lining of mirrors,
leather and velvet. Bar, which was
inside the- room, has been moved out
into the lobby. Color scheme of the
.spot
is
biege,
with leopard-skin
leather covering the semi-circular
banquettes. Everywhere you glance

NOTICE
Desire whereabouts William and
Emilia Kerrl* Byrnes, their children, relatives. Write:
Box 181, Variety, 154 West
46th Street, New York 19
.

.

-

a pint-sized, bald, cowhand; George
Mills and Jasbo Fulkerson.
Knapp
has several amusing solo spots and
later works with Mills and Fulkerson to distract the animals in the

wild buUriding.

Much

AL ROBINSON
AND

ALKALI IKE
It's

and

a great satisfaction to receive the acclaim,
thrill to

ficers

the applause of

all

those fine Of-

and Men of our Armed Forces.

credit for laughs must also
go to Lefton, who not only heps the
tenderfoot mob with his comments,
but helps kill stage waits with an
amusing line of gab. Also foils neatly for the cowboy clowns
There were no serious casualties
opening night, Closest anyone coming
to that happening when two news
photographers took a banging around
from a bull. No rodeo is complete

LOEW
BOOKING
N
otNtnAL ixfcurivi ornets

LOEW BUILDINO ANNEX
V. 44th

St.,

N. Y.C.

•

Myahl 9 7100

without at least one smashed cam':;.!
"./
era.
Merr,
j
:

.'

.

Blue's Frisco Break-In
Ben Blue, the film comedian,
breaks in his new vaude unit at
the Golden Gate, San Francisco, during the week starting Oct. 18, with
other dates to follow.
Patti

Dir.:—M.f.fV.

Iflakcus

.

-

Oshins

among

Moore and Ben Lessy (ex

&

Lessy)

others.

are in the unit,

'

Thrillsation"

;
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-
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Apollo, X. Y.
Roy

Eldridge. orch (17), Six Redcaps, Pigment, Billy Wells and Four
Fays, Maxine JohiisOn, Kenny Presion, Johnny Hopkins. "They Live in
'.,'.
Fear" (Col).

House Reviews
an

State, X. V.

The Three Welles

encore.

Night Club Reviews
\

Continued from page 40

Cafe Xanxibar, X. V.

rehearsal, it's to-be expected that the
outfit should now be a better one
musically. It plays well together,
Kaye routine includes singles, belter suited for
and enlists good musicians. It is built
a stageshow. The
doubles and the choir on popular
guy has much- talent and could get obviously was ill at ease and not on a book of solidly-written, arrangeTin Pan Alley tunes, delightfully by with cleaner
Conquering Hero" (Par).
stuff.
However, his properly worked into the group ments running from sweet to semipresented.
Where
the
expert bluest gags garnered the biggest bel- when caught. "Someday I'll Meet jump, many of which are standout
knowledge of the maestro comes in lies so that's probably what's keepYou Again," "How Many Hearts," examples of tasteful writing. Carle's
Willie Howard is this week's headnicely is the concluding specialty, ing him in that groove. Gagging
pianistics, as commercial as a buck,
"1 11 Get By," "Feets Too Big", and
is
liner at the State, one of his Ire-; "So You
Want to Be a Star." Audi- a selective service lament to his wife "If I Didn't Care" comprise
is the peg on which the entire band
their
nuent repeats at the Loew's Broad- tions for
is
hung and his impact seems to
local talent before
ar- admonishing, "Be Careful If You song list and it was difficult for them
way vauder, and thereby hangs a rived produced four acts forheeach
gather strength as his term as a
Can't
Be Good." with succeeding en- to get away,
yarn.
show.
maestro lengthens. AH these credits
Mostly
singers,
but
well
precores
little
a
bit
dirtier.
Ella Fitzgerald qould do little With
One of the great comedians of the sented, and a
heavily outweigh the band's one failpair of soft shoe
Six
Redcaps,
novelty
singing
hasn't
apparently
the
accompaniment
HopHoward
supplied
by
times,
dancers
topped
the
first
show. group lately important in juke box kins' crew. She needs a flowing, ing, but nevertheless that one item
learned, however, that he must modshould be given attention pronto.
Finalists will be grouped through- circles, share billing with the band steady
beat and didn't get it. Howify his material in a house such as
Carle's band lacks color, .showmanput the week and the winner on and do about 12 minutes of alternat- ever, "Is You Is," "It Had to Be You."
this. The State, in case Howard has
Wednesday night will get a $100 war ing jive and sweet numbers. Their "St. Louis Blups" and "Atisket Atas- ship. He supplies it while at the
forgotten, is still family-time. And
bond,
with
the second prize $50.
most effective stuff is in the latter ket" proved her mettle and with all piurto, but obviously he cannot «csome of Howard's material is ham'.:..'.
'.'••'
spotlight continuously. It's
dept.,
Arkt.
"I
Learned
Lesson"
and
a
"I'm
a.
opening night difficulties she is still cupy the
mer-en-the-head stuff. The house
then
that the music his outfit delivers
Going
to Live My Life Alone" and
the tops in rhythm singers. Berry
management would do best to whitebecomes just good music. It's not the
this suffers from being too. much
Brothers are first on, following a line
St* Charles, X. O.
wash him better the next time he
in the Inkspots groove.
They use number into which Tops & Wi'da, type of a band that can curl a cusplays the theatre.
JVeio Orlenn, Oct. .6.
tomer's hair with a sizzling original,
string bass, guitar and piano, work
Howard is too great a comedian
Smiley Burnette, Manuel Vierra, with three mikes and seem to have fast Lindy hoppers, segue. Trip, one so it "follows that something else
to rely on indigo for vaude; there's
Fayne & Foster. Burns Twins & trouble switching from recording of the most outstanding dance acts must be added. What would help,
one bit of material in particular Evelyn, Gilbert k Lee. House Orch; shows to stage work. However, piore around, experience no difficulty in possibly, would be choral arrangeconvincing this audience of their suthat's downright embarrassing, in his
"Cry of the Wereivolf" CoO.
experience before audiences should
ments, rhythmic or sweet, a novelty
:'':>
periority.
Scottish-dialect bit. It isn't that one
round them into a good nabe headatDorothy Donegan, with Peg-Leg singer with the ability to attractwith
need have that type of mind to disCurrent layout, while not up to line turn.
tention, or a couple of vocalists
Bates, who m.c.'s nicely, inoved over
Howard is standard of past weeks, is neverthecern Howard's intent.
Billy Wells and the Four Fays,
personality.
Carle now has Phyllis
from
the
old
Zanzibar
spot.
She's
an
Broadway
after
all,
in
the
dealing,
less clicko all the way.
Show is two guys and three nimble gals outstanding discovery as a pianist, Lynne and Paul Allen in the latter
vernacular. His references are very headed by frog-voiced Smiley Bur- (ofays
pitch in with a fast acroPhyllis Lynne, blonde, cute,
roles.
),
obvious to the hep Broadway mob. nette of the flickers and while he tumbling-contorsh flash that paid its but it's about lime she was taught tries to create some excitement, bt.it
Otherwise he's still contributing lacks the polish and poise of a fin- way from start to finish. Others fea- how to handle herself. Her gestures falls short! She's only a fair singer,
standard material, all of it funny, ished performer, his skit produces tured were Eldridge's vocalists. Max- and coy glances are too affected and too, Paul Allen does ballads and
and that includes his French pro- plenty of laughs and he gets a nice ine Johnson, a statuesque brownskin, do a lot to detract from her key- does 'em well, but he lacks personThe hand. His sound imitations, and his and baritone Kenny Preston. Both board ability. Bates does ITis own. ality both in his yoice and bearing.
fessor and soapbox routines.
unbilled A 1 Kelly, with his double- accordion squeezing on- "After You've socked over current faves to swell turn following the Spots and just
Carle has a problem to straighten
talk, is still an able foil, which he
Johuny Hopkins, Negro before the finale. He's still patting out, but in the meantime he unquesGone" and a group of other faves returns.
has been for years.working with ditto himself on the back and looking for tionably will continue, and increase,
scored heavily.
Early evening biz ventriloquist
Morey Amsterdam (New Acts); is has been big, the kids turning out in dummy, okay as novelty needs better sympathy he doesn't need by telling the success he has made as a leader
patrons he. plays for Army camps.
:s State newcomer, an emcee who
laugh material.
droves with their parents.
since picking up a baton less than a
handles that niche brightly enough.
Eldridge band is a solid combo When he gets down to tapping, how- year ago.
Sharing honors with Burnette is
Wood—
Phil Brito is the bill's vocalist, and Manuel Vierra, a Cuban/assisted by leaning heavily to riff-jive stuff. ever, he's a powerful force.
Three Loose Nuts are the weakest
he impresses though he still lacks a pair of monkeys. This monkeyshine Pint-sized trumpet tooter makes a
llooin, C'bi
personality. He's okay on the singbusiness good for plenty of laughs. good front man and plays plenty of link in the layout. They elicit giggles
(Stevens Hotel)
ing mechanics, but the throb that Faye and Foster offer something out horn, also doubling on drums for constantly, but none of their mate;». '.'""/''
Chictujo, O.'.t. 5.
makes for great pop singing isn't of the ordinary in bringing sweet farewell stomper. Best number was rial totes any real power despite the
Calgary Bros. (2), Glorio Gilbert,
there. He's a nice-looking lad and he
music from paper dolls, cocktail an original: "Fishmarket," spotlight- fact that this audience seemed to like
ing leader's horn, a trombone, alto them. Line of 12, nicely costumed Elly Ardehy, Guy Kinsman, Glen
may yet get into the proper groove, glasses and school bells.
Domi.
and very shapely, mix in with three Gray Cum Louia Orch
IS) tiiif/ihut right now he's one of many such
Burns Twins and Evelyn tap their and other soloists.
routines, the best being the drumEugenie Baird and Fats Daniels, The
singers the right voice but lacking way to prolonged applause, and Gilmajor finale.
'•Even Stevens" Ml 2), Six Sophistithe ability to get it across with the bert and Lee net their share of the
Oriental, Chi
While Claude Hopkins' orchestra cates; $3-$3.50 »MUiiiiH»n,
snvoir fains .that makes for a Sinatra bravos with their aero-comedy conhad
difficulty
with
the
show.
Its
Chicflgo,
Oct.
6.
01 Crosby.
tribution. The Lee gal emcees show
With reopening of this room, the
Toiiy Pastor Orch. (16) With. Vir- work for dancing snowed frequent
Cappella and Patricia's ballroom- nicely, too.
Linz.
It's
a new management has taken a step in the
ginia Ma.vey, Jean Parker, Belli Far- flashes of excellence.
ology is still deft, with the former's
rell,
Timiuie Rogers; "My Buddy" combo and when it gets together will right direction by booking bigger
But they're not
lifts outstanding.
probably improve considerably. Hop- shows than before, installing a pre'"•v. ,,'-•.-;.:
(Rep). /'•
K. C.
getting much help from the house
kins is too much" of a musician for it cision line and several showgirls
Kansas City, Oct. 6.
band.
Wood.
for added production values.
"Gay Nineties Reuue," with MinCurRest of the layout includes the
One of those bills that looks much to fail.
rent show depends entirely on the'
opening Hector and his Pals, stand* nie Allen, La Serida, Jeaueite Du- better on paper than it plays. Tony
Glen Gray outfit to draw, there beard.dpg act, and the 4 Jansleys, acro- pree, Billie Hinen. Joyce Chandler, Pastor and orchestra, playing first
Kio
Chi
Harry Klein, Jack Dillon, Bill Mc- Chi date, offer a loud brand of 'music.
ing no other boxoffice names on the
batics who invariably work with
This is a condition that will
biU.
Milton Berle in their usually simul- Cullough, "The Gay Nifties," Tower Otherwise they please the band adChicago, Oct. S.
"Three Little Sisters" dicts who frequent this house.
(,9);
taneous bookings at the State but Orch
Georgie Tapps, Jerry Lester, Chad- have to be remedied if the room exRep) and "Allergic to Lofe" \U).
who now have Amsterdam as their
Band tees off with a loud jive ver- wicks 1.2). Rita Oehman, Dorothy pects to compete with niteiies like
foil. The Jansleys, as ever; are still
tcitli
(8)
Janet the Chez Pai'ee. Latin Quarter and
sion of. "Finiculi, Finicula" with Dorben Dancers
"Gay Nineties Revue" takes over Pastor singing in scat style, followed Shelley, Paul Blake, Cee Davidson the Palmer House' with their sock
clicko with their look-easy stunts.
'"
'
;:'
shows.
at the Tower this week, and it is a
Ifn (in.
by Stubby Pastor lipping some hot Orch <8), Jose Maw.anures Orch <5)
Revile opens with Guy Kinsman,
faster-moving show than the first trumpet on "I Can't Get Started $3-$3.50 ')iwttMltt(lrt.
in
clown costume, singing a few
edition ijeen here several months With You" and "After You've Gone"
Hipp, Hallo
ago.
Current bill, headed by Jerry Les- strains of the prolog from "Pagljacci"
to neat hand. Tonv Pastor continues
Baltimare. Oct. 8.
Following an overture orcli and his scat stuff with "Straighten Up ter, held oyer, and Georgie Tapps, and then going into "I Love a Pa"Gay Nineties "Revue" viith. Ella cast, Billie Hines opens with an oldand Fly Right" and brings on Vir- shapes up as one of the best seen rade" as the line does a pony strut
Blanche Lylell. Memory time soiig and
Shields.
dance routine. Next ginia Maxey. band's warbler, to do here in some time. Also marks de- and the show girls parade in gaudy
Lane Trio, Bohn & Bolm, Delia Ray, Joyce Chandler trumpets
a Russian "Milkman.
Bottles but of a Dorfilhy Dorben line which costumes. Girls, then play a tune on
Keep
Those
Mary Noss, Tracy fc La Varre. Felice medley, with some nifty
tripleQuiet,"
"I'll
Walk Alone" and adds considerably to the pictorial bells attached io legs and wrists, givlula and house orch. Wi); "Kansas tongue
ing Way to Elly Ardelty. petite trapwork. "The Gay Nifties," "Rockin' Horse." Femme has fair effect of the proceedings.
City Kitty" (RKO).
male duo, put across such old vocal set of pipes and gets over. Band
Tapps; in next to closing spot,' rzisl, who scores with chair balancfavorites as "Wait 'Til the Sun then blasts its. way through "One walks on. to an ovation and gives ing and other feats while trapeze is
Nicely paced layout features yes- Shines. Nellie,"
Love Me and the O'Clock Jump." Pastor sings "Let's "em everything in the book ranging in motion.
teryear entertainment, but smart se- World Is Mine"
Fats Daniels, band's- clarinetist,
and "Old Gray Bon- Fall In Love" with band going all from his popular old routines to
lection- of specialties adds up to convocals "Is You is or Is You Ainti" and
net" with the customary gestures.
out again for finale on "Paradiddle several new ones. The latter insiderable sock and decided appeal.
La Serida moves through a Ser- Joe." featuring Jimmy Vinson on the cludes a brief cameo done to the Eugenie Baird, band s vocalist, does
Ella Shields, pacing show smoothly
pentine dance, followed by Harry <irtiiri5.
tune "Stars In Mv Eyes'" to piano "All By Myself" to good applause.
contributes numerous vocals and her
Line
follows with a neat (jje-bsl)et
Klein in a tap specialty.
Then
Beth Farrell opens vaude portion and violin accompaniment: a rhumstandard spot in immaculate mascuJeanetle Dupree is on with comedy with neat acrobatic control work, ba version of Kurt Weill's "Speak fan nuinber to "Sihoke Gets in Your
line attire in the finale is a real
patter and a bit of warbling. Jack doins her twists and bends both on Low" and a sock routine., done in Eyes" during which Gloria Gilbert
standout, solid for any company.
clicks for solid hit with sensational
She's a slick performer, familiar Dillon steps out with some okay the stage floor and on a special plat- different moods, to Gershwin tunes
which almost brings down house. In spins and twirls. Calgary Brothers
form. A hit.
with all the tricks of the trade and hoofing.
wh:im in followup with standard inMinnie Allen, who doubles as m a.
Jean Parker, screen star, has a addition he repats the "St, Louis
as t;ood a bet today as she ever
imitates Bonnie Baker, Mae West monolog based on "everything hap- Blues" and his impression of an Old- ebriation routine and slow: motion
was..
Kinsman contributes;
Old-time soft shoe dance by Tracy and Carmen Miranda. Bill McCuI- pens to me':' in. which she Droceeds fashioned tap dancer, all to sock re- fight, vvhile Guy
"Old Man River" before the finale.
lough
scores with his bell-ringing, to give an impression of Hepburn turns. Terrific hit/.
find La Varre is well received, after
i
-Then
a riot of color w.th the line in
playing
Jerry
Lester
closes.
His
"One
Dozen
gag.v
Ro.se.s'
Mhigle- -and
characters
which some surprising aero' and
other' Holly wjod
;i rhuinba number- with all on for the
hand-to-hand balancing by Bohn and Jangle Jingle.'' "Anchors A weigh" ending up with a dramatic bit about s lories;, abides nnit 7.«ti.v. "Ole. iViftri
Bohn rings the hell resoundingly. In- and other patriotic numbers. All are, a w oman on a. bench who has lost River" nd "Africa" irmt.:" « liter- finish
Glen Gray and the Casa Loma orch,
on for the finale.
iEarl.
,
her mate in the war. Latter bit is ally had them in the aisles. Whammo
strumental stuff uicjudes saxophonwith Eugenie Baird and Fats Daniels
ing by Mary Noss: and Swiss bell
much too long and. slows things up. all the way.
The Cliadwicks with their nifty handling .vocals, are keeping the
Despite this she walks off to good
ringing by Delia Bay. Latter utilizes
Slaolrv. l»iH
dance routines are another- .solid hit. dance floor tilled: also does it gcod
['-"
" "
applause.
audience; vocal participation to good
Ptcfsourolt, Oct. 6,.
on the show music,
Mory.
job
opening
with,
a
Do
three
iimnbers
results.
Timmie Rogers, colored comedian
/Sulci
Geor-jfie
Orch ilfi). Lena
Memory Lane Trio of male voices Horve. 6 Willys, 3 Sailors, Poi.fi was the real hit of the bill. His thing of grace VW "Meditation" from
"Thais"
follow -with two other
recall a medley of old-time tunes. Powers;
"Barbary
Conn Gent" special swigs', "Brjh" Etiouah Clothes mnnbeis and
all
acccntua ed with unincluding some flag wavers of World
"Alphabetic
for,
-.'ThreeDays"
and
m-G).
[
N.Y. Nitery Followup
Bow off to resounding
War I. which is r;ood for bends.
Jive" combined with snappy chatter usuil lifts.
Comedy portion is allotted Blanche
Mid eccentric stepping sews things- applause,
dcl.uxe'r's going to need rubber
Rita Oehman has '.rather, uphill
Lytell. who doe's a travesty on an
Morg,
up nicely.
walls tllis- week, if opening show
Kon I'frry, new band at. the Hotel
climb:
Opening with "Meniorics"
operatic prima donna, and a lyric Crowd.
Was any criterion.
Lena
Asior's
Broadway Lounge;' has a
emoted
instead
of
mostly
sung
gives
wrapped around stripteasing which Home is. of course, the magnet, and
K«<i Hi's. Indpls.
her a bad start.
Follows with "I'll versatile six-man combo comprising
gets laughs.
singing- star -of flickers really gives
Be Seeing You." "I'm Gonna Get' Lit piano- sax, string " bass, drummer,
Ella Shields appears in two spots,
7»(li(fii(ipolis, Oct. 7.
it to them with both barrels, vi.su-.
who doubics trumpet and
and ah Irish song to moderate ban io
Up
.first in attractive evening gown and
Barn
Dunce,
.with
ValleyReiiftto
ally .and vocally
That white gown
sii.'i,'
-with' hiiii.-eif violining at the
in the closing spot in formal male
Tones, returns.
sue wears, .which -wraps her tightly Granny. Hurpcr v Little Ellen, 4
Evcryories of
the
sextet
Dorothy Dorben Daiicers have two, helm.
Rltire,
Pitches in with some hoot- in
Ches Davis. Wade
the right places, practically pokes Smoky V\'«nl.
doubles, vocally and all. give forth a
ery to send in "Adaline" a swingy
Pauic.k, : Randall effective numbers, a colorful routine
Baker.
Pdj/iie
time of other days worth reprising the eyes out and. she warbles- the Parker.
Eckler;
"friendly in. street attire and with radium num- compelling, brand of dansapalion in
Pup
quietest of the Astor's
this,' the
ber during which cost nines are con.almost as much as the potent seller. mob .swnpnward. At getaway. Home N<:i<jhl>oi's" 'Rep).
gal kept her. repertoire to three
multi-active bistros and restaurants.
verted to represent sailing ships as
Biz surprisingly big.
Bnrm.
numbers. much too few. and they
Pexty is. standard in intimate rooms
Keith's. always sure of a good Janet. Shelley vocals a tunc from
were screaming for nipre at the cur-,
like the Hotel Si. Moritz and
in
stand vyitlr a hillbilly show. is. click- "Lady in the Dark." Paul Blake is
Capitol.
lain.
Music by. Cee DiiVid- Miami Beach: top .-pots, and should
to the rustic okay as emcee.
Washi HiU»i. Oct, ,5.
Auld's band was a last-minute ad- ing, nicely this week
at effectively- here: lip succeeds
Sammy Kaye's Orch.. wiih Billy dition. ai..Mi>:s Ilornc's -specific'-, rer times of • the. Renf.ro Valley Bai'n s''iii oich and Jose Manzanares and rope
ihumba band 11)1 respective niches Dick Kuhu. w ho .continues ,-t ibc
Williams
Arthur Wrinht. Nancy fittest, since original intention, was Dunce, Minri.and yotlellcd fo the, acAbel
Tavern-on-the'-Green.
Jsf.
Y.
Norman. Sally Stuart. 3 Kuydets, to .have Maurice Snitalny's house coinpan uri.cni of fiddles. '.guitars and. -in a. workmanlike. ihanner. Morg.
Paul Winchall, 3 Welles.
The Hairy crew play the. show from the stage',' h.'irmonicris. Principals in the troupe
lintel
1'icrre's
Cotillion
Room
Ape': tUA).
good
Cafe Homj4»*. XAuld is right un: the ;iiis' alley: .;v:id !wvc bci n. liu'k.'ni? the' rounds a
coiitinues in formal for' the duration
while" now and know their stuff. The
i Pennsylvania; Hotel)
I
!iis arrantremeiits of the current pops
dPSpitC the marked tendencies of
'Smart- showmanship has built tip
F runkie Carle Orch <l»i) irilh late to dress-up. for going-out. Same
rewnilcd nut vr-irplv in the p;"imi- myiii- r.tti'iic-tiph. js: Granny ihi'rper.
•the orchestra^ of Sammy Kaye and
a peppery little fatly.' Of 70-ndd who
miniAllen;
Phyllis Lynne, Paul
no
policy, a couple of acts and plenty
•j,fve«motirrnistic manner,
Kf^tured
1S a slick routine which he presiii.U:' — Cra'.v, chid'-' aiifi
"Goodby Liza uOim: cover, SI weekdays, si.SO of Stanley Mclba dansapation,
voca'ist is Pail
holds,
Powers and - ic-'s
sents tor the jitterbugs, who liirned
then weekends:
Alan Ritchie is now vocally feauired
okay for-' sound and sight' Three •lane" in I'cci utahle' siyle r.nd
out. m force first show.
Band car- Sai tprs. W'hn have sor.nned a score of "toes ihto.'i. ci nee. ;is frisky as a
'jy Melba
who. besides maestvoing.
ties own drops, is nicely
hi neat.
Little Kller-.. fi fori 4. also
lighted and v.ciirs :to'-ether v- ithn'iU Insirv? t'leir
This is Frank ie Carle's second trip, is the artistic director of this class
'-IJjW-ft V'tther
smoothly, -with the fomic boimce. tic "things, up in chins in some, diuices the folks, iilre. into the- Gate Rouge of the Pennsyl- hosteiry. Dr. Giovanni with his enmatsa-o getting, ample comedy also
along with
called
iocal' nifty
vania hole). N. Y. Last February he gaging "pickpocket" routine is back
•tinots- with thei
'.knockabout ..noa:
'rom his musicians.
"•-'•'
•Winkinv /.t. Me."
-4
(iibiited his new band in this room,
y
and clicking virile; a new dance
and Six., W ill vs do- wonders
Added attractions are Paul Wineh- •' ense.
S;hoK<'v Ward, whose soeei.-liy is and .since then he has fulfilled with
t.eain, Leonora k. Galant. are a neat
ith Indian tllilhs. ii'fl'f.itic-fi hou thev
f ';.Ioc-khig Bird" on his
''.T.islrn to
'"Jproved. in assurance, now has K V've eyer in: IK" i
i/.p; li^tfl-ei? the good future then preopener. They :at'e .a fetching pair
{'<
irv a! sir
*'•;: h'OV'" •'tin' '-iris feel
nuty line of, patter from his
iu,' i
di"tc(l for hitai...
with their sambas, lifts and. holds,
I'm y (..voose
insifle.i-in.',. (hit (Ik
mm
Pr. rickIk.
at
y
.«•; r.,,- P: yv.
.(*'•
date
in.
this
Mahonoy.
Since
his
first
room
of'-V
acting as if they're enjo.vinv »i,htir
-\
including a
niVsrl
''ornscivos lo is 'somelhirit!
page
on
42)
(Contihiibd
'fresh
with Sammy Kaye for
>'.<
band
that
out
of
Abel.
fered
.a
was
work
immensely.
Cohen.
ery.
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•7* a ' "." •«*«•.
«•.?;.
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athletic

costumes', go
routine of acrobatics.

Hector & His Pals, Morey Amsterdam, Phil Brito, Willie Howard, 4
Jaiis'ley's, Cappella & Patricia, Ruby
ZwerVme's House Band; "Hail the

through

in
fast

Pigmeat came back to the Apollo
last week with a brand of material

mation meant much to the quartet,
nevertheless go over solidly. Billy
Bowen replaced Watson and he
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Knowing

nothing .about the newspaper business;, he thought that would be
easy
to crack. There being a million filj.
exal readers in California without
a
paper, he.found a readyrinade public
even among advertisers and started
on them first. Then he looked for
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Last liberal, paper, working the
other way; the Hollywood Tribune'
lost

$20,000 of William Dieiei lc
dough in six months; Press Times
has done bettei than break even
fiom Hist issue.,
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Hershey Off to the Wars
Burnet Hershey, war correspondent, radio commentator and author,
is off to the wars, checking in
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greatest influence on Washington.
Krock got 51 votes, Pearson being
':•second with 32, and Lippmann third
Harry ^S'tefOll'
Lewis. Sr Allies .'.iA * M Havel
I.eWJs * Sim
with 19. Choice* for Washington corLyim'
fcetv-'lh
A
VVJiHHtNUTOS
respondent doing best all-around job
Lewis & Van
IJjowaril (IS)
Sophist idtled L
I
Lti'iiceford Ore
in reliability,' fairness and ability to
.1
analyze the news, fell to Thomas L.
Stokes with 25 votes, Marquis Clulds
Continued from page 41 being next with 23
starts
proceedings
'Green.
with
Cabaret Bills
The N. Y Tiipes was first choice,
Valley WalU'' on the harmonica and
Aleen Prather, and Pi?e \Vee Baker with 85 votes, as the newspaper
all-around
best
the
sing a variety ot back couuli y lavor- mainta,ming
CITY
ites.
Ches Davis, comedian, uses Washington hews service as measWard as ihis straight man in a ured by reliability, comprehensiveHotel Dill*
Rill'* Ga; »U'e
snappy line, of corny gags, topping ness and fairness. The Washington
Al Tract) pre
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vocals
on
He's
it
off
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"Ma,
Holel
Joan Rellly
.7,
Post was second with 16: the N.
Bill McCnne Oro:
Hernia Grader
ing Eyes at Me" and "Paper DpH "
Hotel Baaes H»nu Th» Four Tones harmonize neatly Herald-Tribune third with 14.
Harold Wtllafi
.Hartfld Stern Ore
J'itck Ryan
Chicago Tribune, with 65 votes,
on "I'se , in: His Care." "Heavenly
Bunly Pendleton
Charles Strickland,
Parade" and "Old Time Religion." was first choice as the paper most
Hotel LeilnitoB
Jimmy Bunt*
Bill Kelsey
I,anl Mcl'nilre Ore
Pop Eckler and Randall Parker add flagrant in angling or weighing the
;y:
Momt Kal
.Gay .tilt's Quartette
their voice* to a singing bee that news to suit its own. editorial opinei'lanl
Mltte Angel
gets a friendly reception from the ions. Washington Times Herald was
Mokihana , "
Maxine Sullivan
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AlMclntire
customers.
Biz was okay when second, with 34 votes,
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his writings exerts the. greatest influence on the nation. Oil the basis
of a questionnaire sent out by the
Review of Literature,
Saturday
Walter
Pearson received 56 votes
Ijppmann was second with 28 votes,
and Arthur Krock fourth with. 13.
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c. It'..' Wagner's "Tenors"
Charles L. Wagner, dean of New
Merle. Miller now editor of Yank's
is writing a Paris bureau.
Roberto Cantu, Mexico. City ed,
book, "Tenors and Other Troubles"
Book is to be hosted by Xaxier CUgat
for next season.
divided into thfee parts, (1) op; tenGeoffrey Smith.
magazine
Show here is a Cab Calloway pack- ors; (2) great tragedies of the artistic editor, ogling Holly British
BEVERLY HILLS.
wood studios,
age. The' maestro has an ace perCALIFORNIA BANK SLOG
grand opera. Wagner
Paul Adams doing a biog bti Fats
PARAMOUNT BUILDINS
former in Bill Bailey, who slays 'em. world, and (3)
this winter. Waller for Duel), Sloan
it Pearce
with a terrific gag routine about the expects to finish book
Army and his draft board while tap His earlier book, "Seeing Stars," was this fall
Dean Hudson
Cafe Wot-ieiy
(HI-13)
(»)
Lad doesn't mind going published four years ago.
Judy., Cook, formerly Aquacade,
Hotel Nan Yorker dancing.
(Vntown)
Horn ,tv toi tiiris
tan Kenlon Ore
Jeri Sullivan
into service if they'll send Frank
Burl, lv.es
has written "Water Girl" for fall
SAN FKANC'ISI O Haiel
Hal L* ROv
Florence .Leasing;
Scott
Buck along to "bring bim back
tinlilen <>»(« .(II)
Kling, Consldin* Team on Script
publication,
Oxford Boya
Savo
Bob
Russell
lnnny
Paul .Martin Ore
t:l,KVKI.ANI>
Ronnie Cunningham alive." He works hard, but smooth,
Ken Kling, creator of "Joe and
Jean Bosquet wound tip work oh
Gena Field Trio
l°arne>
Kveiy.n
(13)
Fulsice
and walks, off. to thunderous ap- Asbestos." comic horserace strip for his book,
Alary Jane Yeo
Bil Hall pre
to be published by
MiKiielito A'aidey,
Simon
.-'.
Jlntniv Dorsey Ore
"
plause.
.I'rtfe
Snutety,:
roinmy Morgan
Bioivn & Ciiiney.
N, Y., and Bob Consi- and Schustei,
ptlo Kasen
(l>'6\vn(own>
"Johntiv -'ljoiifi OreLa-Villa, femme harpist, a surprise the Mirroij.
(4)
I.add .Lyon.'
.for the same
Ida James '"'Hotel Pierre
Louis
Nicholas,
former; Philly
act for "Calloway's type of band, reg- dine, sports columnist
Wall*. Uo^ii
(5>
Josh.
While
Pr Giovanrii
Bo>s
Record book editor, now with Kiiiif
isters boflo with one jive and one tab, have collaborated on a scenario
Woody
Jy ITerinan Ore DellH Bhvlhlll
('lift Jackson t
I.ehora
&
Galant
S'.lnl H,.,«iin
niek Itut l.li'y
sweet number on her angel guitar. designed for fllmer for William Ben- Features,- N Y, '<
Sammy Price
Stanley Melba Ore
People A'ri- K.unny
I.athrop & Lee
Benny .Norton Bd
lintel
IViiiiayivanla Hblmes and Jean come on with usual
Upton Sinclair half way through
dix It's a postwar story with a
Cnalnn Rnaa*
aiikie Carle. Ore
tap stint, but wind up for a sock fin- racetrack background and is tenta- sixth vol. of the Lanliy
Tasclia Uaviiloff
Budd saga
Hotel Ktmsevell
ish with Holmes' neat magic and
t'od.olban On:
Giiy l,ombardo Ore
of war, munitions, socialism and
tively called "Mr, Mustered Out."
Simeon KaravaeltHotel Savoy Plain balancing feats in which he coughs
Yarn has been submitted to Bendix amateur diplomacy.
Warner
piiniiri Matvienko
Narita
up a stream of lighted cigs, exhales
.',-;
.;..
Tamara Zmitrovlcll BoV'Slm.one Ore
Burton Holmes, still writing and
continuously, and balances for approval.
smoke
Club 18
Georgiana Bannister
lecturing, has bought the old Francis
glass of water on forehead during
Roy Sedley
Hotel St. Regie
Cab Culloiyay Oris
new yokk
X, Bushman house on Whitley
Vin're Curran
Freddy Miller Ore aero tricks,
Cecilia Acer Back On PM
;
Bill Maili-y
m rand till
Ann Dehla
Dorothy 'Shay'. Calloway, who manages to find
fhllites &• Jea.nCecilia Ager is back on PM after Heights, Hollywood,
Lea Brown Ore
.*'''.'•
Jerri Blanchard
-Ca,ntu
time to change suits during show,
(*al»aletles
Danny ilraysort
Marsha Kent
Brooks "Ore
oft the staff for some months;
Margaret Beth Smith's bird stories,
being
T
gets
strong
audience
join-in. at his
Sua Rya.n
tlaye T>iaon'
Hotel Taft
Former "Variety" muggess started published by Shore-Eddy, Philadel(18)
Jerry Bergen
Vincent Lopez Oro invitation, on his vocaling of "Min-,
Suin.Hiv Kave Ore
inr phia, were sold
OKarlie Bainet Ore Paul AVincSifll
Hotel WaldorfHal Nixon
to Hugh Hai'inan
nie the Mopcher," "St. James Infirm- with the N. Y. afternoon tab at
Weal * l',ea(nr
VJetor Borge
I'lora Vealoff
f ary" and "Jumpin' Jive," tunes long
l>u'|>rf ( :"&' t'llavlo
ception, as film critic, but is now an Studios for screening in' animaction,
Ildwards Sis Boyd
.Triplets'
Gordon Andrew! O
W VSIIINGTON
PHII.AIVKI.VHIA
N ;BraTltlwyhne Oro associated with the maestro. He also active reporter, using her byline,
f onnrnlmnn
Ruth Taylor appointed editor
harle CIO)
Knrle (ill)
solos "A Rainy Sunday," and exJohiiny .lontiaton'
Mlscha Borr Or.o,
Her daughter, Shana Ager, 18, Movie Show, one' of three
el
P.i.iti
If
a
Ore
rtlaflt
pix mags
Freddy
.Joe B.. Tjewia
Iceland
pends plenty energy in the antics is also with PM, planning to com'S
vtntnfa
Henry Arme.i'la.
Blair .& bean
'"
Jack Hilliardpublished by Liberty, Lester Grady
-,
department.
''.
Tiin Viin. e
(I8»
Milly Island
plete her senior year at Vassar still
(;.happelle & lTannon
continues -as
editor
Dancing Damosels are well cosSilver
Adrte' IMi-ish
Cab Callowar Ore
Mat-ylin llight.o.wer
.Be.tty Jane Moore
paper's -Sunday
Wall.v- West
Bill Bailey
Screen,
tumed in two turris, but their terp- later. Girl is in the
and
; Rettv Ann -Nyinan
Delight; Evans
4 Whirlwinda,
as
(l»)
J^an
tiolines
v
-.Martha* Stewart
KVelyn .Mannioh Gle ing is hot up to par, gal-s looking as department.
Screenland ed.
RoStfJIles.
CaoalelteKSainba: Girls
Te.l K.ldv Ore.
though they need more rehearsing.
llai R» n lit
PnTKHIiKllll
New /lightweight edition of the
Abe l.ynran Ore
Angelo Bd
^ Dotty Sautter is okay with her voJack. Miley Prepping Book?
.tc.rx
ftardlfl
Stanley (ill)
.Joel Heii.on Oro
'•liniirn.v
Kelly'e /
cal "Some Peaceful Evening;"., but
Naval Lieut Jack Miley former London Daily Telegraph, printed for
'Cim Rniiet;
Jean .C6.ly.fna,
overseas
distribution, now reaching
Olrlt Wilson Orcb
R.lldya J.y tin
gets better returns on novelty time, sports writer for the N. Y. Post and
>!
Biznny .Knseinlil
jn Ann .Collier"Tabby the Cat." Full house open- the magazines, has been in the South New York, is an exact replica of the
ing night.
London edition, about 100 copies of
Colt.
for some time. His wife
Pacific
Norma Abrams has received a flock each day's issue being flown here
IHrpheuin, L; A.
by
British
Overseas Airways Coip
of letters from him, the missives
NJCW YORK CITY
Los Angeles, Oct. 6.
Miley sense of
Music Hull ("ID
Chuy Reyes Orch (20), ' Mguelito sparkling with the
i
Viieiie
4 WEEKS AT
Harry .Revo
expected a book on
Valdez, Aurora Roche mid Carlyle & humor and it is
Coleman (Marl- Co
I'AI.I, RlVkK
ROOSEVELT HOTEL
Co. (6), Pansy, the Horse, Cuban the lighter side of the war wilt
Joaefa KosatvsUa
t;iit|iir.
(111-13)
New Orleans
Ray .rai-.uueiuiit
»1
Diamonds (3) Eddie Mills; "Shad-. eventuate. Miley is the reporter who
M' Williamson
Mgt.: RIIJ.Y < ItKKDON
Continued from page
pros of Suspicion" (Mono).
coined the phrase, "Tenth Avenue
«o*.v (H)»
ll<
Ore
Dir.: KIIIHK SMITH
Tech" in referring to the N. Y.
Hazel Scot
Pain
l'uratubunt Itlilg.. New York
MiguelitO Valdez and Chuy Reyes" Giants professional football team "Life With Father" begins its sixth
Jac.kf'o-'iMjles
i in nnt itc
year on Broadway next, month
Harrison K- I'-i.siicr
orchestra share star billing at the
l..viii
(lisJ4)
and he reveled in the double talk
-Jttrry WftV'Jie
,-''
Orpheum
this
Week
Kelvin
A
1,\ tinand
both
Broadway theatres aren't particuJ .UNO ISI.\M>
llltimond Horsvalioe A Ionia,I n rn
Sli'lTf'ti
prove topnotch entertainers in the that abounded during sessions of the larly attractive.
vlHIIIHil'M (11-11)
Serlin says, and the
Bub: Hail
Roberto ft A Ida
Aiiijiitny ,y llugnra
Latin manner. Reyes is a slick pian- State boxing commission.
;'Ii»tflp.BiH
l.a Pierre
John Roekwood
attendants not overly polite. AudiIIAItTltlRIt
Boh liny,
ist
Who gets the most from the
Kraiik Koss' .*'.
Renee .-.,,'..
Slut,. (13-15),
ences go to the theatre, he says beFrank Fai'cmi
.Lionel Kuy.e
Mcaland Successor?
Rosita
soulh-of-the-border rhythms to hold
"&
Hi lie Krlfliii Ore
e pl e
A'
"W a f n e r
lla/el Matigean 4
cause
Diane Page
they want to go somewhere.
up his end of ie showmanly presenRichard Mealand, who steps out as
The ltoulfls
Archie Towile
.Mart a Dale
Carter A Roae
It's
either war, money, the Jitters,
tation; Valdez is a solid hit with his eastern story editor for Paramount
jtpiie Buvtort\
Cecil* I.,, win
a*x
Joe .Capetlo -Grc
HOI. YOKK
Bddie Edwaide
Gloria l>eRoy
vocal gymnastics on "Chui Ghul,"; to head up the studio's story depart- or the "follow the crowd" impulse
Lai Conga
Valley trriM (8)
Billy Ban Us
*
.l.ari'y Alpeii
:,->'"';' "Negara Lebno," "Bim Bam Boom,"
Alfred Seville
ment: on the Coast, how has two that brings them,
Jiu-k. Te:i);afilen
Four Rose Bude
(T'tro to lilli
"Besame Mucho," "Amor,". "Mexico
Bob. Davis
Willi v Ujtrd -Co
Bill Quentmeyer
(12-15)
Today's theatre, Serlin avers, i*
:'
lielty Itellly
Corrdios" and "Babalu." Latin pep candidates under consideration for
ten Hid « Rudy
.Mitchell Brother
Dal. i\tani.hs ,;
Chlqultlca,.
the N. Y. post. One of the eligibles strictly show business. Producers to.t^a V!'Ol.^^
Michael Kdwarda
J^IiZboy finally had to beg off.Benny K Bob
.I.ufi'ii- -p.roiiks
M Barrett Ore.
I.a Marltolque
Roberta's cm its
Reyes' orch dishes out "Linda is a newspaperman, another is a day are interested only in making
Viilcent'.Traveru Ore Grade Ban ie
Jan -Murray
Smith Si Hart
money and not in development of
Mnjer," "Baco So," "Sin Tymbal" mag editor.
Havana-Madrid
Jiifif MOrrisoli .t'allalian itle,
Bruce liOi'il
Antohio Jackie Milea
for excellent returns, Reyes demonAppointment is scheduled to be the theatre. As- it is, the present-day
INDIAN AI'OI IS :Itnsa:rlo
ItAl.TIUORK
liii.li la- Blake
4'lrele (Ii)
Paucho Bd
strates vcrsality at the. keyboard announced this week.
'" ',.;
Hllipodronie (liSI
theatre doesn't even take full adHertlca; Serrano
.Xorca Rumba Bd
llooi*h> Cur. tlitis
J.eo & BtJdie
with
"Rumba Rhapsody" and then
vantage of exploitation arid adverSoi'itsses -Ore
l.e Rnbiin Bleu
NBWARK
Gletl Miller Sltl-jBeli
switches
style
to
a
mean
boogie
that
J .jrianabria. Ore
Adams 112)'
Julius Monk tising possibilities to sell itself, to
Hollywood Rag's Upbeat
..
Pat Heim.ng
had house roaring for more,
Hotel Aslnr
B .Sllel-Hfiiitl 'Ore
Pita Alio Carlisle
l,adies Be Settled
Much talked of Hollywood paper make its package attractive, as do
;,tose. Morand ''..^'-.''
'Kil Struts Bj'tis
iTuogene Coca'.
Aurora Roche and Carlyle are inBd/ )•:««'(. & Polly v
Ron. Perry
Sliirey
li witi- Ca rey
Atl.slcrrtiiin
Stale (12-14)
terpretive dancers, using a line of with 500,000 for first run to present other businesses.'
Itelniont
Holel
:
,VI:ili.'(
mill
Jonas
;i.n i'a
Bros 'S
Renartl
six comely dancers for background. FDR's side in a town which regisIn line with others, Serlin feels a
'*|.V' .I'ln/aToun'tiy fiy-nti
Cedi if Walloee- t
Rex Owen
Act is smartly costumed for "Bull- ters 2-to-l Democratic, turns out to new audience is coming Into the
am hon
NO«l;OI.K
lalin .Ooartet
Jaek- -'AltH-risoit...
'The Tilly nos '
Busier Shaver
fight," with. Miss Roche portraying be an acorn of much smaller but theatre after the war, bringing with
(Voter (IS)
The Kirkilliw
Dnlorei Wild Bill Ames
Arthur 1, SilUpftlns
l-'rii m.-is,.o &
OS-IK)
the bull and ihey close with "Baba- s.Urer size. Twenty-page paper
with it a vigor and excitement the theatre
Frank .Bordeh-. f
Cii roi. King
Olive Wltitrfirett & Sylvia
lu." Dances are sexy to the extreme
Payso.n" Ke'-.O't't*,,.
George
50% ads and a guaranteed circula- now lacks. The audience, mainly
it«M»y * Raton
Richard
Three! to mi).
which, coupled with costume nudity,
.i>«!YU.\:. Ill'a.VSo'u' ;
N
,M ora les.. Bd
Ben Yost Singers
BOH.N'n KKOOK
tion of 21,000 has been quietly mov- created in the army, will rejuvenate
'
hit. rather..'close; to the primitive.
Etllie.H
Holel Hiltntnre
Brook (11-15)
'Mer'tlJ
-Ar-haut. Bros
of a«
l-ATKKSON
lit Itltil I
J lit.
.Marveleltes
Sflith \"a llee.
Pansy, the Horse is back again for ing in while 'the others were doing the theatre into something
Ali.jcSli. (li-IS)
t'leonge Eden -Wiiti Walsh
Larry A perlthe standard turn, clocking swell all the talking. It's called the Hol- educational force, with education in
Ciiei te
Michael Waid
I.onH
Wanger Glrle
CAUIIKV
reception as the fetching bloiide miss lywood Press Times.
the form of entertainment
f thin (lirla
Doll McGrahe Oiv'
De.Icets 14)
Towers (13- IS)
puts the phony steed through its
.Maitica .Arnold*
Jose Pereis Bd
Ma.rsEUeriie Jatues
Paper has Ted Le Berthon, Frank
Delia <• Del Itio
theatre won't be just a.
"'.The
Allen Ijelltl
GelieVieVe Korrla
Leon * Ktldle'e
naces. Cuban Diamonds, femme and Scully, Peter Michaels,
Bern Klaasett
Burton O. Broadway showshop" says Seilin.
llll.l.KMl
It
B
Jarie Pel tie
Joey Adatns
The -Fi'astetH
two male rbuihba experts, had a Burt, Dick' Kendall and
Leon Gutter- "but a part of the communily. *4
(is-iN)
ttni-hsi-a Fraser
Mark Plant
Georgie Kaye
moderate return for their work
Arjiiu.i.'. icl-'leu'r. Co
I0no( h. Light ;orc
Florence Gate.'
Men Hat Tt
hapEddie Mills uses some very tired man as columnists. Le Berthon was will be a reflection of what's
r^cirti
KI.I/ABITII
Klasseu"
Hotel irtimtrnntlore Jxlha Basriueile
Vatic Iwi Monroe -.Oi'c Td|I.V (.'itiiiittTi'Pli
material for so : so results as- patter With the Daily News for 7 years pening in the world And audicnccLiberty (12-lfl)
Pviinfs MarloW
lit'|.itot'j- N,uts'
Mnrtiiu Duke
Ryan Sis
until he was fired.: according to will take pride in going to it."
Letup Sis
comic and: ni<C,
Broo.
Newark, Oct. 5
Cab Collou'dy Orch (17). Dotty
Sautter, Holmes & Jenn. Dancing
Damossls 16), Lu-Villo; Bill Boiley;
"Th« Girl Who Dared" (Rep)
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Hurok Mulls European

Commish Moss Again Warns

License

Agencies, Mgrs. on Ticket Abuses
Paul Moss told off the ticket boys 4-

gathering of brokers arid
jt a special
managers late last week. Directing
the agency people,
his remarks to
as a

Vemotv Duke's next assignment,

'.-

starling to excellent business;
Moss lisured a pep talk was in order;
He said that those caught gypping
would be prosecuted, that, he would

seek prison

iniss-irmer

sturdy in the - agencies that, there
should be no reason forndt. adhering
•'.
thev law, > v.
Recently, lie said that 45,000 lie kefs
were known to have been sold by the
agencies, indicating'; that most theatregoers were obtaining tickets from
tli.cni.
A checkup showed; that the
agency' sales a mo anted to 25' i, of the

.

based on house capacities,

total:

$57.50 to $75

'

matter will getactiOh this season Is
uncertain but if there is any Change
hi scale it 'could not be made mandntory upon the managers because

in U. S.

agreement

the .basic

Services; Arrears Out showmen- and

al-:

council

Equity's

of

'

I

the
stipulating

.

cember Nonetheless,

'

-

wilh tickets of admission
can be barred from theatres, tin less
for obstreperous conduct, it was definitely and finally decided Monday
(9) in Washington, when the U S.
Supreme Court refused to review

I.

eration of. Radio Artists had. cancelled back dues of soldier members.
Equity <buld hardly duck the issue
with Moss on that, and so ordered that all its members
matter, insisting they should not be in the M'ar be given a clean slates
held responsible for the acts of em- Quite a total in back dues was. owed
ployees. Managers also say that they Equity by members .in uniform but
cannot always, engage the ticket- the number who were not in. good
sellers they prefer,, and the task of standing for that reason was not estikeeping tabs on contracts between mated Known that between 1.500 to
boxollices and agencies is virtually 1.800 Equityites are in various ,ser-.
vices Equity, has instructed all. repimpossible.
"t-

where not
!

bi,

Street.

to

.

ith

set

j

it

more

difficult

for

who.

are

producers

a

double

'".'

for

;

Comedy

'
.

comedy w ith

immediate Broadway

production by Beaux Aits Productions, of which Man' ice
Abbe- is

the /.booking is on' a
rental basis,
here's a union house
.manager: installed for the four-week
'

managing

I

director.

...

Comedy is about a *ti pteuse who
engagement. Deadline set by! ATAM gets leligion via the gospel touts
vj* .H'hicu time the. Met was upposcd and unnohoi s the G--fnng to beto entei into
an afirecnitnt with tlie come an eViliijieli'sl, Miss' Mat -on
jtnion. was appareiitly
scrappetf by 'has iso ilone t'ne. show's: ly.i ic.s. .with
umon. Now .stated inat if the .Edward Kling compo'-mg the tows,
ckscs. not put on uhion -peopfc
by .'' Abbe, who; will direct apu*, ks
•V>v. IM, tw;o
weeks prior ta the start iinglinf int- citiK'i" Ann; Cnr-o uf
°t th
grand opera season,' the house Miire.i- I'liirt both', fn.-rnVr ij'iiri.c>rfi;i<!
s,

m

;•

mi
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31

1 o"'th'e

w 'ithdrew

from

j

t

.''

.

Joseph Urban, for Ziegfel.ds
-Louis XIII" (house w'as then called
the Cosmpolitan, owned by Wm.
Randolph Hearst) will be .retained.
Interior is highlighted by an
mous glass chandelier installed by
Hearst, it having been designed by
Tiffany, and the eos't was reported
That, too, IS
to have been $75,000.
being refurbished.. House has for
yea is" been U. Hinting grind p.x.
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U.\ e

enw

.

i(itf*fl ude^

(16),

'

''!

:

|

j

|

.

abty not begin operating foi another
week; Manager savs tickets for. the
(irst 16' \veeks will.be oh sale.
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Meyer Davis Nixes :5(K)%
Profit on 'Bloomer Girl'

i

Mf yt'i

Davis,

(lifct'.cd

.>

hi

\r

/

a

SlO.fJOO

Bloomer Gill" a as
profit on all <Sr part
.between the act-*: on

night
\n\ Agi

h'iici""S.
i

.has

:)00',

v.,, t'e.

(tf.'his
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Nichols Joins

Al,«f
'nV Oil
nn Npw VritA
3ICl^0y
1 TUU,
Ann Nichols creator: of the pei en-,
,

"Abie's

hial

i

:

:

':

;

:

-"!-..'
!

v

i.-

1-vij

IH'

!

I

hit :,off(:r: (h<v/-i::

:
.

Rose", has

suf-

iiess

<

!

Ronkel. who collabtd
i-KijjJ: Van
Pre-HoneyMiss Nichojs on
produced several reasons.
moon.*
He a ho did like service for
r.'.dio. ver.-io.n of ."Abie's Irish Rose."
'

w-.ilh

1

:

;"ba<-(e.

"I lorVes" goes' intb. rchearsnl. this
under direction- of- Miss. Nichols,
will open
Detroit "around
in
Oct. .'(0.- It may follow with a Chicago, run. -prior- to Broadway. " Those
set i'li ,'ch.«t- si> fat ;i re Ethel Br it (.n,

wi-ek.iktiri

-

Ill'

I

.

Fi link O'.U). CMt;.:-

W!:!iii!v

Xi'')<>f.

d.oitttid thei/H

'

:

Irish

recovered from recent ill*
to join torccs with Frank McCoy on production of. "Horses Ave
Like That.!' new comedy by Alfoid
fi.cienlly

j

printed, so the b.o .will: prob-

n(.-(
i

'

(

open

-to

same

.

twv(«tn)i'nt

wcojjftiiiy

ejiyWii t < cd 8> Iw-rtig
v
r,j»c"
type, of
..ti'J
|h6'«
oil
S"t;pl twlls
for
'4W>'
fiir-the lTOd tq- linn ttc tifc'.f '>n ihrec
-'.', ;
.'';•«:ll</ts. --: ;
:;; v
'-.H"''':/

g.uod

-the

.
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have hecn

Mi>s HaVoc'v.

Rose planned

date, unusual for a ticket sale to begin so
touch In advante of the opening,
which is dated for Dec" 7. It was
discovered that the tickets had not
.

'

Raiir,":
;

dMi.miit c

Ann

i

|

Monday

the bo.xoffice on

Thompson,"

of

a;. ; o

|

!

|

,

'considerable dtiiiiMiig. AJ«ttcr of
the star not likinii the Ki n 1 i' said
in

»

j

parties

theii' ife

which

a

.

.

tained Allied soldiers.!. 'She! is slated
to star !in, "Errand, For Beriiice" on
Broadway this fall;-.
: ,'i
,V''Arts" is due to! start rehearsals
at the Zitgfeld theatre, N. Y., next

i

sii'hI-

•

'

'

:

is

"Sadie,'' a miistcc.l vci sio'f
ptll.s. foi:

«r,d

mg a pe/iod when it was. .Deiieveq
show business would, move from
42d street, then the legit hub. up to
the cii (If
Theatre is being redecorated but.
devised by the
|.
t ii e same seating plan
(i. a t

!

who

staff

N. Y, next
time I^ncl-Merman
the r.'iusn
with
which she leheaiscd two week'
When June Havoc replaced, only one
of the block ticket. Mcais cancelled
because of the. replacement.
Inchta ted tha t Miss Men;-.;,, did not. leel
up to handling the It-nme lead in

nmivThj'trp

:

-.:

wo,re„

;

-.

;

yesterday noon (10) the
Billy Rose office had heard nothing
from Beatrice Lillie, 'who started
from Eng
last Friday <6), by
plane, to stf, i preparations for Roses
Seven Lively Arts," due to open in
N:Y- in .December.
She was .supposed to have been accompanied by
Gertrude Lawrence,
arrived in
Baltimore aboard a flying boat Monday 19), according to an; interview

--

;

n

r\

There were

songs by Margery Mal'-on, has been
.

b.o.

;

^

.

Tr/w.n Hall Tonite,

s

Up

Only Une rally Cancelled
After Merman 'Sadie* Nix

-

f,

,,„,. _ A

— —LILLIE FOR 7 ARTS

'•

j-rranged u for. "-Sadie"
booked mto the .\lviri

acquired.

least

ported! by patronage not resident in
'
r|
la . c
'

into indie houses.

B' way Stripper

.

;,;;;'

Ideas of

'•

|

j

,

.'<,.-.(..d.

:

.

;'

comes from out of town, Paul Bosprinted: in th« N Y. Times yestermanager of'tHe American, St.
day. Miss Lawrence, who was overLouis, being the .first to engage extra
seas for about six months, is fresh
ticket-sellers.
House is largely sup- from Normandy, where she enterhas

'

the several ballet outfits.
•/
f
A " ATAM-er is manager of HuroK's
Russian Ballet, current ly,:at! the Met,

:

3
.

nian,

.

booked

at

numerous. At two

staff.

of its considerable string of houses
for reheat sals Unless the shows sre.f
booked into that, firm's theatres,

inclependent

have

•

answering phone queries.
Proposed dual ticket staff would
have a late shift, coming on duty
Mail order aides would
at nine p m
get the. same pay as *tbe regular

shows

about

That has made

hits.

sellers;

Stated that the Shubert, Office
issued an order prohibiting tlie use

-

i

br p

-

.

•

with

b. o s ticket
are on the ,iob throughout
the day, one- assistant
treasurer
working on mail orders when ."not

calls

'

one

'

ATAM states its people are ahead
«"d back with the San Carlo Opera
Co.; also one presented by Alfredo
Salmaggi both pop. priced), Columbia Concerts operatic tour, National
Opeia .Co., N. Y. City Center Opera.
Negip Opera, New York Opera and
Philadelphia Opera Co. It also has.
its people- with
the S. Hurok atlractioiis, except for.
single artists,! and

••'!!

'

,

ROSE STILL AWAITS

Houses

three persons in the. b:: o.. lines being,
virtually continuous and telephone

find

permitting rehearsal.s of new attractions because
the settmg>s not struck. Some produceis have rehear.-al halls but on
matinee days the pressure for reheal sal space is especially annoying.
hesitant

are

.-'

:

j

'

problem of Bioad way.

House oVvners w

,

ATAM

.

!

|

i

places for re..being heavybecause of the number of the hew.
shows being' readied. Halls suff ice
lor first week or two but stages are
Not enough
thereafter.
required
theatres; are available for one reason or another..
is

the demand

hearsals,

•

and ;Managers

:

•

:

|

!

the Metropolitan
and the Association of

.

.l

|

'.'.'"

!.;•'

-;.

j

then-new

.

SPACE HITS SHOWS
A tunent
producers

.

because

>V'-

!•'•!.>

;

union was steamed up oyer the wee k
me! when the latter accused the
qpera management with assuming",
an aiili-labor attitude.
Union demands the Met engage a press agent,
house and company manager f rom
among its membership, opera bunch
retaliating by claiming
didn't
have people qualified for the -jobs.
ATAM responded by citing its agieernents with sundry concert and oper-

*nd

'.•;.'

;,'•-.'•,.;•

.

.',.-'

|

Row; between

-

"<

:

,«'.

•

•,"'-"."'"''.•".''•

.;

.

-

BECOMES MORE HEATED

•

!?,''

;

"

who operate the house through their Select Herbert Wither^poon, formerly w ilh
Broadway
Theatres Corp., did not openly ftg-ithe American Guild of Musk ,il Artboxofiice staff, the added people be- ur.e in. the case, but their attorneys
s executive director of Inter—
ing assigned to handle 'mail orders weie in evidence throughout the
-,
national
only, -so great, is the demand from original hearing and the appeal acReconves sioh of the theatre to
that source. Mail, orders for stand- tions. .'Understood the Shuberts ins t a ge! performances is one.bf the''
out attractions ate reported, to be sisted oiv taking the case to the Su- L
ihe ' tie vefbpi^ents of~the "new
mounting to such ..proportions that preiiie Court.
Central
opposite
Theatre
season
Theatre.
.eason.
regular staffs are^unning way bePark, -was formerly' called the Park
hind jn filling 'orders/although' stayother
Co.--moRoiitari'.'-, among
and
ing on; well beyond the' -usual quitlilts'
such
therelhat
a be is. a 'id if was
ting time,
-J' as —The Wizard of Oz"! and '.'Wine,
_ tm .
that
a possibility
some
hptiseSAyill install a second

There's

LACK OF REHEARSAL

MET OPERA-ATAM ROW

!

For Big Mail Orders

exempt from dues since the

members.

.

.

members have

Soldier

-

!

was apparent from the first
was started

It

to test: the legality of the
state law.
The Shuberts.

,

',;';

that; the. Christie action

but some; entered the
without informing. Equity, so,
that back dues incorrectly piled up.
Other talent unions will probably
cancel dues of. servicemen
also

chance because of bankroll trouble—
0i just because: they are that way.

.

c,ues

Added By Theatres

else-

Army

'

;

k

and

attempt collection of

to

draft, started

trons want the best locations., sometimes: at the last minute, and there
are' some ticket-men who .will take a

outfits.

*-'

been

.

»tic

New York

resentatives in

veteran broker w ho attended the
remarked that; he has
been listening to the same kind of
-talk for, many years.
Generally believed that the amount of gypping
has been leduced to a virtual minimum/ That there always w ill be
some instance's. of h igh prices isn't
doubted because some types of pa-

b'f

at the Metropolitan House, which- is
the only N. Y. house allowed to have
a bar -because-" it's classed as a civie
The International's bar
enterprise
will be. set. up in a. spot right- next
to the theatre- but not in -the theatre
proper.; ;;'•- •;.%
Ballet International has been in
During the
reheaisal since June.;
season, of the .16. ballets presented
will
be "world premie.es.''
n'iiie!
Heading the new -project is Marquis
^e Guevas, a South American; who.
js vedded'to the granddaughter of
Mis.
llle late John D. Rockefeller.

-Y:,'

out explanation. He was offered hife
money back, but refused, going into
court with the' result that he was
awarded $500 damages from t'he 46lh

'

A

session! dryly

N,

Street,

to

is

(iea

a .carriage trade. No legit house in
New York has a bar but there is one.

'

May Be

Staff

j

•>

the 46th

SO.

there

Robert Christie, an up'stater. was refused admissiomto the- theatre with-

,

2d B.O.

Oct.

Shuberts have, from time to time
barred various critics and gotten
oc"™^'
it
>.
~>t' p
statute was adopted; by the N. Y.
Legislature which guaranteed the
right of all persons to enter theatres
In 1941, during the run of Panama
at

ppening' "its first seasph
Adjacent to the entrance
be a champagne bar, the
the .management" being to:!'
type of liquid service
have., thai
available for what it figures \vill be
feriiational.

!.

,

Haltie."

.theatre- setups.,

in

;

'

a long period of years the

away with

.

,

Some: hing new

wilt accompany the debut v Of 'the
lnte.matibfiai " theatre,! at- Columbus
Circle, N. Y.- j 59th and Broadway'l,
which will house;, the new Bullet In -

.

managers themselves. Contended

BALLET HOUSE

N. Y.

|

'

that opening night prices, such as
$9.60 top for "Bloomer Girl" last
week, (Shubert), and the proposed
top of $24 for the premiere of "Seven
Lively Arts" idue at Ziegfeld.) may
have inspired some of. the smallbracketed people to Seek more coin

,

I

:

Over

':,

eye-to-eye

;

CHAMPAGNE BAR FOR

time the attempts of producei s.
namely the Shuberts. to bar- critics
whom thev don t like or wrhbse reviews were unfavorable to shows in
their theatres.
No other Broadway,
•manager ever resorted to such prac''••.•';•;'!'.•';>;••.•, ,.'.'!tices..' '; v -.; ' -'.'.
all

distinction.

theatrical

<

New York court
which ruled, that persoiis .with tickets must be; admitted.
Negative action by the highest tribunal, ends for

,

the.

remaining
j

decisions- of '.the-

•

I

-\

the suggestion
plenty disturbing hereabouts tor
is
theie is a great deal, at stake, and.
a trend away from Boston would, if
got- going, destroy the- city's one
it

No one

.

•

-

Patrons' Admish Ri?ht

.

of.

I

'

Law OK'ing

N.Y. State

between

/.Equity,

'

On],y"

Suoreme Court Backs

|

:

•'

:

one

'

last (hat no rules/ be changed, ..was redues owed cently extended until next Labor
was not clearly explained but it is Day. .Understood "that, .most mannow definite that all arrearages of agers are! using a $60 minimum for
members who are in the armed the road rather 0ikn the odd $57.50.
services have been stricken from the and. it's felt that should suffice for
books. AH are now in gbod stand- younger players
Proponents of the" :boost seek at
ing whether they were 'back in the
payment of dues prior to induction least $75 per week, with those- opNor. will there be liability posed saying that such'"a ..-.minimum
riot.;
.-might- likely become the maximum
for dues for one year after discharge
from the, '.seryicSs. uriless engage- for top many players. Opponents 'fear
hat middle-bracketed people would
ments in legit are played during
If.
people discharged suffer, salaries for them being sliced
that period.
by. producers to make up for the in-,
froih the services do not obtain stage
crease
to the minimum people, Same
jobs for longer than one year they
hP'^dues rating from argument supplied when ihe lowest
m8V
pay was upped from $50 but how
E « l »lY u.pojv -application
much
the
next higher grades; were
It had been the idea that liberal
affected never has become known.
dues concessions would, be made to
If a trend for a higher minimum
those in the services until, it bedevelops
it can be partly blamed on
came known that the American Fed-

Action

Week on the matter

.

Agents

booked being
Laflilhg Room
mid-November, These'*
in;
even talk here. now. that Dave Wplper might not bring his new musical
'!
in. although It's booked.
%
Legit prospects remain plenty solid,
however, and the' five legit houses
aie booked'- to the ears up to De-

-

j

.

Members

Equity

.

Theatrical-

';,';-.

I

.

.

cent months, put plenty of obstacles
in the -''producers' paths
In; any case, -the fact is this is the
first season in years that a nuiMcal.
hasn t been trying out at the Shubert at lh's time of year, the first,

;

'

Opera- House

if it. marks a-lieud
away from a town which. -has,, in re-

coinciiionce -or

named

1931.

..in

ary in legit be •'raj scd
complaint all e He was a member of The Playbeing made-, that 'theev e.innot get el s and The Lambs. He died at the
age of 77 on May 4 1943.
along, at the .preseni. .$5.7.5.0 pay, es
pecially on the road.'. Whether the i

.

,

Belasco, who! died

Roeder executor and trustee, of his
estate; aiid! one of its. -three•'-.principal
heiicficiaries.
After completing his.
as executor. Roeder retired
Unties
It-has been proposed lo Equity by
ftprrt.
active connection with the thecertain members that m inimuxn sal|

'

-

see

,

.

/though if wa.s conceded that, only a
percentage of attractions are selling
out.
There were 2,'i theatres lighted
(Haing the Week cited, with ah eightperformance
weekly) capacity of
224.000 seals, so that the agency sales
seemed to be '.ess than one-quarter of
the total. Muss had contended' that
the brokers handled. 75% of capacity
and as high;as 90 r i but.such percentages apply only to the standouts "and
are? hot applicable to the average
'«.'
!".
';';
sliow siid theatre. .;
Oiie manager suggested that Moss
;
talk' about; ••ice"r-coin supposedly
slipped the boxoi'fices by the agencies,
although, gratuities w ere ru I'e d out
on the ticket code. If tin's- Condition
is existent the coin paid is much less
than in former seasons.
Commissioner .stated,, as he has before,' that
it's against the law to pay or receive
gratuities, and that any boxofflce so
collecting
jeopardizes the theatre
license, which could be cancelled lor
that cause.
Theatre operators don't

chief assets being, slocks and \ ponds
to $415,505. Dife him from
David Belasco is $12,612.

amounting

'the estate of
I.V

Symphony,

•York- City

.to

.

.

..

;

background.
A. new, unabridged version of the
oratorio,
•Leningrad,"
composer's
chorus, soloists and orchestra,
foi
will be premiered in February by
Leopold Stokovvski and the New

up the punishment. Comopined that business is So

not softer,

to Increase

Actor Minimums,

•

.

New York

a ."prelude; to .license .cancellations,
and that pressure or influence W'ould

.

Mgr., Left $452,975

,

terms for violators- as

.

Move

producer, whose name
they're withholding lor the present.
Play will be on "an unusual subject,!' according to. Duke,, vyifh an old

Broadway

m

Estate of the late Benjamin F,
Roeder, general' manager for the late
David Belasco for 44. years,. Was appraised Monday (9) by the New York
Transfer TaX' Departmental $452,975,
gross value, and $419,128. net, the

.

son
:

Boston, Oct. IP.
Story
"Variety" last week
opening
George
Abbott
about
"Soafu" in Cleveland in order to
avoid Boston b.luenbse censorship
has the riajfo here and the drama
editors plenty upset,
They have been upset enough by
the non-Boston openings of several
musicals skedded this season, and
especially by the fact "Sadie Thompson" isn't, opening here They'rebewonder if this is just «
g'l nning Jo

•

pn ttilrg finishing touches to, the
"Sadie Thompson." impending musical version of "Ram."
will be a musical play sponsored by
the, composer, and designer Stewart
Chancy They will work through a,

Away

Producers Staying

Ben Roeder, Belasco

score, for

that,

Biz Upset by Censorship,

!

after'

it's one of his duties to
brokers comply with the.
see
N. Y. Slate law, .which limits, .the
price for which tickets can be sold.
It appears that with the new sea-

hiissioner

Fway

See

Producer is also inulling a European tour, next summer, i£ war -is
over there by next winter, with
London and Paris for main bookings.

'Unusual Subject' Set
For Musical By D uke

they shouldn't regard him
w rong guy, for as license com-

he said

Show

Dunham—If Boston

Tour for

Katherine Dunham's "Tropical Review," now doing boft biz in the midwest, is working way to Coast for
tour there as well as. to permit Miss
Dunham to' make a film. Sol Hurok
will then send show to Mexico City.

,
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Wednesday, October 11,
in character development

(in association

Wilson

Joiui C.
c.nldsionei.

new

prpijie.rt.ia

Willi

Nat

musical'

livo-art

scene*, t'ealtiring Celeste Holm, MutDouglass.' .Irian- -M«-» .'racketi. David
Donley -Wilaoiv, -Millie] Taliitlerro,
Mult Briggs. Musli -Iliimlil "Ai-leir. jyVi'.-HK. Y. Harburg (who also staged Hie en.Ui%
book, Sis llerzig and Fred
ji odltclloii).
lit

g-ilot

Jii'inlia'.

,

.

Snd\

based

on

by

l>la>

.*.

show (within

& Dan

l.lillh

James: dances, .Agnes deMiUe; settings, and
(ustumes, Miles
l>niiie l AyetH
lighting,music
While; book: directed. \Xmi SohWI
.

;

Leon

director.

Shuherl;

-N.:-Y.'.

Opened Oct. .», ;,«)«.' at
at SiuM top, regular' scale
-

M, SI) and $0 iFri.-Sal.V
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Ban
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Kleanot' .limes

A hderson.
Winter
Hiaine Cordner
Dnolei Wilson

Arlene
.

Brooks

'avid

.

Prudence;;

.

Kl'ianor

diaries Howard
..John Byrd
.Joseph Ftoreslynu
.Ralph' Sassa no
,",
..Hubert. Dtfwo'l'th
',w;Y.-., .Richard lluey
.

First Depuly,.
.

.

Second Deputy./,
Third Peputy.

Augustus.
Alexander.

.

(.loverhbr-

-v

.

,*;
;

.

I

.'

<,

.

.

State Official.

\ . .

,

.

.

.

...

Newton.

.John Byrd

..».i-.>.-..'.
. .

.

Bill

. .

let-

Hitfon

Vocal l'iiisehiij.le Kleanor lutus Matilda
Strazaa, Arlene. Anderson; Terry. Saunders,
Alice Richmond.- Eleanor Winter.' .ee Ba lie RatphSassilrin. Bay-Cool!. Henry RobBvron Milligan, Josei*i Floveatano,
tils
•

I

Alan

(Hlliert,

Dancers:.

Belly
riua.

Peggy .Holmes.

.

Ems

St.

i

"'
-'•,-'„
Dpro.thy .Hill,
.

Lanza.

Carmelila

l.oiv,

K'.elta

Ka-

Cteul'iff. Theresa
Frankliir.
l,idi.ln

Joan Mann. Phyllis

(liishiirst.

;

Petri- Gi.i

Just.

Kathleen. O' Bvieri. Art Par ingJort, RjehaTd,
Daroy. r'rarik DeWillters. .lames Mllcllell.
WlUtarn 'Weber. Jack Starr. Arihui' GraKI.
t

.

'

romance of
Second act

odious

an-

';-'

':'

'^0'

audience

.'-'-'

; ':-'-

Miss McCracken has developed
not only, into a pixie ballerina but
an expert handler of comedy lines
as well. As for Miss Holm, it's a

ily.

miisicomedy rarity to view a sing
ing lead who can really act also.
Right down the line the casting is
tiptop. Margaret Douglass is capital
as Dolly Bloomer; David Brooks,
from the Philly Opera, handles his
singing juvenile assignment like a
vet; and Mabel Taliaferro and Matt
Briggs are expert as the parents of
the six Applegate daughters. Five
are wed and Celeste Holm has yet to
be spoken for by Brooks
Located in a Yankee manufacturing town- in 1861,. the admixture of
Civil War politics, the slave question
and the rest of it is perforce intertwined with hoopskirfs: cracks about
"that man in the White House"
(meaning Lincoln, of course, then
as they mean FDR today ) and "the
underground." Dooley Wilson is the
escaped slave and with the behemoth
Richard -Huey arid Hubert Dilworth,
they almost walk off with the hit of
the evening. "1 Got a Song." as Hiiey
over,

it's

much

a multiple-chor-

used doggerel of infectious rhythm
and goodhumored lyrics not without
.their literary values.
The colored
trio make the most of their oppor-

diverting that the missives are
into a book at the suggestion
buddy Who was in an adjoining
It becomes a bestseller
immediately, attracting the attention
of a women's page editor, who assigns

ah interviewer to Katherine. More
is «in sight than the Rogers
ever dreamt of, and there is mention
of a flossy East Side apartment plus
assurances that there will be a gob
of additional coin from Hollywood.

Practice of calling Rose Franken "Miss Franken" is actually a mistake.
Playwright, married to William Brown Meloney, should either be called
Mrs. Meloney, or Miss Le win; this being her maiden name. Mrs. Meloney's
She got the "Miss
first husband was the late Dr. S. W. A. Franken.
Franken" tag when her first Broadway hit, "Another Language " was on

,

.

So

made

'•

hospital cot.

;

:

•

Of a

:

.

Emehart of Rhys Williams, who left
"Harriet" to undertake a lead role
in "Chicken Every Sunday," As the
absent-minded Calvin Stowe, who
fathers Mrs. Stowe's large brood, the
newcomer doesn't give the part the
Alexander .Craig, on the staff of a elasticity giveri it by Williams, but. it
nevertheless.
New York daily, calls to get material is fine characterization
There is no doubt of one thing, refor a story and gets the idea that
Katherine and John are estranging, gardless of the uniformly fine cast.
KdJm.
so he goes on the make in a man- This is Miss Hayes' play.'
John discerns the
nerly fashion.
Craig manner, and for a little while
"SONS O' FUN" ,:..:-.:;';.',
thinks there may be something to a
(Memorial Aud, Worcester)
change in Katherine's affections, but
"Sons o' Fun" teed off here
at the end it is clear that the young
mother and her mate are still very on another road tour with few
Olsen -Johnson
much in love, as she announces the changes in' cast.
revue seems set for another great
hope of another baby.
Marty and Joe May continue
Soldier's Wife" is conceived along season.
similar to "Claudia," Miss the insanities of Olsen and Johnson,
lines
Franken's clicker, which also dealt respectively, with much of the zany
Her funfest flowing over into the aisles,
with a young married pair.
ih the O-J producKatherine is a sort of Claudia, a. bit as is customary
'.'-:'•,.'':
:'".'.
.-.'•
'-;;-,
r.;.
careless, not too bright, and a shopper tion..
Principal teplacements since the
for bargains. The part is splendidly
acted by Martha Scott. Myron Mc- originalproduction are Marilyn Ross
Cormick cleverly enacts the role of for Ella Logan, Bobby Barry for Joe
the returned soldier-husband, but Besser, Jack Shea for Lionel Kaye,
Glenn Anders trots off with the com- Anita de Palma for Consuelo Moedy honors in act two, when he in- reno, and the dance team of Alberto
terviews Katherine, Frieda Inescort Torres and Fe Torrens for Rosario
plays her sister, a matron seared by and Antonio. Changes shape up satthe War, with admirable restraint isfactorily, though Miss Ross has a
and conviction, and Lili Darvas is tough job filling Miss Logan's spot.
okay as the woman editor.
Still in the cast are June Johnson.
All five in the cast are featured. Margie Greene, Bobby Jarvis, WilThat seems to be about right.
liam Moran, Jack Whitney and Kitty

money

-
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;.

.

/bee.

M«u to

Murray.
Production

the Si>a

Pave Wolper .production .of three-act
(eight
uceiies)
play by Herbert Kltbly.
by Kddle DdwlingY coetumes by
Houston.
Presented at '^'National,
N. V.. Oct. 8, '44; |».BO top (*4.SO opening
nighl >
Hazel,...;,:..,.
,...;.. -Maggie Gould
.'.
Christubel
;
.;.... . .Toni Gilman
Venli
Nil;,.,,...
.
. , .
. .Joe
Madante Alpsli.
.
Grace Mills
Julie..,.
M>a thews
. .... . Joyce
Staged
(irace

;

.

.

has

still

the ele-

all

ments of vaudeville, and girls, as
usual, are all curvy lookers, young
and fresh, and gorgeously costumed.

Revue needs tightening, but undoubtedly will achieve that in time:
'-.'

-.:;,:>.'
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v
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Lorfc.

.

.

Bonnie
Joe Foster.
p

,-,

...

'liallncey

.

. .

Howard Moore.
';
Hyaettitli,
:. ;
Sailor.

P'rencli
.

.

...

. .

Mildred
.;
.

..

:
.

.

.-.

..lames

.

Kmilli
Klliol

t

.Frank Elhet Ion
.Bill

Hunt

.Mary- Jean Copelarid
.

.Maiguente Cllflon

.;,<.,.

which time Dr Franken was

still alive.

Nineteen boy.s who played the various Day children iti the New York
or touring companies of "Life With Father," since the play opened in
These are John Drew Devereaux,
1939, have gone into armed service.
Richard Simon, Raymond Roe. Richard Noyes. Richard Ney, Peter Jamerson, Peter Turgeon, O Z. Whitehead, Jean C. Barrere, Francis H. Amy,
Jr Jack Harrington, Gilbert W. Stratton; Jr.. Thomas Vatlle Sproull, Jr.,
Edsel Hughes, Chilton Ryan, Andrew C. McCulloch, Thomas Arthur Quinn,
Peter Youmans and Robert Bruce Phillips.
,

David Brooks, male lead in "Bloomer Girl," is making his first legit
appearance on Broadway. Oregoman came east about five years ago to
study at Curtis Institute, Philadelphia, and sang leads with: Philadelphia
Opera Co. for three seasons Had brief nitery appearance subsequently
at Versailles, N.Y. and Drake hotel, Chi. Also had lead last year of CIOsponsored revue, "Marching With Johnny," which expired during out-of-

town

:

tryout.
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The five adjoining theatres on 45th street, Broadway and 46th street, are
owned by the City Investing Co., which does not. however; directly operate the houses. A separate corporation called City Playhouses. Inc., with
Louis Lotito president, manages the Morosco, Bijou and Fulton legiters
which are just off Broadway. Astor and Gaiety, used for pictures, are
*
under lease from the parent company.
,

Recent shift of "Angel Street" from Golden theatre, N. Y. to Bijou
resulted in saving of $1,300 rentals per week. Rental for Golden, a Shubert house, was $3,500. Show would have had to close if it had stayed at
Golden, since it's been grossing around $6,000, profitable with the new
.

rental.
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Paul Ci

abti'e.e

RletiHsha

Skulnili -production of .two-act
(111 sc'eneai musical.
Stars Skiilnik. M-iriani
Kressyn. and .Max Kletrer, ..Staged by Skill?ik.
Musli
osepli
Itnmshlnsky
Ivrns.
sidor h\ Ulan; selHngs. Michael Saltinlaii
'

•

;

dances staged by Valentina Belova.
2d Ave. iheul
Sept.
at
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Will fa in Reiner.-. ..... .".
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M iss Rosen'.
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Sarah*.

Pessel
Morris
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27.
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ads of one of the leading Minneapolis loop night clubs has
a male singer as its floor show star. The nitery ran ads with the name of
the singer in fairly large type, "singing songs from" in. small type, and
"Oklahoma" in huge bold-face letters. Impression from the ad was that
the club was playing the show "Oklahoma"

Amusement

.

i.-^;'...

Tall (iirU. .
Red.. ........
Hut-ry.; ,:

at

.

.-.

Dick Graham
Hughes..',

'.'

i

Randolph Kchn'ls
.......
Maurice Kills
... ..laiues- Alexander
.

Reuben...

;

Broadway,

Actually, Mrs. Meloney wants to keep the Franken tag, so much so, that
when she and her present hij|band collabbed oil a number of mag pieces
they used the byline, "Franken ^leloney."

'.

.Tdnl Nodlian
.Richard Hart
.......Richard ('a nip

. . .

Brophy
(

.Susana (larnel t

V.

.

.

.

. . .

Duckworth.

.

Legit p.a. Nat Dorfman expects okay on grant from Government of »
paper quota: to resume publication of his Stage Pictorial. First edition
of the stage pic mag claimed to -have sold 125,000 copies. New edition is
expected to be out in December, with, several new features added along
"'.'.; .--.-'
:
fan mag style.

.

tunity.
If Dave Wolper prefers the nauti'..v
Arlen and Harburg have whipped cal theme, he'd better say it with
tip a mess of clever song-and-word- music.
It was a combo that clicked
age which should assert itself. "Eve- in his "Follow the Girls." but When
lina," "Welcome Hinges.'' "The Eagle he tries to put across his sailors in
and Me," "Right as the Rain." the straight dramatic fare, as in "Men to
raucous-voiced
Miss
McCracken's the; Sea," the National's latest enhandling of "Tmoria T'morra'." and trant, he's in over his neck. Play's
"Sunday in Cicero Falls" are distinc- b.o. potentialities appear slim,
tive standout*.
Threeract -drama by Herbert KubMiles White has created beautiful ly, N. Y. Herald Tribune reporter,
and betimes breath-taking costumes, which Eddie Do wling directed,, starts
effectively limned by Lemuel Ayers' with believable people and problems,
dazzling sets and lighting. Miss de although somewhat on the naive and
Mille's Style Show and Civil War simple side.
However, with each
ballets are socko; with Lidija Frank- scene it flounders more and more
lin and James Mitchell clicking, first until by curtain time the charm of
in the waltz introductory to the style the naivete has been sullied and the
fashion show, and later in the Civil simplicity has been lost in mysticism
War terps.
and pat cure-alls for man's economic
Productionally, lyricist E. Y. Har- and social ills.
burg, who is no stranger to staging
Play is another in the cycle treat(he was a Metro film producer for a ing with adjustment of adolescents
spell.) has done a superb over-all job. in the war years, but •unfortunately
"Sunday in Cicero Falls" is a mem- its stature remains adolescent bijth
'

of legit. and screen people is ready to push plans for a New York
production of the Navy's all-WAVE. musical, "USS Petticoat," hitch heiiig
consent of the Navy. So far the Navy hasn't given permission to release
personnel for this purpose.
Musical is all-female, all-amateur. Tried out at Corpus Christi, Texas
recently before a visiting group of Broadwayites, musical showed great
promise in its stage and, film possibilities. Musical numbers were scored
and arranged by Howard Addison, musician third class, who wrote five bf
the show's special numbers.
Other original songs were composed by
Ensign Cheryl Williams, Alice Duff, yeoman second class, and Margaret
Peters storekeepei third class. Virginia Fan-is, specialist (T) second class
directed and handled casting and production supervision.

tween the official closing of her New
Lt. Col. Richard E. (Dixie) French, recuperating from a spinal operation
York run and what has become the
start of a long road tour, Helen performed in the States as the result of injuries while in Normandy, will
Hayes returned to the local baili- remain in the Army. He has been assigned to the Staff Officers School,
wick for 11 performances. This time, Leavenworth, Kans., upon expiration of sick furlough. Whether he will
"Harriet,"; the biog of Harriet Beechbe ordered back to combat duty is to be decided later.
er Stowe, in wfjich Miss Hayes has
General manager-on-leave for John Golden became a casualty on a
title role, Was at the municipally operated
City
Center;
The play Normandy beachhead, where an amphibious landing barge was washed
achieved its initial prominence at onto the beach by a high wave, crashing into French- and others in the
the Henry. Miller theatre.
landing party. His is one of. the few similar operative cases where a
Eleven performances was much plaster cast was not applied after the incision healed.
too short a stay for Miss Hayes and
"Harriet." For portrayal of the "litChanning Pollock will, open his play, "Tangled Web," at the National
tle lady who started the Civil War"
theatre, Washington, where he served as drama critic for two newspapers.
—with her "Uncle Tom's Cabin"-7 The playwright served
the Washington Post in 1898, subsequently shifting
was one of the crowning theatrical
achievements of a season ago. It re- to the Washington Times for the period of 1899-1900: Subsequently he was
mains One of Miss Hayes' outstand- general press representative for William A. Brady, 1900-04, and for Sam S.
ing performances.
At times there and Lee Shubert, 1904-06. Then followed service as drama critic for
are scenes in which Miss Hayes lifts Ainslee's magazine, the Smart Set and the Green Book, 1905-19 The playwhat borders 011 mediocre writing wright is expected to challenge any derogatory opinion on the merits of
into distinguished theatre.:'.'o„.
his play, and he slings a mean pen when defending his literary output.
There have been a number of He kept "The Fool" going despite poor notices, purely, on the merit of
changes from the original cast, the controversy he aroused by disputing their judgments;
namely the replacement by Robert

;

;

'-.'-:'

Group

(City Center, N. Y.)
After several months' hiatus be-

the best, being

husbands and wives Miss Franken
does not go seriously into that angle,
however, spinning a yarn of domestic felicity that is threatened around
the edges" for a time by outsiders.-;
Wife Katherine's. letters to John
while he was fighting the Japs were

musical's audience acceptance
is now generally known in and but
of the trade, what with its rousing
business in Philadelphia... For the
-trade only, "Bloomer Girl," -with
Metro backing, does right handsome
by 20th Century -Fox and - Warner
Bros, as well. The 20th studio has
Miss Holm signatured for Hollywood
eventually, and Warners had quickly
garnered the personality Joan McCracken. early in the "Oklahoma"
run. Both lots should cash in hand-

it

'•'

;.: -'.

,.';'-

[

"HARRIET"

young, wedded, couple,

a chemist at goodly pay. It was the
author's evident intent to deal with
the situation facing reunited war.

.

V

a
is

!

Arlen-Yip Harburg

The

whams

Metro is backing play completely, buying play iti advance of production
Rose Franken's "Soldier's Wife." "Violet's", price
is
believed to be $100,000 down, with maximum ceiling of $250,000,
15% 0 {
each Week's gross to be contributed until $250,o6o. is reached. Pjoductiori
is working out of Dwight Deere Wiman office, with Forest Haring
as
;.*."•>-;
general manager.;
'i
-/I'-.
'v":
in similar setup as

Legit Follow-Up

and sees their offstage firstborn for
the first time. He is honorably discharged from the Army, resuming, as

not forgetting of course the Agnes
deMille ballets and those two standout alumnae of the original "Oklahoma" cast, Celeste Holm and Joan
McCracken. who are equally boffp
this Harold
entry.

;•

Rose.

and Susana Garnett.

Story is about John Rogers, who
comes, back from the Pacific, after
recovering from a stomach wound,

measurement. The shows are similar
only in their wholesome satisfaction,

iti

Dai'yas

wittily written; with most of the evening's laugh count coming there. A,
third act that would have been only
nearly as effective could have landed
the show in the Undisputed hit class.

fer only because of the compaiison,
it's

l.ill

v

play in one set and with five characters should fare well enough despite pressure of new shows.
"Rose Franken's newest drama is a
postwar story though there is little
reference to combat, being more a

"Bloomer Girl," since it's so Widely
compared with .'".Oklahoma," can suf'.

as production assistant for John C. Wilson, while writing the Violet
short
' '>'
stories for Red Book mag on which play is based.

Distinctly better than average, -new

"Bloomer Girl" will no^only bloom
long on Broadway but may even create a renaissance back to the Givil
War styles, when the crusading
Dolly Bloomer (they weren't called
suffragettes yet) set an antirhoopskirt
vogue in rebellion against the suppression on women's rights.

Actually

is

this indirectly leading to casting of Hitchcock's daughter, Pat, for
lead role
in "Violet."
Author Cook is now a Metro scripter, before that workina

Richard Camp, Richard Hart

Echols,*

.Olenn Anders

Alexander Craig.......

lloiii;

Ko Wl

Jifas'lier. . l ,..V.'.Witll«ni

ftjlieriexe.r

W

illed Thrush
v
Jliraiu Cruivil».

/•
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,

Xh-Cracken
.Malt Briggs
loim fall

.

•

•

'
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..loaii

.
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closely-knit

with

deals

Wife

.;

Kveliria.
The Soiis-iti-l,a\v:—
:

I

.-..Nancy Douglass
.

, ;•;,
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.

.Claudia

'.

.-'.Ton
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"Men"

a
gunners' group on a ship, their wives
and their constancy, liberally inter-....
Abel.
spersed.with present-day interpretations of Biblical proverbs. It works
.Soldh>r*M
on the premise that all problems can
WlUlain Brown- Meloney. product Ion of be reduced to a simple equation, it
tlireerdi l
(one Hcener eoinedy-iliaiiia, by
is so simplified as,to lose all connecRose Kra uken. l-'eatureaMartha Scott. My»
Frieda tion with reality,
McCoriultk, Olenn Anders,
run
staged
(entire
cast!,
Irtescort, liill- Durvas:
For the most part the large cast is
by .Miss Franken: selling by Raymond So>
good although paced by several
Oct, i, 'Hi
vev opened at tjoldeni K. Y
slightly on the hysterical side. Cred*S.til) top.
Mat tlia Scolt itable performances, in particular,
Katheriite Kogeia ..
Frieda litescort;
Florence I, ane.
those by Toni Gilman, Randolph
are
Myron McCormtck
Jollii Rogers
1

,

Randall
Jordan

.Panola
,

.

Phoebe. ..........
Delia........:.;...

-

,

Mabel Taliaferro

Uolavia

:

-.'•''

'.

,'.,.,..

;.:

The Applegale Daughters
l.yfla
Julia.,

-orclvesl rat ions,

Leonardi;

-

Russell. Bennett.

I944,

crafts-

Inside Stuff-Legit

sequencing as if the Tom
a show), also in th«
second half. The book is sturdy it
perhaps lacking- a shad*, in humor
but a little acceleration can offset
that, almost entirely. Withal "Bloomer
Girl-' is nobody's b,o. bloomer. ,,*;
ovable

(*irl

and

manship. It's handicapped also by
Dowling's direction. His characters
are never wholly of th« earth, but
neither can they rise to flights of
Forthcoming Broadway comedy, "Violet," will mark debut of
Albeit
Unfortunately, the modes
fantasy.
Margolies as producer and Whitfield Cook as playwright.
Former haof escape provided by Kubly's play
would bog down flights into any, been film company publicist. Through Gaumont-BriUsh, for which he did
publicity,
Margolies met Alfred Hitchcock, who's personal rep he now
realm.'
^'

Plays on Broadway
Woollier

-

;

LEGITIMATE

44

in

';

S'aliv.iiinii

.... ildtt. Holtlg.

Israel

Mandcil

W'iitiien; .Sailot'S,
etc.

-

-
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Ordinarily it wotild.be enough for
any 2nd- ave. theatre to have just

other
sky's

assets, viz. Joseph Rumshinmusic and' Isidor Lillian's lyrics.

There is. no doubt that this is just
another made-to-order vehicle for
Skulnik, and the little comedian is
almost always funny with old jokes
borrowed from Broadway and paraphrased tp suit the Yiddish metier.
And Miss Kressyn is still in fine
soprano voice, while Kletter, a newcomer to 2d ave is okay in the
.

usually heavy dramatics.

This

is

a musical

;

.

romance
'

enter the picture. Of course, there's
his attending nurse; who would bar
his identification just so she could

circumvent

an

ambiguous.,

repetitious, overlpng show!

Not even
fine performances by Skulnik. Miriam
Kressyn and Max Klclter. the stars,
can overcome these failings. Add

long before the actual denouement.
Supporting players .who do well
are Esther Saltzman. Anna Thomashefsky, Yetta Zwerling, Paula Klida
and Morris Tarlovsky.
Kahn.

Rehearsal

in

Bell For Adano"--Leland Hey-

Nichols,

-.'•.',.-•'"

Are

That"— Anne

Like

-i.

"Sing Out, Sweet Land"—Theatre
..' :"'".
^' ;; ;, v
Guiid.v :v
"Glad to See You"— Da \ e Wolper.
"The Streets Are Guarded"— John
:

;

:

.:

C. Wi'^on.

of a gal

who has an affair, with an American
navgl officer. When he's torpedoed
and becomes hospitalized with amnesia, the usual dramatic elements

Menasha Skulnik as its 'comedy star, have him lor herself. The manner in
but "Good News"— despite Skulnik— which his milid is restored is obvious
cannot

Shows
"A

ward.
"Horses

.

8f

Johnson.

"In. Bed

':

-

;

Room

"LaffTti'

Olsen

.

Only"—Sh.tiberts.
,

We Cry"—John C

Wilson.

"The Pooka"— Brock Pembei
"The Lalfe George Apley' - Mjk
ton.

Gordon.
Davis.

"Rhapsody"—Blevins
"Sleep,

Mr

Pretty

Krakeur.
"Sadie Thompson"
man. ,-•'''.A'-'.':

One"—Richard
'-.

— A.
'

•'

-

"No Way Out"— Shi.iberts.
"Trlo'V-Lee Sabinson.

P.

•-::•'

Wax-

'.'.-

Wedne sday, October

17^G

Near-Capacity

FOR BALTO SELLOUT
Baltimore, Oct. 10.
"Rebecca'' at Ford'i here last week
reached out for a smasho $23,000, a
top. figure for straight dramatic
shows hereabouts.
Biz was SRO
from Tuesday onward, with 6,000 advance subscribers lined up by American Theatre Society and Theatre
Guild.
v....;

in Chicago

-f/ Chicago, Oct. 10.
Of the five attractions here, two,

and

"Oklahoma"

"Voice

Turtle," are. sellouts,

of

the

'Student Prince' Big

and "Over 21"

only a few hundred dollars from
"Turtle" sold out its first
capaciiv.
week to $20,600 with indications that
seats will be at a premium for several weeks to come.

Estimates for Last Week
"Cherry Orchard," Blackstone (1.Off to good start with
200: $3.60).
:

$14,200.

•

v'V

^•V'-l;\ 'f

and Tell," Studebaker (74th

••Kiss

week

)

(

$3

1.400;

okay.

Around

).

$13,000

W'-i
and
"Oklahoma," Erlanger (47th week)
st ill

-

.'

',

'

.

M-

Sellout. $30,000.
21," Harris. (4th '-week) (1,000: $3). Almost capacity-, $17,500.
"That's a Laff," Civic (2d week)
Closed Sat. (7) to $5,900.
(900; $3).
(1.500: $4.20).

.

"Over

"Voice of the Turtle," Selwyn

'Mama' Falters
But Building

at

;

Kg f§|

—

,:

•

Brought In under Aaron Richmond
management,
and
well'•"7:
plugged.
out.

:

"I Remember Mama." Plymouth
(1.350; $3). Opened Mon. (2) to rave
notices, but 'business off first half of

:v

"Harriet"—Colonial, Boston (9-21).
"Kiss and Tell" (2d Co.)— Studebaker, Chi (9-21).
"Klaa and Tell" (3d Co.)— Erlanger,
Atlanta

nooga

(9-14);

Mem.

Knoxville

Miriam Hopkins-Victor Jory comedy is in for two weeks.
This would seem to be an auspi-

Aud., Chatta-

Ryman, Nashville

(16);

Bijou,

(17);

Temple,
Lanier, Mont-

(18)

cious

;

"Life

With

Father"

Co.)—

(2d

Walnut, Phila. (9-14); Ford

s,

Baltb.

(16-21).
!'I

Remember Mama"—Plymouth,

Boston

(9-14).

Body"—Wilbur, Boston

"Meet a
(9-14).

.,;

Widow"— Forrest,

"Merry

Phila.

(9-14); Lyric, ^llentown (16); Karlton,
W'msport (17); Community,

Hershey. (18); Rajah, Reading (19);

Embassy, Johnstown

1

"Rebecca," Oct.

16.

•'•

VICTORY,' 'LADIES' INTO
LA.; 'FAMILY'

NABS 10iG

Los Angeles, Oct. 10.
Return of one production and bow
lnai in of another were only marquee
changes here last ;night.
"Winged
Victory" opened first phase of its
tour at the Philharmonic. Auditorium and "Good Night, Ladies" came
back to the Biltmore for two weeks.
Withdrawing from the Biltmore Saturday night was "3 Is a Family"
with $10,500: for the closing stanza
and $38,500 for the three and a half

week

Musart's

stand.

"Petticoat
Fever" climbed up to $2,800 on the
fourth week, while "Dr. Lincoln's
Attic" dropped down to $2,200, because of a price slash that put the
Playtime's top tickets at SI.

(20); Virginia;
-

'.

'

Chi (9-21).
"Othello"— Michigan,

—

"Perfect
Marriage"
Shubert,
>:
Phila (9-21),
"Pooka"—Copley, Boston (16-21).

thumped

(16-21).

sive production..

—

—

Shrine,

(19-20-21).

English.

Ind'pls

Wayne

Ft.

Grand Rapids

(16-17-18)
Keith's,

(19);

(20-21).

Web"—Playhouse,

"Tangled

Wil-

$7,500

.

:

','

Mary Orr-Reginald Denham comedy
"Rebecca,"

capacity session,

i

'

•
Toronto, Oct. 10.
,„.-,
With a sellout for latter, half of
>veek, Black.stone
the Magician grogs«1 a fine $14,200, at the Royal.
Alexandra (1,525 seats),
scaler!

.

"tropical Revue" (Katherine DunHall, Salina (10); MuHall, K. C. (11-14); Muny Aud.,
Louis (16-17-18K Mem. Aud.,
St.

top for the
2V4-hour show.

sic

L'ville ( 1?).; English, Ind'p'lis (20-21).
Shubert, New Haven
"Violet"
(12-13-14); Wilbur, Boston (16-21).
"Visitor"— Ford's, Balto. (9-14).
"Voice of the Turtle',' (2d Co.)—

—

Blackttone't 14G, Toronto

at

$2.40

Blackstone would have been held
over if not booked
elsewhere.

Wife" drew a

fair

sistently

break from

into heavy moolah In Its first week
at the Locust with the crix generally praising show and saying company is equal to Broadway troupe.

American Theshow of the

second

subscription

year here and naturally got Its cut
of the ATS nestegg of nearly $14,000
locally.
However, those reduced
rates may have cut down week's
total some as b.o. demand was heavy.
At any rate, a very fine $16,500 was
reached.

third of last

there

heavy line-up of

a

is

legit

Hood"

starts

the Forrest.

a

On

fortnight's

the S3d, a

stay

at

new com-

edy tryout. "Trio," is skedded for
the Locust (2 weeks), and "Sadie

Thompson"

is still

announced for the

Shubert although opening is in doubt
because of cast changes and lengthened rehearsals. "Man Who Knew
Everything,'' "Blossom Time," "Seven
Lively Arts." "Pick-Up Girl" and
Dave Wolper's "Have a Good Time"
are all more or less immediate hook:

v

-C"-. ::'
Shubert, despite initial booking of
a straight comedy, will share with
Forrest -most of the musical show
and revue burden. In fact. Forrest Is
considered better-adapted to nonmusicals than big 2,000rseat house

ings.--vV:'-----'-"-.v'!-

on Broad

street.

'

-

'.'.''.

BARRYMORE 'HEAVEN'
$26,200 IN WASH.
Washington Oct. 10.
First attraction under the American Theatre Society auspices, the
Theatre Guild's "Embezzled Heaven," with Ethel Barrymore, got $26,200 in eight performances at the Na-

14): Erlanger. Biiff.

Cleve..

(9-

(16-21).

theatre last week.
formances were SRO.
tional

All per-

with

profit,

approximates $22,000.

'"•

''..•

r'.'

.

'-

M

(Musical),

O

(Operetta).

last

'•".•';'..

week.

•.,;''''.'.;'•'

ADDED

"Angel Street," Bijou (148th week)
(D-614; $3.60). Doing as well in new
location as in former berth; was previously
under-estimated.
quoted

_

"The Merry Widow," N. Y. City
$2.40). Began fourWeek engagement on Saturday (7) to
capacity and should command excel-

Center (0-2;693;

lent business,: as
last season.

did at Majestie

it

'

most profitable shows on list, set for
VAl DK-REVIE
season's stay; $18,000 and better for
"Star Time." Majestic (4th week)
colored-cast drama.
Went up to around $24,(1,179; $3).
"Bloomer
Girl."
Shubert
(1st 000 last week; Connee Bos well has
week) (M-1,382: $5.40). Drew rave replaced Shirley Dennis, and it copress mostly.
First four perform- stal red with Lou Holtz. Benny Fields
ances, starting with $9.60 top pre- and the De Marcos.
miere, approximated $20,000: can
NEIGHBORHOOD
gross $36,000 on week and should
"Naughty
Marietta,"
Flatbush,
register that figure this week,
Brooklyn.
\
"Arsenic and Old Lace," Windsor,
/ "Carmen Jones," Broadway (45th
week) (M-1,900; $3). One or two Bronx; repeating.
"3 Is a Family," Queensboro, L. I.
forthcoming musicals eyeing this
house, but holdover still so strong
It is likely to extend through win-

after so-so

summer;

$13,000.

"Follow the Girls," 44th Street
(26th week) (M-1.462; $4.80). Indications are that engagement will go
winter; business holds to
virtual capacity

through

all

performances;

close to $36,000.'
"Hats Off to Ice," Center (16th
week) (R-2.994; $1.98). Rated best
of three skating revues that have established house for that type of

show; around

$43,000.

that is Indefinite into
rated over $20,000.

"Kiss

week)

new

'MARRIAGE' BIG 10}G,
'SONS' 12iG, NEW HAVEN
»,•
New Haven, Oct. 10.
Big business was evidenced here
week when the Shubert split a
week of handsome grosses. First
half (2-4) gave a big estimated $10.500 to "Perfect Marriage" for four
shows at $3 top. Press gave names
credit, with play getting lukewarm
response. Last half (5-7) "Sons. O'
Fun" packed 'em in to tune of approximately $12,500 on four show!
last

at $3.60 top.

Tell," Biltmore
(C-926; $3.60).
Laugh

•;

.;..:''..

•

•

.

;

House gets a series of new ones
now, starting with current preem of
"Violet"

Next

(12-14);

in

line

is

Pauline Lord in "Sleep. My Pretty
One" (19-21). then "In Bed We Cry"
(26-28), by and with. Ilka Chase.

'

season;

and

v

SRO $21,200

IN ST. LOUIS TEEOFF-

(80th

show
making money both ways; up
somewhat last week; figured around

Louis, Oct. 10.
It didnH require the presence of
$11,000.
out-of'towners for the world's series
"Life With Father." Empire (257th to give the local 1944-45 legit seaweek) (C-1,082; $3.60). Run leader son a swell teeotf. Natives, hungry
approaching another anniversary, for; stage shows, contributed a heavy
and it's still in the chips both ways; advance for "Ramshackle Inn," with
$12,000.
ZaSii Pitts in the top role, and it was
"Mexican Hayrlde," Winter Gar- SRO biz during the one-week stand
den (36th week) (M-1,423; $6). New ending Saturday (7) at the American
Olsen and Johnson musical, "Laffln" theatre;- the:' sole' legiter in this burg.
Room Only.'V was tentatively next, The house was scaled to $3.05 and
attraction here; but present musical eight performances grossed an estistill so strong another house may be
mated $21,200.
found for the O. Sc J. show; $44,000.
Richard Bbnelli. in Johann Strauss*
"Men to the Sea." National (1st "Waltz King," opened an eight-night
week) (D-1,164; $3 60). Drew some stand Sunday (8). House
is scaled to
still

St.

;

.

.

,

good notices, but critical opinion di$3.66 and another heavy advanct
vided: business moderate after depoints to a profitable engagement.
but; around $8,000 in first seven
times; may move as "Embezzled
Heaven." already announced here
.'/. -:'

Oct. 31.

•;/•'.

'':

"

real

"While the Sun Shines," Lyceum
(3d week) (C-998; $3.60). Moderate
Keys C (Comedy), D (Drama). grosser so far and chances of a run
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue) not so good; estimated under $8,500

"Jacobowsky and the Colonel."
Beck (30th week) (C-1,214; $3.60);
Week's openings was> Another
holdover straight-play hit

bookings for the next four to eight
Weeks. Next Monday, the Theatre
Guild offers "Embezzled Heaven" at
the Walnut for the first of two weeks
on ATS subscription and with Ethel
Barrymore as star. Also next week,
the new Shuberts' revival of "Robin

making

tions, gross

.

,

Selwyn, Chi (9-21).
"Wallflower"— Hanna.

.

business around cauaci ty proporover $14,000.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco (35th week) (C-898: $4.20). Gross
never varies, arid with standees always, count for three-person smash

the press arid the starting pace was
promising.
There were some favorable notices for "Men to the
Sea," though staying chances are not
clear.
"The Odds On Mrs. Oakley"
("Our Fanny" out of towri) was
chastised- by the critics.
' Estimates for Last Week

,

ham)— Mem.
current

under subscription auspices, opened to terrific
advance sale and looks set for near,

dier's

.•;

-

.on the road.

.

l

There were some who expressed ter; $28,000.
little doubt over the local chances
"Catherine Was Great." Roy ale
of "Tomorrow the World," since this
(10th week) (CD-996;
play of wartime problems has al- ing to real money; $4,80). Holdafter moving
ready toured a whole season after from Shubert takings
in
smaller
socko, N- Y. run and war condi- house almost as much last
week;
tions have changed
considerably. close to $19,500>
However, Theron Bamberger's spe"Chicken Every Sundav." Plymcially-selected company; which has outh (27th week) (C-1,075; $3.60).
only a comparatively few eastern One of the straight-play holdovers
dates booked before closing, crashed that climbed to: money-making pace

($2.48 top).

—

"Rebecca"
Nixon, Pitt. (9-14);
Shubert, Boston (16-21).
"Robin Hood"
Shubert, Boston
(9-14); Forrest, Phila (16-21).
"Sleep My Pretty One"— Shubert,

New Haven

NG 5G

'Odds

7,

of the managers is squawk- views, grossed close to $12,000, very
business oh Broadway. good in this house.
Last week there wasn It much change
"Song of Norway," Imperial (7th
In the grosses, the general trend be- week)
(0-1,427; $6).
Coast-mad«
ing upward, and prospects for an operetta
iding high commands caexcellent theatre season are more pacity attendance.
Gross went t*
hopeful than before Labor Day. $41,000 last week; highest figure yet.
Three attractions switched theatres,
"Ten Little Indians," Broadhurst
takings in the new spots being just
(15th week) (D-1.160; $3.60).
With
as good as before.
a company on rpad, expectation it
Last week there were four new.
for ' onmnal sticking through seaarrivals. "Bloomer Girl" is the newest musical sensation.
Most critics son; rated around $17,000 again.
"The Searching' Wind." Fulton
acclaimed the show, but there were
two, distinctly
reviews, (26th week) (C-9.48: $4:20). Fluctuadverse
though those disaffected critics felt ates somewhat, but always comprofitable
attendance: last
"Girl" would be a hit. Abnormally mands
long boxoffice line early this Week week estimated around $14,500.
was the result of the word-of-mouth , "The Two Mrs. Carrolls," Booth
Conreports, plus the rave notices. "Sol- (56th week) (D-712: $3.60).

about

a

'

mington (13-14); National, Wash. (18for Pitt,
21).
Pittsburgh, Oct 10.
"Ten Little Indiana" (2d Co.)—
"Wallflower" was just that at the
Nixon boxoffice last week. Comedy, Auditorium. Rochester (10-11): Erwhich was a moderate hit on Broad langer, Buffalo (12-13-14); Nixon,
way, never got started here arid Pitt. (16-21).
:
-vv;-wwound up. at $3 top including tax,
"Three's a Family"— Curran, San
with less than $7,500. Notices didn't
Francisco (9-21).
help much.
"Three's « Family" (2d Co.)—
Weakest biz Nixon has done since
house opened the new. season;: Re- Shubert-Lafayette, Detroit (9-21).,
"Tomorrow the World"— Locust,
viewers didn't think much either of
the company assembled to play the Phila. 19-21).

r

midweek and
ended up its first stanza at a capacitypace With a. $3.10 top, as opposed to
"Bloomer Girl's" $3.72. "Widow"
but an amazing $27,500,
plenty black, with nary a big salary
on the payroll and a not-too-expen-

sailed into fast going at

.

(9-14);

Named

Probably the

ball.

Life With Father." fourth visit here
"Ramshackle Inn"— Hartman, Coand still going strong. In first of
lumbus (9-11); Paramount, Toledo two weeks
at the Walnut, Oscar
(12); Auditorium, Newark, O. (13); Serlin comedy hit production turned
Weller, Zanesville (14); Cox, Cincy in sturdy $14,000, fine at the scale

..:

'Wallflower' Rightly

the Shuberts to

for

biggest surprise of the lot was the
revival of "The Merry Widow" at
the Forrest. This Shubert operatic
revival, following on the heels of the
sensational "Bloomer Girl" and only
moderately well treated by the crix.

Show was
Ann Arbor atre
Society

(9) ; Palace, Flint (10); Temple, Sagi(11); Michigan, Lansing (12);
Keith's, Grand Rapids (18-14); Cass,
Detroit (16-21).
"Over 21"— Harris, Chi (9-21).

naw

"Snafu"
Auditorium, Rochester,
Never varying in its stride, Ken N, Y. (13-14); Hanna, Cleve (16-21).
"Sons O'
Fun"—His Majesty's,
Murray's "Blackouts of 1944". stood
at $14,800 for the 119th week, and Montreal (9-14); Royal Alexandra,
will remain there for the current Toronto (16-21).
seven days.
Detroit
"Student Prince"— Cass,
.

moment

had plenty on the

Wilmington (19-20-21).

"Merry Widow" (2d Co.)— Muny
deal under expectations.
Advance
Is good, however, for final week, now
Aud. (
Charleston,
W. Va.
(9);
current,
should touch near top Academy, Roanoke (10-11 ); National,
grosses. "No Way Out" follows here Greensboro (12); Carolina, Durham
on the 18th.
State,
Raleigh (14); State,
"Meet a Body.'' Wilbur (1,200; $3). (13);
Opened .Tiles. (S) with mixed but Winston-Salem (16); Carolina, Chargenerally optimistic comment, got an lotte (17); Carolina, Greenville (18);
estimated $7,500 on seven perform- Aud., Columbia (19); Miller, Augusta
ances. Final week current; "Violet" (20); Muni., Savannah (21).
coming in here on the 16th.
"No Way Out"— Plymouth, Bos"Robin Hood," Shubert
(1.500;
.•;""
ton (16-21).
$3.60i.
Second week, slipped to esti"Oklahoma" (2d Co.)— Erlanger,
Final week current.
$12,000,
is

Good, len' 8G in
None

ing

B'mingham (19-20);
up their local chain of United Book- around $6,500 last week.
gomery (21).
ing Office houses here to lour. The
"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (6th
"Late George Apley"—Play house, trio that were lighted last week all week) (D-1.033; $3.60). One of the

the week.
Built by weekend to
take
estimated
a
good Wheeling (21).
$13,000,

mated
Next here

Shows, life' 12G,

,000 In 1st 4

'

.

—

A. (9-21).

Philly

Philadelphia, Oct. 10.

Philly is now a four-theatre city
again, speaking from the standpoint
of active legitimate houses. The Shubert opened last night (9) after being dark several years and having
gone through a variety of phases,
including burlesque and films, etc.,
since the Shuberts relinquished it.
Same firm, which opened it in 1918,
has now taken it back. First attraction is "The Perfect Marriage," which
had a very good advance Sale.

*
Chi (9-21).
Embezzled Heaven"
National,
Wash. (9-14); Walnut, Phila. (16-21).
Good Night Ladies"— Biltmore, L.

Boston, Oct. 101
Two openers here last week, plus
Ballet Theatre at the Opera House
and "Robin Hood" in second frame
at the Shubert. found generally
more modest takes than was expected; only the Ballet Theatre really
hitting a strong pace.
Night business has been fairly strong, but matinees just don't do business any more,
except in the strongest attractions.
Takes thus hinge on the six night
"
'•
shows. ",
-V. '
.-;
Estimates for Last Week
Ballet Theatre, Opera House (3,Eight performances es500; $3.60).
timated to catch strong $32,000; this
company very popular here and
catching very warm press through.':

its

Current Road Shows

Hub;

.

Shubert 'Widow'

(Period Covering Oct. 9-21)
'Cherry. Orchard"
Blackstone,

'Body' $7,500 in Seven

'Bloomer Latest Broadway Smash,

.

union, clicked in a fine $9,800 in its
second week.'
"Two in a B6d." which had its censorship trouble before it got under-

(1,-

13G

in

one this week; Herman
Shumlin's production of "The Visiadapted by Kenneth White
tor,"
from the book by Carl Randau arid
Leane Zugsmith, is getting a preBroadway preem. Sixth return of
"Life With Father" is set to follow.

"Three Is a Family," running
smoothly since the Lafayette has unkinked its battle with the musicians'

way, dropped off to $12,000 in
seventh week at the Wilson.

41

'

A new

Detroit, Oct. 10.
As usual, the "Student Prince" repeated here at the Cass for great
grosses, ringing up $21,000 in the
first week.
Musical continues for
another week, with "Othello" set to
follow Oct, 15.
*

Sellout, $20,600.

000; $3.60).

Wk.

$21,000 in 1st Det.

is

W0W 23G

'REBECCA'

$20,600, 'Over 21'

SRO

Turtle

LEGITIMATE

1944

11,

"Odds on Mrs. Oakley," Cort (1st
week)
(C-1,064;
Drew
$3.60).
thumbs down from reviewers and
likely to slip off list abruptly;
der $5,000 indicated,

"Oklahoma."
St.
week)
(M-1,529;

James
$4.80),

(10th

week)

(C-1,117; $3.60).

In

un(79th

Smash

musical's boxoffice line is constant;
$31,000, all house can hold.
"One Touch of Venus," 46th Street
(53d week) (M-1,319; $4.80).
Celebrated year's stay with a friendly
party; continues to collect great
money; with gross over $33,000.
"Pick-Up Girl," 48th Street (12th
week) (D-909; $3.60). Delinquency
drama likely to do very well on
tour;
comparatively mild grosses,
but to some profit;' over $6,500
quoted.
"School for Brides," Ambassador
Still

17G

'Othello' Strong

4 Days

s

at Buffalo

Buffalo, Oct. 10.

"Othello,"
with
Paul Robeson,
socked the wickets for a peak tally
in four-day engagement at Erlanger
last

week.

At $3.60 top. crowd swept boxoffice clean, with plenty turnaways,
'>":
for over $17,000.
.

•

Bonelli-'Waltz King'

$14,000 in 4 at K. C.
.

Kansas City, Oct. 10.
"The Waltz King." with^ Richard

Bonelli, opened .the new legit season
here by grossing a big $14,000 for
three nights and one matinee in th»
Music Hall of the Municipal Audi-

Channing Pollock's play.' "Tangled another straight show that drew
Web." follows Oct. 16, with "The mildly during summer arid climbed; torium last week. House was nearly
underestimated;
ap- a sellout at each of the four shows.
Late George Apley" Oct. 23. Then somewhat
.'.';•'',;•
With a top of $-3 for the nights and
Helen Hayes in "Harriet." On Nov. proaches $11,000.
"Soldier's
Wife;"
Golden
(1st $2.50 for the matinee.
5 "Blossom Time." to be followed
Katherine Dunham "Tropical Reby "Rebecca" with Diana Barry- week) (CD-789; $3.60): Drew rather
more. Bramwell Fletcher and Flor- favorable press on the whole: first vue" fiance trouoe moves in tomor".•.v '.''v'-, ,:'
dii.:,: .:..-':'•.;
row;
seven
times,
..including
two
paid
preence Reed
'•'

'

"Waltz Kins"— American.

St.

Louis

'

(9-2i

).

"Winged Victory"And., L, A. (9-21).

—

r

V-:V'.

''.••:.

"--c'r:

Philharmonic

;

:

l'

:

..';

Trenton.

.

]

ton. the

niii id.

Defers To

OBITUARIES

Servicemen on Awards
most plausible.

re the

;i

Cumhi

[France-

Oct-.

Theatre Guild

Town

Plays Out of
Visitor

Tli:e

Wednesday, October 11, 191

P%!RIETY

LEGITIMATE

The Theatre Guild
announced names or
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discerning-

.'opening

changed

'

.belligerent.
chinking
his blue sports shirt di.rlina, the .nine-day action, ot the; play!

1

i

'.the.

at

neither
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ifltun

ning

habits,

'

his.
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"The .Visitor'' i- so profuse with
mother-love, Cjaculatiiiiis it is remindful of a 1314 sequel to "Father.
Deai Father Come Home with .Mc
Now." The final act curtain line
gusher. "My boy. my boy, my grownup boy." cinches t lie,. belief that while
the prodigal may .have reached the
Burma. Shave, stage the play itself
is still in very short pants:.— the threeKane.
cornered. variety. .-
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than a

occasional flurries of love interest,
its chief asset is a modicum of suspense that, through Shumlin's direction, it manages, in a measure; to
hold. The story, authored by Ken-

good twist, a likeable and capable
cast, and a knowing meller direction,
a

.

neth White from a novel by Leane
Zugsmith and Gail Randan, deals
with mysterious return, shrouded in
reward payments and murder accusations, of 17-year-old youth previoush believed murdered. He has
been gone three years. There is suspicion the returned boy is an SiftNeither his mother nor his
poslei

but the plot is not satisfactorily set
forth, the dialog is purely utilitarian
and the audience sympathy is not
focussed properly on the principals.
The result is a certain detachment
that finds the audience speculating
on the solution (screeching appropriately when bodies fall out of
closets), but otherwise generally un-

best friend is sure. Nov his stepfather or his dentist. There's a.nicely
contrived ending but one's gullibility
and patience have been sorely tried
in the interim.

concerned,
Takes place in the, MacGregor
mortuary. A strange visitor appears
and lavs down $10,000 with explicit
instructions for the disposal of his

.

Producer Shumlin might more
aptly have titled his opus "Poor Judith"; everyone seems to ag'in this
beleaguered mother. She; no sooner
4ri.es her tears after hearing that
the son's honeytoned letters and
dental charts have been stolen when
her doctor, adds his own dispiriting
fuel to the tear waters by pointing

.

'

he is murdered. He is on
schedule, and is laid out as directed.
Then come, by special appointment
body

if

with the late character, a quartet of
venal former associates, each hoping to benefit

by

however,

them,

:

fection;'
Fur'.her details

:

'

.'.

:

m

.':-.-.'''"...'

-''..,

:'

film section.

HARRY BKRKSFORP

i

Harry Beresford, 80, stage 'and
screen actor for almost 60 years,
died Oct. 4 at Ins home in. Los Angeles after a long illness.
English born, Beresford made his
stage debut at the Gaiety theatre,
London, in the chorus of 'Little Jack
•

ShCRpard." appealing in New York
Playwright, winners! a year later with Henry E. Dixie.
playwrights
Winning Hi outstanding legit roles were in
will be announced shortly
actresses. who: receive $500 awards
"The Old Soak" and "Shavings,"
for tuition at American Academy ot,; outstanding hits in; t lie early 1920>.
Dramatic Arts, are Betty Cole, Wil- During his. stage, career he played
mington, Del.; ;Eda S, Field, Long with stock and touring companies all
Branch, N. J Patricia Jenkins and over the United States.
and
Philadelphia,
Tassell;
Reba
His screen career began with Fox
Eleanor Shaw. New York
and continued through all the major
studios playing important roles in
Sign of the Gross," "Seven
'The
Teach Soldiers
Keys to Baldpate," "Anna Karenina."
"X)avid Coppetfield" and numerous
Put on
others
Since his retirement several
Army Special Services has been
years ago, he wrote a book of remiutilizing' show biz figures in uniform
niscences, ''Between Galls." Survivthe past year in a highly unusual, uning is his widow and former leading
publicized activity called "In-Camp"
lady "Edith Wyle,
Soldier Shows Conference.*, purpose
of "which is to teach enlisted men
CHARLES H. Wl'KRZ. SR.
anywhere how to put on their own
Charles H. Wuerz, Sr., 63, man-shows, \ ',•'.'.:':•,. '-"'".
Some 80 conferences have been ager of Broadway legit and road
4
held already in six of the nsne Army shows some years back, died Oct,
"''
Commands in this country,. with 25,- in Los Angeles.
Wuerz served as general manager
000 of fleers and, enlisted .men attend:
for Charles E. Blaney and Joseph
ing'.. A;Jv?;';h >
Vr-'.'i":"..'
1919',
M. Gaites. He joined Loew's in
managiiig "The Four Horsemen" enRejoins Theatre Guild
gagement at N. Y.. Lyric theatre.
Later managed Loew's theatres in
Pittsburgh. Oct ,10.
Jane Keith Munsell treasurer and Boston. Washington Dayton, New
subscription secretary for the Pitts- York, and Los Angeles. For several
burgh Playhouse, has resigned her yeais was city manager for Fox West
post here to rejoin the Theatre Coast in San Bernardino. Gal.
Survived by his widow, Kathryn,
Guild's .out-of-tow i subscription department in New York. She was former inusibomedy actress, and a
with the Guild prior to returning sou, Pvt. Chas. Wuerz, Jr., now in
forces.
armed
homa when her husband, Warren
1
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i'.i't- up
KW'tt'O
t!eyi:Ki»v,
his identity after only three years' 'I'illl ,Vi.u U'Siil
I'miV I'-iiwijoiiii Mi-wii .ill
absence-— sets the story off on the Noi-niiui ('.in
.irii'jii
(Hi
wrong toot. It leans heavily on that Hi. lie C't'i ik ......
Niin Ktitli-i
IClion'TlluniH. .......
game foot through the three acts and C.illi
llr-lfiif Ami. nisi
Timlin
-.logic-,
Its. the sort•.of
five scenes.
..Dnmi .Miilloy
Dot-liir. ll^t-'i
Hull; Hi l.liiin
delving whirlpool that makes one IK-ie. lift' s „(. ,i r c irey-;
Sl.'liiieii Mjiriv'v
look longingly at' the nearest exit Til? t>:ilii'?l
and wonder it his watch isn't run'
ning slowly. ;.'••"'"•'
is
entry
on the
doubtful
This
a
Without pretense of being more
melodrama, and with only swelling list ot whodunits. It's" got
:

Pictures in N.

own

finger

his will.
die
by

Three

1

wood

retired dept. store owner
estate operator.
Another
of Los Angeles,: also

real

Charles,
survives.
son.

.

Kmanuel Fiedler, 85, musician and
of Arthur Fiedler, Boston
orchestra conductor, died Oct. 4 in
Brookline, MasHad been first
violinist
with Boston
Symphony

.father

Orchestra and also had been iueiivbei of the famous Kneisel Quartet
Mi*.

Anna Blanke, 65 mother oi
film producer, died
in Tarzana, Cal.

Henry Blanke,
Oct.

-4

Mrs. Martin

J.

of

singular

'

Jeanne Gram,
in Hollywood

Can.

51, iriother of

Anna

Mrs.

film star, died Oct. 4

Glar.er, 70, mother of
vaude actor and radii
Los Angeles Oct .6

Billy Glason,

scripter, died in

|
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Date firings
Buying Deluge

'Okla.!'

Pitt

Pittsburgh, Oct 10.
Local drama columns carried only
couple of lines to the effect that
"Oklahoma!'' would come to- the
Nixon for three weeks in April, and
then' the: deluge began. Within -the
next 48 hours, the boxoflice was
swamped with enough mail, orders
,

a

practically to

fill

the big 2,100-seat

house for the entire engagement.
Early applicants, however, were

doomed to disappointment. Nixon
management returned all checks and
announcing

orders,

that

would

it

accept no mail until at least March
and then tickets would be limited
to four per person. First week, of
"Oklahoma!" will be under Sub-

25,

scription auspices, which -cuts down
considerably number of scats available.-'

'-•''
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";

Subscription list this season is
bigger than ever before in Nixon's

coming

close to
^1 0,000
weekly, This is directly attributable
"Oklahoma!'' since everybody
to
wants to get in. on the ground fioof
for ducats to this one.
history,

.

.',-'",

.

suspicion.

of

Robert Garland in Hosp

:

.

,

.

'*'

.

died in Hoi

Y.,

Was

2.

and

,

means while the; fourth being a hice Munsellj Jr.,. went overseas for the
DEAN BORl'P
romantically involved American Red Cross.
Her girl, becomes
Dean Borup, 69. veteran, legit
Elsa Coscia, who has been Mrs.
with the MacGregors' GI son.
sniffling is no sooner plugged up
actor,, died in New York, Oct, 3. He
This is complicated by peculiar Munsell's assistant here, will replace
when her husband gives her a double
the
greater part of his life
had
spent
shifting about her at the Playhouse.
dose of sleeping potion^ pops her on music in the -.night, the
in the theatre, having appeared in
garroting
the head and rudely shoves, her into of bodies and the sudden
more than 100 plays via stock and
As it has
of victims from behind
an airless, mothproof, non-aircon
QUITS ACTOR GROUP
SHULL
that
outset
a
the
planted
from
been
Broadway
productions
the
still
in
ditioued closet; While
maniac is On the loose in the neighLeo Sruili has resigned from board
Porn in St. Louis. Borup will
stage her no
i edeyed. blubbering
good alcoholic, brother, Walter, taps borhood this offers no special diffi- of directors of Players Stage, Inc., probably be best, remembered for
heV exchequer to the tune of $10.40 culty of solution. But it's, all done newly organized group which super- his performances in "The Gorilla"
even, to play his favorite barkeep on with good macabre humor emphasiz- seded Genius, Inc founded by Sltull, and more recently with "Arsenic and
trip of
the nose. All of which is very dis- ing the incongruity of a
charming oldtimers. cheerfully dis- and took over leasehold on Labor Old Lace'' on tour
quieting for poor Judith.
Stage theatre, N. Y which had been
He was a member of Actors'
Of the cast, the restrained work of cussing cadavers embalming techShull and Genius, Inc. Equity from organization,
Actors
Waller Greaza, as the stepfather; nique, etc.. plus the usual assortment under lease to
resignation last Fund an.d The Players.Shull tendered
Thomas Chalmers, the retired police of whodunit hokum.
'••y^H';
Yet the central characters are on week and will devote time excluofficer; Anna Minot, the well-intentioned neighbor girl, and Dorrit Kel- the outside of the narrative.: That sively to his mimeogt'aphed actor
LIEUT. FRANK McCRACKEN*
is; they establish the elements in the
publications.
Frank H, McCracken, 22v Lieut.
first act, withdraw entirely in the
year-old brother of Joan McCracken.
second act for the murder of the
dancing star of "Oklahoma" and
;
CASTING FOR
three characters, then reappear in
"Bloomer Girl." and a Marine Corps
the third act to solve everything.
B. 0. Curve
BROADWAY PRODUCTION Thus the play consists chiefly of vilofficer, was killed Sept. 15 in the
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inconsistency—:
Its- predominant
that an adolescent youlhts mother,
and best friends couldn't be sure ot
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cessive sentimentality...
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Wendell L. Willkie, 52, chairman
board of 20th -Fox and 1940
piesidential candidate of Republican
party, died at Lenox Hill Hospital,
N, Y., Oct. 8 of an acute cardiac, condition following a -streptococci's inof the

!
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.

its

one-sot piece, in
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world preir.iere timeup at the War
Memorial here, lias manv major deplausi bility

.

-

with 'The Visitor.' Tins

ring tlio bell
eight-eharactei

!

,

,

.

.

Silver Anriiversaiy scholar-.
ships, at same time stating that -cor*'.]
responding .scholarships tor, actors
would, be held, up "until aspirants
now in service can be given an op- j
qualify
Stated
at
pOrtunity
to
Guild office, that thc\ wanted to
of
giving
accusations
n ,°"? „,,,.
1>
Willi
cholarships "only to 4Fs."'
hold up awards a season, or even
longer if necessary, to give boys In
service a chance to compete. Awards
may not have to wait till alter War, 1
however, as applications will be considercd when dcmobiU/.aliofi sets in.
Guild set up $7,500 fund last April,
19 to. celebrate its 2.5th anniversary,!
sum to be equally divided among
five actresses, five actors and fiveJ
its

Drama

critic

West Side

the,

Robert Garland
hospital,

N

Y.,

is

in

with

a couple of broken bones in-. his 'foot"
as result of a fall; Lastweek s new
were reviewed for the

shows

Journal-American by Juh O'Connor,
Latter was formerly on the city desk

and has become drama

editor, post

formerly held by G. E. Blackford,
who joined Warners publicity department some time ago
Garland, however, contributed »
drama column to thr Sunday edi-

:

devoting

himself entirely to
"Bloomer Girl" (Shubertl. Garland
saw the operetta in Philadelphia.

tion,

!

World Premiere at
48TH STREET THEATRi'V
,

|
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while the
lains
killing
.villains
protagonists (barring the final bangbang) remain unmenaced through

will
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STOCK COMPANY
Call
''-";

la

Perioa Every

Day (10-2)

v.'/

ar the

.

4»TH STREET THEATRE
West of Ireadway

;

New

SfE

:

roitfj",;-

York

WITHOUT
Glasses

UNBREAKABLE
CONTACT LENSES
INNER-SIGHT LENSES, Inc.

-

1943.'

•.;;>...; -i

;

by Willis Knighton

475 Fifth Ave. at

41it,

III!

N. Y. C.

Tel. ¥.K S-«7»7

"

sim k sail
Play Brakci'a and
Autliors' Representatives
;

«V»t
Kll

Hm

i

4.-,tli

llii

Si reel. New Vnrk
Street, l.o« Angeles

A€TOR§

Elie.

wife!

Whqt producer
,
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etc.
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Mike Todd is casting picture talent here tor three stage shows first
Of which is a Chicago edition of
"Star and Garter,"
/
Second is "tip in Central Park."
with book by Dorothy arid' Herbert
Fields and score by Sigmund Romberg. Third will be an -unpublished
Victor Herbert musical, to be produced
January, with Jeatiette

ACTORS

year

Proportions of single feature

programs shown ir. Canadian theatres increased from 38"; in 1942 to

CIJE§

39

emfing what icript, and what roles
With addressei, phone numbers,

l».

;

I

N. Y.

r

in 1943,

but double features are

much 011 the majority.
The Dominion paid 205.826,197 admissions in 1943 an increase of 12%
Oyer 1942 The National Film Board

]

'claims to have
free admissions

j

non-commercial

j

19,

j

the

if'.--

Official

Monday

late
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MARRIAGES

notification
by his

(9)

••:;•'.";•'.'

"•.•

.

.
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Ha7.el

•";•'.'

Oct.

K earns to Paul Mowrcy,
N. Y. Bride is former pro-

former Philadelphia

the
"'

••".

•', '/'•

';.:

television.,

.'•'

Patricia Fai hsworth to Vance CarLas Vegas. Nev„ Oct. 1. Groom
casting director for Samuel Bioti-

..'.
'

roll,

I

WII.BERT

E.

MAt'FARI. \NE

is

Wilbert E. Macfarlane. chairman
ot the executive board of the Mutual
Broadcasting System and business
manager of the Chicago Tribune
died in Chicago Oct. 9, following a
*
heart attack.
t
Additional details in Radio Sec'

'

tion; V'.J'-'V

-

:
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SCHERL

William E. Scherl. 27. died at the
Will Rogers hospitals Saranac Lake.
Oct. 1.
He had been a bed patient
at the san for past three years.
Before breakdown he was manager of film theatres in Brooklyn,
Surviving are parents,; two brothers
and a

sister.

ston.

•"'"..

.'•

'••".

BIRTHS
Mr and Mrs, Victor M. Kelley, son,
Los/Angeles. Oct. 1. Father is head
ot Acme News Photos. ,: .' * : '
Mr, and Mrs, Paul Gibson, riauglitei
Chicago, Sept, 29. Father does

CBS

"H o lis e w i v e s" Protective
Leagtie" shows from Chi.
Mi
and
Parker Glblis,
Mrs.
daughter, Evanston, III., Sept.; 12,
•

is NBC director, Chi
Pvt.
and Mrs, Frank LoesW,
daughter, New York, Oct. 5. Fathei
is a songwriter, now in the Ai»>
;-:
Ail Force,
Lake,
Arthur
Mr,
and
Mrs,
daughter, Hollywood, Oct. 6. Father
is a screen and radio actor; mother
is Patricia Van Cleve. of the films.
Mr. and Mrs. John. Peterson. Seattle', Sept. 18, a son. -Father is manager of Palomar Theatre there
,Mi. and Mrs. Ed Palen, son, Cleveland. Oct. 2
Father is program director, W.IW, Cleveland.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Elie Jr.. -"Oil.
Boston, Sept ,5. Father is mi'is'c edi-

Father

.

*

4

'

'

A. ERNEST BAGGE
A. Ernest Bagge, 50. Coast account
executive for CBS, was killed in a
Prescott. Ariz, plane crash, Oct, 6.
Further details in Radio: Section.

I

;

!

;

f

!

provided 8.000,000
to pix shown on
circuits.

7.

McCracken was the sou of motion manager, WCKY. Cincinnati:
Frank McCracken, sports groom, assistant manager of CBS

writer on
Ledger.
'

|

nadian province. .Number of picture
theatres iii Canada in 1943 was 1,269.
an increase of 18 on the previous

as star.

SEND

:

;

ing 1943 totalled $52,568,000 as compared with $34,000,000 in 1939 and
$26,600,000 in 1936,
Ontario spent
10 times as much as airy other Ca-

m

Plus grapevine goistp.

-

Lieut

I p in '43
Montreal. Oct. 10
Figuies Just released by Dominion Bureau of Statistics covering developments up to the end of 1943
shows big increases in picture
grosses all. over. Canada
Total -.rece|pts for all Canada dur-

Hollywood. Oct. 10

FOR A FREi COPY
125 Issuei Mailed for $2)
CUES, 12S Weit 48th Stre*r, New York

;
;',>: ;'i.

Canada

BROADWAY THEATRICAL DAILY
,

.

in

Todd Coast-Casts Legits

MacDonald

•"'.;"{>-: ;•.>:/>
'Si

distributors,

.

SAMUEL FRENCH

"J >•

to

INVISIBLE,

Suilx

'.

In the opinion of theatremen and
it's anybody's guess as;
whether grosses will be reflected
the arrival of V-E day and whether or not it might be necessary to
protect
attendance
revising
by
scales.
It had been feared prior to
D-day, when Franc* was invaded,
that theatre business would fall off,
but that memorable occasion for the
Allies had no effect whatever.
In
fact, for the month of June, when
D-day came, the business jumped
ahead of that done for the prior
month and for June in 1943,

The three leading parts are played
with as much Warmth as the roles
allow by Whitford Kane and Ruth
McDevitt as the Scottish-burring
MacGregors, and by Al Shean aS the
amusing Jewish rival undertaker
from across the street, Forrest Orr
draws the choicest character plum
and docs very well to give the play
its best moments
Nan Butler also
has one good scene, which she does
excellently. Harry Gribbon appears
as the defective detective, and' all
are capably directed by William
Castle against a suitably --gruesome
set

.',-•>'

Pacific.

was received
of

j

.lack Walters, former night manager of the Piccadilly hotel, N. Y.,
and latterly of the Flanders hotel
grill,
died at St
Clare's hospital
Monday <9 1. Was well known to
professionals.
Widow, formerly of;
Bob and Vera Mori'issey, yaude dub,

survives.

:

•

'

-.

tor-critic
tlie

and

Boston

j

Father, 86, of Al Wilk'te, eastern
publicity manager for Paramount

drama

critic oi

"Vaiietv

city.

George .-Shcnnan,
daughter. Hollywood, Oct, 8. Fatlie>

Mr, and

-

ass't

Herald: also

mugg m- that

ls

filni

Mrs.

director;

.

'

.

Wednesday, October 11, 1944
week.
Ralph (Latin Quarter) Berger and

Hotel

his Associates sponsoring a Week of
"Porgy and Bess" at Civic Opera
.

December.
20th Century-Fox reported dickering with Balaban & Katz for
rental of Apollo Theatre for showing

House

..

.;

:

"Wilson" so they can set their
admission prices; Pic is scheduled to open late this month. .;:,'/.,

own

/

::

'}::'

'

:

.

of

Butte Davis, east for two weeks,
returned to the Coast over the weekend.,-

in

Walter Reade reported greatly improved and resting at his N. Y.
apartment.
Bosley Crowther, Times film critic,
.

Pro-FDR Revue

•

,

hew home

to his

now commuting

White Plains.
Irving Rapper,

—

:
•
a brief N. Y. visit.
Amparo Iturbi to give concert at
S. Naval Training Station,. New;>",
port, R. I., Oct. 18.
•

U

Hal Home, 20th-Fpx

advertising-

due
weekend.

publicity director,

Coast this

Andrew

from the

in

-

ad

now

agency,

with Shorlane-Benet.
handed'

banking

after

;

.-

manager

company
notice
stock

ing up the Communist angles of the
sponsorship.
Specialties found Rollin Smith doing "Old Man River," Woody' Guthrie With Sisco Houston doing political songs, etc. None of the acts was
j n top form at this, the first break-in
of the show, and few of them really
clicked with the audience. There's
plenty of entertainment in the lineup, however, and subsequent performances should find it a snappy

Galla, for 14 years with

Blaine-Thompson

in

from

profits

market,
Sylvan Levin appointed associate
conductor for Leopold Stokowski's
transactions.

;

New York

City Symphony.

Helen Forrest, Harry James vocal-

making personality tour

ist;

four

to.

'

hospitals in Georgia Oct. 12-17.
r
Louis Lurie, one of Coastites in on
the high grossing "Song of Norway"
(Imperial), looking over Broadway.
'*

•

Annual Sonja Henie-Arthur Wirtz
:

soon.

•

-.'-'.-

;

.

Bob Kennedy, formerly

Lyons
& Lyons agency, has joined the Metro talent staff in N. Y. under Marvin
of

:':'-'
Schenck.
:.cCoast seripter Leonard :h. Levinson working on (he libretto of "Mr.
Strauss Goes to Boston" for Felix
Brentano.
Wolcott Gibbs and FPA (Franklin
Adams) may collab on the
P.
streamlined version of "Pinafore"
for Meyer Davis production;
Recent attempted suicide of a cafe
society figure almost jammed a name
maestro for ho reason of his own, as
';

.-.*.-

denial of a license for the
officials,

'

and by the management

the hall.

.'"/;

.';.

-,:-;'Cy

vv:''/

;

of
~

'.

What might have otherwise been
,

another

just

political

event

thus

drew city-wide notoriety, and extra
police were posted for any developments. Show was picketed by about
50 women members of the Political

.

the recipient of an infatuation.

show was

properly ignored by city and slate

'

-

purpose throughout is
Its
unit.
wholly political as expressed in its
and they really lay it on.
Special: crack at the Traveler came
about because that paper, wooed by
a well-known local character with
America-First
isolationist,
strong
leanings, picked up the sponsorship
tag of the show and played it heavy.
This by no means reflected the editorial policy of the Traveler and was
generally deplored as a news st uht,
and the demand for censorship or
title,

parly at Center after night performance of "Hat* Off To Ice," Sunday
» " ;'
U5).
Janice Wallace, dancer at the
Latin Quarter, has designed costumes for new floor show due there

•.-.'.

Club, but they .were roundly taunted
Octavus Roy Cohen due for an- as "Coughlinites," "Fascists," "Isoother junket into the daiquiri belt.
lationists," etc. by the mobs in the
He's almost an honorary citizen «of
Cuba because of his frequent trips. street, and the show went on.
Following Browder's speech, howMrs. Albert Sindlinger, wife of Al
Sindlinger, manager of Audience ever, somebody tossed a cluster of
Research (Gallup film division unit), firecrackers onto the stage, the exinjured in ari auto crash last Satur- plosion of which nearly set off a
day (7) near Hopewell. N. J.
panic as the audience believed there
Walter Jacobs, w.k. Miami Beach had been gunplay, an impression
and N. H. hotelier, finding his Lord heightened by the sight of
a Hot
Taiieton hostelry in Florida still under Ui S. control for the duration, squad of police rushing around with
out
may take over a Phoenix, Ariz:, drawn revolvers trying to find
*
;

hotel..

'}'.

;'W:'

\a.'- ://'.-<'''::'-

;

Martin Goodman, legal aide and
agent for Milton Berle, went with
the comedian to" Chi for last Tuesday's ..broadcast, and the travail attendant to the junket is a saga all
.

what had happened.
Show was scaled from 90c to $3.60
and drew a full house to gross about
$5,000.

cident;

Following the firecracker ina call was made for dona-

find the hatpassers collected
own.
Arthur L. Mayer, recently ap- another substantial sum for the
pointed deputy commissioner for the Roosevelt election fund being. raised
Red Cross in the Pacific, will be by the Communist party.
feted at a film-industry dinner next
Wednesday (18) at the Waldorf-As-

its

tions,

.

toria hotel. N. Y.

J.

:

';•:

.:

.:

Max Liebman has wound up: his
writing stint at Metro and is heading back to
legit

New York

production

discuss

details

Rips 'Bloomer'

to reopen his

office.

Expects to

jj;

Continued from page

;
i' -:—

up
musical, "Sweet

of

his first opinion but conceded its
likely success by writing: ••It will be
a; preposterous hit on the strength
of advance notices, if nothing else."
Another new arrival that he didn't
like is "Soldier's Wife." which drew

Lavender," with Joseph Schrank.
Stanton GriffiSi chairman of executive committee of Paramount and
recently appointed Red Cross commissioner for the Pacific Islands area,
has named A. Conger Goodyear, Par a mixed but generally favorable,
director, and Douglas Poteat as deppress upon opening at the Golden.
uty commissioners.
Mrs. J. S. MacLeod returning to Play was written by Rose Franken
San Francisco, following the clears and in his notice Rascoe told hereto
ing up of the estate of her husband, stop writing or wait Until she has
who was killed in a train wreck in, something to write about. He also
Arizona last July 4.
He was in said that Miss Franken is very Well
charge of exchange maintenance op- off financially, so it isn't for her
to
erations for Metro.
have one or two plays produced on
Joe Vogel. v.n oi L»ew*s and general operator, including Capitol and Broadway each season. "Wife" was
husAstor, on Broadway, and of Loew's produced by. Miss Franken
out-of-town theatres, celebrated his band, William Brown Meloriey. who
35th anniversary .with- the company also presented two of her plays last
yesterday (Tues ). He started with season, neither getting across.
:

.

^'Blithe Spirit" approaching
1,400th performance.

:

off

introduced to

Panama

theatre trade,

:

-':

..

.-

after leg surgery,

•*>'•.-.

'

monic Orchestra.

..

Andrews Sisters start their midwestern concert tour Oct, 26.
Miguelito Valdez trekking east to
La Conga, New York.
Vince Barneti painfully burned,
putting out a

G

town for
Altec's annual business, huddles.'
.y
Sonja Heme to Chicago to start re-

booking

ABPC.

-

-

'•.•.'•:,-

November 3 for 17 nights.
Danny ONeil on way
to N.
for M-G-M.
T>H -Tn? fe*
a rn
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Y".

to
i

chief
hpSl ^^'^..Lukes
^ s Publicity
Hospital
sufleung

here.
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from back injury
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bal let ehorcstai't rehearsals

rn
?hV
q
S -° ice show
lor
the Sonja
Heme
un ,c;e
n
Si -"??P- Ballet Russe flack,
,„n for
f
left
last week to
; Washington
overseas duty with
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R^Kff
Spyros

Slcouras.
20(h
Cehturytox Prexy, addressed the
Groeif War

new

show.
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recovering from
by a fractured

Storm

Preben

required

surgery
knee..-
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Dr. Alexander Galperson in town
to gander talent for pictures in Eng[..-''v^.-.'-.-V'.'ri'-;-,;';.-;.
land.
Bob Hope and his troupers re-

Russ Fix

;•

in

Lillian Hellman in from New York
for story huddles with Hal Wallis.
Jack L, Warner's doctor ordered
him to stay home for several days.
William Demarest tossed a party
in honor of Maria Jeritza's birthday.
Ida Lupino laid up with injuries
sustained by slipping in a bathtub.
Mitchell Leisen to Mexico to soak
up film backgrounds and local color.
Hedy Lamarr sat for 105 stills in
one afternoon, some sort of record.

.'"'

Week End,"

Esther Mcr
record-breaking comedy,
may make a second return to the
West End, being scheduled for the

"Quiet
Cracken's

Playhouse after

five

weeks

provinces.

Continued" from page
a long time to

ginning to

,

"Peter Ran," traditionally revived
every Christmas Season, will be.
sponsored this year by Jack Hylton,
With Frances Day in title role, Eric
Portmanas Captain Hook and Helen
Shingler as Wendy.
Suit brought by Wilfred Phillips,
former general manager of the film
booking department of Odeon the-

1

War Bond

turned from an eastern

come

will likely pace
Nazihate-inspinng

the
flood
of
atrocity pictures

the

in

tour

-

,

.

Heitor Villa-Lobes, Brazilian com-'
gandering the Hollywood

which are now beemerge in Europe oiit of

poser,
scene;

*

-

'

an interno of hatred for the Nazis.
Vincent Price to St. Louis to help
Nazi atrocity pictures, which have his parents celebrate, their golden
wedding.
been notably subdued during this
Gabe York returned to his 20thwar as compared with World War I, Fox desk after three weeks out with
are now beginning to break through eye trouble,the restraints which have prevailed
Nigel Bruce to Victoria, B. C,
throughout this war, particularly in where his daughter is a corporal in
M
;
Continental
production,
Pentup the WRCAF.
Tom Treanor left an estate of $123,hatred for the Nazis, manifested in
707 in cash to his widow and three
such incidents as the plan for a
small children.
permanent museum of Nazi atrociHarry Sherman bought an auxilities in Belgium, is but one indicaary yacht, Star of the Tropics, for
" /'"
tion of the feeling in Europe.
use in pictures,
William Reeves 'Breezy ) Eaton,
However, while encouraging per:

.'-

.

damages against the company for unwarranted dismissal, was
setled out of court by the payment
to -Phillies 'of $30,000, plus costs. : V
Tom Arnold purchased rights* of
atres, for

1

:

and Sealing Wax,"
moving to Phoenix the"The Last Stone,"
screen director, divorced after 30
'<
closed after 11 days' run.
Former petuation of hatred for Naziism, the years, of marriage,
i, "... "]
had successful run at Duke of York's Russians, always realistic, are conShirley Temple goes to Toronto to
until robot: bombs closed most the- sidering first the devastation in the
launch the Seventh Canadian Vic-."."/
atres..y,
once industrialized European part of tory Loan campaign.
Bernard Delfont has reopened Russia;
execuappointed
Britton:
Mozelle
will want the use of EuWimbledon, theatre, closed for seven
trix of the estate of her late husweeks due to robot menace. Lineup ropean manpower and industry, as band, Alan Dinehart.
\
»
includes four Edgar Wallace revivals, well as American, in rebuilding^. - '<;
Leo P. McCarthy, general sales
for two weeks; then Carl Rosa Opera
Past-masters in the science of manager for PRC; left on a crossString
is

replacing

'•

'-.

,

Which he

atre,

:

,'••'.

'V

,.'

•

.

Co.

three

for

by

weeks, followed

country tour of exchanges; ,
Olivia De Havilland, heading for
Xmas holiday season.
an overseas tour, cast an. absentee
ballot for the Nov. 7 election.
result from
violent revolutionary
Joan Bennett returned from Conaction at this time and how the
where she placed her
necticut
screen can be tised effectively to daughter in a private school.
stave off such a move toward ComHelen Holmes, former cliffhanger
By Erie Gorrick
Mikel Bialoguski, Polish violinist, munism with ensuing damage to star directing her do? Rex. in
"Hold Autumn In Your Han-'s."
is set for Sydney recitals next month. Russian reconstruction planning,
Frank Mor'an. Freddie Steele and
Herschell Stuart, Hoyts and Ralph
Thus, os Soviet film men see it, the
Doyle, RKO, due back next month Russian Government for the time Johnny Indrisano. former' rin»? finhters. working in "Duffy's Tavern.":
after U.S. huddles.
>,
v
George Montgomery, film actor, is
Norman Rydge, Greater Union being is probably the greatest oborbfessional
name,
legalizing
his
chief, expected home from U. S. stacle to Communism in Europe at
least uniil such time as reconstrucdroDoin" the family monicker. Letz;
..-':'-.; ..;.''..:
huddles in December.
Sam L. Seidelman, United Artists
John Gaulston, acting-chairman tion gets under way. Russia would
Greater Union, celebrates Masonic use the vast influence of the screen, rep in Argentina, stoooed to ogle
to
Buehis
way
back
Golden Jubilee next month.
which is fully understood by the Hollywood on
nos Aire ;,
Before leaving Sydney. Bob Hope
y
Margaret Gledhill. executive -s.ee-'
made a clip to aid Australia's Sec- Soviets, to sway the returning hordes
ond Victory Loan. Clip- will be of beaten, embittered Nazi-Fascist i-etary of the Academy of Motion
routed in every cinema from coast- soldiers among whom the swing Picture Arts and Sciences, divorced
''
-'towards Communism is perhaps most Cant. Don.'.ld Gledhill.
to-coast.
-;'.-/.'
"-.;",
New Zealand cinemas must display pronounced.
W. C. Fields lost his appeal from

pantomime, "Robinson Crusoe,"

propaganda, the Soviets understand
perhaps better than most the extent
of economic damage which would

at

.

,

:,
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:

-

—
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-

-

•

prices in prominent positions,
prices charged same time
according to edict from

seat
also

show

last

year,

Price Control

officials.

and
which is

Official
slant,

in

screen

court verdict awarding $8,000 to
Harry Y.adkoe. writer, who charged
the actor with lifting some of his
': :-.•:;/;-/
stuff-.
Bruce Cabot ehecketl in at Paramount for his first film role in two
'wears'; ^urin» which he served .with"
fhe. Army Air Corps in Africa and
a

unofficial propaganda
likely to .be amplified
to encourage
is

output,

.:--.

..

:

:

George Bobrov appointed Soviet stability, discourage moves to upset
film rep in Sydney, and presently is local governments to be established,
seeking outlet for two Russian- although these in some cases may
mades. "In The Rear of the Enemy"
not be altogether to Russian taste,
*
and "No Greater Love."
lor
during
*

so as to provide
a period
Industry
will
reach its 80.000
quota towards erection of Anzac which shattered industrial fences
House, club for khaki-ciads, next can be mended
month.
Money has been raised
With this objective, one of the
mostly via pie previews.
major tasks to, which the Soviet
"•
Little theatres are getting plenty
screen may be dedicated will be to
nf biz. Roiited on the loop are 'Oscar
Rascoe brooded over the weekend, Wilde "
"Hay Fever," "Dark Lady." soften and retard* revolutionary
then moaned more hatred for "Gill
"Villiiyr.
"Over-Ruled;"'Wooing;" tendencies among enemy military
on Monday (-7) when he said the "Physician in Spite of Himself" and men returned from the war as well
songs were all wrong so far as the "The Proposal,"
'[;"
as civilians;::
v .;':
Eugene Qrrwnridy, prior to leaving
story of the operetta is concerned,
On the anti-Nazi propaganda
but took time off. to praise the vo- for. U. S. after Aussie concert sea-, front, perhaps one of the most sigson, said that it" would cost about
calizing of Richard Huey arid Dooley
signposts towards future
nificant
500,000
pounds to establish and
Wilson, both colored, former's "I Got
maintain a permanent: major orches- Russian and other European. produca Song" being rated a standout by all tra in Australia.
Ormandy said that tion is a new Soviet film titled "Rainreviewers. Tuesday 10) the World- a conductor would have to be im- bow," privately screened in New
Telly's oracle castigated the Holly- ported and paid a salary of 10.000 York recently, and likely scheduled
wood writers, Sid Herzig and Fred pounds per year;
One .sequence,
for general release.
Saicly, wondering who the book auin the picture shows the killing of
thors of "Girl" are. He claims tneya German stopped by Russian peasare trying to
reelect
Roosevelt.
ants with the, observation that killBv Stan Willis
There's a crack in tne show about
ing is too good for the Nazi; that
Nadihe Paige, dancer, switched to he should be allowed to live long
Lincoln "That man in the White
Hou.sc."— since it's a Civil War theme, Palm Terrace, after :fwo-year*run-at enough to see how Germany Has
the Rialto.
of the Nazi
but
by curious implication Rascoe
Senor Canosa, handling Oscar been destroyed because
interprets it to apply, to President Moreno's all. blonde gal show at re- cult— live long enough to see the
Roosevelt. It was the f on li It straight modeled Happyland,
day: when the wives and children of
"
publication day that the- reviewer
Bill LifcbOiV due back from Miami Nazis will curse the name of "Nazi
had his say about "Girl,'' which even with a new band for his Marine "Rainbow!'. was authored by the wife
of
Commissar
Foreign
breaks hi.s .own record. Last season Grill in International hotel.'
the
of
Earl HpdgC';. after two years at
Vassilevska,
Vanda
he raved over a show three succesMine.
Ukraine.
local night -pots, planed out for
sive times, only to see it flop out Miami and nitery -dates ihcre.
"who -is a leadef. pf the 'Polish Com.
in a couple of weeks.
Hollywood Blonrlrs, slated for. So. mittee of Liberation/'

Ur-itv.

--:'Vy-,.y:

:
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Don alas withdrew from
"Zpmhie on Broadway™
H.KO because of recurrence of an
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Lena Hoi'ne booked
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Hollywood for conferences with Josenh M. Schenck and.
Spyros Skouras.
Nat Dorfman in town ahead of
Channing
new
Pollock
play,
"Tangled Web," opening On October
16. Jphn Peter Toohey drum beating
for "The late George Apley," due on
October 23.
Sam Jack Kaufman has. accepted
five hew musicians for. the Capitol
thea t re orchestra
Milton Sch wartz
becomes eoncert master, Others are
Joe Garbleman, Oscar Levinc; Ray
'.'"Don'ohiie pnd Wi'ly jneoh':.

tive here, in

•

•

.

Howard

weeks' season.
Tony Muto. 20th-Fox representa-

.

—

into

theatre, October 27,

Ernie Pyle approved .the script for
Then left for New
"G. I. Joe."
Mexico to finish his new book.
Sammy Kaye, orch leader, hosted
the D. G. drama critics at Del RioClub, where Mitzi Green is playing,
National theatre gave union musicians one week's vacation. Courtesy
of Marcus Heiman, on account of 52

i

Chicagc
Joe Morrison opens at Vine Gardens Oct. 16.
c?i
olli es" opens at the Arena
M«7.
2f

Carnngton

L.

hearsals lor her

Atlas Gardens, former gathering
spot of the gringo trade, converted
into a private club. Membership at
$12 a year has attracted plenty
American trade, and club should
click with lifting of the gaming ban,
as the room is a natural for a casino.

chief for Associated British Picture
Corp. and now, managing director of
Pathe Pictures, subsidiary of ABPC.v
reported joining board of directors

garage.

fire in his

Mitch Rawson arrived from New
to see new Metro product,

York

.',;••

to terrific gate.

Sir Robert Peel, son of Beatrice
who was killed in battle, left

Lillie,

-with

sing at

s,

Loew's as an usher.
Francois Andre,
'king
of the
French casinos" (Deaville. Cannes
and LaBaulle), reported killed by
the Maquis for alleged collaborationism, was w.k. to many U. S. show
people. He. also was booker of the
international talent which went into
these class gambling joints-

producer,

film

a sprained ankle.
Ralph: Hoopes changed his film
name to David Hunter. •
Charles P. Skouras to San Franr
cisco to sign theatre leases.

.

considerable property. As he did
not hold commissioned rank, his estate was exempt from death duties

former

J

y

.

M. M. Musselman on crutches

:

'

Moffat,

.-';'

work

to

*.,

;

Walter Morosco,
sued for divorce.

'•.--.-::

taxation.
William:

•;-.•;'.

Malvern returned

,

.

"Pink

Paul

.

,

.

of

birthday,'

:

V'.'..'

,

.

Bernie Williams laid up with poison oaki' "
.. :;''-.•:,.-:,.
/:';/
Diana Lynn celebrated her 18th

.

its

to

American Red

47,

::

due for a trial in one of the small
France to houses.
; "";/.'.>'
Lt.. Grant Gordon, former Broad'> ;-.:'•
Jack Rubens, show biz income tax wayite in Air Corps here, named
head. of Little Theatre group at Alexpert, has written several blackouts
for the Phyllis Dixey
show at brook field..
Mary Lee Kelley due in town, to
Whitehall theatre..
As soon as studio space is avail- tend to her Kielley's Ritz, and plan
able, Darryl Zanuck will come over next Cuban revue, with partner Hec:.'.'/.;'.'•'•'; .-'•;.,'/
to supervise production unit here for tor Downes../
20th-Fox and Rank.
Jade Rhodero, creator of "Beauty
Arthur Lewis, who recently quit and the Beast," dance who's salary
the George Black production depart- ran into top brackets, back in town
ment, has joined Jack Hylton in working as a stenog;
similar capacity.
.
Longhairs getting gook break, with
Betty Balfour making film come- plenty/ concert artists playing at top
back, co-starred with Gordon Harker price scales, at Teatro NaCional unin Linnit & Dunfee's "Acacia Ave- der, direction of Daniels Society..
nue," being filmed by Riverside StuSteve Hughes, disk jockey, only
dios.
American with his own program in
Walter Greenwood, co-author of Republic, announcing Sunday lot"Love on the Dole," trying flier as ery programs and doubling at local
legit producer. Initialer likely to be
nitery.
yy..V;;-"
a story on the Eighth Army, titled
Danny Kay in 'Up in Arms"
"Rod- of Iron."
flicker had the Latin trade confused,
Back, from: America, Sir Thomas as many
thought this new film
Beecham's first London appearance name to be Sammy Kay. Resulted
will be at Albert Hall, Oct. 7, when
in poor boxoffice, at Teatro Lux,
Tie conducts -the London Philhar- till word-of-mouth
bally built flicker

Miriam Jordon

stage shows for -the
Cross.
,

'

Continued from page 1 ssi
another portraying
etc.;
Hoover, Dewey and Pegler in hell
"sittin' by the Styx and spittin' in
the water"; another one gagging up
radio soap operas; another working
on the isolationist press, and another taking a special crack at the
Boston Traveler for its part in play-

in

director,

Coast after

-

:

budget,

Warner

<9> for the

Monday

left

American- tour,; held over at the
Alamo, pending passport okay.
Screeho, first gadget game to be

London

;•'

last

'

CHATTER

Pfotfflfr

Relief Association at the Morrison

Hearing of Metro's Lou Smith
restored by operation.
Clifton Webb, in Doctor's, hospital
now out,:
for several days,
Ailene Francis in vaude debut at
Capitol soon with "Blind' Date.'V 1.

.

.

.

.

',-

'

.-

Wednesday, October
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IN 1929
-15 YEARS AGO, ABEL GREEN

IN

''VARIETY"

11,

SAID:

have as their (punny) billing the phrase: "the Heidt of entertain*
tho fastest band act in or out of vaudeville, topping everything for speed,
V
punch, pep, versatility; and entertainment.
''Cl:':~

"Horace Heidt and
merit.'

That goes

his Californians

triple.

His

is

"What is equally as noteworthy in the Heidt band act is that if it's the conductor who'* responsible for
some of those staging effects, rhythmic routines, precise uniformity and showmanly evolutions, it might
be well for Heidt to throw his baton away and become a producer."

NEW YORK

CLEVELAND
"The swiftest, slickest and funshow on the vaudeville
boards today is Horace Heidt's

EIDT

niest

new Musical

Knights."

:
:

Ward Marsh in the
CLEVELAND PLAIN-DEALER

"Horace Heidt and

and
his

July 2|, 1944

MUSICAL KNIGHTS

his Musical
Knights present an entertaining
pocket-sized musical revue as
the stage show at the Capitol.

The program

is lively, the' individual offerings are interesting, and Heidt keeps things
moving pleasantly in his cus-

tomary engaging manner."
IF. H. in the

HERALD TRIBUNE
Up*.

28, 1»44

1944

IN

-15 YEARS LATER
ABEL GREEN
DETROIT
showmanship formula
which makes a Horace Heidt
program a fast-moving, informal and thoroughly enter''The

taining occasion

is

now

at the

Downtown Theatre."

John Finlayson
...

in the

"Some years ago
to

the

IN

"VARIETY" SAYS;

reviewer punnily referred
current attraction 'as the

this

Capitol's

Heidt of entertainment,' a billing which the
(Horace) 'Heidt of entermaestro retained.
tainment' reference should be marked stet. He
runs 55 minutes and doesn't bore a minute.
That is solid 'Heidt' of entertainment."

* DETROIT NEWS

WASHINGTON
"Horace Heidt put on a marvelous show for the estatic hepcats
who crowded the house for the
first performance. If Heidt excites 'em any more they'll tear
the seats out and pile them in
the aisles."

Marjorie Kelly

July 21. 1944.

in the

WASHINGTON POST
Aug?

Ml

II

24. 1944

II

"

llll

BOSTON

BUFFALO

"Horace Heidt and that
bunch of boys and girls he

"Horace Heidt's stage show at
the Buffalo is what a musical
comedy in 1 944 ought to be and
very seldom is
musical and

jolly

calls

Musical Knights are now
capering, singing, and dancing
on the RKO stage, much to the
delight of all beholders. The
his

—

funny."

BUFFALO EVENING NEWS

show

S»pt. 1. 1944

is

good and happy

enter-

tainment."

Don Ward

in the

BOSTON-AMERICAN
Aug. 10. 1944

"

ROCHESTER

"The veteran band leader and
show organizer proved to be a
genial,

democratic soul who es-

On the

Air for

HIRES ROOT BEER

tablished friendly relations with

HEIDT TIME FOR HIRES

patrons at once."

George L. David

in the

ROCHESTER DEMOCRA TCHRONICLE
'

S»p>. 8. 1944

N.W. Ayer Agency
Blue-Mondays-7 P.M.

Now

Playing

CAPITOL THEATRE

NEW YORK
to: JOE VOGEL
MARVIN SCHENCK
JESSE KAYE

Thanks

U. S. TREASURY
DEPARTMENT and U.S.
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

COLUMBIA RECORDS

Blue-Saturday Afternoons

MANNIE SACHS

Thanks to

CHICAGO
"As well as being a bandmaster
on the solid side, Horace Heidt
His
is a top-notch showman.
Musical Knights put up a real
flash an the Oriental Stage."

Henry Murdoch

in the

CHICAGO SUN
July 14. 1944
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19,

Y„ by variety,
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Annual

'Jnc.

Po«t OiVica at New York.
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BY VARIETY.

1911.

aub'sctititton, flO. .giiiQla copir;i, 25 cet»l».
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PRICE

1944

18,

25

CENTS

'STAR HYSTE RIA' GRIPS FILM S
Map

U. S.-British-Riisse

Suitable

Films for Occupation of
Psychological warfare divisions -of
ttv American. British and Russian
military commands, planning a combined operation following the occupation of Germany, are repbt-ted adjusting their varying approaches tu
the problem; of the type and quantity 'of film' fare to be given the
Nazis.
Germany will; be given
treatment differing radically from
the methods employed in Italy or
adopted in other Nazi satelto
!
'

.'.

.''

;

—

up

\

picture
entertainment for
is to be sharply restricted
content and in availability is. of
foregone conclusion. Film
entertainment will be available only
at limited, designated periods and
.under Allied government supervision
lor a long time after the conquest
Speculation, however,
of Germany.
isconcerned with the degree of
restriction to be imposed.
Some question whether there will
be any current German films, re
Sardless of content, permitted. Despite that there may be available
German-made rniisicals, without pplttit'al or military significance, it is
still considered doubtful that even

That

Civic Theatre

Philadelphia. Oct. 17.

Clean

T

One sign of a flourishing theatra
the business of agencies, soma
brokers conceding that they are selling, more tickets in a day than they
did in a week during other seasons.
High prices for the musicals is further, proof of a harvest enjoyed by
favorite shows, and showmen seem
constantly ^surprised Over the willingness of theatregoers to pay the'
is

.What

Known
'

Mantle declared.

"This is putting the theatre into the hands of
the monied people: Give the others
a chance' tii-see the show— in a civic
theatre. Sew York's civic theatre is
a proof that the thing can be. done."
S6.''

.

that ASCAP's full-year
surpass the SK.000.000
.predicted in August, a record. Lastyear's was $4,500,000.'

dismissals

from

at

MAESTROS SEEKING OUTS
ON VICTOR, COL PACTS
Hollywood. Oct.

to the Nazis.

1

there.

ASCAP

'•'Last week's 'series of
editorial; gr ipe.v a ga nst

nationwide*

'

.

i

fees.

entertainers

.who

cut

short.; their

m

s'ch e dul e's in: 1 1 re C h n a - B ir
a - 1 ndia
a rea beca use o f "'tough' •'going;*' which
t

i

MIKE TODD-SOL LESSER

Hollywood.
Outspoken prai-e ot film

Holly wood

-

PLAY-PIC PROD, TIEUP
Hollywood. Oct, 17;
tong huddles between- Mike Todd

:

received
many lelieri
''.Slid; Sol Lesser, prior to the former's
from GPs 'lfi' the CBI area. includfeium, to New York last week; .is. ing, one letter sighed, with 30 names,
undei stood !.. be for setting tin a backiti g tip tlte editorial as voicing
soldier- .scntiinents'. Gist of the coin}*'
d>
deal whereby Todd par,, plaint was' thai
screen stars. by
tieipates
in.
picture-making Whites'! cutting tlieir. v.sits' short. :disap••Variety

made

Al Jolson Feels That

The Voice
Shot)

Over
By

Is

Proof Enough'

\l.

.lOI.SON

I

feel

Im

.

:

ion of all
injustice

,

.

'

,

.

';•'''

•

:
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:

I
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:

)

NEW

\«ai*

theatre.
In a letter to the' Hollywood Vicr
fory .Committee', Major Roberts; de-;
"As a member o£. Gimi.
claied:

':'•;

;.t

I

••

v.v

(Continued on

ptige :'!'<

IRVING BERLIN CO.

CUTS IN STAFF ON NET
I

A basic, setup of Irving Berlin'*
lie* music company (it's now an
uniricorporaied business since Beris a particilin, Inc. was dissolved
pation system for all his' staffers.
Berl in took over most of .the old
Berlin. Inc.. veterans when he diswith' Saul
H.
solved 'partnership
,

i

.

Bornstein. and has decided to giyi
Dave Dreyer. gen. prot'.'mgi.. and ths
others a slice ol the profits.

Bornsteiiy meantime, has. set, up
Bourne, inc. to .carrv. on the old.
Berlin business (minus, oi course,
and ti'»
al! of Berlin's own songs
ABC Musii: Corp.
has written
Incident ally. Berlin
.what lie thinks is. the first postwar
(

.

.

1

-

;•

.

:

•

'

.

.

;

>

the,

of

vesteiday H0i from Maior
Rankin Roberts
member oi Gen.
Joseph .W SlilweU'S command arid
;is.st.
public relations officer bi .the

•

..

:

"We'll fix that jerk up,
votees:
Frankie. boy."... S
.V'.'Latest is that the city authorities
may- move in.: wanting to know, it: the

came,

'

'

.

two hc-nfruits. proVoice
pelled by a. youth of IK, got Sinatra
unawares around his left ear- and in
the midst of his third ballad. There,
was little soh.ee to such ignominy
from tne leassuring cries of his de-

,

i

'

!

Frank

kickback occurred Saturday aftal) with' the egging of Th*

when

•.'

:

'

whether

who

Joseph W. Stilwell's command in the
done by .the I'tistigation of (.'iiina-Bui'iiia-India theatre I wish
Hollywood pcisorsal'lies last, week in to. express my grateful appreciation
the. "CBI Rtiu iidup."' "t lie A my iewi- for the efforts of the Hollywood VjeThe toiy Committee in' sending such
paper of China-Burma-Iutlia;
Lesser will share in
G'\i in areas, where they "Roundup" has expressed itself tin- .s'iars as Joe E. Brown. Miss Paillette
his Broadw'av f iwnfed
had been advertised to appear,' de- fairly in lasliihg, at performeis Who Goddard, Keenaii Wyhn.. Bill: Garproductions
have toured this war theatre to en- gai) Andy Arcari and .other «."io; the
tlating the Gis alter a big buildup.
o;;, „f
oi investments
of both men.
"RoundupV -editorial; laying tertain serviceman. The •'Kbundup" long end oi the limb on, the bamboo
in the deal not
,".
revealed, but the film about, lustily and naming names, has been uniust in stating that many circuit.'
'•'The article in the Los Angeles
producer already has a legii tie-no '""'led accuwitious •indiscriminately, of these performers, are ".-lacker.-,"
^"'"^ I a "' *;l|t! "Goddaifi o task for that they failed to do a job for whith newspapers of 0:t. 14 concerning
^•st wiih Al' Kaufman
Ted
and
the visits of Hollywood persona lilies
,.•*'"
leaving the CBI arei after 54 days they had pledged themselves.
i;
„
Tliiimi
ihomas for
the
production of "Vic- (u
After .all iib.ne :of .these >taV<. had to our theatre Which quote i ex^..^ised «0: Anne Sheridan
0t > Garden:"';.,.'
I
'(Cohtinued on page 2:!>
(Continued on n.tge 23
(C-t\' inued oil page 23;

'

A

j.

CBI

''.

*

Soi >ng- Ca! Oct 17.
voicing the general opinshow business at the g; eat

Pal'i^

.

Boffo B.0.

Is

wondering

Sinatra hasn't begun to backfire.

•.

'

is

|

Oct.' 17.

theatre

biz

the intensive "bally.lioo given

.11'

startours', of

e.ntertaiurilent

China-Burma-India

'The Fact the Stars Go

paper In
Burma/ printed recently.: has. caused
sharp comment, •atid. short- tempers
among, various- lact.ons not understanding aH- anales to the problem.

Roundup." 'GI

"CBI

the

May

'

Gen. StilweWs Press Aide Champions
CBI Actors; Gl Gripe Termed 'Unfair'

Society's

produced'

Backfire But Meantime

.

distributable' revenue-.'is due considerably to lower expenses. This year
has not had to fight too
many 'expensive legal battles., which
saved tremendous amounts in attor-

.

being

are

Sinatra Hoopla

His contract has two years

(Continued on page

'

.

shows

|

.

:

at weekends.
worrying show business

(Continued on page 2)

who

left Saturday (f.H<
The actor,
for the Coast, for an: immediate pix
commitment on "Yolahda" for Metro.
said there was no/chance of his 'coming back to the legit on Broadway.
having loo much work to do out

17.

Band

leaders here are luiddling
with their lawyers, seeking liberation from their recording contracts
with RCA-Vietor and Columbia, following Victor's voluntary release of
Freddie Martin.
Spike Jones has
(Continued on page 39
.-

some

and Danielle Darrieux last
week of any taint of Nazi collaboration during the recent German occur
pati.on of France.
Astaire. back in
New York from six Weeks abroad for
USO-Camp Shows! .said. he. did not
meet the French performers, but had
heard, sufficiently in Paris and elsewhere to prove they had riot sold' out

>

"best plays." in speaking before the
Art Alliance here last week, told
Philadelphians that they, should have
a civic theatre, to bring stage plays
within reach of everybody's pocketbook.

"Opening '..night seats for most
shows are currently bringing $5 and

that

Fred Astaire cleared Maurice Che-

valier

one current show was. an eco(Continued on page 10

is

else at this timet
the theatre shortage.. Known that

is

)

least

tilted scales

more than anything

on His Return

'

,;.';.:'-'

a

cation or a business letdown, in fact
atteiKlaWe~"^eeifrs'" To Tie" grow'inji
stronger.
Last week's legit grosses,,
for instance, were the highest since
last season in a number of instances,
the majority of attractions report".'.'.;;
ing bOOSfs. ;.

By

of Health

Bill

Astaire
.

I

ASCAP

the

been

With election day less than
three weeks .away, there is no indirently.

Chevalier, Darrieux Given

,

Burns ManWe. New York drama
critic and generally regarded as dean
of. American play reviewers as well
as edUor. of annual book of year's

Higher Than 1st or 2d

in

until early

there's

.

,

Cast Slashes

Complaints have been filed;. with
Equity against the. practices of some
producers who open shows oil Broadway, with pretentious cast lineups,
then quietly drop a number of people.
"Mexican Hayride" (Winter
Garden and "Catherine Was Great"
(Royale were specifically mentioned.

Need

To Avoid High Prices

.'•'

increase

.

;

On
Burns Mantle Sees

American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers distributed
about 81.600:000 from the income of
its third quarler late lastwpek. Over
$1,400,000 was distributed first quarter and the $1,500,000 the. second.
Third-quarter payoff. '.usually lower
than the first, second and fourth.

'

November: when

Day

Presidential election pending, but So'.far that does not hold true cur-

Equity Gets Beefs

.

$1,600,000 3d Quarter

ney

Band

'

-

(Continued on page 47>

Great

film
and
have been adversely

affected from. Labor

.

,

wils

Broadway

Heretofore
legit theatres

,

.

Indicates

*

Record
For

!

j

course, a

melon

Pix Biz Surprisingly Strong

•

Germans

Dividend For

Legit,

BUDGETERS

Guards
King

Mex.

...-'',

in

Germany

"Star hysteria" is reported, gripProducer
$130,000
p'u\g film producers, particularly in- U's
dependents, as all indications.. point to
Against
Carol Ire greater,
Spitalny's
public sUr -consciousness than
;'Mex.icb/.Ciiy,' Oct.. 17.
Figure ..of $130,000; whiclv Phil
ever before. Fewer stars left are
Though ex-King Carol of Rumania getting.' more attention than before Spitalny is getting for appearing
is on his way- home; memory of his
Pearl Harbor, -w ith 'the result that with his band in the next Abbott &
touchiness about anything concern- the- carryover value of names built Costello picture, represents the top
ing hiin lightly during his good-time through a series of successful pic- fee paid a band by a Hollywood film
Deal was set this week
sojourn in Mexico since June. 19.41, tures has reached -phenomenal pro- company.
between Spitalny and Nate Blumlingers with Mexican film producers. portions.
Therefore, Produceiones Grovas is
Unavailability of film stars and a berg. U president, with Universal
planning to make the release one of
taking no chances with its "The
v (Continued on page 2 (
its highest budgeted offerings, t
King Makes Merry," story of a
monarch who has a fine time in
Story,
tentatively
-'T h e
titled
Mexico. A "must'.' for all publicity
Coeds .Are Coming" is being written
oil the picture is: "Any similarity
around Spitalny and his all-girl
this, production
may have to any
.band. Femme 'footer's will appear as
living personage is a' pure coincollege students and Spitalny as
cidence.
their -music prof.' .'-.

.

lite stales,

Elation Approaches, B'way

HOLDS BUCK 25-38

song.'

"What

With the

Are

Jeep.*-?"
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W.'

Goiuu

Dj

,

.
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'One Foot in Heaven Keynotes Trend

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S

Of Successful Pix for Air Shows

By Frank

Scully ** * ***

**

t i

»m»

',•-'-•
Hollywood, Oct. 14.
Wendell Wiilkie had been a Russian and had done as much for the
as he had done the last four years for America, the Russians would
have his life" story into film production already. They would tell it well,
but they would make it carry a load of propaganda too. For, what Wiilkie
was trying to tell America these last few years is this: The American
trinity of business, labor and government can be liberal, helpful and successful on a world basis, particularly in those industries which have a
world appeal. This does not exclude refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, trac-

An

unusual twist in radio audi-4lions has been introduced by Stanley Wolf, independent radio pro- Brisson

If

USSR

Eyed

for 'Jake,'

ducer, for his ether version of '"One
'Norway' Pic
Foot in Heaven" (Warners). Last
Carl Brisson's film comeback will
week, in submitting the yarn to
Pictures,
N. W. Ayer ad agency, Wolf instead probably be for Columbia
has two properties "Jacobowwhich
of presenting the usual radio dramasky
and the Colonel" and "Song of
of
tization;' ran a special screening
mind
for
the
former
.Norway'Vin
the
the picture for the ad men, at
Both of
"Chevalier of Denmark;"
Ayer oil ice.
Wolf, who has set Hartzell Spence, latter shows are current Broadway

Comeback

—

••<.'-'

..'

i

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S

TWA'S GLOBAL FLIGHTS

KEYED TO SHOW

tion.

;;,':•'/'

•;

"J

Winters,

indie

radio

Washington. Oct. 17.
National Archives in Washington

Londori-Paris-Cairo-C lcutta,
shutwith seven roundtrips weekly
tle,

between New York and London has requested for posterity nine
Fare between two last named Warner Bros.' films. They arc "Acwould be $263.80, or half pres- lion in the North Atlantic," "The
Hard Way." "Mission to Moscow,"
ent rate of $572. ''.;..

pro-

alone.
cities

.'•

.';..;'

j

..

...

,

'.;"''•'

.

1WA

peddling.

show

.

biz exploitation, as

'Star Hysteria'

ION CHANEY, JR., TO DO
DRAMATIC VAUDE ACT

i

Department.

-

'B'WAY FOR ROOSEVELT'

,

1

radio officer of the public

FiTmite Lon Chahey,
set lor six

Corp.

of

Jr.,

has been

weeks of vaude by Music
America beginning about

former

Heifer,

announcer-producer, is slated
to receive a medical discharge this
week.' He is being screen tested by
20th-Fox for character parts. Chick
Vincent is agenting.
Heifer has been in the Navy three
and a half years, seeing action in
Africa, Europe and the Pacific.

Ed Gardner

1

•'.

_

(
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:

.

M
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This Week's Football
By Ted Husing
GAMES

Tav-

''Duffy's

WINNERS

Boston College-NYU ....... >
Holy Cfo.ssrBrown ......
Colgate-Penn State
Cornell-Sampson Naval
Temple-Syracuse .....
Lafayette-Lehigh

ern."
Virtually

every name player on
the Paramount lot will do bits or
sketches in the film.

.

.

.

Tennessee-Alabama

B'way Biz
Continued from pact

1

-

Tulane-Aubiirh
Texas- Arkansas
Ga. Tech-Navy

||
»l

.

'

'/hC

after
New Year's.
Where others will find bookings
seems to be a guess.
,;,
For the Broadway picture, houses,
as well as in the neighborhoods, busi-

i

v''

?.ve'evpr;e<T'-*f!'rt!*cd:
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.

.

.

I
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,

.

.
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.

Lafayette"!".
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.

.
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.

.
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.

:
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.

"

.

...SMU
...... .Texas

.-;',

--Missouri-Iowa Slate
Okla. -Kansas State

9-5
6-5
.. 8-5
, 2-1
... 5-6
.11-5
3-1

.

!

.

.

.

.

.,
"

...

.

.

.

.

.

.......

Illinois-Pitt ........

..

..

....

Neb-

Notre Dame-Wisconsin
Great Lakes-Ohio State

......

Purdue

v"

.

Indiana

...

>;.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.Notre

.

.

...6-5
.

;

.

7-5

Even

'.

.

.

.

4-1

...4-1

.

..;

Dame
._-.'"'"' "
.

Lakes
Wash:

.....Gt.

(Oct.. '23

.;; 4-i

..v 9-5
... 2-1

.

;

...Illinois ..

..

.

•
,

...

Okla.

.
,
'.

.

Indiana>North western

;

... 8-5

v

A&M

.'.-Missouri-

Nebraska-Kansas
Purdue-Iowa

6-5

.

.

.

.

Car.

LSU

.

A&M-TCU

Washingtoii-USC-:

...8-5

.

.

'.

.

-

.

.

.

,

.

.
',

,

Tenn

.

;

,

9-5
.12-5
9-5

.

.

.Clcmson
...... Ky.
.....

No. Car. Prefl.-Ga. Prefl.
Miss. State-LSU
..

Texas

ODDS

. .

.

,

..Tulane .....
....... ..Texas
.
'Ga. Tech" !

.

Kentucky-VMI

.

.

'.Colgate' .7.7. ...
^'.Cornell Y.'.';. :'.
..Temple ..."

'.

SMU-Rice

until

ness has been exceptionally strong
since the new season came in Labor
Day, with the September take not
only substantially ahead of August,
but also better than for September in
1943.
This is alto true generally in
other parts of the country.
October grosses, despite electioneering, should strike an average as
good as for the corresponding 31 day's
a year ago.
While this week is
somewhat spotty, according to early
.gross rep&rls around the country, in
N. Y. attendance has been heivy,'
with Columbus Day (12) one of the
best, if not the best, the film theatres

......

.

.

.

;

..;
.

Clemson-So. Carolina (Oct. 19j

without definite Broadway bookings.
Recently several shows were set
back, and at least two musicals
slated
for autumn
wiil
not get
started

;

...

.

,BC

;

.

.[

.

,

=

will unite in a special

and radio
program in

tribute to President Roosevelt next
Sunday night (22) at a dinner of

the Independent Voters Committee
of the Arts and Sciences for Roosevelt at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.
Called "Broadway for Roosevelt,"

the show is being/produced by Moss
Hart, George S. Kaufman, Russel
Crouse, Herman Shumlin, F.dward
Chodorov, E. Y. Harburg. Beatrice
Kaufman and Charles Freedman.
Kaufman and Hart have written a
in
which
special satirical sketch
Bert Lahr and Jackie Gleason will
co-star, and Joe E. Lewis will emcee.
Campaign songs'by Harburg. Robinson and others will be introduced by
Frank Sinatra. On the more serious
side, Clifton Fadiman. arid. Dr. Frank
Kingdon are scheduled to speak. "-.
Stars will barnstorm upper N. Y.
State for President Roosevelt the
end of this month, according to
plans.
The tour will be given an
old-fashioned barnstorming buildup
in setting tip. independent produccity receivif
and when previous with the mayor of each
tion .units
station, pacommitments permit. The substan- ing the troupe at the
down main street, etc. Mass
tial number of stars already set in rades
planned in adindependent units has. ort'ourse, al- meetings are being
Special sketches,
ready accentuated the dearth of vance in each city.
songs, etc.. have been prepared for
screen headliners.
the tour.
The star system, on the basis of
b.b. and exhibitor response, reported
more firmly entrenched with the
public than ever despite all efforts
to place greater emphasis on story
By Alan Lipscott material and exploitation, is giving
production toppers serious concern
.every radio comic always
because of the acute difficulties in Why does
refer to his writers as "The
naines.
Barring
retaining
a radical
A ,' Y
Boys?"
/.
YJ
revision in income taxes in the near
future, which appears unlikely, or When he calls his chauffeur, ''chauffeur" and his butler "butler;"
b.o. decline, the Situation is. likely
become
more
troublesome.
to
And bestows the proper billing upon
every/other domestic that he
No Ceiling on Talent?
'employs. '.
-.-.A
In a move to offset the star problem, some studio toppers are planning radical upward revision of Even when they are old and wrinkbudgets for hiring strong production
led and bald.
personnel of all types. Understood
They are so called.
that one studio exec, in staff meet?
appellation/
ings, has given subordinates to un- Perhaps this juve.iile
derstand that cost is to be-iib "object Is due to the fact, that writers, like
boys, are usually victims pt
in hiring
producers,
directors,
frequent flartellation.
writers and talent or in paying for
'.;-..:."

Hollywood. Oct. 17.
added Paulette God-

picture,

Stars of stage, .screefi

shortage of Technicolor is reported
holding back production of from 25
to '35 high-budget film?, involving
an estimated negative investment of

-

dard, Brian
Dotilevy and Sonny
Tufts to the list of guest stars in the
'

SHOW; BARNSTORMING

1

1.

-

MORE 'TAVERN' GUESTS
•Paramount

Continued front pace

$30,000,000, scheduled only if cither
quick-change
Technicolor in some cases
masks, some- stars or
the perform- both) could be secured. That is. the
in films years additional output from independent
'.":'..
",
'•:.'•.
«
'.
a 0
and. other sources which is estimated
Theatres in Washington. Boston,
deficiencies in talent!
Columbus. Fall River and Worcester held up due to
and manpower..."
Tone's B'way Play?
Will' be played, as well as Loew's
Touching on the inability to get
Franchbt Tone is commuting be- State. N. Y. Dates are being worked
film execs report
names,
established
tween New York and Niagara Falls. out currently.
that the talent problem; long eviN. Y., where
he.
is
settling
his
dent at the stu.dios, has how reached
father's estate.
Cowan's
N.Y. Setup a point where a tieiip w.ilh a star
Tone may do a play for Jean
Irving Rubine. executive assistant "is worth a miiliOn dollars."
Dairy mple, her Broadway debut as to Lester Cowan,
east, to open N. Y.
Reported by one major exec that
producer, based on a columnist's office, as well as to appoint
a N. Y. virtually every, motion picture star
career, although he also has a bid
to publicity rep.
is entertaining independent producdo the lead opposite Deanna DurBernard Kreisler. veepee and genMore conservative estibin s next picture.
Play is by the eval manager' for Cowan, will head tion plans.
mates in other trade, quarters are
edltCr BiU McCleery, the N. Y. office, dividing
his time that more
( n"^o
top
than 90*; of all
titled
Hope ,for the Best.
between N. Y. and the Coast.
players at the studios are interested

Will
do a
dramatic routine using
what reminiscent of
ance of his late father
Dee.

I

Own

Commdr. Al

•'•'•

'

1

Heifer's 20th Test
Lt.

-

j

relations department when he left.
King's plans
are
indefinite
at
present but it's likely hell again
form an orchestra after a month's
vacation.

WOR

'.'.

;

m

the opportunity presents itself. Junkets for gala premieres, similar to
pre-war railroad setups, are also
contemplated. New route grant will
permit transport of whole companies of legit attractions from New
Chicago, Oct.. 17.
Major Wayne King, former- or- York to London or Paris, as well
chestra, leader, was released from as premiere parties, airliners havfor 36
people, with
active army duty last week at his ing capacity
request.
King entered the army 2.000 additional pounds for mail and
over two years, ago, being commis- express. N. Y.-London flight will
sioned directly from civilian life for take 22 hrs.. 40 minutes, with five
stope
en
route.
special duty in the War

'

';'

understand many livings but they understand good sportsmanship and
"Passage to Marseille," "This Is the
immediately respond to it. You. keep them hugging this: illusion as toArmy." "Princess O'Rourke" and
v;v.
what is important in life and next time you're in."
Watch on the Rhine." Shorts reHis flight around the world, which he recapped so admirably in "One
icials feel. Film industry has been
quested were .. B ugs Bunny Nips the
World," may be "Gullible's Travels" to some people, but he was the best
their best customer
the domestic Ni
and stru ggie. For Life." All ambassador America has had in our time. And I think the picture busifield they say, and they expect same
fllms were ohoseri £o f their indicapicture.
••'
ness owes him a
nt the international field. This apThey
tiveness of the present time.
plies to shipment of film as well as
wiU be laced in the Archives' vaults
transportation
of
executives and for fuUlve ?Uldv and observa tion by
talent.
also expects to par- thofe of hp coming generations.
travel
of-

TWA

ticipate in

-

•-.

:.

"'.

Opening of overseas air
will greatly aid show biz,

MAJOR WAYNE KING
GETS ARMY RELEASE

He Was

Films Into

Natl Archives

Air's application for a round-theworld route. TWA has applied for
immediate okay on a; New York-

Slurges.
Proviso in
the
Par-Winter deal, however, is that no
Par players be used in the air'ers,
supposedly because the studio does
not want its talent to sign contracts
which might interfere wittf~ film
schedules.
Also available, on the Coast, is
an adaptation of Leslie Charteris'
"Saint,"
whodunit series,
which
is

WB

9

Board in Washington Monday (16),
on Transcontinental and Western

Preston

Jimmy Saphier

interest in international aviation,

its

Both yarns were written by

ducer.

in

the Hays office has been appearing
as a witness at hearings which
started before the Civil Aeronautics

"Great McGinty" and "The Kockenlockers."
based on characters in
"Miracle of Morgan's Creek," to

Norman

•

BROWN

Representing the film industry

Availability of '"Heaven" for radio
also highlights the fact that film
majors appear to be relaxing their
stand on refusing to release story
properties for etherization serially.
Wolf also has the rights to air "Topper," (M-G), with Roland Young, its
screen star, doing the radio lead.
Paramount likewise has optioned

tors or planes. Neither does it exclude entertainment, particularly .motion
pictures'and, in the very near future, telvision.
;
Wiilkie talked to big and little people around the world arid he found
that they all had many ideas in common, Whatever language they talked
or the form of government they lived under. He liked the.se people and
'they liked him.
To tell Wiilkie s story on the screen would be to tell a beautiful story
of a great. Democrat who made his living at law and always fought to the
best of his ability for his' client.
When his client was a corporation, he
gave it everything he had, He would have done just as well jf his client
were the United States of America.
American pictures will ifinri foreign pictures aided and supported by
foreign .governments. Those .who hate government in business will find
themselves forced to look, to our State Department for aid in the coming
struggle for world markets.
The picture business hasn't got Wendell
Wiilkie to fight -on its side, but it has got a great story in his life, and
that could help over the rough places abroad.
I met Wendell Wiilkie only once, but that was enough to do the trick.
The Scullys were house guests of Fannie Holtzman and as she went out to
luncheon, she said, "I may bring Gertrude Lawrence and Wendell Wiilkie
back with me." Well, in New York you believe those things when you
see them. Within two hours she came back, not with Gertrude Lawrence
;"""'-.':•••.'''
'.,':'.'
';
"
but with Wendell Wiilkie. y'.
He wanted to know why guys like me had worked against his election.
I told him- .that. since he usually came out with Roosevelt's 'answer three
Come
or tour months late, miiggs like us preferred to take the first one to
in.
This stirred him, to violent dissent. He could show me, he said, where
he was miles ahead of Roo.evelt on almost any successful idea which
F.D.R. ever had advanced. » I told him, "Why don't you tell the people
"Americans may not
that?- You're in a wonderful position," I said.
.

author of "Heaven," to script the hits.:
Since his Paramount starring conradio version, and Fredric March,
who played the film lead, to do the tract 10 years ago Brisson has been
122ml
same for the air series, told the ad playing theatres and niteries, coming
men that the film told the story so to renewed attention in the latter.
"BLACKOUTS OF 1944"
eloquently he saw no need Of needEl Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
less expense for an audition. Filming the audition cost only a third
'Vou won't find a better show any
as much as the regular dramatizaplace. .-.Hurray and "Blackouts" are
tion process would have.
Agency
tli v last
words in entertainment,"
BIZ
still has 'the show under consideraJOE E.

.-.v.:
'
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SEASON'S RECORD
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'

Gaines Woii, 49; Lost, 12;,Ties.
(Ties

not

('Oitlited)

6; Pel., .803.
"'.:'.

;

"THE BOYS"

-

:

£

.'

'

ideas.

-

...

,;•',:,'

."'•;-

:

..-

Meantime, while the star shortage has become the No. 1 problem
in production, the Technicolor shortage is affecting both production and

And then again—
By calling the writers,
'

-

makes the comics

A

"boys,"

it

more

feel

like men,
distribution
Difficulty
this
plans.
in And then perhaps— (I make
getting Technicolor prints may deconnotation. '". •:
lay release, as well as planned proWithout the Radio Writers Guild
duction, of a considerable number
collaboration)
V
of high-budgeters. Number of costly
Cantors
British pictures, set for release in The reason the Hopes, (he
and the Berlcv.
the U. S., may be among those to
be held back from distribution ow- CalLtheir writers, '"boys," is because,
ing- to the jam on rechnif blor prints. They are not gii'ls!
.-''

..'

.

'

,

—

•

,

,

1

'

.

'
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PROBE COMMERCIAL PLUGS
That Burma Affair

EXHIBS

basis of the spat between the service boys in Burma and
is in the advance promises of the billing.
It is wrong to herald a performer as going to play four, six, or
eight weeks in an area when those doing the booking know that
the entertainers may not physically be able to play, out their routes.
Of course the boys are disappointed when the performer doesn't
show up. But seldom are the entertainers to blame. Nor is the
":";'.
resultant boys' squawk hard to understand.
Give both sides a break. Skip the extravagant promises. That
*
should stop the complaints.

:.

.

.

:

.

PICTURES

PfiftWTY

The

,

Dreams of Film

Despite Britain s

MAY SET

PK

IN

performers

"

•

V

SPOTTER SYSTEM
Major

are, launching an investigation into: the increasing number of commercial .trade
marks and tiade- names which have
been, ci eeping into both features and
short ..subjects
Complaints have
been coining in that independent

'

•
"

'

;

j

companies

Pension Plan for AH Par Employees

film

promoters,

and

advertising

representatives solicit funds from industrial
oi ganizations y claiming -they
can fix it with film producers to insert some- plug for product which
be shown oh the screen to.
Will
tremendous, theatre audiences.

Being Studied; Expect Early Action

'

'',

.'An ..overall pension plan, to cover
all

down

probability

which,

il

for

Paramount

learned, has been quiet-

is

So far

at.

a satisfactory

has not been
able to work out a retirement program that would appropriately apply for one. and all in the organization., 'While Par' would follow the
lead of Metro., which instituted -a
•.peiisfonmj> system last spring, it is
understood that the plan Par is trying to formulate would not be patterned after that, of this competitive
producer-distributor
Although, as' pointed out on inside,
many and varied factors are inyolved In connection with, the development 61 a company-wide pension
plan, and difficulties in that connection have arisen to delay drafting of
one thai would pass legal and otlier
scrutiny, it Is indicated that very

formula

it

.

'

likely pertain obstacles, confidential
at the moment, will be overcome.
U is reppi'ted that perhaps the best
features of: the pension: plans of the

;

N.

Telephone '•'Co.- and General

Y.

Motors may form the basis for a
Par retirement system, with the age.
-

.•'

for pensioning either. 60 or 65.
Barney Balaban, president of Paramount, is understood to Strongly
"'.•-..

favor a pension plan for. his com-,
pany and is anxious that one of a.

workable character., suited' specifier
ally to Par, will be set up at an early
dale.
Unofficially, it's noted in Par
circles,
retirement provisions ; for
if
instituted,
would
; employees;
serve as a terrific offset to any lack
of good will that may exist as result
of difficulties in getting increases.
Par several years ago, through insurance policies, set up a retirement
plait for various top executives, but
lias since suspended payments to'

.

ward

There have been no premiums under that plan since the end
of 1943. but it has not been cancelled,
however. Originally, only 10 executives were in on the plan, headed by
Barney Balaban and Stanton Griffls. chairman of the executive board,
now on leave with the Red Cross,
both of whose retirement age was
60. while the other eight were listed
Subsequently the list was
at 65.
it.

'

•

Hoblitzelle's Scholarship

to office boys, is.Hn.

early

ly trying to arrive

;

1

employees' of the company from

president

raised to 30 execs, with retirement

age on the additional at

65,

In one case reported that -a producer received $15,000 for using
such a trade name in a. film which
later- grossedaround $30,000 in
rentals when: regularly
released.
Both independent and^ major-at'f'iliatecl exhibs, in this instance., com.

Austin,. Texas. Oct 17.
Karl Hobtitzelle,' Interstate president, has renewed his $5,000 scholarship for- -.an orchestra and. chorus of
voices at the Texas University Radio
House here. Hoblilzelle has en-

Empire, Canada Not Going Quota
Canadian government is taking a
firm stand, against proposals which
have reportedly been made for tha
establishment of a quota on. the dis- Holly wood, Oct 17.
tribution of American pictures in
Arthur Schwartz rs collaborating the Dominion. V
with Leo Robin on 10 tunes for the
Understood that producer-distribu-':
score of "The Time, the Place and tors -abroad, in move to gain, a
the Girl
at Warners, taking time, stronger foothold on Canadian busioft. from his 'preparatory chores as
ness (approximately $15,000,000, auproducer of five musica's
nuallv ni rentals for U, S. distribs),
Timefilms on - the Sch wartz pt p- have been pressiiring for some quotaduction slate are "Night, and Day," plan.
;:":' •-:
':.;."
. "';'""''
•'Mississippi Belle," "Mr. Broadway,"
Views of John Grierson, Film Com;'"Sometimes' I'nv Happy" :and. "Con- missioncr for Canada, on quotas, f*
"
net. cut Yankee
well knqwn and there appears to
be r.o likelihood that lie will recommend quotas on U. S. films to the Canadian goverriment, regardless of
the trend in other countries,

Schwartz Tuning Also

;

;.

.

i

:

'

:

.

.

1

i

:

.'''..

I

'''•'.',

'•.

.'.

'

.

j

No

Tele Threat;

however, is -'reported
Grierson,
planning for greater representation
on the screens of the
of. Canada
U. S. and the world markets through
the production of moi'e films dealdowed the Radio House' since its
Exhibitor; partners of major di.sing with Caiiad-i. Some. U. S. and
Washington, Oct 17.
formation several years ago.
tribs :'nd independents are. reported
Films and: -television will help British Jllms, have in recent seasons
Programs of the Radio House are taking actum:. to check
the, abuse
rather than nur.t each other and. it is been produced with Canadian backaired over the Texas Quality netwhile' .pioduee'r-riistribs are planning
unlikely, that- v ideo will pu-h .the grounds, .but. Grierson. is understood,
work as "well, as" originating, state- a closer checkup"
at. the studios!
Exwide programs of interest aired hibs- contend that if theatre screens theatres into oblivion, Paul RaibbUrn, aiming tor inclusion, of at least one
Paramount engineer' and..' radio ex- or two .Canadian themes in Hollyindependent station are used for
over special
commercial advertising
pert,
told.
Government employees wood's annual' film output— providhookups.
they should be paid for h
Over
connected with Federal film activi- ing suitable story rnaterial is: pre1
.000 theatre screens: are.' currently
sented.: ';•,.
ties last Thursday (.12 1.
available foi paid scieen advertis"It there, is anv real question of
ing.
.•;:,'-•;'
-British Kxpansion
who •will, shove whom around,' he
While trade marks have, been said, "it n a problem of Eastman
-•"Toronto, Oct 10.
noted iri i'eaiures. most numerous Kodak, du Pont and Ansco as against
British Einpire governments are
complaints are': lir connection ..with the telephone company. Radio Corp.. going into. the international film field
technical and .scientific .shorts. Busi- General Eleetria, Philco and. Du- in the immediate postwar period and
nesses .involved
are
automobiles, Mont, rather, than broadcasting com- Canada is going to look for a share
processes, kitchen equipment,
panies against motion picture cora- of the screen space,' according to
RKO Radio exchanges are now re- food
plastics, electrical
appliance's, "gas, panies,- '
':
John Grierson, director-general of
.:."..•
ported operating in Brussels, Buchaoil. cosmetics and cigarets.
"Motion picture companies- m a y- Canada's National Film Board. Just
rest., Marseilles and Lyon as well as
.Scripts for features' 'have in some make films for television and tele- back from Britain after film. confer.While other majors are,
in Paris.
cases been written especially so that
vision may supplement feature film ences with government officials and:
operating or ready to operate in
plugs car. be fitted, in easily and as
On. the the' London board of trade. Grierson.
fare in theatre programs.
Paris. RKO is believed to be the first
set dressing or location backgrounds.
other hand, television might. 'displace made the announcement .at the anU. S. dislrib to resume its own opAuditions
movies in the home or nual meeting here of the Motion
eration in Belgium and Rumania,.
16. .'mm,
RKO staff im these three countries
Practise '.has become so open that schools in a reasonable, period of Picture Theatres Assn. of Ontario. ;
Canada will also inevitably seek
is composed of former personnel who
local idealeiv and'.:retaiiers in vari- time, and thereby destroy the dream
went into hiding when the Nazis, took ous commodities are sent theatre of the film manufacturing companies its requisite share of screen' space,
particularly in South Africa. New
over. Staffers took virtually all RKO names and p'laydates so. that, they of an .ever-expanding market.''
prints into hiding with them when can bring custoihef'.s tb
Raibourn predicted a iiewsrecl of Zealand. Australia and other units
the theatre,
of the Empire; this will mean "cothe Germans .overran their countries and see the. screen advertising
of the future which would combine. moand are now starting to seli the their product presented to .the pub- tion .picture hew, and spot televised operation with the Empire and the
>•'•
-.
'"..
U.S. rather than the impositrratt-^-efoldies.
':
..,''.'•
action.
lic as pseuclo screen. entertainment..
"
Meantime, majors are planning to
"There is one-phase of the- motion film quotas "
Exhib act ion. -may '.-involve "an early
send reps from the U.S. to Paris as check of all releases
where com- picture" field," he added, "where telesoon as possible tinder SHAEF regu- mercial: plugs are spotted
so that vision is going to definitely apply.
'SOMBRERO'
JACKSON'S
lations.
In 'this event Ben Miggins tha Word can be
passed all, along the This is- in the theatre it-se.lf. It is
Hollywood. Oct. ,1.7.
would represent -20th -Fox, Joe Hum- line to cancel bookings.
'Operators possible that we may have purely
PRC signed Frederick. Jackson as
mel. Warners: Lacy Kastner, Colum- may also demand
television theatres, as -we now have
a clause in film
an associate producer, with "Under
bia; Fred Laoge, Paramount, and contracts calling
for adjustment of
(Continued. on page 2.°,)
Sombrero';
as his first chore..:
Your
Vladimir Lissim. who heads tip Eu- rentals, after a picture has
been
Jackson recently functioned as asropean operations under Phil Reis- played, where
trade name has
a
sociate producer with Andrew. Stone.
man. for RKO. Foreign sales reps been sponsored.
In his new job. he will double as a
would cover the Near and Far East
Distribution execs in major comwriter.
as well as France from Paris.
panies and other company toppers
Laiidy Lawrence has been men- are in' virtually
all
instances, untioned as a possible rep for Metro aware or purposeful
use. of trade
Holly wood, Oct. 17.
in Paris, but this also remains unnames in films Until it is- later drawn
Harold Hopper' has planed east to
confirmed.
to their attention by exhibs. Districontinue confabs with Nicholas M,
bution: topper, in one case, angered
Schenck concerning phases of MeTraiJe' AtarH U.-nis-l <-i vil
by the. information, has already ord- tro studio operation and production
POIINDJOI) 111' SIMM HII.VKISMAN
ered an immediate investigation at which the latter iwas unable to finr«l>n<tiifii ivccklV •>,» variktv. i
the studio:
ri'i?MKi,»ii:.t
si'i*
Hi h iM'Hut
Uh during two-week stay. here.
V.P.
Those Not Affected
wfii urn. si., n>w. .ynt-Tti*, n. y
Hopper remain's in New York for
Complaints about trade, names in one week. Returning to the Coast
Joe Moskowit?.. eastern studio repsi r scrtiPTiov
resentative for 3,0th -Fox, with the entertainment features does not af- next Monday.
Koi-'isn
•i'»"
Annual
* 10
company since the merger of 20th fect sponsored shorts given free to
Sr. (> niiSrfiKl'. ( f,!"' s
,.„,...-,,
Century and the old Fox company, exhibs .such as those provided by '.';.',"' ilopper'ii D. G. Stopoff
plained

and' secured

refunds

rentals paid for the short.
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HOPPER HOPS EAST
FOR SCHENCK CONFAB
"'

:

:

NOW

JOE M0SK0WITZ

k

'

A

OF 20TH-FOX

m

'

...

'»,.:

'

.

;.

v
Better
•

The

latest

Yukon."

St. Louis, Oct. 17.

.flicker,

Last-

"Belle

week members

of the
of the

Alliance, who had seen the flicker,
a report in which they, reported scenes 'in the celluloid were suggestive and went on record as 'op-

made

posing
Louis.
The.
voiced

its

showing

In.

Greater

St.
•'

.':

Films

Council

a-.'.

previously

'.

Readying 'Mr. Broadway'
Hollywood, Oct. IT
Sam Hellman has completed the
story treatment of "Mr. Broadway,", story based oil the life of
first

.

companies like General Electric,
:."',
a vice-president' last Aug.
Washington. Oct 17.
Metropolitan
Life.
Westinghouse,
Executive v. p. is W. C. MicheV.
'Harold Hopper, Metro studio manGeneral Motors. National AssociaLong with United Artists as' assistager and former head of. the film section of Manufacturers and Chevrolet.
ant to Joseph M. Schenck, Moskowitz
tron of the War Production Board,
moved to 20lhrFbx with Schenck. No film', rental ts- paid and exhibs arrived here today for discussions
understand that .these subjects are
when the latter effected the merger
V,' Burrows, who sucplugs for their sponsors. As many, as with' Lincoln
combining the two organizations. He
ceeded him to: the WPB posi. pertain-,
7.000 or 8,000 theatres are reported
is a brother, of C. C. Moskowitz,: v.p.
raw film situation, He
available 'for releases of this type mg to the
over N. Y. theatre operations for
for N. Y, tomorrow. ( 18? or
leaves
providing subjects have good pro•Loew's. and Harry Moskowitz, head
.on Metro 'business
duction values
and do not project Thursday
of the. con.sti uction department of
too much' salesmanship.. " ''
':''
• '!''•: '.'.''
Loew's,
-v/".'Understood that some' 10.000 to
11.0(10 pit lure houses in the- L'. S
Editors Currently
and Canada will accept commenial

was made

."•'•".

•'

':

t^Qfr
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Film Reviews.
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Inside— Lemt
Inside— Radio.

.2Q.tn.-Fox manager
Panama, has been named superUruguav.
Paraguay; Peru.: Chile and Bolivia,
this being a. .new post created by
.Murray.' Silvei-stone. company's foreign' chief.
Remainder of LatinAnVeriea'ts handled under supervi-

Joe Laurie.

RKO

advertising ..pivttires an payment to
exhibitois of around. $3 average per
thous.vd, oi audjeivce per minute ot
shotting,

'"

in

vfsor of Brazil. Argentina.

j

'

,

.:.'.'••"

Cutting
l ilrn

.

...

.

.

with

14 Features
14-

prodnc lion*

the cutting rooms," \ i for .litial. treatniont and two. [oi da.ily nisl-e-,
Betrayal
In tie final stage- arc
From the East," "Having Wondertul
For 20th-Fox in
•Pari-Americana."
Two.Crime.''
London, Oct.. 5.
sibn. of: Joseph .Mullen, who headO'Chick. Cp u.r a g e,'" ^"Experiment
.S'OlTeii Oawes. director arid sales
quarters
Mexico City.
Perilous.'' "Cliina' Sky." "Zombie-, on
Naming of Cohen means that su-'[ .head of 2i)"t'h-Fox.. is r'eported leaving Broadwav," '.'Coine Share My Love."
.liissa-jesposition although retaining "Farewell My Lovely,"' "The f'alpervisinn will' be in the field for
these territories Brazil, Argentina., his directorship in the company.
v wood.''' ''X.evada" and
coif, i ll
I tol
Arthur Silv-erstonc. ''attached, to "The Biight'.m Slraugler;" In., daily
etc.. and other big countries' having
been: handled from homeoffice pre-'; 2ii!h-Fo.\; forciau
department
in
riisii-Rivicess; are "Wesl oi the Pecos"
."
viiuisly. "
N. Y„ i.- -iaied
replace hin.. i'Xf
and "the Enchanted C'liiagrv' ..
"'i
i
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Literati v.

Hollv wood'; Oct.. 17.
editors at RKO are. stepping

on the gas,
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To New Latin Am. Post
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a strong beef against the
and. it is likely the clergy
also Will io:n in to prevent "Belle"
irowi being screened here.
There,
have been no' announcements of
when the flicker will be shown.
flicker

by Abel Green. •.•/;.
Arthur Schwartz is producing

,

.

Films Council of.
Greater St. Louis and the St. Louis
Public School Patrons' Alliance have
joined hands in an effort to prevent
the local showing -of Gypsy Rose
Lee's

,

.

LOO ADITHER OVER

.

.

i

GYPSY'S 'BELIE' FILM

.

.

1

.
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.
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Wednesday, October 18, 1944

The

Critic*

H

earts
Lost Their
~
Completely!

. .

"CHARMING!"
— Said N. Y. Times,

Film Dolly,

end Dally Variety:

"DELIGHTFUL!"
.- Said N. Y. Sun, Photoplay, Showmen's Review,

"DELICIOUS!"
— Said

N.Y. Mirror.

"CAPTIVATING!"
- Said

N. Y. Daily News.

"REFRESHING
as a bubble-bath!"- Said Liberty.

"SENSATIONAL"
is

word for Gail and Diana,
says every reviewer!

the

with Charlie Ruggles, Dorothy

Gish, Beutah Bondi,

Brown,

Bill

James

Edwards • Directed

by LEWIS ALLEN • Screen
Play by Sheridan Gibney

Wednesday, October 18, 1944

at riotous, record-breaking,

rave-review^

Paramount w

reader best-seller—

Gail Russell

Diana Lynn
.........

Now

sneak-preview

it

.....

.-.;^v*;--^

and

find out for yourself

the tremendous audienc* appeal of this

Phenomenal new

hit

from

Paramount

PICTURES

UZLkietY

17.
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;
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J^CK (jULUMfclN
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SELZNICK
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The
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A

chore will be fourweeks or so
on the Coast to supervise western
theatre, openings on "Since You
.

Aim

•

.

Edward G. Robinson..
Abraham Schneider,. $78.-

With an increased production pace

among independent, producers, topflight .advertising agencies, some ot

William Seiter, $130,000; George

Stevens, $101,282;. P. J Wolf son, $87,Lorctta Young $85,000.

whom

',500;
.'

'

Since

:

-

;

Arthur Freed, $104,000; Tay GarGreer Garson, $159,083;
Cedrie Gibbons. $91,000; Ben Goetz,
$105,145; Frances Giimiri (Judy Garland). $89,666;' Katharine Hepburn,
$110,333; Arthur Horhblow. Jr., $183,060; Harry
James $128,559; Sam
Kalz. $370,139;. Kay Kyser, $99,999;
Vincent Lawrence. $100,333; Charles
Laughton.' $128:562; Robert Z. Leonard. $208,000: MervyjiLe Roy, $182.000; Albert Lewin, $90,333; Al Lichtman, $316,604: Anita Loo£ $86,625;
James J. McGuincss.- $91,000: Norman. McLeod. $92,560; Hedwig .K.
Maildl $88,250: Joseph Mankiewiecz,
$153,000; E. J. Maunix. $372,739: J. G.
Mayer. $78,000; Louis B, Mayer. $}.Frank Morgan: .$185.Go0;
138.992;
George Murphy. $83,666: Joseph Pasternak.. $143,000;
Walter Pidgeon.
$99,333; "William
Powell. $251,250:
nett; $90„101;

'

&

which

Co.,

:

already

handles, .the .bulk.,pf. film .companyadvertising business. including all
Paramount, and International biz, -is
-alvo angling lor the additional busi.ness. from the indies

Foote Cone & Belding continues
handle RKO. Universal and
to

-.'

I

M

Scnciick, $512,391; Louis K. Sidney, $76,750: Ann Southern. $84,333,
Kornian Taurpg. $150,000: Robert
Taylor.
$170,983:
Benjamin ..Thau-,
$198,069:
Richard
Thorp, $91,000;

Spencer. Tracy.
$219,871;
Daiton
Trlimbo. $76,250: Lain: Turner, $87,.01)0; \V. S. Van Dyke; $109,083; King
Vidoi $208,000: L. Weingarteil..$222.534: Carey Wilson. .$107,000: Robert
Yotlrtgj $108,500;

208
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'0 i.inoi're; 111 B-17 bombers
William Jellers. president of the
Pacific, hosted Zanuck. the
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•Hollvvy.ood stars who- are here and
.tnt'mbers of the p
tnriav iTues-

sniff

at.-

SezLejiy.
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. Hollywood, Oct. 17.
Tinlnig, director. 20th-Fox

Ma-rshail'-Thompson, actor. Metro.
Emory Pai'iicll, actor, ,ftKO
,
Gv.psic, Stcll, Stanley Praser, Jane
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Chicago. 111., Oct 17.
Persistent rumors that, the Tivoli

'
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,

,

1

B&K TAKES CHI ADS TO
DENY SALE OF TIVOU

Studio Contracts

has been Sold to a Syndicate headed
Kean. 20th:, players..
by Joe Louis heavyweight boxing
''.
Dick Ei'dman,. actor,-. Warners..
champion now' in the army, pro'upted
COLORFUL MUSTANGER
Elyse Knox, actress, Monogram,
Balaban & Katz to place lai(;e ads
.'..'
Hi, ,.\ Rherlns.n ha ;„ acquired filmCanton ClilToi'd, daiicer. Par..
new-papers Monday - j 10)
in the
!n.iiiA to
VliKioo.
mil ical with "a
Adele Jergcns, actress; Col,
denying that the theatre' had.:' been
wtv.K i-u bp.tkKioiind by Leonard L
Lizabct h Scott, actress, Hal Wall is. or is for sale. Reports that both the
Levrasoii.- former "Variety,," mugg,.
Richard Fleischer, director, RKO. Tivoli theatre and Trianon ballroom,
and Lew Pollack, Technicolor proAseha Brasto f, designer, 20th-Fox. located, two blocks away. «'« heing
duction sthedulecl for next spring.
David Brooks, actor. Paramount.
turned over to-' colored patronage.
Jack Eiiiariitel of the' Louis Shurr
Karen Randle. actress. Universal.
were branded untrue by both the
oflice agented.
Virginia Welles,, actress, Par.
theatre and ballroom liiaivageyueiits.
day
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about that hunk ot Bohemia some day.
Anyway, me and Aggie had a swell time looking over the old showshops that aren't there, and the few that are left. We know that the new
ones are up to date cooling systems, fine furnishings, nice seats, air conditioned, and that they have everything' modern and comfortable—much
better than the old theatres, and that they are playing shows that are
making memories for the youngsters today. But me and Aggie kinda like
to think about the old theatres; it gives us a fragrant hour lo* memory to
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received a large, welcome at the station Jessel will act
as m.c at the preem here tomorrow
night 18) at the Omaha theatre.'
Radio spot announcements have
been continuous for the past two
weeks .011 the- "Wilson" opening. All
of the local-radio stations are broadtalks
easting
by the Hollywood
players and- plan to discuss the picture as wiell as review it.
Prior -to
ihe onciMig the stars entertained at
-Army, and Mavy, camp's going ..from

-

I

:

premiere

.

:e

& Dundy

]

••

in

for a short visit to
in
which
from which

town-

••';'

The h rst one 10 W-edTW? 'fi^H'J.i »&».-**<,- yiu<-o\,'e,- btrt;l»by»'»K»v, 011
What thrills we used to have in that Hippodrome! The Music
Hal! aiid the Center theatre .fiow have them Coming to 6th ave. in droves,
proving that folks will go any place for a great show. Carnegie Hall Is
sti.ll up there,
with its high class -stuff which me and Aggie only heard
about. And the old Grand Opera House, built by Jim Fiske. is htlll oft
23rd st. and 8th ave, all lit up like, a Polish wedding— yep, pictures.. It
really \vas Jim .Fiske that .started the Gay White Way;, .he introduced the
..chorus gals to his Wall Street pals. Well, up to then Broadway had some
.small oyster saloons but, with the new bunch of. spenders moving 111, the
really gicat restaurants opened up where one could get the traditional
"champagne and a bird''— all the years I was on Broadway L never saw
anybody eat a bird. I did see 'em get: it— but never cat it— and by the
way,. I never saw any chorus girl dancing on tables and guys drinking wine
I'll tell you
I guess they never did. those things at Joel's.
Out- ot .slippers
>

I

•
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the
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ethers.
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Silvei stone.
Skotiras.

Fred A.»taire.
Major Freddie
Bing Crosby.
Jack Goldstein.
Al Grossman.

Meakin '.has. served, as' manager
Keith's and RKO .theatres rep
Washington for over 14 years.

v,-elcoi'rt'es'-.+iik1

'

With Zanuck are John Payne,
Mary Anderson.
Landis.
George ".lessel. Roddy McDowall and

P

Sorkin

:

...

fi.:nct^>ns ol- Ihe Kind, all set. Darryl
F. Zahuck is, in Omaha to help along
at the Nebuwka-Iowa-MinncsotaDakbta premiere of "Wilson." .Plans

Morgan,

Charles

manager, of

,

Carole

Joseph If ivioskowitz.
NichbiHs Muray.
<•;
Milch Rawsptv..
Hubbell Robinson;
Nicholas
Schenck.;.
Charles Schwartz

cinnati and Dayton terrilorv. Meakin
will continue: to supervise- operation
of the Keith s, Washington.- with Sol

beX'omins

j

,t

M

:

manager

K

!

TO ASST. BIV. MANAGER'
Keiths: theatre,

.

J

Ludwig,'

Abe Montague.

HARDIE MEAKIN UPPED

otit-ol-town
pointed. Hardie Meakin,

Good

•

at the

r

Wi.llia.ii

RKO

Who Made

.

Y.

Dave Kapp;
Cail, Losn man.

.

;reneral
theatres,
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Omaha Turns Out For
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W

Joseph, Seidelman.
$136,159;
•Franchot Tone. $101,111; Walter F.
Wy-ngcr. $7,10.372: Cliff Work. $162,626

house.

I

Bei'fero.

Walter Craig.
Rogar Fern.
Leon Gordon.
Lillian Hellman.
Dr. E. M. Honan.
Bob Hussey.

159,

A Schwait^

.

:

.

I

Benedict Bogcaus-.
Phyllis Brook?, ",

Ronald Colman
John
Considine,

:

-

I

Gloria Anderson.,

Borzage,.
$239,220; Charles Boyer. $80,000; Leo
Canllo, ${,7,208; J. Cheever Cow^lin,
$239,225; Deanna Durbin. $282,250;
Julian H, Duvivier. $13o;o00: Henry
Koslcr. 103,000: Ole Olson and Chic
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N
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We

,

John

'
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We
The

miles southwest of Oinaha, also orr.
gani/cd for the reception and many

Zimbaiist, $94.-
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lead.

L. A. to
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$151,795:
$132,187. Charles D.
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Hollywood. Oct 17
Michael Fcs-ier and Ernest Pagano, writeivproducer team at UniVersal. drew "Not" For Children" as
their next dual chore.
r
Picture goes into work in three
weeks, with Charles Korvin as' male

Pictures- Byd Abbott
Costcllo. $789,628; Frank
$95,833; N. -J
Blumberg,

Johnson.

M&m

G

'

.

.

•~"<*^:* ~i(i!&Tm
j
'NOT FOR CHILDREN' tM.%..?
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Sim1ue, Bronst0 "'
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class and tradition than any other theatre in New York today.
Across the street is the Metropolitan Opera House, looking more like a
warehouse every day, even though they streamlined it'With stores. Ah,
but once you go inside you kinda get a thrill; You can still hear the
echoes of the greatest voices in the world. Long gone echoes ot the great
Lambs' Gambols and Friars Frolics that were held there. We go to- 41st
st. and find a clothing center where the old Broadway theatre once stood.

I
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SI 15.400: J Robert Rubin. $317.02;-: WcvJc v 'Ru«glos S210,000: Dore Schary, '$97,750; Nicholas

C'a!
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more
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$156,166: /William

Rodgds,
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Sel/nick: Kayion-Spuo
David "©
agency handles Columbia and 20thFox. while Lawrence Fertig agency
is doing the ad work for Producing
David Loew-Arthur
Artist-- Corp
Harry Rapf. $1.09,847;' Samson Ra- S. Lyons) and, Le-vtei Cowan.
Among independent production
phaclso'n, $78,750; Gregory
RatofT.
accounts still reported open are Wil$1 51.388;- Evercl t Riskin. $l"04.00O.
and
Productions
liam
Cagncy.
Mickey Roonoy..

','.

-Coolacres,

.

.

:

4.444.4.^;

'.'',-''',

Sydney, Oct. 17,
AU foreign distributors must ac- .1 ..•:'•.';.;- ;.'
-,,-.'
:
Good Old 42d Street
" ;
:•''
of local films for their next
When we hit 42nd st. we still see the New Amsterdam, Republic, Liberty,
year's quota schedule, the Australian
government has ruled. This applies Lyric, Harris, with pictures in 'em and all lit up with, neon signs, but we
pass by just picturing theni as we knew them years ago. The old Wallack's
mostly to U. S. and British distribuAmerican are gone, so is the Comedy on 41st St. where Bill Collier,
tors since they do most of distribut- |,and
the greatest light comedian America ever produced, used to do his shows.
ing Down Under.
Schedule differs
Yes, Hammer,stein's is still on the same spot that's all, there the resemlittle from the .one before the war.
blance
ends. ,l,t's now called the Rialto— and across the street is t he Geo.
No quota has been effective,, since
war Condit ions, virtually halted all M. Gohan theatre also running pictures Then we go to 44th st. and see
the old Hudson, with its spacious lobby iind fine atmosphere built by a
Aussie pi oduction,
street is the .Belasco, a fitting monument for one
great
showman.
Up
Grox 'ernment ;set exhibitor quota at of the truly; great menthe
of the- theatre. , Still there with tons of mementos of
2'i- ^ and ruled that Aussie exhibi-.
goes for the Lyceum, but what
missed a lottors must use lS'V British films on the old days. The same
is. the old New York theatre and. the old Criterion— they are both gone,
their programsUnderstood that American and and a brand new, streamlined, beautiful little picture house called "Criand
see
in
its place.
look
down
the
side
streets
the Little
terion",
is
British- film inteiests 'will be asked
44th Street theatre, which was originally
to give some assistance to building theatre is still there.
Fields 111 1912, is there— houses a hit. But all we could
local
production.
Feeling here is called the Weber
Poly,
".which
brought
Lew
opening
night
"Roly
and Joe
think
of
was
the
of
that the gswcriwnertt soon may subtogether after being separated for about eight years.
fid ve native production.
see the Astor, Gaiety, Globe, not as picture houses but as the coziest
There, already is evidence df, com46th
playhouses
in
New
York.
The
Fulton
on
West
St., where; Jes^e Lasky
paratively
local
a
production
boom." wilh live picture? now t>e- tried out the first big "Restaurant show," is still a legit house. The Palace?
fore -the cameras or about to 'start. Weil, we kinda stopped to shed a few tears and went on to look at the
This .is the rreatcst number since Maylatr; that once was the pride of the Eastern Wheel, and called the
Columbia. On 48th st. it; was nice to. see the old Playhouse, Cort and
long prior to the war.
Vanderbilt theatres, also the old Belmont that now plays Spanish pictures.
The 'slrahd, ihe first real de luxe picture house on Broadway, the Winter
Garden with! its many-"great stars and memorable Sunday night concerts,
The Roxy. still a great theatre, the work of a genius who
is still there.
was underrated during his lifetime, but who now is known as the Daddy
of all the de luxe houses, Roxy himself. Up around Columbus Circle we
missed the Circle theatre and the old Park theatre,; which is still there
'Wilson'
but running pictures. What a place that w as when Pabst was there and
Omaha Oct. 17.
the number one Elks had their clubhouse there! It was eVcn 'gieat when
With' welcoming placards oh down- Ziegfeld took, it over. Ankled down 6th ave. and saw Radio City Music
'/•«•'
liiht po-ls, a .series, of social Hall, the. second theatre to break down the tradition, of never going east;
quire

tion accounts.

--"Buchanan
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Favor Local Pix

which might normally be
handled by this agency are in the
open market. According to agency
execs handling various types of
commercial accounts, trend is for
firms of this kind to handle, only one
picture account, at any one time
This procedure leaves the field,
particularly independent producers,
open to a number of ad agencies
Ruthraiiff & Ryan recently took over
Hunt Slromberg and will handle
Piul Len"Guest in the House,"
nen. head of the Le,nnen.& Mitchell
•agency, .-which has built up its Coast,
office to handle several air shows
for Old Gold and Woodbury, is now
pitching
in Hollywood, reportedly
for-- -severe? UA- independent produc-

counts

Tommy

5
.

:

ad agency

is

.

'

-

:

New

handled

before

& Coe

Donahue

limiting itself to Metro and Republic to the exclusion of all other
picture business, several film ac-

mari, $1d6;000; David Bernstein, $333,434: Frank Bdrzagc, $79,625; Clarence
Brown, $201,933: Edward ,'Buzzell,
$78,000: Lcnore Coffee, $87,780; J.' J.'.
Cohn, $118,416; J. W. Cbnsidine, Si
$123,500: Jack-Conway- $209,118; Joan
Crawford, $194,615; George. Cukor,
$90,850; John S. Cunimings, $104,000;
Roy Del Ruth, $83,375; William Die*
terle. $156,000; Howard Dielz, $78.000; Brian Donlevy, $141,250;
Dorsey, $165,817; Irene Dunne, $200,000; Sam Eckman, jr., $100,000; Vic-Jiu^ELcming, $212,500; Sidney Franklin. $182,000.,'

have, never

film accounts, are making concerted
efforts to. nab lucrative film business

i.Loew's. Inc— Edward Arnold, $99,583: Wallace Beery, $150,000; Busby
Berkeley, $109,875; Pandro "S. Bcr-

.

.

j'"

t

.

tague. '$78,000;
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While an eastern, exec, Goldstein's

.

$129,166;

:

JERRY WAY1NE

j

companies— Loew's, Columbia,
and Universal
The lop earners for' the three comWent Away." ;''
..
panies:— ''':''';.,;' *;•','>'•'''•',;•':''
Columbia Pictures— Brian Aherne,
$144,958; Fred Astaire, $75,635; Sam-;
Agencies
Ad
More
BuchSidney
viel BisciiofT. $91,000:
man, $115,250; Charles Cobiirn, $91.For fix Accounts As
tm; Harry Cohn,,. $150,788.; Jack
Colin. $88,394; Al. Hall. $108,458; Joel
McCrea, $118,750; Abraham MonIndie Output Grows

',

>-'».;''

.'.'."'•.,.'..!.

^

;
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ture
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:

Goldstein bowed- out as pub ch^ef

fix

''''.
:

,

20th-Fox under Hal Home last'
month,
Don King heads Selznick publicity

which

firms

•

..'''..';;.'".•.;
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failed to report in •l.me: for the -first
severalannouncement,
Treasury
months ago. This includes three pic-

,

:

.

Hollywood two

in

Notebook

Laurie, Jr.

and AgKie were punching the bag, and by the way, a lot of
guvs
don't know why people say "punching the bag" when: they mean
talking
things over. Well, if you notice, bag spelt backwards is "gab."
So don't
say that 1 don't write you educational stun* once iri a while in my
letters
As I was saying, me and Aggie were punching the bag, and we look
ari
imaginary tiip up Broadway in the old days and Were' comparing
those
days and these. It brought up some fond memories of the Old Broadway
'
aiid me and Aggie bedewed each memory with a nostalgic tear,
We started at I4th st—we mfesed old Tony Pastor's and the Academy or
Music— some light company has a big office building on that site how
Across the street they renamed the old Dewey theatre the Academy
of
Music, and are running pictures there, HI bet they can't get the
ghosts
of Pastor's aiid the old. Academy to even go across the street to haunt
the
place. Then w>e missed Keith's Union Sq. Now some, clothing firm is there
and I'll bet those salesgirls hear the rhythm of a soft shoe or a clog aiid
jig on those floors .sometimes, especially around 6 o'clock when the
supper
show was 011, for the three-a-dayers. Then we walked to 14th- and fith ave
Ciirretil
llriMltlniHK Koxy, Xeiv York
and saw a parking lot where once stood the old 14th Street -.theatre! Up
Singing Star of Ed Wynn Show
to 28th and Broadway. The great and historic Proctor's. Fifth Ave is how
For Borden's Friday Mites. 7 P.M. a .one-story taxpayer, Walking up a bit further we missed tile old Bijoii
••'.WaH«efcis, Daly's, Weber & Fields,
on the Blue, WJ5T~™~
c
And at 30th and Broadway, the old Gane s is gone, an automat has re'Jm v Wa yne offei s popular songs
placed it— well, come to think of it, Gane'.s was practically an automat
in engaging fashion and: Was easily
"
x .v
lii
;'
for the actors;, four-arday.'
He also took over the Manhattan, where
NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE Gimbles now stands. The Savoy on 34th st. is now a picture house; some
great shows played there years ago. The .old Manhattan Opera House
Tvrsontil Mimiigeinvfit
still stands.
No opera, .Just a miniature Madison Square Gardeli And
DELL PETERS
then we missed the Herald Square on 35th st., the first Shubert house in
Si I Fiflh Aye,, New York City
New, York they started there to buck Klaw & Erlahger. Look at them
«'•
I'ulilMtjV AKTIICB PINK
now. On 35th st. the old Garnck is gone. At 38th st. the Knickerbocker
has been replaced by a big office building. At 39th st. the Casino, and
the 39th Street are. mi-ssmg. At 40th, the "King of the Legits" still stands
majestically with a terrific three-year-old hit, yep, the old Empire, has
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is the new eastern
publicity and exploitaHe set
:0. Selznick
the deal yesterday iTues.) in New.
York. with. Neil Agnew. v -p., after

$1,138,992.47,
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Jack Goldstein'

'

director

tion for

Of tH is:. $104,500 w as described as saU
ary aiid the remainder as 'ico.romls.sior.s.".
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Lefty's
By Joe

Tops

$18,000,000 In '42; Mayer Again
*—
r—r
Washington, Oct..
Nearly $18,000,000 was W3»d' 1*
1942 by 111 persons or. tho payroll of
•three major film, companies, accordin K to a supplemonta! salary list, of
$75,000 salary earners issued last F
day 13) by the Treasury 'Dept. List
Which covers the calendar year 1942
and Usual year running from .1942 to
,1943, show's that. Louis B.'Mayer retained Ins position as top salary man.
in pictures and No 1 in .-the entire,

|

To

111 Film Toppers Earned Close

»

,

PICTURES

Wednesday, October 18, 1941

'Freedom' Riot

So Far Over 1943 But Polio

Oct. Biz

Theatre Admission Taxes Promise

Paris, Oct 15.
First showing of U. S. newsreels -and films without blight
of a Nazi censor in the CliaiTips-

^

;

•

,

Hurt Aug.-Sept., Especially South

area

Elysees

yesterday

(14>>

created something of a mild riot,
a crowd estimated at 50,000
good naturedly milling about

While business has continued at a 4
terrific pace throughout the south,
and. October so far is ahead of last Friday the 13th Unlucky
year at this -time, the polio epidemic
For Absconding Manager
and resultant scare hurt considerably
Memphis, Oct. IT.
'V'v
during August and September, acA three-month search ended in
cording to a Dixie distribution repr.
Francisco Friday (13) with the
San
majors.
one
of
the
for
resentative
arrest
of
23-year-old
John Klinck,
are
higher
grosses
that
The fact
than ever belore at the present time, former assistant manager at Loew's
according to this sales official, is all State here, and Richard Covington,
director
of
service's
at the same
18,
large
since
the
remarkable
the more
number of Army camps in the south house. /
Police had hunted duo throughout
have been thinned out a lot and
the
since
they
disappeared
siwest
down.
closed
of
them
some
Most of the theatre operators be- multaneously with a $7,212 Loew's
low the MasonrDixon line never State bank deposit July 3. Klinck.
charges
of
grand
.was
sought
on
servicenot
permit
still
do
arid
have
Covingmen to come to the theatres at re- larceny and breach of trust,
*,'''.
In some cases ton oh grand larceny.
duced admissions.
Pair were arrested in bed at their
they have been severely criticized
in San
room
the
Francis
hotel
in
St,
pressure,
despite
policy,
but
lor this
have .never, yielded to cutrating for Francisco after management found
a pinbaU machine, which they had
men or women in uniform.
been playing, showed evidence of
having been rifted. ,
San Francisco police said Klinck
Disney Cites
and Covington denied robbing the
pinball machine, but admitted the

the theatres,

trying

to

get

had better control
today,

houses

•'' Theatre admission taxes promise
to become the No. .1 postwar headache, evidence that's piled Up in the
past few week* tipping exhibitor
leaders of the tough fight ahead in
Even on the matter of the
1945.
Federal admish '-tax,, exhibs believe
they will have to start fighting now

Divvy or Good Earnings
Strength of Warner Bros, common
shares in more active trading recently is reported on expectation either
of a dividend before the end of the
year or favorable earnings statement
for fiscal year ending last Aug. 31.

houses showing first liberation
Alms. were only part filled.
Police
situation

Postwar Headache

1

WB Stock Activity Cues

in.

Crush was so strong, many gave
up and went home,' so. that some

'::

No.

;

of

being

packed;

Company showed

$1.35

and continue seeking

relief if they
not saddled with an unduly
severe tax burden.
Fact that so
many state legislatures meet early
next year spells more admittance
tax fights in. possibly 30% ..of the

are.

per common

.-.

share for nine months in current fiscal year, and may come close to $2
for full year. Earnings are said to
justify a common divvy, since the
preferred has been called in, but, Tike

1

~

OWI

to

Turn Pix

:

Distrib

Back To

.

The 20%

'".>:•'.;
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?'
,

Office of War Information which
has been handling American films
forphychological warfare purposes

|

|

[
j

declining.

tax

bite

will

'-<

"

I

Also on the national admish lax
alignment, exhibitor groups are cautioning against the v. by worry' attitude of some 111 the industry, ifs
pointed out that it requires only a
simple majority
in
Congress to
amend the tax bill and thereby continue the 20^ tax indefinitely. Bill
how reads that the 20V levy will be
changed six months after cessation

.

in France, is turning distribution of
entertainment pictures back to U. S.

hints.

national

continue until Japan is defeated unless steps are taken to change the
wording of the present law, it was
pointed out, this week.
What most
exhibitors tear is that cessation of
Europeah hostilities will leave them.,
with the same 20'. levy at a time
when- the- theatre revenue may be

:

•'

Film Cos. Abroad

dope

latest

states,

other film companies, Warners has
considerable money tied up in big
''
film inventory.
Warners' long-range policy of feducihg its debt plus -strong working
capital position makes a common
stock distribution a possibility. ,Company has reduced its debt to around
capital
Its
working
$45 00O OOO
shows 'about $52,000,OOo''Tn cuVrent
assets, including $16,000,000 in cash
and casn items againsl $28,000,000 in
current liabilities

'

companies in about 10 days, accordMemphis robbery. They stilj, had ing to Robert
-'""'.'
Riskin, chief of the J
about $2,600 at the time of arrest.
Overseas Motion Picture Bureau of
Rehabilitation of Yets Police had trailed the youths to the; OWI.
;•..'.' "
;r
v
west
Orleans
Mexico
to
the
New
and
im
will
an
be
The animated film
Film companies have already subpostwar coast. They had been at the St. mitted
in
contribution
portant
names of their U, S. reps now
mental rehabilitation of veterans, Francis for a month.
in Paris and all so designated will
of war, this, of course, meaning
Walt Disney pointed out in his adbe given films belonging to their, reJapanese conflict .-as well as the
Herald-Tribune
the.N.
Y.
dress at
spective companies. OWI has about
European struggle
Problems
in
the
on
Current
Forum
40: iievir films from the majors and.
.Typical, ot the yen. -by numerous
Waldorf-Astoria,
N.
Y Monday
there are hundreds of oldies which •-."'
Albany. Oct.. 17.
states to extend;, enlarge upon or
(16). Calling the animated film "the
are now coming up from underdispute
between boost their present taxes (these are
:A
$1,000,000
most flexible, versatile and stimuground where they were hidden Charles Chaplin and David O. Selz- in addition
to the Federal tax) is
lating of: all teaching facilities," Dis«
from the Nazis during the occupa- nick, u'hich hinges on the question Michigan. There
this is a recently
ney showed its advantages in re.','y^..
tion, v- '". :'.
of whether Selznick Productions, introduced, "special session, measure
training millions of men and women
New development does not mean Inc., and Vanguard Films, Inc., were .which would authorize cities to levy
occupied in war activities for norHollywood, Oct. 17.
that execs representing the U. S. doing business on a scale in N. Y
excise, taxes.
This, is due to come
mal, productive life. "The main conFollowing the return to work of companies will be permitted to leave State that makes, them sueable here. ;.
up next January. This is taken to
cern of such educational films will
all decorators,, painters and machin
for France to organize distribution
is before the Court Of Appeals. Lowmean that any -number of big cities
be to emphasize the importance of
ists over the weekend the War Labor Such operations are still barred to
er- courts upheld Chaplin's right to J n Michigan will cook up thelr
the- well integrated life," said Disown
Board- gave A all parties involved 10 both American and British picture serve necessary legal papers. Tne.'. ac m is ion taxes, if the
s
measure beney, "con elating a man's work to
days in. which to file briefs outlining lnterests. as to other industries, in so former star, as owner of 25% of comes Jaw
all other phases of his living."
Attorneys for both far as the liberated areas are con- United Artists Corp stock, in his suit
their' positions.
Big problem now is to convince
Disney suggested a program in
1421 and cerned.
However, lifting of such against Selznick, Vanguard:: 20th both state soloh's arid national legiswhich three, elements would be es- Screen Set Designers Local.
IATSE will submit claims to juris- restrictions by SHAEF is expected Century-Fox and U. A wants an hators ,j n the face of long lines at
enital. .''First; the high authority
over decorators, and the pro- within a relatively short time.
accounting
of
profits,
$1,000;000
theatre boxoffices, 'that the film theOn the subjects to be treated; sec- diction
ducers are. expected to put in form
Meantime, while OWI plans to which allegedly resulted from film atre biz should n6t be singled out
ond, the teacher who specializes in
they will bargain with which- turn feature films over
,>
.-.
Conveying knowledge, and finally, stating
to French transactions.
v for speciar.taxation iti the form of
, v
ever union is designated as the col- reps of U. S. companies, the
Selznick and Vanguard claim their admission bites.' Unless the legislathe' picture producer Who is symGovlective bargaining agent for the dec- ernment
is in California; that, most
, 01s
and the public appreciate the
'pathetic, understanding, and above
office
will
.continue
to business
handle film shipments because it is of ,ne witnesses, live on Jhe Coast, exhibitor's problem and are told how
all, technically competent. Together,
Decorators thanked the painters the only means through which trans- and that .Chaplin is a street neigh
much of each admission goes for
these three factors will, use the moand machinists m a letter for. support port is at this time available. OWI bor; of Selznick. Selznick Produc- taxes, this is liable to be
tion picture to its full value "
a tough
loyal
proceed- fight. will naturally make every effort to tions has started dissolution
Disney said the returned soldier, of their, walkout, as well as
%r y y ';.':"-;'.-.-•; ;-•.'..'.
local 44 who refused
transport those films which :lt Is de- ings, in California.. Chaplin, on. the
accustomed to instruction ironi. the members
while decorators were sirous of having
other Hand, contends the djssoluscreen, will be enthusiastically re- tp dress sets,
the French see
away from .work-. Latter group not OWI will continue to handle docu- tion is. a method of escaping taxes,
ceptive to the rehabilitation films.
offers to
Shirley Temple, addressing the only refused: higher pay
mentartes in .France and elsewhere H is brief states that in 193o, Selznick
Inc.,
inc.
conPictures,
international pictures,
nwi will
,.,s.n J International
Forum yesterday (17) afternoon as dress sets but openly admitted their in'-Europe. "'''"
In Italy *v>°
the OWI
by D.O.S. :and^ John H,
one of the speakers in the "Leader- sympathies with decorators.
coritinue to handle all distribution trolled
Set decorators, painters and ma- of features for an indefinite period (Jock) Whitney (now a colonel in
ship Through Young Minds" panel,
Albany, Oct. 17
chinists, approximately 800 in all, to
the Army overseas), contracted to
expressed the debt of her genera
come.
Paramount Films de" Espana'S. A,
produce four features for distributioiv: to Hollywood for presenting
has been chartered to deal in motion
Selznick Production through UA.
history in a more interesting way studios, after a one-week walkout
pictures, with offices in New York.
that threatened for a time to tie up
tions contracted to carry out this
than just through books.
Capital stock is $15,000. $100 par
obligation when Selznick InternaHelen Gahagan Douglas and Clare production in the .film industry. Cowdin Sees Film Biz
value. Directors are John W. Hicks,
tional was dissolved, but two of the
Boothe Luce will address the Forum Studios were informed that the men
Jr., George Weltner and Roger C.
had iieen advised, to resume work;
pictures were not made, Chaplin alat its final session tonight (18).
In Strong Financial
Clement.
Hicks is president of Parand: a wire to. that effect was sent
leges.
H e also claims a new con- amount International
Films. Clinton
10th Regional War Labor
to. the
tract with Selznick Productions to
Combes filed the
Position After
incorporation
produce three pictures was not kept.,
'MARRIAGE' PIG Board in San Francisco. Telegram,
'.'.;''".'/':.-''".',
papers.
'.I'-.V
signed by. Herberi'Sorrell, president
Taking; an optimistic view of the'^The contract with Selznick Producof the Conference of Studio Unions,
postwar picture business. J. Cheever tions was assigned to a third comIN
TIFF Edward Massa, business representa- Cowdin. chairman Of ;. U.niversal's pany, the newly; organized; VanIncorporation
of
this
company
"'••'•,
means
that
Par is returning to active
Cincinnati, Oct.. 17.
tive of .the Screen Set Designers, and board of directors, in a special .but- guard Films. Inp;'
Sudden jerking by the Ohio Cen- flX" T.. Wayne of Studio Machinists letin to stockholders, outline signifiThe $1,000,000 in dispute is money operations in Spain. Paramount, as
sor Board of "Marriage Is a Private Local 1185. read:
cant developments and. trends ap- which Chaplin says Selznick Pro- With other major U. S. distributors,
of
has
been
out
Spain
ever
since
the
Affair" (M-G) at. the RKO Palace
"Have advised all painters, dec- plying to the. film industry.:that can'| auctions and Selznick made by leashere Oct. 9 was the first action of orators and machinists to return to be reasonably anticipated after the ing. performers and tfechnicians who revolution there-and subsequent inthe kind in this state.
The with- work on their- regular, shifts im- war. Cowdin predicts the film biiM- ,'r,ould have been employed in the ability to operate profitably,
drawal, notice' came at 5 o'clock in mediately, lit compliance- with your ness will emerge Iron-. t'ie war with three promised films and by leasing 7
the afternoon.
Replacement was request.
Sincerely hope you will greater stature as an industry than rights to a trio of pictures to Fox.
made with "Merry .Monahans" (U), expedite final decision of this case.' ever, before, in the sli'ongest finan- These are ''Kgiys' to the Kingdom,"
Pamphlets Halt Kids'
''"'.'•
scheduled to open two days later.
'"Claudia" and. "Jane: Eyre," Chaplin,
clai condition ,m. its h/stoi v anri vvith
W;!'. cooperate to the limit."
According to Mrs. Anna Wai field,
Selznick,. Mary Pickford and Sir
satisfa.ctioh .over an increased numbci of pHtron.- both
Sbrrell voiced
Theatre Vandalism
film supervisor tor the Ohio Censor tli.e turn of. affairs. He declared -the in U S. and abroad.
Alexander Korda,. British producer,
Board; in Columbus, "Marriage Is a workers, had forced action and had
interest in United
Los Angeles. Oct. 17. \'J ,
Citing that the industry, has an each own: a '25%.
'-.:'' ':''-':'.
Private Affair":, had been shown prevented another delay of eight or
-i./:'",'. ;
Sabotage by youngsters in the
outstanding record pf soi uce to U S. Arlfr-tsv"
without the., board's authorization, nine months.
Meralta and Victory theatres here
He .expressed belief armed. forces Cowdin stated. the picand the withdrawal was ordered for that the WLB would expedite. 'Settlehas, been practically eliminated by
ture business will: have the oppor'further
'GUEST WIFE'
consideration"
the ment and that the decorators would tunity of playing a postv\di role, of
by
a threat to refuse admittance to chilr
board, which, sbe said was "doubt- be recognized by the producers as
dren and teen-agers unless accomthe greatest significance in helping
ful about the film."
The boards part of Local 1,421 and that the to unite the -people of all lands
panied by parents or guardians.
oi dei
was relayed to the theatre Board '.would disallow, the claim of through a common bond, ciC. ideals
Trailers, policemen and appeals
Hollywood. Oct. 17.
,
v
management by the Cincy office of ;he IATSE.
\": k
from the stige had- failed to stop
and sympathies,
Sam Wood signed ;today, Tues,,lr.(
M-G-M. ;
mischief.
costly
When pamTrouble started Oct.' 5 at Metro
H e said fih.ns iiad.-fol'owea our •.vith produ e'er Jack U Sk irball to j the
.A general feeling' in local film' Wjien the produ( ers refused to
phlets, putting the problem 'directly
n „ htin „. mr „ up to- the fioivt lines cliiect' ''Guest Wife," the Glaud'ettel
circles was that, the picture had been
up to the kids and their parents,
recogr.i/e.tl-.e set directors, claiming
approved by the OCB in August. they could not deal, with Local 1,421 a nd hat the industn s Ki-v.i: --.eter Colbert-Don-.: A m e c h e costarrcr. were passed out two weeks ago, the
Wood w-as .to -have .produced and
gjft fllrtlvV aV£; had an estimated auThe board's off icial. okay seal, how- because, of
vandalism stopped.
j.unsdictiotial. claim
a
dience of 300,000.000 persons- in imU directed "Jubal, Troop." under his,':
ever, had .been "omitted from the
filed by the IATSE
Walkout at
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'Bright' Vice

Troop'

Hollywood, Oct 17
Sam Wood.- postponed the '.film ing
Of Jubal Troop" until next spring

Metro, was followed by similar action at Columbia Paramount, 20thFox 'and-. Warners. .Settlement came
just in time to avert .serious interruption of -productian,
'

Picture, slated as his first produc
tion for Columbia release,, was de'

.

ferred 'because of. weather conditions in Utah, where most of the
shooting will be done.
''i-h.

Meanwhile, "The Land Is Bright"
on Wood's production program.
will replace "Jubal"
.

,,:•

'•> ';'•:-.;.:.•'

'',':''.;.

,''>''-•

pact with Columbia
•but plans were halted arid- Wood is

new

:'

VThe' mpv.e\ bcixnflice: of course to
some degree reflecis the ebb .arid
flow of general economic conditions,:.'
he said, "but to a less' .marked,, exthan' niost other inCisirio.-.
tent
(This mdustrv is among the la.«t to
HOUSE', feel, a depression. and ainoug'.'.the
'

-

BLAZE CLOSES MEMPHIS
;

Memphis, 'Oct.

j,nist to

1

Wood

fof.femme .lead'

v;

,

,

e,pond-to, a ie\

ival:"', '*

in ''Troop,":-

]

Plans

UFA Remake

j

.-.

j','""':,

v

c'-p-'l Hollywood. Oct. 17, >
"Sirk, .'currcriliy directing:

Douglas

i

for' Edward Small, will produce and
direct:, a
remake' of '.'Ninth Symphony." which he piloted for UFA
m. Germany and, won a European
Hollywood, Oct. 17.
Harold. Clurman draws director- "j Oscar as the best- musical film of
:

•

,

.;'

.

|

•

.

!iip

on."Welcome

to the City." to be

produced bv Adrian Scott at RKO;
Screenplay was written by Clifford
Odets who once worked'-with Clur-

-

•

.

,

start:

~J^~ZTr^l« Z~^^^™, r
CLURMAN GOES TO CITY

;

CfiWdin felt that the oveial! for.
Princess, M. A LIghtnian's. Main*!
street grind, house, closed for nearly eign. business wbu'.d be extremely
a week as, result of two-alarm Are large despite resfnctive measure
of the undetermined origin. Damage competition and foreign exchange
was not serious, mostly smok* and He expressed great confidence in
:''•'''.
.water./',',
Univers'al's future,

.

,

understood to have postponed
"Troon" until next, spring,
Colbert also is sighed with

'

17.

ihdie.'un.i.t
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'

-

form.
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ni;m-

i'ii
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Group

Theatre.-

1936.

I

j
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.

negotiating
Producer-director
is
with Marta Eggerth for the fenimi^
lead and with United Artists for a
release outlet..

And Beulah

Bondi an

i

Wednesday, October 18, 1944
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Thanks giving
HANDSOMER AND MORE MAGNETIC THAN
ROLE— HIS
BIGGEST AND MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCTION

EVER IN A TOTALLY DIFFERENT

vX*X

r^ramount
FOR THE MOST DISTINGUISHED HOLIDAY ATTRAC-

TION AVAILABLE-FROM THE BEST-SELLER BY
THE AUTHOR

• •
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AND HEAVEN TOO"
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Coming on the

tail

end

of the ex-

tvKSed *r tycl&'-o-f EtiPopeafi- unde?-:
ground agents versus Nazi cunning,

7

•

:

•

will catch only

"The Conspirators"

It will

mild audience attention.
the boxoffice heft of
and Paul Henreid.

The

oft-told

drama

need

Hedy Lamarr
of

underground

agents and cinematic outwitting of
1he Nazis has been told better and
with more suspense many times previously
Plot centers in Lisbon, where underground.. Allied and German spies
rim loose in trying to outfox the
others. Henreid is an escaped Hollander who fled with price on his
head after, committing plenty ot
sabotage against the Germans. He is
tracked by the Nazis, but manages
to reach underground ring of agents
headed by Sydney' Greenstreet and
Peter Loire. Also meets and falls in
love with Miss Lamarr, later discov''
ered as French girl married to Vic«
tor Francen, -official of the German
embassy. After jumble of murders,
chases and love interludes, an underground agent is selected to go
back into Holland but killed and
robbed of talisman piece. Francen
poses as friend' of the Greenstreet
group, but. is finally exposed as^
traitor and killed by Henreid. Latter then takes the assignment to go
back to direct the Dutch underground, while Miss Lamarr prom«
,

ises to vyait for victory.

Picture

filled

is

>•

with overlength

footage, both in unnecessary sideline
incidents and extended runnings of
unimportant .sequences,
relatively

bouncing
virons.

It

over Lisbon and ennever reaches the dra

all

.

,",
matic climaxes Intended. ;
Henreid works hard in his assjiah,.
ment, but is under handicap ot '.theMiss Lam»i*
walks througlilet role with
,'
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Hoked-up whodunit with, accent on
humorous chase rather thaiv on:
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fine as the soldier,

premise

-of gland transplanting to
provide constant youth. It's a. wellup tale of its type, and will provide strong support in the, regular
bookings.
:..
Plot has a few new twists from
•the formularized style of long-lite
mystery tales to keep interest at consistent level. Asther is a doctor and
painter, who falls in love w ith Helen

while

.

Romantic

ates.

set

girl.

interest

Weaver

by Marjorie

is

as"

pro\ nled
the man-

ager's secretary who's .innocently involved in the
by carrying the

-

.

W'y.arl

Ka.--lai-e

is

Parker displays potentialities as
Clark clicks solidly as the
comedian, and teams nicely with
Miss Emerson. Little Georgia Lee
Settle, as youngest sister of .MissParker, is spotlighted.- while- a good
support is provided by Beulah Bondi.
the

while
opportunity for horseplay
tracking the criminal and. his assoeir.

.

Morgan
Kliss

lliii-vi'i)

sliitlfiiril

case
stolen necklace in a pair -.f mctalplat.ed baby-shoes as a favor for her

.

boss.

'

'-.',

:'.-.

-

Direction and acting -is standard
"B" grade with none Of the cast particularly outstanding. Cookson is a
new personality with a bree/'y style
and physical appeal. He should develop with rnore work. Camera work
is clean and opening scenes display

after completing commission
her portrait. But Asther
has a cloud hanging over him that
necessitates research with the elderly

Walker

of painting

Reinhold Schunzel. Asther is disclosed as an aged man, who requires
Two.
periodic gland, transplanting to keep some originality.
his physical fitness. Story Weaves
through series of dramatic, incidents
llnorfonaM
to expose Asther's successive murOrphans")
(''The Two
ders in getting new glands, to have
(MEXIGAN-MADK)
him age, and collapse when new
Mexico City, Oct. 17.
glands are not secured in time.
n-At!MM it-an ;Kl!ni,s release of l-'illnex
.Tu rn Vjiker
Script by Charles Keriypn and
tletilin, "Features .Inliaii Soli-r, Snsmia
.......Kela fAgm
Blabcb. liafael naliilini. Vir-.
<iol«
ill-;
Anita
adaptation by Garrett Fort, provide
.... .Beiniiri| Xfidii!
.Mlnuel Art'iins,- -It.-il.iel Han r
l y.lirl.
..Btnnclie yurka
a compact and interesting cinematic
Dire.-led by" Jose llt-iia ,,len. \r.
.'...IIOMKlafl F«*r|*jr
tale, with direction by Ralph Mur.Vllliiteil |1V AilollV Fernando/; Hum aula me.
... Diii-'dhv if mutt
.MINS.
n fcon.
Cine
P n >" deftly timing the sequences for rttlliliJilS: lime. IS
...i.yie -ra!(..,£
.Mexico city.
good audience reaction.iiitien i.i!ijefi*i<i
He'ia
Asther does well as the subject of

.Ppnlap
Larohmont.

i.'arol

but when the roundup

of.

.

.

Henry

]

more tightly written climax, without the commonplace histrionics and
action, would have steered this one
into the top drawer.
Mil'.and, in the role of an exasylum inmate, who is released after
serving" two years for tlte "mercy"
killing of his incurable wife, gives a
forthright performance. He is tossed
into the midst of a spy chase when,
in purchasing a ticket', to- London
upon- leaving the asylum, he is drawn
to the crowds at a British fair and
wins a cake by guessing its weight.
The cake contains a, capsule- .which
one of the spies is, to have delivered
to other enemy agents. Mt is stolen
from him by a phoney blind man On
the train, who is Mown to bits in an
air raid, and with him,, the cake.
In his endeavor to find out what
the whole thing is about, Milland investigates the charity -organization
which sponsored the country, bazaar,
and in that way, tracks down the entire gang. But not before Scotland
Yard is drawn into the case, accusing
him of the murder of a man whom
he had hired as bodyguard. V.
•

Supporting cast. does..a:,worthy job.
Marjorie Reynolds ah<J Carl Esmond,
who porfray the role "of brother' arid
sister directors of the charity group,

do justice to their roles. Percy Waram, as a police inspector, probably
has the meatiest, role, in comparison
with the others and, performs; credibly. Dan Duryea, a leader of the
suspect crew,. is trite to type."
Setdri I. Miller has unstlntingly
cased the entire production in suitable settings, with the caremaworkof
Henry Sharp, aided by important
lighting effects, worthy of more than
Steri.
passing mention,
,r
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"One Body too Many"

is

t-rt*

K'lA-,.inds

a miiider

mystery with comedic trimmings displayed with the fast tempo and zip
that characterizes the Pine-Thomas
Tt^rstrfffVg pfdgfS.tV entry
for general entertainment, and can
carry the billtopping spot with support in the key week stands.

Despite its comedy approach, with
Jack Haley as the bewildered intruder into a mansion setting for
strange happenings and mWders,
plot carries, good suspense throughout. Excellent timing in direction by
'

-

Ralph Murphy

is

an

asset

to -the

overall results'.
Plot sets ,up the strange will of a
millionaire*

whose body

'is

to

remain

the house along with the group of
relatives and prospective beneficiaries. Haley shows up to sell the
deceased some life insurance, and
sticks around to help Jean Parker.
There's, the regulation disappearing
corpse, secret passages, and a couple
of murders tossed iri to heighten the
dramatics for good entertainment
and audience reaction. Villain in the
in

'

1

affair is finally disclosed, with Haley
clinching witji Miss Parker for okay
•*'.'''.'-

finish.

Cast is well set up. Haley romps
through the, proceedings in good
style,
with Bela Lugosi peering
around menacingly as. the butler for
Miss: Parker
eventual, innocence.
does well as the girl, and all others
!

listed

iri

:<>

ca$t credits are oi-ay,
"Wnlt.

20th Sked$ 'Wife' Remake

',

.

'.Hollywood, Oct. 17.
leBAHON'S .'PK06RESS'
Remake of "Farmer Takes a Wife,"
filmed nine years ago by 20th-Fox
Hollywood; Oct. .47;
Wiliiam Le Baron draws producer with Janet Gaynor and Henry Fonda
responsibility
on "MfSs, Pilgrim's jtt top roles, has been placed on RobProge^^^offiedy slated for early ert Bassler's production schedule.
Producer has developed a new
w ntcr -film tig» »t 20th-Fox.
dramatic angle to coincide with the.
t tH
back«rpmjd.(.r ? ;»;' i«.v.«.n
.
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own

while
Miss Walker capably handles her
role opposite. Good support is provided by Schunzel. Paul Cavanagh,
Edmond Breon, Matthew Botilton
Wait.
and Brandon Hurst.
his

product".'
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Matllieyys

the spy

gang gets underway the situation be
Blue comes drawn out and elemenjary,
Hoy marring the footage that preceded.

David Huffman

Caslrrp All'-lala.ot

H;(iltlallV.
Hill.-.

>loon

in Hall'

>lsiii

,

ently didn't have his way from beginning to end on "Ministry of Fear."
Pic starts out to be a humdinger, and
continues that way for the most part
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MINS,
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loll
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Tin*

Henry Travers. Andrea King, John
Marianne O'Brien. WilBringing the Nazi spy thriller 'for- Alvin and
Prince catches attention in a
mula up-to-date by basing this film liam
W«!t.
brief bit. -.'-,"•.on the theft of plans for the invasion
of the continent, Paramount,- rather
belatedly, endeavors to cash in on a
3Isiny
somewhat overworked theme. HowHollywood, Oct. ,17.
ever, the marquee value of Ray MilParamount release ni' fiiie-Tiiiinnis tnoland teamed with Marjorie Reynolds iluetfon. stars .lack Haley, .lean Parkcf,
should aid in garnering business lor BelSi I.ukosI. lliri-cled by KMnk AlcDonald.
OriKinal m-reclipliiy by Avinston Miller. Maxthis one in all situations.
well Shane; cainera. Fred .(ac.kman. Jr.:
Fritz Lang, a master at getting the
'pradeshoAvo U. A.
editor. Howard Smllb.
most ottt of mystery, intrigue and Oct.. IT. -44. IlUnnlng time. 74 MINS.
.........Ta.-lc Haley
melodrama, in his direction appar- \IBert Tuttle
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AlmcM
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crimiujls' identity slieuld
port atTSiin Diego. Few weeks later
prove, an adequate, dualer. Aui,l5"in.-t>
"
they-haVe-another brief get-to the
knows from Hie beginning wrto the
At;San TJiego: before he n'satri iships
interest' centers
crooks are arid
Girl leaves the family
overseas.
around zany defective ihiHlions '.of V
hearth for, teamup with Miss Emerthe wrongdoers' pursuers. ...
son, has a baby and everything's Allen tin! b'el-.ie... .'.
Action deals with a private .in.ves-.
;
.Morton t.o\yry
line when Morgan returns wounded
iTffoectpr tiai-th ..... ';
.MntlUew Boulllin' tigator (Peter Cookson). wii.) introsioipKoii, Jtlliunta .Bui lei- , .'Brandon Hin si
from action in the Mediterranean.
duces his partner (Tim Ryan o" the
l,ady Minei-ya AtdeiKate;
..Aininla Dyne
At numerous points picture dis- Sir
Irene "), by castradio team "Tim
.Tohli Aldevgate.
.. Attlmr Aliillincr
plays possibilities of getting into the t nionel Arfiley,
ing suspicion on himself so that his
..Kdwaril l''iel'linii
groove to generate spontaneity and Mr., Taper', Art Critic, .IleKiinild SliefllMil partner's appearance as a memlier.
.
.ICustace .Wyall
itspeittor. l.awson
verve, but then the action dips
of the firm sent to check lip on him
...
Harriit.. it t'abtiy
Koreesler -Ifarvey
fdotextraneous
insertion
of
through
as a questionable person seems plauA'islianofT. ....... . ,
lit
Ivonjdaililn' Sliayiic
episodes.
inconsequential
age
of
sible. Delivery of a valuabte neckLooks like both the script and di"The Man in Half Moon Street" is lace and its theft by the jewelry firm
rection tried, to cover too much
manager provide the duo w ill amplfe
a suspense drama based on clinical
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along with the principal foursome.
Production highgrade ail the way.

(ONE SONG)

,

for. fast and nuitiial iai'intg in iove
and a quick marriage and one night
honeymoon due to his orders 'for. rc

takes ..niorcr-tli-an— good-~-prod.uctioiv
values to bolster a loose yarn.
Wo.it

Beulah Bondi and Grant Mitchell,

The

the

in

again meets
Parker in Pasadena when
alma inater of Calt.ech

his'

and

m

Litel

believable

-

gencially
bringing the vital prhblein to
every nian's attention. M. O. X.
has done a public service. Aside
frbni
its. message,
the- short

postwar

Thanksgiving- eve,.diiincr and gets a
plostMip -view of various ^"jiiEiei's of
the family— both a'rgijiwi'feW tvo and
Next d..y. pau- a e togetner
kindly

.

,

an

'Abel.

Morgan who has put

-es' of

nuijtbs

Army, -who

underground

incnt gc-tng

.

are.

(Icna.

•

whom Emily. Blair
Young) of Blairstown had
to the local highschool. There
other good -performances by

:

of

by; exlended
is handicapped
runniiig time of 9» niiiiutcs. where
compact editing could -have unfolded
a faster ta-e With, at least 20 mimn.os
clinped from the ,mniti»* Dennis
iVIoigan will 'have to.cirrv mai ciuec
vi-i It age in the teguiar -n.' ,
S-orv details the romantic ad.\i.-n;

i

'

'

•-

a light romantic, eomedyproportions
moderate

is

drama,
which

I

1

I;'

John

convincing.

as Joe's parents, and it, B. Warner,
as a lawyer, and Gertrude Miciiael,
as a police matron, are good in bit
roles. Others in cast, such its Paul
Kelly and Lee Patrick as Mary's par-'
'cuts, and Eric- Sinclair', Joel McGinnis and Richard Byron as teen-ngers,
Bro'i -*
lie perfunctory.-

-

i'-i

Si*t

I,'

-,.1'a

warm and

and Dorothy Peterson

cheH, state their opinions or disgenerally,
situation
cuss
the
pointing up the need for discussion and a solution to the problem. But in giving some ot the
background to the quest ton;
pointing out- with what consisGermany.', has. sought
tency
world domination in' the past
70 years; discussing the Nazi bemaster-race: suggesting
lief of
the danger of the, Nazi move-

K

.'til

mC'iii

i

being eoiitii'tually afraid of the re-

poor friends with
ire

k
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emergency mastoiditis. Helen Mack
and Anthony Caruso click as the
.
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Greeiistreet.. Ldl-i.e. Fiancen.
sults"
Joseph Callciii and Kurt Hatch- are
most prominent in' support. ;
he works the miracle,;. with a hew r Script is: uninspired, and director
Suear seriim. but in between times.
Jean Negiil.csco does little with the
san Hay ward, back from a European
Production has
material, supplied.
trip 'this is in the mid-':J0s>, and
numerous sets and locations, but- it.
Barry Sullivan, 'Miss Young's be-

shantytown, to assist

.

.-.

1

General .Eisenhower, and
commentators like Walter. Wiiilike

i-iii-r

,

•'(.as

,-
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Monk an-

become romantically attrothed
tached. Thus it leaves the way clear
for Miss Young arid Ladd.
There is a- bit of sociological exposition projected as part -of the action, wherein latter visits a poor fam-
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ll.-l-).-l

This

fan- dualer.
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iMoiio)

a "rich, spoiled heiress iMrss
is seeking to regain her
lost as result of ah: illness..
Susan Hay ward, is the other -sister,
Larid is- the hometown boy; from
of the; railroad tracks,
side
wrong
the
"
vino returns to his .New England
community from -Bitisburgh, at request of Cecil: Kellaw-ay. playmg the
hometown family doctor. Of course
is

liea ring,

w
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young), who
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"The Man In Half Moon Street"
suspcri.-e,
Strong -"B"
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type of tale;-•Tares in the ros" iRepi. Soso Hive delinquency- yarn, for

'

doubledly 'makes': better reading,
transijudging by its cihemaUirgieat
narration; It emerge* as J'oniitil'a
sister
tion. Plot concerns sister: vs.
lor the love oil the man. One of the
sisters
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solid
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of
cross - sect ion
a
presents
opinion on the timely, all-important subject, without r.eeessupplying the answ-er.
sarily
Statesmen like Lord Vansitfart
and Sumner' Welles, warriors

W

\\ .i-i-i,

get married secretly, so that
Mary's father, following them, shoots
Joe in mistaken belief he's wronged
the girl, Mary's parental loyalty h
proved at the trial when she perjures
herself in order to get her father off.
and the situation rights itself finally
when the two kids, alter Joe recovers, go off on a belated honeymoon.
As the bride, Miss Withers. paints a
poignant portrait that .keep's within
the bounds of restraint while being
kids

March of Time's latest short,
"What To Do With Germany,
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Loretla Young and Alan Ladd for
boxthe niarquee,, hence okay for•
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(ONE SONG)
Republic release of .llernian MllUikowsky
production.
Stars .lane Withers: I'ealiires
Paul Kelly. I,ee Patrick, .lolin J-.itel. I>le
Sinclair.
Dorothy Peterson, den rode Michael and H. B, Wainer. Uirecled by .Toh.il
ltjnfilisb.
Sereennlay, .lack- Townb-y: camera, IttfiTale Lnnning: editor, 'i'ony. .Mar
'44.
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Classic tale of "The Two -Orphans",
during the big French Revolution's
Reign of Terror is done Mexican with
some deftness plus a mixing of SpanTragedy,
ish and Gallic philosophy.
suffering and general bad luck lire
heavily stressed amid excellent at-.
mosphWs- ©f the. - pt t iodi- --G- ptlolhie
sequences are done with typical
Spanish love for lingering on horror.

Because done by American companies and also French, this version
appears headed lor mild returns in
U. S.
Film's length and tedious pace is
enlivened
by comedienne Anita
Blanch, who has a big local comedy
legit rep. She does okay in a rather
somber role. Julian Sdler and Susana Guizar rate special mention for
their difficult roles.
:
Plot holds close to the novel and
ranks high in treatment and direction.
Picture is irt the groove for

Mexican audiences.

E

"Faces in the Fog" is just another
juve delinquency drama for the
double bills. Story is pretty trite
and the situations all stock and contrived;
Jane Withers is appealing
and believable in a straight dramatic
role. Yarn points rather obviously
at parents rather than their undiscichildren.
plined
That also has been
said before, but better. The film goes
in for sermonizing, and feeble melodramatic situations. A likable cast

Equity Beefs
Continued from name

1

s

nomic necessity, and had the operating, nut not been reduced the »ttraction would have closed. Feeling
among Equity officials is that the let-

'

out were for the benefit o! -iie majority of players who kept their jobs.
Producers have the right to give
two weeks' notice to players except
those with run-of-the-play contracts,
actors having a reciprocal privilege;
although when a manager discharges
a player for replacement, the latter
must get at least salary equal to that
received by the original actor. Eqifily

gives the script some semblance of
verity, but the total is negative.
Story concerns the families of two

neighbors. TheElliotts, out on nightly
hesitates to encroach upon the mansprees, are neglectful of their teenage son and daughter, who seem to agerial prerogative when there are
be pretty good stock regardless. The letouts without replacemcntsi It's a
Masons are an average, normal fam- practice that has existed for a liiht?;
ily,. whose- son Joe falls in love with
There have beeii riismissitls
time.
Mary Elliott. When Mary is inno- from soir*- of Broadway's top imi.sicently involved in a hit-and-run
wtlJUnowi)
cals.v alitor .opening by
case-," JoeHfckfes' -thfe rap, evert to getthepast: i.sliowiiie«"in
tting expelled from school. -'The ;two
.'

i

!
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Crosby Making Plans

WiDkies Interest In 'Wilson

ACTIVITIES

11

Film Biz Sets Key City Raflies For

For So. Pacific Tour;
While the answer will probably never be publicly known, though
close, associates and members of his family may know, it's believed the late Wendell L. Willkie, who was chairman of the board of
20th-Fox, was prepared to come out for F. D. R.
It is surmised, also, that he had a great deal to do with furthering
the making of "Wilson" by 20th-Fox and shortly before he died expressed anxiety Over the fact that it wasn't getting immediate, wider
.

some

>

circulation.

'

.'.'.:

V

V.

It was the late Mr. Willkie's habit to daily telephone the 20lh
office to get a report on the grosses it was stacking up.

Bing Crosby is so impressed with
need for entertainment, after
eight-week USO tour of the
French and German battlefields, that j
he's already /making .plans to do a
his

home-

similar, tour in the Pacific

,

war

is

subscribing

for Sixth War Loan
Bonds on behalf of Paramount
and partners, according to an announcement Monday (16.) by Neil
F. Agnew, head of industry bond

$20,000,000

th'ea-j

next spring.

If possible,

CMDR. JOHN FORD TO

Bond

Motion picture industry's national
committee for the Sixth War Loan

Par's $20,000,000

Campaign has completed plans for
the

seven of 19 scheduled re-

first

gional key city meetings.

First of

the rallies will be held in Los An'"'
':'.)'
geles Oct. 23.
Crosby says, he's going
to 'take 'the. .same troupe with him
Harry Brandt, national chairman
sales in the east.
that accompanied him on his Euroof the drive, last week appointed
Paramount and its partners
appearances.
These players
peaii
Aghew and' Henry Ginsberg as
DIRECT 'EXPENDABLE' are Joe De Rita, comic; Jean Darrell, bought $15,000,000 worth of War Neil
honorary co-chairmen for industry
Hollywood, Oct. 17.
Bonds during the Fifth War Loan
singer;
Darlene Garner, dancer;]
sales.
Ginsberg has been in charge
The Navy has placed Cmdr. John Earl Baxter, accordionist: and 'Buck
campaign.
of industry sales on the Coast in
Ford on detached duty for the spe- Harris, guitarist, De Rita's ..low
several previous War Bond drives.
purpose of directing "They comedy, Crosby said, scored: es-j
cific
Other honorary co-chairmen include
Were Expendable" for Metro,; and pecially Well with the. GI's. whose
leaders
of previous bond camoa'ittr.f.
Giant Benefit Show
it is understood lie will receive in' comedy preference is strictly in an
Meantime, in a move to develop
Re- earthy vein.
excess of $100,000 for the job
At Madison Sq. Garden the appeal along national publicity
port, is that Ford is turning his fee
Despite the excellent job done by
lines, the committee has asked Barover to a special fund to be used the Army with its film and radio
ney Balaban for Tom Waller. Parfor the establishment and upkeep of activities, GI's still hunger for live
Will Teeoff 6th Loan amount publicist, to handle newsa clubhouse for Navy enlisted per- entertainment;
Crosby said,
and
Combination radio and stage show paper syndicates and wire services
sonnel in Hollywood.
opined it's because they're so anxious
Understood that
with top entertainers at Madison during the drive.
.Metro; it is expected, will get full to see a familiar face.
Likewise,
Garden, N. Y.,' Nov. 20, will Balaban has okayed the request.
cooperation from the Navy in pro- their taste in songs runs to the oldies Square
entertainment industry's
Meantime, first of a series of Sixth
ducing "Expendable," based on the which were popular several years teeoff the
articipation in the Sixth War Loan War Loan trailers, titled "The Fightbook by W. L. White. Studio plans ago, these having an association, for
campaign
ing Generation." is being produced
to turn over a large portion of its the GI's, with America at the; time
Special Events Committee of the by David O. Selznick, with Alfred
intake on the film to the Navy, in they left it. Songs most requested
industry's campaign committee is Hitchcock as director and Sydney
the same fashion that income from were in the vein of "White Christcounting on cooperation of radio Longstreet scripting. Jennifer Jones
"This Is the Army," and "Winged mas,'' "Star Dust," "Sweet Leilani"
several
networks. .Understood that
will appear in the film.
Victory" were given to the Army and "Dinah," onlj current winner
best known. quiz shows on" the
Yesterday
a
45-minute
and Air Force, respectively. Metro, called for being "Swinging on a of the
(Tues.)
air will be tied in to reach maximum
it is said, will take only actual proStar." Latter is from "Going My
Hollywood Victory nine-city telephone confab was held
radio audience.
duction and minimum distribution Way," Crosby, filmusical, which the
between the national chairman and
provide
to
planning
is
costs from the film's proceeds.
co-chairmen in the field for the purArmy showed a few days ahead of Committee
show
radio
for,
the
stars
several film
pose of bringing campaign plans up
his unit's personal appearances'.
while remainder of the talent will
Crosby averaged about 50 songs a
to date.
Only co-chairman who did
be drawn from legit, night clubs and
Joris Ivens Set For
day, he said, doing three or four
hot participate in the powwow was
radio stations in N. Y.
shows, each about an hour and a
ins, who was tra velling on
than 750,000 appeals to buy Nate Yam
More
quarter long, plus the impromptu
behalf of the Bond campagin comDutch East Indies
bonds at theatres will be made by
;..-''
shows staged in hospital wards. His
mittee.
film stars during the campaign. A
Liberation; Pix Plans pipes held out, though, because he personalized appeal will be inserted
Ned E, Depinet, chairman of the
got plenty .of sleep. Nightly blackout
mailed distributors division for the Sixth
Dutch government, in anticipation brought an end to the day's perform- with every star photograph
Columbia, Metro, Para- War Loan Drive, stated on Monday
Of fast military developments in the ances, except for those rare oc- to fans from
Universal (16) that all distribs had reached an
Far East, has appointed Joris Ivens, casions when a completely blacked- mount, RKO, 20th-Fox,
agreement to provide film for bond
studios.
Warner
and,
v-'.vV.
formerly documentary film producer, out, light-proof theatre was availpreems.
as Film Commissioner for the Neth- able.» »+»»»»-6-»-> ******** *r
Between Nov. 20 and Dec. 16 diserlands East Indies.
Singer commented that the closer
tribs will furnish for one performJoris is scheduled to leave for he got to the front, the better the
Rollcall
U.S.
ance only, to tie known as a "War
Australia shortly, and will make his men's morale was. He also said thatPremiere,", any picture the
Bond
*»»+-:
headquarters in Dutch New Nazi attempts to lower U. S. troops'
first
exhibitor has under contract, but not
Guinea, then moving production morale, with radio programs similar
Lt. Col. Lema.v "Missing^
earlier than 30 days prior to its
headquarters ahead as the Allies ad- to those of the Japs' Tokyo Rose,
17.
Minneapolis.
Oct.
availability
for booking at his thevance closer into the Indies and else- fail completely. Nazis, like the Nips,
Lt: Col: Paul Lamay, formerly as- atres, providing exhibs having clearwhere in the North Pacific zone of use a femme announcer for these
Minneapolis ance do not object.
operations.
broadcasts and the GI's have dubbed sistant conductor o£ the
missbeen
has
incentive to purchase
orchestra,
special
As
a
film
Another former documentary
her with an unmentionable. label. Symphony
producer. Jean Painleve, has, been While overseas, Crosby, in addition ing over Holland since Sept. 18, He of bonds the distributors also agreed
appointed Film Commissioner of to his well-publicized "Der Bingle" was serving in the troop carrier to furnish a picture for a children's
as
forces
air
under the same
premiere
army
morning
the
of
command
France.
broadcasts, also made several sing.-.
conditions.
Title of Fi'm Commissioner, now ing stationbreak announcements for an intelligence officer.
In small towns distribs agree to
Lemay, who was a British, air
gaining international circulation, is the Armed Forces Network.
purposes to
War
I, entered
such
film
for
furnish
a
World
in
pilot
set
forces
title
and
format
in line with the
Crosby, who lost 10 pounds oversame,
requesting
1942.
in
exhibitor
service
any
military
Canathe
Grierson
the
for
up by John
seas,
cutting
him down to 170.
though fhe.exhib may not have the
dian government. The documentary trained out for Hollywood Friday
film under contract and regardless
Lt. Col. Greenwald in Civvies
film production organization in Can- (13).
v.;.'-.-::
exhib
is a regular
the.
whether
of
17.
the
Oct.
being
studied
by
Washington,
ada is now
Greenwald, placed customer of the distrib from whom
British government from accounts.
tre

Televi^h

War Loan; Free Pix for Bond Preem

Barney Balaban
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Washington, Oct.
be used for the
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17;

Video w ill
first
time in a war bond drive in the
coming Oth .War. Loan, and there
Will be a reduction in the volume

Government 35 mm, pix for the
campaign, according to the latest
campaign, plans.
Taylor Mills, chief of the OWI
Domestic Motion Picture Bureau,
explained that the cut-down on pix.
was necessitated by the raw stock
squeeze. His program is as follows:
1. Three 180-foot bulletins.
First,
to be released Nov. 2, was made by
Warner Bros, and Has a Marine subject.
Second, for Nov. 9 release; has

••of

Lt. Tyrone Power as narrator of
another Marine subject, this being
handled by Pathe.
Third; to be
issued Nov. 24. will feature a statement by Admiral Chester. Nimitz.
Scoring for this was done at Pearl
Harbor.
2. Two
150-foot trailers will be
released Nov. 15. One features Jennifer Jones as narrator and the other
has Eddie Bracken. In an effort to
get full coverage on these, there
will be 1,500 prints made.
3.
In addition, a total of 9.350
prints will be made of 11 >16-mm.
subjects for none-theatrical use.
Television will be used in New
York, according to an announcement
by the Treasury War Finance Divi-

sion.
War Finance Committee of
has made a tieup with
DuMont for telecasts over WABD.
As a preliminary to the drive there

New York

will be seven half-hour broadcasts
between Oct. 31 and Nov. 9 to recruit and train bond salesmen by

the visual method. Plan is for stars
of stage, screen and video to fill
some of the spots on these programs.
Du Mont will install receivers in
12 of the 13 N Y. bond offices and
will provide volunteer workers from
the 13th with a viewer at the DuMont headquarters. In addition, let,

ters have been sent to all owners of
tele receivers in and around New
York, asking them to invite potential bond salesmen to watch the telecasts. ; with a view toward getting
the largest passible audiences.
Arrangements are also being made
for bond sales telecasts during the
drive.
These will announce totals,
display campaign posters, etc.

The

:

Turn

.

and

Century, which has taken it, has
turned back one of its houses to the
owner, also a rarity/
The Century chain, headed by Albert
HovelT.
which operates in
Brooklyn and on Long Island, has
leased from Loev.'s the old Century
theatre on Nostriind. avenue, Brooklyn, which seats near to 1,500. Closed
down for some time, it has been re.

named

the Linden and was reopened
on •Thursday (12) under a policy of

three changes weekly, double bills.
As a gesture, the opening day's receipts were contributed to the Red

i

i

.

:

r

'

.''.

Cross.

Meantime, the Century' circuit has
given up the Plaza, at Freeport, L. I,,
turning it back to Gary Piccione. the
owner, who is now operating it himself.
Century retains the Grave and
the Freeport. in that L. I. town.

Andrews

Gals,

U

Part

Hollywood, Oct.

17.

Andrews Sisters and Universal are
parting amicably after 16 pictures
in three years. The gals want to do
more acting and not so much music
in their, future pictures.
•

Lou Levy,
tiating with

the trio

is

their manager, is negotwo major .studios, while

touring .the midwest.

«
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Grierson organized.the first film unit
for the British government, under
the auspices of the General Postoffice.

Film Industry Lauded
For Red Cross Efforts
A letter of appreciation for the

American Red Cross.
Commenting on the Bernhard report and the large amount of money
raised, O'Connor stated, in part:
"The total speaks for itself. The

COLLABORATIONISTS
Reports From Paris—
Menuhin Gives His Findings

Figure

in

Paris.

Several

Oct,

entertainment

names are expected

4.

world

to figure in the

known

in

the U. S. in '20s artel
Princess TchernitchefiV Miss Parlo,
whose real name is said to be Garda
Kornstadt, and the Princess, who
Was formerly married to the French
fact it is the largest sum. ever col- actor Henry Garat, are both said to
lected by the motion picture indus- have been spies for the Gestapo.
Tiho Rossi, well-known singer, is
try, for a national charity is ample
evidence not only of the generosity reported arrested as an alleged colof the American people but of the laborationist.
immense effort and careful planning
Menuhin's Report
of you and. your associates/ I also
was particularly pleased with the
Paris is unchanged, said Yehudi.
comparatively small cost of operat- Menuhin, concert violinist, oh his
ing such a campaign."*
return to New York Thursday (12)

the

"

•...;!;

.

:

'.'";

,

.

That'* Gratitude!
Providence, Oct.

'
'

'.

1

.

trial of Inspector Pierre Bony and
Henri Chamberlin. former heads of
the French Gestapo, who go on trial
next week on charges of treason and
manager of Warner Brothers and dealings with the enemy. '.."'
Mentioned in this connection are
chairman of the 1944 R. C. campaign,
from Basil O'Connor, chairman of Dita Parlo, ex-German film actress,

Back a Theatre Each
Loe w circuit has given up a

theatre, a rarity for this chain,

::

job done by the film industry in this
year's Red Cross drive has been received by Joseph Bornhard, general

Loew's, Century Both
Pull a Ripley:

.

17.

Albert Bird, assistant manager of Majestic, was conked on
the head with a whiskey bottle,
and the sailor who so strenuously objected to Bird's request
that the boys do their drinking
outside the lobby, landed in the
brig for 20 days.
The sock on the head wasn't so
bad, but what really hurt Bird
was the fact that since the Ma?
jestic is an independently owned
house (Fay), it's one spot where
servicemen usually find either
Bird- or Albert Clarke, manager,
in the lobby around 9 p. m..
steering servicemen away frorrt
the boxoffice and into the theatre,, free.

.

''-.'-V"

from a six-week's tour of Europe.
The Nazi occupation was quiet, a'nd
except for some marks of shellfire.
the city is as lovely as ever. During
the occupation, says Menuhin, modem French plays were banned, but
the- classics were allowed, and/actors
slipped patriotic passages iii between
lines of Racine and Corneille, and
German censors .were none the
wiser.

J

'

"'•

....

Menuhin

, ..-.:

said

Parisians'

respect

by

ship,

and

is

said

:

.'

':

.

to

Menuhin. by collaborating

Mayer

Jr.,

Vice

in Gov't Pic

Sam Dembow.

Jr.,

Unit

veteran

dis-

Secretary of War; attached
Motion Picture branch of the Indus-

Leon Wbitten Killed
trial Services Division.
Memphis, Oct, 17.
The Motion Picture' branch of the
Leon T. Whitten, Jr., the- Industrial Services Division, which

Pvt.
Pvt.

;'•

of Memphis and
New York, was killed in action with
the Army engineers in France, according to word received here by his
atrical

designer

He was

parents.

33.

..'

shares space with the War Activities
Committee in N. Y., is headed by
Major Monroe Greenthal, formerly
director
of
publicity-advertising
United Artists, The branch, part of
the Bureau of Public Relations, sup-

Whitten, a native o£ Memphis, had
free-lance designing in New plies 16 mm. prints of war-produced
for the pasU.ll years, assisting films to war plants throughout the
with a number of Broadway shows country in connection with an inand working with summer theatre dustrial incentive program.'
groups at Bristol, Conn., and PeterMayer recently was made a

done

York

formance

of

the

Bankhead

Wilbest
per-

daughter

with

"The

Little

in

deputy commissioner of the Red
Cross for the Pacific Islands area,
Sgt.
Sgt.

Ed Kennedy a Prisoner
Ed Kennedy, formerly with

RKO

Radio foreign department,
reported missing in action since Aug.
17, is safe in a German prison eamp.
A. G. Budd Now a Col.
vicepresident of Word to this effect was received by
G. Rudd,
Newsreel Theatres (Embassy group), Kennedy's brother, Jack, also of the
how oh leave of absence to U. S. RKO home office foreign department
.'•'•''
'..-•
Army, has been promoted to colonel. staff.
.

with the Germans.
Jacques Thibaud, pianist, and Pablo Casals, cellist,
who scorned the Nazis, are

Sam Dembow,

<

He was married to Florence
who liams, stage and radio actress
won known in New York for her

refusing

said.

Ga.j

:.;.'.
Heart.
tribution and theatre executive, who
Lieut. Wolfberg, before his enlistnow v.p. of Paramount' Theatres
ment, was city manager for Schinc is
at the Par h o, haa
and is Service Corp.,
Ky.,
Lexington.
Theatres at
been named to succeed Arthur L.
Wolfberg,
forHarris
P.
the son of
Mayer as civilian Consultant to the
Metro.
for
manager
merly district,
to the

Fur t-

times.

French heroes. Menuhin

Thomasville,

in Italy, where his
was attached to, and was a part
of the French army. He received the
Croix de Guerre and the Purple

unit

Nazi-sponsored
concerts Tallulah
Alfred Cortot, the Foxes."
French pianist, had "done himself
in,"

now

General, hospital,

He was wounded

conduct
several

.

.

boro. N. Y.

•'.'.'•.

WilHetm

wangler, German conductor
heads the Nazi music system,

Samuel

Goi.

the film is requested. This applies
on inactive duty by the Photograwhere population of a town is not
phic Unit of the Army Air Forces,
over 7,500 and the picture booked
is back in Hollywood ready to refor the preem shall not have been
which
Day
the
of
join Metro's News
generally released prior to May 1,
Army.
the
he left to enter
Greenwald, after a long tour of 1944.
Excluded from this agreement are
duty overseas, returned to Washfeatures as may be handled at
ington recently and left for the such
advanced admission prices.
Coast last weekend. .; •?,''
Meantime, John Hertz. Jr., na-;
tional publicity director for the inLt. Wolfberg In Hosp.
dustry's participation in the camLieut. John Wolfberg has just repaign, has appointed 49 state pubturned to this country on a hospital
stationed at Finney licity chairmen.

the

A.

-

,

V«kmd«y,
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THE
THEATRE

THAT

PLAYED

WILSON
FOR

October 18,

19H

Wednesday, October 18/ I<H4

13

GENE TIERNEY
DANA ANDREWS
CLIFTON WEBB

Vincent Price Judith Anderson
-

Produced and Directed by

OTTO PREMINGER
Screenplay by Jay Oratler, Samuel Hoffenstein and Betty Reiflhardt

KEEP SELLING BONDS!

Adapted from the Novel by Vera Caspar?

PICTURE GROSSES
Romance' Modest

L A. Steady; 'Since

Indianapolis* Oct.

Three Spots, 'Gent' fall

in

W/fi

Det.

|

opus.

--.'•-'

Estimates for This Week
(Katz-Dolle) (2.800; 55-75)
"Sweet Lowdown" (20th) plus

Detroit, Oct. 17.
Nothing seems to have much lure
as four new bills move into the loop,
with grosses still off, Michigan, with
"Marriage Is Private Affair" and

City Crosses

Key

'

Circle

—

Los Angeles, Oct. If.: .*
Biz is steady here in first-runs with
"Since You Went Away" going to
socko $.71,000 in three spots despite
jlong running time of picture. It easily
tops the town. Combo of "Barbary
Coast Gent" and "Maisie Goes to
Reno" is doing sturdy $59,500 in four
Love a Soldier" -is
solid $37,000 in two houses..
"Merry Monahans" and "Pearl of
Death" looks okay $33,000 in two
spots. "Arsenic and Old Lace" still
situations.

'.'I

.

Huge 220. Mpls. Topper;
'Arsenic' Colossal

.

;
'.-

Carthay (F-WC) (1,516; 50-$l )—
"Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G) and
"Maisie Goes Reno" (M-G). Nifty
Last week. "Abroad Two
$8,000.
Yanks" (UA) and "Enemy Women"
(Mono), light $5,300.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,034: 50$1)— "Barbary Coast Gent" M-G)
and "Maisie Reno" (M-G), Good
Last week. "Abroad Two
$12,000.
Yanks" <UA) and "Enemy Women"
(Mono), low $11,000;
.,

50-S1

(1.800:

19G
17.

is

reversing: its downward trend.
Ellington is boosting "This Is
Life" to great session at the

Duke
the

Orpheum. "Arsenic and Old Lace"
is smash at Radio City.__
;~~
Estimates for' This Week
Aster (Par-Singer)

)— "Women

Bondage"

25-35)—
(Mono)
and

(900;

"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) i4th wk).- "Twilight Prairie" (U). Good $2,800
in six days. Last week, "Werewolf"
Steady $15,500. Last week, sock $18,(Col) and "Allergic Love" (U), split
700, way above estimate.
"7 Doors to Death" (PRC) and
Egyptian (F-WC) (1,535; 50-$D— with
"Stranger in Night" (Rep), okay $2,"Since Went Away" (UA). Solid
500 in eight days.
$18,500. Last week, "Kismet" (M-G)
(3d ,wk). nice $6,800.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 85-$1.10)
"Wilson" <20th) (2d wk). Sock $8,600. Last week, boffo $8,300.
Hawaii (G&S) (1;100; 50-$D— "In(U) and
visible Man's Revenge"
"Dead Man's Eyes" <U) (5th wk-6
davs). Light $1,800. Last week, okay

Century
P-S) (1.600; 44-60)—
Marriage Is Private" (M-G) (2d
wk). Here after big first Radio City
week. Slow $5,000. Last week; "Rainbow Island" (Par) (2d wk), $5,200.
Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 40)— "Crime
by Night" WB ). Mild $2,300. Last
week, "Maisie to Reno" (M-G), good

$2,200.

$3,700.

-

50-$l)—
"Arsenic" (WB) (4th wk). Sweet
$10,000: Last week, hearty $13,400.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2.200;
B0-$1 ) "Since" (UA ). Great $38,000.
Last week. •Kismet" (M-G) <3d wk),
good $17,200.
Orpheum (D'town) (2.200; 55-98)—
"Black Magic" (Mono) with Freddy
Martin orch on stage. Fancy $24,500.
Last week, "Shadows Suspicion"
'Mono) with Chuy Reyes orch-Miguelito Valdez on stage, neat $22,000.
rantages (Pan) (2.812; 50-$l)—
"Merry Monahans" (U) and "Pearl
of Death" (U). Medium $16,000. Last
wpek. "Impatient Years" (Col ) and
"Shadows Night" (Col) (2d wk),
tlow $13,500.

Hollywood (WB)

(2,756;

—

'

'

Paramount (F&M) (-3;389; 50-$D—
"Love a Soldier" (Par) and -"Aid-

Okay
rich's Little Secret" (Par).
Way"
$22,500. Last week, "Going
(Par) (8th wk), finished record run
fit great $16,400, better than $207,700
tor stay.

My

Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

(

(

(P-S) (1.100; 44-60)— "Till
Meet Again" (Par) (2d wk). Moveover, mild $4,000. Last week, "Abroad
Two Yanks" (UA) (2d wk), fair

Lyric

$5,000.

Orpheum (P-S) (2,800; 44-70)—
"This Is Life" (U), plus Duke Ellington orch on stage.
Great $22,000.
Last week. "Till Meet Again" (Par),
good $8,500.
Radio City
-

P-S) (4.000; 44-60)—
Arsenic Old. Lace" (WB). Smash
$19,000. Last week, "Marriage Is Private" (M-G), good $13,000.

(RKO)

(2.890; 50-

Monahans"

and

Hillstreel

80) "Merry
"Pearl Death"

(U)
Nice $17.0(10
Last week, "Impatient Years" (Col)
and "Shadows in Night" (Col) (2d
wk). $14,500.
(50-$l)— "Since"
Ritas
(F-WC)
(UA). Big $14,500. Last week. "Kismet" (M-G) (3d wk), okay $5,200.
:

(

K

State (Loew's-WC) (2,204;

50-$D—

BR "Barbary

W

Coast Gent" (M-G) and
"Maisie Reno" (M-G). Hefty $29,000.
Last week. "Abroad Two Yanks"
(UA) and "Enemy Women" (Mono),
brisk $26,400.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2.100;

50-$l>— "Abroad Two Yanks" (UA)
and "Enemy Women" (Mono): Sad
$4,000. Last week: "Seventh Cross"
(M-G) and "Singing Sheriff".. (U),
powerful $10,000.

Uptown

(F-WC)

50-$D—
(M-G) and

(1.715:

"Barbary Coast Genj."
"Maisie Reno" (M-G). Solid $10,500.
Last week. "Abroad Two Yanks"
(UA) and "Enemy Women" (Mono),
average $7,300.
Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296: 50r$l)—
"Abroad Two Yanks" (UA) and
"Enemy Women" (Mono). Very low
$4,500. Last week, "Seventh Cross"
<M-G) and "Singing Sheriff" (U) (2d
wk), very hefty $7,700.
Willern

(WB)

50-$D— "Ar-

(2.500;

senic Old Lace" (UA) (4th wk). Fine
$8,500. Last week, way over hopes,
fine $11,500.

Connors-Home
Tom
•

.

Connors,

&

2

.

'CLIMAX'

Back

charge of

distribution for 20th, returned, to
from the Coast last Monday
-.JiT. Y.
(16) following confabs with Joseph

i

LOUD

"'

$26,000

HUB

IN

Boston. Oct. 17.
is touching a great $30,000 at the Met this
week while "The Climax" remains
staunch on its second at the Memorial after big opener to make the
town look good this week.
Estimates for This Week

'

(

Majestic (Shubert) (1.500; $1.10)—
"Bernadettc" (20th). Still worthwhile at $5,500 on .24th week; last
week. $6,000. :•:

enough

at

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea)
40-75 )—
(3.500;
Rainbow Island" (Pari and "Pearl
of Death" <U). Rosy $18,000. Last

on

Metropolitan (M P) (4,367; 35-74)
---•'Arsenic Old Lace" (WB). Smash
$30,000; holds. Last week, "Rainbow

60)— "Bride by Mistake" (RKO) and
"Three Little Sisters" (Rep). Me-

Very nice

Island" (Par) and
(Rep). $24,000.

$26,000

"Atlantic

and

City"

Orpheum (Loew) (2.900: 35-75)—
Went Away" (UA). Excellent

"Since

$24,000 third session. Last week, hot

Paramount (M P)
"Wing and Prayer"

(1,700;

40-74)—

(20th) and. "Big
(20th i.
From Met; strong
Last week. "Janie" (WB)
"Last Ride" iWB). $15,500..

Noise"

$16,000.

(Loew (3.200: 35-75)— "Hairy
Ape" (UA) and "Meet. Bobby Socks"
Slate

I

(Col).

stage,

wham

Rialto (Fourth

dium

$11,000.

week, "Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G)
and "Two-Man Submarine" (Col)
around sturdy $15,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000: 40-70)
"Since

$20,000,

Avenue)

•

:

>
•

same,

Offish

$11,000.

Last

week

J.

j

DORSEY UPS TAKE

IT'

SOCKO $26,000, CLEVE.

Denharruto

Cleveland, Oct.

.

'

—

'.'

i

i

(

Best
houses

biz

for'

straight

film

Kitty" (Col), aood $3,000 on m.o.

ster" (Col). $3,700.

Moveover.

'";••

'.

key

rectors

is

it was not released for publication until last week, when it was

dend,

announced that a quarterly payment

63%c per share had been declared
$2.75 convertible preferred
stock of the company.
It is payable on Nov. 15 to holders
of record as of Nov. 1. \"Z

of

on the

:

Hipp

(Warners)

(3.700;

Astaire
Continued from page

44-65)—

"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB). Smash
week,
$20,000.
Last
"Casanova

I

•

Brown" (RKO),

'

stout $16,000.

Lake (Warners)

(800;

65-$1.10)—

"Wilson" (20th) (2d wk). Picking up
to $3,600 for h.o.. after- three weeks
at Palace. Only $3,200 last stanza.
.

Ohio (Loew's) (1.200; 44-65)—
"Song Open Road" (UA)., Slightly
better than average $6,000:
Last
week, "Seventh Cross" (M-G), fourth
downtown week, fine $4,800.
Palace
(RKO) (3.700; 55-95)—
"Take It, Leave It" (20th) plus
Jimmy Dorsey orch on stage. Dorsey
socking this to great $26,000. Last
week, "Touhy, Gangster" (20th) with
Woody Herman orch on stage, solid
-

$21,000.

(

'

(Col).

COL'S 64c DIVVY
While the Columbia board of dimet on Oct. 5 to Vote a divi-

17

being done by "Arsenic
and Old Lace" at Hipp. "Take It or
Leave It" is being boosted by Jimmy
Dorsey's band to rousing week at the
Palace. "Since You Went Away" is
giving State another sock week in
second stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3.000; 44-65)— "Ca
sanova Brown" (RKO K Big $10,000
on moveover. Last week. "Wing and
Prayer" (20th), sad $4,100 on m.x>:

'

panied Connors.

)
(3d wk).
after great

2«th Century (Ind.) CS.OOO: 40-70)—
"Wilson" (20th) (2d wk). Mild $8,000.
Last week, tame $13,000.

I

44-65)—
State
(Loew's)
(3.450;
"Sinee Went Away" (UA) (2d wk).
Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck.
showing
Still
unusual
strength,
smash $23,500. Last week, socko $26,Hal Home, 20th director of ad000.
vertising and publicity, Louis ShanMy Way" (Par), after six weeks at strong $15,900 last week.
Stillman (Loew's). (2,700: 44-65).field, art department, Roger Ferri,
Denham, and "Pearl Death" (U),
Valencia (Locw's-UA) (1,840; 20- "Conquering Hero" (Par ). So-so $3.editor of Dynamo and W. .J. Hale, moveover. Good
40)— "Storm Lisbon" (UA). Aver- 500. Last week, "Waterloo Bridge"
$3,000. Last week,
advertising d e p a r t m e n t, accom- "Impatient Years" (Col) and "K.C. age $3,500. Last week,
"Soul Mon- (M-G) (reissue), fine $5,800 on moveSt.

Man Submarine"

two days
-

$17,000

Fair $8,500. Last week, "Love a Soldier" (Par) and "Last Ride" (WB)
(2d wk), strong $10,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Ghost Catchers" (U), and "Weird
Woman" (U). Cheerful $10,000. Last
week, "Carolina Blues" (Col) and
"Louisiana Hayride"
(Col),
near-

\,

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400:
40-60)— "Heavenly Days" (RKO) and
"Mile. Fifi" (RKO). Nice $3,000 in
five days. House taken over by Masonic Grand Lodge for
Last week, nice $6,500,

at

on second week.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G) and "Two-

$21,000

Last week, "Love SolMountain'

dier" (Par) and. "Dark
(Par), good $13,000.

Went Away" (UA

wham

Still

(3,400; 40-

'

,'

'

Solid $5,000 after last week's grand

$8,000.

(Tues.).

hold over.
Estimates for This
'

—

remains over second beginning today

Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 40-75)—
"Climax" (U) and "Babes on Swing
Street" <U).

'

-stout

.

National (Standard) (2,400: 50-75)
"What a Night" (Mono) and vaude
headed by Marion Hutton. Stage
lineup is main draw. Healthy $11,500.
Last week, "Strangers in Night"
(Rep) and "Stars and Spars" unit

.'

"Since Went Away" (UA), $15,000
second week.:
Tr'anslux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—
"Live in Fear" (Col) and "Mysteri
ous Night" (Col). Opens today. Last
Week
week. "'Seven Doors Death" (PRC)
Aladdin (Fox)
35-74)— and "Black Magic" (Mono), 9 days,
(1,400;
"Janie'' <.WB) and "Crime by Night" good $7,500.
'.'.;-' *
(WB)v after week at each Denver,
Esquire.
Good $6,000. Last week,
uj |>.V \v.iQe;;t
(u) and -"Pearl
Death" (U), $5,000 on m.o.
'Carolina'- Vaude Nice
Broadway irox) U.U40; 35-74)—
"Dragon Seed" (M-G). Moveover.
$15,000, Balto Standou
Okay $4,500.. Last week, "Bride by
Mistake" (RKO) and "Maltese FalBaltimore, Oct. 17
con" (RKO), sad $3,500 on m.o.
Good theatre weather is helpinj
Denham iCockrill) (1,750; 35-70) downtown list despite almost solic
•'
Love a Soldier" (Par). Fine $12,- h.o.
500, and holds.
Last week. "ConEsv: mates for This Week
quering Hero" (Par) (2d wk), good
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20
$7,500.
60)— "Since Went Away" (UA). (3d
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "Ar- wk). Fancy $14,000 after swell $17,
senic Old Lace" (WB) and "Last 400 last week.
Ride" (WB), day-date with Esquire.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240:
Boff $16,000.
Last week, "Janie" 20-74)— "Carolina Blues" (Col) plus
(WB) and "Crime by Night" (WB). vatide headed by Ed East and Polly,
also Esquire, good $13,000.
and Modernaires. Nice $15,000. Lasi;
Esquire
Fox) (742; 35-74)—"Ar- week, "K. C. Kitty" (Col) and "Gay
senic Old Lace"
WB) and "Last Nineties"- stage revue, big $16,200.
Ride" WB), also Denver. Big $4,Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460r 20
000.
Last week. "Janie" (WB) and 60 )— "Gyps* Wildcat" (U ) (2d wk)
"Ciime by Night" (WB), good $3,000. Okay $10.00'0 after grand $13,300 last
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— week.
"Heavenly Days" (RKO) an3 "MuMayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)—"Big
sic Manhattan" (RKO). Nice $12,000.
Noise (20th). Fairish $4,000. Last
Last week. "Dragon Seed" (M-G), week. "Jungle Woman" (U). $4,700.
good $15,100.
New (Mechanic) (1,680; 20-60)—
Paramount (Fox) ("2,200; 35-74)
"Meantime Darling" (20th).
Mild
"Sweet
Lowdown"
(20th)
and $6,000. Last week, fourth of "Wil"Strangers in Night" (Rep). Trim son" at upped scale, held fairly well
$9,000.
Last week. "Meantime. Dar- at $11,600.
ling" 20th) and "Big Noise" (20th).
Stanlev
(WB) (3.280; 25-60)—
nice $8.000:
"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) (3d wk).
Rialto (Fox) (878: 30-55)— "Goinp Still going well at $12,000 after
is

-

3D

$20,000

Denver and Esquire, leads City
with '.rousing- week,' "I Love a Sol-

(3,-

20th

(20th), $3,000

1

at

dier"

Palms-State (United Detroit)

and- "Dangerous Journey" 000; 60-85)—"Mark Twain" (WB) and
)
Make Own Bed" (WB). Fair $16,on moveover,
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) 000. Last week, "Seventh Cross" (M—"Hairy Ape" (M-G) and "Bathing G) and "Maisie to Reno" (M-G) (3d
Beauty" (M-G). Thin $1,700. Last wk), great $16,000.
United Artists (United Detroit) (2.week, "Show Business" (RKO) and
000; 60-85)—"Dragon Seed" (M-G)
St. Mark" (20th), $1,600,
(2d wk).
Fine $18,000 after last
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300: 40- week's strong $23,000.
60) "American Romance"
(M-G).
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 76-$1.25)—
Had benefit of 132 city-preem, and
"Wilson" (20th) plus Stan Kenton
p.a. of Brian Donlevy. Walter Abel,
ISLAND' LUSTY $18,000,
orch. others, on stage. Tapering off
others prior to
on third frame for satisfactory $26,- Ann Richards and
opening. But result will not be star000. Last week, fine $30,000.
BUFF.; 'SINCE' BIG 1 7G,
at $12,500. Last week, "Since
Fenway (M-P)) (1,373; 40-74)— tling
Went
Away"
(UA)
(3d wk), sizzling
"Wing Prayer" (20th) and "Big
Buffalo, Oct. 17.
"Rainbow Island" and "Pearl of
Noise" 20th). Here from Met, very $13,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000; Death" at trie Buffalo look best bet
big $8,000. Last week, -Janie" (WB)
40-60)— "Arsenic" (WB) (3d wk). this stanza.
and "Last Ride" (WB). $7,000.

"Arsenic and Old Lace"

|

:•/•

)

,

"

'

Michigan (United Detroit
(4.000:
60-85)—"Marriage Is Private" (M-G)
and "Dark Mountain" (Par). Strong
$32,000.
Last week, "Between Two
Worlds" (WB) plus Jimmy Dorsey
orch on stage, great $40,000.

Night" to a nice five-day session.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
(1,400; 40-60)-^"Love Soldier" (Par)
and "Dark Mountain" (Par). Fair
$3,500. Last week, "Sweet Lowdown"
,

Spots, Paces Denver and

Denver, Oct. 17.
Arsenic and Old Lace." day-date

.-'•

(

:

:••

'

Co.

in

v. p.

Wow

'Arsenic'

Last week. "Conquer-

$13,000.

ing

M. Hutton Ups

800;

$26,500.

(U).

.

In Lville;

.

1HG,

451;

RKO
—

run.;

v

State (P-S) (2,300; 44-60)— "Kismet" (M-G) (2d wk). Poor $4,500
wow $11,000 last week.
Uptown (Par) (.1,100; 40-50)—
Love a Soldier" (Par). First nabe
showing. Good $3,000. Last week,
"Skeffington" (WB), $3,500.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 44-80)
"Stagecoach" (UA) (reissue). Fair
$2,000. Last week, "Casanova Brcfwn"
(RKO) (3d wk), okay $2,500.

-'

;

)

after

hefty $10,900. Took record $123,100
•'..."
for run.

okay

'Romance' $12,500, Best

Hero" (Par) and "Last Ride"
(WB), dull $7,000 on moveover.
Downtown (Howard Hughes) (2.60-85)—"Storm Over Lisbon"
400,
(Rep)
with Rubinoff and Maurice
.Loew's (Loew's) (2.450; 32-55)—
Five Days Rocco on
'Night'
stage.
Nice $21,000. Last
"American Romance" (M-G). Buildweek, "Leave to Irish" Mono) with
Louisville, Oct. 17. «
ing after slow start, with $11,500 in
sight. Last week, "Summer Storm"
All downtown houses are doing Shep Fields orch "on stage, near
UA and "Whistler" (Col),, fair risk trade, but none outstanding. $21,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000; 60-85)
$10,800./
Lvrie •''(Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 32-55) Preem of "American Romance" at —"Merry Monahans" (U" and "San
—"Werewolf" (Col) and "Soul Mon- Loew's State was hypoed by p.a. of Diego, Love You" (U). Average $30.Average $6,500 first- Hollywood stars. This was one of 135 000. Last week, "Impatient Years"
ster" (Col).
(Col) and "Mysterious Night" (Col),
run. Last week. "Ghost Catchers"
(U) and "Twilight Prairie" (U), not preems of film, and received plenty fell off to fair $27,000.
"'%
Mailaon < United Detroit)
v of ballyhoo. But results are not quite
so Rot $5,000.
1.800;
60-85)— 'Angels Sing" (Par) and "St.
up to expectations.
Mark" (20th). Back in loop, bright
Bride by Mistake," at the Rialto, $6,200.
Last week, "Private Haris fair. Marion Huttqn heading vaude
grove" (M-G) and "Imposter" (U).
at the National is boosting "What a okay $5,000.

(1,-

50-$l)— "Love a Soldier" (Par
Good $14,500. Last week, "Going My
Wav" (Far) (8th wk), (inaled at

Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
60-85)— "Seventh Cross" (M-

(2,800

35-65)—

(1,200;

"Swing Fever" (M-G) and vaude.
Slow $4,600 in fo(u>day run. Last

-

—

(Indie)

.

With the hist stage show in months
and better pictures on deck, boxoffice

<

Downtown (WB)

Keith's

i

Minneapolis, Oct.

.

(3d wk), $11,000.

G) and "Maisie to Reno" (M-G) (4th
wk). Moved over from Palms-State,

week. "Friendly Neighbors" (Rep)
and Renfro Valley Barn Dance, $5,-

To

—

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ....,..:.., $2,823,*»0
(Based on 24 cities, 186 theatres)

$11,000.

same

theatres.

Star, appears hefty 88.500.
Estimates for This Week

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 32-55)
—"Marine Raiders" (RKO) and "GilThin
(RKO).
derslceve's Ghost"
Last week, "Wing and
$10,500.
(20th).
Prayer" (20th) and "Take It"
v

.

.

Ellington Lifts 'Life'

strong in fourth stanza in three
"Wilson," moved to Four

is

.

.

will get. top .figure.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700: 60-85)
"Impatient Years" (Col) (2d wkl.and
"Follow Leader" (Mono).
Former
moved in after week at Fox. nice
$10,000. Last week, "Wilson" (20th)

.

,

tepid $10,500 at 32-55c.

Estimated Total Gross.
This Week
$666,500
(Based on 16 theatres)
Total Crass Same Week
Last Year, .. .
..
... .1557,500
(Based on 13 theatres)

"Dark Mountain,"

Estimated Total Gross
... $2,538,400
This Week ...
(Based on 21 cities, 170 theatres, chiefly first runs, i ncluding

"Hooray tor Girls" on stage. Slim
$15,000. Last week, "Merry Monahans" (U) and "Storm Lisbon" (U),

Broadway Grosses

Lush

32G; lonahans'-'San Diego Love' 30G

'>'••

'/[

-.,

Off But 'Marriage'

Srill

17.

Biz continues sluggish here. "An
American Romance," at Loew's, is in
lead for straight Aimers by small
margin, and not big for bally given

33G, 'Soldier 37G, Both 2

lonahans

ll'/fcG,

Indpls.; 'Raiders' 10 '/2 G

Giant at $71,000,

over.

Astaire said he had been
to run.
asked to be a film producer. "I'm
hot sure what I want to do," he said,
but his two years of pix commitments
.

came

first.

Astaire spent six weeks in England,
Ho
France, Belgium and Holland.
was the first American entertainer to
play for GI's in the last two countries, and at one point danced within
six miles of Aachen. Paris, he says,
has changed with the war; it won't
be able to return to normalcy for a
long time, Astaire did 90 shows for
the troops. It was "a rugged type of
show husiness," he said.. He did hos'pital work, building new dance routines for narrow space in wards.
He had to dance once in army combat boots, because it rained and was
slippery. The boys like that, he said;
"they like to see you in trouble."
Astaire represented the U, S, in. the
first show staged by Free French at
ihe

Ojympia

theatre, Paris;

Vi

PICTURE GROSSES

October 18, 1914

o<lnis(lay,

Big

Lena Horne-laisie Smash 65G,

Sinatra/Hearts Tuneful 90G at N. Y.

Palomar (Sterling) (1.350: .30-$!)—
"Storm Lisbon": Rep
plus stage

Chi;

(

.

),

show.
Big $10,000.
Last week,.
Strangers flight" (Rep) aim "Block
Busters" (Mono) plus stage, good

To Have

Par; Tarkington' 13CG,

•

$9,100.

15

Last week, grand $15,-

$12,500.

800.

45G,

Paramount (H-Ei 3.039: 45-801—
"Conquering Hero" (Par) and "Big
'i

+

Oct.
" 'Chicago -theatreChicago,
headed for

17.

.

Noise-' (20th).
"Mild $IOfKKK
Last
topping "Girl in Case" (Col) (2dwk). Grand wk., "Love a Soldier" (Pari, $11,200.
boffo week with Lena
$10,000 after terrif $13,500 initialer,.
Roosevelt: (Sterling
(800: 45^80)—
stage layout, pushing "MaLsie Goes
Loew's (CT.) (2.800: 35-671— "Go- "Janie" (WBi tSlh wki. and "Take
total.
near-record
to
Reno'
to
Still, If, Leave" It"
ing.
Way.'-' (Pan (6th. wk).
(20thi,
Good $5,000,
United Artists looks to a terrific week
clicking big at $11,000 after great Last week. Maine'' (WB) (4th wit),
with 'strongly exploited "Marriage'
$12,500 last week.
nice $5,300. '/'.:'.' .-•':.,
Oriental apIs a Private Affair "
30-52)—
Princess
(CT)
(2.300;
Winter Garden (SteiOjitg-t (800: 25pears solid with "Atlantic City'' and
"Jungle Woman" <U) -and "Moon- 50
"Dr. Wassell"
Pari
and "Lady
Banes
yaude. ••Gypsy Wildcat" and
light nr. Cactus"' iUi.
Average $6.» Let's Dance". (Mono)- i3tf.ru.ii.). Fair
"on Swing Street" combo is big at

a

is

laura'-Stager 106G, lonahans' 26G

Home

.-

>

.

My

Heidt orch: (3d wki. Very steady,
this week appearing big $65,000. near
$67,300 struck on second. Holds' *

Several new Shows .struck -Broadin time for Columbus Day last
Thursday (.12:), including the. or.e at

.

way

,

'.

Paramount. whc.re the .stage ap.-'
pearance of Frank Sinatra has. caused
bedlam, for a week now. The. bobby-;
000.
Last week. 'Take It. Leave It" $4,000. Last week, "Make Own Bed" socks turned out in force for The
(20(h) and. "U-Boat Prisoner" (Col),
WBi and "Si. Mark". (20th > (3d Voice on tl.te. holiday which gener.57.000.
ally was one of the. best, if not the
run ), $4,100.
Strand (United Amusements) (715;
best, the N. Y. film emporiums have'

fourth.

the'

.'

'

-,

'-";'

;-.

.

.

.

(

W

—

week; "Last Ride"

Duke

.Ellington orch
great $2ii.ooo.

wi<

i.

Garibk i.B&K)
."Summer Storm"

Last week. "Mr. Winkle"
(Col) and- "Secret Command" (Co)

I

..

wki,

(3d

Storm"

(

UA

>,;

same coin

(

)

"Moonlight Cactus"

.

mainly

000.

on

:

show.

stage

Last

-

.

i

1

<

i

(

)

'

i

i

-":•• •>

.

Woods

(Essaoess)

55-95)—

(1.200;

."Casanova Brown" (RKO) (3d wk).
Last week, good
Pleasing $19,000.

Omaha,

.

Pittsburgh, Oct.

to

'•.-•'.'

an impressive

gross at' Stanley. "Irish Eyes Are
Smiling." at Fulton,, and "Gypsy
Wildcat." at Harris, both are strong.
Estimates for This Week

40-65)—
(1,700;
(Shea)
Fulton
"dish Eves Smiling'' (20th). Fancy
Last week, "Big
$13,500 or more.
Noise" (20th). unexpectedly stout at
'

$7,000.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-65)—
"Gypsy Wildcat" (U). Rousing $12,000 or belter. Last week. "Impatient
Years" (Col) (2d wk), $9,000:

Brandeis

"Music

in

(

'-•:

•

RKO)

:

and "Falcon Mex-

)

(RKO),
Paramount

release.

big $7,500.
(Tristales) (3.000; 16(U). Okay $9.week. "Rainbow Island"

ico"

•

Last
(Par). $8,000.

:''.''''

'

'".;-:

I

ditto..

$7,500.

Took the olace

(M-G).

Last week: "Conquering
(Par) (2d run). $4,000. no

'Omaha (Tristales) (2.000; 16-60)— Hero"
"Rainbow Island" (Par').. Moveover. dice.
from Paramount for second week,
plus "The Impostor" (U). Trim $7.500. Last week. "7th Cross" (M-G)

"Marriage"

of

::.'-'.

:
-

in Prov.

•

..

;

Providence. O'ci. ,17.
"Arsenic and Old Lace"' at /the
Majestic /is solid this week, and
"Since You Went Away" is still good

i

Pic in Mild St. Louis
Louis. Oft. 17,

St.

A split-week policy because ot
three-day stand of "Tars and Spars"
puts
unit on stage with! 'Mile. Fu:
Missouri on top this week for 10-day
'

'Seed' Fat 17G, Seattle;

"Rainbow Island"

run.

'Storm'-Vaude Big 10G

•'-"",-'•''
..

wich Village" make
seven days of run.
f.oew's

'Green-

.arid

for final

tip bill

week

in third

)

Command

(Co!

'

Good

),

at Ixiew's State.

,

:•'

$15,500.

Orphcum' (Loew (2.000: 33.-55 )-—
Last
"Since" lUAi. Neat $7.00(1.
week, "Werewolf" (Col) and "Song

:

-

i

.

.

.

•

o!

:

-

Monster' (Col

S5.500.

)

Ambassador F&M
— "Arsenic
Old Lace"

i

i

i

.

,'

(2.000; 40-65

modest

(

$9,300/

Trim

i

wld.

(2d.

$ 1 S.fjOO: a Iter big Si U.OOO In first
.';''.-.

stanza.--,,-''":''

Fox (F&M)

'-...

-•

.

':"•..

.•',••:-";-.

-

-15.000: 50-60 r-r"S..veet

i

Last
(20th

1

i

i

'

$12G, Mont'l

(CT)

.

"Dangerous

Journey".

la.Vs (Fa-v) (2,000; 44-55i— "Oir-at

Nice

and

(Rep),

.-'-•-''.

week.

Last

$7,500.

Nevada"
$8,000;

vadde.'

'

.'•",,;•.

;

''Song
trim

'-';'.-:

:

.

44-55 1—
(Fay
(2.200:
Majestic
"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB). Terrific
Last week. "Wibon" ;2f)th )v
$16,000.
at

i

unoed

modest

$18,000.
iSnidep) ,(3.200;.

scale,

Metropolitan

70 i— -"When

Strangers

v

..'.•

i

,-

.

'

(

'

.

.

,'••''

.v.

:.

.

i

i

(

,-..-•.•

>

•

—

'

.

.

i

i

i

I

'

'

•

5.0-

M a ivf y"

'

35-62')—

i.
$12,500.
Caiiitol - (CT)
35-62 ^2.700:
"Viltage"'- fltilWr: and

than $9,000;

Mysterious Night" (Col) opens" Fri-

day

:.;::':.'>;•

(20).

"

.

.';

Rivoli (UA-Pari (2,092; 76-$l.50i—'
"Frenchman's^ Creek" (Par) (511?
wk). Continues sock, with fourth
chapter through last night (Tues.)
hitting $53,000.

same

as tor third:

'Roxy (20th ) (5.886; 60-S1.20) -"Laura" (20th) and. in person. Haze!
.

Scott, Jackie Miles, others, on stage
(2d wk). -Terrific biz-getter, this
show, with teeoff seven davs throiigli
last nighl (Tues.) going to $100,000.

Final (2d)

week "Greehwich Village"

Henry Armetta and Harriet Hoctor.
Doing well though not big at $27,000
or over. Last week, "Conquering
Hero" (Par), plus Willie Howard
and Phil Brito. $25,000. oke. >..-.

(WBi

Strand

60-$1.20)-

(2.756;

"Arsenic Old Lace" (WBi and CharBarnet orch (7th-Hnat. wk r.' Still
strong at $38,000 or thereabouts. Last
weeky excellent $46,500. "Conspiialie.

i

'

1

.

"A'i'-eii'iti'

Ok! Lace"

<

WB)

(3d

wk)

ii.cj. -:

i2oth

<,

$4,500.

.

.

•'

'••'•;

last

i

(Pari.-onlv.

fair. $8,000.

night (Tues.

>,

whila

second was good $15,000.

STAUNCH

'ARSENIC'

LEADER

$16,000, K. C.
Kansas

City. Oct. 17.
Firstruiis here generally are up,
this v/eek.
"Arsenic and Old Lacv.

—

'

:

.

.

stage.

<

'

-

seven davs slow

Darling"

1

Torrid
(M-G>.
week; "Step Lively"
'

..

"Meaiitime

Mike" (PRC) and Vaude on

-

i

Week

(2.700;

at less

$7.000..
initial

Riallo (Mayer) (594: 40-85 i— "Dead
Man's Eyes" (U) (2d-[inal'. wkt.
Dropping to under $6,000: first week'
was belter than $9:001), good. "On*

run), good: $4,000 at 44-

'

'

'RKO

"Grcciiwicli'

from

•

'

Cross."

Last

this

)

Montreal. Oct. 17.
holdovers dominate city
"Seventh Cross" is top

.

Woll"

Pal.

Only about
main over:

i.

much in switch from one
Majesti.e.
So-so $7,000:

'2d

.;'

$12,000.

run

'

i

Palace
"Seventh

(2d

'

at

week,
and

-'

.(20llu:

55-

(1.400;

and "Iteavenly
(Mono and: Ads Leonard Oi'ch'-" witji
20th
Liberty .(.I&vI-.Ii .(1.650; 45-8()i - Lowdown"
RKO Ss)-So -",15.000. Last FJIa Mae Moise. olh»i,v, flu stage.
"Impatient -Years'' (Col ) and "U- Davx
and, Four-dav weekend run. sMappv $9.(Pai
Boat Prisoner" (Col).. Smart $11,000- -wtck- "Rambov Island
"Walcrfrotit"
Last:
w,eek,
Last week. "Summer Stomn'" (UA| "Dark 'Mountain" 'Pur'. $14,000. be- 000.
..-•:.. (Monoi and Henry. Ariiietla.. Skid-"
aiirl. "She's Soldier"
Col ), nice $12,- iow hope,-.
.'1.500:
50-60 ).— ernatres and George Paxlon. brch oh
F.&M.i
Missouri
500 in 10 days..
Music Box (H-E.) '850; 45-80)- "MHe. Fili". (RKO' and 'Tars arid st'a?.r- good $7.i>00 in three-day week:
-and ender.:Tin ee day
revoc,
'•Love a. Soldier" (Pari. From Par- •Suaiv"
State
Loew ) (3/200: 44-.60
Fine $0,500. Last week. "Ra.inbd''.' Island".) Par ini'l "Greehamount.
Si til Lively"
RKO) and. "Danger- .wicil Village" i20tln' 7 days, fancy. "Since Went Awav" fUA' '3d wki.
L -i week. Solid $1 5.000 a f tor Svow- $22.000' last
ous Journey" 20th). (2d win, mild $18,000 to lead town
-'-',':••
"
..-.'-'.;••
;.'
and
week.
"Love a Solejiei
(Par
"Impa$4,900
SUand (Silverman V (2.000: 44-55
.Music Hall ifl-Ei .(2.200: 80-$!.15l tient Years" CoD. lair $8,000.
FAM i (4.000; 40-50 )— t- "Conouering Hero" 'Pari m-fl
St. I.ouis
Bernadette" i20th i2d wki. Good
Ononed.
"AWrich's Secret" (Pan:
$12,500. l'olkiwing great $19,000 last "Brother Rat" (.WB and "Polo 'Joe''
•-."'';'
(WBi. Mi If $4,000. Last week. "Last Mondav GO)'.
week
T.a>t Wei'k. "Clre.i'
Rid'-"
WBj: and "Dangerous Jour- Moment"' (Pail .and "Take It- Big"
OrplieiMn/.i-H-Ei
(2.600: 45-80
1

.

Last week, big $3,000.

1— "Wilson" (20th
Upped scale will keep

.'

50-60

3.000:

(WB)

i

iiewcojner.
•Estimates for This

—"My

i

(Fay-Loew.i

Carllon

1.10

Away" (UA)

Last week: "Since Went
(3d wki nice S12.000;

•

'

)
(1.064; 50-$1.10>
(RKO) (2d wk).
mild, but wilt re-

•''-.Republic. ("Brandt

•

week

Week;

(3.172:
35-55 1—
(Loew
Ghost" 'M-Gi and "Se-

Cknle'rvill'e

crel

"

Strong

spite lack of turnover, -smash $131),000 seen oil the first .week. Fourth,
for "Casanova Brown" (RKO), excellent $90,000.

Estimates for This Week
tors" (WB), Les Brown orcti, and
44-60i— Sue Ryan open Friday (20).
Albee
(RKO)
2.100;
"Bride by Mistake", (RKO), Opened
Victoria (Maurer) (720: 76-$1.5fl'—
Tuesday (17). Last week, "Gypsy "Wilson"
(moveover
(20th
(4th
Wildcat'.' CUI arid "What: a Night"
wk). Doing well at. $13,001) on third
(RKO). fairly good $14,000,
week, ended

getting too

.

Estimate's for This

•

.

'Cross' Big

Indemnity" (Par). Andrews Sisters,
Ay res'.orch,: good $49,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945: 60-31. 10)— "Mrs. Parkington" (M-Gi and stageshow. De-

Mitchell

(

$1.10. big $6,000.

Last week. "Seed.": neat $2,500. V,
bright at the Palomar.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-65)—
Estimates for This Week ','-:
"Impatient Years" (Col). Moveover,
Blue Mouse ( Hamrick-Eve'rgreen
Last week. "Ghost ('800; 45-801— "Youth
$3,000.
Solid
Runs Wild"
Catchers" <U) and "U-Boat Pris- (RKO) and "Great Moment" (Par)
$3,100.
oner" (Col),
(2d Wki, Slow $4,500 in eight days.
40-85
Stanley, (WB)
(3.800;
Last week, ''Going My Way" (Par),
Gang": (Par) and Sammy oke $5,100 for 13th week downtown.
"i'litler
Kave ,: orch. Smash $29,000. Last
45-80 1—
Fifth- Avenue
(2.349:
week. .'"Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G). "Dragon Seed", M-G I. Strong $17'.plus Lena Home heading stage showy 000.
Last week. "Great Moment"
great $31,000.
V
(Par) and "Song Open Road" (UA).

this .week.

:

,

Ghost' $15,500, Best

and "She's Soldier" (Col). $7,200.
35-50 1—
Stale (Goldberg)
(865:
and "Pack Up
"Dead End" (FC
Troubles" (FC>, Nice $4,000. Last
week. "Bernadelte" C20th) at 75-

Rlli (WBi (800; 40-65)— "Dragon
Seattle, Oct. 17.
-Seed" (M-Gl. Second week here
"Dragon Seed" is standout curafter two at Warner and one at Perm, rently at
"Storm.
Avenue.
Fifth
Not more than $1,800 on wind-up. Over Lisbon'' plus vaudeville, also is

ley: fine $5,500.

t.

(

,

(20t.li),
Veloz and Yolanda, Seiior
Wences, others. $62,500. good enough.
State
43-85)—
(Loew's)
(3.450;
"Dragon Seed" (M-C) (2d run),

1 errit

'

'

film in history of house to
stav three weeks. Great $17,000. Last

'—"Arsenic Old Lace" WB). Second session hew after two weeks at Stan-

Arsenic

'

Second

Warner (WB)

-•"
Estimates for This Week
Astor (Low's) (1.140: 60-S1.20)"Kismet (M-G) (9th wki. Holding

''.-

••:

44-70)—
Shube'rt (RKO)
(2.100;
"Naughty Marietta* (M-G (reissue).
Rushed in oh one-day notice, big

60)— "Follow Boys"
000.

and

;

.

(RKO) and

Manhattan"-

(RKO

(RKO)

Manhattan"

:

,

:

"

16-60.)—

(1.500:

-:

:.•

"Great Moment" (Par). $5,500,
amazingly well. eighth- week
Palace
(RKO) (2.600; 44-70)— up
through Sunday- night (15) having
"Merry Monahans" (Ul.
Big $15.been $26;5Q0; previous stanza. $27. 100,
000 in nine days. Last week, "MarCapitol (Loew's) (4.820; 60-$l .20 )—
riage Is Private" (M-G), wham $12,"Seventh Cross" (M-G) and Horace
000 for four and one-halt days,
when pulled by Ohio 'Censor Board,
claiming it had not authorised pic's

-.. ;

"Shadows in the Night" (Col). Solid
$6,000 in six days. Last week. "Bride

Penn (Loew'.s-UA) (3,300; 40-65)—
"Since Wont Away" XUA) (3d wk).
week, socko $23,000.

"Music

'"-

-•

:•••

.'

:

1

I

se'sh:

)

•:

•;

.

(United
Coast

"Since" ,<UAi. -•-.Fourth downtown
Excellent $7,500. Last week.

Estimate's for This Week
(Tristales
(3.000: 16-60)

'.

Mistake"

17.

Biz big all over this week, with
Sammy
perfect "weather helping.
Kaye and "The Hitler Gang" are

smashing through

Oct. 17.

"Till We Meet Again" and "Follow
Boys" are best bets here this week.

200.

'Wildcat' Hot 12G,

'

'.•-,'.'-:'.:..--

frame ended last night (Tues.'i. saine
1.500; 4'4- 70.i—
','
'•
as third.
{
Gent"
(M-G).
An bpeningfoday (Wed.) is "Sweet
Wholesome $5,500. Last week, "Bride and
Lowdown" at the Globe. On. Friby Mistake" (RKO) (2d run), ditto.
day" (20). "Heavenly. Days" arrives
44-70)— at the Palace;
I.yric
(RKO)
(1.400;
Keith's

"Barbary.

—"Till Meet Again" (Par) and "Song
Open Road" (UA);, So-so $9,500.
Last week. "Sweet Lowdown" (20lh)
and "Jungle Woman" (U). slim' $8.-.

Xang'-Kaye Rousing 29G

..•"

,

Ornheum

Irish Eyes' Loud 13iG,

:

"

•

OMAHA; 'BOYS' OKAY 9G

$21,500.

Pitt.;

"

'MEET AGAIN' $9,500,

'•

•';'•'-.

,

i

.'.

$26,000.

.

,

.

.

United Artists' (B&K) (1.700: 5595l--"Marriage Is Private" (M-G).
Large $24.000.. Last. week. "2 Girls
Sailor" (M-G) (4th wk). S16.0OO..

-

:

•

'.

:

i

;

.

—

!

)

(

'

.

.

—

:.

)

i

On' to about $14,000. onlv fair,
first w:cek was tolerable $20,('Heaven ly Days"
RKO atives Fiidav
20
Paramount (Pari 13.664: 60-$t.20)
—•"Hearts- Were Young" (Par) plus
Frank Sinatra aiid augmented Ravmond Paige orch (2d wk ). Whit»
strong at $90,000 on first week concluded lost night (Tues i. Striatal,;,
fans, staying, over for extra shows,
are holding fake down severely. Theatre and Sinatra got manv. newspaper
breaks. Last Week, fifth for. "Double'

J'

.

•

.

I

while

'.

.

1

i

000.

•:•'•.•;'.

;-.

.

.

•

goi ng. to pa ft c li a i' y big $45.best, week ever scorci!
Sixth round for "Dbugligirls."

,wk)
I

.

I

;

i

(

.

i

/,-.'--.'

,;'

-

,

.

.

:

iWB), slender $12,700."
Palace (RKO
(1.700: 60-S1.10) —
'•Music Manhattan"
RKO (2d-fmn1

;

'

:

.

second

hc-ec.'-

.

steady S10.000.
over Will land sock $10,000. Last
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 44-95) week. "Song
Open Road" iUA); av—"Atlantic City" ..(Rep) with Donna erage $;7,500i
Bclita heading stage show.
EarTe .(WB) (2.240: 30-901— "ArLast week. "My senic Old. Lace' WBi <3d wk),, line
•Solid; $30,000,
Buddy" Rep plus Tony Pastor orch $17,500. Last week, big $23,500.
and Jean'. Parker on stage, .'nice
Keith's
34-66)—
(RKO)
1,800;
,-"-$t.!,000
"Gypsy Wildcat" (U ). Average $10
55-95)— 500. Last week. "Christmas Holiday
Palme (RKO)
(2.500;
"Gvpsv Wildcat" (U) and "Babes (U) (2d wki. trim $11,000.
Swing Street''. Ur„ Big $23,000. Last
Mclrouolila n WB
1 ,800: 30-55
week. .'Heavenly Days'' (RKO) and "Conquering Hero" (Par). Only lair
"Sins-trig? Sheriff" (U), 6 days, and $5,000 on moveover.
Last' week, "Se"Gypsy Wildcat" (U> and "Babes" cret Command" (WB!, average $6,700.
(U), I day.: mild $17,000.
Palace
44-72)—
(Loew
(2.778;
RooSevcIt (B&K) (1.500; 55-95)
'Greenwich Village" (20th), Not.s'o
Average
hot $15,000. Last week,. "Since" (UA)
'..Manic" (WB) (2d wk).
Last- week, firm $20,000.
(3d wk), good $17,000. ,-"'
$17,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 55-95)—
"Dragon" Seed" (M-G) (4th -wki.
Middling $19,000. Last -week, hefty.
(

new-

ottier

.

,

d xs
000;

Outstanding among, new arrivals is
"Mrs. Parkington" at the MusicHull.

(

Dae and

(

;Wiii.-

'••';

;.,;;';."•

'

"When
clay.,

Stoi in

"'

the entire- day held the tola! to $90,000. House has been Openthe
ing: very early and juggling
prices plenty.

-

.;.'

Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 50-51 20)
—"Have and Have Not" (WB'i (24
wk). A real winner. initial- seven

—

—some

a:t

;

:

:

and'
(J
week. "Hairy Ape" (UA), with Sarri(ill (3d week in. Loop), 6 days, and
mv Kaye orch. $23,500.
"Ac* These Parents?" (Mono.) and
Columbia (Loew) (.1.234; ,44-72)—
Strangers Marry" (Mono), 1 "Since Went Away"
(UA).'' Move'

Monahans""

(21.).'

comer, has the Capitoi in: velvet.
First week looks sensational. $.130,000.
despite the fact house' is limited on
Estimates -for This Week
Albee
(RKO) (3.100: 44-701— turnover' due to length of the- fea"American Romance" (M-G ). Pulled .ttire;- Exceptionally strong "is the
new one at the Hollywood. "To Have
up. by potent campaign, and personand Have Not." It Vent to $45:000
als of several personalities ltom picthe. initial seven days ended last
ture helped this:. Good $15,000 in on
night (TucsVi. second ..highest week:
eight days, but below- expectations
Roxy is another that's
at thealre;
Last week,- "Barbary- Coast Gent'
with the- leaders. Playing "Laura"
M-G i. live and ontvhalf days,' solid up
and Hazel Scott. Jackie Miles,-'others.-,
$11,000. :••'•
on stage, it. finished-. tlie first .week
44-70)—. last night (Tues.) at .terrific $106,000.
Capitol
(RKO
2,000;
"Summer Storm" (UAi:\ All right Is penciled in tor three weeks.
$9,000 "despite unfavorable notices.
"MexryvMoiiahahs." Vvtiieh opened
Last: week, ."Since
went Away" vvell last Thursday, at. the. Cr[tor.ion.
(UA); third downtown scsh. big $11,- is pacing for a good $26,000 oh t!ie
;;
:.-:,'.
ooo.
,
first week and holds. For the Colum(—
Family (RKO)
1.000: I 30-40
bus Day tceoff the second-rim State
"Tarzan, Greer. Goddess" (Popr.and bLOughi in .."Dragon Seed," -.'with:
"Trail Gunsight'!- (U)
split
with Henry Armetla and Harriet Hocfor
"Shadows Suspicion"- iMonoi and in person. Though not exceptional
"Old California" :'Repl.
Steady because of recent long run of picture
$2,300.
Ditto last .stanza for "Last at HalK plus lack -of turnover, good
"
.
Horseman'' XCol
and; "Danger in. $27,000 or over is likely.
Air" iPop) divided" With ''Block
Big among holdovers are "FrenchBusters" (Mono) and "Machine Gun man's Creek" (Rivoli) and the CapMama" PRC).
itol show of "Seventh Cross" and
Latter
appears
Heidi's
band.
Horace
"'Grand (RKO) (1.430: ,44-70)—
"Arsenic Old. Lace" (WB). Second $65,000 this week, (3d ), close to the
round of moveo.ver.
Great $9,000 $67,300: garnered on the preceding
after
last
week's teirilic $12,000. lap, while '.'Creek" brought the Riv
an extremely good $53,000 on fourth
:'-'
May hold..
. -•,-':-",

—

Last -.week.

200.

day"

"Summer

nei^

••-.

.

Meu v

as

the smaller. Palace.. Both rated

Washington. Oct 17
"Summer Storm.", with vaude, at
Capitol. will.dQ top coin this week:
Estimates for This Week

Parents'.'"

"Strangers-

the house of Sinatra fans wlm are
the staying through two and liioi-e shows

at

.

'

17.

Albee. unveiled via a nugiiiv campaign,- looks to do -splid: session .but

(1:150; 55-95)— "Are
(Loewi
Capitol
(3.434;
44-72.1
.(Monol and "When
(UA) with vaude
Marry" (Mono). Small$6.r •"Summer Stoi
headed by Sheila Barrett. Good $24."Christmas Holi-

(RKO)

Grant!

These

days.; and "Summer
2 davs, slow $7,000.

5

Cjncnijiab,' Oct

.

"An American Romance"

Tops D.C.

$24,000,

Pleasant

(UA).'

$10.000.,
.

'Storm'-Vauder

—

)

i

.

(2d,

55-95)

"".

(

•today alter, three

;"•'

;.'--:'

:

-'

'

.

Wham 15G

'Monahans'

(WB) and

on stage
(900;

Globe Brandt l (1.416: 60-$1.20i—
"Sweet Lowdown" (20th opens liera
Weeks with "Barbary Coast Genf (M-G), finale bePar has "Our Hearts Are Voung ing okay $13,000: second "over $16,000.
and Gay" and Raymond. Paige band,
Gotham (Brandt) (.900: 60-$(,2oV—
augmented for this date, along with "Dangerous Joiirney" (20tli (3d-lioal
eroohswooh.er. While initial seven wk). Suitable $7,000. on bl.owolT., as
days' take through last night (Tues;) against second week's. $8:800.
Sunvis very substantial, inability t/i clear
mer Storm" (UA) opens Saturdav
{.'.',

one.

For Big Cincy Preem;

i.

Last

.

:

1

stout $42,000.;
Dowlituyvn (Barge)' j (1.885; 44-95
—"Three of Kind" (PRC) and Boyd
Ftaeburn orclv on. stage. Pert $16,500.

W

suitable $19,000, though under );opes.

ever experienced. Ordinarily this
holiday is not a particularly strouy

'Romance' Nice $15,000

•

wlc

1.700; 60-$1.25>

f.
On' the
Holds. In ahead;
eight. days,

to nice $26,000.

"Gypsy Wildcat" (U) on

.

.

1

)

:

way

.

';

;

(

—."Merry Monahans"

,

•'

'..

:.

,-

.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo
iB&K> (1,200; 55-95
."Are
Paren}s?"
These
"Gaslight" .(M-G
Good 35-45
(4lh wk).
(Monoi and '•'Johnny Doesn't Live
$11.1)0(1.
Last week, sock $14,000
Fair $2,800. .Last
Chicago (-B&K) (3,900; 55-95)— Here" (Mono):
'"Maisie to. Reno':' (M-G) pins Lena week. "Candlelight Algeria" (20th
Sing'.'
(Rep;),
Home .on stage. Boffo $65,000. Last aim "Sing Neighbor
'-;.;-.. .-;;;
.;;
.'week, '^Seventh Cross" (M-G i, plus $::.2oo.
Perry Cofno heading stage show 2ct

Criterion (Loew's)

(

1

'

'.Palace.'

Orpheum. is standout
Estimates for This Week

soloing at

v

.

.

Esquire,
Uptown and Fairwav
(Fox-Midwest (820. 2.043 and 700;
45-65)— "Stagecoach" 'UA (reis.st'int;
Lukewarm $8,500. Last week. "Henvonly Days" (RKOi. bright $10,501).
Midland (Loew's). 13.500: -40-60 r—
i

i

'

.

"Secret Command". (Col ,and "K. C.
Kitty" (Col).
Lusty $15,000. Last
week, "Since Went Awav" Selznick)

(

UA) (3d wki. okay $1'>.750.
Newman (Paramount ••'1.900', t.45(15)— "Janie" 'WB (2d wk ) Staunch
'

i

i

$12,000 after speedy $16,000 lasi sesh.
/Ornheum- (RKOi (1.500: 46-65i

—

-

Lace"

"Arsenic Old

Last. wvek;

$16,000..

iWBi.
Great
"Double Indem-

nity" (Pari, and "Hitler

snappy

1

$11,000.

tower

Gang" (Par),
.'

,-'

.-:

(Fox-.Ioa'eei (2.100: 39-00 •—
.

"Munimy'.v Ghost". (Ul and "Sccrel*
Yard" (Repi .with vaude..
'Nice $10,000.
Last week. "3 Little
Sisters" (Ren) and. "Allergic Love"
(U) with "Gav Nineties" re\>tuv' ro.-Scotland

•

.

bust $11,500.

.'"'..

:

,.-'..'
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THE
BIRTHDAY
PARTY

THAT
NEVER
ENDS

"THE CONSPIRATORS"
i

mm

-

•YfitK

SYDNEY GREENSTREET PETER LORRE
VICTOR FRANCEN • JOSEPH CALLEIA • CAROL THURSTON

WARNER PICTURE

UREASE No*»Directed by

ICAM NEGULESCO
MCPIII CCrn
JEAN

Screen Play by v,adi 'nir Pozner and Leo Rosten • Additional Dialogue by
.
• Jack Moffitt • From the Novel by Fredric Prohosch - Music
by Max Steiner •

»>/

Produced by

JACK CHERTQK

KEEP SELLING BONDS!

.

•

JACK 1. WARNER,

Executive Producer

Wednesday, October

1944

18,

PICTURES

VARIETY
B. P. Schulberg's Foreign

Liter a ti

Chore on

'Since'

19

RKO Bows

to N. Y. Theatre

On Hearing

After Labor Board Threat

Managers

Dubbing

Ben

B.O.M. lion's Share

salient info in

compact form. Book

numbers 673 pages.
&
"The Nightingale
House and Book-of-the-Month Club novel of N.Y. nitery
Co.
Addition of Little, Brown
jind Scribner's to Harper's, Random
as joint purchasers of reprint firm
Dunlap Is further inof Grosset
dication of importance of reprint
field in the postwar era arid determination of publishers to band together
to retain this field, to themselves,
excluding interests outside the book
world who are frying to break in.
Book-of-Month Club holdings in
reprint firm will, be larger than
four others, who will hold equal
Although disclaiming any
shares.
present intention of entering; lowpriced book club field with a subsidiary, Book-of-Month Club joined
others, it said, "to put lis in more
favorable position should we at
some future time decide to enter that

.

:

'

j

of
life,

Broadway,"
by Stanley

Tocci, just published by Edwin Hopkins, one time Broadhurst theatre
(N.Y.) manager, but latterly, a play

&

P. Schulberg, executive assistant to David O. Selznick, sailed this!
week for Europe on a Portuguese
boat from Philadelphia after being
stalled two months. He'll handle foreign dubbing details on "Since You
Went Away" and will supervise the
dubbing into Spanish of "Since" in
Madrid, so that the picture can be
shown in Spain, and later in French

broker and play doctor.
"Take Them Up Tenderly," Margaret Case Harriman's collection of
her profiles from The New Yorker

j

j

|

r

and German.
assignments,

ward, Oscar Hammerstein 2d, Cole

open

Porter, Max Gordon, Moss Hart,
Lillian Hellman, Helen Hayes, et al.

.

Schulberg has a number of other

(Knopf;' $2,75), just published, is* an
interesting galaxy of closeups on
such /personalities as Leland Hay-

among them

attending

opening of "Since" in LonSelznick-UA opus is due to

to setting

don.

•

in Britain's capital' shortly; exact date depending on availability of
a theatre.

\

McDermott

MPTOM&AO

,

1

.

:

"

/ Triple Serialization
usually rare incident

An

simultaneous

serialization

.'

in recognition, of. the
as collective, bargaining
its members. '•;, v, /'."•

over

fiva

protection

to

I

on

years of work through the seniority
'

rights.

'

.,

:

.

While the matter of minimum
wages of $115 for managers and $75
for assistants was not discussed at
length,

managerial

the

negotiating

committee sought to justify these
salary demands by citing what legit
managers are paid. The RKO group,"
answer, took the point that legit
are paid more because
jobs are not of a permanent
nature!
in

.

managers
their

'

•

!

j

i

j

!

:

agency for

;: "

1

RKO

service with
years, in addition
in

I

.

..

'

for nego5

At the Friday meeting, called after
had been notified to put in an
appearance two days before at the
N Y, State Board .of Mediation
offices,
the RKO executive group
headed by N. Peter Rathvon, presi-.
dent of the company, went on record

'

'

demands

following threat of intervention by trie N. Y. State Board of
Mediation, taken on Oct! 6 after it
had openly defied efforts" to force
recognition, RKO on Friday (13) listened to demands of the Motion Picture Theatre Operating Manager Sc.
Assistants Guild.
This is composed
of
managerial employees
in
41
Greater N. Y. and Westchester county theatres of the circuit.

RKO

>

"Blondie and Dagwood," by Helga
He's likely to remain 'abroad indef.
Lund, (Smith & Durrell), is based
on the Chic Young characters (King
Features), but otherwise an original John
Resigns
work, sans any cartoon illustrations.
Par After 18 Years
;
field."
Phyllis
(Mrs. Bennett) Cerf arid
Young both urged Miss Lurid to
John E. McDermott. ..veteran auditwrite it, when she was seeking plot ing executive' who has' been with
Click Folderoo
Click Magazine, pix monthly pub- material for her first novel, and she Paramount 18 years in charge of the
general accounting department over
lished by Triangle Publications (An- has dedicated it to both.
Charles Siegferth, political writer production-distribution operations as
nenberg) in Philadelphia, slated to
.Paper and columnist"'of the Brooklyn, N.Y., well as various theatre partnerships
fold with December issue.
His
shortage, and Triangle's desire to Citizen, is resuming his / "Sieggy's of the company, hai resigned.
build up its promising newcomer, Workshop", series .for. the .Bedford department, numbering near to 50
Seventeen, given as reasons. Start- Press. Initial pamphlet will be '"Wake auditors and accountancy experts,
ing as cheesecake product, Ciick had Up and Write''' ($1), which tends to functions directly under Fred Mohrgone socially conscious, evolving into debunk shady journalism schools and hardt, comptroller for Par.
Future plans of McDerrriott's are
one of top three pix mags. Circula- other rackets which have been milknot ready for announcement.
tion stated at 1,000,000, with Novem- ing embryonic writers for years.
ber issue having 35 pages of ads.
V Click staffer? will be absorbed by
other Annenberg publications, editor Andrew 'Hecht and m..e. Ed Falcs.
however not remaining, Helen Valentine is ed of Seventeen.

Capitulating to
tiations,

j

RKO
included

'

'

•

group, headed by Rathvon,
John Whittaker, of the
.'

board of directors; James Brennan,
manager of theatre, operatioits:. W. B. England, personnel' director, and Monroe Goldwater. of
Goldwatei- & Flynri, attorneys for
general

;,-:•'
While Rathvon still is of the opin- RKO.
At a brief session the r\KO negothat managers are executives
and should not be organized, he arid tiating- committee held yesterday
his committee, in addition to recog- (Tuesday
with Major L. E, Tho'mp.

>

i

ion

j

'

)

|

nizing the Guild, agreed to vacation
and seniority demands made by it.

This ground rapidly gained by the
calls for rtwo weeks'
vacation with pay for managers or
assistants on the job up to five years
and three weeks with pay for those

MPTOM&AG

RKO

son.
relations,

exec in charge of labor

it was agreed consideration
would be given :at a meeting tomorrow (Thursday) to date from
which retroactive pay would apply
in event
agreement is ultimately
reached on a contract.
•

-

.

the
-one

is

of

different languages inYork, .papers. Since several
weeks, Mary Berg's diary, which she
brought with' her from a four-year
stay in the Warsaw ghetto, is being

book in three

Naw

PM

serialized in

(English),

Morning

(Yiddish), and Aufbau—
Journal
Reconstruction
(German) u n der
tho title. I Lived Through Warsaw.
Besides, Contemporary Record will
"

have a large part of the book in its
October issue in English. Miss Berg
was discovered on the Gripsholm
as an exchange prisoner by Mr. S.
L. Schneiderman. It is. he who also
assisted her in editing her diary, L.
§. Fischer will publish the book
shortly.

Show

Biz Dogs

Go

War, Too

to

The part that show business has
played in the war is well-known, but
that the canine pets of many of our
Stars also are at war is revealed
in a book. "Dogs at War." by Clayton G. Going (Macmillan), Introduc-

by Lowell Thomas.
Greer Gal'sou, Mary Pickford,
Bruce Cabot. Rudy Valles and Ezio
flnza, to mention a few, have enlisted their dogs in the K-9 Corps
through Dogs for Defense. Inc.
Joan Crawford is recruiting chairtion

,

man

for the motion picture industry
of the War Dog Fund, which finances

_»J;>v» se*>d 1 n» ^f theJfriur-fQoted
'

war-

IV

show people have obtained honorary commissions or ratings for their
dogs through contributing to the
fund.
They include Kate Smith. Helen
Hayes, Bette Davis. Mary Astor. Tal,'lulah Bankltead. Ray Milland'. Martha
Raye, Conslance Bennett,' Kalhe.rine
Cornell, George Cukor, Olivia De
Havilland. Sara Haden, Frieda Iriescort, Ralph Morgan.
ald, Sally Rand;

Grace MacDonand Wil-

Sam Wood

Ham

Haines..

.

/

War" recounts the littleknown part of H e en Menken and
th« American Theatre Wing in helping launch the first war dog army
"Dogs

at

'

in U. S. history.

CIIATTKR
Quentin

Reynolds doesn't expect

to go overseas for Collier's, until after
election.
'•'-.

';..,

WB

producer

Arthur

"profiled" in current
Kyle Crichton.

Schwartz

Collier's

by

.

Groucho Marx completed another
novel of the wild west, "Homicide

On

the Range."
Miss Chace Conley, public relations director since October, 1941,
for Ziff-Davis, resigned to head own
public relations firm.
Marshal McClintock now editor for
Julian Messne.fi He will work with

Kathryn Messner, managing editor'
and business manager, and Muriel
Johnstone as asst. ed.
"Music for the Millions," an encyclopedia of musical masterpieces,,
has been brought out by David Ewen.
.

;''

via

Arco

'biogs,

Publishing ($5), giving
surveys and kindred

plots,

j

•';

14
j

|

4

0

BR0AUWAY NEW YORK

18,N,Y«

.'

v is*:

Wednesday, October

20

18,

International Pictures, Inc.
Presents

EDWARD

G.

RODINSON

JOAN BENNETT

Directed by FRITZ
-

LANG

with

RAYMOND MASSEY
and

:"

•

A NUNNALLY JOHNSON
Production

M«o»d

by RKO RADIO fKTUttS.

Inc.

1

944
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MOTION

21

PICTURE DAILY

Window.'

Two
'

'

FILM DAILY

- "First
— hand

— "Melodrama

can hope to see

;

'

--:

.

.

.

.

— for

BOXOFFICE — "Showmen

in 1944-45 for
'

... Rates

easily

Vf'-~<

MOTION

among

PICTURE HERALD

— "International

lessly logical

VARIETY

— "Strong

and continuously

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW — "One

its

class."

who

sure sock

sheer suspense and gripping qualities
.

.

.

The theme

worn

sign will be

is

threadbare.'*

up Casanova Brown*. wjfch

murder and the

story

relent-

Is

slick entertainment factors certain to

bookings

seats

hit.

.

One

Will keep audiences on the edges of their

past

SRO

this magnifi-

for some of the customers,

...

A

.

be

topliner."

.

.

With

a

name

ace production, end

cast,

upper money brackets are indicated,"

interest, the

REPORTER — "A

buys a ticket to

much

of the most telling suspense-builders ever made. Will

have them popeyed on the edge of their

HOLLYWOOD

i?'^

the year's top contenders in

and decidedly suspenseful, with the

almost certain advance

:

fascinating. Rating: Excellent."

reflected in strong box-office returns in all

.

a corker."

kind as one

that the

.

is

;''2:v : >:j
.

.

Pictures, Inc., follows
.

The

its

.

should issue a sedative to everyone

another winner in quite a different field v

In

As smooth a job of

raves

many

RKO

i

:

cently produced murder. yam, lest the suspense prove too

of which the picture should attract so

Woman

'The

:

:

at its finest

it's

Messrs. Goetz and Spitz and their Interna-

:

'

'

;

""''A

Should rate

.

Now

was 'Casanova Brown.'

it

running

... The second of their four
"
T£V
\

tional Pictures
""'-•V.''V:

goals

it

of the most absorbing pictures of the yesi^

frame.7

seats in tense anticipation to the last

ranks with the best 6f

all

crime stories of the

Should be high grosser."

THE INDEPENDENT — "A

distinguished

melodrama

that should rate high

when

the final account;

ing of the year's pictures has been made. Finer melodramatic entertainment would be 'dltV
ficult to locate."

FILM BULLETIN
good

— "First

gross."

y 'V^: :
:

:

-

Highly exploitable and will garner

rate thriller. Brilliantly directed.

;;:

:

^; /y,'v
:

'W--''J

..

v'

-

:

'

;: ' :

v

-:-

:

1'Wt:-/:':'i^

--

:+M^\^

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT

IS

INTERNATIONAL!

P&R1ETY

12

VERA HRUBA RALSTON
uutt

OTTO KRUGER

GEORGE SHERMAN,

D-Vec'or

•
.

•

RICHARD ARLEN

Wednesday, October 18, 1941.

V

ERICH VON STO^^

EDUARDO CIANNELLI - ROBERT L1VINGST

Original Slory ky ELIZABETH

MEEHAN

•

Adaptation

fey

DANE

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

LUSSIER

.

Screenp/oy by DORIS GILBERT

*
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Continued from page

Roundup

N. Y.

after 35 days of a
Joe E. Brown for leaving after 37 days of a committed 120;
Joel McCrea for not coming at all
after announcing a 60-day visit, and
Al Jolson for never coming beyond
Italy after being promised to CBI.
Opinion in informed trade .circles.
'was that most these accusations
were unfair; Miss Goddard, first
femme to cross the Himalayas on
the arduous CBI trek, completed
60:

90%

of her scheduled trip when
ill with dysentery and fever,
so that she had to be hospitalized

taken

McCrea,'

in India.

Army

circles say,

realized in Cairo, that his act wasn't

going over with GIs and decided to
call his trip off instead of inflicting

himself further on GIs. Editorial is
considered particularly unjust to
Jolson, approaching 60, who has
made several overseas jaunts for
GIs,

in good health,
definitely promised

isn't

never

CBI area;
Argument

and was
for

the

:

,

9

Post-midnight spook shows

Also

felt
that such an editorial
scare off other Hollywood
luminaries from similar treks.
Stars named in the editorial have
been prompt in answering, Miss
Sheridan referring to the "tough go-

ing

spend the

ing,"

their

lack

normal

of

facilities

for

player is.
volunteer."

letter

.
:

the

to

"We're

editor

blamed

if

Of

GIs.

"88

'

UNBREAKABLE
CONTACT LENSES
INNER-SIGHT LENSES, Inc.
INVISIBLE.

475 Fifth Ave. at 41st,

ft.

Suit*

UC »-57»;

UU

Tel.

V. C.

Ben Schwarti Named Warner Mgr.
Canton, O.. Oct.

17.

Ben Schwartz, former manager
Ohio theatre here, recently honorably discharged from Army after
serving 25 months, named manager
of Warners' Lincoln in nearby MasReplaces Glen Nelson, of
sillon.
Findlay, moved to the Pittsburgh
*

area,

.

;

New

.

On

tain order.

The

York Theatres

rat ions

is

7:40.

no Cook's tour.

While the

We

me

to

that,

W

"Picture

(Tues.).

is

it

RAN

D

Omu

19

Popwl f rrk«

•

A.M^-MlteliM

ttw

Ererj Hit*

VO^t;
LYNN

Steerr* C*il RUSSE It. Oitm
With Gherlle R«tD«. OeretNy

GUH

PrM, FRANK SINATRA
r\m nieeej nvtpa
RAYMOND PAI6E —* Hit OnkwM
la

:

IN FKKSON

ON 8CBBKN

Than., Oet. la

Harry

COOPER

COOL

Mcnttefc bU.

in

Dm

'The Story

MUSIC HALL

en?"

McORANE
Dr.Wasseir

Orea.

kltaa>$M^aave>Maaa

r,
>

Mrs.

Parkii

a>**aBaa»Baay^^naa» aaV,

is dis-

cussing the payment of a bonus for
Sinatra over and above salary and
extra-show costs, but has not as yet

determined what

ST

•OCB HKABTS

.

CwittOww ParfornKMCM

|f
Deere

"Hearts WeEr""*-'

Weitman

Young and Gay."

'

Attracllee

Sue Ryan • Danny Drayson

EL**"*

50, including some cops
are assigned from 12 midnight
away kids who

who

BROWN

Swill AMeel

ELI*

numbered

might be.

.v.o-'g.jfa

*

l

»

E I DT J\
H U0I
UsTcAl

KNIGHTS
«M»

SIGNC HASSO

No Tele Threat
Continued from page 3

news

theatres, but there

is

reason to

The
is a probability.
the dearth of material, unless much of the program is to deeducational
pend on cultural and
material and even soap Operas, as
sound broadcasting does now.
doubt that

reason

,

is

'

"So

far, no,

one has been able

to

much

of these items and satisfy
the', paying audience in a theatre.
Furthermore, the film program at the
sell

:

appearances
her promised
to 54—-mind you, admittedly
only six less shows!"
•

'

la Person

LES

and HIS ORCHEgTilA

^^^^PAKAMOUNT*

have been hanging around.
Sinatra is in for three weeks at
the Par at $4,000 weekly on a basis
Total of 36 was done
of 35 shows.

the hardships; and, 'without, pulling
punches, that goes for another two
or three who looked upon a USOCamp Shows tour overseas as an
excuse for a joyride. Maybe if the
truth were known, those who fortified themselves with too much joy
juice maybe were just' plain scared,
and resorted to liquid courage.'
But as for the vast majority, 1
repeat, that if you just went over,
Not forgetting that
that's plenty.
most of us stayed longer than scheduled. How silly that GI gripe in the
CBI sector that Paulette Goddard

doyn

m

until 8 a.m. to chase

after

llnw. Hit

and

in the house. Only around 250 left
after this show broke. Since Thursday, the police detail each day has

all

pact,

HENREID

•

Warner

.

stal

more shows. Indicative of how they
stayed on and on is pointed up by
the fact that when the Par opened
on Sunday (15), it had 3,500 people

when

cut

week's gross, at

first

been done had not the Sinatra
warts remained through two

means traveling on Cand lying in the bottoms of
to get somewhere.

ridiculous

hi:dy

LAMARR

•THE CQNSPIRATORS'

$90,000 is strong, perhaps an additional $20,000 or more would have

Army bombers
It's

morning (Thurs-

a.m.,
1

went over

fact they

that

day) kids were in line as early as 3
many of them carrying food
with them. By 9 a.m. the line num
bered an estimated 9,000 (nearly
three housefuls for the Par). Doors
were thrown open at 8:15 a.m. but
on Friday and Saturday (13-14) at

Jolson
Continued from page
to go.

it counts?
And believe me,
we don't need any defense or apology just because the war news-satiated papers once again hop on that
old but surefire Hollywood bandwagon, just because it makes such
good copy to run stars' pictures.
14, and soon as she returned to New
It's
so unfair to attribute even
York, sighed up for another six
the whisper of slackerism to those
months, and is overseas again.
named.
So. all right, some of us
Cagney, when he signed up, Indidn't go, but that swell story in
sisted on no publicity before or
'Variety' by Mark Hellinger inspired
after, even to simple announcements
others to go; and it also brought out
of his arrival across or home. Andy
an unsuspected reason why
Devine went to Greenland and Lab- many
physrador without a word slipping into this or that star just couldn't
the papers, at his request. Allen ically make it. All of us in the business know the score.
Jenkins was another offshore trekker
If the acts of some of the movie
who didn't want publicity for his
stars didn't click, why foist .them on
services; ";
Twenty stars, or 23% of the total the GIs? And that goes also for
possibly the two or three who found
that have returned, did not play out
themselves incapable of coping with
their committed time.
In several

instances this was due to the fact
that the Army didn't provide them
with prompt transportation, so that
they had to cut their trip short in
order to get back to work. Some
wasted several weeks in New York,
awaiting transportation out.

City, Kas.

&

.

.

X.-

reappointed
Association,
Theatre
R. R. Biechele public relations officer
for the organization. Edwards operates the Ozark, Eldon, Mo., while
Biechele runs the Osage, Kansas

:

Jini Cagney, for instance,
another of the supposedly great
committed to eight weeks, stayed 17.
morale job the film, stage and radio
Hona Massey, committed to three,
people have done.
So how about

'.:

Albany Feteing

-

ised time.

;

Beiersdorf,

R. Gelding
v
Swooning Cycle.
Albany, Oct. 17.
,
Louis R. Golding, former Fabian
The hullabaloo at the N.Y. Paradivision manager in Albany territory
mount since Sinatra's opening last and" one-time chief barker of the
Wednesday (11) has pyramided into local Variety Club, will be honored
great annoyance for the cops to the at. testimonial dinner Nov. 13. Golddegree that the Times Sq. gendarm- ing, who began his theatrical career
erie have been openly as antagonis- as an office boy for the late F. F.
tic, against the crooner as against Proctor in Albany about 30 years ago,
is now general manager of the Penn"them silly bobbysoxers."
sylvania and Virginia Wilmer
Vin
Since Sinatra opened at the the- cent houses. Fabian Theatres pur
atre last Wednesday (11) his followers have stormed the house. On
that day. Bob Weitman, managing
director of the Par, had to call for
police reserves until a total of 142,
including men on horseback and 22
.

such guest artists
who have returned, 40 of them, or all this sacrifice, our business should
be derided. All of us have wonder45%, fulfilled the time they were
ful letters. I'm sure, from Generals
committed for. Twenty-eight, or
Eisenhower, Arnold, Marshall and

stayed li% weeks.
Ella Logan,
signed for eight, stayed 22; Olivia
de Havilland with three, stayed
eight; Paulette Goddard (one of those
criticized by the "Roundup"), signed
for 11 weeks, stayed 14%. Marlene
Dietrich, signed for 12 weeks, stayed

welled Clay V. Hake, who quit managership recently in favor of Herman

policewomen, were on hand to main-

Records Show 32% Stars
to me, is also
Overstayed Commitments now know it

to

days, circa

1937, the p.a.'s inspired ecstatic jitterbugging in the' aisles and, with
the advent of The Voice, came the

of the paper. enough. So far as I'm concerned I
and when we have no defense and won't advance

100 film figures have gone
for personal appearances

Benny Goodman

since the

'

Over

.

,

,

don't appear," Miss Sheridan wrote, any. If they've forgotten I've been
"even when we were never sched- Overseas four times, did two hosuled to appear. We don't make out pital tours, pioneered playing U, S.
our schedules.
Special
Services army camps, that's unfortunate.
But it's so unfair when you con(Army) does." Miss Sheridan concluded, "I enjoyed your article. This sider that guys like Joe E. Brown,
whole thing has needed discussion Bob Hope, Jack Benny, myself
for a long time. We sensed it on our among others, aren't exactly Boy
trip, but the trip was worth the Scouts nowadays.
And the hazards
of Paulette Goddard or Ann Sherieffort."
dan even having the temerity to go
to China or Burma or India, it seems

overseas

Cincy's Bernstein Honored
Cincinnati, Oct. 17.

Many Warner Manager Changes

kids find streetcars no longer

-,

commitments. Every
V ict ory Committee
of course, an unpaid
-

business conference of Altec Service

Farewell party tossed Harold BernPittsburgh, Oct. 17.
Warners has switched Paul Wil- stein, owner of Plaza in suburban
running they go into allnight cafes. liams from the Harris, TarenUim. to Norwood, and Cincy and Ohio indeunder city pendent leader, last Friday (13) in
Others sleep on the curb until early Majestic, Johnstown,
Variety
Club Tent 3. Nearly 50 exand
put
Glen
manager Joe Freeman,
a.m street cars start running.
hibs from film row here honored the
Nelson, of Cleveland, in Tarehtum.
Ralph J. Cobb assigned to Warner Ohio indie exec.
Bernstein is going to Los Angeles.
Bros, in State College, Pa. He's new
His theatre and other property here
to staff.
Sam Blandi moved from Strand, will be handled by Maurice White,
Sinatra
Erie, to Liberty, Sharon, by Warners. who operates a nabe circuit.
Continued from page 1
Banquet circuit busy in the exBiechele's Encore
kids were being hyped up by the changes. Metro gang tossed a big
one for Buck Stoner, who. resigned
Kansas City, Oct. 17.
\
'•'-.
singer's p.a.
as exchange chief to go with a new
Tom Edwards, recently reelected
J'
president of the Kansas-Missouri
It's an open secret by now that booking combine, and 20th-F6x fare-

When

A

Committee spokesman called attention to the Army's difficulties in
routings, the delays in getting a
star started out, and commitments
back home that call them back.
Ann Sheridan's reply was in a

Hollywood, Oct. IT.
Postwar sound equipment for picmost important
at the annual

Corp., G. IV Carrington presiding.
Meeting this week is the first to
be held in Hollywood. Company's
man- previous annual sessions have been
when held in New York.

showings.

original

calling the editorial "ill-advised,"
said he did all a 53-year-old man
do.
Hollywood Victory

could

he joined WB.

last

Sound

ture theatres is the
topic of discussion

''

;

1921 to 1929, Hatch was sales
ager for Educational until 1937

them

interest in

Altec Confab on

"'

Outside theatres showing the chillers.
One report states that police carried
home one member of the bobbysox
brigade who emerged in hysterics
from one of the horror picture

50%

chased a
spring.

.

it impossible for the players to
full scheduled time in the
area visited. On the other hand, in
cases where changes of film
schedules have made it possible, the
players have stayed overseas beyond

Hollywood

Other Theatres and Exchanges

at pic-

consisting of horror
Stanley Hatch, head of the contract
has accentuated the juvenile
department at Warner Bros., has
delinquency problem hej^._jyreets
been promoted to chief of the conof the city are cluttered' with teen- tract, sales division tinder Ben Kalagers all night long, according to menson, general sales: manager, to
fill
the vacancy left when Ralph
complaints of Police Chief Harry Clark was recently made Canadian
division manager, Arthur S. Jones,
Nules.
at the same time, is moved up to
Police officers report bobbysox head the contract department.
Handling western selling for the
lined up six abreast for two blocks
old First National company from

many

fenimes and other hardships. Brown,

Moves Up AtWB;

Stanley Hatch

17.

films,

watched

23

houses,

ture,

cerpts from an editorial appearing
in the 'CBI Roundup' was amazing
to say the least. I personally feel
that the criticisms, charges and innuendo and bald misstatement of
facts were unjust and in bad taste.
Those of us who were stationed in
China during the visits of the abovementioned personalities
these troupers work their hearts out
to give the mien some laughs. True,
some of the jokes and routines were
old, but they were from familiar
faces and gave us a great lift."
Replying to the "CBI Roundup"
gripe on overseas entertainment,
Kenneth Thomson, chairman of
Hollywood Victory Committee, declared that any implication that
players go to war fronts for personal
publicity or gain is in the face of the
statistical record so unfounded as
to be unworthy of answer. Thomson continued: "Through the Hollywood Victory Committee 132 players
have gone overseas 'as volunteers to
entertain the armed forces in combat areas everywhere. From the
men and officers all over the world
we have expressions of the highest
commendation of the fine results, of
these trips.: On our own records
the players have fulfilled every com-

would

Woe

Juve

Portland, Ore., Oct.

between the
Hollywood Victory Committee, which
supplies the stars, and the Army.
USO-Camp Shows is not concerned
in this phase of off-shore entertainment. Informed circles also feel this
is strictly an Army matter that CBI
officers should have taken it up with mitment made except in one or two
Special Services, which routes the cases of serious illness.
stars, instead of sounding off and
"Transportation overseas, which
dragging in the general public. Felt is controlled by the Army, has in
that it's unfortunate, coming at this some instances been delayed by militime, with a drive on through the tary necessity and kept players at
National War Fund for finances to points of embarkation beyond the
furnish
GIs with entertainment. scheduled date of departure,' makchiefly

is

A New

Shows

1

H'wood Reply

decamping

promised

PICTURES

VARIETY

Lauds Actors-Gripes 'Unfair
for

.

present news theatre is shown over
and over. If theatre television programs should be shown over and
over again, we would find a situation
television is competing with
film as a distribution medium to the
theatre. Present-day economics are
completely against such a possibility,
for repeated film performances are
now decidedly cheaper and will
probably continue so for some time

HUMPHREY B0GART
ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S
HAVE AND HAVE NOT'

'TO

Warner

Hros,

B'way

at 51st St.

PALACE

Hit With

Walter Brennan, Lauren Baeall,
Dolores Moran, Hoagy Carmichael

HOLLYWOOD
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RALSTON'S 'HEALER' CHORE

come
Hollywood, Oct. 17.
Raibourn said that films have done
Next starrer for Vera Hruba Ralston- at' Republic will be "The Heala much better job than radio in sell
ing democracy to the world.
He er," slated for an early January
said video had great propaganda pos
start.
si bilities
providing it was. in the
Steve Sekely will double as prohands of some organization. like the j.ducer and director, with Mark M.
iLibov as associate producer.
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Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cordova
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IN ONE PERFORMANCE
^

PUBLIC AUDITORIUM,
Copoclty 10,037.

THE HOUR OF CHARM All

<

Prices 50c
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markable and frequently laugh-pro,
Baxy, -Km ¥.
voking routines.
for "Voice" also well-handled.
Hazel Scott, Jackie Miles, Harridan
Music Hall Symph Orch. (directed
Hodges again demonstrates his in- k Fisher Jerry
frank Sinatra. Eileen Barton,
Fact is that, even though Sinatra by Erno Rapee; Jules Silver and
Wayne, Paul Ash
strumental skill with Ellington's as- house orch.,
Olt'e O'Toole. Pops & Louie, Ray- keeps the youngsters pretty well
Dosso, associate conductors),
Roxyettes; "Laura " ™
sistance for a blazing performance
mond Paige orch (35); "Our Hearts under control. Par's current at- John
June
Forrest, Music Hall Glee Club of "Don't You Know?" Marie, an- viewed in "Variety" Oct. 11, '44.
Wen' Young and Gay" (Par) re- traction still is two shows for the (Erno Rapee, director; Kan Holley,
viewed in "Variety," Sept. 6, '44.
price of one. You can catch a well- (associate), Ted and Flo Vallett, other vocalist, handles "You Don't
Paced
by
-Hazel
Scott and Jackie
rounded profesh stage bill high- Music Hall Corps de Ballet (directed Know I Care," with proficiency, Miles, this lineup registers
for too
performer and also by Florence Rogge), Rockeltes (di- Hodges again entering the picture. entertainment
Thai Paramount is a big place and lighted by a real
values all the wav
A keyboard session by Ellington, doenjoy the impromptu antics of the
there's a gang of people, nearly 4.- screech-scream-swooh "commandos. rected by Gene Snyder), Jack Pow- ing his own numbers, is all too It's rapidfire, skilfully balanced picell, Lucy Brotcn, Hilda Eckler. Van
ture bouse fare. Added to the Harbrief.
000. sitting in on every stage show, Mavbe eujov isn't the word.
Grona; "Mrs. Parkington" (M-Gi,
A blind singer. Al Hibbler, stops rison and Fisher combo, with
Donn.
but this Httle" guy, Frank Sinatra,
reviewed in "Variety" Sept. 20. '44. the show and has to beg off. His rich comedy material, the laugh tern
score
comes out and wraps the whole
baritone socko on "Do Nothing Till hits sock proportions.
The Music Hall pays tribute to You Hear From Me." "Little Brown
Miss Scott is a solid click, as usual
Slat*', X. V.
thing up, theatre, people and all. and
show,
George
Gershwin
with
this
Book,"
"I Got It Bad" and "Long with her swing takeoffs on the clastucks it away in his vest pocket.
Russell V Reiiee. Bob Gentry, and there's no gainsaying that the
sics,
Chopin's
The
drunk
imminute
Ago
and
Far
Away."
waltz
being
Voicethe
Todav he's more than
Patsy Garrett. Henry Armetta. Har- songs of the great, late songsmith pression of clever Dusty Fletcher is particularly
easy
to
listen
to
he's 'the Voice with experience— riet Hoclor. Ruby Zwerling's house provide
an excellent background for funny, but seems too long drawn Clincher, of course, is her Yiddish
MG
which; in his racket means show- band: "Dragon Seed''
this fine presentation.
out.
A strong closer for show is "Ich Vill Zich Spiclen" ("I Wanna
manship
The Music Hall pieces have been band;s "Things Ain't What They Play"). Yiddish vocals, in conjuncAbei spotted it last season when
One of the few remaining strong- frequently stodgy, being always Used to Be." House completely filled tion with punchy, effervescent
pianSinatra played the Waldorfs Wedg- holds of big time vaude. State is beautifully staged and expensively at last show opening day.
Reet.
ology, made it difficult for the girl to
wood Room but this is the first time celebrating its 23rd anniversary this produced but invariably with ,a
beg off. In order to break oft apNew York's Birr, theatre devotees week. Thyrs, 12 -the occasion was sameness that fails to give it a popplause and allow the finale to proOraaraai L. A.
ha ve had a chance to lamp the guy marked by a special afterpiece tagged ular lift. But not. with this layout.
ceed. Miss Scott is eased into the
Los Angeles, Oct. 12.
since he graduated- Par stage is on to the end of the regular vaude Leon Leonidoff and the others who
closing
ertsamble
dance number,
Freddy Martin orch (18), trith the with piano
-familiar" ground to Sinatra but he's layout. Afterpiece was much more contributed their various directorial
accompaniment blending'
not the familiar young Jerseyite who entertaining than the house's book- efforts have done much to take the Martin Men (5). Artie Wayne, Gene with the house orch. Cafe
Society
used to get thin slices of the spot- ings for the. week, and audience sen- show out of the too-apparent arty Conklin and Jack Fina; Beatrice and nitery ace is costumed in
a fetching
light as "a member of Tommy Dor- timent, when it was all over seemed
vein and give it more, of a pop ap- Gomez. Stubby Kaye; "Black Magic" white-sequined gown for this
ap(Mono).
and, early in 1943 to be. "Happy birthday, dear State." peal.
sey.V. troupe
pearance. She's a svelte, surefire b o
State called on Leon & Eddie's
booked in as a single, tried to sing
Tops is the finale, a ballet layout
asset.
Freddy Martin's sweet style is a
down the nitery for its birthday talent, the that, despite its artiness, is pop all
struggling
to
while
Jackie Miles, who serves as emcee,
thought— "is this -really happening three celebration acts. Joey Adams, the way. backgrounded by Gersh- decided change of pace for Orpheum also holds 20-minute-next-to-closing
Tony Canzoneri and Mark Plant, win's "Rhapsody in Blue" as played patrons. Used to hot crews, audience spot with ease. An
to me'.'"
established
show caught found Martin's music funster,
The Sinatra now at the Paramount from that joint being the only out- by the Music Hall symph orch. Hilda at
with perhaps his strongest
side turns to participate. Paced by Eckler and Van Grona are the ballet decidedly to its liking after couple appeal to. the
is a finished showman, a singer alnightclub trade, he is
ways sure of himself and, what is Adams, they gave the customers an specialists who pace this section of of warmup numbers. Martin and his also a potent turn in theatres. He
have been in these parts for
more important, a performer who hilarious half hour or so. supplied the performance, and the colorful band
cleaned
up with his comic strip gags,
several years, weekly dispensing a
has learned how to cope with his mainly by Adams' ribbing of the ex- staging, lighting, spectacular cosbetter type of music from the Cocoa- political material and Sinatra-Crosby
overenthusiastic bobby-sox adora- pug, and his laugh r filled "Sonny tumes and setting seemingly have
nut Grove. Leader left there several takeoffs. both the latter interpretanever been equalled at the Hall.
tion crew that, for a while, threat- Boy" routine with Plant. Closed by
tions standard with Miles and still
For the rest, there is, the "Ameri- weeks back when slated for induc- effective. Miles continues a distincened to blight his career aborning calling, servicemen on stage to share
tion,
but
with
his
draft
indefinitely
He's learned somewhere along- the in the birthday cake. Henny Young- can Rhapsody" portion in which postponed,
re-opens class hotel spot tive comic, the bulk of his material
route from one-nighters to the Wal- man, billed for the afterpiece, did other top Gershwin tunes are sung Dec. 5.
remaining fresh and appealing deby the att.-male.glee club. 'with whom
dorf. Hollywood sound stages and not show;
For list enable music, Martin's spite its nitery usage.
Opener for the layout is Russell. & June Forrest joins, for a specialty,
coast-to-coast airlanes how to keep
Harrison and Fisher, comedy terpband is hard to beat. Emphasis is
the high school brigade under con- Renee, strong trampoline turn, fol- on "Summertime."
reeds and strings, but the five ers, one of the cleverest mixed teams
A timely, election touch follows on
trol
without losing their valuable lowed by Bob Gentry, m.c. and
brasses
are there when needed for of satirical dance impressionists
comic, both New Acts. Patsy Gar- immediately afterwards, with a setfriendship.-:
Outstanding ararngement is around, tee off with a nifty acrorett,
from the "Gloom Dodgers," ting to suggest this, and it's the zing.
ballroom number which registered
Sure, there's screaming and yellMartin's
version
of
"Claire
Lune."
de
WHN. N. Y„ air show and a Fred leader for Ted and Flo Vallett with
ing cued to the instant he sticks his
is nothing in the treatment to for impressive results. Their ultraWaring alumna, is on third. She's a their always-expert baton-twirling. There
head through the wing drapes. But
offend the longhairs and piece is a modernistic South American tango
capable songstress and knows how to They're a sock flash act, and the fact
Sinatra now knows how to quiet
distinctive musical treat that could bit, with facial mugging to point up
her voice to good effect. She that the pair had several misses
them with an appealing gesture and use
well stand recording for popular the exaggerated expressions of sufsells 'Trolley Song." "Is You Is?"
opening
night
didn't
minimize
the
sale.
Orch also rated stout recep- fering affected by swanky ballrooma look that means "you'd better
and "Irish Lullaby" satisfactorily. turn's novelty value.
tion with a new ararngement of the ologists. virtually tied the house up.
An unskeddcd Her
stop."
It works.
costume, a red checked evening
Jack Powell is back at, the Hall "Peer Gynt Suite," 'Tchaikowsky A corking novelty turn, their time
"shi\t up!" midway in one of his
gown, with a hair bow to match, for one of his numerous appearances Piano Concerto," featuring
songs at the opening matinee (11)
Jack of around seven minutes allotted
helped her appearance in overcom- here, and the drummer, garbed as Pena at the keyboard; "Rhapsody
applied the brakes when things got
in could easily be extended.
stockiness.
usual in his chefs costume and in Blue," "Dance With a Dolly." sung
most out of hand, but the kids took ing her
Jerry Wayne, radio singer who has
Henry Armetta, standard Italian blackface, remains a fine novelty by the Martin Men; and
"Smoke Gets been around in the cafe belt and in
it and loved it. As a matter of fact,
dialect comic from the films, is on with his comedy drumming on any- in Your Eyes."
it didn't sound nearly as cruel as it
theatres for a couple of seasons,
next
-to-closing in a turn that gives thing from drums to. literally, the
Band
vocalist
and
Artie
guitarist.
fares well with such pops as "Walk
looks in print. That's how much of
Wayne, pipes "It Had to Be You' Alone," "Devil and the Deep Blue
[His the impression that he picked it up kitchen sink.
a. .showman today's Sinatra is.
The production credits are large, and "Embraceable You" for good re Sea," and "Stardust." "Stardust" is
post-preem complications are de- just outside the theatre and was a
little unhappy about the whole thing. but to single out any one person returns, but really clicked with a by far his best and similar material,
tailed elsewhere in this issue.]
It's a routine with an unbilled charsponsible for the excellence of this takeoff of Frank Sinatra.
Gene if obtainable, would lift Wayne onto
As for his routine what differ- acter woman, supposed to be the show
would be grossly unfair. Leon- Conklin, sax, took over the mike to higher ground.
ence could it possibly make? He wife he hasn't seen in some years
idoff, Maine. Rogge, Braun. Rapee.
whistle and sing "Nola" and "I'll
Roxyettes and house male group of
could have intoned Gregorian chants and based on the tact that both are
Snyder they, deserve equal credit Be Seeing You," to please.
dancers, are presented in two proand the predominant juve-juke ele- supposed to have acquired new mates
for this production. It is certainly
One
of the most
ingratiating
duction numbers, first a Russian moment would have loved it and during the separation. Payoff is that one of the Music Hall's best.
comics to play the Orpheum is Stub- tif,
Mori.
v
swooned anyway. Instead, though, neither did marry in the interim
by Kaye. The fat boy kidded his
Kahn.
he knocks out a lineup aimed to but the 10 minute* it takes to get
girth, told nifty gags and generally
please the older and more critical there rjon't have a laugh in 'em. Both
made a sock showing that had the
T«w«r, K. C.
custpmers. Opens with "Hot Time In Armetta and the woman play to the
SI. Chartes, -X. O.
audience responding. Best was his
Kansas City, Oct. 13.
the Town of Berlin" and then into mike, on a bare stage, and that makes
Neu? Orleans; Oct. 12.
impersonations of names while singmedley of standards after a bit of the .sketch seem even colder. He
Irene Vermillion A Co, (3), Let
Peter Lorre, NaSh k Evans, Barr k ing "Pistol Packin' Mama." Other
gagging about some of the longhair ception given the film comic on his Estes. Barbara Leeds. Clayton Si added act on the program
was Bea- Harding. Baro St Rogers, Bert Easley,
stuff tossed out earlier by the orch. entrance indicated the customers
Phillips, house orch: "Black Magic" trice and Gomez, ballroom terpers Phil & Bonnie, Wilma Loar, Tower
like
"Walk Alone" and "Come Out" serve him. In return, he should give them (Mono).
who also pleased. Neat novelty to. orch (9); "Mummy's Ghost" (V) and
as boff brackets for the oldie, "I a run for their dough.
act was vocalling of Billy Lowe (un- "Secrets of Scotland Yard" (Rep).
Don't Know Why I Love You Like 1
Current layout is smooth melange billed), while couple stepped to "BeClosing is Harriet Hoctor. as class
Do" which can't miss a profitable and boffo as ever. She does two num- of entertainment. Peter Lorre high- gin the Beguine," a medley of tunes
Current bill is the best at the
revival if the "Verce" decides to bers, a straight toe ballet, and
lights it with an interesting study of from "Oklahoma" and the samba, house ia recent months. Les Hardkeep on plugging it. He really does swinging the classics affair to a jived a psychopathic in a sketch titled "Speak Easy." Couple makes a good ing, who won a large following during
right by the. song which, by itself, up Chopin accompaniment, A grace"The Man with the Head of Glass." appearance and are smooth propo- a long run as m.c. several years ago,
doesn't need much help.
(It was ful and talented dancer.' and a cork
nents of the ballroom style. Lowe comes back to front the house orch
It's an unusual bit of business but.
durina this number that he told the ing showman.altogether, it is a natural for the film rates billing for his contribution, and resume his former stint..
screechers to "Shut up!")
having an excellent baritone and
Biz potent.
actor, who picks it up as the subject
Merr.
Phil & Bonnie, balancing duo, tee
Headline!- closes with "Night and
he impersonates is first questioned lifts act above the standard dance off with a nifty routine of stunts
Brog
Day." "Embraceable You" and "All
by specialists and police and builds turn.
which click with the payees. Wilma
mm.
the Things You Are." No sense in
to a climax in the death chair. Not
Loar, "Discovery Night" winner,
Newark, Oct. 12.
wasting ink and space describing
only does the dramatic punch of the
takes over the deuce to warble 'Til
Palace, C1>ve.
Bobby Sherwood Orch. (17). Sky sketch get across but Lorre's techwhat he does to that threesome. A
Get By" in a pleasing voice.
Cleveland, Oct. 13.
fast
"Star Spangled Banner" by larks 14*. Gail Landis. Edwards nique, is noticeably fine.
Baro St Rogers, terpers, score with
Jimmy Dorsey's orch, with Anita
Paige was necessary to break it up Bros. (3>. Moreu Amsterdam. Tommy
Opening moments »'" 'orre's stint Boyer, Marvin Wright, Si Zentner, their take-off on adagio hoofers. With
and" 'get "'Fr'ah'StF^iVajJer^
Utlkta
"te^tX io-^ttirrks- \-etetr.-e- to Ted-4 Waiter*, Baddy 5t*uti,* Otto ,tbe aid,. ^t.bt;fak-away attirr. the
day afternoon's audience would have Sisters" (Rep).
familiar
characterizations
under- Eas^i, Ladd Lyon tt Co.; "Take It pair get laughs galore with their
kept him going on a marathon basis.
taken by him in pi x and a comedy Or Leave If (20th).
nimble-footed satire.
Bert Easley
While marquee plugs Morey Ams- skit in which he is ably assisted by
amuses and amazes with some deft
Not content with entering the
Broadway- sweeostakes with the terdam and Mabel Todd, bellringer Marcelia Hendricks, which makes
Bobbysox jitterbugs, who were magic. For getaway he baffles with
country's boffest attraction. Par's in an over-long 75-minute stanza is an effective lead-in to his more seri- neglected by the Palace during re- a disappearing radio which he tunes
Bob Weitmah has surrounded his Tommy Ryan, former Sammy Kaye ous turn. A solid hit.
cent three- week run of "Wilson." are to a local station and then apparNash and Evans click with their being given their innings by Jimmy ently causes to vanish at the wave
crown jewel with a supporting cast vocalist now on his own. Even bestrong in every respect Swingy fore he's out on stage, singer Is comedy and terp act. Nash also act- Dorsey's boys who are pulling them of a hand.
A
Eileen Barton, newcomer this season greeted by stomping and whistling ed as m.c. for the show and has some in by the battalions. Show it pretty
Closing slot goes to Irene Vermilto the Voice's Vimms radio show, is from juves who remember him from rather good material. Barr and Estes short on standard acts preferred by lion, shapely blonde dancer, who wins
the only femme touch to the bill, ex- stint here last vear. Personable lad nifty dance offering gets its share regular vaude clients, but the Dor- a deserved hand with her smooth
ceot for five fiddlers, harpist and a warbles "I Love You." "I'll Be See- of the applause. Barbara Leeds, ra- sey dynamos uncork the kind of stepping. Two accordionists play pop
cello-sawer in the Pai»e orch. The in* Ya." and "I Had a Talk with dio songstress, clicks with "Is You blasting jive that the coming voters and continental numbers while she
go berserk about.
Barton gal can't mi'?, She even has Lord" to boft'o returns, crediting Is" and "Swinging On a Star."
makes changes. Dancer rated sevNoisy kids at opening perform- eral bows on show caught.
those gal Smatra tans goggle-eyed son&writing pal. Vic Mizzy, on latBalancing act of Clayton and PhilEnrl.
ance nearly drowned out orchestra
as she opens the specialty parade to ter. Encores with "Begin the Begu- lips is good aero that gets over.
with ecstatic sqeals over such whamsock over "Patty Cake." a la scat; ine" and an Irish folksong, and has
Biz capacity when caught. Liu*.
Ori<>atal, Chi
to
beg
ming
off.
stuff
as
"King
Porter Stomp,"
"Trolley Song." and "Hang Mv Hat
Morey Amsterdam's bullfiddling
the sax section's showy work in
on a Tree That Grows in Brooklyn,"
Chicago, Oct. 13.
Mpl».
"Holiday for Strings" and Si Zentfrom "Follow the Girls." Latter comedy spiel smacks too much of a
Donna Dae, Belita, Maurice St
Minneapolis, Oct. 17.
ner's bell-like trombone tones in Clair, Frank Gaby, Weal Stanley k
evokes some neighborhood cheering burleycue pitch and is almost as blue.
Dwke Ellington orch (18> with "Together."
as lyrics touch off Caharsie. Flat- He has smart delivery and different
Marti, Jimmy Rae; "Atlantic City"
Most torried highlight of Dorsey's (Col).
material should yield better response Rosina Davis, Marie. Leonard Sears,
bush, etc.
Cook
& Brown. Dusty Fletcher; new show sizzzling "J.D.'s Boogie
than he
Pops and Louie, dusky dance team. spaghettigets. His racial crack about "This Is the Life" (U).
Woogie," with Marvin Wright taking
is
in bad taste. Mabel
Surrounded by clickeroos. Donna
Is. standard
and sock, while Ollie Todd, in closing
lead on piano in his own composislot, has Amsterdam
O'Toole's fe.st moving impersonation
Duke Ellington and his band keep tion and leader seguing his own in- Dae in the initial step of her buildup
foiling as straight man. Goes over
as a single comes through for top
act had to be .qwirfe'ed off to keep
only fairish, but finally gets 'em with strictly in the groove with hot iive. strument into it. Wright, an Ohio returns
on the bill. No mean trick,
s.r.o.
timetable in working order. comedy
tune she brought back from It's performed in the flawless Elling- boy from nearby Steubenville, prac- with Belita as competish, but the
O'Toole's Fred AUr-n. Archie. W. CL
ton manner. Thanks to the Duke's tically melts the ivories with his
USO tour. "I Like to Drink."
honeysuckle voice from Fred WarFields. Clit'rlie McCarthy, etc. irnEdwards Bros, show some tricky key tickling embellishments, even furious left hand.
ing's Pleasure Time turns it on one
preshes are pl<;nlv clickoiand his aero
boogie-woogie
attains melodic proTeddy Walter's curly hair and
balancing. Handstand atop four
pleasant manner of selling had him chairs
Supplementing the music jive-grooved voice threw the front- of the Oriental's best performances
resting on pop bottles has portions,
in months. Strange, too, because the
out in front from teeoft. Boake Carticket-buyers breathless and strain- is some first-rate vocalizing, nifty row bobby soxers into a swooning
ter. H. V. Kaltenborn and Gabe
eccentric dancing and a smattering state of heebie-jeebies, particularly voice and body just don't go together.
ing with the trio all the way.
Somebody has talked her into' a soHeattev rnuftne- really sew things
Sherwood crew is hard on ear- of comedy. Ellington's emceeing and when he turned the heat on bJi elec- phisticated tangerine
number with
up and, rni^ii" encores with a unique drums during
piano, solo are assets to the pleasing tric-guitar in his show-stopper numfirst half with brasses
bare
•
midriff, a high hairdo, earclips
show.
tongue-cJiirWig lapdaiice hit for a dominant, but
ber.
Anita Boyer also panics them
„
suddenly goes pianisComprising eight hrass, five saxes, with her vocal trick of sliding up to and sundry items tv.at on Libby Holsolid sendoff.
simo for second half. Orch is solid
man
would
four
look
good.
An ingenue
rhythm
and'
Ellington
at
a
quivering
the
note, besides adding
Raymond Paige's "Stage Door hit with "Lover Come Back to Me"
getup would suit her better.
Canteen" orch slreiigthens the al- and "Arkansas," latter, sung by Sher- piano, the band jams up proceedings pulch to the band setup.
In the exotic groove at the start
Only two straight vaude turns are
ready Samson -ft long bill sewing up wood, getting ah especially good with plenty of volume. It's off to a
snaps
standout: contribs from the opening hand. Gail Landis. strikingly gowned torrid start with "Blue Skies." Ro- Otto Fasos, sepia tap dancer, who with "Begin the Beguine," she
sina Davis, classy vocalist, has inning is a hoofing, tornado on roller skates, out of it and identifies herself more
patriotic
medley
down through in black, is on once, vocaling "I Stand
and Ladd Lyon & Co. Latter offer closely with her radio personality,
"Dark Eyes" and a clowning jive vs. at Your Gate" Skylarks quartet with "Take the 'A' Train."
.Tohnnv Hodges clicks with sax solo, a slick bit of hand balancing with despite the too adult facade, in a
longhair number. On this Paige un- (two femmes in it are Sherwood's
"Don't Get Around Much." A boy some acrobatic horseplay that fits starry-eyed "I'll Walk Alone," segucovers some effective thesping as sisters) harmonize nicely with "After
who makes his trumpet "talk" has a nicely into a revue that is over- ing into "It Had to Be You," all
"the frustrated maestro up against a You're Gone." Columbus Day holifunny interlude with Ellington. Then heavy on music and needs more boffo. Encore, following a benuihestrong union when the- gang refuses day made for a solid house at Thurs- Cook
& Brown, cyclonic eccentric laughs. Big biz at both opener and tempoed "Lamp Is Low." is "Don t
to stop playing as ordered by his day afternoon show (12).
Colt.
"
dancers, tie things up with their re- over week-end.
(Continued on page 43)
Putten.

PaniMMil,

ft.
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Your biggest bargain buy

Or

If

you

P^RIETY

*

in

crowds

here.

is

keep her company. Small contingents? No.

We're out of /em.

wi«

office lines of

to

17

people, the gentlemanly young

salesman can also accomodate you.

If

cashier suffers from lonesomeness, here's

your

where

you can buy the merry mobs with mooioh

In fqct^

we

never hoel

>m.

But volume business that keeps the house help

out front, handling the stampede
specialty. Step jup

and buy.

in the business do.

feS/ 'tint »nm

0 jtff
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- that's
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Blue Not Planning Agency Swerve, Sez

Jaeger, Mullin of Blue

John McKay on Tolerance

Slated for Coast Trek

'''
Cleveland, Oct. 17
NBC press chief, last week addressed members of the
Federation of Women's Clubs of. Greater Cleveland on the subject
'.'The Carping; Critics," singling Out for eulogies Bob Stephan,
Norman'
Siegcl and F.lmore Bacon of. the Cleveland newspaper fraternity aV
non-carping critics and winding' up with some .barbs directed' at a
"radio editor in New York" whom he branded as'- a "dpstnictionist
contributing nothing to radio and less to journalism." General impression in the trade is that McKay, -though shrouding his target m
anonymity, was hitting at Arnold Blom, radio ed of PM, with whom
he hasn't been seeing eye-to-cye.
itere's how McKay put if: "1 know a radio editor on a New York
newspaper. His paper is; a crusading newspaper, continually battling
for the rights of labor, for the rights of the colored race and oppressed
More power to it. We- need newspapers of that kind It
'.-minorities'
doesn't make any difference whether you agree with 'it; the fact
remains it's good for. us to. hear and read both sides of any. question:,
Thi^ paper, continually talks about .tolerance, but its radio editor is
pile of the most ihtblerant: columnists f ever read.
If he doesn't like
a program, he shrieks that it must be promptly taken off the air If he
doesn't like a singer s. voice, he abuses' her savagely, and tramples her'
reputation to. the earth. If .a commenlatoi' mentions strikes, the' commentator. is not only aiiti-labor but so is the network. Not to mention
the matter of gdod taste^it has never occurred to -this writer, that many
decent and honorable people may' bave opposite views and that a
little: tolerance on his; part,, a little effort to see- the other, fellow's
viewpoint, -a little recognition that there may be and probably are two
sides of every question woiild not only increase his stature as a writer
and as a man, but would increase his value to Ins paper.. As' it is. lie
is' a destructionist, contributing nothing to radio and' less to jp'llrnalisni.''
-McKay on soape.rs: People who lambast daytime serials, are -"'inte'l-'
lectual snobs."' who never listen to radio anyway.
These critics, beadded, are tiie same people who despise adults who read the tunny
papers.
They ale the reformers who gave us prohibition and liiey
believe.- iir fr.ee speech and a free press and a, free radio only when
the views expressed ..coincide with their own. They want to cut. the
pattern of life for everyone else and those who don't .agree with
them must of "necessity be morons/'
:

'

-

Mullin, Blue publicity direcand Pete Jaeger, web sales boss,

F arl
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LaRoche Explaining Personnel
By

Influx

tor,-

Coast

trek, oul- for

Monday

The

DON WALSH

:

agency
Blue network
based on a long

recent an dux of top

men

programming

Der

to the.

staff is

range plan designed to .further .clb.se
cooperation between, the Web', sponand ad agencies and to
strengthen Ihe' network's position

sors,

'With..the listening public. Chester J.
LaRoche, chairman of the executive
.

week.

board,- declared this

He scotched reports prevalent in
the trade that the.. web was conteity
plating a sidestepping move 'designed j
to eliminate the functions of ad
agencies in. arranging sponsorship
deals. LaRoche pointed Out that, the
years he spent With Young & Rubi-

:

his

.

cam hid

convinced him

ftwnljr-.

Walter) Tag

(J.

cast

.

visit

In fact

to

was

it.

Radio City.

.

..

,

Dispute Settled
which

.Deadlock
-

.

AFRA

suscodes for
Friday (13

,

>

For CBS

Public Servicers

,-

declaring that
the agreements reached were to be
regarded as one overall national eon-:
tract, while AFRA. in- turn, .agreed
to conduct negotiations for Chicago
and Los. Angeles wage- schedules, in
those particular cities
All negotiations are to be retroactive to Oct, 31
sign

to

stipulation

ii

"New personnel at the .Blue .-lias,
brought in, '*La Roche e\plained," so. we tan build a strong
Our aim.
overall program structure
Is to have a stall capable of building
Saturday- afternoon time segments- should
nqw agreements hot be
and staging attractive suslainers ..and;',
oi: CBS have been selected by the
settled by: that date.
public service. Shows, that will apue.b for a build-up as its public
peal to and hold larger audiences.
AFRA. had been insistent in. its
service program showcase, emphasis
In this way, naturally, well build
stand that negotiations be conducted
on the service angle to start Dec. 9
the network as an advertising me-'
when current football bookings fin- in N Y. for the overall contract it
dium which will attract more spon- ish.
reFour shows of this type have sought, Networks and ageiici.es
sors and, in the long run: make for
fused on the ground they could not
already been set. With several more:
the assured .financial success Of the
bind their western affiliates and
in the works.
Also skedded cur/company,
•;,-.;;
western ad agencies to an agreement
rently are,: the Philadelphia Sym"In , addition." the exec board phony broadcasts,: .of ^semi-public without the latter's consent. Comp'romisfe reached last week now enchairman continued, "trained and service nature.;
ables the western outfits to have
successful production men- on the
Some of the Saturday afternoon their say, although nothing will be
network staff will put us in a positime is being withheld from sale by written into
the regional schedules
tion where we can be of .real assistthis applying specifically to
CBS.
which wdujd nullify points in the
ance to clients and agency produc-

.

.

stymied

had

negotiation* on the new
taining' and,, commercial

h|s initial

been

'

'

:

.

two weeks was broken
by a compromise. Networks agreed

Sat. Aft.

.

.

'-'<:
.

'

.

Huddles As Pact

that,

any step in this direction b\ tne
'broadcasting industry, or any part
of it, would constitute a serious
error for all concerned

..'.'

;

AFRA

Continue

network show in. '36, broadfrom .the NBC studios in

N- Y.

".,';'

;:;-'..

,;''

Last -week was the equivalent
Tag foe the J... Walter
of. Der
Thompson publicity boys in N. .Y.
With the Big Three among tlie
agency's web shows (Sinatra,
Crosby and BergeUV broadcasting
from N. Y„ the J. Walter home
oftice Hackers topped by vWick
•'Gritier. ••jazzed- up the Wages and
Hours Division skeri aplenty
ThCvidehtally. ;-it was; the first
time that Crosby, since feeing off

-

.

(23) to

have a look at network operations
-'>'. ","'.on that' end.
Length of stay undecided.
.

.

production

John McKay.

'

'

;

:

•

,.'..•''•.'••

•

Spot War Babies Seen Completely Sold

'

.

-'

Which Means Continued Bull Market

.

either in helping to build
naw shows for them or in bolstering
such of their productions as might
not be entirely satisfactory either
from an entertainment or sales view-"
':''..
''..'.'
point.

tion

staffs^

'

.'

."'.

LaRoche said he believed it was
the function of an alert network to
be -able -to offer such assistance,
•when it was asked for, and also explained such requests were almost
certain to come from the smaller
ad agencies unable by themselves to
maintain a large corps of high salaried ^-experts because of limited
operations in the. radio field. .-;-.
Public Service Aspect
.He stressed the value of experienced production men in building a
strong list of public service shows
for the Blue— a project he's had his
sights set on since he first joined the
network. LaRoche believes this aspect of broadcasting has been neglected too much in the past and that
not enough effort. has.- gone .into devising a format for public servicers
that will click with large segments
of the public.
/
;

,

The Blue exec also expressed bethat this type of information
not be given "poor
country cousin" treatment as far as
time slots go. If these shows are go-'
ing to reach the public and have any
chance of getting a decent rating, he
said, they must be spotted when

lief

show should
~
'•'
.-.

.

large numbers of listeners are availThis, of course, means that
the competition from standard suc-

able.

cessful commercial shows will be
hence the Blue's pitch for
can build shows able to
compete against such frontrunners,
Another aspect of the Blue proterrific,

men who

CBS

series

Army- codes

new

Home."

"Assignment

Army

featuring
discussing

officer

personnel
problems of
discharged GI's. This program; too,
starts Dec. 9.
It's considered quite
likely that a good portion of the rest
of the afternoon time will be kept
from sale.' in line with the. web's
.

'

policy of
angle.-

spotlighting

the

service
'

;'""•'.

.;>;->

Web spokesmen declare' that in
view of the changing war picture,
and the growing importance of postwar questions, it's equally important
that CBS assume its responsibility
in
keeping the public informed.
Tight situation as to available "airtime led to the thought, that Saturday would be a natural outlet for
the public service airers.
Shows already set are: "Of Men

and Books"

"Adventures in
4:15-4:30, "Refrom Washington" and 4:30-5.
"Assignment Home."
CBS is now
endeavoring to get John Mason
Brown; for several years a Navy,
correspondent, and formerly dra-

Science"

(2-2:15):
(2:15-2:301:

port

matic critic of the N. Y. Journal.

American,

emcee

the /'Books"
stanza.
Brown is slated to receive
his
discharge shortly.
"Science"
will be mentored by Watson Davis,
editor, of Science Service syndicate.
This show has been on CBS before
' ,
at a different time.
CBS is also considering two new
shows, to be produced and directed
to

.."

-

.

,

by William Robson and Bob Shayon.
respectively.
Nature of these hasn't
been decided, but. the Robson show
Will probably be a dramatic series
with a post-war rehabilitation' angle.

;

'

Muzak

in

FM

sire

to build

mercial possibilities and

'sell

.-.

.

:"-'

.

pay-jump

Bid For Nickel-A-Day

'.'

•

allocations

now with
Muzak is

Muzak,

cx-WPB

New York

of

office

Cowles Bros., owners of KSL-KRNT, space shortages. The resultant line
Des Moines, and other midwestern selling job done by the spots has sold
and more recently operators these advertisers on their regular use
even when space in other media beWHOM, Jersey City.
Mrs. Reynolds worked for the comes available. Picture companies,
legiters and niteries form a good perCowles org some years ago in Iowa.
centage of the "Johnny-come-latelyst"
of radio spots and expanded use,
particularly by the pix'outfits, bodes
well for the future..
;.
Metro and RKO also have regular
live network airers but low ratings
on these shows plus wonderful job
done via transcriptions have only
served to sell the filmsters on spots.
Legit sheVs and niteries have lagged
somewhat in getting into the spot
field and this has, hampered their
current operations.
However, fact
.

•

U. Survey Favors

'

Neutral Stance

the union's request for air
for all performers on half

tests to

credits

hour
say

Chicago,

Oct.

17.

Recent audience survey conducted

and

longer shows.
Agencies
an impractical policy in
radio and would be unwieldy and
cumbersome and that they do it now

by the U. of Wichita on whether

it's

ALP

speak

NBC, CBS

over

made

a

chain

up

of

icy.

\;

,

official,

disclosed

that

the.

:

ti

one local station in. New York
alone turned down $2,000 weekly
business in legit and nitery spots; because schedule was already completed points up postwar possibilities
in these advertisers. Total spot business refused for the. outlet in that
same week, including pix plugs,
amounted to 2,500. spots with station
already carrying the maximum load.
Additional hypo to the postwar
transcription picture is recent introduction of syndicated "custom-made"
spots featuring name entertainers
with time blanks for insertion of
commercial messages. Among first'
of these is a series waxed by Enria
Madriguera for Kermit-Raymond,
Chicago^ which latter is selling on a
syndicated basis. Large markets for
this type spot Is'-'sden in the large
regional advertisers.
Musical spot

W

On the question. "On which of the
following do you depend most for
your national and war news, newspapers, radio,' magazines or. other
pecple'."'
Radio was named by two
put of every three listeners queson tioned, although 94-.3% were also
oh subscribers to a daily newspaper.

and

me.

.

time

is

11 15

p.m. Nov.- 2

WABC, and

these: two. stations plus

CBS and NBC

Nov.

4.

WJZ. When Women were more

likely

told tne

it

was okay insofar as

Watch

Ben.i'us

ALP

ALP

.

campaigns are standard by now but
future will undoubtedly bring furThe
ther expansion in their use.

name

to

heard about the deal,
radio and farm adults were more
reps that the simullikely to pick radio than urban
taneous broadcasting over the comadiills..
Approximately 13";, of the
bined .'facilities would be an unfair
farm and 29% of the urban listeners
"monopoly of time." Blue, however,
newspapers..
they, told

:

that

Network

K O/ed

•;,':•'

.

.

lis-

teners think that radio stations and
networks should follow the example
of newspapers In taking sides on
as often as is feasible.
public 'questions revealed that four
out of five of 5,500 listeners polled
were against radio taking any stand.
N. Y.
Second question asked, "Do you
think that radio stations and netby
works (generally) do take sides on
Aniericao-Laboi Party leaders are such questions in their program todoing, a burn over cancellation of day?" brought out fact that one out
their "New
York City network. of every three do think that stations
which iuid been lined up for two and nets do take sides. More than
campaign
speeches
next
month. half of those who believe that radio
Plan to have 'prominent politicos takes sides disapprove: of the pol-

Tig SqueaF B east Plan WEAF

Weincr.

AFRA

line.

the

to

seen

is

stations
of

Preliminary
talks
also
have
brought but strong ad agency pro-

bought

Washington.. Oct., 17.'.
FCC heard a plea for three FM
channels for '.'subscription' radio last
week at its hearings or. frequency
L.

is

Beverly Reynolds, secretary; to
Robert J. Landry at CBS, is leaving
next week to become executive assistant

from spot business

postwar regardless of time situation
due to entrance of many sponsors
wbo have no interest in regular network airings. Latter in most eases
were forced during the war to use
spot transcriptions due to newspaper

-

ALP

Joseph

out of

says
the webs, doing a record biz, can
afford to cut actors in on the profits
.*."•'
to the extent asked.

them.

Such

transactions, LaRoche reitera'.ed, will be handled through regular channels.
All efforts will be
made to keep the shows on Bine airtime for as long as possible but it's
not thought likely the web will object to disposing of the programs as
packages if either clients or agencies
are interested in acquiring them.

AFRA

of thedemands to come
up for discussion is the union's increased wage; scale demands.
Pay
hikes have been asked on both sustaining; and commercial codes, with
the
webs bitterly opposing the
AP'RA demand for paid rehearsal
time
on
sustainers.
Although
AFRA, in its proposed code; has not
tipped the base sustaining broadcast
fee, it is asking for elimination of
free rehearsal time, this being tantamount to a boost of 10% in fees.
Networks state flatly the proposed
first

Continuation of current lush returns

Bev Reynolds Leaves CBS
To Rejoin Cowles Bros.

WABC, WjZ and WEAF has been
dropped because NBC and CBS refused to okay the linking of their
stations, even .though the ALP has

Channel

gramming hypo,

naturally, is the desuslainers With com-

be settled by the negotiations now under way in N. Y.
With one headache out of the way,
to

lesting

via

Co.,

for

instance,

.

is'

broad use of this type plug,

700.

stations

utilizing

musical

packaged by. the William. Moroffice with an eye to -even larger

spot's

selected

ris

scale operations in the future.
planning
a
three-day it was concerned.
Sidelight to the spot success is the'
commercials." f 6 r
Cancellation of the network angle
upped demand for longer transcribed
customers would pay
has now put the ALP on. a spot. C. M.
shows.
Grove Laboratories ha*,
nickel a day
Big Blue Promosh To
It
is the so-called
Pro-Roosevelt party still- has the
bought a series of tbree:-a-week
"pig' .squeal-'' broadcast ing in whic h
tiine on all stations and should it
quartet'-hogr shbws which will be
'March of Time' subscribers would get a device lo fix book .different, speakers for each, it
Chicago, Oct. 17.
spotted on 13 stations as a starter..
;; .; '-i/
to their sets which would, clear out will mean it is competing
'.against
Blue network promotion, adver- the- static "pig
Annount-ement of the appointment Session, "Pleasure Parade." reprcsqueal" and permit 'itself for listeners. Should the ALP
tising -and', station relation depart- them
of C. M. Cahipbeli. advertising mari- sents-.a heavy outlay -for talent wiih
to hear the Special programs.
cancel .and retain but one. of the
ments have blueprinted an all-out
Weiner said his^ outfit was rcad\- to stations each night, the Repub- aaer of the Chi Tribune, to the post Jimmy Wallirigton, Kay Lorraine.,
Mjiler
.drive to acquaint listeners with the
spend $1,000,000 a year in each of licrins would 'problnbly grab the \\mt\ of v. p. of WGN' and member of the Bob Kennedy, the Glenn
and
shift of the "March of Time"- prothree communities t,o provide' the again giving the. ALP compelish. executive committee of Mutual will Modemaires with Paula Kelly
gram from NBC to the' Blue in the service,, offering' the following
be made 'shortly according to net-" Irving. Miller's orch. United Drug's
three Radio heads' of' the ALP figure
-identical time slot (10:30 p.m-.l '.and' programs
work toppers. Whether or not Camp- annual "Rexall Revue" is another
they're better off competing against
bell', u'ill
night (Thursday) beginning Nov.. 9.
become chairman of the transcribed show. that runs' into high
1. A
continuous music program, themselves and. will* probably keep
exec committee will be decided by cost brackets and it's expected that,
Shift will give BlUe toppers a basis •covering the entire range of fine all the time now
booked.
the m mbers after his appointment. in spite of network bans on recorded
for a comprehensive comparison' of music.'!
-;'..'.\
"i
Campbell takes over the posts form- airers, there will be a continued inhow switching the program from
2. A continuous program of popuCincinnati— New food expert for
one network io another yrill affect lar music without breaks or commer- WCKY is Fern Harris Storer, gradu- erly held by Wilbert MaetarUme crease; in the number of such .shows:
wlm diei here la.-t- .weeiC:.
'."''
its ratings. If comparisons are favor- cials. '..
.'
.;;'-.'.-/
ate of Kansas Slate College. She-re-:
Fj-bert Alitfiip. will take over as-.,
Kansas Cily-^-Milt Grossman. and
able,, they will be used as a major
3. A wide range. of features cb vplace!- Sylvia Brown, who held post
bUSlficss man-.iaet' of .the paper, an- Don Rich arc latest additions to mike
selling point to other sponsors.
».;.->
(Continued on page 32;
two years.
..
other position held by Macfarlane. I
serviced

which

without,
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D.C'S "SPECTRUM PACKIN'
Kobak As

Feelers Tossed for

Successor to

NAB Prexy John H. Ryan

Washington. Oct.
.

down as president of the NaAssn. of Broadcasters next
f, leaving vacant a post that,
generally agreed, can swing a
tremendous influence in the post-war'
period via the radio industry's contribution toward peacetime r e a-djiistment, several industry toppers
are suggesting Ed Kobak, Blue network exec v.p., for the post
it's

'

currently faced

Kobak, they
recent reorganization.
feel, would be the man to help unite
the. industry and channel its vast resources into constructive paths.

Kobak

boosters point to his agressive sales job for the Blue, to the fact
that he's equipped to undersla'nd' the
problems of the broadcasters, has
been an advertising man and engineer, is well schooled in public relarealistic

is

about

ricl iii*

-
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is

clear
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.

making an

even
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effort
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Bob Hope

cbnccfal

to

.
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|

identification
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and
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Major Edwin
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Fitch Bandwagon ...
Dr. Christian ,. ,-.','! .;.

Frank Morgan.
Sir. and Mrs. North
.
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.15.6
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.15 3
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.1.4.8

.14,3
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slimmer profits and rising lacosts: the heavy investiture in
programming, plus network time,
just, didn't- add up to good business.
Similar, instances have been cited
by agency men of sponsors who,
though still bound by long-term conprices,

.15.6

.

-,•',

.

.

19 3

.

,

Baker ......
Your Hit Parade.

Phil

.

22.7

;

.

.

:

:

..-

)

13.9.

.117

.

with option clauses calling for
yearly upgrading in star fees* have
or less served notice that, upon
expiration of the contracts, they'll re-

.13,7

tracts,;

more

NAB

5,000 stations.

vert back to cheaper shows "if their
big drawing card won't listen to reafall in with the lower biidg-

Yardstickers

.

what some

son" and

station

et plan,:

NAB reps characterize
business away to other

"giving

as

CBS

Forget About

managers and

Welles show will be' a 15niinule Friday night CBS program
(7:15-7:30) and as such will be Opposition to the Ed Wynn show on the
Blue.
Welles tees off Nov. 17.
Tabbed "The People's Request" it'll
be in the nature of a Welles Cavalcade, with ideas culled from fan
letters or whatever pops into the
Welles mind. It'll have no set format, with the star-producer spotting
guest talent or building up capsule
production as he sees fit from week
- *
to week.
Program bows in from N. Y. and
moves to the Coast in December

.

a
in

popularity confided to the
agency handling his account that, regardless of the audiertee pull of his
show, the. company was questioning
the wisdom of splurging so much coin
on the show. Client complained that,
the cost entailed in whipping together. a nighttime network program was
setting out of all reason, and that,
with the era of competition setting
in,
thecurrent OPA ceiling on
raiing

last-.

.24.6

.'.:;

.

.

.

Plenty Bitterness
,
to be a lot of bitter-

New

Sound Gags Not

;

There seems

ness brewing over

-:'•-.'-...'•''•.'''•'.

,,'-.

off

.

should the Commission go; along on
100 FM frequencies, that would invite competition to the extent of

1

teed

What has been anticipated as inevitable in the postwar era; has, much-,
to the ..surprise of many in the trade,
already begun to materialize.
The'
premature situation concerns the attitude .of several sponsors holding
valuable- nighttime network
franchises and the attendant skyrocketing
costs entailed in plugging their merchandise via web shows, with stars

commanding unprecedented coin.
Only last week the sponsor of
show bracketed among the top; 10

Molly''

Walter Winchell. ;.. ,-.'.'.
Jack Benny,. ....... .V,
Joan Davis-Jack Haley
Screen Guild..........-,'.,
Lux Radio Theatre,,.;.;
,;.
Kay Kyser;
Eddie Cantor.

H. Armstrong; the wholesale antipathy that's developed because CBS
and Craven favor a licensing policy,

Eversharp, e y e i n g the postwar
market and budgeting upwards its
radio appropriation, has set a third
network air show with Orson Welles
as star, producer, et al.
Sponsor is
currently represented by the Phil
Baker "Take It Or Leave, It" and
Milton Berle "Let Yourself Go"

,

.

'

FM

interests, pitted against

which

Bob Hope.
Edgar Bergen

;

Eversharp Show

McGee and

Thurs. (10.)
Here's the top 15 as rated by
Hooper:

-

I

.

the top guy
(No rating as yet
still

is

with a 24.6.
oh "Fibber

ever

Jf

Rates 'Em

Screen Guild Players tops Lux
Radio Theatre (latter, celebrating
its 10th anni this season) on the,
Hooperatings for week of Oct. 1.
Former, No. 6 among the top 15,
copped a 18.8 tally, with the Lux,.,
show's 18.5 seventh -oh the list.

.

good, bad or otherthe radio industry
manifested itself as a house .divided.
you tan '..get- it in spades down here
along the Potomac.
It's not only CBS vs. the field hi
the network's bid for moving television into the higher frequencies.
It's a battle royal that's, all encompassing -— the broadcasters who are
challenging the State Dept. on inter-,
national shortwaving; the educator
who wants space reserved in the
spectrum as opposed to the- commercial broadcasters; the bitter
batwise.

How Hooper

f

feelings,

their-

social

V

-'.,

.

,

..

..

...''.';:-'.

.-•,'„/

"'

.Y :

."'.-,'•

.
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These agency men see the handwriting on the wall; they say the
trend has already started, that it ob.»
••„ j
vjously i.sn t something thati will develop overnight, but that inevitably
the era of $17,000 to $25,000 air packages will come to an end and the
sales departments will again go back
.

Vi

,,
r
Failure of the National
Assn. of
Broadcasters reps to toss out a single
line tag to CBS in its first
public presentation of the NAB auWashington, Oct. 17.
dience measurement yardstick at last
That twice-a-day stand-at-atweek's luncheon of the Radio Executention routine when the FCC
to work.
lives elub in N.Y;^ is still causing
members enter the hearing room
While tjie client with the top-rating
some caustic comment in the trade.
to sit in judgment on the quesshow is the exception in the case, the
Impression among the latter, who r
tion of allocations has been the
squawks to date, it's pointed out, have
generally attribute the "oversight" to
cause of some criticism among
come principally from the "big
"jealous factions" among researchers
broadcasters and others in atmoney, small time" sponsors, the
tendance. Latter contend that it
within the trade, is that if ever there
guys who are paying just as much
was a time when credit should have
rang counter to democratic pro-.;
for network time in the after 10:30
been handed out on an industry ac••eduj'e; that the only thing missp.m. - before - 7:30 - tough - lo-get-aning if. a salute and a "Heil
complishment, the time and place
as
after arrival of the. Rita Hay worth
audience segment as the more forshould have been at. the N..Y-, lunchthe commissioners step forth.
(.Mrs. Welles) baby.
tunate guy. in the 8 to 10 o'clock
Ryan
Critics of the practice say It's
eon when NAB prexy John H.
Marty Goodman, of the Wm'. Morbracket.
one thing to rise in respect to
and Paul Peter, director of research
ris office, set the deal.
Biow is the
Similarly regarded as telling corthe dignity of a post or in tribute
for NAB, set forth the' manner in
agency on the Eversharp account;
roboration is the fact that more and
which
for someone's notable achievethe- audience measurement
more freelance writers, sensing thegoal.
ment, but the fact that the FCC
technique hoped to achieve its
start of the trend, are trying to land
boys invariably segue into a reAs pointed out by some, it's no on agency payrolls:
Interlochen Head Blasts
laxed position and are not adsecret that the NAB chose to adopt,
AIL of which cued the comment
verse to dozing off the "Spectrum
from all the assorted technique from one agency topper: "Maybe it**
Doldrums" only points up the abPetriilo,
tossed into the NAB hat, that which, a good thing the nets didn't- get. too
surdity of the situation.
with, but minor variations, has been tough too soon."
used by CBS for some years and on
All
Music
which the net has expended hundreds
Washington. Oct. 17..
people." For there are unmistakable
of thousands of dollars.
Hence, it's
Mull Pay Solutions In
Joseph E. Maddy, professor of signs that most of the
boys
felt, the industry as a whole derives
Radio Music Instruction at the Uni- would like to see FM a closed corthe benefit of a skilfully developed
versity of Michigan .and head of the poration.
That's why they're labelCancelling of Musickers
plan' which has. won the whole-.
National Music Camp, at Interlochen, ling CBS and Craven as "radicals."]
hearted sanction of agency men and
Mich., turned in a. red hot attack on The latter take the viewpoint: "We're
for Politics
broadcasters alike, while bypassing
Off
Jame.s C. Petriilo, AFM prexy, at last living in a democracy; let's make]
any acknowledgment as its. origin.
Question of payment of musicians
this
a
democratic thing, by all
week's FCC hearings...
'Opportunity ^or. the -credit tag
broadcasts cancelled by recapf or
means." :.'.','.
:'[
"If James C. Petriilo continues to
cropped up on a number of occa- tul
0l commercia i time by the
inf
There's criticism, too, over what- is
dominate commercial radio," said
sions at the luncheon, its claimed,
Maddy, "FM educational stations, will characterized as "shocking disinter-.) but neyer materialized. Adoption of lltlwol ks s ,j.u remains undecided,
NBC and
between
be the -only outlet for any type of est", on the part of both' Mutual the yardstick, involving a cost of N(>)!oliat ons
802 A FM over payment lor
,
educational broadcasting. This die-; and the Blue networks, with indica.000.000, is regarded as one ot the
•S
)he
on the " Mar(;h of rime
tator of American music has already lions tliat neither ..will put in an
.major; industry accomplishments irt
prohibited the Chicago Board of appearance to set forth an engineer- finding the answer to the question aim vhieh was knocked bf{ the air
tw() w eeks ag0 to make, room for a
educational station ing position on, the. vital allocations that for years
Education's
has bothered broad
political broadcast are still going on.
Up to now there's, only casters and advertisers alike.
from broadcasting any instrumental question.
Agen'ey. Young & Rubicam. was promusic except by members- of his been; 8 hint that the Blue may 'gd.
ttct.cd from any claims by its con-,
union. I believe you'are all familiar along .with CBS on stepping into the
tii ret with the net which calls for
with the banning by Mr. Petriilo of strato frequencies)
protect ion against any money losses
broadcasts by the childreri: of the
Right now the most jittery boys
'"",'
via recapturing .by the net'. of the
National Music Camp.
(Continued on page 32 *

Now

Dearth of topflight sound effects
men, believed principally due to
draft inroads, has resulted in agencies passing word along to scriplers
to lay off situations relying on
case,
it's
•sound,
strictly
a
lt'i
pointed out, of programs suffering
rather than benefiting from the insertion of sequences that depend on
sound effects for laughs or dramatic

.

-

'

Straighten Up, Fly Right!

-

credit

.

.

.

|

•

I

|

i

[
[

"

'
j

j

I

punch, with the boys told, in fleet,
10 stick to the verbal technique.
Only a few of the topnotch sound
effects men in radio are still around.

.

i

i

to the summer Alan
with many laughs
series'
around the door-elosing-step-

Sock reaction

Voung

elimbing "soundies" was heralded
at the time as possibly cueing a return to the days when the sound
effects guy playtd an imporant part
In putting across a show. But the
agencies find that these experts, who
even carried their own equipment

Warns He May

Kayo

3R

j

Shows

.

j

AM

j

j

and wrapped their contribution to
the show into a boff production job,
just aren't around any more.
Currently some gals are.' handling
the sound jobs and while they're regarded as adequate for the task

|

j

MOT

I

I

.

.

j

:

'

nevertheless consensus is that they
don't hit in the same league with
the oldtimers. Similarly some page

.

-

,

j

.

^^

i

boys have been developed into
sound men to step into the breach.
And rather than resort to transcribed
sound effects the agencies are tell-

-

1

:

FM

;

I

.

,

'.

.

,

.

ing the writers to forget the whole
thing and "get your laughs from the
lines."

—

with ex-FCC commissioner T.A.M.
Craven, now allied' with the Cowles

not affiliat-

So Sound

Of $17,000 to $25,000 Budget Era

ain't,

They're down .here
with both barrels loaded
and no
"-.
holds barred,
Seldom if ever have Governmental hearings evidenced such, crosscurrents as those marking the current FCC allocations sessions. With
so much at stake, the boys aren't
ler than to ask.

-'

Kobak

there

lie

beyond the suspicion of manipula-

built

And

here.

:

Orson Welle

with the NAB are cited as plus factors by these Industry reps who say
that it would automatically place him
tion.

high

gonna be no "lay that pistol down";,
routine, .either. The boys know -bet-

'.'"

:

fact that

steered

Lunch

$'

ed with either of the, two major networks and with one that in the past
ha.s

to

Chicago, Oct. 17.
Use' of recording machines in
top radio execs' off ices
here to record supposed off- the--,
record conversations has been
proving to be highly embarrassing to many of the brass hats, In
the case of one agency biggie who
has madewide use of his recorder .not only for personal calls,
but phone conversations as well,
exec has been literally forced to
transact a major portion of his.
business in restaurants.
Situation came about as a result of his having used recordings on several occasions to the
detriment of clients and associates with half pf his contacts
refusing to* deal in his office or.
on the phone, biggie's office is
practically useless.

.

The

Sooner Than Expected Cueing Finale
Washington, Oct. 17
The "Spectrum Packin' Papas" are
.

•cores-, of

with the responsibility of sifting potential candidates for the all-important job. In suggesting tossing Kodak's name into the hopper, these industry men point to his record as
exec v.p. of the Blue and a key figure
in shaping the net's policies until its

tions and
trends.

Out

^

tional

July

Is

Horns

'

to

.step

committee

Pulling In

17.

With John H. Ryan skedried

NAB

PAPAS"

GURRENT5 Big Spenders Seen

Possible CROSS

29

,

i

>

!
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,

I

;

:

.

Lirtiment

dropping
and robbers
is

.

.

."Of course, there is no assurance
as (6 how long Mr.'Petrillo will permit educational broadcasts, even
over strictly educational stations
Fortunately the people of America

DROPPED BY SPONSOR
Sloan's

NEW
GRACIE FIELDS SHOW

LINEUP SET FOR

'GANGBUSTERS' BEING

;

j.

Lineup

Jinx-Leary Hummerts

"Gang'ousters,''- cops;
mi ller in the 9 p in. FrL slot on' lhe" have become thoroughly aroused
Blue,
January,
Its one of the over this assumption of dictatorial
web's lop evening half hour shows. ", -powers, by the .music boss and I feel

Frank

and Anne

Gracie Fields'

.uram teeing off -Nov.

Launch Soaper No. 14

m

lor

Humriiert

;:!ia.s

14.

pro-

on the Blue

Larry Marks, Ben Friedman

Louis Qui nn' spotted as
"';.-.•

new

I

:

\

anil.

Lou Bring

.

'',
-.

":

therefore

fweep the musicians'

;.'.:-.

evolved'.
local

!be->'

and <he

ml
i

.scriptei-s wi.th

.Myron Dutton producing.

-:

Dispute

'

with, latter claiming no Liibilily,
-int.e
they didn't hire the men
<
order to- keep liie
i
in
bandsmen on the air, net off icials
agreed ki negotiate the matter.

Hov.

'

t

ill

their .'1.4th soap-opera'} on the
Blue 'figures oh keeping, the' show, sure, that we may look forward-, to I'hfr.ve
air. an all-time high for one nTlfec;
en -sustaining if no other sponsor diasi-c action by Congress in the
starting Nov. .20,. when a- new. .imp.
•turns up, in the .meant. me.
ivot-too.-distaht future."
|"Strange Romance of Ellen; While.'

''>''

timr-,.

1

.

:

.

-

'>
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;

will-handle music and Fred Brady

]

in as-CfrnjiC;'

.

-is.

Bob Laurence

5

I

'
.

piirr Skeds N. Y. Talk

Engelbach's Time-Out
in

Washington. Oct.

DeVere Engelbach is recuperating
Arizona from a .recent ailment.
Radio producer of the Saminy
to knock off for- the

!

.

•

Kaye show- had;
physical respite.

•

"

..

FCC

Commissioner

art

sb'ap.

<

i

slot

foi

Manha'Uatj- '&>i>p
'

|

.

tht-.v

J.

Dtirr; will address- the N- Y. Federation of Women's Clubs, at the Astni;
and
hotel
Oct.. 27' oh' -"Radio

:

<

.

:•

-

:

're doiri};. the show is that th( > "re
-upei'Mitioiis iind didn't like ; !ic idea
(.•!'
hjiving 18 .-oapers in the ,'oafn.
.'

-:
j

Women's

Responsibility,"

I

to Philly

;.

Philadelphia, Oil' .17.
Bristol r
Bub Laurence, recently executive
'.Pf ","- ,
-'./ V
director of the Victory Players of
.Bob King, of 'Doherty Clifford & .the Ahi'erican Theatre Wing of Kt\v
»n^>
for Coast Yo'.k: has .joined the.
fjiKJUfield agency, leave,
this week 120/ to start publicity ball.! nounehig. staff.
r'.lling on the show and -to havV- 'a
lie "formerly was associated .n ilk
nd World Broadcasting Co.,
:o<ik-.-ee-at other agency matters :ii WOV,
'
N Y..
the -ten ilory,
,

.

'

-\,

Air Features js producing- lor /
Ddane Jones ad agency
llummert.s say -.one of the reii.-iins

Co. >.

17,

Clifford

CBS

debuts in tho'5:15 p.m.

!.S'.vf-.pth<

Announcer not yet set.
Myers is bankrolling for

-.
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Good Glean Fun

NAB

Present

Code

'Controversial'

Philadelphia,

Oct

17:

,

Philly's Friday the. 13th Club
air for the first time

From

went on the

Jinx Day when Ben Gimbel,
WIP proxy, was initiated into
the setup to take the place of
one who died. The club has 13
last

Seems Set Despite UAW's Protest
That the

NAB

will retain

pres-

its

•

Mary Small Program
Mary Small

abolition of the code,

with

ban

its

,

rev.-

a i,eady paeted -to
, hose
arc Joan Edwards, Bea
sut) liUlte
Wj n Joan e^oks, with others to
"Junior Miss"
-follow .if-necessary.'

Before any code modifications
can be made, they would have to
originate within, the code group.

j'
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v

,
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M,DUU
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UAW
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Frankensteeivreferredto Congress;;
Solow^and
attempt, in 1934, to have radio set
„?
Klinger, agency, men. arid Larry
aside a definite amount of time for
Menkin, writer.' to see what could
labor unions and other non-profit
be done about it. Three men stayed
organizations and quoted from the
all night writing and mimeolip
NAB's stand as expressed at that [ §«phing announcements and at 8
claimed j.^
In 1934. the
f
time.
Saturday were phonin g N
there "was no restriction or censor
station sales heads to see what spot

:.:

NAB
MM uraS'

J" „^

.

.

it.

Y

.

was ^va liable,

^ irne

j

a statem^t that could not be
gy 9 30 Saturday morning> ^,
substantiated.. He also declared that
trio had their first spots on the air
radio has given employer as.oc atotal Qf
had
fr
liee
lions '•rrn lions of dollars c
,B
over
oti
for tne d
230
but comparatively ittUe to
time,
Brooklyn;
an
labor and, '" most pases stations
WJZ, N. Y.;
have refused to sell time to unions.
Jersey City; WBNX,. Bronx; ;nd
He said that since 1939, when the

was

.

^
.

(
!

i

WL

.

|

WBYN

WMCA,
WHOM,

w

code was adopted,

"it

of Blue in

•;,'"',

.

WNEW

1

.

.

.

Mrs. Stephen Fry, wife of BBC traffic manager, an expectant mother. ...
Dolplie Martin, of WEEI, Boston,' where he conducts the CBS network
"Youth on Parade," in New York on biz..:. Fredericka Millet,

Hypoing

series.

closer contact with N. Y
headquarters, which is undergoing a

affiliates

wide program,

and personnel

sales

.

CBS

manager of sound effects
division, killed in aircraft accident Oct. 11; , .R'occo Padulo, CBS photographer, had three-page iayout in Simday's (15) Parade Magazine. Subject
of layout was "Miniature World for Barbara," with his 3, l <j-year-old
daughter as the model.
Joseph Pierson, brother of Walter Pierson,

.

change, is moving forward.
Practice of having station relaBill Fineschreiber, ass't CBS program head, on jury duty
tions personnel always up-to-date on
.James
what is going on at the homeoH'ice Burke, with the American Embassy's info service in Chungking and now
in N.-> Y.. even when on the road, back in the U. S., doing a piece for Life mag on spot and singing comwill continue, but staffs in key sec- mercials.
.Peter Irving,
.Herb Pettey, WHN, back from Washington.
tions of the country will bei built up, radio writer, has been named, assistant regional radio director of the OPA
with even more comprehensive un- in the N.Y, district.
.Peter Strand newest addition to
production
derstanding between the main office staff .... Ira Marion. Blue staff writer, considering an effer to teach radio
and outlets throughout the country writing at Hunter College, N. Y.
the main objective. Better servicing
Frank Stanton, CBS veepee, in Birmingham this week for huddles with
of affiliates also is expected to result. Ed Norton and Thad Holt at WAPI, CBS affiliate. .. .Jerome (Thad)
Initial appointment in this respect Reeves,, of WMBS. the CBS affiliate in Columbus, in town with his wife for
is the choice of Frank Conrad, for.Walt Schneider, of NBC press dept. in charge of
a few. days.' gander,
merly traveling the country out of contact with mags, has resigned to join the Institute of Life Insurance,
N. Y. for the network; to head the where he'll direct press relations and advertising setup.
Mrs. Frederica
department in Hollywood. Conrad Montgomery, Schneider's asst. at NBC, takes over the mag contact, job
takes over his new post this week, pending new appointment..-:''..;'.
shifting from the east. He will work
Leonard Levinson doing the guest detective bit on. the "Ellery Queen'' reCoast
with stations in the Pacific
broadcast tomorrow (Thurs.) night, says he's doing it just s'o's the wife. and
time belt and the Rocky Mountain kids in Hollywood can hear his voice. ...WHOM. Jersey City, has joined, the
'•
area.
NAB. .. .Marguerite Walsh has resigned from J. Walter Thompson to. join
Jim Connelly, currently Breaking radio copy dept. at Pedlar & Ryan
Walter Lurie, director and superstation
Blue
Norton,
in under John
visor of New York programs at Foote, Cone & Belding, leaves next week
relations topper, having joined the to become Biow eastern program manager. .. .Samuel Dalsimer has rethe
from
months
ago
web three
turned to resume as veepee of Cecil St. Presbrey after year's leave of
will
soon
station
reps,
Bramham Co..
.Don
absence as program manager of the Domestic Branch of
be named to head the department in Douglas takes over the role of "Tex" on
"Chick Carter" stanza,
Chicago. He will service stations replacing Gilbert Mack, who's leaving for a legit role. , .Kathryn Fecke,
throughout the midwest.researcher at Voting & Rtibiiani, has resigned to take over as head of
radio, tele pix and amusements dept. of the Position Securing Bureau.
She replaces Frank McGrann who's leaving for a government mission in
..Bill Lewis, veepee and radio director of Kenyon & Eckthe Far East
hardt, planed out this weekend lor opening of "Noah- .Webster Says*'- and
"Tom Breneman's Highlights on NBC and Blue Pacific webs respectively.

WWRL,

Woodside. WNEW, N. Y.,
which does not sell time, spotted 20

has operated

,.

!

-

Frankensteen charged and

•'

••';.'

ex-WOR publicity director and now stationed at' Mitchel
Ranson, of WNEW, in discussion on radio publicity at
C.C.N.Y. course last night (Tiies .).
Jack Grog.in. of
pro,
duclion staff arid ex-legiter, this week playing opposite Ruth Chatterlon in
"Private "Lives" at Queensboro theatre,
•

'

'

j

t hip,"

.

Dick Pack,

Pvt,

Family

.

be

to

.

Cfjitmn nCIQUUUO
RftlatlftnC OCllip
Sphlll formcr r3t*'° director of the Democratic National Committee, currently in
iNdUUIl
Skyus on a 60 -aay furlough from Red Cross duties in England after two
a blo'id .dramatizations'. Sunny
Lyman Bryson course in "Communications" at Columbia U was
Expansion of the Blue network years.
aM d Ray Bloch's ork will conlal
,j,. ue
station relations department to give addressed Saturday (14) by CBS' Robert J. Landry ... .Ensign (AVN) John

HarExpectant mother is wife pf Vic
Before jjizzy, songwriter, now in the Navy,
old Ryan. NAB president.
".,-_—
,.
adjourning, the outgoing group dis- j
drawcussed each clause in the code,
PIA C
J 9A
be
passed
ing up recommendations to
flj. J. LIU jDenOS
^
committeemen
on. to the incoming
rep
After the adjournment, an NAB
In Last-Minute Spot Drive
said it was the unanimous opinion
of all concerned that the controverThat
Spur Registrations
sial clause be retained as is.
revisions
leaves the question 61. code
Sat. (14V N, Y. stations broke out
just where it's been for some time. in a sudden! rash of spot announce'*S -UAW's statement, representing the
ments urging voters to register that
views of Richard; T, Frankensteen. day, last opportunity, they had.
vice president, was read by Ernst Story of how those spots came to
Goodman, associate general counsel get on the air is a dramatic one
It said that the
Eri. (13V, forecast for Saturday's
of the union.
that the [ weather w-as for storms, which fig
•'felt "a growing conviction
radio industry has failed in its duty iue d to cut down registration total,
At
to operate in the'' public interest's" by already running behind 1940.
g p.m., Friday the. Greater N. Y
adhering to its present policy.
CIO decided on a last-minute regis"Respectable Cloak"
J.

[

.

Aim

,.

.

Last week's meeting was the pies•nt code committee's last get-towith a new panel
within a fortnight by

Affiliate

»+»+-i

Field, joined with Jo

'

slops.

named

.

tatter's

Happy

»

»

.Basil Loughrane, indie producer of '•Light of the World," is
(CBS)
reading three plays with the idea of a possible return to Broadway as a
director. ...Genevieve Rowe, radio soprano, doing a concert at Wooster
Her parents are instructors in the school's music
(O.) College Oct. 21.
•.;''
department. -.V,
: •'

cats, etc.

28.

n the sale of time to discuss: controversial issues, the committee ad-

joumed without recommending

take maternity

will

leave of her commercial stanza on
the Blue Sundays at 5 p. m. on Oct.
with top femme- vocalists alterStanza is
natir.g as replacements.
now titled the ••Mary, SmattWunior

.

.

Auto Workers. (CIO. recommending

M

Am/ie Strickland, formerly assistant to Tom Wallace, producer of "Blind
Date." goes in this week as a new sequence lead on "Our Gal Sunday"

President of the
organization, celebrating its 13th
year, is Phillip Klein, head of
an advertising agency. ....

black

the Production Centres

YORK CITY ...

IN 1SEW

members, ,
v'
The initiation was broadcast,
timbrel ta
ah''
beneath
from
opened beneath a ladder, while
Gimbel smashed mirrors, stroked

Stork Circuit Books

i

gether,

rt»«

'

ent code was strongly indicated, last
week following a two-day meet rig of
the. NAB code committee in N Y.
Although the committee heard a
strong statement from the United

»<
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.
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.

.

WNEW

.

.

.

:

'
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OWL

.

.

WOR

;
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FEMME VOTED PREXY
OF H'WOOD'S KMTR
Hollywood, Oct,

17.

has finally come
into her own in Coast radio aind for
the first time a distaff er heads one
of the indies. In a recent corporate,
realignment of KMTR, presidency'
was Voted to Gloria Dalton, first
wife of the late Vic Dalton. She also
owns 50% of the stock. Other of
ficers are Charles Millikan, attorney
for the second -Mrs. Dalton (Mrs.
Arthur Farlow), v.p., and Eddie
Flocken, accountant at the station,
secretary and treasurer.
Kenneth Tinkham. general manager of the station since 1937, continues as the operating head.

The

little

woman

.

;

'

IIS

CHICAGO

.

.

.

Cecil Widdifield, former radio director of Schwimmer and Scott has
of the announcements as a public
been.upped to head the new business department. Alan Fishburn, radio
service. WINS, N. Y., Hearst-owned
producer, takes over Widdifieid's job as radio production head... .Bill
cloak perverted by permitting instation, refused to take them withWare, general manager of KWFC. Hot Springs. Ark., in town this week
dividuals to determine what was)
out payment in advance.
..Howie Walsh, WIND sales staffer for the past four years, upped to
.
controversial."
Campaign cost the CIO $4,500.
assistant sales manager., .WGN brass hats threw a party last week for
Frankensteen suggested s ever a')
Henry Webe«, who is celebrating his 10th year as musical director of the
changes, which, he claimed, are
station ... ."Blind J3ate" opens at the Oriental theatre here Oct. 20.
necessary if radio is to represent ali
Howard Vincent O'Brien, long time Chi Daily News columnist, goes on the
Suggestions included 5
the people.
air for
Oct. 20. ,. .Monte Randall, formerly with Russet M. Seeds,
equal time to labor and other nonnow in the Army, has been promoted to Sgt. in the Air Corps.
profit groups on a. sustaining basis,]
Lou Harrington, of the Wrigley restaurant, who has been taking flying
without restrictions', no blanket rePeter Lyon and Robert Newman
lessons, solos next week. ... .Harold 'Gingrich,' free lance radio producer,
strictions on the right to buy time, are slated for election 33 national
currently
in Sioux Falls for the trial on who owns the network
including the right of unions to president and veepee, respectively,
show. "Blind Date." Gingrich claims a third of the show belongs to him
membership: no censorship of the eastern region, Radio Writers
solicit
.v.Jimmie Both, staff musician at NBC here, left last week to occupy the
other than that necessary for slander, Guild at meeting Oct. 31 iwijg; Y.
.Everett Mitchell,
first clarinet chair with the Cleveland Symphony Orch,
etc; a balanced amount of time to Lyon and Newman are unopposed for
director of agriculture for the NBC central division, is in Washington
Sunday
controversial
issues, "with the offices, Lyon having been eastern Vic Jory s
discuss
this week.... Paul Courtney, free lance writer, is filling in at the NBC Chi
labor programs not to be auto- region v.p. the past year.
during the illness of news editor Jerome Meer, who has taken
matically considered controversial.
Switching Format newsroom
Only contest in the polling win be
a leave of absence to recover his health.
Code Misunderstood
for National Council posts with 16
Due to. slim dramatic pickings on
Pat Buttram, of "Barn Dance." will spend seven weeks a year on the
Attitude taken by the NAB is. that, candidates for 11 openings. Good- the air Sundays from early morning Coast under a new contract, signed with Hal Wallis last week.
"Amos
the code is misunderstood, both by man Ace, Wade Arnold. Carl Bixby, to early evening, Vicks, which sponAndy" did their network show from Chi last week
Les Atlass, CBS
Norman
Corwin,
Max
Ehrlich,
labor and many station operators.
sors "Dangerously Yours," starring v:p., at KMOX, St. Louis, this week. .. .Ted Jardine of J. Walter Thompson
Pegeen
Fitzgerald,
Bess
Flynn,
ClifNAB reps say there is no code proVictory Jory, on CBS at 2 p.m. Sun- in New York this week on the Elgin Thanksgiving show ... Louise Taft
ford
Goldsmith.
David
Hall,
Harry
prohibiting
viso
sale of time to labor,
days, has changed the name of the and Grace Pearson of the NBC central division joined the Marines last
Ruth Adams Knight, stanza to "Vicks Matinee Theatre."
except thai direct solicitation; of Herrmann,
~
week
U. of Chicago Round Table starts its 12th year on NBC this week
vv,l " am P- McSherry, Charles Newmembership is barred on the ground William
Move takes effect Oct. 22,
..'..Johnny Leckner. of Foote. Cone & Belding. and Jack Downey headit
might"' involve stations legallv. ton Sheldon Stark, William Todman
Title change will give the stanza ing up a syndicate that will take over a Walton Place nitery.
.Date Har•NAB spokesmen also indicate thai and Kenneth Webb are the Council an opportunity to use a wider range rison! Chi Sun columnist, dickering with a sponsor for a chatter session
stations can sell time to labor. f 0 r rfs *" tan1s:
of dramatic stories, including those ,.': .Howard Ketting. of Ruthrauff
&. Ryan, takes over the job of stimulatdramatic or other programs, and that
without dangerous, romantic aspects ing business at the Wrigley bar this week, move was decided upon because
copy can include listing the benefits,
which have been "must" heretofore. of poor biz.
..-'
-1'
Oboler-Robson
•".
Jory will continue as star, with Marof union membership.
tin Gable, currently the "Voice of Ii\
Ryan, ilie NAB head, declared
Discs Cut in Half Adventure," segueing to commentathat the UAW's recent brush with
Walter Craig hustling back home after being around since June and
tor.
Richard
Sanvi
will
lie
continue busy every minute of the time:
WHKC, Columbus- .which- resulted h
"Four for the Sixth/ transcrip.Lester Gottlieb, chief flack for Young &.
the union's plea to the FCC to lift lion series being written by Arch as director, and Jean Holloway, Rubicam, applying his genius to the firm's eight Coast originations. ..
the station's license, started because pooler and William Robson for the scripter, also stays on.
Former Don Lee chief announcer, now Lt. Dick Ross, prisoner of the
the "code w^as improperly interpret- Treasury Dept.. will' be 15-miiiute
Huns, and not missing In action as. previously reported
.Fulton Lewis. Jr.,
ed," NAB claims that' what the sta- shows, instead of a half hour. Same
McLaughlin
around, to. sound out Coast sentiment on the pV'esidency ... .Jim Wright,
tion should have done, once it saw author's
Fifth
War Bond Drive
radio boss of the KastOr agency, giving the local scene a, touch of dignity
Blue Central Spot Mgr. and powwowing with Murray Boleh and Mann Holiner on the Rudy
the
script; was not" to censor it. shows ran the longer length.
but to give the auto workers free
Slashed running time was sugVallce setup,. .Jack O'Mara heading up sales promotibn at the Blue -on
Chicago. Oct. 17.
.:
time, to be balanced by equal time .-Rested by Sec. of the fr6as. Henry
Roy- McLaughlin, Blue' network a shuttle from CBS. .-/.Charles Vanda, onetime CBS production chief here,
given, an employer group in the same Morgenthau, '.who, it's said, felt the salesman, has been appointed sales now a Lt; Col;
.Hubbell Robinson due back in N.Y. over the weekend
field,
bond platters would get a better play manager of WENR and national spot to clean up his affairs at Young & Rubicam before joining the Blue execuJ if shorter. -Although close to 800 sales manager of the Blue central tive staff. Bob Hussey, talent buyer, accompanied him for three weeks
Stations used the Waxes for the Fifth, division.
McLaughlin replaces: Gil of "indoctrination'' in Y&R policies and operation
.lair times given them were iri many Berry,, who was upped to sales manKECA-Btue gang going through the throes, of construction work When
Gallup Poll Airing
cases none too good.
Another fa.c- ager of the Blue central division the painters finish there'll be one' audience studio, seating 350 and .four
Hollywood. Oct.". 17. .•'I'lor, Was that, in the last drive, discs several months ago.
smaller ones. Departments now scattered all over Hollywood will be conThe Gallup Poll made its debut; vver'e triainly used- at staggered times,
Robert Talley, formerly a Lieut.'! contrated in the .Highland-Sunset edifice,,, .Mike Stuart' checked out of.
o-.
'radio last week -when '-'jack Treasury hopes that with the 15-min- in the Navy,- honorably discharged KMTR to join the Blue's production staff. Who Was it called that net the
Sayers, Coast , rep for f- Institute of uate spots, they'll be spotted for last month, takes over the slot va
"Blue Raiders'".'... .Emerson Foote around, moving as. fast as usual
Public Opinion, inaugurated a five- four consecutive weekly broadcasts cated by McLaughlin.
and reticent as ever
.Eddie Cantor was on dead air for: the fu'.-,t two minminute weekly strip on KNX, Sur.-.! at the same time, thereby increasing
utes; .45 seconds of last week's broadcast: from an Army camp when a fuse
veys on presidential preferences and their effectiveness.
Cleveland. Two new announcers blew out on the remote line. Last 35 seconds bumped to theme music when
—
-'
—7
other subjects under canvass will be
have joined the staff of WJW. They NBC called foul on a tricky hitch hike... .Bill Stuhler still shopping
"|
Lancaster, O
The Eagle-Gazette are Bennie Alter from WMT. Cedar around for those two big shows for Colgate. .Milton Geiger is writing
nujibe'd- into the brief segments.
While Sayers is out in the terri- Co, here has asked the FCC for Rapids, and William- Hull from the Ginnv Simms scripts.
.Georgia Gibbs rjearly got out of her Camel
his polling crew. Tom authority to build a new radio sta- WOLF.
fory, with
Also added is Robert Bat- exclusive when an agency put in a bid. Only hitch was that the other
tioh in Lnncasier.
Hanlon narrates the trends.
cheldcr, engineer.
,
agency wanted her exclusive, too.

to further restrict time labor could
obtain," and termed it a "respectable

!
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EVER walk

•

two rooms at
It happens
every time you step into an NBC
studio. And it's done by Walls
into

once? Nothing to

.

;

>

not mirrors.

For every studio

room

it!

is

two rooms— one
room— an

floating inside another

engineering achievement

NBC's Radio City

could say of each of
s tudios— "It

floats— and

i

t's

99 4 */ioo

per cent pure quiet."
Result? Freedom from vibration while

sound waves meet sudden

transient

death the moment they approach. In
this way a symphony in one studio hasn't
a chance of intruding upon a drama in
the one next door.

to assure the

highest degree of soundproofing.

Of course

NBC

has 32 of these four-sided rooms
each studio fortified
with eight walls i
with double ceilings, double walls, double
floors .
the inner one being completely
suspended and isolated from the outerone so that there's no metal to metal,
no masonry to masonry. That's why you
.

.

.

lational

.

it

might be possible

to get

less ... but NBG likes to make
sure. This is just another example of how
NBC strives for perfection in every field
of radio. It is the grand total of many

by with

Broadcasting

large and small ... done well
things
which helps to make NBG "The Network
.

.

.

Most People Listen

to

Most."':

Company

America's No.

1

Network
A

Service of Radio

Corporation of America

31

.

1
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Style Note

On Stage As Spot

Blue Offers Agencies

''.-'

.

is that

by the Blue

the Blue

an

spectrum space,
;
Gag around the hearing room

to give actual air

agencies,
S|)onsyi's

time and ex-

perience to acts agencies nvty be.intercsled in.

Blue exec*- are making, it dear to
agencv men thai the chain's only interest in adopting the- new policy is
to help ease the critical talent situation and that it's defliiiteb not an
attempt to move in on agency production. Offer on Everybody:" Blue
'

spokesmen

made with

say, is being

strings attached, and should an
agency: develop an act through the
show, agency is perfectly free to spot
the act on any of the competing
chains:
""V-.v!
At file same time, the Blue is also
n»'»

.

1

'.

that it wasn't so much the
pitting of educators vs. commercial'' broadcasters as it .was the
"battle of single-breasted suits as
opposed to double-breasted suits."

Thinking

behind

several factors.

One

move has

this
is

that

it's

KYW

.'' ;"

'.''''

Platters

build-up time, with "Everybody," as

.

(Continued on page 35)

.

Because

NOW

broadcasters

17.

the sale of

Curt I'eterson, former radio chief

late

platters

that

WFIL's series is tagged "Science
Fun" and is produced in coniuncwith; the

Franklin

show,

"Billy

Institute

Penn

Steps'

Out," consists of dramatizations or
historical
events
and
patriotic
"•-'.•'',"
themes.-":'
;

plugging

Calherns Showbiz Quiz

War Bonds reached them

previous

in

are aired

SC-hObtS;

KYW s

For Sixth

Shows

campaign,

Treas-

Louis Calhern, star of the Broadshow, "Jacobowsky and the
m.c. the "Cues for
sixth war loan.
Questions" program on WNEW, N.Y.,
\
The "Treasury Salutes" have al- next Tuesday (24) in the 7:35-8 p. -rri*
ready, been shipped but and Horace' time slot, sponsored by the United
Heidi's four 15-minute platters are Hospital Fund drive.
now. being readied for shipment;
Program will consist of a qui/ an
the theatre,- with Russet Crois"Jean Daiyrmple, Capt. Burgess Meredith and Capt. John Patrick, of live

Marschalk and Pratt AdverAgency, has been upped from

for the
tising

of public schools.

during school hours and have been
niade part of the curriculum by tii
e
radio
committee of the puijlic

tion

Up

Washington, Oct. 17.
of
complaints
from

difficult.'

Washington, Oct.

';;':

Is

.'

CAPT. PETERSON

-'•;.'-'

'.'

Treasury Speeds

often

to tell, from one broadcast
what, a performer can do arid
j list
that insofar as making an- impression
on the public, one airing is eonipleteWith the Blue, anxly insufficient.
ious to develop talent for future use,
and air time as tight as It is. It's now*
virtually impossible to spot- an act
consistently at a good time for bin letup purposes. That. situation led the
Blue to look to its own schedules for

SCHOOL BOOK ROUTINE

to

in

Coast.

tip in the latter, the educator
sporting the single-breasted pat-,
tern, with the dangling key from
the watch chain very much in
'."'•
evidence.

•„"'"'

Move West

Wallington currently spiels the
Blue "Blind Date," CBS "Texaco Star
Theatre" and Mutual Dick Brown
stanzas from N. Y. No successors on
these sessions have been named.

The average broadcasters showed

.

one-shot.-

,

was

the filmiisi'cal Universal is malciii"
of the airer; New deal provides that
Sivy talent the web feels has radio
potentialities will be used for four
weeks; or more, rather, than just the
in

to

ill health, Jimmy WallingPhiladelphia, Oct. 17
dropping all his New York
WFIL and
are
He> harvest of goodwill by thereaping' a
assignments effective Nov.. 9.
distribubeen suffering from sinus trouble tion of printed manuals
to teachers
along with other members of his to augment radio
broadcasts which
family and will move but to the are being produced with
cooperation
'"•

Due

ton

week

FM

build

offering dee. time

is

on the show to advertising
both to showcase talent to
and

to

3 Shows

as educators put in
appearance In their bid for

the past

revamping its own talent pol icv in—
sofar as "Everybody" is coiie.eriied.
rjey," aif talent ave bemg taken via
Heretofore, talent set for the shouits sustainer, "On Stage Everybody:"
plaved one week only,with a possiwhich the web is now revamping and bility that if the impression was fastreamlining: Most important change vorable, performers would wind up
slops

PHILLY OUTLETS IN

Wallington Dropping

Washington, Oct. IT,
-V.'
Phi Beta Kappa keyi wer» a
dime a dozen around the FCC
allocations hearing room during

For Talent Tryouts; Four-Week Runs
First

,'

ury has stepped up the pace of
shipping the discs for the doming

First Lieut, to Captain..

way

Colonel." -will

.

For the past four months he has
been in the Radio Division of Army
Public Relations in charge of the
placement service.

Army,

British

participating:

Muzak

In

-

.,:.

.

FM

Continued from page

28

ering.the field from a non-sponsored"
radio' shopping news service,- iiliu'
criticisms, etc;, 1o cultural and educational programs and special f fix:'•(.
tures for children.
.'•'." *.'.'''

The subscriber-would ge't all three
for his nickel-a-day, tuning from one
to the other as he chose.
All three
would be running -simultaneously', on
three different wave lengths.
"The general idea of a radio service to be paid for by some other

:

method than advertising sponsorship
not new," he said. "It has been
the subject of discussion from the
inception of general radio broadcasting.
Nor is the present proposal
entirely new.
The general method
of operation is to so mark a radio
program that no one can listen to it
plseasureably unless his receiving set
is equipped to eliminate this 'mark'."
Werner said' the principal backer
is William Benton, and that his fordirecmer advertising partner,
tor Chester Bowles, may go on the
board later on. Also on the Board
is
Beardsley Ruml. treasurer of
Ft. H. Macy's, N. Y. dept. store.
is

•

OPA

FCC chairman James L. Fly, it's
known, has been offered the position of general counsel for the new:
outfit upon his retirement from puboffice but has not indicated his
reaction to the offer.

lie

':

•:

D. C.'s Spectrirm

Post -War Progress must be

Continued from page

down hero are

"Sparked** at the Point of Sale

basis of the line

The

responsibility for building a continuing pros-

perity in the decade after

men

V-Day belongs

to the

of Distribution ... to sales executives, market

analysts, testers, merchandisers

Our

and advertising men.

Capital,

long restrained from

names

familiar.

Now,

it

must surpass

best performance in the Distribution

As we turn from War

its

own

Decade ahead.

to peace, the lady

who

questioning being

pursued by the Commission in regards to. FM, the trend, seems .to
point to the likelihood that the FCC
will recommend the moving of the
baud from its present 42 to 50 megacycles up to 100, for the questions
most frequently asked by the commissioners concern the moving of the
baud into 88 to 108 megocycles (20
•channels.).. Which, of course, would
automatically aim. a body blow at the
juaiiul'actiirers. making obsolete 500.OOOv. receivers
and S30.000.000 jci

light.

hand to

Manpower

in millions will soon be

tackle peacetime jobs.

buys refrigerators, or cars or cabbages or cos-

.

in-

vestment in civilian goods expansion, awaits the

.at

has done a magnificent wartime job, keeping familiar

o'f

,

productive potential has burst through every

previous ceiling.

green

2!l

manufacturers—
For on the

the

and with good reason.

Billions in un-

spent wealth and unfulfilled needs stand ready to

metics, will keep the nation's

manpower

at

work,

producing both purchasing power and consumer
goods.

The men whose

advertising influences her

to buy will wield the driving

power behind Our

economic progress.

,-

'•
:

start the ball rolling.

Shrewd management,
But even these favorable

factors cannot

produce

will allocate to the

in Its

men

post-war planning,

of Distribution

i sound, progressive economy without the impetus

particularly advertising

«f advertising.

commensurate with the magnitude of

It is

not enough that advertising

...

a share of

.

.''.,

and

importance

responsibility.

-

equipment.
There's considerable sacculation,
too, a,s to what's in .store for Major
Armstrong., who: has folir more yeaiV.
to go': on his basic FM patents, which
he's: turned over to the Government
on behalf of the war effort. Tha
question being posed is; "In; view of
the closeness of the expiration date
the patents: and with ''.likelihood
that the whole production .schedule

oti

,

back when and if FM
moves into the new spectrum, wilt
Armstrong be left without any claim

witl. be, set

and the patents revert to public do-,
-.'.'•:' ;
main?"
'

'

-'".-

'

W w

"Umbrella

If

THE NAiiON

5
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EDWARD ARNOLD

SIGNE HASSO

PAULETTE GODDARD

RALPH BELLAMY

PAUL GALLICO

MILDRED NATWICK

LUDWIG BEMELMANS

AKIM TAMIROFF

JOHN STEINBECK
DOROTHY McCLEARY

LEE

BOWMAN

NANCY KELLY
WALTER BRENNAN

ROBERT NATHAN

Entire Cast of

AGNES MOOREHEAD

Cheryl Crawford Production

DOROTHY PARKER

WALTER ABEL

PORGY & BESS

JAMES CAIN

nir appreciation for your cooperation

and your graciousness
off to a wonderful

Thanks
Bros.,

in getting

this

is

MY

and
BEST

start.

also to

tlemen of the orchestra for creating such a superb
musical setting for THIS

Paramount

Pictures,

Warner

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Columbia

Pic-

Essman

for his expert handling

pf sound

the services of these stars, and that of the many other

for their cooperation.

we hope will find time in

their busy schedules

Thanks

MY

BEST.

also to Robert Armbruster, Bernard

Katz,Ned Freeman, Howard Chandler and the gen-

Thank you

BBDO

entire

effects.

CBS staff

again for helping us to present

America's greatest stars in America's greatest stories,

by America's greatest authors on THIS
radio's

most unique dramatic show.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
And thanks to tur agtmy,

for top-notch

handling of the control panel. Thanks to Harry

Thanks to Stewart Gamer and the

to appear in the future on THIS IS

P.S.

MY BEST.

tures for your cooperation in helping to arrange for

stars

A

IS

Thanks to Joseph Schweiger

IS

MY BEST,

Ml'OEE ANI» MOf.l.V"
I IUHI IJ
With Jim anil Marian Jordan; Arthur

FOR AMERICANS"

Priidiitoi:

y

j

>

|

throughout then

mvi«

c

t<>

:ae!iH\e with lew quite -making It
It is a .quarter hour, lesson, lot those
v. ho speak via rathp Hence. .Wen--e>dav nights can.become "-.school liYght
Oi course, "school'' may .only keep

:

•

Cecil t-imeriyoflfl

Piodtu'e'r

j

ue

Hon Quinn.

Writer;

CO.

Y.

fi,

(H. B. Humphrey*
Surb'ncr •Welles; Far 15 mimd"- by
A Walthan- •< ml- So
'the \<**ii»>i
yon, think of Grotou. Harvard. UVe
St'iiK! Department. Yo'U also gel about.)
v\ tut voir expect, in this it'-tcincs- tlic
Duntb.-uton Oaks conference. What
ina\. not have been entirely t'jvesperi
fiituyVef; is the finest vpjee and diet'i<m mi the air today
tin- the diciiou.-Iegif?m 1!" «i<t<H'*

,

.Slins.. Tiles.. !>:;;» ii.in.

;•.»

.IOIINSOX WAX
WK.Vl -NBC. N. Y.

the rags. to. riches, little
ii, v makes gouii motif, nnplvins hot
one- but several people— Mar-iuu and

on his nervous first
pei'f'ii'mance and lour days later
when he had already, steadied
(>•».•:. -.-'..•en'- ceriam tins cxpei-ieueod trouper w going to bo
an a—et 10: a serial whost>writ»
m« -i» eoiisisiently high quality.!
ind who>e oast i< extremely well

jiin Jordan, the-

.selected,

1

.

the

scene

,

1

& Broihy

i-

.

lt'»

ex -smalltime vauae-

0oiv Quinn, a hungry gagadvertising
nvaiiV and Jack Louis, an

j

man:

\v!io.. too.

may have been hun-

just
gry- when he launched the show,
Now, for some sea10 'veai- ago.
sons "Fibber" has been jockeying
No matter' Whatever -Mr. with Bob Hope toi the number one
lit w eel
venture,,
li s new
Wei Us has to say
spot in ;he 11 oope ratings and it all
will hold some degree ot tnieievl it
•makes' Horatio Alger look like ,a
fdi noolhcr reason than the manner
Nov is there any reason to
bum
in which lie says it.
question the show s. ability to; hold
There t's little-doubt that the sub- dn to i s top honors this season.
jtn'w Mi Welles, chooses to. d- -.cuss
-Get-Oft Tucs. (101 opened with a
will determine his success as 3 coinsock— the closet crash that symnu if isil commentator. The news niiv
coming on. eye
-

.

,

m

;

:

bolizes

the-

show—

even name his topics for him In any before Harlow Wilcox made his
.''case. Mr.. Welles will continue to; be
More than symbolizopening spiel
the press, thereby.
wideh- Quoted
ing .the program.' that closest routine
creating/ Ins own publicity. Meanhas helped establish Fibber .McGee
while his delivery ought to hold ala> a typical American guy and in
most aiiy. listener .a -few minutes. He this
lies the key to the proappeal
-•-,:.
is good radio.
-Remainder ot the
gram's success
It> ail. experience to hear... Mr. opener dealt with Fibber's attempts
Welles, speak ,in- this' olT-the-rustr-im
to locate a pair of beat-up hip boots,
but aiiihOi itat'ive capacity. Not even
,,
with laughs a)) along.
that' other folio*, the one with the
In one department, program is;
same, hat band and. tie, .has ft finer,
weakei than in. the past, in that its
diction.: His edge remains tlx-, his.
are by no. -means. 'as b.oft .as
warmth and humor. Which doesn't stooges
(Arthur Q:
, doc'" Gamble
before.
mean that Mr. Welles freezes you out Bryani is.l'aiiv as is. Beulah, Marliit
will; i-'s voice. Yet, it n true- that
Hurt's Negro vrhaid cliaraeter; but
while listening you get the idea ot
McGee
light-brained
the
how: frigid it could become, if .Mr. Alice;
played by- Shirley Mitchell,
Welle- wanted to cool you off. boarder
is light 'in-weifiht. Comedy, approach
Neither is it hard to imagine yourat the expense of Negroes, through
'seK being shown, the door by a penthe- Beulah character, is highly -deba.

.

m

.

;

.

•

.

'

-

guin

As

.

currently constituted., with.
Walthahi's conforming messages; at
botlj ends of the program, there can
be only one. criticism. That concerns
Mr. Welles' closing, art awkward and
abrupt "Good night." Certainly any
attempt' at infornjality would not be
the solution here but a cordial note

chance for that,, by
the approach to his
There are. simple ways
disengaging from a microphoife.

would

help. The
•Mr. Welles;, is in
.

:

conclusion.
of

After

all.. this

time

it's

not. a speech.
think of

And what did Mr. Welles
Dumbarton Oaks? '••'''.
-

He

liked

Sic!.

it.

ALFRED
SEVILLE
The New

'

,-

table.

',:-..'.

.•(.'"

"

'•/?

.':•,

there's certainly no
siobge in the lineup now as appealing as Bill Thompson's eVstwhilc
Mr.. Whimple" -or as itinny as some
characters.
other
of. Thompson's
Nor is there a stooge as laugh-potent
as "Mr.s, Uppington." .It's one department the show needs to bolster:
stooge
the
best
of
Opening night,
,:

At anv

rate,

•

bits

were done, by Bryan, who does

a sock job on the family medic constantly feuding with Fibber; and by.

Marian Jordan, as

"Sis.".

Billy Mills' orch and the Kings
Men. 'quartet, did their customary
okay musical job.- band With, two
standards. "Continental" and ''Flying Down to Rio," and the foursome

with a novelty. "Gay Caballero.'! A
current pop wouldn't have hurt,
though.
Glo-Goat commercials, also written by Quinn, are still among the
They;re cleverly
radio.
best 'in
geared for both laughs and sales ef.

.

,

Kosleiii,

JERtlESS

l,,, uis

Vj(

m

( ().

WJZ-Blue, N; Y,

&

(Leiiite/i
.

Spotted

to

iV-icJief/j

replace the

i,

m „. llm .

Blue network-: feiittn-e, •Chamber
Muxie Society ot Loue, B;imu St "

which; for the pa-si-'colfple of'seasonV
has been the Jerge.iis -foilowiiD i„
Walter Wiuchell's 9 -p, „,. Hoon'r
smash,, this modest budgeted
stanza

in same slot "'(8:30-9:3.0 p: m:>, will be
mmpi league. Orchestra,
in .anothei

.

,

under Serge Kousseyitzky, devoted
hoilr to Beethoven's Third ("Eror

is not. calculated to attract an
over
ica") Symphony in a truly heroic enthusiastic a'udicnOe and does not
readirig of the masterwork, with Uie. seem destined to disrupt the. "ton
organization displaj-ing fine balance fifteen'' lineup as it now stands.
Of tone and its choirs showing in top
Its in the 'Mr. and Mis North"
mid-season form .at the vei y start
pattern, being the work n; the same
There was a perceptible break.be- Jergerik seripters. and as .pv'eeitved
on |
tween first and second movements ot the full Blue chain jiinclay
night $
the. symphoiiy, doubtless' caused by
impressed as -„ Vt el -produced J
t lfi.)
Hall

,

its

Oddly enough, the production
on the show was oft-standard
week, the role of Major
la>»
Proetm- being especially wooden,
as if the actor were not familiar
w all the .words he was reading.
Ma* be it was a '•coiiitict.'"

.

.'

:

•

I

Symphony

audience being \ad- mystery-drama i.oun,.! wh/ch
shpulff*
be able to hold enough Winchcit lit.
tellers to waiua-U :ts con tinuance
the opening commercial by "Mystery Time" has beena CBSthough Pacific, web leu i;re lor
Staafs
Cotsworlh,
which
some time
geared- on a. high -plane, was much a nd aeco rd
n g to. ad v ices from that
too -long for a dial audience waiting
.sector built, up enough of aii audiStressing role ot
to hear the music
ence to warrant, a coa-4-to-coasi ex'-CUE' Pt'OPLES t'HOICE"
industrial America geared for .viCperiment when "Basih St
was'
With Heniy Walden, Leonmd Sher- torv, C?otsworth brought ill: other withdrawn
voices in various testimonial-- to A-C
er, Jaek titosan
Using, the conventional pattern of
products, dragging -out fire plug decharacters spotted m
.Write?*,. Various political parties
Shorter, commercial at permanent
plorably.
Pi'odueeis: 3a Ransoii; Jack Grogan close Was more acceptable, especial- complete incidents each week, the
geared to plug
ly since symphony was over. Choree new Jcrgeiis show
1'S Mills,: Thui's.: Sats, 9 p.m.
of "Eroica" was singularly appro* WoQdljury's ,'cosnietics, lias Carlton
Sustaining
Young in the. role 6: a •struggling
lor opening program, Kolls•l)r-iate
wm:w, x. y.
sevjtzky dedicating symphony "to: indie film producer v ith Gloria
Opc-ftmg seSince the nutlet mi t accepting any •the heroes of the United Nations," Blondcll his assistant
quence about a movie giamor gal
E
has
V
Bi'on.
paid' po tieal broadcast s.'
asking Young to help her iii- a slight
initiated a new type, of sustaining
case of- murder mvol\ing her husstanza to cover election issues-, First- Til YK \ SAMTKR WINSl.OW
band was rather hat d to swallow,
program Thursday U2 night set the 15 Mins Mon. tin n Fri.; 1213 p.m.
but the players got through it all
pattern for. the series Three, ot the Sustaining
right to .pitch in the required elerecognized political parties in. N. Y. WNEW. N. Y.
Thyra Samter Wil-fU'ow, novelist ments, ot suspense, surprise, humor,
are heard eaclusession in alternating
order. The Denis and Republican and short story writer, teed oft with etc;- :
Jim Doyle handled selling chores
party are .represented on each air- new stanza Monday (10). Format is
incidental music assign
ing with the Liberal American Labor geared to attract femme listenei's and capably and
hands of Ernest
parties splitting- alternate dates. To strives for something different from ments were, okay in
Travis Wells, who
forestall charges of bias the an- the beaten path of commenlafors, in- Gill's AFMers
handled "Basin St." from N, Y., lias
nouncers, -who read prepared state- terviewers, et al ".
Talks will be alohg lines of "You t)ecn 'switched to Hollyvyood by Lcii
ments issued bv the political organAsked for It— So Here It Is * Initial nen & Mitchell to produce this hewizations, are also rolated.
-.
Dpijn.
stanza was .mostly given over to ex- comer.
The Democrats held down the first planation of idea. of- series. Listeners
spot on ..the Opening show With a With varied, ambitions ..ranging from
pitch based oil Sen: Ball's declara- modeling to acting, or vice versa, may "NIGHT EDITOR"
tion and a picture of the probable write in for advise. Wi iun: of win- Wrilrr-Director-Nariatoi-: IIu
Burheads of 'Congressional cOntihittees ning letter gels not only '$ft. prize, but
diek •::
if the RoiJu'blitan candidate. if electwill be assisted in her ambition by a 15 Mins.: Thurs 8:15 p in. |1»WT)
•ed. The GOP countered with a viotopper in requested pursuit, and may GENERAL FOODS (Swarisdown
lent, attack on the non-businessmen
Flour)
also meet. her mentor and participate
of the .New Deal. William. Krug' of on program, if she wishes.
KFO-NBC, San Francisco
the -Wai- Production Board.' Harry
.Veteran and '.versatile Hal Burdifk
Winslow also emphasized
Miss
Hopkins. Henf.y Wallaee and .Harold that she will in no sense be a spun his 425th original yarn and
Iekes. .The Liberal Party, heard on gossip
hint started his eleventh' consecutive year
Willicommentator,
this stanza, compel! ed tiie successful
by. as "Night Editor" on NBC's Coast
news; spieled
the
hot
that
war plnnnmg and elimination of the the latter had been printed previous- iictwork Thur.srlay. Sept. 28. In honor
breadlines bv Roosevelt with '"the ly in .gossip, columns. /But don't get of occasion he revived one of Ins
timid governor and Gallup -Poll fol- her wrong~-she loves those gals. A
(Continued on page 3(1)'
lower. 'Dewey," All of which, added brief chit-chat session with Roscoe

But what "was
mitled- at that time.
more noticeable, and a little li ynlg,
.
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up to a soicy, contrciversial, political
patchwork which dealt more in perStanza prosonaliUes than issues.

"•School-

vide* .interesting listening for

stanza.

fectiveness and. as heretofore-, are
made' ah integral part of the conMe.rr.
tinuity^:

.

all.

po-

Turo.

litical aflt.ltatioiis:

...

Lloyd Amoo Named V.P.
(NBC
Of Jamestown B'cast Co, With

Karns

.anent
for.

HoUywood

.

in
hij;. appearance
Brides" and/ previous
slmls wound up

Aim

Overseas for

USO

Since Jan.

'43—Now in France

\
Tendency to crowd too much, in gooff stanza didn't jell.
But undoubt-

edly, not unlike vintage viiio. program will improve with age. fc'dbu.

GRKAT NOVELS"

••WORLD'S

Sun., Oct. 22»

Jerome

Mios.; Sun.. 9:15 n.

ANDREW

Chalniers sponsorship, showed Itself
again the premiere symphonic ensemble of the country, and produced
a,.program unlikely to bo matched
Detroit Symphony; coining on later this month on Mutual

Gertrude Wainer. incidentally,

ThrUlshliom

"MUSIC AMERICA

.10

any where.

/":

':.

Writers:

{.Campion)

Boston Sympliony Orchestra, openits second season on the Blue
network on Oct 7; under AIlis-

has taken over as ihe new femme
lead.
She. .-plays with restraint^
and intellige-.iee. rare among
Rose.
soaps

'

Bttritm}?

.

'.

Producer: Travis Wells

ing

.

or. the.

yilliaiis:

•

AM-fS-CHAl.MKRS
M JZ-Blue, N. Y.

1

good.au eyamAmerican success.
contemporary

-as

vjiica!-

«0 Minn.: Sat., 8:30

lloj.-d tv.iee,

fvml/HiiK. J-pius

This program-is
pie

of
sa"y" as tfi.'re

X1MP „

Carlton Young, Gloria »l

With StaaU CoUworth
p. m.

Kiii'- i.ariimiie, former Th»alte Guild playei. who has been
ill for three years, resumed actUi-4 last v e"it h: the aefor-tather
(3:43
a.m.).
riiKi
of
the CBS"
Is
Mine."
Lire
::Tlns
serial.

Billy Mills' Orcli

Wed..:X0!l5 pun.

1.3 '.'Mins.,

WAIT HAM WATCH

Conductor)

(Set-go ftoussevltzky,

IK, 19 jj

"HOLLYWOOD MYSTI Ry
Willi

BOSTON SYMPHON*

Comeback

•

Q. Bryan.'.Shirley Mitchell, IMailli)
Hurt, llailow Wilcox, Kin's* Men,

Bfad Simpson

WOR-Miilual,

Larimore'*

•

With Sumner Welles
Announcer: Keyes Perrin

sti

Wednesday, QcloW

RADIO REVIEWS

31
"TJMi:

Univeisily ot the Air)

1.« mini in.
Eil Jeionle, Buford
Frances Reed. Ann Stan ett, Jean
Jamestown, "N. Dak., Oct. 17.
Television Review
Ellyn, Joede Santis, Tom Hoier,
Lloyd Amoo was elected viceEdgar Stehli. Craig McDonnell,
president of Jamestown Broadcasting Company, operating KSJB here,
Alex Scoorby.
"MAGIC HAT SHOP"
With .leaiihe Shephard. Erin Kamat board of d rectors meeting held
Producer: I yank i'app
eion, Jede Charles, Sharon Shaw.
in St. Paul last, week,
Director; Sterling fisher
Leonard Stokes and others
Amoo. Who has been resident Writei;:. Herbert Gorman
Producers: Don Shaw, Eleanor Larsen
manager of. the company for a numSO Alius.. Sal., 7 p. m.
Director: Ted Eslabrook
ber of years, recently returned from
Writer:
Barbara Bender
California after a short leave of Sustaining
30
Mins.: Tiies., 9H5 pirn.
VVKAt'-NBC, \. Y. ;;
absence, from KSJB.
KNOX HATS
A ihattire program for. persons who WABD-Du Mont, N. Y.
1

:

.

LOVES BEST"
NBC Network— WEAF. 4a0-3

f.M..

.

£WT

1'

i

Currently Headlining

FEED LIGHTNER

.

LA CONGA,

NEW YORK

Msl.—DOROTHV IH'MMP.
Jl»

W.

Bint fit.. New
VI. fl-IMOO

York

enjoy digesting the masters in, dramatic forhi..."World's Great Novels"
bowed in last Saturday (14) to open
the lilerature series of NBC's Uni.

.

the Air,
Given swiftly
jwced production,, good scripting and"
tine acting
with a musical background in keeping with tlje story en-,
acted, teeolt session wa.s socko all the
versity

of

'
'

way.
Initml stanza presented Cervantes'

"Don -Quixote.'.' and was based upon
incidents -from this classic, with, a
strong ..olay on the romantic and
comical aspects or the life of this
-

Wot Id-traveler

John

Lt.

,

Mason

Brown, former drama critic, of the
Y: World-Telegidmi. after a few
second* of comment in lutrodticihg
the novel, fo be dramatized, retu.viied
N.

ioll.iw.mg the close of the action and
added pertinent tacts 't# the enjoy '

able stint.
is I,, eiiai-t famous novels' of
from Spam. Ireland. EngFratice Russia, Scotland. Brazil
li
S. during. the two-semescourse.
Where neces-

Plan,

authois
l

ii'd.

and the
ier
•

;
I

I

-

1

1

10-v\eek
•

more.

a

.

book ma % be presented
m one fitting. Example

l|-rt

in
is

Misrrablev'
n hieh... will be progiamined tor -font
w eeks running. As a result, only 27
VKii ks will, be used during the .series
Viet'oi

Hiigo'.s

•Vloripn

^'Les

Wishengrad.

frank- Wells

i.and-TIerbert'.Gorinau nil! adapt the
novels for. radio
Gorman having
scripted the opening stanza skillfullv
without losing any of the humor irir
he root in •Don Quixote.". Production
bv -Erahk Paup and direction bv
.Sterling Fisher, iincler the, supervi-

j

.

j-

i

'

Mlrrgwnnr^''rrrltbeTt:-- were
handled in. (lie best network tradiln.tr.'
.NBC has placed this- public
s.'i su-e sh,i-..v into -the coveted 7 p.m.
slot :m Satttriav nights, a. good houv
i'oi- -A g"0.f si'.i
Sfcii.

ston

ot

1

I

'And how, so that you

—a

Dir.:

PHIL COSCIA

;

may &et

tire

most out

case of \Vhe«ties."

of

your

gifts

.

.-.

.

(Geyer. Cornell & Newell)
Representing a new approach, to
the oiesentation Ot a fashion

on

television.

show

"Umbrella

"Magic Hat Shop" on
night lldcji proved

DuMont Tuesday

Coverage

to be a'ti entertaining half-hour commercial stanza that succeeded, in its
objective, showcasing of weal ing apparel in a way to make people -want
Id buy then-. .'<}':
Switch from other fashion shows
is that the agency for the sponsor,
Geyei Cornell & Newell.: built an
entire, dramatic and'- variety format
around the models who displayed the

See Page 37

,

hats. As a' result, the' program was
entertaining as well as commercial
and- held the- interest of viewers
throughout. Camera crews- did a
good job ot nabbing models and their,
.wares from: proper angles- to- bringout the -best points'; an improvement
over several other DuMoiit fashion
shows in the past.
However, the- program schedule -of
this television outlet leaves much to
be. desired
Too man v stanzas slated
for certain teeoft time. have started,
late, always* with a plausible excuse
from execs at the station. Last minute cancellations of shows, moving
those that- do. go on up to an' earlier
hour have also resulted in: many
video viewers missing programs because they dialed m too late,. This
particular program, due' to begin al
9, did not get underway until 9 45
'.",-.
p.m.
Jeaime Shephard. as the magic
mil liner, and. Erin Kanieron were
presented hi a clramal ie sketch. Jede
,

-

.

,

VICKEE
PIN-UP GIRL of TODO SHIPYARDS
The Origiml Blue Velvet Voice

On Th«
Evely

Air For

Moil..

Wed,.

9O00 SHIPYARDS
Fri.— 7 25

a

1>i

.

vyNEW

.

Charles and Sharon Shavi- vochIIzccI
several tunes capably, while Leon-!
a'rd Stokes delivered a Well-played
violin solo, 'Models oil this stanza
were- all lookers, with plenty of

INVISIBLE, UNBREAKABLE
CONTACT LENSES
INNER-SIGHT LENSES, Inc.

poise

Suite

Slot.

475 Fifth Ave. at 41st, N. Y. C-

Ut4.

.'.-. .'tVJ.:

Mi
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HAOIO

Uakbett
NBC FETES HAL BURDICK,

Inside Stuff—Ra£o

FRISCO'S 'NIGHT EDITOR'

Navy

Snper-Exhiliit

35

From Chi Next

Indicative of screwy procedure tied in with present-day s.r.o. biz around
San Francisco, Oct. 17.
webs and agencies is recent experience of an important N.Y. client who's
Two milestones in Life of Hal Burbeen anxious for the past year or so to get into radio in a big way with a
coast-to-coaster. Countless huddles with the company's advertising agency dick, favorite Coast radio personality,
were
celebrated by NBC last
failed to produce an acceptable program so, a few weeks ago, a couple of
liaison are Lts. Thayer Cumings and
Chicago. Oct. 17.
the world-be sponsor's hired hands got together and whipped up a work- week (14) with large party in swank
Navy's Super-Exhibit opening at Armand Deutsch, with Lt. Coimdr.
Bohemian Club's Red Room. Events
ing outline for consideration;
Roger Q. White acting as Chicago
were
Burdick's
51st birthday and the Navy Pier here Nov. 19 will
Their bosses took a look-see and affixed an okay cueing feverish activity
contact. Hollywood rep is Lt (jg)
start
of
his
11th
year
as
"Night
Ed- place heavy emphasis, on radio.
r-~^—^-: r
designed to get the thing started pronto.
John Christ, and in Washington, it'a
itor" on KPO and Pacific Coast net.
Only thing holding up proceedings is that the client hasn't been able to More than 100 radio associates, fel- Navy hopes to have H network Lt Comor Charles E. Dillon, of
get agency toppers to "audition" the proposed airer even though it's al- low Bohemians and their wives were shows now originating from Chica- public relations.
most a certainty that the bankrollers have made up their minds to go entertained at cocktails and dinner go come out of the exhibit's studios,
ahead at earliest possible moment.
party, with Sidney N. Strotz, vicewith other shows, now coming from
VICE BOLER,
All of which means, of^ourse, that the agency's 15% would start as soon president in charge of NBC's westN. Y. or Hollywood, also being inas someone can find lime to listen to the thing. But even this phase hasn't ern division, as host.
vited to move to Chicago for the
been able to speed things up, 15% or no 15%!
Strotz presented Burdick with a run of the show. In addition, OWI
silver cigaret box from NBC. Other allocations- for the Sixth War loan
Chicago. Oct. 17.
New gag in promotion is being introduced by WOV; N. Y., today (Wed.). gifts ranging from antique brass will be produced iii. the Navy's Donn Clayton, veepee of the North
Station is airing spot announcements, quoting directly from fan mail re- spittoon
to new green eyeshade, "auditorium, seating 1 ,500,
in
the Central Broadcasting System. St.
ceived by various station programs. First act to be exploited through the corn-cob pipe and ether "Night form of minute and a half inter- Paul, was appointed general manis
Hans Jacob, commentator.
new stunt
Editor" accoutrements came with views with Navy personnel recount- ager of the regional network last
Station is recording the announcements itself, using staff personnel, birthday greetings from 12 of Bur- ing combat adventures. Each will week, taking over duties which have
some of them non-pros, to do the voices, male or female, according to dick's "Night Editor" characters. end with a bond plug.
:,'
;.'". /'
been performed by prexy John W,
the original letter writer. Among those waxing such spots are Lola Wour- Most of them he had killed off by
Exhib will have a total of 235,000 Boler, who is transferring his acstation
sellj
p.a„ and Ruth Ray, receptionist. Lou Charles, announcer, is murder or execution for murder in square feet of space, highspots in- tivities to Chicago.
doing some of the male voices./
scripts of last few years.
cluding devices until now secret;
Boler, who has been acting gen.
all
cases,
In
has obtained releases from the original writers.
Speakers included John W. El- captured enemy equipment and 20 mgr., as well as handling national
wood, KPO gen. mgr.; William D. vessels of all types, completely sales, will make his headquarters
Producers of the "March of Time" (Time mag) aver that the responsi- Chandler, managing ed, San Fran- manned by personnel recently re- here and will confine himself to the
bility for having killed the dramatization of Margaret Halsey's novel, Cisco .Chronicle' and longtime news turned from combat duty.
national sales end. Plans are under"Some of My Best Friends Are Soldiers," lies with them and not NBC, as associate of ,Burdick; Carlton E.
Navy's network plans are being way for the expansion of the NCBS
reported. They declare the dramatization as made did not shape up to do Morse, author of "One Man's Fam- handled by 1.1. jg) George Zacharj% and it is probable that general ofthe novel justice and therefore it was rejected.
Superior
Story deals with race ily";
Judge Julian C. assisted by LI. (jg) David Levy, fices of the network may be moved
prejudice in the Army
Good* 11. and Mrs. Harold Burdick. both working out of Chi. New York here in the near future.

Month Has

Web Shows

14

Lined

Up

.

CLAYTON,

.

NORTH CENTRAL CJL
.

|

:'.

WOV

>

WWB WANTS COMIC AIR
STUFF FOR
Harry Herrmann,

Thompson agency,

SHOWS

GI

Walter

of the J.
is

currently serv-

ing as a liaison between the Writ-

War Board and

ers

radio scripters

in enlisting the aid ot the latter in

submitting material to be tried out
in

camps and subsequently shipped

overseas for GI production purposes.
sketches to "blueprint" such
overseas shows are needed by Nov.
with comedy writers asked to
1,
']:. '>. -./
pitch in on the chore. V
Feeling has been that radio comedy
scripters haven't been responding as
enthusiastically as they should, with
a concerted effort now being made
to channel the gags into the fighting

Ten

,

:

fronts.-

-'

'

:;•'

'

..','.

Blue Offers
Continued from pace

32

,

a sustainer with an established audience, getting the nod.

Only other network how engaged
in talent development policy is CBS,
which has already scored with Perry
Como, Jeri Sullivan and others. One
basic difference, however, between
the Blue, and CBS approach is that
while CBS signs its people to exclusive radio contracts, Blue is not.
Blue figures that it stands to gain
should its policy produce star-calibre
performers, with agencies hiring
such players naturally gravitating
toward the network.
;

.

Break for Talent

On

.

the angle of free time to ad
agencies, Blue execs figure agencies
frequently have acts which warrant
consideration for sponsorship or inclusion on programs already on the
air, but that circumstances keep the
act from getting a chance, either because of inexperience, lack of name
or some other factor.
v
'

First

changes made

on

"Every-

body," \yhich shifted, last .week from
Saturday afternoon to 7 p.m. Wed.,
was in its m.c. Bob Russell, on the
show since it started, is now off.,
Two legit producers and « former
dramatic critic have been set to take
over starting tonight tWed. ). Overseer on tonight's .show will be Burns
Mantle, former drama critic of the
N. Y. Daily News, who recently
started his own play criticism stanza
on WNEW. N. Y. Emcee next week

Oscar Serlin, and on Nov. 8,
Theory behind
these bookings is that as critics and
showmen, Mantle, Serlin and Pemberton have discovered talent on
their own and therefore fit in to the
"Everybody" format.
will be

Brock Pemberton.

Baltimore's Ears
THE EARS

.

.

and Eyes are on WFBR
see

.

Millions of them in the Baltimore trading area!

And they listen
"Morning

to

WFBR right across the board from

in Maryland" at 6:00

A.M.

until sign-off

time at midnight. Swell local shows and top Mutual

WFBR's

ratings high

for yourself; see

how many

network

attractions keep

surveys.

Check

WFBR is mentioned in

Possibility also exists that the format oh thesustainer will be changed
to include a 10-minute dramatic spot.

Plenty of eyes

first,

on

all

times

second or third position!

THE EYES
see W FB R

,

many

of our best local

shows go on the

air

or

they come just to see what the inside of a radio studio

looks
«

.

.

like.

O ver 75,000

is

the average yearly attendant*

no other Baltimore station can

There you have

it.

.

.

the eyes

make

this statement!

and cars of Baltimore

are pretty familiar with this station and have been for

the past 22 years.

It's

the kind of listener interest and

loyalty that builds sales for advertisers

© WFBR,

too! Because

the finest studio facilities in the South.

we

have

They come

to

RADIO CENTRE, BALTIMORE- 2, MARYLAND
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: JOHN BLAIR A CO.

"Umbrella
Coverage"
See Page 37

,

. . .

"ANOTHER GOOD REASON WHY

WFBR

15

YOUR BEST BALTIMORE BUY!
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CBS Swaps Punches With Tele Now'

'Blind Date' Trial

Radio Reviews

Over
j

earliest tales, first presented
of '34.

Advocates at FCC AHocash Hearings
Washington. Oct.
Tr.*. bailie, 'of '.•television

vs.

gotten
hearings

in^V.fuU swing at :'ne FCC
oiv frequency, allocations, with CBS,
swapping
wait,
whieiiV wants: to

highlight's!

-

:

.

.

:

Better. Pics

simplicity, consisting of brief. inlro
the. copy btiy (.Wallace Elwho's always avid for.the'edi-

|

1

!

]

matic climax.

His .reading

WCBW: To this and mood music.
Swansdown Flour commercials are
CBS is actively cooperating with.
handled jointly by velvet-voiced announcer Floyd Fan- and vitaminKestenS >latcinent on .video, read
voiced '•women's page editor Molly
the
Comby
..attacked
Ream.
Was
by
Brown," who bubbles' effusively
mission for its charges- of "fraud" about new and easy cake recipe.;.

2.

j

fust, broad.cust t'roni

television'.and.

in Chicago.

i-

1

contemplated.

..'....:
against tho.>e who -want "teleLarry,
vision now,' before greater perfec'..
REPORTS THE
tioii i,s achieved.
right With Dave Baylor
"Television
here today
programming,
I
believe that fl Minutes daily, 8:05 and 11:05 p.m.
jnow." said Nelson;
SustaininK
3. D. 3, .Smith, chairman of Panel
an: "advertising giant awaits only the
6 'television') of the. Radio'. Technical loosening 'of his- chains io, tender WGAR, Cleveland
Always on the alert to bring the
IN
Planning Board, said his group was staunch service to American induswar closer to Cleveland' citizens.
unanimously in favor, of going ahead try/' Discussing programming feaWashington, Oct, 17.
V J.grabbed the opportunity to
immediately in the present 6 mega- tures of. video. Nelson' stated that:
has almost completed prepsend an announcer overseas to bring
cycle bands, while experimentation
what this aration of the 180 transcriptions it
via recordings
"The first inescapable conclusion is home
continues in '.the higher frequencies.
that the fundamentals of show busi- city's men and women were doing in has planned for local broadcasts
William Roberts, counsel ness haven't changed a bit. and there the armed services. Last June, at overseas to servicemen; The discs
4. Col.
of the Army. Dave
packaged for shipment
be
will
for. ;h<! Television Broadcasters Asi§n t any
reason to suppose that the invitation
Baylor went to England to record a
sociation, charged that CBS held up they're going to
A comedian
a series of interviews with Cleveland within the next few weeks. They
the video standards in 1940-41, and good one— is a funny man. whether men. The program clicked at once, represent a stunt developed at last
convention, a sort
that was now. trying the same trick he's -..performing on a street corner, with families of local lads inter- summer's
boys
again, because it (the web) was not in a theatre, in motion pictures, or viewed becoming avid
lisof reverse English on the
teners. Baylor's, interviews were in- greeting the folks back home,
ready.
a television screen. ."
"f. ; on
In this case, the transcriptions are
5. Several. FCC commissioners ap"While we're on the subject of hur- teresting, well done and skillfully
peared dissatisfied with Ream's pres- dles, in the way of television pro- handled so that they did not become made locally in various radio staentation,- largely a reading of Paul gramming. a*few words on the sub- monotonous.
tions and represent greetings from
Recently, however. Baylor accomthe home folks- to the men in uniKesteu's original .statement which ject of the financial side of the
panied the First 'American' Army on
was not admitted into the record picture might be in order. I'd: like its dash, through France and into form. They will be played over
when Kesten first appeared at the to point out that making out a tele- Belgium. Although he is attempting local stations wherever there are
:'[']
hearings:
vision price tag is a rather prema- to make the recordings as interest- servicemen abroad. The Army will
CBS continued to pull no punches ture activity until- 'you've given the ing as possible, he is not interview- distribute and each platter will be
In its single-handed ifight to move medium a proper .'chance: to demon- ing Cleveland boys, but has become from "a different town.
immediately
into
the strate how much tooth paste it's go- another war commentator. Perhaps
television
the difficulty in finding Cleveland
frequencies
Where, wider ing to sell!
lusher
r
citizens while moving With an adResigns
bands will be available for clearer
Compares Talent Costs..
vancing army, or perhaps his being
..'
pictures.
/
"We might glance , at some of used by CBS as a commentator has
Ream said the contract had been radio's talent budgets, since the cost forced him to shy away from the
Practice
In N.Y.
signed with Federal Telephone and comparison between television and local scene.. Whatever the. reason.
Washington, Oct. 17.
Radio Corp.. an A.T. & T. subsidiary, radio is inevitable. The talent bill. program has lost its distinct local
Manfred K. Toeppen resigned toto deliver the new type transmitter on the. '.Jack Benny show says the flavor and what started out to .be a
day U7) as chief engineer in charge
in from eight to 10 months. Transtrade press, ruiis in the neighbor- crack program for Cleveland listeners has now become •just another of the common carrier (communicahood of $25,000
It
is
hardly far- overseas
Markey.
broadcast.
tions) division of the FCC. to go
fetched to presume that an adverinto private law practice in Newtiser who continues to- invest such
York city. Edward E. Hale, assistsums over a long period of time does
ant chief, becomes acting head of
so because they .bring hint a profit.
Followup
the division.
And I think that it's ah equally fair
assistant
John
E,
Willoughby,
assumption that you can do a pretty
chief engineer of FCC's broadcast
fair, visual show for that, kind of
F
"Lux Radio Theatre." marking its division, who has been acting chief
money. Broadway showmen certainly 10th anniversary Monday (161. on of that unit, has been promoted to
have filled theatre stages for less."
CBS. presented "Seventh Heaven" chief engineer, while C. H. Owen,
with all the warmth, sentiment and
Long said:
who has been chief of the hearing
"Based on my own experience and good feeling that permeates most
section of the broadcasting division,
observation as an advertising man. I Cecil DeMilie shows. Lux program
has the reliable quality ring to it that becomes assistant chief engineer of
have every reason to believe that any
Mi>"»semciil'8
assures the dialer who turns to it that unit.
jYwt'v
in
plan to defer the availability of tele- with the regularity an old vaude
sa,e
">»"
"
"<
„tl
«»
vision to the broadcaster, :the pro- habitue gave the Palace, a'nd MonHartford r*,r Noy?mlM-r,
«vor Inst
gram sponsor and the public itself day's show was no exception. Play,
|,i,«,i,> of lu.S%
Re-Sign Curtis Inst.
««'was the same as ooened the Radio
would be- unwarranted."
„.,! H:..tf«..l i» ll>*
Philadelphia, Oct. 17.
M.«-,
Theatre in 1934.
This time Van
t.r «f fl.e i-UM WDKC
Johnson played the swaggering street
The Curtis. Institute of Music,
ariivenH i» «« «<lver(
k ,.....
tiiJ
.
SELDES'
VIDEO
cleaner and Jennifer Jones the street which went commercial last March,
low rate!
titer** It'
waif. Johnson's noisily boyish man- has been re-signed for
Washington.. Oct. 17.
a series of
ner
and
Miss
Jones'
subdued
delinea- concerts beginning next week.
to
Gilbert Selcies. CBS director of
U»t
tion marking effective contrasts. Billv
television programs, addresses the
Bankroller
is
the Philadelphia
Gi'bert was amusing as the taxi
Connect in Connecticut
Wo men's Ad ve rl.i s n g C u b of . Was li - driver, and
Jean Her.-lioi! benevolent Sav ing Fund Society, oldest banking
ington next Monday, (23 V on. the as the priest.
house in Philly-and one of the oldest
A,
aceoinplisliments. problems and obaiid most conservative in the U. S.
stacles of television.
Jerry pevine continues to do a Under a deal with the ^Musicians
dandy- writing and patriotic job with •Union, a standby charge is paid, to
"Mr. D. A.." as on his.t week's ."Moth-, 1 he union for every non-finion ..-stuoris Clubs" script, witlv its not too
dent tootcr used on the show.
veiled reterence to V/incheH s expose
of the patriotic raclccl. Iiil.,-rnii.ngliii^ [
CLEVE. TELE PLANS
of the vote-registration pi ivilege was
topical and palatable.
Cleveland. Oct. 17:

made

;

•

i

WAR"

"WGAR

—

-

...'

NAB S 'GREETINGS FROM

'

'•-.

PROCESS

HOME' DISCS

-

.

USOverseas Entertainers
Set for CBS Teleshow
TJSO-Camp Shows overseas performers will be televised for "the first
time on CBS tomorrow (20) night
at 9

when

p.m..

five

|

WGAR

:

.

.

,

NAB

—

—

:

.

.

)

,

,

p 10(i uce

''.

and now an independent

(

Zenith Radio.

:

network. Also being sought is a
warehouse or similar building suitable for studios.
V -..-'
Because there are now virtually
no television receivers in Cincinnati,
Crosley Radio has obtained permission from the War Production Board
to manufacture af limited number of
sets to be spotted in connection with
the
experimental telecasts being

At the conclusion of all testimony
Friday 1 13 Judge Lucius J: Wall set
Monday (23 as the date when he
would hear arguments on a motion
by defense counsel that the complaints of both plaintiff and. intervenor be dismissed, and preemptory
findings be entered for Floyd.

end,

Baneo. Barton, Durst ine

tn.c. .and{'R':i,vo)tind

.

WLW

Intervenor in the case, who also
claims property rights, is Harold
Gingrich, formerly radio time salesman for. the Sioux Falls Broadcast
association,

'

17.

WLW's television production stall;
is the forerunner of a major expansion in that field by the Crosley
broadcasting interests. Outfits hopes
to have tele on the air by Jan. 1.
now has three video applications before the FCC, two of them
reportedly for stations in Columbus
and Dayton, and is also said to be
negotiating for the rental of skyscraper towers in those cities as
sites for tele transmitters. General
belief is that station hopes to ba
able to line up a regional video

v

of several

different parts is effective, gives variety and sparkle to the narration.
Net result is as genuine an emotional
reaction on part of listener as is produced by many: a large-stale dramatic production complete with cast

.

TELE HYPO

Cincinnati, Oct.

.

of

i

m

.

,

.

Appointment of Richard Hubbell,
author and tele producer, as head

brought by Veil Thomson, program
-The Man Who Came Back" (281
was tale of reunion of two college director for the Sioux Falls Broadassociation
(KSOO-KELO
buddies on battlefield of World War cast
I, who in face of pnfntprese.tt death against Joe Floyd, manager of the
amicably settled' an old,, sore score. Hollywood theatre in Sioux Falls,
Anything but-monotonous. Burdick's and Cliff Gill; Los Angeles, with the
one-man delivery is packed w ith en- publicity department of 20th Cenergy and suspense, builds to a dra- tury-Fox films,

,

WLW

CUES

Sioux Falls, Oct. 17.
Conflicting claims regarding pwnership- of an idea— currently the
basis for the "Blind Date", radio
show, broadcast nationally on Monday evenings by the Blue networkwere heard in Circuit court here last

feature stories, and then the
story spinner himself. Essentially it's 'week
a one-man show.- Burdiek handling
The suit to determine property
narration and dialog, using as many rights to the "literary product" was
as four or five voices.

Ready

..

present.

Frederick A. Long, director of
motion' pictures for
& Osborne,
E. Nelson, v.p.
bribe; Charles M. Storm advertising
agency. X Y.. .both said that comalready
was
television'
mercial
'proven successful and. that there
should be no. delay in getting it
stalled.' They discussed problems oi

utmost

tdr.'s.

said Ream: "not
only the fine; picture quality, that
secret Vijir. research has made posbut that
broadcast,
sible is -feasible' to
just as soon as the new CBS transmilter is Installed, if actually will
CBS
'while
manuAnd
be broadcastfactures no receiving apparatus, we
have complete. conlidence in the
of
know-how
and
ingenuity
energy,
the: receiver .manufacturers, to pretrine to
pare -suitable home sets
receive .th'efiiew: fine-Screen pictures

.

at-

is

liott',

"We know now,"

!

JoSenh H, Ream, CBS vice
1
prexy. disclosed that his ,\veb has
placed an order' for a natural color,
fine -scree n transmitter which will
operate in the higher ranges of the
ether and will move sound and picture, 'signals together,., rather than
through two. separate transmitters

•

Burdick's show

HUBBELL'S APPOINTMENT

Monday (23)

.

:

now

The

in.

of.

by Bobby,

quence transmitter.

with' repp, .for "television
interests at last Saturday's (14)
liaaring.;
.,'.:.. :":
;

punch*!

;

Format

sinp the
iie iiWalH
muter is
Chrysler. Bldg.. vVtfh progiam.s origPreviously CBS
inating in' WCBW.
General
order
with
had placed an
Elec-.nc for another ultra-high fre-

17.

now"-

"«•) it-till-it-is-per fectefl" has

fall:

-in

'

Until

Put

—

•

performers, alt

whom have been offshore at least
once; will perform.
Talent will include Jan Murray,
of

emcee

and comic: Paula Batie,
singer:
Vivian
Francis,
dancer;
Arnold Furst, magician, and Jean
Darling, singer.

NAB

WGAR

.

(

"

Tele Press Club

Television Press Club of N, Y. has

•

'

'.

'

.

dinner meeting for Nov. 1,
'with several; speakers familiar with'
a special

developments

latest television

set to

appear.
.

plan to have only occasional meetinstead of monthly
luncheon sessions has been adopted
by the club.
ings

at .night

.

'

'

FCC

Toeppen

.

'

'

'

.

,

Law

To

Cleveland.— Bob

Dailey,

for

WTAM

tha

past eight years
news room
and publicity boss, has resigned to
become radio director of the local
division of the. McCann-Ericksdn od

agency,

''

•.'•'

:

I

I

WDRC

.

Radio

wnmannmn
W D R C - nnmr
M J*

'•

.

$23,040,000
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"Mniit

,

-
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.
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—

DC.

"Zieelelu

Follie«"

1<t
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.

Miiti*n>" and

for

Now CAMFII. I*KUCK.\M. Friday
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LOU CLAYTON

Mil.:

TALK

to St«|» Kvfrj
Show- in U.vh Murray'*
••m, \ruoiiTS"

fitiitiitiititg

-

WDRC

i
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There's something

NEW
o

GaJen Drake, wliti's heard via W.IZ.
N. Y.. on "The. Hou s<; ivi-ve's .Protective League" and "Sunrise Salute"
sessions, has developed into one of
radio's
top
philosophers.
Drake
broadcasts On a schedule which is
almost as cockeyed as. the formal of
his airei's.
Laltei" is a raniblihg: ..discourse on -whatever topics come into
his mind.
:Broadl-as|iiV4 times are
Monday-Sat... 6-7 a.,. in. for fho."Salute" stanza and Mo-'.-Fn.. 1:45-2 and
2:13-2:30 p.m. -on. the "League:' sessipns.
Shows arc .sold as a package,

land.
All

.

.

with .purchaser \\i "League" required
buy the early. mornin-: show. The
sunrise airer couples phila-onhv with
recorded music. On- mi't balf of the
to

BLUE

The United Broadcasting Co! has
leased a part of 'Terminal Tower, including the flag platform, as an important step in: the planning of a
future television service for Cleve-

"League" broadcast on Monday

(lfiV,

:

;

"-

space

on the
floors
Use.

: '-'.

4;id

above

.'-':

'

.

-

suitable, for television
flour plus space on all
will eventually be. in

The tower has

WNEW

,

WNEW.

Air

52 floors.

News

'i

rocUels for ihterpla'nefarv

.

Y

n.
will sunplv news
bulletins, each day'" to the. Mitchel
Field. L; F, Army Air Base in a nqw
tieup.
Station will be credited on -the
printed bulletins, which -will be post-

America." Unif-n
airer, switched iV-.m X/.C

Pacific's

in Mutual
a
break in
schedule. Stanxa v:;»s hur.i\. on
a week ago Saturday- (7 in the 5-ri::ni
p.m. spot and .moved Sm>..'av to the

Sunday

(JS.i

tt"iihuuti

NBC

i

See Page 37

.

on
all
information
throughout the air base.'

boards
,.

'.

'.

..

ravel.

"Vour

"Umbrella
Coverage"

'

Drake spent J5 uiiiiules tracing the
development and discussing the,' feasi- ed
bilities of

\'}nllnlsf A* Coildilflor

],'
.

j

_

JAN RUBINI
World V« iiioiiM

Mutual. 4-4:.10 p.m. niche. Session remains the same, a potpourri of musical enfertainmo.tit. railroad plugs and
w eekly pitch on behalf oi one of the
country's industries (plywood indi'stry received the, nod this week i.
Show -retains, its, heavily rural ttavur:

100

GAGS—$1.00

Fun-Master Gag File Nos.1-2
si. mi

Mi'lt

f-lifi-ki
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tell':
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hfllk "Umbrella Cover-
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£ Eelum

wwily'-
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A: llubot

in s«Htth^rii'
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"Umbrella Coveraffe'' and "Directional Coweraoe^
In Air Poiver— Either MUitmy' or: Radio;.
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10 Best Sellers

Wednesday, October 10, 191

10 Best Sheet

on Coin-Machines

(Week Ending

Sellers

Oct. 14

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs

>

I'll
Walk Alone, .. ....... /Morris
.Burte
Swingin' Qu a Star
.Remiclc
Time Waits No One.
Advanced
How Many Hearts.
.Shapiro
Dance With Dolly
Together
.V. .'. .rv^Crawford
Feist
Trolley Song
.Burke
Day After Forever.
.

(Records: below are grabbing most nickels, this Weik in jukeboxes
throughout the country as reported by operators to "Variety." Names of
more than' one band or vocalist after the title indicates', in order oj popu-figures and names in parenlarity, whose recordings are being, played,
thesis indicate (he number of iceeks each, so, hi has been in the. listings
and respective publishers.)
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1

Decca

Walk Alone

1*11

Von

Is

Is

3.

Dance With

j

\

You

or Is

2.

(Morris.,

(i)

Ain't (2

(teed.-

>

'i
I

a

Dolly (7 J (Shapiro

\

'.';:,.

i

/

4.

Always Hurt One You Love

5.

How Many

\

(3> (Sunj

/

6.

Sweet

'n'

Hearts

(5)

(Advanced x

;..

\

Lovely (Robbinsi

-

.

.

.

.

f

T.

Swirigip'

On Star

Be You

(4).

(Burke ».,...,.

Had

9.

Together (9) (Crawford)...,

(6

i.

Be Seeing You

Bros

Russ'
Bin;;

Eini;

.

(10) (Williamson

>

..

'.

.Decca

..:hu
Hit

....

.

Crosby

Forrest-Ha.S
Earl Hihes

.

.

.

.....

.Decca

..

Colunibo.

\

,

,.

.

.....

Three Suns
Three Sun»
Bint: Crosby

I

\

(Remick ».',

'I

10. IT!

Mills'

.Decca
Bluebird

.

.

,

Decca

.

Capitol

..'

.

.

.

.

.

to

.

Hot Time

Town

Berlin.

New

.

most played popular tunes on the networks for
Oct. 9-15, from 5 p.m.
first approximately 25 leaders in alphabetical

Monday and through Sunday,

List represents the

compilations embrace the
resented by

Berlin.

Palmer Orch,

a.m.

1

order (in some cases there are

.

ties,

accounting for a longer
Y.,

JV.

Decca
Bluebird

i\ies

.

...

Crosby

.

.

Decca

.

...

.Victor

TITLE

Ice

A

Kiss to

—

:

Remember.

.

.

................

,

.....

.

Petrillo

Jams Dancery

'

.

...

.Decca

Into

New'k Spot

.'

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

direct

pictures

'
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Wesley Ruggles. who recently was
J. Arthur Rank to produce

signed by

and

PUBLISHER

.Lincoln

..

Always f'Christmas Holiday" .,
.......
,;.
....... .Berlin
Shapiro
An Hour Never Passes
Jimmy Palmer's orchestra and a Come With Me My Honey. ..v..... ... f~.
.Santly
new ice show went into Frank Dai- Dance With a Dolly
......Shapiro
,,,
t
ley's Terrace Room, Newark, last How Many Hearts Have You Broken? ...
"
......Advanced
night (Tues. », booking being com- !' Don't Want to Love You. ..
.. "......Chelsea
pleted latter part of last week. Ice I Dream of You ......
......Embassy
layout is the "Circus Daze" revue, I'll Be Seeing You
.... .Williamson
v......
..v..
which just bowed out of the New I'll Walk Alone— f "Follow the Boys" ;
Morris
Yorker hotel. N. Y. Palmer follows I'm Making Believe— f'Sweet and Lowdown"
..
BVC
Lee Castle's orch.
.Leeds
...
Is You Is Or Is You Ain't— f'Follow the Boys".
Band and blade show are in for a It' Could Happen to You— t"And Angels Sing".
.Famous
..*....'
two-week minimum.
Remick :.
It Had to Be You— f'Show Business".
.Robbins.
Let Me Love You Tonight. .......... ... ....
.'.v. ':'...•/.
.Melodylanc
Magic Is the Moonlight— t"Bathing Beauty". ..
.C-P
.v. ........
Some Peaceful Evening
Decca's Disc Dramas
'.
..AmeK Acad.
Right.
.... .... .. ...
Decca Records has completed re- Straighten Up and Fly
1"2 Girls and Sailor"
.Feist
cordings of "Moby Dick" and "The Sweet and Lovely—
.Witmark
with
Charles The Very Thought of You— f'Very Thought of You".
Pickwick Papers."
Remick
t'.'Shine Harvest Moon"
Laughton, and "Alice in 'Wonder-: Time Waits For No One—
Crawford
....
..
Ginger Rogers, as well as Together— f'Since You Went Away"

Show

.

.

.

Los Angeles, Oct. 17.
Reopening of the Pacific Palisades
Lew Gray and
Ray Whitely orchestras, was postponed because of a wire from James
C. Petrillo, American Federation of

.

of (he

:

.

Ruggles' U. S. Songsmiths
For British (Rank) Pic

Ballroom, with the

~ds~rep-

and are based on data

provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular checking source
music publishing industry.

.Barton

The

list).

NBC, CBS, Blue and Mutual Networks,

WEAF, WABC, WJZ and WOR,

. . . .

Tommy Dorsey.
Bum Crosby
.

.Victor

,v

..

.

Always

Decca
Decca

Ci'osby-Andrc.ws Sis
Louis Jordan ... ..,.'.'
Evulyn. kmpht..
Ton? Pa-dor

.

.

.

Victor

J Freddie Slack

8.

to

\

ota\. Shore

Follou'infl is list oj the

the iveek beginning
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.

for

.
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.
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with

Gaumont- "The Lonesome Train," directed by Trolley Song— f'Meet

Me

.Feist

in St. Louis":

Southern

....
Brit ish. is seeking Jimmy McHugh Norman Corwin, with Burl Ives and Two Again
.Marks
and Harold Adarrison to do the score others. Discs are being rushed for What a Difference a Day Makes.
Musicians chief, ordering the spot and lyrics for his "London Town."
Xmas release.
12- t Filmuslcal.
to remain closed until the owner,
on
being
packaged
"Train"
is
Picture is to be made in TechniWalter NeWcombe, paid $3,850 sal- color in Great Britain, being planned inch records in a $3.50. six-side
ary arrears due to Tommy Reysame
as one of the most elaborate musi- album. "Papers" will comprise
* Freddie
Woody Herman and musicrew
nolds orch for a recent engagement.
sidemen,
Fisher's four
sides on 12-inch discs in a
in color made in that country number of
Ballroom
was leased -several cals
binding,
while
album on the Schnickelfritz Band, formed a checked in at Republic to play in
since the war started'. Ruggles is re- $2.50
months ago to Al Yohe, who en"Alice"
will
consist
combo of their own and open this "Earl Carroll's Vanities." meanwhile
of
12-inch
ported trying to get release of Mcgaged the Reynolds crew and never
Inn,
Los doubling at the Hollywood Palthe Victory
records, four sides, for $3.50. "Moby week
at
Hugh and Adamson from 20th-Fox.
ladium.
paid off. Gray recently leased the
Dick" packaging has not been de- Angeles.
spot and spent more than $2,000 for
cided upon to date.
Harry James and band left on an
publicity, but found himself in the
Tommy Dorsey's orchestra booked
George Welles, former director of
Xavler Cu»at and orchestra inked
middle of a lawsuit between Rey- for two weeks at Sherman hotel, the "Lux Radio Theatre" on CBS, to play in "Weekend at the Waldorf eastern tour, returning to Hollywood
nolds and Newcombe.
Nov. 20.
Chicago, opening Dec. 1.
directed the three recordings.
at Metro.
"
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IRVING BERLIN wrote this song in Italy to entertain the boys in the service.
TED COLLINS heard it and felt that all the American public should hear
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Payola Diary Kicks Back

Jack Robbins, Whiteman
Search for a 'Gershwin'

Tin Fan Alley now has its own "little black book" to worry about,
because of the payola items listed in one bandleader'j records.
This maestro, who's at a Broadway nitery, has three radio outlets.
The "little black book" came to light when the maestro was sued
"That* all 1
for divorce, his wife demanding $175 weekly alimony.
make,' he protested, whereupon the wife rebutlled, "Oh, no, that's what
you -spake as a musician, but you make much more from the payolas
from the music publishers and I have that little black book with your
own handwriting to prove it" (or words to that effect). \ ..-!!' ;
ll\s not only an anxious moment for the divorcing litigants, but more
so for the publishers who have been protesting their non-payo'laing to
(lie Contact Men's Union.

jack Robbing and Paul Whiteman
have set preliminary plans, for "the
search for a new "George Gershwin'':
in the form of a contest to run from
Nov. 1-May' 1
tentative),
Prizes,
would be part outright payment arid

all

'

.

part in royalties for any ;n«w
posers so discovered.

.

:

who

Whiteman,

'".'.-;.

'

Run

to

Vs. Rosenberg

Gershwin's

.

V

the

five

to

Federation of Musicians, last week,
when Max Arons, chairman of th»
'

C

local's

compositions, and lhe judges might
thus, be publicly assisted ,n pick:

Petrillo

Case 'Closed for Alterations'

ing the top three ; Wh c.h would be
.world-premiered and formally presented at some function, P.oposed
judges to work. with. .Whiteman and
Bobbins. would' include: Russell! Bennett, Aaron Copland, Deems Taylor,
Oscai Levant, QeOrye. Wedge and
Abel Green, editor or "Variety."'
i

Again-Next Move Seen Up
The Pefnllo recording ban case
closed' for

the-

with

again,

Michaud to Manage
Elman As Maestro

.new developments

r.o

since Pits. Roosevelt Friday (13) dis-

was going

he

closed

to

Arthur

peruse the

Tommy

statutes to see it there are any possible-legal steps to be taken in the

manager
of
man-

Michaud,

Lion

,

Sherman Bra ride and
Eddie Horn, have quit, that party
arc now running wiili Arons,
for v;p. and secretary,, respmiyt'ly.
Blue men up for reelection in those
arc Richard McCitr.n and
ofiic.es
Feinberg
At the same tis'rre, two
Unity supporteis, Hy Grbwpiari and
Morris GuzikorT, aligned tli«.uis<ive9w H i Arons
Other' Blue supporters

supporters;.

'

!.

Hollywood, Oct.

17.

has. announced in-,
of conferring with Mannie
Columbia Records prexy,
while east filling engagement at
Frank Dailey's Meadow.brook Club
in Cedar Grove, N. J. ,. Intimates
claim James plans to "come back

Harry James

teiit.ioiv

Sachs,

the. President's

Tommy

,

;'

"...

:'..

pdsts. .'"Jazz" Garisto, like Arons. is
an. original Blue man, having been'
'
on: the trial board for. years.

USO-

for

',''.;

•:'

.

Shows, Inc. He has filed the
idea with that organization arid is
awaiting its reply. It .will probably
be necessary to cancel dales, if con-

MuMcians give Arons a good
chance. He has been one of the
best vote-getters on the Blue slate
for years and hi the past two. elecr'
lions ran ahead .of Rosenberg fortriai board chairman.
Trial board,
which lie has chairmainned, has a
high rating with 802. members.
.

'

firmation

"

,

given,

is

...

Tucker goes,, his will be the
full-size orchestra to go' out of
the country to entertain GI's. Several lop. names have been;, scheduled!
If

first

Condon Jive Invades
r*rnA
«; A Holl ULnc
Likes
Hall, Lines
l/dlUegie ndll,

V.

:

If

Musicians in Service

a

and

words.

was held,

When

men
whom

two

the

Feinberg,

oils had been, urging,
Get Standby Det. Pay A
the presidency, refused

'

when

day,,

1

to

i

;.n

lor

to do so,
Detroit. Oct. 17.
Arons •tossed- his' own .hat into the
\ -„-,' •":.':rjngvHere's one way of overcoming i,,
don and kicked in. wuh-,a two-hour lhj>atre pl eju( U u a^ii^t hiring
There: re are now three slates, in
the
that Standby
traaitions that'
show true to the traditions
n-ra
i*
miisiciinis
when
Sf«
pierCtanriKv
local' musicians w hen 802 election, the. Blue. Unity arid
have grown up' with, .the boys that troupes come in with -their own -Arons ticket, to be called the Square
i

Inc., last week
new agreement with

Broadcast- Music,

concluded

biid.

Next

cancelled.

the caucus

selected

'

^

.

Opponents of the administration
have been drawing a. parallel between the Petrillo recording squabble

be

to

group of top jazz
invaded Carnegie Hall,
N. Y Monday night -'16 under the
knowhow direction of Eddie Con-

A

musicians

Uruguay* Arg. Societies

Rosenberg

,

,

U

And Books 3 More Dates
RMI Pacts Deal With

between

Split

Arons has been simmering for some.
with years,- Came tb a head- last week
trouote witn
various: tunes/
limes.' but trouble
at various'
rimslcians.
individual .musicians.,
boards ot'
of- individual
draft -boards
a(att
when. Rosenberg's alleged failure, to
arid other problems, cancelled'plans.
attend a caucus caused the meeting

It

iie

he

.

to.

I

Camp

.

or give him release.

-

Arons -include- Frank
i"Ja,zz"
Garisto, Dave Michiim /Sarn'Raderrrian, Murray Gdldiri and Ralph
Sp'ecia; all running for exec- board
-hitting

.

.

of any
might have. Then

:

!

'

companies and the. other; outfits receiving it, and if their songs. weren't
on the list when they thought they
should have been, they would call
American Tobacco or Foole, Cone &
Belding. ad agency on the account,
and squawk.

:

admitted that there might be
nothing further, he could do beyond
the request he riiade to .the music
czar to lift the ban in the interests of

|.

Tucker Seeks

orchestra: overseas

.

.!

-.!

.

Overseas USO Dates
Tommy Tucker, wants to take his.
full

.

ii'iii

-

cording companies and music organizations received a list of the .songs
the Monday .'and Tuesday prior -to,
the Saturday broadcast.
Explanation for Luckies' action is
that music publishers; who didn't get
the. list
would call the recording

PACT WITH AFM

COL.

'.

;

effect of, ArorisT can-,
split both' the Blue

to

principal opposition,
the Unity group. Two stioftg Blue

"

REPORT JAMES PUSHING

Arons' ticket.

was'

ti(-ket-;.tind. its

of

5.1' <.

Tarade'Tunes

oii

JniiiVediate

;

of

,

1

''.

i

.

"

.

:

.

j

.

;

AGADU,

and

the Montgomery Ward dispute
that saw Sewell Avery. forcibly ejected from the company's offices. Chief
difference^ of course, is that authoriin

owns

Metro. Pictures, which.

..

ties

board
diii'acy

from "Leo the Lion" trademark

J

bandleaders, includ-

ing; Phil Spitalri.y,- Abe Lyman and
Meyer- Davis. Dave Michliii,\ Davis'
u<,n, mgr.,, is running: fbr the extc

di*k

st-

.

statement
last week the trade buzzed with rumors that peace would be declared
Monday (18), but as this issue 6£
"Variety" went to press the. status with signed contract with a company
•';
quo was in complete command of the where I can record."
Maestro is reported being very hot
situation.
recording ban and it is beFDR remarked last week that the about
lieved he will pressure Columbia to
same persons who labeled him a "dicsign with". James C. Petrillo, Ameritator" demand that, lie crack down on
can Federation of Musicians prexy,
standing

actions

hi

name

of several

•

•

national unity;

Jack Bobbins'

is

1

.

!

p-

Robbins' music, films, and is part of
the waxing arrangement w tth. EH
Oberslein's Hit record outfit.
RobDins Artist Bureau is another adjunct to the music publishers busiAmerican Tobacco Co.. sponsor, of ness, idea being to groom, talent
the.
Lucky Strike Hit Paiade." has. either
for Metro, or to help exploit
stopped giving advance information
Metro ftlmusical excerpts,; ''!•'•:
on the tunes that will occupy the
broadcast each week. Until now. re-

;

...

the recording bah is' not
•unduly impeding the war effort.
However, FDR stated last week that
probably" there were about 40 laws
that could be applied, in some degree, to the dispute, but lie would not
elaborate until further research was
Since '-.t hen there has been
made.
nothing new re. Petrillo from the
White House or other official sources.

latter

Kay Veinon cm

venture,- .the billing being borrowed-,

tliat

law he

,

backed by Ray Si-

'

Never Say Yes" and ''Don't
Blame Me," also with Sinatra's on h.

Advance Info On

'

is Economic Stabilization Director' Fred. M., Vinson's pronuncia-..

in the

it

Love- You" Toniaht''

band, and

•'

.course,

Petrillo, regardless

Me

"Let.

"Whispering,

ing ."You

Luckies Drops

of his own oi-chestra..
Elman
signed a hooking contract months
ago with General Amus Corp..
Elman. has never been a, leader.
Before going- into uniform he was
with T. Dorsey's band: and at one
time made records for Bluebird' un.;.*
der his own name. V ;

unless they sign the same
agreements now .in effect with Decca
and other outfits.
Big point .in Pelrillo's favor, of

Following

Umg
arid

hit

.

-.

Dorscy. has signed a

tion

members

mento

'.

TWO RELEASES

FIRST

New- Lion Records' first two reChucho Martinez, vocal-

."-

leases are by

natra'.s

agement agreement with Ziggy E1-"
man, effective whenever Elman gets
out of service arid starts the forma-

Invthe 'meantime, the AFM
chieftain hivs made no further comment beyond his refusal to allow Columbia, RCA-Viclor and NBC's recording division to wax withUnion
matter..

LION (METRO) RECORDS'

,

'

is in

stage

alterations"

FDR

to

announced;

board,

trial

candidacy for the presidency,, in opposition to. Jack Rosenberg, Bine,
ticket incumbent.
Arons has been a member ot the
Blue slate, and a close supporter
Feinberg
of." the;' Rosenberg-Bill
group since, it .first was Voted ..iii-to
of4i.ve::lt) years ago. He was (lei ted
trial board chairman, in 1934,. \\hen
the Blue group obtained autonomy
for' the
local- and, like- Rosenberg;
has been' reelected in
subsequent
campaigns.
Understood Arons. has the support

:

y- .\.
,
Frederick Bros, lining up dates.

leading

the

of

10:

.

forego

to

several vaude arid one-niter bookings
with' her orch several weeks ago because of nervous exhaustion, lias, recovered and is organizing her band
v .''*'..
/-.'•/
::•:/
again.

Rhapsody in Blue" to
would publicly perform

fore,

perhaps

Ray Hutton, '.forced'

Ina

AFM Local

Y.

Bombshell was tossed into the already h e c t i o election campaign
at New York Local 802, American

Ray Hutton OK Again

Ina

.coiii-

brought

.first

N

For Presidency of

t

—
'

Max Arons

89

official performing rights
of Uruguay, and renewed
agreement with SADAIC, the

l

!

,
,

.society

|

Carmen Flci-!ig is' the
Unity, presidential candidate,
,
Local's elections are rioted for the.
bitterness .of
their
campaigning.
Now figured, however, with Arons

De;,r ticket

-orch?'.
i
,
think printed -scores are for; sissies;
Argentinian Society, for exclusive
When the Coast Guard "Fars and
Biz was good with all the upper Spans" revue played the Fox. here
license in the U. S. for performing
region seats sold out but the $3 pe.w-s recently, Tthe theati-e had .to pay^
rights to all- works written or pub;
three-quarters
about
only
downstairs
lished by the members, of these sosalaries l0 1!( !: ,usieians. Max
occupied.
cieties.
Leib, eonlractor o:> the job, marie out
J
Results prompted promoter. Ernie ("n j jf^'
BMI also' licenses the music of
Mexico, Cuba, Brazil and Chile and. Anderson to pact for three more
Laiidy,
when
Pvt.
Owen
Last. week,
new contracts extend their control Condon jazz concerts at Carnegie ;.j ota bandsman, came' home oil fur''
switching th.e.tijiie to 5^0 p- .n. Latter
in the South. American field.
0 ngh, he. -found a check of --$98.17
is mdre in -line with his successful
that
It then, was learned
-'waiting.
ventures' the past two seasons at-j Leib. had made up', his entire lis:t of
Lee Castte's N. Y. Preeiti Tbvvn Hall.. N. Y.. wHeit Saturday standbys of former Detroit liiusioi.aiis.
afternoon jazz sessions built a fol- w hb now are in, service-and will' perYorker Hotel lowing and- prompted the Blue net- sorialiy benefit from the recent servAt
Lee Cafitle's prclieslra has been work. to spot the crew .as- a srustaih-. ice show-,
its

'

-

'

;

'

.

_

;

Washington decided MW's
were 'impeding the war effort.

.

,

|

.

:

basing been an insider with the
Bines- tliat this year's battle will be
1
holler than ever.

;

!.

Seeking Outs

'

.

,

.

[

Continued froih Wis*-}

i

..-

|

j

consulted his attorneys and Tommy
Dorscy, Artie Shaw and other top
maestros arc reported doing like-

.!

,

,

'

vise.

.

TO WM. MORRIS OCT. 20

i

Scramble

is

booked into

"

?

hotel,

Castle s fust
closed at Fraiik

-Newark,

Sunday night 15
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New Yorker band .situation has
been difficult. Johnny Long stays' at
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be installed for first two with
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Sinatra's 6 Concerts

inana-

William .'Morris.'

the

""ict has been set for Oct.
ilate'the leader and his

-20.

baud

same

-tart a

Frank .Sinatra will play six con- ! 'tlie'aire -lour: set by his, i.iew agents,
certs following, his current, date at ..Dales will keep the dutfit bit the road
the Paramount theatre. -N, Y.. fot- imtil Christrina's;.
Spi.vak and his band: are now on
Spilo w n g n t h e f oo t se ps o f P h
alny, Andrews Slstei s and other lop. a. thice-ueck vacatiriii, leader giviiig
fi'ld
his sidemcn three, weeks nil,
u.'imes. who. have found, that
w-ith .pay.
-highly lucrative.
Sinatra
drew an offer several
weeks ago frpm the Cenliiry Artists
Bureau, Ltd.. which booked the Spittours. Acting fo.
a .Canadian syndicate. Century of.

l

decided.
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i^^M Andrew

Oppose Jimmy, Dorsey

Pennsy

Dating Hotel
Sinatra $:t5.0'00 in guarantees
-for ; five: dates against 50'i. of the ijimmy Dorsey's orchestra probAs usual, -biggest ovations were, gross,
the overage lo be m Canadian iK v u
not take th«» botiUm 'A the
gaineic-d by the jameroo groups in
money. -At- was .esfunaled that .be :, P( | ; n!, y , v;inja botef N Y;.i'whichwas
\vhich such; virtuosi '<;$ Lips Page,
wouid gross between $85 000 and- iH. ili3 nci?bUated' His adA ise, s are
Max Katilinsky, .Peewee- Ru*s'rli, $100,000. Now, that -offer »;<s
el against the leader playing any
l-Jcss Stacy. Miff Mole. Benny Men ton,
-mped to a flat guara.-.lee.of MOO OOU ,i,,.,,s U,at will involve Wo much of!
Miiggs'j Spaniei, Joe Thomas. .George for- five, days,
without percentage'., tina-ii ,.,1
loss
<h„ last booking,
Wettling. Bilh Bullertield. Joe Mai'r piivijege.
.th(,f almost two years ago, »:o«t hirh
Yank Lauren Kdinond H..;lt, etc.
fered

j

.

serve;

;:

.

;'

,.;''

;';.

..

.

,

-';

probability/that lowered, price scale
j

One: thing about these jazz iuyasibns !of longhair concert halls.- they
because no. certainly, attract an audience Unit
suitable; outfit could be found to
knows what they want .to. listen to.
lake his place. Music Corp., of 'and displays a disoeriiiiig.ciithusiasni
America had submitted BobbySher- for the program. Superfine stiiff
w'qbd 'in opposition to Castle, who is really gets the mill?- beating togenher
handled by
General Amuscnient while ocea^iorial below par tonlribs
'.•!-'.''-!
.-':--.
Corp..
are accorded the- response liiey dethe, hostelry Until

;

Next Condon dales are Nov. 4,1
Dec. .2
and Christmas Day with

It's

He

Terrace ^Room,

,

t

.

i

i

.

ing feature.

replacing cur-

6.-

rent 'Johnny Long.
job. in N-:Y. city.

is
recording under his. own
''-.'
maestro, label.
Top vocalists, also are .reported
conferring on deals .with other waxing companies, in Case they find
ways- to dissolve their current con"

New 'Yorker

.the

N.Y.v opening Nov.

Dailey's

Date

;

!

and

tracts.-

.

New

the result of .fames
C.
Petrillo's
recent turndown, of
President Roosevelt's request to ease
the recording bah on Victor and Columbia,
Baton wi elders who have
stood by the two. companies in expectation of an -'early settlement are
now 'approaching recording companies which are signed with Petrillo,
seeking deals in case their existing
contracts, can be cancelled. Martin
has gone into partnership with Artie
Schwartz; of Pacific Music Sales,
.

CHARLIE SPIVAK ORCH

'•

:

,

Berlin's Office Janjup

f

he,

H..

with- Irving, Berlin), with the
Berlin staff all crowded into lattcr's

Berlin contingent .can't take- possession of its
new offices until -Noy. 10. while Bornwhere
Berlin, and
spot
stays
'in
stein

former private-

is

Bnrn.-leiii

-office

I

were partnered
ho had

-

;

;

.

s

!

private exit,

a.

finds, that, that's

I

.

call ti-.en

Othei

i

j

.

James P

p apo

svere

':

by Lee

McKe.ii/.ie's

.

Wiley
of

:

,'«•»'

lives

Stacy

.Jolnisoii.

bariioiiing

a "song

and
-

Red
"Sweet

Lorraine." Hit parade tunes, as »f.ways, were con-picuous by their ab.^ence.
Condon directed in hi mi
.

assuming and eflicieot ii.wintr
'•"*

'.'!'-.
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i'

--V;--'-
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~r

•

.a bundle),

t
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Do tin

one of .their,
confabs/ Norman Steppe came up
from Dallas, D'Arve Barton from
Cleveland. David iSonny) Werblin
from N. Y„ all' meeting with presi
dent Jules, Stein and Larry Barritlt
of the Coast office.
Mteting is said to hav* been Only
occasional

I

*'•'
!

I

routine,'

'

''-'-:''

'';•>;

inter-oflice

-.;"
.
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.
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Time Dorser

;.f

U lry one
'

'

|

woiild

.fili

of lne "?a 0l'i
-l

at the.,hos-b:!,!,!

period following, ,Le8
Brown, or .early February 'and part
of. March.
Brown returns in Dtcember.
l

'

-

I

j

^i

Chi Confab

Corp of Amc-i.ca execu.met in, Chicago' last week for

Music

.

arid Willie Sniitii iThe: Lion i

threesome

8.

-..»-.'

s.

hmiiifgiit-

terl.udes by

and band succeeded
at lli* Mocambo, Los
-.'-'..-.

MCAr»~

loincd 'forces lor solo and en.'-cmble
kicks mr Iradittohai hlui^ and Ijjig'te

Sti-raler

Phil Ohman
Angeles.

,

salik

j

Ted

.

.

now

,

.

(

i

for years.

u
the... only door permitted irto the one large office from
which his p'eb'ple can. function .between, now. arid Nov. 10.
Berlin,

'

u action.

.

.

i

.

"em gp,"
when the

j

Quite -a.iaMup at Bourne, Inc. (Saul
Bornstein's ne I, ftrlp. result of Ins

split

companies' continued

said to be, "Okay, let
Reasoning is that, even
Petrillo: problem is. settled,
material and manpower shortages
will so cramp production that smash
sales of platters will b» out of the
<(riestion. The companies figure they'll
s ell, out
their production capacity on
virtually any recording, with or with"ut a name band, once they're back

.

.

•

inability to return to ^production,
Philosophy. of the sidelined disc' man-

ufacturers

.

;

'

j

"Let 'tm Go"

With talk that namq, band leaders
are anxious to. break their recording,
contracts with Columbia and Victor
because of

j

|

!

|Se

jobs,

is

Spike Jones orch plays"(wo threeweekends at liie Casino Oardens Ballroom, Los Angeles, open*
ing. Oc,t.. 27, followed by. a. lcu'ir *f
Ifri&itmhrs- on - the -West C«a«t
ytil-ght"'

I
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support travelling band*'
of
is difficult to understand in view
its past history.

failure to

Up

One-Night Band Business Held

As for the rest o( the country,- reports through the summer Indicated
good business. Many of the .summer
spots in the midwest closed within
['the past few weeks with good coin.
business
One-night business generally did Herman. Hershey Park had one big On the Coast, the .-one-night
day among good ones with Harry is jumping, from reports.
pretty well this past summer for the.
James, who piled up a gross, of over
first time since the warm months of
$] 1.0Q0 on a one-mghtei.
Spade Pooler crew returns to
1942. Virtually every standard spot
Strangely enough, New England
Mahsnoy City. Cavrolltown, 'territory, Vhich; prewar, was ope Riverside Railcho, Los Angeles,
like
tor. bands -v-ith time open,
about Deo, 2, when that spot is reHershey Park—all in Pennsylvania ] of. the best
did not do so well. Even top names opened after repair 'ng the damage
did. \yetl at the bo., with both top
going. In that direction failed to pile
month. Cooley,
grosses,
names and secondary outfits alike, Up
impressive
i-.'u., k o*
— and this done by fire earl) last
any. tiut"
up auv.
Mahanoy City, for 'example, clicked convinced promoters that, the best currently' at. Sunset Rontlio, was
from the Start, doing its biggest course ; would .'be -staj';- within rear playing at Riverside at the time of
opening-day business with Woody sohabW pi ice bounds. New England's the fire, and is subject to recall.
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Enoch Light
Vaughn Moni oe

,; ; ,;

.

Richards. Lincoln (275; $1 -$1.50) .;,
... Roosevelt
(400; $l-?l:50L..v;.

Guy Lombai'do

.

:

.

•.

Jol'vntiy

"-

139'

.

Pennsylvania (500; $1-$150),.
...
Branclwynne* Waldorf (550; $2)
,

FrSlikie Carle;
.\nt

.

"

IM.i.vcil

Mclntire\.. .Lexington (300;. 75c-$!;50) :.
New Yorker (400; $1 -$1.50 !..„....
Johnny Long*

liaril

.

—

'

1

'

j

i

B. ().\

(Presented herewith, at a weekly tabulation, is the eitunutea -.trivetchargt business being don* by name bands in various New York lioleLs
Dinner businesi (7-10 p.m.) not rated, f igures ajter name oj lintel j;n-e
roo;n capacity and cover charge. Larger atnotint designates wevlu-nd and
holiday price. Compilation is based on period from Monday to*: Saturday.)'

22.130
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lit;)
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1^75
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indicate a -supporting floor shotc. .-New Yorker,, RUt more', ha ve

-Asterisk's,

V n-lor

Lexington, Hawaiian floor sho.n

ice sdotcs.

Los Angeles
Harry Owens (Ambassador;
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at 4.000 tubs.

$1 -S ! .50
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ni/ In tic.

XX:

Stron« .and
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Henry King (Biltmore;
4,200 covers.
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Chicago
Carmen C*vallaro (Empire

A YANKEE CHRISTMAS
There'll be

A YAN-KEE CHRIST-MAS
Fra i7

n

fiH)

et>7

extf
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There'll
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to

Nome—
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Angeles)
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Henry Busse '.^^diliUiv^- ':H'OlW»W^X'*'?tth:' M'***
and ork come in to liven things Oct. 17: Biisse bow-out

Wowd.v Henrian
slow 23.000.

*.!'

From Ctii-na

Romer

to

Not all jamming:
B, Soulllgate, third week).
the bandstand. Plenty crowded for possible 11.000 payolas.

Ted Lewis (Slapsy Maxie's, N, Los Angeles,

A YAN-KEE CHRIST-MAS

hero

—

o
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'

.Therellba a

ev-'ry - where.

jub -

to

Hampton (Trianon

Lionel

being done on

\

Gray

2,600.

.
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.11.).

mtu.).
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Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
.'

From Hew Gtiin-ea

';'.

and splashy show, albeit no big names, reached solid '4,(>00. ':-•
Bill Snyder (Mayfair Room, Blaekstone hotel;. 400; $2,50 mih.V.
Snyder
and the Hartmans holding at a steady 2,900.
Benny Strong (New Walnut Room. Bismarck hotel: 465: $1,50 -$2.50 iivin ).

„''•

CHRIST-MAS ev-'ry - where;

$.i-$,!50

:'.:

A YAN-KEE
ft^

$\>i

Kousc

faimci

of band and John. Hoysradl. h.eadiiig bill, drew good 3.050,
Bob Chester .(Panther. Room., Sherman hole'.: 950: 81.50 S2.50.
Chester's first week drew fine 0.500..
Glen Gray: (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel: 050:. $.'i-$',I.R0 mil-,,

Biz going along okay, with

ev-'ry - where}

eh

Rdoih,

Combo

income
'::

tax.

Capacity

fifth

Only worry

week)..

"

5,200.

(Chicago)

'
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.
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'

''

.

•

-

v

BUI Bardo (Latin Quarter; 650; $2.50-$3,50 min.V. Bardo-Dave ApollonWally Vernon down to 2,000 from last week's 3.000.

i

;•,"•.'.'

Gay Claridg* (Chez Pares; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Biz up to 5.000, with
Claridge-Jane Froman-Tho Barrys responsible:
Carl Ravazza (Blackhawk; 500; $l-$2.50 min..). Rava/.za still doing around
"- ""
3,800.
::
.x
'

'

:

;

.-.:.'

la- tion

ev-'ry - where,

Therell be the sound of
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car-ols
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Violations inTieups

And Home, Sweet

dreams,

•>'£#.; 'x^i
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Between Pubs-Leaders, Union Finds

.;,'';'.

Inquiry by Joseph H. Brodsky, at- ers own. regardless of quality, with
tunes published through normal
for th« Musio Publishers
Channels getting the go-by.
Contact Employees, Into relationships
existing between certain publishers

torney

'

and bandleaders, has evoked the
sponse that

shar-ing Christ-mas pie and mem-o - ries;

Ev-'ry

care

will

"the

re-

Top Tones

arrangements do

not constitute a violation of
regulations," Brodsky stated

de-

1

MPCE

An

day (16).
Brodsky

jin-gle bells ring
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in ev-'ry
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there's
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YAN-KEE CHRIST-MAS
Copyright 1944 by Chas, K. llan'ls

Will

JIu.i|c

Be Sung This Wednesday, Oct.

.19,

1

N.

y.

8th,

by

EDDIE CANTOR
WEAF-9

P.M.,

EWT-Coast-to-Goast

K.

HARRIS MUSIC PUB.
1619

*425

D

SoKrSd° .M.

Prof.

Mgr.

CO., Inc.
CHICAGO
B4

Song pluggers
Brodsky to

singer

Phil

Brlto.

union

had

instructed

make the inquiries. Attorney also
declared that the BMI-Robbins-Chelsea replies were being turned over
to the. MPCE board for further

HILDEGARDB

:•;.";

Ard Many OHier fop Notch
Performers
Uae thl» txl VISUAL record
of song bits of over 100 pub-

oM fBvorltes. Iheludes leaa sheets ond lyric's
of chorus; SAMPLES FI1EB.

lishers, pins

1619

Broadway

New fork

IS

W. Randolph

St.

TOP HIT OF YESTERDAY.
GREAT POPULAR STANDARD TODAY
.

ME

For new orfisf copies and orrangements
Contact Standard Exploitation Department, The Big 3
PHIL KORNHEIS1R, Manager

1619 Broadway.

N.

Y.

1

9

°

j

TUNE-DEX

VICTOR RI-ISSUI 30-0827 SHIP FIELDS

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

W,LL ROCKWELL,

ROBBINS

DON'T BLAME

TICO-TICO
H

Published by

.

Thank you. LOUIS ALTER and PAUL WEBSTER, for this uplifting Christmas Song,
A worthy running-mat* for Our sensational

CHAS.

.

JIMMY McHVGH

Spokesman for BMI, replying to
trade criticism of that firm's leaderbankrolling activities, said that "for
the flrst time it gives leaders a
chance to cash in on their iincopyrighted originals, sine* otherwise
their broadcast plugs benefit no orie."
Argument against the practice of financing leaders is that it results in
undue emphasis on the songs lead-

world.

Publishing Co., Inc., 1619 Broadway,. )\>W York

Inc.,

Artists

study.

o - ver the

alt

Your Books

DON'T BLAME ME
Music by

had written Broadcast
Jack Robbing (Robbins
Bureau) and Irving Romm
(Chelsea Music) for information as to
their
deals With various leaders.
BMI is currently campaigning to set
maestros up with their own publishing houses; Robbins is backing band
leaders and Romm is interested in
Musicraft Records and manages
Music,

When those

part.

for

Ail-Time Favorite

Mon-

Circle

6-2939

;

'

.
'

.
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Det. Niteries Training

Ice Follies; Icecapades' Sign For 4

Waiters

How to

,

AGVA

Years With

Guild of Variety Artists on the Coast

George Hudson's

AGVA, who had

administrator for

gone to XiOs Angeles to

set the deals,

New York Friday (13L

$125

Contract for the

&

J.

V

"I':-:

'"'-

encourage-

the

Rum

Report Mich.

Aides

-',>';;
down. •'.";:.:/.
All employees of the commission
"

.St. Louis, Oct. 17.

.":

.-'.

.

'.'

:'

Jbsephson's.. approach, to his new
venture is to make it, authentic," not..
a Yanqiii version of South America.
etfect. it gives the Bolivar 'the
Disney- 'Saludos Amigos" slant. Dis'

,

In

.;

'

-

really accurate show biz intevpretaSouth America. ;DWh.es
lions of
served will- be- native only, and lio
act that's, worked the U. S. will be
booked. Tariffs will be high, with a
price scale
the same, or possibly

to Confer

On $3-4,000

received an ultimatum last

•.'

'

week

of 1944'

Tab 'Scandals

j?
Rose Signs AGVA Pact
for new jobs.
Billy Rose has.'finally .affixed signature to basic minimum pact with
The State sent out the order after
American Guild of Variety Artists ercise of a 60-day option will give plenty yof complaints' were received
covering his- N Y. Diamond Horse- him a strangle hold on Grade A nitboys— and. their': friend
shoe jiitej-y. Although contract had ery biz in that sector; of this burg. that; the
been- considered in force for past Koplar was the original builder of were eating and drinking out cuffo
two months by both principals, ac- the 28-story Park Plaza in 1929, with too many, nights a week. In fact one
tual inking by Rose was, hot done the cost' being approximately: $6..- nitery', .owner reported the sad case
until this week.
000:000, but lost it through foreof one of these non-paying Slate
Under revised clause Rose will closure in 1937.
have permission to appeal AGVA
Koplar said acquisition of -the helpers as going up like a mathematical progression. He started out
rulings he may deem unfair to the Park Plaza will, entail about $3,solo, then cut in his wife, on the
American Arbitration Assn.
000,000, and while he is doing a solo
then expanded it to a
AGVA Sets 2 N Y. Cafes
in the deal he will '--seek an outside free-check,
Blue. Angel and Roumanian Vil- loan to close it.
The Park Plaza family circle by including his two
both N. Y;.. niteries, signed was sold at foreclosure to the Cenr grown children and finally "was
lage,
pacts with American Guild of tral States Life Insurance Co, for bringing in a couple of other friends,
Variety Artists: last week-.
High officials of the commission
$2,500,000, and the company owned
Angel's class A contract calls for the: entire issue of $3,070,000 in de- said that it. worked the other way,
The too, and that when they .went on of$75 weekly minimum for principals, faulted first mortgage bonds.
and since spot does not use a girl hotel became -the property of the ficial visits tfeey were embarrassed
line, matter of chorus salary is held, Mutual Savings Life Insurance Co.
by nitery owners insisting on thrustin abeyance if and when:
when it took over the Central States ing hospitality on them— which made
Roumanian Village was pacted as organization in 19.41.
it a tough job to be unbiased.'
Late last week the numerous em8 class B spot, with $60 for princiployees of the commission had picked
pals and $40 for choristers oh sixthly week basis'.
up the hint and were picking up
Dorothy Donegan Heads
their own checks.. However, there
Newport Spot, AGVA Sigh
were, a few more vacant chairs;.-in
Ideal Rest, Newport, R. I., signed
Negro Unit for Vaude the
"'---'
'-,.-:-.
clubs:
• basic agreement with Boston local
Vaude unit headed by Dorothy
of
American Guild of Variety
Donegan, Negro singer and pianist
Artists this week.
Deal calls for weekly minimum of currently at the Zanzibar, N. Y.,
and including Ernie Fields', band, 'ICECAPADES'
$75 weekly, plus room.
has been formed by Frederick. Bros.
First date will be at the Regal,.
$220,000 IN
Chicago, opening Jan. 18, to be folCleveland, Oct. 17.
lowed by other vaude bookings.
Fifteen-day run .of "Icecapades of
Miss Donegan remains at the ZanziSITE
1845"
Al Sulphin's Arena (18 perat
bar until the middle of December,
date on its coastinitial
formances),
according to present plans.
Chicago, Oct. 17
to-coast four, did such a landslide
With the purchase of the old Methat- Sutphin is trying to get a redi.nah Club by a syndicate headed by
for it in February. Scaled
date
turn
Johnny Mack, extensive remodeling Pepper Switches,
at $2.80 top, the ice extravaganza,
plans call for two night spots to be
Idea for Unit with cast of 152 headed by Donna
opened early next fall on the site
Jimmy Lawrence,
and
Jack Pepper is temporarily shelv- Atwoori
Biggest ot these will occupy the
grossed nearly $220,000.
space of the former Boulevard Room ing his "Overseas Revue" idea and
Reported that under a new perinstead will line up a seven-act unit
tin the fifth floor, and will feature
deal the Arena's prez got a
centage
name bands and top acts. Smaller for a 10-week tour of southern terrifar bigger cut than on last year's
spot will be called the Glass Hat, and tory under aegis Of General AmuseSutphin also penciling "Ice
ment Corp., with: Harry Jiomm han- edition.
w ill be located on the ground floor
Follies of 1945" for January, /
previous
This supersedes
When the building is remodeled dling.
into the Hotel Continental, it is proposition with Bob Kerr.
Unit has five tentative weeks of
planned to spend around $50,000 on
;-':>''
guarantee
one-nighters
on
$500
decor for the night spots.
Palace, Chi, Seen

by principals and

American

AGVA

L-. Berman. attorney and general
lor White, but amounts, due
have to be figured out by AGVA
before -.payoff since some of the acts
playing oilier dates during layoffs
will- have those salaries deducted
from claims. Where, an act played
dates for less than stipulated unit
salary White is liable for the differ-

manager
will

-

-

ence;

•":

;'''

';.:

routine Bioa(lway version's.
.

Decor

'

claims.

.,

-•

murals of BoliSouth American leaders.

will feature

President Roosevelt,: Nelson Rockefeller, Coordinator of Inter-AmeriAffairs, and
men of similar
standing. Josephson is trying to get
Covurrubias to do the job. Another
feature will be an open kitchen,
where customers will be able-, to
watch native cooks turn out tortillas,
frijblcs and companion Latin Amer-

can

'•-

.

,

'

var, present

White, who returned to N. Y. with
.members of the unit, notified Matt
Shelvey and Dave Fox, of AGVA,
that he would meet with them next
Friday (20) for adjustment of all

•

:

.

..

,

A.

.

,

;.

.;

'
.

,

Quartet ), will also try to develop
the- native S. A, turns he's bfingmg
in, iucluding musieal outfits;from all
South American nations,
of; the
lot her 'than Argentina,, because of its.
pro-Nazi standi, dancers aiid. singers.These performers will do. the folktype entertainment indigenous to
their o«n countries, rather
than

due per-

,

.

acts .to. stellar proportions, rHazel
Scott.
Lena Home, Golden Gate

Sum

choristers.

allegedly

16 days' overage on laypel io(J sti pU , ated b y
Guild of Variety Artists:
has letter of credit from
.

-

'.'.'-

money

involves

I

•

;

higher; than Cafe Society Uptown.
AH talent will be flown up from
South -America-. Josephson, credited
with having built a number of Negro

Tahloid unit of "George White's
Scandals of 1944," which closed its
season in San Antonio last week, has
claims of between $3,000 and $4,000.

that

they accept one invitation of "this
oil the house" they'll be looking

if

'

-

1

Claims For

:

Koplar, owner of the swank

Chase club, nitery, and the Hotel
Chase on the fringe of Forest Park
in the west end, is angling for the
Park Plaza hotel and its Crystal
Terrace "club, another nitery, and ex 1

,

AGVA

White,

Commission go
have to dig

they'll

>

'

.

America and some of his, cooks. The..
South' American politicos are. helping him get -the talent, et al, and
also helping him ease the Iran.spOrtation .'problem between the U.S. and;
Already set are a group of
S. A.
Ihca dancers, l Peru) and a .-itaf. of
iiatixe
Mexican women for the'
Latin American cuisine;--.

hey travelog being; one of the few

Henceforth when employees of the
State Liquor Control-

Him St I'M Cafe Hold
-

'•'

:

Detroit, Oct. 17.

Takeover Would Give

Sam

.•

;'''

-:.•'•'.;'.

Nitery

Broadway: night

-i.slers of.

.

Taking Advantage Of

first;

Bands ney

for

Pittsburgh, .Oct. 17.
While Bill Green is considering a
name-band policy for his big roadhouse Casino, another local nitery
operator is likewise planning a
similar move. He -is Don" Met?, who
runs Club. Casino in Oakland and is
thinking about dropping .floor shows
entirely for small, well-known musical units.
Tried to get the Three
Suns but they're still tied up at the
Hotel P.icadilly. New York.
Green doesn't run shows,, sticking
only to dance music. For last year,
or so, ..he's, featured local outfits
chiefly.
Metz operates 'another spot,
the Sky Vue Club on the outskirts
of town, opposite, the County Air;

';':.;

New

Probar i.v the

club to enter the field with the cooperation of ambassadors and niinforeign nations/will be BarJosephson's new. cafe Simon
which the Cafe Society
Bolivar
owner. is: working on for a winter
Opening. With; the Good Neighbor
policy -as his motif, .Josephson will
import all .his talent from South

Drop

to

Shows

Pitt

.

:'

night-clubbing

lime, to be

,

Metz Plans

at

Trade,

.

1

'.-

fall'
'

and' res-

Nightclubs' Generosity

'fir.t year, with 25% tilt
the following year. There has also
been a readjustment on rehearsal
pay, both while playing and laying
off, with maximum fees for rehear-

later.

in this

Munger

niteries

teaching arrangement, the new waiters spend a half-day in school and a
half-day at work "in the field.'':.

Koplar's Park Plaza

minimum

set

the

port,.'

and costumes by the producer, the.ir
salaries were lilted, slightly,: but not
up to minimum salaries for principals. Under new pact they are rated
as principals and get $100 weekly

sals during non-playing

Talent Bookings For
•'

,

Ballroom, also in Harlem.
Outfit is doubling between theatre
and ballroom/ It's a new group fronted by former trumpeter, with ijduis
Armstrong's orch.

.

.

On

a

Savoy

show

also
established a better status' for princiPreviously, if
pals than heretofore.
line members were taught routines,
given' special music ''.arrangements
S..

res-

study. Training covers such matters
as restaurant cooking and catering,
food service, correct business, 'behaviour, the, etiquette of, food service
and. personal .grooming.
Under the

Last-minute nix posed a problem
for Frank Schiff man, operator of
second, '.'and the Apollo, but he bridged the gap
to $60 by booking in Fraiik Humphries'
band, which had been playing the

for

and

ment wilh part-time employment for
the boys and girls taking the new

:

upped from $50
weekly on the same time sked.

.choristers are

.

make, taurants, providing

inability to

more rehearsal- pay.
who get $100 the first year

receive

good

sponsoring

are

request, in the,

School,, with

and

Principals

nitery

Detroit's

owners

17.

of

dearth

The course was put
their

was to have shared billing with
contracts call lor salary in- Louis Jordan's Tympany Five opening Friday US). ''"''

returned to

'

Snag Forces

transportation connections out of St.
Louis, last week caused cancellation
of his appearance with band at the
Apollo, Harlem, N. Y., where he

national

Matt: Shelvey,

Oast week.

the

of

training course in the Detroit schools.

Apollo, N. Y., Switch

with American

four-year, contracts

will

waiters,

taurant

Johnson, producers of>
"Ice Follies," and John Harris, proTransit
ducer ot "Icecapades," pacted-.pew

New

Upped Pay

at

&

Shipstad

creases

Because

American Politicos Cooperating

Soup So.

Spill

Detroit, Oct

'•

,

."

ican dishes.

-

•:'

-

-

.-

-

;

-

'

..

;.

.

:

Josephson

'

,'.

:

;

'-

As

.

,

SMASH

Ringling radio publicity department,
which has been merged with the
Understood
regular press division.
differences with
that Butler had
Robert Ringling, as indicated by a
statement when the RBB season recently closed, former being quoted
as pessimistic over the- show's financial status because of damages payable as the result ot the Hartford

CLEVE

PLANNED

;.'.

Has

:'..-..•;'.

RKO

By Happy Bcnway
Saranac Lake, N.

James A. Wollon got

downtown

V

i

okay

Richman's Nitery Dates

Lake /camp

OP A

on

Cue that RKO Palace here might
evert to vaudfiuT, policy by the-first
wa.s seen with, the; an-

nitery dates have been
lined up for. Harry Riehmail by: the
William Morris office, keeping, the
singer busy through the first of next
year.
Following the Bowery
Detroit,
where he is currently appealing.
Richman goes, into the Mounds Hub.
Cleveland, for- three weeks start! ii^
Nov; 9. -followed -by an' i'ndefiniie slay
at the Trocadero, Hollywood, teeing

doctor's
-

,

.

Downtowners lipped for daily e,\include Benny -Rcsslef. --James

SHOW

SO SMALL CUTS PAYROLL
i

Pro rata cuts amounting to oneeleven! h of a week's salary went
into effect this week for cast of
Paul Small's vaude revile, "Star
Time,'' at Ihe Majestic theatre, N. Y.
Voluntary cuts' were result of vauder
foregoing; the 5:30 Sunday : show
when Lou Holtz's physician refused
to permit him to do the three-show
Sunday schedule.
Although Holtz, Benny Fields, Tony
and Sally De Marco were contracted
to give 12 performances weekly, ac-

RBB

'

:_

;..

cording to Emmett Callahan, general
manager for Small, they had only
been giving 1J performances weekly
since opening in N. Y. Management
let things go at that until forced to
omit the middle Simday show. With,
loss of revenue on the scotched sesi
si on: performers
were propositioned
on cuts; and acquiesced.

Show

RKO

;

han, who explains that, in addition
Small
has been -spending an .extra $1,000
weekly in display newspaper ads in
addition, .to the regular listings in

Restrains Det.
Op on Ceilings

An order

has been, reportedly grossing

between $21,000 and $22,000 weekly,,
bnt ha's to do better than $20,000 tor
an even break, according to Callato hefty payroll expenditures,
.

Nitery

Detroit, Oct,

'

.

17.

•

restraining Frank ie Rapp. theatrical pages,

-

•

,!

.

•-.ereise-

'STAR TIME' CUTS!

nouncement, by Frank
nitery comedian and owner, from
western division, manager, that a
violating- Office of Price Administraone-week show' will be tion-regulations on -drinks converts
specialbooked into, .the house the firs! week or admission^ was issued last week Star, B'klyn, Foregoes
be ccmber -in celebration :of. the by Federal Judge Frank Picard.
in
Vaude for Stock Legit
theatre s 18th anniversary,
OPA agents charged that-following
Move is viewed here as. the -flr>1 ,P,app - purchase of. the Club Top Hat,
.Mijiiiigement ol--.the: Star,; Brookow d I'd a perm an en t sta ge
-t c p
h is pi n e-s went top- hat. They aecu- <-d lyn, v.ill not go vaudfilm as pieviO lentil) and Dofthtoun
policv
im of scHing hijuor at from SO. to ousjy. ..contemplated but will conthem m v.lt-V)
pai king
iiiri;cntl,y
top
33.
producSmith.

Two. more

.-.'.'

for meals;

17,

of the year

Howard-: Levy given". permish for
mild cxcrci.se/
Walter Hoban added to the .entertainment committee of, the Will
Rogers and arranging show for the
Hallowe'en parly.
Eleanor Dawn doing .so well- she's

upper!

circus.

Chicago, Oct.

tour.

erator, leased Saranac
and will Winter here,
'"'
orders,

the

left

Reverting to Vaudeville

.

Oct; 17

,

his first

Flashing good
reports and added poundage.
Edwin Wilkihs, Boston nitery opfor a

who

.

•

Additional five, weeks
w ill be set later. After southern tour
Pepper intends working toward N.
.Y„ where he eventually hopes to set
revue in. intimate legit house.

disaster.
Brade-ii,

Frank

two years ago and has
been doing film exploitation, will
probably be back with the big top,,
along with Allen J. Lester; FrankMorrissey, Bernie 'Head and WilLatter wa.s formerly
liam Fields.
with the RBB press department, and
while .he has returned with the
Playwrights Co. as head of the press
department; Fields, will divide his
time between that office and the
press outfit

against 50%.-

Saranac Lake

Savoy Plaza Hotel, N. Y.

,

fire

New

.

•'."'

Head

Butler, who headed the
Ba.rnum &. Bailey circus
pre'ss department, is no. longer with
been succeeded by
having
the show,
F. Beverly Kelley, who topped the

2 NEW CHICAGO CAFES

ON ONE

now- working on Ihe

Roland

'

'

Ringling P.A.

in the

Ringling,

',.--

•-

is

location, -one of the spots he's dickering for being the ex-Childs .eatery

Kelley Succeeds Butler

;

.

f

•

*

:

,

,i

-

w

1

:

,

.

vaude.

'•:'

•'--.'-.

-.:

;

:'

-'.

".:-

'•

is
fiSt' .a' lilas-s when the local
In 48c and .with charging from '15 to
4V lor bottle'. beei* 'when: the Detroit
ciluig is !iom 26 ip 33c. It was add-

U>:

.

.

ne policy of ItaLan legit
-A nil
current stock and oicasiVelhng companies.
Star

tions,

•inn'til--

.!

.

.

'',:;
Arthur Alvcrez. Marion on Dec
had been an ace .burlesque stand unKelly's Stable 'Unfair*
Green, Eddie Burke and Bill ••Slats''
convert til 1&4L when along with all other
•(•••i
tl'iA- he- had- nistiluted
Headlev
;\
Kelly's S'itb>. N. Y/, nitery. h.iis ,ciiiii g(*.and-adiriissiOh.s. after he took otii ksqiif- theatres in Greater N Y.
DROPS N. Y. ASSAULT RAP.
Thanks, to Jake Bernstein, •now
this
unfair,
b.ci
effective
dC'i'.hn
ed
.-'nice
were
illegal
.elused license lenc-Aal lor
r,
that.
these
It. v. as
a»d
An fi.-.-ault charge against Elln-.
.somewhere in the Southwest -Pacific;
.'
.'for
Garrison, manager, of the Ac ek. Uy'ihe A,mer.ican Guild of :Va- the formir owrier had, not used them. liiat l.v.pOi.oJ. .show.his Australian .literature and worth
Sc;ir( ..ty' vi -Italian bills had mnn-;
-greetings to the gang, :'
ViBiige, . iety Ai'tiMs,,-.
Greenwich
Club.
Little
Spot refund to negotiate ba-ie
Norman Coatcs handed Mathea N. Y insUtuted by his. wife. Dorooriginally:
Bgt-.mt.nl
mulling idea of piiitmg in
orch,
.Harry. Owens
Merrvfiold a check for $100 while she ihv
currently
arid
ilh
taiepl
union
borough
iigiTC'.nie>,it
vaude
.-.inee
the
iiitc-d for eight week;; at Cocoarjut
disniisscd
ttry; singer, was
was .furloughingin N. V.. In be u'-ecl
The
perl ui'iners playing there were- noti- i'flrnve. L. A.; '.ill remain four weeks i'iots- hot jiave a vaude house.
jpfi'er-iott Market "Court.
for the chief taihmcnt' of patients at la.-t ivw-k in
i.licri.atc stock 'idea has. seemingly
lfii of AGVA's, actiun joiiuer.
unti). Dec. 4, When Ki rdtiy
VN.' Y. -Complainant: failed Co- appear '.''tied Monday
the-Will Rogers.
o/ilem..
.'-,.
and Ofdei'vl "Ut. , .
p
v
I'M,. it n "dyes, jn.,
....
... :•'»:r. en
to pic-s charge..
Write to those- who are ill.
-
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hat* warbling "Bird in. a Gilded
Cage" after which Ardienne warbles
"Everybody's Doin' It", assisted by
Strong for"good return*
Martin Barnett is smooth magician

Night Club Reviews
'

assigned
!«'r°«P
\u«\t< with stifeness and shapeliness;

.performs. it>

that

-Tt>rr»f«> llooill

U

(NEW YORKER HOTEL)'

f*e

KlhbK Eborhard

Morris ami

'(17). 'in'!' did the music, lisine it at one point
Wilson, behind Jerrv Marios,
Most of the
tunes' stemming, front Fred Astaire
pictures
-r
Doris
Peterson,
Johnny Long's band was' reviewed
Jerri; Mnpes,
still doing, the same
<6):
no
It's
Line
Harding,
last
show.
Dan
Snimerq,
', W.ooa,
:,
.';
mini'miim. cover. $1 'weekdays, $1.50 j good , job.
•-', / '--,
jweekend**

Orch.

Jofimit, '"Long

Tom mil Monari; Mary Lou

i

.

'"Hdllykrood* Holiday" ice show, with

!

Mnry Jane Yeo,\

Marti Jane Lotespti,

"

.

Billy

|

.

•

:

New New YoTke7ice

show, with
holdover .Tohnny Long orches-

the

j

r

1

.

gbesabout as far as any sumlar production has ever gone into
the idea of wrapping ice skaters in a
storv. It's.a commendable idea, and
verv entertaining as it works out
various scenes, from the selection
the
of a b'cautv. contest winner to
eventual capturing of an
lattev's
tra,

^*#^|^^J-^
(BI-ACKiTONE HOT thh

'

.

-

'

imtlti.i

:•'-.

;'.

'•''.£:'"<

_

,

«g?,y
Hartmans and Bill Snyder

The
Orch

i

.

w rr _ ..
mm-

.

-

•

!'

(10)

tinth

freddic

VI

ood;

$2,50..

•

Grace and Paul Hartman, perennial favorites here, are again a sock
with. their zany dance satires. Cus-

the various fill-in scenes
represent the filming of a picture.
While the actual writing and production is good, it's the costuming
It's said the, cost
that stands out.
of dressing this, production ran to
around $6:000. which tops the pre-,
vious show's $5,200. or thereabouts.
That's a lot of cash, but the result
catches, the eye.
is something that
this show
It's difficult to say whether
or the last, titled "Circus Daze, also

produced

Don Arden.

bv

Rep

"That.

includes

Fiddle. Play," and a jazzy takeoff tin
whaffemme member describes as an
"old English Madriguera" to the

private

in

•

.

Couple, married 10 years prior to
the divorce, had split last year and
worked with different partners but

found they worked better together
and so reunited, They are appearing in. 'the.-vau.de unit, "Greenwich
Village Nights," now on tour under
aegis of Joe Wright.

applause
continues; to

Strong orch
good dance rhythms with
Strong and Adricnne- furnishing the
Band's style and inslru.
vocals.
mentation, tit the room perfectly:
•>:.'.••'-,:.'
Morg.

•

Hattie Althoff, Green

;

•

V.

Nitery Followups

|
Lionel Kaye, the "daft'y auction-

basis.

-much of

it

','.-.

'

•

v

.-'

'..':'-'"~

£.':-

joined

.

.
•
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'-'

the
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Henie Preps Ice Show

Five performers who have made
overseas tours entertaining servicemen, and the only girl line to have

made

'

into

a.

in
at
the RKO Temple,
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 3-6, to be
followed by three full weeks of
personals, Unit's- format will -have
an "overseas" background.
Will mark the first date for Lorraine:
Rdgnan,
(formerly
Jeanne

break

Lorraine

&

of Lorraine

Rognan)

since the Lisbon Clipper crash early
in 1943 in which her husband, Roy
Rognan, was killed. Yvette, blonde
singer, who was uninjured in the
same plane crash, will also be in
the unit as well as Lew Parker,
Phyllis Brooks, Little Jackie Heller,
and a line of six Margaret Faber
girls.

-•

'.

Group plays the Downtown, Deweek of Nov. 10: Oriental,

troit,

Chicago, 17-23. and the RKO Palace,
Cleveland. 24-30, with others to follow. Matty Rosen, of the Joe G laser--'
office!,; and Charles Yates, of Frederick Bros., arc handling.
On bookings to date unit is getting
$7,500 against percentage.
.,.'•',

Hollywood,

Oct.' 17.

Bob Russell

,"„_'
her new ice show, which opens Nov.
, ,
Tschaikowsky Piano Concerto. Windto cracks from his paMary Jane Lawson and Mary Jane tin with a burlesque on an old-time in response and the jumps he puts 15 in Indianapolis. ':'"*.",
Yeo are the stars. They are hold- magician by Hartman with two ring- tron-stooges,
Route calls for dates in Detroit
his bidders, through, had the Horseovers from the previous show, and side pati;ons left tied together with a
shoe trade yelling. It's a good thing and Chicago before the show moves
in
figure
They
work.
fine
do
both
rope at walk-off for riotous laughter. he ran out' of props; otherwise he'd into Madison Square Garden.
almost all. scenes, as well as work''••-;
•)'
Loop.
...
Billy
still- be on
ing solo. Both Jerry Mapes and

front.

trip, have
beenvaude unit which will

similar

a

formed

Sonja Henie, who recently completed the picture, "It's a Pleasure,"
Shoved off for Chicago to rehearse

lib

ac)

.-,

•

-.

in "Sons o' Fun" and
vaude, but he's blued it up for extra
potency, in a cabaret. Between his

of gab,

;

Jack Kalcheim has
vaude dept. of CRA.

same he did
fast; line

'

the

is

5-Year Deal

Hattie Althoff has signed a partnership
agreement with Charles
Green, head of Consolidated Radio
Artists, to head that agency's vaude
department.
She's iii on a 50-50

eer," has replaced Herman Hyde
at Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe
and turns out to be a sock act for
Kaye's routine,
this type, nitery.
auctioning off liquor, perfume, etc,',
for a nicker or a dime, and buying

other items from the audience,

CRA

In

•

a

wav through "When a Gypsy Makes
more His Violin Cry." teamed with "Play,

is

Both are perhaps the
outstanding.
the New Yorker has put on.
with the last' one a shade out in

best

who

incompatibility.

dish out

Black

Old

high-school .boogie; to
-Whispering." -and rhuniba to "All
or Not King, at: All." paired with Ravel's "Bolero." in whicli the old-time
Hartman clownantics get full plav'.
-The pair dead-pan "People Will
Say" in the opening spot as dancingschool teachers, and whammed their

Carr,

life was wife of. partner Charley
Divorce was okayed in.
Abbott.
Connecticut last week on grounds of

Helene artd Hayes; attractive twosome, open with a waltz to Noel
Coward tunes, segue' into a fast fox
trot and- close with a minuet, done
as such to begin, and then turning
into a jitterbug session. Team has
some neat lifts and spins that regis-

mock hot number with wOw

Magic."
vocals:

of Abbott and Carr
intact despite divorce

Nan

granted

:

peated encores

close,

remain

will

plause.

Oscar for a film performance. Be. tomers of this swank room couldn't
tween those two points, which open get enough, keeping them on for. reand

Vaude team

.

Benny

FOR DOMESTIC VAUDE

But They Continue Act

with card manipulating while holding some silks; card tricks, at, the
time he does the "cigarettes
si) hie
from the air" routine and closing
with the production of several, alarm
clocks from -an. opera hat to nice ap-

ter for- nifty

'OVERSEAS' UNIT SET

Abbott-Carr Divorced

Quits N. Y.

'

Cafe for Philly Airer

',

Peterson' are New Yorker- 'standby*
and while neither arc outstanding,
they both do good jobs. Peterson has
had ballet training apparently and
is a graceful skater.
Doris Sandberg is the newcomer to
the femme contingent.. She plays the;
beautv contest winner. A pretty;
blonde, she fits the purposes of the
story" "plan .beautifully; but displays
only an average amount of blade talent in solos. '•:..,Dan Harding replaced Bob RusHe is -adequate in his
sell as m.c:
singing and intros. but is not quite
up to the polished performer Russell
had become prior to ms .return to
Philadelphia to m.c. a. radio show.
Line of- six is new. It's a lively

I'endirv Kimiiii. >. V.
(COMMODORE HOTEL)
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•

Vaughn Monroe

I

,

.

:

|

:

rhythm works
Its library, too,
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(BISMARCK HOTEL)

KIT CARSON

Strong Orcli.
(13)
with
Adrienne; $1.50-$2.50 minimum.

Opens October 19th
345
closed

Club—San
GOLD

at the
Francisco

ROOM — Portland.

Teeoff has
Minute Men, four singers from the
band including Strong, in handle-bar

Ora.)

at

this

mustaches and

Village,

N.

nineties

H

straw

of spot with

les.

;

'•-'.•

/-

It's

'-'•',

:

.

'.

.

,-.

*

i

\:

a

and for those who

like Old World
color, here's the spot. What this bill
use. however, is a novelty sock
act to top it off. Spot is operated by
George Lynch, who also has the
nearby Kelly's Stable.
Kahn.

Dropping

two

of

Chez

acts at the

has brought Jane Froman into the
show, sharing billing with Buddy
Lester and the Barrys. Singer holds
'em in the palm from opener, "I'll

"Trollcy-S-on^r-^Night and Day." "I'll
Be Seeing You," and "Embraceable
You," torching plenty on latter old
fave.

6fNt*At extcujivi orneti

IOEW BUILDING ANNEX
;i«0'

W, 4M,

$».,

N. Y.C.

•

(Ryont t-rt00

:
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-

'

.
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:

1

Two new sock
are "I Believe a

.-

'•

'-•.'•

-

comedy numbers
Woman's Place Is

the Home," jive jibe at Claire
Booth
Luce's
meanderings,
aiicl
"Love Life of a Sailor."

in

AGENCY
:

at punching over lines,
poorly geared for a big-seater like
,'

!

1

:

RUSSELL & RENEE

"

rtTTSBtiiwir vosT-n assktte

',

Trampoline

.

State, X. Y.

morrow

at the same time.
This one can play whatever's left
Merr.

hoop

IF

•'

Sylvia Froos takes over femme
singing spot from Ella Mae Morse
in the Ted Lewis-produced show at
the Latin Quarter. Chicago, for re-

maining three-week rut:.
Dave Apollon ties the whole thing
together, but Miss Froos, fresh from
a six-week tour of army and navy
hospitals,
she's
a.

her

and

doesn't

need

any

one of

YOU PASS THIS UP
YOU'RE NUTS!

100 GAGS $1.00
ALL SURE-FIRE

•

("Miss America of

Washington

Gag

Filt

$1.00

1944"

Not.

1

and 2

EACH

Mukfl 'Cheeks rnyable to

Song and Dance
6 Mins.
Capitol,

>

lose

'

bouncing

of vaude.

1944

will

tenniH If - ever Imd towlieu I AI KKTTA AND

('I.Y.U.AS ttitll out tor the Clif* Ami
in llulTalo nfter a four-week Htuy
here. . . ." By HAROLD V. COHEN
Booked bv JOE HILLER

Team

does a series of compelling
tricks, including a back flip
to a split; a backflip rope jump; ropejumping while doing a horizontal
bounce, and. for the man's closer,
skipping rope and jumping, through

iiiKlit

6;

<.'»f«

tlio -lM»»t riiini'e

•

Although they perform like veterans, Russell & Renee aren't listed in
They're
"Variety's" New Act flies.
introduced by Bob Gentry, State's
m. c., as having just finished 16 weeks
with a Camel Caravan touring servAt any rate, they do a
ice camps.
first-rate trampoline turn and give
the house a strong opening turn.

a

October

"The XKoii

8 Mins.

Fun-Master

In unusually good voice, Miss Froman also sells "It Had to Be You,"

LOEW
BOOKING

matinees/ RusBlue network sus-.

Stage, Everybody,"

His m.c. ing is straightaway introducing, and on his own he has a tired
takeoff of radio commercials, strictly
form stuff, and a nervous gag as an
expectant father trying to eat while
awaiting the stork news. Familiar
Moderately rebut fairly funny.
Merr.
ceived.

VENUS RAMEY

Chi Niterirs

-

Walk Alone."

Ttlancus

"On

tairter,

much attempt
is

hew

Y..

a cuisine to match. Its entertainment
is of similar genre, modestly budgeted and okay for this kind of layHowever, for Broadway this
out.
type of setup is unusual inasmuch as
the entertainment and type of food
are far cries from what one would
ordinarily expect of Broadway niter-

spot.

gay

has a

also

sell

,

Short shows, composed only of
two acts and band* makes for quick

turnover

Room

with Teriace

Gentry works and handles himself
as though he's been in vaude before,
although no review of hhn appears
Delivery, done
iii the "Variety" files,
in somewhat of a monotone, without

& Hayes, could

Benny

*

Slate, N. Y.

Merr.

.:''''

Russian-Roumanian type

caught

4

week,, a "ice show starting .Moriday. Dan Hardin replaces
Russell 'is lamming because ot a
new WCAU, Philadelphia, afternoon
commercial, air show conflicting

Comedy-mc.

i

Bornctt, Helene

Acts

-

the State.

performs solidly.
commendable, the

Walnut ltooiii,

The Duchess of Boogie Woogie
and Jive

New
BOB GENTRY

conglomerate entertainment
opening show of
subject of controversy. Either you consisting at the
Florence Weiss, Yiddish actress, who
like it or don't. There's no in-between. This reviewer does and al- does Yiddish songs; Vera Neva, Ruswith characteristic tunes;
sian
singer
ways has opined that his vocal abilher dagger dancVictya
Rane,
with
ity is on the ball. He's good.
plays
Marilyn Duke is back with the ing, and Georges Satana. who
there's a
band. Her singing has improved, but a flute-like gadget. Then
line of seven, Henry Berman, vet
since changing from blonde to bruemcee, and an American dance orch
nette her appearance hasn't.
under Eli Spivack, plus a balalaika
Wood.
ensemble for the continental melodies. The show plays well enough,

Mnrtiii

(Just

-.

Roumanian

.

NATIONAL CONCERT ARTISTS CORP

Dir.:

GI's. in the audience.
really gets 'em.
The
Show's one fault is that it's much
too loud: the mike takes a fearful
lacing, and so do the customers' cars.

waving

flag

.

rcifutly iiljiyed a
IWKtH-VfU -ami hi* t ii>im-t,
I'lfAiilc'itt
'dknll.v hih( iimied at In- 1tm»-tol lln'itriial ami politd-nl flKiwv..."—

ftre'

a

focussing on

Monroe's voice, on which his band
and the reputation he has so far
achieved, is pegged, has ever since
his start in the band business been a

GIBBONS ALE
'4

is

used
when
proving highly agreeable.

ART H U R
^ ROR AN
'

.it

arrangements

ACTOR. .COMEDIAN

lii»

which must by now

spot,

like home to him, finds him
with another good band. When the
ou tfit opened two weeks ago that
couldn't be said, probably due to
various circumstances that clutter up
such debut nights.. But in the intervening time its performance has become smooth and very listcnable.
Monroe's band has never been one
for ride-out jazz material and it cannot do a convincing job in this department, but. on ballad and light

MASTER OF CEREMONY..

UroadcniliiiB

this

t0

Show, remains the same
Kaye-Hyde swap and
John Murray Anderson produckidding some of the better
known operas. Another act that had
to beg off was Bob Hall, who has
modernized, his rhyming routine by
is

seem

:

Bob Russell has turned in his
notice as emcee and singer at the
Terrace Room of the Hotel New
Yorker, N- Y:, after a three-year
run at the spot. Bowed out last

...

tion

Vaughn Monroe's umpteenth return

j

see

other than the

$1.50 Sat-

$1,

.-.'

urdays,

:

-

with

'Orch.: uf)

Marilyn Duke; cover

why

the Horseshoe
does a- steady capacity trade, Rose
giving 'em socko hour-long. 'entertainment.
Easy" to

I

PAULA SMITH
Mall tc "1'un-Manler"
St.. Suite 10-ttJ, N. Y. €. IS

'-...'

When the trailers part^ Venus
Ramey is seated on a white throne,
center stage, surrounded by two large
She immediately
urns of flowers.
comes downstage in a blue lame
sheath gown, cut to show her limbs,
which were a factor in her receiving
the "Miss America" award at Atlantic
City. Girl is shapely and well curved,
and her explanatory remarks that she
is not an entertainer are unnecessary.
She proceeds into "Take It Easy,"
giving it the appropriate gestures and
vocal trimmings.. Girl is a stunning
looker and rates on appearance, but
the Capitol theatre audience is distinctly disappointed when she does
They
not appear in bathing .suit.
would like to see more of the girl
who' was picked at Atlantic City as
Mie prize beauty.
Miss Ramey will make a bond tour
while playing theatre dates.
Ark*.

hetp;

200

W. 54th

ALWAYS WORKING

Wkitey" Roberts
Wk.
National

of Oct. 26th
Th.

nir.:

t

\v\i

Richmond,
.MOKKIS

Vd.

Material?

Nct'd
Then

for
send
Dnii
Frankel's Original Enter*
tainers bulletins contain*
ing brand new parodies,
original monologues, band
novelties, fresh gags, new
routines,
exciting Ideas.
Five different issues. $l.
also write material for
I
individuals. Query me.

'

DON FRAN KEL
Desk V.

3fi23 Dickens,
Chiraon, 4?

show

* in
herself.
With
distinctive, punchy style,
ably backed by Bill Bardo and

own

THE HOT SOPHISTICATE

his orch (.14), she disregards the
tremolo method -current with most

and socks .home some neat
in a big, mellow voice.
Tunesi'are "I'm Getting Corns for
My Country." ''Is You Is,". "Time
Waits for No One." "Happy-GoLucky," and "Do It Now!"
thr-ushes

numbers

TIMMIE

'

'

Det. Singer Divorces

ROGERS
—

Drummer

Detroit, Oct. 17.
Clarice Chambers, former. Detroit
nitery entertainer and now under
film contract, in Hollywood, obtained
a. divorce here last week from Cpl.
Dpugia.s Chambers, former orch

NOW

'

:

drummer, now

in service.

RIVERSIDE THEATRE

MILWAUKEE
Material by SID

KULLKR

Mqh: WM. MOORIS AGENCY

-

;,
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House Reviews

Cat."

Continued from page 26

tails,

A

Take Your Love from Me,"
stopper.
Belita

:

:

'V;

and partner, Maurice St.
preceding Miss Dae,, come
as. a
class ballroom team.
Twist at the end is out of the ordinary, she stretches out on his shoulders and' he twirls, hands in pockets, without supporting her
Longlegged, blonde, 'turned out in a gasper
ol a blue gown, her choice of a partner is click. They Waltz to "Vienna
Woods," rumba, and get warm returns in the handS'in-poeket closer;
Jimmy fee, aero and soft-shoe
tapster, tees off the show. Conversation about his brother, a dancing
partner Who never shows up, builds
suspense, but act doesn't need it.
Dive-bomber stunt— a leap and noser
Clair;

.

across

-

.applause,.

'

•>'-.

'

-

Numerals

or

(till

Pittsburgh,

'

iverk.

splil

fails.
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Van

Horace, lliuih Ore

15,

Ed East &; Polly, Leo & Eddie. Pat
icitlt
(4)
Mader.naires
Henhing.
Paula Kelly, Felice hiia and. house
orch (12); 'Caroliiui Blues" (Cot).

rirrsmiMiii

'

(1*)

Still*.

i

:.

KANSAS CITY
.Hid la nil

Rather awkward layout for smooth
routining, but effective: in playing,
Staging a- broadcast direct from the
stage, Ed East and Polly appear in
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opening slot- on some frolics and
Sent over Blue netclose. in others.
work as a sustamer, it's a good .show
with East measuring up- to his stature
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House was bulging with -Mndees
when reviewed (Fn. night), Shdl:

Sammy Kaye orch (18), Paul WinNeal Stanley and Marti is clever
instint that also draws a big chell & Jerry Muhonev, Bob Dupree as a radio attraction. Audience
hand: They pair on Jeanette Mae- & Charlo. Billy Williams;:, Arthur vited to participate in the combinaDonalcl-Nelson Eddy and Dottie La- Wright, Nancy Norman. Sally Stuart; tion quiz, talent and general gag3
Kaydefs; '.'Hitler Gang" i.Pary.
test for prizes most always, proclaim
niour-Charlie McCarthy, but Bonnie
themselves regular listeners and on
Baker-Donald Duck is sock; Her
Put an O. Kaye after S. Kaye's show caught acted just like home
Belle Davis solo tops her Vera
Vague, Barbara Stanwyck, Billie formula for musical entertainment. folks on a big party. East handles
Burke and the inevitable Hepburn, Solid hour of entertainment, and not doings skillfully and his assistant,
and his Peter Loi re with greert spot a soft spot in the line-up. Everything Polly, is smooth in. bolstering, the
clicks, and under .Kaye's seemingly general audience participation.
is solid. He also does Colonna and
The- Modernaires, with Paula Kelcasual but always knowing baton,
Caghey,
''<'yiS:"'.-,j.
'•'i'/'
punctuVentriloquist Frank Gaby, whammo unit moves like clockwork all. the ly, give out with jive vocals,
/': ;,';
:'
ated with cute incidental business,
as usual, is the closer. Visual ad- way.
Band had listed "So You Want, to and register very well. Do arrangedenda— dummy's--real teaiis. hec.klerv
Are;''A
jn-the-box oldie, and Frank's sing- Be a Star?" for its. audience partici- ments of "Wherever You:,"Saturday
ing of "Pi etty. Kilty Blue Eyes" w.tlr pation stunt, and had scheduled audi- Heart Full of Love,"
.strong
cigaret in ins mouth—are old re- tions for two days before the get-, Night" and- "Is You Is' to
"''.
away, but whole idea Was dropped response. .','
liables but sell
Mike,
comic
with
flip
a
is
Pat Henning
for undisclosed reasons and Kaye
sticks to his usual "So You Want to some funny impressions of movie
Lead a. Band.?'' bit, which produces, gangsters meeting death. a standout.
Xiifloiiah I.'ville
One of the Times gags well and gives, good coma. lot Of fun, as usual
Louisinlle, Oct., 14
Leo and Eddy
guestees this afternoon was a soldier; edy lift to this layout
Marion Hutton. Jo/in Liiddie & he won hands down, naturally, so. contrib potent music on an electric
Co. Dot. & Dam Workman. Rocheile it'll, probably, be
an all-serviee, group organ and Novochord. Boys pitch in
Beebe. Johnny Reading & Co ; for
«i.
with some Vocalizing too and Close,
the closing day finals.
Oil. What
Night'-' (Mono)
lyrics flashed
singing
audience
with'
Comedy filters nicely through' the
GO minutes, with the drummer, a on a screen. Very strong clincher..
One of the slickest layouts this rotund
Burnt.
Biz'all right.
sax. player and Kaye himself
house has had in several weeks. It's guiding the chuckles, .and the vocals
a, fast moving combination of apts,'
are spread, effectively among. Billy
with Ea rle Keller's pit band lending Williams,
Apollo, IS. Y.
Wright,
Arthur
Sally
solid support to every turn. Show's
Stuart, a newcomer, and. Nancy NorLouis Jordan orch. (5). Frank
m.c. is Johnny Reading, who is more man.
Latter scores particularly with Humphries Orch.. toith. Marie Wells;.
doing his aero specialty her cute,
at' home
eyebrow-raised version of Little Flash .McDonald, Jcllyroll &
than when giving the intros.
"I Want to Get Married."
Zuzu .Manhattan Debs (2). Nelson;
Marion Hutton makes a luscious
Paul Winchell, ventriloquist who & Parker; "Fort o] Forty Thieves"
appearance in a pinkish gown, and is featured on Kaye's regular Thurs{Rep).,
a most attractive hairdo. Carries her day night radio
mops up
own pianist-leader, and makes a with, his brash commercial,
dummy,. Jerry MaJive hounds and hepcats. are, get.solid impression with her top-notch
honey, tying the show up into knots ting a double-barrelled session of
warbling of "GI Jive," "Is You Is," Wincheli s improved
amazingly
accredited Harand shifting to senous mood, for the last couple of years and rates jumpin' tunes, iri the via Louis Jorthis sesh,
"Had a Talk with the Lord." Then pr.etty close to the top now among lem mannerquintet
and Frank Hum"Dance With the Dolly." all for solid the Bergertmen. Dancer Bob Dupree dan's nifty
Both are extremely
phries- Orch,
returns and had to beg' off
and his cute partner, a tiny eyeful Okay with the Harlem set. With latJohnnie Laddie & Co.. dog act, do who calls herself .just Ghaiio, polish
former trumpeter with Louis
Well in- opener. Canines are cute and ofi.a couple of routines with loads ter,
Armstrong,' now fronting own Outfit,
well, trained. Laddie works in some
.';
of class:
Cohen.
Which has, built considerable stature

•

below Indicate openln* day of •how.

bills

whether

,

mimic

'

connection Willi

In

'The Cabalettes, sextet of sepia
-hbbfers, do. a couple of fairish, turns,

^/Vj-

20

,

Jive" and "St James Infirmary.'' This package. of. yesteryear-

never

,

>.

"lamp in'

ditties

'

I

-into

his medley of "Minnie the Moocher,"

:

Stanley, Pitt

';',''•

.,"

;

Walk Alone" and then segueing

i-

dive to the stage— gets them off their
hands* and a back somersault with
double twist sends him off to merited
;

WKKK OF OCTOBER

:

.

:

.

.

riety

-

midnight blue
Cab,, attiredcuts himself a lai gc 'slice ot.
cake soloing "A Rainy Sunday," "I

,.

show-

:

43

m

The

Song, jibe at Lombardo with ''Easter
Parade" gets across nicely.
Lifts flnd twirls by. the Appletons
are strictly from the De Marco hope
chest, but the dance team garners
two bends when femme doffs the,
.bouffant, skirt for a tap and aero
routine with her partner.
Vleki Mills, girl snotted in the pit
before .the .stage show .with: .one
small-voiced number, "Someone to
Watch. Over- Me,'" is a cute trick, but
heeds plenty coaching. Winner over
2,500 other thrushes in a Scat Davis
audition a month, ago; she has. been,
pacted by Jack Barger, Downtown
owner; but. is Unbilled this Week, as
is Phillips' house .orch,
Latter's-hot
version of "Is You Is," preceding
stage production, with clarinet solo
by Phillips, pulls a good hand
'..'
'.--"•.'. ,y
;
:<
y Mike.

,

'•

:

.

UftRiETY
mellow hunk, of melody, "Some
the
Peaceful Evening.
theft' sets
gaters a-tappuig with "Tabby the
'

.Oriental, Chi

)

-

:

'

,1;

:
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Sull .aji
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l'alaee
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l*t-r*ty

Ki'vivak

(ioltlen O'ale

Ore:
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11
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fall
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:

byr-i:
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O:

Alarliil

-

e

Kye.iyn

:

clever

...ladder,

balancing, and intro-

Keith's, Indpls.

;

Johnny Reading & Co
He essays some aero dancing, then
gives em some nipups; forward flips,

Next on

is

and the like, before introducing his
"company"' Billy Thomas Lad looks,
chap who has visited the blood
bank, too often, and garners laughs
W>th his Sinatra impression, dead,
pan and baggy, clothes. Boys,- go
over big;
Dave & Dot Workman offer a
modernized version of a bell ringing
act,
Male plays hot trumpet, with
partner Dot di awing harmony from

Indianapolis, Oct 14
Gauuer's Steeplechase, Hollo &
Verna Pwkert Hal Stone & A'nia
Kay. John AU!a. .Vos'ia Leonoff;
•'Swing; Fever'' (M-G).

months at the Savoy Ballroom. Harlem. Combo drew sellout
and standees on. Opening (Fn.). night.

like a

to its standard
o! vaudeville this week after a

Keith's

brand

back

is

Rotund. Humphries and outfit tees
off show with solid jam session on
Em, ' segueing into another
Roll
torrid stanza, accentuated by trumpet licks of the leader that had them

1

stanza with the hillbillies. New bill
has sortie entertaining items in it, but.
is hit by the boxoffiee, doldrums now
general in town despite better than
average picture support for the
house.
The novelty dance act of
cocktail glasses Get a swell hand
Rollo and Verna Pickert rates most
Rocheile & Beebe. comedy dance applause; They're a couple of lively
team, likewise were a solid hit with, kids who do their jitterbugging routheir exaggerated dance patterns and tine oil stilts a good. 1.0 .feet off the
general clowhios,
F.emme .of, the floor. Sasha Leonoft adds a pleasant
team had 'em roaring with her musical touch with his snappy niimr
antics, and pair bowed off. to a surge bers on the accordion and side dish
of lusty palm whacking.
of Russian sconiedy,
crew again, taking, ovei for torrid
Biz, big at show caught Saturday
John Alda, who does a smooth job shots at "Memories of You" and.
Hold.
afternoon .141.
as emcee, makes an impressipn With •'After You're Gone," making w'ay for
his manly baritone in lusty singing 01 the Manhattan Debs, femme duo,
Far
and
"Old Man River," Long Ago
with some more nifty stepping that
Away" and a medley from "Show gets over nicely Then Nelson and
'Chicago. Oct. 13;
Boat " Hal Stone gets some laughs Parker, male comedy duo, all but
Boyd Raeburn arch- (Hi). 4 Vaga- trying to plav "I'm Getting Senti- panic them 'with their biued-up roubonds Bill Anson. Appletons >21: mental Over You" on the trombone tine on bullfight ing that; keeps them,
•'Three of n Kind" (PRC).
while heckled by his dead-pan -as- convulsed with laughter.: throughout
sistant, Nina Kaye, who finally .walks to chalk up the comedy hit of the
Small show has winners in the off the stage with his. pants. Gau- show; " ' "';' •''"''• •.'.''•',,':''. /'
Four. Vagabonds, sepia quartet in uer's Steeplechase, standard dog and
Louis Jordan quintet are as sock
closing spot. Foursome, who shouldn t pony act, brings,, the bill to a. close
Probably due to 65-mmute
as ever
call themselves that because they're
With something special for both kid- show, Jordan Omitted , tympany and
logged.. too nifUly. do "Swingin' the dies and elders,
Corb.
vibfa-harp siu.ff; but sewed things
Viol " close harmony a la Mills Bros
Up as usual with his admixture of
and "My First and' Last Love." with
insti umenl*tion punctuated by .sevKarlo.
Phill.v
tenor riding a booming bass a la Ink
eral vocaH nicely, handled bv J0r>
Philadelphia Oti 13.
,"':
Spots, but in "Deacon Jones
the
..
Edba.
taih idan.
1 7
Cab Calloway orch
style is their own, a hearty jazz*
Dotty Sanlter Cabalettes ifii. Bill
Spiritual treatment {hat gets sock reCrime- by
turns They encore with "Straighten Bailey. Homes & Jean,
;
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Loses Singer's Claim

Fav favtell,
singer,
has
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The Cab is back Good, news for
the cats, and .'they re -making tra< k,s
Stravinsky,",
of "fc>f the Eaiie b.o, in droves
leaders
rehash
Calloway doesn't disappoint his
Stravinsky's ''Rite ot Spring." pleases
hepcat section of the audience, arid followers. It's jumpin' jive strictly
Margie Wood; singer, has 'em with ei'oo.vev', plus acts which fit the'.-ce.'i'-.
her all the way in "Come Out Wher- topdrawer Harlem ialenf;
Bill Bailey, a chip: oft, the Bojaiiever You Are" and '"Together,"
with his
isa: pleaser
Qtch's "111 Remember April" with ,ales block
pleasing sax solo by Johnnv, Both- .smooth brand of terps and his rflnt
The.fitiy's effort
well, and "1'ir Be Seeing You'' and
I'inii line of patter
Goodnight Wherever- You Are,' less tt-'i-piirK .and manner send:' him'
which have .Don D'Arcv taking tare off to par-shatferiii" applause.
of the male vocal spot in a clean.rcut.
Other terpr stint 15 handled by
Holmes and Jean, .It's .sock stuff, esbaritone, well received.
Bill Anson, popular locally as an- pecially the kiss-off which foatnres
nouncer on WON. docs his standard Holmes: donif; some mystifying tricks
:..''.'
radio imitations of Singing Sam, with eiKai-ete.
Carmen Lombardo. Winchell. Jolson,
Pel he Dotty Raiilter. Cab's .vocalist,
Colonna and' Vallee to fair hand.
itrfies her part off well, yodel ing a
.
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sending throughout. Humphries opt-,
fit is on' trie loud side, hut has plenty
He then fakes. Over to
of bounce
play the show, which brings on Little
Flash McDonald, personable male
tapster, who all. but sews things up
with his clever hoofing. Marie Wells,
diminutive band vocalist,' then eontribs 'Embraceable You" and "Blues
Knocking at My, Door" for good ap/
plause -returns;, ;
Comedy division gets good' start
via Jcllyroll & Zuzu, mixed team,
\sho wham them With off-color com^
roaring
that
has
'em
edy gab
Humphries and
throughout, with
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'VICTORY'

Away

'Bloomer $34,000, Turns "Em

last

,

'•Winged Victory" opened to a
gold-braid audience Monday night at
the Philharmonic. With $10 lop for
the preem night of the road run,
show took in $41,500 for the seven
davs and should hit capacity for

Run, $14,000 RKO, 'Hayride; $45,500

Chicago, Oct. 17
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Wampum,

Plenty

higher but for
Broadway is booming except for a erale-.size'd house;
"•''.-'•'.
..•;?.
few weaklings,, and' the highest parties.
"Song of Norway," Imperial (8lh about $42,000 this stanza. "Good
grosses- silica last season were registered by th« standout* last week, week) (0-1,427: $6). Operetta clean- Night, Ladies" came back 1o the
Flock
good,
chance to span Billmore last Monday and did $11.has
openings,
and
ing up
when there were no

Three of the six attractions 'in
town are sellouts. "Over 21," upned
to capacity $18,000 -with announcement that it will hold to original
eight-week
booking,
despite
bin
houses, in now due to leave Nov
4
"Voice of the Turtle'' .and- "Ok'la
homa!" ale still SRO at nearly $21 000 and $30,000, respectively with

7G,

For Indians/ Buffalo

.

r

is

Of
but where all will be spotted, and
whan," is puzzling to showmen.
''Mexican Hayride," playing, to stan-

dees at $45,500, topped

all,

"Bloomer Girl"
away, expected. In

turning,

is

.

'em

week

week)

:

tha Sea"

like .il is in for a
capacity' claimed. -Men to
staying on- for the picture

is

Repeat data of

right*.

''Tint

Merry

started to excellent attend-.
three openings this week,.. :.
Estimates for -Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy); O CDru.mnl,

Widow"
an.ee:

CD

(Musical),

A/

R

(Comedu-Dramut.

O

.

tRavue)

(Opereifai,

.

week

)

Mansfield
i.

(24-28).

Harriet' $25,500

Phiia.

In

1

'•'

'

)'

(

.

,

..

.

•

—

"Life With Father," Empire (258th
One of the
(C-1.082; $3.60).
shows;
can
longest-staying laugh
break the record: takings okay: quot-

.'

$5,800

'Violet' Fair

week)

tijnated

House

Out- In
(27th week)' (M-1.423; $6).
front, the top gross on Broadway last

when

.

on

season.

By Nov.

of a
this
Bell. .for

when "A

(23-28);

subscription,

Broadway

ers leaving cast; questionable

<ty

shows

'

tractions.

'

-

of -.12

out

<

,
:

"Student Prince"

.

is

1

We

.

en-

•

Prince

gagement will continue after this
week; $4,000 estimated."Oklahoma." St, James <80th week)

i

.mi) AA/i
$23,000,

iv

.

.

.;

-

Detroit;

'Family' .S8,300, 'Bed* 10G
;

New, .musicals, are
(M-1,529; $4.80).
all right, but .seller-oiHer is tiivand it's clicking ai $31,000.
"One Touch of Venus." 4(>th Street
Aliolh
,(54th week) (M-1.319: $4.80).
eY holdover- musical that seems as
strong as last season, with standees

'".

'

;

;

•"':

.-

Detroit.: Clct." 17;

:

.

at Ford's

here

last'

week

Merman Shumluv.

failed io click with
crix or the general public.
Inched out $5,000, with casting difjliculties rated the hniln obstai.-i.e la
overcome before its projected "Broad*.
local

(tonight) at "the

(23.-28),

(20-21)

Henry

new
ones. -Cha fining
Pollock's
"Tangled Web" and the Max Gordon
production of "The Late George Apley." staged by George S. Kaufman,
.

follow

in

.

.

Academy. N'ampton
Hartford (27-281.

succession.

(26i;

.

under

'EMBEZZLED HEAVEN'

"' ,.;:'

$27,000 IN WASHINGTON
Ethel

-Washington, Oct, 1.7.
.
Barry.more in VEmbczzled

Heaven"

—

.

just

Wash.

"Three's a Family" Curr.an, San
Fuincisco (16-28)..
"Three's a Family" (2d Co.)—
Shubert-Lafayette, Detroit (16-21).
"Tomorrow the World"— Locust.
Phila.
(16-21); Lyric. B'port (23)
(24-25);
Court
Springtield
Sq.l

;miiui
Playing a sixth local date. "Life
With Father" is current, with two

set, to

':•".,''.
.

reported

$15,000.

(19);

(16-21); Ford's,. Balto (23-28)
"Ten Little Indians' (2d Co.)—
Nixon, Pitt. (16-21); Hanna. Cleve.

bv"

;

.

Improving on its, first week the
perennial ''Student Prince" grossed
approximately; $23.000 in its second,
bettering the. previous sian/it by
$2,000. It was followed Monday by

affecfed

,

Ind'pls

Wayne

Ft.

Baltimore... Oct., 17.Rapids
Grand
Keith's.
"The Visitor." adapted, bv Ko*i- Blackstone. Chi (23-28).
White from the book ..by Carl
"Tansled Web"— National.
Randau and Lciine Zuasmitii. pre-'

neih

serited

Proem

"•*'-

i

(16-21).

— English,

(16-17-18); -Shrine,

.

'Sleep, My
Prettv One'' (Pauline: Lord.) (.19-21).
Next week (20-28 gets three days of
Cry." "Rubin Hood" is
"In Bed
2-4);
(Nov.
four
shows
in for
..
halt"

(23-28).

..,-.'.'

•'.,'
.;.

;

last

Phila

.

.

at-

'

.•

.

Cui rent

-

,

in Balto

'Visitor'

Phila (16-

Thompson'— Shubert,

"Sadie
(26-28)'.

Not-So-Welcome 5G

-

.

"Sons O' Fun"— Royal Alexandra,
Toronto (16-21); Erlanger, Buffalo

Hood"—Forrest.

"Snafu"— Hanna, Cleve

'"-',"'

helped "Marriage" tremendously and
made Shubert theatre's reopening

patrons didn't kick. "Marriage" got
rousing S17.400 in its first week.
Other two offerings on tap didii't
equal trade of these two leaders', but
srossed enough to give eminent satisfaction. In tact. "Life With Father's" $16,000 for its second and final
Week of a fourth local engagement
at the Walnut must .be classed as
phenomenal, especially considering
$2 top, "Tomorrow the World." in
the second of three weeks at the I,oC'list
and the. final stanza on ATS

ton

For

i

$45,500: standees right along.
.-"Men to the Sea." National
2d
-Was an(D-1.164; $3.60>,
nounced to fold last Saturday. but
continuance decided upon at the last
minute; mild $6,000: probably staying
to live up to picture .rights provision.
"Odds on Mrs. Oaklev," Corf- f2d
week) iC^l.064: $3.60), Several play-

doing

9.

:

after a long silent period without
legit offerings a big success. Show,
a single-set. small-cast affair, seemed
a bit lost in large auditorium, but

"Sleep My Pretty One"— Shubert,
New Haven (19-20-21); Wilbur, Bos-

season

opener.

(Fredrlc March .first sees
the light, the score will be nine pre-

'wcelO

if

17,

up something
pre-Gotham plays

lining

.is

record

Adano"

approximated

takings

Haven. Oct;

Society

home
:"::"'"

a

"Robin

"Rebecca" opened
Monday, Theatre Guild
Theatre

write

'.'•:

;

28).

$17,000.

on

American

to

was

:

'28

all

'

Monday: notices adverse.
"Mexican Hayride," Winter Garden
Week,

here

Debut

.Premiere, of "Violet" at Shubert.
last weekend (12-14). drew estimated
$3,800. on four --shows at S3 top: fair..

.

.

New

-

something

about.

—

three of engagement, drawing an es-

New Haven

In

ed $13,000.
"Meet a Bodv,"- Forrest ICD-1.060;
$3.60, Presented by H. Clay Blauey:
.written by Jane Hmton; fair indica-.
.Hons iii. Boston last week; opened

session's $29,500

,'•

Shubert,
Marriage"
"Perfect
Phila (16-21).
"Pooka"— Copley. Boston (16-28).
Cox. Cincy
"Ramshackle Inn"
(16-21); Davidson. Mil. (23-28).
"Rebecca"— Shubert, Boston (16-

,

strongest of

really

and

sigh out

.Audiences seemed most new'
and for a good part hew to

Getaway

-'

•

week

legit.

(

half-week

first

week found the SRO

last

nightly.
to show

Another show which didn't get.
anywhere near 100°'t> critical ap'-:
proval but which got good biz Was,
"No Way Out"— Plymouth, Boston "The Perfect Marriage." This Cheryl
Crawford
production was received
"-•-:;
(16-28).
here very much like "Soldier's Wife."
Erlanger,
"Oklahoma" (2d Co.)
with perhaps a shade less praise forChi (16-28).
the acting. Both plays were given
(16-28).
"Othello''— Cass, Detroit
a mild brushoff. However, names of
"Over 21"— Harris. Chi (16-28).
Miriam Hopkins and Victor .lory

•

Final

Capacity, after

(23-28).

"Merry Widpw" (2d Co l— State,
Winston-Salem (16); Carolina. Charlotte

'

$3.60).

"

18);
(17 ): Carolina. Greenville
And., Columbia (19); Miller. Augusla
(20); Muni., Savannah (21); Bijou,
Knoxville (23); Mem. And., Chatt'n'ga (24); Erlanger, Atlanta (25-28).

'

'.'

and

boxofi'iccs

make everybody happy;, In fact,
there wasn't a scjuawk to be heard
along the nalto.
Again, the leader, easily and without- close
competition, was "The
Merry Widow." playing its second
and final stanza at the Forrest. This
Shubert revival really had eyebrows
raised and mouths opened. While; not
panned, it was given by no means
glowing notices by the crix and the
word-of-mouth was no more than
moderate at the start. However, the
Lehar musical' began to shoot towards

;

.

.

still

jhg (19); ''Embassy) Johnstown (20);
Virginia, Wheeling (21); Nixdn. Pitt;

SENSASH

.

among lour

spread

Com(16); Karlton, W'fnsport (17)
munity. Hershey T18); Rajah, Read-

i

exact

would be hard

National,
(19-20-21);
Wilmington
Wash. (23-28).
(2d Col"Life With Father"
Ford's. Balto. 06-21); Royal Alexandra, Toronto (23-28)
"Merry Widow"-— Lyric, Allentown

,

$17,400

..Philadelphia, Oct. 17,
equivalent
figures
to obtain, it's gen-erally believed that Philly ^legit-theatres last week enjoyed their banner
session of the last decade. With io'iir.
houses open rbgularly now for the
hist time, instead of two or- three,
as has been, the case for the last few
seasons, there was no indication that
there wasn't' enougli. local, money to

While

•

-

!

laugh show.

Crix; 'Marriage'

New

Orleans (28).
"Late George.-Apley'"— Playhouse,

;'.-.

.

(26-27-28)..

in Philly Despite

:
:

-X.

'

PITTSBURGH

$29,500

'

,'

And,, Shreveport (27); M'uni: And'

:

W

(10*

(19-20);
(18); , Temple, B'mi'ugham
Montgomery (211; Aud.,
I.anier,
Jackson/ Miss, (23); Aud., Memphis
L, Rock (261;
(24-25): Robinson,

i

;

(1.-

week)

Sellout $20,600.

-

"Kiss and Tell"
baker, Chi, (16-28).
"Kiss and Tell" (3d Co.)— Mem.
Chattanooga- (16); Ryman,
And.,
Knoxville
Bijou,
Nashville
(17),

.

.

Boston

That"— Sluibert-

(2d Co.)— Stude-

,

week)

Shubert 'Widow' Sock

~

V;.-'

•:'

Lafavette. Detroit (23-28):
"In Bed We Cry"— Shubert,

.

.

(1,000: $3.60),

(2<1

i.

'-"'-''-"

Haven

(48th

'

"Horses Are Like

(

'

— Playhouse,

(27-28).

"Harriet"— Coloniaf

v

'.:-

"Voice of the Turtle"

(16-22);

26-27-28

28).-

-

.

Sullivan

':.

000; $3).

Night Ladies"— Billmore,
Metropolitan, Seattle

"Good
L-A.

1

>

&

Wilmington

18G

Boston. pct. 17;

:

'

Walnut,

-r-

(.16-28).

Giibert

lama

Hub;

:

"Oklahoma!" Erlanger

(1.500: $4.40).
Sellout $30;000.
"Over 21," Harris (5th week)
Sellout. $18,000.

'.V'..

:-'.:

Heaven"

"Emheatzled

.

:

week ) (1,200 $3.60).
Hitting its
stride with $16,800.
"Kiss and Tell," Studebaker (75th
$3).
Up from $11,500
$14,000. probably because of turnaways at the three sell'. - -.'
outs. ,:'•",
; >
:.

week) (1.400;
fast week to

16-28)

Oct.

"Cherry Orchard"— Blackstone. Chi
American, St, Louis (23-28).,
Dante (Magician)— BUlmore, L-AV

grosses while "Harriet" is hitting,
opened Tuesday 17i,
"While the Sun Shines," Lyceum as" was expected, the top figure at
higher but for theatre' party, sold; at.
the Colonial. "Robin Hood" gained
(4th .week) lC-998: $3,6(1). Not up to
a concession
expectations, but making Operating strongly on its. final week here, and
'•Bloomer Girl," Shubert i'2d weckV profit;, around $8,000; likely successor "Meet a Body" gained slightly on its
New iritis iea'l- hit.' -> "The- Late Geo'rse Apley," next finale.
M-i .382 $5.40 )
This week there are fouropenings:
collected big $34,000: some (lirl'eronce month,
.•'--".
"Rebecca," here under Theatre Guildof opinion but looks like real bit:
ADDED
American Theatre Society, auspices,
K'armcn Jones," Broadway 46th
"The Merry Widow," N. Y. City
Many out-of- Center (1st week) (0-2.693: $2.4(1). at. the Shubert; "Violet," at the Wilweeki .(M-1.900; S3
bur
'(for one week only); ''Harvey"
town stands have operetta hit pen- First week's takings indicative of. sucformerly
"The Pooka".),
which
ciled in but management plans win- cessful date: gross over $28,000,
opens tonight at the Copley. 'and "No
ter continuance: still drawing real
VAIDE-RKVIK
Way. Out," Opening tonight; !« at
money; not far from $28,000.
>
''Star Time," Majestic i-5lh week) Ihe. Shubert.' Ruth Draper, comes in
"Catherine Was Great," Rbyale- (1.179: $3). Business quite profitable; for- two
matinee performances at
(11th week) (CD-996; $4.80). Mae some improvement last week, gross
jdcdaii Hall on Saturday and SunWest seems to be drawing the- estimated at around $25,000.
day -.under. Aaron Richmond's sponcrowds, as indicated from grosses,
;''•;•• NEIGHBORHOOD
sorship.
j
and the take for. last week went to
Powerful
lineup for the weeks to
Private Lives," ©.ueensboro. L. -L,
,.-f\521.000.
come includes (as scheduled now);
"Chicken Every Sunday," Plym- with Ruth Chattel-ton
"Sleep. My Pretty One," Wilbur. Oct.
"'Blossom Time,' F latbush. Brookouth (28th week) (G-1.075; $3.60).
23: "In Bed We Cry." Wilbur. Oct. 30:
lyn,
Aimed through winter, with grosses
World." Colonial.
n d s o r, "Tomorrow the
"Naughty Marietta,"
holding to profitable level both ways;
Oct. 30; "Julius Caesar." Nov. 1
Bronx.
$13,500,(semipro); "Late George Aplcy."
Plymouth. Nov. «; "Laflin" Room
"Follow the Girls." 44th Street
Among
$4.80).
Oiily,"
Shubert, Nov. 9; "A Bell for
(27th week) (M-1.462;
REBECCA'
Ada'no," Wilbur, Nov. 13; "Sing Out
the biggest-grossing musicals: stepped
Sweet Land." Colonial.. Nov. 13:
out last week to best money since
"Dear Ruth," Nov. 27; "Hand in
moving here from Century; gross
$24,000,
Glove." Nov. 27, and "Hastv Heart,"
tipped $37,000.
Pittsburgh, Oct, 17.
"Hats Off to Ice," Center (17th
Dec. 11.
week) (R-2,994; $1.98). Back to nine
•'Rebecca" was a. sensation last
Estimates for Last Week
times weekly now; standees force week at the Nixon, getting close to
"Harriet," Colonial (1,590; $3.60).
the gross to around $42,000; great for 924,000 for best take of the season so Opened Monday (9) with loud press
skating revue in Radio City.
praise all around, and doing capacity
far. Subscription list helped get play
"I Remember Mama," Music Box off to great start and then proved all shows for a top estimated $25,500.
(CD-979; $3.60). Presented by Rich- something of a boomerang because Remains a third week; second now
ard Rodgers and Oscar Ha.mmerslein house could have sold out easily at current.
v
-4d; written by John van Drulen;
regular boxoffiee seal*, which would
"I Remember Mama," Plvmouth
liked out-of-town; opens' Thursday have added a few grand to the gross.
(1.350;
$3.60.)
Gained on second,
(19).
Nobody' expected such a heavy week to smash proportions: estiColonel,"
the
and
".lacobowsky
click for mystery drama, especially mated $18,000. Opens at the Music
Beck (31st week) (C-1.214; $3.60). in view, of the ftlm. which preceded Box.
N. Y., Thursday night (IS). "No
Hete's holdover that should play if by. several years. However. "Rethrough winter; Annabella into USO becca" got away fast and never let Way Out" opens here tonight.
"Meet a Body," Wilbur (1.200: $3 ).
show and replaced by -Marianne up, going to absolute capacity down
Stewart; takings around $21,000, qa* ihe stretch; In fact, final matinee on Good Columbus Day matinee helped
..brlljg takes up to a better, but not
pacity.
Saturday (14) was first time in years
(81st
••Kiss and Tell," Billmore
anybody can. remember when even good enough, estimated S8.000 on
second week. "Violet" opened here
week) (C-926; $3.60 1. Moved upward the 750-seaf gallery went clean.-.'.
with the field and was rated close to
on Monday U6i.
$12,000; looks like another winter for
"Robin Hood," Shubert (1.500:
(

Covering

(16-21):

Visitor," Miller (D.940: $3.60).

departing Jan. 8 because of

Estimates for Last Week
"Cherry. Orchard," Blackstone (2d
•

i

through season: colored-cast dr.ama
£>tine
sot- $18,000 and would have

latter

,. American Theatre Society-Theatre
Guild commitments.

'
.

ran close to

top

Current Road Shows

...

Herman Shumlin; mel-

Mttj

$3

________

(Period

Presented by
The upswing 'of, legit in the Hub
odrama novelized by Kenneth White this
week finds "I Remember Mama"
from, book: of same name' by Leane
making a' great comeback on. its secZugsmith and Carl Randati: mixed
ond week here to take near-capacity
reception in Baltimore last week,

Cinch to stick

at

its

checkup

final

-

•

,'

"The

'

.

,

Response

-

forrnerheaded-tor. a long run and

.

should repeat again by
this Saturday!

•'

'

(.

(D-1.033; $3.60

"Blackouts: of 1944" roiled up

press,
$7,000.

standard $14,800 for the 120th week.
MLisart's "Petticoat Fever" dipped a
bit .to $2, 700 for the ftftli. week and

tinder-

on list among straight plays .topping
sock comedy; around $22,000 every
'
'"'
week.
-,

,

-

Lucaslu,"

in its

"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
Nothing
(36th week) iC-898: 4.20',

"Angel Street." Bijou 149lh W'e'ek
Loiis-run 'British
$3.60).
(D-614;
ineller still making money: last week
bettered- $6,500.
"Ariha

Buffalo. Oct. 17.
Second company of "Ten Little Indians," in four shows at the Erlanger
latter half of last week, chained up
Drew enthusiastic
satisfactory biz.

second and closing
week. Belasco reopened Thursday
with "Maid in the Ozarks," here a
year ago. and picked up $3,000 for
•...„
the split week,

estimated and,. Ilka most other successes, the pace was stepped up last
week: quoted. arour.ri $16,000.
"The Two Mis. ''Carroll's;" Booth
Stand(57th week) (5-712: S'3.60).
ing roonr sold tor most performances
mid strength of draw for second seaso.n a real surprise; over $14,000.

Wife" looks

dier's

Was

$4.20).

(C-948,

now

000. It's

.

Indiaiii," Broadhurst
May
.0-1.160: $3.60 1.

"Ten I.lttlo
week)

(16th

the gross was $34,000. and when parting are all taken care of: the new
musical's pace will advance. 'Sol-

nnvwith

b:/..

move for musical, but doing so well
can stick here; making great money,
w ith; takings of $18,000 indicated.
"The Searching Wind," Fulton (27th

.

its first full

season:. $41,000, standee

new

being readied

Sell Out;

17.

Legits got a shot in the arm locally
week with three openings;

Set For

On Broadway; /Wife' Looks

Shows

3 of 6 Chicago

10, 19 II

OPENER; 'LADIES' 116
Los Angeles, Oct,

new productions

. .

;

Btishnfell,

grcwiecf
about $27,000, in
eight performances last week; giving
Ihe .American ..'.Theatre Society attraction $53,000 on the fortnight'*

,

engagement.
The ATS.; in figuring Up subscription-books for the season of, m*
Theatre Guild plays, wound up with
11.424 subscribers. This gives each
play or musical' playing under t.hW
acgies a sustaining fund of aboiu

$18,000 before opening. "Rebecca" l*.
"Trio"— Locust. Phila. (25-28),
"Tropical Revue" (Katherlne Dun- the second attraction of- the ATS,
ham )—-Muny. Aud.. Si, Louis (16-17- arriving here in mid-November.
Ruth Gordon, who opened "Over
18); Mem. Aud.. LVille (191; Eng21" here last season, is coming back
lish.
Ihd'p'lis
(20-21); Cox. Cincy with the play, due the first week In
(23-28).
December.

,.

:.

"Othello." set for two .weeks,:
Wallflower' Fair
in' most performances; $34,000.
'
"Three Is a Fami.ly.", in its', third
"Pick-lp Oivl." 481h Street. Final
$6,700 in Cleveland
and 14th week; road bookings can- week at the Lafayette:, rans tip $8,300
celled; quoted over $6,500: "Harvey." at the house's reduced figures. $2.20
Cleveland, Oct. -17.'
"Violet"— Wilbur, Boston (16-21).
first called "The Pooka." follows a Iter top. It goes for another week before
Meyer Davis' "Wallllower:" with
Anne Nichols and Frank McCoy Betty Blythe
another week.
"Voice of the Turtle" (2d Co.)—
and Frank McNellis. at
•WalU King' 17G, St. I..
their
bring
"Horses
in
Are
Like
"School for Brides," Ambassador
"Hanna last week. a( $2.40 -lop, caught SeKvyn. Chi (16-28).
St, Louis. Oct. 17,. ..
(11th week) (C-1,117: $3.00), Climbed That.",
fair $6,700.
An open week for "The Wall?
"Wallnower"--Erianger. Buff. (1Rfurther and making money both
Final -week of "Two- in. a Bed."
George
Abbott's
liew.
farce,
(23-25): King" and o'ne at the American tlieV
ways; gross went close to ,$12,000. which got out from under censor- "Snafu." with Russell Hardie and 21); Hartman. Columbus
atre enabled the Johann Strauss
okay.
ship trouble to get eight weeks at Patricia Kirkland. is having its first English; Ind'p'lis (26-28).
tmisteai to be held for another week.
I'Walt/. King:"—American. St. Louis
"Soldier's Wife," Golden (2d week
the Wilson, got a reported $10,000. full-week date at Hanna currently
First session
of 10 performancefCD-789; $3.60).
Went 1o standout It was followed by Saul Heller's after, four-day brenk-in at Rochester. (16-21); Lyceum. Minn. (23-28).
copped a mild $17,000 despite plent.v
room and looks to be in hit class: presentation of '•Carmen'' on Mon- Advance sale not too hot. Paul Robe"Winged Victory" Philharmonic of ballyhoo and raves from the crix:
quoted at $14,000. capacity in mod- day lor a week.
son in "Ol hello" due Oct. 23,
And,, L.A. (16-28).
House scaled to $3.05.
.
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inside Stuff

:

Current London Shows

—Legit

45

Advance Ticket Sale

London, Oct. 17.
* Old Lace," Strand.
"Banbury Nos«," Wyndhams.

"Arsenic

Though three of his five "best play" ehoices were flopt, George Jean
Nathan singled them out for Broadway'* 1941-44 teaton ta Ida book, "Thaatre Book of the Year" (Knopf). Picking hia doiea "baatt" for hia annual
honor roll, Nathan (elected Rose Franken'g "Outrageous Fortune" aa baat
new dramatic play; Jack Kirkland'i "Suds In Your aTya," beat farce; Margaret Curtis' "A Highland Fling," best fantasy; John van Druten'e "Voice
of the Turtle," best comedy, and the Oscar Hammerstein-Robert Kuasell
Bennett "Carmen Jones" as best musical. First three named flopped.
Other Nathan "best" selections: actor, Joie Ferrer ("Othello"); actress,
Elsie Ferguson ("Outrageous Fortune"); director, John van Druten ("Voice
of Turtle"); scene designer, Stewart Chaney ("Jacobowiky and the Colonel"); drama costume designer, Motley ("Cherry Orchard"); musical costume designer, Raoul Pene du Bois ("Carmen Jones"); stage lighting
Hassard Short ("Carmen Jones").

"Bird in Hand," St. Martin's.
"Blithe Spirit," Duchess,
"Felicity Jaimine," St. James.
"Happy Few," Cambridge.
"Happy A Glorious," Palladium
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When

jammed Broadway and surrounding

Paramount theatre,- where
engagement last Thursday

the Ziegfeld, Ni Y-. was placed In rehearsal Monday (16) by Billy Ros«
although Beatrice Lillie had riot arrived from England arid there is no
Broadway managers huddled with definite word as to when she will
the Treasurers and Ticket Sellers reach this side. English cdmedienn*
union last week to consider the will be co-starred with Bert Lahr,
problem ot "new blood" in the box- Benny Goodman, Alicia Markova
Cast and prooffice field, and also to receive an and Anton Dolin.
application for a $lQ-a-week increase duction setup is such that "Arts"
for assistant treasurers. Both issues will probably cost more to operate
will be further discussed. Managers ihan. any Broadway attraction this
'
claim that Xtie' union tentatively season;
Miss Lillie's contract is said to
agreed .'oVer two years ago to make
provision for additions to the mem- call for S2.500 weekly against a perbership. but no plan for the purpose.) centage of the gross, which, added
to the salaries of the other name
has been drawn.

MGRS., TIX SELLERS IN

HUDDLE ON 'NEW BLOOD'

-

\

j

;

•.'-..".-'

New London

streets to the
of The Voice's

artists,

Under the present rules it is virtually impossible for new people to'!
qualify for -membership in the union,
Ticket sellers concede that their 0'ut-.!
employed at this time,
fit is 1007c
although there are about two dozen

$9,000
Hart,

i

|

he's p.a.ing, on the opening day
members selling tickets of admission
(12), cops didn't chase all the kids away, some
at the racetracks.
crowding into theatre lobbies on 44th street, pretending to buy tickets for
shows. Complaints were made by the house managements and the
London, Oct. 17.
Union people appear to be in
following days saw mounted police on the job. So many youngsters were
Two new legit entries in past week agreement that some provision
use
Eighth avenue look like possible .'.-winners.
on hand that audiences of the legiters were forced to
Most should be made for new blood, which
when leaving the theatres instead of Broadway,
likely is "Happy Few," which start- would change the organization's staed Oct. 10 at the Cambridge. It's a tus, that of a closed shop. Plan is
Surprising sidelight to intended production of "Happily Ever After," serious play about the' Allies' Tuni- expected to be presented to the mannew comedy by Donald Kirkley, Baltimore Sun drama critic, and Howard sian campaign. Built along the lines agers within a reasonable time.
Burman, "Variety's" Balto mugg, now making rounds of Broadway pro- of "Journey's End," it has more comducers, is the number of offers of financial backing. Authors claim they're edy than that play.
It was splenfinding more angels than experienced producers and directors. Comedy didly received.
Metro's 621G,RK0's31G
"It Depends on What You Mean,"
concerns an unordained minister about to perform his 10,000th marriage
ceremony. Authors are using joint ndfrTde"' plume of Howard Howe..
which came into the Westminster
Show, First
Back
Oct. 11, is an uproariously funny
Ticket sale has opened on schedule at the International theatre, Colum- comedy by James Bridie. Piece is
jointly by 2 Pix Cos.
bus Circle, N." Y., for the new ballet outfit, opening there Oct. 30, although made up of comic situations hinging
the lobby had been littered because of renovations and scaffolding partly Ion an optical illusion. Latter angle
two major picfirst
time
the
For
blocked the entrance. Despite that, the sale has been lively, ticket staff plus the lack of plot is likely to
companies are associated in the
working from tables as the boxoffiee wasn't then ready. James Hughes is make it meaningless for American ture
backing of one Broadway producappeal,
house manager,; George Ashby, treasurer, and Frank Williams, assistant.
RKO having
Metro
and
tion, both
put up coin for "On the Town," a
Harry Kaufman keeps in active touch with rehearsals of "Laffin' Room
musical due around the holidays. On
Only," the new Olsen and Johnson show, although still abed at Doctors
Olsen- Johnson
script the
and
its
score
basis
of
the
hospital, N. Y.
Last week he sought to register for the Presidential elecforthcoming show, which is highly
tion but was informed: there was no provision for registration of hospitalrated, will be presented by a young,
Creates 'Mex Hayride'
ized persons.
Regulations are that all voters must register in person at
new' managerial duo of Paul Feigay
designated quarters in each election district,
^
Crimp on N. Y. Theatre and Oliver Smith, Yale men.
is
investment
$62,500,
Metro's
Room Only," the new which represents 50%, while RKO's
"Laffin'
Olsen
and Johnson revue which will
BILL FIELDS
Battle of 'Merry Widow'
Latter bought in
ba: king is $31,250.
try out in Boston starting Nov. 9, is
strictly as an investment, whereas
slated into the Winter Garden. N.Y..
Metro bought the picture rights in
Between Shuberts
shortly after New Year's, although
Herman
advance ot production.
Victor
Samrock and
William the current attraction in that house,
of Warners' music publishing
Opera Troupe Fields, general manager and press "Mexican Hayride," is Broadway's Starr,
And
arm; has invested $5,000 on his own.
top-grossing
musical.
Understood
representative, respectively, for the
Detroit. Oct. 17.
New Managers
that when -Mike Todd booked the
Feigay and Smith originally had
First the battle of "The Merry Playwrights Co., although retaining latter show into the Garden there
Widows'' will be fought here, with their posts will team in the produc- was an understanding that he would connections with the New Opera Co.
group of socialites, Smith having dethe Messrs. Shubert having booked tion 'of- "Now That You're Home," a move it to. another spot when
signed the settings for "Rosalinda,"
was
ready.
"Laffin'"
It
was
at
the
postwar
comedy
Budd
Schulberg
by
their version into the Cass to open a
while Feigay was associated with
and Collier Young. Both the latter Garden that O.&J.'s "Hellzappppin'
•week in advance of The New Opera
Lodewick Vroom, who presented the
are Coastites, currently in the Navy. and "Sons 0' Fun" clicked for long
Co.'s opening at the Wilson.'
Latter show is credited
musical.
Schulberg authored "What Makes runs.
operseveral
is
that
Understanding
Todd, back from the Coast Satur- with starting a new vogue for
Sammy
Run," a bestseller several
Feigay is familiar with the
years ago the Shuberts put out "The years ago, but has not written for day (14), conceded the likelihood of etta.
Merry Widow." which did a brodie. the stage heretofore, it being a first having to move "Hayride'' to an- field of music and ballet, for which
he has been appointed managing diLast year, when the New Opera Co. play for Young, too.
oilier berth, mentioning the Broadrector of the International Ballet,
came up with its proposal to revive
Playwrights Co. is dormant for the way and Majestic, either of which
opening at the International theatre,
the' operetta and made a deal for time
being, but the name-author pro- are also possibilities for the O.&.T.
the Majestic, N- Y-, the Shuberts re- duction outfit is expected. to become musical. However, Billy Rose plans Columbus Circle, N. Y., Oct. 30."
fused to harbor it cm a percentage.' active again some time after elec- to keep the holdover hit, "Carmen
International
was formerly the
The company put it in at a flat tion. Fields enlisted in the Canadian Jones." running through the winter Cosmopolitan when controlled by
rental and ran "Widow" into a hit.
Army and held the rank of major, in the former theatre, and "Star William Randolph Hearst, and prior
when the company but was recently transferred to re- T'me," vaude-revue, at the latter to that one of its names was the
Howevjer,
*
house, is also drawing very profit- Park, which housed "The Wizard of
sought United Boaking Office dates serve status.
ably. Todd added that he's "no dog Oz," "Louis XIII" and other major
this year for the road, there first
musicals.
It had been erroneously
in the manger." that he has no forwas a delay, and then the New
mal contract with the Garden, hav- mentioned that "Wine, Women and
Opera Co. was advised it could only
Year's Eve Plans
ing booked "Hayride" there by a Song" scored a long run in the same
get UBO booking if its version folverbal agreement with Lee Shubert. theatre but that exceptional burlowed the new Shubert productions
into
The Shuberts were
By Broadway Showmen However, if the capacity attendance lesquer was played at the nearby
town.
by his musical continues he Circle, now a grind picture house,
readying two companies for the road,
Several n'anagers are already con- 'drawn
when it was owned by the late Percy
one to play in the south.
sidering
performances
for
New cannot figure how "Hayride" can be Williams, who also had the thenAs a result of making their book- Year's eve. which falls on a Sunday. shifted.
popular Colonial, a vaudeville house
independent houses. New Whether to play then •or tilt the ''.'Every musical on the list is playSrigs ..'.in
located several blocks further north
Opera Cq; will arrive' at the Wilson scale on Saturday afternoon and ihg to capacity, or approximating
that pace, so the problem of spot; on Broadway.
on Nov. 6 to find that the Shubert night, is the question.
ling the new musicals is becoming
In "addition to the picture comyerSioh' opened on Oct. 30 at the
At this time the matter principally
There's no doubt that every panies buying shares of "Town,"
acute.
Cass.
-i.'V
,:.
concerns those showmen with stand'available theatre with capacities for Marquis George de Cuevas, who
out attractions, for which the admusicals will be lighted soon. There heads International Ballet; Lucia
Stated in New York that "The vance sale extend for months. It will
is also a shortage of houses for the
Chase, also prominent in the ballet
Waltz King" had been announced be the first New Year's eve .'liowing
new straight shows. "Hayride" is field; George Somnes, Helen Bonfils
for the Cass, booking being switched since legit shows were permitted oh
close to JO months at the Garden;
(Mrs. Somnes), Mrs. Sherman Ewing
so that the Shuberts' "Widow" could Broadway on Sundays and it's posarid Mrs. George Hamlin Shaw are
sible
some
play the spot, after. New Opera had;

Plays Get Over
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weeks" will go on

when tbV
Monday (23),.

sale

boxoffice opens next

Rose added: "It may sound corny,
first come, first served."
Dates
on Which there are to be theatre
but

Show

were set forth, starting with.
one day after the scheduled
night. Finale to the ad read:
time, if you don't get the
tickets you want, before the speculators do, it's your own fault."
Ticket, scale from Monday to Friparties

Dec.

8.

first

"This

:

'

SAMROCK,

day

which includes the $1 federal admission tax, but. on Saturday

I

I

Ihe

|

is $6,

b.o.

which

price

exceeds

is

per ticket,
other musicals,

$7.20

all

some of which tilt the top from
$4.80 to $6 on Friday and Saturday.
Most dalles reduced the original
size of the ads, in conforming to the
space limitations assigned for amuse-
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j
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Moss

Rose states that as the:
producer and owner of the
Ziegfeld he has. a wider leeway in
the operating budget than ordinarily.
Indications now are that there
will be 8500,000 in the box office before the show opens, one half of
that: sum
being assured through
theatre parties. Rose stepped up the
unusual advance ballyhoo accorded
"Arts" by inserting extra-space ads
in the dailies announcing the ticket
sale and panning scalpers, although,
he added, "I have nothing against
legitimate ticket brokers," Ads were
headed, "The public be served instead of damned."
Announcing that mail orders will
be accepted at the Ziegfeld, where
"every ticket available for the first

New

j

alone.

"Aits''

.

TO PRODUCE COMEDY

approximately

people

ballets, and Hassard Short,
the. Stager, are all said to be on per-

.

New

for

centage.

.

On

star

done the

'

-

New

calls

to

who wrote several sketches;
Porter/ who composed
the
Igor Stravinsky,
who has

Cole

:

legit

.

j
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For the "Marriage" engagement the gallery of the Shubert was not used.
House on Broad street was dark for a considerable period, but last season
stock was tried there, that, policy flopping.
Sinatra fans

"The Seven Lively Arts," slated
an early December premiere at

"Last Mrs. Cheyney," Savoy.
"No Medals," Vaudeville.
"Pink Siring," Phoenix.
"Peek-A-Boo," Whitehall.
"Sadler's Opera," Prince's.
"Scandal at Barchester," Lyric.
"Sweeter Lower," Ambassadors.
"Three's a Family," Saville.
"This Was a Woman," Comedy.
"Tomorrow World," Aldwych.
1
"Uncle Harry," Garrick.
"What You Mean," Cambridge.
"
"While Sun Shines," Globe.

"The Perfect Marriage" played the house last' week. For several performances the actors shouted their lines on the theory that the audience

Bow

Before Dec. 7

'Arts'

for

"Honeymoon," York's, .'•:./ '"'.'.
"How Are They," Apollo.
"Jenny Jones," Hippodrome.

Jamming of bookings out of town as well as on Broadway explains why
the Shiibert, Philadelphia; is again playing legit for the first time In 12
House is a 1,900-seater, much too large for straight plays, but
years.
couldn't hear 'em.

Seen for

|

|

I

ments. There was no insertion in
the Times, advertising department
saying it could not carry the copy
on-

it's

theatre page.
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LEAGUE GETS QUORUM

!

|

AFTER WEEK'S DELAY
membership meeting of
League of New York Theatres,
last week, was postponed when a quorum could not be
General

the

scheduled for
-

mustered.
ing

i

.

New
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.
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also investors..

Suzanne Fisher
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recommend such 'candidates before
the union will consider them for

Louisville, Oct. 17.

Suzanne. Fisher, soprano of the membership. All officers of League
Metropolitan Opera Co., has under- were reelected at Monday's meeting.
taken to teach voice at the Uni•
V
MIELZINER EX-ARMY
Louisville
of
versity
of
School
Music.
Major Jo Mielziner, scenic deIn private life Mrs. Clifford Menz, signer who has been a camouflage
manager
Louisville
Philnew
of the
officer with the American Air Forces
harmonic orchestra, Miss Fisher will for the past 30 months, will be
forego a concert season which would placed on inactive duty as of Nov. 1
have included engagements through and Will return to Broadway to reDecember, including the lead in the open his studio,.
Charles L. Wagner production of
He designed settings for more
"La Traviata." She expects to make than 150 musicals, dramas, operas
a tour early next year, however,
and. ballets sirtce 1923, but has been
and will combine a few concert ari- out "of touch with the the,- 've since
goliiL; into' uniform.
tJCi-ranccs with her teaching duties
I
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-

Teach

I
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to

I
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Shows
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of

ATAM

I

attractions not regularly
advertised its date -at the Wilson: showing on the Sabbath will make
in Rehearsal
Also reported the Shuberts have the switch. That will probably debooked their show ahead of the rival pend pretty much on the disposition
'"Seven Lively Arts"— Billy Rose.
Birmingham...
in Cincinnati and
of name players to appear.
"Life
"A Bell for Adano"— Leland Hay".-''/:"
'.',:
W'th Father," Empire, is first show ward.
...'f.to. announce fjunday for trie eve. al"Glad to See You"- Dave Woiper.
though through long run it had in"The Streets Are Guarded"- -John
Ellison Joins 'Ladies'
variably been dark on that day.
C; Wilson.
":
Ticket experts say that the Sat'•;'•','.,
Los Angeles, Oct, 17.
"Sing Out, Sweet Land";— Theatre
Howard Lang and Al Rosen, pro urday night before a Sunday eve Guild,
{ •,•('; >
ducers of "Good Night Ladies.' has been uniformly off in the past,
"Horses Are Like Thatr"— Anne
signed Jimmy Ellison to co-star with which may cause some showmen to 'Nichols. Frank McCoy'.
Skeets Gallagher in the first com- refrain from the annual price hoist
"Laffin*
Room Only" - Shuberts.
pany,
which recently closed in for that performance. Brokers also Olsen. & Johnson,
Detroit and will move to Boston, figure that business won't be excep"In Bed We Cry"— John. C. Wil'
with Broadway in the offing.
•:,>"'..•'••.;
'.'
,.*
tional, for shows playing that par- son.
-''VLou Lissner, currently managing ticular Sunday evening, on the, the"Rhapsody" Blevins Davis, Lorthe West Coast company, will' move ory that home parties will take prefraine Manville Dresselhuys.''..
east to pick up the first troupe. erence, even though the average' per"Sadie Thompson"— A. P, WaxGeorge Hunt will succeed Lissner son will not work on Monday, when man,
y ' '--..
y
on the Coast.
',"••>
"Trio"- Lee Sabinson.
the holiday will be celebrated.

that

ratify
new contracts .with stage
unions, while the names of candidates slated to be admitted into the.
Association of Theatrical Agents and
Managers, as provided in the rev
vised basic agreement between the
two organizations, Were submitted.
They are to be house and company
managers. League having the privU
lege of naming five candidates not
.regularly elected to
member"
';-..:,''
ship per year.
It is stipulated that eight out. of
14 on the League's board are to

(

j

.j

was

new shows, some being out

town to observe tryouts.
There are 92 showmen in the
League and one third, or 31 members, must be in attendance for a
quorum.
A number of producers
Will be placed on the inactive list,
failing to present shows for the past
two seasons.
Session was held Monday (16) to

;

-

Explanation-

most producers are occupied ready-
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a» to hvU'iitions. But the plav a di-ammizalioi! ot Tine Professor - A libi,"
a magazine story written by Pollock.
1936. sueeecids in being' melodramatic onlv part of the time. Lung,
In

retches and involved explanaaudience interest, but
(ion* slow
in spots it. manages to be exciting.
At present those spots are few and
far between.The central figure is. an absentreminded college professor
turns h oin-a lecture to find his young
wile di id with a revolver iit her
aiiil «t

up

who

hand, apparently a suicide. Fearing
iuandal. the. professor and the wife's
sister plot to make, the Whole thing
look like an accident. However, .the.
police prove it's murder and the
of

number

of

points

suspicion
people.

The

to.

any.

-professor.,

having hidden the purported suicide
hole, clings stubbornly to the accident
theory and gets himself—-and the
plot— pretty much involved. A po r
'

straightens
detective
finally
things out and the murderer gets his
just reward. The moral seems to be
that deception never pays.
The play gets off 'to a promising
lice

with an air of mystery and dark
doings. But after the flri.aing. ot the
wife's body the play bogs down and
is revived spasmodically thereafter
hy. some plot situation which leads
tt'ie
audience to believe that something exciting looms.
The cast is uniformly good. Clay
element, as the professor, carries the
main burden and is always believa-

(Start

','.'

.

ble. Doris Day makes a brief but
effective appearance as the wife with

Norman MacKay,

as .the
liarvard-ed.ticated detective, offers a
flue characterization,.- While Dorothy'

-past.

Dean Norton. Morton Da
Lillian' Kemble and Natalie
are are excellent in minor roles.
William Oden-Waller's two set-

Emery.
ansta,

J

.

i

.

iit.

u

;

...

; ,

.

.

.

, .

,

.

.

.

tings u[ a professor's study and the
district attorney's office are, well
done, and the author has directed

With proper emphasis.
Plenty of.' work remains to be dune
before "Tangled Web" tangles with
Klep
Broadway.
•
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but a large
the' audience bubbling
share of the nialei nil seems to have
little' point in carrying ph the decidIts boxoflice prosedly shght stmv
peets are uiifertam;
The .authors. Louis Solomon and
.

Harold Buchman. brought
co.mecl}

into the stage

skill

their- film
field with,

edects. and it may
the play, has greater possibilities
the broader tieatment lor the
screen.- than
the, confines of the
single setting,'
Snafu,
the i.T.riguing title, is
taken 'from a G I expression which
may be literally .translated "Situation
normal—-all fouled up.'' - And the
story deals with the return to his
boine in Galifornia of Ronald Stevens,
air tinder-age, honorably discharged
soldier
has seen service! in the
war.
His difficulties in. readjusting

humorous

itiaiiv

bp

that'

m

the South, and

in

1917. made her first New .York appearance- with John Barrymore and

.

m

.

..

who

-

to come to
slightly misleading

eral, wjioduiiit^

town

Tjille

.slated

is
:

for before tlie evening is ended there
are no -less than six homicides. The
plural- nuiTders .-are committed by the
of. the stoi.\ with the- exception ot one bumpotl by a cop. wlio
shoots a dangerous screwball,
Play would ordinarily have two
strikes on it at the. first curtain, for
Hie., locale is the living room of an
elderly undertaker, .spotted in a poor
section ot tue' city'. However, there
is
some fun in the funeral parlor, which is unusual, but whether
eliotigh diversion is provided \& quest.ioiiable.
Main trouble is that, the
plav becomes too talky. then, too,
there. is the shadowed profile of the
first giiy killed as lie reposes in the

baddies
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excellent
singer,
played ingenuemparts in a

of

also
number of
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CONTACT LENSES
INNER-SIGHT LENSES, Inc.
475 Fifth Ave. at 41st. N. Y. C.
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Toil.l's Slaff

production and copyright manager
for that concern.
Godfrey began career iii the music
business with Joseph W. Stem Music
Co.
He later joined Waierson,
Berlin & Snyder, with, whom heremained until that firm was absorbed
by Mills Music, luc
-

.

-

•

•

TMI DRAMATIC PUBLISHING CO.

Michael

'

sl.ni

•

an

timber of
years and at time of death had been
Mills Music- Inci, for

executive

Roy Mitchell

of the late

,

All. i,n

•

•

'

.

of- the,

an un-

.

.

/,.'

•

.';-.'',':.-.

-

Harry Godfrey. 54. who had beciV
prime mpvel's in the
estabrishmeiit of Hart H-Qtise thea- identified ...in. varkuis .capacities intrp, "Toronto, built by Raymond Mas- the. music .publishing; business, died
sey and Vincent Massey in inemory in Queens .General Hospital; L; I.,
of then grandfather.. She played Oct. 9. He had been connected with

was one,

Iii.
usual proposition and .pays 10G to,
the broken-down undertaker' for his
funeral— he is sure of being killed.
Tlie setting by John Root is beauti-' Soon afterwards;, when the scary
fully done and admirably suited to doorbell rings, the customer' falls,
the odd; assortment of characters who into into the room When, the door is
dash in and Out. some of them seem- opened. He had summoned three
ingly introduced for a single bit that persons previously.- they, being a
w-riter, an attorney and the man's
should produce laughs.
Laura Jessup. played by Patricia "misti ess
The -lawyer accuses the other two
Kirk land, provides the main complication when she,, as a college girl of committing tlie murder, which
seeking a new* story, mistakes Pfc. they deny. All three are bumped
Danny Baker for his pal, Ronald, and Off. mostly through the 'ministration
One victim
invites hjin to her dormitory room, of an Oriental poison.
practically electrocutes himself. P'ofife is delected as he tries to escape
through a window,, and Laura, still Tieeman on duty is fourid strangled, this was made impossible .by the
thinking he is Ronald,, involves the he,, too, falling into the room like the manyp .demands o her executive
returned Soldier. But the audience first corpse:
She later devoted all her
-There, is a comedy detective who abilities.
not too worried over the outcome.
Drama FestiRonald, w ell played- by Billy Red- is amusing but he. doesn't enter until time to the Dominion
vals until war ended these.
field, .is one of the best-defined char- tlie show is more than half over.
acters in the play.
He is resentful Harry Gribbon plays the part and
his sergeant's gets one of the- few good laughs by
that, after, winning
C. FEOYI) HOPKINS
stripes, even thbug'n under age,, his his antics when discovering three
C. Floyd Hopkins, ,05, city man-,
parents should \ cause him to be stiffs sitting at a table. Al Sheari, ager for Fabian theatres in Harris-brought "back to ci\ ilian life. Yet he whei is one of. two aged undertakers
burg. Pa., died on Oct. 16 in phila r
does show afi'ectiofv. and he is. glad to in the play, also scores a bellylaugh
following a long illness,
delphia,
the
multiple
trying
.to
solve
when
jits
girl
see
old
friend, but he worries
Hopkins, a fornver newspaperman,
his parents by his difficulties in again mystery. Whiubrd Kane is his morintegrating himself into, civilian life. tician pal, it being a straight part. entered theatre business In 1907. beA ward of a medal for bravery and a Others who do well are Le Rot coming identified \yith Wilifcer .&
hiiit that he will return to war serv- Operli.. Forrest Orr, Ruth MeDevitt
He
Vincent interests in Reading.
ice are. the main .'indications of a and iloh'n MeQuad«.
came to Harrisburg the following
William Castle came from Hollyhappy solution.
;-,
year as manager of the Orpheum, a
Russell Hard ie does a hangup job wood to direct, the play and his convaude house. As Wilnier & Vincent
as Ronald's father, and Elspeth Eric tribution seems to make ''Body" betl> excellent as Mrs. Stevens.
John ter than it is. Had the Gribbon part interests gfew, he was named genSouther scores as the school princi- been puilt -up the show would have eral manager of the Majestic and
a much better chance:
Ibee.
Colonial houses, as well as '-Wiliher'
Cord.
pal.
& Vincent, houses .in Reading. In
later- years he;was city manager for
Violi't

•

A GALE MRS. MINIVER GREAT
BIG DOQRSTEP
KltTr
FOYLE HOUSE WITHOUT A KEY
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mortuary,

BIRTHS

THE WORLD
HIGHLAND
FLING EVE OF ST. MARK S£ST
FOOT FORWARD FEATHEDS IN

LOST HORIZON

;

;

.

TOMORROW

Para-

HAURY GODFREY

EDGAR

,

.

itobinsnn

Mason Adjnn'H

. .l-'ay
Baki-l... ..Inaii y.itfjt
.T.pslift .[jiloniy

Harrisburg only,

Mr. and
ter;;

.Mrs, Earl Sheffer, daughLos .Angeles, Oct.- 8. -Father is
of
the Marquis theatre

manager
there.

Mr. and.. Mrs. Leslie Goodwins,
daughter, Santa Barbara. Cal:,' Oct,
10. Father Is RKO director.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Greenfield,
daughter, New York. Oct. 13. Father
is with Warners publicity dept.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmle Joy,' daughter, Memphis, Oct. 7.
Father is orch
leader at Hotel Pe;ib.ody, Memphis;
mother/ former Sally Jennings, dan.

'

cer.';.'.;.''

''.'.-

.,-;'-:',"

Mr. and Mrs. Bill -Anson, daughter,
Chicago, Oct. 11.
Father is
Itus.solf \ininc
announcer; riiother is former GeralOn. the basis of its premiere here. diiie Manners, dancer."",.
'Violet" should do well as light
Mr. and Mrs .Willie Pellegrini,
(f'ontu.uCd
on
page
47)
,
daughter, Oct. .9.. Mother is former
Margaret Williams', dancer.Mr. and Mrs. Jack Eckhardt,
daughter, Oct, 3.
Father is head
boo.ker at Chicago branch of 20th;•"fox.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Biliiiigsloy,
daughter. 'New York, last week.
Father is owner-operator of Stork,:';;'
:,.'
ciub; n. y.
.

..',...
.

.

.

.

.'.

.

... ... .

WGN

:

-

.

.

"

-,

'.

:,

',

..

Mi
and, Mrs. Harry Feinstein,
daughter, Pittsbui'sh;: Oct. 8. Father
is chief film booker and buyer for

WB

iii-

Pitt.; Si.onfe.

Mr, and

,

Edgar Adolph Licho,

He was later part owner, with
Wilnier. & Vincent, in the old Vicwhich eventually :was

When

Max

Reinhardt in several of the
stage productions, also ap-.
pearing in them, and niany other

He cama to Hollyw-ood frnm
Europe four years ago and had ap.

staff orch;

.

N.Y.. He was father of Lelaiid
Hayward, N.Y. and Holly wood talent
:

-'

-.'•;".;)

:

.-

";

-'•';.''.-

'

'

judge on: Nebraska;
bench,, he later canie' to NY. and

became an

a

assistant district attorney

under Charles

Whitman and

S.

was appointed U.

later,

district attorheld this office during,

:

manded

a

he
.

,

Survived by his widow, stepdaughand a sister.

CON BAKER

S.

Con Baker, 73, veteran circus and
vaude performer, died at- Columbus,"
O., Oct. 9. He was an expei t bicycle
rider and. toured with many circuses,
including the old Harms'ton Bros.,
and. also appeared in ..vaude. toi many-

Bet weefi 'asorganized and comregiment, which

Negro

did itself proud d.uring World War 1.
He, had married twice, his first
wife being Sara Coe Ireland, mother
of- the' talent agent. 'Later he married Mrs .M. e C. Plant

;-.;'

"
Mi's.

•:

:

years,

ney; 'N.Y. He
early prohibition era

signments

C

ter

pital,

Having been

-

55.

conductirjig "Blackouts'' since 1942.

;" '.'/'.

--"-y

-..

]

...

MRS; HERB BERG
Helayn Berg.

.'18.

wife of Herb

Berg, trade press publicist for
Artists at the

homeoi'.ice.

L'niie.i.

who

has

(Continued on page 47
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:;Harry Lesslau,

50, va'tide

MARRIAGES

'.

.

EI'SSEAU

;

KDKA

i"

,

Col. William Hayward. 67, distinguished soldier, lawyer and big game
hunter, died Oct. 13 ot Doctors Hos-

agent',-

productions,

film

wood.
Arranger and conductor for both
film and legit productions for over
20 years, as well as a radio maestro
over Mutual and CBS. He, had been

,

HAYWARD

COE. WILLIAM

many

in

most recent being "White dill's
of Dover" and "Seventh Cross"
He leaves a widow. Martha, and
his

orchestra leader
for
Ken
Murray's
"Blackouts,"
dropped dead Oct. 16 while waiting
to make a bank deposit in Holly-

.

'

Mrs. George. Youngling,
10.
Father is

sou; Pittsburgh,- Oct.
chief arranger for

peared

CARLTON KEESEY

Vincent six months ago, he was .retained as city manager.
Hopkins Was active in Masonic
and civic circles and at one time was
president of the Harrisburg Chamber of Commerce.
:

,

Carlton Kelsey,

&

In.Wilmer

.

:

productions,

a son.

Fabian purchased

interest

and

08. stage,

tatter's

toria theatre,

torn down.
controlling

EK HO

ADOI.l'll

screen actor, died Oat. 11 in Hollywood. He was born in Russia aiuh
at one time had assisted the late

:

pfoyi

SONS OF BERNADETT1-

and

was sec.-treas. of Assistant Direclois
Assn. Widow and two brolnei.v sur'":',;' ;:
vive him.'

.

.

than and man/

cb'tfinguif h*d

other

Cosmopolitan

.

.

she

Charles Dillingham productions and,
reputedly, 'gave up the -New York
theatre when she collapsed oh-stage
and .was rushed, off to hospital by
Dillingham himself.in his ear, She

himself to his family and civilian life
*re treated lightly for laughs, at
times withoiit too much plausibility.

'•

','..

Fox,

for

mount in silent film era.
He was a member of Equity aiid
Green Room and Friars clubs and

'''"'•;

",*

"

.'

An

,

PLAY PUBLISHERS

HARRISON

K.

Saul E. Harn.soii; 5(i, pioneer fihh
director and education specialist villi
department of Army Signal
film
Corps at Astoria, died in New York
Oct. is.
Borri in Texas, .Harri.soii. eiitcied
motion picture field in 1911 with the
old Kalem Co.. later joining -Edison,
studios, where he directed s, series of.
comedies. Had also been a direetbr

a .civilian- casualty.

"

,

Constance Collier
..''Peter Ibbetson." .The following season, she was
engaged by .lohn :Drew- for a. role in
his revival of "The. Gay Lord Quex"
and was with Drew for two or three

./s

.

.

funu.v.'

and wijs actually
She was born

came to Toronto in 190-1, taking early
interest in the theatre here and, in,

nm

.

of Geo) go Abbott s legenirmain i> needed to tighten up this
loosely contrived laugh play;
The
effect at -the opening was a. rush ol

;

'•;

SAUL

•
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When
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11., 1.1

lulni

WlrnCi'inl
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1

,iU

M.-Dl

I'.lllil

.

.

as Marie Salisbury.
latter was signed for the'lejjjt
production, "Champagne for Even-,
body/' the vaude. partnership was
dissolved .and Lesshui aligned- with
the Billy Jackson unit.
professionally

.

'

ll
e.

.

OBITUARIES
NEI.I.A 1EKFKBIS
Nella Jeffei is, governor of the. Dominion Drama Festival arid leader
in Canada's little, theatre movement,
died in Toronto Oct. 11. As booker
of over 500 volunteer artists m. a
score of troupes which she routed
to service camps across the Dominion, she later- broke down in health

Mystery plays .sonietimes get across
on Broariv v but lew have clicked in
some seasons, and the latest, while a
fan'h good perloi'inaiice, does not
have enough to get. by.
"Meet a Boov Jss.-tjie first flt sevdialog that had.
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Play on Broadway

.Shnl'ii

Ot.

Del..

.

i'

;

performer

Judy Di Maraise to George: Marquis, Atlanta, Oct. 8.
Bride is for-

mer musicomedy dancet';-.groom

Is

and pianist, who liad been 'known in magi, -operating own show. "Spooks
Is Faye Parker, radio -singer.
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Curran, son. the' profession as "Uncle Hal'i*!* suc- to. Nuts." '.:';. '•'•Williams Bay, Wis., Oct. 10. Father cumbed to a heart attack at his home
BiUee Musil to Lt. Robert. De La
is
screenwright; inqther I.s former in New- York Oct. 12. -At time ot Torre. Los .Angeled Oct. .14. Bride
Eileen
Laird,
stage
and screen death he had been pianist-performer is publicity agent: groom Was a radio
',-,..;
in Billy Jackson's "Gay Nineties Re- writer before joining Navy,
act CSS.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyn Murray, daugh- vue". at the Cafe Bryant, H. Y.
Jeanne'Caguey to Kim Spauldinc.
Lesslau had been in vaude for in N. Y. Sept. 12, but only anter. New York, Oct,' 13.
Father is
choi'Ml
and\ orch leader at CBS. more than -25 years, appearing with nounced last .weeki Bride is actress-N. Y.; mother
former Florence divers partners, belt mora recently sister of James Cagiiey; groom- 'a"
"
,;'
Baker, radio actress.'.
had appeared with his wife, knows actor,-;

mother
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CHATTER

Wednesday, October 18, 1944
Germany and now

in

hospital

London

England.

Lou Clayton

Three Imaginators and the Staplefrom Holly- torn into Hotel Nicollect Minnesota
Terrace with the Selma Marlowe
Dancers and Perry Martin orchestra.

visiting

wood.

;,

Peppy de Albrew now hosting the
Hotel Madison cafe.
Treasurers Club

V

readying

Leon Bromkess,

.

.

'

;

i

anshowi

.

,

publication.

Theodore Weingand (Teddy Dale),
composer-conductor, recovered from
an eye ailment.
Joe Howard and Carl Erbe's share
in the Zanzibar operation is on a 67-

'i

(

.

tion.

Eva Gabor recuperating in Palm
Springs after two weeks in the hos-

'

.'

•/!'..

.

:

'•

1

Sophie Tiicker's autobiqg. "Same of
These Days," now slated for Match

up

•

.'

Nitery-chahtoosey Jean Leslie to
the Coast Nov. 1 on Paramount commitment.
Manny Mannheim to script the
Andrew's Sisters' new Nash-Kelvinat

'.'.;'

Hills.
Bill Elliott, western star,

recovering from appendectomy.
Richard Bennett seriously ill after
a series of heart attacks.
King Sisters east on a six- week
tour, opening in Chicago.
Leo Forbsteins celebrated their
30th wedding anniversary.
Robert M. Gillham in town for
studio huddles at Paramount.
Lionel Stander drew three da,y*
for speeding- in a 25-mile zone. /'
Lauritz Melchior to Calgary for
the Canadian Victory Loan drive.
Carroll
Judith Woodbury, Karl
trouper, divorced John G. Denisbm
Irene Dunne heading east to con fer about a cosmetic establishment.
Preben Storm, Danish actor, out
of the hospital after a knee opera-

;

*.

chief, laid

fined $25 for speeding

Beverly

.

,

.

PRC

flu.

George Raft
in

'•*.,

son east on their third hospital tour.
Paul Porter set as stage-manager
for Dave Wolper's "Glad to See

tor

Henry King laid up with flu.
Ray divorced Rbscoe

Barbara
with

'/'.

'
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Ates.

—

re-

Decca album Sunday.
Harry Akst accompanying Al Jolits

You."

I

.

their

•

cording

I

left

.

'/;//-./

56th annual benefit Nov. 25.
Bloomer Girl" cast started

George Lash wood, vaude comedian

an estate of J£600,000.
completely
reBert Feldman
Little Jackie Heller back to N. Y.
covered from recent illness.
after rushing home at word that his
Betty Driver out of "Serenade for brother, Sgt. Lew Heller, had been
Fun" revue, due to nervous break- killed in action.
Estelle Sloan and Marian Bur/..V
down.;
U.S.-Brit.-Russe
Mary Martha Briney,
Pat Kirkwood, musicomedy sou- roughs joined
Continued from page
Wynters & Angeline and Russ Smith
bret, signed by M-G-M on a long
.-•«'.
}':
in Terrace Room show.
'''::
/"
this type of film will be allowed in term contract. /
Maurice Wilson and Arthur Moss
German theatres.
There is a strong possibility that film. "The Voice Within" tempo/:';'•
the Allied powers will want to make rarily shelved.
Obituaries
Terence Ratligan's new play, "Less
a clean sweep of all German film
Continued from page 46
produced in the past 10 years so as Than Kind." may shortly be produced
;
in London by the Lnnts.
to bury all traces of Nazi influence.
John Snagge, BBC war news been serving as Sixth War Loan
Inclination among some of the Al- broadcaster,, was off the air for a. trade press contact, died yesterday
lied nations is to impound all Ger- fortnight because of an accident.. v*
17) at the Hospital for Joint Disman-language films, not only powith eases, X. Y., after an operation! FolJohn
Corfield,
formerly
litical
preachments, and circulate British National Pictures, pacted lowing services at the Riverside Meonly product from the Allied coun- dea^ to produce three pix for Arthur j, moria chape this afternoon Wedtries with German subtitles or dub- Rank
will take place at
Arthur Rank takes over the Regal, nesday), interment
bing. It may be necessary, however,
Marble Arch, early next year when Beth David' Cemetery, Brooklyn
if the screen is to be used effectively
Besides her husband, she is /surpolicy of house Will be changed to
in the plan to reeducate the Gervived by a son. Morey, and daughter,
grind policy for second run pix. /.',
mans, "to present German-language
*
George Wilmer. song plugger, Susan,.
films in order to draw attendance,
stooging for Tommy Triiider in
Black's
Palladium
shaw
In any event, the German screen George
PVT. JOHN W. KRIVO
will be dominated by American, "Happy and Glorious," as sideline.
Alfred Esdaile may reclaim the
Pvt. John W. Krivo, 35, who prior
British and Russian product, likely
on a basis related to respective out- London Casino which has been to going into service, was business
leased by Queensberry Club manage- agent for the Theatre Employees
"'
";
'/>..'/
put.
ment, and reopen it with a
Detroit, was
[Local of the 1ATSE
revue in December.

Agent Al Grossman back to the
Coast.

John Maloney enlisted 100 blood donors on Film Row last week.
Harmonica Rascals and Callahan
Sisters open with Bob Rhodes' band
at Vogue Terrace tomorrow iThui's. ).

in

'

..

pital.

•

'.-."-.:;.

.-

Alexander Knox to Toronto for the
Seventh Canadian
Victory
Loan
rally.
\ J./"
Harold Mirisch, head of the film
Cary Grant and Barbara Hutton to
buying for RKO, off to Miami Beach
San Francisco on a second honeyto visit with wife and children. '::'
,-"
moon.^/
Widow of Corse Payton, known
Groucho Main shoving off on anFrance,
After practically completing deal killed in action Aug 30 in
professionally as Henrietta Browne,
other tour of Army and Navy hosbedded with slight attack of flu.
to buy out Tom Arnold's interest in according to word received by his pitals.
/'/:'
Plays
of
"By Jupiter," Jack Hylton .changed family.
Robert Paige will be hosted at a
Wanda Mansfield, screen actress,
his mind. Show destined for Adelphi;
cocktail party by Universal tomorKrivo was employed in the De- divorced Walter Donaldson, song
Continued [rtwn page 46
temporarily troit theatres for 17 years before writer.
been
theatre
has
row (Thurs.) atJIampshire House.
Ted Saucier, press rep oTThe Wal- entertainment on both stage and shelved.
becoming an organizer and later
Trudy Marshall, 20th-Fox con..Tcssie O'Shca resuming with her
dorf-Astoria, now in Hollywood to screen. This prediction is contingent
He. tractee, to marry Phil Baffin, meat
business agent for the local.
collaborate On Metro's "Weekend at upon bolstering the early part of vaudeville unit. "This Is the Way."
packer.
-,.'•' .//.
leaves his widow and a daughter.
the Waldorf."
after 10 weeks' layoff due to larynr
Eddie Foy leaving on a 10-week
the. play.
Henry Willson, executive assistant
git is. Show booked till Xmas when
stage tour, ranging as far. cast as
Getting
off
to
act
that
does
a
first
to,
Dan O'Sheav Vanguard Films Ijtile
she will star in pantomime tor Tom
EDWARD II. I'lllI, I, IPS
New York.
more
than
identify
a
flock
of
iSelznick) prexy, in from the Const
Arnold at the Royal. Birmingham."
Lassie is listed on the Metro star
Edward H. Phillips. 76, ,-cha: acter
characters, opus builds through an
for a Broadway b.o;
Lifinit & Dunfee's Edgar. Wallace's
second frame to an enter- repertory of three plays opens.. 'at actor, died Oct. 7' at his hon e in roster between Hedy Lamarr and
Two hundred lifly Savoy-Plaza enlivening
Myrha Loy.
five-hour taining third stanza that climaxes Wimbledon latter, part of this month, Hollywood alter a long illness.
hotel employees staged
Maxwell Stiles moved fi nm LockOnce a member of Buffalo Bill's heed to Harry Brand's
work stoppage Thursday 112) to de- with a novel wedding scene. Play with two.' weeks at Oxford and
publicity utaff
can stand plenty of added material, Blackpool to follow, and likely to go Wild West troupe. Phillips entered
fiiafttl .wage increase, v".
at 20th-Fox.
William Morris agency treasurer as it now involves only a scant 100 to Wyridham's theatre, replacing pictures in 1!)19 and played at -variRosalind Russell checked out of
Nat Lefkowitz back from the Coast: minutes of actual playing time.;
"The Banbury Nose" as Christmas ous times with Tom '.Mix, '.-Will the hospital after three weeks, to reReaders
familiar
with
the
Red.Bill Murray due in later, stopping off
attraction.
Y
Rogers and Buck Jones. His last ap- cuperate at home.
book- tliliner-tion of "Violet" will
in N. O. and Chi en route.
Al Jolson started a six-week Purpearence was in "Blood and. Sand"
Actress Louise Campbell rushed to probably find satisfactory the transiple Heart tour acre ss the country,
with Tyrone Power.
Chicago '.o be with, her mother, tion to a stage character Numerous
opening in Palm Springs.
wise-beyondChicago
whose .recent illness ..was. compli- meddling moppets
Jimmy
Durante
and
Garry
Moore
their-years version
have found
cated by injuries sustained in fall.
DE WITT C. WEBBER
to San Diego for three days of enAl Fuller, Empire room flack,, up
Damon Runyon. checks in and out their way. to footlights in recent sea- and around again after
recent illDe Witt C. Webber, 79, theatre tertaining in service hospitals.
of Memorial hospital; where he is sons, some to stick, others being too ric-sl.
Lester Cowan back from Washingowner, died in Denver Oct. 15.
.under treatment, going out for din- much for an audience to lake/ InJoe. Yule. Mickey Rooney's father,
ton after conferring with Army offiWebber, a lawyer, rancher and cials about his picture.
ner and to special pix previews tentionally or otherwise, author of has left the show at Colosimo's and
"G. I. Joe."
this one provides a compensating
which are set up for him.
legislator, entered the theatre busiis headed for Hollywood.
?
Johnny Mack Brown, Gale Storm
Ben Maiden, who cleared S100.000 outlet by supplying interesting char- * Don Ross, former Hearst photog ness in 1906 by building the Majes- and Lee "Lasses" Whit:! booked for
on the Billy Rose-Ziegfeld theatre acters other than the 13-year-old here, signed- by WB as contract tic in Colorado Springs. Also oper- a Sixth War Loan tour of New Mexpartnership, is said to have turned who knows all the answers.
player, renamed Don McGuire.
/',-/.'•
:.•::".-'.
Iris in Denver from 1908 to ico.
/
ated
Plot has Pete Granden (Harvey
over an equally snappy $150,000 on a
Balaban and Katz employees club
George Sanders, actor, and Robert
Then built the Webber in
Stephens);, father of five kids by two reelected Jerome Winsberg, mana- 1917.
6th avenue realty parcel.
Denver, which he owned until re- Bassler, producer, in a one-punch
Dick de: Rochemont. March of wives mow divorced), setting the ger of Senate Theatre, as prexy.
scuffle on the "Hangover Square"
in
tiring
1935.
Time's producer, arrived in London stage to propose to Lily Foster
"Kiss and Tell" understudy, Car-set at 20th-Fox,
-—
over the weekend as war "corre- (Helen Claire), his first, love, whom melita Pope, will have a leading role •
Mrs. Louise Tobin James, first wife
spondent for MOT. D. Y. Bradshaw he should have married in the first in USO's production of "K&T" for,
MIXRO
GILBERT
'of Harry James, ork leader, drew
/
will carry on in his absence.
place. The scene is Pete's farm re- overseas. ;•
/:
$13,994 for the support of herself and
Gilbert Muhrb. for 15 years a
Vets at Gardiner. General HosMajor Freddie Brisson. ex-Hollyr treat in' Vermont, where he uies' to
two children in an out-of-court setwood agent and husband of Rosalind crash the michaelangelo markets oita) visited by Carole Landis. John member of the WBT engineering tlement.
.""'*'
'/.;
Russell, back to the Coast after army while supporting himself and his Payne. Darrvl Zanuck and Roddy staff, died Oct, -11 in Charlotte. N. C.
business on Air Corps morale shows tribe of dependents by operating a McDowell.
Born in Scotland, Mtinro came to
Edgar Bergen, between trains, un- the U. S. in 1923, and lor several
with N. Y. and D. C. officials.
laundry.'. His offspring arrive unW: C. Gehring, 20th-Fox western expectedly, and complications, engi- packed Effie Kliner and Charlie Mc- years was a radio operator with the
Mexico City
sales manager, left the Barnes hos- neered by Violet (Pat Hitchcock), Carthy for a look-see by service men
U. S. Shipping Board. He had been
By David L. Grahame
pital, St. Louis, arriving in N. Y. bring on the two ex-wives and the in the LaSalle station,
Ralph Berger, Latin Quarter boss, connected with WBT ever since the
over the past weekend, for a rest at second husband of one of them. UnSol Wiirtiel, Fox director, and Mrs.
home for a week before returning raveling of the resultant mixup to sponsor- "Merry Widow at Civic pioneer days of Southern radio.
Wurtzel vacationing.
to his desk
Chucho Martinez back from stage
makes for laughs and human interest theatre if December production of
Howard C. Petersen, executive as- appeal, with a pleasing final curtain "Porgy and Bess" gets over.
and n'tery work in N. V.
GASPARD J. ROBILI ARD
Following talk by 20th Century
sistant to the Under-Secretary of thrown in. •//
Elly Levy, Col Latin American deFox prexy Spyros P, Skouras last
Gaspard J. Robillard, 59. vaude and partment chief, here on biz.
War, will be among speakers at the
Stephens does, well. as. the harassed
dinner being given Arthur Mayer by father. Miss Claire finds plenty of- week. Chi Greek organizations col- legit actor', died Oct: 14 at Glens
Herbert. Kohn, •'jt'cifV.V: sec-Arkanthe film industry at the Waldorf- meat in the Lily Foster role and lected S45.000 for Greek War Re- Falls, N. V. For seven years he f-rav- sas theatre circuit head, visiting..
lief.
Astoria tonight CWed ).
Jack Wagner, scriptc-r, stopped
masticates it efficiently. Pat Hitche led
witn
Andrew
.Downing
,he
Oklahoma!"
cast
here
will
do a
In a .more adult way the same
cock, teen-age daughter of Alfred Complete show. -at the Chi Service- Show, doing a trick bicycle act. over en route to Peru lor local color.
swoon technique was curiously mani- •Hitchcock, the film director, comes men's Center
.Alfred Zinneman, M-G-M megger,
First time an and .later had been With. May HiljOct. 29.
fested at Toots Shor's restaurant Fri- through with a good performance of
vaciitioniiii' and 'a''ie' !'?"? 'oral color.
entir.e production has been put on
mai\ stock company
j
day night when Bing Crosby and the precocious Violet:. Fay Baker at the canteen
Antonio Palacio leased Teatro Fabregasg or season of Spanish operctFrank Sinatra both came in for sup- and Joan Vitez.*as the ex« wives, proReunion of Capt. Burgess Mereper before The Groaner lammed
CARI.
LEHMAN
ide allure and vitality, respectively. dith and spouse Paillette Goddard at
Brailowsky giving a six-recital
wet.
John Cherry, Len Hollister, Doro /the. Ambassador ended with star
Carl Lehman, 34. of the dance
series at the Palace of Fin*
Testimonial dinner, attended by Merandc.
as
members of the training back to' Hollywood and team of Carl and Lenena. died Oct. Chopin
;
•;.
Arte.
150 Canadian film people, was given
v.
;
"Imaginary
Travel
Club,"
are Meredith back to his Indianapolis 8 at Chicago.' He is survived; by -his
Jorge Negrete, radio-pic singei- and
last week in Toronto to Wolfe Coamusing; Paula, Trucman registers as station.
actor, started tour of Central Amerhen, former g.m. for WB there, on
John Balaban's 50th. birthday and widow, Lenena.
sjaphappy
sister;
Pete's
Leslie
ica
in
Havana.
his promotion to foreign distribution
Couple's last engagement was at
anniversary for amusement
Litom'y. Mason Adams, Russell Gaige third
Havana
staManuel
Brana,
rep
of
post at the h.o. He was gifted with
and recreation committee celebrated the
Youree
Hotel,
Washington
offer capable support.
/-:.'•/
tion RHC and its Cuban Blue web,
a wrist watch.
Howard Bay's setting of a re- jointly with members of latter pre- Shicveport, La « year ago.
here on business.
A Broadwayite /surveying the
scnting the Balaban & Katz topper
Nayra Roland featured on CocaFrank Sinatra-induced Paramount- modeled farmhouse living room is a with a gold cigarette lighter.
fine
piece
of
work,
and
snowfall
a
Erne*! Prang Stamm. 59, organist Cola's weekly special, •Continental
theatre morning waiting line, stretchAnother stab at making Chi 'the
ing all the way to 8th aye., up to effect sets ah authentic Vermont main stem of U: S. for convention- who appeared at the Century of Serenade" en XEW
Bone.
Manuel Comcrma Bariera of His44th st.. then east again to the St. New Year's atmosphere.
goers and show-biz seen as reason Progress Exposition in Chicago
a busiJames where "Oklahoma" is housed,
for formation of Chicago Conveh- 1933 and also as guest artist at many pania Artis Films back from ;".'
ness trip to Havana.
remarked: "There's a hew, angle for
tion Bureau, Inc., with Mayor Ed recitals, died last week in
St. Louis.
Amusement biz off 10'n because of
trying to get to the 'Oklahoma' boxGroup
Kelly honorary chairman.
sharp gas rationing necessary beoffice
backing up to it!"
Variety Bills
takes over functions of convention
Mrs. Helen Gillispie Wilson, 43, cause of shortage due to floods damdept. of Assn. of Commerce.
Continued from page 43
/;''. '-';.;.'.
died of a heart attack at her home aging oleoduct>\
Enrique Solis, whose ousting as
She was
in Des Moines. Oct. 10.
lii)(i«|UPtl«L
<itorgn Sai ana
s union was
Minneapolis
Ton
H7.«JIICl
Balalaika ua
manager of the Helen Gillispie or- sec. gen. studio worke
highlight of the recent pic producU.villl Si
Pittsburgh
Storli (Ink
'/-.'..By Les Rees
chestra.'
Slit-n-v Rritton
tion strike, now ruminr a tile works.
Mora.le» Ovv,
Andy's nitery has Bobby "Uke" hVo'te'ltei-s
By. Hal Cohen
Ernie itellz Or*-'
Laurel & Hardy, Dolores del Rio
S Spi-a^u" rjancera
Henshaw as headliner.
'fray. I'nKtnr't
John Montague in town beating
Henry B. .MSastti, former properly and Arturo de Cordoba attended
t Itlown
"Red Mill" St. Paul Civic Opei a Art AV«.ner Oi'fe
[the drums lor ."Life With Father,":
man lor William A. Brady theatrical fiesta at Monterey, Itxas b -rdcr in,M.m<e r»rl»
Happy- Lf ivis
company's season's first offering.
- Joe Tucker celebrating
ninth year
Ud.ipKi-ro On
productions, died Oct. 15 in Jersey dustrial center, commemorating 40th
.lean PaOft»*-k
"Waltz King" and Tito Giiizar re- lf»l).h llnttem Brt
lof vport&tastirig on WWSW. this
Jf.au Roi-lK-IU
anni,
of Rodriguez circuit. '":..'
'••'->!:•"
city.
'"
vue penciled into' Lyceum week of .Viln Uofii
;.
:.
Tlielma XcvirlB.
week/ -/ vFrank Pounce, L. A. theatre im<Md .n».iintiin)n»
Oct, 23.
Zip ICowo
Captain Mike Ciillcn m charge of
presario, now of the pic division of
fjiilm Sis
Joe De Cai-ln Ore
Jack MeKenna, 79, veteran stage- the Coordinator's Office, back to
"Gypsy Baron" into St. Paul Audi- .rkil. Hhi'L
first: Uvo USO units to hit Southern
Vrrmlllm'
torium, Oct. 20-21, but. passing up (H*;;l., \VVyiov.l
-'."
>'.-:
hand and owner of stock .companies Hollywood after a biz visit here
France.
Andy Ru«wlt
v.rf„ Billife
Minneapolis.
Janey Knight. Marty Schramm's touring the middlewest, died m ditto Karl Tunberg, Par director,
Oiyight I i'k*
Hotel Radisson Flame Room hold- Shii l^y fist roil Ore
Hen© \Too<J«i:
cx-singer. left tov. ii with the Art Omaha, Oct. 18. /--.,.
/
Gonzalez
Lamadrid,
./Luis.
an.r
ing over Walter Liberace and Gene sadi«_ Hank*
Oailtu
Earrar band.
Joe l.nl'dl le Ore nouncer for XEB, beaten up by un
i
..
KHs\i-orllv '*. -K Ii-h
Eyman orchestra.
Roger* Conner
from N. Y. after
back
Don
Metz
'."..'
Henry Clay Carlson, 72. father of identified hoodlums as he was leavHarry Hirsch to Chicago in quest n.-n-rv l,e'feftiiri- tlr.t Peler Blrcli
lining Hp some winter at tract io'its for
ing the station. Reported assailants
Rob Davis;'
Richard/' Carlson, screen actor, died
of name attractions for Alvin theatre. ('t:/fk'8 Mjt-\Tiilians
Jlctly. Lustre
h;s Club Ciisino.
took umbrage to certain remarks
U V icf'or
^"Wilson" finally spotted in Twin
.M borgtre Oic
St re
McMahpn.. ex--Tech drama Oct. 7 in Hollywood.
made in his broadcasts.
son
Cities as roadshow attraction at Cen- ir.ir >l*l Grsen/a n/ Ini
st.urientv signed for dancing chore iti
Three hundred and one persons oftury here and St. Paul Riviera Oct. i*.i-e*tuiv*u
%
Klltt ;:Kftltgwi(M'Gloria Stralton, 21, chorus girl, the 380 candidates, were granted li"St yen Lively'Arts.''-'
.\v
nil Spots:
K»<!«imUci<!<
/
27.
Sid' Cha'ttijli, Bob Carter. Sylvia &. was killed Oct. 12 in. a motor colli- censes as radio announcers after exKuril' l<«>liblpi-B
Ucrr.v Tli'os
Greater Minneapolis Attractions Si«
new
Christian
and
Winnie
May
in.
s.
Doi-otlly fidllefraM
aminations by the Ministry of Co'm* ore
sion in Hollywood.
bringing in Rudolph Friml to conduct KuillllHlltHII
'rliree t*nt»c. Xu' ^
Vlllfige
..how at Xixdn Cafe.
munieations and Public Works dur/
55-piece orchestra at
tops & Wild a
Auditorium l-'l«i,l<:lH-fl WelSS
Billy Yates' foureome goes into
_ _:„...
Dur.
ing the year ended Sept. 30.
•:
\>v« ,N>va.
other of, D-„;i
Nov. 2.
Fred ». Tjrrell. bi „,w„
Pml j«
••?« f.C-E Haws
Coiiline.nta) Bar next week, rcpl.acglant ed
,f:'U'.v
fe. permits
IVnnan
P"UK-ne Alaroucin
Clyde Cutter; local film man. ifi- Vi'-l
Tyrrell, Chicago booker, died in New to 81 radio
ine Dfili Ti-emarkie unit.
iiewst'i'sters. k-cturt v;
i
Uitiii!
'(.'Jiui#li» lfopitfilH Of
fanlryman,
Wouiidcd in a':t <.m
.lo.se ('iirl.'-tlo IS'I
Art Levy and Orleans, Oct, 11
Wivts- ol j'vloe Silvt
critics ahd copv"f>ntptnrs.
33' i basis, respectively.
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Coin Pool Donated by Legit Clicks

Radio to Pace U.

RUSSIA AIMS FOR

Proposed As Aid to the Theatre
Jaka Wilk, story editor and east-*
production exec for Warner
Bros., is father of a plan to perpe-

S.

Gov't Campaign

Educating Public on Handling Vets

PAN-SLAV SPHERE

One

'

ern

tuate the longevity of the Broadway
It's getting considerlegit theatre.
able attention among the trade's
braintrusiers;

0 rch

Gals So Distracting
Mgt. Deflates Their S.A.
.Minneapolis, Oct. 24.

'

Management

:..'.'•

:

;

of- the

Minneapolis

exigencies,

future welfare of the theatre. He
argues that since the American
Theatre
Wing has -successfully

has

ordered

to hire
to war
their);
to

eschew glamor, dress plainly and
wear no jewelry.
They will be placed inconspicuousshown the way for the American
theatre to get together in a com- ly so that they won't distract attenmon cause (Stage Door Canteens, tion of male members of the audience or fellow male musicians from
etc.), then Why not carry it further
the practical welfare of legit? the business
This fund would encourage writers;
schools for the theatre, perhaps help
for

-.-

hand.

at

picture industry leaders estimate is
to likely become a 10-year struggle
for
control of the international
screen, It rivals in intensity the ap-

Also a Film to

Show

Omaha.

Producer at 20th

'

at the London ficially Jan. 1.
Admitting the importance, of past,
1906 and was a
present and future bond drives and
vaudeville headliner for years.
the part played in them by show
biz and advertising, leaders in both
fields. consider the veterans rehabiliNegro Segregation Hit
tation campaign soon to start even
more; vital.
Bond diivfes ha ve
Katherine
helped finance some part of the- war
and have contributed to the battle
against
inflation,'
but the forthcomLouisville
Play
Won't
ing educational campaign is, seen.; as
Louisville,. Oct. 24.
being far. more dramatic because of
Audience attending the Katherine the lasting effect. it will have on the
Dunham, dance, concert at Memorial ,'.;-:, (Continued On page .'55.)
auditorium Thursday (19) was given
quite a talking to by the Negro
dance star at the conclusion of her
Biz
Only
performance here, relevant to the
policy of segregation of races,: for
concert and legit attractions. Danin living Hall' At
cer came down to the foots and announced, "This is-.the last time I ani
Smithsonian
coming to Louisville because tiie
Washington, Oct. 24. '}'
management refuses to let my people
Small bronze statue of Boh Hope,
sit with your people.
Maybe after
the war we will have democracy to be added to the. new "Living:

-

v.'

:

.

,

,.

By

and Far. East, including

(Continued on page 55)

.

Dunham;

.

•

Oct. 24.

Darryl F. Zanuck, here for the
".Wilson" midwest premiere, said he
realistically, would cost the legit had hot yet decided on making "One
bunch little because of the current World" and wi hold it up unitil he
tax structure.
confers. 'with Mrs. Wendell Willkie
Marc Heiroah, UBO prez, says he and the publishers. He admitted that
wilt help further the Idea.
the scenario was ready and everything was set to go ahead.
Zanuck's idea of the right man to
play Willkie is Spencer Tracy. He
'New' Public Held
believes Tracy is not only the right
physical type but that he can portray
Sales Repopularity
the other attributes of Willkie better
than any player now before the
Of Oldtime Song Clicks cameras.
After "Wilson," Zanuck said he
Time, it seems, makes old songs
per!

East'

Now His

Abba Dabba song
Hippodrome back in

inter•

Near

vital public serv-

and entertainment industries by the.
U. S. government. It is the cam-

Hollywood, Oct. 24;
paign to educate the public on the
Solar, veteran of 46-years treatment of discharged war vetvaude, will dp a specialty in {he erans, sponsored by the Surgeon
20th-Fox picture, "Diamond Horse- General's office of the U. S. Army,
shoe," produced by William Perl- and undertaken in. cooperation with
national advertisers in radio and
berg, who was once Solar's agent:
Actor wrote and introduced the magazines.. Campaign will start of-.'

vention is chiefly predicated- on
politico-commercial considerations.".

Germans Their Wrongs

;Wilk prophesies, that this 10^.
taken off the top, could be OK -with
the U. S. Treasury Dept. and,

Governmental

since

most

just

Willie

proaching battle over postwar commercial aviation routes. The scene
of action in the film business will
probably run parallel with trade
routes and political spheres of influence

of the

assignments in U. S. history has.
been given -to the advertising

Solar's Agent, Perlberg,

in

:

Russia is reaching first for a PanSlay-Indo-China zone of interest
which includes the Balkans, the
Baltic States and a slice of FrancoGerman playing time. England is
aiming for the United States. Europe..

|

:

ice

World powers are now set to cross
swords in what American motion

-

Zanuck's Willkie Plan;

j

By MORI KRl'SIIEN

.

Wilk would Siphon off 10^ from symphony orchestra, forced
the top smashes into a pool lor the four women musicians due

finance worthy plays, etc. All this
is with an. eye to the time when the
lush bucks ease off; when the stage
will need financing; when there
isn't such an abundance of wartime,
boomlilne angel coin.
-\

CENTS

25

FOREIGN PIX WAR LOOMS

10-YR.
'

PRICE

25, 1944

Grade

Key

.

Concerto With Hub Symph

j

To

'.'.

Allen's 1-Finger

As Spur

to

War

Chest

I

Bob Hope
Rep

•

On behalf of the Boston War
Chest drive, Gracie Allen will play
her One Finger Concerto as soloist
with the Boston Symphony Orchestra under Serge KOussevitzky's direction. Concert, to be held in the
Hub's Symphony Hall, will take and
place the night of Nov. 15 and will
'

Show

Museum

•' '.'
•';-.;
HaJI. of Washington" in the SmithI can return."
House; was capacity, some 2.200, sonian Institution museum, has not
mark the first of three War Bond
Collection was
including. 450 Negroes. Six Negroes, yet been finished.
and War Chest shows that Burns &
two of. them Army officers, were put on display Thursday (19).
Allen will put on when they head
new again.
Hope was the sole show biz rep
seated on the main floor with whites.
Music publishers believe that the
east soon.
Others are skedded in
Other Negroes were seated in special chosen for the collection of 50
great success being encountered now
N. Y. and Phila.
sections alloted to them in the bal- current notables.
The famous 50
by the revivals of onetime hits is
Pairil be off the air Nov. 7 be- cony.
ruii the gamut from' -FDR, -member*
time all the misery and havoc they
due to the fact that such tunes as
cause of election^ and oh Nov. 14
(Continued on page 49)
The Dunham Dancers were booked of the cabinet, admirals and gen"Always," "I'll Get By," "It Had To
they'll do their show, from Boston.
erals
to
CIAA
chief
Nelson D.
into the house by J. H. Thuman,
Be You," "Sweet and Lovely," etc.,
On Nov. 21 the B & A show'll Cincinnati
impresario, who said "I Rockefeller, OWI director Elmer
are new to the sheet-buying public,
from N. Y. with Alan Ladd
am sorry Miss Dunham feels as she Davis, Henry Kaiser, Raymond
GIMMICKS originate
which is claimed to range between ROYALTIES
as guest. They'll also help kick off
Clapper
and
Ernie
Pyle.
does,
we have to use our judg18 and 25 years of age;
New York City's Sixth War Loan ment but
in these matters, I must conHope was chosen for his outstandWhen some of the above-mendrive and are set for a number of
iform to the rules and customs which ing work in entertaining GI's over(Continued on page 55)
.'.'•;:'
.';
Deal now being workeu out for Treasury promotions including an prevail in Louisville."
seas.- .'.-.'
Margaret O'Brien by Frank Orsatti open-air rally in Times square, Nov.
may
set a pattern 28 show will originate from.Erlanger
Metro
execs
and
IN
for boosting income for juve film theatre, Philly, broadcast also beremains ing tied up with bond drive.:
otherwise
which
stars
Bill Goodwin, announcer on show,
virtually frozen under War Labor
The agents are moving in on Broad- Board rulings on the Coast. From and Felix Mills, orch leader, are
way legit production as they have accounts, a deal' is being worked out among those making the trip east.
fn Hollywood with
package film whereby the Metro moppet-star will
deals.
Nat Goldstone's association receive the bulk of the royalties
with John C. Wilson on "Bloomer from the sale of Margaret O'Brien
Girl" has inspired others, among dresses, books, dolls and other toys
them Music Corp. of Ameria, to act for -which, manufacturer.-! are negosimilarly. MCA prexy J. C. Stein
INFLUX
tiating rights. ,
and one of, his executive aides, Lew
Youngster, was under a $250-aWhat appears to be the most perWasserman, are both east from week ticket at her-studio for a long tinent factor in Broadway's, boom
Hollywood, tied in with Moss Hart period;
When Metro applied for show, .biz is the abnormal volume of
rI
on "Dear Ruth,!' the Norman. Krasna permission to' increase her salary Visitors in the metropolis, as indicatplay which Hart's brother, Bernie. the WLB office allowed a 15% in- ed -by, the jammed condition of the
y:.:c;
and Joseph C. Hyman, his longtime crease. '.Understood that a limited hotels. .It's. a rare situation during, a
business- manager, will present:
bonus payment was later found non-holiday period.
MCA is asking a pre-production feasible under Miss O'Brien's pact Early- this- week it was -an accomConducted by
$400,000
figure., for
"Ruth," with with the studio.
At one time it plishment to obtain rooms in ariy
Hollywood so far disinclined to ac-J looked as if the moppet would walk hotel, Stated by the management of
<,p >l
off. the lot.
One midtown hostelry that 500 reLeland Hayward, having .clicked
Variously estimated that the. deal quests for reservations had been- rewith. "Voice of. the Turtle," starring for commercial products royalties jected and that none' would
be achis wife. Margaret Sullavan, also now being worked out will net the cepted for
the' next, three weeks. As
controls the. "Bell for Adano" pack- starlet between $75,000 and. $100,000 for single rooms,; none.
is to be had
age, starring Fredric March.
onnually.
for si x* week
-

like to get Government
mission to make a straight documentary to show the German people. "I
want to reveal to them for the first

would

.
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MISCELLANY

Ihat Goes

'Broadway For Roosevelt' Gala
Replete With Real Showmanship
Broadway supporters of President
Roosevelt applied, some of their own
showmanship methods to politics
Sunday night when over 1,500 from
show biz and allied fields turned out
for the "Broadway for Roosevelt"

Just what steps the industry
tion of their problems.

CBI Gripers Come Back

dinner at the Hotel Astor. Names
from the. industry studded the ballroom floor as weir as the dais in
their tribute to the President.
It. was impressive all the way, from
Ethel Merman's National Anthem
opener, through Frank Sinatra's unaffected speech urging FDR's reelection; the Moss Hart-George S. Kaufman sketch lampooning Thomas
Dewey (enacted by Jackie Gleaspn
and Bert Lahr); Dr. Frank King-

Joe E. Brown's Answer
Oblivioui of, or undeterred by
storm of protest stirred up in entertiiinment world by its previous blast
voluntary assignments in the China-

was not the

"this

Burma-India
paper CBI Roundup came back with
another volley last week, sticking to

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF

.

she ate

K

C

or

CARMEN MIRANDA

short, saying there hadn't

understanding

;

stay

there.

as

A

of

story

CANZONERI FOR PLAY
Tony Galento, former heavyweight
contender, plans to trade blows

title

with Thespis shortly in "The Kid's

comedy

Clever,"
ring by

of

the

prizefight

Mark Linder. Arthur Polman, will produce
on Broadway. Galento will essay a
tinhorn manager of fistiana hopefuls.
Play was originally set to be done
at the Biltmore, Los Angeles, with
author and producer attempting to
pact Barney Ross, former lightweight
and welter champ, for the title role.
lock, Coast film

recently given medical discharge from Marines, had to nix
deal because of his health. Linder
planed in from Coast last week and
is reportedly negotiating with another ex-champ, Tony Canzoneri.
Latter is currently teamed with Joey
Adams at Leon and Eddie's, N. Y.

Ross,

.

•

nitery.

covered

the $25,000 yearly
figure Tommy Dorsey is said to be
paying Fj-eddie Stewart, whom he
signed last week. Stewart left for
the Coast Thursday (19), where he'll
join T. D.
vocalists

to

troops,

150,000

miles,

Joel

sleeve, dripping sentiment, unres
trained. But out of the self-conscious
blur of words and incidents comes
something fine^a terrific tribute to
our GIs and incidentally to Brown
himself.

Brown couldn't have known at the
time he wrote his book that he
would be attacked by an Army
newspaper for "running out" on the
CBI area. Yet his book is the perC om edienne Grade Felds has fect defense. Here was a man of 53,
signed to do eight weeks of civilian under severe strain by the death of
concerts in Australia next spring. his son Don, an Air Transport capPreviously booked for three months, tain, setting out to bolster soldier
tour was cut to eight weeks because morale by treks to out-of^way secof Miss Fields' pic and radio commit- tors; plagued with sciatica, getting
ments.
Original tour had also in- heat treatments whenever he could,
cluded India, but that's been nixed and once for three weeks traveling
so that singer can be back in time in an ambulance, lying down and
never once letting on to. the boys.
for next fall's air series. '/:-;.;
Miss Fields will also do six weeks He was in New Delhi, India, on Dec.
of concerts for troops en route to and 25, Don's birthday, and tried to forfrom. Australia, doing three Weeks on get his misery by visiting a hospital
way out in various Pacific isles, and and talking to every single patient.
three weeks on way back.
Eight
"I'm not an expert reporter,"
weeks in Australia will cover 20 con Brown says in his foreword, "only a

—

man who felt very keenly this great
experience." You feel it with Brown
and realize he doesn't need a defense
Bron.
against isolated beefs.

certs for civilians, as well as- extra
appearances at camps and hospitals.
Aussie tour will be under J.
N.

management.

tract to Dorsey.

Alabama-Kentucky
Ala
Georgia Tech-Ga. Pre-Flight ...... Tech

Army-Duke

to

Tunes

;

Be From Ex-Hit

Odd

part of yarn

is

that no one

Broadway

the hep contingent of

showmen that
flown to the
camp where musical was being produced recognized the tunes, that, fact
being discovered by a service offiwas
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SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

Scully
Hollywood, Oct.

21.

.Long before the blackout which turns Bob Hope's "Princess and the
Pirate" from a hit into a smash, a guy was asking me to suggest a similar
finish for D. O. Selznick's "Since You Went Away."
Absentee father of
"Away," who, like Duffy in the radio tavern, never appears, finally sends
C. Colbert, J. Jones and S. Temple completely hysterical when news of
This kinematic kibitzer suggested that
his homecoming reaches them.
Selznick finish on the father actually coming down the road and when he
reaches the front door, it turns out to be Bill Fields.
Those Hips.:
uniforms have been bettered by many lovely touches, but Hollycontend that the trouble is in the tunics. They're cut
for men who are notably thinner around the hips, and since
much of the work of the WACS, WAVES, SPARS and Marines is deskwork, this tends to make the slenderest of the girls look hippy.
Solution is so simple that it should get the gal who suggested it the rank
of first admiral of her sex. She .advises that the coats be cut bolero fashion.
Gets away from doubling cloth around the hips. Cute?
-

'

WAC

wood

stylists still

and shaped

.

Literati

Autumnal Notes

Cosmic belief that every man has his price has only one flaw in it. It's
not always money. Here's proof. This author tossed some praise recently
and the other fellow was so touched that he sneaked into Central Park,
found what he was searching for; pocketed his loot and escaped, eluding
six park policemen, Robert Moses arid the Petit Fleur. Back in his hotel
he packed it tenderly and shipped it here by air express. Having been
raised between Hollywood and Palm Springs, it was the first maple leaf he
had seen fall in his life. Thought I might like it as a bookmark.
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Mrs. Broadhurst's Play
Hollywood, Oct.

KINGSLEY'S $100,000

24.

A YEAR FROM METRO

"Out Goes She," comedy by Mrs.
George Broadhurst, will have its
Sidney Kingsley's deal, with Metro
premiere at Lobero theatre, Santa for a three-year period calls for the
Barbara, Nov. 10 and 11, with play- author's return to the studio for a

wright directing.
six-month stint each year, following
Authoress, who is in her sixties, completion
pi
"Homecoming of
is wife of vet Broadway producer
Ulysses," his first original for the
now living in Santa Barbara (Broad- studio, written in dramatic though
hurst theatre, N.Y., is named after not exact play form;
Understood
him), Thomas, older brother of that Kingsley, whose scripts are to
George, has died.
be produced by Sidney Franklin, is
to receive around $300,000 over the
period under contract.
Possibility
that Clark Gable may be set for
SET

BERLIN-SANDRICH

"Ulysses."
Kingsley is to write either an origSKIES'
inal or a screenplay for Metro during
Irving Berlin and Mark Sandrich each of his six-month work periods.
reunite at Paramount in a film deal
Reported that similar deals with
starring Bing Crosby titled "Blue other name writers will be set by
'?•>.
Skies." It will reprise a number of Metro.
Berlin oldies along with new tunes.
Berlin has already completed all
CAROLE LANDS
tunes. It's based on his original idea
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
as was "Holiday Inn" which he and
Carole Landis has been granted a
director Sandrich likewise did for
Par, with Crosby and Fred Astaire. leave of absence by 20th-Fox to apBerlin, while west, is consummat- pear in a Broadway show for the'
ing other film deals, including a pos- Sbuberts.
sible treup with Joe Schenck for a
She remains away from the studio
number of 20th-Fox filmusicals.
for the run of the play.
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ISOBEL EISOM'S PLAY
Isobel

show what we can
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(SATURDAY, OCT.
......... ....
Army

Columbia-Colgate .... .
Boston Col.-Syracuse

Navy-Penn.

Plan for a Broadway production
of a service musical built along
"This Is the Army" and "Winged
Victory" lines have been nixed suddenly on discovery that the show's
score has been borrowed in the main
from an old hit show of a wellknown composer.

.

:

(FRIDAY NIGHT, OCT.

,

Nix Service Show

—

.

Scrapbook of the Month Awards: To Bob Cummings for beating a studio
suspension for refusing inferior roles, and being able to convince a judge
that there is such a thing; to Eddie Robinson, who has the courage of his
court convictions and switches from a dick to a gangster again in his next
one; to Dalton Trumbo, who used to be a Los Angeles baker and is still
in the dough, having signed a five-year optionless writer's contract with
'!"»
Metro.

By Ted Husing
WINNERS

:

'..

For Bravery Udder Ire

Football

s

GAMES

Dartmouth-Brown

Found

9

Week

.

the agencies, the producers, the studios, the nets, by publishing
this appeal, this inquiry? Your interest, kindness, knowledge
of show' business are the basis We depend on for immediate
relief.
We don't want, or expect, to commercialize our. uniform; all we ask is a little consideration and opportunity to

visiting

FOR AUSSIE CONCERTS

This

show business,' 'Variety,' for help.
"Will you please answer me, answer us help us—by putting
the question up to the entertainment industry, the executives,

bible of

—

is

Stewart's figure is quoted as tops
for any singer, male or female, appearing with a dance band. It's
about double the amount Frank Sinatra drew when he was under con-

cer.

trips

for Freddie Stewart

As T. Dorsey Vocalist
Key noting the value of first-grade

in

many

entertain

Alaska, South America, the Pacific,
China-Burma-India and Italy. He
did shows at all hours, under all
conditions, in any location on icebanks, at advanced gun posts, in
the clouds. He mixed with the boys,
played ball with them, visited their
sick. He flew on five bombing missions.
He writes with heart on

&

band

to

form of a report to the
nation on its kids in service and
some of those Brown met. The actor

GRACIE FIELDS BOOKED

Tait concert

25G

fronts

set; in the

admitted feeling "a little hurt" about
accusations against himself, but said
he was going out again to play for
troops, adding: "Why should I take
(Continued on page 24)

SEEK

the actor's

of

various

his

Brown defended

Tribute to GIs and Self

Joe E. Brown's "Your Kids and
Mine" (.Doubleday, Doran $2) is a
sentimental,
unabashed
frankly

been any

length

to

'

-

Joe E. Brown's Book Is

which was

rations,

:

ice;

of stars

-first

'

else.

celente tcea "Blackouts."

Roundup again cataloged instances

(Continued on page 13)

SIGNS,

;of

"Ken Murray eRrahdloso na ex-

McCrea from the Roundup's attacks
of failing to show up as promised by
paign on "Youth Runs Wild." Milt
saying McCrea thought his act not
Young of the WB publicity staff good enough for the boys. Brown

GALENTO

taking or intends to take toward solu-

"I'm in my third month in an army hospital and regardless
physical health, I'm worriedly concerned over something
Not the time that's now history that I spent in the servnot 'when will I get well-^will I ever, be well again?'; not
'will this damn war ever end?'; no, not these things, but that
old, old refrain: 'What's going to happen to myself, and other
writers, when we are returned to civilian life again?'
."Will we be able to get jobs? We'll be less known than before. Whatever rep we had will be nil; Will those of us who
fought, gave our time and talent for the entertainment of our
buddies after our daily training was over, be forgotten? Will
heads be turned away from us deliberately and conveniently
when we get back? Yes, these and similar questions have me,
and dozens like myself, behind the mental eight ball.
"~
"If these were religious questions bothering us, we'd seek
answers from the Bible, or further yet, ministers of God and
the Bible. But being questions of such a nature, .we askjthe

1944"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat.

its guns.
Calling the stars' denials
of cutting short their CBI tours "outraged squeals of wounded patriots,"

time someone named Booth had so seldonvcveryone else was eating it:"
treacherously betrayed a President." Complimenting Joe E. Brown for his
energy and generosity, Roundup
Bette's White House Visit
said: "Old cavern mouth probably
Washington, Oct: 24.
was the best liked entertainer who
Bette Davis paid a brief visit to ever hit the CBI. But Army records
the White House last Thursday (19). indicate he contracted to play 120
She came to town with Irving days in CBI and played only 37."
Yergin, of Warners' New York p.a.
Arrived in New York last week,
office, and breezed out the same day.
Brown denied cutting his CBI visit
Cartoonists' Crack
;
Philadelphia, Oct. 24.
Warner Bros, exploiteers were recently planning a spread for a cam-

WEEK

123rd

Army news-

area, the

running out on them, while
Reynolds' talk, incidentally, was denying some of the counter-Charges
the highpowered event of the even- of bad food or poor accommodations
ing. Particularly that crack he took leveled by actors.
Congresswoman Clare Boothe
at
"Ann Sheridan had. the very best
Luce for her repeated attacks on food
available
everywhere
she
the President, which stated, in ef- went," Roundup said. "If and when
that

is

.

running out on

at stars for allegedly

don's stirring plea for the re-election and Quentin Reynolds' explosive
talk (aired by Mutual), etc. Fredric
March, in the- absence of the ailing
Orson Welles, emceed.

fect,

War?

The boys bearing arms frankly admit they're behind the mental
eight ball in trying to find the answers to the question that's causing
them the greatest anxiety; i.e., whether there's a homefront consciousness, as pointed up frequently in the past by "Variety,"' of the need
for a "Show Business Bill of Rights" to help get the guys readjusted
It's a question, particularly, that's disturbing the
into civilian life.
less well -knowns who fear that whatever rep they acquired before
going into uniform will be null and void once the firing ceases.
v
Striking illustration of the trend of thought among these ex-show
biz GI's is provided in a letter just received by "Variety" from Pvt.
J. C. Balke, currently recovering from wounds in an army hospital
in California. He writes as follows;

2d Blast Vs. Stars;

In

After the

That thousands of ex-show business reps are seriously concerned
over th« manner in which they'll fit Into the postwar civilian pattern
is evidenced by inquiries, letters, etc., being channeled back home
from the GI bases around the World. With the sweeping Allied
smashes cueing the belief among the ex-showbiz boys in uniform
that they'll soon come marching home; they want to know, in effect.
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RACE TO PACT TALENT IN SERVICE
SETTINGPIXOEALS Gene Markey Cautions Hollywood

Ex-Theatre GI Joes Appear Not

Too Anxious

to Return to Old Jobs

Chicago, Oct. 24. -f
theatre employees now in the armed services
may not be so anxious as some think
to return to jobs being held for them
was given this week by various circuit operators. Very few of the boys
who traded theatre gold-braid for
the other kind, with exception of
Tipoff

former

that

major studios welcomed a new
junior executive with words of
counsel as follows:
"My boy, I know you will be
faced with temptation. I do not
say that you should not succumb
to temptation— But Not on This
'/•".
Lot,"
';-V

:

- ;

-

M-G Chops

Film

would have outgrown the
exchanges,

"An American Romance"

Monroe

former

Rubinger,

now

flack,

.

to
in

WB

Mike

Fish,
photo wire service,

to

assistant

head of WB still
Hollywood; Joe Markpwitz, Chi
office manager for M-G, now L. A.
branch office manager; Jimmy Mctann, M-G student salesman before
donning khaki, now full salesman in
the Omaha branch, and Harry Blonshipping clerk for M-G a year
a hall before induction and now

:

Blimp" (Rank -UA'), from accounts, is another feature which has
been trimmed by around 30 minutes.

a booker.

ONLY 10 PIX LIKELY IN
MUSIC HALL THIS YEAR
Radio City Music Hall,: N.Y. may
ride out the year with only 10 picincluding Metro's "National
Velvet" for which Gus S. Eyssell.
president and managing director of
the theatre, has made a deal. Eyssell plans bringing "Velvet" in as
the Christinas and New Year attraction, opening Dec. 14.
.

tures,

wheher

the current
"Mrs. Parkington" holds until Qec.
II so, this would be. a new all14.
number
of films
the
time low in
annually in the 12-year history of
the theatre. In 1943 the Hall played

on

11 pictures.

Films playing the house so far this
Curie"
"Madame
include
year
(M-G), which ran over from Christmas, '1943; "Jane Eyre" (20th), "Up
Arms" (RKO). "Cover Girl"
in
"White Cliffs of Dover."
(Col).
(M-G). "Once Upon a Time" (Col),
"Dragon Seed" (M-G). "Casanova
Brown" (RKO) and "Parkington"
(M-G);

Something

Added
'

New

Will

in Pic

Be

Showings

Hollywood. Oct.

24.

improvements in the
Startling
presentation of motion pictures after the war Were predicted by G. L.
Carrington. prexy of Altec Service
Corp.. at the close of that company's
annual busincs's conference. .; v..
"When wartime restrictions are
romoved." he declared, "it will be
possible for the manufacturers and
offer
theatre
dealers
to
supply
which,
equipment
theatres
to
coupled with studio improvements,
will bring a realization to the screen
which cannot be approached today.
These hew factors' add tremendously
to the emotional reaction of the
audience and show that motion pictures will continue to be the outstanding form of public entertain-

Hollywood, Oct.

24.

Bob Hope has served notice on
Paramount he wants fewer pictures
to do so he can get around camps
with his radio show to entertain
trainees and hospitalized vets. He

mand.
The rush

wants limit of two-a-year instead of
the three or four he's been doing.
He feels he's on screens too much

inasmuch as
tended runs.

his

pictures

voirs in the

»

''.?'

Jack

Goldstein, newly appointed
eastern publicity and exploitation
chief for David O. Solznick (Vanguard), leaves N. Y. for the Coast
•':

tomorrow

(Thur.s.).

Scheduled to stay several weeks
on special ballyhoo plans for "Since
premieres,

You Went Away"

ducer, said here last night (23) at
a special Navy screening of five
service films. Markey, special film
aide to Navy secretary Forrestal,
told of two occasions when he himself "had
run into uncomfortable
..;'-'.
moments. ."'.'-".•'.
In New Zealand, he said, he has
heard audiences hiss U. S. newsreels
for unusual emphasis on America's
part in the war to the almost complete exclusion of the Allies.

On one occasion at an official
gathering at the Viceroy's palace in
India, he was the only American
present at a screening of a Hollywood pic about the submarine; serv"A hysterical commentator at
the end," said Markey, "wound up
in a blaze of flagwaving about how
our ships were sweeping clean the
sea. When the lights went on I saw
an audience of stony : faced Britishers Who had been brought up on the
doctrine that Britannia rules the
waves. I hope that motion pictures
which will undoubtedly play a great
part in our international relations
will learn a more restrained enthusiasm for propaganda purposes."
Markey did, however, pay tribute
to "the magnificent job the industry has done in the war" and
stressed the important part played
by films for morale, for historical
record, and for industrial produc-

ice.

Speculation continued last week
about appointment of a successor to
Wendell Willkie as chairman of the
board of directors of 20th-Fox. Possibility is that a meeting of 20th-Fox
directors
will
be held tomorrow
(Thurs.) to decide on a new chairtion.

man.

''.

'.
.

Some

."

talk

that

He

directorate, such as
Se'ton Porter or John Dillon, may be
appointed to fill the vacancy, though
eligibles are understood a closely".•>'
...;'guarded secret.

.'['''
•

to tap the talent reserservices is spurred

-:

.

disclosed that some generals
so film-conscious that
travel "with a battery, of

non-showman have become

a

from the 20th

armed

24.

Hollywood's over-enthusiastic flagwaving in war films has been emAmericans in the
to
Pacific on more than one occasion,
Capt. Gene Markey, former probarrassing

they

cameramen" and have even learned
which profile to turn to the lensers
to get the best results.

'.„.•.'"'

Reports are that Spyros Skouras,
20th-Fox prexy.- would not be inStudio production heads feel there clined to move, into the post on
will, be a greater need than ever grounds
that
this
would entail
3 PIX IN
0.
before for new ideas, a new outlook; shelving some of his current activiare prepared to spend more than ties.
Also unlikely that Charles
Akron, O., Oct. 24.
ever before in piling up a surplus of Skouras would move into the 20lh
Loew's here had difficulty getting
manpower, if necessary, and later post from his. current spot as head of a film to play this week, three films
eliminate those hot needed: at the National Theatres.that should have been available
same time seeking ways aii'd means
Joseph M. Schenck, from accounts, were being held up by the board of
of retaining top manpower already
has not:
censors in Columbus. These include
on the various lots
W'6ifri.i-P'. and "Marriage Is a Private
Studios, anticipating changed de- duction at the studio.
Affair" (both M-G) and ''Rainbow
mands in motion picture production
Since the Willkie appointment, Island" (Par).
So Loew's finally
when priorities end. but not quite some company insiders believe that booked "Maisie Goes to Reno"
knowing which of the anticipated the possibility of a similar type ex- (started 19) and "That's My Baby."
changes will develop or when the ecutive is not to be discounted.
Next Thursday (26), "Abroad with
transition will take place. aim to line
Two Yanks" Is advertised.
up a surplus all along the line as a

OHIO CENSORS STALL

.

AKRON,

-'''..

There's also studio suspicion of a
tax factor in' his demands. Some
compromise is. being worked out but,
meanwhile, Hope, is nursing his
peeve away from the studio.

.

:

,

.

Loew Disbanding

Co.,

Buys Out Boris Morros
Hollywood, Oct. 24,
David L. Loew, president of Producing Artists. Inc., purchased the
interests of Boris Morros as the first
step in disbanding the company.

Announcing

protective measure against the fur
ture as well as current needs.
Administrative execs believe that
the competitive aspects will be ac-

Loew

purchase,

the

said:,

"My affiliation with Arthur Lyons
in Producing Artists. Inc., will be
terminated shortly, and when I have
liquidated

company

interests
in
will be disbanded.''

it

celerated in the postwar era. when
quality of product will count more
heavily than at present: that, a
weaker market will require stronger

this

all

•

talent

Several months ago Lyons was
given a small, stock interest in "Hold
Autumn" In Your Hand," currently
being produced, by Loew and Robert

Hakim

for

United

Loew's Bally for

New

'

Washington, Oct.

3c

,

where Loew theatres are

located wilt receive the
cancellation mail bearing

Anniversary

first

day

partment of Commerce figures.
This year's total would have been
even higher except for September,
first month which did not show an
improvement over the correspondSeptember,
ing period' last- year.
.

50th
commemorative'
3c

postage^ stamp.

the

'-.;'•
'

Oscar A. Ddob,

Loew

;'..-

advertising

SELZNICK'S

Next Wednesday, Nov. 1, the CocaCola company takes over three floors
Madison avenue, New York,
including the half-floor occupied by.
Vanguard Productions, Inc. (David
O. Selznick), whereby hangs the
likelihood of an important film company haying to camp out for almost
a month. Its new 2d floor headquarters at 400 Madison will not be ready
until the end of November.
of 515

Unless a temporary deal can. be

.'

.

•

.

in', the'- N.- Y.
City Center building, v. p. Neil Agncw
may have to do his executive- work
put of his Hotel St. Regis suite, and
the rest of the organization scattered,
in lesser hotel rooms for three or

four weeks.

Oct.' 24.

.

V

'

V

Plenty of
'

..'

Budget

of

Hollywood. Oct. 24.
$235,000 has beenv.as-

|

signed by International Pictures, to
advertise and- exploit "Woman in the
Window," soon to be released..
Appropriation will be spent on
magazines, trades and daily papers
;

.

,

in

key

spots.

Annual

'.

.
.

.

.

.

*

Y.

Foreign .....Ill

0

1

25 Cents,

s^H^*
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Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Pejjgy Ann Garner draws the title
role in the 20th-Fox screen version

Legitimate

..

..-.

.

..'.

.-*:';•;.

v

.

.

12

:

50

.

'

the: stage play, "Junior Miss."
Youngster, recently -finished a top
role in' -"A 'Tree Grows in Brooklyn."
CeorgeC-Sealon will direct "Junior,"
with William Perlbcrg pro-

Of

.

,";';

'

';;

.'

Window Dressing
.

lac.

President

Now. YorK19, N.

.. ..

Gets 'Miss' Title Role

ducing.
j

St.,

SUBSCRIPTION

Peggy Ann Garner

•

associated with Fox
and 20lh-Fox for more than 25
years, is negotiating with Columbia
on a deal to produce, a group of pictitres for that company,
Understood
Wurlzel.
who left
20th-Fox several months ago, has
lined up a number of stories which
Columbia would assume as part of
the deal;

Sid. Silverman,

m WVst.mu

,

•

Hollywood,

Weekly by VARIKTV,

I'uhlMiril

.

.

Soi Wurfzel;

Trade Mark Registered
SJTUE SlCVKRMAN

FOKNDKD BY

set for limited .quarters

..

1944, dividends totaled $3,800 000, as
against S5.800.000 in 1943, ,,•,'
Reason for this, Commerce. Dept.
explained, was that Warner Bros,
declared a' dividend in September,
1943 but not this. September,

Wurtzel-Col. Dickering

NOT SO

REFRESHING PAUSE

.'•

director, is writing the editors calling attention to the commemorative,
in line with Loew's cooperation with
the postal department in promoting
the new issue.
,.
,

.24.

Motion' picture industry dividends
for the first nine months of 1944
amounted to $14,600,000. a- gain of
over., the 'Corresponding
$1,500,000
period last year, according to De-

Stamp Honoring Pix Biz
cities

•

FOR 1ST NINE MONTHS

:
•'

Nearly 200 motion picture editors
in

to

$14 600,000 PIX MELON

when

.

and executive personnel

maintain b.o

release.

Artists

This interest will be liquidated
the picture is released.

':-.'-.-'':

JACK GOLDSTEIN TO COAST

On

by immediate production needs and
by foreseeable postwar requirements.

ex-

get

".-'-:

'.

Willkie's Post

Talent becomes known quickly,
production execs point out,
it's in the armed forces or
elsewhere, but particularly in the
services.
In some cases it may be
amateur talent but, in the majority
of instances, film companies are out
professionals who went
the
to tap
into service from the acting, directThese are
ing and writing fields.
easier to find, can be offered attractive salaries, and are most in de-

BUT 2-A-YEAR FOR PAR

:..

..

Speculation

whether

,

ment.'.'

Willkie's career.

film

'

Whether or not the Hall will conclude* the year with only 10 pictures
depends

one of the supreme events in

in effect.

HOPE WANTS TO MAKE

Stein,

and

.'.

WOW

.

."Col;

go down in

WOW

he made an impromptu
speech here withdrawing.,
hurried men. and equipment to the municipal auditorium and got the speech down
on wax, realizing that this was

Substantial
number of picture
deals with men in service have already been made, from accounts,
these to go on the studio rosters as
soon as they step out of uniform.
It is found, in such instances, that
men leaving the service are working
in pictures often within a few days
after they are officially released
from active service. Understood that
several such developments are now
pending, in addition to those already

re-

is

may

epoch-making was
and sent to

and

{

portedly being shortened by Metro
by around 28 minutes, in line with'
the company's policy to limit running time of features.
"Romance"
runs approximately 151 minutes and
was shown at this length lor its 132The shorter
city preem recently.
version of the picture will be shown
in the 49-state capitol preem.

jobs.

bending
also
rehabilitate returned
many cases not only
vets, are
giving them- their jobs back but upping them to spots that might have
taken them years to attain before
Among those given a
the war.
choice of jobs are: ....'.
Film

backwards

as

,

ported in film production circles that
the race to tie up talent in uniform
is gathering momentum rapidly.

UA Too

speech that

recorded by

Oct. 24.

the National Archives at Washington, D. C. It was the speech
made here by Wendell Willkie
on' April 5 when, upon hearing
of
developments
in
several
states, he was convinced that
elements which stood not for the
things he was fighting for, had
'control of the Republican party.
It was the. result in the Wisconsin primaries that decided him

—

While this move to beat the gun
on building talent .reserves is only
beginning to get under way, it is re-

WB

28 Mins.;

A

History

actors, writers, directors and
technicians making
before
deals
they step into civvies— mostly on an
if, as and when basis..
In some instances, however, talented personnel
is being "sprung" from the services
providing the men are in the older
age brackets or otherwise eligible
for. a return to civilian life.

ting

:

,

Balaban & Katz, with 750 men in
the military, report that only five
Who have been discharged have returned. These five were ushers before the war but are now assistant
Theatres, with 350;
managers.
Allied.' with 270, and Essaness, with
95, also report a very small percentage interested, gimmick being that a
great many were, ushers and service
who even in peacetime
staffers

Washington, Oct.

Omaha,

ing conducted by several major motion picture companies who are spot-

.

Over-Enthusiastic Flagwaving

Willkie's Farewell

of the quietest but nonetheless
most extensive campaigns to corral
talent now In the armed forces is be-

Senior executive at one of the

managers and assistants, have signified any intention of making the

On

OUT
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One

Words of Advice

•

Switchback.
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-New Acts,.
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Pictures"
•,
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.
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.

;
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A'S

Frank
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,

.
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g
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per-budget production.
Lewton has been producing on the
lot since 1941, and Scott -moved in
last

December!

War

...
1

Scully,....,',','...

Activities.

..

.

,

48
42

'
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.
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Hollywood. Oct. 24.
promoted Val Lewton and
Adrian Scott from Grade B to up-

RKO

49

.

....

.

,*:'.,

,

Radio Reviews.

LEWTON, SCOTT GET

,

;
.

Obituary .....
Orchestras

.

.

2

46

.... 20

DAILY VARIETY
(Pulillshed In Holiywhod by
Dally Variety. Ltd.)
lib a Year— 112 Forciffn.
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THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON
.
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All Motion Picture Exhibitors:

I

am gratified to learn that we may again count on'

the full support of the Motion Picture Exhibitors during
the coining Sixth War Loan Campa ign.

/

The record of accomplishment which this group has

built up in support of past drives is impressive indeed

and has contributed greatly to the overall record of

which we are so proud .

;7C"'

:

A

;

r.'^'K-

'

The development of War Bond Premieres has added-;

substantially to the value of their assistance as has
the willingness of so many of the individual theatres

act as issuing agents for War Bonds*
.

;to

•'.

The task of raising the additional fourteen billion
v

;

'-:-7

•

V

:

^

;

:

;

-../.:

V.

.

:

dollars required during the Sixth War Loan Drive will

by no means be an easy one.

/
.•/',

/

However, with the knowledge.

of the loyal support of groups such as the Motion Picture

Exhibitors we face the task with full confidence.;

7

Sincerely,

Henry Mor gen thau, Jr.

'Mm*

Sponsored by

Wor

Activities

Committee of Motion

Picture Industry, 1501

Broadway, N.Y. C.

I

'

.

$60 000 000

GIVEN OKAY BY

Postwar Era Warns Mayer

in

'.V'J

'.'.'';

Walkie-Talkie Bally

picture!

Mayer, speaking at the dinner tendered .him by the. lihn industry at the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y.,- /.last.
Wednesday (18 stated that, with the

-

'..

...

two-way

portable

radio

from the

train,

talkie,

page.'

-

.

I.

-

';';'•

'.-:,

:

-

:

\

Government
which could

the

such as
film.
of
faced "colfec-

industry,,

be

lively rather than as a collection! of
discordant and hostile factions."
"Some 50. different Government
agencies are now making motion .pictures." stated Mayer
"No Government. Democratic or Republican.
New Deal or Old. having once lasted

the sweets of nationwide showing ot
willingly relinquish

marvelous opportunity- for propaganda and self-justification.".
this

-Among those attending the dinner
were Barney Balaban, Nate Blumberg. Francis Harmon. Howard; Peterson, assistant to

through United Artists;

away

.

to other places.

Minneapolis. Oct: 2.4. ,
As soon as priorities are out of the
way.; and materials are available,
there will be a spree of ne w theatre,
building in this territory, according
to all present indications. Film salesmen bring reports of being; ap-

Over Pix Costs
Hollywood. Oct. 24. ';
Sam Wood's producer-director deal
with Columbia went on the rocks,
following disagreement on produc'.

;-.

1

'-

•'

,

The Strange part of it is that, these
individuals are not ill the show business now,, but lliey want to enter :t
A few are non-operating theatre

Writers Mobilization,
committee, charged

.

a special

the .Undersecre-

Adolph Zukor. Tom
"of. War:
Connors. George J. Schaefer, John J.
6 Connor. Bob O'Donnell, Charles
Reagan., William Brennan, Malcolm
Kingsberg. Larry Kent, Ed Schnit•..:-"'•
Eer and Walter Gould;
tary

'

.'
'

,-'

.;-'..:

";.'-,;

:

.

REGENTS CONCUR

IN

BANNING INDIE PIC

Los Angeles, Oct. 24
Pat Heuning. comedian, filed suit
here for $75,000 against Andrew
Stone Productions: charging denial
of a screen credit tn "Sensations of
1944.''. Actor ..declares he
was conand assured
publicized
tracted,
credit for a comedy lead and later

,

,'.

.

picture.'

in
lot

•

'

-

of

j

-

•

j

.'

1

.

SEE NO FREER FLOW OF

RAW FILM AFTER V-E DAY

was head-of the domestic
bureau of Office of War Information from Oct. 1, 1943, until recently, W'hep given the Red. Cross
During the previous
assignment.
year Griffis visited neutral countries
on special assignment from Office of
Strategic Services,' and more recently visited Sweden and Finland for
the Foreign Economic Administration.
During the visit to the form er
country! he was instrumental in negotiating an agreement with Sweden
Griffis

film

Washington. Oct!

One more warning
.

Hollywood. Oct. 24.
two Hal WallTs produr-

whereby the ball-bearing supply

Germany would be

curtailed,

:

loss

of

Wall ;s films, are- "The Love let-;,
ami /'The Affairs of Susan."
Others before' the, cameras, are "The
Lost -Weekend." "Salty O Rourke.
"Duffy's Tavern" and "The Golden

screen credit and $50,000 as" damages
to his professional reputation
-

Simplifies
Dissolution
Corp.

Film Waits on Youth

K-A-0
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phcum
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RK0
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by RKO.
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overall
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35'

n 0 1 pa :.e

Navj announcement* that
film: '.requirements would ba
pr at least as great, after
the War. m.Eui'ope eijds. as at pies-

Pix Into Prod.

For

11

Army

Al'ifuiugh the 35

New

1

greater..,

en.t.

5

w

j

:

Completed script has been okayed
ions.
,,'
by censors. ;and Walter Huston has
Othe- corporate .ehytiges along the
been signed for a top role; but there., saujo lines are also believed likely
':•,-'•
is a shortage of handsome juves.
S 'OU.
-

•-.

SAG's 109G

in

,

1

24,

the

that-

u a 1 o ji

.

:

Inc.,

absorption by the B. V.
Keith Corp. ot K-A-O common stock.;
HoUywoo;cl,;pet,- 24>
is another move in simplifieat ion of
Lack .ot. a young name player- for the RKQ ecu pot ate structure. K-A-0
the romantic lead is, holding up'prowas recalled June 15. leaving ].22i>.duction on the Samuel Bionston pro- 142 common, of which only 020
duction. "Decision!" a. tale of antishares were held by the public.
Fancist precautions in this country;
.'•.Iftvolvci; no change in operaresults

V

1

plans to lift about fiO', of
ail
Us limitation orders when 'ha
Holly wtjod. Oct. 24.
•N«i<£i phase of the war is- co"eluu>>i,
features go into work
but it appeals that film will hj\-e :o
Net
at Warners in; the next four Weeks,
>• ail
ft:r a consiciei able :pei
\ at'er
'
staffing Oct.' 30lh with a double
flo'lv >.ti.-.d. O'-t. 24.
y';-'^
-;';;•
>
c
eii,tr,v. -'"Ifcite'l 'Berlin'.'
and "Stolen thai,.;Scfffi; Actor- Guild .announced a
The others, are "Mildrediota) mroh c rif $;i(ll.027.fiii and .ri.pe.r- .Life'."
of
Pierce."
'This
Line
0.ut:s,". and
'LINING'
GETS
$102.044.
for
H9
At.tig- expend'iluie^ of
.-;'.-',
Hapincss.":
Hbllywnfvl,' O.:' 21.
the yea. .eii.cliirg- last. Aug.. .31. leav''
'
'
'•;'-.•..'.
Belure the faniera.- are '"Sar; .Art-si
Win
i::g a nei of $Hf3.!)82;()T..
- named In ing- Rmwet wi-.it
No : the di'j tc to:, task on the ,,ioi ihco'p:Neyv '•mein-beis'lilps during the last toiiio.-' "Giki I- My Co-I'i'hiE.
;ic
pv."
to
P:'
ing fihii'i'siciil., "Silver t.inmg*' "
month amounted to 17;i co i.i-.-ci bnd\ Lives- Furev
Sleep" and
based (lit the em-eer of
Of
I'i«'.lt'ii ewith 98 withVlrawtils. 19 jf which Piis.'t." "Tiie
"
.; ,M;iriiyw Miller,'
v. ere
Huuiaii Boi.tdiigc. '
0 ;
for inil tary service.
Years.'';

Albee - Orwhich

1

their

ters"

-

s

time the. film inaiiulactHi'eis had
Uiken such action, and backed up the

to'

of
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.

s toe k

>.

.

to capai

w

ra

graphic Film': Mfrs" Industry Advisory Committee had unanimously
voted against killing 1.-2.1:5 aflei thedefeat of tile Naze
It 'was. the (list

with

week makes a. total of six
the .result that suddenly the supply
work at. Paramount and fills the ball bearings to Germany -stopped..

.

up after Germany siirrendei's canu*
from WPB, last Friday (24
The
agency announced that the: Photo-

.

this
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-
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PAR,

STUDIO AT CAPACITY
Start

Although the Sch.ine trial is figured
Stanton Grii'tis. now serving as Red
Cross "Commissioner, in the Pacific to: end abciut Nov. 10.. it is considered
area" and stationed' in Honolulu, was unlikely that the trial judge will make
granted, in absentia, an honorary his ruling until after the Supreme
LL.D degree by the trustees off Court decides on the Crescent ease,
Union College in Schenectady. N, Y.V- in ordcr'lo get the benefit of the last
'-.-'••last Sunday
22 J,
Citation was read word from the High Court.
Meantime the Anti-Trust Division
by Presideiit Dijcbn Ryan Fox at the
.fall
commencement of the college. does not expect lo wait with regard,
Marked interest attaches to awarding to the Big; Five Consent Decree case.
this degree to Griffls because his And- Trust will, pi-ess for action begrandfather. Prof. William E.. Griffis. fore the. end of this year, if- pos.-ible.
taught- at -Union College arid was
pastor of the First Reformed. Church
in Schenectady.
He also received -an
honorary degree from Union.
:

-

lioiis

.

stance, there are substantial .similarities between this pile and the Schiue
Case now going pn in W. Y. State..

ABSENTIA
,

The

WORK AT

-

|

'

6 IN

Wendell Bcrge. chief of the Justice
Department's
Anti-Trust / Division.:
make- the principal argument.'
himself next month, The case will
affect not only the Crescent Theatres,
but numerous other circuits. For in-

.will

.

,

appeal, filed Sept. 16; went to.
length
disputing
in
Among othe;
Esmond's viewpoint
things, the appeal stated that, the feature had been snown in Chicago.
.New Jersey and North Carolina.
After a committee of the Regents
had witnessed a screening of the
film,
and; after the Regents had
heard oral arguments., they voted- to
•"
sustain Esmond.

could

HONORARY LL D. DEGREE
IN

films

.

.

'Albany. Oct. 24.
erroneous beliefs
The Board of Regents has upheld influenced in their
boomtime. theatre operations, .-inthe action of Irwin Esmond, director by
exhibitor leaders here inof the Motion Picture Division, State dependent
sist.
:./:-•
Education Dept.,
in
refusing
to
The extent to which the trend has
license the film, "Going My Way.
Mister?" It was the third time the gone is illustrated by the case of
picture had been presented to the WaterviUe,- Minn., a town with 1,300
mp'd for review., but .only the first population now having, two houses,,
time an appeal had been taken from one seating 400 and the other 300 and
Esmond's decision. In his answer to located within 11 miles of a much
an appeal Hied by Philip Schneider- larger town with a de luxe 1.000-seat
man. N. Y. City, attorney for Eastern house. Even in Walerville a group is
Trading Corp.,. Esmond described planning .to build a new house. Incithe film as "a picture* of the abuse of dentally, the present 400-sea.ter is
highway,. inns .and .cabins" for im- beautiful and modern,
Among those "itching to go"' on.
moral purposes, and set forth that it
was "indecent, immoral and would theatre construction is Harry Gilbert,
end to corrupt morals'' within the Fairmont. Minn., hotel owner, who
meaning of Section 1.082 of the Edu- now owns a number °t theatres all of
them leased out >:'':
'';.-:
cation' Law.

considerable

lie

out .and sell any' or all these
properties, with Columbia to be' re 1
paid for its investments.

TO GRIFFIS

regard and have been

in this

that

show

that denial of the: right to

a deprivation of properly rights'
without due process of law.'!
The Government considers the
Crescent
case so
important that

new neighborhood

to be that
there's gold in "them, thar hills'-that theatre owning and operations
spell easy money. The ignorant prospective theatre builders arc entirely

Wrong'

advised

-.'.-

is

go
•

i

:

$25,000'

Wood was

!

I

Y.

.

;'..'.?..'.:

second contention was reportedly
made under the 14th (dtie process'
Amendment. The argument here was

.

The impression- seems

1

to" the.

A

pany's books;

in

ficiently seated. 10

Amendment

violate -the First

-

Minneapolis, where' during
recent years new theatre construction-has been blocked with the aid. of
the. city council, which has taken the
position that the city alreadv is suf-

Even

-'.'

He demands

;

called for $1,000,000 in addition to
$90,000 already spent by the studio
on film rights; Fourth, is "Patina,"
which is listed at $51,000 on the com-

-

PAT HENNING VS. STONE
F0R 75G OVER BILLING

dropped from the

;

Understood Columbia spent around Con-stitutioiv which guarantees freepreparations for "Jubal dom ot speech and freedom of theTroop." which Wood postponed until press.. Contention was that.films art
next spring because of weather con- on exactly the same plane as newsditions in Utah, Second picture pro- papers and the spoken word, and that
posed by Wood was a _we.stern fea- a lockout of films in certain areas is
ture budgeted at $1,6'76.000 (later in effect a denial of the freedom of
whittled down to $1,400,000) which speech.
:
;':.-

owners who have found that it's always possible to lease -put a showhouse at- a good rental. Many have
sounded out branch managers at exchanges here to try to find out the
"lay ot" the land." However, only a
comparatively few are concerned, the studio considered too high. Third
was,: "The Land Is Bright," which
apparently, with the problem, of ob-

say.

by- Morris L. Ernst,

brief,

reported liaving". made. the claim that
wheii exhibition chains- bar the product of any studio from an- area, tiiev

'

taining product in competition with
established exhibitor's. They aren't
easily discouraged, branch managers

'

-The

:

$200,000 on

.

24,

f.;.

-in..

tion costs of several pictures Woods
was vto. niake with. the- studio footing the negative bills.

'
'

.

.

Crescent refused, its permission for
the iiidi.c. producers to- intervene in
the suit which Is on appeal ironv a
ruling of a Federal Court in Teiijl.es-.
see thiit the" chain, was in' .violation .01
the Shefhian Anti-Trust Act.
Uoweyer! the indies asked, the Supreme
Court itself for permission to come'

.

proached by -large numbers of individuals contemplating building new

Probe CaL Sen.

N

.

.

Ask To

Hollywood

Woods Part

Col.,

Minn. Bids. Plans

showhOuses.;

through

.

,

/,-,.'-..

Hollywood. Oct,

Motion Picture Producers lot' Hollywood I. which asked permission to
intervene in the Crescent Amus, Co,
appeal scheduled for a hearing be-'
fore the High Court: week of .Nov. 6.

.'".'

,'

Supreme Court but turned down
on Monday (2.'t).

it

Argument w>as contained in the
brief of the. Society of Independent

-.'-

-,-

Writers

.-

exhibitor-distributor deals whereby
some proriucei s are barred from certain
areas— was presented before

the
by

enough amusements to keep war
Workers from quitting and drifting

,

its pictures.- will

.

,-

;

Howard Lawson. Kenneth Maegowan houses are being planned by men
problems and Albert Maltz.
with, capital not how in the business.

production
best

,

.

approvals. :pn recreational
construction were primarily for war
boom towns where there was not

-

confronting

'

WPB

State Senator Jack B. Tenney with
"obstructing the -war effort," and demanded that the California State Bar
Association investigate his "increasing abuse of the power of inquiry-bycommittee.''
Recently Tenney. ashead of the Legislative Interim Committee on Un-American Activities,
declared the Hollywood writers were
linked with the Communist front.:
-Committee.
representing
3.500
members, consists of Abe Burrows.'
Bill Blowilz. Marc' Connelly, Frankemergency unit when 'the "safety. liii Fearing. Arch Oboler. John
Usefulness, dignity" of the industry Houseman. Emmett Lavery; John
to other

were being

houses.

;

'.

who had com-

for '.-'recreational'-' facilities,
despite the fact that home builders
could not get the go-ahead to build

.

imperilled;

Senator

to

figure

priorities

to have the effect of ..guaranteeing
films the same free-speech piptectioh
that newspapers enjoy and might
aI>o cause the junking of numei'on's

,

Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Filming of "Hold Autumn In
Your Hands" is complicated by
two beginnings and two endings,
use of which will depend on
duration of the war.. Epilog and
Prolog No, 2 will be shown in
case peace comes before the_
picture, is
ready for release

given

>

as they- alighted

'-'-

,.'-.;:.'•:

the

Wallgren

plained- thai

relaying conversation to Sydney
J, Harris, rewrite man at the
News office; Clem Lane, city
editor, was so well pleased with
the. results of the experiment in
speedier spot news coverage that
he used the layout on the front

.

Mayer" referred

Indies'

".".
Washington. :Oct. 24.
Unusual .argument—which sought

Double-Take

'

,

Krug

Mon C

-.';.
:

A. Krug..
sent

J.

one of the papers reporters, met Carole Landis. John Payne and George .lesser at the station and interviewed them over a walkie-

Activities

;

Supreme Court Denies

Brief Linking Pix to Free Speech

.

Jerry Thorp,

i

is

BLDG.

Plea to Enter Crescent Case Via

E

/ Chicago. Oct. 24.
20th-Century-Fox got a great
break in the Chicago Daily News
last week, the day before "Wilson" opened at the Apollo, when
the paper devoted one-third 'of
its front page to a stunt interview with stars who came here
for the- midwest premiere of the

•

:

I

-

',,''•;

coming of peace, a War
Committee need no longer exist, but
that the. machinery for concerted action- which has been created should
not be junked like old film,
"We have, within the industry
many organizations," said Mayer.
'Tin not suggesting for one moment
that any of them be scrapped. But
when we get into a scrap, the resources, manpower and experience of
all of them must be concentrated in a
solid phalanx of defense. And make
no mistake. We are in for such a.
scrap. The reactionaries, bigots and'
anti-Semites are more virulent, more
Vicious, more widespread than ever.
The horrors of war have not extracted, but enhanced, their venom. The
liee.d for national unity has not made
a dent in the hard epidermis of their
enmity. They constantly seek to deprecate the. war effort of our industry, the patriotism of our leaders, the
services of otir lighting sons."
"Temporarily they are iii-.no -posiBut they await
tion. to attack us.
only the auspicious mementto .strike.
It we are. statesmanlike and farprepare
we
must
to meet
sighted:
this atti'ck as a united industry,"
Mayer, did hot suggest .that any.
representing
the
such organization-,
entire industry, should, interfere with
other exhibitor and producer organizations engaged in fighting inlramdustry battles,, but to serve as an

U. S.

Washington. Oct. .34 v
Construction £>f .about $60,000,000
worth of theatres, bowling alleys
USO "buildings and -pther recreational facilities in. this country has
been approved by WPB since early
in 1942. according, to WPB chairman

'

war.

NEW AMUS.

IN

Film Biz Must Unite for Battles

Coming

PICTURES

VARIETY

Wediiesilay. Otslober'.25, 1941

Flanked by leaders of the motion*
picture industry, Arthur Mayer, prior
to his departure for Hawaii as deputy Red Cross commissioner, last
week warned that the film industry
will be in for a scrap with powerful
enemies after the war. He cautioned
that • divided industry would not be
in a position to cope with peace
problems' which, will be. no less complicated and devastaing than those of

:

;

.'

-

.

:

1

,'

.

,

,

W«da«td»y, October 25, 1944

JUL*

ASK A MARINE BACK FROM THE
BLOODY BEACHES OF TARAWA

PUT IT TO THIS BLUEJACKET
SURVIVOR OF A PROUD SHIP

ASK THIS FLYER WHO'S FACED
THE HELL-FIRE IN THE SKIES

.

Perhaps you don t need a jolt - but
Mr. Exhibitor:
lots of Americans do to bring them out from under
their complacency.'
1

For the facts are - we haven't won the battle of
t he Pacif ic by a long shot - nor is ever ything over
•

•

in Europe

'

:'^V:^;

:

>i-;&K

M

earned - by hard
Peace is still -to
Peace is still to be bought - by the dollars
Amer icans; put into War Bonds
i

The European war has been expensive but the Pacific*
War will cost far morel :F
of ships, armies of supplies and men will be re quired - all to be transported over vast distances!
And this all costs money - and that s where you
W i th every re so urce of your theatre in 1
every ounce of your salesmanship and showmanship
needed to put the necessary drive behind the Smash*
ing Sixth
filfefeK®
'

c ome

1

.

:

So put all your 'know-how' and savvy Behind those
War Bond Prem ieres , make Free Mo vi e Day r o 11 up %
record in your theatres - put across the ChildreiT l 0
Tremiere in your community — and, what' s more,
don t let d own a moment any day I
,
"

.

'

^

/
show America

;

what the "movies'*
can do for America

Sponsorad by

War ActMtl«».Comm<H»»;of.Motlon

Plc»or« Industry, 1501

Broadwc^*K^V?<i

y

-

PICTURES
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Chi Ops Emerge Victorious for 'Wilson

Patrick Irving O'Hay

Preem; Double Boothmen, Scale Upped

By Joe Laurie

-.

.

Montgomery

Shifts

20th-Fox to Les

From
Cowan

':.'''

.

JERRY WAYNE

'FOREVER AMBER' GETS

BUILDUP FOR H'WOOD

'

squawk,

20th-Fox) are

(particularly

as

.Aluiiiiiccnif nt

l'*>r*M>n:il

inter-

DELL PETERS
New Vork Pity
rtiblii'it). ARTHUR 1*1 NE

the sexy angles in the book

ested,

521 Fift|j Ave.,

would 'obviously run afoul of the
Production Code' Au-

'..

"Getting

:<

As

previous cases,

in other

COL/S NET FOR FISCAL

an acceptable, version would have to
be written in order to secure the

Hays nod.

Usual Arguments

Usual capital vs. labor arguments
back and forth include the
union's, as voiced by Atkinson, biz
agent of Local 110, to the effect that,
although the Little Steel formula
limited salaries to not more than-15%
Of what they were in 1942, there has
been no proportionate freeze at the
batted

liams, agent,,
interested.

and any

Miss Williams "had

Showing

minimum

bid

"set"

for

$1,802,279 in previous fiscal year or
an increase of more than $200,000
over a year ago. This is equal to
$4.89 per common share against $4.36

year ending in June, 1943.
Columbia's gross earnings totalled
but Federal income, ex-

in fiscal

$6,235,459,

cess profits and capital stock taxes
amounted to $4,299,625. Tax figure
is more than double the company's
net profits. In the fiscal year ending in June, 1943, gross earnings

From

amounted to $5,481,842 while Federal taxes totalled $3,679,562.
This
means that Columbia's Federal tax
Union-management tiff, settled in ing year from David O. Selznick is
bill increased nearly $550,000 over
time for a gala Hollywood-type invi- setting a high and rather unlikely
a year ago.
tational premiere the evening of Frimaximum, though the figure has
Corporation's balance sheet reday (20), attended by Carole. Landis, been mentioned, at least five or six
veals $21,052,386 current assets and
Roddy McDowall, high-budget productions, and perJohn
Payne,
current
liabilities
of
$5,690,146.
George Jessel, Gale Bobbins and haps more, will come through, acWorking capital now is about
Mary Anderson, also brought forth cording to the way things look at $15,362,000.
,::
an argument from Atkinson that be- present. Neil F. Agnew, v.p. of Vanfore the war no child under seven guard, Inc., Selznick's distribution
;,/'•
paid admission, and only half if be- organization, so states.
tween ages of seven and 12, but that
"So Little Time" is now ready to
Publicity Chief
now every moppet must have a tick- go into work, while two others will
et:
He also, pointed to the fact that follow it, and properties are being
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
union members have not received an acquired or sought, with the result
Don McElwaine, Who recently reincrease in wages since 1934, a rec- there is to be no pause irupi'oduction. signed as assistant to
ord, according to him. considering with studio facilities arranged for on Strickling at Metro, moves into' PRC
how living costs and income taxes a full-year's basis, it is added.
Nov. 1 as publicity director.
have jumped.
Martin Mooney is vacating the
Vanguard's current "Since You
Same bickerings arise every time a Went Away" has been sold or is near PRC flackery post to devote his full
picture is shown at .higher prices to closing negotiat ions' with all major time to. his associate producer
job
than normal, according to Leonard, circuits throughout the country, and under supervision of Leon
Fromand in each instance exhibitors and/ independent accounts
are
being kess.
or distributors have kowtowed; to taken care of as last as they can be
union demands. A few cases cited handled. Agnew declares.
Ho adds
by. .himi are "Great Dictator." "Yan- no problem on contracting
to N. Y.
has or is
kee Doodle Dandy," "Song of Bema- being faced. Originally announced
Jim Agee.
i
dette," and "For Whom the Bell at advanced admissions,
"Since" was
Nan Bennett.
Tolls," which all showed here on made available to all accounts
at
Edna
Best.
similar deals, "•
regular scales following study of the
George Bowser.
Besides the union headache, 20th, results obtained on a 10-week recCharles Boyer.
worried over the impossibility of get- ord-gross run at the Capital,: N. Y.,
Ernest Charles.
ting enough space in the dailies due at established prices.
;•
Myles Connolly.
to newsprint shortage, has earmarked
Harry Cox.
$15,000 for radio, car card and billC Hitchcock's 'Notorious'
Leon Fromkess.
board ballyhoo for "Wilson." accord Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Robert Gillham.
ing to Tom Gilliam, 20lh branch
Alfred Hitchcock, mystery specialLester
Gottlieb.
:-"'manager.
ist, gets the director job on David
Jack Guenther.
«,
O. Selznick's hush-hush production,
George Hickey.
"Notorious," slated for a February
to Appeal Disney
Bob Hussey.

McElwaine Named

PRC

Howard
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Holiday Pay Decision
Hollywood, Oct.

24,

Decision in favor of the Walt Disney Studio in the $10,000 holiday
pay case will be appealed by the
Screen Cartoonists Guild. That sum
had been awarded the cartoonists by

start.

Film plot will be kept a profound
secret, the studio flack says, until the
picture is released.

•

W.B.Lewis.
R. H, McCullough.
Robert Milton.

>,-'

Ferguson Plans Bigger
Bally for M-G Accounts

',

Morrow.

Cp], Bill

an arbitration board but. Judge
Henry M. Willis' declared it con'-'

Hollywood, Oct.

.

.

Toni Lanier.

.

3d Wallis Par Pic
Directed by Farrow
John

.

Farrow

draws

24.

director

Tom Page

flicted

with

which

defined

basic agreement
the work week as
Friday.

.the

Monday through
Cartoonists

ment

for

had

demanded

:

pay-

some 400 employees for
New Years which

Christmas, and
on Saturday.

last
fell

duties on "Don't Ever Grieve Me,"
slated, as the third Hal Wallis production at Paramount
Picture, based on a story by Robert M. Smith, goes into woi'k early
in January.

ploitation director, plans to extend
activities of exploiteers to every the-

C. Raftery

Hubbell Robinson,
Lorraine Rognan.

Jr.

Clifford Severn,
Murray. Silverstone,
.

Charles

P.

Skouras,

Robert Stirling;
Jean Wallace.
Sgt. Bob Welch.
Rex. William.:

".

'

atre playing M-G product.
Under the plan, discussed at. a recent Cincinnati confab, Metro salesmen or exploitation reps will directly or indirectly contact exhibs to aid
in
sales
promotion. Several exchanges already have made the plan
.

effective.

::
'-.

.'-.

:

.,':.-.,':

>

..'

Special attention will be given potential juvenile patrons.
'

MACHATY'S

y

NEW

INDIE

Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Gustav Machaty. former Hungar-

ian film director, has organized an
indie producing outfit in association

with George Moskov to make jpictiires for Republic release.
First venture will be "Jealousy,"
based on a story by Dalton Trumbo.

Git

Up, Old Fellow

Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Rip Van Winkle will be aroused
from slumber again, this time' with
music, in "The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow" at RKO.

Waldo

Salt

is

writing

the

story,

be produced by Richard Berger
under supervision of Jack Gross.
to

Studio Contracts
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Jerome Courtland, actor/Columbia.
Loren Tindall, actor, Columbia.
John Carroll, actor, Metro.
Leon Ames, actor, Metro.
.

William R. Ferguson, Metro's ex-

Capt. Victor Petitto.

Edward

.

.

'.'

•

{

|

'
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Hated Intolerance
He hated intolerance. Once while speaking at a dinner in. New Jersey he
found out that there were many present who were members of the K.K.K.
In his speech he challenged any K.K.K. any weight, that W;>\ 'n or out
of the hall, to fight with fists, knives or guns.
He gave his '.hotel room
number and waited for two days for something to happen. Nothing happened and the Cap Was disappointed!
Here is part Of his speech oh intolerance: "I was at Valley Forge a short
time ago. and I learned a lot from the monument l saw there. I saw the
name of Washington, a 33d Degree Mason, and below him the name o|
Lord Sterling, an English Jew, and over here the name of General Lee,
a North Ireland Presbyterian, and there was a General Sullivan, a Sonthof-Ireland Roman Catholic, and over here the Marquis Lafayette, a French
Non-Conformist, and below, the name of the gallant De Rochambcau,
who professed to be a Free Thinker, and down below the name of Muhlenberg, who was. a Lutheran minister, who- had the highest respect for the
State in the pulpit, and who said, 'There is a time to preach the word of
God,' then tore aside his garb as a preacher of the word and displayed
the uniform of a Continental soldier, and said, 'And there is a time to
fight!'
Those boys got along fine in 1776 and that war not only decided
that we should be liberated from the tyranny of a foreign power, but
lighted the beacon light of -Tolerance, which brought your grandfather
and my grantfather to thi,s great country!"
During the Screen Actors Guild strike in Hollywood, the Cap made fiery
speeches and was hailed and cheered by the striking -actors. The strikeWas over and Cap never got a job there. He just laughed and remarked,
"Ah. but it was a swell fight." and left to conquer new fields. ••" '.•':
Settles in Taos. N. M.
;|:yyy, ;,:-.
After winning a big chunk of dough on Gallant Fox some 10 years ago
or more, be decided to buy an auto court in Taos, New Mexico, which he
had admired many limes on his way to the Coast. He kept building
this property until it became one of the fjnest autocourts in the west.
He had a small track adjoining the place where he trained a horse that
went lame and which he saved from being shot by its owner. He got the
horse cured up and in shape and entered him in a. claiming race at New
Orleans. The horse won and was claimed, something Bill Corum sed never
happened before to a "one-horse owner," that being sort of unethical
among horsemen. O'Hay took it kiiida hard but was not disambilioned.
He kept plugging away to train a winner and last year he hit the jackpot
with his Mexican-foaled horse, Gay Dalton, winning over $50,000 at the
Mexico City meet. Just about a month ago many of the boys on Broadway received checks from Cap. money owed them a long time. The old
Cap never forgot an obligation or a friend.
Cap O'Hay was a grand guy who has warmed both hands before the
fire of life.
He has gone from our sight, but not from our hearts and
memories. A thoroughbred has gone "Upstairs." Good riding. Cap!- ,

;

|

;

taincy in World War 1.
Besides his war record, he was one of the best after-dinner speakers in
the country. He prided himself on being able to give the "Speaker's Committee" any length speech they wanted, from five minutes to 2V2 hours.
I have heard him dozens of times go on his "Word-Souses," as I called
them, and hold an audience for hours. He was neither solemn or dignified,
because he was neither stupid or egotistical. He was natural and spoke
intelligently, interestingly and humanely.
He called himself a "glorified
monologist," and often said, "I 'have, used this same speech over 600 times,
and I can start in the middle and go either way and never make a mistake.

tax bite.

1

..-;'

made him

Columbia Pictures net earnings for
fiscal
year ending last June 30
amounted to $2,005,834 despite heavy
This compares with net of

$150,000 'as
the screen
rights which would be considered.
In view of the probability that another version would have to be writbo., where admissions are getting ten, reported that Miss Williams may
Management's set a deal at
higher arid higher.
the highest figure curargument was that pix are more rently being offered without regard
costly to make and that the public to the minimum she originally
fixed.
knows this and expects -to pay more
for a class production, anyway. However, pix, unlike bread-and-butter,
are a luxury, item, and, considering See 5-6 Big Budgeters
realestate taxes that exhibs have to
pay, they should be allowed to
Selznick Shortly
charge slightly higher admissions,
While 10 pictures during the comLeonard stated.

the

"...

guide and barker on a sightseeing bus with the immortal O. Henry, arid
was the original Soldier of Fortune that Richard Harding Davis wrote
about * Bugs Baer once sed. "O'Hay had to be in seven wars before they
a captain." O'Hay was an ex-Rough Rider, served in the Boer
War, tha Philippines, with General Gomez in Cuba, and fought in half a
dozen revolutions in Mexico, Honduras and Nicaragua, besides doing some
fancy blockade-running. He was one of the few survivors of the famous
Princess Pat Regiment, and then joined the U.S. Army and won his cap-

of

nearly $800,000 in gross earnings, before Federal taxes, over a year ago,

company

film

improvement

an

.

'/

-

.

YEAR UP TO $2,005,834

•"

Controversy over the Hays office
reaction to the book as screen material may, however, serve to facilitate
a deal for both Annie Laurie Wil-

;

eh Cap?"

soft,

O'Hay was as restless as a chipmiTuk's tale. He had rich background
of adventure.
Starting as a stable boy when he arrived from Ireland, he
tried his hand at a dozen things.
He was a hodcarrier, seaman, muledriver, salesman, coalpasser, umpire, referee, actor, gentleman jockey,

established
thority.

^

:

.

for 'unionists of

main

'•

.

:

voiced by Morris Leonard, B&K legal
counsel, is that the pic is not being
roadsbowed, biit is merely being exhibited at a justifiable 15c more than
most pix in the Loop. Higher salaries for regular and extra projectionists will be paid, Leonard said, but
only under protest and in order to
.':;.:.'
avoid a strike.

'•:'•'

-..

a sharp

'

Management's

.

•;-''.'•
scythe! •;; .- .:'',,
Hjs parsing turns a memory switch for me. We at the old: Friars
Club
loved, this advenfurous. fvin-loving. six-foot irishman.
Nature gave him
wit, cutting sarcasm, brilliant imagination, great courage
and a
tenacious memory. And the old Cap used 'em all..
As a straight man in"burlesque he was one of the best. He had perfect
enunciation and a soldierly bearing. I recall the time little Willie
Cohen
the principal Jewish comedian with the troupe, and a good one, who
Was'
formerly the great John L. Sullivan's valet, made his entrance going
over
to' Cap. sticking out his Oiand, saying, "Shake the hand
that shook- the'
hand of the great John L. Sullivan." Cap, with a merry twinkle in his
eyes, sed. "Yes, and that carried his grips, too." I recall the time
when.
Cap practically adopted Little Billy and shared his room at (he club with
him. Little Billy slept in the bed while Cap would roll up in a
blanket
and sleep on the floor. He said he didn't want, to get used to easy living.
Cap was one of those guys that knew that the inhabitants of palaces and
penitentiaries could change places without adding to the injustice of
the
world. He was a human person whose great asset was his naturalness.
"-.'•'•.''
His salary never suffered from elephantitis. -.:'.-".
"
Once he was hired by Tammany Hall to make campaign speeches. Word
got back to the Hall that Cap O'Hay was also making speeches for
the
Republicans. When The Boss called Cap on the carpet, Cap said, "Well
I figured there was a lot to be said for both sides""
:*y
Cap always liked to tell about the time when he told Si me that he was
quitting the show business and going back to war again. And Si me said

Robert Montgomery, long -time aide
to Hal Home, director of advertising
for 20th-Fox, becomes
"Wilson,"' which opened Saturday and publicity
eastern publicity rep for Lester
(21) for an expected 10-week run at
Cowan following his resignation from
$1.10 evenings, ended with the union
will work with Bernie
on top. Six operators go in the booth, 20th. He
:';--':
Kreisler.
-V
'y,
<:
starting Saturday, as against three
Irving R'ubine,: COwan p.a. who has
normally, for three five-hour daily
been east with Kreisler for several
shifts at $125 each per week.?
to the Coast Nov. 1.
Regular .wage is $113.84 weekly: weeks, returns
The union held out not only for $125,
but for doubling the staff, claiming
20th, which is leasing the House from
B&K for the .run. is showing the pic
Currently Hr»«lllhlllK. Boxy. '.New York
at roadshow prices. Over a 10-week
Singing Star of Ed Wynn Show
period, Business Agent Gene AtkinFor Borden's' Friday- Ntt.es; ''7 P.Mi
While the Hays office has not and
son's coup will net the three regular
oil the: Blue; WJZ
operators $334.80 over their regular cannot forbid the screening of Kath"Jerry Wayne is stopping every
take, which, added to the $3,750 for
leen Winsor's "Forever Amber," in show at the Roxy."
three extra men, means an additional
Nick Kenny— Daily Mirror.
which several major film companies
almost $4,100

wage

•

Jr.

"Mr. Toaslmasler. Ladies and Gentlemen!" ..
No more will you get
from the great booming voice of Capt. Patrick Irving
O'li iv
because the Cap, the other night, answered the nod of the man
with the
this greeting

Chicago, Oct. 24.
Week's bickering by the Chicago
Motion Picture Operators Union with
Balaban & Katz and 20th-Fox over
question of doubling the number of
operators at B&K's Apollo in the
loop for the midwest premiere of

N. Y. to L. A.
Jack Goldstein.
Pete Jaeger.

Bob King.
Earl Mullin.
Frank Ross.

.

Charlie Tobias.

Henry Tobias.

Sharyn Moffett, moppet, RKO.
Richard Shaw, actor, 20th-Fox.
Victor Cutler, actor, S. Goldwyn.
'

.

;

Jean Trent,

Eve

actress, Universal.
Amber, actress/Universal.

Joyce MacKenzie.

actress, Intern'l.

Caldwell, actress, St) Omberg.
Louis Hay ward, actor, Bronston,'
Shirley Fedderman, actress, Van.

"'feetty

BERGMAN'S NOTORIOUS'
-..'.;•:,

.;'

Next starrer

Mervyi, LeRoy.

Ricki Van Deusen, actress, 20th.
L: H. Creber. art director, 20th.

Hollywood, Oct.
foi

Ingrid

24.

Bergman

Will be "Notorious." based on a story
by Lois. Anderson, recently pur-

chased by David O. Selznick.
Picture is slated 1o follow "Spellbound," current Bergman starrer.
:

Bill Williams, actor,

Joseph Kane,

dir.

RKO.

.

renewed, Rep.

Phyllis Thaxter, actress, Metro.
Tito Guizar, actor, Republic.
Melvin Levy, writer, 20th-Fox.
Helen Talbot, actress, Republic.
Allen Davies, cameraman, 20th.

'
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THE ROLE OF HIS CAREER!
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FILM REVIEWS

12

to mount the broad slapstick
routines of Brown and. Carney, and
(.MUSICAL).
the three songs delivered in fine
> Hollywood, Oct. 20.
Stvle by the personable Miss. Langl'niversal Miiwu* of J«m* M™'" KM**" ford. Comics also deliver a comedy
Stars Maria Moillez, Susanna loster.
tluii
duet along the line on two occasions.
by.
.Dil'eiHc.l
lle.V.
Dliklc,,' Tui'bnlt
nci;
Brown and Carney are top comics
Screenplay hy K.imiiiiil
l.iiin.jiir.
<-h:.il.>H
Unit i'.ytt"ii, Aribur T. Hnnmtni. of a tab show in Frisco music hallrofti'Vih
U.uoui camera, saloon of century ago when gold
•i"»'i'l<- 'i>n.l
..ricinn't.
diaries Vim KflifVi. editor, Arthur Hlltlfiv!
rush kills patronage. Boys decide to
..VI»riHik:
K.UviiMl.
.liulus •.li.m-n.i-. hunt lor gold, but wander into
,iii.-.ier. -M»..-k WrlisUl :'.«.•<•*« .iindMUreiMtcnv
Kbuaril Ward: "musical numbers- slated by womanless town of Red Creek to get
ami. John
I'lO))
Ropicrn. Louis
i- iii.is
sacks :of goldd'ust on promise to
Bo) to. I*i evieivcti. al -Wit Beverly, Oct. M,
bring girls in- troupe back as enter.MIN.-i
JlWimiilii tiniP.
•'•h'
Maria Mon en tainers and prospective brides for
Jliiriiia
Oukto the miners.
-...Jjiek
They intend to buy
.Ul.bael O'Uourlie
iniili l-'nsler
tVKKV Fleillitlh".
wagon train for skip to New York,
lief
... .Turban
•"I'M Bai'ile';
but finally get untangled to route for
iliyih
,\iiu
Bei-sie ,li> Km in
'.Hcilltlll Cook
the mining town and a wild roughJ>eniiis IJtlKsn .,..>'

Kiiwerv to Broadway

,-,

(Col).
the Boston Blackie
dualer.
series!
"Brazil" Musical) (Rep). Tito
Guizar.'j/irginia Bruce, in sock
musical; top biz and holdovers

Lillian Russell.....

, .

.

in

j

•Bonnie Luipury..

Harvey
Waller Uos'ers,.

T.jai
Op..:

.'.

.

.

...

i-arrlHo

Devine

;'.... iW.vel.vn

Ankers

.Thomas

....
".

.

..

Mink* MclitiKb
D* cmp

.

....... .Amis'
.

.

.

.

(jollies!

.lilchllrd

.

l.altc

.v.t'coiKe Dolen/.
v.*
..Maataa Morelan.1

llenshnw..

Aia.l.a'nl

.

.

,'.(,. v.'s,.J>o-

Fcitiun.
KeHfe/..;,

k<*'

I.oulsc Allbi'ltlon

,

'.Rusenilllv

Bessie Kiil.y......

Katbcr

....

...

Kirli'y.

,l..e

,

;

•

Bra ratter
,'Maudo Kl.urne

;'.

il.Kl.iine Al'ln
Liifl ilruv.it. .....

.

.

,

Rubci't V\arui.k

.

In tossing group of its -'name
contract personalities into the cast,
•Universal-figured to make a big

"Bowery

filmusical with

to

Broad-

way." Despite the cast toppers and
plenty oi outlay tor production cost,
picture fails to achieve its objective.
However, there are sufficient entertainment factors in the episodic unfolding to make it moderately acceptable as billtopper for the regular
runs,' with the starring quartet of
Maria Montez, Susanna Foster, Jack
Oakie and Turhan Bey materially
aiding the b o.
Tale covers span of 30 years, introducing Oakie and Donald Cook as
competitors with Bowery nightspots.
Gook is the idea man and showman,

«im* Mysterious Xiglit

around swank nightclubs where she

Columbia

Richmond Pro-

-.Red

releufle.. ."f

Features (iiestw* Morris. Richard
Directed by Oscar-

duction:

Janis .Curler',

l.aii'e,'.

.

Ijnie,

;

';.:

«1 AIIXS.

llOStOa Hlaekie.....
laspecioi' |i'arra0ay
Oonilliy Anileison.
Paul .Marleas. ....

.

Matt Hcaly..
Uunt.

•I'be

.

.

Ililley.

Oalej

... ..

.

.Vlmlifjai'i,

...tlooiKe

..

.

.

.

Juinlio

.("eor^'e K. ritone

.Uobert K. Scott

.

... ... .I.yle

.

Sergeant McNuliy..
Afarga ret l>ea n

Partnership splits when Cook
dramatic shows unsuccesswith Maria Montez: Several
years later, partnership is revived
via reunion for another hit presentaSt.

Carter

William WiiRlll
..Kotiprt Williams

Oauothy Maloaey

I

MaltUews

"Uorris
.Uleluinl T.ane

.("iiepler

..

i.kinis
.

.

.

.

Klietfn

Geoi-Re

.

.

,

I

McKay

.i.Uarly Cantrell
/Joseph Crehuii

.

...

I.atell

.

essays

Another in the Boston Blackie series, one that adds up lightly as film

fully

.'.•'•';.'

•

tion.

/

'

•.'

entertainment in the detective fiction
groove. Will serve adequately, however, on the lesser double bills.
Chester Morris, again as Boston
Blackie, although not entirely unsuspected of having had part in a jewel
robbery, is called in by police to aid
in recovering a costly diamond that
has been stolen at an exhibit for war
relief held in a swanky hotel. With
the aid of The Runt, his standby,
played in the B. B. series of George
E; Stone, the diamond is ultimately
turned over to the police. In the
meantime, Morris and Stohe .are
tailed, as are others, by a girl reporter who gives Morris a meaningful eye at the finish after snapping
his picture.
A couple murders are
committed en route through the
rather tedious story, with police not
so sure Morris isn't responsible for

''

Story is episodic, and grooves into
the three periods— Bowery. 14th St.
and Broadway. Miss Foster is a discovery of Cook, appears briefly in
the show as new star in the middle
footage, and falls in love with musical director-composer Bey for virtual
fadeout in later sequences. Miss
Montez. as European import, checks
in for first time at the hour mark,
which seems quite late in the proceedings. Oakie and Cook, as the

:

'

producing team which might have
lightly sketched from several

been
real

partnerships,

focal points

are

throughout and handle majority of
the footage outside of the musical
and production numbers.,
Louise Albritton makes the most
of her brief appearance as "Lillian
'.

Russell in the Bowery layout to sing
the oldier, "Under the Bamboo Tree."
Miss Foster delivers, in her high soprano, two neat Everett CarterEdward Ward tunes, "The Love
Waltz" and "There'll Always Be a.

one

at least

Richard Lane plays a police inspector in a routine manner. Sobsister role is carried off well by Jams
Carter, a looker, while two gem
thieves, doing okay, are William
Moon." Donald O'Connor and Peggy Wright and Robert Williams. DorRyan are cut in for one comedy song othy Maloney, switchboard operator,
and dance number, "He Took Her (or. and Robert E, Scott, asst. manager of
a Sleighride," but latter looks like it's a hotel, are o£ a minor character but
'.'!'•'
a leftover from some: other picture. suitable.
On' the technical side picture is a
Miss. Montez is presented with one
South America tempocd song; "My little below par, some of the photog'..':". raphy especially being sub-standard.
Song of Romance,"
'. Char.
Picture is studded with series of
elaborate production numbers, some
crisp and lively, while others are too
Brazil
Fast-patter routine by
extended.
;•:''
'

.

Negro pair, Ben Carter and Mantan
Morehmd, is presented with expert
timing to rate as a high spot of the

Frank McHugh and
Rosemary De Camp team nicely as a
entire picture.

vaude pair who never quite reach
Broadway.
Oakie blusters merrily throughout,
in contrast to the reserved fine por-

trayal of Cook. Leo Carillo, Andy
Devine, Thomas Gomez and Ann
Blyth make brief appearances. Direction by Charles Lamont shows
flashes of consistency, hut he's handicapped by the disjointed and episodic
script and inclusion of the extended
•
production numbers.
Walt.
1

Virginia, Hrucc;
Horloll. Robert.
biyingskih, Velws * yoiantla, "Roy ItoRers.
Aurora ahranilii. Directed bv- .loaepb Santtey.
Screenplay by Frank '0111, Jr., and
l.aura Kevv'frotir orlKlnal by nk bard EhSHshJ diinces. Billy Daniels; Voiles, Arv Hari-oso,
Xed Wasllilis:l..li, S, K*. Russell,
l.;verett

.

Hearty

Darolo l.obo. Miltnn
s. Carvnliio. Aloyslo
l.'red Allen; camera. Jack
X. Y. Oct. 20. '-14, Run.M1NS.

Ctu-tnii-iiael.

AlvKra :De

dr. Olivers,,

Olivoira; editor,
llar.la..

Piev.itu-e.l

hlng lime.

01.

.M;fiuel

Soatcs.

Ni.-ky

lendevsi.il.

.1

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Mverelt

Hod

.

St. Jultn K\ei
Wiilkei

Yeloz and Yolauila..
senlior

Remuo* Da

Kdiynvd (Irabaiii.
Seitlu.r Jlacba.l.j,

.

.

©ha

11 ...

nij

.

Virginia.

Star;'.

.

i

.

and Ynlimda

io.„'()onailnyu
Itlebaril l.anc

.

Frank I'uRliti
i.A-nr.irti Miranda
.

.

.

Alfredo de Sa,

.

.

.

.1

.

',

1

em

.

.

;•»-;•;

j-

Rlcb.

.

,

.

Druce

.'IS. K: Hoi-ion
ob"rt J-lviiifislOn

yhix

.

Itepurlef.

Uncst

Cuiiitir

il't.un

.

.

.-.Tilo'

.

.
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.

Sij
. .

;

.
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jtOKCll

Wavlv

(luiztii*.

Itldwaid

HllsitK-SS .Mil

.19.
prbilueiliih.
arney,- fiances

Sid

Stars Titu

I'valtires

Airport

Hollywood. Oct.
'of

(MUSICAL)

:

Hei.ni.lic release nr .lioberK N'orilnpi-o.luclioll,-

.

(SONGS)
i-eleaso.

•-..'

.S)ieciaUy Dancer. V.
iltl«l»c of (Vi enu.m. i

(Mil Itn»ih
Tik'O

;

.

..

.

.

Dn

Silva

de Montez

.I.eon
.

l.enoir'

Hoy UoKeis

Bioivii, Alan t
r.aiiRr.'iil. A>ia V;i«!ie;
Directed by tloriltm l)oUs'las, .Screenplay by Uobert K. Kent,
uasi-d on in Vlnii-1 by Uis/lo Vaihitiv and
Si i!x

"Brazil" is as. solid as the hit tune
of same name, which, -incidentally,
figures importantly in this film's
story. Should prove a block-buster
fasey; h.hik's, J,c\v 1,'olliick, Harry Harris. at the wickets, a musical investment
lor Republic that promises to outTrailc-howii AlcxaTHlei'.. (llebdale, Cut.- i7;
Kumiins time «.-. <HNS.
M-l.
gross any previous, top-bracket film
Jerry. 'Miles';. .7.
... .Wally Hrn«)i
from this, company. With Ary 'Bar:.i Uc
>l: i^.-r
Alan ( •l-n-\
...
roso. Latin-American composer
lianiels.. ......
l-'raiu-es
|,;inwfi.yd
Silz'ie JlanliS-. .
.Vera Vauuc did the lilting "Brazil'.' song-dance
number, contributing bulk of music,
.Iiiuniy Smltli,
.'Itobei-t iMUelfum.Muleylllllsl"
I'atil
this is in the groove for all who like
Claire .......
.....
l'',l.ttj.I(i'III
'.'.south-ot'-border music.
.V
ICiania
......... .-.*.
...
Sisriii Ciibl.'ii
"t-Unlike too many previous films
ll.tl'lail.
<*v Kriiilall
Hcutly
Jybn Met ton with Latin-American locales, this
...
has a plot that adds up. Virginia
"Girl Rush" is broad buffoonery, Bril'ce, as author of "Why Marty, a
sprinkled with plenty of corn and a Latin?" is in Rio to. get material for
few songs, to make it a suitable a'book on Brazil. She's hardly given
comedy supporter for the family and a warm welcome because of that
hinterland audiences. It's the best book. Otherwise, her stay in Brazil
opportunity to date
for
RKO's is okay because not recognized by
comedy team, .Wal'y Brown and natives.. That is until she' bumps into
Alan Carney, with addition of Tito Guizar; Forced to stay on. beFrances Langford and Vera Vague cause unable to get travel priorities,
as co-stars to lend b.o. strength.
her friend, Robert Livingston, memPlot is an acceptable chassis on ber of U: 'S". Consulate, 'escorts -her

A lail.-jr

l.-aszlo;

special

elTects,

fi.iiiiini

:

,

camera,. Xicbnlay. -Musurai-a
Veniull 1^. Walker; eiljlnr,
assil.

, .

,

.

ilii-eclor.

James

.

.

Who

.-

again encounters Guizar. He fakes
being a tourist guide to be near her.
But on learning she authored "Why
a Latin?" he decides to give
her an object lesson, and prove that
Latins aren't such lousy lovers. Of
course, in trying to prove his point,
Guizar falls in love with her.. •/. :'
Guizar personates Brazil's most famous songwriter, whose "Brazil" has
copped first prize at the most recent
lavish Rio carnival. He's pictured as
indifferently trying to turn out a
follow-up hit, this time for a U. S.
music publisher. Said publisher's insistence on early delivery of tune
adds complications as does Edward
Everett HOrton's lapse when he tells
Miss Bruce that Guizar's romance is
to teach her a lesson. Therels the
usual smoothing out of. the spat with
reunion at the Rio festival where
Guizar's hew song wins first prize.
For those- who may question Tito
Guizar as the romantic lead, this
should build his popularity in the
U, S.; and of course, he's fairly well
established in the Latin-Americas.
Role of Brazil's top composer is
glove-fitting for him. He looks and
acts better than in any previous film.
Guizar carries brunt of vocal chores
with nice polish, his excellent voice
going over well. He warbles the picture's hit tune, "Rid de Janeiro,"
both in English and Portuguese, other
numbers being sung in Portuguese
solely. They will "register with the
average American.
Miss Bruce makes, an excellent
contrast to Guizar with her blonde
beauty.
She's the typically, bored
Yank visitor in South America. Horton provides the comedy moments,
especially with his two-headed cousin
.

*;:."'%'.

& Yola'nda are impressive in
brief appearance doing the
Samba Id the music of "Brazil." More
footage titan usual is devoted to their
Vcloz

their

it's smart showmanship
high-ranking musical
of
background and. unusual terps" treat-

dance, but

because

ment. Billy Daniels, who' did the
outstanding dance creations. Aurora
:

Miranda; and Rita Lupino (sister ot
Ida) contribute another vivid dance,
typically Brazilian'.

Aside, from Guizar's vocalizing,
only other credited singer is Roy
Rogers, doing "Hands Across the
Border," tuneful effort from Hbagy
Carmichael and Ned Washington.
He's brought in as western film star
visiting Rio. during, the big carnival.
Best of Ary Bart'oso's compositions,
jesides "Brazil" and "Rio de Janeiro"
(latter appearing another hit of almost same stature as "Brazil") are
"Vaquero Song." "Tonight You're
Mine" "Moonlight Fiesta" and "UpaUpa"' Ned Washington did' the English lyrics lor all excepting "Brazil,"
which were by S. K. Russell,
Stout supporting cast is headed by
Forlunio Bonanova, Richard Lane
and Robert. Livingston.. Joseph Santley's direction is topflight

while

•
•

.'

'
:

'/'

-

Wear.'

'.,'•••:

!

Laraine Day's 'Charms'

.

.

.

'

Taylor

-

women, Hayden and

his co-

horts nab the outlaws, who hold up
the stage on which they are riding,
save the ranch, boss, et al.
Lots of fast riding, fighting and
action should please those who enjoy
this type of film fare. This is Hayden's initial starring vehicle, and he
turns in a fairly neat performance.
Outdoor sequences are eye-filling.
•-'''"

''.':-.',

My

Sten:

V;

'V-

Thai's

Rally

(SONGS)

•.';.';
'-:---;.':.,.{v-'.

'Republic release rif \Va Iter Conies prodiu>
Slavs Ricbard Alien, Kllen Dren; fea-

(ion.

jvlnsUey,
liaib-y,
Rlc-hanl
Hi reeled by William Berke.
r>iebob.s
Barrows,
William
Tunbors, from oriKinal by living Wallace;
camera,* Robert
JMItaek;
edllor,'. Robert
Jahns. At. N. V. beaire, X. Y., week of
Oct. ,18, '44, dual. KtHltltiig lime. 68 MISS.
I.eonld

tures

(MEXICAN-MADE)
(Color)

,

ime. »1S MINS.
.Senorn de la Barca>, ......... ...Maria Kelix
Don .MiKuel......,....illkuer AuK-'t Periix
K\ I'ltaiias
.Minn,! Inclan
• 'aptain de
Cordoba
...s AickiIsIo'- Novaro
.Maria 'J'omellln.. ... -v..
.; Ailor la 1( urbe
(.lalderon
. .... ,*,,.;'
,lbse (Inula
;»>•••
.Mine. i'Vunclne.,.., .......... .Ana- Claire
Mciuuia.lcs.
.
,,...;
Antonio I-'austo
I

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

No English Titles).
Transposition to the screen of the
stigma" attached to a Chinese dress
of silk provides a wordy, overlong
drama with only the color processing
and. musical background compensating for the lightweight story, In
Spanish, without English titles, it
certainly has little appeal lor non»
Latin audiences, and even Latins wili
find the yarn trivial. ';
Story concerns the wife of the
first Spanish ambassador to Mexico
whose determination to wear the for»
bidden costume leads her to investigate its history. Latter makes up the
greater part of the pic and Concerns
an Oriental princess who is captured
by pirates and bought by .a noble
Spaniard. Love affair develops be»
tween the princess and the noble's
nephew, with latter killed m a
mine mishap. The' Chinese gal theri
dies, of a broken heart.
Story of the
ill-fated princess only strengthens
the ambassador's wife's: desire *to
wear the costume, which she does
and thus becomes the >ielle of the
ball.
Why association of the dress
with the virtuous Chinese gal attaches a stigma thereto remains a
mystery, with no attempt at explana*
<In Spanish;

Minor Watson.
Screenplay,

,

Tu ro.

tion.

I

Tim

Jones.

..

Hefty Moody. ...
»r. Svalzky
Hilton Payne.
.

R. V.

Ricbard Arlen

,

.

.

Drew

ICllen

...Leonid Kinski'y
..
.Ricbard Malley

.

.

.

Office Boy........

Waiter .........

. .

Rarber.

.

.

..

.

..;.,**.

...

.

("Romance of Half a Century")

(CHILEAN-MADE)

.Minor Watson

.

.Matjorie 'Manners
..1..Madeline (Trey

.

Alex Callam
V. J. Kelly
...'.Billy Benedict

.

Koniance De Medio Siglo

.

llooily.....

Miss Wilson.
Hetlie Moody
Dr. Calloivay

.'. ,'.

...

.

.Jack

C'nei'e

Santiago, Chile. Oct.

Band

y-..

Salas,. -Ltdn.,

Films moductlon.
rimbl

Fei-rario,-

release

of

1Q.
O'bil*

Stars lues .Moreno.. Ploy
Floia-s; features

Franetsco

Yanko,

Ot.Iando Cnfctljto;, Americ^i;
Bon., Mario. Claete. Ilei-h'an (^as<
Ira Oliveira; .Directed by f.. J.
Mbglla'
Biirib.-. story, G. Vattle.v anil k>. i'.. InaneNie,\-es
Vlel,

Chela

.

:

.

by Prospero Bisnuertt: hc\ eeaplay;
Richard Alien and Ellen Drew, music
I,,
k. .Moxlla Barth. At Teilfi'd Ventral,
with a capable supporting cast, help SainiaKO. Runnlnff lime. 95 AIIN'S,
make "That's 'My Baby" a better than
average dualer.:
This is the first production from
Yarn finds Alien and his fiancee. these new studios, skippered by Dorj
Miss Drew, faced with the problem Andres Salas Edwards, and is good
of pulling her dqd. Minor Watson, entertainment for south of the bori
out of a psychiatric depression. der and Spanish-language theatres in
Screenplay by Nick Barrows and Bill the U. S.
Tunberg, irom' li ving Wallace s origiStory begins with a girl falling
nal, is well written, giving the actors for a guy but her father balks 'th$
many opportunities.: Dave Fleischer, itiatch because the suitor is on: the
vet of the animated cartoon field, "wrong side" in the Chilean Revoluworked on this pic,: and it is his tion of that year. The time, is 1891.
cartoon handiwork which is a key to She marries her father's choice, and
.-,-;..:.''
the yarn.
the turned-down chap goes to Paris
Among the specialties are the and becomes a famous painter. Later
Freddie Fisher and Mike
Riley they meet again in Valparaiso, he.
bands; Gene Rogers. Negro boogie- with his son and she with
daughter.
woogie pianist; Lsabelita and the He is killed in 1906 earthquake and
Guadal.iara
boys.'
All
are
seen she brings up son with her.own chilbriefly, with good results.--Sten.
dren.
Daughter and son develop
brother.-sister affection, and eventually their respective grandson and
l*ii|Ho
grand-daughter meet, ..culminating in,
(FKEN'Cil-lVIADE)
romance.
HeCbei-t
Itosiier' ni.
."cb-ase of
M'l. bel
l< i«ans|,\-i !|u istian
sietiKel
pi-oduclion.
Ities Moreno is seen all through pic
I'iej-re.
Illam-b.-.r; feature* MiirK-iierlte
^lars.
and plays sincerely. She ages grace.M.b-eiio ami Abuleleiue lizet'ay.
Hireclod-liy fully and her performance
is tenderly
s'ci eelipiav.
l-'edol' Oitep'.
Bernard V.iiinner,
touching.
Only other character seen
Klafiled- ftoill
J!(.wm|i r I'usbkJu' nin-ei;
caniej-a. 'J'liii-ai-.l- and
Louis .Ve >; lOnuljsb all through is Orlando Castillo, as
lilies,
Ibi n
U W,-,nb,.ij» At .".lb Ave. her uncle; he gives a line character
I'lavbiuise." N.
V., Ocl.
Ml.
Running portrayal.
Fcrrario
Stars
Florindo
line; 7K » NS,
and -Francisco Flores also do welK
ei
m nil .....
t'lerri», islanchiti'
-

.

:•'
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It-eiKky- ;:.
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.

\mlre

i

.

l.a Paine tie I'i'iue.
Lisa :.;....'.., .......

.

.

Ala Kiiei
i

,

l'iie

s

l.tniU'd

.Moreno

M'el Jaituin

Oebei-al

Tbe Banker.
van
Naruinott

,

i

.. ..'.,;i'iiiiilUe

.......

I

.

.

.....

nen

1'alati

ildKcr l.ekrls

.
.

.......

.

lllacba

..Jean Duller

......... Jtaymntie

Na.lia

Tbe

il

Madeleine Ozeray

Toinski

.'...;' ...Mir-hcie

J-'lorist... .....

.,.'.....

(.'olelje

Alfa

Wibbi

Hollywood, Oct. 24. .
Laraine
Day's
ohe-pictiire-p.cryear commitment' oft' the Metro lot
;

•;

.

be the starring' role in "Those
Endearing. Young Charms," to be
will,

:

•;'.'.

;

:.

$150,000.-

•

.

:

I

u'

.

:.

•

of

Hernan Castro

Olivcira,

an Arturo de Cordoba type, stands
and the senoritas, America Viel
and Chela Bon, of the studio's own.
dramatic school, show promise. Ac!*
vantage has been taken of Chile's
out,

great store of natural scenery,

and

thought went into reproducing al,mosphei'e of the various periods.
Main fault, common to most Latin
American productions, is slowness ol
movement and tendency, to pose ac/i

1

-

,

some

satisfactory,

some

JOE BREEN RETURNING

WEST; BIZ 'ROUTINE'?

not; Lighting'

is frequently bad,
with attempts '"at
moOd through use 'Of shadows not
altogether successful. Acting is sometimes stilted.- and- film frequently
drags. But story nevertheless is an
interesting satire on 19th century
aristocracy -a nd its absorption in
gambling, duels and fancy -social

Joseph
office
t-ioii,

I.

Brecii,

head

of

Hays

production .code admlmsti areportedly in. N. Y. merely for

a routine visit on production code
seal matters, heads back to the Coast
today (Wed.). Breen also talked pub-

lic relations, matters with Will Hays
-centers avound a •arid other association toppers.
Understood that "Marriage Is a
officer and his
His mania leads Private Affair" also came up for dismaking false love to a lady, cussion although the Legion of Derisking a duel, and ruining his repu- cency has
given no ruling on how it
tation, in order to gain from an old
will class the film. Picture already

affairs.

"Primarily

it

young Russian army
obsession for cards.

him

to

produced by Bert Granct at RKO
when the star winds .up her current dowager an alleged magic formula
chore i:i "Woman's Anriy.".
for winning at cards. Background of
Picture will be based on the Ed- St, Petersburg aristocracy is, inward Chiidorov .play which RKO triguing; a proper setting for the
satire.
bought liom Samuel Goldwvn for
Blanchar gives a generally intelli-

The work

('lirTrcilc)i.' English' Titles)
"Pique Dahie." prewar French pic,
tors in positions that look artificial
is an interesting fable ot 19th century
Russian manners, which despite its and affected.
Well-written musical score by
many technical faults, should do well
with French, audiences and arty PrOspero Bisguertt, Chilean com*
groups.. French will want to see a poser, is neatly interpreted by Chile
native film again,; and this one '•par- an symphony orchestra under, Articularly- because its lead, Pierre mando Carvajal, leading longhair
.Blanchar, has •distinguished himself maestro of the republic.
since as radio voice of French underground during the Nazi occupation.
Film is adaptation Of Alexander
.

grounding.
Special camera crew
went to Brazil for .background shots,
most important being the Rio carnival scenes. Jack Marta 'has; chipped
in. with a crack camera job.

.

.

.Ted Maprs.

... .Forrest

.

,

throughout
Robert North has given the.
elaborate production back- Pushkin story.
Russian director Fedor Ozep has
played around with various 'effects;
.

picture

.'

.

.

.

,

,-.

Whilofonl

Vriiiilc l.a

flasa. Mobme release of Olasa l-'ilms proJirtlMl. Stars Maria Felix., Directed by
l-'ernando Palncios. Music. Manuel Kspeion.
At IJolmonW N. X., Oct. »»;->« RunnliiK

(

Also standout, and the, film's most
elaborate, ensemble, is the "Cafe"
It's one of .those picturesque
conceits depicting how Brazil's colfee is handled.

number.

-.

.

••Blackie."

.

With Bob Wills arid his Texas Playboys supplying the musical ericouragemenl, Russell Hayden portrays the role of a ranch foreman
who is robbed of $12,000 which he
was delivering to his boss, pioceeds
from the sale of a herd ot cattle.
The gang turns the check over, to the
town banker, wNB plans to take over
the ranch when the owner Is uViable
to pay a note. By disguising themselves as

Marry

.

.

'.-

,'

,

;

,\liilisiic-|.li

'":.'':•

;

S lelc

. , ,

.

.

duals.

"Romance

gag.

)'.

...1.

.

..lohn Jilaxwell

.

Bue
Thompson

. ;

. .

,

("The Silken Chinese Dress")
"

Xwylw

.

..Ann SavaRe

,

Pleasant enough, but riot .'out of the
ordinary as hoss operas go. "The Last
Horseman" should please western
fans. Grooved for the lower rung on

..'

.

Bnettiobor. Jr.
lias.al nin.li c-lmi-acter. of
'•IJostaii lllai-lde,'.' i-n.al.0,1 by Jai'k Boyle;
«lory. anil ailaplat.iun, l?aul Yawitz; ediliir.
At
VV. O'Counell.Al i-lai-k; tamer.i.. 1.
Itannlai;
Y. wc-el< o.i. 10.
Roalln,. N

with Oakie stealing both to be expert'
executioner. Pair take their per-:
petual biz battle to 14th Street vaude
theatres, and then are brought together as partners to sensationally
stage filmusicals farther uptown on
42d

Sla.le. ...... .1
t'udifiw' "!..
S uiinlcis,

(Col). Russell Haycen rises into
boss opera stardom in this one; a
'•-;
-v.
dualer.
"That's My
Baby" (Song.s)
(Rep). Good dualer with. several
specially acts helping.
"Pique Dame" (French). Interesting Gallic version of Pushkin novel.
"China Poblana" (Mex). Talky,

-

.....'..'.;...,

;

,

Ilert

,

of Half a Century"
(Chilean-made). Spanish - languager okay for sbuth-of-border
Or'.native-language patrons.

.

Ka in

most spots.
"The Last Horseman" (Songs)

glow story.

...............

. .

Uance Williams.

and-tumble brawl for the' finish. "•;.'"
Comics -show up well with several
well-devised and timed slapstick sequences that are good for laugh reaction from the customers.- Miss
Langford adds strength with her
songs and brief romantic spot opposite Robert •Mitehum. Latter catches
attention with a smooth performance
and likeable personality. Vera Vague
"
.is continually on a manhunt,
Gordon Douglas
Direction
by
neatly times the gag situations for
Brown and Carney, and keeps pace
at a good clip. The four songs contributed by Lew Pollack and Harry
Harris are above par for a proWaif..
grammer,
'•

.

Na-.Mi.re

."Russell. I tayden
.Dili)
.
.-..Bob Wills

.............
.•

•

China Poblana

.18,

i

Ware.
Watson.

.(.'ask

.

;

.

.

....

.

.lii.ly.

i

.

At Oil.

.

Hob

in

Geoib-e iteenhah; ediA| M. Y. thealie,
«, dual. KunninB

'nvonis.

T„ week

time, St MINK
l.ucky Jtaivllns
Caduonliall

"One Mysterious Night"

.

,

N*.

Broad laugh entertainment
the program houses as supporter.

:

Mar-

officer.

proiluefeiilurea Dllb

lla.vilen;

.'

jerome

tor,,

(RKO);
for

Another

HuvMell

Slar«

Kutl Ritppi camera,

>

Rush" (Songs)

"Girl

card-maddened

Moreno, as a shrewish
dowager, gives a skilled, flavorsome
portrayal, and Madeleine Ozeray is a
blonde cameo as the
laylur, Bob Wills, Ann Savage. Directed by charming
William Berke. Story and M-reonplay, Kd dowager's ward.
Brori;
Columbia release of I.eon Barsba;

iiull.

:

stars.

as the
guerite

(SONGS)

'•Bowery to Broadway" (musiBackstage filmusical
cal) \tU).
will- need b.o. strength of its

.

:

The Last Horaeman

Miniature Reviews

t

'

:

which

»W

,

..»

jj

...

;.

has had some difficulties with state
.

censorial bodies. 'Palace theatre in
Cincinnati pulled the picture qut
after four and a half days when the

Ohio censors claimed they had not
gent but' srfmetime,s- stylized portrait authorized the film's release.

.
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Golden Sees More Restrictions For

Argent. Decree Favoring Native Pix

'STORY' FOR $20,000

D. S. Films in European Market
Washington, Oct. 24.
Plenty of plain talk on the increasingly difficult Spanish situation
features a survey of European motion picture markets released Sunday (22) by Nathan D. Golden, chief

Wilcox, Theatre Guild
After New London Play

London, Oct, 10.
"Sweet William," a new play
Department of Commerce's film written by Lord. Vansittart, bought
for immediate production by Berunit. Survey points out that Amerinard Delfpnt. Vansittart formerly
can films are sitting virtually on top was Permanent Under-Secretary for
of the world so far as the non-Axis Foreign Affairs, and Chief DiploEuropean market is concerned but matic Adviser to British Government and president of the "Win the
ithat there are signs of increasing
Peace" movement. Latest opus is
restrictions
in
various
countries
historic drama written round Wilwhich will squeeze our export biz liam Lamb, Lord Melbourne, nickhard. At present, Spain is one of the named "Sweet William," contempotoughest foreign countries to get rary and rival of Lord Byron in
money Out of after films are shown. courting Madcap Caroline, who be"In the past," comments Golden, came Lady Lamb,
Herbert Wilcox and American
"American exporters of motion pictures are said to have received from Theatre Guild are reported to be inof

2%

this country about

terested in the play.

of their total

returns from foreign sales. Since theend of the Spanish civil war in 1939,
American products in this field have
met with many obstacles. Without
exception, the Spanish organizations
pi American
to retrench;

Argentina

U.S. Fix

'"Regardless of the fact that, until

Spain

Montevideo, Oct. 17.
Reports from Buenos Aires are that

capital ready to.be risked in films,
the country has now taken as its device the slogan of self-sufficiency
and is attempting to limit the importation of motion pictures:
If
foreign films are admitted at all, it
is officially specified that when currency for payment is not available

stories of U. S. producers' plans for

modern

studios,

tors, actors or technicians,

they are

be passed through an
compen-

to

existing clearing or to be

sated for by a barter deal where
they are exchanged against Spanish
productions.
"Certain
taxes
imposed
upon
newly imported films are earmarked
for the indirect subsidizing of the
notional producing studios through
the granting of prizes, to be awarded
to Spanish features and shorts,"
"Against this succession of difficulties and discouragements," says
the report, "The one great advantage of the American supplier is the
quality of his product. Because of
this, even though the present supply
of American films is very limited.
Spanish audiences remain faithful
to their favorites in the U. S." ':
Golden adds the following high-

centage of grosses.

Because of Billy Hartnell's success
as the English sergeant in "The Way
Ahead," British National signed him
for stellar role in "The Biter Bit,"
which is being directed by John
Harlow, with shooting to start at
Elstree, this month.
gets femme lead.

Mary Morris

U S. Films Hold Favored Spot

Washington, Oct,
Russian

shown

24.

now

are

films

being

in Finland for the first time

in several years.

opened

Initial

Helsinki
"Volga, Volga."
in

;

which

pic,

Oct.

1,

and forcing exhibitors

films

'•;

/.;'';;•

fore.

the new Russian envoy and other
Russian officials in the capital. Leafare being distributed to the
public urging them to see the Russian subjects to "dispel suspicion"
against the Soviet.
About 10 Russian pictures are now
available to Finnish exhibitors.
lets

Aussie

in

Postwar Stage Upbeat
Sydney, Oct.

17.

show

to

Argentine product, already is rated
a dead letter. As a result, fust-run,
centrally located theatres continue
the same U. S. fare as be-

was showing

:

.

House was sold out in advance arid ..As in so many
drew a brasshat audience, including government has

Time Saved by Plane

Looms Big

Montevideo, Oct. 17.
Although only two months have
passed since date of publication, the
decree issued by Argentina's military
regime stipulating high percentages
for exhibition of Argentine produced

•','.",•

Finland Sees 1st Russ
Pic in Several Years

matter's which this
tried to regiment,

it was found the decree could not
be enforced. This is due primarily
to lack of suitable local production
for first-run houses.
Also the formation of exhibitor-producer corporations, such as recently lined up

by

Pampa

Films

Lautaret-

and

Lococo groups, .has had the effect
of reconciling exhibitor and producer
interests, taking the wind out of the
sails of those .who agitated against
British M.O.I.
exhibitors' alleged unfair treatment
of local production;
Film Series to
Exhibitors all over Argentina have!
not been slow to find the $1,250
Japanese Fascism necessary to associate themselves
Campaign to interest American talwith these corporations, although for
ent extends to vaudeville since TheBritain is producing a series of
many smaller exhips this is a fabuatre Holdings also operates the Tiv- films dealing with the
Pacific war lous sum.
It's a tipoff on the conoli vaude-revue circuit here. It -alintended to develop among the Brit- fidence in which the future of the
ready is- anticipating considerable
nation's film industry is held. These
U. S. name bands and top acts. They ish people an attitude towards Japwould be given 10 weeks playing anese fascism similar to that felt producers are now apparently seekschedule with options for longer toward Nazi fascism. George Archi- ing efficient distribution in Spanishspeaking countries.
Don Miguel
time.
~
bald, controller in Br'tish Ministry Machinandiarena,
of
San Miguel
It now appears that bulk of talent
Studios, is off on a tour of Mexico,
S. would come over by o£ Information, London, said in N. Y.
Drive

up talent for major

to line

Australian legit theatres has started
in earnest with Williamson-Tait and
the newly-formed Theatre Holdings,
Ltd.- headed by C. A. Nettlefold and
David N. Martin contacting their
American agents on possible ace
U. S, talent for Aussie playdates.'

Making

Show

Up

dubbing all their pictures for 1945
are causing resentment in film circles
there.
There's a move on to lodge
formal protest in Washington on the from U.
claim that such plans are not recon- plane, taking about four days in- last Monday (23) that about 20 edu- Cuba, Venezuela, Bolivia, Peru and
this in mind. Don Angel
cilable with aims of "Good' Neighbor stead of three weeks time required cational shorts will be made along Chile, with
Policy" Suggestions also have been for trip here by boat. This would these lines," plus such combat films Luis Mentasti, of Argentina Soriomade for boycotting talent which overcome the former bugaboo of as. arise out of the Far East fighting. Film, is also leaving for Mexico,
Lumiton has arranged distribution
shows any disposition to cooperate getting players here since so much
Archibald, formerly director of
by accepting U. S. contracts for dub- time was lost enroute to their Aus- the British Information Services in Brazil through Avevedo, Brito,
bing purposes!
tralian dates..
Film Division in New York, stated Palacios, Ltd.
Summing up this year's producOtters already have been made to he had brought along a British film
However, there is a tendency in
tion, critics describe it as remarkArgentina to shrug this threat off as Fredric" March, Florence Eldridge titled "V-l" about the robot bomb.
able not only for limited quantity,
part of a "war of nerves" on the part Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne and No decision has been made regardbut for poor quality, deprecating the
of Yank producers. Claimed in sOme Laurence Olivier to come here for ing a U. S. distributor. Two other
These
were British Government films scheduled use of stories, "adapted" from forproductions.
quarters that attempts at dubbing legit
eign subjects. They advocate more
for the European markets proved a handled by Kathleen Robinson and for U. S. release soon are "Western
Roland Walton, who operate the Approaches," first British Govern- attention being paid to stories with
failure.
Minerva here via a pact with The ment feature film in Technicolor's local color, and point to "La Guerra
Others recall that these dubbing
Gaucha" and "Su Mejor Alumno" as
atre Holdings. Walton is set to make Monopack, and "Journey
Together," examples to be followed.
suggestions stem from extreme Yank
the trek to N. Y. soon to set con- with Edward G. Robinson.
preoccupation with Latin- American
Possibly inspired by the fact that
tracts.
Archibald, who has been reported
markets, in view of war's restriction
historical productions are favored
Wiiliamson-Tait, joining the J. Arthur
J.- Tait, ''bf
E.':
Rank organi- by military authorities, San Miguel
of other fields, but as soon as these
likely will visit the U. S. soon, but zation in England,
stated that he
fields aire once more open to U. S.
Studios
is about to invest 1,000,000
in the meantime W-T have advised had not signed with
Rank, but ex- pesos in the production of "Rosa de
pix, the North American studios will
their N. Y, agents to make contracts pected to when Kb leaves
the Brit- America," with: Delia Garces in the
be so busy with other problems that
with players for postwar dates.
ish Government service. He said he
they will forget this additional one
with
such stars as Antonia Herlead,
Third active in the campaign to had no plans for leaving
the Min- rero, Spanish actress.
of dubbing
Story will
obtain postwar talent is Sir Ben istry at this time.
date in vice-regal days and play up
Fuller, who is reputedly extremely
of Lima, patron saint
Rosa
Santa
legit-minded currently. Several of
chiefly in
with
locale
America,
of
Griffiths Leaving Ealing
the principal film theatre circuits
Lima, Peru. Argentina Sopo-Film,
also are reported seeking talent just
London, Oct. 10.
which has devoted its efforts mainly
presentations
David Griffiths, general manager in case they use stage
is now
regime,
military
boosting
on
of Ealing Studios and English repre- after the war.
concentrating on pro-government acsentative of International Pictures,
Washington, Oct. 24.
Don Atilio J. Mentasti has
tivities.
is reported as likely to leave the
based
production,
big
announced
a
in U. S.
Jack Connolly, director of newsformer to confine all his efforts to French Filmer
reel activities for CIAA, starts oh a on army life in Argentina. Lumiton
Paris. Oct, 24.
the job of representing 1. P.„
tour of Latin-America, Nov. 16. to studios have followed suit by anExpects to make change shortly.
Pierre Blanchard, president of the
production
picture
in
make
nouncing
a
a general survey of the reel
newly formed Cinema Libre of
situation there.
centering around mountain ski units
France, may be going to New York
garrisoned in Mendoza.
CIAA figures disclos*
',

';,

;

-

•;

;

.

Dubbing Setup

has possessed no
few adequate direcand little

recently

Flops;

'

-

Good-Nabe Policy Vs.

have had

distributors

May Invoke

London, Oct. 10,
British National. Pictures has acquired "The Lisbon Story," London
Hippodrome success, which they intend to film in technicolor. Understood, Lew Jackson, head of BNP,
paid $20,000 for film rights plus per-

IS

'

lights.;

'/•';.

r

Taxes take about 50%
paid

of

what

is

the boxoffice.
One Spanish firm is turning out
an animated cartoon in the Dufay
color process. The country cannot
copy technicolor, and no America*
tinter ever has been shown in Spain.
Golden feels that if some of our new
color were sent into Spain, it would
in at

completely go

Some

U.

S.

.

to the exhibitors.

new

!

'JAM' REPEATS N.Y.
SUCCESS IN LONDON
K

London, Oct.

,

:

fav o table;.

Caiioli-Musgrave, Aussie
Operators, $64,284
-

Net

Sydney, Oct,
Musgrave, operators

1.

-

as'

managing

director.

FORM LONDON MGY.
London, Oct. 24.
Cecil G Buckingham, back after
three years' in the ~RAF, and Alfred
,

G. Wing rove have opened the Bucktiigharn - Wingrovetalent
agency
!

aeiv."

.

Buckingham

:

'.

,:.

Wingrove

and.

."'"'••

-'

:

'for-

merly booked lor Moss' Empires.
Jack H.. Fauci, will be rep in U. S.

lot',

new. agency.

i

;

j

are handling entertainment for giant
Democratic Rally Friday night (27)
at Shibe Park at which President
Roosevelt will speak. Handling the
show will be Mrs. Meyer Davis, wife
of the maestro-producer: Sidney E.
Stanley, former manager of Fay's,
and Oscar Neufeld, film exec.

Nix oh 'Ham and Eggs'
v '•,
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
For first time in years Hollywood
studios and California theatre op"

of

Prince Edward theatre here, made
profit o£ $64,284 in year ended last
June 30 and paid dividends at rate
of S"f' oh participating, preference
and deferred stocks.
House .is show-window here for
Paramount: product, with Dan Carroll

"Youth Runs Wild."
Cracked Doyle, 'Youth. Runs
Wild?' Sounds like a good tag for a
cartoon on Tom Dewey."
Three Philly show biz well-knowns

title
j

.'•

.

erators are throwing their full weight

around

in a

political

campaign.

Issue drawing concentrated attack

Proposition 11, which will
be voted on Nov. 7. It's the old "Ham
and Eggs" issue in hew dress which,
if carried, would' cost the state taxpayers around, $940^000,000 annually.
If carried, it guarantees $60 monthly
to oldsters past 60.
is state's

Studios are turning out special
attacking the measure and
pointing out air transactions would
be faxed from '3-5% to supply the
fund. Trailers will run. in theatres
statewide in a concentrated caiti'
patgu just ahead of polling time.
trailers

"

'

.

Goodwillers from India
Washington, Oct;

24.

.

16

.

is

the largest film producer
"
.

..

,

16,000,000 weekly view U. S.
pictures in the theatres of the other

..

industries.

India

up-

wards of

Americas, while another 2.000,000
view the same subjects, reduced to

The Independent Cinema Assn. of
India is planning to send delegations
this
film directors' to
of Indian
country, England and Russia
to
study the techniques of the ,U: S.,
British and Soviet motion picture

in the Orient.

that,

,

acIt's part of the Franco-U.S.
cord on future film distribution.

,

telephoned Jerry Doyle, columnist of
the Philly Record, asking him if he
ever had drawn a cartoon on juvenile delinquency that would fit the

24.

D,m:;hiev Jariie," London
'"Our
version of Brock Pemberton's Broadway hit, ."Janie,'' was. well -received
at the Apollo where it opened Oct.
18.
Play brought plenty of laughter
:aM:m.os,t of audience liked it despite
sm'ill clique in the gallery which
.booed the finale.News criticism was hot generally

Carroll

shortly.

B 'way for FDR

.-

Continued from page 2

'

LATIN-AM. PIX SETUP

.'

Due

big.

firms have not sent

product into Spain for the last two
or three years, and some are six to
so y en yea rs old and still profitable

CONNOLLY TO SURVEY

.

mm.,

Hoyts, Greater Union

in non-theatrical outlets.

Set Key Theatre Deals

According to Connolly, newsreel
gets far greater audience
interest and build-up from the distributors. ,and exhibitors in Latin.

footage

America than

For Melbourne, Sydney
Sydney, Oct.

24.

-

the U. S. He. reHoyts circuit
Ernest Turnbull,
ports that ne'wsreels. arc frequently
managing director, has extended .the.
billed equally with features.- -"Al-;.
though they are subject to censor- lease on the Capital, ace Melbourne
House
ship in Argentina, little actually has theatre, on long-term pact.

been scissored

in

.

to date.

was once Paramount's show-window,
in that -city' and is owned by a Melbourne syndicate,;
Metro attempted to buy the Capital
some time a'-;o, and Warner Bros,
-

Current London Shows

French Film Censorship

London. Oct. ,24,
Old Lace," Strand.
'

"Arsenic

&

"Banbury Nose," Wyndhams.
"Bird in Hand," St. Martin's.

To Remain

:

in Algiers
also put 'in -.a, bid for. spot. Hoyts.,deaI
The French Government has de- apparently shuts out postwar major
cided to continue maintenance of film
censorship headquarters at Algiers

i«,
opposition in that key city..
Greater Union Theatres has .exmoving offices to Paris,
panded further in the Sydney nabe
French officials had advised U, S. field by taking .over- four additional
and other film, companies recently indie theatres, bringing total to 19
"Happy Few," Cambridge.
"Happy & Glorious," Palladium. that censorship offices were being nabesfor this circuit. Greater Union
transferred to Paris and. that all films is understood lining up; postwar ex"Honeymoon," York's
would have to be shipped to the pansion in "neighborhoods as well as
"Jenny Jones," Hippodrome.
French capital first in future. With in city spots.
"Last Mrs. Cheyney," Savoy.
;;'!':
'
shipping facilities for commercial
"Lisbon Story," Stoll.
"Merrie England," Winter Gar. purposes still strictly limited, understood that film companies protested
"Meet Me Victoria," Vic. Pal.
Pix Union's 2-Yr. Pact
against the move.on grounds it would
"No Medals," Vaudeville.
virtually eliminate all film shipments
"Pink String," Phoenix.
Mexico City, Oct. 24.
to French territories,
"Peek-A-Boo," Whitehall,
Film players have demonstrated
No new film, under such a pro- the strength of the union they re"Sadler's Opera," Prince's.
cedure, could have been shown in cently formed.' They have forced the"
"Scandal at Barchester," Lyric.
North Africa since prior censhorship producers to. continue their prevail"Sweeter Lower," Ambassadors.
okay on product would hardly have ing pay. for ty.*o years. .It's; highest
"Three's a Family," Saville.
"This Was a Woman," Comedy.
been obtainable in Paris where lines in the history of the business.
of communication, as well as trans"Tomorrow World," Aid wych.'
Producers are wondering what the
"L'ncle Harry," Garrick;
portation, have not yet been fully piayot'f,, will 'do wexl. now that the
"What You Mean," Cambridge.
reestablished lor commercial pur- pay freezing ban taken, a heavy, total
:'•
"While Sun Shines," Globe.
poses.
of overhead until 1946.
1

"Blithe Spirit," Duchess.
"Daughter Janie/' Apollo. _.;.'''
"Felicity Jasmine," St. James.
'-.

'

.'.•

.

instead- of
.

;

.

'

Mex

'

..

.

.

.

;

:

,

.

'

-

:

'

;
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CONEY ISLAND HIGH! MILWAUKEE BRINGING
SES! ALL THIS AGAINST THE
A. Shea, Butterfield, Schine,
still

playing to capacity).
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John

Friedl, Fabian,
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Plus great grosses in all situations, large
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others. Plus all time
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PICTURE GROSSES

16

"Marriage Is Private
(2d wk), good; $6,000.
Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 40)— "Big
Noise" (20th). Appears mild $2,500.
Last week, "Crime By Night" (WB),
$2,000 in five days
Lyric (P-S) (1,100; 44-60)— "Kismet" (M-G). Moved here after two
weeks at State. Light $3,000. Last
week, "Till Meet Again" (Par) (2d
wk), ditto, also m.o.
Orpheum (P-S) (2,800; 44-60)—
Light
"Heavenly Days" (RKO).

week,

Last

L A. Thin; 'Lonely Heart' Boff 54^G,
'Sinhnig'51Gin4,'Since'Big59y2G,2d

$6,000 in five days.

Combo

000 in three spots, good.

of

Eyes Are Smiling" and "Dangerous Journey" looks fairly good

"Irish

$51,000 in four houses, with
the former picture.

Second frame of

Away"

''Since

draw

•
:

.

continues big at $59;500

iri

three spots, Third moveover advanced-scale week of "Wilson", is
nice $7,500.
Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 50•

.

"Dan-

(20th) and

gerous Journey" (20th). Okay $6,500.
Last week, "Barbary Coast Gent"
M-G) and "Maisie Goes Reno" (M^
G), okay $7,200.
Chinese (Graumah-WC) (2,034; 50$1)— "Irish Eyes" (20th) and "Dangerous Journey" (20th). Fair $11,000.
Last week, "Barbary Coast Gent"
<

.

(M-G) and

".Maisie

Goes Reno" (M(1.800;

'Maisie'-Calioway

•-

100;:

Four Star (UA-WC)

(900; 85-$1.10)

—'•Wilson" (20th ) (3d wk ). Nifty
$7,500. Last week, sock $8,300.
"Music
Hawaii (G&S) (50-$l)

Manhattan" (RKO) and

—

"Mile. Fifi"

(RKO). Average $6,500. Last week,
Man's Revenge" (U) and
"Dead Man's Eyes" (U) (5th wk-6

"Invisible

'

days). $1,800.

.

Hollywood (WB)

(2.756;

50-$l )—

"Conspirators" (WB). Trim $14,000.
Last week, "Arsenic" (WB) (4th
wk ), nice $9,100.

at

Penn

(Par)

(WB).

"Janie"

a

Estimated Total Gross
This Week. ... ..... .92,394,500
(Based on 22 cities, 172 thea-

unit

.

';'
N, Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
.$2,823,«0O
Last Tear . .... .
(Based on 24 cities, 186 theatres)
.

Philly

Oke

40-50)—
nabe showLast week, "Love
(1,100;

.

.

.

Bogs Down, But

'Smiling' Lofty

First

$3,500.

22G

'Since'

Boy"

"Elephant

(UA)

of Cab Calloway and "Maisie
to Reno" at Stanley running
about neck-and-neck for the lead this
week, with latter likely to cop.
"Merry Monahans" is sturdy at the
smaller Harris.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1.700; 40-65)— "Irish
Eyes Smiling" (20th) (2d wk). Brisk
$8,500. Last week, big $14,000.

Wow

'Since

17G

000.

Last

(Harris)

week,

40-65)—

(2,200;

(U). Sturdy $12,-

"Gypsy Wildcat"

(U), $10,000.

Penn (Loew's-UA)

(3,300; 40-65)r-r

Plenty of

"Seventh Cross" (M-G).
pre-plugging is fancy $20,500. Last
week, "Since Went Away" (UA) (3d
wk), fine $18,500:
Ritz (WB) (800; 40-65) "Arsenic
Old Lace" (WB). Moved here after
fortnight each at Warner and Stanley and still strong at $3,500. Last
week, "Dragon Seed" (M-G) (5th
wk), $2,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-65)—
Moveover.
"Gypsy Wildcat" (U).
Okay $3,000. Last week, "Impatient
Years" (Col), moveover, solid $3,600.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-85)—"Maisie Goes Reno" (M-G) and Cab Calloway orch. Fairly strong $22,000.
Last week, "Hitler Gang" (Par) and

—

:

Soggy

Indpls.

Mastbaum, now

in third

is

on

stage.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balban) (1,700; (50-85)—
'Merry Monahans" (U) and "San
Diego, I Love You" (U). (2d wk).
From Fox, bright $11,000.
Last week.
"Impatient Years'5 (Col) (2d wk)
and "Follow Leader" (Mono), nice
$10,500.

Broadway-Capitol
(United
De60-85)
(2,800:
"Heavenly
Days" (RKO) and "Youth Runs
Wild" (RKO). So-so $12,000. Last
week, "Seventh Cross" (M-G) and
"Maisie to Reno" (M-G) (4th wk).
moveover from Palms-State, choice

—

troit)

$13,000.

week with many

exhibs blaming eompetish of Roosevelt's Saturday night radio address.
Irish Eyes Are Smiling," at Stanley, is tops among the newcomers,
but is playing second fiddle for honors. to "Since You Went Away" at

.'

In

Fancy 29?G, 3d

office grosses this

combo
Goes

$28,000,

Philadelphia, Oct. 24.
There's a gradual letdown in box-

(reissue).

Last week, "Stage$2,500.
>
coach" (UA) (reissue), $2,000.
Fair

and

Detroit, Oct. 24.

tres, cnlefly first -runs, including

.

:

:,.

a Soldier" (Par), $3,000.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 44-80)—

Pittsburgh, Oct. 24.

Cross"

"Seventh

50-$D— "Merry Monahans"

Egyptian (F-WC) (1,535; 50-$D—
"Since Went Away" (UA) (2d wk).
Forte $14,500. Last week, solid $18,-

Uptown

20i€, Pitt;

'Monahans' Rousing 12G,

Harris

Downtown (WB)

.

ing,

G), good $12,400,
"Conspirators" (WB). Good $25,000.
Last week, "Arsenic" (WB) (4th wk),
nice $13,700.

-,

City Grosses

so-so $4,500 in six days.

'Cross' Tidy

.

$1)— "Irish Eyes"

Win-

to Fine 23G

perking up slightly, this
week after past week's dip. Top spot
will go to the Fox with "Irish Eyes
Are Smiling" with the Downtown
also on the strong side with "Oh,
What a Night" and "Pin-Up Girls"

Key

Radio City (P-S) (4,000; 44-60)—
"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) (2d wk).
Socko at $12,000 on top of smash
$19,000 initial week.
State (P-S) (2,300; 44-60)—"Conspirators" (WB). Cast line-up helping arid good $10,000 seen likely.
Last week, "Kismet" (M-G (2d wk),

Estimated Total Gross
...... $522,200
This Week ....
(Based on 15 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
......9557,500
Last Tear. ...
(Based on 13 theatres)

in

You Went

in

Girls' lift

Biz

Ellington on stage (44-70), sock $22,ooo.

.

"Woman

W

Better; 'Smiling' Robust $37,000,

Mp

dow" (RKO) opens Wednesday. Last
week, "This Is Life" (U) and Duke

Broadway Grosses

cal first-runs

Del

-

2 Spots, 'Conspirators' 49G in Three,

Los Angeles, Oct. 24.
Biz continues unspectacular in. lothough brisk in some
spots. Topper currently is "None But
the Lonely Heart," building to strong
$54,500 in two theatres. "Conspirators" will be next best but only $49,-

(M-G

Affair"

Downtown (Howard Hughes) (2,60-85)— "Oh What a Night"
(Mono) plus Harry Howard's "PinGirls" on stage.
Fine $23,000.

800;

Up

week.

Estimates for This Week
Indianapolis, Oct. 24.
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 40-85)— "Great
Par ). Mediocre $8,000.
Biz Is big here this week only for Moment"
the leaders, being still offish for Last week, "Wilson" (20th) (6th wk),
$8,500'
at hypoed 85c-$1.20 scale.
also-rans. "Since You Went Away" fair
is great 'at Loew's. "Arsenic and Old
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 40-85)—
Indiana
turnstile
at
the
Lace" has the
"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) (2d run).
spinning for first time in several Fine $7,300. Last week. "I Love Solweeks.
dier" (Par), okay $6,000, second run.
Estimates for This Week
Boyd (WB) (2,500; 40-85)—"Very
Thought of You" (WB) (2d wk).
55-75)
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800;
—"Louisiana Hayride" (Col) and Ray Neat $21,400. Last week, healthy
Kinney band with acts. Fair $15,000. $24,500.
Last week, "Sweet and Lowdown"
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-95)—"Heav(20th) plus "Hooray for Girls" on enly Days"
(RKO) with Freddie
stage, sad $12,000.
Slack orch. N.s.h. $17,000. Last week,
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 32-55) "Crime by Night" (WB) with Cab
—"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) and "Big Calloway orch, big $27,800.
Noise" (20th). Dandy $13,000. Last
Fox (WB) (2,245; 40-85 )—"Rainweek, "Marine Raiders" (RKO) and bow Island" (Par) (2d wk) (5 days).
"Gildersleeve's Ghost" (RKO), thin Fairish $14,500. Last week, bright
<

-

$10,500.

Last week, "Storrii Over Lisbon"
(Rep) plus Maurice Rocco and Rubinoff on stage, okay $21,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000: 60-85)
—"Irish Eyes Smiling" (20th) and
"Meantime, Darling" (20th). Robust
Last week, "Merry Mona$37,000.
hans" (U) and "San Diego" (U),

pkay $30,000.
Madison (United Detroit)
60-85)

—

"This

Is

fine $6,000.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
60-85)—"Marriage Is Private" (MG) and "Dark Mountain" (Par) (2d
wk). Choice $18,000 after

last

Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,.
60-85)— "Blonde Trouble" (M-

000;

Town" (RKO).
Last week, "Mark
Fair $14,000.
Twain" (WB) and "Make Own Bed"
G) and "Going
(WB), okay

to

$16,000.

United Artiste (United Detroit)
(2,000; 60-85)-^-"Dragon Seed" (MGood $16,000 after
(3d wk).
choice $18,000 in second week:

G)

35-65)— $22,500.
(Indie)
(1,200;
Keith's
Kailton (Goldman) (1,000; 40-85)
(Par)
plus
Empire"
"American
$29,000.
"Conquering Hero" (Par) (2d run)
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,200; Sammy Kaye orch, smash
$4,300 in four days.
'Command' Trim 16'/2
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-65)— "Since vaude. Offish"Swing
(2d wk). Hefty
Fever" (M-G) (2d wk). So-so $4,500. Last week,
Last week,
Went
Away"
(UA).
Here
after
three
fair $5,300.
$33,000. Last week, great $38,300.
same run.
In Prpv.; 'Bride' $16,000
weeks at Penn, huge $11,500. Last and vaude, slow $4,600,
Keith's (Goldman) (2,200; 40-85)
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450 32-55)—
Orpheum (D'town) (2,200; 55-98)— week, big $7,000 with "Arsenic"
Providence, Oct. 24.'
Winkle"
(Col)
(2d
run).
Mild
—"Mr.
Sock
(UA).
"That's My Baby" (Rep) with "Earl (WB).
"Since Went Away"
Outside of "Arsenic and Old Lace,"
Carroll's Vanities" on stage.
$17,000. Last week, "American Ro- $4,500. Last Week, "Greenwich Vil- which earned a holdover at the MaFancy
lage" (20th), neat $6,000, second run.
$24,000.
Last week, "Black Magic"
mance' '(M-G), oke $12,000.
jestic, all houses here are showing
(Mono) plus Freddy Martin orch,
Lyi-ic (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 32-55 )—
Mastbaum (WB) (4,692; 40-85)— new product. Loew's States' "Secret
fine $24,600.
"Tiger Shark" (WB) and "Walking "Since Went Away" (UA) (3d wk). Command" is leading the list. Biz is
ST. LOUIS STILL OFF;
Panteges (Jan) (2,812; 50-$D—
Dead" (WBT. Oke $6,000 for reissues. Fancy $29,500. Last week, rousing not too big.
"None but Lonely Heart" (RKO) and
Last week, "Werewolf (Col) and $36,200.
Estimates for This Week
"Girl Rush" (RKO). Sturdy $26,500.
'GENT' BEST, $15,000 "Soul Monster" (Col), average $6,500
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 40-85)— "Irish
Last week, "Merry Monahans" (U)
Albee (RKO) (2,100; 44-60)— "Masfirst-run.
Eyes Smiling" (20th). Husky $24,000
St. Louis, Oct. 24.
and "Pearl Death" (U), slight $13,600.
plus fine $4,000 for one-day stand at ter Race" (RKO) and "Moonlight
Although the grade of screen fare
Paramount (F&M ) (3,389; 50-$l )—
(RKO). Opened Wednesday
Cactus"
Earle,
Sunday.
Last
week,
"Kismet"
currently is about average, biz is still
"I Love Soldier" (Par) and "Aid(25). Last week, "Bride by Mistake"
(M-G) (3d wk), nice $14,800.
"Barbary Coast 'SMILING'
rich's Little Secret" (Par) (2d wk). in the doldrums.
17G,
40-85)— (RKO) and "Pal Wolf" (RKO), swell
Stanton (WB)
(1,475;
Slow $16,000. Last week, light $21,- Gent" at Loew's will lead:
»
"Youth Runs Wild" (RKO). Okay $16,000.
Estimates
for
This
Week
200.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-55)
CINCY $11,500. Last week, "Maisie to Reno" —"Since
IN
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 35-55)—
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,Went Away" (UA) (4th
(M-G) (3d wk), trim $8,800.
(Par) "Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G) and
451; 50-$D—"Love Soldier"
Cincinnati, Oct. 24.
downtown wk). Attractive $5,000.
(2d wk). Modest $8,000. Last week, "Meet Miss Bobby Socks" (Col). Avweek,
"Wilson"
Last
(20th)
(2d' run),
not
are
healthy,
yet
Two first-runs
erage $15,000 to top town. Last week,
fair $10,800.
n.s.h. 93,000 at upped prices.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50- "Canterville Ghost" (M-G) and "Se- enough to buck the Indian summer, IRISH EYES'
Fay'a (Fay) (2,000; 44-55)— "Delin80)— "Lonely Heart" (RKO) and cret Command" (Col), $12;000."
high school night football games, poquent Daughters" (Rep) and vaudo
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 35-55)—
"Girl Rush
(RKO). Hefty $28,000.
war news, and general
on stage. Good $7,000. Last week,
Last week. "Monahans" (U) and "Since Went Away" (UA) (2d wk). litical and
20G, 2
"Great Mike" (PRC) and vaude on
Fine $5,000 to stout $6,000 in first trade for major stands is bogging un"Pearl Death" (U), slow $15,700.
stage, $7,500.
Denver, Oct. 24.
Ritz <FWC) (1,372; 50-$D— "Since" stanza.
Of the newcomers,
der last week.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-55)— "Ar"Irish Eyes Are. Smiling," day-date
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-60)
(UA) (2d wk). Rugged $12,000. Last
"Irish Eyes Are Smiling" is an Albee at Denver and Esquire, is pace-setter senic Old Lace" (WB)
(2d wk).
week, fine $14,200.
—"Irish Eyes Smiling" (20th) and
;
winner
in
Strong $10,000 after hitting fancy
Palace
has
bellringer.
a
this
week,
being
smash
at
former.
State (Loew's-WC) (2.204: 50-$D— "National Barn Dance" (Par). Fair
$15,000 in first sesh.
Estimates for This Week
"Irish Eyes" (20th) and "Dangerous $14,000.
Last week, "Arsenic Old "Conspirators." Holdovers are spotty.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,200; 5035-74)—
Journey" (20th). Nice $26,500. Last Lace" (WB) (2d wk), good $13,000.
Aladdin
(Fox)
(1,400;
"ArEstimates for This Week
week, "Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G)
senic Old Lace" (WB) and "Last 70)— "That's My Baby" (Mono) and
Fox tF&M) (5,000; 50-60)— "Till
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)— "Irish Ride" (WB). after week at Denver, Stan Kenton orch heading stage
and "Maisie Goes Reno" (M-G), Meet Again" (Par) and "Meantime,
hefty $29,000.
Big $8,000.
Last week, show for three-day weekend run.
Darling'' (20th). Below average $14,- Eyes Smiling" (20th). Hardy $17,000. Esquire.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; 500. Last week, "Sweet arjd Low- Last week, "American Romance" (Mr "Janie" (WB) and "Crime by Night" Good $6,500.
Last week, "When
Strangers Marry" (Mono) and Ada
50-$D— "Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G) down" (20th) and "Heavenly Days"
(WB), good $6,000 on m.o.
G) eight days, okay $1 5.000.
and "Maisie to Reno" (M-G). Big (RKO), $12,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 35-74)— Leonard orch, with Ella Mae Morse,
$9,500.
Capitol
Last week. "Abroad Two
(RKO) (2,000; 44-70)— "Heavenly Days" (RKO) and' "Music others, on stage, great $9,000 in fourMissouri (F&M) (3,000; 50-60)—
Yanks" (UA) and "Enemy Women" "Rainbow Island" (Par) and "Green- "American Romance" (M-G). Move- Manhattan" (RKO), after Orpheum day weekender.
(Mono), very sad $4,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-60)— "SeSad $3,000.
Last week,
wich Village" (20th). Neat $11,000. over. Slow $5,500. Last week, "Sum- week.
Uptown (FWC) (1,715; 50-$D— Last week, "Mile.
"Dragon Seed'' (M-G), good $4,500, cret Command" (Col) and "K. C.
Fifi" (RKO) and
mer Storm" (UA), surprisingly good rii.o.
"Irish Eyes" (20th) and "Dangerous
Kitty' (Col).
Last,
Solid $16,500.
"Tars and Spars" revue on stage, not
:
Journey" (20th).. Average $7,000. so good
$8,500.
Dcnham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)— week, "Since Went Away" (UA) (3d
$9,000.
Last week, "Barbary Coast Gent"
Family (RKO)
30-40)— "Love a Soldier" (Par) (2d wk).Fair wk), great $15,000.
St. Louts (F&M) (4.000; 40-50)—
(1.000;
(M-G) and "Maisie to Reno" (M-G), "youth
Strand (Silverman) (2,000; 44-55)—
Runs Wild" (RKO) and "Fal- "Leave to Irish" (Mono) and ''Cow- $8,500. Last week,, fine $12,500.
hearty $10,200.
Love
Soldier"
"Bonnia
(Par)
and
35-70)—
(Fox)
Denver
"Irish
(2,525;
con in Mexico" (RKO), Mild $4,500,
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)—
boy from Lonesome River" (Col)
Smiling" (20th) and "Shadows Lassie" (Par). Opened Monday (23).
"Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G) and Last week. "Brother Rat" (WB) and split with "Jungle Woman" (U) and Eyes
Day-date with Es- Last week, "Conquering Hero" (Par)
in Night" (Col).
Joe" (WB) (reissues), sad $3,"Maisie to Reno" (M-G). Neat $7,- "Polo.>;'
"Mummy's Ghost" (U). Par $2,300. quire. Wham $17,000. Last week, and "Aldrich's Secret" (Par), nifty
000.
Last week, "Abroad Two 500.
Same last sesh for "Tarzan, Green "Arsenic Old Lace" and "Last Ride" $9,000.
Yanks" (UA) and "Enemy of WomGoddess" (Pop) and "Trail Gunsight" (WB), also Esquire, big $16,000.
en" (Mono), feeble $4,500.
divided with "Shadows Suspi(U)
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-70)— "Irish
(WB) (2,500; 50-$l )— 'Conspirators' Good
Wiltern
cion" (Mono) and "Old California"
Eyes" (20th) and "Shadows Night"
"Conspirators" (WB). Okay $10,000.
.-',;.Rep).
(Col), also Denver. Good $3,000. Last Touch' for Greg and Gene
Last week. "Arsenic" ( WB) ,(4tb
$10,000 in Dismal Mpls. .Grand (RKO) (1,430; 44-70)—"Ar- week, "Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) and
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
wk), good $8,000.
Third
senic
Old
Lace"
(WB).
moveRide" (WB), also Denver, big
"Last
Minneapolis, Oct. 24.
Gregory Peck draws the costarring
over stanza. Solid $6,000 on heels of $4,000.
the forthExcept for such ace. attractions as
$8,800 last week:
Orpheum (RKO.) (2,600; 35-74)— spot with Gene Tierney inproduction,
Twin City 'Arsenic"' and "Conspirator," biz bigKeith's
Fox Leases
Ghost"
(M-G)
and coming Ernst Lubitsch
(United) (1,500: 44-70)— "Canterville
Monahans" U)
Moveover. "Maisie to Reno" (M-G). Nice $13,000. "Dragonwyck," at 20th-Fox.
Spots for 'Wilson' Preem is very- much on downtrend here. "Merry
Peck
comPicture -rolls -as soon as
Last week. "Barbary Last week, "Heavenly Days" (RKO)
Reasons for slump include the elec- Mild. $4,000.
Minneapolis, Oct, 24.
and
"Music Manhattan"
Coast Cent" (M-G ), fair $5,000.
(RKO), pletes its current role in "Valley of
tion, property tax payments, war
Disinclination on the part of John
Decision" at Metro.
Lyric
44-70)— $12,000.
(RKO)
(1,400;
plant
layoffs
and
decreasing
soldier
Paramount
(Fox)
35-74)—
(2,200;
Friedl,
Minnesota
Amus.
Co. (Par
J.
"Since"
(UA).
Fifth
downtown
"Wilson" opens at Century round. Solid $6,000 after last week's "Stagecoach" (UA) (reissue) and "A
circuit) prexy, to exhibit any films trade.
Wave, Marine" (Mono), Fine $10,000.
fat $8,000.
PAIS UNSADDLED
in his theatre at advanced admission Friday (27) at advanced scale.
Last Week, "Sweet Lowdowri" (20th)
prices, has made it necessary for.
Palace (RKO) (2.600: 44-70)— "ConEstimates for This Week
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
and "Strangers in Night" (Rep), nice
spirators"
(WB).
Good
$14,000. Last $9,000,
20th-Fox to rent the Century, here,
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 25-35)—
."Saddle Pals" series of westerns
week,
"Merry
Monahans"
(U),
nifty
and the Riviera, St Paul, for show- "Soul of Monster" (Col) and "Dixie
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Janie" at Monogram will be known hence$14,000.
ing of "Wilson," which opens next
(WB) and "Crime by Night" (WB) forth as the Jimmy Wakely series,
Jamboree" (PRC). Good $2,400 iri
Shuhert
(RKO)
44-70)—
(2.100;
after
week
at each Denver, Esquire,
Friday (27).
with 'Wakely, Dennis Moore and Lee
five days. Last week, "Women BondMarietta" (M-G) (reissue) Aladdin.
Fair $2,500.
Last Week,
An inveterate foe of boosted scales, age" (Mono) and "Twilight Prairie" ."Naughty
(2d wk). Tossed in as an emergency "Going My Way" (Par), after six White in top roles.
Friedl, passing up "Wilson," has re(U), okay $2,600 in six days.
First of the newly named gallopfiller, this is being lauded by crix. weeks at Denhara, and "Pearl Death'
fused to make a local or circuit deal
Century <P-S) (1.600; 44-60)— Great $6,000 alter last week's socko (U), alter week at Denver, Esquire, ers is "Song of the Range," now in
'
"Great Moment" (Par). Mild $5,000. $9,000.
for.it.
the cutting room.
Aladdin, good $3,000.
.
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DENVER SPOTS
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P

week's

great $32,000.

60-$D—"Since" (UA)

'

(1,800;

(WB) and
"Skeffington"
Life" (U).
Back in loop,

great $6,200.
Last week, "Angels
Sing" (Par) and "St. Mark" (20th).
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PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, October 25, 1944

Wilson Big

'Wilson' $12,000, Best

Wham 45G,

$25,000, Since

Omaha;

In

lead Chi
for big $25,000 for

+

first

at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 80-$1.10)—
"Wilson" (20th). Big $25,000. Last
week, "Gaslight" (M-G) (4th wk),
good $13,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-95)—
"Impatient Years" (Col) and Paul
Draper heading stage show. Dandy
•50,000. Last week, "Maisie to Reno"
(M-G) and Lena Home on stage,
'.

'

terrific $69,000.

-'

.".

..-v

'

Buffalo, Oct. 24.

.

;

(Barger) (1,600; 44-95)
t-f'Swing Hostess" (PRC) and Mills
Bros, and Carl Ravazza Orch on
Neat $12,000. Last week,
Stage.

"Three of Kind" (PRC) and Boyd
Raeburn orch on stage, sturdy $15,000.
(B&K) (900; 55-95)—
Garrick
"Summer Storm" (UA) (2d wk).
Nice. $8,000. Last week, okay $10,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,150;. 55-95)—
"Werewolf" (Col) and "Soul Monster" (Col). Pine $8,500. Last week,
"Are These Parents?" (Mono) and
"When Strangers Marry" (Mono),
$6,200.

Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 44-95)—
"Ever Since Venus" (Col) and "Blind
Date" unit heading stage bill. Firm
$29,000. Last week, "Atlantic City"
(Rep) and Belita topping stage show,
Staunch $28,000;
-Palate
(RKO) (2,500; 55-95)—
"Gypsy Wildcat" (U.) Jand "Babes
wing Street" (U) (2d wk). Trim
f19,000. Last week, sock $23,000.
;

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,300; 55-95)—
"Janie" (WB) (3d wk). Bright $15,Last week, sparkling $17,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-95)—
"Since Went Away" (UA). Wham
$45,000. Last week, "Dragon Seed"
(M-G) (4th wk). 6 days, and "Since
Went Away" (UA), 1 day, 'smooth

V

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 555)—"Marriage Is Private" (M-G)
t2d wk). Steady $20,000. Last week,
;':'••'.'

brilliant $24,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 55-95)—
"Casanova Brown" (RKO) (4th wk).
$17,000. Last week, pert $19,000.

Snug

H,0/s Slow Up Seattle
But

'Gent'

Loud $15,500,

'Wildcat' Fast at

12iG

Seattle, Oct. 24.
"Barbary Coast Gent," at Parajnount.'and "Gypsy Wildcat," at Orheum. look strongest this week, with
oldovers a) most other spots. Latter

.

-

..''''"•

'•:'

''•'

"

;

.

'

.

•

—"Since Went Away"

(UA)

(4th

wk). Still brisk at $12,000. Last
;
week, sharp $16,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2.100; 40-70)— "Rainbow Island" (Par) and "Pearl Death"
(UX. Moveover, fairish $8,000. Last
week, "Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G)
and "Two-Man Submarine" (Col)
(2d wk), $8,200 on m.o.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300: 40-70)—
"Gypsy Wildcat" (U>, and "Moonlight Cactus" <U).
Strong $15,000.
Last week. "Ghost. Catchers" (U),
and "Weird Woman" (U), okay
>•'
S 10.500.
'..'-'

.:-;".:

20lh Century (Ind.)

I/VILLE SAGS;

ISLAND' 10G
weak'

a quiet

It's

aloflg tlie

Kentucky (Swilow)

Lush

15% K.C.;

'Maisie'-'Tars'

Sock 25G,

11G

'At. City'-Yaude Big
/ Kansas City, Oct.

24.

Grosses at the deluxers here this
to mount. With "Maisie Goes to Reno" on the screen, and
Tars and Spars" on the stage, Midland is leading the city. "Irish Eyes
Are Smiling" is strong day-date at
the Esquire, Uptown and Fairway.
Estimates for This Week

(1.200;

Orpheum (RKO)

30*40)

46-65)—

(1,500;

—"Going My Way" (Par). Mild "Arsenic Old Lacel' (WB) (2d wk).
Hefty $12,000. First round hit $16,$1,800; pix well milked before. Last
fulfilling hopes.
week, "Hairy Ape" (M-G)
and 000,
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100: 39-60)
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G), $1,700.
—"Atlantic City" (Rep) and "Prairie
Loew'a State (Loew's) (3.300; 40(Rep) with vaude. Brisk
60)— "Secret Command" (Col) and Chickens"
$11,000.
Last
week "Mummy's
"Kansas City Kitty" (Col).
Light Ghost" (U) and "Secrets Scotland
Last
$9,800.
week,
"American 1fard" (Rep) with stage revue, lair
Romance" (M-G) under expecta- $9,000.
•'.:
'

medium $12,500.
Mary Anderson (People's)

tions,

—

(1,000;

(WB).

"Conspirators*'

—

National (Standard) (2,400; 50-75)

—''San Fernando Valley" (Rep) and
vaude headed by Peter Lorre.
Healthy $11,000. Last week, "What
a Night" (Mono) and vaude headed
by Marion Hutton, slightly better
than $11,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.400; 4060)— "Rainbow Island" (Par) and

My Baby" (Par). Fair
Last week, "Bride by Mis-

"That's
$10,000.

(RKO) and "Three

take"

Little Sis-

(Rep), okay $12,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue)
40-60)— "Marine
Raiders"

'

best.

•
:

D

.

"Since

$9,600.

Century (Loew's-UA)

Week
($3,000: 20-

60)— "Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G).
Okay $13,000. Last week: "Since
Went Away" (UA) (3d wk), stout
$13*700.

Last

week,

remains

that

"Wassell"

Dance"

Wk).

''.'

big $17,800.
(RI<Q>
Keith's
"

.

"Merry. Monaha'ns"
000

f
;

or. (over,.. .Last

34-66 1—
Solid $10.-

1.800:

(fjr

).

week,

"Gypsy

Better than expected
V v
Metropolitan (WB) (1.800:30-55)—
"Impatient Years" (Col). Oh moveover, $5.500,
Last week, "Conquering Hero": (Par). $5,200.
44-72')—
(2.778;
Palace
(Loew

Wildcat"

-

at-

CU).,

;

$11,000/

;

Talkative Short
.Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Richard Arlcn and Lynne Roberts
share top spots in "The Phantom
Speaks." a psychological mystery at "American Romance" (M-G). DisRepublic.
appointment at meagre $15,000. Last
Donald Brown produces and John week. "Greenwich Village" (20th)
English' directs. :;'>;;/' :'
nearly same..
.

'

,

'

>

.

r

'.',

-

.

"Climax" also solid on second.

Creek," which
On the
night (Tues.).
Not." now in
Hollywood,
the

Estimates for This

$48,000

—

Dunham orch. others, on
Return to regular bills after
three weeks of "Wilson" at advanced
scale.
Average $26,000. Last week,
"Wilson" (20th) (3d wk), $28,000.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-74)—
"Rainbow Island" (Par) and "Atlantic City" (Rep). Not too good at
$6,000.
Last week, "Wing Prayer"
(20th)
and "Big
Noise"
(20th),
''

stanza
at
turned in a great $39,000 for second
week ended last night after a sensational opener at $46,200. AH these
continue
on.
shows
Estimates for This Week

third

Week

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-S1.10)
"Music Manhattan"
(RKO) plus

Sonny

stage.

.

:'

.

Astor (Loew's) (1,140; 60-$1.20)—
"Kismet"- (M-G > (10th .wk ). Remarkably steady at $23,000 on ninth week
ended Sunday night (22), while prior
week, including Columbus Day, was

'

.'

$7,400.

Majestic (Shubert) (1,500; $1,10)—
"Bernadette" (20th). Colossal $5,000
on 25th week. Last week about
same.

:
-

(Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.20)
"Seventh Cross" (M-G) and Horace Hcidt orch (4th-final wk). Off to
about $48,000 but okay on blowoff.
Last week, nice $60,500. "Marriage
Private Affair" (M-G), "Blind
Is
Date" radio show with Arlene Fran•cis
Johnnie Johnston, Bob
plus
Strong orch and Ella Mae Morse,

Memorial

(RKO)

(2,900;

40-75)—

."Climax" (U) and "Babes on Swing
Street" (U) (2d wk). Okay $22,000,
following staunch $27,000 first, over
hopes.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-74)

—"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB). Powerful $28,000 after smash $33,000, first.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 35-75)—
"Impatient Years" (Col) and "Ever
Since Venus" (Col). Medium $24.-

'

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-S1.25)
"Rainbow Island" (Par) moves in
today (Wed.), final six days on second week of "Monahans" (U) being
only fairish $16,000; initial week

—

000. Last week "Since Went Away"
(UA) (3d Wk), big $23,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-74)—
"Rainbow Island" (Par) and "Atlan-

was good $26,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,416: 60-$1.20)—
"Abroad With Two Yanks" (UA)
opens today (Wed.) after disappointing week of $11,000 with "Sweet
Lowdown" (20th). Third frame of
"Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G) -'was
'.
oke $13,000.

City" (Rep). Okay $15,500. Last
week, "Wing Prayer" (20th) and
"Big Noise" (20th). $16,000.
State (Loew) (3.200; 35-75)— "Impatient Years"
(Col) and "Since
Venus" (Col). Not so hot $10,000.
Last week, "Hairy Ape" (UA) and
"Meet Bobby Socks" (Col), same.
Translux (Trarislux) (900; 30-74)—
"Live in Fear" (Col) and "Mysterious Night" (Col). Fine $7,000. Last
week. "7 Doors Death" (PRC) and
"Black Magic"' (Mono), good $7,500
in nine days.
tic

'Keith's (Schanberger) (2.460: 20Gotham (Brandt) (900; C0-$1.20)—
Nice
(U>.
Last week, "Gvpsv Wildcat" "Summer Storm" (UA). Big $19,000
on initial session, and holds. Last
(U) (2d wk). sturdy $8,900,
Mayfair
(Hicks) ;(880: 25-o5)— week, "Dangerous Journey" (20th)
wk), $7,500. good.
(3d
''Pearl
Death" (U).
of
Average
Hollywood (WB) (1,499: 50-$1.20)
Last week,- "Big Noise"
$4,000.
—"Have and Have Not" (WB) (3d
(20th). $3,700.
New (Mechanic) (1.680; 20-60)— wk). Mighty at b.o.. second -week
Fine through last night being sreat $39,"Irish Eyes Smiling" (20lh).
initial Week a sensational $46,$9,500. Last week, Meantime Darl- 000,
"••;'•
200. Looks in for a run.
ing" (20th), mild $5,300.
Palace (RKO) (1.700 60-$l. 10)—
Stanley
(WB) (3.280; 25-60)—
"Conspirators" (WB). Robust S17.000. "Heavenly Days" (RKO). Only fairly
good
at $18;000 but will stay. Last
Last week. "Arsenic Old Lace"
week, "Music in Manhattan" (RKO)
(WB) (3d wk). held up at $11,200.
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1.840: 20- (2d wk), mildish $14,500.
Paramount (Par) (3.664; 60-$1.20)
60)— "Since" (UA) (moveover). Very
—"Hearts Young and Gay" (Par),
big at $8,500, after rousing three
rounds in downstairs Century.^ Last Frank Sinatra arid augmented Raymond Paige orch (3d-final wk). Pull
week. "Storm Lisbon" (UA>. bit beof The Voice continues terrific, seclow average at $3,600.
ond week through last night (Tues.)
.

,-

.'•

-

'Skeffton' Big 13G,

'.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)— "Seventh Cross" (M-G) (2d wk). Good
following big $12,000 opening

$9,000,

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-62)— "Heavenly Days" (RKO) and "Falcon Mexico" (RKO).:
Last
Okay $8,500.
week, "Green wic"h Village" (20th)
and "Girl in Case" (Col) (2d wk), big

;

'

:.

hitting big $88,000 as result of better

Republic Going to

Town

Monti

Montreal, Oct. 24.
,"Mr. Skeffington," at Loew's, looks
like the big bet currently.
Balance
of main stems are fair.

;

i

Winter Garden (Sterling)

"Lady Let's
(Mono) (3d run). $4,000.

(2d

Fifth

.

(800: 25Sailor" (M-G) , and
"(Col) (3d run),

Went Away" (UA)

week downtown, sturdy $7,500.
Last week, big $9,800.
Earle (WB) (2.240; 30-90 )— "Conspirators" (WB with vaude! Slugged
by crix but nice $£{.000. Last week,
"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) (3d wk},

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
"Arsenic Old Lace" (WB) Here after
three Orpheum' weeks. Great $7,000.
Last week. "Janie"' (WB) (5th wk).
good S4.800.
i

Big $4,500,
(Par)
and

on the crowds.
Another holdover
is "Frenchman's
rounded out a strong
week ended last
"To Have and Have
fifth

$9,000.

,

"Once Upon Time"

Boston, Oct. 24.

"Impatient Years" at the State and
Orpheum is leading new bill in town
this week, but biz is slightly off for
reasons not too clear. "Arsenic" remains big on holdover at the Met;

(Tues;), only $1,000 behind
Getting that near, the
first session.
first week is due to better turnover

night

great

HUB

IN MILD

Frank Sinatra and Raymond Paige's
augmented band, house having hit
$88,000 on second round through last

60)— "Merry Monahans"

ROUSING

.

YEARS' 34G

open tomorrow (Thurs,).

.

Estimates for This

—

(H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Gypsy Wildcat" (U) and "Crime by
C.
$24,000,
Night' (WB). Fairly strong $12,500.
Last week. "Arsenic Old Lace" (WB)
Washington, Oct. 24.
(3d wk), -big $12,700.
"The Conspirators." although coldly
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350: 30-$l)— received by crix, will lead the paBenny
"What a Night" (Mono).
rade this week .at the Earle. Whole
Rubin heading stage show. Okay downtown sector looks mi idish.^
Last week, "Storm Lisbon
$10,000.
Estimates for This Week;
(Rep) phis vaude, for. $9,100, below
Capitol
(Loew) (3.434; 44-72)—
hopes.
"Waterloo
Bridge"
(M-G) with
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)
"Barbarv Coast Gent" (M-G) and vaude. Reissue is pulling nice $23,"Mazie to Reno" .(M-G). Big $15,500. 000. Last week. "Summer Storm"
Last week. "Conquering Hero" (Par) (UA) With vaude, ditto.
Columbia
44-72)—
(Loew)
(1,234;
moderate
(20th),
and "Big Noise"

Orpheum

Girls

—

—

AGE

$17,000, BALTO'S

\ Baltimore. Oct. 24
Excellent week-end response to
everything in downton sector makes
boxoffice picture profitable.
"The
Conspirators," at the Stanley, looks

Hippodrome

TONSPIRATORS'-VAUDE

$12,000.

.

'•',

-

"Bernaactte" (20th) (3d wk). Solid
$7,700 in six days. Last week, good

30)— "2

.

"

ters"

(2,200;

Fair 18G, Tarkington Great 122G, 2d
Holdovers in the downtown N. Y. light, and gets only one week, with
currently take precedence "Murder in Blue Room" (U) due
over newcomers in strength of draw, Friday (27).
Last week, "Dead
though a couple fresh arrivals are Man's Eyes" (U) (2d wk), slow
doing very well. Tailend of the hur- $5,800.
ricane which hit the town Friday
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 76-$1.50)
night (20) hurt business consider"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (6th
ably, but a rainy Saturday (21) and wk).
Like Tennyson's brook, goes
crowds turning out to see F. D. R. on and. on, with strong $48,000
Busi- brought in by tide for fifth week;
caused only slight damage.
ness on Sunday (22), a nice but- cool previous whirl (4th), including Columbus Day, was $53,000.
day, was extremely good.
the
Les
with
"Conspirators,"
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 60-$1.20)—
Brown orch and Sue Ryan on stage, "Laura" (20th), Hazel Scott, Jackie
at the Strand, is hitting on all sixes Miles, others in person
(3d-wk).
for a strong $55,000 or over. Another Continues sock at $93,000 for secarrival of the past week that's go- ond
week, concluded last night
ing big is "Summer Storm." It will (Tues.).
First was smash $105,500.
get the small Gotham a swell $19,000 In for four weeks.
The other: Brandt house.
State (Loew's)
Or so.
(3,450; 43-85)
Globe, has had trouble with "Sweet "Wassell" (Par) (2d run); Harrv
and Lowdown." Getting only $11,- Cool, Buck and Bubbles, Don Mc000, very disappointing on week end- Grane orch. Business holding up here
taken
(Tues.),
it
was
night
this
week at $30,000 or better, nice.
ed last
out to make way today (Wed.) for Last stanza, "Dragon Seed" (M-G).
"Abroad With Two Yanks." Band- with Henry Atmetta and Harriet
box Rialto, on slender side at $7,500 Hoctor in person, near to $30,000.
with "One Mysterious Night," will
Strand (WB) (2.756: 60-$1.20)—
be another with a replacement this 'Conspirators" (WB), Les Brown
Second-run State, playing orch and Sue Ryan.
week.
Smashing
"Story of Dr. Wassell" and. in person. through to excellent $55;000 or thereHarry Cool, Buck and Bubbles. Don abouts.
Holds.
Last week, "Ar-.
McGrane orch, looks to get $30,000 senic Old Lace" (WB) and Charlie
or near. Palace is Only fairly good at Barnet orch (7th wk). stout $39,000.
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 76-$1.50)—
$18,000 with "Heavenly Days," but
"Wilson" (20th) (moveover) (5th
will hold.
wk). Hit $12,000 on fourth lap ended
In. the holdover camp are several
Music last night (Tues:); third was good
gross-getters.
indomitable
Hall, currently on second week with $13,000.
"Mrs. Parkington," is going great
At
guns for a probable $122,000.
the Roxy, "Laura" is proving a real
With Hazel Scott, Jackie
sleeper.
Miles and others on stage, house did
week,
finon
second
a sock $93,000
ished last night (Tues.). As result,
show stays four frames.
Paramount is very big with
"Hearts Were Young and Gay," plus
sector

Capitol

(RappaporO (2.240:
(1.400; 20-74)
"Music Manhattan" (Col)
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
(RKO)
"Hairy Ape" (UA). (2d run) plus and "Falcon in Mexico" (RKO). plus vaude headed by Bert Wheeler,
"Love Soldier" (Par) (3d wk). Okay Neat $6,000. Last week. "Heavenly Jean Parker and "Miss America."
Nice combo drawing $16,000. Last
Last week, latter solo, swell Days"
$5,200.
(RKO) and "Mile. Fifi" week, "Carolina Blues" (Col) and
$6,400.
nice $3,000 in five days.
vaude, oke $14,600.
45-80)— (RKO).
Music Hall (H-E)

Hot 55G, 'Storm' Loud 196, 'Heavenly

$26,500.

'CONSPIRATORS' TRIM

solid $.W)00.

(800;

Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Impatient Years" (Col) and "U Boat
Prisoners" (Col) (2d wk): Good $8.000, Last week, solid $10,800.

'Smiling'

stem,
with
nothing outslandih|. $8,(S00.
Rialto will have a slight edge over
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 55-75)—
straight
filmers
with
"Rainbow "Maisie Goes Reno" (M-G) and "Tars
Island" looking good.
nd Spars" revue oh stage. Great
Estimates for Thlg Week
,23,000.
Last week, "Secret ComBrown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's) mand" (Col) and "K. C- Kitty" (Col),
(1.400; 40-60)^-"Bride by Mistake" lukewarm $11,500, under hopes.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45(RKO) and "Three Little $ist^r»"
(Rep). Moveover, good $3,800. Last 65)— "Rainbow Island" (Par). Bright
week. "Love Soldier" (Par) and $13,000. Last week, "Janie" (WB)
(2d wk), good $12,000.
"Dark Mountain" (Par), $4,000.

Swell $7,000 with Peter Lorre p.a.
helping holds.
at National
Last
week,: "Arsenic" (WB) (3d wk)

$17,000.

i8-

Esquire,
Uptown and Fairway
(Fox-Midwest) (820, 2,043 and 700;
43-65)— Irish Eyes Are Smiling"
(20th).
Lusty 415,500. Last week,
main ''Stagecoach" (UA). (reissue), mild

40-60)

Week

(3,000;

Louisville, Opt. 24,

are okay.
Estimates for This

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
45-80 1— "Conquering
Herb';
Moved from Par(2d wk ).
amount. Good $4,000 in six days.
jList
week, "Youth Runs Wild"
Moment"
(RKO) (1st wk) and "Great
•
(2d wk). $4,200.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Dragon Seed" (M-G) (2d wk). Big
Last week, great
412,000 or near.

(Tristates)

week continue

g

(Par)

Paramount

60 )— "Barbary Coast Gent" (M-G).
Slow $8,000. Last week, "Follow
Boys" (U), fair $9,800.
State (Goldberg)
35-50)—
(865;
"Voice in Wind" (UA). Fair $3,500.
Last week, "Dead End'' (FC) and
Pack Up Troubles" (FC) (reissues),
good $4,200.

(3.000; 40-70)

—"Youth Runs Wild" (RKO) and
"Minstrel Man" (PRC). Slow $9,000.
Last week, "Wilson" (2d wk). same.

000.

$19,000.

(Tristates) (2,000; 40-S1.10)
—"Wilson" (20th). Fancy $12,000 or
near. Last week, "Rainbow Island"
(Par) second week of moveover,
plus "Impostor" (U), okav S7.800 at
••'
16-60c scale. .',"'
Orpheum (Tristates) (3.000; 10-60)

and Old Lace," at the
Buffalo, and "Gypsy Wildcat," at
—"Gypsy Wildcat" (U) and "Pearl
Lafayette, are best bets here this
Death" (U). Trim $10,000. Last
v,;
;'•
week.
week, "Till We Meet Again" (Par)
Estimates for This Week
and "Song Open Road" (UA). $9,200.
Brandeis (RKO) (1.500; 16-60)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
40-70)—
(3.500;
(WB) and "Ever
"Arsenio Old Lace" (WB). Snappy "Conspirators"
$18,000 or over. Last week, "Rain- Since Venus" (Col). Average $6,000,
bow Island" (Par) and "Pearl of Last week, "Music Manhattan"
''
.;'.?.'
(RKO) and "Shadows in Night"
Death" (U), ditto.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000; 40-70) (Col), good $7,000 in six days.
"Arsenic

.

,

Downtown

'

15G

Buff.) 'Wildcat' Fat

Oct. 24.

rainstorm and
bad weather on second dav of run,
looks leader this week at the Omaha.
Estimates for This Week
despite

Omaha

'Arsenic' Lusty $18,000,

and

six days,

''Since You Went Away," at the
State-Lake, slated for wham $45,000.
Chicago looks for $50,000 with "Impatient Years" and Paul Draper
heading stage show. "Gypsy Wildcat": looks best -'holdover in second

week

Firm 29G

Pix; 'Venus'-Vaude
Chicago, Oct. 24.

Most important openings last week
were "Wilson" at the Apollo, headed

B'way OK; Xonspirators-Brown-Ryan

10G

'Wildcat'
Omaha.

"Wilson,"

17

audience turnover than on initial
seven days when $89,000 was the

$9,500.'-

'-.

.-'.'•""'•''

'-..'

.:.-.:

Loew's (CT) (2,800: 35-67)— "Mr.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel- Skeffington" (WB). Smash $13,000.
Last week, "Going My Way" (Par)
Republic is giving "Brazil," its lers) (5,945; 60-$l. 10)— "Parkington"
.(6th
wk), great $11,000.
and
CM-G)
stageshpw
wk).
On
(2d
elaborate musical with Latui-Amcri30-52)—
Princess
(CT)
(2,300;
sensational side at probable $122,000
can locale, .topflight bally/and extra this week, while
"Mile. Fifi" (RKO) and "Youth Runs
first Was a monuexploitation.
mental $130,800. Run at present in- Wild" (RKO). Average $6,500. Last
Five-minute transcription covering definite..'
week, "Jungle Woman" (U) and
50- "Moonlight Cactus" (U), $6,000.
hit
times from "Brazil" will be
Republic
(Brandt)
(1,064;
Strand (United Amusement-;, Ltd.)
available for broadcasts. In addition, $1.10)— "My Pal, Wolf" (RKO) (3d
For final five days only $3,- (715; 35-45)— "San Fernando' Valley"
radio spot announcements will be wk).
(Rep) and "Strangers in Night™
700. poor, while second week was bad
used in principal keys. Besides this;
at $6,200.
"Waieiioo Bridge" (M-G) (Rap). Handsome $3,500. Last week,
elaborate billboard and card (reissue) opens tomorrow (Thurs.). "Are These ""Parents" (Mono) and
art
campaign and newspaper exploitaRialto (Mayer) (594; 40-85)— "One "Johnny Doesn't Live Here" (Mono),
tion is .planned.
Mysterious Night" (Col). At $7,500, fair $2,900.

On

'Brazil' Bally in

Keys

figure.

'

'

'

'

.

.

;

.

'

'

.
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The Leading

ALAN LADD
Rachel

By

and i.ORF.ITA

FieldVAND

YOUNG

in

NOW TOMORROW."

the author of "All This.

Too." With

And Heaven

SUSAN HAYWARD, BARRY

SULLIVAN, 'Beulah Bondi, Cecil Kellaway.
IRVING PICHKL. Screen Play

Directed by

by Frank Partos and Raymond Chandler.

Vote the Straight

Mara

Wednesday, October 25, 19!

19

I

FOR CHRISTMAS

v'

If

FRENCHMAN'S CREEK
[OAN I-'ONTAINh and AR'ITRO dt
CORDOVA in. "FRKNCJ [MAN'S CRKKK."

mOUllt

Holiday Ticket

A MITCHKI.I. I.KISKX Production IN
With Basil Rarbbone, Nigel

TKCHNK'OLOR.
!?rtu<\ CVril

D-Sylva,
I

illur

Krllauay, Harald Rarhond. B. (i.
Screen Play by

K.xecirtivt Pr-nlucor.

Ji-ti.ni ir^s.

Directed by

Mi rebel

I

l.eisen:

WAR

to

Wednesday, October 25, 1911

ACTIVITIES

Room Preem*

Proj.

N

All-Industry Meet Skedded for

Nov. 17 to Set Sixth

War loan Drive

Somewhere

",:

.

Editor ••Variety

COL JOCK LAWRENCE
HONORED/PROMOTED

.

which teed oft last Monday (23) in
Los Angeles, winds up in New York
with an all-industry ..meeting^ Nov.
Arrangements to spur activities
17,
in the New York area are'-rapidly

the

liberation!

in France, Oct. 8.
":

looked
everybody

It

w,th

times,

but

form.

They

after

old

in .uni-

Hocked back. Frank

all

.

:

'

.

.

Motion

Picture
reopened in
oohtentraYion tamp,
being completed.' by.', a .committee
California', has been
Monti-iartie,
O \e:'.i. the famous
headed by Malcolm Kinssbcr.a. Harry Producers in
appointed assistant chief ot staff for loekes has Jed D kson s old Silver
Low.ens.lein and Prank D'a.nii.
has
jc.ceiyc.cl
ions
and
the
conimunic.it
National campaign c hiri r'ra'a n
Slipper. The bit; night hangout cue.ititi ions slu vi.ee
for
"mei
bronze
sun
rentk is Clra'v downstairs, and opHarry Brandt, meantime., le'ft'.N. Y.
\
ope ,'in connection with
last Friday to attend the opening
posite the boarded up Harry's New;
lions which has furtlici od progress
in Los Angeles .Mrmd;i*~A23i..
rn'li'v
York 'Bui. Inc-de ''.lv Hans, who
the war against the oneim,' acKed E. Depinet.' chairman '.of the dis- of
runs the Rivtili Bar. Ritz hotel, LonLondon
to
advices
from.
cording
tributors division'' of the coin mitt ee,
don, with nts sen, told"-trie before
Col Lawrence, serving as public
and other national -committor offiI left Piccadilly .Circus- that he would
relations, officer for the European
cials also attended the L, A. drive
formerly return to his old hangout as soon
Theatre of
Operations,
kickoff.
:'V\ '-;
as they would let him. I was the
relations
activities
of
headed
public
Capt. Raymond W. Wild. Aimy
7th niicieiit client to visit the Dome
the. fU tit.' industry on the west Coast.
bom bar ace: one of ..three war h e roes Mrs. Lawrence is the daughter 'of -a and the third to sit down at the old
who will accompany national com- U; S Army officer.
Deux Magots. Lipp's is still open;
mittee members on- tours.as Treasury
Cary runs Lou Wilson's old place,
Department reps, .left; N. Y.: for the
the Dingo, in Montpamasse. But the
L. A. meet over the past weekend. 550,000 Individual
whole town is a sad, run down,
-:»•
ho; will
Other two-, war 'heroes.
Sales Is Goal in
Cal. iVnsery-bitten .place.
work on the campaign are Lt Col.
Lt Allan Fin.
Los
Angeles.
Oct ?.4
Rosweli Roscngren, Engineers Corps,
Approximately
Marine
600
Southern
C, liLewis Largey, U, S
find
'••*:;'
',-;'.''
foriiia theatre and film company reps
'\
-V;. V. ',
Corps.' V.
set
550.000
individual W.ar Bond sales'
Brandt-, meantime, has compieted
arrangements for the radio network as their objective in the Sixth War
tieups in connection with the Bond Loan drive at a meeting here Mon',•}'.
v.rally at Madison Square Garden. day' (23). ...
v.' ;.::'
Pans, Oct. 24.
be
will
Industry
reps gathered at the AmK. Y.. Nov/ 20. Garden
To film e American stars touring
;
scaled from $100 to $100,000 bond for bassador hotel, in a regional huddle
Europe woivt'be able to. do shows in
goboxes
are
preliminary
to the opening of. cameach. admission. A few
Paris
henceforth.
",'-•
Maj.
Gen. John C.
paign activities, for a confab with
ing at $1,000,000 each.
Harry Brandt, national chairman of H. Lee announced last week, but will
Radio Rally
have to confine their entertainment
Lowell Thomas,' with ..his 15-min- the film industry's campaign.
to
front
line
areas.
"Out
of bounds"
off,
lead
Gus Metzger. exhibitor state chairttte-stanza-ov^ NBC. -will
followed by a half-hour program man for. the Southern California sec- order followed complaints in Stars
with the band of the Training Com- tor who arranged the meeting, pre- and Stripes, soldier newspaper, that
Gls
in
Paris
were
getting
entertainwith
Forces
sided.
mand of the Army Air
He noted that the U. S.
Paul .Wh'iteman as guest conductor. Treasury had recognized the showing ment not available to men at the
-_t
"v'-".'Others scheduled to be lined tip for. made by the film trade in the Fifth front.
First
star
affected
by
order
was
Befle
in
Milton
the' program are
War Loan drive.
"Let Yourself Go.". Arlene Francis in
Metzger said that ''For Southern Marlene Dietrich, who. was in Paris
last week with a USO-Camp Shows
'•Blind Pate," Gabriel 'Heatter. a spe- California particularly,
can promise
unit.
Star
immediately
left
for
six
Spotthe
Quiz
Kids
broadcast,
cial
you that, as always, all: the circuit
Gen.
light Band (Blue). "Can You Top and independent theatres will really weeks' lour of front areas.
This.'' With Senator Ford. Joe Laurie, 'show the way with showmanship' Lee's order also put ban on amateur
theatricals
by
Anglo-American
solDr.
I.
Hershfield.
Q..
Harry
Jr.; and
and outdo any other area in the naOrson Welles and "Take It or Leave tion per capita. We pledge to the dier group at the Olympia.
Phil Bakei:. '.
It* with
national committee of the Sixth War
Louis .T. Finske, chairman for Loan the untiring, show-manly energy
Eastern Pennsylvania during the of eyery theatre man and woman in
Sol Lesser to
Fifth War Loan drive, set up a pro- the theatres under my jurisdiction in
cedure for close working arrange- this drive." Around 50 Arizona thea'Canteen in Paris'
ments between "fexhibs and distribs in tres are included in this group.
the field, which are being followed
Brandt told the 'gathering that the
.Hollywood, Oct. 24,
.
in the Sixth War Loan drive. Under Sixth War Loan campaign will be
Through arrangement with Amerithe
"this plan each distributor rep forms
greatest challenge in showmanship can Theatre Wing. Sol Lesser will
a. committee to visit four centrally
and salesmanship ever faced by the produce "Canteen in Paris," a film
located key towns, where all exhibi- film industry,;. ;
based on the military entertainment
tors in that area can be invited, to a
Other speakers included Robert H. spot to be opened next month by
In addition, to Moulton and Capt. Ray Wild
luncheon meeting.
in the French capital. Lesser's
of the
exhibitors the branch managers and U. S. Treasury; Fletcher Bowron, plans call for background and spesalesmen in the various key sectors mayor of Los Angeles; Floyd Max- cialty footage iii Paris and London,
are also called in. thus assuring a well, chairman of the L. A. News- with American, British and French
maximum turnout of field workers. paper Publishers' Association; Wil- troupers taking part.
Harry F. Shaw,' Connecticut state liam F. Crockett, vice-chairman of
Understood
will share in the
exhibitor chairman for the Sixth the film industry's national commit- film's profits.
Lesser's "Stage Door
War Loan, has set plans for Bond tee; Ned El Depinet, distributor Canteen" to date has turned over
preems. Free Movie Day., children's chairman; John Hertz, Jr., publicity about $2,300,000 to
and affiliatshows and other special events in chairman; Hugh Bruen, national co- ed service groups.
that territory. Radio and school tie- chairman; Robert Poole, of
the Pacific
ins are being arranged.
Coast Conference of independent
Joseph R. Vogel, head of Loew's Theatre Owners, and
George Topper Shirley
History In
out-of-town -circuit, has completed a of Fox West Coast
theatres.
city - by - city, theatre - by - theatre
For 7th
checkup of the circuit in relation to
Ottawa, Oct. 24.
the Sixth War Loan activities as part
Shirley Temple made Canadian
of Loew's effort to set new bondscllSo. Pacific
.

performances.

.
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PARIS 'OUT OF BOUNDS'

;

SO FAR TO USO SHOWS
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;
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Southwest
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Pix

records in the coming Bond
An analysis was made of War
Bond sales in- previous drives, especially the Fifth.
In spots where
the Eoii.d sales' fell below the circuit
average in thV* last"cainpaign'' step's
are being- taken, to bring theatres up
to the overall average for the circuit
Stated Vogel, "We are putting bondselling on the same basis as our boxThis war activity has'
office efforts.
reaiiv become part ot our business,
so we're handling it that way."
"Neri Depinet, as chairman of the
distributors division for the industry,
Vi-as the principal speaker at the Dallas Variety Club last \ycck.
It' was
his 'first meeting, with distrib reps on
the Sixth War Loan campaign.
ing

.

.

.

!

alcanal' we were treated
to -.the
"' or,d
„P remiere sllowi 'iS of "Stage
D ° or Canteen " This week we had a
similar treat when
the premiere
:

showing of "Marriage Is Private Affair" with Lana Turner was presented.
"Going My Way" with
Crosby was another wii on piayed
'

our island considerably prior to the

Bioady.ay opening Another premiere with. Ida Lupino coiries to u-i

m

a couple of weeks
Ottr Special
Services, it seems, are capable of
'
mn acles
My, what a far cry from the type
of entei t.ainmerit we received when

we

Would Convert Defense
Plants Into Theatres

.

.

Hollywood, Oct. 24.
H. D. Hover, operator of Ciro's
nitery. has come up with an idea for
salvaging war plahts after hostilities
cea.se and the need for war material
end.s.
Hover wants to convert the
mammoth factories into a theatre
circuit, offering class entertainment
on. a mass-pop price scale; ,-.';,:
Hover stated this week that he had

WPB

chairman Julius A. Krug
wired
and Sec. of Commerce Jesse H. Jones
asking what the chances are of buying or leasing key city plants from
the Defense Plant Corp.

history here yesterday (23)
-1.

Many months- ago while on .Guad-

,

;'

Preems

Bougainville. Oct.
Editor, "Variety":

drive.

when

the

Dominion's Prime Minister, cabinet
ministers and statesmen took.' seats
in

the. pit. to
let
the ex-moppet
launch the 7th Victory Loan from
Parliament- Hill,,- The Dimples was

'

-

'

filfii: star to get Hop
ceremony of that kind.
.

billing

Miss Temple, came to the Capital
from Toronto and Montreal where
she -had. done R.a- bally for the. new
loan' drive; acted as."official hostess'.!

Ottawa bobbysoxers over. TransCanada web-Joan .show. She introto

duced returned
spoke by radio

to

shipyards .-from
kin. launched as

many warships,

of

loan

teeoff

men who

service

relatives at nine

coast

to,

program.

coast as
part
The curl-

arrived on Fiji. Within the girl held the spot in spite of
presence
past 10 days we have had "Mr
of Prinae Minister King and .other
SkefTington" with Bette Davis, arid *-governmerit notables
tonight we have another fine film-,first

.

The Conquering Hero" with
Eddie Bracken. while saidwiched in

'"Hail

there were several other enjoyable
cinemas:
,
'

.

several years via flickers.

'

,

»»»+« »»« «
U. S. Rollcall

..

''

:''''..';':

SyK Herman M. RoUnjeU
Det. Mgr. Missing
Detroit,

Lieut.

,

Oct,

24.

William

Drpzan, foi'mer
manager of the "-May fair and other
theatres here for the Cohen' chain,
has been reported as inissing in ac*
Hon in Europe. He was wj.h the
American Air Forces.,
;

'•

'..'

.

the

brothef, Danny, is
here.

Roxy theatre

manager
''

of

Son of Manos,

':'*

.'•

•.

.

mm

.-Robert Riskin. head of the motion
picture bureau, overseas division, of
the Office of War Information, left
New York for London and Paris last
week to discuss production of documentary films, and review the newsreel situation. He will consult with
French and British Ministry of Information and U. S. officials, returning to the U. S. in a few weeks.
i
Confab will concern -joint'. allied
documentary production; and plans
for U. S. "documentaries;
.

just

premiere on "Marriage is a Private
Affair" and "Devotion." The boys
got a great kick out Of them. I am
enclosing a little bit of news from
the" Special
Service Bulletin you
may enjoy reading.
Still

no word about

his wife but I
it

Bill Bailey or
they will make

know

and I can hardly wait
back to Singapore to be re-

right

all

to get

partner. Bailey &
partners for 30
years with the exception of the time
I was under contract to Fox Studios
and Bill teamed up with Barnurh—
WB's Cash to Servicemen
Regardless of how long they had quite a record— and we're still the
]
been with Wariier Bros, prior to en- best of pals/; 'V-;
tering the service, all 6? the 3,985
Guess the newspapers give you a
former Warnerites now in uniform rough idea of the territory
we now
will receive a Christmas check for cover and the
"circuit" sure keeps
$20 each this year. $5 riiore than us busy.
very fortunate to have
mailed last year and. double the the assistance of Lt.
Charles Mayer,
amount sent two years back.
formerly Far Eastern manager for
Cash gift, sent jointly by the 20th Century-Fox; Lt. Russell
RosWarner management and the Warner hor. of the Roshon -Film Exchanges;
Club, is in addition to Xmas pack- W/O Leon
Applestone, former
ages
which
have already
been Marina district theatre manager in
mailed by the Girls Service Unit of San Francisco: Capt.
Frank Krebs
'•
'-..'
the Warner Club.
from Warner Bros. Studios;
Sgt.

army, had been overseas only a short
time before his death;
'.',

',.'

.

.

Cowan have been

;

;,

Am

'

',

'

:

Memphis

Metroite's Air

-

Medal

Memphis, Oct.

24.

Lieut. Douglas H. Johnston, shipping clerk at the Metro exchange
here before entering the Army, has
been awarded the Air Medal lor
meritorious achievement while participating in bombing missions with
the Air Porce in, the Southwest
Pacific:;

.

"

;

-

T,

Rudy
Gees
and
S/Sgt.
James
Thames/ formerly with M-G-M in the
Southern States. These boys have
done an outstanding job and a great
deal of credit is due them for the
success Overseas
Service enjoys in

Picture

several new tunes
sent
them to New York.
Estelle (Mrs. Cowan) and; son are.
fine
.
of course you ^wouldn't
..
.

.

Motion

SWPA.

Have written

and

.

A navigator, Lieut. Johnston has know "Come. Ori Red" with her
completed more than' 45 ''missions snow white hair but:;she is the same
since going to the .Pacific in June! sweet girl and after 33 years of
married life. I think .1 am a 'com1943.
Eddie Pentecost, formerly with petent judge. It would be nice if
Loew's Palace here and later man- we. all could get a trip home beager of Loew's Grand, Atlanta, into cause it has. been. If .years since we
went to the Orient and .vve do gel a
Navy.
yen. to .see New York and all our
:

-'.

tapl. Oglietti Honored
Pittsburgh, Oct. 24.
War Department has jtist announced
the -posthumous award of the DFC
to Capt. Elmer 'Guy Oglietti, Jr., son
of the<,distriet exhibitor.
Captain
Oglietti's Purple Heart had the week
before been tprwarded'.'to the dead

parents along with
effects.

.

A

flight

his

show pals.
Must also tell you the good news.
20 I was promoted to Lt.
I. am indeed proud and
happy over it. It is most gratifying:
old:

:

to receive recognition for a job that

you have done and everyone seems
happy about it as 1 am. \.

just as

pel

•

20th-Fox exchange, where '.she's errh
ployed as a biller,' plus donations
arranged with stores,. Lillian Colin
Will make up 100 Christmas packages to be. .sent to" wartime convalescents at the Halloran hospital,
.

Staten Island. X. Y.

'.'- Liyitn
Lt.

F.

Cowan

,

Colonel. Engineers

Actors Lab's 'Crazy' Troupe
Hollywood, Oct.

Santa Lillian
.Through, various contributions she
has personally received at the N.Y.
.

'.

Oti" Sept.

Colonel and

commander

.and Liberator pilot, the young officer
was killed in action in the Italian
.-.;.;
theatre. .- .:

'

1

the armed
held the

to

We

24,

academy before entering the united
with my

military

sonal

Riskin Abroad Again

.

Arid then work back towards
the mainland. Motion pictures are
of
course
the ace attractions as
they are shown to every unit three
times a week and, as I have often
told you, the Motion Picture Industry should receive the highest
award possible for permitting and
arranging for the presentation of

first.

these 16
prints
'forces overseas.

Killed

Pitt,

Pittsburgh, Oct.

•

Michael Manos, 'veteran circuit exhibitor in this district, has jiist been
informed by the War Department
that his son. Private Nicholas Marios,
19. an infantryman, was killed
in
action in France last month. Originally Manos had been notified that
the boy was missing in action.
Young Manos, who had attended a

flier's

;

.

-

sum involved has not been
divulged. The same league also has
been rallying the national game for

,

the first
in a

•

.

War Loan

Canada

,

1

ii'eve. it

•

I.

Make

.

Little

Lew Parker -.hows
\yere 'btilslar.ding successes, and beor not the little troupe (hat
presenting "Over 21" is meeting
is
with great success
There are at
CI
present 13 USO units playing, in
St. Louis, Oct. 24.
and the boys love them. It
The Chicago Film Laboratories is is hard Id present the performance
busily engaged in turning out more, sometimes but the show people have
than 500 prints of 16 and 35 nim. proven themselves great "soldiers in
soiindfilms of the world series games greasepaint'' and put Up with a, lot
inconveniences they
here for distribution to the aimed Of
wouldn't
forces and hospitals and in the U..S: uream of in civilian lite, and when
and overseas Lou Foriseca, director they hear that GI applause and see
of Public Relations for the Ameri- the smiles on those boys' laces I
can League, said: the first 420 prints kriojA' they are repaid a miUion
w:il
be ready
for
screening by limes for whatever they have gone
*
,' .;'
Nov. IV and .200 swill be available for through.
use by civilians and private organiSalute to Pix Biz Too -; •>
zations early next January.
With the arrival of more prints
The films will be cut to 3.000 feel
each
-picture
in
this theatre we
and will require about 30 mms for of
have been able to release day-and-.
complete showing; The American
Leagu is paying the entire freight date in practically all the forward
areas where the new pictures play
but the

:.

-

1

Jackie Holler and

'•.•

..;'!

Headquarters /with me is that dynamic little hunk of personality
Capt. Jerome Cargill. He has done a
swell job as Theatrical Officer and.
can point with pride to w-hat he has'
accomplished. Of course 'CargiU's
job wa.s one, of pioneering and he.
piuduced Soldier Shows before we
had established bases .or the wheie.witlia], to do anything, but he did it
N.Ow -that USO, shows are coming
along more frequent the results -of
his -work- are of course, more evident.

The Jack Benny, Boo Hope.

AM. LEAGUE BANKROLLS

'

:'

Sitting here in the same: office at

•

.

;'.

Pacific, Sept. 27.

Editor, ''Variety:"

'•

.like

COWAN SALUTES

'GREASEPAINT SOLDIERS'

projection room preems in every
key. city exchange in the U, S.
Objective: to sell at least $54.000.000 extra in War Bonds.
During the Fifth War Loan
there were only 13 projection,
room preems, resulting in the
sale of 1.1 10 bonds: with a face
value of $3.0.00.000.
Under jpe'pinci's proposed plan,
for the Sixth War Loan drive
each projection rooni in. every
key city would be booked ..with.
special attraction for a full six

Ritz

Col. J. B L. (.lock 1 Lawrence, tqr i! Meyer still holds forth behind the
mer.ly. assistant to tl.ic .p.res;d(')it of b:;r; Fred Payne, ..released' from a

(he .Association^ of

LT. COL.

Ned E. Depinet, distribution
division chairman for the film
industry's Sixth War Loan drive,
has issued an appeal to all distributor chairmen to sf art ail aggressive
campaign lor extra

Paris Today

You should have seen the
Bar; in Paris, the. first week

Series of 19 regional, meetings to*
mobilize the motion picture industry
for the Sixth War Loan campaign,

'

Y.

24.

Holly wood. Victory Committee announced a new troupe to be sent
overseas to play the George and Ira
Gershwin piece, "Girl Crazy," for
.'.';"'
G.I. entertainment.
S. Sylvan Simon volunteered to
'

,

produce and direct the show for Actors Lab, which has already seht Iw/o
theatrical companies abroad.
'v
.

•
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COAST TO COAST NOW
A HON tV ABOUT LO V€ AND

Co-Starring'

"<':','..::

:

.

.

;

ALEXIS SMITH
Directed

by

JACK CARSON
^

JAMES V KERN

*

JOHN RIDGELY
S:rt "' f,a * *<><*"

v

•
-

JANE

WVMAN

JOHN ALEXANDER

**">•

'

*»» Hollmon

•

CRAIG STEVENS

Add. Dialogue/ WilMe Mohoirtif

JACK
•

•

IRENE MANNING

L.

v^^.::-

WARNER,

•
-

BARBARA

from

br

CHAS. RUGGLES

BROWN

Executive Producer

ALAN MOWBRAY

•

l»i»|iS A. fi.ldi

•

Fro(iuc»<l

by (*«« Cordon

EVE ARDEN
Produced by

#

•

MARK HELLINGER

;

"get set for the sixth war loan."

'

.

.
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ON SET

COL.

Chi Managers Union Org Skedded

For AFLConfab Agenda Next Month
Mailer of motion picture theatre
managers' union here, dormant since
discussed at the St. Louis IATSE

Inside Stuff—Pictures

Hollywood, Oct.
Total of 114

sets,

largest

site of Proctor's Fifth. Avenue, N. Y., recently, to
for a 23-story building, postwar, recalls the various stages and
modes of .entertainment at the site. Until the theatre was razed several
years ago and converted to stores,
Deal also recalls that theatre, although called Proctor's, was really
owned by B. F. Keith. Built in 1898 by the Peter Gilsey estate, which
also owned the -Gilsey House (now a loft building), across the way, the
theatre had been operated for a number of years by F. F. Proctor, first
with dramatic stock and later va tide. It played the top legit headlincrs
and vaude, but later went vaudfilm when; the Palace theatre became the
B. F. Keith and Proctor had amalgamated
flagship of the Keith circuit.
as toppers of the United Booking Office, which controlled all theatres and
talent worthwhile in the vaude field, both in N.Y. and throughout the
Proctor had been operating the Fifth Avenue on leasehold.
country.
B. F. Keith bought the house as a gift for his son, A. Paul Keith. Proctor
When latter was
retained lease unaware of: the transler in landlords.
apprised of this there was a temporary feud wherein Keith took the theatre away from Proctor and operated it for several months. Matters were
again
took
over
Proctor
operation
and
adjusted
of house. ••;.';..•;
amicably
Upon his death in 1918, four years after his father's death, the younger
Keith bequeathed properly to Bishop O'Connell, of Boston, as a charity
mother,
Mary
Katharine,
Keith.
It
was
later sold for
memorial for his
It eventually came into the hands of Emigrant Savings Bank,
$1,500,000.
N.Y'., which made the resale to a syndicate last week,

Resale of former

24,

make way

number

ever used in a picture at Columbia,
are in construction for

4

24.

Oct.

Chicago,

BINGE,

114 FOR '1001 NIGHTS'
;

'

"A Thousand

and One Nights."
Layout will cover two. acres on the
company's ranch and six stages in
.

PAR FATTENS PACTEE
BY 56 PLAYERS

.

.

convention: last summer, will be
LIST
the studio,
thrashed out again at the American
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Federation of Labor confab slated
Paramdunfs player contract rosfor New Orleans Nov. 20-Dec. 4. ac- ter has been increased during the
cording to Gene Atkinson, business last year by 56, of
38 are. Par Theatres Corp., N. Y.,
agent of Chicago Moving Picture dancers with dramatic possibilities.
Machine Operators Union, Local 110 List was also increased by the return
Houses
Setup
(AFL). No charter has as yet been of Bruce Cabot from the Army Air
In a rather involved corporate
issued, Atkinson said, but ••things Forces and Billy de Wolfe from, the
move ../which combines various ther
...
'','''
look good."
'.,••"•.'
'''•.:.
Navy,
interests
Paramount
under
a.tre,
of
just how far the, union expects to
Among the more important signed the banner of a new subsidiary
get with the idea is a moot ques- since last year are Barry Fitzgoraid,known as Paramount Pictures TheAtkinson, asked
tion, it is felt here.
Stanley Clements, Phyllis Brooks, atres Corp., a mortgage of close to
why operators here should receive David Brooks, Howard da Silva. Ann
$6,000,000 on the Par building, N. Y.,
a Wage almost double that of man- Doian, Doris Dowling. Mona Freehas been discharged through adagers, whose average is around $60 man, Julie Gibson, Nona Griffith.
vancement of the money by the
a week. is of the opinion that "this Mary Hatcher, Jean Heather. Darryl
"Variety" has received this wire from Washington:
parent company, Paramount Pic
situation won't exist' much longer
"With reference to statement appearing in- Hedda Hopper's column
Hickman, Pat Phelan, Nancy Por- Hires. Inc.
,
Juan,
but besides' not having as 5
ter, Charles Quigley, Olga San
f
The new corporation was made a quoting expression of anxiety on part of Mayor Kline about delay in
secured a charter, the union has to Carol Deere; Robert Watson and
making the Rosalind Russell-Sister Kenny film, the -board of directors
Paramount
substitute
name
for
face the fact that out of the 357 Audrey Young.
of Elizabeth Kenny Institute, Inc., have every confidence in Rosalind
v'vbuilding
Broadway
covering
Par
the
managers in the Chicago area, about
and to which the N. Y. Paramount Russell and are well aware that a picture portraying the life of Elizabeth
fiOO own and manage their own thetheatre has been under lease through Kenny will be made immediately following her present commitments. We
VS.
atres and would therefore not be inits
operating
company, Hercules only regret that Rosalind Russell's illness has interfered with her program
terested in joining a regular union.
Theatre Corp. In turn, with/setup of of activity. Through her generosity, production of a documentary film of
Suit
Follows
The remaining 150— as against 700 in Beef on "Aquacade"
Par
Pictures Theatres Corp., this new the Kenny concept was made possible which has already been well reTheatre
ad..Over Ziegfeld
the operators' union— would
purchased
company
the stock of ceived by the medical profession in Minneapolis, Chicago and Washington.
mittedly not make a very strong orIt portrays a revolutionary concept of infantile paralysis.
'.:'.'
Following formal complaint made Netco Theatres Corp., Par subsidiary
ganization.
-<//"'
(Signed),'
.:;.;'-/
\; -;.' ././../'.
operating theatres in Middletown,
of
Also, nothing has been done about by Billy Rose to Metro over use
"Elizabeth Kenny Institute, Inc.,. by H. W. Haverstock, secretary.-'
Glens
Falls,
its
Newburgh,
Poughkeepof
some
in
"aquacade"
the 10-year-old charter issued to the the word
connect
sie
and
Peekskill
in
upstate
Y.,
as
in
N.
publicity
and
old Browne-Bioff regime and never advertising
of
one.
well
Stapleton,
Island.
as
the
Staten
Beauty,"
"Bathing
with
tion
All Washington is congratulating Hardie Meakin on his advancement to
used, for assistant managers, doorWith that step taken, the four assistant division manager with RKO. headquarters Cincinnati. Former
men, '.hers, ticket takers and its recent releases, Metro has issued
'"
orders to all exchanges to notify ac- Philadelphia theatres controlled by Chief Barker of Variety Club, Tent. No. 11, and for 14 years manager of
•
:.'!'
cashiers.
.
,
the picture that un- Par through leases, and the Para- Keith's Washington, he is universally liked in the amusement field. His
Besides circuit 'biggies'; stand that counts playing
is this word" to
mount,
Angeles,
operated
circumstances
Los
for
no
der
departure poses a problem for the. Birthday Ball celebrations in Washingmanagers have no business joining
Par by Fanchon & Marco, under a ton, for he was general traffic manager on routing the stars ever since
be used.
a. union, they also feel that theatre
While no decision has been reached long-term agreement, were taken these January festivities began.
managers,, while unquestionably unlegal action by Rose in the mat- into the newly-organized subsidiary.
Hardie Meakin was "Variety's" mugg in Washington for many years,
derpaid in many cases, have much as to
Operation
of the theatres grouped
ter, should a suit be brought to proand is a former manager of the Fox. As Nelson Bell of the Washington
more of an opportunity for advancefrom exploitation, its
ment than men in the projection tect "aquacade" unfair competition in Par Pictures Theatres Corp. will Post said: "I have never seen him with a grouch, which testifies to his
basis would be
not be disturbed. In addition to genial disposition." His supervision of theatres will include. RKO houses
booths.
"If they're good they can
since, as pointed out, Rose has regis
operation
the L. A. house,
F&M
of
in Cincinnati, Dayton and his old cinema palace in Washington. He leaves
forge ahead," is the consensus, ''but
tered the word "aquacade" in many
how far can an operator expect- to parts of the country and has estab- Harry Royster continues as general next Saturday (28) for his new post.
manager in charge of the Netco
go beyond that projection booth?"
lished property rights in connection
houses, while Bob Weitman remains
with it.
Newspaper stories recapping the highlights of the life and career of
in control of the N. Y. Par as manAdded that the word, by which! aging director,
v.'-vi or Alfred E. Smith failed to report his long, vigorous opposifour Philly f(i
Checking Managers' Rose aquatic shows, including at the houses continueandin the
a pool under tion to the censorship of motion pictures. Smith, who was a film, legitiY. World's Fair, whefe known has Warner operation.
mate stage and vaudeville fan. tried for years to have the film censorship
Salary Standards in N...Y. N.
special value for pictures and other
law, passed by the N. Y. state legislature during, the term of Governor
Prior to discussing date to which purposes. From time to time Rose
Nathan L. Miller 11920-22), repealed, and the Motion -Picture Commission
retroactive pay shall figure in event has had deals on with picture comabolished. He sent messages to the legislature urging repeal of the statute
agreement is reached on a contract panies for the lights to the title, Aides Will
Mayer's
and gave strong support to repealer bills. On one occasion, while Edmund
with the Motion Picture Theatre 'Aquacade," and a water show to be
H. Machold. of Watertown, was speaker of tha Assembly, a repealer came
Operating Managers & Assistants built around it, latest having been
Rialto While He's
Within several votes of adoption; Were it not for the fact the Republicans
Guild, RKO last week asked that it with the 20th-Fox about six months
made opposition to the act a party measure, the bill would then have
owned
and
operRialto,
N,
Y.,
The
be given time to make a survey of ago
passed, in the opinion of well-informed observers at the Capitol in Albany.
Mayer,
will
be
in
Arthur
L.
by
ated
the salaries paid managerial help in
Recently Rose filed a suit against
manager
of
William
Kurtz,
charge
of
the Greater N. Y. area.
Loew's for $500,000 in connection
George
and
his
assistant,
house,
the
Not only is RKO compiling salaries with his purchase of the Ziegfeld
Top screen writer, who once lost a job through the snootiness of a femme
Mayer's
absence
as
during
Hoffman,
to
personage in his less prosperous clays, is wreaking literary vengeance in a
paid its own managers and assistants theatre, N. Y.. for which he is said
commissioner of the Red roundabout way. Scribe has written a Characterization of the femme into
In 41 metropolitan N. Y. houses but have paid $680,000. Under the lease deputy
gathering data as to what which Loew's had on the house with Cross for the Pacific Islands area.
is. also
a screenplay which, he knows, will never reach the screen.
Script has
yesterday
left
(24)
to
Mayer
N.
Y.
Trust
Bank
&
the
Continental
cirit
other
Co.,
similar help is paid by
been submitted to all- major studios where the character, a close relative
y*
was to have restored the 'house. oiT embark on his R. C. mission.cuits in this region.- -.'
of a star, will be discussed in story, councils.
-Writer.'.-'is chuckling over
MPTOM&AG, recently certified as vacating, to the condition in which
the knowledge that the character is easy to recognize.
Also, under the
collective bargaining representative it first found it.
for managers and assistants in RKO lease, Loew's was supposed to turn
Cowan's
Pic
Caucasian actors will impersonate Japs in the Willialri. Cagney producN, Y. theatres, is seeking a minimum over certain profits of operation to
tion. "Blood on the Sun." although there are plenty of Oriental the.sps who
-Hollywood, Oct. 24.
of $115 for managers and $75 for the landlord. Rose feels he is entiLester Cowan, indie producer, will might pass for Nips. Idea is that Orientals don't make good actors, and
assistants.. Guild wants a two-year tled to any such profits. Suit against
'..-'':
Loew's asks for an accounting in ad- make a film ini Canada next year, plenty of good acting is required in the picture,- which stars James Cagney
deal as. a starter.
dition to reimbursement 1o Rose of
based on the construction of the as. an American newspaperman in Japan. Chief supporting role is that of
the cost of restoring the Ziegfeld to Alaskan Highway. Picture will be Hideki Tojo, former Jap premier, to be played by Robert Armstrong,
its
state of pre-Loew occupancy.
shot in Technicolor with the coop- who will be made up by Joseph Norin, an authority, ou Oriental makeup.
Jeanette's Chi
Date
Estimated that the repair job will eration/of Canadian officials,

whom
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Op

Hollywood, Oct.

24.

Jeanette MacDonald makes her
operatic debut Nov. 4 with the Chicago Civic Opera Co. in "Romeo
and Juliet" to be followed by
"Faust." ;

cost

around

$100,000.

It

Pickford-Nebenzal

For 'Mayerling'

;

/

Hollywood, Oct.

will be

in

British..

accorded
Griersori,
sioner.

24.

symphony

Tommy Wonder

Mary Pickford and Seymour

M-G

to

Tommy Wonder, currently at the
Copacabana. N. Y.. hitery, has been
pacted for films by Metro.

-

-Nebenzal holds rights to the picwhich he produced; in Europe
Charles Boyer and Danielle
as stars,

with

•

;

I

I

•

i

rectors.

'// /'.-•.. \.

company,

',';.-

';-.''

.':

>.

formed

to

i

''"•/

make

motion pictures, has capital stock of
100 shares, none of which has been
subscribed.

Par Preps Nine Pix
Hollywood. Oct.

24.

Henry Ginsberg, new studio proat Paramount, announced nine features on his shooting schedule for the next, six months;
List includes "The Lost Weekend."
now in work: "The Virginian." "My

duction

Where?

'St. L.' Preem
"Meet Me in St. Louis'' (Metro),
which pi'eems in St. Louis late next
month, is tentatively slated to follow "Kismet" into the Astor theatre,
;/,.;•
../- //
N. y.
...

.-.

.

"An American Romance"
uled

to
shortly.

go into the
..*•':
.

is

State,
:

;'

;r

schedN. Y.,

,"' /'/.•'

•'

SCHARY'S DOUBLE 'TIME'

CROSBY LOOKS FOR GOLD
,

Hollywood, Oct.

24.

Bing Crosby will play a Fortyniner in ."California,!' a musical of
gold rush days to be produced by

picture.

starrer,

Studio execs at. 20th-Fox are getting a laugh but of the favorable reports from New York on "Laura," the picture that wasn't important enough
David O. Selznick's star. Jennifer Jones. Verbal and legal controversy
raged several months ago when Selznick refused to carry out a loanout
agreement involving Miss Jones on the ground that "Laura" was not
potent enough to sustain his star's prestige as ,an Oscar winner:

for

Sisk's

FINALLY PAIRED

Eye

Thriller.' /.
Hollywood, Oct. 24.

Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Robert ,.Sisk draws producer reMichael O'Shea and Lloyd Nolan sponsibility' on Metro's "The Hidden
David/ O. Selznick assigned Dore
Senary to a double stint as pro- are finally teamed as co-stars in Eye," an adaptation of Baynard KenEvidence."
forth- drick's mystery novel, "The Last
ducer and scripter on "So Little "Circumstantial
coming mystery picture at 20tli-Fox. Express.''
Time."
O'Shea had been in and out of the
Edward Arnold plays the lead
Feature, based on a novel by Don
P. Marquand, is slated as the next cast several times. Nolan had refused role, a blind detective with a secingeye dog.
to do the picture without him;
Selznick production.
'

.

.

,

Film star who has achieved wide renown -as a" pinup girl has grown,^
uppish that the boys and gals on the lot are developing pains in the neck.
Studio execs are Wondering if her domineering attitude toward her fellow
/-'/
workers will be reflected in the general tone of her next picture.
.

,

&

Gellcr agency handles ad campaigns for Columbia aiid MonoPictures, as- well as the Victoria theatre, N.Y.,' and the St. Cloud
Amuse. Corp.. operator's of a N.J. theatre circuit. "Variety" item last

Weiss

chief

Favorite Brunette." Masquerade in
Mexico." "Too Good to Be True," Harry Tugend at Paramount.
Before that, Crosby will appear
"Our Hearts Were Growing Up."
"The Well-Groomed Bride." "Cali- briefly in "Duffy's Tavern" and then
fornia" and an untitled Veronica: shift to RKO for a' Leo McCarey

Lake

contract continues after demobilization, regardless of the length of timl.
he has spent in military service.

.

Sacramento, Oct, 24.
/
Constance Bennett Productions,
Inc., filed papers here listing C 0)1 stance Bennett, Martin Gang, Agnes
Shea and Florence Johnson as di-

New

Prior to going to the Coast the
dancer plays a vaude date at the
Earle, Washington. Nov.' 2, with possibly others to follow.

to

'•-..'

'.'';.

:.;.'

Connie Bennett's Pic Co.

.';//'-

ture,

Darneux

.•'-.-

.

Mickey Rooney's attempt to cut loose from his Metro contract before,
entered the Army is understood to have been inspired by his ambition
produce three pictures a year for a major lot. Actor is reported intent
on contesting the generally accepted, legal interpretation that a player's

tie

;Ne-

benzal will team up as co-producers
on a remake of "Mayerling," slated
for a Januai-y start for release by

United Artists.

Columbia, where he was
strong support by John
Canadian film commis-

.-'

.'•

She leaves here next Tuesday (31)
for Ciiiciiv' '
to
solo"' With
the

Cowan's second venture

across the northern border. His first
was "Commandos Strike At Dawn,"

Team
Remake

grairi

week placed the Columbia account
nst.

in

the Kayfon-Spiro ad agency account
v-.

•

;:

,-"v.

/

.•

\

Producers Association put on the pressure to stop- nil attempt at talentgrabbing by .RKO verstis Paramount. Hal Wallis' story editor, John Mok,
wa's'terfipted tTrttesert {he

the

home

lot for

Paramount toppers took the case

home

studio raised the ante to. keep

a

more

profitable job at

to the association-

Mok on

/

RKO,

but

Understood the

the old homestead.

:
.

.

Sudden rise of a now-important film player has caused a mental inflation
is making enemies among the associates who befriended him- when he
was emerging from obscurity. Actor has plenty of talent and is getting
outstanding roles, but his newly developed temperament is handing his old
that

friends a pain in the neck.

.;

;

'.

.;•';/..;.'-.'-/

'•",.;"

'

,

/

.

;

Jennifer Jones gave Catholic tliiiversity's ingenue, Betsy Ross, such a
buildup when she saw her '.in .''Song' of Bernadette" that David O. Selznick
is giving* her a screen test.
Paramount and Metro are also interested In
this 17-year-old beginner.

—
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N. Y. Film Salesmen's Group Insurance;

H. A. Ross, president of the checking organization, now. holding a
series of meetings across the country
to outline further plans to increase
field
service, reaches there lit a
couple weeks.
Jules B. Weill, former N. Y. branch
manager for Ross, has, been named
eastern division manager; Walter I.

included C. J. Latta, zone manager
the Albany district, and Max
Friedman, his film buyer. Also coming in tomorrow (Thursday) ere
I. J. Hoffman, New Haven zone manager, and Max Hoffman and Bert
Jacocks, film buyers for that area.
assistant gen.-'.Arthur Saehson.

Brown, former Chicago office manbecomes midwestern division
head, and
Walter O. Anderson,
branch manager at Atlanta, takes
over the southern, territory.

southern

for

'-.'

Other Theatre and Exchange Briefs
A
nil

blanket insurance plait to cover
of the Motion Picture

members

Y„ who

Associates, N.

would

ma jority essentia] ror adopt ion of
' ;''".':>'.''
;',.'
plan. \
.

raise the present death benefit

1

he

PRC's Coast Product Deal

PRC

.

WB

manager,

sales

eral

trip,

back

a

.front
.
.

.

..

ager,

'

.

which

quality,

.

.

has closed a .1944-15. product

Republic Lands F-P Canadian
Republic closed. 1944-45 product
deal with Famous P(ay'ers-C;niadian
Empire Universal
circuit through
-

was outlined at a deal with Blumenl'eld circuit,. San
Films, Ltd., which distributes Rep
D. t\ Variety's Good Work
deals in
first- run.
also
r-unclu-on meeting of the membership Francisco:
product above the border. Pact neWashington. Oct 24.
K. G., Denver and St.- Louis on
gotiated by Jimmie Grainger, presiyesterday' (Tuesday % following recWashington Tent "No.
ot Variety
PRC"When Lights Go On Again.
bnimendatioiv by the organization's
dent of Rep, with J. J. Fitzgibbons,.
'.clinic
sales contest,. Which was to have Club has established, a public
are
There
apdirectors.
pi csident of FP-C and others.
hoard of
ended Dec. 2. has been, extended to for the treatment of glaucoma.,' Ruproximately -600- -members in the
dolf Bergcr, chairman of the Welfare
Morns March 1- next year
is
IviPA: whose' president
patients
committee, announced I
0ql, Pix Retains Condon
ganders, sales supervisor for 20thvUnikt.be received at the Episcopal
Columbia Pictures extended dealTWO C. m Inker Heal
Fox at the N. Y. exchange.
hospital;-. •"
y
with Richard Condon, Inc, lor speLos Angeles. Oct. 24..
Proposed is a 10-year term policy
cial- publicity work on outstanding
Universal closed a deal, with Fox
for which the annual premium would
pictures.
Condon office .originally
Par
rep
Club
Dinner-Dance
Tit)
for the. showing in
be SB' to members and another $6 West Coast
New oil icers of Pafithiptml Pop was retained, by Columbia to help
theatres of the- entire 1945-46 pronational campaign on "A Song to
fc be paMby the MPA. or less. than
Walt LanU Carmnes. Deal Club, niade up of employees of Par
$12 (lcpcurili;g nn the avei.ise *k*. gram of
Remember," .Paul Muni-Merle Oberto
Panda.", "Woody homcoflice and. N. Y; s-ubsids
-Andy
the
ilhq'lves
unriei
\*te
nr
•'•"
*
W members coming
and, •'Swing Sym- serve in coming yeim-wcre installed on starrer
plan. For; those, under 50 \ ears of Woodpecker'
Condon office Will work on "Tot
.-I
the annual dinner-clanee ot ciubage lid .'medical' examination, would phony series".
Again" and "Tonight and
Fridav night t20i at Aslor hotel;: get he

oi $250 to $1,000,
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.

,.

:

.

1

.-

.

tie

I3ee.ess.arv,-

to 65 tliis
(Due over 65
5.0

'

.

»vent.
.

.

would be. required..: No
would qualify in any

'':'i

'

''','.•-,-

*

:.'•*

.

'A questionnaire will

*U MPA members,

."mailed to

be.

with a two-thirds

i

.

while lor .those from

New

Ross Federal's

n. y;.

Setup

operations, the Ross
Federal Service has -created- three
new. division- manager posts and will
set up a. fourth on the Coast 'when

Expanding

its

They are
assistant

-.

J;

L

.

Brown executive

Fred

Mohrhai (It Par
president,
Richard

to

Vompl roller

.

Every Night* among otheis.

-

Fredericks in K.C. Now
Kansas City. Oct. 24.
Richard Fredericks, formerly, at
the Grand. Chi, new assis't-aht to
Lawrence. Lehman, manager of Or-

.-

•'•'.';

Ol'oimell. foreign dopailinent accoulhant, \ p Louis LcH'ln, theatre
department exee.lreasui er and- Rose
,

Mirell. see. to Leon D.
theatre exec, sec clary.

.Metier,

KEITH'S LOOKING FOR

LARGER SITE

has a capacity ot only 1:234, deemed
inadequate when ..big pictures are
''•-•-.
-.-'-' i".booked.
'-'V'-'v. .\-,
The present Site was taken over

York Theatres

playhouse.; but Keith's' has -been overlooked.
I.oew's Columbia was ap:

proached on a sales, proposition, but
inasmuch as it is one of the mo^t
profitable lniks in the chain, -no offer, will be considered
Keith's is an. ideal: spot for a

second slageshow house.
11' is- intimate and cozy, could house atti actions which could survive: on small
grosses.;
How-over, until-, the .'War
Production Board releases building
material lor new .construction, the
plan is in abeyance. It is doubled
,

:

that Keith's would relinquish the old'
site imlil the new t heatre, on soirie
site to be selected.;- could be made

ready,

MKHV

'

pheum

here.

Seattle, Oct. 24.

..

•

Ml,

I'

'THE CONSPIRATORS'

ities in the stale's industry.
tivities Committee, etc.

take over Post theatre, v.uide-hlmer
Spokane, has added another combo
theatre to. his string, Lyric.,' in Salt
Lake City. Renamed the. Lake.
Jerry Ross, who moved- from Ster-

ol

unit

HIS

Special

lll-s

l It V
Attraction

Aililed

•

.

War Ac-

Palomar, here, to

lings'

ent

STRAN

stayed

director,

there.-

KOL

only

as talbriefly

Now heVin- Salt Lake- City r'as

general manager of Lake theatre.

Ed Shafer Rochester's Embassy

Simultaneously.. Pinanski .was appointed state chairman of Sixth War

Algr.

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 24.
Edward A, Shafer made manager
Embassy here, coming from the
Globe, Atlantic City, to replace Jack
A. Selby Can- to X. A.
Beck. Latter goes to Empress, ChiMinneapolis. Oct 24.
Hirst
burlesque
Embassy,
Because his children s he- III, nc-, cago.
cessitates
change
in
a
climate, house, will shift to it-day weekend
A: Selby Carr, Paramount exploited-, policy next week after 7-day splitsalesman and; office manager here week system since opening in August,
Rochester Drive-in theatre closes
Jor 10 year$, is moving to Los Anfor season Oct. 22.
..
.
geles, where he will have a new asSol Shafer. Schine manager here
signment. Before coming to Minnefor years, has moved to Miami Beach,
apolis. Carr was with Par in Omaha,
Fla., to enter hotel business.
Denver and St.' Loins.

D

Loan

''"'''.:-'

drive.

is

•

1

.

.

.

treasurer.

Sue Ryan • Danny Drayson

Road

Hit

Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Cohen, Republic prosending camera
news,
north
and south to film bachgrounds for two pictures to fo.Uowhis-.ciiri'eivt. production, 'lEaiil Carcluun.

.

j

Other officers elected: John H.
Devlin, vice-president: Joseph Brendan, .secretary, and Stanley Sumner,

BROWN
OKI

"'.'-.-:':

J

Albert

Ro.scnlield; city manager for
Sterling circuit until he resigned to

Joe

I

.

LES

'.

.

Rep lensers

Rosenfield Adds to Circuit

:.'•'

Pinnnski Mass. Allied Head
Boston. Oct. 24.
ol M. and P chain.
long president of the Allied Theatres
of
New England, was re-elected
president at organization's annual
meeting here this week. Special trip-,
ute Was paid Pitianski for his activr

HENREID

•

-

Par.

Sam Pmanski,

LAMARR

'•'

:

when Keith's abandoned vaude'vjlle,
Broadway producers- have been
looking
over
sites
for
a
rew

i

New

IN D. G

Washington. Oct. 24, -.
is shopping around,

Keith's theatre

for a new site in the downtown
area.
Present house on 18th street

Vanities."
One lensing outfit will -shoot' winter footage lor "The Iron Master'! in
the
Mesaba Range; the worlds
largest,
iron
ore
deposit,
iveaV
Puliith; Minn. The other- goes>ouih
of the border to film tropical scenes
-..
fof "Mexicana."
!v
roll's

.

,

•

'

::

-

.

of

PARAMOUNT S
VIII.M.
K IIKAH'I S WKRK
ami <i.\v ;
Di»i.« LYNN
Glil RUSSELL.

"1)1
Continuous t •rformonc*!
Conrinuo

%

Cun Ohm

10

Popular Price*

•

A.M.— Midnilht Show

Ivrry

Slurring

Gnh
rRANK SINATRA

With Charlie Ruaglo. Dorothy

Nitt

In

Person,

Filefn

Pint

.-.

.

RAYMOND PAIGE

Karinrr

unci

'-

Orclutlra

Hi«

.

.

t turf,,

e«*.

PERSON

IN

m

WILL

David 0. Sdinich'l

OSIORNI

"SINCE

Bob Carney

Orth .

o'tljl

MUSIC HALL

Ray
YOU WENT!
AWAY"
INQLISH

to

Bridgeport

Schwartz Vice Marx
Los Angeles. Oct.

New

'

Bob Carney

Haven, Oct. 24.
leaves -manager's role

Loew-Poli College.

at

i

New

for similar post at Lyric. Bridgeport.

Irs. Parkington

Michael Stranger takes spot here.

Grauinan's

Spsctacular Stage Productions

••'

Deliver, Oct. 24.

M-G

Chinese for 60
for Harry Ma/x.

clays,

who

pinch-hitting
has been given a leave of absence to

.

Footman Gels -Victory, Denver

visit his father,

Meanwhile,

.

.

ill

in Louisville.

Oscar

moves

Peck

Filming starts Nov. 6, with Bernard Burton producing.

24.

Marly Schwartz, manager of the
Fox Uptown theatre,. moves over to

Haven,

Up Jones

,'

...

'

ON SCREEN

Stage Gives

Hollywood. Oct, 24.
Allan Jones resumes his film «.'«»
reer as' star in "Romance,. Inc.," a
musical, at Universal after ri long
stretch on the stage.

Repacts FitzPatrick

Hollywood. Oct. 24.
Metro handed James A. FilaPat,-

new

rick a'
contract calling for 12
Trayeltalks hr Technicolor anniially,
FitzPatrick has been with the
company 15 years, during which he
ha* delivered more than 200 subjects.

V. W. Footman and Associates over from the Belmont as sub for
took over lease of J. B. Melt on on Schwartz: at the Uptowft.
Victory theatre.. Footman operated
EXTRAS'
NOSEDIVES
in Colorado Springs up until this
Robins Gets Anovher Ohio House
'•'
Hollywood. Oct. 24i
.-,':
-.time;
Niles, O., Oct. 24.
Truem'an T. Bembusch, who opFilm' extras' earnings for SeptemMcKinley. theatre.- here purchased
erates in; middle west, has leased by Robin.s Enterprise Co. /or about ber dropped nearly 50'5, below those
the Broadway. House has been used $90,000. Company now operates two of August, according to figures refor several years by Fox Intermouivhouses in Niles and two. in .'nearby leased by Central Casting Corp.
''"'
lain Theatres as a carryover thea''•'"
v-'Warren.
"V ,-J
Total jobs for the month were 21,'.-.'»""•
-:;.
tre.
915, amounting to $279,021 In wagts.
-Win Agren. Fox Intermo'.mlain
booker, has completed 15 years, in Lightman Options Memphis Mouse
Memphis, Get. 24.
that job.
M. A. Lightman signed option to

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

PAY

.

.

!

-

]

i-

•

.:

HUMPHREY B0GART
ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S
HAVE AND HAVE NOT'
W;irlH-r

-1IH

l!li>«

Willi

Walter Irinimn, Lauren Bacall,
Dolores Moren, Hoegy Carmichael

B'way at 51st

McGEE

FIBBER

HOLLYWOOD

St.

8 WAY &
47th St.

PALACE

«T0

Harr.v.

"liifk Ik

A nit-iifti"

S<*rivft

•

;

lhlilH

(•file

I'IBKXKV

RIVOLI, I'way

ft

49th

St.

A

•

2lMli iViiiiIiv

lifry

t\

9:46 *

.

4»lh

St.

M.

WAYNC

IIO.VPS

Vu\

If

lull

SCOTT
HARRISON

pnV
V A VX

.'•*»

Rep's Great States Deal
Republic closed a deal with Publix
Great Slates for entire 1944-45 program. Will Baker, midwestern sales
manager, represented Rep, while
John Dromey Represented the circuit.

-

MILES
FISHER

Jackie

and
Till

.-

,

;

*>» •*

-iij,,-

K,

-

WB

Zone Execs in N.Y. Meeting
Executives from three Warner
Theatres zones meet in New York
----this, week Jor confeVences with genHollywood, Oct. 24.
.-,
Swap negotiated by Warners and eral manageivJos. Bernard, Harry M.
Paramount sends Eddie Bracken to Kalmine, asst. general manager, and
ne
exec^' v(
•I«:**JlUoft-.-to
he Bin-bank sliiriio* for one

Eddie Swaps Jane
-

^B^&^X^'X
,

picture.

I

Par^ts
I
tor

Theatre

-building,
Pi incess
housing the grind Princess and adBuilding was nought
joining store.
recently from an estate by. fCemmons
Wilson, nabe, theatre owner, for.

purchase

Mass.
I

CBI Gripers
Sm

('ontinued from page

S

ma,

on a lot of kids who had
nothing to do with it?"
$75,000.;
Meantime another unit of ftars,
Paramount Cedar Rapids Mgr. Quits including Pat O'Brien and Jinx fi\U
Cedar Rapids, Oct. 24.
kenburg, arrived in New Delhi for »,
manager Para- tour of the CBI theatre. Declining
Orville Rennie,
it

out

-

|

mount theatre here

years,

has

for
comment on the Roundup ftareiip,
resigned to do sales and promotion
work for Biipane Gas, Will be suc- unit merely said "we will fulfill our
ceeded by Harry R. Moore, who's bookings."
city manager of Tri-States theatres in Moline, 111. Harold Lyon,
Jolson Tells 'Em
manager of State, here, goes to Moi

-

I'ii-luifl.

Haiti

Pliw'pil Sl«B(-

Bl-Y MftllR

+*1 VIC
TOII I A V*
Sreodwoy
MKKHk
PR
* I tun Osm

< 'I

•

AMIHKtVS

'LAURA"

"FRENCHMAN'S CREEK"
•

-

in

.

•NAVY VARD"

PARAMOUNT presents
Joon Fontaine
ArtHro de Cordova

Smith L'pped

Springfield. Mass., Oct., 24,

"HEAVENLY DAYS"
KVTHA!

•

;.,,

Harry Smith, division manager for
Western
Massachusetts
Theatres,
given a long-term contract and promoted to post of circuit manager,
Nathan E. Goldstein, prexy, announced deal. Smith, division manager for last, eight years, is a pioneer in the film business. He started
with the Goldstein '-brothers in 1907
when they opened penny arcades in
Springfield and Holyoke.

MOLLY

ft

-.'

Jane

Lost Weekend.;
.

....

V

!

?l

'ant.

i'

'V?;

?f-

yesterday's (Tuesday)

arrivals

been

._'.

line as city
cer, former
to old spot.

manager. Horace Spen-

manager

State,

returns

.

Tucson, Ariz., Oct. 20

Al Jolson,

criticized

for

culling

his enlertainrrient tour of the
India-Burma war theatre, said here
Phoenix's Aziera Preem
he'd never been booked for Chinp,
Phoenix. Ariz., Oct. 20.
Speaking before a group of »«)»
Silva, a leading motion pic- diers at; tJavid-Monthan Field, Jo)'
ture star, emceed the formal opening
son sjtid, "Personally it didn't make
tiers of Azteca theatre, which win
any
lUfferertce, but I want to tguary
feature first-run Mexican and South
American dims. Also present st the myself with you guys and salt. "
opening was Rutier Calderon. presi- I'd been any younger I would have
dent of AzteCa Films, with studios in been In the thick of this mess. Not
Hollywood and Mexico, D, F.
as an entertainer, but in a uniform.'

David

'

22nd CONSECUTIVE YEAR

EARL CARROLL VANITIES
this Week:

LAS VEGAS— Next Week: SALT LAKE CITY

(5Wa-

MILES INGALLS, Eastern Bookings
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Wednesday, October 15, 1944

HIS NEWEST, HIS

GRANDEST MUSICAL

HIT

ROY

ROGERS
KING OF THE

COWBOYS

TRIGGER
THE SMARTEST HORSE
IN THE MOVIES

LIGHTS OF OLD SMTA FE
Featuring

GEORGE "GABBY" HAYES
and

LLOYD CORRIGAN

,nd

•

DALE EVANS
RICHARD POWERS

•

CLAIRE

DU BREY

and BOB NOLAN
THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS
FRANK McDONALD,
Original Screenplay by

Director^

Gordon Kahn and Bob Williams

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Wednesday, October 23, 1.914

RADIO

1*

Strike Call

Paper Shortages
Stymie Plan To

Promote Grade

Amps

•

1

v

Continental Baking

;--

Big Town

sary.

Breakfast, at SarcU's

'--.

'

Agency

;-.

.

.;>'.'

Blue

CBS

Kellogg
Pabst Beer

NBC

.Chase

Kenyon Sc. Eckhardt
Warwick & Legler
J. Walter Thompson
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Pedlar & Ryan

CBS
CBS

Lever Bros.

.

Drug
Fin.k_

CBS
CBS

..."
Colgate
Minneapolis- Honey well

where.

V

Battle of

Wording

A

Blue
Blue

:\

.

AFRA

Dick Brown

'"..',;

'_'•'•.

:

Lever

Burns

&

NBC
••'.'"'"'.

Changing World
Chatham Shopper

Snag

CBS

Lever Brps.
Lever Bros.
Colgate

Wander Co.

NBC

Carnation Co.

Mutual

CBS

Dupont

Blue

Correction, Please
Chesterfield time

CBS
CBS

Lew Green
Bill

CBS
Blue

NBC
NBC

on the

NBC
NBC

'

Hour
Queen

Electric

AFRA

Ellei'y

Blue
Blue

.

-'.''•,

.

Light

NBC
NBC

:

.

"'

'

A.nacin

.

.

.

Scott

&

clients."

Ted MacMurray,
Alan W, Fishburn

;

Harold F. Kemp
Martin Block
Leonard Bass
Max Marcin

Cleary

Homer Heck
"Richard Leonard
Orval Anderson
Helen Mack

Bobb Redd

;

McCann-Erickson
D'Arcy

Dorothy McCann
George Lowther

Hazard.
McCann-Erickson'
Grant Adv.
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Young & Rubicam.

Jos. L. Boland, Jr.

Dorothy McCann
Evelyn Elairi.
John -Wellington
Jack Roche
Blayne' Butcher

Newell-Emmett
J.

Walter Thompson

Charles

D-F-S

.

Elec. Auto-Lite

CBS

Prudential

Blue

Williamson Candy Co,
„...•;
Serve!

Ins..
,

Benton & Bowles
Aubrey, Moore &

put forth hy networks and
agencies is said to call for a 5 r pay
boost for actors, this being half the
•'.'.'. '.:•.
increase AFRA is asking.

Fibber

Present contract expires Oct. 31.
and, with negotiations proceeding so
slowly, it is now a foregone conclusion that the new deal won't be set
until after the expiration date, new
ticket to' be retroactive to Oct, 31!

MeGee & Molly

NBC

'

Jimmie Fidler

!,

|

of Opportunity
Friday on Broadway
Front Page FarreU
Gangbusters

Gay

Expected to Stay With

Blue

Grand Central Station
Grand Ole' Opry

Small Midwest Stations Great G lues sleeve
Great Moments in Music
Chicago, Oct. 24.
Greenfield Village Chapel
General consensus of station reps
Guiding Light
here is that most of the smaller staGabriel Heattcr
tions of 250 to 1,000 watts in the
Horace Heidt
middlewest whose spot sales, busi- Hello Sweetheart
ness in most cases has increased Here
s to Romance
from 100 to 300% in dollar volume Hollywood Mystery Time
since the start, of the war, will be Hollywood
Star Time
able to hold a large percentage of Hop Harrigan
their present accounts in the post Hcdda
';':"..'
Hopper
:

.:

:

period.

.

:

Joseph C. Harsch

'.,

Most reps agree that many of the
rational accounts who are currently

Edwin C Hill
David Ha rum
Hookey Hall'
Bob Hope

tinue to use radio after, the, war
rather than return -..'to.- newspapers
and magazines when the paper
shortage eases up.

Hour of Charm.
Fannie Hurst
I Love a Mystery

Pilisbury Flour
Purina Mills

Blue

>'.

Mutual
Blue
Blue

;

Young

.

,

:'.

NBC

.

•

.'
•

.

NBC

PhafmacOj
Pepsodent

Giiilbcrt

•

-.

-

McJunkin
Cone &. Belding
Lennen & Mitchell
Cone & Belding
Young & Rubicam
Foote, Cone Sc Belding
Bob Ehrman
Young & Rubicam
Duane Jones

'
.

.

-"

Clements
Foote,

&

Inner Sanctum

CBS
CBS

'."
:

;;:..

,.'

Sammy Kaye

'

.

&

Ginger

Paul Lavalle Orchestra

H. .1 Heinz
Philip Morris
.General Foods Corp.

Dave White
".'

:;
'•

,''.:'.

\
'

,':;'

;

Elgin

NBC

Watch

D-F-S
Leo Burnett
Foote, Cone & Belding

& Legler
Walter Thompson

Warwick
J.

Rralt Cheese
J. Walter Thompson
Grove Labs.
Donahue & Coe
Prince Malchayelir.
Morse Int'l
(Continued on page 30)
'

.

.

;

.'.

..:

ducers it will be offered lor sale,
otherwise the record will be destroyed and a new start made later.
Ilackett. and Holincr are determined. it be a top show rather than
jeopardize Bracken's radio career
with a doubtful presentation-. Half
dozen agencies are interesU'di

,

.

McKee

Robert Nolan
Al Rinker

CBS has Elmo
Roper; Blue has Dr. George Gallup
and WOR, for itself and Mutual, has
Archibald Crossley.
cast election trends.

Pulse-feelers

,

Election Night

CBS, Mutual and the Blue will
have a crystal gazing bailie all their
own. Election Night,- each of the
webs having set a poll-taker to fore-

#
"

Dan Golenpaul
Ready

H.

Hollywood. Oct. 24.
New comedy show starring Eddie
Bracken will be recorded within the,
next two weeks by Hal Hackett of
MCA and Mann Holincr. If it comes
up to the expectations of the pro-

Roper

Ralph Butler,
'Gene Eubanks
Art Jacobson
Paul Phillips.
j.

BRACKEN SHOW TOPS
OR DISC SMASHED

.

Carleton E. Morse
Hi Brown
_E!.i/.

situation.

'

.

.

20th Century Fund, Will appoint a
subcommittee to make an analysis
prior to committing. itself to a definite stand
on.
the While- Wheeler-

.'•.

Eric Pinker

':",'•

'.:.-

Y., to discuss what position it
would take on the While-Wheeler
regulations bill, which is skeckled to
come up again early in 1945.
No action was taken on the issue.
Chairman Thomas Carskadoii, of the

Spot Gallup, Crossley,

Albeit Capstoff,
Charles Buck

B.B.D.O.

Bill

Amerif

of the

.

Ralph Butler
"Arthur Hanna
Helen Smith

Relcling

Young & Rubicam'.
Compton
Ted Bates
Maxon
Biow Co.
Young & Rubicam
'.'.'

...

Anacin
Jaque Mfg.
A niei'ican Tobacco
George W. Luft

Mutual

NBC

& Gamble
:

;

.

Blue
Blue
.-

Procter
Colgate
.

CBS
CBS

.

Keep Up With the World
Kraft Music Hail

Lanny

'

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

..

:-

General Electric
Borden Co.

Blue
:

Information Please

proxy.

.';.'-

\"

'.

to Discuss Stance

On White-Wheeler

Maxwell

.

NBC

;

It Pays to Be Ignorant
Kesten Shoves Off
Joyce Jordan
Paul W. Kesten, executive v.p. of Just Plain Bill
CES, has shoved off for England to K-C Jamboree
confer with William S. Paley, web Kay Kyser

Besides important policy and program discussions, confab will touch
on CBS' tele activities in connection
with current FCC allocations hear.•'','•.'..;.
ings in Washington.

"..

Fred Bethel

1

'

,

'

Arnold Maguire
Jessica

.

Cone

Gibbons
.;

Travis Wells

Foote,

Inc.

••

Jack Rourke
Hal Makelim
Fred Bethel

Foote,

;

B. T. Babbitt

:

Mutual

.

Geo. McGarrett
Charles J. Butler

:

•'

..

CccilUnderwood

Rubicam

Erwin, Wasey
N. W. Ayer.

.

CBS
CBS
CBS

&

;

Jer^ens
RKO-Raclio
General Foods Corp.
Ai mour.
B. F Goodrich
Johnson & Johnson
"

Al Kaye and
Betty Buckle
R. C. Woodruff
Gertrude Berg and
Evelyn Pierce
Bill Rousseau
Ken. McGregor

v

Walter Thpmpson
Knox Reeves

..'

.

.

.;'•

J.

Baibasol, R. B. Semler
Charles E. Hires.
'
Gum Laos.
Bouriois
'

CBS
Blue
Blue
Blue

•

•

Frank Hummert
"Richard Leonard
Leonard Bass
Frank McCann
Arthur Austin

McCann-Erickson
Gardner
Needham, Louis, Brorby

Kraft Cheese
Celanese Corp.
Ford
General Mills

.-

NBC

'

using the facilities of the smaller
stations for the first time will con-

CBS

CBS

'..

Compton

& Gamble

Procter

Legler

Joe Ainley

Co.

Walker & Downing
Compton

Bros.

CBS

NBC
NBC

;

"'

Oaik

Mutual

-

'

&

Warwick

Arthur Kudner
Arthur Sudner

U. S. Tobacco
General Motors -'
Procter & Gamble

NBC

&

..'•:•

.:

W. Ramsey

Arthur Meyerhoff
"
D-F-S
D-F-S

Kolynos
Sloan's Liniment

Blue

CBS

Goodwill Hour
"''••'
Goldbergs

Omaha

Anaciri

NBC

Nineties

Louis, Brorbv
Small & Seiffer
Arthur Meyerhoff

L.

Meets

N.

Fickett,

Dave Titus
Cecil Underwood
Dave Drummond
Bobby Brown
Wm. Lawrence

Needham,

:

W, Fitch

Mul'l Benefit of

CBS

General Motors'' Symphony'

Wrigley
F.

Mutual

Glamour Manor

National Spot Accounts

.

NBC

Freedom

Wax

Carter Products

;

CBS.

';

Bandwagon

Fitch

Johnson

Blue

'•

First Line

Homer

-

,

can Civil Liberties Union met last
week (17) at the Woodstock hoteL

Les Harris
Carl Eajtman
'

,;.

ACLU's Radio Committee

The radio committee

* *Bob Steele
Dave Young

tentative feeler said to have

been

•'

.',

.

Butler

Charles Herbert

B.B.D.O.

'

J.

..

.

.

Pointing out that the situation is
tolerated mainly because agencies
fear the loss of lucrative accounts,
Keating declared that many agenoles
are producing inferior advertising,
against their better judgment, and
are suffering as a result
He blasted "clients who fancy
themselves as advertising experts.*'
in calling for the • elimination o|
client interference in the planning
and execution of advertising cam"'•.'.''
'
••
paigns.

Goodman Ace

N. W. Ayer
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Ruthrauff & Ryan

Cos.

Emerson Drug

CBS

;

v,'.

.'.

& Power

"

•

:

Ford Motor

CBS
CBS

Everything tor the Boys
Family Hour
Famous Jury Trials
Fashions in Rations

Borax

Pharmaco
Bristol Myers
Kem-Tone

Mutual

.

.

Punninger
Early American Dance Music
Easy Aces

Cincinnati, Oct. 24.
Warning advertisers "lo keep their
fingers out of their advertising'' with
assurance that the calibre o;f promotion
would improve as; agencies
gained a free hand, Byron Keating,
local ad agency head, told a meeting
of thfe Businessmen's League here
that "agencies are doomed unless
they establish totalitarian principles,
governing
their
relations
with

..'

Belding

&

Wms.

Pay

.

Paul Wing
Larry Berns
Jack Hill
Paul' Stewart
Jay Clark
Martin Coffyn
Walter Lurle

Newell-Emmett
Walker & Downing
Biow Co.
D-S-F
D-S-F
Tracy-Locke

'

:

-

&

Schwimmer

..'

Coca-Cola
Lcderle Labs.
Chcsebi ough Mfg.
Mars, Inc.".
.-

CBS

Dr. Christian
Dr. I. Q.
Double or Nothing
Duffy's Tavern

Harry Gilman

Cone

Tm

The Tab-Keating

Pierce
Tol linger

Roger Bower

Erwin Wasey
Bermingham, Caslleman
Foote,' Cone & fielding
Russel M. Seeds

Williams & Cleary
McKee- Albright

Sealtest
Pacific Coast

Blue
Blue

Over

Sam
Ned

Allan Wallace

Roche,

Turns

CBS

Morton Downey
It

Philip Morris
General Mills
Cijas. H. Phillips
Dr. Pepper

NBC
NBC

Just Let

Johnson

Bill Blackett

Foote,

'

Day Tuttle
Pat Sierg

Hixson-O'Dorinell

S

'

I

1

Lewis-Howe
Ligett & Myers
Mail Pouch Tobacco

Blue

v'-'i
5

Stella Dallas
Darts for Dough

Doctor Talks

Cities Service

Richfield Oil Corp.
Sinclair Refining Co.
''."•
Esquire"

.

.'•'••

A Morey
Acfdison Ampr

B.B.D.O.
Ted Bates
M; H. Hackett

Standard Brands
Chatham Mfg.

Mutual

Coronet Storyteller

.

Raleigh

NBC

Counterspy
Crime Doctor
Betty Crocker

-'.'-.

NBC
NBC
CBS

.

;

:.'.,

.

'

Frank W. Lee
Campbell Soup

Blue

Confidentially Yours

••;'

'

-.;

'
.

ing payment on shows bumped off
prior to last week's settlement, nets
and the union still negotiating on
that point.

.

Wallace

Don Bernard

Compton
Kenyon & Eckharcit
Waiter Thompson
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Compton
Young & Rubicam
Buchanan
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Young & Rubicam
Ted Bates

;•,

; .

.

Blue

.';

•

.

NBC

Allen

Captain Midnight
Carnation Contented
'.' •,"'
Dale Carnegie
Jack Carson
Carton of Cheer
Cavalcade of America.;

individual' demands made by
cannot get
under way.
Compromise calls for
separate wage scales covering Chi
and L. A. to be appended to the stipulation.

war

Tom

J.
','<'

'

Bros..

Formfit Co.

Can You Top This?

represents the
reached between AFRA's demand for
one nationwide contract setting forth
all conditions, With the chains and
agencies holding out for individual
agreements covering N. Y., Chicago
and Los Angeles. Stipulation allows
both sides to maintain their positions
and hence 'its wording presents a
knotty problem. Until it is signed,

.

'

Esty
Esty

Addison Lewis

.,.-.'.

,

CBS

Date with Judy
Joan Davis & Jack Haley
compromise
Death Valley Sheriff

One

Chalmers

is

Kellogg Co. and
Swift & Co.
Kellogg-P. & G,

Mutual

Bob Burns

••''agency reps.
!.:
Understood the question is one primarily concerning terminology. Stip-

-

1

Wm.
Wm.

.

Negotiations between AFRA and
and ad agencies slowed
flown to a orawl again last week,
friheipal problem is reported being
the wording of the stipulation previously agreed on by AFRA and web-

negotiations

Earl Ebi
Tom Viet or
Jerry McGiil,

'-.

networks

ulation

1

Blue

Bright Horizon

Cities Service

Only

paid.

Strike call was. authorized by y/iu
liam Feinberg, 802 secretary, -a tier'
some weeks of haggling between the
union and networks. So far, no
agreement has been reached cover-

Joseph Bell

placing five insertions

is

•

Lfie

;

';.

Sterling

Lolm &

Bowman

>
Lou Jackobson
Robert Nolan
Robert Balliii,
John Hines
Dick Mack

;

.

Blue

..

Blind Date
Blondie
Blue Jacket Choir
Boston Symphony
Breakfast Club

/

It was
of 60-line, two-column ads.
originally planned to use four in :
sertions, but the amount of money
saved as a result of the rejection
of the business in the five cities
made It possible to expand else-

Burr

& RoSs
& Ryan

Smith

Fuller,

Ruthrauff

Sanborn

had been issued iov last week by
Local 802 of the musicians' union.
Day before the strike was to become
effective,, the
chains capitulated,
agreeing that henceforth all musicians on cancelled shows would be

James Jewell
Palmer Clark

D-F-S

-

.

Tom McAvity

American Tobacco

'

:

Don Clark

Aluminum Co<

Big Sister

.

Result is that the agency was unable to buy any space In five of the
60 keys. Cities are Cleveland, which
has three dailies; Kansas City, with
one; Seattle, three; Louisville, two,
and Akron, one. Agency conducted
its study among evenings in most
cases, shitting. to A.M.s when neces-

Chemical

Question of payment for N;
y.
musicians on broadcasts cancelled
for political talks has finally
been
settled, but not until a strike
call
•

Ruthrauff & Ryan
Wm. H. Weintraiib

Blue

&

"Ernest Rices
Weiprott

I.es

Frank Uummert
Frank Hummert

Patricia

Dough

Political

Edwin Duerr

',
:

Walter Thompson

D-F-S
D-F-S

&

Phillips

Brown

fli

Sherman K. Ellis
Ryan
Ruthrauft
Ted Bates

Lever Bros.

Web

Dick Mack
Al Scapon*

,:.;","

Knox, Reeves

.Oats-

NBC

.

Edgar Bergen

Quaker

Rubicam
Rubicam
Rubicam

NBC

'

Jack Bcrch Show

Kenny Baker Show

*

CBS
CBS
.

Jack Benny

!

..

CBS

Ethel Barrymorc

'••'.

Bayqr ,.';.;..»'•.
Lever Bros.
Anchor Glass
General Mills

Blue
Blue

><:

•

J.

Saver;

NBC

Archer

.-

.

.

CBS

.

Bachelor's Children
Backstage Wife

'*

General Foods
General Foods
Phillips Chemical
Wrigley
-

&
&
&

Brings Out

PRODUCER

.;

Esty

Young
Young
Young
D-F-S

I ni l

NBC

.''/.'

Andy

.'n'

Corliss

Jack Armstrong
Aunt Jemima
Aunt Jenny

in 60 key market cities as to whether
they'd accept ads for the show. Of
the total, 14 papers turned the business down flat, with 13 more going
on the doubtful' list because of newsprint situash.
:

Hill

:

.

'

Honeymoon

Wm.

R. J. Reynolds
Silver

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

:'.".::

its;

,.

of

America in the. Air
American Album
American Melody Hour

Oracie Fields-Bristol Myers show debuting on the Blue
Nov. 14. Agency quizzed 92 dailies
Shenfield for

NBC

.

Amanda
Headaches confronting- ad agencies
•ndeavoring to place. spotlight newspaper campaigns for hew radio programs are revealed In a study just
completed by Doherty, Clifford &

AGENCY

ACCOUNTS

NETWORK

PROGRAM

Abbott & Costello
Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet
Adventures of Thin Man
Aldrich Family

.will

undertake

for
to

three
forecast

all,

way doubtful
of

';•>'

:

.

.

Lanny Grey
John Mitchell

webs
which

states will go, on the
early returns, as well as
doing a general ballot diagnosis.
Roper' did a similar' skull-reading
job for CBS in 1940.
Gallup's sessions on'.-' -the Blue
started Saturday (21) first of three
weekly airings he'll do before Nov.

basis

V".

,

1;j .;

j
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MTLINTOCK EXIT KOBAK CUE?
A

Joke's

A

Joke

—But

of the regulars to the air, there's been glaring
evidence in the past couple of weeks that radio has done nothing
to remedy its most obvious weakness— opening the door to new
writers. The way the comedians are tossing around those same
gags, even on the same night, points up a situation that, while
evident, enough last season, has now reached an alarming stage.
A joke can be funny the first time, or even the second, but when
you have to take it as a steady diet around the dials, then,
brother, it's time to get another joke while you've still got. somej-:'
one to spring it on.
: 'x
4
•

'.-.-•;'.

'

.

,

It's a pretty bad, situation when a Gildersleeve gets off the one
about the guy who refuses a coke because "I have to drive" only
to have a: Benny toss off its variation within a half-hour; or the
Jimmy Durante-Garry Moore rhumba -Latin routine segue into a
repeat performance by George Jesse! on the program immediately
following; or last week's Fibber McGee & Molly reprise of an
earlier. Burns & Allen gag. And so on, ad infinitum. It's like
reading a story on Page 1 and finding the same thing on Page 3.
•

All of which points up the current gag famine caused by
scarcity of comedy writers; gagsters doing double and sometimes
triple duty on a multiplicity of shows, or else being so overwhelmed by their own creations that they're now telling one
another too many of their own gags. Mainly, however, it reaffirms a lack of courage in giving a chance to new blood.; The
agencies continue to cry the blues because there aren't enough
comedy writers—but they insist on sticking to the same tried and
true, and refuse to open the door and.ride along with new men,
new ideas and new talent. Until they take this chance the listener will continue to get the hackileyed, stereotyped stuff that's

beginning to

pall.

>:v

/.7;''k.-

Meanwhile the field's becoming narrower and narrower and the
boys are milking themselves dry. If it keeps up much longer
radio's biggest drawing card the bigtime comedy shows—may
go sterile. When a Bob Hope is forced to admit that the "typewriter isn't very funny today," then it's time to take stock.

—

Republicans,

Dems Run

Snags on 5-Minnte
Both the Republican and Demo--*National Committees have
been running into further snags in
cratic

efforts to clear five-minute sp:>t>

(21) did

toward any one party.
The Dems have been blocked in
efforts to snare five minutes
on the j. Monday CBS Lux "Radio
Theatre" program, with Lever Bros.,
sponsors of- the 60-minule show, con-,
tending, the Dems claim, that it

would show

partiality.

Bristol. 'Myers, the Dems claim, has
also nixed clearance of time on the
Eddie Cantor Wednesday night NBC
show, claiming the political spiels
would disrupt the program's continuity. The Dems say they countered
with a proposal that they take five
minutes on the succeeding "Mr. District Attorney" show, also sponsored
by Bristol Myers, averring that they
also were turned down on that prop-

osition

No

.'

,'

official

announcement

that

McClintock
\

was forthcoming

went
but the

as "Variety"

to press late yesterday

(24)

boys who like to lay odds weren't
quoting any price against such an
eventuality. The former Blue exec,
reached by telephone in Chicago
Tuesday noon, admitted that he and
Mutual had discussed his stepping
into the top berth but added that he
had not decided on several feelers
for exec posts tossed out to him.
McClintock's
resignation,
announced by Allen J. McCosker,
chairman of the board at Mutual,
ends a stretch of two years in which
he held down the top spot at the net

its

Dewey's Runover

and

is

effective

when

his

contract
expires before the end of the year.
Kobak, until the advent of Chester
J.
LaRoche at the Blue helm,
was preeminent in all phases of the
web's operations, but the importance
of his position fell away as the

George

Washington Hill; it's.' .re*
ported, to drop Kay Kyser's '-Kollege
Musical Knowledge" program,
of
NBC Wednesday's, 10-11 p. m Current 13- week cycle runs out late next
month with reports in the trade in-

Time mag's "March of Time" program on NBC failed to go on the air
last Thursday night (19), the spon-

j
I

j

j

j

I

j

.

'

company

dicating the ciggic

quit to fulfill
his Coast P. & G. contract.
Soooo, Moss is holding auditions for all *adio actoi> who
want to play the part of sponsors and whose voices match

will re-

linquish the time as well.

Move,

carried through, will end

Luckies-

a'

if
.

Kyser tieup

of nearly eight years.
-'Regardless of Hill's decision, the
"Kollege" seems sure to remain in
the time slot and at least five spon-

-

.

sors are said to be eyeing the package anxious to start bidding the
the moment .If becomes available.
Talent costs figure around $8,500,
completing, an attractive- picture for.
NBC sales boys. to dangle when Ky-

Kirkwood's.

Blue Chi Confab

;

.

proven showmanship and

ser's

sell-,

ing qualifications are' considered-.
Another factor said, to be influencing Hill's reported decish to drop the
airer is his desire to concentrate on
the Jack Benny show. Understood
the tobacco tycoon is so enthusiastic
over his new "find" that he's determined to lend every assistance to the
comic in the way of promotion, talent, scripts, guests, etc.. to make the
stanza the strongest half-hour on the
-

Up As

Shaping

Stormy Session
Chicago, Oct. 24.

That simmering noise you hear is
the Blue network's advisory com-

air.

-

mittee meeting getting ready; to explode, if one can believe" preliminary

concerning

rumbles
skedded

former Young & Rubicam exec became more and more active in shap
ing Blue policies.
Nevertheless, it
was stressed by web toppers when

to get

the

Ford Swaps

confab

underway tomorrow

%m

(Wed.). Chief beef of outlying station execs seems to be "too much
New York" in the handling of web
announcement of the resignation affairs since Chet LaRoche ascended
was made Tuesday (24) that Kobak's to the top spot at the Blue.
decision to leave and Noble's acAccording to prevalent reports,
ceptance were reached on friendly the small station guys are anxious
terms with no "animosity or un- to have LaRoche attend the meeting
pleasantness" surrounding the move
and explain just what is happening
Ford Motor's reshuffled sked, inOfficial attitude at the network at the web and what the big -guns are
of its 15-min'follow! n g "Variety's" disclosure planning to do to strengthen the volving the dropping
nearly two months ago took the affiliates' position. And it's thought utc cross-the-bbard news stanza on
slant that Kobak was not leaving; likely that LaRoche might make the the Blue and the spotting of an adthat he was to be a permanent part trek from New York to acquaint ditional half-hour musical show, proof tbe web upper structure and his himself first hand with what appears
vides a Friday night hypo for the
appointment to head up research to be a very delicate situation.
web. ':
and experimental activities in teleTop execs headed by Edward J.
dropping the
Bristol-Myers
is
vision,' FM and facsimile was an- Noble, chairman of the board, Prexy
nounced shortly thereafter. No suc- Mark Woods, Keith Kiggins and '-'Parker Family" in the 8:.15-8:30 p.m.
cessor has been appointed to take others are going to sit in with the Friday slot, effective Nov. -10. with
over this work which, according to committee Thursday but LaRoche is the new Ford show going in the 8:Blue toppers, ranks with the most not slated to appear as far as is 8:30 spot on Dec. 8. Latter date
important and urgent in the com- known..
marks. the bowout for the Ford news
pany's long range plans.
'\
Another thing worrying mid- program.
Kobak left N. Y. for Chicago Mon- western Blue station men is the
In the interim period between the
day (23) with first announcement of matter of Ed Kobak's successor. cancelling of the, .''Parker Family"
his resignation being made Tuesday Many have expressed the opinion
and the teeolf of the. new Ford pro(24) morning by Robert E. Kintner, that Ed Boroff should be upped to gram, the Blue 8:lfi-R:30 Friday night
v.p. in charge of public relations.
the post of exec veepee in recog- slot will go sustaining,'-..Reshuffling
The latter stressed that no other nition of his performance over the leaves the -.8-8:15 Monday-throusjhchanges in the Blue's exec structure past few years. But it's pointed out Thursday time, open, with present
were in view and stated flatly that that Boroff's close relationship with plans calling for continuance of a
Mark Woods, web prexy, would re- Kobak probably would not react in news program in that spot, sustainmain-. with the-, organization.
his favor under the present Blue ing unless a new sponsor is ''Orallcd.
The retiring v.p. is addressing a regime. If Boroff does not get the
agency, hanJ,. Walter Thompson
meeting of the Blue's station ad 7 post, some predict, he'll probably dling the Ford account.' is -currently
visory
committee in Chi today wind up away from the network.
mapping out a musical format for
(Wed;) and is slated to put in a
Others being mentioned as suc- the new half-hour show, with Rusboost for the web with a plea to his cessor to Kobak are Col. Tom Lewis, sell Bennett considered a likelihood
listeners pot to "lose faith" because an old Young & Rubicam man like. as the maestro- on the session',;
of ,his decision to leave.
LaRoche, and Hubbell Robinson, who
Blue's Friday night reshuffled' sited
Web toppers' said Kobak was re- recently switched from that agency also involves, the shifting, of ".Jury
taining his financial holdings in the to join the web. These are things the Trials" from the. 9 o'clock- Tue, day
corporation. He's understood to own advisory committee wants to be in- night slot to 8:30 on Friday, effec2.%% of the outstanding shares, the formed about as. .they wonder tive Nov.. 10. with the hew- Gracie
transaction having been made when whether all top vacancies are going Fields show going -'in Tuesday',, .efhe and. Woods left NBC to join the to be filled with New York appoint- ...fective Nov. 14.'
" '.•):-"
divorcee as top execs..
'.:.ments.
Kobak is opening the confab tomorrow 'Wed.) at a preliminary
Mack's Exclusive For
meeting, .but, is hot expected to be Dick
7 ',4-Hr.

Thw

For Notes:

Go

the Parkers

•

'

..

.

.':

.

'

.

.

'

'

;

Cancels Out 'MOT'

1

abating, has resulted in decision of

Kirkwood had to

.

cigaret

the

to

shortage which shows no signs of

the

-

•

..

Kobak would succeed

sor calling off the entire session befive-minute
skedded
cause
the
Dewey talk ran a minute and 10
seconds over.
Time agreed to relinquish the first
five-minutes (10:30-10:35) for the
Dewey talk on behalf of the United
War Appeal but served notice in
advance '.'that if .the talk ran over it
However, the Republic- would exercise its prerogative of
broadcast
cancelling itself off for the entire
aris subsequently withdrew the request, and. have temporarily aban-i half-hour, providing for- 'a time redoned the entire five-minute -idea bate on the 30 minutes. 'With the
program calling for a' foursince .they couldn't wrap up the
way pickup, including a switch
whole. thmg as .desired,.':

&

'-.
.

of
'

was not going well with Kobak at
he would resign to accept a top spot withrMur

tuai.

director

cued

Tobacco. Co.,

a 'Sponsor'?

Moss,

"Raleigh Room," which stars
Hildegarde, is in a jam. Some
weeks ago, in order to hypo the
script, he wrote in a character
called "Mr. Raleigh," who lampooned the sponsor. Jack Kirkwood, radio comedian, filled the
bill and the real sponsor liked
the character so much that, he
insisted it remain in the format.
Everything was fine except that

the Aug. 30 issue, disclosed that all

'-/'-.'

C.O.P. efforts to clear five-minute
spot* on the Thursday night Kraft
"Music Hall", show and- the Friday
Tavern" program
night
"Duflv's
were similarly nixed, it's claimed,
Johnson's Wax, sponsors of the FibMolly program, agreeber McGee
ing'.•to. turn over five-minute spots
if both political factions came in.
said okay to, a G OP. capsule breakin for last night's (24) show, with
the Dems lined up for the Oct. 31

Herb

the Blue and indicated

most unflattering likeness that
morning.
Without mentioning
the N. Y. Daily News, that paper
was intended because it highlightened the Chief Executive's
tired face when, actually, he was
the Old Master at the Saturday
night speech before the Foreign
Affairs Committee.
And even in the face of his
all-day tour of Greater New
York, in a drenching downpour,
he inspired Mayor LaGuardia
to observe that' "Roosevelt can
certainly take it better than I."

their

Wanna Be

re^

only

•

commentators Sunday
what many a neutral

President Roosevelt's foto in

System,,

few hours after glue network
toppers announced that Edgar J.
Kobak, exec veepee, was stepping
out, a move which had been expected by the trade. "Variety," in

newspaper, whether for FDR or
Dewey, will probably have done
by the time this sees - printmentioned the heedless partianship of the paper which printed

Generally it's a situation where
sponsors feel they may be put on
the spot by leaving the impression
that there's evidence of partisanship

Broadcasting

president/ of

a

for 'Battle Page*

News

on

American

Belt '-tightening by the

Mutual

McClintock,

signed late yesterday dues.)

Political Spots

Sub

top-rating shows.
The Dems ran
Into trouble several weeks ago when
sponsors of several top shows on
NBC refused to relinquish the time,
yith subsequent time being cleared
by the network in negotiations with
other clients.

Banner With Line Forming At Right
Miller

More

Into

Kyser's Kollege' Seen Leaving Hill

EXECS AT BLUE;

With the return

;

V

-

Kreml Buys

MBS

j

.

present when. Noble.. Woods, et
take over. Thursday (26).

News

Strips for

al,

Kaye Cues

A&C Bowout

i

MOT

j

.

a
.

R. J.

from Honolulu to Paris, Time mag
contended a runover on the Dewey
talk would prevent the four pickups.

Reynolds came through with
the
clearance on
to the Yanks" show

five-minute

Camel— "Thanks
Monday

-

1

Toeppen

-..'.-.'

as Consultant

•.
Washington. Oct. 24.
Manfred K. Toep.pen, who is resigning from the' FCC. will open offte'e.Tinr-Nen- York as a general consuiting engineer in radio and public
;

:

airer.

.

Omaha— Eddie

veteran
conductor here, has taken over post
of chief oC KOIL continuity departnieut.

Mutual, Mondays.
Wednesdays and Fridays, has purchased seven quarter -hours weekly
on the' network, five across the board
at noon and two during daytime
hours not yet decided.; Heatter con-

Perrigo,

j

\

j

utilities./

'•'

'

-

He has been FCC

(engineer..

.
Hollywood. Oct. 24
Dick Mack will produce the Danny
Kaye radio show for Pabst under
•

,-

Heatter on

tinues" his'

23) for the Denis. Latter
are also lining, up an additional five
minutes from' Reynolds on the Garry
Moore-Jimmy Durante Friday night

CBS

'

Kreml Shan. poo. sponsors of Gabriel

Erwin,

p.m. broadcasts.'
Wasey. agency' for
9.

,

Y&R

to

Mutual
|
'

Mutual continued. its program de- an exclusive contract which forces
partment expansion last week, hir-.j his. withdrawal from the. Abbott &
Bob Novak, of. Young; & Ru.bi- CostclTo program., lie leaves in
(.-cam's radio department, as assist,-,.
three weeks to work with Kaye on
to, Dolph O'pfinger, MBS prothe''.' ant
.

!

ing

'

.

currently is auditioning gram head.. Novak will act as coinnews- commentators for the noon- mercial -program, liaison with MBS
hour strip, although Boake Cartel.' salesmen and -work on new program
Mutual is
as well.
how,' in-, the spot on a local co-op development,
He currently engaged in bolstering its.,
basis, is not being considered:
will be shifted to another hour- by program production to meet .stiff ened competition from other webs','
Mutual.
|- Novak started* Mm-. (23>;
TeeolP date is Dec. '4.

sponsor,

I

.

.

!

j

assistant chief

|

:

continuing to piocluco the
stan?a which-' relinquishes' its CBS time to the Kaye
entry OB: Jan. 6.,
Choice for Mack successor on

format,

.

Kenny Baker

'

A&C

lie?

between

Tom McAvity

and Don

Bernard, Coast head of the William
"
V.
-.-.'.
Esty agency.
•

.

'
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PICTURES presents

{

Screen Play by Virginia Van Upp and

1

Produced

by

VIRGINIA VAN UPP

•

F.

Hugh Herbert

Directed

by

CHARLES VIDOR

j

I

i

,

.

;

'

UAW Scores Gains

Samish lines Up

WHKC

Vs Ban by
v-:

Lora Lawton
Let's Pretend

-

Life

Life, of Riley

UAW

suit.

WHKC

Ma

,

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

'
'-,.

;..

Mayor

of the Town-,
Mediation- Board

Mutual-'

.'

.

Blue

.

M-G-M

Screen Test

Tom Mix

Best Girls
My True Storoy
National Barn Dance
•

:

.

:

.

•

.

Fame

Raleigh Room
Relaxation in Music

,

Line
Lew-

.

,

Mary Small

Suspense

'

.

Bros. Co.

,

Barnum

Wm.
Wade

Brown & Williamson
Miss Swank Slips
Miss Swank Slips

Manhattan Soap

&
&

Procter
Procter

Compton
Compton

Gamble

D-F-S
Benton

-

Kay

Stage
Everybody"
Hour," "Capt Tim

& K. T.

Stevens

Teeoff Lunchtime Gab
Sessions

Owen

Jerry Law
Jerry Law
Flora Bash.'

'

Gilbert Wilber
•Ernest Ricca

Don Cope

Chi Hotel

Stevens,

Stevens, of the "Voice of the Turtle"

.'."..

•

From

Chicago, Oct. 24,
Stevens, wife of Ashdean of local drama
critics, starts on a new 52-week contract next Sunday, (29) with a chatter
program from the Drake hotel called

Kay Ashton

ton

"Luncheon at the Camellia House"
on which she will have visiting guests
of the theatre, motion picture and
radio worlds. First guests are K. T.

Frank Papp

Franklin Brack

Geo. Creamer
Roland Martini
Howard Blake

Biow

Bill

.-'

mm

the

Guedal-L. Segal

Dick Marvin and
Martin Magner
Anna Sosenko

& Bowles
Ferry-Hanly
Gardner

„

of this quartet.

Tom McKnight

,

Russel M. Seeds
Hirshon-Garfield
Hirshon-Garfleld
Russel M. Seeds

-

Healy," "Ethel and Albert,"
"Saludos Amigos" and "Hoosier Hop"
Cox takes over: "Hap Harrigan "
'Dick Tracy," "Terry and the Pirates," "True Story." "Piano
playhouse," "Coast to Coast on a Bus"
and "Adventures of the Sea Hound "
Wambold'ts list: "Met Opera Guild "
"Dunninger," "Sammy Kaye," "Met
Opera," 'Listen the Women," "Chaplain Jim," "Josephine Houston" and
"Land of the Lost," Brengel has:
"Boston Symphony," "Town Meeting,"
"Appointment, with Life,"
"Ladies Be Seated," "Variations by
Van Cleave," "Lois Long," "Cliff
Edwards" and" "Doctor Talks It
Over."
Supervisors will be responsible
for the quality of these shows along
with the writers and directors of
each. Ruling by Samish even extends to point where interoffice
memos, and minute details of all
stanzas, must pass through the hands

Chet MacCracken
Paul Lewis

Forest

Gamble
Gamble

and

Chick Vincent
Kirby Hawkes
Dick Lewis

•

Ward Wheelock

-

Home

Don Cope

J.

&

Hutchins

•

Campbell

insure

—

Earle McGill
Carlton Morse
•Stephen Gross

'

Bowles
H. Weintraub

Benton

to

&

Russel M. Seeds
Pedlar & Ryan

Williamson

Fassett

"On

&

"Farm

A. L. Alexander
U. S. Navy
F, Van Hartesveldt
Martin Barrett
Bob Munroe.

James
•'
'

D'Arcy

&

Show,"

'

Ted Sisson
Nick Dawson
Knowles Entrikin

.

-

Doherty. Clifford
Shenfield

Procter & Gamble
General Foods
Helbros Watch .'-.-'.Miles Labs.
Philco -..

Jay Hanna

Ed Simmons

D-F-S
Ted Bates

efTort

Blue package programs

'

Wesley McKee
Tom Weatherly

Campbell-Ewald

an

all

:

Lester Vail

Jerry Devine
•Richard Leonard
John Loveton
Lester O'Keefe
Geo. Lowther

8t

made "in
success of

that have been sold to clients
and
sustaining show" now on the
air
Byrne's lineup
includes:
"Side

Jack Johnstone
Frank Hummert.

Paul DeFur

Wade

,'•.'

Pet Milk

Blue

CBS

It

company and Dave Burns, comedian
of

"Oklahoma."

Interviews held by Miss Stevens at
the Camel ia House will be picked up

Lawrence

1

Chtlcfron

Ruthrauff

General Foods
Philip Morris
Lever Bros.

Young
Biow

Petri

J.

D. L. Clark Co.

Walker

General Foods
General Foods

Young
Young

'

Brown Shoe.

i

Colgate
Coca-Cola
Corn Products
V
Procter & Gamble
Conti
.

'

;

& Ryan
Rubicam

& Rubicam
& Downing
& Rubicam
& Rubicam

Co

W

Perry'.-

':-•'.'.

-.

.

;

:

Robbins

Berraingham, Castleman
Sorensen & Co
j. D. Tarcher
B. B.D.O.
;

.

Allegheny Ludlum

Walker

Roma Wine

Biow

Candy '
Socony-Vacuum

C.

Curtiss

L

&

Downing

Bell System

CBS

N. W- Ayer

Cudahy Packing
Quaker Oats

Grant

CBS

Texas

CBS
CBS
cbs
CBS
CBS
NBC

R.

NBC
CBS

J.

Sherman & Marquetta
Buchanan

'-•

'

Legler

.'•'

-"

:.:

:•

.

Reynolds

Quaker Oats
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
''

-.

Armstrong Cork

Wm. Esty
Ruthrauff
Sherman

& Ryan
& Marquett*

B.B.D.O.
B.B.D.O.

.

Crcsta Blanca

Westinghouse
General Foods

.

Young & Rubicam
Young & Rubicam
H. W. Kastor
Knox Reeves

!

continue tu be heard

Symph

Harry Holcombe
Cyril Armbruster
Jack Wyatt and
Henry Souvaine
Al Foster
Owen Vinson
Marx-Loeb
Kenneth Webb
Fickett

,'

;

B.B.D.O.

Chester Gierlach,

Reader's Digest y

B.B.D.O.

Sam Harned

Blue

Sweets Co. of America

NBC

Procter

Duans Jones Co.
Compton

Walter Ware
Ralph Edwards,

Bowles

Al Kaye

Dick Tracy '.
Truth or Consequences

-

Voice of the Dairy Fanner
Voicb pjEvFii'estaiie

;
;

CBS
NBC
NBC

& Gamble

General Mills
American Dairy Ass'n
Firestone
XCfiritlnue'd'

.

V.

D-F-S
Campbell-Mithun
Sweeney & James

on page 37)'

and program the

Status

Quo

'.'•'

series.

WJJD

for

Chicago. Oct. 24.
Contrary to expectations among
radio execs here, Marshall Field will
not go into any high gear changes
of programming or production at
WJ.TD, which he purchased several

months

Sun.

Clem Ran-

ago. according to

dau. executive of
business manager

(with Denny)
'
.

Series for Juves

Mutual network will broadcast the
children's concerts of the Los Angeles Symphony this season beginning in January, teeoff date being
uncertain at present. Alfred Wallenstein, who will conduct the orch for
the second straight season, will also
baton during this series
Wallenstein has conducted several
serious music shows for Mutual for
the past seven years, programs originating in N. Y. He will leave for the
Coast next month to form the orch

Programming- Under Field

Clair Olmstead

Tony Hardt
Ted Bliss
Chas. Harrell.
Joe Ainley

CBS

&

of the

Wallenstein's Coast

Blue

Benton

Pump Room

Ambassador hotel under caption of

David White
-;

".-'

.J

"Chals Across the Table."

Roger White
Art Jacobson
Roger Bower
Les Mitchell!
Bill Krauch
Hobart'Donavan
Keyes Perrin

General Mills,
General Foods
Squibb

:

.

program was done for
last year by Miss Ste-

Bill Stern
Bob Slater

Homer

McCann-Erickson

Myers
Welch Grape Juica
Bristol

weeks

vens from the

-''-•;.

&

Gardner

similar

eight

Bill Spier

Compton
Biow
Warwick

'

Sons agency.

!

Art Jacobson

Richard Teela
John Hubbell
Harry Spear
Dee Englebach
Paul Wills
H. L. McClinton

Miller.

Blue

.Blue

•'

&

NBC

NBC
NBC

.

.'.-.

';;

.

Bdwey's

McKesson
Dubonnet

Eversharp
George W. Luft
Pet Milk

Mutual

Mo'et'iiig of Air,'-

Ward, as m.c.', shifts east Nov, 22 with
•Eddie Dunn, forrnev m.c. on CBS'l
"Fun With Dunn" stanza, -taking; Valiant Lady
]

-';

Compton

Kungsholm Baking Company. Contract went through the H. W. Kastor

A

Ted Collins
Ted Collins

Leo Burnett
Sherman & Marquette
D'Arcy
C. L. Miller

for transcriptions to be played the
following week.
Program will be
heard over WBBM. 11:15-11:30 a.m.
(CWT),; Sundays, sj5onsored by the

Walter Bunker
Cal Kuhl
Robert Brewster
Glenhall Taylor
Jack Rubin

Walter Thompson

Young

Wine

&

'

Towii

Bobby Brown
Bob Steele

Arthur Meyerhoff

Wrigley

DL&W Coal-AcmePaint

CBS

'

origi- 'i

,

J.

pervisory duties to include
sustaining shows a.s well. Move,
according
to a statement by Samish,
has been

'-.

Cecil B. DcMille
•Phil Bowman

Chas. Claggett
Frank Telford
Phil Cohan

Rubicam
Walter Thompson

Kenyon-Eckhardt

Procter &
Spaulding

CBS
CBS

Time
To Your Good Health

by Man-

•

Stephen Gross
Robert Mclnncs
Chester Miller

Latham Oven
Henry Souvaine

-'

John Cl-iia les Thomas
Those We Love
Time' to Smile
Time Views (lie News

In an effort to hypo listening rating
pf the show, "ScrHinby, Amby,'' Blue

-

.

Mitchell

Standard Brands
Anacin

CBS

CBS

Thanks to the Yanks
That Brewster Boy
Theatre of Romance
Theatre of Today
This Is My Best

Toasties

"

&

Young

Blue

Blue
Mutual
Mutual

.„

East for Eddie Dunn Todays

:.

J

of his department'
pertain-

Jack Byrne, Bob Wamboldt, Henry
Cox and George Brengel, formerly
o'f the
commercial program supervision unit, now extend their
su-

,

Products Co.
Libby, McNeill & tabby
Miles Labs.
U. S. Rubber Co,

NBC
NBC

Mutual

Terry arid the Pirates
Texaco Star Theatre

'Scramby Amby' Coming

'

&

Kolynos

CBS

"

Take It or Leave
Tangee Varieties
Mary Lee Taylor
Telephone Hour
Tcna & Tim

colonel

,

& ,Rublca'nv

Walter Thompson
Warwick & Legler

Cummer

CBS

Blue

Raymond Gram Swing

in 1933 by
now. an Avmy Airand no longer con-'.';
nected with the web:
..'-.
stations
.-(Net
include KRBC. Abilene: KFDA. Amarillo: KNOW, Austin: KBST. Big Springs: WRR. Dallas: KRRV. Sherman: KRYO, Lubbork: KRLH. Midland: KPLT. Paris;
KGKL. San Ange.lo: KABC. San
Anionic* KTEM. Temple: KCMC,
Tcxarkana: WACO. Waco: KVWC,
Vernon and KFJZ.
VElliott. Roosevelt,

-

.

,

.

Grove Labs.

NBC

Warren Sweeney

Network was founded

;-

.

NBC
NBC
NBC

CBS

•

of 16 stations in
13 .towns. He also was named head
of the web's key station, KFJZ here.

-'

Spector

Ncwell-Emmett
Donahue & Coe

.

.

Brown

NBC
NBC

Starlight Serenade
Stars Over Hollywood
Stop or Go
Stop That Villain
Steel Horizons

network made up

-

& Ryan

Raymond
Young

V

,

.'•;

.-

NBC
NBC
NBC

CBS

Sports Newsr-eel
Spotlight Bands
Stage Door Canteen
Star Playhouse

Fort Worth, Oct .24.
Cagle was named Friday
(20) as president of the Texas State

-,

Texas

Coca-Cola

Mutual
Blue
* CBS

:
,

Gene

,''

Int'l

Ruthrauft

Burton Browne

'.-''•

.

Colgate
Bristol-Myers

NBC
NBC

...

Kate Smith Hour
Kate Smith Speaks
Smilin' Ed McConnell

TEXAS STATE NETWORK

'.wil]

\

>.'
.

& Myers

CBS

Mutual

Dinah Shore
Ginny Simms
Frank Sinatra
Sherlock Holmes

GENE CAGEL HEADS UP

"Ainby

;.V

.

..'

Blue

CBS

Service to the Front

.

over.

Noxzema
Serutan

,

The Shadow-

Day of the premiere, plans are
being made for a Wild West parade
through streets of downtown Philly.
For the past several weeks WFIL
has been building an audience for
the "Barn Dance" by plugging it on
;••'-« hillbilly show headed
by Rogers.

.with

-

"

t

..;'.

in the 10:30-11 p.m. slut.

Morse

Vick Chemical

Larus

Mutual
Mutual

'

:

;

<

!

Hollywood

..

.

Blue
Blue
Blue

NBC
'."

Results, Inc.

-

in

Standard' Brands.
Procter &. Gamble

J.

CBS

Radio Readers Digest

.

natiog-

„

RCA

Mutual
Blue
Blue

,

.

Radio, Hall of

-

currentiy

Belding

Young & Rubicam
J. Walter Thompson
•-'-'.Pedler & Ryan

Time

Andrew Jergens

NBC
,

•;•'••'

qiiizzcr sponf.or.cd

&

Cone

Footc.

members

ing to general supervision
of commercial and sustaining programs

Henry Klein
Chuck Livingston

Major Bowes,

D-F-S

NBC
NBC

CBS

;

•-.

Soajv Co..

Lockheed- .'-.'
R. L. Walkins

D-F-S
Lennen

CBS

-

.

Ryan

Kolynos

NBC

the final portion, starting at 11:15 Reveille Roundup
p.m. broadcast Seating capacity of Right to Happiness
Road of Life
Town Hall auditorium is 2,000.
Talent is being lined up by Jack Romance of Helen Trent
Steck, producer who is making a Rosemary
tour of hillbilly centers in South and Babe Ruth
midwest. Signed up thus far are Saturday Night Serenade
Amby
Elmer Newman and His Sleepy Hoi- Scramby
,

network

&

Ruthrauff

CBS

NBC

•

The show, tagged "WFIL Barn
Dance" will be three hours long with

hattan

'

D-F-S

...

Wm. Esty
J. Walter Thompson
Doherty, Clifford &

One Man's Family
Our Gal Sunday

Pause That Refreshes
People Are Funny
Pepper Young's Family
Portia Faces Life
Quick as a Flash ,
Quiz Kids

.

'

Walter Thompson

J,

Procter & Gamble
Chrysler Corp.' "

#

None

Gotham

Lever.. Bros;

R. J. Reynolds
P. Ballantine
Bristol Myers

CBS

Philharmonic Symphony

Palmolive Party
Parker Family

-,

Holden

NBC

CBS.

'-

-

My

stage a hillbilly jamboree-from-the
stage of Town Hall each Saturday
night, with ducats selling for 84 cents
including tax.

force

&

Calkins

Shenfield

.

.

Hal Speers
Oliver Barbour
Don Bernard
^Basil Loughrane

Buchanan
Gardner
Young & Rubicam

NBC
•'

'•'.'
;

.

Philadelphia, Oct. 24.
For the first time in local radio
history; a Philly station is going, into
show business,.
Beginning December 2, WFIL will

,

Nila

Ralston Purina Co.
Centaur Co.

Blue

Mr. Keen
Mr. and Mrs. North
Music America Loves Best
Musical Autographs

Hall

Fred Homer and the
Dick Thomas „ and

B.B.D.O,

Wade,

M-G-M

.

Mr. D. A.

Jamboree Series

-

'.":

Liggett

.

Mooi'e-Dur'ante

Johnny Morgan

WFIL, PMfly, Going Into

Carter.

Bayer

Miles Laos. "
Stokely Bros,

Mack

for

Biow
Compton
Leo Burnett
D-F-S
MacFarland Aveyard
:-'>>:-;:
D-F-S
D-F-S

Lutheran Laymen's'
League

NBC

Mutual

-

Molle Mystery

'

Riders',

.

.

Inst

',',''

-NBC

Met. Opera House (beg. 12-2-44,)

:

ters.

'

'General Mills.
Curtis Pub. Co.
General Mills

Mutual

|

.

NAB

.

:

Raytheon Mfg.,
Goodyear Tire

Meet Your Navy
i Melody Round-Up
Johnny Mercer

UAW

.

NBC
NBC

Matinee Theatre

point gained by the
is that the station will permit,
Unions and other non-profit .groups
to- solicit memberships via air time,
thereby voiding a ban on such solicRation imposed by the
code.
Station, since its run in with Frankehsteen, has disavowed the code,
Station also agreed that it would
not censor scripts other than for
libel and slander and that it would
maintain a fair balance in the
amount of time given proponents of
opposing views on controversial issue broadcasts. WHKC. also agreed
that should it deny a request for
time, it was to give its reasons in
writing.

'.

Blue
.

.Important

;

X

Called

Mary Marlm
Perry Mason

'business- concerns and nonprofit organizations either in making
time: available or restricting the use
'.'"'•-";
of such time."

:

•

Manhattan Merry-Go-Round
March of Time,

..-tween''

Town

,.

;'--..

:'-'.>:

American Meat

-

Supervish

In a realignment of responsibility
supervision of Blue network
shows, Adrian Samish, national
pro
duction, manager of the
web last
week gave added duties to
four

•Arthur Hanna

.

Merritt

Man

.

Biz Via

CBS
CBS-NBC
CBS

'

Perkins

Major Bowes

••

,

Blue
Mutual
Mutual
;

Lux Radio Theatre
!

;

Hillbilly

NBC

.

-

-

will
Motion provides that.
hereafter make time available or
but!; a sustaining and commercial
basis, for ''full and free discussion
of issues of. public importance,.. in'.?:
eluding
issues '.and
controversial
dramatizations thereof
... and that
there will be no discrimination be-

Show

Blue
Blue

-'A'

:

& Gamble

Procter
.

CBS

.-

Wheat

of

Duane Jones

-/.-.

-

Eversharp

CBS.
Blue

Light hi the' World
Listening Post

Babbitt...

Cream

Blue

'"
.-

.

PRODUCER

AGENCY

ACCOUNTS
B. T.

CBS

,'-

'

Go
Can Be Beautiful

Let Yourself

Lone Ranger..
Lorenzo Jones
Ltim 'n' Abher
Richard Frankenstecn, UAW -.vice, Luncheon with Lopez
president. Motion is. for a dismissal Lutheran Hotir
of the

Show

(Continued from page 26)

NETWORK
NBC

PROGRAM

Washington, Oct. 24.
;
•John -motion filed here last week
with the FCC by WHKC. Columbus,
and the United Auto Workers,' represents a complete victory on the
part of -that -ClO-afliiiated union
Union
over the Columbus outlet.
had sought, cancellation of the station's "license, following censorship
be
aired
by
speech
slated,
to
of a
;

'•'"•V

.

Wednesday; October 25, 1944

RADIO

so

'

'*;•
.

/,.

';

the
of
'.

'

and
Chicago

station
-the

':.-'

.

.''- .';

Herb Moss

Programming will be '-'im proved
gradually,
whenever possible, he

•Stephen Gross
Lou JackobsOn

said, but not at a financial -sacrifice
to lhe station. Property was bought

Ed Dunham
-,-.«;

.«

...

-

-> ;

i

»-

•

•

as an investment by Fields and
SilcV (nisk pay off. .he stfflftdi

a*

.

'

-

Wednesday, October 25, 1944

RADIO

11

DON'T-BE-A-DOPE-YOU-DOPE'
Impromptu Guest Shot

invasion Gets Dailies Out of Spot

been on NBC two hours earlier at 7:30.
What caused most of the trade's talk and surprise was that the boner,
with Burns doing an unskedded guest appearance for Sealtest, went
on unnoticed for three minutes and three seconds, Burns' rebroadcast
being fed to the east that long before anyone got hep and hollered
"whoa!" After that, the Sealtest show was switched in without an
opening announcement, to be- cut off. after a few seconds while a
.standby announcer came on to explain the mechanical snafu. A piano
fill-in then followed for another 11 seconds, after which Sealtest finally
took over its rightful slot.
Question of a rebate and who owes who how much won't be decided
for some time, pending a receipt in N.Y. of a report from the Coast
From all reports though, it's AT&T's bag to
.offices: of Am. Tel. & Tel.
liad already

hold.

;

;

:

;*;

*'

:/',-'

,•.'-.'•:•:

:

;

»»»

'

.

»»»>»

«

'

«

From

\

via the same slant that's
characterized the B.O., dingy teeth,
etc. ad approach;.
ferior

NEW YORK

CITY

.

«««

,

...

WMCA

It's a far cry from
ing's" pre-sponsorship

;

.

.

'.

.

'

.

.

.

.

;

*•/».' ';•-•>

WBBM

Danny

O'Neil.
year M-G contract.
doing bis Minneapolis

singer, in

plans

to:

radio

local

picture

several

CBS

central division said

the

same frequency— WBBM

Chicago and

KFAB

in Lincoln.

ON POLITICAL SPOTS

:

Oct. 25 over CBS. Edith Hophan is
biz manager of the firm and Hal
Fimberg will be script editors
Thomas Conrad Sawyer produces
"Comedy Theatre of the Air," and

Travis Wells holds rein on "Hollywood Mystery Time" and Erskine
Johnson's "Tonight in Hollywood."

Ernest Charles East To
Join Y&R Talent Dept.

.

•

v

.

;

;!

:

:'

-:.

':

,

WGN
:

,'.'.'

'.

.

,

Reader's Digest-Town Hairs Inferiority Cure As Spotted
Advertisement.

HOW
J THAT

JOE GOT

VOUNS MAN'

OF JANE'S HASN'T
ANY OPINION ON
ANVTHING

IN

Blue,

Biow

in Tiff

On let Go' Rebate
Blue network sales department
and Biow agency, on behalf of Eversharp; are tiffing over question of
rebate on the Milton Berle's "Let

Yourself Go" stanza last Tuesday
night
Show was cut off
(17).
'promptly .at 11 despite. fact it started
seven ininules late, due to President
Roosevelt's United War Fund address
'

.

running over.
/•MsrtTn"'L; -rSiAjsH,": -tsueiiKl »:>*;"•:>->:
Evershiirp: who was at) the studio
the program was being aired,'
asked the Biow agency to secure
hill, rebate
for the
half-hour,
a
claiming that the alleged mixup with
Berle being cut off right in midst of
a line, was fault of the network.
Blue program execs, on the other
hand, point out that: Hal Block, producer of the Berle show, agreed to
having the show cut. off, no matter
what was going on, promptly at 11
Fact that stanza started late,
p.m.
Blue execs declare, is no fault, of
their own making, since the President's talk was not. a political show,
but a public service program on behalf oflhe United War Fund.
Blue agreed as of yesterday 'Tues.)
to rebate money, for seven minute*
of air time during which the -program was not on the air, while sponsor and agency still is insisting on
full rebate for entire 30 minutes,
.C
-

-

Hollywood, Oct; 24,
Mel Williamson has- been named
head of the Coast office of Lennen
fc Mitchell and also will produce Old
Gold's "Which Is Which?" teeing off

.

.

,

in

At-

lass said Col. Falknor's qualifications

•••

-

,

chronization of distant radio stations

on

FCC WARNS STATIONS

WOW

soon.

long after the usual 1 a.m.
chains h a y.i n g been
alerted earlier by the Jap announcement of the. attack. Only web to
shut down at the usual time was
NBC, which had aired the flash
earlier, as did all other chains, and
which also, together with CBS, Blue
and Mutual, aired the four-network
"
(Continued on page 37)

shutdown,

to accept a post with
Washington: H. Leslie Allass,

v.p. of the

-

•

the

Or if "Town; Meeting" in- will .fit in with KMOX's recent apretain the same cererjral- plcatioii to FCC for a television and
slanted pattern, the question has frequency modulation license in the
been raised whether such an ad postwar period.
medium can in any way bolster its
listening ranks. Or could it possibly
denote, some ponder, that radio's ap- Williamson Coast
peal from the educational and forum
'pTaiVk"'is^6TTiV 1 fie'ie i Trn(r'jTr„77;r£rTT-»'

the Coa.st
WKBV,
Ind., joins. Mutual Nov. 5 as full time affiliate. It's a 250- watter
}'-:.. .'Virginia .Crane, singer, has joined the cast of the Aunt Jemima show
...'.Don Finlayson- takes over as sales promotion manager and research
chief of WLS Nov. 1, when Don Kelley leaves to become .assistant- to Jack:'
Van Vnlkenburg. manager of WBBM. Wilma Gwilliams continues as
press chief. Harry Burke,
commercial manager, in town for a few
.Washington, Oct. 24. '•
days enroute 10 N.Y.
FCC warned all broadcast stations
Marian Hull, formerly on the Chi office production staff at the Compton
agency, joined Benton and Bowles last week in the same capacity ... .Gene last week that they are required,
Commission's
regulations,
under
the
Moore, formerly with KMBC, has joined KCMO, Kansas City, as musical
director.
John Rustad, recently discharged from the Army after serving to announce the names of sponsors
three years as a. Lieut, in the. air-borne infantry, joined the NBC central for all political spot announcements.
division as an announcer last week. .. .Art Harre. WJJD general manager,
FCC said it had received' "numerin. New York this week on station biz: .. Al Hattis, 16-year-old, WJJD
ous complaints'' a b o u t political
commentator, has been named to the executive council of the School "spots" going on the'air without any
Broadcast Conference which opened a three-day meeting here Sunday announcement, and said that its rule
5
v .V: 'V:;,
(22).
=-';'.-.Jv'
applies to the briefs as well as the
Charley. Luckman, Pepsodent prexy, Frank Schrieber,
station
longer programs. Most recent com-,
manager, John Whedon, of Young and Rubicam, and Bill Kester, of Sher- plaint came from the American Civil
'-\
v\\' (Continued, on page 36)
:• ;..-"';
Liberties Union. ;.
i-'-'v
J.
'..v.
;-

lip

eration

weeks ago

WOL,

sponsored program?
Ads are being spotted by BBD&O
agency on behalf of Reader's Digest.

.after signing sevenhome in Hollywood,

.eye wit-,

campaign found three, of the major
webs keeping network lines in op-

'

Head

*<•. ,.'.y

Radio reit

,

of

that

^ Richmond,
".-

has accepted the genpost at KMOX,

CBS outlet and will, take
charge about Jan. 1. In. announcing
Col. Falknor's appointment, to succeed Merle Jones who bowed out

local-

:

town over weekend

make his
Honeywell network show from
O'Neil

felt

of

Tbiirs.
19),. night of the official
confirmation by Gen. Douglas -Mac-;'
Arthur of the start of the Philippine

managership

eral

much

1

prestige.
tends to

,

,-.>-.

two weeks.

larly starting in

it's

Louis, Oct, 24.

Frank B. Falknor, now on
China in the. Office pi Strate-

gic. Services,

the spotlight ads a different, type of
audience, they may find it feasible
to make, the program conform to
the audience and so inevitably lose

.

:

m Vyllflifmj^

to

in

Falknor will receive a discharge
view of the fact that B.O., etc., from the service.
now standard gag material, both
Col. Falknor, a nationally known
Nevertheless, radio engineer is also recognized as
off and on the air.
many concede that at least it's an a business exec, in the radio field
honest effort to lift the public ser- having been one of the founders
vicer into, wider audience brackets, Of the firm of Doolittle and Falknor,
something seldom tried before.
radio
consultants,
before
joining
By the same token it's believed CBS in Chicago. He also is the first
that if "Town Meeting" attracts via radio engineer to complete the syn-,

.

.

social .'inferiority,

open

lines, will
St.

,

duty

in

.

.

appeal

to

network news heads.

neks stuff, was given plenty of newspaper space, more so, it was claimed,
than even the invasion of Europe.
Principal reason, of course, was
(he clifficuity of communications between the Islands and the U. S.. with
a'liinit apparently placed on newspaper coverage because of the strain
on Army communication facilities.
This was proven even several days
after the invasion,- when eye witness
accounts, notably that of Bill Dunn
(CBS) received wide newspaper
play. Dailies all credited the various
networks when using their stories.
Broadcasters expect: that the dailies will continue to rely On radio
for a good portion of the Philippine
coverage for some time. It's considr,
ered unlikely that comm.unication,
'

Lt. Col.

the

is lending itself to
provide material for a common jest

(Bristol-Myers), not Fred Uttal, as recently reported. :,'-.,'
Gloria Manes, formerly in the Metro publicity dept., has joined CBS as
secretary to Robert J. Landry, succeeding Beverly Reynolds, who takes
over as exec assistant to the N.Y. office for Cowles Bros. Miss Manes'
father is a theatre manager for Warner Bros..
.Marion Stevens, of HP's
radio newswire and formerly in CBS press info, to wed Lt. H. V. Hight at
.-Sherry.. Netherlands on Oct.: 28.
.Katina Paxinou. star of forthcoming
Broadway production, "Sophie Halenczik, American," will appear on two
broadcasts this week to aid Greek relief. She'll be heard Friday (27) over
NBC,. -11130. to 12 pirn., in a program commemorating fourth anniversary
of invasion of Greece, and Saturday (28) night over CBS, 1 1:30 to 12,
heading a program sponsored by the Distomo Rebirth Committee:;Dianne Kemble, Coast radio actress now east, has joined the cast of the
Alan Young show.
CBS' Johnny Morgan stanza to use gueslars .regu.

was designed

matter,

to

porters' coverage,

are

:

.

forum

its

Biggest newspaper pick-up ever
given airy story covered by radio
correspondents was last ^week's invasion of the Philippines, according

:

To Manage KMOX

"Town Meetdays when, by

"Town Meeting"

'.

.

.

of

for

.

.

subject

virtue

Lt Cot Falknor

those in the upper-mental-brackets.
In trying now to widen its audience,
the question has been, raised in some
quarters whether it hasn't tobogganed
by offering
to the other extreme
the program as a panacea. By competing on the level of the cure-alls

.

,

.

•

'

Spotlight ads of the .strip pattern
(see illustration below) are currently appearing weekly in about
100 newspapers around the country
illustrating how lending an ear to
"Town Meeting" will provide the
open sesame to the charmed circle.

Jerry Lawrence,
disc jockey, now also handling the announcing
ehpres on Frank Sinatra show... -John Royal, NBC v.p., back from Mexico
/_/£ri. (20>^and resumed work Mon. (.23).
.Wilbur Stark and Tony Leader
;~nicely bronzed after a vacash near Savannah, da.
Stark, a recent Army
dischargee, has resumed time-peddling for WMCA, N.Y..
.Bob King, of
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, dropped the missus and kid off at Ft.
Wayne, Ind., on his way to the Coast. Trained Out Fri. (20) ... .Francis
Zuzulo, until his discharge a captain in Army intelligence, is now, night
press rep at Mutual. Wounded in the Naples postoffice explosion, he was
•.'•"
with UP and Reader's Digest before entering the Army.
C. E. Hooper. Inc., research Arm, has rented new space at 10 E. 40th
St., N. Y., and is consolidating units now spread throughout that building.
-— Same-outfit also is establishing a radio headquarters in Hollywood, figuring it's Closer to the biz than L.A.
Eugene Waddell has quit Geyer,
Cornell & Newell to go with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample as group copy
.Alan Ladd and Charles Boyer, who are due east, being lined
supervisor.
tip for' guest shots on the Frank Sinatra CBS Vimms show. .. .Virginia
Hotle, secretary to. poll maestro George Gallup, weekended in Washington
.Ken Delmar is the announcer on the Blue network Alan Young 'show
.

,

pink toothbrush,

the Production Centres

M

Mad?

.

:

'^''i

'

••

Russian Not

Predicated
on the premise
that the Russians, in view of
the sweeping Allied smashes,
aren't mad any more, the "Mad
Russian" tag is being dropped by
Bert Gordon on the Eddie Can-tor-Bristol-Myers show.
Effective tonight (Wed.), Gordon take's on name of Boris
Tsoris, with Cantor trying to,
build role with more continuity.
Thus format henceforth calls for
Gordon to play Cantor's next
door neighbor. "

aspirations is making a pitch for
listeners on the plea that you-toocan-'oe-a-wow by the simple expedient of tuning in to the Reader's
Digest-sponsored
"Amelia's Town
Meeting of the Air." Using an advertising stunt designed to promote new
audiences for the Thursday night
Blue network forum, it's a campaign
that resorts to playing on the fear of
being socially and intellectually in-

;.,

N

'

.v

>

X«
IIS

/','-> '

'

In what is probably the first time
such a campaign has been used, a
program with so-called intellectual

-

Meanwhile, Sealtest, Joan Davies and Haley are reported doing a
Burns.

U's Boff Coverage on Philippine

IHItrSTOl HALL

An error in switching by a telephone company employee resulted in
a bizarre jam-up Thurs. (,19) over NBC. It affected the start of the
Sealtest Joan Davies-Jack Haley show, slated to take the air at 9:30
p.m. Eastern listeners, however, got the opening of the Bob BurnsLifebuoy rebroadcast, intended for western ears only. Burns' show

.

Ernest Charles, Coast announcer
and production man, has joined the
N. Y. office of Young. & Rubicam.
He'll work on the Celanese-"Great
Moments in Music" show and in the
talent department.-

In

.'"

';...'.•.

when
ha.s

.

'

.
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100 Newspapers, (See Story Above)

Advertisement.

Advertisement.

THE KNOW

by Hosts
/TS THE OUE
RADIO SHOW I
WOULDN'T MISS.
GIVES BOTH

AMERICA

S

TOWN MEETING
OF THE AIR

SPONSORED BV THE

READER'S DIGEST
THURSDAY EVENINGS

WJZ- 8:30 P.M.

Week's queslloni Should Induifry
9«oron»«« a minimum annual wage?

Ttiis

1

1
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PICA, N. Y., Brain X-Ray Course first
In Unique Series

the air within a month or so.
the psychology course starts.
Lecturer for the brain X-rays will
be Dr. Carroll Pratt, psychology professor at Rutgers and more recently
active in the Army's special training

on

the most ambitious of its kind
ever undertaken by an independent
station and believed to be a radio
first, is being eyed with considerable
interest within the trade.
;

program

.

of

Format
"

will

be

actual

lecture

class-room sessions in the studio.
with adult students sitting in. Students' questions and an ad lib discussion after the lecture also will
.

after

at

.

.

had

.....
,

last

of

aired. To emphasize key points
each lecture, programs will use
brief dramatizations, most of which
will run less than 60 seconds.

Advisory Committee
Series' is being produced by Howard Phillips and written by David
Shaw. Station's advisory committee

First subject chosen by the advisory, committee set up by Mrs.
Nathan -Straus, wife of the
owner .who'll supervise the program,
will be psychology. It is hoped to
get the second subject, geography.

Carmen, dean of
Winifred Fisher, N. Y:
Adult Education Council: Dr. Houston Peterson, Cooper Union't _Dr,
Jacques Barzuri, Columbia U.: Dr.
Ordway Teade. president; N. Y. City

on story

°V'

|

series of

his

DG&S

Dec. 2 with conclusion
10

college football

Ballyhoo Brigade

Robert O'Donnell, formerly with
Chicago News promotion dept.,

games tagged by MacGrcgor-Gold-

the.

sporting goods makers.

srri'kW, Inc.,

&

includes

Harry

Board of Higher Education; Dollie

Columbia

U.;

Low titer; Amalgamated Clothing

Shenfiejd
joins Dohcrty, Clifford
Mon, (30) to handle publicity on the
new Gracie' Fields-Bristol Myers
show. He'll work under Bob King.

Workers' Union and Mary McBride,
rs
C. A. Prior to radio,
was active in adult education developments.

looey.

j

M

Y. W,
Straus
'

-

Spectrum Bids
Washington. Oct.

.

24.

Spokesmen for the nation's police
and fire departments and forest fire
fighters demanded" more exclusive
FM and standard Wave lengths for
their services, and insisted that the
FCC also must provide them with a
reasonable number of channels in the
share of the spectrum to be allocated
for facsimile.

The demands, made
quency

allocation

at

the

fre-

hearings

last

.

Bob O'Donnell Added To

resignation,

his

schedule— Leigh Hunt, formerly of
Inquirer: Dwight Davis, free
lancer, and Jack Davis, former Cincinnati newsman,
'

WLW

week tendered

newscasts

the

Cincinnati. Oct, 24.

>

Cops, Firemen In

last

13

WCAU

ideas

can be even more
insisted

Dick Bray, spoitscaster on
and WSAI for the past seven years,
to take effect

in

own

their

life

in

Philadelphia, Oct. 24.
week made a deal to
daily to the
Trans-Lux Newsrcel theatre every
hour on the hour.
The new news shots to the newsreeler now makes a total of 225
newscasts weekly aired by the station.
In addition to regular news
pumps seven newsshows,
casts daily to warplants in this area.
Three additions: were made to the
newsrooms to meet the hypoed

WCAU

pump

DICK BRAY RESIGNS

.

be

WMC

They

about how

beautiful and
switches.

Harvard.

Station Will make reprints of the
broadcasts available, to listeners, as.
well as recommended supplementary
literature. Leaders, of "various adult
education groups in N. Y. will be
called in before the program debuts,
so as to get a line on what the station is doing and to' coordinate activities.

Tieup With
Trans-Lux on Newscasts

Here's what happens on a
party line in Virginia. When
Don Becker, who spends time on
his farm down there, called Carl
Bixby. his collaborator on "Life
Can Be Beautiful" serial, and
reached a decision via telephone
concerning plot development, a
delegation of indignant neighbors
stormed the homestead.

on Adult Education

Af ter months of study and tost programming. WMCA, N, Y., has finally
jut on a formula for Us adult educational series and has tentatively
set Nov. 16 as the getaway date of
its new project, WMCA series, one

WCAU

and Damned

'Beautiful'

agency p. a.
O'Donnell recently received his
discharge from the Army. He was a
;>....

.

'•„.••.'
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"•

.:'-'.••:•"

,

.

Thursday. Friday and Saturday

(19,

20 and 21). were directly in line with
"Variety's" disclosure of a week ago
that commercial broadcasting faces
a heavy fight for frequencies from
these
interests.
Municipal, State
and Federal- officials said present'
projected plans do not allow them
enough room and said they would
have to have rnore, or else.

Capt. Donald S. Leonard, of East
Lansing, Mich., chairfnan of the
communications committee of the
International Association, of Chiefs
of Police, threatened to.takc the matter to Congress unless/more FM frequencies for police service are provided than are recommended by the

.

.

.

Interdepartment
Radio
Advisory
letter from FBI chief
Committee.

A

J.

also recommended
Mayor
polige;: frequencies.

Edgar Hoover

more,

of New York,
appeared on behalf of mayors of 230
cities, to urge plenty of frequencies for police and fire work;
Herbert A. Friedc, of the Radio
Technical Planning Board, disclosed

Fiorello

La Guardia,

large

that at present 90?J> of all cities over
10,000 population ate without any
form of radio service for their fire

Other testimony was

departments.

the effect that telephone service
is frequently, disrupted in large fires
and that radio service is necessary to
cut losses from conflagrations^
to

•

•

WJR-WGAR Co-op Brings
Eyewitness Story of Fire
In Cleveland to Detroit
Detroit, Oct. 24.

What radio can do by using the
telephone was demonstrated here
last Friday on coverage of Cleveland's disastrous

west

ojxtor Wades Cuffi

c^bTVirou^

stations,

fire;

WJR

The two mid-

here and

WGAR,

Cleveland, cooperated swiftly in providing first-hand coverage. ;.'<:'[
When Fred Vander venter opened
his 6 p.m. newscast he advised D'e-.
troit listeners that they were being
transferred to
for an eyewitness account, of the fire.
The
switch was made on a time cue with
Sid
Endorn.
newscaster,
coming in with a dramatic on-thescene news coverage.
An added factor to sharpen the
value of the coverage was that the
fire broke between the final editions
of Detroit's afternoon newspapers
and the first editions of the a.m.s to
give radio a clear field on coverage.
A short while before the cooperative newscast hit the air, Owen
Uridge, asst. gen mgr., and George
Cushing, news editor of WJR, made
the telephone Call to John Patt, manager of. the Cleveland station, to
work out details of providing a
close-up broadcast to the Detroit

WGAR

WGAR

"

.>.'

.

More and more

are Bales-minded advertis-

ing managers looking to the Easts

(I id

ami

Polly) to send sales zooming.

And a

of the networks);
larity

razor blade manufacturer recently

proved once again the sales potency of

i

morning show— Breakfast in Bedlam
—-despite the fact that hundreds of thou-

sands of shaving-age
in the

armed

men

'

.

not an isolated case.

It is

one of

that points to three things—"(1 j

KEY STATION OF THI
BLUE NETWORK

(3)

the

WJZ moved

transmitting station closer to the miI(

New York trading area who
buy those products they hear about
oyer WJZ.
.V
lions in the

station.

'

Is

its

forces.

announcement a couple of years back when
those hundreds of thousands were still
"
at home.
This

mounting popu-

clarity since

will

in this area are

One single 50-word announcemen t brought
a 49% greater response than, a similar

many

(2) the

of Breakfast in Bedlam; and

hew strength and

his

early

away

pre-eminence of the entire Blue Network in
the morning field (greatest audience of any

the.

Yes, 7 million more people are now within
the range of the brilliantly clear 50-nulUVj
volt signal of

strongest voice

For further details of lowest-cost-per-in«
quiry ask Blue Spot Sales in New Yorfci'
,

Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles or San Francisco or the Sales Department of

Ml
v&yr

WJZ— your

in the world's richest market.;

.,'•'.••
.

:

Gen. Ike's Wife Serves
As Cake Baking Judge
Washington, Oct. 24.
Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower, wife
of the general, served as judge in a
cake baking contest held last Fri(20) by WTOP, the. Columbia
outlet here. Stunt featured the station's 12th anniversary celebration.
Station put up $100 in cash prize*
and turned the cakes over to' 'the
military hospitals and servicemen'!
centers in and around Washington.

day

f
four Strongest
ie

VOICE lit

World's Richest Market
M-I-M'i "Mulli

for

Milium" tni "ZUlflld

FOlIlM".

-New CAMEL

M

Met.:

!•

ROOK AM.

p.m..

KWT

LOU CLAYTON

FrlilitJ

.

—

-

We've

plaved the Hippodrome Baltimore— .vfeefc

JijKt

of October 12th to -19t.il— to more than 60.000
people.

W

e liked

them and they

>w ell

us— and we hope

liked

to he hark there soon.

Editors of Variety— liereV what their thwtHiml reviewers had to say about us

VARIETY —
"Kd

A

great hig heap 0* thanks to

those

And

a

stye'll

hoys

l

liappaporl and

/y/V

at the theatre!

;

high Hooper to Radio StalioiV

:

;

:

<^HNI lor their

A\

in

V:';/ :;

We've had many

«

r

—

Master Control

grand review

;

lipptHlrome—hulliiiHHr

stage of llieatre. .Sent over the Blue

tion.

Audience invited In participate

it'*

is

smooth

•Viidiencc Participation."

WIRE— PHONE— WRITE
Richard, 1776

Broads

good show

the uui/-la)ent

on a big part v. Kast handles doings

bis assistant Polly

Hadio

in

7

^h^^y

like

HKM-

i

home

skillfully

in bolstering

For available dales on Personal Appearance Tour

Max

a

]!>lh

from the

and general gag -lest almost u,m vVS piumxaivi

^

from the

—

— ihlober

dirt-el

'sKfAKS Vital Tak rjs'iK.NKN* and -act just
folks

at the Blue.

I

Kast and Pollx stage a broadcast

with Kast measuring up to his stature as a radio attrac-

'

;

cooperation in feeding our daily Blue Yehvork shou

"Ladies Be Seated"— to the ho\s

all

and

the general

CONSIDER THESE FACTS:
1.

CONTINUITY:

"Ladies Be Seated" has been on

the air almost without interruption for over 16 months

—ever

since June, 1943. This has

Ed Kast and

Polly to cut and

fit

made

their

it

possible for

showuntil

it

low cost and become one of the most valuable radio
properties from the point of view of dealer and customer relations and product merchandising..

has

fallen into a practically foolproof audience pattern.

4* GREAT TICKET

DEMAND:

More than 100,000

requests were received for broadcast tickets during the

2. HIGH RATING:

"Ladies Be Seated" has main-

tained a consistently high audience rating

that would show a sharp

—a

rating

first

12 months. This

tainer with

no

is

an amazing record

for a sus-

dealers or salesmen offering tickets.

upward trend under the

added impetus of sponsorship.

5. AUDIENCE

DEMAND:

Because of important

scheduling demands, a single broadcast of "Ladies

3* SMALL COST:
Be Seated" is a show

Because ofits small cost "Ladies

tliat

can be travelled at extremely

Be

Seated" was dropped. Over 5,687 letters of vehement
protest were received by 65 stations.

6. AUDIENCE REQUESTS:
meiits on "Ladies

5 short announce,

Be Sea ted" brought a

flood of 270,685

requests lor a booklet of tongue twisters and games

previously used on the urogram.

FREE OFFER!

Eaeh

letter

TH IS WAS NOT A

was accompanied by

a

nickel, bringing the actual cash outlay to over thirteen

thousand dollars! Think what

thjs could

amount

to in

terms of a self-sustaining, thoroughly merchandised
,

offer

On the part of a sponsor!

drome

in

week.

An

Baltimore— over 60,000 attended

volunteered the information that they were regular
listeners to

"Ladies Be Seated" oh their radio.

Here's another Blue pre-tesled program for the advertiser wjbo wants tb*

guesswork taken out of radio! Following the program policy of the Blue
Network, we have polished, proved and perfected this half-hour daily
program.

It s

yours— ready

May we? j net one word

to go, ready to sen.

about radio time. "Ladies Be Sealed" represent*

a valuable franchise on the Blue

7.

BRING S OUT THR ON G S:

P. A".
month, when

Ed

East and Folly played the

This

11 ippo-

in a single

impressively high percentage of this audience

— Monday through Friday. We sincerely

program can form the radio backbone
advertising- campaign.- Yours?

believe that this

for

some national
\\

;

-

v-

;:

indicating -hat the Commisor a majority of its.members,

vice

FCC

Flays

si'oiti

After

have agreed

Washington. Oct.
Recent

FCC okav

two more Buiov
James

I..r.-VH

"A"

from Rep.

He

wilt

oi

FCC

proved

u!.t!

from Bdlov

reconvene,-

,j

There h i- no
Coimmssion.
am amazed. w lieu Wiggle-I
."that FCC huv approved (ho
•

.

revdked tinder

WCOP

statin"

nee.

"

..''.'

....'..'"

--..ii

requiring tinnied'ale

(it

Series started yesterday (23

of the

Committee

Select

Charles paid-

tlii-.

over

tribute, to the

oi'

bunch

line-!

follows I've ever

of

:

.

.

,1'

D

Nov

>,v

NBC .Thanksgh

cm

oi'nS-,uil>

•All
jiig.

\\

..-'Hi.

-

devote -omc

1!

Siie.uie;

."

comedy /st ripper.

a

Procter

& Gamble

.

gets the

hearing!

first,

.

.::

Weaver .linning ui w ith Col. Tom Lewis jt Armed Forces Radio
.Announcer Ken Niles was pli loci off Fitch Bandwagon because
Xcvqi Bros (Pep-odeut i.ha- its own shaving cream (Lifebuoy
There II
be a mad uish tor ducats to Frank .Sinatra's- broadcast Nov, 8, Charles
John Jordan hung a "30" on his job
.Hover will- be in. the gut-yt corner.
He replaces Edmund
a- KiVIPC nev - editor to move over to the Blue.
Soudcr. who deserts the newsroom for an assignment to Chungking for
the chain
.Phil Spitaiuy due out next week with Ins music maids tor
picture work, If all the picture deals pending are consummated he'll pass
the rest ot the season here.
He adds spice to the scene so he's always
welcome
.Felix. Mill- given leave ot absence as music director of "Man
Called, X" to accompany, Burns .and Allen on their three-week War Bond
tour. Claude Sweeten .inherits' the. baton':
.Larry Berns, producer of the
Jack Carson show, drew one of those rare memos from a client. It was
a congrat for liftiivg the Show- to 11.2 in the Hooperatings with a recent
leap of 3.7 :,. .Clark Gable makes his first radio appearance since becoming,
civilian oii Oct. 30 Cavalcade ot America broadcast of "Take Heir
":
..'.''•.•'
:"•''"
Down."
V
Lt. Pat

.

.

Service../.

<'»ii| iiinliiK

1

.

Sho»v iu
'III

1

SiMh Wai

their time to a

oi

Loan bond

pilch, winding tip vv.'rth a
— tudried yai i.etv .show

»tai

flO-m.\niii.e

trow Hollywood, from. 11:30 pan
''
a hi.

!
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to.

:
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LotVTatk

Tiirkex to Japan"
of the day during
a hich irtilltai.v leaders, screen, sialic
and radio, stats- and clergymen will

be the theme

be heard on the web making bond
appeals
At least once every hour
during five day 'sound of a doorbell
wilt signilv the

I

I

to Stop F.v»r)

Urn M limit **
HOI TS"

II

Caiilliaii

Tlinilri>

lliillj ivooil

.
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"Now;

will

PHIL COSCIA

1

gang at Young St Rtibicam: "They're the WAIT six tunes weekly, 5 -25.-5 "HI
wo'ked with.'' Les Gottlieb shared the p.m. (CWTI. for two weeks Oil
p.ubhcm eoiii M-nuie. tiansHarry Maynarri. who made faces at Noy. 6. the day before -electroirriTTfiT
train blink back, east, with Chiirl.es
vol v
ft'is
rele; red t.n and certain
gram will be expanded to 15'miivulo-i
and illegal campaign cou- the; '.cameras in Vine >ileht d;iys and alio wielded a megaphone, is now the
large
talent buyer at B;itten. Bat.to.ti. Dursfine & Osborii.
tnbui'onHe was a major in running from 5:30 to 5:15 (or a rountltable
discussion.
Ezi a Macintosh moved over from NBC production to the
the. Marines
.IVWaU'w Thompson -.stall. Asa sun ler.-he draws Elgin's two-hour Turkey
Detroit — Fred
Vanderv enter,
.'Day .show tor Cl.'s'arouiid Hie world and homo routers'.
.Jimmy Durante
NBC Goes All-Out On
and Carry Moore bulling the Army and Navy hospitals between broad- newscaster lor WJR, moves to WOR,
casts'
Carl Stailton hustled back east with a cutting of "Let's Listen to N: Y„ Nov 6. in same capacity.

USQ

FRED LIGHTNKR

'.'-'.'•'•

''.'••:.:;''"'•':'.

'

jjr'cs*.

portion

Oil.:

;

:

*

Bond Drive Thanksgiving

.

Dramatizations of Chicago famous,
criminal trials are being done, with
narrations by Michael Romano, local
radio, actor and a former assislant
slates attorney, then bringing oil
plug tor current Republican \\m\ii.

•'-.

j

in

of: the" Stale's Attorney's start.

.bef's

,

.-

'W— Now

HOLLYWOOD ...

W

.)|

Uu-

Chicago. Oct. 24.
the way of politi-

is being aired here'
by
the State's. Attorneys* Club, a groupcomposed entirely of former mem-

"'

-

Since Jan.
Belgium

"•

•-

rule

l,5-da,v

5

;

.

'

from

'Bulova -interests- to purchasers tiespite charges and peii'ding invest!concealed
or,
gallons of. charges
ownership, f a'm. alsii' aniazed by ad-':

Overseas for

.

in

cal broadcasts

.

'

worfi

oi

.

m status as of IIS
B Lewis around for a few", days to. look in on the Kenyon & Ecknardt
CimgressioDal rec-o-reconvening of Cun- .Coast -entries (Hiiv.en AtacQnaiue and Toiii Biciiciwini,, .Before leaving
This assurance- will obviate, for the, oust to take dver. production of the Celanese.iihow. Ernest .Bunny:'

;iiiiji.ifK

the nee;

,,',

*

'

1

New gimmick

to the Sixth

'

in suspeii-ion

lu;Icl

be

election.' meeting
iiivsti-edute. -?msw:ev:; further

slier

fro.itfthc.

trakstei

b«

01

i5eii(iiiV4

ap-

i

Cum-,

Select

oi

i

;

tian-fet.-

uere appointed

Marcnielte.

,

'

SI;.is».:».

Wi«gle.swoi-ih.'de»'and;ec( '.that
Kevofce or hold in susik-hmOu

member

J

USED AS VOTE WOOER

.War Loan publicity committee
WIND was the only Ctvi
Luckman heads up the Hacks
here last week
st;ition to air the prcenv.of '•Woocii'ijw Wilson" at the. Apollo last Friday
Chi radio
(20).
.Murray Fot'be- the radio actor, is wilting a novel.
Oscar' to top talent
actors are nui.ll.rnK the, idea ol nresenfins an annual
In the various ..divisions :it their annual party each year Presentation will,
if plans ko through, lead, tct an annual award, to the. best latino talent on a
"">••.'."
.'.-> '^,
nationwide scak'.
"-7: ;,:- ',';:'.;':
>;- '.'.

miller invest' gating FCC and its
req.ucsi immediate ,a,<I
actiyities
-sit ra n ee
that a.M Ira (is fers rt vBii o va>«• Ireciueiicies or staiiiins
iliiou.-.l.-

a

man

fi.ha.il

rowibei of live 1\i'm Cn-mmittee-;.
owv.csh..)
charged coi;.eealori
Bulova stations. '"V- .-.'•'..•'"

Cottgi'Ks

the Production Centers
CiilitliiMrd Iron) .page 31

man

.

woo!;

last

24,

brought

Wiggfeswortij <R

ftiehai'd B,

from

during Con-

lo api>i:oyal

.

on-the traxister nf

slitliotis

i

to .C.ointlVlssio.N

vvit'e.

CHI GOP'S 'CRIME CLUB'

of
transfer
gressional
recess ..of
other .stations front! Bulova. inter:
ests which, have; been- subject t>> simownership
concealed,
of
iUu^phat'SiV*
which, il substantiated, would rail
for revocation of stat ion licenses

Bulova Deal O.K.

lint

CMolier 23, 1911

Wetiiicstlay,

RADIO

appearance ot

,

a

bond

,

;

ii

salesman. on the .network!

.

:

.

':''

•"'

;

'••.'•'

:';

JAN RUBIN!
World

1'itiiMMiM

Violinist

St

<'o*nl»Hi»r

'

'

I'

Mutual Can't Make Up

Between Cincy's

WWJ

50,000 and 250-Watters
Odd

VILMA MICHENER
Woman'*

situation

of

:

a

network de-

bating whether to nab as

KLZ

Oir*ft»or of

Cincinnati-

in

WCKY

Activitioi

or

a

affiliate

its

SO.QOO-watter,

WCPO,

250-watter,

a

Detroit's First Station

with strong listener rating, confronts
Mutual execs who have until early
•t

next year to decide.

Bii^'li" a iwvhoim-

li>(i<ft»l;

Dilemma revolves around

the shift

WWJ

Of
W.KRC, 5,000-watter daytime.
1,000 watts nig;httime. from Mutual
after two years as
back, to

run

nrtttiinuom

»u»'.i«".l>tf«Ver.

CBS

MBS
next

Move

affiliate.

Juiie.

One

..

as a

is

in

the most listened-to radio staDetroit.

greatest industrial

,

,

of the reasons for

WCKY

tion

CBS

dropping of

What

was failure

affiliate

And

Detroit

i*

tita

place

takes

market

in the world.

a combination {or postwar sales!

of station to fulfill contractual obligations. Fact that station signal is

hot picked up too Well outside
metropolitan Cincinnati during the
day resulted in both Procter &
Gamble and Lever Bros, switching
daytime serial business over to
WLW. in that city, which, incidantally. is home town
for P. St G.
is located on 1.530 kes.
Mutual execs undecided whether
to take, the station With. th« greater
wattage, but the weakei signal during daylight hours, or the 250-watter
WCPO which reportedly is doing a
surprising job in the southern Ohio

KLZ Always Has

Women On
proqramminq

KU mvh

»a«t««,

p«r
wain an.

t*

Mind!

its

"..' .' •'.':
.-'\}- •"*'.'.-'
far IU»M«r< of all aqtt. int«r««»f and

.';

in

\

loMt

siqhr

WCKY

of the f««t that f«r the

of rha day, th« barrar half of

Itt

audlanc*

If

;

KLZ k**ftt Hi« inraratti and activitlat af woman alwayt
mind and through r«9«lar and ipecial proqiamt ka<

city.

aarnad thair hiqh favor and ait«*m.
Tha axtra thought and
of

•

it«

oparation moka*

affort

It

XLZ putt

• o»tt«r

;

Into avary

phot*

itotion to llitan to

YOUNGMAN SIDELINED BY

and

bettar station ovor which to advertite.

DAD'S ILLNESS, BERLE IN
Henny Youngman's

father

is

re-

portedly dying, which forced Milton

Berle into a frenzy of last-minute. re-

I

hearsals yesterday and Monday in.
order to make two Youngnian commitments tonight (Wed.). One is
Youngman's regular show (Raleigh)
and the other was his guesting; on

Frank Sinatra's program.
eating matters was the

Compli-.

fact that
Berle's agency, Milton Biow, plugs
Philip Morris, and there was some
hesitancy about a BioW act appearing on a Raleigh program.
Berle
himself is sponsored by Eversharp.
Another serious illness' i'« that Of
Orson Welles, confined to his Waldorf apartment .with a strep throat
which shot his 'fever up to 104. .It
was 101 last night (Tues.) and forced
cancellation of his p.a. at the White
House the night before. Welles has
no radio .cbminitment until Sunday'
(29). on the Edgar Bergen shbvv
which: ,it is expected, he will fulfill,'

;

m

Affiliated

PsMisIiiBg

C 0

MaBageiaeifl
ra

P

THE

pi

a

g p

K

ant!

is

y

r

e s g 1

1

wiiii

Ilia

Otilaiioma

OKY, OlilaNma
c i

.

Cilj

by

AT7 AGENCY

—- Taking .leave '. from
after seven and one-half
years, the past five as assistant general manager, John Patrick Smith
joins
WINX, Washington, D,
as general 'manager. Latter station
Cincinnati

>

WCPO

C,

was recently purchased by Washington Post,

.x

'
>.

--

'Rivers of milk! ITorests of bananas! And
the Wheaties in the world!"

and

alt

Sheer Utopia, this
.
as you can min-hounds, getting goarf ivhute wheat
Understand, if you're a devotee of Tlte nourishment in such ait enticing fofik.
Cereal. Crisp-toasted Hakes, rich and Ask for Wheaties, the cereal that '*
iiut-sweet, And whal a break for .vita- second-helping good!
.

.
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Network Shows and Producers
'

VOX

P»|>

Mutual

;

;'.'

CBS

'

ACCOUNTS

Eonfeb Brushes Off FM Mixup, Etc
PRODUCER

AGENC.V

Voice ol Prophecy

'*Dave Grant,
:

NBC
•»

.

:

Blue

.-

Go By

Watch the World

We the People.
What's Cooking
What's Your idea?
When a Girl Marries
'
Waller Winchell-

Blue

Blue

Andrew Jergens

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

General Mills

;

Blue
Mutual

..

,

•

VV.'inan in

White

Woman

America

of

V.
...

World Front
World Neus ParadeVViirid of; Sonji

W}-rkl. .T<iday

Wynn

Eri

•

'

;-.

Blue

'

CBS

>':>
.

-->> ''-.;:./.

Young Show

.Al;:n

:

:

/V,<::.

.

."
.

Voting Widder Brown
Young Dr. Malone'v v
Your Hit Parade.

•

Walter Thompson ;
Young & Rubi.cam
McJunkin

.

.-

Lenrien & Mitchell
Knox. Reeves.

.

&

Benton

Bowles

James Andrews

:

Few

etc.-

M

Maxon

Don Cope

if

General Foods
American Tobacco
Union

Benton & Bowles
Foole. Cone & fielding
•','
Cap Irs /'

'

I

Ray Knight
Dave Elton

j

oi

studios,

and

for the.

"'

'•:

ference

in

teachers,

first.

:

Dodie Yates
Tom Hicks
Lyle De Moss

|

selling

the

idea- to

.

educational
agenda. Thi.s.' despite the fact that
warned -station citations to Robert B. Hudson
the .'FCC
has repeatedly
schools and eolle'ges that mere appli- and Rocky Mountain Radio Council,
cation for licenses will not be enough Denver, for "Story Time" <KLZ> and
Language''
Speaks
Your
to hold frequencies .open indefinitely. "A' t
Six teachers also were
At the opening session Monday (KFELi
<23). which was supposed to be de- cited by Judith Waller, public service
voted to talks by lop Might educators, .director; NBC, Chi. for. outstanding
including Lyman Brys'on of CBS and attainments im utilization of radio in
:' ':" ',
Dr, William H. Johnson, supt. pf the classrooms. V'
Chicago Beard of Education's, radio
council; was, instead confined to disSIGN
cussions that not nowhere. Dr. John18-year-old
Marian
Kingsley,
son was supposed to welcome delegates in person, but didn't show up, singing protege of Joan Edwards,
with his speech being read by George joins WHAM, Rochester, NBC outlet
Jennings, acting director.
Talk at in that city, under a contract effect'"
the meeting pointed toward more ive Friday (27).
She II be a staff vocalist.
frequent regional meetings of (he
;

.

;

'

:

Asterisk denotes

*

show

produced for Dancer^Fitzgerald-Satnple wider general
//luirmert, individual, listed above directing show.
*J}

jAi'-iie

is

'

d.iuision

of

.

Frank

fii.id
.

'

Emerson Drug account shifts. Nov. T to McCmifi-EricKsoii, tchen Bill Rousseau takes peer production .Of
Queen." Dave Grant and Rogexs Barrett continue producing "Vox Pod" after the shift.
Where no producer is listed, announcer on the show in most cases also handles production.
'Q
**>• Shifts to Blue Nov. 2.
:i. -v>
*

'

"Ellcry

***

:

:

:

Continued from page

'

;
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pooj broadcast from the Philippine
beachhead.-.
Pool newscasters were Art Felrinian (Blue); George Folster iNBC);

Gordon Walker (MBS) and John
Hughes (CBS), latter pinch hitting
for Dunn, who was believed. to havebeen with Gen. MacArthur at the
time the pooled newscast went on
the air.
Quality of the broadcast
was somewhat fuzzy, but was intelligible in the main,.. There have' been
Several pool airings since,

CBS coverage the night of the invasion included talks by Richard
Wilson, former United Press head in
the Philippines; Col. Manuel Nieto,
Philippine Army officer; a U. S.
Dept. spokesman and a documentary
dU.ima especially -'written for the oc-

44

79

; . .

by the company it keeps

.

casion. Blue had a special documentary recording made by Gen. Carlos
Rom u lo j list before he returned to
Gen. MacArthur's headquarters. John
Whitmore, MBS news manager, G.
(Johnny) Johnston of the Blue
and Paul White, CBS news head,

W

worked around the

*A'

is

Allegheny Ludlum

for

Conti products.

Midway

in

steel. 'B' is for

And soon through

the alphabet

is

Bayuk

cigars.

*C is for

the alphabet to 'Z' for Zoriite.

a big 'M' for

Mutual, which serves

all

clock.

A

radio sidelight which got wide
from dailies was the use ofrecordings to keep the Japs from
knowing the invasion fleet was on its
play

these clients, which

is

proudly known by the company

it

keeps,

.

way. Art Feldman, Blue newsman, reported that all radio reps assigned to
the story boilerplaled predate platters in advance, these being aired
at the usual times. Theory was that
'abrupt discontinuance of newscasts

from

and which currently adds more prestige advertisers to
Three more leaders

more

three

in

fields are signing

within this six-week span:

its roster.

with Mutual

-

Mew Guinea would have been
Web heads in; the U. S. were

a tipoff.
in on the

ruse, believed to be the
time radio has been put to such

first

a strategic use, but did not
it for obvious reasons.

mention

PROGRAM

STARTING

ADVERTISER

Gen. MacArthur's speech upon landing at
Leyte was WNYC City-owned noncommercial station, which got the
•broadcast via a BBC recording and

AIR TIMS

First U. S. station to air

aired it at 7.30 p.m. Fri. (20). Plafter
quality was good, with the- pooled

network show, an hour later that
coming in poorly.
Not

evening,

.

known whether the speech aired by
the webs; was MacArthur himself or
.

SUMNER WEttES

WALTHAM WATCH
COMPANY
UNION

OCT

11,

1944

Memphis— Kyle Thomas,
of the staff of
.

son,

formerly

WEPNESDAYS

"YOUR AMERICA"
OCT.

%

'

RAILROAD

.

'-.'

Voriety-Ordmo

pmEWT

4-4.30

1944

15,

'

staff of

NOV.

HOY ROGERS SHOW"

pmEWT

8:30-9

21, 1944

Sinking

Cowboy

TUESDAYS

the announcing

WMPS.

VICKEE
On The

Air For

Ivwy Mm..

Wed.,

TODD SHIPYARDS
Frl.—7:15 ».m..

WWIVK

surely to Mutual,

Yes, the

move

can

find the best

on

PIN-UP GIRL of TODD SHIPYARDS
The Original Blue Velvet Voice

I

1
'THE

THE GOODYEAR TIRE
fjfc RIJBBfR CO.

WHBQ, and Harold
WTJS in Jack

now with

\

SUNDAYS

formerly with
are

pm EWT
j

a uHOifling.

Hill,

10.10:15

"Time for Decision"

PACIFIC

still

this

is

network.

time-buys

\

•

-

-

/

EDWARDS PROTEGE

Radio's Boff
jsa

the

Fifth annual award ol merit lor
outstanding service was awarded to
Keith Tyler, director of radio education at Oil 10 State U, with special

education stations and
loo.jf -range formats for
programs' were on the

...

•

Martha Atwell
.'.

'.'-.

erection

-

Livingston'

.,

Young & Rubicam
Young & Rubicam
D-F-S

earmarking funds

:
.

seems another indication that plenty
of promotion lies ahead for the con-

any broad subjects
ways and

the., future, of FM..

of

1

Wm.

|

Bristol

RR

.

Homer Heck

.

,Chas. H. Phillips Go.

.':'.':

means

..

Presba. Fellers & Presba
Russvl
Seeds "
Warwick & Legler

Sherwin-Williams
General Electric
Borden's

Pacific

'

co.'.'

sTJich. as'

Joe Ainley.
;

Blue
Blue

CBS.
Mutual-

Davis
Joe Hill,
Hal Makelim
Imogene Woloott
Doclie- Yates

-

major portion of

the

as:

.

.

"

devoting

summed, up the. situation by remark'What children are interested in''., ing: "I haven't even thought of
teaching by radio before," which
and Art. song and dancing, in Mexi-

AVilgus

Tv'ler

.

Al Paul Lefton
Benton & Bowles

Procter- & Gamble
Bunte Bros.
Scheaffer Pen

Myers

iire

their time to discussing such subjects

'

J.
'

'

.

organization being held to strengthen
the whole educational picture.
Despite false premise that most
teachers are burn ing with Jove for
education by radio, one teacher

24.

.

Frank Hummert
Fred Waring,

,.

Walter Thompson

NBC
CBS

Your America

\}.

Rogers. Brackett

Wm.

NBC

>

.

.

d-f-s
J.

".'

Ford
Gulf Oil
Boy- A -Dee Foods
Duffy-Mott
General Foods

CBS

1

'

...

Chas. H. Phillips"
Owens-Illinois Glass

:

Chicago. Oct.

..Educator? here to attend the eighth
annual School Broadcast, conference

'

•'•'•

Waltz Time
Fred Will ing

v

None

G. C, Hoskins
RuthraufT & Ryan

Emerson Drug

Annual School Broadcast

Eigiitli

(Continued from page 30)

vr<rnt/iD
ir
NfcTWORK

PROGRAM
Voice of Prophecy

»7

and

if

you move

in radio, at

;

.^i'^>v\^-h

this.

swiftly,

you

peak listening hours,

. .

is

'

'

.''

'J''

Mutual

1

i

.

•

(Karl Kreuger, conductor)

'

JHrector: Bill ftrehhati
Writer: Bob Smith
p.m.
l.V Alius.: -I'liex'.. Wed.. Thins.. 7:15

WABC
.

-t T.S. N. V.
IVeireH-Hiii

<-."-,:

.

I

'

About the

"

oii-'v

•me'-

will

Ml:.- sli.

Aft*)/

.

;

sic

1

o d otl

then

is

WXKW. -N. Y
0fst;U'r

\

id. -a-IVan

;

i

i

'

1

.1.1

i

"

.

.','.-"

-

.

.

sho w s

lite

week iijr-eein was "Toewere Just a P> av er Av y\
!

th st

1

.

u king in color
li.llie
complaint .on' -program was

just a

if

1

17

•

"'

I'

lease

i

.

Opening night (22). there wen no
conimei cials. program signing oil say-

i

j

the broadcast was "presentthrough the courtesy of Henry- H:
Reichhold. chairman of the board of

.women in
postwar and at present

i

position- of

-'

French hat de-

with the prominent

ol the hot. entrants in the'
ciooner-swoonoi: derby, and Monica

Lewiv former Benny Gbjidman

ties tor

rently bile

,v<>-

good that the future should

Frenchwomen. Some

.Johnston-. has a pleasing radio

chit-chat

bring
was devoted, to Miss. Dache's entrance
into the hat business and her subsequent: success.- The whole program
having been well wijtten and produced, even the latter portion was
palatable to male tastes, although not
Taro:
aimed in that direction.

timbre and saleable style. but flat19 "1,
ted sev eral times when caught'
Miss Lewis failed to make a lasting;
impression, but it may have been the
'

1

fault of the- ballad. •'Set a Place."
;'..
just another of those things.
."
Commercials and sons; palaver are
.-

'

:,-•:-':-

Together

signer. Lily. Cache, Miss Berezowsky
dispelled some of the false notions
abotil "les femmes ,de belle, France,
and brought out the. broad possibili-

,

!

:

eil

"

iwhu

..

-

j3ro«.

•

j

J

Reicliliold Chemicals, Inc."
the only plug line used;.

That was
Reichhold

al«0 prez of the symphonv and's
the series, apparently, is sponsored
in the same spirit that led him , to
Ales! .move in
'Siautsey,
kavmoiul
With
On the linancial problem. He
.l»e
Scoiirhv, Kiisei- lie Koven,
is also credited with hiring- conducBplalld! Sid UasSetl, ltiehard Keith. tor Karl Kreugei- awav from the
'Bernard l.emow, -'Cantor David Kansas City Philh irmon.e.
I'liftermun ChoirInitial broadcast ollered Bfahms'
Writer: Morton Wishensrad
First..with only two and part of the
Director; Ira Averv
third.-.movements broadcast. Portion
39 Miiis.i Sun.. V! (noon)
heard impressed as a colorless read:.*
Susiaining
ing.
Merr:
WK.AI -NBC. X. Y.
NBC rates a uocl fru-;tliis Sunday "TAXI! TA.XII"
nobnlime public ;service show. Any With Sterling Cheseldine,
Don
Hirst,
times
lo
crucial,
these
in
attempt
Marianha- Morris. Wayne Murray,
and. tolerance,
i

•Tin: Etern.m. light"
("Jacob anil Ihe Indians '!
-

,!

-

•

'

'-.

.,-.:;

-

excessively

episodic,

any

tablish

tailing

to

character izatioiis

\

.

.'yi.

otiwi

•

might be given to the adyisabiiifs of
ehan.eing format lo spreading:' thi!
rii amatizations
over two weeks Instead of one. Cast included Boh -Ellis
as George M.. with Earl Wilkie. rlu-.

yoodwiil
clown "honicfroiit

Lawrence Pepper, Dean
pi-ejuciieos.
break
Writer: Walter Armitage
and foster s-reiiter .'understanding ol Producer: Bena Shaty
minoritv. "roups should of necessity li>
Mins.: Tues 9:45 p.m.
be eneourafied. And NBC. through

.

.

'

ing.the vocals; Charles Irylnjt rSa'w
Harris i: Charles Eggleston and; Gei Kay, as the older Cohans' and
'•'
Hary-Loii New-mayor as juste. Proas by Joe Ainley.
due! ion,

alcline

.

'.

Di.ioihv

.

Thompson,

iiueiitiv

in-

stalled on a 39-Week deal as pilot of
"Li; t«h, tiie .Wonien." Sundays on the
Blue i-itwoik had to tus-Ie with the
problem instead of ir'.i Sir-.iti
n.ttioiUil allaiis .Sunday and Jaim-.;
she could take the Voice nt stride ..is
e-asih' as toreign-dictator>. Dfsi u^sion.
revolved around tribulations of a

:

i

mother; whose
'is

14-ycar-old

dau.ghuir.'

conlirmed Sinatrafaiialiiv havius.;

it

so bad she waltzes around the
kitchen clasping a broom on which
Miss
Frankie's picture, is affixed.
Thompson and rest, of panel, Mrs,
Frank Nereis. Mrs'. Chester Arthur.'
Thvra Sa niter Winslow and Vassar's
it

'

Dean Mildred Thompson

.

;

tui'thei'

>

in.g .that

.

Plate

.

.

til is

was ..almost disbanded in 1942. At
that time Henry Reichhold. head of
iii'm ' sponsoring these
!hi'airings.
stepped
forth
witr
his
backing;
Against the competition, the Detroit
seems destined for a low audience,
the result of an obviously unwise bit
of programming.
-.
T'

i

do not jdpooaf on the show but dire
announced as listening elsewhere"
-were Pvt. Frank Lorsser. Mary. Martin any Vaughn Monroe.
Singers arc Johnnie Johnston, cur-

for

the ease of the. Detroit group, which

in,a
.lean Ti'-dH'-: introduced the lirst.
series of songs tagged, to, old-f.me
DeliuM.till to
It -lai-s
in this case
Be Married " Anna Held s hit. :Mfss
Ti"he'.s singing was cool and attractive-

settled

<

;

Bai'l'v

i

Oct,

Don'l Sa,\ No.' -and "Set a
lot tiVe-Q.nc-.Yo.il lioviv" Judge--

cahst

'

•

Mu-

oil' more than it could eii-.'v.
Fri.
20
in attempting a. half-'.miidramatization of the life, add e'areyv
of George M. Cohan. Pi'pgrani Wjy

tual, bit

where the com- than that of Cohan as a brash tiouV
among other items, includes' blemaker as. a kid. None oi Hi?
the Boston Symphony, under Serge wai'mllv that existed among the Four
Kinisse\ itzky, one Of .the best in the Cohans, nor between Cohan anii
Saiit
world. .It's especially perplexing iiv H, Harris came over borne thought

On is
coupled' w i!!i. siib.ieci-ir.allei dc!ir.:tein.
the ovei balance ot commei cial lodIV slanted towards developing
loo nnich .product
Americans an understanding oi the deri there being
mention for so short a progi am com-.
women of; other countries
did at -start iniiiway and
is. it
nig
se-sio:: v, as devoted, to the.
Ij.1it.1al
of too many slips
case
close.
A
piev-ai,
Fiance

-

salesman in- furthering the
good niusie. That being so,
why the backers of the

of.

a riuley

Comment

of Opporlnnity," on

pel; lion,

gave ciuief renditions ojAlone
-it Had. to Be You." "I Wall;
and
and. "I'll Never Smile Agamy

Bob

"Kreedom

1

Detroit Symphony
8:30 Sat. itite. spot,

un.obtf usive.

and

.-

.

.-.

.

it's

I

icwpmiils on win

r'c-

Follow-up

p.m.

i

:

enter
cause

I

i

Solves used during

Miss

-'

t.

aiio.it,

new

Music'

in

-

:.

.Presumably, syiiiph music mentors in the U. S.- are agreed on one
point and that is that radio is Iheir

rs/io« -Ctf.r/i e lu

i

i

,i

i

.

Kit

are dispensed by Alice. Bei'c/.owsk.v.
Tursduy sODhisticated author-wife of com-;
fol linv-infi-.
pi serf
tbe'
with the
•Whether it's 'sV slant to '.appeal, to ,'"Hit po-ei N'icol u Beiezow-ky, (Iris new
on
Pauuie followers br an attempt, to aid of prominent guests on Oct. 1.0.
stanza, which bowed in
intoiost to a. 'ifltisJMl
give
ti .t-~u id .style with
pleasant.
sent", nuiko* IHIH' diiTi chec,. Point: Sl'v's si.-n'- a
approach,
cosmopolitan
a ivpicallv
is thai it's probably no! tin- kind of
her a gooci .bet
a gimmick listeners will gi'l .excited which should make especially
when
'
for femme -listeners,

So «

/f

wo.mcn

Wi.'ii

oir-'cacIV show, with a board
r.uiL,^ pickin.u tlie. iiKflt -'.
ri

(O.

SI.Il'S

WOn-AIntiiul. N. Y.

.

.

SWANK

MISS

be the soiv4 pinker-.

-

.

"Swank' Slips cuiarle.r-liour airer on,
oi mi: vviiki.!)"
liiV Sunday
Mice Bere/.iiwsky. I.ily Diiflie, -Mutual Wliifh toed tip, to its .title,
lives
jVir...
•Sit !l:4."i
Kichardstin.
opening program being a .sniipk'. iip-'
Writer: Alice Iteie/aiHsky
elaxmg niusoft.
of
one
nielcntVMU-s
!l
p.m.
IT, Alio-.. Tiie.sil.avs,
Son ,- were simply sung and
-u
Sustaining
'";
musical -..mi' emei'is were pleasant

•

-t

of'thuv

-

K< l-j\,i!h"i

iiicfr.t

F'tu inula ini tin- lu-iv. Clii^ii'i ikMii
tvo
thVce^a-Aw.fkt'i' impresses ;is on'
It s .i straight vvj ii il
diibiutK sidi»
1
session- w'.illv aUnebli hype— a html
IX'for nesv lilt song-— ihrov, n ir.
one new tune to be tnis- Sin
v.ii;

tiiH-d

will,

sa'tistv

I ;>

i

:

•

i;«»v
Mills.; Sun., 11:45 |i.m.

...

MYKKS

MCjGT.TT *

Jerry

ri-edueer:

Sat,, 8:30

Alius.;

Ri:iCIIHOLT> CHEMIC'AI;
WOR-Mulual, N Y.
Gra n

:

esuihl.si'ed CI'-e-Mer.rtenii
.'lijin approach'.;

.

DKTROIT SYMPIIOXY

KUt.AXATION IN Ml'SIt"
dok-i out b> Marliii Block m h iii:s i «Rrii:i/i> timk"
pitchman's- SU h\ With iea» Tiijlie. Bob Barry, -Dick
With -Mai'lin S'.liii k. Johnnie John'ton, ersiomaiv. svelte', ahiiiy ithr Im.tg-.
Aila ms Orch
Spiel- 'beiny
.niisiilo
Monica Lewis. Paul It... on orch,
m s,iliM,ic- Annoiinier: Paul Sherman

**<

Producer: Martin Block

.

.

i

tossed

'

the

Continued on page 40)

Shaw;

.

,

multipiicitv of public service
thai include, the CathoHour. 'the National Radio Pulpit
how 'The
and
Protestants
Eternal Light" on behalf of world
Jewry, has projected itself- as a delinite force- i'ov good. On the latter
its

programmers

Sustaining
WKVD. X. Y.

.

lic

for

'

.

.

switch

the

values:

John
whomsoever

i'eting.

all

uncon-

of course, is dramatized
flashback treatment!
.Last Tuesday's <17> stanza was

spiel,

in

KA'IK SMITH 34,3

.

the.

1

'a G.I. with a French gal refugee on .his hands. lie and his pals
had run across her after, invasion of'
France., adopted her and -pooled re r
sources to get her. to the U. S: Now
that she's, here and his aunt has

saga, of

particu-

around production

aii

J.
Anthony pitch, for
hails his cab. Attendant

scious,

larly ,'ni the case of Raymond Massey's narration on the; "Jacob" saga,
out of the' top drawer, and the di-

rection and

;.:.

.

spotlight an a.k. philosophi-

.1

'

ment

to.

cal tax.f jockey, w.lio does

22)
of Which last Sunday's
dramatization of Stephen Vincent
Benet's 'moving.' and lyrical "Jacob
and the Indians" was the third: in.
profull
the cycle. NBC has given if
duction values; "Eternal Light," is
anything but a hit-and-miss job. The
dramatizations are. of a pattern that
reflect painstaking effort to realize a
fuller understanding of ttic problems
and invest them with top entertain-

series,

''•

;-'

Format of this somewhat resembles
"Grand Central Station" except for

.

h-i c's wliei-e.

'rtlti.

Siafiuii..

yon. gel a BK-'i.-ltrVt-hwr.
Kits .Vlniltei.
...
•

.

U<V,V|if.|-

Florida,

to

Wllllvr Si.lhis.

!•>!;>

lii.l.-t.

WTAG
WORCESTER

.

moved from Brooklyn

imlllK;

is posed a problem of what to
do with the gal. The cabby solves
it
and everything is hike at sign-off.

there

Ed 1)11.

:

a.!

distinct credit..
T'ne story, of the .Jewish emigrant
from Germany to America, in the
early days- of the country., his forsaking of Talmudic studies to help
he
freedoms thai
the
establish
sought, his pioneering spirit in trekking into ihe wilderness to deatwith
the Indians, his great love and devotion to this new land, were all invested With a warmth,' tenderness
and human qualities that made the
dramatization real and. believable.
Musical background was excellent.
-

-

Rose.

FRED

AUINt "When

slop

laughing at' me.
will be my

my

"SHOW BIZ AT WAR"

I

Mart Young

favorite comedian.

And

Alan Young or old has
okay:"-

-'.

"If the
PHIl tAKER
$64 question is 'Who ia
ho brighl.osl comedy
:

'

I

my anAtari Young.
YOU'll he sorry if you
don'i hear him."
find of he year?'I

swer

is

ED "ARCHIE"

GARONM:

"Good luck, Alaui, on
old spoil. Hops I
didn't put Ihe gypsy
curse on it. I know you

my

will pack-

(hem

in."

With Dorothy Stone, Charles Collins,
Penny Caldwell, Leonard Shercr,
Fran Raskyn, Sterling Mace. WilBurbf idge, Sylvia Leigh,
liam
Harriet Priestley, Paul Conrad
Producer: Ted Cott
-

Meet WHB's

Mn ScAiffiog-

Milton
Green,
Connie
Writers:
Robertson, Gene Hurley
30 Mins., Wed., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW) X. Y.
Documentation of. the troupers'
contribution.-- to. morale is the keynote of "Show Biz At War" which
;

a Radio Veteran ... and our Genial General Manager!
To pioneer

Automobile School" station, one of
thegreatpioneers in American broad-

in radio, you begin as .a
"ham" about 1914. ..instruct in th«
Na\ a! Radio School at New London,
then
Conn., during World War I
.

.

work for 1T&T and the "Father of
Radio", Dr. Lee De Forrest, in NewYork. You cruise some 75,000 miles
as "Sparks'*

an

service.

WHB's

a tanker. ..then install

a transmitter for an oil company at
Tarn pico.Mcxico. Along about April,
you and a chap named Sam
in Kansas City—
Adair build

-'1922,

priginally

as

For

the-

is

CITY

-

Building

-

(18)

night.

unevenly directed.. Title for program
was taken from theme of a special
issue of "Variety" some two years
ago and. was- so credited.
Interviews -with performers who
have played the Gl circuits and
dramatizations of their experiences
provide the. framework, with material
coming: from the files of, USO-Camp
Shows. The American Theatre Wing
Armed Forces Special Set-vices, the
Music War Committee, etc. Inaugural
show kudoeri the USO. Dorothy
Stone daughter of Fred Stone, and
her partner-husband. Charles. Collins
represented .thc
Hospital Cwcuitpci'lormet and told oi therr CKpen

CANTOR "Take
from Kddie, Alan
Young in ho holiest

DINAH SHORE: "On

young comic

lh« Alan, Young Show.
I am pleased that I am
going to be able to laugh
with Alan during the
next year."

EDDIE

I

it

I

in

years.

He is right in he groove.
He has a baby - he has
I

a

girl

yet."

— and he
'

Is

young

';

rel

urning from

trip in Europe,

my USO
T heard

DON DAVIS

HArriton 1161

HOOPER
MORNING INDEX

JUIY-AUGUST

Wichita

•

Kansas

Salina

•

Kansas

Great Bend
Kansas

•

Emporia
Kansas

;

!

Station

A

Staffon

Station

c

0

MON.TKRU FR1.
fl -12 A.M.

13.7

11.4

28.0

13.7

HOOPER

Slolion

Station

Station:

Station

WHB

Station

JUIY-AUGUST
MON. THRU

F«l.

12-6 P.M.

pita

Moore,

18.1

D
5.8

19,1

29.1

31.0

2.2

WHB:

Station

'

!

[

E

24.7

Alm«
1

!

places— and
too

Penhv C dciwell. one ot '.the- fil'-st
ftiiertameri In perform in liberated
:

A

kid

this

Young is terrific- too!
He's great IIo'll g

I

soon!

il

can't he

Kveryhody

i

f

AFTERNOON INDEX

show."

"Take it from Jhnrois
Durante and Ool-ry

in playing' the wards and- hosamphithcati'e.s
Tlicy gave a
simple ol their t-iutipe which wasn't
sticli
sock material for radio but
must, have clicked with G.Ik

ences

-.

Station

cess on his

.

;

-

;

•

mm

I

.

HOUYWOOO-5855 Hollywood Blvd.-HOIIywood 6211
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK
Missouri

AND

HARRIET HILUARO: VV*
think Alan Young is
of the brightest new
stars in he radio field
We wish him every sus-

'

NEW YORK CITY— 507 Fifth Avcnue-VAnderbilr 6-2550
CHICAGO - 333 North Michigan Blvd. — CENtrol 7980

Kansas City

OZZIE NELSON

•

your happy medium!

Scarritt

Wednesday

ill

has a clicko theme and a
wealth, of material to draw from, but
initial session was badly scripted and

Stanza

"Sincerity" is the word for
John T. Schilling... sincerity

Availabilities, 'Phone

KANSAS

bowed

.

WHB
WHB

"Sweeney

WHB

.

plus modesty, ability and being al J
ways-on-the-job to serve
listeners and advertisers. If you want
to sell the Kansas City Market,

WHB

known

WHB

You manage
uninterruptedly through the years
1922
to 1944 ... and you learn a lot about
how to give radio advertisers sincere

casting.

. .

2.3

to gel in Hie act."

Paris, .represented the overseas, side
activities She recreated her

ol

USO

Paris

stifit

b.v

singing "The Joint Is

Really, Jump'ing Dowii Vat .Carnegie
Mall.
Gal also gave an apt descriplion of the Special Service oft'lcer who traveled with her troupe by
'

,

wanls

peggiim him a "Gt booking agent."
Slir'.s got,, a good Voice but' organ accompaniment gave per pom backing
and was deliiiilely out of joint. Txiro,

DON'T
MISS

ALAN YOUNG

TUESDAY

.

8:30

P.

M,

E.W.T.

.

WJZ

II

Wednesday, October ijj lf!4

PRE

THEATRE

TING

FAMOUS PERSONALITIES OF
STAGE, SCREEN AND RADIO

OR

DIRECTOR AND HOST

THEIR REASONABLE FACSIMILES

HAROLD LLOYD
YOUR FAVORITE STARS IN YOU R|
FAVORITE SCREEN COMEDIES

KEN MURRAY
M. C.

AND HOST

CBS

NBC
10:30 P.M. E.W.T.

SUNDAYS

TUNE

IN!

9:30F.W/I.W.T^
WEDNESDAYS

TUNE

IN!

,

Wednesday, October 23, I944
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TEE SHOW SANS GAB
Scophony Planning Plugless Tele

—Radio

Followups

Continued from page

Service to
'.

Likely answer to
initial-

high

veloped
learned

cost

,.

that.
is

of

will

Homes

Scophony

de-

Week

Setup for "subscription television"

"Variety'

Corp,

at $2.25 a

non-subscribers from being able to
pickup the serviced programs.

pay the

television

Week.

last

America

.

who

furnishing sets. in the home
and servicing them for this fee after
calls for

of

seriously mulling "sub-

initial installation charge (said
be low) has been paid.
information
obto
tained by "Variety" the sets or models used for such television would
the
of
improvement
latest
be the

an

and in time
television''
would make sight-sound, programs

to

scription

/According

lor about $2:25 weekly.
Subscribers would hot be bothered
by any commercials, programs being
alt entertainment, news and sports
available

Scophony

set

employed successfully

38

IS

mm

around with unfailing good
humor. The decision— forget about
Sinatra, the kid'H outgrow it.
ball

Paul Whlteman is becoming quite
a line-reader on the Philco "Hall of
Fame." Handles dialog like Benny
or Allen and should emerge an equally famed spieler as he is a maestro.
Past Sunday's comedy parlay of
Ralph- Edwards' "Truth or Consequences," Roy Rogers with Foy Willing & the Riders of the Purple Sage,
and Gertrude Niesen (why hasn't
anyone ever pegged her as the present-day Mae West?) gave, the HOF
one of its best shows. V
*

events. Understood that Ccophony
recently patented devices making
possible this sort of television in the

in London in 1939. This type would
Lowell Thomas, who has been
provide a picture 24 by 20 inches in
listeners for alcomparable to 16-millimeter criticized by some
size,
leged election bias, due to his perhome. Key to setup is an exclusive home motion pictures,
sonal friendship with Gov. Dewey,
scrambling device which would keep
Reported plan of the Society of brought the matter up again on a
have
Motion Picture Engineers to
broadcast over NBC last week (17)
television equipment for commercial and said he would welcome the aiv
theatre use patterned along the lines rival of Nov. 8. Commentator deprojection clared that he had made every effort
of current sound arid
lean backward in the current
to.
booth equipment apparently is in
lest hb be
accused of
Its campaign,
with Scophony's setup.
line
method closely follows the present favoring Governor Dewey. Thomas
that any President running for
stated
picture theatre projection, most imreelection had the great advantage
models differing
theatre
proved
of being in the news "because he
little from now-used booth equipmakes it." He remarked that a
ment and reported nearly as easy to President-candidate drew "ten times
operate.
as much" space as a non-incumbent
..'
seeker of the office.
:. $7,500 For Theatres

St Loo Co-axial

RAY NELSON'S IDEA

Newest exploration of* tele as an
entertainment medium cropped up
last night' (24) via WABD-DuMont,
N. Y., when Ray Nelson, Charles M.
Storm agency veepee and video chief,
spotted a half-hour ballet performance sans chatter.
Idea was to
demonstrate that in tele the pic is
the thing with the spoken word sub-

Portends Telenet
St. Louis. Oct,
24.

Th ?^outhwesteni

BeJl Telephone
laying a co-axial cable
from
St. Louis to Torre Haute. Ind.,
making possible a regional television

Co.

ordinated.
y
Except for open-and-close gab the

network

;

nothing but music and dancing with
latter under direction of choreographer Georges Leon. Others lined
up for terp chores were Margaret
Severn, Anita Carroll, the United
Nations folk dancers and the Leon
:
.

;

,

.

.

Regarding^the cost angle, reports
that theatre installations would cost
$25,000 to $35,000 brought denial
from Arthur Levey, head of Scophony Corpi of America. He said

.

Victor Jqry turned in a sock job
afternoon launching; the

Sunday

changed-format

"Matinee Theatre"
"Dangerously
with "Wuthering
Heights." the Emily Bronte classic.
s e r

cs'

i

(replacing

Yours") on

CBS

&

to

existing

separate

telephone circuits or two
television channels and thus permit
a considerable increase in thhe number of long-distance circuits with

*

,

:

Ayer, Benton

comparable

radio networks.
The Terre Haute
end of the line will connect with
existing lines to Chicago. Atlanta
Pittsburgh and points east".-'
Any two of the six co-axial conductors in the cable provide 480

DuMont show, tabbed "Rhythm," was

dancers.

is

Bowles

a

minimum amount of
The new line

terials.

Make Tele Appointments

major project of

its

scarce mathe first

is

kind and

is

part

of
network of approximately
7.000 miles tentatively planned.

In tune with current industry-wide
activity laying the groundwork for
immediate participation in commercial television at the close of hostili,

Benton & Bowles agency has set
up a New York video department.
so B&B can keep
clients posted on advances in the
field and offer them first-hand info
on expected developments.
Herbert Leder, of the agency's radio dept., was named by Clarence B.
Goshorni prexy, to head up the new
divish.
He's had Broadway experience as well as having been active in
radio producing, directing and script

ties,

Move was made

Me?.*
SALT LAKE
MARKET

based on London experience
handling.
with Scophony, theatre installations Jory's "Heathcliff" was strongly supN. W. Ayer has appointed Don Mcported
by
Gertrude
Warner's
for the average house should not ex"Cathy," and the program received Clure head of the agency's tele deceed a maximum of $7,500. Levey
excellent production and a "smooth"^" partment, replacing Herb Sanford,
indicated that it might run higher running script.
Switch in series who took over the firm's Hollywood
for the largest theatres or where means Jory will not be restricted to
office recently.
McClure's been in
special engineering problems were derring-do roles, henceforth giving films and legit, and
was one of the
him a chance to display for radio founders of the American Television
encountered.
Paul Raibourn, a director of Sco- audiences the versatility which has Society.
marked his thesping in other .fields.
phony and treasurer of DuMont
Labs left for Washington yesterday
(Tues.) to be at resumption of hearN.D.
ings by FCC being held on radio and
Television Review
that,

ARMY'S DUKE AND

Understood
allocations.
television
that no decision on television allocations will be made by the FCC
until sometime in November at the
earliest,

WLW

Feinthel,

Mimi Dworsky, Jan Murray,

With.

Paula Bane, Vivian
Francis, Arnold Furst
Producer: Frances Buss

— Moveups

recently in

organization:

Edward G.

Cincinnati.

the

GRIDDERS ON NBC TELE
"THEY WERE THERE"
Jean

;
,

who was

copy
sales promotion

in charge of

production, to asst.
mgr.; John Gilbert, from field representative in the merchandising department, to copy production mgr.,
and Rudolph Prihoda to director of
the art department, of which he has
been a member for six years.

Darling-,

30 Mins., Thins., 8:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WCBW-CBS, N. Y.
During the time that "Variety" .has
been reviewing' video programs with

any amount oFregularity it 'is doubtful whether there have been many
stanzas acted, written, performed,
staged and directed oii a classier

NBC's video outlet, WNBT, will
televise both the Army-Duke football game, next Saturday (38) at the
Polo Grounds, and the Army-Notre
Dame grid tussle at the Yankee Stadium, Nov. II. Marks initial football telecasting this season in the
N. Y. area.
Announcer has not been assigned
for either airing, although Bill Stern
will handle the games for the network which will carry descriptions
of both games on standard broadcasting wavelengths as well.

than "They Were There," which
went out over the CBS N. Y. station
WCBW, last Thursday night (19V
If anyone had the idea that the Tissie' Patterson Files
fighting men overseas were being
entertained by inferior performers
For D. C. Tele,
Station
sent over by USO-Camp Shows, this
program knocked that premise into a
Washington, Oct. 24.
cocked hat. A troupe of five enterEleanor M. ("Cissie") Patterson,
tainers, guys and gals who have been
around in vaude, radio and films for publisher of the Washington TimesHerald, and member of the Patterseveral years, but still plenty youth
ful, were responsible for a real en- son-McCormick clan, filed an applijoyable show. This troupe is heading cation Mon. (23) for a commercial
for overseas again shortly, despite FM and television station here.
the fact that all have been over at
Similar applications filed by Fileast once before.
lene, Boston department store, for
Telecast, half-hour in length and
Utah
capably produced by Frances Buss, outlets in that city.

level

FM

.

hat an* of tha highest
per capita ratings as a radio

with a short talk toy Mimi
Des Moines.
Wra, T. (Bill) DiaDworsky, of USO-Camp Shows, who
invited the audience to visit a re- mond is the new asst. farm editor .at
hearsal hall with her, where a group WHO. He was graduated from Iowa
of
five
performers
were going State college and has extensive
through their routines prior to hop- background in agriculture and dairy
ping off. Met at the door by Jan'
Murray, who proves to be the m.c. of extension work.
teed

the

.off

—

group and a comedian

in his

listening market.

JOHN BLAIR

&

CO.

National Representative

own

Miss Dworsky is shown into a
studio where Paula Bane is singing a
tune, accompanied
by a pianist.
While she is rehearsing, Murray explains who Miss Bane is, and then
introcs Vivian Francis, tapster; Jean
Darling, "Our Gang" comedies child
star,
who has blossomed into a
peachy blonde dish with a swell
voice, and Arnold Furst and Jiis
rabbit Oscar., magi act.
After some repartee between Miss
Dworsky and each of the acts in
which the kids tell a little about
themselves, they put on a show
typical of one they will do before
servicemen, except that each does
only one number because of time
right,

BY ANY YARDSTICK
(Cincinnati 5 Bait Hutf

limitations. As long as there are
youngsters around as eager and capable as these, those on the homefront
need not fear for the morale of our
boys on the fighting fronts. This
troupe is capable of doing a topflight
job wherever they play.
And another thing. There is
nothing amateurish about the way
technicians go through their
paces, either. They start a show on
time, are plenty hep about the, han^
dling of cameras and equipment, and
even though the video lenses failed
to do justice to the feminine pulchritude on display, the crew did a
worthy all-around job. However,
there -still remains plenty of room for
improvement in the makeup department. Those telecameras sure can
distort a gal's beauty, especially in

WCBW

Affiliated with

I

Tha Cincinnati!
Pest

UKPO
CINCINNATI'S NEWS STATION

I

REPRESENTED
by

THE

1

WFIL
WFIL has maintained a consistent policy of producing local programs
meet the exacting demands of discerning Philadelphia™.
WFIL is privileged to broadcast, among other fine programs,

fitted to

"Cross Town Quiz," "This
Hall,"

"Sweet land of

CO.

Closeups.

Sten.

in

Philadelphia," "Junior Music

V

ment of new radio programs, the WFIL Program Department
alert to

new

trends

mentation with

ening of the kilocycle arteries

i<

preferences. Almost daily expert-

in listening

new program ideas has kept WFIL
.

...

,'.

free from hard-

has fended to make

it

"Phila-

delphia's Most Progressive Radio Station."

A BLUE NETWORK AFFILIATE
Represented Nationally

'

BRANHAM

Week

liberty,"

Because they are constantly aware of the need for the develop-

by The Katz Agency

WFIL
560 KC

PHILADELPHIA'S MOST PROGRESSIVE RADIO STATION

;

RADIO
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CBS
Inside Stuff-Radio
for his three-a-weck Chesterfield series, plus the $2,000

Sunday "Passing Parade'*

M-G-M

contract to

Westinghouse.

stint for

MacDougall,

Ranald

CBS
Until he left the Chesterfield show two weeks ago, John Nesbitt was
one of the highest paid commentators on the air. He drew $4,000 weekly

he rates for his
is also under

Nesbitt

as a producer of shorts.

'

V-

V

.

Nesbitt asked to be relieved of his Chesterfield contract because of the

involved in traveling tp Hollywood from the Metro studios at
Burbank, a trip he had to make six times weekly because of rebroadcasts.
Lines could hot be installed at Burbank since censorship regulations rer

difficulties

quired that the checkup he made in L.A., Nesbitt frequently discussing
Commentator's deal with
topics which required government approval.

& Myers runs until the end of this year.
Nesbitt was discovered on a San Francisco station some years ago by
George Gruskih of the William Morris agency. Latter still handles him.

Fear Argentine DXers Will Saturate

former

writer, did an auto-

staff

biographical sketch about himself

and

the

CBS

Uruguay With Propaganda Wave

a descriptive essay on
program, "Man Behind
Gun," in the recent book
"Off Mike" edited by Jerome
Lawrence.
MacDougallV piece
has attracted some trade interest around New York because
although he mentions NBC there
is not one solitary mention in the
text of CBS.
MacDougall is now with War''
ner Bros.

rthe

East and Polly from the Blue network played a break-in week at the
Hippodrome, Baltimore, last week, getting $1,800 for the try out. This is
considered exceptionally high for an act never having worked a theatre
before and with Polly (Mrs. East) only two years in show business. Ed
Dumke. Ralph
East, of course, is from vaudeville way back as East
Dumke is now a legit comic and also doubles in radio.
.

&

,

:

•

In radio the Easts are among the hardest workers. In fact they may
be tops in point of sheer volume of mike work. They conduct an early
morning participating program, "Breakfast in Bedlam," for which they
rise daily at 5:45 and every afternoon, Mondays through Fridays, they
conduct "Ladies Be Seated" for the Blue. East writes all his own copy
'•:'-•
:'
'..-'(:'
>' ".'/.
in both shows.;
''v
•.-

:

Toppers Greet

Returned Dave Baylor

.

'.

bosses tossed a cocktail party at the

Ambassador, N. Y., to welcome him
home from the scenes of action-.
Baylor was the first non-network
GEN.
WINS, N. Y. reporter to go across under the
Willard (Bill) Schroeder, who had Army's recently installed plan which
unofficially been acting as general allows indie stations to send men

SCHROEDER NOW

.

MGR. OF

.

.

STATION'S OPERATIONS
Corpus

Christi, Oct. 24.

KWBU, .-princi-

of
controlled '..by.

.

.

Baylor

U.

of

Peculiar situation has now arisen
Uruguay, as a result of some Argentine networks owning Uruguayan
short wavelengths, concessions for
which were obtained at a time when
in

'

aged Hearst's

WCAE

a-half years.

;

lauding the

for eight-and-

ner,

publicity

director.

Flock

N. Y. agency folk also turned

.

of

out..

O

The operations
pally

fans.

.

—

/.

and in

no Argentine wavelengths were
available, or were not granted to the
stations requesting them. Uruguaymanager of WINS, N. Y. Hearst sta- on war coverage assignments.
ans have been protesting against
were
tion, assumed
that title officially
On hand for the shindig
possibility of these Uruguayan channels being used to carry the ultraFriday (20), succeeding Clarence John F. Patt, WGAR gen. mgr
Schroeder came Carl George, his assistant; Harry nationalist diatribes by Argentine
Cosby, now out.
officials and propaganda programs
from Pittsburgh, where he man- Camp, sales mgr. 'and Mannie EisArgentine Government's

New

FCC TO REVIEW BAYLOR

politicos to air their views,

Dave Baylor, European correspon- spite of obvious jamming from
across the River Plate, the message
for WGAR, Cleveland, was
has managed to reach a certain
spotlighted Thursday (19) when his number of Argentine short wave

Station is now Concentrating on
Mutual has brought out its own specially-designed four network pro building its daytime femme audiBerth
King's
gram schedule, which Dick Puff, the net's manager of research, has mailed ence, adding food and fashion shows,
Huntington, W. Va.. Oct 24.
out to a limited number of agency time buyers. Schedule will hereafter and running a
sixrand-a-quarter
be a monthly service. Initial booklet is an elaborate job in full color hour platter parade daily, starting at
Henry King, sports editor of the
detail, listing network option time, programs, both sustaining and com- 11 a.m.
Session gears its selections Huntington Advertiser, is now sports
mercial, number of stations carrying each commercial show, repeat broad- to housewives.
announcer at station WSAZ, replacBooklet was designed by art dicasts and starting date of new shows.
Trevor Adams remains at WINS ing Herb Mazo, who recently re•"••"'''••
turned to New York.
rector Arnold Roston.
as sales manager.
"' ..'

——

.

tre for

dent

,

BILL

Montevideo, Oct. 14.
;.
Monevideo is fast becoming a cen"Free Argentine'' activities,
with Uruguayan networks guardedly
affording time to exiled Argentine
.

WGAR

.

Liggett

Ed

41

Briuhoff

which entire Argentine networks have recently had to relay on

policies,

all their outlets.

As a result of the Uruguayan promention of the Uruguayan
wavelengths is omitted during the

tests, all

offending broadcasts; but some

Uruguay

teners' in

insist

lis-

that they

have picked these up on their short
wave sets, and ask that. official step*
be taken.
*

CEDRIC FOSTER

Waco; Carr P. Collins, president of
the Crazy Water Crystal Co., and the
two sons of Senator W. Lee O'Daniel
are scheduled for a review by the
FCC before it acts on the station's
.

application for a regular broadcast
tag license.
Originally operated by Collins and
others at Reynosa, Mexico, as XEAW,
the station was set up here and program tests authorized, Feb. 15, on a
temporary basis. That authorization

has been extended since.
Commissioners Paul A. Walker and
C. J. Durr have issued statements
critical of the programs aired here

by

KWBU,

which on Oct.

1

became

Pat Neff,
a Blue network outlet.
president of Baylor and b v.p. of the
Century Broadcasting Co., has been
to the FCC for private conferences.
According to the statement made
by the commissioners, the past rec
ords of the president of the company
(Collins) and certain other officials
and stockholders of the station in
the operation of
and the pro-

XEAW
KWBU

grams which
has carried
While on program tes'ts raise a serious question as to the qualifications
of the Century Broadcasting Sys
tem, as now constituted, to operate
In the public Interests.
Fear was
expressed that the university posi
tion in the station setup was not
prominent enough from a policy
viewpoint.

WJNO's Hurricane Job
West Palm Beach,

Fla. Oct. 24.

which lashed Florida
week was the occasion for a
considerable expansion of public service airings by WJNO here, station
carrying 24 weather advisory broadcasts from the U. S. Weather Bureau
office in the 48 hours from Tues,
noon (17) to Thurs. Station which
has a permanent line to the Bureau
office, was on the air all night Tues.
and Wed. and is credited With considerable effect in calming the panic
that became increasingly apparent
as the storm drew closer.
Station also pitched in with broadcasts aiding various relief and disaster control units operating in the
Hurricane

last

YOU CAN SPONSOR HIM

area.-

Cedric Foster

GAG WRITERmad*

Original material,

no humor, no

—

to order.

no «mnt.

Practical, dependable,

sponsorship

If

mauma,

DAVID SANOFF
801

Kant

HKth

>>W York

16,

N. V.

now

5.2

OKLAHOMA
100 GAGS
Fun-Maiter

Gog

$1.00

MrWp
Smith.

MO W.

in

many Mutual markets for local
Friday, 2:00-2:15 P.M., E.W.T.

ATLANTA
57

CITY

PORTLAND, ORE.

5.7

PITTSBURGH

5.5

5.3

—$1.00

File Net. 1-2-3

EACH

Payable to Paula
Mall to "FIJN-MA9TBR,"
St.. Suite ie-G. M. Y. 19

;

C'IiopUh

M

available

Here are some current "Hooper's":

BOSTON

Htr»et

is

— Monday through

LOCALLY!

T

Consult your local Mutual station, or

HE Y ANKEE HE T WORK

21

BROOKLINE AVENUE
M AS S
15

BOSTON

,

.

.
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ORCHESTRAS— MUSIC

CURRENTLY FEATURED

UNIVERSAL'S

IN

"IN SOCIETY"
With

ABBOTT and COSTELLO

Bands

1914.

at Hotel B/O-'s

(Presented herewith," as a weekly tabulation, it the estimated corer
charg* business being done by name bands in various New York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover ciinrff*. Larger amount designates weekend and
holiday price. Compilation is based on period from Monday to Saturday)
**«*"
Week. I'ust
t'nvei'i
Holel
Hand
1'IuyeU Week On Data
I.ani MelntireV .Lexington (300; 75c-$l.50). ... ..... ..140
2,017
258,840
•

.

Johnny Long* .... New: Yorker

(400; $1-$1.50 >.

12
3

........

.

Frankie Carle. ... Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
.....
Nat Bvandwynne* Waldorl (550; $2).
Johnny Richards. Lincoln (275; $1-$1.50).
Guy Lombardo ,. Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50). ....... ..
Enoch Light ... .Biltmors (.400; $1-$1.50)
.-.
/.
?;

8.

•

Vaughn Momoe. .Commodore

.

.

.

4

. .

Sl-91.50)

(-.'OO;

24,955

8,565

800

2,300
23,027
4,855

•

:•*/.'.•

3,052
1,150
1,900

.

.

.

26,393

2,844
2,823

3

.

.

2,139

':

3

6,875

* Asterisks
ice

indicate a supporting floor show. New Yorker, Biltmore, have
shows.' Lexington, Hawaiian floor show. Victor Borge at Waldorf.
:

i

Chicago

'•'•':-y."

;'\

s

Carmen t'avallaro (Embire Room, Palmer House; 700; $3-$3.50 mill.)
Conventions helped Cavallaro and John Hoysradt keep figure aroimd
V,'
fine 8.G00.
-, r
v
;
v
Glen Gray (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 650; $3-$3.50 min ). Business continues steady here with very good 4,600.
Gene Krupa (Panther Room. Sherman hotel; 950; $l.50-$2.50 ? miri.V
Combo draw of Bob Chester', who closed C 19 and Krupa; who followed,
rang up great 7,800.

V

'

i

.

>

-

Los Angeles
Harry Owens (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Grass skirt tunes ain't hay
for pulling customers at1 4,100 covers
Henry King (Biltmore; 900; $1-81.50 i. Breezing along getthvg his share
with good 4,000 tab's,
1

•

,

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los Angeles)

V

Woody Herman (Palladium

B, Hollywood,

•

:C

••'•

,\

'

::
\'~i'

In like a tornado

week).

first

for possible 33,000 admishes.

Lionel .Hampton (Trianon B, Southgate. fourth week). Frankie Masters,

on deck for 24th. Hampton exit to smash 11,000.
Ted Lewis (Slapsy Maxie's; N, Los Angeles, sixth week).

—

continue capacity biz

—

-

-

:

.

still

to

Hollywood

March

in

Music by

to

. .

JIMMY McHVGH
Published by

AFM

presumably,

to

ANYTHING BUT
LOVE BABY

Edward Masters, attorney,
A.
whose association with Johnny Long
was recently cancelled by the American Federation of Musicians, plans
to allege breach of contract against
the bandleader in the suit he's expected to file shortly. Naming the
as co-defendant, Masters will
charge the union with inducing Long
to break the pact. Masters completed
his briefs in the action this week,
service,

.:

CAN'T GIVE YOU

I

for Monogram Feature

'

Top Tunes for Your Books
An All-Time Favorite

Long

Owes Him 12G

Returning

-

+~s

'
.

Atty. Says

'

Held over

at 5,200 tabs.

MILLS

'follow

.shortly.

Picture Rep.

EDWARD SHERMAN,

Beverly Hills, Cal.

Masters'

PERSONAL APPEARANCE TOUR

NOW
'81?

2

BETWEEN PICTURES
Weeks LOEW S STATE, New York

agreement

him

with

Long

serve, as the maestro's attorney and financial mentor,
the' lawyer having helped finance the
leader almost from the start. In re^
turn, contract called for a percentage
ot the band's gross, percentage, being
on a sliding scale, depending on how

called for

to-

MEREDITH WILLSON
And Many Othtr Top Notch
Orchestra Leaders

lishers, plus old favorites. Includes lead slieels and lyrics

Contract signed in 1943 by Long
and Masters had 10 years to go.
Percentage started at 6% but, because of advances, was up to 10'hMasters' suit will charge that .$12,000

is still

;

t'so this 8x5 VISUAL record
of Hons lilts of over 3..00 pub-

much was advanced Long.

of chorus.

lets
BroiiiUvny

New York

due him.

in

SAMPLES FREE.

TUNE-DEX

Contract was voided by the AFM
on the strength of its rul« limiting

Oriental, Chicago

personal managers to 5%.

."'.

Palace, Cleveland

On

RKO, Boston
State, Allentown
State, Harrisburg

Adams, Newark
State, Hartford
Palace, Youngstown
Capitol,

Washington

WILL OSBORNE
and His

HOLLYWOOD BAND
Management;,..^

the Upbeat

JORDAN

Willi

Jay nes, Jr., pianist whose
late father directed the orch at
Davis theatre, Pittsburgh, during its
two-a-hey-day, has left the Music
Bar, Pitt, after several months to
join the Billy Yates unit at the Continental Bar of the William Pehn

Reid

hotel, that city.

"1111.1.110 Allies fli'Nt »nn mi I
noil
of il.lr** record

.

.

preferences
I.OI I If* .Ml
IiiiikI

II

a

111

e

Bills;

<1

tlieir No. 1 sinner and
their No, 1
choice. I.OI IS JOKI1AX

Croshy

KUAN

haH two sides In the top thirteen

—the

only

artist

aside,

from Bio* to net more

tljun

one record In the 'favorite'

THE TYMPANY .II VK
hits both 'li-f .IIYE'
YOV IS OR IS YOU
AIN'T MA BABY'/'
list.

KINO

Jimmy Dorsey orch opening

Fri-

day (27) at Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, Will be final stage attraction
at WB deluxer for at least couple
of months,

mid

'IS
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.

.
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ME
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For new artist copies and
CofWoet Standard Exploitation De
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1619 Broadway,
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N. Y.
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N
'
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»enf,
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;
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Up

802 Factions Lining

Slates For

(.Week Ending, Oct. 8 '44)

Discs

.':'
-

'

'

.

-

'

.

,

polities.

How

1941.

31,

v

.

1
:

;.'...

'-.-•-.,'

.-.;./•

programs and from boxes

N. Y. Cafe Tooters

To Get Pay Hike

';

Much - mooted

:

'-".;•-.-

.

'

-

,

.

•

winner

would

,

whose

selected

beyond

sions

one

hour

nightly.

.

Bonds,"

.

';.

'/';

.

:

RECORDING PLANS

:

ONCE MORE

ON

-

-

.

pany as a studio subsidiary,

Robbins Music

'Pepsi-Cola' Radio Disks

Firm, Leaves Bornstein Waldo
Abe Schwartz.

,

'Pepsi-Cola, w'hieh made radio his.tOry wiih its nickcl-nickc! jingle, is
:

trying out a

new wrinkle in musical
MMt announcements New gag is. a

standard 32-bar song tagged "PepsiCola lor Two," written by Irving
Caesar,
transcriptions -.now
being York.
spotted on indie N.Y. stations to

has

for three -min-

Utes,
have.
and
Be nay
Veiiula
Vaughn Monroe ,ahd orch on one.
and-Monica Lewis, Sunny Sky lor and
Bill Gale's orch on the other. They
were waxed about four month.* ago.
Caesar has sold all rights in the
number, lyrics -of which run to the
cocklail-for-lwo 'stuff, with Pe:>si
-

•

Bourne,

firm label since

:

financial

not

.'/deal.

However,

t

man

-

decided- to resign.

fit

'he

fi<

w

.

orchestra will be

--ome time.

Mo

.

when

the.

film

boom

take -placeUk> song-

old
.into'
71

h

BOui.'iic
'.

p'ei'soimei-are
.-quarters 'at

common

6vi

>ile'

address'.

its

ters).
This is
on type of material. If it's new it
goes overmuch better than a revival by any top name on Columbia
or Victor. In the southern California territory, for example, a tune
called "And Her Tears Flowed Like
Wine," a Capitol item made by Stan
Kenton, which is all bea,t. and little
else: is hot. Woody Herman's novelty
titled "Who Dai" is one of the hottest as against some of lire really
musical reissues by Victor and Columbia.
.;,.It's surprising to note in midwestern. and Coast maehiiics that Glenn

.

.

;.''

•'

.':

'.-..

.

Miller Is retaining as much power
as
the .' majority.', of his contemporaries, despite the. fact that he
liasu't made a' hexv record since entermg service two and one-half
years ago. '.It's-.. not' lunusu'.al. to see
two and three things by his band in:
a box.
These are all his original
-

.,

.

arrangements,

'

,

'.-•
.

ROSWELL

FIELD, N. M,
A TOP DATE FOR BANDS

first

'

soon-found, that .working at
the ballroom until, early- hours and

stained',

crowded
the

'--state,

Theme Song

To boost the waste paper drive,
Robbins' "Paper Troopers" has been
adopted by the War Production
Board. It's by radio maestro Henry
Sylvern and Sunny Skylar.
.,'.-'.:'".
Royalties assigned- by the writers
to the Boys Club of America, Inc.

-

-':

,'-.';

work out

and ;John Huber,

24.

ment
Ala..

way

in this

Maxwell

is

;;/

-;,.•;;.'•

:

-.'

Field,

:

v

Roswell is so anxious to supply
music and laughs for its desertbound Gl's and oniccrs that it figuratively rolls up a plush carpet to
the plane door when entertainers
arrive.
There's a. guest' house for
visitors that seemingly must have
been designed by Hollywood, a
';

,

specially

built

SI

-

and

bandshell

possible to buy
times. .".. .;,.'.'

these

in
;:

1

-

rationed

':

:-'

.'-.

.-

.

Mrs. Meyer Davis For

FDR, Including

In

Song

llilna Kn.c ry (Mr;;, Meyer) Davis,
wife of the legit producer and bandlea'ii v

.

lias

ill.en

•',
..

a

new Democratic

adminihiralor for .estate '.of Jch.nie cuupaign. lure,
Mure.
"Roosevelt
Black, -colli po.-cr's- deceased: -mother, Than E\t r ."' wiiifh -\viJl be'-premifei-ed
-

:

:

'

-

'

!

March

claimant

19. '1932,

.avers.''-.

Are

Romance Admen Now
To Accept Band Copy
With the papi

I

.•

ReVison. for

'lie

p-iaj 'id at

My Love

Song''

the.wedding of Franklin D.
and Ethel .DuPoni
Jr.,

R-uoscv'elt,

-will' i:ejj s

.

.

a«0.

iluation prevent-:

-.

Durffbm Settles for :J5tl
On Dick Haymes Contract

I

oh

,

romancing
.iii"i'i"

nh mtOne maestro

lax

'.-'

.

.

'J.imn'hig.

j

or

v.

ctiUly-- offered

.

:".

-.''

.

.

alleges she. Milt was -.married- to Fii'lav (St'l in Philadelphia -i-.-hen the
Black it' '-the li*>.o of; his .death, on Vr ,U' irt speaks at Shlbc. l^rk. June 9, 1936. .MasnaKC to Willie Icia
M. Dav is, wi ll known, as c.la-^ical
was cli.-v-rilved by divorce conipu cr, 'A-rote a. pop tune You
Black

old 'in'g m'o.-t da.jly newspapers, througho,
Hie country from accepting extra
for bands and'
id', ance- .men
tifi".
of .show.s have t ascd up
utlie; V
;y

Los Angciey, pel 24;
Gcn.-ge Durgom. .former..manager
".''
<>l Dick, Haymes, ^agreed to an out';'.
-J,wcil'.
Herman will siart-n6xL_\veck at ot- court: settlement of his' suit
Republic on a filmization of "Earl' against Haymes and his current
.'
Carroll's Vanities." with Constance manager, Bill Burton.
When he joined the Army. DurMoore. Dennis O'Keefe, Alan. Mowbraw and Eve Ardcn. He will have gom declared, he turned. the singer's
a role in the film as weir as doing management over to Burton. Understood the settlement was for $35,000.
four, numbers with his band.
,'dijclh t

:

,.

aftorhe'y.v admiiiistralor

local

:

at a studio, all tiay

Hollywood, Oct.

Roswell Field, JJew Mexico, is an
unusual service date for bands and
other types of shows,, Out in the
desert, without entertainment of any
sort for almost two years, the Army
base has built up a sizeable bankroll
from its various Officers riub A'cn-.'
tures; and it is on the make for
whatever names can be snared into
a plane for transportation to the
field— with pay. One of. the few other
installations paying, for entertain-

Musicians' 50th Anni

L. A.

t

t

leaders who went west with coincidental Palladium and picture con-

;

-

smith is due back from Hollywood,
Meantime both
'for the leslivilies..
ihe new ; Berlin .company ;-anct. the

first' •baiid to double from- the
Palladium Ballroom.. Hollywood, to

in

1

'

the

a pictuie chore

I

•

;

incidentally
firm,Benin'-' new
has decided on additional floor space
inns new- (jUn-lei-s f-o that the

Between Hoofery, Pic
s

I

!

firm.

-lo-mal opening now
before Nov', 2'). when

Double

Woody Herman

ncll,.

M<an- for Blacks

bun

cm

to

was

account-

Al Chandler, his Jos met side,
set by Bel in as im ma.ri-

me

hud
ageij*

i

tracts,

that-

the

forthcoming rind

-

.

parting with Berlin'. ...Schwartz
remained » ith Bornstein, following the split-up: expecting. a new

ancy

Herman

composer of the tune, whom she
';
married Feb. 17, 1936,
Claimant, answering suit of Willie
Ida Black.' also claiming to be
w»>
which
composer,
widow of the
filed jointly againa llu'iy h, Wort-

Saul

is

hail

Bobbins' l.ion Brand
Metro's music p.utJack
already has a Leo .the) L, on
IK.it,
Record Co. in operation -In X. Y.
Riibbt'is

.

.

new

which

answer in common pleas
up her claim in the
Johnny 8. Black, deceased

filed

setting

estate Of

his

'

,/

Inc..

'

.

subbing for hooch,' Through the
Ne'well-Emmett ad agency, Caesar:
however, who is a staunch ASCAP
man, has specified in. the deal that
the platters were 'not to be placed
on any station which ^s'.B3tJ 'Wu-

left

H.. Bornstein's,

;-'

.

court

manager

business

for Irving Berlin, .inc., for ,25 years,

Record business may be started
on a small scale in the next six
months, regardless of restrictions, ifthe company can buy record presses
.currently in operation. Negotiations
arc reported in progress for the purchase ol a -.mall record presj-mg out nt currently f eelancing near New
.

.

Decca

headquarbased almost entirely,
is

.

Schwartz, 25 Years With

Dorsey and
Understood Tommy
other band leaders, interested in the
operation will split the other 49

New

Trend on Air

r'uli

Hollywood

stage, a bandstand in the officers*
flub that cost, a bundle, complete,
with a p.a, system.
Hamilton, O., Oct. 24.
however, on the whole
P.ayoff,
Echoes' of the pending "Paper .deal 'is a refrigerator in the guest
Doll'.'
litigation, involving royalties house stocked
with everything a
estimated at $40,000, were heard maestro or star might require— and"
'here -late -last' week when Sally Black it's'the kind of stuff that's almost im-

.Co.

.

-

1

Taper

start-,

lug as soon 'as wartime restrictions
are lifted from presses and- other'
waxing, equipment, Project calls'
for the stydiq to finance the enterprise and hold .51 % of the stock.
.

the other.

check; reaction;

a

gelling: a

;

Artists

is

Capitol disc, with the latter also
good play in its home ter-

or.

ritory

songs would be performed by DOrsey Findings of committee have been
I Buy
Harmon r
by Rosamund Johnson and Andy and his artists and published for the filed with Labor Board in N. Y., and
Razaf, and sting by Hannon and a benefit of the contestants; In the they must be ratified by Board bechorus on one. The other Is "War event that songs submitted did not fore becoming effective.
However,
-Bond Man." by Razaf, and "This, win a prize, Pallant alleges, owner- it's pretty certain' that such recomOur Land," by David Broekman, ship of the songs would be recog- mendations ale approved.
Hike,
nized as belonging to the contestants. however,
both sling by Hannon and chorus.;
would not obtain for muThe contest, Pallant avers, was not sicians wherein leader or head of
Another new gimmick is a set of
twelve 20-second musical station conducted- fairly and impartially but Crew gets an overall stim for the
breaks, jingles that are parodies of -solely as a means of acquiring valu- musikers, but only in force for musipop tunes, written by Bennett Lar- able musical material for them- cians employed directly as indison and Norman Reed, of station selves. Complaint charges that Cahn viduals by the hotels and niteries.
WWDC, Washington, and recorded and Styne copied the title, lyrics and
Controversy stems back to Aumusic and had the song published by gust, 1943, when Musicians Local
by Lyn Murray and' his brch.
ASCAP is doing eight 15-minute Harms and Bobbins; as their own 802 notified Hotel Men's Assn., and
musical shows on records concern- original song. Decca Records al- Cafe Owners Guild that it would
ing the American scene, with Deems legedly infringed by its recording of demand higher scale and. other conto have
Taylor doing the narration, which the song. Sinatra is said
ditions.
When negotiations failed,
are available to all stations through- clone tune on NBC and CBS, and matter was taken to the WI.B by
Lively,"
out the nation, and spohsorable loc- used it in the film, "Step
both organizations, attorney Noah
produced by RKO.
ally. Bottle sounds recorded in the
Braun'stein acting for COG.
Pallant asks the court. to. declare
South Pacific are included.. In the
Musicians wanted blanket salary
him ow ner of the statutory and com- raises of 15'! shorter intermissions
discs, which have music, by David
Broekman and his orch and are be- mon law copyright.
.between playing ..sessions and extra
ing produced by William Rainey..
pay lor doubling among instruments,
)
Voice Denies Song Charge
played two instruif! a. musician
Los Angeles, Oct. 24,
ments,! he wanted $1 extra, and if
Frank Sinatra, by proxy, entered same; musician played three or more
M-G'S
a denial' In' Federal court here in a instruments an extra 50c was sought
$100,000 suit filed by two songAlso wanted
for, each added one.
FIRE
writers, charging him with infringeintcrniiSf-ions limited to one hour
ment in his use of the song, "The nightly with overtime for' all beHollywood, Oct. 24.
»
Stopped."
Music
yond
this.
Metro execs are resuming plans,
Tcmesmiths are Jack Triziq and
shelved two years ago, for the
Other defendants
Bennett.'
establishment of a recording com- Chuck
are RKO Radio Pictures and the
DolF Suit
Echo of

Why

is

-

-

;

Advanced

.

giv-

run on any ticket with Arons.
Considerable talk among the 802
'membership is going, on aiient.th'eentrance Of Lyman and other name
leaders
into.- the "campaigning.
These musicians make the point .that
the leaders are slicking their necks
cut by .electioneering one way or

Salvage

.

.

to

"Thai's

.

e\ch(t.,i\tly.

.

.Feist

.

.

Washington, Oct. 24,

the new' recordings made
on two double-faced
discs, including "Here We
Tokyo" by Allen Da Castro,
sung
and
by Joan Edwards and Bob

don't know what to: do.
It is also said that Lyman offered
the Unity party headed by Carmen
Fieisig, $10,000 if they'd name Arons
as their presidential candidate. This
•.also contributed to the RosenbergAroiis split, former reportedly burning over the. offer and refusing to.

.

.

time ago

.Shapiro
,'-..

.

Musicians' royalty deal some
in a surprise move that
put the other two majors up in arms,
way put in front of both rivals in
jukebox artist popularity and, seemingly, on radio record program requests. Everywhere one .looks andl
turns an ear it's Decca five to one.
In- lloliyivood, for example, almost everything heard on record
of

.Burke

,

.

,

question
as:
to
whether musicians playing New
York hotel rooirts and niteries should
get salary uppage. in' conformity
with the 'XS'.'o Little Steel formula,
was nearer settlement this, week
When a three-man committee of Reconspired with the other defendants gional War Labor Board, appointed
in appropriating the song.
to arbitrate matter, approved first
The complaint further alleges that point in a three-point petition but
the purpose of the contest was to en- denied other two.
>.;"'..'..courage amateur. song writers to subPanel has recommended an in-,
mit their, unpublished manuscripts crease ol 11 c an hour, retroac3
with the assurance that the title, tive to last February.
Points dislyrics and -music would be treated
allowed were extra compensation
in confidence and would be judged
for musicians doubling on '.Instruimpartially, and that each week a
ments; and overtime for inlermisbe

Among

'

stc

.

..;
.

Sinatra, the. plaintiff alleges in
addition to being vocalist for Dorsey.
at that ti.ine,- was not only either
directly or indirectly connected with
Dorsey in the. financial and business
operation of the contest, but had

12-inch

Abe Lyman Active

which'

.

.

.

,

composed "Clouds"" consisting
among them being
Out," which he submitted to
Dorsey, who was conducting a new
song contest on a radio program
known as "Fame and Fortune," during October, 1940, and ending March

Ready For

Si.':'-

Go

Also understood, that Abe Lyman,
one of several top, band leaders supporting Arons, .is now actively participating in the campaign. Lyman
lias sent other leaders wires asking
for contributions to the Arons campaign fund,. Reaction of some- re-;
cipients of the wire has been that
they doubt the wisdom of contributing to' one party only, but with four
parties in the election battle, they

yPliit'tu-.-,.

.

.

Hot Time Town Berlin. ..Barton
Crawford
Together
Hurt One You Love.,. .,. .Sun

.

are: four songs

for

Jingle

,

,

$1,000,

Name

.

a Dolly
Song.
.
Many Hearts,

Trolley

.means signing on
terms.
Decca Records,
which took the American Federation
it

Peirillo's

'

$500 of which
Rosenberg and
Mayor LaGuardia, Rosen-

With

Star,

Dance With

-

.

On

Swingin'

brought by Myron Pallant, amateur
songwriter and composer.
Action
seeks $250,000 damages, an injunction and an accounting of profits.
According to the complaint, Pal-

Maurice Kafka, head of the music
division of the Treasury's War Finance unit, stated here today that the
music, program for the Sixth War
Loan had been completed, with 831
of the 921 radio stations throughout
the country applying for the full kit
of radio transcriptions made for the
forthcoming bond drive.

.

.

.

.

War Bond Drive

berg was not elected.
,

.

.

National Broadcasting Co., Inc., Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.,
and Decca Records. Inc.
Suit involves "Come Out,. Come
Out, Wherever You Are" and was

even if
James C.

fort to return to recording

(Week Ending Oct. 21)
I'll Walk Alone, .........Morris
.Berlin
Always ......
Remick
It Had To Be You

RKO

York,

why Columbia and Victor Records:
are now making aviary possible ef-

Sellers

.

borhood of $2,500 was stymied by

$50ff for

9.

,FD&H

New

outside

obvious,

It's

10 Best Sheet

"Come

years ago he ran for N. Y.
city councilman on the American
Labor Party ticket and the squabble
started over the question of whether
Local 802 should have contributed to
the Rosenberg campaign fund. It is
staled that a movement to have the
union contribute a sum in the neigh-

ALP

.

To Col., Victor Move for AFM Pact

Court on

of several songs,

five

ing the.

.

in N. Y. Federal

lant,

•

"was earmarked

.

.

.

finally

.

, .

Breach between Rosenberg and
Arons has been simmering for some
years, dating back to Rosenberg's

objections,.' local

.

.

.

.

Arons'

.

.

An attempt at reconciling Jack
Rosenberg, 802 prez and head of the
Blue party, and: Arons, was under r
way last week, but didn't jell. Meeting between the t\vo parties was
held, but insiders say the split is
now too wide to be healed. Arons,
until entering the presidential campaign himself; had been a Blue member since 1934, when the Blues were
first voted into office.

'

. .
.

•

municipal

...

.

Fernando .Valley. .Chappell
Way. Spend Evening,. .Chappell
Amor, Arbor ......... .'Southern
Lilli Marlene ........ ...Maurice
I'll Get By ....
.FD&H
,.
Swinging on a Star. .Chappell
Wherever. You Are .... Connelly
Meet You Again. .. .Chappell
Love, Love, Love. .... .Connelly
I'll Walk Alone,., .....B. Wood
I'll Be Around
.Cavendish

Sail

Square Dealers have to name a
longer list of candidates. Posts open
on this slate include most of the
executive board and trial board, positions. Arons is now chairman of the
locals trial board.

into

London, Oct.

..

Be Seeing You,.

week

a copyright infringement rap involving an unpublished tune.
The other defendants are songwriters Sammy Cahn and Jule Styne,
T. B. Harms Co,, Bobbins Music
Corp.,
Radio Pictures Corp.,

British Best Sheet Sellers

with two of the principal tickets, the
Slue (incumbent) and Square Deal
(Max: Aidns) concentrating on completing their slates. Blue has to name
three new candidates to replace
Arons, Sherman Brande and Eddie
Horn, latter two scramming the Blue
at the same time as Arons. Brande
end Horn are running for v. p. and
set., respectively, opposing Dick McCann and. Bill Feinberg, incumbents.

entrance

Decca s Top Popularity Held Key

Frank Sinatra and Tommy Dorsey
were among 10 defendants named
last

43

In

on Song Theft

Suit

Peace Parley Fails

lection,

About

Sinatra, T. Dorsey,

8 Others Named

Election campaign at Local 808, -f
X. Y. musicians union, kept moving
at a slow pace during the past week,

'

|

ad departmen t
into a'.shpet,'

reviewers
aitention

to

and are
wooing

--aid "to 'have fe$500 bonus to. an
topper to gel 'a layout

i»

a

success.:'

'-

,-

50th

its

birthday Oct. 30

continuous program
"
Shrine Auditorium.!
; "'

u'ilh' a. 1.1-iiour

at the

fiiivefU-SIh-g head*-,

without

,;:'
ATigelcs, Octf '24.
Los Angele.s Musicians A.-n, -will

cc'lebiiitc

..-':'.

;

Dozen'' outstanding 'bands will entci'foin O.00O fn'vitcd guests.

BUNCHTJK'S 5G ESTATE

'
-.

Maestro Yasha Bunchuk.
niek Av'crre unit, at Fiesta Room
Hotel Roosevelt, Pittsburgh, for
last six months, has just had its

of

option picked up for three months
more',:

'<'••.

'

'",

'".;''

'.'•

-'."..

!"'.'•

in

will,

probate 'tn surrogates' court
N.Y. this week, by Gregory Ratoff,
as executor, left property estimated
at not more than $5,000, to a brother,
Alexander.
filed for

in,

-

.-

,

.

Wednesday, October 25, I944
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Musk Men's

Harry Fox Gets

Support

MUSICIAN SUES

To

Quit

MPPA for Job As Sync

Rep

24G

On Marks

Warner Bros, music publishing

Saul H.
Bornstein, Gus Schirmer and Irving
Berlin, am ong~others~ '"^r "
-It's presumed that Fox, 'since he
would get 10% of all sync deals he
negotiated/ would further the idea
of increasing the film synchroni/.ation fees. Unlike the fancy fees paid:
for some special situation song of
the type of "By the Sea," "Good
Old Summertime" or "Schooldays,"
the fees for straight instrumentals
are sometimes as low as $50, and
$200 for vocal-visuals.
Back of the idea for Fox to step
out of the MPPA is a feeling that
the MPPA is a trade association,
and that the business phase, whereby
Fox acts as trustee for the publishers, should be divorced from the

Waiter

terest;

against Edward B. Marks Music
Corp.! was settled out of court Monday (23). Case was due for trial in
federal-court, N. Y
Terms of the settlement were not

in-

Fischer,

;

-

-

'

.

made
j
j

was reported it
cash payment to King

public, but

involved a

flat

it

of $24,000. with the. songwriter cedr
ing bis rights in the songs involved,
"King's Serenade" and "Song of the

Action charged
Islands." to Marks.
that Marks had failed to pay. royalties

in

agreement with a renewal

contract signed in 1943.

>.'•

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

TO VACATE PENALTIES
;

There's an intra -trade movement*
afoot for Harry Fox to leave the
Music Publishers Protective Assn., Report
Settlement
where he is agent and trustee for
the publishers on song synchronizaInfringement
tions, etc.; and go into business for
Copyright infringement suit
himself. He has the reported backing, of Herman Starr, head of the brought by Charles King, songwriter,

AFM

(.Records below are grabbing most nickels this week in jukeboxes
throughout the country as reported by operators to "Variety." Names
of
more than one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in order of pppu.
larity, whose recordings are being played;
Figures and names in parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the li.Vtirioi

Cincinnati, Oct. 24.

Seeking an injunction to force his
reinstatement as a member of the
Cincinnati Musicians Assn., prohibit
further interference with his employment as a musician, and prohibit
collection of $2,000 due on a $2,500

and respective
1; I'll

William Morgan Knox filed
in common pleas
suit Friday (20
court against the union group. He
also asked for $5,000 damages.
- A—violinist for 27 years with the
Cincy symphony orchestra, Knox
was fined $2,500 and suspended for
six months last May by the local
after a hearing in which he was
charged with holding a meeting to
discuss possible disbanding of the
orchestra.
Eugene Goossens; director, and several others also drew
fines and suspensions.
;
Knox says he paid $500 of the fine
and lost an appeal to the American
Federation of Musicians executive
board and to the convention of the
Federation in Chicago last June. He
lists as losses $1,100 for salary and

2.

;

Or

Is

You

-.

3.

.

How Many

Martin.

.........
.

j

4.

Always Hurt One You Love

5.

Dance With Dolly

6.

Swingin' on Star (7) (Burke), ....

•.

m

(4) (Sun)

M

(Shapiro)

V Lovely

Sweet

8.

Together (9) (Crawford)

(6)

in

'"

/

Trolley Song (Feist)

10.

,

,

,

.

.

,

j

........ ....

•

.

Columbo

.Decca

...Victor

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

NBC,CBS,raue,IIolualPlugs

Johnny Burke and Jimmy Van
Heusen are publishing an expanded
Following is list of the most played popular tunes on the networks for
version of their song, "Swinging On
a Star," with 10 animals added to the week beginning Monday and through Sunday. Oct. 16-21, .from 5 p.m.
the original three, and illustrations
to 1 a.m. List represents the first approximately 25 leaders in alphabetical
in four colors.

Select

Music

order (in some cases there are
Distributors,

Inc.

chartered to conduct business in
printing and publishing music in
New York. Directors are Dr. Kurt
E. Fontheim, Paul Hirsch, N. Y., and
Frank Sobotka, Forest Hills, L. Lv

ties,"

accounting forji longer

list).

TJie

compilations embrace the NBC, CBS, Blue and Mutual Networks, as represented by WEAF, XV ABC, WJZ and WOR, W. V., and are based on data
provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular checking source of the

music publishing industry.

TITLE

A

Kiss to

PUBLISHER
Remember.

........

.

.....Lincoln

•'.

Always^-fChristmas Holiday" .......
.......... .Berlin
Come With Me My Honey
Santly
Dance With a Dolly
....... .Shapiro
Day After Forever t"Going My Way"
.. .Burke
Life still-photographer Gjon Mili. filming "Jammin' the Blues," a one- How Many Hearts Have You Broken?
..... .Advanced
reeler for Warners, has successfully transferred his distinctive art-form I Don't Want to Love You.
.Chelsea.
,.;.V. v'.
technique to the commercial short subject. Result, though not unique or I Dream of You.
Embassy
pioneer, is still highly original in its imaginative quality and capture of I'll Be Seeing You
Williamson
Morris
mood, for an exciting 10 minutes of music-film. Short shows a group of I'll Walk Alone— t"Follow the Boys"
Negro players at a jam session. Mili has caught real impromptu atmos- I'm. Making Believe f'Sweet and Lowdown". ., .... ... ,BVC
Leeds
phere of the occasion, using no scenery, and only plain black or white Is You Is Or Is You Ain't— f'Follow the Boys"..:..
Famous
cloth for background, getting his effects simply with interplay of lights It Could Happen to You t"And Angels Sing"
...... Remick
arid shadows and roving camera. Impressionistic effect of black on black, It Had to Be You— f'Show Business". ....
Robbins
and black on white, is striking. Technique of roving camera, from group Let Me Love You.Tonighti
.World
to individual, from player to instrument, isn't new, but Mili has captured On My Way Out............
...Feist
some startling art shots in so doing. Jitterbugs dancing under a trumpet: Sweet and Lovely— 1"2 Girls and Sailor" .V;...
...
.. BVC
a singer's reflection in a piano top; the shot of a clarinet, with girl seated Ten Days With Baby
in background, are only a few of the arresting visual moments. The iriusic The Very Thought of You— t" Very Thought of You" ...... Witmark
Feixl
itself—the girl singing "On the Sunny Side of the Street," the Melody Trolley Song— f'Meet Me in St. Louis".
.Southern
Masters playing an improvised number called "Jam Session" is excellent. Two Again
What a Difference a Day Makes
M;uks
Miller
A mixup jammed the date of Charlie Spivak's managerial switch from Whispering {"Greenwich Village" .......
General Amus. to the William Morris office, as reported in last week's I Wish You Were Waiting For Me.
.Saunders
"Variety." Date given was Oct. 20, but should have been March 20, 1945.
t Filmuslcat.
Oct. 20 was the date Spivak started a theatre tour, booked by GAC.
.
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.
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.W..:

.

.

.

;

•

.

.

:

:

down an

from Metro whereby the
pany would buy in on

.

film
his

;

;

...

.

.

—

Lou Levy, owner of Leeds Music,
and manager of the Andrews

i

offer

.

commusic

•

.

firm.

—

Leeds, with the various catalogs
it has bought in recent years, now
owns about 10,000 copyrights.

.

—

•

.

.

Stoloff

Decca
Capitol

•

Crosby

.

.,,

—

Inc.,

Morris

.

.

:

METRO BUY OFFER

and Every Night"

Hit

Haymes-Foriest ....... Decca
Tommy Dorsey
.Victor
Bing Crosby. .. ... .... .Decca
Pied Pipers. ...
.Capitol

\

••

,

(10) (Williamson), ...

.

LOU LEVY REFUSES

has turned

|Russ«

J

.

;

Sisters,

.

Bing Crosby
Fioddie Slack

(

Be Seeing You

Decca

.Decca
........... .Hit
.

^lyn^Kpight,
Decca
(Tony Pastor... ...Bluebird

(

•

9, I'll

.Decca

.

.

.

f

.

(Robbins).. ;....;

.

Us ^os. ........

(Three Suns

)

7.

'

|

.

v

.

.Victor

.

.

Sis.,

Three Suns ...-..;.,.,

.

.

...Decca

...

.

......

Louis Jordan,

(

,

Hearts (5) (Advanced), ...

...

..

Dinah Shore.

••

Crosby-Andrews
Ain't? (2) (Leeds) 'j V

.

seen as an expanding busi-

'

Is

Inside Stuff—Music

log; also in placing individual song's
abroad and locally. Thus, Fox's trus-

ness.

You

$250 to prosecute the appeal.

;

'•

Is

•

,

is

(1) (Morris)
•

1

Tobiases' Golden Anni

Parents of the songwriting Tobias
brothers, Charlie, Harry and Henry,
along with Nat and Milton, are celePrexy of brating their golden anniversary in
association.
protective
the Hotel Ambassador's Gold Room,
MPPA is Walter G. Douglas;
Starr withdrew from the MPPA Los Angeles, tomorrow (Thursday).
because of this, whereas the Rob- Eddie Cantor, a .cousin by marriage
bins-Metro interests, at one time (Ida Tobias is Mrs. Cv) will be a
outside the association, have since guest of honor.
Incidentally, the first time the
rejoined.
songwriting
brothers
colFox, incidentally, is reported to three
have figured in certain negotiations laborated on one tune was on their
for sundry catalogs involving Buddy current "Moon On My Pillow."
Morris* acquisition of Melrose and
White-Smith, along with Arthur
Freed's Variety Music (Hollywood),
in negotiation with the Jacobs cata-

teeship

publishers.)

Walk Alone

fine,

scoring

'Tonight

at Columbia.

LET

I

I

ME LOVE
Lyric

by MITCHELL PARISH

Mutic by RENi TOUZET

WOODY HERMAN — Dacca 18619 • CHUCHO MA
XAVKR CU6AT

Lyric

by JOE GREENE

IEZ with

RAY SINATRA ORCHESTRA— Hit 7112

Columbia 36718

Music by

STAN KENTON

STAN KENTON and CHARLES LAWRENCE

— Capitol 166

.;>.'. .

.

WE "CANT HELP SINGING"
THE PRAISES OF JEROME KERN
oohing around for a
while,

we discovered

40th anniversary

statistic, as

that Jerome

as a

Kern

is

now

Jo once in a

celehrating his

not celehrating alone.

who has enjoyed

everyone

music over the years
all

is

will

composer of kit songs.

Well may he know that he
Certainly,

one

will celehrate

the

heautiful

Kern

with him, and certainly

of his friends in the music business,

of his friends In

all

radio and motion pictures will celehrate also.

We

extend our felicitations to Jerome Kern.

And we

salute

him on

the occasion of having completed

a typical, fine Jerome Kern score for Universal

Deanna Durhin.

production, "Can't Help Singing," starring

You
"More

will he

And

V Technicolor

hearing these Kern hits, which include

More," "Any

"Elhow Room" and the

title

Moment Now,"
song, "Can't

T.

"Californ-i-ay,"

Help Singing."

B- HARMS

MUSIC COMPANY

VAUDEVILLE

46

Wednesday, October 23,

N. Y. Grand Jury to Hear Seek
Charge Vs. Margie Coate

Night Club Reviews

Felonious assault charge against
Margie Coate, singing comedienne,
was sent to grand jury last week by
Magistrate Anna Krosg in N, Y. felony court, when defendant waived
"'"'"..'.'
examination.
v
Performer, currently appearing in
Dan Healy's "Gay Nineties Revue"
at the Metropole Cafe, N. Y., was
arrested several weeks ago on a warrant sworn out by Mrs. Doris Somcrville, who alleges Miss Coate assaulted her and wrecked her apartment. They both live in same house.

Ralph Lane and his Whispering
Si. Regis, X. Y.
Music, but there's nothing whisperThe winter season is on at this ing about that kind of a combo. It's
class hostelry, with both ol its downokav for dancing, with Lane, forstairs rooms, the gaudy Iridium and
merly with Carmen Cavallaro and
the intimate Maisonette (grill), reBen Cutler, a good stylist, but it's
opened, Both, still 'have the best at-

Hotel

traction in their decor, atmosphere,
food
and catering, because the
shows are undistinguished.

The decorative Iridium makes no
real splash. Pierre d'Angelo

&

Var.ya

and Bob DuPont, both standard
offer

nothing

acts,

Espedistinguished.
juggler, Du-

,

n.g. for the show. A subtone clarinet
might work out if. the acoustics
•'
aren't too murderous'.
Bob Lyon, baritone, who has a
smail part in the smash musical,
."Bloomer Girl," is doubling into the
Gothic Room as m.c. and singer, for
supper show only, but this is his first

cially is this true of the
Has a round full voice
Pont, who, incidentally, is giving way solo chore.
that shows considerable training and
to harmonicaist John Sebastian todepartment, but
morrow (26), D'Angelo & Vanya is okay in the vocal
in his handling
are more to the character of the shows" inexperience

and hold

The

their suave ballroomology,
'.

HIRST RENEGS ON BONDS

'

Maisonette

recently at the Hotel Belmont-Plaza's
Glass Hat. .La Iter's magic is standard, while Talia's terps are. likewise,:

Fred Miller and Theodora Brooks
bands have moved into the Iridium
from the Viennese IJoof,' continuing
their
good brand of dansapation
along with Paul Sparr and Laszlo
and their bands at the Maisonette,
No cover at both spots; uniform $1.50.
and
$2.50 minimums, depending on
$2
the day; and selective dinners from
$3 and $3.50 up. Maisonette closed
Per usual, Jeah is the
Monday.
maitre at the Iridium, and August at
the other room, both seasoned and
expert hosts, long affiliated with the
:

.

hotel.

Abel.

\

Chicago, Oct. 24.
Refusal of Izzy Hirst, lessee of the
Empress theatre, to put up cash
bonds amounting to one week's advance salaries for both the musicians
and stagehands forced the closing of
the house last week after two weeks'
operation as a burlesque standi.': A.N
though Hirst has a five-year lease
under a corporate name, theatre may
revert to its owner, Van Nomikos

,

_

'

:

.'.,''•• "'.'.?'•'••

(HOTEL SHERMAN)

\

Chicago, Oct.

'Dummy' Ownership

20.

^

<4); $1.50-$2.50 ntinijiulrii,..

Cues Mayor Closing

-'•,...:.'

Palladium, H'wood

ARE YOU BLIND?

Hollywood, Oct.

Brown Derby, Chicago!
"
:':
Chicago, Oct. 24.'
y
Acting on the recommendation of

and 3

File Not, 1, 2

EACH
to

Mail to "Fnn-Master"
200 W. 64th St., Suite 10-G. N. V. C. 19

20.

To help nabe houses here get
away from the steady diet of dual
Howard Bruce's Amusement

fihss,

Booking Service is building six acts
plus aJjand to play as a' unit around
the. neighborhood circuits.
Idea is
use lower-price talent, within
range 6f nabe budgets, to play
three-day dates at the houses spotto

ted so that the stage units can
be
assured of a steady booking without
too frequent repeats in the same
localities.'

censee.-.-.

''-'

V-

'''

-'.'

v

-

Sam

Rinella served a five-year
for violation of Prohibition
it is illegal here for an
ex-convict to operate a tavern.

term

and

laws,

E

•fNMAi txicurivt ornctt

iOIW BUILDING ANNiX
JMO W, 44th », N. Y. «.

•

Bftyonl

©.?MO

:

lapsed here frequently because of
holdouts among exhibitors.

New

Open

Nitery to

In Hotel Duane,

Hartford Nitery Rapped

On Femme Curfew Law
Club,

N.Y.

A

Hartford. Oct. 24.
Ferdinando,
Connecticut's

new, nitery. the Doghouse., opens
shortly at the Hotel- Duane. east side
N. Y. spot.- Portia' Morrow, who
played th.e maid in "Life With
Father" for some years, will be fea'"
tured in song-talk recitations.

largest night club,

'

.

.:

:

blue law which forbids employment
of women in places selling liquor
after 10 p.m.
Statute was temporarily relaxed
as

a

wartime measure when male

Billie Dauscha, agent who's booked in most of old timer talent for current "Bowery Gay Nineties Revue,"

Sammy's Bowery

at

Follies nitery,
some origin-

last week Used
ality in acquiescing to a
N." Y,;

Sammy

request from
operator of nitery,

Fuchs,

-

of

.

the colony

home with

now make

will

his

f rati

'

in

his

downtown

ford elated over transfer from the
infirmary department to dormitory.
They figure it a step nearer home.

Dick Robinson
seaman
popped up at the Rogers to

1st class,
visit and

mitt.

'•":

'

j*.''..

.'.-,':

Mae Pebbler cheered by

Stella,

surprise visit of Dick Robinson in
'
his seaman togs last .Week.
...

.

Alora Gooding mastered frenic
operation and anticipating an upped
session soon.

.:,

.

Margo Meredith back

to the Rogers
after furloughing 10 days in N.. Y.;
ditto Victor King,
who returned

'..'-

club.

'••'

;.

-

Cornelius J. Danaher, state labor
commissioner, said that the Club Ferdinando is licensed as a restaurant
and, as such, is not permitted to use
female entertainers after 10 p.m.,
according to state law.

Rae-Waterfall Set

Another

%

•„

Bali, Philly Nitery,
Pluladclphia, Oct, 24.

The

,

Margaret Hastings ("Panama Hattie"), Ray Reilly, Joe Mason, Frank
Roos,
E^die Hanley and Frank
Mansfield.

Jackson

Akron, Ohio

Won't Be Back 'Til
Over Over There

ALBERTA

HUNTER
Dynamic Chanfeuse
APO 17467
New York, N. Y.
USO Ov»r»eai Duty

c/o Postmoitcr,
is

also lining

.

Cafe, N, Y.

Former Footlight Club, N.

Y..

is

undergoing extensive alterations and
will reopen around Nov. 15.

Nitery closed some months ago,
Club Bali, closed since
summer, has been sold to a when there was a jamup on liquor
license renewal, but that has since
syndicate of business men and will
been adjusted.
be reopened about Nov. 15 under the
name of the Coronet. •
V Texas 24G Nitery Fire
5
Syndicate consists of Robert Was- .,'''•'
Victoria, Texas. Oct. 24.
serman, coal dealer; Stanley Schwartz,
Fire last week destroyed Club
shoe dealer, and Si Kaliner, who had Reno, one mile from here/with an
share -of .Bali .with liis two .brothers. estimated damage of $24,000.
old

Satirists

MAYFLOWER HOTEL

It's

F00TLIGHT, N. Y„ REOPENING

.

Pantomime

.

For Open Time Contact
,10K HIIXKK* 1-ittxburKli

I

'90s' Unit

Billy Jackson, who's yheen making
a practice of booking oldwme units,
has set another of his "Gay Nineties" revues, this one into the Welcome House Tavern, Irvington, N. J.
Lineup includes Josephine Davis,

Club

responding to

is

;*

'

treatment nicely...
:
Sig Mealy, floored by a minor
operation, upped again for meals.
Write to those who are 111.

from Pittsburgh.
Betty Hoffman

LAURETTE and CLYMAS

For Interstate Dates
Comedy team of Nan Rae and Mrs.
Waterfall (Maude Davis) has been
set for a month of vaude on the Interstate theatres circuit in'Texas.
Tour begins Nov. 9 at the Majestic,
Dallas, to be followed by week-long
bookings in Houston, San Antonio
and Fort Worth.

up another
similar unit for: a tour of RKO nabc
theatres in New Yorlc and Brooklyn.
It would get under way latter part
of next month. One headed by Dan
Healy is current at the Metropole

On

Ltavt

>

.

.

Neeil l-'ri'sli >f»terliil?
Then
for
send
Onn
Frankei't Original Enter*
tainers bulletins contsln*
inn brand new parodies,
original monologues, band
novelties, fresh gags, new
routines,
exciting ideas,
Five different issues. $1.
1 also write material for
individuals. Query me.

/[

DON FRANK EL

Desk V. 3623 Dickens,
Chicaon, 47

.

early last

:

,

:

,

0tl

building for

•

Taken Over by Syndicate

M*»A

show

Club Ferdinando still had its wait-: for an emcee.
Saranac Lake
resses Saturday and Sid Boyd, emcee,
By Happy Ben way
A former performer, Miss Daupatched together a floor, show from
V '•:.. Saranac Lake. N. Y.. Oct. 24.
_
fellow entertainers who were in the scha booked herself for the job.
Ernie Burnett, who gave us "Mel- house as paying guests and hot emancholy Baby" and other tunes, is ployees of the Jack Gordon Enternow a benedict and as a member tainment Bureau which books the

Ferris, Lee Kiemick and VirBrowne.
Jordy McLean and Anne Commer-

NCY

of stage

|

waiters became impossible to obtain,
and entertainers slid in ^under it.

,

AG

Other exhibitors' are watching the

new type

nabe houses on the idea that it may
be a means for them to break away
from double features, particularly
during the coming postwar readjustments. Mutual agreements in various localities to go solo have col-

''

ward

LOEW
BOOKING

further break away from the Detroit' practice of steady double bills.

.

ginia

?ftwicus

v e

year

this

strongly, with, the Downtown,
house, using bands'
and vaudeville regularly. The downtown houses also have been able to
solo big pix frequently during the
past year with good- results as a

.

.

£r

ha

here

shows

more

Howard Hughes'

evi-

.-,.•.'

r

theatres

to stage

was caught UnDoghouse, to be operated by Jack
awares Saturday (21) when State Petrill for Joseph Mester; owner of
dence of subterfuge in the names
Labor Department .'Ordered operator, the Duane. will be an intimate affair,
signed for tavern, cigaret and resFelix Ferdinando. to bar all females sealing about 100.
...,
taurant licenses. It is charged that
as entertainers after 10 p.m.
So far
Samuel L. Rinella is the actual as could be learned, other -clubs
-'did
owner of the night spot although his not receive the notice, which rebrother August Rinella is the livives confusion over a Connecticut
Booker Books Self

"dummy" ownership and found

(18) with
Dwight Leeper, who underwent
Marjorie 'Hyanls,
Chubby Jackson; Dale Jones Orch three-year cure here at Hotel Saranac and Ala Vista lodge, given all
(6); 75c. admission.
clear by his medico and left for N. Y.
Situated
in
Hollywood, where
Jimmy Marshall is now curing at
everything is a production, it's rea- Gabriel, N. Y., and flashing good resonable to expect a place like the ports. '.
Palladium. There's nothing like it,
Albert Bagdasarian upped and
as a ballroom, anywhere in the coun- now spot announcer for
local WNBZ.
try, with the possible exception of Formerly did
straight for the late
the Totem Pole Ballroom, Auburn- Russ Kelly.
dale, Mass., which is strikingly simiJoe Dabrowski, who recently re(Continued on page 54)
turned to the Rogers, doing nicely.
Colony medicos have handed gohome papers to Jerry Derene, Ed-

7

Sept. 1 for four weeks. Early in the
operation, Barger sold his interest to
Hirst, who installed burlesque on
Sept. 29. Business did not turn out
as expected with result both unions
wanting protection on salaries asked
for bonds.

-

Downtown
gone back:

,

Wayne.

0£

Detroit, Oct. 24

...

'.

:

;

Police Commissioner James P: Allman, following, an investigation by
the
Chicago Crime Commission,
Mayor Kelly has revoked the license of the Brown Derby.
Commission allegedly, found that
the- place was being operated under

area.

Woody Herman Orch

Francis

Gag

.'."

Room,

•

Gene Krupa Orch (24) with Ginny
Powell, Lillian Lane and G-Noten

,

Paula smith;

l-'ielils.

;'

—

Make Checks Payable

-Ai i-liio.

lniproshps are plenty

Hoofing contribution comes from
Marion Wiles, a cute blonde, oil. for
okay tappislry.
Down, Variety circuit.
- JackPefrill is running the Gothic
When burlesque gave up, at the
Timnks to Horace liV^t and Bob
Room for the' hotel management. Weil
'"*"
.'''
downtown Rialto, theatre several
man.
V
Merr.
Prices are very. low.
Dir.: Music Corporation of America weeks ago, Nate Barger and others
leased the Empress and installed the
A. B. Marcus show which opened
i'lii
Panther

•

100 Gags for $1.00
ALL SOCKOM

Allen,

.

e(r,,

(•lu'ko;'his pleasttnt manner of sell
inK hitd him out. in front with the
teeoli. Ilis t'artei
Kalletrboin. and
1 1 cat for
routines sou; thins* up."

.

Then Don't Pass This Up!

"O'Toyle'Si

McCarthy,

selling.

Room,

...

New York

Paramount,
.

She'd really get over it
loosened up and tried harder on

registers?:
shfc

OLLIE O'TOOLE
America's Foremost Impressionist
Currently Appearing At The

Big biz expected at the Panther
Room for the next six weeks with
X. Y.
(otitic
Gene Knipa's hefty new band burst(HOTEL DUANE)
ing the seams with the kind of dansBob Lyon, Marion. Niles, Dale Bel-- apation liked best by the room's
Opener
m<m,t, Ralph Lane Trio; $2 minimum mostly youngish clientele.
•';•_.
Saturdays.
Friday (20) had them roped out.
Standout is "Bolero in the Jungle."
Joseph H. Mester, hotel operator, with Krupa torturing the skins for
recently acquired the Hotel Duane, rare tone shadings. Excellent lightr
N. Y., and one of his. first steps was ing in this and old fave, "Drum
to convert the Gothic Room from a BOogie," magnifying the drummerdining hall into
no- man's shadow, is big help in selling
straight
a show that doesn't need extra trapminimiim-no-cover night spot.
to get- across because of the
Room seats 200, with large booths pings
I Loye" and
and an overhanging balcony. Bal- band's patness. "Man
Stomp" trioed to heavy
cony installations, plus the fact thalt "Wire Brush
palming by Charley Ventura, tenor
several booths offer, no view of the
sax; Teddy Napoleon, piano, and
floor, plus that the place has a tertomtoms.
razzo (stone) floor make it a tough Krupa on the
Ginny Powell, featured singer,
spot to play in and equally difficult
slams across "I'll Walk Alone," segto intimatize.
uing to "It Had to Be You." G-Noters,
One thing that can be done is to vocal quintet, close-harmony "Dance
warm up the joint with some carpet- With a Dolly" and "Come Out" to a
ing and to experiment with a table heavy
hand, with Lillian Lane,
lighting system instead of the over- group's femme member, soloing "Inhead setup as now. Also to play vitation to the Blues" in the schmaltz
around with the instrumentation of manner, although almost drowned
the Ralph Lane trio (piano, bass and out in spots by band blasts. Buddy
electric guitar). Outfit is billed as Stewart of the quintet also solos on
a
"Some Peaceful Evening" to boff reMike.
turns.

$1.00

To Douse Double Films

:.

Tommy Dowd,

Fun-Master

WHEN

>''.'

over.--'.'

downstairs

Talia, with hula terps;
songstress, and

As Means

In Detroit

'

CHI BURLEY FOLDS

He should also
of announcements.
''."'
get away from the mike when he
--.'..
has sings; has too rich a voice to need
Dorothy Shay, amplification -in so small a room.
Spot's draw is mostly dependent on
magiwith
Miss Shay is adequate but not Dale Belmont. Girl is a looker,
co.
of s.a. and
of particularly sock calibre with an exotic pan, a slew
"Rum and Coca-Cola." "I'm in Love plenty of shape. As a- songstress she s
with a Married Man" and "Wanna n.s.h., affecting a; .stilted, stiff style;
Get Married" (Gertrude Niesen ex- Voice is husky, and okay downstairs,
cerpt).
Both she and Dowd were but on the weak side in the upper

room with

194.4

Vaude

to Build

"ALWAYS WORKING"

"Whitey" Roberts
Now

State Tlieut re, Bnltlinore
Time in 13 Yearn)

(tilth

Heelt

Oei.

S6.

>'utl»nnl

Kli'ltiiiunil,

Dir.:

.

Tlieiilre.

Va'i''.

WM. MORRIS

'.

:

.
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Lou Walters on the Spot

in Detroit

As Series of Events Snags New Cafe

C0N0VER GUESTER WITH

'Hoppy' Jones, Bass Of

BERLE CUES VAUDE ACT

Inkspots, Dies at

When Harry Conover

*

did

.a

47

Nitery Taxes

42

guest

on Milton Berle's" radio pro-:
Of Heart Attack in N.Y.
in
gram, a Conover Cover Girls act
Jones., of the.
Oryilic '"Hoppy''
was unwittingly born. It happened Inkspots. died of -a heart attack ill
Washington, Oct. 24.
through two of his models accomN.Y. Oct,i7.; He was 42;^
.\;.'.in::<vide. the nitery tax .returns
panying him to the radio station,
Jones, -who. sang bass with;'.the
v. Inch
intrigued Marty Goodman ofAugust, first dip * since
Soots, helped organize the i-ctinsnme dived- m
the Morris agency to put together on
in )»:i4. when he came to N. Y, from
iii'ailer rates were instituted April
act of this. type.. ••
the midwest where he d been with Uncle Sam's August take-.- a as a fat,
Pat Powers. Jewel O'Hara and
Rifts worked round 'S4.1BS.23S. which' neve; tbeless
the Four. Rift Bros
M.ckoy Ames are the. three Gphov.w
vvith'-thetsto Fills Waller and it was Aid oft sharply, from the figure of
beauts who broke in, their' act in
W.'llci
'„''
who nicknamed Jones tile- piovipus month, the iccordHaittoid tins week.
Hoppy.' monicker coming from a. n; caking $5,222,678; according to Incomedy part Jones played in. the terna) Revenue Bureau figures,.'.:
band's, stage and radio shows.. He'd
.Business '.apparently- Was very good
been a hoofer, before- turning v.oeaf- in the Broadway sector-,- yvitli- the dip
Harry Howard Wins
i'4 working in valid e. circuses, carnioccurring out ih the. sticks to the
"
v.ils and burlesque..
siu prise of Revenue Bureau people
Verdict by
On

Dipped

.shot

Nov.

)

+

Detroit, Oct. 24.

;

Lou Walters' new Latin Quarter Jennie
Goldstein, Yiddish

,

in Detroit

.

ran into a series of events

week which put

last

on the

.

the night spot

Legit Star, in Cafe Debut

hot' spot.,

Jennie Goldstein, veteran actress
within a span of 24 of Yiddish legit and films, makes her
first New York pro appearance in
hours, included:
Art order from the War Manpower five, years, and her nightclub' debut
Commission that the Latin Quarter as well, when she opens at Roumandischarge 116 ot its 146 employees ian Village, on Broadway, tomorrow
cn charges that they were employed night (26). Miss Goldstein will do
character and comedy songs, in Engviolation of .hiring regulations;;

The

series, all

;

.

in

;

lish.

'.'"':!.;'-

;

••

;f
A charge by the Office of Price
Rest of the. show is. being held
the
swank
that.
Administration
was .charging prices -for over, plus a new. musical director,
nitery
...
drinks in excess of Government ceil- Roy Stevens.
~

.

.;

.

'

ihg s

-

V.'Th'e disappearance, of an employee
with the S7.000 payroll he. was supposed to deposit jn a banki

WMC

Charges -brought: by the
were that, the Latin Quarter had
war
employees, from ." the
hired
plants without statements of avail-,
ubility and that others :were taken
without
restaurants
hotels
and
from
such statements or referrals. Another part of. the complaint was.
that the nitery. had violated a. strict
rule of employing more than 50 male
workers without special permission
of the WMC. Only 10 of the 146 employees of the spot are women,
.

'

The

OPA

in.

IN

of ceilings.
"•«

The

when

violation,
/.

.

SLAYING; FACES 20 YRS.

last' of the treble trouble came
the club appealed to the police

24.

.

Joseph

Hub

Rubin,

was found,

prietor,.

nitery

pror

guilty last

week

.

that the hm'erhwts genreport larger, returns, fur: August. than July:
Returns' lor recent .months are as
follows:—-April. 1st month of the30',

court

jury..

He

faces

a

He

is

possible, 20-y'ear jail sentence.

dto.be comedian Benny Rubin's

brother,'

.•'

,•'•<

:

'

.

recognize the man and thought hewas being held up; claiming he intended only to fire into the ground
to frighten "him away.

•

.',-.

hours

:,-

of jury deliberation during
if it could
properly recommend leniency.
It
was advised that it could not... Bail
was increased to $10,000, and Rubin
will be sentenced next week.
..V;

which the jury asked

S5.085.ti23.

levy

30 to

July

1.

,-V.'

,S4.!I20,«2S:-.

The shift liom a
on nightlife -began
;

.'•'.'
'

•,

-\:.^':

..:

:

Earl Carroll to Recruit

'.

-

'

:

'

Jones was en route to work when
he became ill.— He returned home
For
Talent East,
and died shortly after. Spots' Zanzisalary, is said. to be $3.50(1 weekRevue
City
ly, the major, portion of an 'SS.OOO
around
start
show budget which includes $750 for.
will:
Rehearsals
revue E.ul
Payoff of- amounts due principals Ella Fitzgerald and $600 for Dorothy. Christmas for. American
Carrojl will direct-and-picscnt at the,
V ;v
and chorus of tabloid, version of Donegan.
Published reports as- to the extent Talace of Fine Arts. Mexico City: in•'George White's Scandals" is being
Next month, he will leave
held in abeyance for retabulation by of Jones" family, were many and February
opei-iting
American Guild .of Variety Artists, varied, sOrne listing- him as the Holly w.ctotl.,' ''.whPlT- -Hp -is
for the MexAmounts due are. for longer, .than father of. 11 children and- others* as Irs Iheatie-iestaurant,
father of four.
Actually, he and ican capital, and reheat sals Will start
permitted- layoffs between dates.
*
around the holidays.
Although acts and chorines were his wife had five -children, one /of
Carroll will visit New York also to
under contract to White, latter sez whom died. Widow and the four
he permitted some of the acts to children, ranging in age from three secure, talent and production materials... It .is expected that at least part
/
play dates when unit was laying off to 15, survive:
of the cast will be engaged on the
and that he also paid chorus half'"
'...:'
Coast: •-.'•'.."
CHI CAFE'S NAME SWITCH
salary for layoff periods.
Producer
will forward memoranda to this efChicago, Oct. 24.
fect- to AGVA this week, with talent
Bert Fassio Collapses
The Colony Club, which has had
union sifting claims for final adjusts
Bert Fassio, veteran stock and
a checkered career since reopening
merit this week or next.
v au.de actor, was removed to Metrolast year and has been under several
politan hospital, N, Y-.-i- last week
different managements* changed its after having collapsed in a BroadWalsh's Chi Cafe Dale
Comedian Sammy Walsh inked name over night last week and is way booking agency.
into Rio Cabana, Chicago nitery, now known as the Mocambo.
Illness was diagnosed as 'riervoiir
Nov. 3.
With the change of name spot exhaustion. Condition reported faIn for four weeks, with options
vorable.
went into a nightclub policy.
,

superior

sai

May,

'one, $4,504,352

Juno.

•

:

of manslaughter by a Suffolk county

.said

oi -ally;

.

-,'

;

Local gossip is. that Detroit's other
cabaret owners, upset by the competition they are facing in the' lavish
spot, needled the Government agenbringing quick
action
into
cies
against the new Detroit nitery

who

Squawk

.

Boston, Oct

start looking for Roger Logan,
The bartender's widow has meanwho. vanished with the payroll be- while brought a bill, in equity
fore arriving at the bank..
against Rubin and his Richmond
None of the series of events in- Cafe, Inc., of Boston, and the court
terfered with qperatioii of the nitery. has issued a temporary restraining
doing strong biz since its opening a order preventing Rubin or his nightmonth ago. and with all the Govern- club corporation from disposing of
ment charges still to be countered at the assets. ':"
.-'':>.;
the official hearings.
The verdict followed more than 12

to

.

Jones' death leaves but one origin;'!, member of the
Inkspots. "Billy
Beri's Billing
Kenny Deals Watson- recently quit,
Ben Ben. juggler appearing with ttt be replaced, ov Biljy Bow en and
Han j Howard s vaude.-unil "Hooiay Charlie .Kuqua is
the
Arm-v
has lost a billing dis- Latter
tor the Gills
was replaced by Bi'i-nic
pute to the producer,
American Mackey. Joii'es was/regarded astbe'
Guild of Variety Artists, ordering spark-plug of the act
Moe Gale, who has managed the
Beri to withdraw his notice and fulfill contract.
act since it;- was formed, is auditionBen. had claimed Howard had not ing. for Joiles'vuu.esso!
Now at the
lived up to contract on billing, his Zanzibar, the Spots are working as
'
'-:
act;
\ : a trio until the npw man !^ cl o-.cn.
1
-

Rubin Was charged with having
shot and killed a bartender in a disbringing its citation pute on the sidewalk in front of his
whisky, three of nifeiy.
Rubin testified he did not
sold, in

,
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listed Six kinds, of
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AGVA SIFTS PAYOFF
ON WHITE'S 'SCANDALS'
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JOHN HOYSRADT
Starring In

"AUTUMN REVUE"

EMPIRE ROOM
PALMER HOUSE, CHICAGO
"Thoto who attended opening-night performances were
back in their chairs by the mirth-provoking John
Hoysradt. Ha does a smooth, easy job, doesn't try to
force hit humor, has top-rate material and is therefore
a comedian of the first order. One of the most novel
acts we have seen is Mr. Hoysrodt's 'Show-Off In a
Night Club."

"John Hoysradt, who is making hit second Empire
Room appearance, hai brought back portraits that rang*
from the gentile to the brutal and from the mirthful to

set

the. melancholy. Hit piano impression of the coronation
of Franz Joseph of Austria In 1848 it greot."

William Leonard,

Chicago Journal

of

Pence James, Chicago Daily News

Commerce

the revue one
In his friendly conversation he
of informality.
covers a multitude of characters we might meet In
everyday life."

"Hoysradt makes

"Hoysradt. closing the show, hos 'em guffawing
most of the time, with usual artistry and finesse for
solid

returns."

'..,.'.":.

•'''

'

Morg, ''Variety"

his

pretence

in

"Outstanding kit of the show is John Hoysradt.
whose satires send the oudlance into hysterics
through a routine superbly done."

Nat Green, Billboard

Charlie Dawn,

Chicago Herald-American
"John Hoysradt a year ago established himself at one
cf the Empire Room's all-time favorites and his reception
this time assures him continued tenure in that lofty petition. Hit wit is as sharp at ever, hit sense of satire at

"New revue excels Impire Room's best. Carmen
Cavailaro and John Hoysradt form a >tor combination of
the first magnitude. Hoytrddt't is o top- act in the field
of fmprettion, o foet that did not escape the capacity
opening-night crowd."

Henry

T.

Murdoch, Chicago Sun

a fine edge."
i

Will Davidson, Chicago Tribune

FEATURED OPPOSITE TALLULAH BANKHEAD IN "PRIVATE LIVES"—Stamford, June. 1944
FEATURED IN MUSICAL COMEDY "ALLAH BE PRAISED"— New York. April. 1944
Management:— MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA— New York, Chicago, Hollywood
,
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Wednesday, October 25, 1944

48
toured major vaude circuits in his

own

Variety Bills

acts.

ORVILLE ("HOPPY) JONES

wars— for past half century he was
actor, master of ceremonies, wit, and
veteran of eight wars. His service

CHARLES E.BLANEY
Charles E. Blaney, 78, author-producer of a long list of melodramas,

WEEK OF OCTOBER

Orville ("Hoppy") Jones, one of
the Ink Spots, died in N. Y. Oct. 17.
Further details in the Music Section.

Nomeralt

connection wtlb

In

whether

:-.

J. Wesley Hamer, 70. at one time
included Latin-American revolutions,
Randolph
William
to
"More to Be Pitied Than
secretary
the Boer, Spanish-American, World
Scorned" and "King of the Opium War I, 'first as member of the Hearst, died Oct. 21 at Douglas

full

IIOLYOKK
Valley Arena
3 Wilson Sis
Ted Cialr t'o

including

died at his home in New
He had
Canaan, Conn., Oct. .21,
retired from show business several
years ago to manage his realty holdings, mostly in Connecticut.

Ring."

Princess Pats and
<•

staged and refereed first
boxing shows -in Paris during

He

;

AEF
last

to this country
Travellater to make lecture tour.
ing in trailer he took along Ernie
Carr and Little Billy.

NEIJ. BRIXKI.EY

tre in Clairton, Pa., died in

y„

N,

Oct. 21.

KttKlislv

KOCH KtyT F.R

(-•«)

Xoew'8

Bob

Stl-onic OreKlla Mae Morse
Johnnie- Johnston
Arlene Francis '.'.
.
Stale (20)
Will Osborne Ore
lie .Marcos

<28>

;

--.;,'.

'--.

'

Her lacey drawings

had appeared in N. Y. Journal,' and
biz at 21 as had been syndicated' for'.year's;
Railroad Ticket."
She began drawing her distinctive
proa
become
to
He gave up acting
-boy rand-girl pen and ink sketches at
ducer, writing many of the plays he age of 15 on the Denver Post. They
[
produced and developing formidable 'were sufficiently distinctive to atWilLottie
as
such
stars
boxoffice
tract attention of the late Arthur
Harry Clay Blaney W.s Brisbane, who brought, her to N. Y.
liams,
brother), Fiske O'Hara, Irish tenor
Her Brinkiey Girl" had been repro
the Russell Brothers and others. In dttceol in several Broadway musicals
Spooner,
Cecil
married
he
1909.
ala the "Gibson Girl" of an earlier
':'•'''
who
family
'.'•"
Spooner
the
member of
v.- ;;'
era.'-'
:
had operated dramatic stock for sevBijou
old
the
at
generations
eral
DAVID LARDNER
He built the
.Theatre. Brooklyn.;
David Lardner,' son of the late
Lincoln Square and Cecil Spooner
humorist. Ring Lardner, was killed
theatres in N. Y„ both of which
the Western Front recently, when
operated with stock and traveling on
a jeep in which he and another war
shows Until sold to film interests.
correspondent, Russell Hill of the
Blaney's prolificacy as playwright N. Y. Herald Tribune, ran 'over a
of
and producer won him title
German mine. Lardner, 25, was cor"King of the Melodramas" at the respondent for the New Yorker mag,
turn of the century. Among his out- and had been overseas but a few
standing productions were "Across
months. Another Lardner son, James,
brother,
the Pacific," starring his
also a correspondent, was killed in
Harry Clay Blaney, and latter's wife. the Spanish Civil War.
Kitty Wolfe: "The Millionaire's ReSurviving are two brothers, John,
Harry
famous
venge." based on the
also a newspaper mail, and Ring, Jr.,
"The
Thaw-Stanford White tragedy;
writer in Hollywood; his widow,
Boy Behind the Gun" and "Mr. film
the former Frances Chaney, radio
I
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l'.ops

* Bouie

llllle-

IV'i'oole

Calta Bros*

Ne\v.r«rk (2;-2!»)
Frank MnrlowAhl.honv a- Rogera

CHK AUO

:

.'I

BcKill
<»

l

Blarney From Ireland," starring
Fiske O'Hara. There, were hundreds
of

Upon

others.

melodrama

collapse

circuit.

of

actress,

the

I

Marion It Litton
Hal r.OBoy

RKO

V

.

co-owner of

Cat.

of the theatres.

<'OI. I
I'lihiee

.

&

V.aUlrop

Jimmy Burns

Oav"

'

Ijee

Gay

later wrote and produced numerous
•eiials and action features,

land."

He was

aiid

a

of

Louis

of

ASCAP,
funeral

.'•

.-..'

Surviving are- his widow, mother
and " lster

At various times he was associated
Richard Bennett, 72, veteran star
With the Pacific Studios, Hal Roach
of stage and screen, died in Los Anand King Vidor. After a long; film
Funeral services were

gel'cs, Oct. 21.
expedition in Far Eastern jungles
held yesterday (Tuesday! at noon in
hi 1928 he lost his savings in a baiik
All Saints Churcii, Beverly Hills,
,
failure and tpek up a caree. of
intermeht at Forest
h
lance writing
n Cemetery, Glendale. Remains
0 scwpU
credited with more than 500
relnovc d to family plot
Three years ago he joined the war at Old Lyme, Mass..
•".;
'.;
;.
effort as production manager of the
Further details in Legit section.
Technical Oil Tool Co., a post he
.
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PARAMOUNT BUILDING

CALIFORNIA BANK BLOC

Dunham Ore
1 .nlu
Bates
Waiter Dine Wahi:
The Ba irdtf •

flay Mclntyre Ore
Willis

Konny

I'aliKH (2t)
.Mi Inly re Ore

t'arnny

tk

&

T.loyil

I'earl }lailoy

Willi's

v';.-

-

Miltlreil- Bailey,

.Mai> in

Hazel Scott
tlene Kield Tiio
.Tlnunv Havo'

Al

died

of

I5d

.

GRIFFITH

D.

MORRIS

Cleveland

in

<:;«o

Kathleen

died

Read Coontz,

Oct.

17

in.

57;

Char'

..

i

,

i

:

;.:..;';.,.
D. C.; where she was a member of age rule,
the George Washington Bi-CentenIBANK A. MILTON
nial Commission and a member of
conthat
In
Milton. 62, vaude perstaff.
Frank
A.
play
writing
the.
nection she wrote four pageants, in- iormeiv died at- Welby, Colo., Oct.
eluding "George; Washington Re- 16. Milton was 'on Orpheum circuit
on
internationally
years
.with a rube act, thenturns." produced
for 15
the anniversary of George Washing- operated the Rivoli in Denver, was
ton's 200lh birthday. She also wrote manager of other .houses, and at time
produced the Maryland Tercen- of death was manager of the Alpine.
ternary Pageant produced in 1934 in Survived by Widow and mother.
Maryland as "The Magic Weed."
:
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Capt. Patrick Irving O'Hay, 74.
*ied at his ranch in Taos, New MexOne of most colorful
ico, Oct. 18.
figures in show business, sports and
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MARRIAGES
Helen Brooks
Wise,

Wise

S.

to

James Waterman

UatiJiu

.luey

I'aul

•
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Weal
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MllHio Hull
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Circuit.
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BIRTHS
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Mr... and Mrs. jack Allen, son,
N. Y., last week. Mother is Betty
Kent, partnered with husband, in

Way

1

;

homeoffice.

and
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James

Mrs,
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Mr. and Mrs. Lou Gerard, daughter. New York, Oct. 17.
Father is
with 20th-Fox exploitation dept. at

'

tins

-,\l:i I'll-fi

H'-Uy
in s
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Hatnlia (.liJls
Abe l.ymaii Ore
.loel ILViron Oro
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Betty Ann Niinltil
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Alh-liafl

Mrs. Johnny Thompson,
Bordentown, N. J.
Father is
Blue network and nitery singer.'
Or. and Mrs. -Maurice' R. Falstein.
daughter, Chicago. Oct. 12
Mother
.Lynn. Chalmers,
is
WBBM staff

Mr.
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Aldrich. son/j
Hollywood, Oct, 17. Father is screen
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singer.
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Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
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LOW, HITE and STANLEY

Kohn. Memphis, Oct. 14. Groom is
general manager of Malco Theatre
.
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Mary Jane Yeo.
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Hai Nixon
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Ktcildy Slack Ore
ltr*i
y .laii^ -Sniii h

Council
America.
Mary Eaton Emery to Eddie Laughton, Los Angeles. Oct. 16. Bride was
Mary Eaton of "Ziegfeld Follies":
groom is a screen actor.,
Mrs, George Goldsmith to Herbert

i

Tari "V'ance
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'
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he's

Ore

OibalHtleii
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Kurle
Roxyettes.

Johnny Ricliunls Or
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Jerri Bla nehai'd
Atar-sba Kent
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Duuliani Ore
Niclutlas Hios

S'Htriy

She's legit
N. Y.
son of Rabbi Stephen.
and research director of
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Intolerance
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Isabelle Battler, 60, mother-in-law
of Lou Costeilo, died Oct. 18 in Van
Nuys, Cal.

EDWARD E.
daughter,
Hollywood.
Oct. .19.
Edward E. (Ted) EVans, 65, died Mother is Donna King, of the singhome in. Canton, O. ing King Sisters.
Formerly was a dancer with George
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Peter Freeman,
(Honey Boy) Evans and other min- daughter, N, Y., Oct. 9. Father writes
strel .troupes and for several seasons "Superman'' rad io program.
Oct. 16 at his

iiy
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nil. in

his apartment in Cleveland Oct. 20.
Police said He apparently died of natural causes.
and
i.
Formerly leader of his own outfit,
playwright
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a
Coontz
Mrs.
pageant producer, and long a presi- he. had been recently discharged
the Army because ot.the overiroin
Washington.!
of
resident
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Griffith Davis Morris. 46, drumraerMRS. KATHLEEN READ COONTZ and bandmaster, was found dead in
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Richard T. Robinson,
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-Winler Wonder-
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61, theatre
builder, died Oct. 17 in San Diego
after a three-year illness. He erectarid
El Cortheatre
Orpheum
ed the
tez hotel in that city.

Felix Bernard, 47, songwriter, died
Oct. 20 in Los Angeles after a long
illness.
Best known of his many
were "Dardanella" (with
tunes

services.
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CITY

Wild

*

Harold Willard

Charles Rector, 31, midget and musician, died of a heart attack at the
conclusion of a stage performance at
Oklahoma City on Oct. 11. He had
been making a tour of army camps
with Rose's Royal Midgets.; '..:.-;

had

terday

BERNSTEIN

.

;
'•'

lo

Frank Borden
Pivyson Tie Ore
Nino -Morales Bd

BJtHet Gilbert
.loan Reilly

'.•';

Another son, Jess Randolph, former
singer currently in the Army, and a
daughter, Sylvia, survive her. ,
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NEW YORK
nay VOn

Bill's
|

played in stock and
Ore
Marllia Tilton.
Bernle Cumuli hS Or
Survived by widow, Cecil Spooner vaudeville with her daughter, Doris
Walter KilSaoh
The Kemys
Blaney, and four /children by an Hardy, and at one time was advance
earlier marriage, including Harry agent for Julia Marlowe, and also
Clay Blaney, producer of "Meet a did press work for Alia Naiimova.
Bierly,
a
clown
48,
Adam
George
Body," now at the Forrest, N. Y..
the
under
services
Funeral
and a brother, Harry Blaney, of auspices of the Actors' Fund were With the Hagenback-Wallace Circus
for 26 years, died Oct. 20 at Waco,
Hollywood.
held at Cooke's Chapel, N. Y., yes'
Texas.
l*ITTSKrK<;M
XKW YOKK <ITV
;.'.;..
..'..;...'
'.24i.
Isadore Bernstein, 68. builder- of
Universal City and one of Holly-]
wood's pioneers, died Oct. 18 at his
Hollywood home after a heart, attack. His film business career started
in 1910 with the late Carl Laemmle's
Imp company, and a few years later
he persuaded Laemmle 'to buy the
ranch which is now Universal City.
There he functioned for a number
of years as general manager and

Ore

iJTxlietl

(One

':.

j

Mary Silverstein. 55. mother
Hank Syivern, musical director ot
WINSj N. Y., died Oct. 18 in N. Y-

.

She

Mai
l.nls

;

Tony Paslor Bd
Bert Wheeler

•

•

Mrs.

;

;

I'atsy Kefly

(2»)

.Malison

'"'.-''

.

of

Helene' Hardy Perry, 80, retired
actress died in New York, Oct 20.

•
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(Slat only)

Kit*

(iSS)

; i

Annabelle lfiU

widow of John P. Rennie, founder of the circuit. Surviving is her
son, John P. Rennie, Jr., operator

HELEN II HARDY PERRY

Blaney operated

stock in his own theatres for a while.
When the popularity of that show
business faded, he retired.
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the Rennie theatre chain, died Oct.
18 in
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Weber

a sister.

(27-20)

The HoughLOns

'

'

"

Metruixilit'n

•'

Coston. Warners

•

I'ROVIDWNCK

.

:

Paramount

Sadel, for 17 years
secretary of the Capitol theatre,
died last week
Washington, D. C
at Doctors' hospital in that city, She
was wife of David A. Sadel. now in
the Army. She is also survived by

Irene

(20)
;'.':'

,

NOttFOI.lt \
(One to fill)
Center (2«)
Sl'ltlNfiFIKI.n
Renee *.. Itusaelt
Ct. Suuare (20-29)
Alan A tltes
V I.ulu
Bates
l.ani .Mc'lntire Of0
Btfrhs. : & Kvetrn
I'ATKRSON
Olli'e Franks
Mnjeafie (20-2D)

Capital (SO)
Bin rkstone
Bob Fuller Co
.

'I'lie'

Mrs. John 6'Corinelt. 76. died Oct.
20 in Chicago. She was 'the .mother
of Harry O'Connell. of Warners service department; of William O'Conmanager of the Highland
nell,
Theatre and Mrs. Louise Coston.
wife of James E.
Chi zone managed

till)

Olrve. White
Sid JUjirion Co '
Capt; Heyer; * 1 ibrsa

Chariot ie l^ayn*

WASHINGTON

thea-

•'

('Hrniliii

Arthur I.oFlenr C»'

Tv.etle

Sammy Kaye'Orc
Paul Wini'Jielt

England

suffered in action

His father. John J.
France.
veteran Pittsburgh exhib,
him in. death by six
preceded
,'•'-':•',
months.

Nell Brinkiey. 58. artist-creator of
"the Brinkiey Girl" and. widow of
Bruce McRae, Jr., son of the actor of
same name, died at New Rochelle,

I

TttRK CITY Hay

Capitol

in

Blaney entered show

.

NEW

Schultz.

theatres

actor-author of

wounds

as result of

to

AlhtntH (20)
Ada. T.eonard .Ore
Willie Howard

:

till)

PIMI.AIIRM-IIIA
;

NKW'AKIi '•;;

.

I

amassed a sizable fortune, most 6f
which he invested in real estate and

Monarch

of the

Henry Schultz

•'

I

(Three to

(29)
'

Howard Ore

lilddia
t'l'liree

Sgt. Adolpta Schultz, 31. brother of

Private funeral serv.ces weie held
yesterday (Tuesday >, followed b intermcnt at Forest La \vn Cemetery,
Glendale, Calif. Widow survives.
..See Joe Laurie on Page 81

,

chain of theatres
Newark.
in New York. Brooklyn,
Baltimore. Philadelphia and New
Orleans. In addition, he ran a stock
company as proving ground for
hopeful actors who often graduated
to casts of his traveling shows.
Through his various enterprises he

own

Loew

He had been with
Manor, L. I.
Hearst for more than 25 years successively, as political writer and
drama editor. Resigned some years
ago and at time of death was with
public relations department of borough of Queens.

staff

war and returned

Blaney had been one of the most
on the old Stair
& Havlin pop-priced legit circuit.
At times, he had as-" many as 10 or Id
He also held
loop.
that
on,
shows
considerable, stock in the circuit and

proline producers

rated his

on the

Pershing

,

I

later

!T

below Indicate opening day •! show
or ipllt week.

bills

Congo

.

Alfred Seville

IContinued on page 54)
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Strand, N. Y.
Les Brown Orch (17) with Doris
Day, Butch Stone, Gordon Drake,
Randy Brooks, Dick Shanahan; Sue
Ryan, Danny Drayson; "The Conspirators" (WB), reviewed in "Va.

riety" Oct. 18, '44.

v

;

Les Brown's heply arranged band
of 17 pieces including himself, plus
added acts in comedienne Sue Ryan

and Danny Drayson, eccentric hoofer,
gives out with an entertaining show
currently. Of course, it's the Brown
outfit that garners the major interest,
both from the name standpoint and
also because of the playing values.
Add to this the expert staging. ;,'.'/
Maestro remains modest and selfan occasional turn at
and his band of four
trombones, four trumpets, piano, bass,
effacing, with
the clarinet,
five

sax and drums

is

equally facile

on both sweet and swing, with arrangements that are dominating
throughout.

Of the Brown specialists, it remains for Butch Stone, sax, to
garner the! major response with his
nifty rhythm song deliveries and bits
of business. Stone with the right material might be able to step out on
his own as a comedian; Doris Day, a
blonde looker, and Gordon Drake,
baritone, are the orch's vocalists. It's
gal, however, with her looks,
mainly,
who's
right
down the
whistler's alley, though her singing
style anc) voice are acceptable on
their own. Drake is inclined to be
the'

one of those wavering baritones who
lacks the throb of a Sinatra but is
adequate for the show's needs. Other
specialties with the band are those
by Dick Shanahan, drums, and
Handy Brooks, trumpet. V V
Miss Ryan is doing special-material
songs from the "Ziegf eld Follies," in
which she was featured on Broadway
s

recently until its close, and she remains a bright comedienne. Drayson
1

is a comedy hoofer who seems to be
copying Bill Robinson in several of
his steps, and some of his talk material is pretty familiar, too.
Has
good delivery, however.
Kahn.
,

Adams, Newark
Newark, Oct. 19.
Louis Prima Orch (16), Charlie
Kennedy, Lily Ann Carroll. Tony
Russo; Mack & Desmond, Git Maison,
Ella Mae Morse; "Delinquent Daughters"
PRC).
i

Louis Prima's lively crew, smartly
garbed in red jackets and black
trousers, plus three boffo acts, provide a standout show. Band registers
heavy, aided by Prima's trumpet and
vocaling of "Chinatown," "Robin
Mood,'' and "Angelina." Latter tune,
featuring names of Italian dishes,
yields hefty prolonged applause and
several encores. Clever routine has
Prima and Tony Russo carrying on
an argument via trumpets. Maestro

also teams
with Lily
•

up for

clowning

effective

Ann

Carroll through "I
Had The Craziest Dream." Chantoosy has powerful but tuneful
pipes.
.

act of Mack and Desenlivened by former's dead-

Tap terping

mond

is

pan takeoff of piano virtuosos, during which the lad unveils some brilliant pianology.
Gil Maison, with a

monkey, three chihuahuas, and an
EnKlish'mastiff which he's breaking
in. puts on a socko animal act with
lively patter.
Jitterbugging by the
simian gets the rugcutters in the audience, but solid, and reveals some
adept training by Maison,
Ella Mae Morse warms up with
"Hot Time in Berlin," gets plenty
patticakes on "Patticake Man," and
encores with her "Cow Cow Boogie"
number. Biz good Thursday after-

noon

Colt.

119).

Capital,

Wash.

Washington, Oct. 19.
Macs. De Maarlos, Dick
;

Merry
Leslie,

Lynn

Alison,

Mitt

Slosser,

Sam Jack Kaufman's House Orch;
"Waterloo Bridge" (M-G) ,,:..,'' ;'.-•
.

HOUSE REVIEWS
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but they need songs that do them
justice. Their top offering is a duet

have seen belter days
punches them over okay.
Buck & Bubbles, Harry Cool, the
that clicks heavily.
Holmes and Jean, girl and boy, have
Reddingtons i3), Don
Hale Hamilton, "Jr., aided by his with Winnie Walsh; McGrane orch a striking novelty, vfth the male
"The Story of
sister, who is unbilled, works hardDr. Wassell"
(Par); reviewed in Half doing some clever cigaret tricks
and earns bra vos with his balancing "Vane!)/" April
when he isn't showing some Grade A
26. '44.
on the unicycle and juggling;
legmania. Dotty Saulters is a cuteZiggy Talent wows the customers
Tepid, conventional stage fare on as-a-button vocalist who was obviwith his comedy songs, "Sam, You the whole, this bill
plays poorly for ously raised on Mexican jumping
Made the Pants Too Long," and his the most part though
enlivened oc- beans and Calloway's carrying six
act from the flicker, "Meet the Peocasionally by standard
individual sepia beauties labeled the Cabalettes
ple," in which he portrays an acute
for a couple of chorus interludes.
bits.
It lacks speed, names, warmth
case of "ants in the trousers."
Dancing doesn't make much differand color.
Biz big at the show caught.
Opens
with the Reddingtons, neat ence, they're a neat flash and permit
.'.-.. :'•'...;"•.;'*.;
Liiiz.
trampoline turn, followed by Harry Cab to get in some good licks. Show
Cool, vocalist. Buck and Bubbles, has Lavilla and her boogie-woogie
sock comedy terp and singing team, harp billed but she didn't put in an
Chicago, Chi
are in the. trey spot. Their standard appearance at getaway performance
and nothing was said about her ab-.
colored act clicks.
Chicago Oct. 21.
Cohen.
Don McGrane orch, from the Latin sence.
Paul Draper,- Susan Miller, Pat
Quarter, N. Y!, nitery, which fills in
Henning, Jansleys (4). Lou Breese
between
turns,
is
distinguished
Orphenln L. A.
v
Orch (15); "The Impatient Years"
'''.
chiefly for unappealing orchestraAngeles.
Oct.
18.
Los
(Col).
tions.
Musical aggregation needs
with
Vanities,"
"Earl
Carroll's
special material if it is to be used Wiere Brothers (3), Eddie Rio. Dave
Making his first theatre appearance as a stage band. Even a medley of & June Hacker. Park & Clifford,
since returning from a USO tour, Irving Berlin turves is not presented Jimmy Vey, Kathryn Dumont, line
Paul Draper is pleasing all patron to advantage. The difference which (18); Pit Band
(11); "That's'
tastes by wisely mixing his routines
better arrangements could make is Baby" (Rep).
and running the gamut from boogie briefly demonstrated when Buck
woogie to more brilliant classical scores with "You Know That I
This latest Earl Carroll unit tops
balletap.
Assisted by Arthur Fer- Know." numoer which the orch pre- any
of his recent entries for vaudrante at the piano, he gives them a viously played, in boogie woogie
filrn houses;
Package shapes up as
boogie woogie, to open, follows with style. Winnie Walsh, with the band, entertainment with
plenty to sell.
a nifty jig tap to a 1735 tune, then sings "I'll Get By" and "White
Split into 11 numbers, four of which
a sock niterpretive number based on Christmas."
are production pieces featuring scant
American folk tunes and closes with
Harry Cool, introduced as a CBS costumes and 18 lookers, show
a pot-pourri including waltzes, St. vocalist, is at his best with "Hot stresses comedy and curves all- the
Louis Blues, a Lindy hop, a bit of Time in Town of Berlin" and "Gon- way.
'"
'"';'.;
-,'
Ravel's "Bolero," and others to solid na Dance With a Dolly." Cool regisUsual type of Carroll intro, sung
ers neatly on the whole.
hit.
by Kathryn Dumont, gets "Vanities"
Stage presentations are shorter underway, opener being production
Show opens with "Gonna Dance'
With a Dolly," played by the Lou than usual, comprising but four acts, bit featuring 12 chorus and six show
Breese orchestra, on stage, followed obviously due to the long running cuties weaving patterns on the dark
by the Jansleys with their usual fast time of "Dr. Wassell," which is, of stage with lighted canes. Eddie Rio,
Mori.
line of risley work. Breese works course, sturdy screen fare.
comic and emcee, is on next for
in a couple of tricks for comedy
round of gags and comedy dance
effect and act closes with sock trick
er, K. C.
r
steps. Park and Clifford, clever hand
of two men passing each other in
Kansas City, Oct. 20.
balancers, do some muscular super-,
midair to big. returns.
\
Faith Bacon, Julio & Jean Tudels, maning that also pleases.
Susan Miller, recently at the Chez Carr & Ormond, Nee Wong, Jerry
Second production turn brings the
Paree. puts over the "Trolley Song," Mueller, Tower Orch (9) uiith Les gals back. Femmes are attractively
"Together," flashes a mirror on sev- Harding; "Atlantic City" (Rep) and garbed and show precision in dance,
eral men in the audience as she sings "Prairie Chickens" (Rep).
all calculated to catch the eye. Num"Pretty Baby," and winds up with
ber segues into Dave and June Hacka new calipso tune. "Rum and Coca
Faith Bacon and her fans are back er's maniac ballroom terping, in
Cola."
Attractively
gowned she at the Tower this week headlining a which male smoothly handles screwmakes a swell appearance and gar- smartly paced •show which runs 40 ball comedy and the gal gives the
ners nice hand.
minutes and rates high in entertain- oglers an eye-ful. Team works bePat Henning registers for tops with ment values. Rahn Ormond doubles fore the mike with Rio for encore,
his chatter, mimicry and comedy an- as m.c.
also good for hearty laughs.
tics.
Morg.
Wiere Brothers are top comics of
House orch opens show with "Salt
Water Cowboy," and Les Harding, the show, selling big with their
front man, does the vocal in his lusty whimsy in funning with violins, hat
1IKO, Boston
baritone to win good applause. Julio gag and dance. Latter is best and
Boston, Oct. 20.
& Jean Tudels, Brazilian terpers, could have run longer since this trip
Sonny Dunham Orch with Lulu offer routine of South American step- is hard to beat for eccentric stepping.
Bates,
Tommy Randall, Caroline ping. Jerry Mueller, marimba player Rio, backed by four pseudo vocalists,
Grey; Bill & Cora Baird, Walter and "Discovery Night" winner, taps gives a hilarious satire on Frank SiDare Wdhl; "Music in Manhattan" out "A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody" natra while the singing is done by
and "Deep Purple" to hefty ap- a recording. Gag is a sure-seller.
(RKO).
Third production piece is a Mexican
plause.
Nee Wong, Chinese songster, opens number with Wieres in femme garb
First new stage show at the RKO
with "Sweet Sue," follows with "Pa- joining the frolic, winding up with
since "Wilson" came in three weeks
per Doll' and"Pistol Packin' Mama," a blackout bit with Hacker. Jimmy
ago with Stan Kenton's band finds
Vey, tapster and xylophonist, pleases
Sonny Dunham taking the house for and gets away after a bit depicting with both. Turn is interspersed with
how Chinese and American men
a solid sesh of jam, jive and jump,
blackout gag in which Rio aids.
,.•';.;'
and the customers like it mighty fine. dance.
Finale goes patriotic with entire
Faith Bacon, working on a dark
Only two specialties to fill out, but
stage
with
side-lighting,
moves troupe on stage to salute flags of the
both are socko, so it adds up.
United Nations, winding up with Old
Band overtures with "Poinsiana" through her one number with ease Glory for excellent closer. Miss Duand
grace. Payees gave her a warm
at high pressure and follows with
mont pipes the salute tune, making
"Begin the Beguine" in a sharp ar- reception at show caught.
Carr & Ormond close with comedy bows to China, Russia and England.
rangement. Caroline Grey next with
Brog.
biz involving take-offs on various
"Sam's Got Him" and "Is You Is."
"names," with a bit of hoofing
for a nice reception.
Tommy Ran- radio
Earl.
Karlc.
dall,
who has a good voice but for getaway.
Wally West. Adele Parrish, the
schmaltzes it a little too. much; docs
Flames, Tori- Vance, Ro.ryedes. Jo
Hipp. Balto
"It Could Happen to You" and "I'll
Lonibardi's House Orch; "The ConBaltimore, Oct. 22,
Be Seeing You," also for a click, and
Bert Wheeler & Co. (4), Alan spirators." (WB).
Lulu Bates wows with "A Good
Man," "St. Louis'-. Blues," a patriotic Ames, Jean Parker, Venus Ramey
Adele Parrish. versatile mistress of
(Miss
America 1944), Renee & Rusmedley and other tunes. Meanwhile
Dunham fools around smartly on the sell, Felice, lula house orch (12); ceremonies, holds this miniature revue together nicely. Tees off with
trumpet and the trombone backed up "Music in Manhattan" (Col).
accordion solo of "Poet and Peasant,"
by ace playing from the band.
Nice vaude layout emceed by Alan switching to a violin for "Star Dust,"
Bill and Cora Baird, now standard
and highlighted by Bert Then introduces The Flames, classy
with their, cute puppetry, draw warm Anies
reception, and Walter "Dare" Wahl Wheeler and Jean Parker from the skating act.
Wally West scores with impersonawows with the comedy acrobatic films. Renee and Russell, mixed
trampoline
His takeoff on a Lithuanian
duo: send matters off to tions.
stuff to draw neatest single kudos of
the show. Moves along crisply and a good start, which holds pace with who won the sweepstakes speaking
Ames taking hold for a good spot for the news reel, is a.gem of satire,
totes up to a well-balanced band
show.
Biz was offish at opener. of comic impressions and vocalizing. Tari Vance contribs agile tap solos,
Venus Ramey, Washington gal backed by Roxeyettes on stilts for
"Wilson" having evidently broken up
who won the Atlantic City pageant classy ensemble number.
Arke.
the habit of the faithful.
Elie.
title of "Miss America of 1944," is
next, and contributes a brace of
vocals and a bit of rhumba, enough
Circle, Indpls. v
to show off a nice figure and pleasWillkie Plan

State,

-\.

Y.

he

Louisville, Oct. 20.

Peter Lorre, with Marcella HenRichard Gordon. Delorit

dricks,

Evers, Southern- Sisters,
Rogers;
"San Fernando
(Rep).;
,

:

,

Peter Lorre, screen menace, and

•

chatter with Marcella Hendricks, in
the style of an interview by a news-

paper sob

sister.
Follows up with
"Man with the Glass
Head," for bbff applause. His material is solid and patrons liked him
immensely.
Opening turn, the Southern Sis-

,

monologue

•

.

•

•

'

'.'•:';

,

ters, aero dancers, register strongly
with their gracefulness.
»
Next on for a group of wellchosen vocals is Richard Gordon,
tenor.
Gordon also m.c's the show.
His forte is light opera airs and
semi-pops.
Does a neat job on
"Great Day," "I'll Be Seeing You*'
"Donkey Serenade," "Irish Lullaby,"
and closes with "Last Time I Saw
Paris." Won a swell hand.
Deloris Evers contribs slick tightr
wire turn.
Tiny miss performs
barefoot, does her rhythmic movements whilst balancing on the wire,
for splendid applause returns.
Baro & Rogers, dance team, start
out as a McCoy ballroom pair, but
then go satirical for solid hit.
Biz good at show caught Friday
;',.

-

,

'20).

acts.'

<•'•'«

•••:'...

"Georgia,"

;

"•«

i

'

•'

,'.

•'

;.

\

sepia singer, puts over

"Find

What

Out

He

nized gestures and facial expressions
Danny Kaye's record of
"Dinah," the "Sow Song" by Cyril
Smith and Bonnie Baker singing
"You'd Be Surprised" earns hefty

to records.

palmwhacking.
"Blind Date" stage version (New
Acts), with Joy Hodges keeping
things moving, gets fair applause.
''
';.:
More.
;

;

,

,'.

;

'

'

'

'..;

New Act

'

Wash.

"BLIND DATE"
Drama
'

40 Miiis.
Oriental, Chicago
In its present form the stage Version of the Hind's-sponsorcd radio
show is too long and too slow. Its
success depends, for the most part,

'

on emcee keeping
.

impresses those
cial

who

see

it,

with spe-

in
Maxine (Moore),
girl formerly one of Phil

interest

home town

vacious

which, combined with the
seem quite sure
an affected performance.
Act follows the format of the radio
version, with six uniformed men
competing for dates with three girls.
They're interviewed by Miss Hodges
and then phone the girls hidden
from their view on the other end of
the stage, for dates.
"Blind Date" angle, of course, is
that phone users can't see each other
fact that she doesn't
of herself, results in

and G.I.s have to depend on fast
line of chatter to convince femmes
of their personality, affability, good
looks, etc. Laughs depend on ad lib
capabilities of participants who can

,

be seen and heard by payees.

complete Spitalny's thrushes.
The tall, conLord." tralto, a good looker,
sings a medley
Arke.
of tunes from "Oklahoma" and another
of
sophisticated
favorites,
mostly Cole Porter, with plenty of
class.

•'••

'J

••

Radio rogues head comedy department; getting hefty laughs with their
take-ofTs on radio commentators, announcers and their impersonations of

everybody from Durante to Sinatra.
Jerry Wald and crew pace a nice Rochelle & Beebe also tickle the cuslineup that registers for good enter- tomers in some screwy variations of
tainment. Band is comprised of six ballroom dancing.
Kinney favors
brass, four saxes; five string and four with "Little Grass Shack." "Hawaiian
rhythm, and jams proceedings with War Chant." and others, doing the
plenty of volume. It's off to a fine vocals while the Aloha Maids swing
start with "Blue Concerto," which is and sway in grass-skirt accompaniohekeroo. Wald contributes several ment. Sammy Makia plays some Isbits on the clarinet which net him
land boogie-woogie soothingly on the
a nice hand.
;.•";.
electric guitar and Leinaala contribThe Wald vocalists, Merry Lane utes a bit of clowning in a hula cos"
and Dick Merrick, have hTce^pipesr tume."'< '-'
•'
Corb.
'

:

;

-';

-

;

At this stand, tieup was made
with the Blackhawk Cafe for evening of entertainment to winners.
Three losers at each show compete
for $3 prize on a string and candy
gag, and mothers of all losers are
sent supply of Hind's hand cream.
Audience was restless at show
caught because of draggy spots, due

ing the dirt about the rest of the
actors is an added highlight and; a
perfect clincher for this setup..

;.- Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Non-fictional material will get an
increasingly heavy play in future
Burm.
Biz very nice.
production at 20th- Fox, according to
Darryl F. Zanuck,' returning from
Stanley, Pitt
"Wilson" preem at Omaha.
the
Pittsburgh, Oct. 20.
Cub Calloway Orch (18), Bill Pointing out the long strides nonBailey. Holmes & Jean, Dotty Saul- fiction has made in the publishing
(6), Lain I la; J. C. field in the last two decades, Zanuck
ters, \Cabaleltes
•.';.;'
Heard, Jonah Jones, Tyree Glenn. declared:
Milton Hinton; "Maisie Goes, to Reno"
."Motion pictures must follow this
''•'•'•'
::'
'M-G)..
v..
trend in order to maintain highest
attention
The
appeal.
audience
Another good Calloway show,. It's
aroused by pictures like "Wilson"
60 minutes of solid cntertainmerit
presided over in his usual fashion by arid Wendell Willkie's book, "One
World," is proof that the public is
El Cab. the man with the baton who
never stands still. This season, the definitely, interested, in' such mahi-de-ho'er is veering a little to' the terial.
However, this type picture
Ellington pattern arid cutting down must be. entertaining as well as edu:
a bit. on the hot stuff.
cational in order to create maximum
Surrounding show's headed by a
Music, too, woven into the
interest.
Calloway perennial, dancing BUI
of the story will help create
Bailey, a pretty, good carbon, of an- thread
\
>;v- ;•
other' Bill, Robinson by name. Some audience appeal."

it moving.
Joy Hodges is no Arlene Francis
(network femmecee), and her great-

est trouble lies in the fact that she
tries too hard to be snappy and vi-

':

.

to the lack of sufficient pacing,

but
on the whole, was okay
with neat applause at curtain.
•
Morg.
reaction,

.

New

':

Likes," "Real Estate Papa" and "Barrelhouse Bessie" in her usual husky

•

Oh

Orleans, Oct. 24.
Jerry Wold Orch
(18), Merry
Lane, Dick Merrick Hale Hamilton,
Jr., Ziggy Talent: "A Wac, a Wave
and a Marine" (Mono). ';•;.•.; »

Ada Brown;

manner for nice hand.
Roy Davis scores with synchro-

.

Charles, N. O.

;•'

Ada Brown,

''

;

Chicago, Oct: 21.
with Joy Hodges,

Date"

Davis, 3 Orantos,

Three Orantos, two men and a gal,
are good opener with top-flight balancing act that garners applause.

!

St.

y -

Stage version of the "Blind Date"
radio show, mistress of ceremonied
by Joy Hodges, gets top billing, this
week, supported by three standard

!

:}).'.':.:.'.• '.:';;"

.

"Ever Since Venus" (Col).

1

i

„'.

.

';

"Blind

Roy

.

Mirandy."
Encore with
change of pace on "It's Me,

.

Oriental, Chi

Indianapolis, Oct. 21.
ful mood with a humorous organalog.
ing personality.
Then with Sam Jack Kaufman's mujean Parker in p.a. looks very well
Ray Kinney Orch, with Maxim,
Continued from page I
sicians on stage; gives way to the De Radio Rogues, Rochelle & Beebe, and gives out with some dramatic
Marios, who contrib graceful ball- Leinaala,
Sammy Makia, Nani. business wrapped around a wartime have created in the world," he said.
room routines to background music Aloha Maids; "Louisiana Hayride" romance to good effect. Wheeler "They have never been shown the
provided by Lynn Allison over loud (Coi)..;. v
takes hold next with his surefire destruction caused by their, armies
speaker. A classy effect.
comedy ably abetted by a good and their air forces. I want to go
Dick Leslie scores in comedy inRay Kinney's soft, undulating mu- straight man' and a mixed brace of right into Germany with such a picterlude, including a television skit sic in the Hawaiian style makes a stooges. Wheeler has the knack and
every ture. I want to show them why they
which gets over for tops.
pleasant change from the hot jive the know-how and he makes
The Merry Macs" are socko, as usually served by stage bands, but laugh count with skillful timing and are to be punished."
usual, with their vocals.
The three output doesn't stampede the crowds pointing. Draws a series of bends
boys and girl open with "California," toward the Circle boxoffice. Show and his stand-by curtain bit of dishTo Go Heavy on Non-Fiction

follow
Blue
with "Pretty Kitty
Eyes," a satire on "Mr. Beebe" and
a hillbilly song, "Pass the Biscuits,

,•

'

Tow

'

|

Milt Slosser sets audience in cheer-

Marmar-

his attractive femme partner
cella Hendricks, provide the

.;"

.

Valley"

quee strength this week, but they've
been surrounded with four good
standard acts, which add up to a
nice smoothly paced bill.
Lerre
opens act with a bit of pleasant

.',

M

4

Baro

.'

•

'••

49

National, L'ville

Of his gags

but

'.;'".• ;'..•'

'".

".

Mercurs'

Pitt Sale

•.''•

Pittsburgh, Oct. 24.

.

;

I

-

j

.

.

,

:

'

Al and Lew Mercur, brothers who
operated niteries here for
nearly quarter of a century, have
sold a big chunk of their prosperous

have

I

I

Music Bar

to

Lou Simon and

will

turn the management of the spot
over to him this winter while they
go to Florida.
Mercurs own a cocktail lounge
down there and are currently dickering for a hotel->apartment site.

.

.

Shows

Plays on Broadway

Mama
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many
tell

such a top-ranking composer-author
duo-ot Richard. Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein, whose "Oklalioma!".
still
the rage, should, step out
is
nianagerialjy with a straight-play
'

.

jllliii.l

(MiM»a

li-iN

nl-is Ciiaiinrrj.
ii lianl, llyil.in

.......

1

Olsen:

l''aiii,.-

,AniW

ivii

tin

brought to Broadway with
ivhat seerned'. a t the premiere, to
have: been even a badly presented
dress rehearsal. It. is cast uiieyenly
and the dialog throughout is almost
being

'
'

.

....

.

'

.

:

'

.

,

lost an opportunity
character and. chastise
an 'inattentive audience. It's a toss
which ol the two handed out the
more caustic tongue-lashings. Mansfield is said, to have invoked the idea',
with Bennett taking it from there. :'
Bennett justified his outbursts by
later explaining that play-acting was
a serious business to hinv and that
actors and audience should not be
subjected to annoyances' of "intelrumpots who could- not
lectual
divorce themselves from barleycorn
juice in time to get to the theatre
before the curtain." He resented giving his best before an inattentive
audience, even if the latter were only
irv minority.
He also was said to
have been instrumental in invoking
rule of no seating of patrons while

performance was
adopted by other

two

cers.

acts.

her mind
Then, too.

Bring Beefs

become a veterinary.
there are a couple of mama's mar-

to

-who aren't allowed to
also a third, a spinster about

sisters
in.

^

is

to

to give Katrin the celluloid
dresser set in the drugstore window
for a sraduation present, and so she

her heirloom, brooch.
When
Katrin gives back the. set and recaptures the spurned brooch, there' is
a touch of. famiij" affection and nostalgic sentiment that clearly conies
over the footlights. That, goes, too.

*:•'

j.

|

managing director of

is

Center

(without

and

it

is

salary,

welcomed,

assumed that new".produccity-owned and operated

lions. at the

theatre will be offered
admission top of $2.40.
the regulation $3.60
Broadway for. straight

K

at the present

as opposed to

on

top .scale
plays.

'

I

I

j

|
'

Goklen's $100,000 foundation
fund is aaid.t'o have earmarked: -$30.000 'for the production of two plays
al the City Center, but the scripts to
.'-;'
be dorfe have not been chosen.:
-There is -some, chaiicc that one or
more 'new shows, which are- readying but which have not found Broadway berths, may land- at the City
Center prior to being. spotted directly
in the., theatre district-.-- Such bookings .may arouse protests Irpiri legit
'';..--''-..,'.
managers.
Jiihii

.'

''Mania" is best in the first of its
two- acts. perhaps because there, is
nioi'e of Homolka; yet Miss Christians is always enjoyable. Adding
to the Im-.e of the performance is
Joan Telzel, as Katrin. who. in vignette scenes, dovetails the narrative.
For her. mama had gotten advice
from a' noted .woman author, and as
a result' a story by Katrin brings
a check .for $500. more monev than
the family ever had. It is then that
-mania confesses she never had a
bank account. Katrin is asked What
her; story is about.
She ascends the
steps with the script and as she reads
:

.

,

the first line; "I Remember Mama"- it
provides a stimulating finale curtain.
Very good are Frances Hefliu and
Carolyn Hummel as the other
daughters; ditto for Adrieiine Gessner.
the
maiden aunt: Richard
Bishop, as papa; Bruno Wick, an oldlittle

City

states that scripts will be-

;

divorced..

gene^
.

the

'

for a hospital bit when' mama disguises licrsolf as a scrubwoman so
she can see Dagmar, who is operated
On for. mastoiditis. Mama, too. takes
over when Uncle Chris dies, after
having his last drink of booze with
her and the woman he would have
married e.\c p't'that she: cou'idn t "be

^

adhered to, but it is now planned
produce new plays there.
Paul MtosS'r N. Y.'s license commis-

sioner-who

sells

then-starring

'

:

•

.;.'.

'.''

French Operetta Sought
For B'way By Stebbins
"Cibouiette."
o.y

with

score

Key Naldo: Hahn, first produced
1923 and revived again

in

Paris in

in

French

for

operetta

in

j933. is being dickered

Broadway by Rowland

Stebbins:

He's trying to clear the rights via
.(Ch.appell), the music

Max: Dreyfus
publisher.

/
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'
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Eleanor Roosevelt, attended Friday's (20) performance of "Soldier's
Wile," Golden. N. Y., and afterwards went backstage to visit With the cast
Franken play. Pete Davis, the company manager, secured a
Instead
taxi for her and .gave the driver $2 to wait for the First Lady.

he scrammed.
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When the President's wife was ready to leave, another taxi was found,
and as she entered the cab, Mrs. Roosevelt graciously asked whether anyone was going her way. There were many people standing under the
A young couple accepted the
theatre canopy because of a heavy raiii.
invitation.

-
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'
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"The

vehicle,

head of Dazian's, which supplies materials for most
stage costumes, is one of a number of showmen giving much time and
effort to USO shows gratis. Currently he is aiding in the wardrobes and
hangings for musicals which are to go overseas near the fighting fronts.
Army-USO production budgets are restricted with the result that the
Friedlander is known to have
dressing is not. up to standards desired.
refurbished more than one overseas musical at his own expense. Similarly,
Mike Todd didn't like the costumes for his USO "Mexican Hayrlde," and
is paying additional coin to doll the show up the way he wants it.
Emil Fi iedlander,

to N. Y. and attention of other manAfter that he appeared in
agers.
productions for Augustin Daly. Klaw
& Erlanger. and later with Charles
Frohman. who ,had been grooming
him as "another John Drew." Under
Frohman aegis he appeared ..-with

version of
,

I

Jr.,

it.

Among

Col. Richard E. (Dixiei French, who was general manager for John
Golden prior to rejoining the Army, departed for the Staff Officers' School,
Leavenworth. Kans., last week. Before he left Col. French, was decorated
with'tha Purple Heart. He was seriously injured on the Normandy beachhead and was operated on at Halloran hospital. Staten Island. N. Y. Officer
was ordered to bed at his home in Bayside, L. I., with a heavy cold the
week before starting for Leavenworth and didn't see the Broadway shows
'"''•;
as he had planned'.
;
.''.'Li.

other plays in

which he starred were "Beyond The
Horizon." "They Knew What They
Wanted." "Maternity." "He Who
Gets Slapped," "For The Defense."
"Face To Face." "The Hero" and
"Jarnegan." also, on the road "The
- Dove" and "The Barker."
After his appearance in "Solid
South'' in, 1930, he left the stage

•''•.'-

John Wildbeig is bankrolling "The Tempest" at $60,000 and "Reveille."
new play by Joanna Roos, at $30,000, and is putting both into production
Margaret Webster is staging both. The Shakespearean revival
pronto.
is planned for Zoriiia and Canada Lee as cast toppers.

for five years, but returned in 1935:
to star in Maxwell Anderson's "Wiiiterset." Illness caused, him to with-

draw before play ended

He had been
Time"

rovv.ecl

out

its

star in

in 1937 -but

';
Bennett went
;•

:

.•''•'•.'•>'

-:,

to

bow

-

ill'
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productions
Coulouris will star in the Jed
Harris play, "The Vulture," and
Miss Walker in the George Abbott

Hollywood

in 1921

when

musical. "Oil

appear in
"The- Reckless
Age."
'Bought," "The Hometowners" and

"Madame
as
Welles':

Racketeer.''

His

Major Amberson
"The MagniMcent

last

Amber*

sons" in 1941.

:

.

-

v-

Ben iiell ma fried tht'ee times: -His
wife was Grena Bennett, now

first

music

critic of N. Y:

Jouriial-Amer-

whom- he wed in 1901. They
were divorced, in 1903. He subsequentiy married Adrienne Morrison,
who is mother of his three actress
daughters— Constahce. Joan and Barbara— which also' ended in divorce.
ican.

Morrison died several years
ago.
He married Aimee Raisch
Hastings: in 1927, and they were divorced some years afterwards,
Daughters Constance (Mrs, Gilbert:
Roland
and- Joan
(Mrs. Walter
Wangeri were at his bedside when
he died.
Barbara Beniielt (Mrs.
Addison Randall). was etu'oute from
Miss

'

:

i

N. Y, at the time;

'-.

'.

Town."

McGrath Quits 'World'

film

hi..Or.son
'

:

the

[

'Carmen Jones' at $6 Top
When and

Paul McGrath dropped put of
the lead of the touring "Tomorrow
the World" Saturday (21) night in
Philadelphia, to take a role in the
Ilka Chase play, "In Bed We. Cry."
His wile, Lulu Mae Hubbard, gave
up role of Aunt Jessie in "Tomorrow" same time.
Stephen
Chase
and
Elizabeth
Brew replaced.

HELD AS DRAFT DODGER
Hallenbec'k,
dancer
25,
known professionally as Keith Hall,
was held in $1,000 bail Monday (.23

by U. S. CommLss'ioner Garrett W.
Colter after hearing in N. Y. federal
court on charge of having failed to
Hallenbeck was picked lip
midtown N. Y. hotel Saturday
night on an FBI warrant.

:,

in

be

$6.

a

(21)

"Carmen Jones"

plays

;

Rose
Broadway,

'N: Y., -where, it still is
playing. In Springfield the show wilt
be under the auspices of the Playgoers at the Court Square theatre.
"Carmen" was slated there Nov. 2829, but the dates have been set back.
If the scale is not changed it will be

the highest priced musical yet outNew York: Early in the sum-

side of

mer "Carmen's" top was dropped
$3.60.

:

"

;•'.;

:

The Rose
not: been

-V

office says

booked

-''

to
:

;-"-,:'-

•

-'.;'

:

VCarmeii" has
of.

outside

New

York, although it had been pencilled
in at various stands and is listed

among coming

Keith'

register for. selective service.

if

the ticket top will
That was the scale When' Billy
opened the operetta at the

Springfield, Mass.,

<

•

to

24.

Nancy
Coulouris
and
George
Walker trek eastward in the next
two weeks for top roles in Broadway

as; a director. He came, back branding the town as a madhouse. He went
talkers came in. to
back later;

was

Hollywood. Oct.

>

"On Bor-

had

Springfield (Mass.) Plans

Walker, Coulouris Easting

N. Y: run.:

before opening because of

ness,'
•

set. to

'

,

-

at

of the Rose

Indiana,

in "What Every Woman Knows'' and other productions.
In 1913 he bought the play, "Damaged Goods.'' dealing with syphilis,
and starred in both stage iTTd screen

'

ly

deter

mined

in progress; later
stars and produ-

Limited Mail." He then appeared
Gustave Frohman's company of
ill
"Charley's Aunt," which brought him

From Mgrs.

^^!\!?L

wM^

^^rrte^ily
never
much money but mama

.

'.

.

the 48th Street. N.Y., next week but before then JO
minutes or more will be cut from the script.' Opening night in the Hub
show ran until after 11:30,

"Harvey" opens

Maude Adams

When the New York City Center
a
l
V
activities it was stated from
stage ^?,?^71
City Hall that shows to be booked
there would be attractions w hich had
played Broadway, and that the reoeilt
showings would be at pop
*he policy has been

^fJ

'

'/yj

in

his

in

House New Plays, May

J

"

Boston critics went to town in welcoming the 'performance of: Frank
Fay. in "Harvey
(first known as "The Pooka" ), W'hen Brock Pemberton
opened the comedy there at the Copley, last week.: Fay's first-night performance appears to have been a revelation to the manager and Antoinette
Perry, who staged "Harvey," because during rehearsals he was inclined
to -.mutter-'- the lines.
Once before, an audience, however, the comedian
-"
-:'..
•-.
v
.'.
.;.
stepped out in true form.

.

N.Y. City Center Will

labels his folk—mama is the
good one; Katrin. the eldest daughter, who wants to write fiction, is the
dramatic one; then there are Christine, also of "teen age; Nets, who will
become a doctor, and Dagmar. the

Hotel," "Clear AH Wires." "The Children's Hour," "The Little Foxes/'
"Watch On the Rhine." "The Male Animal." "The Corn Is Green" and
"The Searching Wind," current at the Fulton. His "Visitor' topened to a.
-'.-•''" :-"
weak-press last week.;'
O-'J. ..:-;'.;-.' ? -'.'A >>'J ''''.'/;.-'.-:

before making stage
with a traveling medicine
After that he trouped in
vaude and finally importuned the
late Joe Coyne to. give him a part

;

Papa

told 1 he interviewer that when he started producing in
1927 he had four flops in a row, Vwhich the public didn't like and I didn't
either."
But later he presented such hits as "The Last Mile," "Grand

debut
show.

".

;

:

The manager

clerk

hotel

:

-

,

|

he had successively been a prizefighter, tailor and

Born

/

I

formances certainly are.
v.
Uncle Chris scares everybody, except mama, and it turns out that
lie is a humanitarian under it all.

>'

an- 'interview' by

produced "The Visitor" (Miller, N.Y.). while Sean O'Casey's "Red Roses
For Me" had not been done here. Said: Shumlin: '"If Mr; Nathan thinks
that play is worth producing, I think, he's sadly mistaken. On the other
hand. I don't think Mr. ''Nathan was ever worth producing."
-

Start of Career

W

;

who makes up

Seymour Peck, -which appeared, in PM.N.Y. tab, on
Oct. 17, Herman Shumlin referied to George Jean Nathan's weekly theatre
comment in the N.Y. Journal-American as "the obituary column " The
manager was provoked by Nathan's columnar comment on why Shumiiri

.

to step out oi

This is an inexpensive production,
a one-setter with eight people, of
whom none is starred or featured.
Walter Greaza gives What at times is
the play's best performance, but the
third: act is too much, even for him.
Mady Christians has beep out- Frances Carson is the boy's longhow she
standing. -before' (notably in
Watch suffering mother, and, oh,
on the Rhine")' but her "Mama'' is suffers! Ralph Forbes is erratic as a
superlative.
Oscar Homolka, who drunk, and Richard Hylton. as the
bowed onto Broadway last season in boy, contributes a sporadic portrayal.
the brief meller, "The Innocent Voy- Anna Minot gets a few laughs as the
Rest of the east includes
age." is Uncle Chris, one of the most maid.
... „
Thomas Chalmers, Dbrrit Kelton and
amusing caricatures in seasons. Miss
a
7
ightly
m '
^he v1sitor" is aptly titled.' Built
oo-starred
in
"Mama," definitely should
had an overnight bag.
have
standing out. but they don't steal
-;•:-.,
Kfltm.
the show by any means. Their diale.cU seem authentic, and then per'

RKO

lii

-Both never

field'.

1

first

,,

,

And Screen Career

:

a bank account, which isn't important except for the comedy bit near
tha finale. "Mama" is not truly a
play in the dramatic sense, dealing
fnostly
with incidents about her
brood and
relatives, especially Uncle
"'
Chris.

'

changes are quite long.

At 72 Ends Long Stage

.

j

'

Rights of the "Mama" book were originally purchased by RKO. and the
studio was ready to put it into production, but when it was learned that
Rodgers and Hammerstein planned a stage presentation, RKO Cancelled
its "Mama" picture.plans; even before it Was known th.it Van Druten
would
adapt the story. Film firm not only invested in the production to the
extent of 50'.;
but will pay a percentage fpr the rights, based on the
length of the run.
figures, that "Mama" will make a much more
valuable screen property, than if the scenario .was based on the book.

Richard Bennett's Death

It was good showmanship ioi' them
about a youth who has
have induced John van Druten to disappeared and is presumed muradapt and direct "Mama." And what dered by a boyhood chum. The
a job ot play writing the Kathvyn. "body" has "never been recovered.
Forbes^ stories! Better, still is. the When; alter three' years, the missing
niailner of presentation as conceived
boy returns, to his home, there isby van Druten,
considerabie
uncertainty
as.
to
This intimate Story of immigrant whether it's really he. And after beNorwegian parents in San Francisco ing absent only three years!
and their first-generation children,
His mother and stepfather also
dated in 1900. is enacted principally seem doubtful, and there are strange
on a platform two steps above the mannerisms of the lad that would
stage. On both sides below are re- suggest to the playgoer that, perhaps,
volving stages with cameo-like scenes this is an imposter returned to reap
which greatly assist in tightening the the rewards of an inheritance. There
play, and from those spots occasion- are certain other strange, things hapally come narrations which Fit in pening that achieve more of a playneatly. It is a Hollywood-like tech- goer's state of boredom rather than
nique'.'
befuddling interest. And it's as good
Papa is quietly adoring, for it is as a bet on Notre Dame that the real
mama who is the dominant, affec- culprit is hot the one at whom the
tionate one.
She pretends to have authors have pointed throughout the

butt

Land"—Theatre

"Rhapsody." -~ Blevms Davis. Lorraine Manville Dresselhuys.

has become cuslom-

it

i

'

Johnson

"Sins Out, Sweet

to

ned-

Only"

Kiiora

— Shuberts.

:;

.Guild.

ary. for. a Herman Sluimlin production to be measured in terms of successful boxolVice. but even the Shumins ha\; e their lapses. "The Visitor."
the .producer's latest presentation, is
certainly .not hi keeping with '."his
It
hasn't,, a
innumerable: clicks.

aihateiirish.
It's a yarh

youngest,

&
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..Will lint!
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When death claimed Richard Berichance.
Ah implausible melodrama whose.' .hett. at the age. of '.72. in Los Angeles
poorly
developed. oh Sunday (221 it climaxed the
.character?:
are
"Visitor" .is .possibly, more sigiiilieaiit career -of one of the most colorful
for its unpi'eparedhess.. That: would
actors
the
Broadway stage., -has
bp the fault of the director, Shumtin
late; Richard Manshimself. There; is no cxclusc for its known since the

.a

pleasantly and comis
pletely escapist.
Remember
"I
rare i.when
It's
Mama" isn't engrossing. It's especially good hews to show business..that

story;-... that

'

.

"..'•;/

;..-

.

"I.arfui'

I

show

expert theatre, a
that will charm playgoers for
months!: Fine actors herein

smash..

C, Wilson.

Carina
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"Dark llammmk"— Sam Grisman,
Mevci Davis.
"Seven Lively Arlx"— Billy Rose..
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Kathryn Forbes, whose book, "Mama's Bank Account," reached tha
stae.
Thursday (19» at the Music Box, N. Y„ where, as "I Remember
Mama
it .was hailed by first nighters and the press, was interviewed
on the radio
by Mary Margaret McBride day before the premiere. Miss Forb.es
'said'
the story was- that of her own family, her parents coming from
Norway
to settle in San Francisco.
It is the first straight play
production from
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd. According to Miss
Forbes
her book, which John van Druten adapted, was suggested for the stage
bv
Rodgers' teen-aged daughter, Mary, but the composer-manager said
his
interest stemmed from a recommendation by his wife^TJorothy.
Scemcally, Mama is more complicated than it looks;' inr performance
While the main setting is oh an elevated platform, there are two small
revolving stages on, either side close to the wings, and from the first
curtain to the finale there are 42 scene changes, large and small. Contrarilv"
wheii ".Catherine Was 'Great'". -moved from the Shnbert to the Royale tlie
revolving stages were necessarily dropped, and so the waits between
last

.
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Town"— Oliver Smith,
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"Laughing Water"— John Golden.

"On Hie
Keigay.

boarder;
tbhe legit actor who
William Pringie, .the doctor and .losephine Brown, a .writer'.
Van Drutcn's socko •"The Voice ot
the Turtle" is playing next door to
the Music Box. at the Moroseo. Idee.

nnd Oaour Htiimiifrsifin.

t'ii-li;ii<rJt(Mlftei's
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attractions;

.

Playgoers is an association of.
Springfield businessmen: organized
for the specific purpose of bringing
Organization
legit
shows there.
rents the house from Loew's for the
'

three days of any week when
bookings are made. The association
is backed by the Chamber ol Commerce, which guarantees a gross of
$3,000 per night for each attraction.
first

;

j

What
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Union

to
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USO Problem

—

r

.

New Opera

Kl

Separate

Co., Shuberts in

Subject of Shubert Play
Hollywood, Oct: 24.
California's a d m i s a to n to the
If
Union is the basis of "Sweet Surrender," a satirical play bought by
An unforeseen problem in cpnnec- +
the Shuberts for Broadway produclion with shows readied by USO for
tion next spring.
the GI fronts has arisen after the Chi Theatre Available,
Dimitri Tiomkin wrote the score.
of "The Firefly."
.iLidden caiicellatio
'Wallflower'
Continues With book by Claude Binyon and
Performances were seen in the eastA. sudden availability of the Billy Walsh; lyrics by Frederick
ern area last week anfl'it was recommended that the show be scrapped, Great Northern theatre, Chicago, on Herbert.
book being considered too dated, that Nov. 13 prompted Meyer Davis not
decision also being reached by the' to shut down "Wallflower" in BufUSO advisory committee of show- falo last week after the notice had 'Bloomer' Advance
men and the Army's Special Services been posted. Instead, the show goes
to
Toledo-Indianapolis, split-week,
division. Players in "Firefly" had
Mail Orders Refused;
signed contracts to go overseas for thence two weeks to St. Louis before the Chi run.
six months and some made personal'
'Arts'
Davis has two new shows in reO. Sale Big
plans accordingly, such as giving up
hearsal,
"Sophie Halenczik" and
apartments, etc.
For: the first time on Broadway
Question immediately arose as to "Dark Hammock," the latter in as- mail orders for tickets are not being
the disposition.''of such actors, who sociation with Sam Grisman, who
accepted by a theatre with a hit
would be virtually stranded in New had originally turned oyer "WallYork if USO does not assign them flower" to Davis. Elissa Laridi and That situation. is present at the ShuPlans call for Jean Parker are set for "Hammock," bert, where the smash new musical.
to other GI shows.
spotting them in other troupes, but which is a femme cast play domi- "Bloomer
Girl,"
is
playing
to
:.:'.<•
there is a possibility of them being nantly.
'.
'-.>''.
standees, ?.:'.'.' -,-•;•'. '",
let out with two weeks' notice and
Boxof fice was flooded with mail
pay, USO legiters abiding by rules
containing remittances even before
set forth in Equity standard con-

Overseas Shows Cancel

With Actors

Wm.
To

Honorary Mgr.'s Post the Shuberts are now similarly in»
William A. Brady will have the volved in separate damage suits ove*
unique position of being the first royalties. Defense. in both instance*
governor emeritus of the League of is contention that the "Widow.'
New York Theatres. Because he rights are in the public domain.
cannot get about, having a foot afEstate, of Henry W. Savage (profliction,, the 81-year-old showman re- ducer
who presented '..'-"Widow", '-in
quested that he be switched from America originally ) has a .case pendactive membership on the mana- ing against the Shuberts in the, 'Masgerial board
League .-leaders, how- sachusetts courts for the past year or
ever, were loathe to lose the sea- more While it is believed that about
soned, showma.nly advice that Brady three-fourths of -'Widow" is in the
has offered, heretofore and decided public domain,- it i.s -contended thai,
to retain him. as an honorary gover- the third act was rewritten at Sav''':
age's direction, and there itie porV
nor.
'V.
.v
Brady will' attend meetings if and tioivs of the score to which his. est'nU
.-.
when able,' having the right to vote claims -ownership
Involvement of the New Opera'*
League's
-on issues as they arise
board- has 14 members but a consti- "Widow" came as a'. surprise.- When
tutional change will permit an in- the .socialite group revived the opercrease of one. Louis L 0 ! ' 0 man- etta at- the Majestic, N. Y.. last year
ager of the Beck. Morosco, Bijou and to a big success, .a contract, with the
Fulton, is slated to be elected as a estate, made through thfe TarnsWitmark Music Library,: was setregular governor.
i
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Long Layoffs for New

.'•".:'

Possible plight of actors in

shows which are cancelled

USO

is

Shows Possible

em-

:'

many

"Girl" opened, but because so

;.'.;

;

.'

•

.

''

.

Named

A; Brady

1

.

'

,

j

when the same "Widow""
went to the Coast last summer;
where it played to big gro.-ses a similar contract was made. But ulthnu ,h
royalties were paid, last season, none
came from the ..time. of the Coast .trip/'
Similarly,

were sold, it
was discerned that there were but

sellout theatre parties

Until

outfit

'

,

phasised because they are accepting

B'way Houses Booked

what is regarded as token salaries
and are thus unable to; accept engagements- in new productions that
may make runs. Invariably, top pay
for USO shows is $100 weekly, there

few

Holland,

tickets available for general sale

on nearly all the dates specified in
shows continue to be booked
the letters. Around 90% of the comout of town for tryouts but without
received are being re-

New

:

V

Was Barred

:

i

eral representative for, the Shuberts,
refused to grant press passes to Holland, saying thele were strict orders
from the Shuberts in that respect,
adding that he would be compelled
to call the cops if Kilpatrick tried to
get him into the theatre. Kilpatrick
then bought tickets for a subsequent
performance for the columnist. Cav-

anaugh

Spirit

its

six

cipals in the nitei'y shows..

Only," new Qlseri &
Johnson revue, currently in rehear-

':"•'•.•'•.

Room

.

.

;

'

:

'.-

Mason and Billy Sully, and "Fun for
Your Money." with Sid Gould and
Jack Mann..

'rbup'e,

-'.

.

-

Oh

wherein

complaints

other

with Annabelia. and "3

Is a

"arhiry," with Charles Butlerworth.

Les White ai'd Bud Pearson, music
by Milton Pascal, Phil Chang and

AGVA
•

]

had jurisdiction the defaulting girls were ordered back to their
nitery jobs with admonition that unless they fulfilled current contracts

Shapiro.

Camp Shows

Vir..

also has a

in

.

;:

"Mexican

process

is set to

of

do "Ok'

1

•.:'

!

'1

star.

Partnered

Dunban

backing.'
|

"Town"; will be staged by George
Abbott, one of the. few musicals hewill .have staged outside , of productions of that, type which hi' pre-"
scMited himself. Authors of the .bow,
which Was v'ery, Welt regarded, diirv.
ing auditioning, are not well known,
on Broadway. Score is by Leonard
Bernstein, book being the. cdllaborafive effort of Adolph Green. .Hetty
Camden' and Jerome Robbins.

in

Legit

Combo

:

it
\

of

•

group arc not really in show, business, and he advised members not to
permit control of the Lambs to pass
from the hands of theatrical people
He said that some, weeks ago he
asked both Bobby Clark and Elliott
Nugent Whether either would becpme head of the Lambs, promising
Both dehis aid in the election.
I'clined to consider the berth because
of stage duties, Clark is in "Mexican Hayride" Winter Garden) and
Nugent ip "The Voice of the;;
j

!

'Song of Norway' Nixed

!

i

Abroad Due

j

of

i

t

.

j
j
!i

i

i
I

I

are
royally-free in
this
country
(America not being a signatory to the
Berne convention On copyrights),
Norwegian
government,
con-'
which
office
elected
or
kept
jh
Those also
Raymond Peck, Boy; Clark, corre- trols Grieg estate, is asking certain,
sponding secretary; Jack Whiting;.'! royalties for use of music ui "Song- of
('otisiderNorway"
producers
abroad,
secretary;:
E..
recording
James
Meighan. treasurer; Ole Olsen, libra- ing cost too heavy.
-Same ban becau.'-e Of royalties ap-.
Directors:
Kenneth Webb,
rian.
Percy Moore, Elliott Nugent, Bruce plied abroad to Johann fil.au .', Jr.'s
Evans, William j. Kelly, all for three music in "Rosalinda" < originally "Die
.-,'•
KledevmaiiSi")
years; Arthur Mait'anrl, one year.
.

,

!

:

j

°" Broadway.

;

j

i

i

J

The

middle

member

is

Nugent who has written
play

to.,

the tr

'i's

join'

p

'

Elliott

the
,:

first

s:enlatinn.

,

sical. hit,

i

I

to Royalties

Contemplated productions of "Song
Norway." current Broadway imifor England and Australia
have been nixed because of question
of royalties. Musical, contains music
by Edvard Grieg, whose compositions

:

i

j

Robert Montgomery is
Nugent/Montgomery &
some play production

.

•

i

to do

.

former seasons. Alfred de Cucv.ts,
who heads the ballet- outfit^ is also
interested in "Town," alonv. with
others concerned with the bailct's.

'

New

Ann Mason and

Hayride" company
forming and finally
lahoma!"

'.''.

;

.

b-ing

week engagement at the renamed
Monday 30>.
House, now called the Internawas knov/n as the- Pack. Majestic and Cosmopolitan, when legit
Was presented at the Circle in
theatre next

UNANIMOUS VOiE

Turtle" (Morosco).
There was no opposition ticket,

Metro
Lueila Gear,

will

back to Columbus Circle, N. Y.
is slated to follow the new Ballet,
International, which opens a >lx
legit

It

•

Dan

they would be suspended.

ginia Dunning.

Irt addition. Camp Shows has in
"chearsal. another
"Blithe Spirit"

'

"•

Smith and Paul Fiegay,

herd for the third straight year. It
was an enthusiastic session and
Golden was re-elected unanimously.
A small group who had neen electioneering for a new Shepherd either
did" not vote or, balloted for the)

Hollywood,. Oct. 24.

.

.

.

N.Y. Columbus Circle
"On The Town," new "musical due
rehearsal next week by the
young managerial team, of, Oliver
for

when John Golden was named Shep-

;

.'
Singing and dancing talent will
Complaint was registered at
the next two
but. since gals were members be signed here during:
of Chorus Equity, matter was re- weeks by Harry Delmar ' and A!
ferred there. Before any official ac- Borde
for
"Holiday .For Girls."
tion was taken, however, Bob Alton, musical which they will stage in
who is staging the dances for New York in association' with Emil
VL. R. O." released them back to the Friedlander next spring.
-'
:,'
:.;'•'•.'•'•
..:;'•
Horseshoe.
r
Book .was .'written by Guy Bolton,

sal,'

'

:

-..

.

.

AGVA

•'

;.:':

tional,

showman anyway.
Delmar, Borde Setting
Golden told the clubmen that
Musical Talent on Coast was his understanding that most

'

The eight legit troupes now getting final o.o.'s are "Three Men on a
Horse," with cast including Leo
Chaizel, Russell Collins and Geraldine Dvorak; "Ten Little Indians,"
with Katherine Squire; "Male Animal,"
Elie
and
with
Charles
Charles
Beserk"
"Jerks
Martin;
'formerly
"Hellzapoppin"),
titled
with Wynrt Murray; "Junior Miss."
with Carol Goodlier and .Pat Peardon; "Personal Appearance," with
Hugh Rennie, St. John Terrell and
Muriel Hutchinson: "Pardon Me,"
musical with Ed Lowrie, Donna

-

;,

Bring Back Legit To

the

Lambs Club held its annual meeting and election last Thursday (19),

.

Recent case was that of the Mullin
who, via an agent had tried
to .vamp from Billy Rose's Diamond
Horseshoe, -N.. Y., for a spot in
Sisters,

"Laffin

f

-

.

—

shore,

™

!

months' tour, and
"Nothing But the. Truth," with
Benny Baker, having already left the
country, and three other productions
of
—'.'Panama
Hattie,"
"Perils
Fanny" and "Porgy and Bess"
ready to go, USO-Camp Shows has
eight more productions now playing
camps in Greater New York areas
for final polishing before going offstart of

IN

%

|

the

"

telephoned

LAMBS REELECT GOLDEN

PM

Scarcity of experienced showgirl,
at he « <'?'
PU
*
beauts and dancers -for forthcoming!
r ! sale,.
s concerned.
Broadvvav and road musicals has ' ar as the ticket
of .the ads was reproduced, the
precipitated raids on choruses o£ One
tablo,d- editor .ocp aining that while
niteries to such an extent that sev of the
takcs »° P 11!!l ads 01
era: complaints have 'already been
„
was Printedjliusregistered with American Guild of iv^ff insertions.
because A. contained
Variety Artists, whose jurisdiction I'trat.vely
of interest to theatregoers.
takes in chorines as well as prin- formation
It was gratis, of course, by PM.
•.,-.'.•:':)

Peggy Wood "Blithe
company now in London as

With

thereupon

Pulitzer prize.

atres to- make allotments
to brokers, and in the case of hits,
few are ever returned to the boxran a special story about
office.
the Rose advertising which indicated
,

\

'On Town' Musical To

Shuberts for advice and the managers are reported telling him that if
Holland presented a full ticket, he
was to be allowed admittance but is
to remain off the press list.
Understood that answer came after the
Shuberts consulted their lawyers.
In- his Monday (23) column, Holland nominated "Harvey" for the

:

*

'-'-<

.

•

CAFES BRING WARNING

City

''

.

.

-

'v

;

.'-,''

1

USO

•."'•'::'•'

:

Y.

.

'•:.•''.•'

I

LEGIT CHORINE RAIDS ON

,..''•

Center).

Nine Years

N

current at the

is

Pleadings in a suit on behalf, of
George Holland, columnist on the the estate to collect some $10,000 in
Boston American; attended the first royalties for this season were madelegit
show in nine years at a in the N, Y. supreme court before.'
Shubert theatre there when he saw Justice Carroll J. Walter Ust Friday
a performance of "Harvey" late last (20). At that, time, Saul Ba'rc'n," for.
New Opera, put in the claim of pubWeek:
Shuberts originally barred Hol- lic domain, copyright on the "Widow"
When court, asked
land, and the ban is still on as far as having, expired.
they are concerned for press accom- Baron how he reconciled the fact
modations. When the U. S. Supreme that last season New Opera paid royCourt recently refused to review the alties as per contract and now reNew York decision, which upheld fused to do so, answer was .that the
the state law that all persons with defendant was within its rights and
proper tickets must be admitted to also sought the return- of money paid
Royalties
theatres, it became the law of the by New Opera to date.
land, so the Shuberts and other man- paid during the run at the Majestic
agers can no longer bar newspaper amounted to approximately :,5O,00O.
Decision was reserved.
people from their houses.
In the Shubert case there was no
as
"The
"Harvey"
(rehearsed
contract with the Savage estate, ccn-!
Pooka") was opened at the Copley, tention
being that no. royalties were
Boston, last week by Brock Pern berdue because of the antiquity of
ton.
His gen. mgr., Tommy Kil"Widow."
patrick, knowing that the play's star,
Savage estate was represented by
Frank Fay, and Holland were old George S. Collins
of the legal firm
friends^ sought to have him attend
of Cravath, de Gersdorft, Swaine &
the premiere. Mike Cavanaugh, gen- Moore.
,'

'

In professional circles the feeling
is that actors who are signed with
for token salaries, but are not
specifically assigned to casts, should
be released at their request to accept engagements in commercial productions.

;

(show

!

•

Hub Newsman,

Attends Shubert House;

munications
contracts or definite assurance of
turned stamped: "Positively no mail
Broadway berths. While the situa- orders accepted." Additional ticketbeing some exceptions at higher
tion may be relieved by closings,
sellers/to handle such orders, it was
levels, while there are quite a few
such as last week, when there were
players who are getting less.
The four withdrawals, Main Stem book- explained, would not be a solution
Army defrays transportation ex- ings are still jammed. There is a to the enormous advance sale problem because there are not enough
penses and provides food and lodgpossibility that some of the new plays
tickets for the performances stipuing. And many stars volunteer at
will remain on the road, if the situamuch less than the coin they get tion is not cleared up within a few lated.'- V": ;'.; ;•';•
;V ;'.*;:;: /
ordinarily.
Late last week the .boxof fice line,
weeks, but it appears that there are
-'
Friction
more attractions than available which formed at the Shubert before
"Girl" opened, suddenly disappeared,
Some friction is reported to have houses on thejeastern seaboard.
Signs outside the theatre were to
arisen in '.connection with other USO
Possible that shows which cannot
the effect that no tickets could be
shows, objection especially being
remain out of town for one reason or had
for October, November or Devoiced against the opinions of an
another, and which cannot open on
'/.••'*
cember:
Arniy "reviewer" in judging the
Broadway when ready, may be
quality of plays.
Contended that
"Seven Lively Arts" Ticket Sale
until bookshowmen who are giving their time brought back and laid off
As early as 8:30 a.m. Monday (23),
Under
ings can be consummated.
gratis to USO are much better qualiEquity rules, when a show closes it when the sale opened, there was a
fied to decide on merits of performmust remain idle for eight weeks be- line at the Ziegfeld six weeks in
ances, and that every play selected
the manager is relieved of salary advance of "The Seven Lively Arts,"
was successful on Broadway. It's fore
that,.premiere there. Such theatregoer in
Likely,
however,
liability.
conceded that -casting may not be
Equity will make concessions if the terest is the reaction to large ads
all
that's
desired,
and that cast
problem is not solved. It would in the dailies inserted by Billy Rose
changes be made, as they are when
mean hardship for the actors and the announcing that t ickets' could be had,
producers try out new shows. That
with the exception of certain dates
managers as well.
is being done but it is stated that
been sold to theOne suggestion is that three neigh- when the house has
some Army people seem Intent on
atre parties. Manager said he would
borhood houses can be used by hew
stilting too high standards for insoon advertise the boxoffice would
dividual performances.
There is shows if forced to mark time, but open at 7 a.m. for war workers:
that may not'be feasible because of
little doubt that "The Barretts of
Rose, when queried about allotWinipole Street" established the the pop scales in those theatres. The
ments to brokers, said he told one
highest of levels. considering its Flatbush, Brooklyn, has been opername cast (Katharine Cornell-Brian ating with legit for 27 weeks, while broker: "You can have $20,000 worth
you want them; in fact,
Aherne), but not all USO shows can the Windsor, Bronx, and Queensboro, of tickets if
I'll wrap 'era up for you, but you'll
at nearby Elmhurst, L. I., have been
be' as meritorious, nor were many
lighted with shows for 25 weeks, the have to buy 'em at the ticket winwhen originally presented.
longest period for the latter. During dow like anyone else. I'm not going
So enthusiastic were Army people
to risk a $200,000 production just so
over "Barretts" that they requested the five years that road shows and you fellows can dump back choice
and
a score or more stage shows be stock have played the Flatbush
seats at 7:30 p.m. when you are
rushed into readiness, which was Windsor, under deals between the stuck."
':'f:-':'
Brandt
brothers
and
J. J. LevenfhaT,
done. While some shows have gone
Purchase of tickets as mentioned
overseas, it is possible that the USO the longest season was In 1942, when
32 consecutive weeks were played. would be a "buy;" ruled out by the
is ahead of the Allied Armies' reconCurrent stretch may extend into De- ticket code, and as Rose is a memstruction schedule In the liberated
ber of the League of New York
cember or January.
portions of Europe.
If that is corTheatres, he could hardly enter into
rect a percentage of the shows ready
any such deals. It is usual for thew^il be kept on this side temporarily.
of tickets
;:

Their 'Widows

The booking battle out of town by
"The Merry Widow" is still on, but
both the company presented by tht
New Opera' Co. and that put out by

f

'

':

On

Royalty Suits
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Wednesday, .October 25, 1911
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ttitai lai;k,s. the Vitality necessary to
'".'..'"
mild audience interest.
Kntiie structure is b'Clil a round a
required sterling performance by the
It doesn't maNcentral character,
,r p,. ».i„ii.'- „. hu wilV
Lacking Such a spark; the.
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Tr.ollope character*,
UvMriantly enacted by. nearly every cash
member Olga Lindo, as the wite oi
the impoverished, .curate, contribiit,
s
one of the most moving, stage »<,,_
trayais seen here, in a long. time
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Slewait Chanc'is settings .and cosare up to his usually high
Klep,
•.
standard

heuv and

iiPrxnt

going

it s

but. .outstanding performance
is
by Stanley Lathbury
It would be
— - almost impious
f.
...
in,.
not t->
vcfinl i/ii-iiil. -contribution's
l^ttf ihll fy
/••nWt
Ul.H
mention
exceptional
b.
Felix Aylmer,. Milton Rbsihei aitol
Walter Piers, There was not mi
.
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John ft. Miirquand and George S.
'Kaufman have- fashioned, a \\ itty and
or
amusing;, comedy
consistently
nianneis iroiii Marqmuicl s Pulitzgi.
Pure %jnning. novel oi the same
iiame with the net result., that the
,

.

;

'

Aple> fantilv
able

"sta

on Broadway

v

hand

e'xpert

profitKaufman s

set tor

loofc.s

is

a'

apparent everj w here,

especially, in the' sparkling dialog,bituig satire and- overall ..stage efteet

Slight ot plot and almost devoid oi
action, the' play's appeal springs from
picture o.£ a Boston blu.eblobd
its
vintage 1912. who resists all tempta-,
tion to stray from: family tvad.it,iQn
and the hidebound rules of Boston
.
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If the title of this one is an invitation to the audience, there's a very
good chance it Will be accepted. Despite a lush production that includes
two beautiful sets and some handsome lighting effects, capable acting
support and smooth dialog, the sum
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"The Miracle of the. Warsaw
Ghetto" is the story of the extermi-.nation ot the Jews of Poland bv, H.-»
Nazi hordes, and as such it is shockma. brutal theatre. It's the kind nt
drama that can'f be easily digestible

lines.

.

,

straight
entertainment, but it
should have enough of a draw troin
Yiddish-language theatre audiences

as

to.

warrant

a considei able success

Ben-Ami has not only produced and
ure that's derived from lovemaking. staged, but he's also one of rhe leni
with Trinder. copping the punchline. characters He has surrounded luntClosing scene is an effective en- self with a fine cast,
of whom a numsemble, with, drop depicting the fa- ber are Iron: Maurice Sehv
'
mous Horse Guards. Plenty of flag Yiddish Art Theatre (uon-opet jtiti
waving, always assured of hefty re- this year), and the result is a showturns.
that is always tense in its story of
Seond half opens \vi.th some nifty the. Polish- Jewish under g r o ti n d
Billings
(and
stepping by Jack
,-'",„•"
movement.
Chase), supported by well-drilled
'
:'"'!
A three-set show, "Warsaw Ghetto",
chorus.
v- ''.....
Tiny morsel, "Lease-Lend." With costs more than the usual Yiddish,
Trinder, aS a civilian, and Zoe Gail, legiter, and the main expenditure is
as an American sergeant, is a rib on the large cast of more than 50. SIhjGets some lem Secunda has supplied good backreciprocal hospitality.
ground music: Ben-Ami has staged
laughs..'
Miss, Welch in new number, "So- expertlyi^nd H. A. Goudell's sets are
phisticated Lady," is only so-so. She in keeping with the rest of the per-,
has to dig into former Charles Coch- fbtmance.
ran show for the oldie, "Solomort,"
Of the cast. Ben-Ami is -standout,
for dividends
along: with Berta Qersten, Ditt.t HafTrinder follows with "I Love pern, Isidor Casher, Dora Weissmat
Good Music," with guitar accompani- Menachem Rubin, Muriel Gru.ber and
,

t

,

>

.

improved with the script, and the
by Edward Gilbert is hand-

single set

some.
Play, is likely to take something
of a ribbing, but chances are it'll
make the grade if it takes Itself a little less seriously than it did on the
opener.
Elie.
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ment by Chappie D'Amato, former Mark Topel.
of Jack Hylton band, now
aggregation at HatchPiccadilly bistro
"Music, Maestro, Please," is a. mammoth scene, with plenty of stepping
by Billings, Gail and chorus, and a
musical riot let loose by Debroy
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Kelt «.
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member

own

heading

swanky

ette's,

'Tomorrow The World'
Goes Over

in

Somers and band

Version at B'klyn House
As usual, Trinder has takeoff of a
In previous
Hollywood, celebrity
Almost, two decades ago a couple of
show it was Carmen Miranda. Now
Nathan
legit
producers,
it's
on Frank Sinatra warbling Yiddish
Jacobs, con""Couldn't Sleep a Wink Last Night," Goldberg and Jacob
good plug^for Chappell'S; the publish- ceived the original idea of producing
stage success in the
ers. Comedian's rendition is studded a Broadway
"Student
the.
Yiddish
theatre.
It
was
several
With comedy routine of
femme stooges doing swoons all over Prince," originally produced by the
By
the theatres, with attendants drag- Shuberts and, then supervised"
them for .the Yiddish '-presentation' at.,
.-:'
ging 'em out.
Show is typical Palladium fare, al- the Downtown National. In it was a
character actor who played a waiter.
tiough a bit tiresome in second half, .An aetor known
Weisenas Muni
Refle,
tit an undoubted click,
freund. He went on to greater fame
'\\':.\
as Paul Muni.
Scandal At ilarelicstf'r
Goldberg- and Jacobs are stillLondon, Oct. 6.
making, the transition of the Broad!:-:.-,
Ni-w iit.-iy in :v.n acts by Vera, W:
way
stage to the ; Yiddish -id loin"'I'l-.e Last t'.iironieie <•( .Kar:'i"-i*
ait.-.i't—
latest
is
"Tomorrow -the,1'
wl,'' b\ An'.bouy Ttoltot"'
by Their
World," by arrangement with Thertw
at
Lin. by a a njc'enieiit w
t.:na Pi >
stainoii.
I.'roilueett .by (teorfi ey
Buchanmi.
Bamberger and Lester Meyer, pro'-
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Vera Wheatley, adapter of Anthony
Trollope's
set,"
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ducers of the original, which staued.
Ralph Bellamy, -and featured Shu ley
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The. future of "No Way Out" hinges
on the question: will New York go
for a good oldtime crimc-nght-be.-

tor is a difficult one to make stick,
that. :.the... mother, is duped by her
husband to an almost inconceivable
extent, and that the medical proNew Haven, Oct. 19.
fession may find the ethical question
:RichlU'<l W. Ki'iikeur tin ns.Wi.Tiimi.wiUi •raised here is given no perspective
KOger Pliii-lt) Dioilik'liort of ilnima in Hiree; to reality despite the basic fact that
-<ij.iir -Sron.eni :)ry Char)t'if< ami Oliver'
such an unwritten law is in force.
Oaiwt.
Stars
Pan lino Loril
CcantreH
Marry Kllerbo ami Julte Stevens. Uireeted
Especially good characterisations
liy Roy Hai-Brave; B etlinj{», Rnymoiii) Stiare contributed by Robert Keith as
ves'. Openefl at Shubert, Kew Haven, Oct..
the Unscrupulous physician, Nancy
IK, 'Mi 18 tQP,,i
Marquand as the daughter, and John
Butter,'; .
.. ..I. civill" Dunn
Marriott
as the faithful colored serKaihryri StUrdevam ,.,
.Norma Chaiuln-i's
Hinlly Groat, a Kurae. ........ .Tei esa Date
vant. Miss Hervey gains in "authorKleiiltnr Co.ifes,
.Autli'Cv fttiis'eweli
ity as she goes along, and should do
Witlii'rert AKato,
Julte Stevens
well,
white Jerome Thor, Viola
tii.nr.Itl fSturrtev.-tii!
..llaiT.V Klleriie
Mrs. Alicia Sturtievnnt , ...... .Pauline l.iinl Frayiie, Jean Casto and Donald FosT.t. ("flittlk"): WiHitt)i)S.V.'..,..Dotl Uiiiaon
ter are okay in smaller roles. The
Dr. Ogflen. Pomfret.
...
Ivan Sinuison direction
by Keith and the author
, . .
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Jacob. Ben- Ami, who has been !<»-,in frequent- a visitor to. Second avenue,
of recent years, has returned to the
rialto ot the Yiddish theatre in a
timely, absorbing drama that ll.Luivick has iashrohed from the. head-
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A sound guess
would be "yes," especially as Owen
play makes no bones about
being a melodrama despite the fact
basic
happens
to pose
theme
that its
tributing his own particular brand of one ol the most trying— and certainly
enchantment, than in being locHed lip serious— problems in the medical
profession. :y.
a mental hospital.
Play is built around a girl sufferThe: play is very long, not a, little
repetitious and, in spots, fuzzy in ing from Addison's disease, a singureasoning. But it has, in a manner lar glandular disorder which will
of speaking, a peculiarly ingratiat- kill her if not properly treated. Her
ing charm. That is to say, everyone stepfather, a brilliant physician but
ruthless, knows perfectly well the
is likely to find his own particular
comfort from the spectacle of a gen- girl is dying and makes a faulty
tle dipsomaniac giving a learned psydiagnosis in order to hasten her
chiatrist a lesson in life, and his own death, so he can get his hands on the
kind of escape from reality through money the girl's witless mother will
':
;"'.,'•""'•'
identification with- Elwood's insinu- inherit.
'.iatmg philosophy.
When a house guest, a young worn
Fay contributes incalculably to the an physician, spots the true nature
play's chances.
Without his com- of the disease, she comes smack up
pletely detached style, his gentle, against a point of medical ethics
whimsical manner and his way with when the doctor refuses to accept her
a line, the illusion ol his companion- as consultant. Thus the two physiship" with a«rabbit would be impos- cians are pitted against one another
sible to maintain beyond an act. And until the end, lie with the girl's famWithout Miss Hull to contribute to ily and friends behind him, she with'
this illusion With every gesture she only a colored servant Who has almakes and line she. speaks, even Fay ways distrusted the doctor. She gets
couldn't carry it all the way through. but of this mess only at fh» last moThe others are good;- with Jesse ment and, through very melodraWhite, as Wilson, standing out. The matic devices, saves the girl.
Copley stage is too small to give the
The play is, however, very skilproduction its best foot forward, and fully contrived once it
gets rolling
the direction was also hampered, but —which
is pretty late in the first act.
both were adequate,
And as for the melodrama, it's hard
Play was originally known as "The to see how exception can be taken
Pooka," a thing described as a large considering the fact that films make
animal spirit of Celtic folklore. The it their stock in trade. Chief reserPooka, however, appears only once, vations come not from the meller de
and it is a question if this adds any- partment,.but from the fact that the
thing to the mood of the play,
role Irene Hervey plays as the doc-
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times inaudible, performance leaves rice's exploitation manager), Bob.
the play's major thread hanging, in. Muse! (American), and -Sid Colin;, formerly with Sid Mill ward's band.
'\'''.'!
v <,'-.:'.-"':
midair;"/..:
Song is. put Over by Elisabeth Welch.
.In support, Julie Stevens' brings
While no show-stopper; it serves to
charm to the role of the newest fi- introduce several styles of dancing
ancee. Harry Ellet be is convincing by. various members of the cast to
as the semi-milquetoast son, Teresa good returns.
Dale makes, a nurse-compahion be'Words and Music," which follows,
lievable and Norma Chambers reg- has Trxnder and Several stooges inEx- dulge in comedy interludes. based on
isters as a neurotic daughter.
cellent "brief appearances. are turned funny song titles
Seems idea,: in
in by Audrey Ridgewell, the married slightly different form, was fust perdaughter ; Don Gibson, Navy officer, petrated
Palladium's
by
"Crazy
and Ivan Simpson, family medico. J. Gang" some years ago to.-.better reColville Dunn makes a satisfactory sults.
:.•,;',
:
.;'.;.'
'".''
Bone.
butler.
One of biggest scenes is given over
to Scotland, in Scottish Highlands
setting.
Introduces the Dagenham
Girl Pipers in series of national
sword
including
Scottish
dances,
Boston, Oct. 18,
dance. It utilizes the theatre's masSlnilici'i: lu-iHltK't i'un ol'" tiietii'ilr;i:nin. in tbi-e?
sive revolving stage.
ili-ts iiy'0\yt v n Di'ivis, >Valurt!H Hohei't "K^ilh
Biggest laugh comes from "This Is
1
inn' tli'i i-i-v
I.):!-,'*'!'"!
li'l
b\ K'-ilh and
.s-t
lii.vi.s
iv'ih
l.y K-l-\.ii.l ili'.ii'": I.
At the Army. Mr Trinder," In Which
tli- I'lyimiiKli. (let. is, '41; I! ln\K
comic is depicted as batman. Entire
Ki a r.e idea is copped from the Lou Holtz
\
diva,. Hitllmll
..
Flei vey
Kniil K.,1
gag on percentage of work and pleas1*.
:,
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Despite the •uncertain, market, for
the whimsical iantasy, "Harvey" seems
Apley.
George
aristocracy
authors hint, is more to be pitied almost certain to captivate Broadthan censured. ..When Apley is doing way if only for the extraordinary
the
all the correct things correct 1\
performances ot Frank Fay and Jortceeul is on humor, but a note ot sephine Hull in the. principal roles.
pathos ls? apparent in his .one. lutile The play itself ii> not particulai lv
attempt to break tlie. tannly shackles Well worked out. the lines are charmand emerge as a rtesh-and-blood. man. ing -rather than, witty,, and the proThe play's climax, ii it may be duction is a little less than staggercalled, that, comes when Apley s son ing, as it were. But"Haryey." noneand daughter threaten to live their theless, conveys one ot the most senown lives, apparently a revolutionary- sitive, and e)u,s.ive qiialities of any
idea in 1912. Beacon Hill. The daugh- play in seasons, and it is nearly imter carries through, eloping to New possible not. to come under its spell,
York with a "radical" lecturer, but
It seems Elwood T. Dowd (Fay),
the son calls, off his revolt to devote having had eight or nine too many, at
his life- to.being.an. Apley. The epilog, Charlie's tor eight or nine too many
shows hint in 1924 as' a carbon copy years, emerged one night to encounof his tatiier- stutly and a slave to ter a large white rabbit leaning
the same mbtheaten. ideals.
against a lamp post. His name, he
nostalgic charm pervades the said, was Harvey, and the bond
production aided by an assortment which sprang, up between them was.
of Say irresponsible characters, each so, great he accepted Elwood s invi61 whom is good for a few, chuckles tation to come home and live with
Pruning shears are needed, especially hjm, '"'V
in the overlong second act, and a
But Harvey's presence is discongeneral tightening is required to certing io El wood's sister,
Vet a
Overcome the static quality of the Louise (Miss Hull), and especially
plot.
damaging to her daughter's chances
Not the least of the play's assets is of marrying. When she tries to coma, topndtch cast. Leo G. Gar.roll plays
mit Elwood to the Chumley sanaGeorge Apley to perfection The role torium, she* confesses she has seen
offers every opportunity for over- Harvey herself "once or twice," and
acting biit Carroll wisely uses .re- it is she wrho is locked up, not Elstraint and comes through with a wood.
Dr. Chumley soon discovers
well-rounded portrait of a gentleman his error when he, too, begins to see,
who spends his life doing imimpor- Harvey, and it is at length decided
tant thing-s. .Heading the female con- that Elwood is much better off vis
iting the town's various bars dis:'
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require dras-

to.

a

small

mains to, be seep. In .any ease the
lead part, not the play, is the thing

Show played eight weeks out of.
town, and many changes have :been
made sintje .opening here, Mo.st imtic, revision to build it up.
portant replacements are Billy TenPlot is the more -or less 'familiar neat and band (radio name). Debro.y
one of the jealous mother who stops Somers, and Jewel and Warriss, local
ll«rv«*y
at nothing to hold, her middle-aged .comedy team, and Catroli Bros. Show
':
'.
Bost6ni '6ctl,;l7.(:' ,80.11 to her apronstrings
She has gets finder way when Tommy Trin-.
rntl-l.-is.v,
!,'i!lnlii..rl.yil in
pel 'Inn
•already broken up two. romances,' der warbles
I Wanna
Make Love
llV"
v
.sreiWIS.!,'
(iivt''
oire including art: "aecid.entaf" death.
My Business," which comprises a senuii-ii .tiisriilrni" lisill,
i:iiiri
f n
When impeiKirng niariiage appears ries of ribs on notables, in show biz.
Si hli.llll
I'lTI
\li:!iil.lii'll
i I.A
tor
.on
son
third
the
s ho: :- with comeback from pseudo relations
the
time
iri'si'ill. AH I.| 'It
A'l,
Iron, she tries to blot out this. one. of .same scattered throughout the.
\ HI l')Hs,.|.
Siinii Inns
'-,-.
;;.'.'.•;
An tli >l
also.
When she realizes it. can t be house.;
..."
,>:.)iis iMthHli'-.'.iliiM
AViVi.' tviiiilut' .Sini liuniV
done according to her plan, the
Cairo
Bros are favorites at this,
ink Pax
l-y\MHiil I". Duwil
mother kills herself under encum- house with their. continental comedy
.Kiln* yfiiiiluti
vri^'w' -..iiiiiii'sntt,..,,
v
('i»il''l.iriV''li'itii|'K'
stanees that. succeed, in death in dis- musical act, Bovs ha\e inserted new
ivMMi*. I'tilii!l eii
."fiiif't ^VU'ii.
•Uinli' Keliv. ii. N
V
rupting the union she. couldn't break bit ot biz, but act does not compare
IrsiM A\ lijt.s
M ii in VV ilsjin
.,
v.
up in life.
..-.'",: .:;'
with their previous one, But- score
1:1,
;..'riiiie.Sr'i|.iei
..VlYUUI Sllllili*| snil
v
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Kiwi li ins-.UmyK
U ir. It i.mn.l. \ VI
Miss Lordi ordinarily, a fine -..actress, big,,:-.'.-:
llt.ei (MiMiit'ii't
First big flash is "Rhythm Makes'
Upilv 'llniiili
fails utterly to. put any fire into her
ttVlrli
,.,'.
..Anil
Mis .1'et'nles
interpretation ot the mentally-mis- the World Go Round," collaborated
J-i\vs
.Vwetn.,'''
Mr*. -/t'l'-'lifi'S, V.
effort
Walter
Ridley.
(Peter
Mattby
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"Last Chronicle Of Barhas come close to. achieving the

impossible—.that "of. writing, a drama
minus the required dramatic ingredients.
No small amount of whatever success this play may attain
Will be due to the players. Sincerity
with which the adaptation was done
may be equally responsible. Anthony
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Trollope's characters are familiar, to Booth and Skippy
is on tn?
it
all who patronize libraries;.
With stirring in Yiddish as singular
-DO**
equally strong casting, "Scandal" English stage. It's of
office value both not only Ifwn.'V^.
should go well in America.
.'playwritii'S
meritorious
standpoint
of
The plot relates how a village cuitos clty. a»"
rate cashes a check, which apparently but als<> because of the
(Continued on page 34)
doesn't belong to him and which he
it
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Wednesday, October 25, 1944

'Over 21' $18,000,

ss

Big $10,000

'Prince'

'Okla.!' $30,000,

.

B'way Biz Stronger; 'Mama' Latest

In 4 Shows at Indpls.
Indianapolis, Oct. 24.

SRO

Turtle $20,600 Pace Chi With
Chicago, Oct. 24.
continues big at most
the Eronuses with 'Oklahoma!'' at
with $30,000; "Over 21 " at the
and "Voice of
$18,000,
Hams -with
Turtle." with $20,600, again sellBusiness

Kr
{he
0UtS

Estimate* for Last Week
"Pherry Orchard," Blackstone (3d
Closed locally
near-capacity
'

week) (1,200; $3.60).
to
Saturday " (21)

and

"Kiss

Tell,"

Studebaker (76th
Slid to $13,00Q.

(1,400; $3).

"Oklahoma!" Erlanger (49th week)
Sellout $30,000.

(1,500; $4-20).

week)

31." Harris (6th
Sellout $18,000.

"Over
000; $3).

"Two

In

(1400; $3).

$500.

'Wallflower' Fair

Week

$7,000 in BuiT

$3,000

in

Martens

English Oct.

Buffalo, Oct. 24.
"Wallflower," in full week at the

opener

series

With Bank Account, $11,000 in 1st

(1,-

hess

election hears, Broadway busiseems to grow better rather

show

interest
is
brisk
for
"Wallflower," at the English, Oct. 26,
27, 28.
Dates now set include "Life

"Life

$12,500,

a Bed," Great Northern
Heavily panned, taking

.

"Meet a Body," Forrest (1st week)
<CD-1,060; $3.60). After being panned
business not so good, takings under
but business claimed to have

Shows

Mem.

Allentown (31);
Trenton (1)„ Lyric,

Aud.,

Richmond

Heaven

(2-3-4).

$4,000.

improved

last half of

week,

"Mexican Hay ride," Winter Garden
(28th week) (M-1,423; $6). By virtue
Sun Shines," "Men to the Sea," "The of large lower floor it is top-grossing
Odds on Mrs. Oakley" and "Pick-Up musical of town; playing to stan-

Lyric,

"Cherry Orchard"— American, St.
Louis (23-28); Parkway, Madison
(30-31); Davidson. Milwaukee (1-4);
Dante (Magician)— Biltmore, L. A.

netting neat profits weekly;

With Father," Empire (259th

week) (C-1,082; $3.60). Wonder cornedy making plenty for its manager,
house and backers; bit more than

-

(30);

is

$12,000.

than drop in the traditional manner.
That was indicated last week, and so
Erlanger last week, drew mild press
strong was Sunday (22) attendance
with boxofflce reacting.
:..
Gross hit around fair $7,000 at $3 With Father," Nov. 9, 10, 11; "Othel- that managers of shows playing then
lo," Nov. 13, 14, 15, and "Sons o' immediately
claimed the current
top,
':',•.'•,Fun," 16, 17, 18.
week's gross would improve over last
New Opera Co. production Of week's, a boom autumn having been
"Merry Widow" has been booked for evident since Labor Day. However,
the Murat, Dec. 4, 5, 6 and 7, by John there were four closings Saturday
Current Road
H, Thuman, of Cincinnati.
(21), which will only partially modi(Period Covering Oct. 23-Nov. 4)
fy the demand for theatres by new
''Blossom Time"— Karlton, W'mspt,
productions. Shows out: "While the
Pa,

NG 4G

4 Shows, Visitor' 8G, 'Body
As

at

19.

Advance

;

$16,900.

week)

Legit season here opened big, with
estimated $10,000 take for "Student
Prince" in four performances at the
English (1,500) at $2.50 top, Oct. 16,
Katherine Dunham's "Tropi17, 18.
cal Revue" also oke, with $7,000 in
three performances, Oct. 20, 21, at
same scale. Charles L. Wagner's production of "La Traviata" took fine

Clicks

Girl."

Broadway

has. a

new

dees and bettering $45,000.
"Men to the Sea," National

indicated

Closed

).

smash in ,
Remember Mama," as expected after playing three
which opened to acclaim at the weeks; pace dropped to $5,000 or less;'
Music Box last week. "The Visitor" •Embezzled Heaven" next week.
Philly
arrived, too; looks somewhat doubt"Odds on Mrs. Oakley" Cort
"'
":'
(24-4); •:;:•,;.•''.;
.;.ful; "Meet a Body," also' a new en- Taken
off,
as expected, Saturday
Philadelphia, Oct. 24.
trant, got panned plenty and little (21); played three lean weeks- "No
INDIANS' NICE $13,000
"Embezzled Heaven"
Walnut,
Second week for Philly's new chance indicated.
Way Out" will follow next week,'
Phila. (23-28).
four-legit-show
regime
continued
"Oklahoma!" St. James. (81st week)
Estimates for Last Week
PITTSBURGH Gilbert & Sullivan Playhouse, plenty big although with no one
IN
Wilmington (27-28); Forrest, Phila. outstander
Keys: C (.Comedy), D
Drama), 'M-l, 529; $4.80). Cast changes make
such as "Merry Widow's"
Pittsburgh, Oct. 24.
1,0 difference in business of this; still;',;'.; \y./.
(30-4).
almost 30 grand for previous ses- CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), sensationally strong musical: $31,000;
Copping best notices of the local
"Good Night Ladies" - Metropoli- sion. However, the entire quartet of M (Musical), O (Operetta).
"-'Other show with contented back"Angel Street," BiioiK 150th week,
tason so far, "Ten Little indians" tan. Seattle (26-4).
footlight attractions rang up more
"Harriet"— Colonial, Boston (23- than ordinarily good figures last (D-614; $3,60).. Climbed to around
oad company built up to $13,000
"One Touch of Venus " 46tl, Strct
week despite torrential rains at end
Playing at" $3 28); National, Wash. (30-4).:
last week at Nixon.
pacity, slated thiough winte..
of
week
which,
especially
on
Friday
"Harvey"— Copley, Boston (23-28).
another long-run musical cleaning
o
top, including tax, murder, mystery
"Anna Lucasta,
Mansfield (8th.|
up; virtual capacity all times; close
"Horses Are Like That"— Shubert- night, dented trade unmistakably.
ttarted off slowly but went ahead
Estimates for Last Week
week)
(D-1,033; $3.60). Went to new to $34 000
Lafayette, Detroit (23-4).
"Embezzled Heaven," Walnut (1st high of $19;300, which means capacity
steadily as engagement progressed
"Schcol for Brides," Ambassador
"In Bed. We Cry"— Shubert, New week) (1,700; $3.72).
Notices were all performances; theatre partie.-; at (12th week ) (C-1,117; $3.60). Again
on strength of good reviews and faWilbur, Boston 3t1 laudatory and Theatre Guild concession rates held pace down a
vorable word-of-mouth. Biz not bad HaVen (26-27-28); '-."'
got $12,000 and started this week like
v ":; '
(30-4).
production, with Ethel Barrymore, bit
for comparatively nameless cast and
material improvement will be made;
"Kiss and Tell" (2d Co.)— Stude- clicked
solidly
for
over $17,000.
show that's been comparatively un"Bloomer Girl," Shubert (3d week) .surprise' stayer.
House has' two Weeks without (M-1,382; $5,40). Flock of parties
baker, Chi (23-4).
heard of outside of. New York.
"Snafu," Hudson (C-i. 094; $3.60).
"Kiss and Tell" (3rd Co.)— Aud., tenants at present writing (Oct. 30 keeps gross down somewhat but new Presented by George Abbott; written
Rumored here that there were to
A.'
musical hit playing to standees all by Louis Solomon and Harold BuchJackson, Miss. (23); Aud., Memphis and Nov., 6).
be some changes in the cast before
"Robin Hood," Forrest (1st week) performances; $34,000.
': man; laugh show dated to open to"Indians" moved on to Chicago. Toni
(24-25): Robinson, L.
Rock (26); (1,800; $3.10). Crix liked this revival
Gilmao was slated to succeed Vivi- Aud., Shreveport (27); Muni. Aud,,
'"Carmen Jones," Broadway (47th night (25).
better.; than
"Merry Widow" but
"Soldier's Wife," Golden (3d week)
enne Osborne, and report was' also N. Orleans (28-30); School, Baton
patronage didn't measure up." Storm week) (M-1,900; $3). Among musi- (C.U-789:. $3.60).
Has excellent adout that Victor Varconi was going to
Rouge (31); Aud., Beaumont (1); at end 'of week hurt here as else- cals doing so well that it's problema- vance
Nixon currently has
sale and quite a flock of parbe replaced.
Music Hall, Houston (3-4),
where but De Koven piece did tical where new ones will'."' be t'es indicating a goodly
engagement;
"The Merry Widow," Which opened
berthed; $28,006.
steady
b.o.
gain
to
get
almost
George
$19,000.
"Late
Apley"—
National,
sp0
to terrific advance sale.
"Catherine Was Great," Rovale- ? r °" nd S14;°S?. bi S
G. and S. repertory next week.
V A„
Wash. (23-28); Ford's, Balto. (30-4).
S>
,°? e A', *!gP*i¥:
tyP*™ 1 9 «}
"Perfect Marriage," Shubert '2nd (12th week) tCD-996; $4.80). Looks
"Life With Father"
(2d Co.)—
'0-1,42,; $6). ,Fir.»t. musical
like heavy production outlay will be
Royal Alexandra, Toronto (23-28); week (2,000; $3.10)., Despite de- earned back during Broadway en- hit of new season:., is primed, for
cidedly mixed notices this one had
'Victory' Capacity 411G
cleanup; approximating $4 1,000,. ^caT
Nixon, Pitt. (30-4).
a
nice two weeks' stand thanks gagement; around $21,000.
v:
>
"Merry Widow"— Nixon, Pitt. (23- mostly to marquee names; $15,800.
'Chicken
E
Sunday," pacity at scale.
"Ten Little Indians," Bioadhur,st
In t. A.; 'Ladies' 12|G 28); Cass, Detroit (30-4). ':.'•
week)
(C-1.075;
(29th
last week.
"Sadie Thompson" oh Plymouth
(17th week) (D-l, 160; $3.60). Earlier
"Merry Widow" (2d Co.)— Bijou, Thursday (26) to- stay, only nine $3.60). Holding to profitable money a musical was
Los Angeles, Oct. 24.
reported -aimed for
both ways, averaging $13,000.
days.
Knoxville,
Chat(23);
Mem.
Aud.,
gross
the
local
this house, but meller doing so well
Sitting on top of
"Tomorrow the World," LOcust "Follow the Girls," 44th Street it may stay here indefinitely $18,heap this week is "Winged Victory," t'n'ga (24); Erlanger, Atlanta (25-28);
((28th week) (M- 1,462; $4.80). HoldWhich pulled in $41,500 for second Lanier, Montg'y (30); Temple, Biirn'- (3rd week) (1,600; $3.10). Final ses- over musical is selling out right 000.
sion was not on American Theatre
"Tlie Perfect Marriage," Barrystanza at the Philharmonic Audi- ham (31-1);, Ryman, Nashville (2);
subscription.
Society
Trade off along and stepped up bit further last more (CD-I, 115; $3.60). Presented by
Complete sellout for the Aud.. Memphis (3-4)'. *
torium.
were
quoted
at
week
when
takings
somewhat naturally but okay at
Cheryl Crawford; written by Samson
third and final week will give the
"No Way Out'— Plymouth, Boston $14,500.
"Trio" preems tomorrow $37,200.
Army show the same figure by this (23-28).
"Hats Off to Ice," Center (18th Raphaelson; improved during try*
.night
(25).
Close of "Good Night,
opens tomorrow (26).
SaturdaJ.
A great outs:
(Rt2,994;
week)
$1,98),
"Oklahoma" (2d Co.)
Erlanger,
"The Searching Wind," Fulton
Ladies" brought $12,500 to the Biltgrosser in Radio City; skating revue
more, with $23,500 total for the fort- Chi (23-4).
standees keeps gross close to $42,000. (28th week) (C-948; $4.20). Iiidica-'
"Othello"— Cass. Detroit (23-28); 'Sleep' Premiere NSG
Dante's "Cockeyed
night repeater.'
"I Remember Mama," Music Box tions are for holding over thiough
Inferno" magic show opens at the Hanna, Cleve. (30-4).
•.:>'.
winter;'
spring drama hit getting
$4.20).
Acweek)
(CD-979;
(1st
Biltmore tonight (24). First full week
"Over 21"— Harris, Chi .(23-4).
claimed as sure hit;..Ane notices, with Very good' money; around $16,000.
Haven
$5,500 in
of "Maid in the 'Ozark's," at the Be"The Two Mrs. Carrolls," Booth
"Ramshackle Inn"— Davidson. Mil.
press being unanimously in accord;
lasco, rated $8,000.
New Haven, .Oct. 24.
(23-28); Orpheum, Davenport (30);
nearly $11,000 in first four perform- (58th week) (D-712; $3.60). Another
Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1944." Shrine, Des Moines (3D: Orpheum,
"Sleep, My Pretty One," which ances; can top $21,000 at- scale ($3.50 long stayer that has surprised, by
strong business after summer lay-.:
at El Capitan, passed its 121st week
Sioux City (1); Aud., St.. Jos. (2); premiered last week at Shubert, took plus 20% tax) and should get that
over $14,000.
with usual $14,800.
Large drop was
Grand, Topeka (3); Mem., Salina unenthusiastie notices and drew Esti- figure this week
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
registered by "Petticoat Fever" at the
mated mild $5,500 on four shows at
"Jacobowsky and the Colonel
.'-.\ -:(37th week) (C-896; $4.20).
r'44r ,>.:
One of
Musart, getting only $2,100 on the (4).
$3.60).
(19-21).
(C-1,214;
Beck (32d week)
$3 top
the wonder. plays on the list: three-,
"Rebecca"— Shubert, Boston (23sixth week.
Late opener during the
House is now set till Nov, 11. Cur- Riding along to great money and person
comedy getting close to $22,week was first professional-presenta- 28); Mem. Add.. Worcester (30); rent is preem of "In Bed We Cry" should
grosses
spring;
last
into
000 every week.
tion of
"Guest in the House" on Court Sq., Springf'd (31-1); Met., (Ilka Chase) (26-28). NOV. 2-4. gets around $21,000, capacity.
"The
Visitor," Miller (1st week)
Coast at the Beaux Arts. 600 seater, Providence
"Kiss and Tell," Biltmore (82d
Bushnel!,'
H'tf'd "Robin Hood" and gives way to
(2);
(D-940: $3.60). Notices not so good;
but estimates could not be made for
break-in of "A Bell for Adano" week) (C-926; $3.60). Business up to Will play at least three weeks
(3-4).
for
split week.
expectations, and long-running laugh picture rights, but has chance lo de"Robin Hood"—Forrest. Phila:" (23- (Fredric March) (Nov, 9-11);,:
velop and stick; not far from $8,000
28); Bushnell. H'tfd (30-31); Lyric,

"Voice of the Turtle," Selwyn (3d
week) (1,000; $3.60). Sellout $20,600.
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ZaSu-'Inn' Sturdy

New Haven

B'dgp't (1); Shubert,

for initial week.'

(2-

3-4).

$13,500 in Gincy
Cincinnati.

Oct.

'24.

ZaSu
with
"Ramshackle Inn,"
was a pleasing lidlifter for
season, fetching approximately $13,500 on nine performances
last week in the 1,300-seat Cox at
Pitts,

local legit

$2.40

Notices were so-so. and

top.

there was opposish for four nights
from the Russian Ballet, in the 2,500seat Taft at $3 top.
Biz for the
troupe of dancers, who were minus

"Sadie

Thompson"— Shubert,

(26-4).

Phila.

Boston Great;

'Harriet'

—

'

(I);'

(31

Palace,

);

.

:

'Harvey' Fine $6,700 in

10G

.

i

;"'

.

•

All

legit

stands

Boston. Oct. 24;
but the Opera

.

<2);

5, "Violet'

".

Akron House were lighted last week, and
park. biz was great all around, only one
show limping. Week was notable for

Colonial,

.

Canton

opened last night (24).
"While the Sun Shines," Lyceum.
Could have stayed on to moderate
business, but stopped Saturday after
five fair weeks; next attraction. "The
_
...
Opener greeted with mixed but gen. [:alt M Ap iey," due next month. *
eially favorable press and went to
ADDED'
a
moderate-to-good' estimated
"The Merry Widow " N Y City
$'0J00. -Came'-in for one. week only. Center i2d week) (d-2.693; $2.40).
Sleep, My Pretty One opened .-here Poing ex ceHently and second week
last night (23)
topped the first; tickets for weekend
"No Way Out," Plymouth (1,350; performances
in
high
demand;
,

'

-

Jamestown

"Violet," Belasco iC- 1,077; $3.60).
Presented by Albert Margolies: written by Whitfield Cook, new dramas
out-of-town word favoriiblc;

26G,

[list;

San Carlo Opera Co. Opera Hse.,
Boston (30-4).
v;
"Sleep My Pretty One"— Wilbur,
Boston, (23-28).
"Sons O' Fun"—-Erlanger, Buffalo
Shea's,
(23^28); Shea's, Erie
(30).;

SRO

,

l

,.;
..

.

Youngstown (3-4).
successful relighting of the.
"Streets. Are Guarded'— Playhouse,' very
some members due to illness, was
Copley (Shubert) theatre, long aplighter than in recent annual visits.
Wilmington (3-41.
proached with certain, misgivings. $3). Opened Wednesday night (18).
"Student Prince"— Blackstone,' Chi Brock Pemberton brought his "Har- Not too well liked and hadn't caught $29,000,
Ciricy's schedule of road shows for
VAL'DE-REVDE
'944-45 is heaviest for some time.
(23-4).
vey" in, caught rave notices all on 'by week's end with estimated
"Star Time," Majestic iCth .'.veek')
This, week the Cox has Katherine
"Tangled Web"— Ford's, Balto (23- around save for the Christian Science $5,300 as take for five performances. '1,179; $3). Prospering! but a new
Dunham's "Tropical Revue" at $3 28).
Monitor, which refused its advertis- Remains another, now current. ._- ;. musical, figured to land here before
\
top.
"Rebecca," Shubert (1,500; $3.60). the holidays; claimed over $24,000.
"Ten Little, Indians" (2d Co.)— ing.
'"'".I"'''
NEIGHBORHOOD
Hanna, ClevO, (23-28); Cox, Cincy '' '.'Harriet"' hit, sellout status on its Guild-Society auspices mean a good
"Naughty
Marietta,"
Flatbush,
second week: the cast gave an $22,300 despite pretty general indif(30-4).
ference from press, which didn't like Brooklyn.
'Father' 14G, Balto
"Three's a Family"—Curran,' San Actors Benefit matinee on Friday
the show. Second week current. /
"Blossom Time." Windsor. Bronx.
big
"Rebecca"
(20)
to
snaffle
$3,000.
Francisco- (23-4
Baltimore. Oct. 24.
"Arsenic and Old Lace," 'Elm hurst,
in
first week with Thealso
staunch
-—
"Tomorrow the World"
Lyric,
.

|

'"'•'.'•"

,

.'

.."

:

..

.•'

,',-.';;

.:•.:,

:

>.'

',..,.

Sixth visit of "Life With Father"
9 Ford's here last week did nice

B'port

Sq„ Springfield

(23); .Court

Academy, N'ampton

*(26);

atre
Guild-American Theatre Society sanction;, others in good 'shape.
All remain this week but "Violet."

(24-25);

Bushnell, Hartford (27-28);' Colonial,

whjch was replaced

Boston

last

Current is Marcus Heiman's
of "Tangled Web," by
fanning Pollock, in pie-Broadway
Wort. "The- Late George Apley" is
*t to follow.

"Web"

'

-

(30-4).

:,':

"Trio"— Locust, Phila. (.25-4)..
"Tropical Revue" Katherine DunCincy (23-28); Erlanger,
i

ham)—Cox,
-

Philadelphia
booked next week.

cancelled

*nere it was
f»y goes back to New York from
™re and the script will be revised
oefore it reaches the board again.'

Buff. (30-4).
''Voice of the Turtle"

';•'.'; ::;:•'

(2d Co.);—

Selwyn, Chi (23-4).
"Wallflower"— Hartman, Columbus
(23-25);

English,

Ind'p'iis

(26-28

);

'Family' 20G. Frisco
San Francisco, Oct. 24.
3 Is a Family," in the second week
« the Curran here, got $20,000, a
J"mp of $3,000 over the first stanza.
was bigest gross yet registered
l

American, St. Louis (30-4).
"Waltz King;"— Lyceum, Minn, (2328); Aud., St. Paul (29-1); Parkway,
Madison (3).
Philharmonic
"Winged Victory"
Aud., L.A. (23-28); Mas. Aud., Frisco

•v

(30-4).

,|

"

'

we John Golden

attraction.

—

L.

I...

.

'14,600.

production

at. the

'Web' Mild $10,000,

Wilbur

night (23).
Estimates for Last Week
Colonial (1.590: $3.60).
sellout basis second
Week to Catch near-estimated $26,000
plus $3,000 for Actors' Fund beneRemains
fit matinee
Friday >20).
-

.

"Harriet,"

Continued, on

33GinDX. OTHELLO' STRONG
Washington, Oct.
$25,200 IN DETROIT
Chainnng

San Carlo's

:

..

..''Tangled

24.'

Web,"

new

Pollock melodrama, was mildly reby -critics last week, grossing

ceived,

estimated $10,000..
San Carlo grand, opera troupe got
$3).
(1.200:
$7,700 at Constitution- Hal! .Saturday
First attraction at the Copley in
.;.
months. Caught hearty press and night, grossing $33,000 on week.
"The Late George Apley'? has a
drew staunchly following opening
Wednesday (18) to take estimated healthy advance sale, due to appeal
Big of John P. Marquand's Pulitzer Prize
$6,700 on five performances.
advance for final pre-B'way week novel. Helen Hayes in "Harriet" arrives Oct. 30. Then "Blossom Time,"
now current. :'•"••."

through this week.
"Harvey,"
Copley
-

,

.

,

.'.:,'

'Violet,"

Wilbur

(1,200;

$3).

for

its

16th local

visit.

Detroit,. Oct. 24.

.

Playing to capacity and under
Theatre Guild subscription "Othello"
rang up $25,200 last week at the Cass
in its. first week. It. continues for a
second week before the Shubert -ver,-ioii of. "The Merry Widow" moves in
,

Oct. 30. .'
In its final week at the Lafayette,
"3 Is a Family" closed with a brisk
Following tonight (24) is
$8,600.
premiere of "Horses Are Like That."
:

"Carmen" in its week at the Lafaydrew an estimated $8,000,

ette

.

—

"

.

.

Wednesday, October 25, 1914

54

from an appendicitis operation, sucShift is effective Nov. 6.
Bill Lengel turning Life Story into

ceeds him.

Smith's "Horse" Laffs, FPA's "Nods"
H Allen Smith, who is addicted to
the "L" ot it ("Low Man on a Totem
Pole" and "Lost in a Putty Knife
Factory"), titles his third book "Lost
in the Horse Latitudes." He figures

lucky titular

'L" a

and his

letter,

newest volume gives things in general, and Hollywood in particular;
beaucoup horse laughter.
Ribald as the others, iconoclastic in
the main, Smith mixes good humor
with dispassionate observation in

HOUSE BOOKS
(old to Hollywood

boasted as one of its main speakers
Kathleen Winsor, author of "Forever Amber." She had hardly got
through speaking when the Watch
-,and Ward Society caused her book
to be banned from sale in Massachusetts in the third "hidden censorship" Case in as many months.
Following a conference with Macmillan Co., publishers of the novel
dealing with a walloping trollop of
the days of Charles II, and the local
book dealers association, the blue*
nose Watch and Ward announced
that the book would be withdrawn
from public sale although it has not
been banned and has not been the
object of complaint from any source.

OK

Ted Lawson and
Bob Cpnsidine's

THIRTY SECONDS

OVER TOKYO
Sally Benson's

Gault MacGowan on Fix at War
Continuing great job that films are
doing for army morale was; pointed
out by Gault MacGowan, N. Y. Sun
war correspondent, who returned to
N. Y. from abroad recently! MacGowan found films the most effective
brake against monotony of convoy
duty, desert fighting lulls, supply

and behind-llne waits in
Belgium and Normandy. Films were
shown at sea on destroyers and warships two or three times a week, he
Said.
MacGowan found a mammoth
film, house in the middle ot the desert, halfway between Palestine and
Iraq, at an airplane stop, set up as
morale-aid, where latest American
films were being shown to troops.
The house, Britisb-bullt, was an enclosed one, said MacGowan, with a

LOUIS

Patrick Hamilton's

HANGOVER
SQUARE

seating capacity twice the size of

German

a

prisoner in France for 10 days until
he escaped, was in Paris during the
last days of German occupation. The
prized German reward to troops for
distinction, he sa'id, was to take the
men up to Paris for entertainment.
The Sun hosted MacGowan at a
swank luncheon in the Biltmore
Hotel, N. Y., Thursday (19), attended by various notables.

Randau and

Leans Zugsmith's

THE VISITOR

Quips That Pass In the Night

Chris Massie's

H. L. Mencken, the Baltimore punwrote to Roy L. McCardell predicting that the American voters to
a man would unquestionably sweep
Dewey into' office election day because of his memorable and magnificent performance at the Battle of

THE LOVE
LETTERS

dit,

To which the doughty
sage of 52d street immediatelyje-

Manila Bay.

Clare Jaynes'

plied:

•

}

"You're cockeyed! My ear to the
ground assures me that American
patriots can do no more than landslide for Roosevelt after his gallant

INSTRUCT

MY SORROWS

and heroic charge up San Juan

(MY REPUTATION)

y

Richard Tregaskis'

GUADALCANAL
DIARY

Gillespie's

Whiteman

Sally Benson's

Why on

vogue in picture

filming," in

studios,

has been declared unethical by the
Screen Writers' Guild, following a
dispute between a scribe and a maWriter submitted a drajor lot.
matic sketch which was turned down
after

it

had been performed by an

SWG

actor and filmed on the set.
declaration follows:
"The board of Screen Writers'
Guild condemns as unethical and as
contrary to decent business practice
and professional relations, the deliberate reworking or filming of literary material for experimental or
trial purposes, without the prior consent of the owner, notwithstanding
the fact that, such material may not
appear in the film as released; and
does hereby make
that the
available to its members the good
offices and the service of the Guild,
Within its power and authority, to
prevent any such appropriation in
the future and to remedy any such

SWG

abuse which

may have

occurred in

nobody

"

editor of Cosmopolitan.
Bill .(Metro) Ornstein's "Future''of
the Flickers" set for the December
issue of Prairie Schooner,
of Neb.

U

'

mag.

.

Biog.

which also was

"thi five arrows," isak

its

the times" passes

my

under-

'

RANDOM HOUSE, INC.
NEW YORK 22

20 EAST J7 ST.,

Yiddish presenta

-"

at

it,

how.

a ballroom.

basically, is

no

dif-

ferent than the N. Y, Roseland. It's
the same style of dancing, the same
noise, the same opportunities for a
free-for-all offered by hard-playing
service men. It's simply dressed to
kill, with soft lights and plush seats.
This reviewer,, on a rubbernecking
tour from the east, Will take Mead-

owbrook.

•

'.-...,-

_'

Woody Herman's crack
opened

orchestra

at

humorous "material"

vocals,

Herman

has Frances Wayne, a, singer ~with a
fine voice and her own style who is
very likely to use this band as a
springboard. Marjorie Hyams, vibra
tapper, is a recent addition, and a
surprisingly fine musician. Her ability is exceptional for a femme.

»«»

7. «•/

^» t

t

Wood.
»

t

:

1

,

Ed

.

Variety

•

'"'

,

'.

Bodin

agenting John
stach's new novel, "Escape
Doom," for book and movie.

Wil-

from

Mag

;"

.

'

.

W

rights have been sold.

Italy; Arch Whitehouse. in France,
and Will Ousler in tlie Pacific Carl
Wall reps the mag in London.
.

•'•'.'•-

,.

'

Jessyca Russell, N. Y. ed of Magazine Digest (Canada), profiles the
"/
ment.:
.(
v
N. Y. columnists, radio gagster Hal
Block, Abel Green and Bennett Cerf
Florenco Ga|e,
Louis Sobol's Lowdowns
j— -in successive articles this winter,
T<ina Bnsquette'. v
Hearst columnist Louis Sobol takes
Florence Lawrence, drama editor Tony Canzoneri
the Broadway columnists apart in of- the Los Angeles Examiner, is re- Kyan Sis
Sherry ^Brittbn
the November Cosmopolitan, and tiring after 28 years, during which Frolickcrstreats with the dramatic critics in time she. also served, as head of the S Spi'aftue Dancers
Ait Waiier Ore
the January issue of the same mag. film and music departments
Her
Monte Carlo
He himself is a vet Broadway-farer. successor will be Patterson Greene, Dick Gasparre Ore
Rlayne Hume
who for years has been music critic Ralph
Kotgers Bd
•1*' Has '21' Companion
on the same sheet.
Nit a Rosa
.Old Roumanian
New magazine, Twentyone. is in
Charles Wagner, editor of the SunGin ire Sis
the making by Triangle Publications day section of the N. Y. Daiily Mir- Jnn Bart
as a companion of recently-born ror for past several years, has been Olga Waytova,
Frances BUiik -,
mag for youngsters. Seventeen.
awarded a Nieman scholarship to Shirley
Baron Ore
have worked out the Harvard and leaves the paper early Sadie Banks
Editors
format and will start publication as next month.
William Falvey, cur- Jno LsPorte Ore
,:

'..

•

".

'

.

.

-

standing. 0

is

The atmosphere,

Nitery Followups
Goldberg and Jacobs have retained
|
the pattern of the original production
»^
staged by Elliott Nugent, and even
the original set is presented here in
Hildegarde never had an opening
an exact copy. "World" suffers by
comparison with the Main Stem as the one last Wednesday (18) at the
showing, but only because of the Persian Room, her umpteenth time
greater elasticity that can be given back at this spot. Even though the
such a Broadway production, partic
Hotel Plaza, N, Y., has undergone a
. ."".-'
ularly in casting.."'
Goldberg has the lead role, that of facelift it's now once again the same
Michael Frame, the liberal college old .Plaza with the Milwaukee chan-s
professor who undertakes to rear i toosey back. Result, Fred at the
nephew, whose father died in Germany, the victim ol Nazi persecution. door is beaming, the'joirrt is jumping
The boy, a 12-year-old, has been and they've had to move his resersteeped in Nazi ideologies, and the vation desk out near the lobby to
play remains a poignant portrait of crowd in another table or two.
an American family trying to erase
the Naziism that has e'nveloped'him. Hildegarde remains, by sheer hard
As the lad, Saul Schwartz gives a per- stint, the No. 1 femme personality
formance comparable to that of in the saloon circuits today. IndeSkippy Homeiet in the original.
fatigable, charming and always asGoldberg gives a forthright, work
manlike portrayal along with Lilly sured on the floor, she's a gracious
Lilliaria, as his Jewish nancee, over .hostess on, a large scale.
The Perwhom much of the play's interest re- sian Roonv merely becomes a mamvolves.
Others who do well are moth drawing room and she gets
Frances Wagenfeld, child actress, and familiar and chatty with her cusRose Goldberg, as Jessie Frame, the tomers as if they were non-paying
/
prof's sister.
guests.
Reacting accordingly, they
.. ..
The language can be no barrier to pitch in. too, and it all becomes one
an understanding of the Yiddish "To- happy family. True, occasionally
morrow the World." Its message en there are bound to be the usual
compasses all barriers to that under- minor hazards that come from the
.-•.-.',' ...
double-threat of stew stuff and the
standing.
Koftn.
accent on the familiar. But Hildegarde always handles that well,
which is in itself some sort of object lesson to bistro stars who need
Bills
not resort to any especially, vicious
Continued from page 48
ad libs to. curb a too gay customer.
With her fall return, Hildegarde
Sabicas
Bob Davis
again brings a new set of songs and
Botty Reilly
Val Olman Ore
also culls from the archives and the
Chiouttica.
Rogers Corner
Martinique
Harry Lef court Ore contemporaneous to give numbers
Grade Barrio
new values. A. Cole Porter oldie,
Clark's Hawaiian*
Callahan Sis
Frank Victor
"Which," and "When the Boys Come
Jackie Miles
I Iverson
Home,"
the Harburg-Arlen excerpt
Pancho Bd
Harold Green
Norca Rumba Bd
from "Bloomer Girl." fall within
Freshmen.
Latin Quintet
both orbits. "Hold It," a newie by
Kadobdlers
BusU-r Shaver
Kbrn Kobblers
Gerald Marks and Sammy Lerncr;
Arthur h Himpkins
Siff Schat?. Ore
French version of Irving Berlin's
Carol Ring
Roinnnluii Village
Billy Vine
"Cheek to Cheek"; Ian Grant's clever
Jennie Goldstein
Ben Yosi Singers
"In Paris, It's Love"; "Let's Get ToVera Niva
Arnaut Bros
Henry Berman
gether for a While" and "Suddenly
Marvelettes -"•*,
Victoria Rane
Heart Sings" (Harold Rome-Jean
Wini Walsh.
R Walton Dancers My
Blan), and a new English ballad by
W'anger Girls
Roy Stevens Ore
Don Mctirane Ore 33li Spivack Ore
Michael Carr and Jimmy Kennedy,
Jose Perez Btl
Stork Club
titled "You're What's the Matter
I,e Rnhait llUn
Morales Ore
With Me" are vocally Interspersed
v
Julius Monk :•
Ernie Holtz Ore
with snatches of -Grieg, "Darktown
Liselle Veroa
Tony Pastor's
Imopeno -Coca
Strutters Ball," and corny harkbacks
Uptown
Irwin Carey*
to "Howya Gonna Keep 'Em Down
Happy Lewis
Jones Bros 3
Jean
on the Farm." Hildegarde knows
Paddock
CeHrlc Wallace 3
Jean Roehelle'
her chansons and her corn, and comLeon $ Eddie's
Tlielma Kevins
Joey Adams
mercializes both like black market
Zip Howe
Murk Plant
nylons.
She holds the floor for an
Joe

.

or Clare Jaynes' "these are

ever, the

.'•:.'

tion.

'

Dinesen's "winter's tales"

men).
No matter how you look
Palladium

;

.

used as title of a picture made by
Universal starring the batoneer, Currently Gillespie is southern representative for 20th-Fox, headquartering
at Atlanta but with a roving assign-

with publisher

.

has yet bought Allan Chase's

.'

..

,

True mag now has three war correspondents;
Michael
Stern,
in

>

-V \

'
•

Llewellyn Miller, western executive editor of Ideal Publishing Corp.,
in N. Y. for month's stay to confab

•

:

earth

service

the tomes.

..

the past."

period the bandsman was billed as
of Jazz,"

;.-'

:

sociated with

"Contingent Filming" Out
Practice known as "contingent

Arvad.

"The King

is

'Tomorrow'

-James F. Gillespie is writing a
biography of Paul Whiteman and
it's expected
to reach publication
next spring.
Gillespie was Whiteman's manager for years during the
-

JUNIOR MISS

mag

•<"

Sheila Graham is resuming her
daily HollywopS column for NANA,
-replacing- her —pinch -hitter,
Inga

and left-wing leanings.

—

':,';':

CHATTER

domination of the newspaper union

=

activities -of labor

•

Hill."

as president of the guild, originally
went into his post through a consolidation of outside units which
charged the New York unit with

Continued from page 46

Palladium. H'wood

in a recent Harcaused considerable conwriting a book on the hot and it's noisy when jammed.
Capable of handling 10,000 admisunions in politics,
to be published by Vanguard next sions at one time, the spot caters to
all coin levels.
You can dine and
-:
year.
'
drink in comfort, at reasonable prices
Gruber's
novels, '.'"The and in a N.Y. hotel atmosphere, at
Frank
Talking Clock," "The Buffalo Box" one side of the room where there are
and "Simon Lash, Private DetecV two levels of reserved tables. Or you
can dance and stand against a bar or
tive," contracted for publication by
relax on couches
Penguin Pocket Books, with author the other. Both at no extra cost on
call for an admisguaranteed 600,000 circulation for sion ticket (75c and 50c for
per's

troversy,

Principal
ing for 40 cents each.
pel was a captain in the Marines
speakers were Lt. John Mason
Brown, USNR; Robert Sherrod of and assistant to Tom Beck of Crowell-Collier.
Time; W. W. Chaplin of NBC; Chris
topher LaFarge; John Kieran and
others. Affair is run by Alice Dixon
Bond, literary editor of the Herald,
in association with Herald editor
Continued from page 5*
Robert Chbate,

.

SAMMY?

S5

lar in layout, but minus the hundred
and one details of lighting and plush-:
ness
that
the Palladium
offers
There's only one thing that likens
this spot to any other dancery— it's

-

Mimay to D.C. for FM
Maurice Zolotow doing a novel
Milton Murray, president of the with a show biz background.
American Newspaper Guild, leaves
Victor Wolfson sold series of HolDetroit Times, where he has lywood yarns to New Yorker mag.
been employed for more than 15
Ed Sullivan emceeing N. Y. comic
years, to join the staff of PM as artists lunchfest at Waldorf Oct. 31.
MurWashington correspondent.
Paul McNamara, erstwhile Hearst
ray, who is serving his second term promotion manage/, now the articles

WHERE'S

Night Club Reviews

Palladium last week (17).
in recent months in the same way
ecutive officer of the Ground Office His is the first top name. crew in here
that is, without actual prosecution of Technical Information at Army in months, and the outfit stood what's
but only the "Volition" Of the deal- Ground Forces Hdqrs. in Washington. claimed to be one of the biggest
opening crowds the spot ever had on
ers—were "Rome Hanks" and
Walter Howey named special as- its collective ear. This is the best
"Strange Fruit." Lillian Smith, ausistant to W. R. Hearst, acting as outfit Herman has ever collected, and
thor of the latter, also spoke at the
supervising editor on various Hearst for excitement and all-around ability
Book Fair.
dailies: on a wiring assignment. Louis to satisfy a crowd it takes a back seat
The Fair itself, the biggest event
Ruppel, former CBS press chief, be- for no band in existence today.' It
of its kind, drew close to 40,000 peo
everything.
comes, executive editor of the Chi- has
pie in its eight sessions, tickets goIn addition to his own ballad and
cago Herald-American Nov. 1. Rup-

the

Sammy Schulman's

used to be on Cosmo.
Richard H. Rovere, whose article

on Governor Dewey

:

.

Roxy's:

MacGowan, who was

—

William M. Cotton
To this ruling, all book dealers and editorial director Muriel Babcock
must comply on the implied threat it regarding policy and outlook for
contains, although there is supposed Ideal fan mags.
to be no compulsion about it whatWalter Stewart, sports editor of
Actually, most of the book the Memphis Commercial Appeal and
ever.
dealers had been sold out of the book former boxing expert for the N. Y.
and were awaiting further shipments World-Telegram, has been promoted
when the ban was announced. / Hit to Lieutenant-Colonel and made ex-

line service,

MEET ME IN

Carl

passages, but "Lost in the Horse Latitudes" is sure to find anybody's risibright book indeed.
bilities.
Franklin P. Adams of Info Please
and the news gazettes has collected
some of his best columns, poems and
Pepys-like diaries in book form as
"Nods and Becks" (McGraw-Hill; $2)
reading.
Abel.
that makes

A

in a single year!

ST.

reasonable doses, and nobody's particularly hurt, save perhaps some
readers' sensitivities. This may stem
from Smith's penchant for the Chic
Sale type of humor in one or two

More 'Hidden Censorship'
The Boston Herald's eighth annual four-day Book Fair this year

a kinda marriage between Cosmopolitan and Red Book, aiming at
women readers. The Argosy is also
trying a similar blend but Lengel

soon as paper restrictions are

lifted.

rently

in

the

hospital

recovering

Biobamba
Carmen Amaya

De Carlo Ore
Versailles

solid, solo, and that's showmanPer usual, Bob Grant and Mark
Monte are the maestro backer-up-

hour

Andy Russelt
Dwlffht Flsks

ship.

Hene Woods.

pers, Grant having the bigger band
and shouldering the major burden of
the instrumental as well as dans? pa-,
Abel:
tion support.

•

Cantu
Ellsworth &
Poter. Birch

F'chilcl

Bob Douglas
Betty Lustre
M Bergere Ore

Monchlto Bd
Zanzibar

Jose
Astor's

Ella Fitzgerald
Ink Spots

Berry Bros
Dorothy Donepnn
Three Loose Nuts
Tops & Wilda
Peg Leg Bates
Pecweo Marquette
Claude Hopkins Ore
Joss Curbello

Bd

is back at the Hotel
Columbian Room with a tip-

Morand

top octet, plus
tive vocalist.

Kay Allen, an attracMorand is partial to

the Latin tempos but

Is

generally

his team of three reeds,
one trumpet, string bass, piano ana
drums, with himself alternately ba-

versatile

and

toning and violining, give out witn
Aoel.
plenty dansapation.

.

places in Pittsburgh last week when
he slipped in an alcove of Nixon theatre,- where show, was playing at the
time,

Broadway
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Panama

Cuban

actress,

roles in

Mexican

nixing

Hollywood

»"

Romulo Ribera, Spanish violinist,
By Stan Willis
featured with Julian Carrillo, comThe international trend brought
J3ob Sterling, executive assistant another star, Arturo Cortes,' to town poser-conductor, in weekly halfhour concerts on XEW.
Hunt Stromberg, in from Holly- for the Club Alamo.
Carl Ponedel has taken over as Rewood to discuss advertising and exCamp
Longhairs are having a carnival,
Anna ploitation campaigns with UA exec- mopping up the one-night concert public's rep in Mexico. Succeeds
manageress,
Hildegarde's
Luis Lezama, who quit to become
now known as The utives for Stromberg's "Guest in the
is
Mexican
johnny Gilligan

new ad manager

Corp.
0 t Philco
Anflv Arcari

goes out on USOShows Victory circuit Oct. 30.

''

''

".

.,'•':

,

;

'

'.

ack Millar in from Hollywood on
Cantor and other
Bob Hope, Eddie

M

p.a. biz.

v.

New Armed Forces radio station,
Lvnn Perkins, formerly with Pa- other centers en route to o.o. distri- for the servicemen and gals, doing
a
now on USO-Camp Shows pub- bution of incentive films for war- terrif
job using good platters and
plant workers.
7'
Eastern story department heads of chatter, which fills a big void.
Leon Fromkess, prez of PRC PicBill Liebow. Miami-Panama comhosted
Dick
all
major
film
companies
office
home
of
tures, in for a series
(Paramount) Mealand at cocktailery muter, booked in the Mex gal songconferences.
ster, Mercedes Caraza, at bis Interat the Astor hotel last Wednesday
Henry (Buddy) Ringling North, a (18). He leaves for the Coast this national hotel's Marine Room.
Empresario Canosa, Cuban show
lieutenant in the Navy, cited for gal- week to assume new duties as head
action.
in
revue
lantry
of Paramount studio story depart- producer, planning 40-people
for Happy land, in Panama, to follow
rejected
for
USOBrown
7
Murray
ment. '-:
into Florida Club, Colon, at end of
Camp Shows overseas tour because
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount dis- contract.
of heart ailment.
tribution v.p., has been named to the
Palm Terrace, playing in tough goGeorge Kelly has turned in his new honorary committee in charge of the
ing for a long period, seems to have
play, the first in some seasons, to annual Notre Dame-Army rally Nov.
hit the jackpot with a Colombian gal,
Guthrie McClintic.
Other members Anita Eden, who is called the Brook10 at the Waldorf.
Irene Dunne, who just finished of the committee include Postmaster lyn Bombshell.
"Together Again," in N. Y. for sev- General Frank C. Walker, Edgar
Colon's hottest spot, prewar, the
v;'
eral, weeks' yacash.
-;,V<; v.'.V Kobak and George J. Schaefer.
Silver Spray, is back in the hands of
Damon Hunyon to be guest of
its old
owners, who plot an ailhonor at next Banshees luncheon,
American revue when defeat of the
Hitlerites comes;
Nov. 2. At the Waldorf, as usual.
"Lights up." signal from Army
Radio to
Percy Grainger giving concert un.

.

-..:.'

.

Pace

der

USO-Camp Shows

auspices

at

Warrensburg, Mo., air field, Nov. 2.
"Ice Follies." with Johnson and the
Shipstads, make ninth annual visit to
Madison Square Garden, Nov. 21 to
Dec.

Continued from page

lives of thousands of ex-service
and their families.
,

i% Budget

J. R. Williams, of the N. Y. film
division British .Ministry of Informaoff to England for a month's

business.

,-

*.v.
;

Dave Bader, of 20th-Fox. homeoffice publicity staff, working his
way back from Coast on Sixth War
'.
Loan drive.
Herbert J. Biberman, who directed "Master Race" for Edward Golden,
ariiyed in N. Y. over weekend for
annual holiday.
.7.
Ben Atwell in Los Angeles hospital again, Rod Waggoner having
replaced him ahead of "Good Night
Ladies" on tour.
Gertrude Rosenstein, formerly of
":.

','

"

.

,

.

Paramount legal staff at the
home office, transferred to Par stuthe

on the Coast,

tinge,

men

.

Contrlb
drive

are advertisers in the drug and cosmetic
fields, who are giving 5% of their
advertising budget to the campaign.
This alone figures as a million dolSubsequently, nalar contribution.
tional advertisers in other industries
will be called on to do likewise.
Handling the job for the Army, on
a non-fee basis, is 'he Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield ad agency; Drug
and cosmetic makers have some of
the top sftows on the air (Eddie
Cantor,. "Duffy's Tavern," et al),
which meahs that peak audiences
will hear the War Dept. messages, a
parallel being offered in those advertisers'
use of top circulation
magazines.
the

;

,

-7' -7
on their own.
George Angelini opened what he
plans to be the first postwar booking
agency, with his import office on
Avenida Central acting as head
quarters. He's mapping importation

'

of American shows.
First sign of dropping biz at thea
tres, and nabes tipped by fact that
some managers are looking for give-

Unknown."

Clara Geffinger appointed treasurer of the Ziegfeld (opening with
"Seven Lively Arts"), with Jackie

McPartland, assistant.
Jarmila Novotna soloist with N. Y.
Philharmonic under Bruno Walter in
Czech independence day concert at
Carnegie Hall, Oct. 31.
Leslie Morosco, former legit casting agent now In retirement, doing
book of memoirs, tentatively titled "I

issues
'Hell's

Cappella) left Monday (22) for Coast
with the dancer's mother, who
is gravely ill in a Hollywood hosp.
Herman Shumlin feted by the
Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Commits
tee at a reception in his honor last
night (24) on the Hotel Pierre Roof.
Cops silencing loud-speaker trucks
campaigning for Roosevelt, despite
permits, upon public nuisance and
sleeping
war-worker
disturbance

to be

•
.

,

Annual get-together of Picture
Pioneers will be a Christmas party
this year, set for Dec. 13 at the Waldorf.
Walter Vincent will be guest
of honor.

Sinatra is "Fall Guy" of the Circus Saints and Sinners tomorrow
(Thurs.), and next month Marshall
Field 3d takes the rap under Jimmy
Walker's gavel.
Louis Sobol entertaining his daughter,
Natalie's
major-husband, an

Army
CBI

medico,

who has been

theatre for 25
his first furlough.

.Jeanne

months.

Therrieh,

young

in the
This is

N.

Y.

pianist

and only femme to win both
Leventritt and Naumburg awards, is
daughter of Henri Therrien, tenor of
original Roxy Gang.
Arthur Lacks, in charge of sales
dls t ri bution of News of the Day
?8?
.
(Metro),
will be installed as Come ot tne American Legion Post
§*??,? l305th Field Artillery Nov. 2.
;

;

Nightclub collections for the N. Y.

War Fund have been

excellent, ac-

cording to Leon Enken (of Leon &
tddids), and Nick Prounis (Verwho head the committee.
Joseph Roth, company manager of

sailles),
.

Rebecca" broke

re-

Louis

By Sam X. Hurst

Harold D. Conner, secrtary of the
has resigned to devote his
Instructions to be given to the local
„'
public will point out that there are entire time to his law biz.
Herb Bennin, recently discharged
three types of medical dischargees
from the U.S.N, after a year's service
leaving the armed forces. They are
has returned to the local M-G-M's
the wounded and physically handi- sales staff.
capped; the psychoneurotics, who
Glen L. Hall, owner of the Ozark,
represent over 50% of all medical Cassville, 111., has purchased Comdischarges, and, finally, those men, munity Building in the same town
who while hot diagnosed as psycho and will convert it into a film thecases, have yet developed malad- atre.

AAA

.''-

-

:

When—"

stance.

all

from "Ben Hur" on up. Even
Angels" was plugged recently.

St.

justments rendering them unfit for
further military service. By means
of its radio-mag campaign, the War
Knew Them
Dept. hopes to tell the public how
Pfc. Allan Frank, formerly asst. to help ease the vets' return to cistage manager and understudy in vilian life.
Campaign will advise
"Angel Street," now with Fifth Air the people not
to comment on or
Force in Southwest Pacific.
Louella Parsons in from Holly- stare at the physfcally handicapped,
nor
make
phony comments
to
wood for a couple of weeks will
commute to Johns Hopkins, Balti- which, while aimed at putting the
more, for. physical checkup.
men at their ease, serve to do Just
Judson Laire, Adele Longmire, the contrary. It will also counsel
Harry Bellaver, Bob Allen, of USO on the handling of psycho and mal"Over 21" company, back after six adjustment
cases. Latter because of
months in Africa and Italy.
C. C. Ryan, purchasing executive the emotional Instability involved,
for Warners, laid up for a long time, emerge as the most difficult prob
sufficiently on the mend to return lems to be met.
to office on part-time basis.
Copy for the advice to be given
Byron Gay wrote tunes for and offers
It must
a ticklish situation.
staged "Naviator's, Holiday," two-act
musical put on recently at Naval Air get the message over to the public
clearly, yet it must not be of a
Training Base, Pensacola, Fla.
nature
to make the veterans even
Brock Pemberton, whose new play,
"Harvey" (nee "The Pooka" ), opened more self-conscious, thereby defeatin Boston last week, arrived back
ing the entire purpose of the plan.
early Monday (23) for jury duty.
With the tempo of both the EuroMrs. Patricia Cappella (Patricia &

.

They've been using

aways.

•

P.a. Jean Dalrymple has turned
playwright in collaboration with
Nedda Harrigan, play titled "Des-

tination

Spearheading

.

headquarters has brightened the eyes
of the bistro owners. Cosmopolitan
with plenty of visiting; sailors
and marines en route to the wars.
Importation of Waves down here is
expected to relieve the femme shortage.
Will certainly help in the
social whir] since most lad?; when
not under wing of USO auspices, are

b

1

3.

tion,

dios

;

his left a.rm in

two

Harry Hynes, Universale branch

manager here, will head the Motion
Picture Industry's activities in the
St. Louis area during the Sixth War

Banco Cinematografico, has become general manager of Films
Mundiales.
He's doubling in both
the

jobs.

Foreign Film

Chris Drake obtained release from
RKO player contract.
;

holds

in. all

time since her overseas tour.
Greer Carson back to work

world markets.

-.

.

-

:.

'.

.

'

abroad; in terms of potential political Bartlett.
Reg G. Lane, Australian broadcastinfluence, not merely film rentals.
ing exec, sailed for home after U. S.
Russian films, according to extensive radio conferences.
production-distribution planning unJose Litis Marsans, Spanish proder way, will play a dominant part ducer, shopping for Hollywood prodin a Pan-Slav area embracing a pop- uct to release in Madrid.
ulation of several hundred million
Jack Grant returned to his story
editor
desk at PRC after two months
in Europe (Russia, Poland, LithuFinland, at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn.
Esthonia,
Latvia,
ania,
Cliff Work returned from UniCzechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Albania,
versal home office huddles on proBulgaria
There
will
also
Hungary,
).
duction lineup for second half of
be strong penetration of Russian 1944-45.
*
films (which have already established
Major John Aalberg. former
a firm foothold in Iran, in Germany, sound chief at RKO, reported recova firm foothold in Iran), in Germany, ering from two months of illness in
France, Turkey and Greece. In Ger- an India base hospital.
Ann Revere and Morgan Wallace
many, it is understood, Russian,
British .and American films will appointed to the board of directors of
the Screen Actors Guild, succeeding
share the screen. French production
Heather Angel and Cary Grant, rewill follow in short order, however. signed.
-

Vast Potential Market

The move

for

China and India

is

not as far-fetched as at first appears.
Living conditions and the general
economic outlook among the Russians is much closer to that Of the
Chinese than the American. Russian film production is, to a large extent, based on the philosophy, custom and outlook of people who live
mainly off the land. Soviet film producers plan pictures reflecting conditions which the peasantry in other
countries will find believable. Such
films may or may not prove as successful as the glittering Hollywood
output, but that is how the Russians
plan it. They are placing their chips
on the agricultural background.
From accounts, the Russians are
now producing about 120 features
annually. It is understood that the
postwar production map is charted
for perhaps 60 or 70 pictures annually. But the surveys of Hollywood
technical and production methods,
which have been studied by Russian
film officials, are for the purpose of
raising the standards of production

the Arena, was clawed on the
face while trying to separate two
animals that became engaged in a
fight during a performance.

Out-of-towner film house owners
shopping on film row include Mrs. I.
W. Rodgers, Cairo, 111.; James FriSpringfield, 111.; Marvin GrifCairo, 111.; Charles Beninati,
Carlyle, 111.; John Marlow, Herrin,
111., and Frank. Finger. Marissa, 111.
sina,
fin,

Grade Deagon (Dickinson) here
on visit states she has not been employed at Lockheed, but has been devoting time to entertaining ''here and
has had several offers to remain and
function over the ether waves.

Chicago
Rio Cabana holding 6ver George
Tapps for new show opening Nov. 3
with Frances Faye and Sammy
Walsh;
Chicago Motion Picture OP el'ators
Union, local 110, received a Treasury
Dept. special certificate for contributing $175,000 to Fifth War Loan.
Balaban & Katz, undecided what
to do with a $1,500 crystal chandelier removed from their LaGrange
theatre, finally, donated it to Greek

Orthodox Church.
Suit

.

Sooth Africa
By

7

recognized as ari instrument of the
government, controlled arid dominated by the government. In England the film industry, while apparently free from government domination, is being geared for worldwide
importance largely as an instrument

Mexico

of furthering national objectives.
So far remaining free from strict

Government supervision is the
American film industry to which the
foreign film business is worth some

:

$175,000,000 to $200,000,000 in film
rentals annually. While in some U.S.
film quarters there is an inclination

&

seek stronger Government support in furthering film distribution
objective, is to achieve
SH6Ji:M pport without p i acing u. S
business too greatly under GovA1
to

'

.

superior court against

RCA

Manufacturing

Co. by Caroline Meredith, songwriter
vet, charging them with
using her idea for a song, "Wigwam

and vaude

ten
for

'.-

'••;'

'.,

«/^oK

filed in

Tony Pastor and

Stomp."
New songs and patter being writby Al Roberts and Doris Fisher
Mike Todd's "Star and Garter."
opening at the Blackstonc Nov. 16
to a level where the 60-70 pictures with Willie Howard, Lois Andrews
will- be able to .compete, with 'U. .S.
and Chaz Chase.
and other foreign films in the \vorld
Spencer Tracy inked in by Mayor
Ed Kelly for Democratic rally in
markets.
Of the three greatest world powers Soldier Field late this month, at
which FDR will talk. Plans are to
it appears, at this moment, that only
duplicate the Hollywood-lor-Dewey
in Russia is the film industry officially

Cape Town, and

'•'-.';'.

at

The "battle of the projectors" is Metro after appendix trouble.
already beginning, in the first move
Edgar Barrier to Mexico City to
.7.'-.
the international picture conflict, appear in a bl-lingual picture.
Wayne Gray, dance director, hoswith Russia offering to give away
16 mm. machines to such countries as pitalized with food poisoning.
Mimi Forsythe filed suit for diChina, providing Soviet pictures are
vorce against Benedict Bbgeaus.
shown. AH indications are that of an
Walter Branson in from New York
estimated 50,000 tmore or less) pro- for Fox
West Coast conferences.,:
jectors taken abroad by the AmeriDick Jurgens, now in the Marines,
can services only 5.000 or 6,000 will is directing a band at Camp Pendle..".'
be brought back and the balance left ton.
Boris Kaplan, Paramount's eastern
in foreign countries to ensure showing of U. S. films. Similar action is talent head, in town for studio hudreported being planned by the Brit- dles.
Roy
del
Ruth
celebrated
his birthish.
day and his 29th year in motion picThis, of course, is but the first bat- tures.
tle in what promises to be a longJimmy Dykes, Chicago White Sox
drawn trade war. Other moves are manager, in town for radio appearin the making. The battle lines, as ances.
Ellen Drew to Grand Island. Neb.,
they now appear to be drawn, place
the Soviets in a powerful position to visit her husband, Li.ei.it. Col. Sy
in

followed by session of grand opera
presented by S. A. National Opera
Company. Capacity biz throughout

;

feet after a flu siege.

1

his

at

'

became an

-'

The American film
Jack LaRue and his wife anindustry continues to aim for the nounced their separation.
Ann'Sheridan in town for the first
maintenance of first place which it

drive.
Pvt. Brice Cohn. 21. Collinsville,
killed in action in Italy. His
father, Philip H. Cohn, was financially
interested in the Avenue and Lyric
theatres in East St. Louis several
years ago.
Terrell Jacobs, lion tamer at the
Firemen's Thrill Circus and Rodeo,

'"
,':
run.
Astoria Cinema. Cape Town, comContinued from page 1
pletely gutted by fire causing $120,000
tioned tunes were popular originally, damage. Arson suspected and arrest
the majority of the buying group, if made. Theatre, built- 16 years ago,
that age bracket is correct, weren't was one of first in country to. go
interested in sheet music. It proves talkie pix.
again, too, that a good song is a good
song whether launched via vaudeCity
ville, as most were in the old days,
or in pictures, as many are today.
By Douglas L. Graham*
Jose Maineti, Argentinian comic,
Given impetus by its, synchronized
added
Follies
show.
to
use in two important films, and a
Carlos Marcos Aguilar, pic actor,
third en route, Irving Berlin's "Alto Havana for work there.
ways" has had some 200,000 copies
Robert Tasker. writer; to Costa
sold so far in its renaissance. "White Rica for work on ."Tidal Wave. ".
Christmas" has also gone 150,000
Harris, Claire & Shannon socko
copies on this year's.' pre- Yule re- with their dancing at El Patio
'•'-,
/';
vival.
;
;
?r BlT't re ad !fflL'
olTSt. Ph.l.p
of .Jesus,-' Mex.<ro s; boy
Incidentally, "Always" rates as the
-..

War

Continued trom page

111.,

theatre,

actor,

Humphrey Bogart and Mayo
Methot living apart.
Sydney Greenstreet back on his

India, of course.

Bond

Alhambra

•,.:

Fred Brunn, film
American citizen.

-v.'-.

.

!

'

'\

:

Joe Hanson
New 20th Century Cinema opened
pean and Pacific campaigns now on
at Worcester.
the upbeat, casualties and discharges
Ella Goldstein, pianist, arrived to
will show a proportionate increase.
tour South Africa under direction of
Thus the veterans problem, and pub- African Theatres. First concert in
lic
reaction toward them, become Johannesburg was benefit for Holone of the most pressing issues of land Relief Fund.
Ballet season highly successful at
the day.

'New' Public

:

eral local cinemas.
Lie. Carlos Carriedb Galvari, manager of the pic industry's own bank,

'•

-

birthday.
Belita returned from her 10-weetc
stage tour.
Lindsley Parsons Taid ~ up withr
bronchitis.
Lucille Ball divorced Staft'-Sgt.
Desi Arnaz.
Leo Robin divorced by the former
Estelle Clarke.
Bing Crosby vacationing on his
•'.';':
Wyoming ranch.

,

licity staff.

bedded with shoulder

Linda Darnell celebrated her 21st

Cry for American acts is the wail
Radio announcers rehearsing anMajor Monroe Greenthal left New- of most cabaret owners hereabouts, nual presentation of Spanish tragedy,
York for the Coast over the past with big question being tohcn will "Don Juan Tenorio." Will be preweekend with stops in Detroit and they get here.
sented next month on stages of sev-

rade,

...'.;;;

Lott Litton
injury.

pix.

producer-distributor of

House."

-

-

'

Joan Crawford laid up with flu.
Sydney Greenstreet laid up with
flu.

to"

"diriero" hereabouts.

Sosenko,
Throat.

-

55

secondary

pix.

'^"'^ iabroad," the

splash a

month

ago.

Minneapolis
By Les Bees
Fay

Dressel,

:';

RKO branch

manager,

new auto.
Ken Walker and "Chinese

sporting

Follies'*

-:.
into Curly's nitery.
Ben Friedman, indie circuit owner,
back from a New, York vacation.

at

Lawrence Tibbett drew
Auditorium for Sunday

full

house

concert.

Charlie LeVoir. Republic salesman,
escaped injury when his aiito was

smashed up in, collision,
Marion Francis, singer,

back

to

Hotel Radisson Flame Room with
Burton's birds and Gene Eyman's orchestra.

•;'.,.-

.

:-.''..'

Injured arm delaying the trip to
California of Ted Bolnick who reernment jontrol. In short, while cently resigned as Eddie Ruben cirasking for help the U. S, film biz cuit's La Crosse, Wis., city manager.
Gross receipts of Northwest Variety
simultaneously fears becoming a
Con s c. r p t s' •'•'barracks being pawn instead of remaining a power, Club's turtle derby and theatre collections for Sister Kenny Institute
equipped with cinemas by the MinFrom all indications. Uncle Sam for infantile paralysis treatment an$130,000 so far) is his No. 2 seller,
istry of National Defense as a moHow far he'll nounced as $94,000, Raving net of
followed by "Alexander's Ragtime
is planning to sit in.
rale stimulant.
Band," "Remember" and "What'll I
Paul Cambo. formerly of Louis go, at home and abroad, will become more than $80,000 to be turned over
DpV" in that order.:!
;
Jouvet's trouprj. and -Marthis Elba. clear as the trade conflict broadens. to charity project.
songsmith's top

hit,

with almost

2,-

000,000 copies sold since 1925. "God
Bless America" ( whose royalties and
entire profits were donated to the
Boy Scouts by Berlin, realizing over

Ma'py Cortes- and -Pedro Anmndariz medalled by City of Monterey
for their contribution to better Mexlean pix.
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NEW YORK
Opening

La

MARTINIQUE
NOVEMBER

8th

MAJOR CITY,
most talked about artist in
COUNTRY, MAKES HIS F IRST NEW YORK APPEARANCE
NOVEMBER 8th AT La MARTINIQUE

WITH RECORD BREAKING APPEARANCES
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